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202.1 Excerpt from The Foe In The Household\fn{by Caroline Chesebro’ (1825-1873)} Canandiagua, Ontario County,
New York, U.S.A. (F) 36
Edward Rolfe drove his chestnut mare over the red shale road which connected Emerald with Swatara, late one
afternoon in September, chatting with his companion as he drove, in a way to make her merry.
She was a demure-looking young woman, but it was her dress that made her appear so. The daughter of the
Mennonite bishop living in Swatara, she must, of course, conform to the customs of her people; but beneath the
quaint apparel, the young man seated beside her in that light spring wagon, which was so well known on all the
mountain roads, had discovered a rare intelligence, a rare sweetness, and a dignity of character, which
commanded his reverence and love.
He had been telling her one of the many “thrilling adventures” of which he was the hero—for he had traveled
far and wide on his business as a civil engineer, and had passed through a great variety of fortunes for so young a
man—when, as they approached the Emerald station, he checked his horse’s pace, and said,
“Delia, Father Trost is going on this train.”
And there he paused. She understood him, and did not answer. Then he sought to ascertain her thought another
way; he leaned forward and looked at the lovely face concerning which he was often asking himself whether it
would be more or less lovely when she had laid aside that uncouth bonnet, and donned the headgear worn by
ladies of his rank and station among the world’s people. She smiled when he caught her eye, but it was a serious,
thoughtful, doubting smile. Had he the very purpose which his words now suggested, when he asked her if she
would ride with him to the Emerald station that pleasant afternoon?
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“No,” he said, as if in answer to her questioning thought. “I will not urge it, dear, though I do not know when
so good an opportunity will offer again. We could keep our own secret,” he added, immediately, “until we chose
to make it known. O my darling, we are not going to trifle always, are we, with our blessed destiny?” That was the
way he would not urge it.
“You may drive on, Edward, and do as you think best. We shall do our duty by each other, at least.”
“We shall have done our highest duty surely then. It is all quite clear to me.”
“Well, perhaps; you ought to know! I do not see clearly. Is the train about to start?”
“In a moment.”
An expression of grave and satisfied determination appeared on the young man’s face as he answered this
question, which was asked with such evident anxiety. He did not now consume time in seeking to make his
companion see more clearly that the thing he had resolved upon was the thing to do. This was not a moment for
expostulation or for argument, but for rapid driving. The train would leave Emerald in less than ten minutes. The
chestnut mare understood her master’s pleasure, and went on at a quick trot. They were making up the train at the
station, and the locomotive was working backward and forward. Edward might have driven upon the track and the
mare would not have flinched, but, instead, he drove into the shed back of the station, threw down the lines,
helped Delia to alight, and said, “Go into the waiting-room, and I will find him,” and hurried away, while she
walked quietly into the house.
The behavior of each was perfectly natural, as any person must have acknowledged who had seen them at this
moment. Edward Rolfe was always in a hurry, Delia Rose never. When the engineer came into the waiting-room,
she was there alone. He was accompanied by Father Trost, the burly Methodist, to whom Edward had already
explained his wish.
“I don’t know about this,” Trost was saying, as they crossed the platform.
“Give us the benefit of the doubt, them,” said Edward, gaily. “Here is your fee; you will find there are ten tens,
but don’t stop to count them now. We have really no time to lose. Bestow your blessing. Make us man and wife,
according to the laws of God and the Commonwealth, and go your way rejoicing. The conductor will wait the
train for you.” Edward Rolfe thought he understood the man, and that the fee already in his hands would settle his
doubts, even though he exclaimed when he saw who the young lady was in whose behalf his priestly service was
requested.
He was right about it, but the old man felt himself drawn powerfully in two different directions when he saw
the girl. His friendship for Bishop Rose would have dissuaded him from performing the ceremony which would
unite his daughter with the man whom, according to the regulations of her sect, it was unlawful for her to wed,
unless she intended to abandon openly the faith of which her father was so noted an expounder. But then, again,
his dislike of the sect against which he had been preaching violently the year past prompted him to perform the
ceremony, which would prove, when discovered or declared, the most effective blow the Mennonites had ever
received. And then, besides, there was the eleventh-hour providence of that hundred-dollar fee!
“Father Trost,” said Delia, “your last religious service in this region is not one you could have expected to
perform.”
“I wish the train had started an hour ago,” he answered; “but, young people, this is your business, not mine.”
“Exactly, sir. And we consider ourselves very fortunate that we knew when the train would start, and who
would be on board,” said Edward, cheerfully.
“Come, then,” said Father Trost, hurriedly; and of these two he made one.
“You may pray for us on your journey,” said Edward; but the old man, in spite of the hint, lifted his hands, and
besought for bridegroom and bride the blessing which rested on Isaac and Rebecca. Then, turning to Delia, he
asked,
“Do you mean to let your father know what you have done, Miss Dely?” The bridegroom answered for her.
“Not yet; just because Bishop Rose is the man he is, we could not speak to him. I do not mean to ask my wife
to leave her people while her father lives.”
“Then, young man, you might better have let this business alone.”
“I will tell Adams that you are coming. Go that way,” said Edward, cutting short the talk; and, pointing to the
door which led into the bar-room, he himself passed out by that which opened directly on the piazza.
Delia, left alone, sat down. The next moment, however, she arose again and hurried out. Rolfe was talking with
the conductor, but when he saw her looking for him, and evidently a little troubled, he went to her at once.
“Edward,” she said, “shouldn’t there be a—a certificate, or something? He is not coming back, you know. He
should give us one.”
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“Certainly, dear; how stupid I was! I’ll speak to him.” The train was in rapid motion when the engineer leaped
from the car to the platform.
“Don’t ever one of you try a thing like that—it’s as much as your life is worth,” said he, shaking his head at a
group of urchins who had watched his feat with admiration. Then he hurried into the room where Delia was.
“Too late!” he exclaimed. “I wish I had thought of it before. It was a careless trick. But he will send us one,
Delia, as soon as he can. It will be all right. I have to speak to some of the men; can you wait here a few minutes?
or haven’t you some errand?”
Delia now recollected that there were articles for domestic use which she had intended to purchase in Emerald;
and, while Edward gave his orders and gained his information, she attended to these.
*
The daylight seemed to have been arrested in its departure, so brightly the moon shone on their return. They
did not linger by the way. Edward did not need to be reminded that the bishop would be looking for Delia, and he
let the mare take her own swift return-pace.
He was so satisfied with the day’s success, that he hardly cared to talk about it. Once he broke out gaily:
“There goes Delia Rolfe! Do you see her, young woman? The lady in the white bonnet with the white roses
and green leaves. She wears a gay gown, and a white shawl embroidered with pretty flowers. She is going out of
the grays by the gray road, gradually, I suppose. Ned Rolfe was always in luck.”
“The woman is so fine that I don’t know her,” said Delia. “Perhaps I have never seen her, though.”
“I really think you never have,” said he.
And then Delia silently reproached herself for the thrill of satisfaction his words had occasioned, knowing as
she did that it was only by the Valley of Death that she could pass to the place where he beheld her so changed in
exterior; for it had been decided by them, that, so long as her father lived, she should remain quietly among the
Mennonites.
*
The bishop was in his garden, listening to the crickets and the katydids, when Delia opened the gate and passed
through, and stood there looking around her. Two hours ago only she went; and now she had come again, another
and another’s.
At first, when Edward had talked of marriage, she had said, with a secret grief she had resolved he never
should suspect, that it could never be. She had seen that it could be. And there stood the obstacle which had
seemed insurmountable. A loving old man! For, after all, the church, she found, was her father! And even he had
not been able to stand in Edward’s way.
How wonderful Edward’s power was! Everybody felt it. It was said no other man could have pushed the
Emerald road through; nothing could thwart him; O, least of all her foolish heart, least of all could it stand
between herself and him! Bishop Rose was an old man; in the moonlight he looked very old. It seemed to his
daughter that there were a dozen furrows in the place of one since she saw him last two hours ago. As if she had
been considering anxiously the probabilities of his lengthened life—which she had not, dear soul—Delia felt
condemned. She rejoiced when they went into the house, and she looked at him by steady candlelight to see that
his blue eyes were bright with an almost youthful fire. Though her freedom could only come by his death, he must
not die.
Edward joined them at the tea-table which Delia had quickly spread. He was a frequent and always a welcome
guest in the house of the bishop.
“You missed an old friend by being away this afternoon, Delia,” said her father, looking at Rolfe and smiling
as he spoke. “Mr. Trost was here, or Father Trost as the people call him. I must return his compliment, for he
called me bishop when he went away, and it was the first time that I remember hearing it from him. Maybe you
saw him at the station, daughter?”
“Yes, we did. You parted good friends then, father, if he called you bishop, for he always said that you were
none.”
“Good friends, to be sure. O, Trost meant well, and he was a hard worker. I never saw his equal for holding
on.”
“But I assure you, Bishop, he is no loss to Swatara. Nobody really loves him, and as for homage, which a
preacher of the Gospel ought to be able to command—”
“I don’t know,” interrupted the old man, pained evidently by this criticism of the preacher who had not only
made himself conspicuous as his rival in the neighborhood, but had taken great pride and pleasure in so doing—“I
don’t know. I think it may be the zeal of the Lord’s house that is eating him up,”
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“No, no,” replied Edward, hastily, “it’s your charity that is trying to cover up a multitude of sins. I know Trost;
he is a hard, unforgiving, irascible, selfish man, and vain as a girl—I beg your pardon, Miss Delia. For my part, I
am heartily glad he has gone out to the Indians; but I doubt whether he will be able to win them over to his cause;
he will be pretty sure to reveal anything but the beauty of holiness to them.”
The bishop’s Christian kindness was almost offended by these words, and Delia felt not a little pained that the
man who had been associated with herself and Edward in the most important transaction of their lives should now
be spoken of by him with so little respect. It almost seemed as if this feeling might even extend to that solemn
covenant into which they had entered; that he would regard it as lightly. Perhaps the bishop had felt relieved when
he saw Trost going away from Swatara, but he said:
“There was room for both of us here, and work enough to do. We will just keep in mind, daughter, that it
wasn’t our people, but our doctrines, he fought so hard.” Delia could not hear this without thinking with sudden
pain:
“Haven’t I given him warrant for the worst thing he ever said against us, that we don’t stand to our rules and
keep our vows? He has gone off victorious, and I have put a sword in his hand!”
“Whoever they send in his place, they cannot send a worse man for us,” she said. “Whatever happens, nobody
can complain of your stewardship, father.”
The old man smiled, and his daughter smiled with him; but this hour, which should have been the happiest of
her life, was, in spite of her, the saddest. Rolfe perceived the truth, saw that she was saying to herself, “He trusts
me and I have deceived him,” and exerted himself so successfully for the general enlivenment, that her misgivings
presently were quieted. Then she felt ashamed of her varying mood, for how contemptible it must have seemed to
Edward!
“The fact is,” she said to herself, “I married him because I loved him more than anything else. Can’t I stand by
that? Do I love him less than I did three hours ago, when I saw that the most important of all things was to please
him?”
From the moment when she sharply reminded herself of these facts, Edward saw no further evidence of doubt
on Delia’s part. She would honor herself in the act she had performed.
“I consented to this because I did not fear to let my heart lead me. We cannot be parted now, at least,” she
seemed to say; and he who had quietly watched her as she passed through these moods thought,
“Thank Heaven you see how it is. But I knew I could trust to your reason.”
*
From this time forth he continued to come and go as he had come and gone during the past year, reckoning the
house of the bishop as one of his homes, and paying his way with a liberal hand. His work on the main road was
nearer to Swatara than the Emerald station, and a drive of three miles took him across the hills to his scene of
action.
While at work on his charts he completed many a drawing under the bishop’s roof; and he brought his books
there one by one, until the old man saw his shelves filled with a literature to which he would otherwise have had
no access. These books he valued, and his daughter loved them. They gave to her the world from which Edward
came, the world to which he would perhaps one day lead her. They enriched her thoughts, and were not without
their witness in her heart.
The intelligence, the energy, and skill of the engineer had long made him an interesting study to the bishop, as
well as a valued friend. He was his main point of contact with the great world; through him he felt the vast tides
coming in and going out, ebbing and flowing; and through him he learned of the great enterprises by which the
resources, power, and humanity of nations were discovered to each other.
*
So the weeks passed, the months. It was in the spring to which Delia had been looking forward with
impatience—for in the spring it would be easier for her to get away from home, and she had long promised herself
a visit to a friend’s house among the Lancaster hills—in the spring that the man for whom she had endured
anxieties as if they were joys, the gay, careless, happy fellow who secretly smiled at his good wife’s occasional
sighs as she thought of the poor Mennonite folk from whose company she, unsuspected, had separated herself,
was taken out of the world as suddenly as by lightning’s stroke.
When news of the appalling accident reached the bishop’s house, Delia was alone. A child, the son of one of
the miners, passing by, and seeing her on the doorstep, stopped and told her what he had heard at the Emerald
Station, from which he had just returned.
“When was it?” she asked, as she might have asked the time of any ordinary event.
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“Day before yesterday.” After a moment the boy, perceiving that no more questions would be asked, ran on.
Delia went into the house. Hours passed. There she sat, waiting in silent, horrible uncertainty. The strength of
her nature had never a better demonstration than in this. Her impulse was, of course, to leave the house, to fly to
Emerald, and see and learn for herself what had happened. But among these strangers who, if the rumor had
grown in its transit and Edward still lived, would gather around her husband, could she stand as a silent spectator?
How could she account to them from her presence there? Say to him that she had come in her father’s stead, Mr.
Rolfe’s dear friend? Would not everybody discover in an instant that Rolfe was too much to her, if he was not all?
And why might she not speak and say that he was all? If Edward himself could not declare it, she had no
evidence. They had looked and looked in vain for the letter which Father Trost had promised. No; the one thing
for her to do was to remain where she was. And yet! if he lived, if he could speak; if he could by signs even,
testify for her to that marriage before he passed out of the world, there might be time yet. But her father, but the
church!
Delia had not yet disposed of this afterthought when her father came home. He had heard of the accident just
after he had set out on his pastoral visits, and at once changed his course, going over to Emerald, and so to Laurel
Station, arriving there in time to witness the funeral services, and to see the little company of mourning men start
with the body for Philadelphia, where Edward’s surviving sister lived.
The old man had come home to tell all this to his daughter, and to mourn with her. The death of this young
engineer, this enterprising man of business, so shocked the venerable bishop, he so deeply mourned his loss, that
merely through sympathy his daughter might have fallen into a state of dejection from which she would find it
difficult to rally. It seemed, indeed, impossible for either of them to accept the fact of Edward’s death. So cheerful
was he, so alive, so strong, it was monstrous to associate with him thoughts of helplessness and decay. He still
lived—he must come again! The reading he had begun must be continued; the work he had planned must be
finished.
Alas! death had decreed not so! He would return for no more pleasant chat or kindly service. He was gone
forever.
*
Late in the spring Delia made a great effort to break away from the seemingly hopeless state of life into which
she had fallen. She began to talk again about the projected visit to Lancaster, and the bishop, perceiving that she
needed a change, urged her going.
So they closed the house, and he went on his long summer circuit, preaching through all the region until the
end of July, when he came back, and found that Delia had preceded him by a single day. A glance assured him that
it had been to her a profitable journey. She had recovered something of her native cheerfulness, and seemed young
again.
Certain experiences had befallen both father and daughter during this separation which made them in
subsequent intercourse more tenderly regardful of each other. The filial heart of Delia seemed to have been
enlarged. She deported herself as though she had but her father to live for. There was no other for whose coming
she might watch and wait; no light elastic step; only that heavy tread which was growing slower from the
uncertainties of age.
In his circuit Bishop Rose had met Friend Holcombe again, that godly young man who had, before he began
his ministry, worked in the bishop’s blacksmith’s shop; for like Paul, the teachers among Mennonites labored to
get their own living with their own hands. He had found Mr. Holcombe in a remote corner of his circuit,
preaching and praying with an earnestness of which his earlier youth had given promise, and he had invited him
to return to Swatara.
Since the mines were becoming famous, the population increased fast, and he felt that there should be at this
important point a younger man, a man of more activity and vigor, than himself. When he gave the invitation, he
had every reason to hope that Mr. Holcombe would think well of it; for it had been clear to the father’s eyes when
Friend was with him, that he had but one great human-pointing desire, and that was to marry Delia.
Mr. Holcombe came back to Swatara and entered upon the work designated by the bishop, with a singleness
and sincerity of purpose which could not but insure marked success. Everything about the young preacher was
attractive; by voice, manner, and teaching he won upon the people, and from Sunday to Sunday the benches of the
meeting-house were filled with hearers, many of whom Father Trost had counted as members of his flock. Still he
did not get on rapidly with Delia Rose.
She knew what her father’s hope was; but she was looking for a letter, which still did not come. The
expectation of it never left her. It took from her life all peace. There was not a day passed but she thought:
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“Who will open that letter? Who will read it first, and come to tell him that the worst foe of the church is of his
own household?”
2
One day Dr. Detwiler, who made as free as he pleased of every house in Swatara, coming in and going out a
well-beloved physician, walked into the dairy, where she was busy with her cream-jars and her milk-pans and her
thoughts, and said:
“Delia Rose, there is one thing for which you will not find it easy to get forgiveness. The greatest sin you can
be guilty of is keeping Friend Holcombe doubting whether you are ever going to relent. You can’t prevent his
hoping that you finally will.”
“What do you mean?” asked Delia, turning quietly toward the doctor, who had appealed to her in that abrupt
way in behalf of another man.
The doctor was an old friend to everybody, and freely used the privilege of speech, which he deemed he had
earned in his summering and wintering with the country folk among the hills. He was in the country before Mr.
Holcombe became a shining light, and people said that he might himself marry the bishop’s daughter if he would
only join the Mennonites. When anybody ventured to speak to him on the subject, he always answered that he was
already married to Swatara for better or for worse. He had come now prepared to answer in full Delia’s question.
“You are giving I don’t know how many years of unhappiness to the best man living, that’s all. And I don’t
know as there’s the woman on earth who has a right to do it.”
“If he is the best man living, he is a great deal too good for me,” said Delia. “I am saving him from his misery,
if he did but know it.”
“He is in no condition to appreciate your kindness, and never will be. It may be all true, but if you cannot make
him see it, you had better stop trying. You are a sensible woman, Delia. I wouldn’t have come here to say this,
expressly, for the man I love with my heart and my understanding, if I could see anything or anybody in the way.
But I find there isn’t, and I warn you against interfering with the Lord’s designs; for if ever He intended two
persons for each other, He took thought of Delia Rose and Friend Holcombe.”
These words, spoken by such a man as the doctor, filled Delia with desperation. She saw her father’s advocate,
Mr. Holcombe’s advocate, and the church’s advocate in Detwiler, and gave him an answer that would have
indicated despair to anyone who could have suspected it:
“If this should ever happen, you will have to take the consequences.” He answered as cheerily as if now quite
assured that he had gained his cause,
“Thank you, I will.” Then she asked:
“Did Friend send you here to say this?”
“Not he.”
And now, evidently, since she had gone so far as to ask this question, the doctor did not care whether his words
displeased her or not. He had that high-handed way when he had determined that a certain course was desirable,
and this marriage he decreed.
“I had only a minute to stop, and have stayed five,” said he, looking at his watch. “I must go, but you will be
married before the month is out.”
He wanted to provoke a smile, or at least some sort of emotion. This tranquility of hers, considering Holcombe’s state, was past endurance. He went out quickly as he spoke, but in a moment came back again.
“There are some persons who are born for higher ends than just to suit themselves,” said he: “you are among
these, Delia. I can see how well you would fill the place which is vacant, and always will be vacant unless you
choose to fill it. Tell me, dear girl, is there anything in him which you positively dislike?” She was still pondering
that question when the doctor turned away and left her.
“Haven’t you said he is the best man living? Why should I dislike him?”
She was aware that the doctor was gone, but she said this aloud as if he were still within hearing. It was not for
the first time the doctor had said that she was wronging herself and the patient love that waited her relenting. But
his words had never obtained such a hearing as they had that afternoon. If this marriage was ordained—and had
she not, since the day Friend Holcombe came back to Swatara and renewed the suit of his youth, trembled before
him as in the presence of destiny?
“It would be better to die,” she said, when the doctor had left her with that promise which had the sound of a
threat in her ears. But she knew no messenger of death would come. Vain would have been her endeavor to make
the doctor understand how she shrank from the duties which would make their demands upon her the moment she
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should step from her present place, and stand before the people as the young preacher’s wife. No one beside
herself would be even surprised that she should take upon herself the duties pertaining to such station. People,
indeed, expected her to do it; it was the one desire of her father’s heart that she should occupy the place held by
her mother so honorably many and many a year. Surely her expectation of life was not so great that she could
afford to disappoint all these, and, intrenched in her secret, live to the memory of the unclaimed, unclaiming dead!
*
One day Detwiler dropped in with the news that Father Trost had been murdered by the Indians among whom
he was laboring. He had come across men more savage than himself, and had got the worst of it.
From that day there was a marked change in Delia; and yet the anxious expectation of her heart was not
immediately dismissed. The cloud above her head did not at once break and disappear. There was still on the sky
and in the air a presage of storm. That letter which Trost had promised might be wandering along the wide
distance which stretched between the prairies and her home among the hills; and it was many a week yet, after the
doctor had brought the intelligence which had given her almost a shock of joy, before she ceased to look with
doubt on every mortal who approached her.
But at last there came a day when this apprehension lost so much of its force that she listened to Friend
Holcombe’s suit, and for her father’s sake, and for the sake of the church which sustained him in it, she
encouraged it.
Thus it was that the bishop, before his departure from earth, deemed himself among the blest. In the presence
of his deacons and his lifelong friends, he gave his daughter to Friend Holcombe, as a king might give away a
kingdom.
“Take her,” he said, to the young preacher; “so good a daughter as my girl has been to me will make you the
truest and best of wives.”
And the old man’s happy tears mingled with those of his daughter, who beheld among the wedding guests
Edward and Edward’s child. And it was not on the face of the dead that she saw the frown and the contempt.
Indeed, so surrounded and so cheered as Delia was by all these approving faces and voices, it would have been
strange if she had not supposed that the Lord also would smile on her endeavor to retrieve the past. Judgment had
fallen upon her when she sought out happiness in her own way; she must shut her eyes on the past, and forget her
lost joy; not for her the world’s ways, the world’s pride, the world’s successes; it was here, in Swatara, among her
father’s people, that her duties lay. Trost was dead; and the child born far away among the Lancaster hills should
never sorrow for the loss she had never known.
3
But sometimes on a midsummer afternoon a sound is heard which surprises everybody—a warning of storm.
The cloud must be looked for whence the warning issued. Everybody may not be glad to hear it. There; is clover
or grain cut, which the rain will not sweeten more thoroughly than the sun has done already; or a party of
pleasure, about to set forth gay as youth, is subjected to the misery of a doubting mind.
The voice that asked, “Is it Dely Rose?” at the gate of the preacher’s house, was not unlike such thunder—as
startling, and perhaps not more welcome. No dweller in Swatara could have asked the question of the
commanding figure that arose at the sound of the voice from behind the currant-bushes which lined the garden
fence. Leaning over the gate the man had perceived the woman, and thereupon had spoken as kindly and as
cheerily as it was possible for him to speak. His voice was remarkable, but kindliness and cheeriness were not
among its natural tones.
Mistress Holcombe appeared instantly to recognize it. She cast a quick glance around her—where loomed the
cloud? Astonishment for a moment seemed to have mastered every other emotion. Then, for hospitality was the
law of Friend Holcombe’s house, and the law of her life as well, she hastened from the garden path and stood on
the gravel walk which led from the gate to the front door of the cottage.
“Is this Father Trost?” she asked, and at the same time she smiled and extended one hand, while with the other
she lifted the latch. He entered, saying:
“I jest found you out, Miss Dely. Did ye know I had come back to Swatary to live?”
“We heard that the Indians had dealt so unkindly by you that you never could come back,” she answered.
“I see, I see, everybody round here had me dead and buried,” he said, with a note of exultation in his voice. He
still lived!
“When did you come?” asked Delia.
“Last week, and been dreadful busy sence. I’ve bought a little place for my hum up there among you folks.
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Mary is with me—you remember Mary?”
“Little Mary, your granddaughter? O yes.”
“Anything but little Mary now; she’s a woman grown. This does look nat’ral. It always was a purty place. But
you’ve been making a good many changes too.” He withdrew his eyes from Delia and looked around on the red
cottage, the blue hills, the garden, the flowers.
“O yes, changes everywhere,” she answered, as if in her heart she had sighed and shuddered. “It is seventeen
years since you went away, Father Trost; the bushes and vines have had time to grow. My hair wasn’t quite as
gray when you went as it is now. You look as young as ever.”
Father Trost, who wore a red wig which was fringed by obtrusive locks of his own gray hair, fixed his cold
blue eyes on the flatterer, and seemed pleased by what she had said.
“You’re young yourself yet, Miss Dely, to be talking about gray. It would take sharper eyes than mine are to
see the signs of age about you. Your ma hadn’t a gray hair at sixty. But ’pears to me you favor t’other side o’the
house. Well, well, he’s gone too sence I went away. I was glad to hear you was living down here to the old place.
You must have a good deal to tell me. Did you get the certificate?”
“No!” exclaimed Delia, looking around quickly, and going nearer to the old man. “You did not send it. Did
you, Father Trost?”
“Didn’t I, though! That’s like saying I broke my word,” he answered roughly, and looking indignant. “I writ
my letter, and I sent it, ma’am.”
“It never came to us,” said she, in the same low voice, which invited his to softer speech—which expressed
entreaty indeed, as well as apprehension.
“I sent it, though. I sent it to Rolfe, from Arkansas.”
“How soon? Was it long—weeks or months first, Father Trost?”
“Well, I was nigh on to four months getting out there, and that was one of the things I attended to fIrstly after I
got there.”
“It was too late!”
If he had spoken truly, if he wrote the letter, and if they had received it, would all this have happened that had
happened since? And did she now wish that all this had not happened, that the people did not know her as Friend
Holcombe’s wife, and that Rose did not call her “mother”?
“Why was it too late?” said he.
“Have you heard that I am the wife of the preacher, Friend Holcombe?” said she, quickly. “God took away the
other—your letter did not come—you see how it was—we said nothing about it. Only a little over four months
and he was taken.”
“You mean to say it is your and my secret, Miss Dely!”
“Mine certainly,” she said. “You remember it was to be made public when we pleased, but not while father
lived.”
While Delia spoke she was steadily regarding the face of the old man. She did not like its expression. She had
perhaps spoken unwisely and had angered him—his violent temper she remembered of old—but she had not
spoken unawares; she had seen in these few moments since he had, as it were, risen out of the grave, that she must
show him that he had nothing to do with her past.
“Come in, let me show you my husband, Mr. Trost,” she said, now speaking cheerfully and more kindly. “He
happens to be at home today. He will remember your name, though he never saw you, perhaps. You left such a
record behind you when you went away.” While she spoke, Delia led the way to the house, and Father Trost
followed her.
“You keep to your old style of wearing-apparel, Miss Dely,” he said, in a not unfriendly way.
“We do not change our style, you know. We only grow old, and worse or better.”
“You have Scriptur’ for your fashion, and there’s a great economy in it,” he said, with approval. But eyes that
loved grace and beauty more would have looked with less admiration on the scant skirt, the short waist, the
awkwardly shaped sleeves of the gown in which Mrs. Holcombe was attired.
They made slow progress through the “first room” of the cottage. At almost every step the old man paused, and
leaned upon his stick, and looked around him. He recognized the venerable Dutch clock which adorned one
corner, and Delia called his attention to the carpet on the floor. It was one of her mother’s weaving. There was a
book-shelf too, between the front door and the window, which he remembered hung in the same place in her
father’s time; he noticed that it contained a greater number of books than of old. He could have told her the title of
every volume it contained eighteen years ago.
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The room, as well as the book-shelf, had undergone a few slight changes. The whitewashed walls were covered
with a light and pretty paper. There was a vase containing flowers on the table, and an easy-chair near by, which
looked less than a hundred years old. A modern, it was evident, presided over the home of the ancients, but a
modern who was not a cold-blooded innovator. The atmosphere of the place had undergone a change, but not such
a change as less than eighteen years must have made in a home belonging to “world’s people.”
They passed into the kitchen, and again there was halting, but only long enough for Father Trost to note the
exceeding order and cleanliness of the domestic arrangements. He had an eye for these signs, and smiled in his
way. It was there in the kitchen that Friend Holcombe and the old man met. Friend had come in from the back
porch, drawn by the sound of a strange voice.
“Ah,” he said, after a single searching glance, “nobody need tell me who this is”; and he gave his hand to
Father Trost with a cordiality which proved that in warmth of heart, at least, he was worthy to succeed to the
headship of this house.
“I was going to tell you, Delia, that I heard today Mr. Trost had come back to live among us. Your name is not
strange to me, sir, though I have never before met you face to face. You were doing a good work in Swatara when
I came here the first time, that was nigh twenty years ago.”
Anybody looking at Delia while her husband spoke could not have failed to see the satisfied pride with which
she gazed at him. Well had the man been named Friend by his mother, who in her heart consecrated him from his
birth to the service of his fellows as a friend. All the way up from childhood he had borne the name, conscious
that he must redeem the promise it gave to all created beings.
“So you’re the man that’s in Bishop Rose’s place,” said Father Trost. From his ministerial habit of addressing a
multitude as if it were an individual, he seemed now to be speaking to Delia as much as to her husband, turning
from the one to the other.
He could nowhere have found a man and woman in finer physical harmony than these before him. They were
models of manly and womanly beauty. A narrow, selfish, sordid life it was simply impossible that either of them
should live; Nature had decreed otherwise. Friend Holcombe’s character spoke out in his voice, frank, trustful,
generous—
“Not in the bishop’s place, though I preach in the church and have married his daughter. Come into the porch,
sir, and rest in the bishop’s chair. Rosa—I will show you our daughter, his grandchild, Father Trost. She has his
name, you see.”
A girl between eleven and twelve years of age came at this call across the porch and stood by her father. Her
parentage was in her face. At her age Friend Holcombe’s hair must have been of that golden brown; her forehead,
which looked as if it had never been shadowed by a sorrow or marred by a passionate feeling, had the same
beautiful shape as that of the man; her sweet blue eyes had an expression which had deepened in his to the great
knowledge of a good man; her mouth bore out the testimony her eyes gave to the grace of a godly nature. She did
not shrink back from the scrutiny which seemed harshly critical, rather than softly kind, but stepped forward and
gave Father Trost her hand before he seemed to perceive that she was there as one of the family, and for
something more than inspection.
*
Just then another girl came from the garden in the rear of the house, a girl taller and older than Rosa, possibly
by half a dozen years. Her hands were full of crimson cardinal-flowers, and she had evidently just returned from a
long walk; her shoes were soiled, and her face heated; how many miles she had walked with her sun-bonnet under
her arm, no one of that group would have ventured to say. She was dressed in the same fashion as the mistress and
the daughter of the house, but the attire did not befit her as well as it did either of them; one could hardly help
feeling that she was conscious of its awkward unbecomingness. Her dark hair was put up in a knot at the back, but
there were short front locks which had escaped, and were always escaping this folding, and falling around her
forehead and behind her ears in short, wild curls.
The face had a graver expression than is often seen, or than is pleasant to see, on the countenance of youth. It
was not a fair face, but brown and stained by the exposure to which it had been subjected; freckle and tan
abounded. But it was a fine face, the pure gray eyes kept always alive a fire which an emotion or a thought could
set aglow; a face capable of expressing nobly a wide range of feeling. Edward Rolfe would have loved it; he
would have seen a promise of his mother’s beauty in his daughter’s countenance, and in her form.
Father Trost was about to sit down, as he had been bidden, in the bishop’s chair, when Mrs. Holcombe said,
quite suddenly, “Edna, come here”; for the girl, seeing a stranger there, would have gone away again. She shook
her head as if she would go in spite of the call; but Delia repeated, “Come, dear,” in a way that few persons would
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have found themselves capable of disregarding. Edna obeyed.
“Our daughter Edna, Father Trost,” said Mistress Holcombe, taking her hand, and thus quietly drawing the
reluctant form towards her.
“What, another?” he said, and this time he extended his hand. Edna did not seem to see that he did so. She
looked at the face before her and found it repulsive and ugly, there was not a feature or a line of it that she did not
scan and judge. Old Annie Gell had talked with her from her childhood up as though she had been a woman
grown, and she had sharp criticism at her tongue’s end concerning the cold, hard eyes, the hanging cheeks, the red
wig, the altogether tremendous person of the old man who affected her so disagreeably. She had caught those
words “daughter” and “another,” spoken, the one so kindly and the other with unsympathetic surprise, by Mrs.
Holcombe and the stranger, and the bitter thing she thought she forthwith said:
“As much a daughter as you are a friend, maybe. Because they were kind and took me in. Do you want Rosa,
Mrs. Holcombe?”
Delia looked distressed, perhaps because of the girl’s rude speech, perhaps because the “daughter” declined to
acknowledge relationship, persisting in that formality of speech which showed her constant recognition of the
mere externality of their connection. But she answered, kindly,
“No, dear, not just now. But do you want her?”
“There are plenty of blueberries up the creek.”
“But you look so very tired, Edna.”
“I am not tired”; and Edna looked at Delia as a child can look at the woman whose soul she can nearly vex to
death, knowing partly her power, and capable of repenting, but first of testing fairly the patience and the love to
which she intends to yield.
“I brought these flowers for you”; saying this she laid the scarlet bloom on Delia’s lap.
“You may go,” said Delia, “but do not go far; perhaps our friend will stay to tea with us.”
“O, then we might catch some trout!” exclaimed Rosa, springing from her seat, and looking up at the shelf
where the lines were kept.
“That will take too long,” said Edna, and her words decided the question. The girls went into the kitchen for
pails, and did not return, but passed out by the front door.
*
“I hope that dreadful thing will be gone when we come back,” said Edna, as they closed the gate behind them.
Rosa thought that he was very funny.
“Funny! His face looks as if it was cut out of red leather, with holes for his eyes to stick through; and did you
ever see such hands!”
“Well, no matter, father seemed glad to see him,” said Rosa, quickly, as if to reconcile Edna to the fact that the
old man had come to her parents’ house.
“He don’t look as though he had any business there.”
“But you know,” said Rosa, “our house isn’t like any other; we always take everybody in.”
“O yes, I know,” returned Edna, as if it were very painful knowledge.
At that Rosa’s face turned a bright red, and she wished herself home again. She was always saying the wrong
thing to Edna, and now she had reminded her of the fact which Edna had been so long forgetting, and would
probably never forget, that she too was one of the wanderers overtaken by storm for whom the hospitality of the
house had been proven.
*
Meanwhile Father Trost, who never yet had seen a reason for forbearing to ask concerning anything that
excited his curiosity, had turned to Friend Holcombe with,
“Who is that girl? Adopted?”
“She has quite a story. She was bequeathed to us less than a year ago,” said Mr. Holcombe. “We are quite busy
yet trying to make her feel at home here; it has proved a little difficult.”
“’Pears to me I’ve seen a face like hers, but I can’t locate it. Was she born in your parish?” Delia looked at the
questioner without answering.
“Are you going to the root of the matter?” she thought. “Perhaps the sooner the better.” Mr. Holcombe said:
“I don’t know as we ought to claim old Annie Gell, exactly, but she belonged to us as much as she did to
anybody.”
“You don’t mean to say this girl belonged to her!”
“Not exactly. She is her sister’s child, so she has been passed around. We are trying to make the poor child feel
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at home with us, and it will be strange if my wife doesn’t accomplish it. Do you find many changes in your parish,
sir?”
The question had hardly escaped Mr. Holcombe’s lips when Deacon Ent appeared. He brought a message to
the preacher, and seemed to be in haste, for he turned to go as soon as he had delivered it.
“You might give me a lift up the mountain, if you are on your road back,” said Father Trost.
Delia had already concluded that her guest intended to remain all night, and she now invited him to do so; but
he answered that he had Mary and the cow at home expecting him, and if the Deacon, who was his near neighbor,
would take him part way, it would be a timely favor. The young man expressed his willingness to do so, but had
evidently made an exact estimate of the amount of freight he was thus imposing on his favorite colt. And so, with
expressions of mutual good-will, Trost and the Holcombes parted. The old man indulged in a bit of pleasantry at
the last which cost Delia many a thoughtful moment after.
“I shall be coming across you on your circuit,” said he to her husband; “but there’s room for fair play in the
mountains. My trumpet isn’t one to give forth an uncertain sound.”
“Good!” exclaimed Friend, with spirit. “I hope I shall prove that the same may be said of mine.” But Delia,
standing back and looking at the two men, thought:
“The odds are against us. Those two don’t fight with the same kind of weapons. He hasn’t grown any
peaceabler than he was in father’s time, and then he claimed that he fought with the sword of the Lord—only
because there was war in his heart.”
*
The Deacon and the old man were neighbors, it is true, but they had no joint interest to discuss, and there was
no matter of public importance before them which they felt disposed to talk about just now, so the ride along the
mountain road toward the mines was enlivened by the exchange of few words. Ent was thinking of the church
business which had taken him to the preacher’s house, and Father Trost was absorbed by his thoughts on Delia
Holcombe’s secret. He began to see why it was that he had escaped with his life from savages, and was now again
in Swatara. He had his testimony to give against the religious system which could foster liars and hypocrites. Thus
the business of Delia’s marriage shaped itself to his mind; her fair exterior, her position and influence in the
region, stirred his indignation, fired him with holy resentment. If he had bound himself to regard her secret as her
own, it was, nevertheless, his duty to warn the young folks of this neighborhood, and up and down the hills, and
through the valley, against the system of which he suddenly remembered the young man by his side was a most
zealous upholder.
“I must stop at the furnace a moment for a chain I left there,” said the Deacon, driving past the miners’ cottages
towards the mine.
“Is Mr. Hooper anywhere about here yet, or is everything changed about the works?” asked Trost.
“Hooper is gone; but don’t you remember Mr. Elsden? He was down at Emerald for a good while, I believe, in
the office there.”
“Elsden? Elsden? Yes, I remember that name.”
“That’s his office yonder; he’s the superintendent of Mr. Boyd’s works now. Hooper didn’t seem to be the man
for the place; but Mr. Elsden is carrying all before him.”
“Well, you might let me out here, August, if you’ll be sure to pick me up again. I should like to look at the new
man.”
“I’ll do that, sir,” said August; and he dropped his burden at the superintendent’s door.
*
Father Trost, whose memory had lost nothing of its remarkably retentive power in all the long years of his life,
had at once associated Mr. Elsden with Edward Rolfe, and there was one single question which he wished to ask
him, and that was,
“What had become of the engineer?”
Delia had told him a single word concerning his fate; what had a man to say, a man like Elsden, who had been
Rolfe’s bosom friend, and was, most likely, in his councils?
Mr. Elsden was so busy looking over the Pit Hole estimates that he would not have looked a very hearty
welcome even at Christopher Boyd himself that afternoon; but when he understood that his visitor was old Father
Trost, he pushed away his papers and was all courtesy. Trost was a man whom he had much wished to see, and
had no expectation of seeing. The wish was not based on any prophetic instinct of friendship, as if
“There was a man I should have loved to work with in this benighted region,” nothing like this shone from the
superintendent’s eyes as he shook hands with the old itinerant and said he was right glad he had got back to
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Swatara; he had merely a curiosity of his own to ease. August Ent was outside, shouting to the minister, before
Trost had gone much beyond his expression of wonder at the start things had taken in Swatara, and the surprising
way the mines were looking up. When he heard Ent’s voice, he said,
“I was going to ask you about a young man who was very busy about these parts when I went away—that was
Rolfe, the engineer—I don’t see him around.”
“Poor fellow!” answered Mr. Elsden, walking towards the door and then turning back again, with his head bent
a little, and a grave expression stealing over his face, “he was a great loss to this region.”
“Then he’s gone?”
“Gone? Killed, sir, in a minute—crushed to death—that must have been seventeen or eighteen years ago.”
“What a blow! he was the liveliest man about in those days.”
“Yes, sir, it took us a long time to get over it. It killed his sister. He had begun to build his house up here—the
one Mr. Boyd owns and lives in. I dare say he would have married and settled down among us, if he hadn’t been
snatched away; the place seemed to have a great charm for him.”
“Is that boy waiting outside there for me?” said Father Trost, and he seemed to be slightly bewildered as he
turned towards the door. “Well, I’ll say good by t’ye, I’m beholden to him for a lift.”
“Come in again, when you are not in haste, sir,” said Mr. Elsden, going to the door with Trost, who, having
heard what he wanted to hear, seemed to forget that Mr. Elsden, the elegant gentleman who apparently had been
cast away in Swatara by a freak of Providence, so unlikely was the post to be held by such a man, had any other
business than to furnish him with the intelligence he happened to want. He went away though, promising that he
would come again, to think during the remainder of the drive of that sole partnership of his in Delia Holcombe’s
secret.
*
But when Mr. Elsden went back to his desk, instead of occupying himself at once with his estimates, he took
from a black wallet which he carried in the breast pocket of his coat, a letter, the contents of which were known
only to the writer and himself.
It was the letter Father Trost had written agreeably to promise, and contained his certificate of the marriage
ceremony performed by him at the Emerald Station. It had been received at that station not long after Edward’s
death, and had been tossed by careless hands, with other papers, into a box which Mr. Elsden had only recently
been overhauling.
4
Too gracious to utter in any ear her thoughts, Mrs. Holcombe felt as little gladness as her girls had expressed,
when her prophetic eyes beheld all to which the neighborhood was exposed by reason of the return of Father
Trost. But the people whom this son of Thunder had come to serve in the district of Swatara and the regions
adjoining were entering, at the very time of her secret discomfiture, on a season of rejoicing. The old warrior had
already sounded his trumpet, and the faithful in Zion, rallying thereat, congratulated each other that they had once
more a leader.
“Give me a year to work in, and the dry bones shall live,” he said, as he strode about among the mountains.
“Give me a year to work in,” he had said, whatever field he entered; and wherever he went promise and
prophecy were made good. He did succeed in kindling a fire, and in compelling a rush. There was always
inflammable material to be collected; no lack of combustibles; noise, smoke, and flame appeared as often as he
entered fairly on his work. The assurance and the vanity of the man never experienced a rebuke or a rebuff which
could seem to him equivalent to a failure. Men like Father Trost never fail.
The year he asked for in Swatara was vouchsafed. He did not spare himself. He was everywhere announcing
and denouncing, proscribing and prescribing; physically he seemed incapable of exhaustion. He had all the brain
power and all the energy of will in his seventieth year of life that had marked his prime.
The year of himself which he asked for Swatara passed, the prayer for another was renewed, with an
expectation amounting almost to certainty that it would be granted. Friend Holcombe likewise had outlived the
year, and Delia had outlived it.
*
It was midsummer again, and Mr. Holcombe sat in the schoolroom, which was also the Mennonite meetinghouse, one Saturday afternoon. He was in a thoughtful, prayerful mood; despondent, too. It was not release from
labor that he craved, it was strength to labor more abundantly—the strength of the right arm of the Almighty. But
how weak he was; and how great was the need of his people. O for the power of Peter or of Paul, or for even the
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serpent’s wisdom! He was distressed when he thought of the wide field in the midst of which he was placed, and
of the neglect which portions of it must suffer because he was only mortal. God knew he did not ask for rest. God,
his witness, knew it was not because Father Trost was working so mightily among the people that he was stirred
to dissatisfaction: it was not an unholy ambition that fired him; but if—
A knock at the door startled him. Rising from the bench which stood upon the platform, he walked down
between the benches and opened the door.
Sometimes an act like this had proved most kindly; the minister had received visitors on Saturdays in that
room to whom the opening of the door proved a most difficult and painful proceeding. It was because he was
aware of the fact, that he walked to the door and opened it.
Deacon Ent awaited admission. Mr. Holcombe was greatly relieved when his eyes met those of the young man.
Here was one who brought no vexed or difficult question for the preacher’s solution. August walked in a broad,
smooth path, and no stumbling-blocks were to be removed out of his way.
Swatara folk knew that the preacher spent his Saturday afternoons in the schoolhouse, and that any man or
woman, or any child, who had need of his counsel would find him there, and nowhere truer sympathy; often the
troubled mind or the tempted spirit sought him—he was always waiting and expecting; but at this hour it was a
relief to him, as I have said, to receive his friend and coadjutor, instead of a burdened soul. Even Dr. Detwiler, that
tower of strength, would not have received so cordial a welcome as did this brother in the Lord.
The tall and rugged form of Deacon Ent had been thirty years in attaining to its present height. He was a lighthaired, blue-eyed model of integrity and vigor. A great stickler for church doctrine and law, having a gift of speech
esteemed by some equal to that of the preacher himself, he was regarded by Mr. Holcombe as his right-hand man.
He entered the room, evidently heated by his long walk, for he had come down on foot from the highlands.
God bless you! I’m glad to see you, said Mr. Holcombe; and they sat down and talked about the pleasant day,
and the probabilities of wind and rain, and the prospects of all growing things. To pass from a survey of the
season, and of the crops in general, to the detail of his own farming experiences, to indoor life, and from the
interests of many to the interests of one, that one himself, was a process so natural and easy, that its difficulties
proved to be not impediments to August. Here then this young man stood, as it were, at his own door, and he had
but to lift the latch!
His attention became fixed, and then in a moment riveted on the preacher, with that instinct which in a moment
of peril lifts the brave spirit above the shrinking body’s apprehensions, and sets it to a steady fronting of the
danger.
‘Mr. Holcombe,” said he, with his eyes on that good man, just because he would have preferred to look
elsewhere at the moment, “did you ever think, sir, that some of our regulations are perhaps over-strict, and hard
for human nature, and hinder, I might say prevent, our growing as a body?”
Mr. Holcombe did not answer the deacon at once. It is no exaggeration to say that his soul was shaken within
him by the question. Were his foes about to prove of his own household? The work of disintegration must have
commenced among the foundation-stones since this strong pillar was shaken! He did not hasten to speak, but
when he spoke, said:
“All laws are difficult to obey, if the spirit of obedience is wanting; and even then,”—this kindest of shepherds
would manifest the utmost charity consistent with principle—“even then it is not always easy for the will of the
deceitful heart to yield to the persuasions of the mind.”
“It’s the heart, sir, that Scripture speaks of mostly. Couldn’t the heart teach the mind something?” asked the
young man, gravely contemplating, as it were, the question he had raised. “Ain’t you preaching a good deal lately
about the pride of intellect? Maybe it’s that very thing sets us on to think our laws couldn’t be mended or
improved. Ain’t it possible that we could’a made some mistakes in our regulations? Isn’t it setting up of ourselves
and seeking to put down others by such severe laws in religion as we would not and could not submit to in state
government?”
“What has brought you here to say this?” asked Mr. Holcombe, turning abruptly upon the young man. “I
should have expected such doubts of myself as soon. Is it your heart, August, which Scripture says is desperately
wicked and deceitful above all things, that has brought you into this strait?”
The suddenness of this question did not appear to disturb the young man as much as did his endeavor to agree
with the minister. But he need not range heaven and earth for testimony that was lodged within himself!
“It seems to me, sir, if I understand our laws, that they require too much. They do not make allowance enough
for human nature. How are we ever to grow, if we bind ourselves hand and foot? Father Trost is carrying all
before him. We get no converts.”
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“We must grow from within, as we always have done. We do not expect a Pentecostal gathering-in.”
“But why should we shut our doors up in such a way that these new people, who are coming into the country
all the time, cannot even hear our invitation?”
“Do I preach with closed doors, and only to my own flock?” asked Mr. Holcombe, more and more surprised
and displeased. “Isn’t this house filled with people who come from everywhere?”
“That is because they like the minister. We, the church, don’t get any converts.”
The minister walked from the platform down into the aisle, across the room and back, before he answered; his
arms were crossed on his breast, his head bent. When he looked up again as he came near the desk, there was a
glow of feeling on his noble face. August had said, he must have known, a true thing when he attributed the
preacher’s successes to his personal popularity; but nothing like vanity was in the preacher’s handling of that fact.
”There have been a goodly number converted out of a bad condition into a better,” he said. “But you know,
though I cannot claim it as done under my teaching altogether, I could have said as much as this two years ago.
The people are improving. And they began to improve long before this Methodist revival. Are you jealous of the
direction that is taking? I am not. A great many influences are at work here beside the preacher’s. I am happy to
know that I enjoy the confidence of these miners so that they come to consult me in ways which show that they
consider me a friend. What would you have me do, August? If I hold by the faith and doctrine of the Council,
good. If I wish to renounce these, I suppose there is nothing to hinder. But, thank God! I do not wish to renounce
these. The testimony of a lifetime is worth a great deal to me. We are rich in the testimony which would make any
Christian peoples’ annals rich.”
The voice of Mr. Holcombe was not the least efficient of the preacher’s aids—it was the voice of one
accustomed to leadership, but of one who chose to lead by love. He had often controlled by his sympathy, when a
hard show of power would have failed to command.
It had probably not entered Deacon Ent’s mind to defy, or even resist, his superior in office. He had come to
confer with him, as he had long been in the habit of conferring on all matters of vital importance, whether of
private or of public nature. The confidence which was expressed in this confession of doubt spoke well for Mr.
Holcombe, and well for himself. But he was going further; the difficulty he had already experienced in speech did
not so much embarrass him as to change his purpose; the thing he had come to say must be thoroughly spoken.
“But, taking everything into consideration,” he said, “wouldn’t it be wiser if our people were allowed to marry
among other Christian folk, if they had a leading that way? Other denominations have a large liberty in this
particular, and they thrive on it. I have been looking into it, and I see it don’t stand to reason that we should set up
laws like this, and make them authority for all kinds of folks. It seems to me like saying that a man shouldn’t look
into his neighbor’s fields, but just keep to his own. If he does that, he’ll be likely to turn out a poor farmer.”
“Ent,” said Mr. Holcombe: there he stopped. He dreaded to ask the question which he must ask; but after a
second he looked the young man in the face, stepped nearer to him, and laid his hand on his shoulder; “what has
happened to you?”
“Nothing that I’m ashamed to own, sir”; and he returned the minister’s serious, anxious, but most friendly gaze
with one of perfect candor.
“You must remember when you promised obedience to the laws of our society, as your father and your
grandfather did before you, you did it in the belief that by keeping those laws you could best honor our Lord. You
took office in the church knowing what you did. You have not allowed yourself to tamper with those laws?”
“No,sir!”
“Then you know the confession. There is no other liberty allowed to believers under the New Testament
dispensation than to marry amongst the ‘chosen generation, or the spiritual kindred of Christ, that is, to such and
none others as are already previous to their marriage united to the church in heart and soul.’ What other union
with the church is worth anything, August? They must ‘have received the same baptism, belong to the same
church, be of the same faith and doctrines, and lead the same course of life.’ You know why. A house divided
against itself will fall. And if there is any meaning or force in our doctrines, any reason why we should ever have
subscribed to them, it must still hold good when we have fallen into ‘divers temptations.’ Then is the time to test
their worth. How often have you yourself said that the faith is worth little for which we are not willing to make
sacrifices. Perhaps God will test your sincerity. He that loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of
me.”
“I know, sir—I know—I have considered all that,” said the young man; “but it comes to this, sir, for the sake
of a set of arbitrary laws must I give up what I hold dearest? That is the simple question. To give up a regulation
of men is not to give up Christian truth.”
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“August, what is it you hold so dear? What are consistency, influence?”
“Reeds in the wind, sir.”
“My dear brother—”
“I am trying to find out what my duty is,” said Ent; and having gone thus far, Mr. Holcombe’s wrath even had
been of little moment to him. “Should our custom, which isn’t of vital moment, and cannot be proved so, have a
feather’s weight in deciding a question which concerns the happiness of two persons? I ask you, sir, because I
have answered myself. I might have acted on the answer I made, but I knew that my minister trusted me.”
“That is like yourself, August,” exclaimed Mr. Holcombe, greatly relieved. “In your honesty is your safety.
Wait, lad. Let the woman be taught of you and of God. Bring her into the fold, and thus sanctify your life. Be
patient. This that you feel is the rashness and heat of youth. Ah, you think I know nothing of what you are passing
through! Did I not wait for my wife seven years? I would have waited to this day, because I loved her, because she
was the woman ordained for me, the only one, I honestly believe, whom I could love. You can wait. I waited
without hope. Discipline yourself into the noblest manhood by self-control. You will never be happy if you leave
us; you will injure yourself irreparably if you remain and deceive the brethren. Let your light so shine before men
that they may glorify your Father in Heaven.”
The preacher's voice, though scarcely raised above a whisper, in this appeal would have commanded the
attention of a much larger audience than could have gathered in the old meeting-house. August answered:
“I know how it is, sir! While you speak I hear you and know that you are right. But when I go away I shall hear
her voice, not yours.”
“If she tempts you, remember what befell another who was tempted by a woman.”
“Shame!” exclaimed August, indignantly. “It is not a temptation! It is a man’s feeling that he has a right to
liberty. She is mine, I tell you.”
“Mine own familiar friend! my companion and guide!” Ent turned away; he could not witness the minister’s
emotion unmoved.
“Friend Holcombe, do not make me wish for death,” said he.
“My brother, my son! you have passed through some sore trials, and I never found you too weak to bear them.
It is the pleasure of the Lord that you should endure this test. We are coming on hard times. Some may fall away.
Do not, do not fail those who have a right to expect of you the conduct of a strong Christian man!”
“The Lord gave, and he will not take away,” returned Ent. Hastily picking up his broad-brimmed straw hat, he
folded his linen coat across his breast and pinned it together (nothing so ornamental as a button was allowed on
the garments of this straitest of his sect); he seemed about to depart.
“Stay!” exclaimed Mr. Holcombe. “Why may I not see you two together? She will surely not object to come
and worship with you here; come tomorrow! I ask it as the pastor of the flock, and as your brother. I thank you for
your confidence, August. I should have expected it; but let me have the woman’s too. Tell her I deeply desire it.”
“You know her already,” said August, putting on his hat and looking toward the door.
“Who is she?”
“Father Trost’s daughter Mary.”
5
August Ent had hardly pronounced this name when the door opened, and Dr. Detwiler entered. Such a man’s
coming must have broken up the conference between the deacon and his minister; but the conference was already
at an end. The deacon turned to the minister, they shook hands, and he went away without speaking further,
merely returning the salutation of the doctor by a nod. Friend Holcombe closed the door behind him with a sigh
which his jaded look testified came froni the heart.
“I came for you in great haste, Friend,” said the doctor, that hearty companion of the elements who now stood
before him. Quick of speech; clear of sight, agile, not too slenderly built for service, even for a country doctor’s
rough campaigning among the mountains and through the valley land, in winter’s storm and summer’s heat,
transformed beyond recognition since he came, a pale, work-worn student, to find his life in Swatara, see Dr.
Detwiler.
“Guildersleeve wants you right away,” he continued. “Lightfoot is waiting out there. Take him and be off. I’ll
run down and tell your wife, and go home by rail. Give the old fellow room in your shed when you get back,
unless I send for him. But probably I’ll not send, for you have ten miles to go, and the road isn’t the best. Can you
go? You must! I shall tell Delia not to wait tea for you.”
“I must go? Of course, then, Guildersleeve wants me!”
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“It seems a great matter to get you up there, that’s all,” said the doctor. “Guildersleeve’s days are numbered,
but he will last longer than he thinks. He finds it rather harder to repent than he expected, I suppose. I dare say the
time will seem long enough to him before you get there.”
While the doctor spoke, Mr. Holcombe walked about and closed the windows; when he went towards the door
the doctor followed him. There, in the quiet shadows, Lightfoot grazed in peace, unmindful of all he had escaped
by being a brute. His master called to him, and at the same time said:
“I want you to keep a sharp eye all along the road; the country is perfection itself—open your eyes wide—be
off!” When the minister was fairly started, Detwiler said:
“I assured the old man that you would be up there in a couple of hours; he will count the minutes. I’ll go tell
Delia where you are.” Then he went off quite as hurriedly as the deacon had gone. He was eager to leave the
preacher alone with nature; to whose tender mercies he knew he might intrust this hard-working man.
*
It seemed as if Lightfoot’s hoofs had no sooner struck on the road which led up among the chestnuts and the
pines, to the pine grove through which he must pass on his way to Guildersleeve’s, than the shadows which had
lain so heavily on the minister’s face gave flickering tokens of intention to depart. There was a change in the flow
of the mysterious currents, a lifting up, a loosing, a dispersion of what had threatened to descend and break in mist
and rain. Serene grew his brow; the fine head was lifted, the erect figure expanded, the eyes of the man saw, or
seemed to see, the clouds and their shadows rolling away. He could now discern. All that Nature could do for
Friend Holcombe she had done, or was about to do.
He surrendered himself by degrees to the charming influences at work beyond the troubled sphere of pastoral
conscience, suffering though he was under the burden of human sorrows and human guilt when he set out on this
errand; bearing the burden with him, as he went, it was now with hope that he continued his way. But, though this
glory through which he passed, this ever-renewing glory, rebuked despair, while his eyes noted the broad
sunbeams slanting through the woods and the mossy trunks of the old trees, and the wayside pools, he thought
with a troubled spirit of August. And yet if it would please the Lord to bring the Methodist’s daughter into the
Mennonite fold, could it not be to His honor? Might it not even be that thus the Head of the church would turn the
old man from the speech of a persecutor, to engage in the milder teaching of one who loved the Gospel even
better than he loved his sect?
As this question crossed Friend Holcombe’s mind, he looked upward and smiled; so impossible was it for him
to understand a man like Trost, that he found it easy to believe that the thing he hoped was feasible. There was
Saul of Tarsus to justify his longing!
He remembered, too, just in this connection, that a very considerable degree of friendship had flourished
during the past year between Mary Trost and the young girl who had found a home under his roof, and was to him
almost as a daughter.
*
Edna had indeed sought out Mary, who was nearer her own age than Rosa, and whose much wider experience
of life had proved to her great attraction. Her travels and adventures in the far West, her life among the Indians,
the actual dangers she had passed through, and the courage thus developed, made her, as a character, and as a
teller of strange tales, a delightful companion to the girl, a portion of whose inheritance was a courageous love of
adventure. Edna had the spirit that had taken her father to the ends of the earth before he was twenty-one.
While Mr. Holcombe goes on his way, we may consider for a moment this friendship. With the growth of it no
one interfered. As Delia perceived in its first stages, it was encouraged by Father Trost. She only tried to keep
pace with Mary in sharing the confidences of her daughter. It was quite clear to her that no interference would
have been tolerated by Edna, had she attempted any. If there was no roof under which the girl could meet her
friend, there was the highway, with the heavens for a roof; all out-doors.
In this vast apartment of nature the girls were promenading one fine afternoon; Mary had been telling
adventures as usual, and Edna listening as usual, when the former said:
“How long are you going to keep on asking and taking? It is time you gave a little to me. Don’t you know it is
more blessed to give than to receive?”
“What will you have?” asked Edna. “I would like to give something to somebody.”
“I will have—let me see—your history.” Father Trost had dropped a remark about Edna one day that led Mary
to promise herself she would some time ask this, as she had now suddenly remembered.
“There is precious little to tell,” said Edna, “but such as I have I’ll give. Do you remember Annie Gell? No; I
dare say you never heard of her either. There was once a girl who lived away off with that old woman. The house
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was very small, but there was land enough around; they were swallowed up in land. The old woman had
cultivated it some seasons without help of mankind. She was really a good farmer. Do you want to see the house,
dear?”
There Edna paused, and, with animated face turned towards her companion, waited an answer. Her ambition, it
was evident, was to make an interesting story for that tale-teller to whom she was indebted for many a pleasant
hour.
“I want to see the house, and the old woman, and the girl—everything. The clearer the better,” said Mary. And
Edna, well pleased, proceeded.
“It was an old brown house, and had no upstairs. There was a door in the middle, and a room on each side. The
rooms were a keeping-room and a bedroom and a kitchen. It had a good dry cellar, dry enough to keep the milk in.
The woman kept pigs and a cow. But when she wanted her land ploughed or broken in—do you know what I
mean?”
“O yes; cultivated, of course.”
“I thought you would say so; it isn’t what I meant. She cut down a great many trees herself, and after that the
land was ploughed, and she planted and sowed, and had good crops almost always. The house had a hop-vine
growing over the door; it was a very large old vine, for it ran around both the windows and along the edge of the
roof up nearly to the top of the chimney. She and the girl used to gather the hops—there were bushels sometimes.
They sold them and made quite a large sum of money. The windows had white curtains onto them. The door of
the house was red. There was a well with a long pole near the house in the front yard. The house stood on the
ground, only one step to go up. There was a little grove of pine-trees not far off, and the ground was covered with
moss. Do you see the place?”
“As plain as I ever saw anything. Go on.”
“The old woman had a hump on her poor back.” Edna said this with a feeling, and a resolution, which could
not have escaped notice. She mentioned the fact only that her picture might be more pointed in detail.
“The hump came from a fall when she was young. I can’t tell you what a worker she might have been if that
hadn’t happened. She was a little woman, not near as tall as Mrs. Holcombe. Not as large as you are even, but so
different! She wore poor clothes, and kept herself close in everything. She had gray hair, nearly white, and the
dearest eyes you ever saw. Her face had a great many wrinkles. She didn’t smile very often, but she never
frowned on the girl.
“The girl was a child of her sister’s; when the mother died she was taken up to the poor little farm, and the
poor old aunty; and at first how dull it was! but she liked it better at last than any other place.”
The significance with which these last words were spoken made it impossible for Mary to doubt their meaning.
But Edna did not dwell upon that point.
“One day when she went into the room with some eggs she had found in the bushes—for the old speckled hen
they were sure had stolen her nest, and she had hunted everywhere for it, and found it at last—she felt as if she
could not stay there, could not breathe, the old aunty looked so awfully. She was sitting by the window, and when
she saw the girl she said,
“‘So you found the nest?’ That girl will never forget how the voice sounded. She had to go in then with her
basket and show the eggs.
“‘Sit down,’ said aunty, ‘for I want to say something particular to you.’ Whenever she spoke that way, the poor
thing had to obey. So she went and sat down and said,
“‘What do you want?’ Just then there came a bee in at the window, and that seemed to turn her thoughts off
from what she had been seeing and hearing.
“‘We are going to have folks come,’ she said; and then she leaned across old aunty, and let the prisoner out.
“‘I have been waiting to tell you what the doctor said, and something more’; that came next in a very low
voice, but it didn’t shake any.
“‘When was he here?’ said the girl, and then she went nearer to the old woman and smoothed her gray hair,
and held her hand—there were only those two, and they loved each other.
“‘Not today,’ said she. ‘You remember it was last week, wasn’t it?’ but it was only the day before! ‘He told
me,’ she said, ‘that there wasn’t any use doctoring me any more.’
“‘He didn’t say that!’ said the girl, firing up.
“‘Well, it was neat like it. Why, child, I should owe him a pretty bill if he was like other folks. But he isn’t, and
I’ve settled with him; so don’t worry about that. He has been kind to me, and he’ll be kind to you.’”
Edna's eyes had been fixed steadily on her listener while she went on, but as if conscious of the pain that must
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be visible in them she now looked away, but still went on.
“The girl said, ‘Don’t go on so, aunty; I don’t know what has got into you. The doctor talked like a fool; I
expect he wouldn’t have said it if I had been by, I can tell you. The roads are getting bad, and it’s out of his way to
come here.’
“You may know how she felt by that; she wouldn’t have said it about the doctor, if she hadn’t been so
desperate. But when the old woman heard her going on that way, she smiled almost.
“‘You’re mistook there,’ said she. ‘Michael Detwiler don’t grudge going. You mustn’t talk so, my gal, or
what;’ll they think of you down there?’
“When the girl heard her say that, she guessed what she meant, and felt as if she must die. She couldn’t answer
a word.
“‘You are going to have a new home, and the bestest home that gal ever had. You’ll forget old aunty before
those maple leaves turn red. I planted them about the door myself,’ she said. Then it was dreadful to hear her say
to that poor girl:
“‘I haven’t done right things by you, child, I’m afeared. Not always. But now you’ll have a better chance than
you’ve ever had to do right by yourself. Be as good as you know how to be, and there isn’t anyone living can beat
you at that, you dear child.’”
“O, that was sweet to hear,” said Mary.
“Yes; but once she said to me, ‘You devil!’ that was a great while ago. It comes back—for perhaps I was one
Then I—the girl, I mean—asked her,
“‘Where am I going?—when am I going?’
“‘Tomorrow, maybe,’ said she. ‘I may be called for any day now. There’s nobody I dast leave you with on this
earth but one, and she’ll be to you more’n I ever could be. And do it for your mother’s sake. The Lord above
forgive me where I have come short. You have had a hard, hard time up here with the old woman.’
“‘No, I have not,’ the girl said. ‘I have had as good a time as anybody ever had. There couldn’t be a better.
Handed about so from one to the other! I am not going away. I am going to stay here, and keep you with me.’ But
the old woman said,
“‘We must go, both of us, you your way and I mine. You are young, and I am old. It ain’t for either of us to say
we will or we won’t. It is going to be managed for us. Your things are all ready. You have only got to put ’em in
the blue chest. You must wear your best frock down,’ she said. ‘You’ll have all the money the old place will bring.
I have told the doctor about it. Yes, things come about,’ she said, ‘if you just give ’em time enough. Neighbor
Faulkner’ll get my land that he’s wanted for years. The old house’ll go down. He won’t fill the well up, I reckon. I
dug that well myself. Never mind; but don’t let ’em bury the old woman so deep you’ll never be able to draw up a
thought of her. And mind, everything is yourn.’”
The face of Edna had grown pale while she told this tale.
“That is about all,” she said, after a pause. “Nobody ever heard this story before. The minister’s wife had said
she would take the girl; and so when all was over, the doctor took her down to live in a house full of people,
where she knew she could not suit anybody, though they were all kind to her; it was a long time before she could
make up her mind to stay there; and now she feels all the time that something will happen to take her away. She
did go back to the old place once; but it was terrible up there. The hop-vine had grown over the door, and there
was only the crickets to make a noise. She had to get in at the window, for the door was fastened. She stayed there
all night, but she could not sleep; and if they hadn’t come for her she would have gone away somewhere, for the
old house wasn’t home to her any longer So now she is staying on; but Mary has come, and she knows all about
it; that makes a difference!”
“But I should think,” said Mary, “that the girl you have been telling about would almost worship the minister’s
wife.”
“I would not like to have her know all I think,” Edna answered; and her answer expressed exactly her feeling,a want of confidence in Mrs. Holcombe that would command her love.
*
The next time Father Trost had anything to say about the Holcombes to Mary, she told him Edna’s story, and
said:
“Poor child! She don’t feel at home there; she isn’t a bit like their people; but I don’t see how she can help
liking them. I’m sure there couldn’t kinder folks be found.”
“That’s nature,” answered the old man; “she’s cut on another bias.”
And this antagonism he considered a judgment.
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The business that took Mr. Holcombe to Guildersleeve’s was pressing heaviest on his mind as he approached
the farmhouse that stood at some distance from the high road in a field unshadowed by a solitary tree—as bare
and bleak a place to dwell in as the old man’s heart had made for himself and others on the earth.
Old, hoary, and dying, he lay on his bed, past help of any power that he could command. He was waiting with
the impatience of a man who had never known what patience was, moment after moment waiting for the arrival of
Preacher Holcombe.
For twenty years, ever since Bishop Rose’s time, he had lived under ban, indifferent all these years to the
sentence of his brethren, able to live without their friendship, and able also to maintain himself without dealings
with them. His business relations had been with men of other denominations. But neither his pride, nor the
defiance with which he had withstood those who had tried and excommunicated him for his contumacious
behavior, nor the spirit of revenge with which he had in personal combat proved his rights, refusing, when the
brethren called him before them, to recognize their privilege of interference, and to submit to their reproof—
nothing of all this had tempted him to unite himself with any other religious body.
Father Trost had not yet abandoned his hope of numbering the old man among his converts; but it was
sufficiently manifest that Guildersleeve was not the stuff of which a convert could be made. The stamp of the
Mennonite was as deeply impressed upon him as his own nature. He could live independent of all outside shows,
he said; and he had given some evidence that it was possible for a man to become a heathen, and go on from year
to year prospering and laying up treasure on earth.
Guildersleeve had long been accounted the richest farmer of the district, and so he was a sad stumbling-block
in the way of those who had been trained in the belief that the face of Providence was against the ungodly. More
than one young man, contemplating the career of Guildersleeve, had found himself doubting whether the old
Scripture would admit of modern application—“though hand join in hand, the wicked shall not go unpunished.”
After a brief illness, it had become evident to this stalwart offender that he could not possibly recover, and now
he remembered death and judgment, and began to exhibit those dastardly symptoms which in a moment can
destroy the significance of a lifetime. All his boasted strength, then, was but a weakness! If we could imagine a
devil, and a devil repenting, what more pitiable object! He told the doctor he wanted to see Friend Holcombe. At
that moment when he made the request all his defences fell. His will once shaken, no more rallying for him. There
stood the discovered and ashamed spirit which had intrenched itself in solitude so long?
He had given no hint to his family, when the doctor had gone, that he expected another guest that day. He only
lay and waited, and to those outraged women, his mother and his wife, who had been tossed for sleepless days and
nights on the rack of his agony, the state of his mind seemed auspicious.
As to the preacher, though so long a resident in Swatara, known far and near for zeal, efficience, and the widest
sympathy, it had never been his fortune to come into real contact with Guildersleeve.
During her early widowhood, and indeed for years, until infirmity and broken-heartedness, and her son’s direct
interference prevented, Mrs. Guildersleeve had held a prominent place in the church. But she had lived too long,
she deemed. Ten years ago, when the sad conviction fastened upon the white-haired woman, her son kissed her,
and said they were cruel words to hear. But not for that she lingered; she seemed to be only waiting until her
prayers should be answered.
Standing by the window at nightfall, she saw Mr. Holcombe approach. He rode down the lane adjoining the
field in which the house stood, dismounted, and tied his horse to the cedar post under the willow which she
herself planted when a girl; and never was a truer saying, she was wont to think, than that with the willow the
planter plants his sorrow.
Friend Holcombe was not a stranger to old Dame Guildersleeve. Now and then at a neighbor’s funeral, or in
some chance way, she had met him, and in his face she had seen that which gave her confidence in him. Had the
doctor sent him here? The face of her son was turned toward the wall; what should she do? Perhaps he slept. Then
it would be best that he should waken and see for himself that Mr. Holcombe was there. She dared not even open
the door until the preacher knocked, so in bondage was she yet, though the man who had shut her life up in this
prison was lying on his bed as helpless as a worm.
It was impossible that she should suspect the real fact that her son was listening all the while with an intentness
which nothing could escape, first for the clatter of horse-hoofs on the stones in the lane, then for the sound of the
gate swinging on its rusty hinges, then for approaching footsteps.
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“Come in,” he said, in a way that startled the old woman, when the preacher knocked. His voice hadn’t
sounded strong like that in many a day. Would he get up next, and order her out of the room? It would not have
surprised her.
What did Moses Guildersleeve want at this time of day? An assurance which no man could give. A witness no
pleader could produce. He had wakened to find that upon him an eye was fixed which must have been always
observing, that towards him an ear was bent which had heard all! He had been living in frightful intimacy with a
power which could crush him in a moment!
But now that Mr. Holcombe was here, it seemed as if he had nothing to say to him. Had it been possible for the
minister to have mistaken the meaning of the doctor, he would have supposed that his presence was tolerated
merely because the sick man had not force enough to resent it.
He made no allusion to the message Detwiler had brought him, choosing that Guildersleeve should
acknowledge that he had sent for him; so he inquired about his sickness, until at last, as if ashamed of his
faltering, the old man said:
“There’s no use talking about what laid me here on this bed; one can’t do the work of ten, and keep on that
way more than seventy year. I’m a dead man, as I expect Detwiler told you.”
“He said you were a very sick man, Mr. Guildersleeve.” A pause followed, broken by,
“Did you walk up here?”
“No; the doctor’s Lightfoot brought me.”
“My Sorrel in the stable is worth a dozen of him. You may have him. I’ve made my will, but he’s yours!
Sorrel’s for the preacher. Lightfoot’s a pretty fair traveller, but not the creetur Detwiler thinks. What’s the odds,
though? Michael is a good fellow; I’ve always liked him since he first came into this country.”
Anything to delay the moment when something very different from this must be said. In three days he had not
spoken as many words; but now, as if angry with himself, he broke out:
“I didn’t expect you would come! What do you want?” Mr. Holcombe could easily answer that question.
“I want to hear from you, sir, the words I must wish to hear from any man in your case. I want to feel sure that
when you quit this comfortable home, which you have made for yourself here, you will go to another, where you
will find a love which will go beyond that of a mother.” As if the steady, mild composure of the preacher’s voice
had soothed him, Guildersleeve answered with a softening voice,
“Nothing could go beyond that.”
Low as the words were spoken, the old woman sitting by the fireplace heard them, and wistfully turned toward
the bed; but he did not call her to him, and she sat still in her place. Then followed a long, pitiful talk between
Fear, that was inquiring a safe path out of life, and Faith, who saw the way so bright and clear. Mr. Holcombe
tried to show the old man that an angel of light was waiting to conduct him; but he saw only angry brethren, and
the averted faces of old Ahern and Eby, who came into the country with him, and between whom and himself
were ties of relationship which he had refused to recognize these many years. It was the preacher’s duty to show
the sinner that these men would be among the first to welcome him back to the church if he would but return, that
they expected him! Guildersleeve doubted this; but there was August Ent, what did he say? Would August be glad
to have him back, did he expect him? The minister could not doubt it; but might he bring August with him in the
morning to see Mr. Guildersleeve? then he could hear with his own ears what the deacon would say. No! no! but
there wasn’t a man, he owned, for whose good opinion he would give so much. If Ent actually expected him back,
he’d go, if he died trying.
“Then,” said Mr. Holcombe, “shall I tell the brethren tomorrow that it is your wish to return to them, and that,
if God spares your life, you will?”
The mother of Guildersleeve at that question knocked the ashes out of her pipe and laid it on the shelf, and
waited her son’s answer.
“They wouldn’t believe it.”
“Not if I tell them! O yes. They will believe it when I tell them you acknowledge that you sinned when you
undertook to right yourself by going to law, and resorted to blows when you had been injured; and that if it were
possible you would gladly give them all manner of evidence of your penitence.”
Guildersleeve hesitated, but nothing short of such confession, he perceived, could now bring him out of the
place in which he found himself. At last he said:
“It’s true. I was wrong. I have been paying for my pride interest and principal. I’ve had a dreadful hard row to
hoe, Hulcum, I tell you.”
“Shall I say it to the brethren or to the congregation? It shall be as you wish.” These words covered much
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ground, and they made an impression.
“It would put them women of mine in everybody’s mouth,” said he. Low as he spoke, his mother heard.
“Son, if it’s me you mean, or Ruth, let it be afore them all. It’s for the glory of God.”
“A debt,” he muttered. “I’ve always paid my honest debts, Mr. Hulcum. A man’s a mean cuss that won’t pay
his debts. But this seems to be outlawed.”
“It could not be if you lived forever. Come, brother, show your hope that your Maker has forgiven you, by
asking the brethren to forgive you tomorrow. They will do it with joy.”
“They’ll say the old bear’s afeared at dying.”
The man's face took the hue of tawny marble as he spoke. It was the nearest approach to pallor that could be
produced upon it.
“Why should you not fear? You are going into the presence of a just God and holy. But if fear is reasonable, so
is trust. You reproach yourself about these women; that gives me something to hope by, for they, I know, forgive
you.”
“Mother, come here.”
She came at that call. She had borne the huge sinner on her bosom in his sleek infancy, on her heart in his
rough manhood. He took her hand and held it fast in his. At last he pressed it to his lips, and his eyes, which had
been closed, opened upon her.
“Will He do like you?” he said.
“What was you thinking when you married Ruth?”
She did well to remind him of those, his best days. He thought of them and did not answer.
“You believed He gave her to you.”
“Your memory is a first best one, mother!”
“If I haven’t forgotten that, He hasn’t. If you look to Him now, when you’re low down and far gone, as you did
when you was young and nothing could stand afore you, son! He isn’t deaf. He doesn’t grow hard of hearing and
old like us.”
“Ruth!” he shouted, in a voice that seemed to fill the house; then he turned to Mr. Holcombe,
“Tell ’em all, children and all,” he said; “they all know Guildersleeve; tell ’em it was devil’s pride, and I’ve
been a devil’s angel to the church. The Methodists courted me for that; I knew it, but I never shook hands with
’em on’t.\fn{On it; i.e., I’ve never made a bargain to join them:H} Ruthy—”
While he spoke a woman had entered the room—a gray-haired, bowed, and wrinkled woman, the kind of
creature a man can crush to the dust and no one be the wiser for it, if the knowledge depends on her complaint.
Patience and loyalty in their inferior forms were her virtues. She had never expected an hour like this. Out of the
lips which had not opened in speech to her for years she never expected to hear words of self-reproach, or
pleading for pardon. What words that this dying wretch could say would restore anything like joy to the cowed,
frightened thing who had given herself to him to labor in his fields and in his house, to endure privations and
hardships, to pass through experiences which the heart can indeed make light of when it discerns love in the eyes
of him for whom it endures them!
It seemed now as if she never could have left the corner into which she had crept, and approached near to his
bed, had not Mr. Holcombe taken her hand, and in a gentle manner constrained her.
“Don’t look at me that way, Ruth,” said her husband, in his turn apparently alarmed at her presence. “Are you
afeared of me? You didn’t look that way once. Mother remembers I was glad when you said you’d have me You
can tell by a woman’s looks what the matter is. She looks as if I had scared her.”
“Don’t talk so, Moses. The minister will think you’ve gone crazy.”
“What’s that to me! You can think of it when I’m gone. It wasn’t right, Ruthy; ’twas\fn{ It was:H} hellish in me
to take what I found, and do what I did with it. But the folks are all going to know I owned it\fn{ Owned up to it;
confessed to it:H} at last.”
Again he closed his eyes and drew his hand from hers, and again it sought his mother’s; he held to the hope
that between them at least no separation was possible. Her enduring mother love gave him all the hope he had for
the dark future towards which he was hurrying.
His wife sat down on the bedside, and waited there till he looked up again, then she smiled and kissed him. She
too had forgiven all. Henceforth she would always believe that a sort of craziness had made her husband what he
was so many years, but by the mercy of God he had come out of it before he died.
Friend Holcombe might now depart. But would he come again tomorrow? Yes, surely. After he had spoken
with the congregation and the brethren? Yes.
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He had not passed from the lane to the highway, before he began to think of the argument to faithfulness which
he should have to lay before August in this respect and confidence which his conduct had inspired in a man like
Guildersleeve. And while he thought of this, lo,\fn{Behold:H} on the highway, August stood before him!
7
When Deacon Ent knocked that evening at the door of Father Trost’s house, he was in no enviable state of
mind.
An hour before, when he met Mr. Holcombe on the road, the minister had stopped to acquaint him with
Guildersleeve’s words and wish concerning him. The words made an impression. The old man’s testimony to the
deacon’s influence, his Christian influence, his influence as a Mennonite, had an importance which, surely, the
future of the living man, as well as his past, must justify.
Instead of proceeding directly to the house of his neighbor, as he had purposed to do when startled by the
sudden and unwelcome appearance of Mr. Holcombe, August went back to his own house and walked about in the
moonlight, wondering whether he had been hindered from going over to Mr. Trost’s house for an hour only that he
might meet the minister and receive that message, and be told again that he had the reputation of a saint to sustain
before the people. Ought he not then to keep out of the way of temptation?
But temptation! That word aroused his indignation, and he arose and looked at the bright moon, and the paler
stars, as if he would defy the very heavens to show a better girl than Mary Trost. And she loved him!
If he would only compel himself to look steadily back on what had happened, he could not help seeing that
there was a time when he held all this business in his own hands; and whether he would continue to do so was a
matter of choice with him. He must remember that the first time he said anything to Mary that would have made
Mr. Holcombe open his eyes with wonder could he have overheard it, she had not understood him. He might have
retreated then, and no soul would have been the wiser, but, on the contrary, he had gone far out of his usual course
and practice, in the hope of kindling in her heart a little spark of interest in himself.
At last love had surprised her, and involuntarily she had confessed it. All this was his own work. And he had
promised Mary that he would come to her this evening, knowing that she was alone, for her father was away on
his circuit.
But since making that engagement, he had talked with the preacher in the meeting-house, and the preacher had
now, as it were, risen out of the ground to talk to him.
The question simply was, whether he would go over to Trost’s or not. He went. He was able to meet and to
bear his own responsibilities. But it is written,
“The steps of a good man are ordered by the Lord.”
Twice already, since the moon rose, Mary had gone to the door to look for the deacon. When she had assured
herself that no figure walked along the road or across the fields, she still stood there and noticed how all things
brightened in the moonlight, and listened to the sounds proceeding at intervals from barn and shed where the
living creatures were gathered; and while she stood she sang:
Once on the raging sea I rode,
The storm was loud, the night was dark,
The ocean yawned, and rudely blowed
The wind that tossed my foundering bark.

But she did not go far in that hymn. She remembered what had taken her to the door, and resumed the work
which she would not drop again, she promised herself, till August came. Nothing, she felt persuaded, would
prevent his coming. When he knocked, she said, "Come in," but without rising from her chair; and when he
entered she still sat, quiet, and collected, as if she were not to be disturbed by his coming or his going.
Mary was a conspicuously fine-looking girl; it was easy to determine into what kind of flower this pink bud
would expand. Besides good looks she had good traits—candor, good temper, steadfastness. She was what is
called “well informed,” moreover, for she had been a year at a Wesleyan school, and had made good use of her
advantages; her composed face and neat attire made her an attractive beauty to the eyes of August Ent.
In the perfect order and bright aspect of the kitchen in which she sat, in the polish of the oaken floor, the
cleanliness of the walls, the orderly array of tin and delft-ware on the shelves, which each had its ornamental
border of paper fringe, Ent had come to take a pride similar to that of ownership. Ever since this establishment
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was set up, he had been filled with admiration by the perfection of housekeeping which was exhibited therein.
Some Dutch blood flowed in his Mary’s veins. To the honest Hollanders of a far-off town the faces of her
ancestors were familiar. There toiled her sturdy progenitors, scrubbing with Dutch ardor the fences round their
dwellings, yea, even the very trunks of trees in whose shadows the honest fathers sat and smoked. They gave their
lives to scrubbing-brush and sand, and went down to dust at last abhorring it.
Mary’s love of cleanliness, however, was not exaggerated into sin or slavery. August knew whose steady
oversight ruled here, turning all things to the best account, whose patience and content were constant. But out of
the combination of the very qualities he prized he might have perceived the difficulties he must meet in
attempting to persuade the girl to accept with him his faith. To her mind it would be but a little thing for August to
leave the strait-laced sect to which he belonged for that of which her father was so notable a member. She did not,
perhaps, wish to convert the deacon out of his religion into hers, but she had still less intention of being drawn out
of her own religious body into his.
The relation between them had not yet assumed the shape in her mind that necessarily one must make a
proselyte of the other. She was merely persuaded that she had no call to join herself to a denomination so despised
by her people as that in which Deacon Ent had grown up. He must of necessity be a conspicuous member of
whatever body he identified himself with, and would it not be a great thing if he would prove himself capable of a
more liberal Christianity? Father Trost had been asking the same question.
Among August’s thoughts as he came hither had been this, that he would attempt some treatment of the vexed
subject this night. It might be that when it was required, he should find himself furnished with an irresistible
argument. But when he had entered the kitchen, argument was the last style of conversation he felt desirous to
attempt. Still, in the midst of their talk, he did ask Mary if, provided the day were pleasant, she would walk down
with him to the meeting-house, and hear Mr. Holcombe preach in the morning. He wanted her to see with her own
eyes the impression made by Guildersleeve’s confession.
Mary considered, and said that she would; she had never heard Mr. Holcombe preach, and she liked his wife,
she liked them all. She heard he didn’t put out his doctrines very often, and hoped he would let ’em alone
tomorrow, for if there was anything she disliked it was to have doctrines put at her the minute she went into a
congregation where she didn’t belong.
“It seems to me,” said the deacon, thoughtfully, “it gets clearer and clearer, that there’s one truth that covers all
the others, and takes ’em all in. That’s the reason that I wonder more and more at this narrow, persecuting spirit
which some good people have. If there was more of the great truth understood, there wouldn’t be so much show
of holding by the little ones.” He spoke with a solemnity and tenderness that made an impression on Mary, so that
she asked, with utmost deference:
“What do you mean by the great truth, August? Some will have it’s one thing, and some another.”
He answered with a single word. It rolled out of him like a cannon-ball:
“Love.” After a moment’s reflection, she responded,
“That may be.”
When she answered so, and he saw that they were of one mind on the most important point, August seemed to
become possessed of a new power of speech; he forgot the church, his influence, his obligations, Mr. Holcombe,
Mr. Guildersleeve.
“Let all other questions go,” he exclaimed. “I didn’t come here to talk about doctrines. It was thinking of you
that brought me. I never shall rest, Mary, till I see you in my own house. That is your place. Wouldn’t our house
be equal to any meeting-house in the land? Wouldn’t we be worth a good price to each other?” He himself broke
the silence which followed his question:
“Didn’t you promise, Mary, that nothing should stand between us?”
“Yes, August, but—”
“Yes is yes!” said he, impetuously, taking up her hesitating speech.
“Yes is yes,” she answered in a lower voice, but now not hesitating, equal to the demand of the moment.
“Give me your hand, then, for a token.” She gave it to him, and it did not tremble in his strong grasp.
“I would like to see the thing, the man, or the church that could separate us,” he said, with a short, triumphant
laugh.
Then he arose and lifted the little table, covered so neatly with its white cloth, and furnished so prettily with
the candles of Mary’s own making, in their bright brass candlesticks.
“That shall be done with whatever interferes,” he said, moving it one side. “It shall be put out of the way as so
much rubbish; Mary agrees to that?”
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Beyond imagination he had spoken—inconsequential, impotent seemed all argument that would oppose him.
He was to be governed by no authority except the authority of the love he had declared. He did not seem to notice
even that Mary did not answer his last question; it was in fact hardly a question, but rather an assertion of fact;
and indeed, he did read agreement in her face. Looking around he saw Trost’s Bible lying on a shelf. He arose and
brought it to the table.
“We cannot see the end,” he said; “we don’t know how it will be brought about; but if we belong to each other,
nothing shall interfere between us—we know that. We don’t bind ourselves by oaths as some might. I could live a
long time on your promise, Mary, but this word of God is precious to us; lay your hand on the book, and let us
promise before God to be true to each other.”
Mary shrunk back a moment, as though this were some unholy rite he were proposing; but she could not
withstand the appeal of his solemn yet glowing face; she came forward and laid her hand upon the book; he
closed his own broad palms over it, and bowed his head as if in silent benediction, and then aloud called on God
to witness that he gave himself to love, protect, and serve her. He had hardly ceased speaking, when Father Trost
opened the door, and advanced into the room.
“Well, well, young people,” said he, not unpleasantly, “are you holding Quaker meeting?”
8
When Friend Holcombe went home he found a light burning, and his wife waiting for him. She had been
looking over one of those books which Edna read so much of late—a volume Edward Rolfe had given Bishop
Rose; the margins were covered with commentary on the text, and the text was William Shakespeare’s. When she
heard her husband in the porch, she rose and carried the volume to a shelf near the door, and then, as if she had
forgotten her purpose, brought it back again. She had not forgotten; she wanted to talk about Edna with Friend,
and learn his opinion of the book, and whether it was quite well to allow the girl large liberty among those plays.
But when he came, looking so weary, she hastily put the volume aside.
“You must be very hungry, and how tired you are! I have tea waiting; come take something, dear, before you
drop asleep.”
“I shall have to get rid of what I have on my mind by sharing it with you, before I can sleep,” said he,
following her to the table.
“How did you find Mr. Guildersleeve? The doctor told me where you had gone.”
So easily, after all, the question came to her lips! Ever since the doctor left her, Delia had been thinking that
question over, fearing it would be difficult to ask how the sick man was. But indeed it was to her a great matter
that Guildersleeve should have sent in his extremity to her husband—a great matter to her, because the fact would
redound to the honor of the church when known. And then, his repentance, how significant!
“He is really dying, Delia, and quite broken down and penitent. I am to present his contrition tomorrow to the
brethren, and ask them to receive him back.”
“O Friend, is it possible!”
“It is a marvel—if we forget that with God all things are possible.”
“But you did expect it. You said, ‘Moses Guildersleeve isn’t dead yet!’ when you heard that Father Trost had
been to see him.”
“There’s something that weighs heavier than that on my mind, Delia. Deacon Ent loves Mary Trost.”
And now he had unburdened himself, had told her all. Delia looked at her husband as if she could not
comprehend what he had said.
“It is true,” he said, with a heavy sigh. “He came and told me of it himself.”
“Did he do that? Thank God!”
“August was the last person I ought to have expected such a thing of, and I did not expect it; but I am sure,
Delia, I am sure,” he said, repeating the words he had spoken that afternoon to the young man, “with the
temptation there will also be provided a way of escape.”
“O, do you think so? But he told you—that seems a hopeful sign; but, Friend, this is terrible.” So terrible did it
evidently seem to his wife, that when Friend heard her voice and saw her face, he regretted that he had cast this
heavy burden on anyone except the Lord.
“Yes,” he said, unconsciously expressing more hope than he actually felt, “I am sure that with this temptation a
way of escape will open.”
“There is one way,” said Delia; “just one, Friend, only one.”
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“What is it?” he asked with a brightening face and almost eager voice. It was not the fIrst time that Delia had
opened a door of deliverance for a tempted and tortured soul.
“Let him go with Mary. Advise him to go. Advise him, Friend!”
“Why, Delia! O no, I hope the Lord will show a better way than that.” She answered, with strange vehemence:
“Hailstones and coals of fire are from the Lord, as well as sunshine and dew. Do not trust that he will wait for
the Lord’s showing, for he will not.”
“Dear wife, I think you do not quite understand August.”
“O Friend! The very fact that our restrictions are what they are convinces me that he will not succeed in
persuading the girl that it is best for her to break her old grandfather’s heart by joining us. If I had August Ent to
advise, I should say, ‘Go and marry her before everybody.’ I would tell him so tomorrow. It is not so much to lose
a member of the church, even when it’s August Ent, but we have always thought it a great thing to save a soul. We
shall be ruined through Christian men, and in the name of the Lord, Friend Holcombe.”
Mr. Holcombe was silent. He repented that he had spoken to his wife on this subject. She seemed not to notice
his silence further than to make use of it.
“He will never give her up. You know how obstinate he is about other things—he’ll not change his nature in
this business. You must advise him to leave us, and to marry her.” Then said Friend:
“I think better of August than that, Delia. I think, as you say, that he will not change his nature. He would be
very little better than a thief and a liar, if he could deceive us, and keep up a show of membership when he had
proved himself no true son of the church. No, no, he is sorely tempted, but he is an honorable, upright man—a
character to be trusted with the honor of the church, in a worse strait even than that he is in. Dear wife, let us pray
for him.”
But while he prayed, Delia was repeating to herself those words he had used—they pierced her heart—a ”liar,”
a “thief,” “honorable,” “upright,” “a character to be trusted with the honor of the church.”
“It is so,” she said, “I am all this—a liar, a thief, trusted with the honor of the church, and, Judas-like,
betraying it. O Lord God!”
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Somewhere in the foregoing pages mention has been made of Mr. Christopher Boyd.
The name was of consequence in Swatara and in the world, and the person bearing it worthy of consideration.
From Boyd’s house you might see the sun set beyond the low line of hills more than thirty miles away. The
proprietor seemed to live nearer to the sunrise than any of his men; he had he couldn’t tell how many hours of
sunlight more than the people in the valley. It might do for miners and tradesmen to live down there; but a
workman of a different sort from these, a working-man for whom life at the utmost would be short, must get the
longest days out of Nature that she would give.
Perhaps he said that because he had never lived on a mountain-top until he came to Swatara; perhaps he would
never have built that gray stone cottage on that rocky west-edge of old Blue, had not the foundations been already
laid there, and the walls half built, and trees well cleared from the level when he came. Perhaps Mr. Boyd was
indebted to Edward Rolfe considerably more even than he deemed.
It was poor Rolfe, who perished untimely, that purposed to live on the mountain-top; and Boyd was in his
place. How goes the Scripture?
“One man soweth and another reapeth.”
We cannot say, however, if we speak with precision, that Mr. Boyd’s sickle was in Mr. Rolfe’s field. The work
of the two men differed as they themselves did. But we can say truly, no Rolfe in Swatara no Boyd, and no Boyd
no Swatara—for us. Swatara for Swatara’s self however, in spite of world, flesh, and devil; and thirty miles of hill
and valley between the top of old Blue and sunset, though in the wilderness were no man.
Mr. Boyd was heard to talk sometimes about that prospect. When he first became a settler he had artists up
there early in the spring, late in the fall, and in the midsummer heat, to see what could be done with that great arc
of red, blue, green, and purple, and the miles and miles of gold and silver mist; for it was not in his nature to let
riches run to waste. There was one among these, who came year after year, and not because he found a princely
patron in the gray stone house. He had conceived such a love for the region, and such an admiration of Mr. Boyd,
that he made the yearly pilgrimage, and always took away with him some of the “strength of the hills,” which he
transferred to canvas for exhibition walls.
Mr. Boyd sat on his piazza, smoking, on that evening of the week so momentous in the church history of
Swatara. While he smoked he looked over the latest report on the market, which had just been brought to him
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from the Emerald Station; for he had his daily paper, though he seemed to be out of the world. He was thus
occupied when Mr. Elsden came.
Mr. Boyd was not very well pleased when he saw this gentleman approaching; yet knowing that the
superintendent was of all men not the one to volunteer a visit, unless there were reason good, he rose and stepped
forward to receive him. If this gray-haired man, who, under the most abject circumstances, must have made clear
his right to be treated as a gentleman, could not be received with cordiality, that lack must be made up by more
civility than could have been demanded by any mere business agent. If Boyd was Boyd, still more indisputably
Elsden was Elsden.
The superintendent took the chair placed for him, and then the proprietor expected to be informed in regard to
the occasion of this visit. Mr. Elsden had no time to waste, of course.
It was about the patent to be secured for some important simplification of machinery devised by one of the
workmen, John Edgar. Mr. Elsden wanted Mr. Boyd’s opinion. That was easily given.
“Secure it, by all means.”
“Then I shall take the necessary measures?”
“Certainly; yes. At once.”
“Edgar is making himself very useful, Mr. Boyd. I think if his wages were increased, we should have the
benefit.”
“Do you think so? He has thirty dollars a month, hasn’t he? We raised once. Make it forty, if he really deserves
it. I suppose we should all like to be paid for doing our best.”
Was that all Mr. Elsden wanted? It was hardly what he wanted at all, if the fact must be known; though he did
want to use John Edgar, and saw that the way it could be done most easily was by conferring a favor upon him.
But the thing Mr. Elsden had come at this time expressly to accomplish was the destruction of Hook; in other
words, he wished to convince Mr. Boyd that there was no use in going on any longer, as they had been going on
now three months, throwing money into Hook Mountain and getting nothing back but labor and vexation. Twice
already the superintendent had attempted to show the proprietor that the search was useless, as it had been
fruitless, that there wasn’t any coal there worth mining: Mr. Boyd had conceived a confidence in Hook which it
seemed impossible to destroy; so he had insisted that the work should go on, and the work had gone on. He
looked a little impatient when Mr. Elsden now touched on the subject again, but the superintendent continued to
dwell upon it in spite of that, and ended by making out so clear a case against old Hook, that Mr. Boyd became at
last convinced.
“Very well,” he said, “we leave Hook. Where shall we begin next?”
Mr. Elsden had determined that the question should be asked, and, now that it was asked, had his answer
ready; his advice was to begin at once on that abandoned mine under Chestnut Ridge, there was every indication
of a great harvest there. It had been deserted by former proprietors, as he had found, because of inadequate
machinery; there was no such want existing now; they were prepared to work any ground, however stubborn or
difficult. Boyd knew that very well; he had spent a fortune in machinery already. If Mr. Elsden was prepared to
promise success, it wasn’t any particular field he insisted upon working; what he wanted was a crop.
When he had said that, Mr. Boyd arose and walked across the piazza. He had hardly patience to think on this
subject as long as they had been talking about it.
“I forgot to mention to you,” he said, returning to his chair. “I am expecting my brother to-night. He is coming
to live with me.”
Now this information surprised Mr. Elsden, for it was the first intimation given by Mr. Boyd to Swatara that he
had brother or kin in the world. Considering the nature of the information, and the manner in which it was
communicated, Mr. Elsden received it with remarkable self-possession. A man who lives in one idea, and exerts
himself in furtherance of a solitary object, finds it at least difficult to sympathize with the interests and operations
of another sphere. If his life is a selfish one, he will not be able to speak the natural language of the affections
with the purity and grace of one whose mother tongue it is. Old Guildersleeve would doubtless find it a hard
matter, when he should presently attempt the speech of Gabriel.
Mr. Elsden was not prepared to smile in the face of Christopher Boyd, as Dr. Detwiler would have done, with
cordial congratulation that his solitary life was to have some variation. He had neither the heart nor, at that instant,
the will. For a moment his eyes were averted. The next, they were turned on Boyd, and he said such things as
became him, not worth much, but they pleased the man who received them. Further efforts in this direction were
spared the superintendent, for the attention of Boyd was now attracted to the walk leading towards the south
piazza; with a quick glance at Mr. Elsden he stepped out on the greensward. Nothing lower than God’s heaven
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should crowd upon the meeting—for nobody need tell him, that of the two figures approaching one was Max.
Mr. Elsden was astonished by the emotion Boyd evinced when he received his brother. The young man was
evidently surprised at the cordiality of his reception, and embarrassed by it. He had his recollections of
Christopher, but they were not of a character that prophesied the embrace he now received, and the tender words
he heard; such words as a father might have spoken to a son for whom he had long been waiting. Indeed, there
was a difference of twenty years between the brothers.
However cordially Mr. Elsden must have wished himself out of the way, at the moment when the two walked
up the steps, it was quite certain that he would not betray his sense of the inopportune. Going or coming, his
presence was something to be considered, and so now, when after introduction and a few words he departed, the
eyes of the new-comer followed him, and he asked:
“Have you a colony of gentlemen up here to equal that one? He looks like a college professor who has plenty
of stock.”
“Paying?” asked Christopher, leading the way into the house.
“Fifty per cent at least.”
“He has taken his turn at being cleaned out—was president of a bank once, and rode a high horse. But, as you
say, he never forgets himself, if that’s being a gentleman. Hungry, Max?”
“As a wolf.”
“That’s a thing we manage well up here, if we fail in everything else; your appetite won’t run down. Let’s see
what Mrs. Wayne can do for us. We waited dinner for you. How did you get here?”
“A left-handed fellow drove me up. What a capital road you have, Christopher; so good for the eyes, too,
winding in and out amongst the green. Not a particle of dust.” Boyd cast a queer look at his brother while he said
that, and nodded.
“You found dust enough on the cars, though, I’ll be bound. Come and see your private quarters. There! Can
you make yourself comfortable in that room?”
The door was standing open, and Max, glancing in the direction pointed out by his brother, saw a handsome
apartment, which had gray walls, and was carpeted with green. Boyd had commissioned his artist friend to order
the furniture, and nobody had as yet occupied the room. It was reserved for Maxwell.
“I’ll try to manage it,” said he; “I have been able to get into closer quarters.”
“Well, go in and take possession.”
Mr. Boyd was, in fact, glad to be rid of his brother for a moment. He walked away to the farther end of the
piazza, when he found himself alone, and wiped his eyes.
Dinner was soon served, in Christopher’s usual style—abundant, excellent, well ordered. While the elder
served the younger, he took note that he had received under his roof a companion who was neither a glutton nor
an epicure.
*
When they returned to the piazza, Christopher pointed out the main features of the prospect he commanded,
but did not dwell upon them. Something better was in process than that glorious down-going of the sun. Such a
talk as now began, it is safe to say, had never before been carried on under that roof. For what memories were
revived! What hopes were now to be verified, or not!
Maxwell remembered how full of grief and trouble his heart had been when they parted, and how his brother
had on that occasion turned toward him the face of a stoic, dry-eyed and uncomplaining. Also he must remember
how, on all those stormy occasions of his life which stood out so distinctly in his memory, seasons of chaos and of
ruin, Christopher had stood immovable as rock. Max had thought he knew his brother when he ascribed to him
merely will and daring. The reception he had now met seemed to indicate other and very different qualities in
addition.
When Boyd placed Maxwell in the institution from which the latter had just come a graduate, he had, indeed,
parted from the lad without the most distant intimation of regret; and this silence had urged the young student
along through the first months of school life, in a way that drew to him attention which a youth of his character
would take pride in sustaining. He could not forget what Christopher had said when he first entertained the project
of securing for him a thorough education:
“It’s too late for me to think of learning what they say every schoolboy knows. I have no education, and I shall
suffer on that account as long as I live. But no matter! I have made up my mind to go through as I am. You shall
have the learning. Stick at it. It will be almost the same to me as if I had it myself. If I were you—but of course
you can’t feel about it as I do! Take my advice, and make the most of yourself. You have the chance; I’ll stand by
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you.”
Remembering these words, and how they were spoken, Maxwell Boyd had studied to some purpose, and had
now brought with him, not only his diploma, but also the gold medal for general scholarship, for which he had
worked hard. And so he had come proudly, prepared to serve stern-hearted Christopher, not knowing but he would
prove a hard master. That doubt was swept out of mind in the first hour of reunion.
The younger brother was a fair copy of the elder. He had the same well-shaped, compact, not lofty figure; the
same honest, manly features; the same light brown hair and clear hazel eyes. The expression of the two faces was
very different. When twenty years had passed over Maxwell, the same lines would not mark his face as now
marked that of Christopher.
Maxwell had labored, on the whole, in pleasant paths. He had not been tossed about by circumstances, to make
at last the marvellous discovery that there were place and power for him also; he had never advanced alone and
self-reliant, to take upon himself responsibilities which, if he failed of an anticipated result, would bury him in
ruin, assuming them with the conscience and the purpose of a man who sees his way clear, though the men who
stand beside him cannot guess the end.
Christopher Boyd had passed through dismal experiences—had borne sharp reverses, suspicious, was not
always well understood. But constantly he had pushed on towards success, and finally had triumphed. He too had
looked forward to this meeting with anxiety. He had rarely been mistaken in his estimate of men. He would
certainly criticise the youth who had come to live with him; and he had almost feared to think what might be the
result of his first investigation.
The result had pleased him. Max was strong, manly, courteous; voice, bearing, and address were all in his
favor; his attire became him; he had remembered that Christopher was twenty years his senior.
When Max understood that whatever he had to tell in regard to college experiences would interest Christopher
beyond any other information, he dwelt at length on his past year, and finally produced diploma and medal.
The diploma certified to the young student’s good scholarship, attested his fidelity, integrity, and progress, and
declared that he went from his tutors and professors bearing their confidence, respect, and good wishes. The scroll
was signed by a dozen names, every one of which conferred special honor on the graduate.
Christopher Boyd read the document in silence. Long after he had read it, he sat gazing on the parchment and
seals, thinking of Boyd professorships, Boyd scholarships and endowments, so grateful was he. At last he
exhibited his satisfaction by an act. Without a word of comment, he went to the wall, where his friend Barlow’s
finest picture hung, and loosened the cord by which it was suspended. He then removed the picture from its
frame, and in its stead placed this realization of a great hope; then, stepping on a chair, he made conspicuous on
the wall the precious evidence of human love, manly fidelity, and power.
“You are a good fellow,” he said, turning his flushed face towards Max, who stood the image of expostulation
and embarrassment before him.
“You don’t actually mean to let that diploma hang there in place of this fine picture.”
“You’ll see a finer, maybe, if you step to the door; but a thing like that, Max, isn’t to be had every day. I
couldn’t have bought that at any price.”
“O, but to go and stick a fellow up like that, to be read and known of all men!”
“Good enough reason for it. It doesn’t lie—does it? It says you have ability and self-respect—education too.
What more would a man have? There that diploma hangs. You won’t be apt to live it down. Now, my boy, time
you went to bed.”
Boyd took Richard Barlow’s picture as he spoke, and held it at arm’s length from the lamp. Having surveyed it,
he deposited it in a corner. Max shook his head, and looked ruefully at the diploma, staring at him from the wall
with its red eyes.
“Barlow isn’t a fool,” said Christopher; “and I can order a cart-load of frames any day I please; but there’s only
one thing of that kind to be had by us. Breakfast at seven, Sundays included! Good night, Max.”
“Good night, Christopher.”
“I am just across the hall,” said Boyd, coming back. “There’s a bell-rope at the head of your bed. Call for what
you want. Mrs. Wayne and her Molly think I made the mines.”
*
Look from the heavens, poor mother, who gave the best of your life for these sons! Know at last what you
believed possible while you tarried on earth, cramped by poverty and sickness, and thwarted and discouraged
whichever way you turned! It was worth your while to sojourn in the miserable shed within sight of the great
canal embankment that bounded your horizon—worth while to bring into being these strong souls, to give of your
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scant life to make their fulness!
Rejoice in heavenly places, because this night two stout-hearted men recall your patient suffering, your valiant
endurance, your charities which cost so much, and were so freely rendered, in spite of want and labor! They
remember well, though they cannot speak of such things even to each other,-they remember well the hope and
courage which survived long winters, employment uncertain, uncertain wages; and how you rejoiced in a
sunbeam, were quick to smile, and even to sing.
Rest, in the splendor of the unclouded heavens! Surely, the Angel of the Lord encamped among these
mountains.
10
When, on Sunday morning, Mr. Holcombe passed up to his desk between the rows of well-filled benches, his
aspect indicated to such as knew him best that there was work of unusual solemnity to be performed by him that
day.
The women and girls belonging to the church, according to the Mennonite custom had taken off their bonnets
and left them in the room adjoining that in which the people assembled for worship. They sat with bared heads in
the congregation, their attire, in style and color, presenting a grave contrast to that of the women, belonging to
other denominations, who had come to meeting because they liked Friend Holcombe, or for the reason that they
had nowhere else to go.
The garb of the brethren, also, was such as would have attracted attention to them, by reason of its marked
simplicity, among any other than a world-renouncing people. As the preacher looked around him, a glance told
him how large a proportion of the little company was composed of the “peculiar people.” He was glad to see that
the fine morning had brought out so fair a number of poor Guildersleeve’s brethren.
The day was delightful in its early hours. The morning mists had long since passed up the valley and above the
mountain-tops; and a breeze was stirring, which made its own music as it blew through the pine groves and along
the mountain passages. Birds sang with the Swatara, and glad as the waters in their flowing were the feathered
creatures in their flight. All things seemed moving on—moving on to judgment, thought Delia Holcombe, as,
sitting in her usual place, she saw the congregation gather. There was a word about to be delivered, for which she
waited as if it were a word of deepest personal concernment.
The confession of Guildersleeve, the temptation of Ent, the use Mr. Trost might make of these facts when they
came to his knowledge, were subjects of thought sufficient to fill her with apprehension. Sore would be the loss if
Deacon Ent should leave them, but terrible the victory if he should succeed in the thing he would of course
attempt, and make a convert of Mary. More awful yet to think of was the compromise which it was not impossible
he might make between the creed of his fathers and the passion of his heart!
While she sat there in her corner of that quiet house of God, Delia trembled. She shuddered, thinking of Trost,
for suddenly she seemed to see his dreadful eyes fixed upon her, in the triumph of the moment when he should
give his daughter to Deacon Ent, who, for a woman, could give up his creed. At that moment, looking up, she saw
the deacon enter the meeting-house door, and with him Mary. She had come with him!
This, then, was to be the result! Would it not be better to see triumph in the eyes of Father Trost than defeat? to
hear him say, “You see we don’t have any works of darkness going on among us,” than to hear what he might say
if he found that his own flesh and blood had surrendered to the system against which he was carrying on a
crusade?
August looked towards Delia, evidently seeking a vacant seat; near her there was none, but Edna, rising,
beckoned, and Mary sat down beside her, while the deacon went on to his accustomed place. He was full of hope.
Mary might perhaps learn that day that it was impossible he should leave the brotherhood, and perhaps would lose
her wish that he should do so.
She had come to meeting with August comforted by the feeling that her grandfather had consented to her
coming. He had returned unexpectedly last evening, but this morning had set forth again, to preach four times
before he slept again. Whatever he may have thought when he saw Mary and August standing by the table on
which his Bible lay, he expressed no dissatisfaction, but made Ent sit down while he ate his supper. It may have
been that then, for the first time, he thought it possible that this fine young man and his Mary might find in each
other everything desirable in a lifelong companionship.
Mary, however, must bring him round. It would not do for Father Trost to begin with obstinacy. And so he had
willingly consented that, as he was to hold services at a distance from home, which she could not possibly attend,
she should go down with Mr. Ent to Preacher Holcombe’s meeting. Thus he would lend his child to the service of
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the Lord! Let her tempt a good man from his allegiance, if she could!
And so there Mary sat beside Edna Gell; and Edna Gell, having noticed that she came with Deacon Ent (she
must have come with him, for they were neighbors, and he had looked around to secure a seat for her), became
presently so much absorbed in her own thoughts, that when Mr. Holcombe’s voice broke on the stillness, after the
silent prayer with which their service began, she started and blushed, as if her secret mind had been laid bare, and
looked towards John Edgar, whose black eyes met hers, as if they had been seeking them.
The people were gathering in larger numbers than usual that bright morning. They came from far and near.
Strong men like Dr. Detwiler felt and acknowledged Mr. Holcombe’s influence, and were glad to be guided by a
preacher of the gospel who preached of Truth which could conquer the grave, and which lived and walked among
the Swatara hills as surely as it had once walked among the hills of Judea.
Mr. Christopher Boyd also had the greatest respect for Mr. Holcombe; he was present with Maxwell; and so
was Mr. Elsden, who was a judge of men, and careful of what he said about this gospel teacher. Never did the
minister’s commission seem more rightfully and manifestly Friend Holcombe’s than it did this day. Never did he
seem to be more assured of his calling than on this morning, when he arose in his place and looked around upon
the people with a deliberation of survey that seemed numbering and individualizing, that he might know the spirit
of the congregation.
The heavens above, and the earth beneath, inspired him—love of Him whom the confession of penitent age
was about to honor; sympathy with those who had come to receive what he could give them—tender, patient
women with their little ones in their arms, gray-haired men, young men and maidens.
For a while, in the first quarter of his address, he seemed to be struggling with words; but at last, in a
triumphant moment, the spirit mounted strong and free, and clear as a bugle-note rose the preacher’s voice. He
carried the people with him, and must have known that he did so. He saw that all eyes were fixed on him, and that
there was an eager waiting for his message. The old men who sat in their shirt-sleeves, with their coats spread on
their knees, their bodies bent forward, testifying by significant looks and gestures to the truth of his teaching; the
children, whose fascinated gaze was upon him, their attention won by a gentleness and earnestness of utterance
that helped to make his words intelligible to them; the women—he could not have asked for better audience, had
he been thinking of himself with the impassioned love he had for truth.
When he came to speak of Guildersleeve, it was in a way that banished, at least from sight, every feeling in the
congregation that might have been acknowledged out of place and cruel among the members of a family. There
was a momentary stir, and then the preacher seemed to hold every heart in his hand; nor did the announcement
that the alien had returned to them, with confession of sin and prayers of forgiveness, lose any of its force when
Mr. Holcombe addressed the old men, Eby and Ahem, reminding them of their often-expressed hope, while at the
same time he mildly rebuked the unbelief of others, rehearsing for them the story of that prodigal whom his father
went to meet with kisses and a ring.
Strange if, in the hour of such pleading, anything like ill-will or pride or exasperating memories should have
been allowed a place! A softening light seemed to fall on the wondering faces—mild evidence of the softening
influence with which every heart was surrounded; and when he said, “Let us pray for our departing brother, that
he may reach our Father’s house in safety,” there was a movement among the people, so immediate and so
reverent that the fervor of the prayer seemed to do no more than express their mood.
*
When the congregation had dispersed, the brethren of the church, in compliance with Mr. Holcombe’s request,
still remained for consultation, the old men and the young; and conspicuous in the observation of all, but surely
not because he sought pre-eminence among them that day, was Deacon August Ent.
The preacher was going immediately to visit Moses Guildersleeve; the sick man expected him. What would
they? What message should he carry? What recollection of the household of faith would they let him have to
enlighten the dying man’s dark hour? What words of brotherly comfort would they give the afflicted and tortured
soul, to carry with it from earth?
Mr. Holcombe addressed them in a manner that told how greatly his own spirit was disturbed; when he had
spoken, he sat down in the midst of profound silence. He and his Master ruled that hour, and pity stood in the
place of judgment and justice. At last Eby, the oldest man among them, who, as was well known, had condemned
harshly, albeit with hopeful expectation, the contumacious behavior of Guildersleeve, arose in his place. He began
to speak in a low monotone; but as he went on his voice rose higher and higher, till at the conclusion a shrill song
was resounding in the ears of the listeners.
“I believed in my heart, brethren, it must come to this at last, blessed be the Lord!” said he. “Nevertheless, I
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am amazed at it. The goodness of God is always amazin’. We are beholden now to forget everything—everything
except that Moses has repented and done the first works. He has confessed to God and to the brethren. God be his
judge! Brethren, can’t we send him word that we’re prayin’ for him down here? Prayin’ not as ef he was the chief
of sinners, nuther, but as we should wish to be prayed for if we was in his case—his dyin’ case. He is goin’ on the
long journey which no man e’er came back from. Will our preacher tell him kindly that some on us haven’t never
disremembered the days when he used to stand with us, and was a brother amongst us, and how we mourned after
him when Bishop Rose told us that Brother Guildersleeve wasn’t likely to come back no more? But now he has
come back firstly, and secondly he is going again, to our beloved bishop as we trust in God, and we can all rejoice
together that bymeby we shall meet as friends. For we know, Brother Ahem, that once here amongst us they was
such friends that, if the bishop’s right hand had been took off, he couldn’t have felt it no more.”
Deacon Ent’s face was covered, and his head bowed, as was that of many another strong man, while venerable
Eby, with many tears, delivered this message in behalf of the brethren. He had been thinking, while the old man
was speaking, of another than Guildersleeve, who Mr. Holcombe had said was as his right hand, and thinking too
of all that Guildersleeve had said concerning himself to the minister. At last, feeling that men were waiting for his
word, he arose and looked around upon the little company. But he saw only three faces. One of these he feared—
Mr. Holcombe’s; the others were the faces of Guildersleeve and Mary; all these were bent on him with seriously
questioning eyes.
His bearing was noticeable. No man seemed as much moved as he, by what had taken place. No other could
have sent a message more expressive of loving fellowship. By not one word did he refer to the sinner’s repentance
or to the forgiveness of the brethren. He could hardly have spoken otherwise had the old man always maintained
his integrity, and remained in the society, a brother approved and beloved.
August was not always so lenient, as was well known. He was jealous of the honor of the church. Uprightness,
integrity of purpose and of action, the single eye, the open act, were virtues, qualities, powers, which he loved to
dwell upon. And there was not a man that heard him now, who would not gladly have trusted him to train all the
Mennonite children in the most true faith and doctrine. But now, unflinching readiness in service, obedience at
whatever cost, fiery ardor—nothing of all this was to be discerned in his speech; only human sympathy, and
Christian gentleness in view of human frailty.
He was the last that spoke. It seemed to be the general conviction that he had said all that need be said. The
pastor himself had not spoken, could not speak, more to the purpose. The younger brethren would long remember
the eloquence of August Ent that day. They might well light their lamps at the light he bore. Anyone who saw him
going up the mountain road, arm in arm with Mr. Holcombe, when the meeting was finally dismissed, might have
sung in very joy of heart,
“As the trees of lignaloes\fn{Aloes} which the Lord hath planted, and as the cedar-trees beside the waters!”
11
John Edgar had not yet been told that his wages were to be increased ten dollars a month. That was news that
“would keep” till Monday morning. So Mr. Elsden thought, sitting in his office and meditating thereupon. It
would keep till Monday morning, and even for a longer time. The superintendent had procured the increase, not
because he deemed it absolutely necessary in order to secure, for future time, the services of the young workman;
but because he could make the favor to Edgar serve a purpose of his own—could use it as a sort of platform on
which he might advance and take a survey of the surrounding region.
There was Pit Hole abandoned; and here was Hook abandoned. Pit Hole he had bought of a now extinct
company, “for nothing” as he deemed, when that company was in the act of expiring. Pit Hole might have been
worked till doomsday in search of coal, and the coal would not have been found, because it was not there. But
something else was there, which by and by might be developed, when it was discovered—that was iron.
Mr. Elsden was in no haste to have it discovered, he had waited a great many years for successes, and had
received failures in the end; he had learned better than to snatch at fortune now. When the time for discovery
should come, John Edgar was the man by whom it must be made.
“Reckless dare-devil,” he had called him once; but now he was “invaluable”.
This John Edgar sat in the machine-shop Sunday afternoon, receiving a visit from Mr. Maxwell Boyd, who
stayed long and at length fell asleep. That was not strange; it was so still there; and mountain air is famous for
serving the newcomer a trick like that. John was at work over his drawings; and when he saw what had happened,
he went on working, whistling, and singing snatches of songs, by turns, in a happier mood than he had been when
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Maxwell surprised him;
For he had not heard that Mr. Boyd’s brother had arrived, or had been expected, till Max announced himself.
Edgar was in a happier mood—this young gentleman was so intelligent, so interested in everything he saw, and
withal so friendly. It was a hard matter to get much speech out of the elder Boyd. A nod and a word were as much
as any workman expected; yet all the men liked Christopher. Their liking, though, was probably a mixture of
respect and admiration for the successful man. But it seemed to John that he had found almost a friend in the
stranger who had sought him out that afternoon. Now and then he broke off from his work to look at Maxwell;
though he had worked diligently, he had not for a moment been unmindful of his presence.
“I don’t envy any fellow living,” said he to himself, leaning his elbows on the table and fixing a long, steady
glance on Max; “but if I had such a brother to help me along as he has, I—good for me I haven’t! Let alone what
you can’t get! That’s my ticket.”
But it happened that, in looking for a pencil, Edgar went around Max Boyd and looked on the table whereon he
was leaning his head. The pencil had slipped under the sleeper’s hair; Edgar picked it up, but that was not why he
started when he did so, as if a bee had stung him; nor why he went off into the middle of the shop, and tossed the
pencil two or three times in the air, before he returned to his place and sat down; nor why his aspect was so
changed when he resumed his drawing; nor why he now made such bad work of it.
Half an hour went by, then there was a knock at the door; it wakened Max. He looked up and saw Edgar sitting
with his elbows on the table, his head buried in his hands, evidently in deep study. The knock was repeated, but he
did not stir.
“Did you hear that?” asked Max.
“Yes,” he answered, without moving, or even looking up. “I heard it, but I’m my own man Sundays. I know
what the fellows would like; but I’ll not have them in here making a row, because they have nothing else to do. I
have something to do. If they sat and rattled on till morning, what good would that do me?”
“I am not going to be your janitor in spite of you,” said Max, laughing; “but I should think a little recreation
might serve you a good turn.”
“Are you going, sir? What’s your hurry?” said Edgar, for Max now arose.
“Well, I don’t see that I can assist you in your work.”
“My work won’t come to anything today. I suppose, sir, if I had studied as many things as you have, I should
be saved a great deal of trouble; as it is, I have to grope.” There was surely no vaunting in the voice or the mood
of the young machinist now.
“It’s not by studying books that men get the constructive faculty,” answered Max, gravely. He instantly
sympathized with John, recognizing in his words a repetition of the lament, or regret, to which he had already
heard Christopher give expression.
“That is a sort thing,” he went on, “that’s put into a body before it can talk or walk. Curious, isn’t it? You have
it; I haven’t. You can get at the books, anybody can; but I cannot get at the invention. Things are dealt about with
an even hand, you see. I hope I shall have the pleasure of helping you to what you want badly. Tell me when you
need anything to—to get on with your work, I shan’t be likely to find it out myself, for I am slow at that; besides,
not being an inventor, I don’t know enough.”
“O you fellow,” exclaimed Edgar, jumping up from his chair, his eyes glittering with delight; “you go and tell
Mr. Elsden what you have been saying to me and he’ll have you shipped for Botany Bay, you or me, one of us,
sure. He would think this region not big enough for both of us. It isn’t his way of talking to the hands I can tell
you.”
“Just hold me to my word, that’s all,” said Max, in the glow of his generous feeling. “Have you a pipe here,
Edgar?”
“It’s against the regulations, sir, to smoke in the building.”
Max turned towards the door, about to go, when another knock arrested him. This time John Edgar exhibited a
very different degree of interest from that he showed when the first application was made; he evidently
recognized the knock, and when it was repeated walked rapidly across the shop, and opened the door.
“O, you are here,” said a girl’s voice. “I was just going away. Here are your papers, John; I am much obliged to
you.”
“Have you been able to make anything out of them?” he asked, in a voice which had quite another tone from
that in which he had been talking with Maxwell Boyd.
“You may see for yourself.” Then there was a rustling of papers.
“Well enough! did you use a rule, Miss Edna?”
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“Not once.”
Max thought he would like to look at the face of the speaker, but he could not without forcing himself upon the
evidently sufficient company of the two.
“You have a truer eye than mine, Miss Edna. Mr. Barlow said—”
“Said! has he gone?”
“Yes; he said you might do excellent things. But study from nature, draw everything you see, try faces. He told
me to say that to you.”
“Shall I try your face to begin with, now?”
Edgar hesitated; if Maxwell Boyd had been without instead of within, he would have said yes; but now he said:
“I am afraid not today. Begin with a beautiful little face that you can look at and study every hour in the day.”
“You mean Rosa’s. I will. You are very kind, John. Good night.”
“Good night, Miss Edna.”
“Were you at the meeting this morning, John?”
“Yes. You have got old Guildersleeve back, it seems.”
“They have. Yes. John, I brought a book with me which I should like to lend you; I covered it because it is not
mine. Will you care about reading it?”
“I shall, certainly, if you have read it, and like it.”
“I want to know whether you like it; I do not quite know what I think; and it is out of their way over there.
They don’t care about such things.”
“Then I will read it carefully,” said John; and he had now evidently forgotten that Max Boyd stood within, or
he would have shortened this conversation, brief though it was, in spite of the evident wish of Miss Edna to
prolong it.
“There is a great deal in it. It seems like all the world—so much there is,” said Miss Edna; and then she said
“Good night” again, and went away.
“There’s plenty of pluck there,” said John, going back into the shop, and speaking to Maxwell. He laid the
book on a high shelf, and glanced at a bit of looking-glass which was fastened to the wall beneath it.
“One of your pupils?” asked Max.
“Not exactly. The doctor took some of my drawings down to the preacher’s one day, and she copied them;
afterwards she came and asked me to explain what they all meant; since then I have helped her some. Did you see
her?”
“No, but I heard her. And who is Rosa?”
“She’s the preacher’s daughter; this one lives with them—adopted I believe. The girls are about as much alike
as the sun and the moon are. Would you like to see the preacher’s house?”
“I dare say I have seen it already, for I have walked all the afternoon; but, yes, I should like to know who’s
who, and where’s where.”
And so the two young men walked about, Edgar as a guide, pointing out one place and another, which he
supposed would interest the brother of Mr. Boyd, who had come to live in the neighborhood, and to find his work
there.
By and by Max thought of Christopher, and signified his intention to return. Edgar then made known his
preference for the valley road, and so they separated. And this was the reason why he determined suddenly to go
by himself down the railroad track, rather than up with Max towards the mountain-top.
Max had taken a glass of wine with Christopher at dinner, according to the Sunday custom of the elder brother.
It was a single glass, but the subtle aroma was not yet entirely dissipated when he went into the machine-shop,
and the sense that was keenest in Edgar had discerned it as he bent over sleeping Max, looking for his pencil. He
wanted to get away by himself where he should have an opportunity of fighting his tempter. He sought the
solitude which he should have shunned.
12
He had gone more than a mile on the road, perhaps, when he became convinced that somebody was following
him.
It was a winding road, and, looking back, he could see no further than a quarter of a mile. But had he stood and
waited long, no one would have appeared, for no one was coming, no one was walking upon the track at that hour
except himself. He not only had the impression that some one was following fast, but his imagination acted with
remarkable definiteness—he thought it was Edna who followed; and would he have chosen that she should
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overtake him? For a long time he looked behind him at every curve; once he stood and seemed waiting, as if he
had called to her, or had heard her call to him.
So conscious was he of the fire raging in his blood, that he believed her steady and far-seeing eyes must have
discerned it when she came to the shop. But what if she had discerned it? Whence came this fancy that she was
following him? Why should she follow him?
Poor fellow, with all his bold self-reliance and egotism, it was no new thing for him to be looking about for
external proofs which should preserve him from falling. The one fear of his life was that he should stumble into
that abyss of ruin into which he had already seen his father fall. To no mortal had he acknowledged this fear. Even
Doctor Detwiler had not discerned it, though he had warned him to work because he had seen the danger in which
he stood. Edgar, understanding the advice, had followed it; but now and then the volcano gave evidence of
internal surging.
He thought, as he hurried on, that he would go directly to the doctor’s office; but in order that he might do so,
he must pass the station-house and the inn. Indeed, the doctor’s office adjoined the tavern, though not at the end in
which the bar was kept. If he could get into the office, he was safe.
The bar-room was nearly filled with boisterous men as he passed by. He passed almost on a run. The doctor
was not in his office. John sat down.
What did he want? Why had he forced himself down there, as it were, into the cannon’s mouth? He wanted to
talk with a human being with whom he could talk in safety. In the midst of the confusion which overwhelmed
him, John answered the stern question thus. But when he had made the answer, he turned upon himself with a
“No.” He knew that he had come there for no such purpose. He had come because the place was Emerald, and the
bar-room always stood open inviting drinkers in, and there was never so much fun and joking going on as on
Sunday evenings. His flight past was a sham.
“You came,” he said to himself, “because you smelt wine and wanted a drink. You have lied to yourself all the
way down, now own it. If you go into that room yonder, own it to yourself, you are going because you want to go.
The next thing is to drink with the fellows, and you won’t stop when you have begun. You didn’t stop the last time
till you could not speak or see, and they carried you to a room and let you lie there like a dog till your drunken fit
had passed off. Suppose Miss Edna had looked at you then! Then, as if you could help the matter that way, you
worked till you brought on that long fever, and the miners said you would work yourself to death. Elsden
understood it, though; so did the doctor; what would Miss Edna think if she saw you here now?”
So he sat and talked with himself. In the office it was very still. The clock seemed to punctuate and underscore
the remarks he was addressing to his conscience, but he could hear voices outside, and could recognize them. By
and by they rose in dispute. He went to the windows and listened. The men were quarrelling about something
which he knew all about. He could have settled the dispute by a word. He started up, but half-way between the
window and the door he said to himself,
“That’s another blind; don’t you put it on.”
Instead of going out he shut the office windows, though it was a sultry night. Then he went into the doctor’s
inner room, lighted a lamp, and sat down to read; but one might as well expect to read by starlight while a tempest
raged.
*
It was late when the doctor came from the pure sweet evening air into his close and lighted room. When he
saw John Edgar, his surprise turned into displeasure:
“What are you doing here with all these windows shut? the office is like an oven.”
“I hadn’t any business here, I know that well enough,” said John, greatly disconcerted. He had been so
occupied with considerations purely personal that the doctor’s inhospitable mood surprised him.
“I thought if I went out,” he added, “the fellows would see me, and—and I didn’t want to go in there tonight.”
“What did you come near that mantrap for, then? Open those windows. Have you been sick? Does anybody
want anything?” As he spoke the doctor went and looked at the slate and read the names and wants recorded
there; he had been absent all day.
“H’m-h’m,” he said, in his short, abrupt way.
“I don’t want anything, sir,” said Edgar; “I guess I shall be able to get by the tavern now without going in,
since you’re here to see me do it.”
He said this with assumed gayety. There was so perceptible a sadness in his voice, however, that the doctor
turned from the slate, went back to the table, and, taking him by the chin, brought his face towards the light.
“Do you want to go back for anything tonight?” said he, after a serious glance.
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“I begin work at half past four Monday mornings.”
“So you shall. But you had better stay with me tonight. You can sleep on that lounge. I understand you. You
want that fever put out. Here!”—he poured out a wineglassful of mixture—“drink that and go to sleep.”
“I am ashamed,” said Edgar, but he took the potion.
“What are you ashamed of?”
“To think how I am made up.”
“If you are to be ashamed of anything, it is of what you do with what is made up. That is your business. You
were made a present to yourself, and you must accept the gift.”
“Doctor, you know nothing about it.”
“Don’t I? You have no more excuse for dying an inebriate than I have. The only thing you have to do, Edgar, is
to fight clear of yourself. That’s all.”
“I can, can I?”
“Of course. Take all the help you can get, though, as you go along. For one thing, don’t put yourself where you
will be likely to be tempted. But if you find yourself in such a place, off with the right hand, out with the right
eye, sooner than yield. For in your case yielding is ruin. That body of yours is a sacred thing, John. Let anything
profane it at your peril. When you find yourself in danger, get away from yourself; go to the best person you
happen to know. Don’t stay alone, and don’t go amongst drinkers.”
“There’s Edna,” thought John, and so he fell asleep.
*
By four o’clock the next morning he was hurrying up the track. The doctor had called him.
“Time to be moving,” said he; and the youth sprang to his feet.
“Own to me,”\fn{Tell me:H} said the doctor, “how you happened to be in that plight last night.”
“I don’t know, unless it was that I took the scent of liquor.”
“Then you see that you must keep clear of folks that use that kind of perfume. I don’t care who they are—you
can’t stand it. Deny yourself, John, and take up your cross.”
John did not answer by speech, but he caught up the doctor’s hand, shook it hurriedly, and walked off.
His heart grew lighter as he went towards Swatara. That was surely not his true self with whom he had parted
company last night on the doctor’s sofa! He had risen up and had come forth a new man, so strong he felt. As he
approached the foot-bridge which crossed the creek in front of Mr. Holcombe’s garden, he heard a voice singing,
and he knew it was Edna’s. At first he thought she was on the other side of the stream; but as he walked on, he
found that she was among the bushes so burdened with berries, and he went out of his way a few steps to look at
her, and possibly to speak to her. She had, of course, no suspicion that he was so near, for she kept on singing; but,
yes—she had seen him, and was singing with a smile! When he said “Good morning,” she was not in the least
startled, and looked up as if it were the most likely thing in the world that he should be walking along that way, at
that hour of the morning,
“How goes the picture-drawing?” he asked.
“Well, John, I wish you could see it.”
“Then I shall see it, Miss Edna, of course.”
“It—they all knew who it was meant for.”
“Indeed! When shall I sit for my portrait, Miss Edna?”
“I am going into the blackberry business just now largely. They say there is money to be made by it. I heard the
doctor saying yesterday that there would be a great demand this year. I mean to gather all that grow about here.”
“To sell?” asked John, with a satisfaction for which he could not have accounted to himself. It arose from the
sense of equality which her determination to go into the market seemed to suggest and to imply.
“Yes, to sell. I cannot live on other people’s bounty. I must do something, you know.”
“Why, how comes that? Bounty! Miss Edna. I don’t suppose such a thought would enter Mr. Holcombe’s
head.”
“It has entered mine, though, and that is enough. It entered it before I ever went there, and it never has gone
out. I must feel myself independent wherever I am. But you need not say anything about it. Of course they would
not like it: but I feel so, all the same. Do you understand it? I read in the book I lent you something like,
O, how wretched
Is that poor man that hangs on princes’ favors!
“Well, it needn’t be ‘princes’ favors’ to make one ‘wretched,’ and I am not going to ‘hang on’ to any such
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thing.”
“I wish you success in your berrying; but I would try not to feel that way. Everybody is dependent, I guess, if
you look into things.”
“Yes, I know it; but not that way. I was dependent on you for help in my drawing: that didn’t hurt me.”
“And I am dependent on you for a great deal, and that doesn’t hurt me,” said John; and because he did not
choose to hear the answer she might make to that, he walked off with a “Good morning.”
“I want to ask you if you have read my book yet?” she said, as if she had not heard his “Good morning” or
perceived his intention to go on.
“I have not, but I will; and when may I see your picture of Rosa?”
“I will think about that: very soon, perhaps. John!”
*
He came back when she called him, and she showed him the berries she had gathered, and then said:
“Do you really think it is so hateful in me to wish to pay my way there? They are not rich.”
“No, not hateful to wish that. But you know what we all think of Mrs. Holcombe about here.”
“Well, what do you think?”
“Why, we think—there was never another like her.”
“Perhaps there never was, but-we don’t seem to understand each other. I don’t know why I should tell you of
it. She is very kind to me, but if it didn’t seem so silly, I should say we were afraid of each other. Do I seem
terrible to you? For you think she is an angel.”
“O Miss Edna! you mustn’t ask me how you seem to me. It isn’t six o’clock yet, and it’s Monday morning!”
“I know it,” said Edna, laughing; “I ought not to keep you here when your work is waiting. But I do get so
tired of myself all the time. But go on—you might as well first as last.”
“Miss Edna,” said John, suddenly, “I have a mind not to go on until I say something that—that—if you get so
tired of yourself, wouldn’t you get more tired of me? May I help you always? Will you let me slave for you and
not feel that you owe me anything? I could give my life for you. I will live for you, if you will let me.”
“John,” said Edna, her eyes opening wide on him in genuine wonder, “what do you mean?”
“You have made me love you, and I have been fool enough to tell you of it,” he answered, confused and
stammering.
“You are not a fool; and if you do love me, I thank you for it,” said Edna, promptly enough. But John was so
surprised himself at what he had said, that he could not believe she had understood him.
“I mean for all my life,” said he.
“That was what made me so thankful,” said she.
“But, Edna, Miss Edna, will you marry me? Could you? Would you? Me, Miss Edna—me! John Edgar!”
“Not this morning, John. It is Monday morning, you know, and going on six o’clock. I must go, back to the
house.” She picked up her basket in a hurry, and was going to run away, when he caught her hand.
“Is this all true?” he said. “May I go up there to the workshop and feel like a man who has Paradise to work
for? You shall have such a home as you deserve, and I—I—O—God bless you!”
Edna was frightened at the feeling she had stirred. She stood still, thinking. Presently she said,“You may go and work for your Paradise. Any home you would give me would be better than I deserved.”
*
But though her voice betrayed emotion, it was not akin to that which had stirred John Edgar. He was the lover
—she only a fugitive seeking a covert, and too ignorant to understand rightly the fact. If Mary Trost had happened
along that way instead of John, she would, undoubtedly, have received the girl’s confidence, and nothing would
have followed: but—he had received it; something must follow.
160.89 Excerpt from All’s Not Gold That Glitters; or, The Young Californians\fn{by Emily Bradley Neal Haven
(1827-1863)}Hudson, Columbia County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 8
“Ain’t the stage rather late, Squire? I’ve been waiting round a considerable while now.”
The “Squire” had just driven up to the Post Office, which was at one end of the village tavern, and a man
hanging to a post that upheld the piazza addressed him.
“Perhaps it may be, I’m rather late myself; but I drove the long road past Deacon Chase’s. Do you expect
anybody, Gilman?”
“Well, I can’t say I do, Squire; but I like to see the newspapers, and hear what’s going on in the world, as well
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as most people, specially since the Californy gold’s turned up. I wouldn’t mind finding a big lump or so myself.”
Gilman chuckled as he said this, and set a dilapidated hat a little more over his eyes, to shade them from the
strong light of the declining sun. No wonder they needed it; for they were weak and bleared, and told the same
tale that could be read in every line of a once expressive face.
The tavern bar had seen as much of him as the piazza. He knew by long experience the taste of all those fiery
liquids, contained in the rows of decanters, and worse still, of many a cask of New England rum, dispensed by the
landlord of Mooney’s Tavern.
“I’ve heard your wife’s father say there was gold buried on every farm in New Hampshire, if people only knew
where to find it,” the Squire answered pleasantly, fastening his horse to the much used tying-up post; “there ought
to be on what’s left of his, by this time—there’s been enough buried there.”
The man, dull as his once clear mind had become, seemed to understand the allusion and the reproof it
conveyed, for his face flushed even through deep unhealthy redness, as he walked off to a knot of idlers like
himself. They stood with their hands in their pockets, and coats buttoned up to the chin, discussing the wonderful
news that was then the only topic of conversation through the whole Atlantic coast, and even far in the
backwoods, where much less of the great world’s doings came—the gold discovery in California.
At first it had been scarcely credited—many who were afterwards ready to stake life itself on gaining it,
declared the whole thing a hoax, and ridiculed. those who believed in it. But as month after month brought fresh
arrivals, and more marvellous intelligence from the new-found El Dorado, even the endless discussion of politics
was given up for this fascinating theme. So far, no one had gone from Merrill’s Corner, the name of this retired
New England village; but many from neighboring towns were now on their way to “make their fortunes,” or lose
their lives in “the diggings.”
The door of the post office had scarcely closed upon Squire Merrill, when the jingling of sleigh-bells and the
quick tread of horses was heard coming up the hill. It was the stage-sleigh, that passed through from Concord
every afternoon, bringing the eagerly expected mail and a few travellers, farmer-looking men, who were glad to
spring out, and stamp their benumbed feet, the moment it drew up. One of them threw a morning paper into the
knot of questioners, telling them rather abruptly to “look for themselves,” as they asked the invariable question,
“What’s the news?” and Gilman, who was so fortunate as to seize it, was instantly surrounded as he unfolded the
sheet.” The expected arrival\fn{ Of the steamship from California. } was announced, in huge letters, at the top of the
paper:

ONE MONTH LATER FROM CALIFORNIA!
ARRIVAL OF THE CRESCENT CITY.
HALF A MILLION IN GOLD DUST!
NEW DISCOVERIES MADE DAILY.
PROSPECTS OF THE MINERS
CONSTANTLY IMPROVING!

And with a voice trembling with eagerness, the wonderful particulars were read aloud, interrupted only by
exclamations of astonishment, more expressive than elegant.
Lumps of gold, according to these wonderful accounts, were to be picked up for the stooping.Someone had
made a fortune in a single month, from steamer to steamer.\fn{ I.e., from the docking of an ocean-going steamer to California
one month to the next docking of her sister ship a month later. }
Every remarkable piece of good fortune was exaggerated, and the sufferings and privations, even of the
successful, barely touched upon. There was scarcely enough shade to temper the dazzling light of this most
brilliant picture. No wonder that it had all the magic of Aladdin’s wonderful lamp to these men, who had been
born on the hard rocky soil of the Granite State, and, from their boyhood, had earned their bread by the sweat of
the brow. If it dazzled speculators in the city, men who counted their gains by thousands, how much more the
small farmer, the hard-working mechanic, of the villages, whose utmost industry and carefuluess.scarcely
procured ordinary comforts for their families.
Just as the stage was ready to drive off again Squire Merrill came out on the piazza with several newspapers in
their inviting brown wrappers, a new magazine, and one or two letters. There was of course a little bustle as the
passengers took their seats, and the driver pulling on his buckskin gloves, came from the comfortable bar-room,
followed by the tavern-keeper.
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“More snow, Squire, I calculate,” remarked the sagacious Mr. Mooney, nodding towards a huge bank of dull
looking clouds in the west. “What’s your hurry?”
“All the more hurry if you’re right, Mr. Mooney—I think you are; and somehow I never find too much time for
anything. Going right by your house, Gilman; shall I give you a lift?”
“Well I don’t care if you do,” answered Gilman, to the surprise of his fellows, and especially the hospitable Mr.
Mooney. He had not yet taken his daily afternoon glass, and. just before one of them had signified his intention of
standing treat all round, to celebrate the good news from California.
The Squire seemed pleased at the ready assent, for it was equally unexpected to him, knowing Gilman’s bad
habits. He did not give him time to withdraw it, for the instant the stage moved off, followed, in the broad track it
made throngh the snow, the bells of both vehicles jingling cheerfully jn the frosty air.
*
It may seem strange to those unaccustomed to the plain ways of the country, especially at the North, that a man
of Squire Merrill’s evident respectability should so willingly make a companion of a tavern lounger. But, in the
first place, the genuine politeness of village life would make the neighborly offer a matter of everyday occurrence,
and besides this, the Squire had known Gilman in far different circumstances. They played together on the district
school-ground, as boys, and their prospects in life had been equally fair. Both had small, well cultivated farms, the
Squire’s inherited from his father, and Gilman’s his wife’s dowry, for he married the prettiest girl in the village.
Squire Merrill, with true New England thrift, had gone on, adding “field to field,” until he was now considered the
richest man in the neighborhood, and certainly the most respected.
His old school-fellow was one of those scheming, visionary men, who are sure in the end to turn out badly. He
was not industrious by nature, and after neglecting the business of the farm all the spring, he was sure to see some
wonderfuJ discovery that was to fertilize the land far more than any labor of his could do, and give him double
crops in the fall ; or whole fields of grain would lie spoiling, while he awaited the arrival of some newly invented
reaping machine, that was to save time and work. but which scarcely ever answered either purpose.
Gradually his barn became filled with this useless lumber, on which he had spent the ready money that should
have been eruployed in paying laborers—his fences were out of repair, his cattle died from neglect.
Mr. Gilman, like many others, called these losses “bad luck,” and parted with valuable land to make them up.
But his “luck” seemed to get worse and worse, while he waited for a favorable turn, especially after he became a
regular visitor at Mooney’s. Of late he had barely managed to keep his family together, and that was more owing
to Mrs. Gilman’s exertions than his own.
The light sleigh “cutter,” as it was called, glided swiftly over the snow, past gray substantial stone walls, red
barns, and comfortable-looking farm houses. The snow was in a solid, compact mass, filling the meadows evenly,
and making this ordinary country road picturesque. Sometimes they passed through a close pine wood, with tall
feathery branches sighing far away above them, and then coming suddenly in sight of some brown homestead,
where the ringing axe at the door-yard, the creaking of the well-pole, or the bark of a house-dog made a more
cheerful music. There are many such quiet pictures of peace and contentment on the hillsides of what we call the
rugged North, where the rest of the long still winter is doubly welcome after the hard toil of more fruitful seasons.
Squire Merrill seemed to enjoy it all as he drove along, talking cheerfully to his silent companion. He pointed
out the few improvements planned or going on in the neighborhood, and talked of the doings of the last town
meeting—“the new ministers ways, and then of Mrs. Gilman and the children. Suddenly the otheR broke forth—”
“I say it’s too bad, Squire, and I can’t make it out, anyhow.”
“What’s too bad, Gilman?”
“Well, the way some people get richer and richer, and others poorer and poorer the longer they live. Here I’ve
hardly got a coat to my back, and Abby there—nothing but an old hood to wear to meetin’, and you drive your
horse, and your wife’s got her fur muff, and her satin bonnet! That’s just the way, and it’s discouraging enough, I
tell you.”
“My wife was brought up to work a good deal harder than yours, Gilman, and we didn’t have things half as
nice as you when we were married.”
“I know it—hang it all—”
“Don’t swear—my horse isn’t used to it, and might shy. Well, don’t you think there must be a leak
somewhere?”
“Leak—just so—nothing but leaks the whole time! Hain’t I lost crop after crop, and yours a-payin’ the best
prices? Wasn’t my orchard all killed?—there ain’t ten trees but’s cankered! And hundreds of dollars I’ve sunk in
them confounded—beg pardon, Squire—them—them outrageous threshing machines.” The Squire chirruped to
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his horse:
“Steady, Bill—steady! Haven’t you been in too much of a hurry to get rich, Gilman, and so been discontented
when you were doing well? You always seemed to have more time than I. I don’t believe I ever spent an afternoon
at Mooney’s since I was grown up. I’ve worked hard, and so has my wife.”
“Yours has, too,” he added, after a moment. “I don’t know of a more hard-working woman than Abby
Gilman.”
“True as the gospel, Squire, poor soul!” and the fretful, discontented look on the man’s face passed away for a
moment. A recollection of all her patient labor and care came over him, and how very different things would have
been if he had followed her example, and listened to her entreaties.
“Why don’t you take a new start?” said the Squire, encouragingly, for he knew that if anything could rouse his
old companion it would be the love for his wife. “You’ve got some pretty good land left, and ought to be able to
work. We’re both of us young men yet. My father made every cent he had after he was your age; and there’s Sam,
quite a big boy, he ought to be considerable help.”
“Yes, he’s as good a boy as ever lived, I’ll own that—but hard work don’t agree with me. It never did.”
Gilman was quite right. It never had agreed with his indolent disposition. There are a great many children as
well as men who make the same complaint.
“If a body could find a lump of gold, now, Squire, to set a fellow up again.”
“I do believe you’d think it was too much trouble to stoop and pick it up,” Mr. Merrill said, good-naturedly. He
saw that California was still uppermost in his companion’s mind. “And just look at that stone wall, and your barn
—it wouldn’t be very hard work to mend either of them, and I don’t believe a stone or a board has been touched
for the last two years, except what Sam has contrived to do.”
Gilman looked thoroughly ashamed. With the evidence of neglect staring him in the face, he could not even
resent it. He seemed relieved when the Squire drew up before the end door, to think that the lecture was over.
There, too, were broken fences, dilapidated windows, every trace of neglect and decay. The place once
appropriated to the wood-pile was empty, and instead of the daily harvest of well-seasoned chips, hickory and
pine, a few knotted sticks and small branches lay near the block. One meagre-looking cow stood shivering in the
most sheltered corner of the barn-yard, without even the cackle of a hen to cheer her solitude. The upper hinges of
the great barn door had given way, but there was nothing to secure it by, and it had been left so since the cold
weather first came. Everything looked doubly desolate in the gray, fading light of a wintry day, and the blaze that
streamed up through the kitchen window was too fitful to promise a cheerful fireside. Yet fifteen years ago, this
very homestead had been known for miles around for its comfort and plenty.
*
“Why, father!” was the surprised and cheerful exclamation of Mrs. Gilman, as her husband entered the room. It
was an unusually early hour for him, and besides, she saw his step was steady. No wonder that she left the bread
she was kneading, and came forward, her hands still covered with flour, to meet him. As she stood in the firelight, she was handsome even yet, though her face looked careworn, and her figure was bent, as if she had been
much older. Her ninepenny calico dress was neatly made, and though she had no collar, a small plaid silk
handkerchief, tied closely around the throat, supplied the place of one. She must have had a cheerful, sunny
temper originally, for in spite of her many trials, there was not a trace of despondency or fretfulness in her face or
manner.
“Didn’t you go to the Corner? Oh, was that you in Squire Merrill’s sleigh? I thought I heard it stop. Abby, get
father his. shoes—Hannah, just look at the bannock, it must be almost done by this time, and we don’t have father
home every day. Come, children, step round,” and Mrs. Gilman made a lively motion to quicken the tardy
Hannah, who was straining her eyes out over a book by the very faint twilight of the west window.
Mr. Gilman felt that he did not deserve this hearty welcome, in a home to which he had brought only sorrow
and trouble. There were other thoughts that kept him silent too, for after explaining that Squire Merrill had
brought him home, he sat down by the fireplace and watched his wife and daughters while they prepared tea, as if
it had been a holiday. Cold brown bread, that substantial New England loaf, and the smoking corn meal bannock,
were all that they had to set forth, with a simple garnishing of butter and a bowlder of apple-sauce, made, also, by
the good mother in the autumn. The largest and driest sticks of wood were added to the fire, so, though there was
but one candle, and that but a “dip,” anything in the room was plainly visible.
The Windsor chairs and side-table were scoured clean and white; through the open door of the buttery was
seen a dresser in perfect order, even to the row of shining, but, alas, too often empty milk-pans, turned up under
the lower shelf, and the bread-bowl, covered by a clean towel. The looking-glass between the windows,
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surmounted by curious carving and gilding, and the tall peacocks’ feathers, the thin legs of the table at which they
sat, indeed nearly everything in the room were old friends of Mrs. Gilman’s childhood.
The house and farm had been her father’s homestead, and she an only child. She often said she was too
thankful that she did not have to go off among strangers, as so many young girls did when they were married, for
she knew every rock and tree on the farm. Here she had been married, here her children were born, and here she
hoped to die.
“Sam won’t be home in time to milk, I don’t believe,” obsserved Abby, the oldest girl, reaching her plate for a
second supply of bannock. “He’s always out of the way when he’s wanted, seems to me.”
“I don't know,” mother answered goodnaturedly. “I think he’s worked most hard enough all day to earn a good
long play-spell. Sam’s getting very handy, father. He fixed the well-sweep after dinner as well as you could have
done it yourself. So after he’d brought in the wood, and gone to the store, I let him go over to Deacon Chase’s. I
thought you’d have no objection.”
Mr. Gilman was home too little to know much about his children’s movements, but his wife always kept up a
show of authority for him, that he might be respected at home at least. Abby had found time for anuther theme.
“Mother, I should think you might let Hannah and me have some new hoods. Julia Chase has got an elegant
one, lined with pink silk, and a new merino cloak. And there’s Anne Merrill and Jane Price. I’m sure we’re as
good as anybody, ain’t we, father?” For Abby, being her father’s favorite, was always sure of a hearing from him.
“So you are, Abby—every bit, and you shall ride over their heads yet. I tell you what, mother, I can’t stand this
much longer. I don’t see why you shouldn’t have your silks and satins as well as Eliza Merrill, and Hannah go to
boarding school if she wants to, when she’s old enongh. I’ve about made up my mind to go to California—there,
and there’s the end of it!” and the excited man struck his knife upon the table so that every dish rattled.
Mrs. Gilman looked up with au anxious, questioning face. She was afraid that he had been drinking after all,
and her hopes of a quiet evening, “like old times,” vanished. Hannah ceased to wonder absently what would have
became of the Swiss Family Robinson, if it had not been for their mother’s wonderful bag, out of which
everything came precisely at the moment it was needed.
Abby improved the opportunity to help herself to an extra quantity of “apple butter,” unobserved. Abby
certainly had a strong fancy for all the good things of life, dainties and new hoods included.
“Why, what on earth has put that into your head, father?” Mrs. Gilman said, after a moment, still addressing
him by the familiar household name, at first so endearing and afterwards habitual. She did not think it possible he
could have any serious thoughts of such a scheme. Her husband’s plans very often ended in “talking over,” and
from the time they were married some project occupied him.
“It ain’t any new plan; I’ve been turning it over ever since the last steamer, and I only waited to see if the luck
would hold out. Now the news is come, and I’m goin’. That’s just all there is about it. I don’t see why I should
stay here and be a poor man to the end of time, when other folks has only got to turn round and make a fortune.
Why there was one man took five ounces of gold out of one hole, in among the rocks! The paper says so, and
gold’s nineteen dollars an ounce. Five times nineteen is—”
“Ninety-five,” responded Abby, quickly. She had been a diligent student of Smith’s Arithmetic, at the district
school all winter, and when her father was speaking considered she had a perfect right to join in the conversation.
“Yes—ninety-five dollars in ten minutes, just as fast as he conld scoop it out, and I might work six months for
it here on this plaguy farm. Why, it tells about lumps of real solid gold, as big as my fist! and one man’s just as
good as another there. None of your Deacons and Squires, settin’ themselves up above other folks.”
Poor Mr. Gilman, like many other persons whose own faults have degraded them, had a bitter envy towards
those who continued to do well. It must certairily be on the principle that “misery loves company;” there is no
better way to account for this selfish desire to see others in trouble, when we are suffering from our own rashness
or folly, “selfish,” to say the least.
“Is any body going from the Corner?”
Mrs. Gilman had laid down her knife and fork, and pushed back her plate. She felt a sick, choking sensation,
that would not let her eat. She saw her husband was in his sober senses, and more determined than he had been on
any subject for a long time.
“Yes,” he answered doggedly, as if he did not wIsh to be questIoned further.
“Who?” persisted his wife, with an anxious foreboding of the name she would hear.
“Well, if you must know, it’s Bill Colcord, and we’ve agreed to go into partnership. I know you don’t like him,
but it’s just like one of your woman’s notions. Bill’s a first-rate fellow, and gives as long as he’s got a cent.”
Mrs. Gilman did not remonstrate. She knew it was of no use. The time had been when her husband would
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scarcely have spoken to this man, who had always been idle and dissolute. How he lived no one exactly knew. He
was very clever at making a bargain, was always betting, and, it was said, could overreach anybody he dealt with.
It was only of late years that he had become Mr. Gilman’s companion. His wife had warned and entreated him in
vain. Mr. Gilman would sometimes promise to give him up, but the man always had a hold on him, treating at
Mooney’s, or lending him small sums of money.
In spite of herself, Mrs. Gilman drew a heavy sigh when she heard him mentioned; but she saw Hannah
looking up earnestly, and Abby listening, and remembering every word.
“You can clear away the table, girls—come, be spry,” she said, rising with a great air of alacrity herself; but
she had a heavy heart, as she took up her knitting from the side table, and sat down in her low armchair in the
corner of the fireplace. Mr. Gilman followed and squared himself on the other side, leaning his elbows on his
knees, with a show of obstinate determination, as he looked from his wife to the fire.
“Mustn’t we wait for Sam?” asked Hannah, who had already seized on volume second of her beloved history.
She had a natural disinclination to household tasks, an indolence inherited from her father, and but partly excused
to the notable Mrs. Gilman, by the love of reading, which kept her out of mischief.
“No; Sam knows when we have tea, and the table can’t be kept waiting for him.”
“He don’t deserve any, I’m sure,” Abby was quite ready to add. “I hate to strain the milk after dark, and he
knows it, and stays away just to plague me. Come, Hannah, take the bread into the buttery, while I pile up the
things. You know it’s your week for putting away, and you try to get things off on other people. Mother—mustn’t
Hannah come and help me?”
The book was reluctantly closed, and Hannah’s tardy step made a slow accompaniment to her sister’s bustling
movements. There was much more clatter than was necessary in piling up the four cups and saucers, emptying the
tea tray, folding the cloth, and setting back the table. It was quite a picture to see the handy little housewife,
tucking back her dress and apron, as she dexterously carried the still-smoking tea kettle into the buttery, and filled
a large milk pan with clean hot water, while Hannah expended all her energies in reaching down a towel and
preparing to dry the few dishes.
The buttery—a long wide closet at one end of the kitchen—added very rnuch to the neatness of the family
sitting-room. It was Abby’s especial pride to keep the sink, the numerous pails and buckets, in order, and the one
low window as clear as hands could make it. Hannah, though a year the eldest, hated the buttery, and always made
her escape as soon as possible. To use her own favorite word—she “hated” washing dishes, and dusting, and
peeling potatoes, in fact, everything like work. She liked reading and walking in the woods, especially in springtime, making wreaths of wild flowers, and fanciful cups and baskets from the twigs and leaves.
Hannah’s imagination was already captured by these wonderful golden visions. Plenty of money stood for
plenty of time to do just as she pieased. Her mother could not be always telling her,
“You must learn to be industrious, for you are a poor man’s child, and have got to make your own way in the
world.”
“I hope father will go to California,” was the first symptom of consciousness she showed, while Abby splashed
away in the water, regardless of scalded hands and mottled elbows.
“My goodness, Hannah! do see what you are about—letting the end of the towel go right into the dishwater.
I’m sure I don’t want my father to go clear off there and die, if you do.”
“People don’t always die—there’s Robinson Crusoe, taken home after all he went through, and I’m sure the
Swiss Family will. I don’t like to look at the last chapter ever, but of course they will be. I heard father tell mother,
when I was folding up the tablecloth, that he wouldn’t be gone over a year and a half, and was sure to make ten or
twenty thousand dollars.”
“Twenty thousand dollars! Why, Hannah, that’s more than Squire Merrill’s worth! Why, how rich we’d be!
Perhaps we’d have a new house.”
“And a big bookcase in the parlor, full of everthing!” added Hannah, intent only on her personal
accommodation.
“And handsome carpets all over it, and a mahogany sofa, and a big looking-glass. Just ’spose it once.”
“I hope we’ll have a garden, with an elegant arbor, as shady as can be.”
“With grapes, and lots of fruit-trees, and plenty of dahlias! Well, it would be nice,” and Abby suffered the knife
handles to slip into the hot water, a piece of carelessness expressly forbidden by the careful Mrs. Gilma.n, while
she rested her chubby hands thoughtfully on the rim of the milk pan.
“But come, the water’s all getting cold, and there’s Sam round by the barn whistling. There’s the knives.”
“It’s always cold here,” shivered Hannah, fretfully; “I should think mother might let us wash dishes on the
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table in the kitchen. I’m most frozen here every night. It takes twice as long—”
“There’s Sam slammmg the door as usual,” interrupted Abby, “tracking up the whole floor, of course.”
And there stood Sam, as she looked over her shoulder into the centre room, his face glowing with the quick
walk, a. woollen comforter knotted about his throat, and the torn vizor of a sealskin cap hanging over his eyes.
His old roundabout, buttoned up close to the chin, was powdered with feathery flakes of snow, and his gray
satinet pantaloons, with “eyes,” as he called the patches on the knees, scarcely reached to his boots. But for all
this, be was a fine, hardy-looking boy, full of life, and health, and spirits, and would have demonstrated the latter
by an impromptu war dance, on the kitchen floor, if he had not caught his mother’s look of warning.
“Been to supper at the deacon’s—give us the milk pail, Chunk,” he called out very unceremoniously, in answer
to Abby’s threatened lecture. “I know you like to strain the milk aftcr dark, so you can have me to hold the light
for you. Don’t she, Nan?—hurry up there,” and snatching the pail, he was gone again in a moment, out into the
darkness and increasing storm, caring neither for the loneliness nor the exposure.
Mrs. Gilman’s face lighted as she looked after him.
She had been listening to her husband’s plans, clearer, and more capable of being carried out, than most of
them, showing that someone else had been assisting to make them. Mr. Gilman had persuaded himself, with this
adviser’s assistance, that he would be perfectly right in selling the remnant of the farm, with the house, to pay for
his passage and outfit to California. “As he only went to make money for his wife and children, they ought not to
complain,” he reasoned, “and he would return so soon, to give them all that heart could wish. Meantime,” he said
he would leave them something, and by time winter came he would send money from California.
Mrs. Gilman well knew that she must be the entire dependence of her family, however fair all might seem in
prospect.
*
But this was not the thought that weighed heaviest, when all but Mrs. Gilman had forgotten their plans and
their pleasures in sleep.
As she sat alone by the broad flagging of the hearth, she could hear the heavy breathing of her husband in the
next room, the ceaseless ticking of the clock, the purr of the cat, in its warm corner by the ashes. Overhead were
her sleeping cbildren, she alone watchful and anxious.
Slowly the old clock marked the passiIlg hour, the brands mouldered with a dim redness, then broke and fell
with a shower of sparks upon the hearth. The rising wind rattled the loose window frames, the cold snow drifted
upon the sill, white and chilling. She had kept many a midnight watch since she had been a wife, but this was the
dreariest of all.
She did not bury her face in her hands, and sob—her habitual industry had retained the coarse stocking, and
her hands moved rapidly to the monotonous click of the needles, while hot tears gathered slowly in her eyes, and
plashed down upon them. She did not wipe them away—she did not know they were there. She was thinking over
all the long time since her marriage; how very happy she had been at first, with her dear baby in the cradle, and
her young husband, so fond of her and his first born, and the gradual and entire change that had since come over
him and over their home.
She had never ceased to hope through it all, that the time would come when he should be given back to her “in
his right .mind.” How earnestly she had prayed for it, sitting there, watching patiently night after night, trying to
keep cheerful through all things; to make his home pleasant for him, when he least deserved it. And this was the
end. She knew he was going, she felt it from that first abrupt announcement, and with the perils of the sea, and
that new country, he might not return. She must go out from that old homestead, must see even the very burial
place owned by others,\fn{In the absence of public health laws to the contrary, it was at one time common for members of families—
often generation upon generation—to be buried side by side in a small, secluded graveyard on their own property. One still may see these
little burial plots, now overgrown, of course, the headstones half sunken in the ground and splintered by the frost of a hundred winters,
lying in the corners of long-neglected former fields reverting to woodland. Such were the customs of a different and more friendly age. }

and he who had promised to love and protect her was the cause of all.
It was hard to put down the bitter, reproachful feeling that had tempted her before, and to think of him with
love, of God’s will, with submission and hope. Then came a picture of her husband, suffering, sick, dying on that
long journey, for she knew how his health had been weakened, and how little fitted he was to bear exposure. This
was terrible. If some friend, some one she could trust, was going with him, instead of that bad man, she could bear
it better.
A noise that she would not have noticed in the stir of daylight, made her look up. It was only her boy’s cap,
wbich he had hung carelessly behind the door, falling from tbe nail.
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“How strong and well he is,” thought tbe lonely woman. “Why could not he go, and take care of his father?”
When she first tried to reason with herself about the future, he had seemed her only comfort and stay. Must she
give him up too?
*
Mrs. Gilman did not often act from impulse, but she had become restless, and eager, tbinking these things over.
She took the candle, already burned to the very socket, hurried up the narrow winding stairs leading from the
room in which she sat, to the “garret chamber,” chosen by her boy as his winter sleeping room, for the greater
convenience of disposing of and watching over his hoard of treasures. They were few enough, but invaluable to
him. The ears of corn he had saved for parching, hung by their braided husks, the soft pine blocks, prepared for
whittling, his skates, his new sled, not yet trusted to the doorless barn, the pile of hickory nuts in the corner, were
nearly all that he owned; but no money could have purchased him more valued possessions.
The boy was sleeping soundly after the day’s hard work and exercise. His mother put down the light upon the
chest that served him for a table, and sat down upon the bed beside him. He looked very beautiful to her, his long
brown hair thrown back over the pillow, and his face flushed with a red glow of health. One arm was thrown
above his head in a careless, graceful way, the brown hand bent, as if reaching to grasp a branch above him.
Should she, who had held him in her arms, with the first prayerful thrill of a mother’s love, innocent and pure,
send him forth to contact with the world unshielded! To see vice, and perhaps crime in every form-to b~ the
companion of those long familiar with it! But, surely, it was a sacred mission to watch over. and care for an erring
parent, perhaps to save him from still greater degradation. Would not God reward her for this loving sacrifice, by
keeping him in the charge of all good angels!
Her strong faith trusted in this, as she knelt down, still watching his heaving chest, and laid her hand lightly in
unconscious blessing upon his broad forehead. It may have been that blessing which bore him through strange
trials and temptations. We know that those who ask “in faith,” nothing wavering, have their reward; and what can
exceed the yearning faithfulness of a mother’s love?
“No, nothing is the matter, my son,” Mrs. Gilman answered to the boy’s start of surprise, and half frightened,
half sleepy question. “I did not mean to wake you up, Sam, I came to see if you were asleep yet and quite
comfortable. Are you sure you have clothes\fn{ Bed-clothes—blankets were at one time also called bed-clothes. } enough? It’s
going to be a very cold night.”
“Plenty, mother—it’s just like you to be worried. I thought it must be morning first, or father was sick, or
something. Good night,” and he turned still drowsily to his pillow.
“Sam, did you know your father had concluded to go to California?”
“Goodness, mother!” and all sleepiness was gone in an instant, the boy sat up in bed, and looked at his mother
eagerly.
“Yes, he has decided to go, and I’ve been thinking if it wouldn’t be better for you to go along.”
“Me?”
“I guess it’s best, Sam. I don’t see how I can spare you very well: but your father will need you more than we
shall; we shall make out to get along somehow. You will be coming home some day with a fortune, like the young
princes in the storybooks.”
Mrs. Gilman tried to speak playfully, but it was hard work to keep down the sobs.
“It isn’t like you, mother, to want me to leave you and the girls, just to make money. I’ve heard you say too
many times, that you would be contented to live any way, so long as we could all be together, and work for each
other. What put it. into your mind?”
There was an earnest directness in the boy’s manner Mrs. Gilman could not evade. She had never before
alluded to her husband’s weakness to one of his children. It was hard now, but it was right Sam should know all.
“You can remember, Sam, when we were all a great deal happier; before father took to going to the corner
every day. You know how he comes home night after night, and how bad company has changed him. Bill Colcord
has followed him everywhere, and has persuaded him into this. If father has you with him, he’ll think of us
oftener, and perhaps it will keep him from doing a great many things Colcord might lead him into. You are old
enough to know what’s right and what’s wrong.”
“I ought to, mother, when I’ve had you to tell me ever since I was a baby.”
“God knows I’ve tried to do my duty,” Mrs. Gilman said, clasping her hands together, “I’ve tried, Sam, and
I’m trying now, though it’s hard to see whether it’s right to send you away with that bad man. But it must be!
Look out for your father just as I would. Keep right yourself, and then he will listen to you. But it’s all in your
Bible; and you won’t forget to read it, will you? You say your prayers, don’t you, like a good boy?”
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“Sometimes I forget till I am almost asleep,” the boy confessed honestly. “But I don’t sleep half so well, I
think, or wake up so good natured at any rate. When is father going—does he know you want me to?”
“Not yet, but we must not mind that—Colcord won’t want you. Something tells me you ought to, Sam. I only
want you to make me one promise. Never to touch a drop of anything that could hurt you—you know what I
mean, any spirit, and keep father from it as much as you can. You will, won’t you?”
“I never tasted spirit yet, mother, and I never will, so long as I can remember tonight.” I’ll swear it on the Bible
if you want me to.”
“No, I don’t ask that, only your promise: if you wouldn’t keep a solemn promise, you wouldn’t keep an oath.
And never let yourself get lazy. People sit ’round and do nothing, and so they are tempted to drink just to pass
away the time, and most men who will drink, will swear or do anything else. I don’t say all will,” and a painful
flush rose to the poor woman’s forehead as she thought of her misguided husband, “but it leads into mischief they
never would think of or consent to in their sober senses. Don’t be afraid of hard work. I never was, and my father
was called well off. If one kind of work is not handy do something else, it keeps away bad thoughts, and hard
thoughts too, sometimes.”
*
It seemed that Mrs. Gilman could not bear to leave her son. It was the first time she had ever opened her heart
to him at all. He was too young to understand half its silent loneliness and care; but he loved her better than
anybody in the world, and was ready to do anything or promise anything that would make her look happier. He
did not get asleep for a long time after she went away, though the candle had burnt out, and the snow sifting
against the window made it very dark.
He turned over the pillow, and drew up the quilt, but it was no use. To any boy of his age, the novelty of going
to sea would have been exciting. And California!—he knew as much about it as any of his elders and betters. The
boys had been talking about it once, as they helped Ben Chase shell a double quantity of corn, so that he could go
skating with them after school, Monday; and boasting, as boys will, of what they would do, if they could only get
there!
How astonished they would be to find he was going! He could not help feeling very important, and suddenly
improved almost to man’s estate, even in his own eyes. Then his imagination rambled on to a very distant and
undefined future. How he would come home with piles and piles of gold—great bags full, and give five to his
mother, and one to each of the girls, and buy back the farm. Whether he should put the old house in splendid
order, or build a new one, he could not quite make up his mind.
But there would be time enough for that. One thing was certain. His mother should have everything she
wanted, and never do another bit of work, if she didn’t choose to. His mother’s troubled face brought him back
very suddenly to the present. He understood better than ever he did before, how many things she must have to
worry her; especially about his father. He thought about this a long time, and made new resolution to keep his
promise, and be very good and industrious.
His good resolves were a little confused and misty at the last, mixed with wandering thoughts about the ship,
for he had never seen one, and Ben Chase’s new skates, which had been the object of his highest ambition three
hours before. Then he slept as soundly as if the whole plan of his life had not been changed that eventful day;
unconscious of the hardships, the trials, and the temptations that were to mark every step of his future path
through boyhood.
So it happened that our young hero, as his mother had said, like a prince in some marvellous fairy tale, “went
out to seek his fortune.” He had no “shoes of swiftness,” or “invisible cap,” nor yet the “purse of Fortunatus,” that
he expected to find. But he carried a light heart, willing hands, and a determination to do right, whatever
happened, “three gifts” that perhaps could bring him as much in the end. …
206.148 Excerpt from Hit\fn{by Mary Edwards Walker (1832-1909)} Oswego, Oswego County, New York, U.S.A. (F)
10
There is nothing of greater interest to all classes of people, in all times of lifc, than Love and Marriage
questions—because all people are affected, directly or indirectly, either by their own, by those with whom they
are associated in every day relations, or by the ties of consanguinity. And yet there is nothing that society meddles
with so much in an unhealthful manner, thus preventing clear and dignified thought and action in a healthy
direction.
The affections need cultivating, guarding and guiding. It would be sophistry, to say that anger, malice, revenge,
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or any of the so-called unamiable traits of character, should be allowed to be exercised without reason to restrain
them, on the ground of naturalness; and yet there is a class of people who openly—and a still larger class who
clandestinely, live out the belief, that if one is pleased with another, the love element of our being should be
exercised without restraint; and such a vast number have so little of Love, and so much of excitability of sexuality,
that great wrongs are inflicted on soul and body, to an incalculable extent.
The grossest people, those not far removed from the animals, cannot understand that there can be, that it is
possible in human nature, for a soul love, unmixed with sensuality; they cannot comprehend the existence of a
deeper and purer element than they possess themselves; and yet, if they were to reason upon the subject, they
would believe that, as others possess various gifts vastly superior to their own, why not the pure love element?
That some are born with greater musical, mathematical, logical and artistic powers or capabilities than others,
no intelligent person will deny; but that cultivation makes all of these more perfect and useful, is equally true.
Suppose we apply the same to Love. Observation must teach that the most affectionate and loving, have so
cultivated themselves, that they can Love without a mixture of what is usually termed animal passion, and unless
married people have this kind of cultivation, the time must come when they will become weary of each other, and
desire nothing so much as to be anywhere but at home.
Every faculty of our being is capable of cultivation and of restraint—and our reason and observation are for the
purpose of assisting and inducing action in effecting these designs, of correcting the evil, and cultivating the good.
Combativeness and destructiveness, and all the passions of the brain, are all good in their places, and were all
designed for a wise purpose, just as much as Love.
The most truly logical on the Love and Marriage question, live the best lives and obtain the most substantial
and permanent blessings of earth.
The few, O the lamentably few, cases of observation, teach us this truth! But away down in the depths of the
soul, where no false reasoning can ever penetrate, we see, we hear, we feel, the evidence.
True conjugal companionship is the greatest blessing of which mortals can conceive in this life—to know that
there is supreme interest in one individual, and that it is rcciprocated. Everything sinks into nothingness without
such an assurance, for all that earth can give without it, is but as “sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal.” Nothing
can make an individual more wretched than to lose confidence. It is not simply thnt which is lost in the one
person, but the distrust that is felt in all humanity. .
The deceived, who has placed implicit trust in one so nearly related as is one conjugally, can not soon and
easily (without much evidence) trust those with whom there has been but an ordinary or general acquaintance.
The most beautiful stories of faithfulness; the most charming poems, with heart and soul richness; the sweetest
and tenderest songs, seem but a solemn mockery of a once believed-to-be reality.
Love is ever placed upon a pedestal, with pictures of cheating lies and living sepulchres. Try as hard as the
poor victim can, to tear all down and trample under the feet of forgetfulness the “Nevermore” of the “Raven” is
intent on drowning every other thought of sound, and ever possibility of confidence in mortals.
And then, as if to test the capacity for enduring and suffering, the world heaps its scorn upon the poor subjects,
driving them into a far deeper gulf, when, but for such treatment, while struggling so hard to try to feel that there
was a little Love in the world, souls to society and themselves, might have been saved!
Is anyone who has caused such depths of sorrow, capable of Love and fit for marriage? There is no need of a
pause for a reply. In every pulsation of your heart, there is an un- mistakable no.
Tupper\fn{Apparently Martin Farquhar Tupper (1810-1889) English poet} has beautifully expressed his ideas on this
subject, in the following words:
Love is an angel mind breathed into a mortal
Love is the devotion of the heart, in all its grandeur
Is a sordid man capable of Love?
Hath a seducer known it?
Can an adulterer perceive it?
Or he that changeth often, can he feel its purity?

The polygamists, whether in Utah, Oneida, or scattered about the world generally, under moral or religious
canopies, all fail to comprehend the meaning of true affection. But the polygamists and the communists, who
openly in their life declare Love and lust to be one and the same, and that they have rights that are inalienable in
passional directions, that their respective societies designate, are a thousand fold better than the people outside,
who are preaching morality, and practicing the most underhanded and trickish measures, to accomplish the same
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results under their false colors, not only, but cruelly thrusting others out of society, who are their victims, as soon
as they are tired of them, or have made new conquests, or are forced by publicity to take such a step. As men are
the makers of general laws, so are they of social laws, and this one they keep rigidly, when the victim has been
their own.
We have often heard it said, that men always love women, and are their natural protectors, because of their
great strength, and great Love. Some men love women as children love dolls, and, as a natural result, treat them
just as dolls are cared for. They dress them in all the finery they are able to procure, pet and exhibit them until the
clothes become old, and the beautiful color of the face is gone, and the eyes are contracted and dim, and then, like
worn out dolls, they are thrown aside for neighbors’ dolls, or for some beautiful images in the show windows of
false society’s market.
In the thousands of such cases, that are all over our country, is it to be wondered at, that a looker into the
condition of society as it is, cannot believe that there ever was anything approximating anywhere near
genuineness in the affections, between the so-called husbands and wives!
Such cannot sing the soul-satisfying ballad—“Let us grow old together,” for they do not desire to do so; like
the few who can sing in the spirit, finding beauty and charms in wrinkles, that are entirely wanting in the
undeveloped faces of rose and lily colored smoothness.
There is more depth in the old tear-dimmed eye of affection, than in the soul-piercing glance, from the most
beautiful and brilliant eyes of youth. Those whose love shall have been constant and faithful, until age shall creep
upon them, will assuredly find a calm and peace that shall be in itself true happiness.
The masses will sometime realize that there must be stability in the affections, or there can be no true Love;
and if there is no reliability in the affections by having the love concentrated on some one object, a man (as a rule)
cannot be fully relied upon, in any of the duties of life, for the fortress of the soul is sooner or later captured by
the enemy.
It is well known that a married man, whose affections are properly exercised and directed, succeeds much
better in life than the single, unstable lover.
There cannot be love without respect, and there cannot be respect unless there is implicit confidence.
How wretched are two partners in ordinary business relations, when confidence is wanting! But how much
more wretched, aye agonizing, where it is a life partnership, and confidence and love are both wanting! No
jealousies ever creep in, where there is that amount of confidence which should exist between the married, and
nothing is more absurd than to say that “the affectionate are always jealous,” for it comes from a lack of
confidence, instead of an excess of affection.
“Love worketh no evil.”
Thousands of women have been accused of being jealous, when they were not so at all, for they were
sorrowing over a husband’s infidelity. They could not prove his vileness, according to the codes of man, but it was
proved to them, in the severing of the invisible magnetic cable, which can never again be so united as to possess
its former strength and power.
It is impossible for one unfaithful in the Marriage relation, to come into the presence of the other without
feeling a consciousness of that unfaithfulness, and appearing unworthy of the confiding one, who trusted all and
was deceived.
Law, man-made law, very soon dissolves other partnerships, where there is nothing but filthy lucre in the case:
but when the heart and soul, and the dearest interests of a life-time are in the question, quibbles are found to chain
both soul and body for years and years and years, until their effects open an early grave, for a body whose soul
has been matured, by great and deep wrongs and trials, so that nothing of an earthly nature can hold it any longer.
Many of our States have laws compelling married people to live togetber, when the wife perfectly loathes the
very sight of her husband, and one after another child is given an existence, that is hated by both, before it is born.
Each parent sees traits of character in their children, that have been inherited from the other, thus arousing still
greater repugnance to their children, (if possible,) and but for public sentiment and law, would as soon deprive
them of their unwelcome existence, as they would a viper that comes unasked and undesired into their presence.
The children are wretched, having a most unhappy organization, fit for any sort of misdemeanor, or crime. Still,
there are people who wonder how such terrible crimes could ever have been committed in a Christian country, as
are recorded daily.
There are members of churches, who so read the Bible, as to make out that it is the duty of wives to submit to
all sorts of oppression, in a Christian manner, while husbands outrage every sense of common decency, to say
nothing about their sworn obligations to love and cherish their wives.
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Paul’s injunction to obey their husbands is taken to mean the women of today, instead of in the lifetime of
Paul, when he saw that the men were so corrupt and tyrannical, that in the treatment of their slave-wives they
would only be much more abusive if, they did not treat their husbands as the lords they assumed to be. Paul’s
advice was in quite a different age, and to quite a different people, and was given as advice, and not as a
command of God. It was 170 years after Christ’s birth before there was any religious ceremony in marriage.
Untold wrongs to wives are perpetrated all over our land, under cover of a false construction of “the words of
the Book of books,” which, if rightly understood, would induce all mankind to live out the principles of humanity,
but another name for giving to every auman being, rights and liberties that are fully guaranteed them by their
having an existence. Any law or custom that deprives a being of individuality, in any of the relations of life,
contravenes the great laws of Deity, thus bringing evil results, as the legitimate consequence.
Men and women should enter into the social contract of marriage, as equal and life-long partners. No young
lady, when she is being courted, and flattered, and petted, for a moment supposes that her lover can ever be so
brutal as for a moment to ever wish her to be his slave, and the idea of his assuming the position of master or
tyrant, is to her perfectly preposterous. She feels that, as she is entitled, by her intelligence, her purity, nobleness,
and worthiness, in every respect, to be treated as an equal and individual in all the relations of life, that she will be
treated accordingly. But she can have no guarantee of any better usage than the law compels.
O how terribly wretched, beyond comparison, when woman realizes that her purity and affection, and all her
worthy traits of character, fail to bring the appreciation she has a right to expect! and she too, tied for life to one
whose own soul was annihilated, the hour he deemed the law gave him the possession of another soul! Too true,
lamentably true, that there was but one soul in the twain; the one possessing it in reality, and the other possessing
it by law!
“What God hath joined together, let not man put asunder.”
The Bible has no command that is more sacred than this; not even the one “thou shalt not kill,” and it matters
not how forgiving the injured party may be, the penalty must be felt, not only in this life, but that which is to
come. The soul that sinneth, must suffer, and the innocent are brought to suffering through the iniquities of the
guilty.
Men, the protectors of women, usurp the power to make laws that oppress your mothers and sisters, a
thousand-fold worse than human language can express, and then you call it sacred marriage, when it is only
legalized villainy!
A woman may see her husband kill another person, which may be the work of but a few moments, and law
makes her a competent witness against that husband; but she may see him disregard his marriage obligations, any
number of times, and her husband can laugh her in the face, with a paramour in her own house, who shall drive
her from her own room, and yet law says she is not a competent witness against her husband in such a case. She
may suffer untold agonies in her pure soul, and yet be compelled to live with him, or be posted, or be called
jealous and fault-finding, and exacting, when, if there was a real cause for leaving him, why does she not prove it?
You call such, sacred marriages, and a woman is a free lover, or a some terrible creature, if she ever leaves a
husband for his infidelity, if she cannot prove it, when you have made a law for the purpose of preventing her
from proving his iniquities. He may, under a very smooth face, be one of the vilest men living, and his wife suffer
a thousand agonies, that are a thousand-fold worse than murder, and yet your laws let her suffer, while she might
be free from the villain, if law gave her as much a right to protect her marriage purity, as it does to witness against
the crime of murder, which is but a play of indiscretion, compared to the great physical and moral wrongs, that
are allowed in the marriage relation, without the power to free herself, uuder the laws of some of our great States
that have so much regard for the sanctity of marriage, that it closes nearly every avenue of freedom from the
guilty party of the terribly perverted institution.
There can be nothing more beautiful, than the true marriages that are so rare, in the great mass of the so-called
“what God has joined together,” when He has had nothing to do with the matter, any more than suffering their
consummation and continuance.
But there can be a beautiful confidence, where soul reads soul, appreciatingly, and neither tries to deceive the
other. Such, and such alone, are truly married, and must recognize and practice the great and beautiful laws of true
marriage.
It has been said that the “truest men and the truest women, are those who are the most under the influence of
each other.”
But the usages of society are such, that it is not an easy matter for the truly congenial to understaud each other.
Many a man has married, who supposed that he, above all others in the world, was preferred for a husband, when
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nothing could be farther from the truth.
Were it not impolitic for women to confess this truth, few could be found who would not admit that, if they had
been as free to select a husband, as men are to select wives, they would not have married as they did! But
women’s failure to come to the confessional on this subject, does not prevent every individual of observation from
seeing, not only, the ill-assorted marriages on every hand, but the terrible results which crop out in the shape of
affinities, communities, desertions, and murders of various kinds, beside a host of evils too numerous to mention.
Society pays a premium to women for being deceitful, by being sure to abuse those who dare to be honest and
frank.
A woman does not dare to show the least preference for a man, until he has made the first advances, and young
men are taught that such a course is unladylike, and bold, and to be beautifully feminine and charming, she must
carry on a course of gauzy deception, pretending she does not care especially for him, until he will seek to win
her regard, and even then she must keep up a little deceit.
Men talk about the great intuitive powers of woman, and declare her superior to them in this intuition, yet they
ridicule the idea of society allowing her to exercise this intuition in the selection of a husband. We are far behind
the people of Persia,\fn{Iran} for there was a time when the women were authorized by law to select husbands for
themselves, if they owned a hut, or a fishing boat.
There should be perfect freedom for woman to select a partner for life in a straight-forward, honest and
honorable manner.
Queen Victoria has set the world a praiseworthy example, instead of intriguing and deceiving.
Noble men must feel themselves highly honored, when they realize that society is in such a condition that
honesty in lifelong interests, is almost unknown. But men themselves are to blame for this condition, for just as
long as woman is politically a slave, having no voice in making the laws by which she is governed, and compelled
to pay taxes to carryon man’s government, she must of necessity do the best she can in her slave chains.
The time is not distant when women as wives, and mothers, and sisters, will be equal with men in all the
social, and political relations of life; and then men themselves will be astonished that they could have opposed
what was really for their own interest, as well as that of women. It was many years before men could understand
that an intelligent and well educated woman was a better wife and companion than an ignorant one.
Women. cannot be deprived of God-given rights, or of Republican rights, without men being sufferers as well
as women.
We could not understand how much disadvantage the whites labored under, in consequence of the slavery of
the blacks, until the slaves were freed, and the scales, one after another, fell from our eyes.
The oppressor is of necessity a tyrant, and the oppressed are always slaves, and as slaves they feel that slavery
is not the natural condition of one human being, and if there is not a revolt, sooner or later, there is a constant
study to gain advantage by the science of deception.
Slave deceives master, and master deceives slave. So in the marriage relation in thousands of instances. The
fault is in the perversion of the institution, and not the institution itself. And men and women are both required to
make laws, which shall be just to both, and not in the least oppressive to either, before the generality of marriages
will be the beautiful companionship that our Heavenly Father intended.
That there are but few nations that are in a degree just to women in their courting and marriage relations the
following will show.
There is no criterion by which one can judge so correctly in regard to the broad, liberal and just ideas of the
people of a state, or a country, as by a knowledge of their Marriage customs, and vice versa.
The facts that are contained in this part of the chapter, have been gathered from different sources, for the
purpose of contrasting them with the social and national laws in the various States of our Union, and as they were
gleaned for that purpose alone, the author neglected to note the different sources from which they were obtained.
The greater part of the same were found in extracts from letters of travellers, who witnessed such customs, and it
would be impossible to give the credit to the sources due. Those from various books, in libraries and elsewhere,
were noted down for the same purpose as just stated, and in most instances without attempting to remember the
writer’s name.
The reader will observe that in some countries, Marriage is positively a religious rite, while in others, their
religion has nothing to do with the matter, but in many, that it is a combination of legal and religious ceremonies,
and in still others, of neither.
In the United States, the laws are so various in the different States, and among different religious sects, that our
country represents not only a few beauties, but many absurdities.
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In some States, a couple cannot marry without a license, but a justice of the peace can join their hands and ask
them if they will live as husband and wife, and when they respnld “yes,” he pronounces them such, and it is legal.
In other States, New York, for instance, a Marriage is perfectly legal, with the ceremony just stated, without any
license, it matters not what time of day or night a couple call for such ceremony. Indeed, it is still easier, for a
simple declaring in presence of witnesses, that they will live together as husband and wife, at any hour of day or
night, renders the marriage lawful, and it cannot be annulled, except for crim. con. (adultery).
The Jews in our country live up to their ideas of not committing the sin of marrying a Gentile; they control
their own Marriages in their churches, and acknowledge no power out of the church to grant divorces, unless they
divorce the couple first in the church of their own faith.
Roman Catholics must be married by a priest of their own church, and a divorce is never granted under any
circumstances.
In the State of Kentucky, a Marriage is not legal unless a license is procured, not only, out a man at hand who
will go bail in the sum of $200, that both are fit persons to marry, no matter what their ages are, even if they are
heads of families.
A marriage is legal in some States, if the girl is out twelve years old, and the boy fourteen, while in others, the
woman must be eighteen, and the man twenty-one. But such children Marriages will not be suffered, when
women are enfranchised, and have a voice in the making of the laws. Congress ought to make general Marriage
laws, and no State ought to have the power to legislate in matters of the most vital interest to the people of every
State. Frauds and deceptions of every grade are constantly perpetrated, resulting from the different Marriage laws
of the various States, and although women and children are great sufferers, still men are occasionally victimized.
Only a few of the Absurdities that might be mentioned in our dear native land, have been presented to the
public, in the light that they really deserve; but enough has been said to prevent so much boasting about “our
institutions being superior to those of all the rest of the world,” when they are far from being simply just, and are
in reality, in some respects, greatly inferior to some of those of other countries.
No pretension is made to give the reader all the Beauties and Absurdities of the Marriage relation all over the
world, but only such as are, in the modest estimation of the writer, some of the most prominent ones.
The Quakers marry themselves, with their promises to each other to live as husband and wife while life lasts.
This is usually in their own churches, but sometimes at the bride’s house, before a number of witnesses, who sign
the marriage certificate or contract.
In England, when a marriage engagement is made, the couple, and all their friends, are not only free to speak
of it, but they consider it a duty which they owe society, that an honorable engagement may be known, in order to
prevent any others from placing their affections on the affianced. It often occurs that they are engaged several
years, and if they finally conclude to break their engagement they are free to state the fact without seeking to
injure each other. They do not sit up late at night, but they visit in the drawing-room in the presence of the family,
or at least the mother. Few who are engaged, ever go to any place without a third person, and no couple could be
in public alone, without people supposing that they were engaged to be married.
A Marriage must be solemnized before twelve at noon, to make it legal. The ceremony is usually performed in
church. When they start upon their bridal tour they throw an old slipper of the bride out of the carriage. The bride
submits to the tyrannical custom of promising to “honor and obey.”
England is not the only country that would do well to import the Marriage ceremony from Sicily, where they
promise to “Love and cherish” each other. Neither is it the only country that still has the barbarous law, that if a
wife flees from her husband, he can have her arrested and compel her to live with him! In the time of George the
Third, about the year 1772, an act was passed in Parliament to prevent all Marriages of the princes over twentyfive years of age without the approval of that body, and another to prevent princes marrying under twenty-five
without the consent of the King. Without the consent of the authorities just mentioned, the Marriages were
pronounced null and void.
A woman’s name is as dear to her as a man’s is to him, and custom ought, and will prevail, where each will
keep their own names when they marry, and allow the children at a certain age to decide which name they will
prefer. It would make no more confusion in families than where a man’s widowed sister is keeping house for him
with her own and his children together, or where a widow with children marries a widower with children. That
some women are well satisfied to have their identity perfectly swallowed up in Marriage by losing both surnames
and Christian names, when they have been guilty of no crimes, to make it desirable to hide them, is indeed
wonderful.
Miss Jane Jones is lost in Mrs. John Smith. Who would dream that she is the same person she was an hour
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since? A woman must be called Mrs. to let all the world know she is married, and if there is a necessity for this,
why not call a man Misterer for the purpose of enlightening the world as to his condition?
Let men and women stand as equals. We believe in men’s rights as well as women’s, and if there are any
advantages to be gained by the titles of Marriage, let men share them as well as women.
In France, if a gentleman asks a lady to dance with him more than once at a social party, he is considered to be
in love with her. An unmarried gentleman does not sit near an unmarried lady, in company, but as soon as he seats
her after having danced, he takes a chair near aonother gentleman or a married lady, although the coup]e are
attentive to each other while dancing. The marriages are in the Roman Catholic faith, and the husband takes the
wife’s name if she desires him to do so. There must be four witnesses to a Marriage ceremony, and there must be
two distinct ceremonies, one of state and one of the church.
In the interior of Africa, Dr. Livingstone found that in the marriage relation the man took the name of the
woman, and was bound to go and reside in the native village with the wife, if she chose to have him. He is bound
to provide her mother with firewood for life. If the Marriage is not a pleasant one, the woman alone can have a
divorce, and the children belong to her.
The men have several wives, but the first one is the one by whose name the husband is called.
The wives allow polygamy, as the husbands are on such a low plane, that it would be useless to attempt to
prevent it, although they have an equal voice in making the laws. The men ask their wives before engaging in any
occupation or job of labor.
On a small island near Mull and Iona, on the northwest coast of Scotland, a race of people live, who subsist
mostly on fish, wild birds’ eggs, and oat meal. The marriage portion of a bride is an iron kettle, and a long rope.
The latter is made on the island, and used for the purpose of swinging under the shelving rocks, and securing the
birds and fowls’ eggs. The young men are said to marry for the sake of being supported.
The marriage or people belonging to the Brahmin class, living in Calcutta, is very complicated, and occupies
five days.
The first day is devoted to washing the bridegroom and bride in the sacred waters of the Ganges, and to
various ceremonies intended to guard them against the influences of the evil eye. The second day the two fathers
join their children’s hands, and pour over them seven measures of water, seven of corn, and seven of milk, while
the officiating Brahmin reads the portion or the law which treats of conjugal life and its duties. A cord is then put
round the bridegroom’s shoulder, and a great ring, typical of marriage, is fastened to the neck of the bride.
On the third day, the bride and bridegroom march seven times round the sacred fire. On the fourth day, they
dine together in public. On the fifth day, an offering of rice is sacrificed, the only religious ceremony except
suttee, to which a woman is admitted. The ceremonies terminate by a triumphal procession.
In Sicily, marriages are according to the rites of the Greek Church. The bride is richly dressed in the ancient
costume of gold and silver brocade, ornamented with precious stones. She walks to church with the bridegroom,
leaning on his arm, while just before them, a number of musicians walk leisurely along, enlivening the occasion
with music. A boy in a long white robe accompanies the wedding party, carrying on his head a basket containing
two nuptial crowns, and two wedding rings, one of gold and the other of silver.
At the moment the Priest gives the gold ring to the man, and the silver one to the woman, the crowns are
placed on their heads, and they promise to love and cherish one another all their lives. The Priest then blesses a
goblet of wine, and the bride and bridegroom both drink from the same glass, and divide a morsel of bread. The
Priest lays his hands upon their heads and pronounces the blessings of the church upon them. The veil which hides
them from the gaze of the spectators is withdrawn, and the ceremony closes with a grave dance in the church, the
music being from the organ and orchestra. The Priest and his clerk take part in the dance.
In Prussia, the minister gives his services in marrying people, and maltes the bride a present.
In the good old times, a Persian girl who owned a little property—a hut or fishing boat—was thereby
authorized to select a husband herself. If she wished to commence her search for a husband, she hung up her blue
apron in front of the door of the house, and posted herself behind it. The young men of the village passed by the
apron one by one in a long procession, dressed in their best Sunday clothes. As soon as the right one appeared, the
girl rushed out, threw her arms around his neck, and within three weeks there was a wedding.
In Syria, a few years since, 3,000 Christian girls were carried off to Turkey, and sold as wives, the sale being
the only marriage ceremony.
The ceremony of marriage in Java is very curious. The bride and bridegroom are brought before the Dukum or
Priest, in the house they are to inhabit. They make an obeisance towards the south, then to the hearth, or fireplace.
which is to be the scene of their domestic bliss. The third obeisance is towards the earth. Next, they raise their
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eyes to the upper story of the house for a few moments, after which the Priest says a long prayer, asking for a
blessing on both husband and wife. The wife then goes through a ceremony indicative of her humility and
willingness to serve her husband in all things, by washing his feet in public, after which the friends make them
presents of household implements, in return for which they offer their friends betel nuts.
Among a tribe of people called Kocch, that live on the hills in India, as soon as a couple are married, the
bridegroom goes to live with the family of the bride, and all his property is made over to her.
In the island of Celebes, men were allowed to marry as many wives as they could support, just as they are in
Utah, under Brigham Young.
In Hungary, they do not marry very young. The gentleman pays marked attention to the lady for three, four,
and sometimes five years. The gentleman employs an agent to exchange rings with the lady, and ask her hand.
The lady’s father, in the presence of several witnesses, gives his consent. On the wedding morning, the young
man’s friends repair with joyous shouts, to the house of the bride’s father, for the purpose of carrying off the bride,
whom they conduct to church with the bridegroom.
After the ceremonies at church, the pair are escorted to the bride’s home, amid firing of pistols, guns, and all
the village artillery. The nuptial house is generally found closed, and stones are hurled at the door. When the door
is opened, a table is seen, sumptuously covered with viands. The heroes of the occasion are seated with their
intimate friends, and the whole company observe deep silence, while the blessing is asked. The proceedings
terminate with a dancing party.
On the Sunday morning preceding a marriage in Bretagne, every invited guest sends a present to the young
couple. On the bridal day, a band of music leads in a procession of friends who repair to the bride’s house, where
the door is immediately opened by a man with a wand in his hand, who points out to the party, in a long rhymed
speech, that there is a castle somewhere in the neighborhood, where so gallant a company cannot fail to be well
entertained. The bridegroom has also brought his poet, who gives verse for verse, and compliment for
compliment.
When the company demand the bride, the wrong person is brought forward. First an old woman, then a child,
then a widow, and afterwards one of the bridesmaids. When this sport has continued until the patience of the
company is exhausted and the bridegroom’s poet’s poetry, the real bride is brought forth to greet her betrothed,
amidst the shouts of happiness that are heard from the party.
In Ireland, at the fair of Galway, it is a custom for all the marriageable girls to assemble and to tempt all
wanting wives, by their captivating charms, to be made more happy for life. Says an American gentleman of the
highest character, who was an eye-witness, and invited by a nobleman to go and see these girls:
“At twelve o’clock precisely, we went, as directed, to a part of the ground higher than the rest of the field,
where we found from sixty to a hundred young women, well-dressed, with good looks and good manners, and
presenting a spectacle quite worthy any civil man looking at, and in which I can assure my readers there was
nothing to offend any civil or modest man’s feelings. There were the marriageable girls of the country, who had
come to show themselves, on the occasion, to the young men and others who wanted wives, and this was the plain
and simple custom of the fair. I can plainly say that I saw in the custom no very great impropriety—it certainly
did not imply that, though they were ready to be had, anybody could have them. It was not a Circassian slave
market, where the richest purchaser could make his selection. They were, in no sense of the term, on sale; nor did
they abandon their right of choice, but that which is done constantly in more refined society, under various covers
and pretences—at theatres, at balls and public exhibitions, I will say nothing of churches—was done by these
humble and unpretending people in this straightforward manner.”
The Marriage ceremony in Turkey is as follows. A man sends his negro Eunuch to compel a woman he fancies
to come to him—after an examination by the future husband, she is turned into his harem if she suits him. A man
is allowed seven wives in one house, and can have as many times seven as he has houses in different towns. When
he becomes tired of a wife she is turned out to go her way. The Eunuch is master over these unfortunate women,
acting like a shepherd dog, keeping them herded together and not allowing anyone but the Turk to see them.
These women have no education, and are not required to do any work. The one that can master the rest is the
favorite with the Turk. It is lawful for him to kill a wife if she violates his rules.
In Russia, the marriageable women are put in market once a year, and the men walk about and view them, and
when one is seen that is fancied, a card is put into her hand—she hands hers to the admirer, and the courtship
commences.
In Greece, a man will not marry so long as he has a marriageable sister. The youngest son believes it his first
duty to see his sisters all provided with husbands.
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In some parts of South America, many do not marry until they have raised families. They can marry and have
their children baptized, and they inherit the property. But if this is neglected, the property all goes to the church,
and the family is left destitute.
Among the Nestorians, on the wedding night, the bridegroom gave the bride a kick with his foot and
commanded her to pull off her shoes as a token of her submission.
It has been stated by Plutarch that the Spartans always carried off their brides by a feigned force, in order to
make it a legal Marriage. A Spartan woman appeared in public until she was married, but ever after she wore a
veil.
In ancient Assyria all the marriageable young girls were sold in a public place at auction, and all the women
were provided with husbands. Those who were very handsome sold for large sums, and the money was divided
among the plain-looking ones.
A tribe of people in Barbary called Nasamones used to marry by drinking out of each other’s hands. The
parents arranged the match, and the bride’s face was unveiled by the husband for the first time on their wedding
day.
It has been stated that in some country the young lady rides a fleet horse, and if she desires to marry, she
allows herself to be overtaken, but if the wrong suitor is likely to overtake her, she drops a golden apple, and
while he is picking it up, the one she wishes to marry is allowed to overtake her.
Hon. I. S. Diehl, the celebrated Lecturer on Oriental and Bible Lands, relates many curious customs, among
which are the two following:
In Armenia the young woman is brought to the mother of her affianced, who, in an angry manner, throws her a
bundle of infant’s clothes, places a little one in her arms and watches the Miss, who nervously dresses the babe,
and if to the satisfaction of the future mother-in-law, she is allowed to marry, but if not, she is sent home to take
fresh lessons in the art of baby-dressing,
In some places, the Circassian women are taken to a market and sold as wives to the highest bidder. Among the
Circassians, a young woman is put on a horse’s back, and compelled to ride over the plains until caught by some
man, the catching being the only Marriage ceremony. It sometimes occurs that the husband is a speculator, and as
soon as she is caught, he .sends his property on another equestrian tour, and sells her to the successful capturer.
In some or the German states, a young woman lives with her affianced mother a year before her marriage, that
she may learn all about household matters,
In Persia, the business of the bridegroom is transacted by an agent, and the contract is one of barter. The
wedding festivities at the bride’s house last for ten days. On the last day the bridegroom sends the bride her
trousseau, which consists of rich jewels, dresses and sometimes slaves and attendants. All sorts of wealth is
displayed, and sometimes a great pretension is made, by carrying empty boxes. The bride is brought to the
hnsband’s house mounted on a camel, or a horse.
The Marriage itself is entirely an affair of bargain and sale, and the bride is taken in consideration of a certain
dowry. Now and then the husband objects at the last moment to ratify the engagement he has made, and when his
bride is brought home to him, refuses to receive her, stating himself unable or unwilling to pay so much. Then
follows a long scene of bargaining, always, however, ending in a compromise, for it would be a great disgrace to
the bride to be sent ba.ck. The marriage is seldom intended to last the lifetime of either party.
Marriages iu Norway are usually solemnized in winter, when the peasants are comparatively unoccupied. A
week before the ceremony is to take place, messengers are sent around to invite the proprietors and servants of
neighboring farms. The room in which the ceremony is to take place, is decorated with green boughs.
After a substantial breakfast, the betrothed couple are brought forward by their relatives, and seated in state in
the great room, where the priest blesses them, and when the prayers are finished, proceeds to a table, on which is
placed a large plate. Addressing the company generally, he recommends the couple to their notice. The relatives.
then come forward, and deposit bright new crown pieces in the plate, then come the rich neighbors, who
contribute according to their means, and lastly, the poorer friends, who each throw in their mite, towards setting
up the household of the new-made wife. The festivities are kept up for two or three days.
In Arabia Felix, the wives were all in common. When a man entered a house, he left his staff. at the door as a
sign that the woman was engaged.
In Persia, they formerly believed that married people were happier after death than single ones, and so if a
person died single, they would marry someone to the corpse before burial. Some people hired persons to be
espoused to their relatives who had died single and were buried without having been married.
In India, on the Malabar coast, among.some of the lower classes, a man can have but one wife, while a woman
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may have three husbands. All three contribute to the support of the children.
In the mountains of Jamaica, among the Maroons, when a girl is old enough to marry, her parents make a feast,
and if a young man agrees with the girl to live together, they are considered married.
In Silesia, the peasants celebrate their Marriages very pompously. The bridal procession is headed by
musicians, and the wedding cortege and horses are gaily decked with ribbons. On the Marriage morning, the
bridegroom presents himself at the house of the bride, and, after an infinity of prayers, refusals, and cajoleries, the
bride is brought forth. She is condemned to listen to a long list of rules for her future conduct and carriage. Then
she gives her hand to her betrothed, and he lifts her into the carriage. As they proceed to the church, the guests eat
cold provisions, and drink brandy.
After the ceremony at church, the party proceed to the bride’s house, where, for three days, they have dancing.
Their guests are given roast meat, cakes, beer, and spirits. After the three days have passed, the bride departs in
her husband’s wagon, often seated on the top of a pile of furniture, which is her dowry. The first person who
meets her in her new home, gives her a piece of bread.
When the Egyptian bride leaves her parents’ home, for the dwelling of her husband, all her female friends and
relatives accompany her, veiled like herself, and march under a dais, preceded by musicians and tumblers. The
tumblers walk just before the ladies, and go through with various gymnastics, some of which consist in their
standing upon their heads. After a sort of triumphal progress, the procession stops at the house of the future
husband. Here the visitors are received, and the bride is conducted to the nuptial hall, where the husband, who has
never seen his bride’s face, though the marriage ceremony is over, is waiting to receive her.
The husband then advances, and lifts the veil that has hitherto hidden the features of the bride, and so perfect a
command have the Mussulmans, in general, that they seldom betray any sign of pleasure or dissatisfaction at the
beauty or plainness of the ladies upon whom their choice has fallen. The only male spectators of this ceremony
are the brothers and father of the bride, for in Egypt the women are so jealously guarded, that no men are allowed
to look at them from their infancy, except their nearest relatives.
In Siberia, the bride is required, on her arrival at her husband’s home, to invite guests to a dinner prepared by
herself, and if pronounced good, it is a recommendation which is above all things to be desired by a woman.
In Japan, the bride’s teeth are made black by some corrosive liquid to show that she is married. The laws allow
men to marry all relatives except sisters.
In India, the Hindu widows are not allowed to marry, however young they may be. The very day a girl
becomes a widow, her colored clothes, silver and golden ornaments are all taken off. Henceforth, she has to dress
in white, and wear no ornaments of any kind whatever during her lifetime. Her daily meals are reduced to one,
and that is prepared in the simplest way possible. She is strictly prohibited the use of any sort of animal food.
Each widow is required to cook her own food, and to abstain entirely from food and drink two days in every
month. On the fast days, when the burning sun dries up the ponds and scorches the leaves of the trees, these poor
victims faint and pant in hunger and thirst. If they are dying on the aku thusty day, a little water will be put on the
lips merely to wet them. They have no hope of ever changing their widowhood in the world. A recent change in
the law, however, now allows the marriage of widows, and a learned Brahmin, the Principal of Calcutta Sanscrit
College, is earnestly engaged in redeeming their condition, by introducing the system of widow marriage.
Among some tribes of the North American Indians, the suitor enters the wigwam of the squaw he wishes to
marry, and proceeding to the farthest corner of the room, commences throwing a few kernels of corn at the object
of his affections, and if she retreats to another corner, and returns the throwing, his addresses are acceptable, but if
she leaves the wigwam, he returns to his own. In another tribe, living near civilization, the lover leaves a violin
near the door, and if it is taken in by the squaw, he returns and entertains her with music.
We come lastly to the happy bride in New South Wales, where no clothes are worn. The Marriage customs in
this place are as brutal and savage as the people can well make them. A man, desirous of adding a gin or wife, to
his establishment assembles a certain number of his particular friends, with whom he sallies forth to dog the
footsteps of some neighboring tribe. With admirable patience the marauders watch for a favorable opportunity.
When at length one arrives, they throw thecmselves upon the family, whose alliance their chief is anxious to
secure, put all its members to flight, excepting the bride, whom they seize and hold fast.
Frantic with fear, she struggles and yells, but her cries are silenced by blows with a heavy club, and faint and
bruised, with her flesh on her back torn, and the blood covering the wounds, she is dragged through the bush. Her
husband is the master of his slave and wife, all in one, and she is compelled to do all the disagreeable work, and
the slightest dereliction of duty is visited by a severe administration of club law, from “her protector.”
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162.61 Excerpt from The Story Of A Border City During The Civil War\fn{by Galusha Anderson (1832-1918)}
Bergen, Genesee County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 13
I need not say that St. Louis is built on the western bank of the Mississippi River about twenty miles below the
mouth of the Missouri, since everybody knows that. But the present generation thinks of the city only as it is
today,\fn{1909.} with its more than half a million of inhabitants, extensive parks, palatial residences, wellconstructed churches, imposing business blocks, great railroad bridges spanning the river, unrivalled central depot
and attractive trolley cars. But all this has flowed from its wonderful development since the close of the Civil War.
We write of it as it was immediately before, and during, that mighty conflict.
In 1860 it had only one hundred and fifty-one thousand seven hundred and eighty inhabitants, about one
thousand five hundred of whom were slaves.\fn{ In 2000AD, there were 348,189 inhabitants, none of who were chattle-slaves,
though many of whom could be called wage-slaves, bound by poverty and functional illiteracy to menial labor, free only to quit that sort of
job and hire on to another job of the same sort—free, in other words, only to work. Slavery is a relative concept: H } A large number of

enterprising young men had flocked to the city from every part of the United States, so that the white males of the
city exceeded the white females by more than ten thousand. Among the whites there were many thousands of
intelligent, manly, thrifty Germans, a fact which needs to be borne in mind, if we would fully understand and duly
appreciate the part which the city acted in the earlier stages of the Civil War.
Most of the city stood then, as now, on bluffs or extended terraces that rise gradually one above the other. Its
situation is both healthful and beautiful. But before the war its area was comparatively small. It extended along
the river only six and a half miles and between three and four back from it. It contained only fifteen and a half
square miles. The ground now occupied by the finest residences was then rough, open fields, lying beyond its
western limits. The city was built of brick. The business blocks, warehouses, hotels, residences, schoolhouses, and
churches were all of the same material. Most of the sidewalks were also made of red brick. Whichever way you
looked your eyes rested on red brick, and wherever you walked you trod on red brick.
I remember but one business block that had a stone front, and that was marble. The enterprising citizen who
built it made quite a fortune out of it. Its very novelty made it attractive, and its rooms were readily rented to
professional men. The city is still largely built of brick. The clay from which the brick is made is found in large
quantities near the city, and its inhabitants naturally and wisely use this excellent building material that lies close
at hand.
Most of the dwelling-houses were built out to the street, so that, with rare exceptions, there were no front
yards. On warm summer evenings the families living in any given block sat on the front stone steps of their
houses, that they might be refreshed by the cooler air of the evening. But most of the streets were macadamized
with limestone, and in summer absorbed during the day so much heat, as they lay under the burning rays of the
sun, that they continued to radiate it long after the sun went down. At such times a perch on the front stone steps
afforded so little relief from the heat-laden atmosphere that the half-baked sufferers longed for the arctic regions.
A distinguished man from the East, on a hot night in September, waking up at two o’clock in the morning from a
troubled sleep, declared that he found himself, on account of the stifling heat, swelling up like a mouse in an
exhausted receiver. But such days were exceptional and not peculiar to St. Louis.
The larger part of the fuel then consumed in the city was soft coal. We bought it not by the ton, but by the
bushel. In those days there were no smoke-consumers. Vast volumes of smoke poured forth from the black throats
of great chimneys in manufacturing establishments, while the chimneys of every dwelling-house, and the smokestack of every steamer on the river, added their contribution to render the atmosphere dusky. In still days of the
autumn or winter the smoke hung like a pall over the city.
But in spite of a few such drawbacks it was even then a very pleasant city. There were few who were very
poor. None were permitted to go unclothed and unfed. Most of the people were thrifty; many of them were rapidly
accumulating wealth. The markets of the city were well supplied with all the varied products of the fields and the
forests. The homes of the people were comfortable, many of them attractive. Their tables were loaded with
abundant and wholesome food. The churches were numerous and well attended. The public schools were of a high
order. Private schools and colleges had been founded, and were already doing good work.
The inhabitants of the city were a conglomerate; but just on that account were broad and catholic in their
thinking. Coming from every section of the Republic, by attrition their provincialisms and prejudices were worn
away till they came to take comprehensive and just views of the great questions that were at that time agitating the
nation. Men from the South and North had learned each other’s excellences, and with mutual respect and high
esteem stood shoulder to shoulder in business, civic duty and charitable and religious service. I have never met
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anywhere men of broader gauge.
*
Among them were those distinguished as lawyers, statesmen, and preachers. To name some to the neglect of
others would seem to be invidious. But among the lawyers, Samuel Glover and James O. Broadhead; among the
preachers, Henry A. Nelson, Truman M. Post, Wm. G. Eliot and Father Smarius; among the statesmen, Frank P.
Blair and Edward Bates, the latter afterwards Attorney-general in President Lincoln’s Cabinet, are names which
readily occur to those of that generation who still live.
When, in the autumn of 1858, I made St. Louis my adopted home, the name of Thomas H. Benton was on all
lips. He had died in April of that year. The people of the city were justly very proud of him. He had represented
Missouri for thirty years in the Senate of the United States, and was unquestionably the most distinguished man of
the State and of the Northwest. A funeral procession fully five miles in length had followed his body to its burialplace in Belle Fontaine Cemetery.
But this great man, like many others who have been pre-eminent, had marked peculiarities. In the Senate he
was called “The Magisterial.” In consonance with that descriptive phrase, when he addressed crowds at political
meetings in St. Louis, he never said, “Fellow citizens,” but always simply, “Citizens.” And the contents of his
speeches from the stump were often quite as magisterial.
Mr. Benton, while United States Senator, at times took an active part in the election of congressmen from St.
Louis. It was customary then for those opposed to each other to speak in turn to the people from the same
platform. On one occasion Mr. Crum was the name of the candidate who, with Mr. Benton, was addressing the
voters of the city. Near the close of one of Mr. Benton’s speeches, he said, “Citizens, is my opponent a loaf, or
even a crust? No,”—then suiting the action to the word, he apparently picked up and held a very small particle
between his thumb and finger, while he added in a tone of great contempt—“No, citizens, he is nothing but a tiny
Crum.
During another canvass, he was stoutly opposing Mr. Bogie, who was a candidate for Congress. Late one
evening when about to close his speech in reply to him, he said,
“Citizens, you have been told that my opponent’s name is Bogie. Citizens, it is a mistake; his name is Bogus.
But, citizens, notwithstanding that, like Cato of Rome, I would now send my servants (slaves) to light him home,
were it not that tomorrow you would be asking, ‘Mr. Benton, what sort of company do your servants keep?’”
In 1856, his son-in-law, John C. Fremont, was offered the Republican nomination for the Presidency, and
asked him if he thought it was best for him to accept it? Benton, believing the Republican party to be sectional,
was bitterly opposed to it; so he said to Fremont,
“If you accept the nomination, I’ll drop you like a hot potato, sir! like a hot potato, sir!”
These incidents, standing alone, would misrepresent Mr. Benton; but they throw a side-light on his character
and help us better to understand the most eminent citizen of St. Louis, a statesman of large mold and of a wellmerited national reputation.
*
The early history of St. Louis is so full of interest that we cannot refrain from briefly noting a few items that
belong to it. Its beginning carries us back to 1764. It was then a mere trading-post of a company of merchants,
whose leader was Pierre Ligueste Laclede. The post consisted of one house and four stores. It was named St.
Louis in honor of the patron saint of Louis XV of France. Though not possessing the dignity of an incorporated
town, the following year it became the capital of Upper Louisiana. Through the wise foresight of Jefferson,
despite his party principles, the vast and vaguely defined territory of Louisiana was purchased from France at a
time when Napoleon sorely needed money.
In transferring this immense region there were two formal ceremonies, one at New Orleans, Dec. 20 th, 1803;
the other at St. Louis, on March 10 th, 1804. On the latter day Major Stoddard, who was the agent of the French
Government to receive Upper Louisiana from Spain, for France, was also the accredited agent of our government
to take over the same territory for the United States. That one man should represent both nations in affairs of such
tremendous importance was, to say the least, unique. This ceremony of transfer took place at the northeast corner
of First, or Main, and Walnut Streets. The event should be commemorated by some suitable tablet or monument
erected on the spot of transfer. We trust that the Missouri Historical Society will have the honor of doing this work
so consonant with its aims and character.
The town of St. Louis was laid out between the river and the first range of bluffs on the west, and a series of
circular towers was erected around it for defence. The houses were mainly built of rough stone and whitewashed,
and each house had a separate lot for fruit and flowers. These houses were without cellars. The first house
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provided with such a convenience was built by Laclede on what is now called Main Street, between Market and
Walnut. Indian women and children helped dig it, carrying out the dirt on their heads, in wooden platters and
baskets. In this house civil government was inaugurated in 1765 by Captain Louis Saint Ange, Acting French
Governor of Upper Louisiana; in it, also, the Marquis de Lafayette was entertained in 1825.
The streets of the old town were all quite narrow; it was thought that such streets could be more easily
defended. And there they are, cramped and narrow to this day. But in time the land above and west of the village
was laid out in town lots, and the chief promoters of this enterprise, Judge Lucas and Colonel Chouteau, built
their dwelling-houses far back from the river and the old town, the former at the corner of Seventh and Chestnut
Streets, the latter at the corner of Sixth and Olive Streets.
In 1809, the year in which St. Louis was incorporated as a town, Fort Belle Fontaine became the headquarters
of the Department of Upper Louisiana. It was several miles north of the village, on a high bluff, overlooking the
Mississippi. The land for this fort was secured by treaty from the Sac and Fox Indians. On it was a great spring of
pure water capable of supplying a thousand men; hence the name of the fort, Belle Fontaine.
St. Louis was early called the Gateway of the West. In 1817 the first steamboat tied up to her levee! This was
the beginning of an imperial trade. Streams of commerce now began to flow into her markets from the great
continental rivers, from the upper Mississippi, the lllinois, the Missouri, the Ohio, the lower Mississippi with its
far-reaching affluents; and, through the Gulf of Mexico, even from the cities of the Atlantic seaboard. For many
years her chief trade had been in the pelts and furs of wild animals; but now this lucretive traffic was greatly
augmented. For forty years the annual value of it alone was between two and three hundred thousand dollars,
while commerce in all agricultural products and in manufactured goods was constantly swelling in volume. Still it
is worthy of note that deerskins were an article of barter, and furs were currency in St. Louis, from the days of
Laclede until Missouri became a State in 1821; and a year later, even before St. Louis had five thousand
inhabitants, it was chartered as a city.
When under Spanish control, it was strictly Roman Catholic. In 1862 I met at a wedding in St. Louis a lady
almost a hundred years old. She was still in excellent health. Her intellect was clear and vigorous. As she took my
arm to go to the wedding supper, she archly remarked,
“Your wife will not be jealous when she learns how old I am.” Yet, when we were seated at the table, after
some moments of absolute silence on her part, into which I did not venture to intrude, she said,
“I do believe that God has forgotten me.” I looked at her with mingled astonishment and curiosity and said,
“Why so?” She replied,
“All the friends of my early life are gone and I am left alone.” She now became reminiscent and added,
“I lived here when St. Louis belonged to Spain. And just as for many years no free negro has been permitted to
enter this city without a pass, so for years, in my early life, no Protestant could enter it without a written permit
from the Spanish authorities.”
But, while under the rule of the United States all religious intolerance disappeared, African slsvery flourished,
established and protected by law. And although in 1860 St. Louis had but few slaves, nevertheless pro-slavery
sentiment largely prevailed. Those who cherished it were often intense and bitter, and at that time socially
controlled the entire city.
But on the other hand the leading business men of the city were quietly, conservatively, yet positively, opposed
to slavery. Many of them had come from New England and the Middle States and believed slavery to be a great
moral wrong; but those from the North and South alike saw that slavery was a drag upon the commercial interests
of the city and all were hoping that in some way the incubus might be lifted off from it.
For St. Louis, the commercial capital of Missouri, already had many great merchants and enterprising
manufacturers, who were not only throwing out their lines of trade into every part of the State, but also into all the
surrounding States and territories. It was linked by the Mississippi and Missouri, fed by numerous and important
affluents, with a vast territory which was probably the richest on the earth’s surface. And very much of its trade
was with southern cities. In 1860, more than four thousand steamers, with a capacity of one million one hundred
and twenty thousand and thirty-nine tons,loaded and unloaded at its wharves.
To obstruct the Father of Waters at the mouth of the Ohio, or to divide it by secession, was a matter of life and
death to all the business interests of St. Louis. And no one without this conception clearly in mind can adequately
understand what took place there in those days of awful storm and stress between 1860 and 1865.
*
For many years the subject of slavery, in its varied I aspects, had been constantly and hotly discussed in all
political and religious journals, on the stump, in the pulpit, and in the Congress of the United States. The higher
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law doctrine, propounded by William H. Seward, the repeal of the Missouri Compromise in 1854, the Kansas war,
Lincoln’s celebrated debate with Douglas, and his pregnant declaration in 1858, that the nation could not continue
to exist half slave and half free, that “a house divided against itself cannot stand,” had greatly agitated the whole
nation.
In the hearts of pro-slavery men, vengeful fire was smouldering; it needed only an added breath to make it
shoot up into a devouring flame. The apprehensiveness and extreme sensitiveness of pro-slavery Missouri
manifested itself in the winter of 1859-60, through its legislature. That body of lawmakers passed a bill by an
overwhelming majority, expelling from the State all free negroes. There were more than a thousand of that class in
St. Louis, and a large majority of these were females, doing domestic service in the best families of the city.
The excitement caused by this short-sighted action of the legislature was intense. The bill enacted was a
declaration in the form of law, that the presence of free negroes was a menace to slavery. Many men in St. Louis
were asking with flushed faces,
“What shall be done to meet this emergency, to avert this calamity?”
I met on the street one of the coolest men that it has been my lot to know during a long life, and even he,
whose spirit never seemed to be ruffled by any exasperating event, was hot with indignation. With great
vehemence he denounced the barbarous legislation, and said that something must be done to thwart its purpose.
But on inquiry I found that he was unable to suggest any line of action by which this vicious legislation could be
neutralized.
Now let us note in contrast another man. There was a negro pastor in the city by the name of Richard
Anderson. When a boy he was a slave, and had been brought from Virginia to Missouri. When he was twelve
years old his master, Mr. Bates, had given him his freedom. He now began to do odd jobs about the city. He
became a newspaper carrier, and thus aided in distributing among its subscribers The Missouri Republican. While
doing his work he learned to read; the newspaper that he carried from door to door was his spelling-book and
school reader.
With his ability to read came broader intelligence. He industriously thumbed and mastered good books. The
Bible was constantly read by him. He became a Christian. He was called to be a preacher and pastor. He was a
large man of commanding presence, a descendant of an African chief. He was very black. While his nose was
somewhat flattened, it was straight and sharply cut; his thick lips were firmly set. His eyes were large and
lustrous, his forehead was high and broad. He preached well. His manner was quiet, suggesting reserved power;
his thought was orderly and clear.
He had great power over an audience. If his black hearers became noisy with their shouting of “amen” and
“hallelujah,” by a gentle wave of the hand he reduced them to silence. He was a born leader, but he led by the
inherent force of his character. One of his deacons said,
“He led us all by a spider’s web.”
He was universally respected, and was welcome to all houses where the members of his church were
employed. He never betrayed any confidence reposed in him. Like his Master “he went about doing good.”
Nothing diverted him from his purpose. Nothing seemed to disturb his equanimity. While he sometimes burned
with indignation, he never lost control of himself. He was a man of rare balance of mind.
He presided over a church of a thousand members. Fully half of them were free. The bill for the expulsion of
free negroes from the State fell with greater severity upon him than upon any other man in St. Louis. I met him
expecting that he would be greatly agitated and cast down; but was surprised to find him absolutely unruffled. I
ventured to ask him if he had heard of the recent legislation pertaining to free negroes. He quietly replied that he
had, and then added with emphasis,
“That bill will never become a law.” With mingled curiosity and surprise I asked,
“How do you know that?” Lifting his hand and pointing upward toward heaven, and turning his eyes
thitherward he replied,
“I know because I have asked up there.”
Calm and assured as he was, I feared that he was the victim of a fatal illusion from which he might be soon
rudely awakened. But nothing that I said in opposition to his conclusion moved him in the slightest degree from
his conviction.
Time soon showed that this black man with his great, calm soul, and unswerving faith was right. Hon. R. M.
Stewart was then governor of the state. He was a staunch Bourbon Democrat. He believed slavery to be right. He
drank whiskey freely and said:
“Cotton is not king, but corn and corn-whiskey are king.” He knew that. He spoke from abundant and sad
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experience.
But he had been brought up in eastern New York. The doctrine that all men, irrespective of color, have an
inalienable right to liberty had been breathed in with the air of his native hills, and had become part and parcel of
his life-blood. As he looked at that infamous bill, passed almost unanimously, the teaching received in boyhood
asserted itself. It was stronger than his pro-slavery Bourbonism, stronger than party ties; his soul was in revolt
against this shameless iniquity. If, however, he should veto the bill, these legislators would quickly pass it over his
head. So he took the only course by which it could be effectually defeated. The legislature was about to adjourn. It
was his constitutional privilege to retain the bill instead of returning it with his signature or his veto. If he did not
return it within twenty days, it failed to become a law. He pocketed it, and the free negroes were left in peace. And
who can say that the praying, believing, black pastor did not know?
*
But although this execrable legislation failed, it left its indelible mark on the public mind. Men were made by
it sensitive and suspicious. They doubted, as never before, the possibility of maintaining a government which
extended its regis over forces so utterly antagonistic as freedom and slavery.
In this portentous state of the public mind the presidential campaign of 1860 began. Throughout the Union the
political conflict was fierce, but in Missouri, and in its great commercial city, St. Louis, it was unusually hot and
acrimonious. African slavery was the distracting problem. None attempted to disguise it. Men on every hand
spoke plainly and boldly. Most of the people of the slave states, and the citizens of Missouri among the rest,
believed with all their hearts that if the Republican party should be successful at the polls, henceforth slavery
would probably be excluded from the territories, and, at no distant day, would become extinct even in the states.
They seemed to see on the wall the handwriting that foretold its doom. Their more fiery orators declared that if
slavery were hemmed into the states, “like a scorpion girt by fire, it would sting itself to death.” This was a most
unfortunate simile with which to characterize an institution that they stoutly contended was not only beneficent,
but also divine.
They regarded the Republican candidate for the Presidency\fn{ Abraham Lincoln.} as the embodiment of all their
apprehended woes, and so they poured out upon him without stint their bitterest execrations. In this they were
encouraged by the outrageous cartoons of Harper’s Weekly. In one of its issues he was depicted in ludicrous, not
to say horrible, uncouthness of figure, as drunk in a barroom. The moral turpitude of such a representation was
simply unspeakable when we remember that Mr. Lincoln in his boyhood promised his mother that he would never
drink intoxicating liquor and had sacredly kept his word. In another issue of the Weekly he was portrayed as
frightened by ghosts, his shocky hair standing on end. So, sustained by a widely read Northern journal in their
grotesque and monstrous representations of Mr. Lincoln, many of them, not all, emptied upon him a flood of
billingsgate. Some in common conversation, others in their political harangues on the stump, called him an idiot, a
buffoon, a baboon, the Illinois ape, a gorilla.
But in St. Louis there were from fifty to sixty thousand Germans, and they were almost solidly Republican.
During this vituperative presidential canvass they invited Carl Schurz to address them and their fellow citizens, on
the burning question of the hour.
He was not as widely known then as he afterwards became; still he had already acquired considerable
reputation as a political speaker. Moreover, he came to us from a free state, and a host of men in the city were
anxious to hear what this German from Wisconsin had to say to them concerning our great national problem. In
the evening of the first of August, 1860, he appeared in Verandah Hall. Fully three thousand enthusiastic souls
were there to greet him and hear him. He spoke, as was his custom, from manuscript. His subject was, “The
Doom of Slavery.”
With rare lucidity and forcefulness he justly stated the position of slavery and showed that, from its very
nature, it could not permit men on its own soil freely to discuss it; nor could it safely permit the slaves to be
educated except for servants, lest thereby there might be engendered within them aspirations for freedom
incompatible with involuntary servitude; nor could slavery favor the development of domestic industries, since
that would build up the free states more rapidly than their own, and so disturb the political equilibrium of the
Republic; and for the same reason slavery could not consent to be kept out of the territories of the Northwest.
In contrast with this, he stated with equal clearness and cogency the position of free labor. It requires the
highest advantages, educational and industrial, for all; instead of class privileges it demands privileges that are
universal. He showed the utter incompatibility of slavery and free labor.
With unusual incisiveness he now analyzed the platforms of the parties that were then appealing to the people
for their suffrages, pouring out his racy satire especially on squatter sovereignty or non-intervention, of which
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Senator Douglas of Illinois was the champion. In the latter part of his masterful speech, by the clearest and most
trenchant argument, he revealed the egregious folly of attempting to dissolve the Union, and then powerfully
appealed to the reason and good sense of the slaveholders, some of whom sat before him, and urged them to
abandon their position. Two short paragraphs will reveal in some measure the spirit with which the orator spoke.
He said:
“I hear the silly objection that your sense of honor forbids you to desert your cause. Sense of honor! Imagine a
future generation standing around the tombstone of the bravest of you, and reading the inscription, ‘Here lies a
gallant man, who fought and died for the cause—of human slavery.’ What will the verdict be? His very progeny
will disown him, and exclaim, ‘He must have been either a knave or a fool.’ There is not one of you who, if he
could rise from the dead a century hence, would not gladly exchange his epitaph for that of the meanest of those
who were hung at Charlestown.
“I turn to you, Republicans of Missouri. Your countrymen owe you a debt of admiration and gratitude to which
my poor voice can give but a feeble expression. You have undertaken the noble task of showing the people of the
North that the slaveholding States themselves contain the elements of regeneration, and of demonstrating to the
South how that regeneration can be effected. You have inspired the wavering masses with confidence in the
practicability of our ideas. To the North you have given encouragement; to the South you have set an example.
Let me entreat you not to underrate your noble vocation. Struggle on, brave men! The anxious wishes of millions
are hovering around you. Struggle on until the banner of emancipation is planted upon the Capitol of your State,
and one of the proudest chapters of our history will read: Missouri led the van, and the nation followed.”
(Immense and long-continued cheering.)
It was a great speech, profoundly philosophical, keen in analysis, virile in argument, brilliant in style, and
absolutely and refreshingly fearless. It strengthened feeble knees, stiffened gelatinous backbones, and gave
courage to the faint-hearted. Again and again the great throng that listened broke out into rapturous applause.
Thinking men were profoundly stirred. The free-soilers who for many months had been battling against fearful
odds for the freedom of all, from that hour walked with firmer tread. One could feel in it all the first breath of the
coming battle between freedom and slavery.
*
At last the canvass was over; November came; the ballots were cast and counted, and, in spite of all the abuse
heaped upon him, Mr. Lincoln was triumphantly elected. In the slave State of Missouri, he received more than
seventeen thousand votes, almost wholly in St. Louis, Gasconade and Cole counties! To me it has always been a
genuine joy that it fell to my lot to cast one of those ballots. They were ballots of freedom and progress.
After the election, all those in St. Louis, who had hoped against hope that the Republican party might be
defeated, seemed to settle down into sullen, silent, blank despair. Under the circumstances no one cared to talk
openly. Those whose hearts were full of joy over the outcome of the battle of ballots gave little or no public
expression of their gladness, lest they might unduly vex their disappointed and downhearted neighbors; while
most of the latter rigidly refrained from openly proclaiming their bitter chagrin over their defeat, lest they might
augment the elation of the victors. Moreover, most of those in St. Louis, irrespective of their party affiliations, felt
the supreme importance of keeping the peace of the city unbroken.
A large minority, however, were too proud to give expression to their despair, but thought in silence, and, as
subsequent events proved, much of their thinking was desperate. From one cause or another all, so far as public
utterance was concerned, held their peace, but it was that ominous stillness that precedes the bursting of the storm.
But underneath this surface-calm there were clandestine, but energetic, movements that portended armed
conflict. There were two formidable political clubs in the city. The one was the Wide-Awakes. This was
Republican in politics. It was made up of the most progressive young men of St. Louis. Many of them had just
come into the Republican ranks; their political faith was new; they had the zeal and enthusiasm of recent converts.
They were also stimulated by the fact that they were called upon to maintain their political doctrine in the face of
the stoutest opposition. With their torchlights they had just been marching and hurrahing for Lincoln. They had
cheered the vigorous speeches of their brilliant orators. Their candidate, though defeated in their city and State,
had been triumphantly elected to the Presidency. Such a body of men, flushed with victory, was a political force
which every thoughtful man saw must be reckoned with.
The other political club was the Minute Men. They were mostly young, but conservative, Democrats. They had
supported Douglas for the Presidency. They too had had their torchlight processions. They had listened to
impassioned harangues from the stump and loudly cheered them. Even their distinguished political leader came
during the canvass and spoke to them with rare persuasiveness in defence of squatter-sovereignty, and they were
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proud of “The Little Giant,” as Senator Douglas was popularly called.
Then, in their city and State they had been victorious at the polls. While defeated in the nation at large, they
felt strong, braced, as they believed themselves to be, by the old and oft-tested doctrines of Democracy. Here was
another mighty political force. If armed conflict were to come, on which side would it array itself? While Mr.
Douglas, their admired leader, was a staunch Union man, most of these Minute Men, who had so strenuously
striven to elect him to the Presidency, after they learned the verdict at the polls, began to drift into the ranks of the
secessionists.
Nor did they disband; but they began to organize for hostilities. When this was observed, influential
Republicans advised the Wide-Awakes not to break up their organizations, but to continue to meet statedly, just as
they had during the presidential campaign, to procure arms so far as they were able, and to subject themselves to
military drill. And during the winter of 1860-61 these antagonistic political organizations, the Minute Men and the
Wide-Awakes, now to all intents and purposes transformed into military bodies, met regularly at their various
rendezvous and went through the manual of arms. Late in the evening, I often passed a hall occupied by a
company of Minute Men, or secessionists, where I heard them march, countermarch and ground arms.
Things like this were unmistakable premonitions of bloody battle. Some of our immediate neighbors and
friends evidently already contemplated appealing “from ballots to bullets, and a shiver of apprehension ran down
our spines.
But a serious problem now presented itself for solution. How could arms be obtained for the Wide-Awakes or
Union men? In some mysterious way the Minute Men or secessionists had been at least partially armed. We could
only guess what was the source of their supply. But where could the Wide-Awakes secure guns? There were arms
in abundance at the Arsenal in the southern part of the city, but they belonged to the United States; and as there
were as yet no open hostilities, private military organizations could not lawfully be furnished with them.
Notwithstanding this, we did not propose, if the hour of need should strike, to be found napping. So after due
deliberation it was announced that, in a certain hall, there would be an art exhibition, which would continue for
three weeks or more. To the general public it seemed to be an unpropitious time for such a venture, but as it had
no warlike look it aroused no suspicion, and was generously patronized by those of all shades of political opinion.
The exhibition in its display of statuary and painting was not only creditable but attractive. It was also a financial
success; but outside the few determined Union men who made up the inner circle, the secret reason of that
burning zeal for cultivating the artistic tastes of the city was quite unknown.
Considerable material for the exhibition was sent to us from the East; among other things was a plentiful
supply of plaster casts from New York. These were packed in large boxes; but some patriots of Gotham, who sent
them, knew our secret and our necessities, and also forwarded to us boxes of muskets labeled as plaster casts, with
plain directions to handle the fragile contents with care. Those who arranged the material of the art exhibit,
unable, on account of the rush of work, to unpack these boxes in the daytime, were compelled to leave them till
midnight before they were cared for. Then, unopened, they were carted to the places where patriotic Wide-Awakes
were gathered.
Shining muskets never gave more joy than these imparted to the Union men of St. Louis. And during that
anxious, dismal winter, they often met in their secret places, and while hoping that all threatened disaster might be
averted, statedly went through the manual of arms. Hoping for the best, they determined to be ready for the worst.
So the city had a number of hostile camps, which had been so secretly formed and maintained that many did
not even know of their existence. These hostile bodies had been armed; but no one yet knew where the Minute
Men, or secessionists, obtained their arms; and the secessionists did not even know that the Wide-Awakes, the
Union men, were armed at all. Yet there these opposing bands of men were, cherishing diametrically opposite
purposes. Some of them had determined if possible to disrupt the Republic; some of them had determined to do
all in their power to prevent such a catastrophe. To make good their respective purposes, they were secretly
drilling, while the whole city was full of apprehension, often greatly depressed in spirit and sometimes wrapped in
gloom.
*
While these things were being done under cover, the people of the city carefully abstained from all outward
manifestations of their patriotism. The fire burned in the bones of Union men, but for prudential reasons they did
not permit it to flame forth. They determined if possible to avoid conflict and bloodshed within our gates. No
preacher spoke for the Republic. No congregation sang, My country, ’tis of thee. No band played The StarSpangled Banner. Outside of the Arsenal there was but one United States flag hung out in all the city, and that
floated over the main entrance of a dry-goods store; partly, as we thought, from patriotic, and partly from
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mercenary, motives; but to all lovers of the Union, it was a cheering sight. And this flagless condition of the city
continued till May of 1861, when gradually the houses, places of, business, and in some instances eveh the
churches of the loyal, began to blossom with national banners.
Events outside of the city greatly agitated us. In December of 1860, the Governor of Alabama sent
commissioners to all the slaveholding States, inviting and urging them to secede from the Union. He wished these
States to act as a unit, to go out of the Union together, in order that the resulting Confederacy might from the start
be as formidable as possible. One of these commissioners, Mr. William Cooper, presented this appeal from
Alabama to Governor Stewart at our State capital, who received him with frigid courtesy and listened
unsympathetically to his message. He then called on the Governor-elect, Claiborn F. Jackson, who unhesitatingly
expressed his sympathy with the proposed secession movement. This of course aroused our indignation, but it was
what we should have expected of one who had been prominent among armed Missourians, that, at an earlier day,
invaded Kansas, and by force deposited their votes in order to make it a slave State.
Then on the heel of this came the secession of South Carolina on the twentieth of December. To be sure, the
excitement caused among us by these ominous political measures was shared by the whole nation. But as the
situation of a border city was peculiar, the agitation that we felt was unique. Unionism and secessionism in our
streets, homes, places of business, and social gatherings met face to face. An awful uncertainty pervaded all
minds. Our political destiny trembled in the balance. Which way the scale would turn no one knew.
Moreover, the same events awakened in the city opposite and antagonistic emotions. When one party was
filled with apprehension and sadness, the other was filled with hope and joy. Which party was most numerous in
those days that immediately preceded the war was a matter of uncertainty. Upon which side our neighbors, our
partners in business, and often those of our own households would array themselves it was difficult to determine.
Nor could we forget that the announcement of the secession of a State might lead to bloody conflict in our streets.
Under such peculiar circumstances the proposed, or actual, secession of States stirred profoundly our whole city.
The excitement was not noisy, it was too deep for that. Men met, and transacted business, without uttering a
word concerning the country. Many of the most thoughtful seemed to hold their breath and listen to the beating of
their hearts. Not because they were afraid, but because, standing in the presence of such portentous movements,
they did not yet know what they ought to do.
Still, some relief came from engaging in the benevolent activities of the churches and in attending the usual
concerts and lectures. Among the lecturers were two of special note. One was the Hon. Thomas Marshall of
Kentucky. He was a brilliant man. He had won distinction at the bar, when his State was noted for able lawyers;
the highest legal and political honors were within his grasp; but through drink he had sadly sacrificed them all. At
times he rallied and seemed to have conquered his infirmity. During these sane and sober intervals, to turn an
honest penny he sometimes lectured. Occasionally from the depths of his own sad experience, with rare
eloquence, he advocated total abstinence.
In the winter of 1860-61 he lectured in St. Louis. He was a tall man and well-proportioned. He came to the
lecture platform dressed from top to toe in spotless white. He spoke without notes and with ease. His articulation
was distinct. At times he was simply and naturally conversational; at times he became imaginative and
impassioned; in his oratorical flights he profoundly impressed and swayed his audiences. He was a Union man,
and among the subjects that he chose for discussion in our city were Henry Clay, and the war of the Revolution.
He tried by his lectures to stir in the hearts of his hearers the purest and loftiest patriotism. All that was noblest
and best in Mr. Clay as a man and as a statesman was justly and vividly set forth. In speaking on the Revolution
he did all that he could to lead those who at times hung upon his lips with breathless interest to defend the
government which had been wrought out at so great self-sacrifice. In this manner he rendered to our city and to
his country an invaluable patriotic service, at a time when, and in a place where, it was most needed.
In his lectures on the Revolutionary War he was compelled to speak at considerable length on the priceless
contributions made to that conflict for freedom by Massachusetts. But at that time Massachusette was foolishly
but intensely hated by many in St. Louis. Many men with Southern sentiments seemed to regard it as a duty and
privilege to reproach her. There were before him not a few hearers of that sort. How could he surmount an
obstacle so great? When he reached the passage in which he was to set forth what Massachusetts did during the
period of the Revolution, he uttered the name, “Massachusetts,”—and then stopped speaking, and looked at his
audience. Every eye was riveted on him. He walked slowly to the extreme left end of the platform. There he stood
for a moment in silence, still surveying his audience. Then he said deliberately,
“I suppose that it would be the popular thing in this place to damn Massachusetts; but whatever you may think
of her now, in the Revolution she was some pumpkins.”
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The great audience broke out into a hearty and prolonged cheer. With marvellous tact and consummate art he
had brushed the obstacle that confronted him from his path; broken down the wall that separated him from his
hearers, and for the nonce\fn{For the moment.} they listened without prejudice as he glowingly set forth the great
work which Massachusetts did in achieving our independence.
A few days afterwards I caught my last glimpse of this fascinating orator. A damp snow had fallen. It lay fully
two inches deep, half-melted on the brick sidewalk. He came out of a house on Chestnut Street where he was
being entertained by a friend. He was hatless and in his study-gown and slippers. He walked hurriedly on through
the slush. His eye was wild. The demon that had robbed him of wealth, of a good name, of friends, of untold
usefulness once more had him in his relentless clutch.
During the same winter the Hon. Joshua R. Giddings, a lawyer of high standing, came to lecture in our city. He
was not a brilliant speaker like Mr. Marshall; but he had something to say which was of real value to his fellowcitizens. He had no flights of oratory, but he uttered sound sense and talked right on. He was a self-made man of
massive character. For twenty-one years he had represented in the United States Congress the Connecticut
Western Reserve in northeastern Ohio,\fn{ A phrase used to describe a colonial land claim by Connecticut to part of Ohio on the
grounds that the Connecticut Charter said that the land of Connecticut should stretch “from sea to sea;” a common pretence of colonial
charters, and one more or less peacefully adjusted between the contending parties, largely on the grounds of administrative impracticality
and claim-overlapp, during the first half of the 19 th century.} and during all that long period of important public service had

sturdily opposed slavery. He had been assaulted and mobbed in Washington for his opinions. But no vituperative
opposition in debate, nor physical violence daunted him.
Seeing his unflinching courage, many that did not endorse his political doctrines, nor approve of his course of
action, admired him. He came to St. Louis with the garnered wisdom of years and with convictions as firm and
immovable as a mountain of granite.
Still, a large number did not gather to hear him. He was generally regarded as an abolitionist, and that, in the
estimation of most men in St. Louis of all parties, was worthy of the deepest detestation. He spoke in Mercantile
Library Hall. It was about two-thirds full. Many that came had no sympathy with the speaker’s views. They were
attracted by curiosity; they wished to hear what this old anti-slavery war-horse would say in the great commercial
city of a slave State.
His lecture was a plain unvarnished statement of the rise and growth of slavery in the United States. When
about half way through his address he made a declaration that aroused the antagonism of a part of his audience,
which expressed itself in an emphatic and prolonged hiss. Those in sympathy with the doctrine of the speaker
answered the hiss with a loud and hearty cheer. After the cheer there was a still more determined hiss, which was
quickly followed by a still louder cheer. But at last when there came a lull in this sharply contested battle of
hissing and cheering, the lecturer, who had stood without the slightest movement coolly surveying the tumultuous
scene, said, in a strong, clear voice,
“It makes no difference to me whether you hiss or cheer.”
By that one declaration he seemed to capture his entire audience, and all broke out into enthusiastic applause.
True men everywhere admire honesty and pluck. The coming to our city of one so prominent among anti-slavery
men, who was permitted to make unhindered a judicial and luminous historical statement of the beginning and
development of African slavery in our country, before a large audience of our fellow-citizens, marked for us the
dawn of a new era. The old was passing, the new with its broader freedom was at hand.
*
But on New Year’s Day of 1861 we were startled by an event altogether unique. It filled many pro-slavery men
with bitter resentment, but put new life and hope into anti-slavery men of all shades of opinion, and even some
who were supposed to uphold slavery were amused and in their secret souls rejoiced over the strange happening.
It came to pass in this wise. When estates in St. Louis and St. Louis County were in process of settlement,
there were often slaves belonging to them that must be disposed of at their market value. But when there was no
immediate demand for such property these poor creatures were put for safe keeping into the county jail, until they
could be sold. Of course they were not regarded as criminals, but simply as valuable assets that, having brains,
and wills, and consciences, might run away, to the financial detriment of voracious heirs. So, until the conditions
were favorable for a sale, these self-willed chattels were securely lodged behind the stone walls and barred doors
and windows of the malodorous jail.
In connection with this reprehensible procedure, a culpable custom had sprung up—a custom exceedingly
offensive to most of the inhabitants of St. Louis. It had become the duty of the sheriff, or his deputy, when the
kind-hearted heirs gave the order, to sell at auction, on New Year’s Day, these imprisoned slaves from the granite
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steps of the Court-house. So, on the first of January, 1861, a slave auctioneer appeared with seven colored chattels
of various hues, the thinking fag-ends\fn{ Proprietary residue.} of estates, just led out by him from the jail, where,
some of them, for more than a year, without having been charged with any crime or misdemeanor, had been
forced to be the companions of thieves, adulterers, and murderers.
The auctioneer placed these cowering slaves on the pedestal of one of the massive pillars of the Court-house.
Crowning the cupola of this building, dedicated to the righteous interpretation and execution of the law, was a
statue of Justice, with eyes blindfolded, holding in her hand a pair of scales, the symbol of impartial equity. From
the top of the great granite pillar, beside which these shrinking human chattels stood, waved for the hour a starspangled banner, the symbol of freedom for all the oppressed.
This auction of slaves had been extensively advertised, and about two thousand young men had secretly
banded themselves together to stop the sale and, if possible, put an end to this annual disgrace. The auctioneer on
his arrival at the Court-house found this crowd of freemen in a dense mass waiting for him. The sight of bondmen
about to be offered for sale, and that too under the floating folds of their national flag, crimsoned their cheeks with
shame and made their hearts hot within them. Yet they scarcely uttered a word as they stood watching the
auctioneer and the timid, shrinking slaves at his side. At last he was ready and cried out,
“What will you bid for this able-bodied boy?\fn{ A note reads: They called all male slaves, boys.} There’s not a blemish
on him.”
Then the indignant, determined crowd in response cried out, at the top of their lungs, “Three dollars, three
dollars,” and without a break kept up the cry for twenty minutes or more. The auctioneer yelled to make himself
heard above that deafening din of voices, but it was all in vain. At last, however, the cry of the crowd died away.
Was it simply a good-natured joke only carried a little too far?\fn{ For, of course, such a trifle of an offering was ridiculous.}
The auctioneer seemed to be in doubt how to take that vociferating throng.
“Now,” he said in a bantering tone, “gentlemen, don’t make fools of yourselves; how much will you bid for
this boy?”
Then; for many minutes, they shouted, “Four dollars, four dollars,” and the frantic cries of the auctioneer were
swallowed up in that babel of yells; his efforts were as futile as if he had attempted to whistle a tornado into
silence. To the joy of that crowd of young men the auctioneer was at last in a rage. It had dawned upon him that
this was no joke; that the crowd before him were not shouting for fun on this annual holiday, but were in dead
earnest. When their cries once more died away, he soundly berated them for their conduct. But they answered his
scolding and storming with jeers and catcalls. At last he again asked,
“How much will you bid for this first-class nigger?”
This was answered by a simultaneous shout of “Five dollars, five dollars,” and the roar of voices did not stop
for a quarter of an hour.
And so the battle went on. The bid did not get above eight dollars, and at the end of two hours of exasperating
and futile effort, the defeated auctioneer led his ebony charges back to the jail. Through the force of public
opinion freedom had triumphed. No public auction of slaves was ever again attempted in St. Louis.
But in the cries and counter cries of the auctioneer and that throng of freemen could be felt the pulsations of
the coming conflict. We had before us in concrete form Lincoln’s doctrine, that the nation cannot exist half slave
and half free.
*
Far away to the south we now began to hear, like the low growling of distant thunder, a rumbling of the
approaching conflict. Early in 1861, secession ordinances in quick succession were passed by the Gulf States. By
February 1st all of them, following the lead of South Carolina, through the action of their respective State
conventions, had severed their relations with the Union. They also forcibly seized United States forts, arsenals,
arms, custom-houses, lighthouses and subtreasuries. In Texas the United States troops had been treacherously
surrendered. The Federal government offered no resistance to those who thus trampled on its authority,
inaugurated revolution, and resorted to acts of war.
These hostile movements, coming before the inauguration of the President-elect, made all classes in St. Louis
anxiously thoughtful. To be sure a few extreme pro-slavery men, who were pronounced secessionists, heartily
approved of what the Cotton States had done, and were secretly rejoicing over it. From prudential motives they
refrained from open and noisy support of the acts of the seceding States; but most of our fellow-citizens, who had
formerly lived in States further south, regarded these early acts of secession as at least ill-timed and precipitate, as
born of thoughtless, groundless hatred and blind passion. They were not at all prepared to join this open and
violent revolt against the Federal government, and to engage in the unlawful seizure of its property.
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And in this conservative, pro-slavery class lay the hope of the unconditional Union men of St. Louis and
Missouri. If its undivided influence, through any motives, however diverse, could be directed firmly against the
secession of our State, we might remain in the Union.
Very few in St. Louis had at all anticipated such early, radical, revolutionary action on the part of the Gulf
States, and perhaps least of all was it foreseen by those who were unconditionally loyal. They had fondly hoped
that threatened secession would expend itself simply in violent talk; that a second and sober thought would come
to control the acts of the pro-slavery States; that the ill wind would blow over without doing any serious damage.
They knew, to be sure, that a messenger from Alabama had, in December, visited our Governor and Governorelect, urging them to join in a concerted secession movement of the slave States; that in that same month South
Carolina had passed an ordinance of secession; but they could not believe that this madness would continue, that
the slave States would generally be infected by it. To their minds abrupt and violent secession was so palpably
foolish that it seemed to them impossible that it could be approved by any large number of men in the South.
But when in January one State after another seceded, and these seceded States on the 4 th of February assembled
by their delegates at Montgomery, Alabama, formed a confederacy, adopted a provisional government, and elected
a president and vice-president, they unmistakably heard in the distance the angry growl of the coming bloody
conflict!
*
The loyal men of St. Louis turned their eyes to Washington, hoping that they might discern something there
which would quiet their baleful apprehensions. But instead of sunshine and hope, they saw there the same black
war-cloud. The representatives and senators of the seceding States were shamelessly plotting the overthrow of the
very government in whose legislative councils they still continued to sit.
In the Cabinet of the President were some who were aiding and abetting secession. The Secretary of War, John
Buchanan Floyd of Virginia, had sent large detachments of the standing army to distant and not easily accessible
parts of the country, and had removed large quantities of arms and ammunition from Northern to Southern
arsenals, that, at the beginning of the conflict, which he evidently believed to be close at hand, the South might be
better prepared for battle than the North.
In the midst of all this treachery the chief executive sat nerveless. In his last annual message, he declared that
the general government had no power to coerce a State. He said:
“After much serious reflection, I have arrived at the conclusion that no such power has been delegated to
Congress, nor to any other department of the Federal government.” He again declared:
“The power to make war against a State is at variance with the whole spirit and intent of the Constitution.”
Moreover, he asserted:
“Congress possesses many means of preserving it (the Union) by conciliation; but the sword was not placed in
its hand to preserve it by force.”
This message for a moment quite disheartened the loyal men of our city. The executive of a great nation, by his
own public confession, stood powerless before those domestic foes that were tearing down the government
bequeathed us by our fathers. In his message he assured them that with impunity they could complete their work
of dismembering the Republic.
So for a time the secessionists seemed to have the upper hand all around; at Montgomery they ruled over the
seceded States; at Washington they subsidized to their own interests the Federal government—its President openly
proclaiming that, do what they might, he had no constitutipnal power to lay upon them punitively even the weight
of a finger.
We had no Andrew Jackson in the presidential chair. In 1832, when South Carolina arrayed herself against the
general government and proceeded to nullify its legislative acts, he said with an emphasis which showed that he
was conscious of having the whole constitutional power of the nation behind him to make his words effective,
“The Union, it must, and shall be, preserved;” and nullification in weakness and shame hid itself. If we had had
such a President in December, 1860, when South Carolina seceded, we might have been saved from the awful
conflict that, unchecked in its beginning, daily gathered to itself power until it was almost beyond control. .
Loyal men throughout the nation utterly repudiated the President’s interpretation of the Constitution. The
unconditional Unionists of St Louis shared the thoughts that were pervading and agitating the minds of all true
patriots. But they had anxieties which were peculiar to all in the border slave States, who were uncompromisingly
loyal to the Federal government. These States, largely on strictly economic grounds, hesitated to join in the
secession movement; still a large majority of their inhabitants were in profound sympathy with the underlying
cause of secession, the preservation and perpetuation of slavery.
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So the absorbing thought of the uncompromisingly loyal men of St. Louis was whether, in the sweep of events,
they would be drawn with their State, against their will, into the vortex of secession. What could they do to avert
such a dire calamity? They still hoped, even when hope was seemingly baseless, that as muttering storms which
blacken the horizon often pass on and away forever, so in some way, hidden from their view, this rising, growling
storm of rebellion and revolution would be finally dissipated, leaving the southern sky once more clear and
serene.
Nevertheless, while they were thoughtful and anxious, they were undaunted. There never was a band of braver
men. The precipitate acts of the Gulf States, the disintegration of the national Congress, the unrebuked intrigues in
the Cabinet of the subservient President saddened, but did not terrify them. By these untoward and ominous
events their courage was re-enforced, their vision cleared, their purpose made definite and robust. They resolved
anew to resist with all their heart, and with all their mind, and with all their strength the secession of Missouri
from the Union. Any that had been timid became suddenly courageous; any that had been weak became strong in
spirit.
These unconditional loyal men, surrounded by a morass of difficulties, beset on every side by insidious,
plotting political foes, often utterly at a loss in whom to confide, with everything seemingly against them, at last,
fully aroused and braced for the conflict, became the hope, and, as it proved, the political salvation of St. Louis
and Missouri. They became the leaders who, by wise counsels and sane action, gathered around them the
conservative proslavery men of the city and the commonwealth, and these two classes standing together saved the
State from the disaster of secession.
*
The fourth of March drew near. Mr. Lincoln, in tender, pathetic speech, bade adieu to his neighbors at
Springfield and hastened on to Washington. As he journeyed towards the national capital the loyal of St. Louis
followed him with almost breathless interest. They pored over his short speeches to the crowds that gathered to
greet him at railway stations. They were thrilled with his brave and patriotic utterances at Independence Hall in
Philadelphia. In the malicious plot laid at Baltimore, they heard once more the rumbling of the approaching
conflict; and when, in his great inaugural address, he said,
In your hands, my dissatisfied fellow countrymen, and not in mine, is the momentous issue of civil war. The
government will not assail you. You can have no conflict, without being yourselves the aggressors. You have no oath
registered in Heaven to destroy the government, while I shall have the most solemn one—‘to preserve, protect, and
defend’ it,

we knew that, if neither the Federal government nor the secessionists yielded, the civil war of which the President
spoke would inevitably burst upon us.
But the rumblings of the bloody conflict were not heard alone in the black war-clouds that hung threateningly
over the Gulf States and the national capital, but at last directly over the streets along which we daily walked.
Succeeding the inauguration of Mr. Lincoln there was a period of silence more painful than actual battle. To us
who were straining our eyes toward Washington, to see what the President, of whom we expected so much, was
doing; who, intent, were listening that we might hear from his lips words of cheer and wisdom, he seemed to be
paralyzed. We saw nothing. We heard nothing. Perhaps he was vainly hoping that those already in rebellion
against the general government would yield to his eloquent appeal at the close of his famous inaugural.
I am loth to close. We are not enemies, but friends. We must not be enemies. Though passion may have strained, it
must not break, our bonds of affection. The mystic chords of memory, stretching from every battlefield and patriot
grave, to every living heart and hearthstone, all over this broad land, will yet swell the chorus of the Union, when again
touched, as surely they will be, by the better angels of our nature.

But he could not, by any appeal however reasonable and urgent, persuade men in the Cotton States. It was too
late. He could not extinguish a conflagration by pouring oil upon it. Perhaps, however, he himself had no hope of
peace, but was noiselessly preparing for the inevitable conflict. But whatever was the cause of these days of
silence, they were days of sorest trial to the loyal of our city.
During all this time the secessionists were active; active everywhere south of Mason and Dixon’s line; active
in St. Louis. For the sake of peace in our city, loyal men still withheld from the public gaze the Stars and Stripes,
but just at this time, when the Unionists were greatly depressed, when the tension of mind and heart was so great
that it seemed that the addition of another grain would be unendurable, a rebel flag, attached to a wire, was hung
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out over Sixth Street near one of the central avenues of the city.
The war-cloud was now right over our heads. From its black belly a thunderbolt might fall at any moment. I
saw the whole street under that defiant, revolutionary flag packed with angry men. They had flocked together
without collusion, from a spontaneous and common impulse. They were a unit in their determination to tear down
that symbel of revolt and destroy it. My whole soul was knit in sympathy with that pulsating, heaving, throbbing
throng all aflame with patriotic passion.
*
But there soon appeared, mounted on a barrel, at the side of the street, a citizen, southern-born, and highly
respected by all. He spoke from a full heart earnest words to his friends and neighbors. The din of voices
gradually died away. The speaker was master of the situation. He assured that excited, indignant multitude that he
was in full tide of sympathy with them, that he too ardently longed to tear down that insulting banner, but in
eloquent, impassioned words he entreated them to bear patiently the stinging indignity offered to a loyal city, and
not needlessly to precipitate mortal combat between those who had been for years neighbors and friends. He
assured them that the secession flag would soon be taken down by the authority and arm of the government, the
star-spangled banner would be vindicated and would float in honor and triumph over our streets.
The quieted but resentful crowd by degrees melted away and the stars and bars, oh, the shame of it! was left
there for a few days to flutter undisturbed in the breeze. It however did a good work. Every loyal man that saw it,
determined as never before to stand for, and, if need be, to fight for the integrity of the Union.
So that over-hanging, growling, threatening cloud did not hurl its bloody bolt among us. We were, in spite of it,
mercifully still at peace. …
165.47 Excerpt from Some Mistakes Of Moses\fn{by Robert Green Ingersoll (1833-1869)} Dresden, Yates County,
New York, U.S.A. (M) 10
… Moses commences his story by telling us that in the beginnipg God created the heaven and the earth.
If this means anything, it means that God produced, caused to exist, called into being, the heaven and the earth.
It will not do to say that he formed the heaven and the earth of previously existing matter. Moses conveys, and
intended to convey the idea that the matter of which the heaven and the earth are composed, was created.
It is impossible for me to conceive of something being created from nothing. Nothing, regarded in the light of
a raw material, is a decided failure. I cannot conceive of matter apart from force. Neither is it possible to think of
force disconnected with matter. You cannot imagine matter going back to absolute nothing. Neither can you
imagine nothing being changed into something. You may be eternally damned if you do not say that you can
conceive these things, but you cannot conceive them.
Such is the constitution of the human mind that it cannot even think of a commencement or an end of matter,
or force.
If God created the universe, there was a time when he commenced to create. Back of that commencement there
must have been an eternity. In that eternity what was this God doing? He certainly did not think. There was
nothing to think about. He did not remember. Nothing had ever happened. What did he do? Can you imagine
anything more absurd than an infinite intelligence in infinite nothing wasting an eternity?
I do not pretend to tell how all these things really are; but I do insist that a statement that cannot possibly be
comprehended by any human being, and that appears utterly impossible, repugnant to every fact of experience,
and contrary to everything that we really know, must be rejected by every honest man.
We can conceive of eternity, because we cannot conceive of a cessation of time. We can conceive of infinite
space because we cannot conceive of so much matter that our imagination will not stand upon the farthest star,
and see infinite space beyond. In other words, we cannot conceive of a cessation of time; therefore eternity is a
necessity of the mind. Eternity sustains the same relation to time that space does to matter.
In the time of Moses, it was perfectly safe for him to write an account of the creation of the world. He had
simply to put in form the crude notions of the people. At that time, no other Jew could have written a better
account. Upon that subject he felt at liberty to give his imagination full play. There was no one who could
authoritatively contradict any thing he might say. It was substantially the same story that had been imprinted in
curious characters upon the clay records of Babylon, the gigantic monuments of Egypt, and the gloomy temples of
India.
In those days there was an almost infinite difference between the educated and ignorant. The people were
controlled almost entirely by signs and wonders. By the lever of fear, priests moved the world. The sacred records
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were made and kept, and altered by them. The people could not read, and looked upon one who could, as almost a
god. In our day it is hard to conceive of the influence of an educated class in a barbarous age. It was only
necessary to produce the “sacred record,” and ignorance fell upon its face. The people were taught that the record
was inspired, and therefore true. They were not taught that it was true, and therefore inspired.
After all, the real question is not whether the Bible is inspired, but whether it is true. If it is true, it does not
need to be inspired.. If it is true, it makes no difference whether it was written by a man or a god. The
multiplication table is just as useful, just as true as though God had arranged the figures himself. If the Bible is
really true, the claim of inspiration need not be urged; and if it is not true, its inspiration can hardly be established.
As a matter of fact, the truth does not need to be inspired. Nothing needs inspiration except a falsehood or a
mistake. Where truth ends, where probability stops, inspiration begins. A fact never went into partnership with a
miracle. Truth does not need the assistance of' miracle. A fact will fit every other fact in the Universe, because it is
the product of all other facts. A lie will fit nothing except another lie made for the express purpose of fitting it.
After a while the man gets tired of lying, and then the last lie will not fit the next fact, and then there is an
opportunity to use a miracle. Just at that point, it is necessary to have a little inspiration.
It seems to me that reason is the highest attribute of man, and that if there can be any communication from God
to man, it must be addressed to his reason. It does not seem possible that in order to understand a message from
God it is absolutely essential to throw our reason away. How could God make known his will to any being
destitute of reason? How can any man accept as a revelation from God that which is unreasonable to him? God
cannot make a revelation to another man for me. He must make it to me, and until he convinces my reason that it
is true, I cannot receive it.
The statement that in the beginning God created the heaven and the earth, I cannot accept. It is contrary to my
reason, and I cannot believe it. It appears reasonable to me that force has existed from eternity. Force cannot, as it
appears to me, exist apart from matter. Force, in its nature, is forever active, and without matter it could not act;
and so I think matter must have existed forever. To conceive of matter without force, or of force without matter, or
of a time when neither existed, or of a being who existed for an eternity without either, and who out of nothing
created both, is to me utterly impossible. I may be damned on this account, but I cannot help it. In my judgment
Moses was mistaken.
It will not do to say that Moses merely intended to tell what God did, in making the heavens and the earth out
of matter then in existence. He distinctly states that in the beginning God created them. If this account is true, we
must believe that God, existing in infinite space surrounded by eternal nothing, naught and void, created,
produced, called into being, willed into existence this universe of countless stars.
*
The next thing we are told by this inspired gentleman is, that God created light, and proceeded to divide it from
the darkness.
Certainly, the person who wrote this believed that darkness was a thing, an entity, a material that could get
mixed and tangled up with light, and that these entities, light and darkness, had to be separated. In his imagination
he probably saw God throwing pieces and chunks of darkness on one side, and rays and beams of light on the
other. It is hard for a man who has been born but once to understand these things. For my part, I cannot
understand how light can be separated from darkness. I had always supposed that darkness was simply the
absence of light, and that under no circumstances could it be necessary to take the darkness away from the light.
.It is certain, however, that Moses believed darkness to be a form of matter, because I find that in another place he
speaks of a darkness that could be felt. They used to have on exhibition at Rome a bottle of the darkness that
overspread Egypt.
You cannot divide light from darkness any more than you can divide heat from cold. Cold is an absence of
heat, and darkness is an absence of light. I suppose that we have no conception of absolute cold. We know only
degrees of heat. Twenty degrees below zero is just twenty degrees warmer than forty degrees below zero. Neither
cold nor darkness are entities, and these words express simply either the absolute or partial absence of heat or
light. I cannot conceive how light can be divided from darkness, but I can conceive how a barbarian several
thousand years ago, writing upon a subject about which he knew nothing, could make a mistake. The creator of
light could not have written in this way. If such a being exists, he must have known the nature of that “mode of
motion” that paints the earth on every eye, and clothes in garments seven-hued this universe of worlds.
*
We are next informed by Moses that “God said Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it
divide the waters from the waters;” and that “God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under
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the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament.”
What did the writer mean by the word firmament? Theologians now tell us that he meant an “expanse.” This
will not do. How could an expanse divide the waters from the waters, so that the waters above the expanse would
not fall into and mingle with the waters below the expanse? The truth is that Moses regarded the firmament as a
solid affair. It was where God lived, and where water was kept. It was for this reason that they used to pray for
rain. They supposed that some angel could with a lever raise a gate and let out the quantity of moisture desired. It
was with the water from this firmament that the world was drowned when the windows of heaven were opened. It
was in this firmament that the sons of God lived—the sons who “saw the daughters of men that they were fair and
took them wives of all which they chose.” The issue of such marriages were giants, and “the same became mighty
men which were of old, men of renown.”
Nothing is clearer than that Moses regarded the firmament as a vast material division that separated the waters
of the world, and upon whose floor God lived, surrounded by his sons. In no other way could he account for rain.
Where did the water come from? He knew nothing about the laws of evaporation. He did not know that the sun
wooed with amorous kisses the waves of the sea, and that they, clad in glorified mist rising to meet their lover,
were, by disappointment, changed to tears and fell as rain.
The idea that the firmament was the abode of the Deity must have been in the mind of Moses when he related
the dream of Jacob:
“And he dreamed, and behold, a ladder set upon the earth and the top of it reached to heaven; and behold the
angels of God ascending and descending on it; and behold the Lord stood above it and said, I am the Lord God.”
So, when the people were building the tower of Babel “the Lord came down to see the city, and the tower
which the children of men builded. And the Lord said, Behold the people is one, and they have all one language:
and this they begin to do; and nothing will be restrained from them which they imagined to do. Go to, let us go
down and confound their language that they may not understand one another’s speech.”
The man who wrote that absurd account must have believed that God lived above the earth, in the firmament.
The same idea was in the mind of the Psalmist when he said that God “bowed the heavens and came down.”
Of course, God could easily remove any person bodily to heaven, as it was but a little way above the earth.
“Enoch walked with God, and he was not, for God took him.” The accounts in the Bible of the ascension of
Elijah, Christ and St. Paul were born of the belief that the firmament was the dwelling-place of God. It probably
never occurred to these writers that if the firmament was seven or eight miles away, Enoch and the rest would
have been frozen perfectly stiff long before the journey could have been completed. Possibly Elijah might have
made the voyage, as he was carried to heaven in a chariot of fire “by a whirlwind.”
The truth is, that Moses was mistaken, and upon that mistake the Christians located their heaven and their hell.
The telescope destroyed the firmament, did away with the heaven of the New Testament, rendered the ascension
of our Lord and the assumption of his Mother infinitely absurd, crumbled to chaos the gates and palaces of the
New Jerusalem, and in their places gave to man a wilderness of worlds.
*
We are next informed by the historian of creation, that after God had finished making the firmament and had
succeeded in dividing the waters by means of an “expanse,” he proceeded “to gather the waters on the earth
together in seas, so that the dry land might appear.”
Certainly the writer of this did not have any conception of the real form of the earth. He could not have known
anything of the attraction of gravitation. He must have regarded the earth as flat and supposed that it required
considerable force and power to induce the water to leave the mountains and collect in the valleys. Just as soon as
the water was forced to run down hill, the dry land appeared, and the grass began to grow, and the mantles of
green were thrown over the shoulders of the hills, and the trees laughed into bud and blossom, and the branches
were laden with fruit. And all this happened before a ray had left the quiver of the sun, before a glittering beam
had thrilled the bosom of a flower, and before the Dawn with trembling hands had drawn aside the curtains of the
East and welcomed to her arms the eager god of Day.
It does not seem to me that grass and trees could grow and ripen into seed and fruit without the sun. According
to the account, this all happened on the third day. Now, if, as the Christians say, Moses did not mean by the word
day a period of twenty-four hours, but an immense and almost measureless space of time, and as God did not,
according to this view make any animals until the fifth day, that is, not for millions of years after he made the
grass and trees, for what purpose did he cause the trees to bear fruit?
Moses says that God said on the third day, “Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit
tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself upon the earth; and it was so. And the earth brought forth
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grass and herb yielding seed after his kind, and the tree yielding fruit whose seed was in itself after his kind; and
God saw that it was good, and the evening and the morning were the third day.”
There was nothing to eat this fruit; not an insect with painted wings sought the honey of the flowers; not a
single living, breathing thing upon the earth. Plenty of grass, a great variety of herbs, an abundance of fruit, but
not a mouth in all the world. If Moses is right, this state of things lasted only two days; but if the modern
theologians are correct, it continued for millions of ages.
“It is now well known that the organic history of the earth can be properly divided into five epochs—the
Primordial, Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, and Quaternary. Each of these epochs is characterized by animal and
vegetable life peculiar to itself. In the FIRST will be found Algee and Skull-less Vertebrates, in the SECOND,
Ferns and Fishes, in the THIRD, Pine Forests and Reptiles, in the FOURTH, Foliaceous Forests and Mammals,
and in the FIFTH, Man.”\fn{There is no footnote to this quotation; it appears to be a logical summation of late Eighteenth- and early
Nineteenth-century considerations of material evolution based upon the study of fossils, geological strata, and historical human evidence. }
How much more reasonable this is than the idea that the earth was covered with grass, and herbs, and trees
loaded with fruit for millions of years before an animal existed.
There is, in Nature, an even balance forever kept between the total amounts of animal and vegetable life. “In
her wonderful economy she must form and bountifully nourish her vegetable progeny—twin-brother life to her,
with that of animals. The perfect balance between plant existences and animal existences must always be
maintained, while matter courses through the eternal circle, becoming each in turn. If an animal be resolved into
its ultimate constituents in a period according to the surrounding circumstances, say, of four hours, of four
months, of four years, or even of four thousand years—for it is impossible to deny that there maybe instances of
all these periods during which the process has continued—those elements which assume the gaseous form mingle
at once with the atmosphere and are taken up from it without delay by the ever-open mouths of vegetable life. By
a thousand pores in every leaf the carbonic acid which renders the atmosphere unfit for animal life is absorbed,
the carbon being separated, and assimilated to form the vegetable fibre, which, as wood, makes and furnishes our
houses and ships, is burned for our warmth, or is stored up under pressure for coal. All this carbon has played its
part, and many parts in its time, as animal existences from monad up to man. Our mahogany of today has been
many negroes in its turn, and before the African existed, was integral portions of many a generation of extinct
species.”\fn{Extensive, unreferenced quotation.}
It seems reasonable to suppose that certain kinds of vegetation and certain kinds of animals should exist
together, and that as the character of the vegetation changed, a corresponding change would take place in the
animal world. It may be that I am led to these conclusions by “total depravity,” or that I lack the necessary
humility of spirit to satisfactorily harmonize Haeckel\fn{ Ernst Heinrich Haeckel (1834-1919) German botanist. } and
Moses; or that I am carried away by pride, blinded by reason, given over to hardness of heart that I might be
damned, but I never can believe that the earth was covered with leaves, and buds, and flowers, and fruits before
the sun with glittering spear had driven back the hosts of Night.
*
After the world was covered with vegetation, it occurred to Moses that it was about time to make a sun and
moon; and so we are told that on the fourth day God said, “Let there be light in the firmament of the heaven to
divide the day from the night; and let them be for signs and for seasons, and for days and years; and let them be
for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth; and it was so. And God made two great
lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night; he made the stars also.”
Can we believe that the inspired writer had any idea of the size of the sun? Draw a circle five inches in
diameter, and by its side thrust a pin through the paper. The hole made by the pin will sustain about the same
relation to the circle that the earth does to the sun. Did he know that the sun was eight hundred and sixty thousand
miles in diameter; that it was enveloped in an ocean of fire thousands of miles in depth, hotter even than the
Christian’s hell, over which sweep tempests of flame moving at the rate of one hundred miles a second, compared
with which the wildest storm that ever wrecked the forests of this world was but a calm?
Did he know that the sun every moment of time throws out as much heat as could be generated by the
combustion of millions upon millions of tons of coal? Did he know that the volume of the earth is less than onemillionth of that of the sun? Did he know of the one hundred and four planets belonging to our solar system, all
children of the sun? Did he know of Jupiter eighty-five thousand miles in diameter, hundreds of times as large as
our earth, turning on his axis at the rate twenty-five thousand miles an hour accompanied by four moons, making
the tour of his orbit in fifty years, a distance of three thousand million miles? Did he know anything about Saturn,
his rings and his eight moons? Did he have the faintest idea that all these planets were once a part of the sun; that
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the vast luminary was once thousands of millions of miles in diameter; that Neptune, Uranus, Saturn, Jupiter and
Mars were all born before our earth, and that by no possibility could this world have existed three days, nor three
periods, nor three “good whiles” before its source, the sun?
Moses supposed the sun to be about three or four feet in diameter and the moon about halt that size. Compared
with the earth they were but simple specks. This idea seems to have been shared by all the “inspired” men. We
find in the book of Joshua that the sun stood still, and the moon stayed until the people had avenged themselves
upon their enemies. “So the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, and hasted not to go down about a whole day.”
We are told that the sacred Writer wrote in common speech as we do when we talk about the rising and setting
of the sun, and that all he intended to say was that the earth ceased to turn on its axis “for about a whole day.”
My own opinion is that General Joshua knew no more about the motions of the earth than he did about mercy
and justice. If he had known that the earth turned upon its axis at the rate of a thousand miles an hour, and swept
in its course about the sun at the rate of sixty-eight thousand miles an hour, he would have doubled the hailstones,
spoken of in the same chapter, that the Lord cast down from heaven. and allowed the sun and moon to rise and set
in the usual way.
It is impossible to conceive of a more absurd story than this about the stopping of the sun and moon, and yet
nothing so excites the malice of the orthodox preacher as to call its truth in question. Some endeavor to account
for the phenomenon by natural causes, while others attempt to show that God could, by the refraction of light
have made the sun visible although actually shining on the opposite side of the earth. The last hypothesis has been
seriously urged by ministers within the last few months. The Rev. Henry M. Morey of South Bend, Indiana, says
“that the phenomenon was simply optical. The rotary motion of the earth was not disturbed, but the light of the
sun was prolonged by the same laws of refraction and reflection by which the sun now appears to be above the
horizon when it is really below. The medium through which the sun’s rays passed may have been miraculously
influenced so as to have caused the sun to linger above the horizon long after its usual time for disappearance."
This is the latest and ripest product of Christian scholarship upon this question no doubt, but still it is not
entirely satisfactory to me. According to the sacred account the sun did not linger, merely, above the horizon. but
stood still “in the midst of heaven for about a whole day,” that is to say, for about twelve hours. If the air was
miraculously changed, so that it would refract the rays of the sun while the earth turned over as usual for “about a
whole day,” then, at the end of that time the sun must have been visible in the east, that is, it must by that time
have been the next morning. According to this, that most wonderful day must have been at least thirty-six hours in
length. We have first, the twelve hours of natural light, then twelve hours of “refracted and reflected” light. By
that time it would again be morning, and the sun would shine for twelve hours more in the natural way, making
thirty-six hours in all.
If the Rev. Morey would depend a little less on “refraction” and a little more on “reflection,” he would
conclude that the whole story is simply a barbaric myth and fable.
It hardly seems reasonable that God, if there is one, would either stop the globe, change the constitution of the
atmosphere or the nature of light simply to afford Joshua an opportunity to kill people on that day when he could
just as easily have waited until the next morning. It certainly cannot be very gratifying to God for us to believe
such childish things.
It has been demonstrated that force is eternal; that it is forever active, and eludes destruction by change of
form. Motion is a form of force, and all arrested motion changes instantly to heat. The earth turns upon its axis at
about one thousand miles an hour. Let it be stopped and a force beyond our imagination is changed to heat. It has
been calculated that to stop the world would produce as much heat as the burning of a solid piece of coal three
times the size of the earth. And yet we are asked to believe that this was done in order that one barbarian might
defeat another. Such stories never would have been written, had not the belief been general that the heavenly
bodies were as nothing compared with the earth.
The view of Moses was acquiesced in by the Jewish people and by the Christian world for thousands of years:
It is supposed that Moses lived about fifteen hundred years before Christ, and although he was “inspired,” and
obtained his information directly from God, he did not know as much about our solar system as the Chinese did a
thousand years before he was born. “The Emperor Chwen-hio adopted as an epoch, a conjunction of the planets
Mercury, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, which has been shown by M. Bailly to have occurred no less than 2449 years
before Christ.” The ancient Chinese knew not only the motions of the planets, but they could calculate eclipses.
“In the reign of the Emperor Chow-Kang, the chief astronomers, Ho and Hi were condemned to death for
neglecting to announce a solar eclipse which took place 2169 B.C., a clear proof that the prediction of eclipses
was a part of the duty of the imperial astronomers.”\fn{ Two unreferenced quotations.}
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Is it not strange that a Chinaman should find out by his own exertions more about the material universe than
Moses could when assisted by its Creator?
About eight hundred years after God gave Moses the principal facts about the creation of the “heaven and the
earth” he performed another miracle far more wonderful than stopping the world. On this occasion he not only
stopped the earth, but actually caused it to turn the other way. A Jewish king was sick, and God, in order to
convince him that he would ultimately recover, offered to make the shadow on the dial go forward, or backward
ten degrees. The king thought it was too easy a thing to make the shadow go forward, and asked that it be turned
back. Thereupon, “Isaiah the prophet cried unto the Lord, and he brought the shadow ten degrees backward by
which it had gone down in the dial of Ahaz.” I hardly see how this miracle could be accounted for even by
“refraction” and “reflection.” It seems, from the account, that this stupendous miracle was performed after the
king had been cured. The account of the shadow going backward is given in the eleventh verse of the twentieth
chapter of Second Kings, while the cure is given in the seventh verse of the same chapter. “And Isaiah said, Take
a lump of figs. And they took and laid it on the boil, and he recovered.”
Stopping the world and causing it to turn back ten degrees after that, seems to have been, as the boil was
already cured by the figs, a useless display of power.
The easiest way to account for all these wonders is to say that the “inspired” writers were mistaken. In this way
a fearful burden is lifted from the credulity of man, and he is left free to believe the evidences of his own senses,
and the demonstrations of science. In this way he can emancipate himself from the slavery of superstition, the
control of the barbaric dead, and the despotism of the church.
Only about a hundred years ago, Buffon,\fn{Georges Louis Leclerc, Compte. de Buffon (1707-1788) French naturalist. } the
naturalist, was compelled by the faculty of theology of Paris to publicly renounce fourteen “errors” in his work on
Natural History because they were at variance with the Mosaic account of creation. The Pentateuch is still the
scientific standard of the church, and ignorant priests, armed with that, pronounce sentence upon the vast
accomplishments of modern thought.
*
Moses came very near forgetting about the stars and only gave five words to all the hosts of heaven. Can it be
possible that he knew anything about the stars beyond the mere fact that he saw them shining above him?
Did he know that the nearest star, the one we ought to be the best acquainted with, is twenty-one billion of
miles away, and that it is a sun shining by its own light? Did he know of the next, that is thirty-seven billion miles
distant? Is it possible that he was acquainted with Sirius, a sun two thousand six hundred and eighty-eight times
larger than our own, surrounded by a system of heavenly bodies, several of which are already known, and distant
from us eighty-two billion miles? Did he know that the Polar star that tells the mariner his course and guided
slaves to liberty and joy, is distant from this little world two hundred and ninety-two billion miles, and that
Capella wheels and shines one hundred and thirty-three billion miles beyond? Did he know that it would require
about seventy-two years for light to reach us from this star? Did he know that light travels one hundred and
eighty-five thousand miles a second? Did he know that some stars are so far away in the infinite abysses that five
millions of years are required for their light to reach this globe?
If this is true, and if as the Bible tells us, the stars were made after the earth, then this world has been wheeling
in its orbit for at least five million years.
It may be replied that it was not the intention of God to teach geology and astronomy. Then why did he say
anything upon these subjects? And if he did say anything, why did he not give the facts?
According to the sacred records God created, on the first day, the heaven and the earth, “moved upon the face
of the waters,” and made the light. On the second day he made the firmament or the “expanse” and divided the
waters. On the third day he gathered the waters into seas, let the dry land appear and caused the earth to bring
forth grass, herbs and fruit trees, and on the fourth day he made the sun, moon and stars and set them in the
firmament of heaven to give light upon the earth.
This division of labor is very striking. The work of the other days is as nothing when compared with that of the
fourth. Is it possible that it required the same time and labor to make the grass, herbs and fruit trees, that it did to
fill with countless constellations the infinite expanse of space?
*
We are then told that on the next day “God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly the moving creatures
that hath life, and fowl that may fly above the earth in the open firmament of heaven. And God created great
whales and every living creature which the waters brought forth abundantly, after their kind, and every winged
fowl after his kind, and God saw that it was good. And God blessed them, saying, Be fruitful and multiply and fill
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the waters in the seas, and let fowl multiply in the earth.”
Is it true that while the dry land was covered with grass, and herbs, and trees bearing fruit, the ocean was
absolutely devoid of life, and so remained for millions of years?
If Moses meant twenty-four hours by the word day, then it would make but little difference on which of the six
days animals were made; but if the word day was used to express millions of ages, during which life was slowly
evolved from monad up to man, then the account becomes infinitely absurd, puerile and foolish. There is not a
scientist of high standing who will say that in his judgment the earth was covered with fruit-bearing trees before
the moners, the ancestors it may be of the human race, felt in Laurentian seas the first faint throb of life. Nor is
there one who will declare that there was a single spire of grass before the sun had poured upon the world his
flood of gold.
Why should men in the name of religion try to harmonize the contradictions that exist between Nature and a
book? Why should philosophers be denounced for placing more reliance upon what they know than upon what
they have been told? If there is a God, it is reasonably certain that he made the world, but it is by no means certain
that he is the author of the Bible. Why then should we not place greater confidence in Nature than in a book? And
even if this God made not only the world but the book besides, it does not follow that the book is the best part of
creation, and the only part that we will be eternally punished for denying. It seems to me that it is quite as
important to know something of the solar system, something of the physical history of this globe, as it is to know
the adventures of Jonah or the diet of Ezekiel.
For my part, I would infinitely prefer to know all the results of scientific investigation, than to be inspired as
Moses was. Supposing the Bible to be true; why is it any worse or more wicked for Freethinkers to deny it, than
for priests to deny the doctrine of evolution, or the dynamic theory of heat? Why should we be damned for
laughing at Samson and his foxes, while others, holding the Nebular Hypothesis in utter contempt, go straight to
heaven? It seems to me that a belief in the great truths of science are fully as essential to salvation, as the creed of
any church. We are taught that a man may be perfectly acceptable to God even if he denies the rotundity of the
earth, the Copernican system, the three laws of Kepler, the indestructibility of matter and the attraction of
gravitation. And we are also taught that a man may be right upon all these questions, and yet, for failing to believe
in the “scheme of salvation,” be eternally lost.
*
On this, the last day of creation, God said: “Let the earth bring forth the living creature after his kind, cattle
and creeping thing and beast of the earth after his kind; and it was so. And God made the beast of the earth after
his kind, and cattle after their kind, and every thing that creepeth upon the earth after his kind; and God saw that it
was good.”
Now, is it true that the seas were filled with fish, the sky with fowls, and the earth covered with grass, and
herbs, and fruit-bearing trees, millions of ages before there was a creeping thing in existence? Must we admit that
plants and animals were the result of the fiat of some incomprehensible intelligence independent of the operation
of what are known as natural causes? Why is a miracle any more necessary to account for yesterday than for today
or far tomorrow?
If there is an infinite Power, nothing can be more certain than that this Power works in accordance with what
we call law, that is, by and through natural causes. If anything can be found without a pedigree of natural
antecedents, it will then be time enough to talk about the fiat of creation. There must have been a time when
plants and animals did not exist upon this globe. The question, and the only question is, whether they were
naturally produced. If the account given by Moses is true, then the vegetable and animal existences are the result
of certain special fiats of creation entirely independent of the operation of natural causes. This is so grossly
improbable, so at variance with the experience and observation of mankind, that it cannot be adopted without
abandoning forever the basis of scientific thought and action.
It may be urged that we do not understand the sacred record correctly. To this it may be replied that for
thousands of years the account of the creation has, by the Jewish and Christian world, been regarded as literally
true. If it was inspired, of course God must have known just how it would be understood, and consequently must
have intended that it should be understood just as he knew it would be. One man writing to another, may mean
one thing, and yet be understood as meaning something else.
Now, if the writer knew that he would be misunderstood, and also knew that he could use other words that
would convey his real meaning, but did not, we would say that he used words on purpose to mislead, and was not
an honest man. If a being of infinite wisdom wrote the Bible, or caused it to be written, he must have known
exactly how his words would be interpreted by all the world, and he must have intended to convey the very
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meaning that was conveyed. He must have known that by reading that book, man would form erroneous views as
to the shape, antiquity, and size of this world; that he would be misled as to the time and order of creation; that he
would have the most childish and contemptible views of the creator; that the “sacred word” would be used to
support slavery and polygamy; that it would build dungeons for the good, and light fagots to consume the brave,
and therefore he must have intended that these results should follow. He also must have known that thousands and
millions of men and women never could believe his Bible, and that the number of unbelievers would increase in
the exact ratio of civilization, and therefore, he must have intended that result.
Let us understand this. An honest finite being uses the best words, in his judgment, to convey his meaning.
This is the best he can do, because he cannot certainly know the exact effect of his words on others. But an
infinite being must know not only the real meaning of the words, but the exact meaning they will convey to every
reader and hearer. He must know every meaning that they are capable of conveying to every mind. He must also
know what explanations must be made to prevent misconception. If an infinite being cannot, in making a
revelation to man, use such words that every person to whom a revelation is essential will understand distinctly
what that revelation is, then a revelation from God through the instrumentality of language is impossible, or it is
not essential that all should understand it correctly. It may be urged that millions have not the capacity to
understand a revelation, although expressed in the plainest words. To this it seems a sufficient reply to ask, why a
being of infinite power should create men so devoid of intelligence, that he cannot by any means make known to
them his will?
We are told that it is exceedingly plain, and that a wayfaring man, though a fool, need not err therein. This
statement is refuted by the religious history of the Christian world. Every sect is a certificate that God has not
plainly revealed his will to man. To each reader the Bible conveys a different meaning. About the meaning of this
book, called a revelation, there have been ages of war, and centuries of sword and flame. If written by an infinite
God, he must have known that these results must follow; and thus knowing, he must be responsible for all.
Is it not infinitely more reasonable to say that this book is the work of man, that it is filled with mingled truth
and error, with mistakes and facts, and reflects, too faithfully perhaps, the “very form and pressure of its time”?
If there are mistakes in the Bible, certainly they were made by man. If there is anything contrary to nature, it
was written by man. If there is anything immoral, cruel, heartless or infamous, it certainly was never written by a
being worthy of the adoration of mankind.
*
We are next informed by the author of the Pentateuch that God said “Let us make man in our image, after our
likeness,” and that “God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him—male and female
created he them.”
If this account means anything, it means that man was created in the physical image and likeness of God.
Moses while he speaks of man as having been made in the image of God, never speaks of God except as having
the form of a man. He speaks of God as “walking in the garden in the cool of the day;” and that Adam and Eve
“heard his voice.” He is constantly telling what God said, and in a thousand passages he refers to him as not only
having the human form, but as performing actions, such as man performs. The God of Moses was a God with
hands, with feet, with the organs of speech.
A God of passion, of hatred, of revenge, of affection, of repentance; a God who made mistakes—in other
words, an immense and powerful man.
It will not do to say that Moses meant to convey the idea that God made man in his mental or moral image.
Some have insisted that man was made in the moral image of God because he was made pure. Purity cannot be
manufactured. A moral character cannot be made for man by a god. Every man must make his own moral
character. Consequently, if God is infinitely pure, Adam and Eve were not made in his image in that respect.
Others say that Adam and Eve were made in the mental image of God. If it is meant by that, that they were
created with reasoning powers like, but not to the extent of those possessed by a god, then this may be admitted.
But certainly this idea was not in the mind of Moses. He regarded the human form as being in the image of God,
and for that reason always spoke of God as having that form. No one can read the Pentateuch without coming to
the conclusion that the author supposed that man was created in the physical likeness of Deity. God said “Go to,
let us go down;” “God smelled a sweet savor;” “God repented him that he had made man;” “and God said;” and
“walked;” and “talked;” and “rested.” All these expressions are inconsistent with any other idea than that the
person using them regarded God as having the form of man.
As a matter of fact, it is impossible for a man to conceive of a personal God, other than as a being having the
human form. No-one can think of an infinite being having the form of a horse, or of a bird, or of any animal
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beneath man. It is one of the necessities of the mind to associate forms with intellectual capacities. The highest
form of which we have any conception is man’s, and consequently, his is the only form that we can find in
imagination to give to a personal God, because all other forms are, in our minds, connected with lower
intelligences.
It is impossible to think of a personal God as a spirit without form. We can use these words, but they do not
convey to the mind any real and tangible meaning. Everyone who thinks of a personal God at all, thinks of him as
having the human form. Take from God the idea of form; speak of him simply as an all pervading spirit—which
means an all pervading something about which we know nothing—and Pantheism is the result.
We are told that God made man; and the question naturally arises, how was this done? Was it lby a process of
“evolution,” “development;” the “transmission of acquired habits;” the “survival of the fittest;” or was the
necessary amount of clay kneaded to the proper consistency, and then by the hands of God moulded into form?
Modern science tells that man has been evolved, through countless epochs, from the lower forms; that he is the
result of almost an infinite number of actions, reactions, experiences, states, forms, wants and adaptations. Did
Moses intend to convey such a meaning, or did he believe that God took a sufficient amount of dust, made it the
proper shape, and breathed into it the breath of life? Can any believer in the Bible give any reasonable account of
this process of creation? Is it possible to imagine what was really done? Is there any theologian who will contend
that man was created directly from the earth? Will he say that man was made substantially as he now is, with all
his muscles properly developed for walking and speaking, and performing every variety of human action? That all
his bones were formed as they now are, and all the relations of nerve, ligament, brain and motion as they are
today?
Looking back over the history of animal life from the lowest to the highest forms, we find that there has been a
slow and gradual development; a certain but constant relation between want and production; between use and
form. The Moner is said to be the simplest form of animal life that has yet been found. It has been described as
“an organism without organs.”\fn{WEB defines it as “Monera, a hypothetical class of Protozoa consisting of those like the amoebas
but destitute of a nucleus.” } It is a kind of structureless structure; a little mass of transparent jelly that can flatten itself
out, and can expand and contract around its food. It can feed without a mouth, digest without a stomach, walk
without feet, and reproduce itself by simple division. By taking this Moner as the commencement of animal life,
or rather as the first animal, it is easy to follow the development of the organic structure through all the forms of
life to man himself. In this way finally every muscle, bone and joint, every organ, form and function may be
accounted for. In this way, and in this way only, can the existence of rudimentary organs be explained. Blot from
the human mind the ideas of evolution, heredity, adaptation, and “the survival of the fittest,” with which it has
been enriched by Lamarck,\fn{Jean Baptiste Pierre Antoinne de Monet, Chevalier de Lamarck (1744-1829) French zoologist }
Goethe,\fn{Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) German author } Darwin,\fn{Charles Robert Darwin (1809-1882) English
naturalist} Haeckel and Spencer,\fn{ Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) English philosopher } and all the facts in the history of
animal life become utterly disconnected and meaningless.
Shall we throw away all that has been discovered with regard to organic life, and in its place take the
statements of one who lived in the rude morning of a barbaric day? Will anybody now contend that man was a
direct and independent creation, and sustains and bears no relation to the animals below him? Belief upon this
subject must be governed at last by evidence. Man cannot believe as he pleases. He can control his speech, and
can say that he believes or disbelieves; but after all, his will cannot depress or raise the scales with which his
reason finds the worth and weight of facts. If this is not so, investigation, evidence, judgment and reason are but
empty words.
I ask again, how were Adam and Eve created? In one account they are created male and female, and apparently
at the same time. In the next account, Adam is made first, and Eve a long time afterwards, and from a part of the
man. Did God simply by his creative fiat cause a rib slowly to expand, grow and divide into nerve, ligament,
cartilage and flesh? How was the woman created from a rib? How was man created simply from dust? For my
part, I cannot believe this statement. I may suffer for this in the world to come; and may, millions of years hence,
sincerely wish that I had never investigated the subject, but had been content to take the ideas of the dead. I do not
believe that any deity works in that way.
So far as my experience goes, there is an unbroken procession of cause and effect. Each thing is a necessary
link in an infinite chain; and I cannot conceive of this chain being broken even for one instant. Back of the
simplest moner there is a cause, and back of that another, and so on, it seems to me, forever. In my philosophy I
postulate neither beginning nor ending.
If the Mosaic account is true, we know how long man has been upon this earth. If that account can be relied
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on, the first man was made about five thousand eight hundred and eighty-three years ago. Sixteen hundred and
fifty-six years after the making of the first man, the inhabitants of the world, with the exception of eight people,
were destroyed by a flood. This flood occurred only about four thousand two hundred and twenty-seven years
ago. If this account is correct, at that time, only one kind of men existed. Noah and his family were certainly of
the same blood. It therefore follows that all the differences we see between the various races of men have been
caused in about four thousand years. If the account of the deluge is true, then since that event all the ancient
kingdoms of the earth were founded, and their inhabitants passed through all the stages of savage, nomadic,
barbaric and semi-civilized life; through the epochs of Stone, Bronze and Iron; established commerce, cultivated
the arts, built cities, filled them with palaces and temples, invented writing, produced a literature and slowly fell
to shapeless ruin. We must believe that all this has happened within a period of four thousand years.
From representations found upon Egyptian granite made more than three thousand years ago, we know that the
negro was as black, his lips as full, and his hair as closely curled then as now. If we know anything, we know that
there was at that time substantially the same difference between the Egyptian and the Negro as now. If we know
anything, we know that magonificent statues were made in Egypt four thousand years before our era—that is to
say, about six thousand years ago. There was at the World’s Exposition, in the Egyptian department, a statue of
king Cephren, known to have been chiseled more than six thousand years ago. In other words, if the Mosaic
account must be believed, this statue was made before the world.
We also know, if we know anything, that men lived in Europe with the hairy mammoth, the cave bear, the
rhinoceros, and the hyena. Among the bones of these animals have been found the stone hatchets and flint arrows
of our ancestors. In the caves where they lived have been discovered the remains of these animals that had been
conquered, killed and devoured as food, hundreds of thousands of years ago.
If these facts are true, Moses was mistaken. For my part, I have infinitely more confidence in the discoveries of
today, than in the records of a barbarous people. It will not now do to say that man has existed upon this earth for
only about six thousand years. One can hardly compute in his imagination the time necessary for man to emerge
from the barbarous state, naked and helpless, surrounded by animals far more powerful than he, to progress and
finally create the civilizations of India, Egypt and Athens. The distance from savagery to Shakespeare must be
measured not by hundreds, but by millions of years.
*
“And on the seventh day God ended his work, which he had made, and he rested on the seventh day from all
his work which he had made. And God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it; because that in it he had rested
from all his work which God created and made.”
The great work had been accomplished, the world, the sun, and moon, and all the hosts of heaven were
finished; the earth was clothed in green, the seas were filled with life, the cattle wandered by the brooks—insects
with painted wings were in the happy air, Adam and Eve were making each other’s acquaintance, and God was
resting from his work. He was contemplating the accomplishments of a week.
Because he rested on that day he sanctified it, and for that reason and for that alone, it was by the Jews
considered a holy day. If he only rested on that day, there ought to be some account of what he did the following
Monday. Did he rest on that day? What did he do after he got rested? Has he done anything in the way of creation
since Saturday evening of the first week?
It is now claimed by the “scientific” Christians that the “days” of creation were not ordinary days of twentyfour hours each, but immensely long periods of time. If they are right, then how long was the seventh day? Was
that, too, a geologic period covering thousands of ages? That cannot be, because Adam and Eve were created the
Saturday evening before, and according to the Bible that was about five thousand eight hundred and eighty-three
years ago.
I cannot state the time exactly, because there have been as many as one hundred and forty different opinions
given by learned Biblical students as to the time between the creation of the world and the birth of Christ. We are
quite certain, however, that, according to the Bible, it is not more than six thousand years since the creation of
Adam. From this it would appear that the seventh day was not a geologic epoch, but was in fact a period of less
than six thousand years, and probably of only twenty-four hours.
The theologians who “answer” these things may take their choice. If they take the ground that the “days” were
periods of twenty-four hours, then geology will force them to throw away the whole account. If, on the other
hand, they admit that the days were vast “periods,” then the sacredness of the Sabbath must be given up.
There is found in the Bible no intimation that there was the least difference in the days. They are all spoken of
in the same way. It may be replied that our translation is incorrect. If this is so, then only those who understand
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Hebrew, have had a revelation from God, and all the rest have been deceived.
How is it possible to sanctify a space of time? Is rest holier than labor? If there is any difference between days,
ought not that to be considered best in which the most useful labor has been performed?
Of all the superstitions of mankind, this insanity about the “sacred Sabbath “ is the most absurd. The idea of
feeling it a duty to be solemn and sad one-seventh of the time! To think that we can please an infinite being by
staying in some dark and sombre room, instead of walking in the perfumed fields! Why should God hate to see a
man happy? Why should it excite his wrath to see a family in the woods, by some babbling stream, talking,
laughing and loving?
Nature works on that “sacred” day. The earth turns, the rivers run, the trees grow, buds burst into flower, and
birds fill the air with song. Why should we look sad, and think about death, and hear about hell? Why should that
day be filled with gloom instead of joy?
A poor mechanic, working all the week in dust and noise, needs a day of rest and joy, a day to visit stream and
wood—a day to live with wife and child; a day in which to laugh at care and gather hope and strength for toils to
come. And his weary wife needs a breath of sunny air, away from street and wall, amid the hills or by the margin
of the sea, where she can sit and prattle, with her babe, and fill with happy dreams the long, glad day.
The “Sabbath” was born of asceticism, hatred of human joy, fanaticism, ignorance, egotism of priests and the
cowardice of the people. This day, for thousands of years, has been dedicated to superstition, to the dissemination
of mistakes, and the establishment of falsehoods. Every Freethinker, as a matter of duty, should violate this day.
He should assert his independence, and do all within his power to wrest the Sabbath from the gloomy church and
give it back to liberty and joy. Freethinkers should make the Sabbath a day of mirth and music; a day to spend
with wife and child—a day of games, and books, and dreams—a day to put fresh flowers above our sleeping
dead-a day of memory and hope, of love and rest.
Why should we in this age of the world be dominated by the dead? Why should barbarian Jews who went
down to death and dust three thousand years ago, control the living world? Why should we care for the
superstition of men who began the Sabbath by paring their nails, “beginning at the fourth finger, then going to the
second, then to the fifth, then to the third, and ending with the thumb?”
How pleasing to God this must have been. The Jews were very careful of these nail parings. They who threw
them upon the ground were wicked, because Satan used them to work evil upon the earth. They believed that
upon the Sabbath, souls were allowed to leave purgatory and cool their burning souls in water. Fires were neither
allowed to be kindled nor extinguished, and upon that day it was a sin to bind up wounds. “The lame might use a
staff, but the blind could not.” So strict was the Sabbath kept, that at one time “if a Jew on a journey was
overtaken by ‘the sacred day’ in a wood, or on the highway, no matter where, nor under what circumstances, he
must sit down,” and there remain until the day was gone. “If he fell down in the dirt, there he was compelled to
stay until the day was done.” For violating the Sabbath, the punishment was death, for nothing short of the
offender’s blood could satisfy the wrath of God. There are, in the Old Testament, two reasons given for abstaining
from labor on the Sabbath: the resting of God, and the redemption of the Jews from the bondage of Egypt.
Since the establishment of the Christian religion, the day has been changed, and Christians do not regard the
day as holy upon which God actually rested, and which he sanctified. The Christian Sabbath, or the “Lord’s day”
was legally established by the murderer Constantine, because upon that day Christ was supposed to have risen
from the dead.
It is not easy to see where Christians got the right to disregard the direct command of God, to labor on the day
he sanctified, and keep as sacred, a day upon which he commanded men to labor. The Sabbath of God is Saturday,
and if any day is to be kept holy, that is the one, and not the Sunday of the Christian.
*
Let us throw away these superstitions and take the higher, nobler ground, that every day should be rendered
sacred by some loving act, by increasing the happinesss of man, giving birth to noble thoughts, putting in the path
of toil some flower of joy, helping the unfortunate, lifting the fallen, dispelling gloom, destroying prejudice,
defending the helpless and filling homes with light and love. …
162.10 Excerpt from Four Years In Successia\fn{by Junius Henri Browne (1833-1902)} Seneca Falls, Seneca County,
New York, U.S.A. (M) 34
… We were all\fn{The party originally contained 35 men, including Junius Browne and his fellow correspondents, Albert
Richardson of the New York Tribune and Richard Colburn of the New York World. They were attempting to steam-tug past the Confederate
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defenses at Vicksburg, Warrenton, and Grand Gulf, en route to the front lines of the Union Army then besieging this area from the landside.} reported lost,\fn{In the event, about half were killed or wounded. } we learned afterward; though General Sherman’s

humorous comment, when apprised that three of the Bohemians had been killed—“That's good! We’ll have
dispatches now from hell before breakfast”—did not prove a veracious prediction.\fn{ In his book, Junius Browne—one
of nine of salaried journalists permanently assigned as War Correspondents by their various metropolitan newspapers (Browne nicknames
them “the Bohemians”)—covers not only the battles and marches he participated in, but also his continuing imprisonment in various
Confederate prison camps between his capture on May 3, 1863, and their subsequent escape on December 18, 1864. I have reproduced the
episode in its entirety: H}

The gifted General’s mistake arose from his confused topography. The army correspondents do not usually
date their dispatches at his headquarters.
The Bohemians lost all their baggage; and I, having prepared myself for Byronic exercise, went ashore with
nothing on but shirt and pantaloons. Barefooted was I also, and I appeared most forlorn as I walked in company
with the others through the moonlit streets of the town.
A sudden metamorphosis was ours, from freedom to captivity; and we discovered by crossing the river we had
reached another phase of civilization.
*
We prisoners formed a sad and droll procession, as we moved across the bayou towards the town.\fn{ Vicksburg,
Mississippi.} A number of the captives\fn{Several soldiers had also been captured.} were either wounded with fragments of
shell or scalded by the steam, and groaned and wailed piteously as we walked along; while others, barefooted,
bareheaded, coatless, and begrimed with cinders and ashes, looked like Charon’s ferrymen on a strike for higher
wages.
The author bore a close resemblance to old Time without his scythe, endeavoring to rejuvenate himself by
hydropathic treatment. All of us, save the poor fellows who had been wounded and scalded, were in the best of
spirits; and we marched merrily through the streets, chatting and laughing at our mishap—which proved a farce,
so far as we the unhurt were concerned, for it was an escaped tragedy—and gayly speculating upon what would
be the next turn of Fortune.
The night was exceedingly lovely; and the moon poured down its tranquil radiance, and the soft May breezes
kissed our brow and cheek, while we moved through the Rebel town closely guarded, as if they pitied our
condition, and would have consoled us for our ill-starred fate.
*
One of my journalistic companions, when. we were examined by the Provost Marshal, before whom we were
taken as soon as we were collected on the shore, remarked, in a rather pompo:us and exacting tone:
“Captain, we have not slept much for two or three nights past, and we would like to have as comfortable
quarters as you can give us.”
The officer replied, that they were rather short of accommodations just then; but we should have as good as the
town afforded. I can not for the life of me determine how the idea crept into my brain; but I fancied that, at least
for that night, we (the officers and War-correspondents) would be given a tolerable lodging-place.
Were my impressions well founded? We shall see.
After our examination, we were marched out under guard through several streets; and, at last, about dawn,
were stopped before a dingy iron gate and a dingier brick wall, which my recollections of the city taught me was
the jail. There a bell was pulled, and we were admitted into the yard by an ill-favored turnkey, who might have
been a pirate without doing any dishonor to his physiognomy.
We soon found he was in harmony with his surroundings.
The jail-yard was filled with thieves and malefactors of every kind, Rebel deserters, and the riff-raff of the
pseudo “Confederacy.” They were filthy, ragged, coarse-featured, vile-spoken, and every way disgusting. They
slept on the ground, with very little, if any, covering, and cooked their fat bacon on sticks in the fire.
At least one-quarter of the inclosure was a sink dug about the beginning of the War, and when the May sun
arose, hot and sultry in that latitude, the odor that permeated the place was most demoralizing. That huge sink
emitted its reeking odors towards the starry heavens in such intensity, that I imagined I saw the glistening
sentinels shudder and try to hold their celestial noses above that fragrant spot.
That certainly, we thought, was the place where Shakspeare declared the offense was rank and smelt to
Heaven.
If rank, by the by, were as offensive as that Mississippi vale of Cashmere, I am sure no one could hire any of
our little street-sweepers, for an ordinary sum, to be Major-Generals. We trio of Bohemians, who naturally had a
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love of comfort, and even luxury, could not help but laugh at the delicious locality into which we had been thrust,
and the distinguished consideration with which we were received. We concluded, if a man took excellent care of
himself there, he might live five or six days, which was a most undesirable longevity in that fecundity of filth and
Paradise of perfumes.
“Good quarters,” laughed I to my companions, after I had surveyed the yard: “By Jove, it would be delightful
to go hence to Hades awhile, for change.”
We all laughed—a little sardonically, I suspect; but what could we do else? The idea of putting gentlemen in
such a hole as that, was like inviting Lucullus to a banquet in a sewer.
We were all new to prison-life in Secessia; and many things struck us with abhorrence then, which we
afterwards learned to regard with resignation. Still, it was not until some months after my removal to Richmond,
that I witnessed anything equal to the squalid scenes of the Vicksburg Jail.
To complete the delightfulness of the place, I should say the ground seemed covered with vermin, and the
prisoners there swarmed with them. We had not at that time grown practical entomologists, nor had it become a
daily duty to examine our garments in quest of insects that tortured us. And hence, what we saw, filled us with
excessive uneasiness. We were afraid to sit down, or even to stand still, lest we should be overrun; and so we
continued to walk backwards and forwards, with that aimless prison pace that subsequently became so familiar.
Heroes of novels can not perish until the close of the last volume; and even we matter-of-fact gentlemen—two
of us at least—were spared the very opposite of dying of a rose in aromatic pain, and reserved by some ill-natured
divinity to pursue entomological researches, and eat corn bread and bacon in six other Southern Prisons.
Before noon of the 4th of May, the three Correspondents, and two officers of the Forty-Seventh Ohio, captured
with us, were transferred to the Court House, whose dome we had so often seen from our camps across the river,
and were there paroled by Major Watts, the regular agent of exchange at Vicksburg, then the point of exchange for
the West. He assured us we would be sent to Richmond, and thence North by the first flag of truce; that the sole
reason he did not return us to the Army from Vicksburg was that General Grant had refused to receive paroled
prisoners from that .city. We believed the Major’s story, and understood our parole as a solemn covenant which.
the Rebels and we were mutually bound to observe.
At the Court House we had fresh air, and a fine view of the Mississippi and much of the surrounding country
from the altitude of our position. We could see our transports across the Louisiana peninsula, and our camps up
the river from the Court Room; and we felt not a little annoyed that we were captives almost within musket-range
of our friends.
The Rebel officers treated us with courtesy, when they learned who we were. Strange to say, not even the name
of The New York Tribune excited their anger, although we had been assured by Southern Majors and Colonels that
if any of the Correspondents of that journal were taken, they would be executed by the infuriated soldiers. The
officers at Vicksburg did not offer to search our persons, or even ask what we had upon them.
That was not their rule,\fn{Their normal behavior.} however, as we learned from a party of men captured after us.
Those persons were badly treated, and their money and other valuables stolen—or, in other words, taken, with fair
promises, but never returned.
The three days we remained in Vicksburgh we were visited by a great many officers and citizens, who showed
us all the courtesy we could have expected. We were even taken out at night to the head-quarters of General
Officers, to be catechised about the opinions of the people of the North respecting the duration of the War; what
the North intended to do with the Rebels after they had been whipped; and, especially, what disposition the
Yankees proposed to make of the negroes. As we were New York journalists, and had been with the Army from
the breaking out of the War, the officers attached some weight to our opinions; but if they obtained any
consolation from our responses their consolation must certainly have appeared to them as a “blessing in disguise.”
Some of the citizens who called on us offered to give us clothes and lend us money, for which we thanked
them, but which we did not accept. They were of course loyal at heart; and here let me say that almost without an
exception, during my captivity, I found that the Southerners who revealed any humanity or generosity of
disposition were Union men; that their kindness was in proportion to their fealty to the Republic. Secessionism,
by some means that I will not attempt to explain, extinguishes, or at least represses, the better qualities of our
nature, and develops the worst elements of human character.
It is quite possible, of course, for an honorable and upright man to be a Rebel; but it is very difficult to find one
among the enemies of his country. The few there are of the honorable-exception kind do not gravitate to Prisons, I
will be sworn; for Prison attachés in the South are generally men who have been very little if at all in the field,
with tyrannical, brutal, and cruel dispositions, and so cowardly withal that they will ever use their power harshly
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when they know they can do so with impunity.
On the whole, we were as politely treated at Vicksburg as we had any reason to expect; and we departed thence
with the idea that the “Confederates” were not so bad as they had been represented—a gross error, which we had
ample time to correct during the twenty months we enjoyed their compulsory hospitality. During our brief sojourn
in the Southern stronghold, we were rather lionized than otherwise. The papers there spoke favorably of us, and
complimented us upon what they were pleased to term our singular fearlessness in volunteering without any
particular motive to go upon so perilous an expedition. The editors paid us several visits, and indeed we were the
recipients of calls every hour in the day. At our quarters, in the upper part of the Court House, we might have been
said to be holding informal levees. We were certainly regarded with no little curiosity and some degree of
admiration, for what the Rebel officers insisted upon considering our devil-may-care spirit, and thorough
contempt for their powerful batteries.
One morning, having been invited to visit a General up town, I was compelled to appear in the streets without
shoes or hose. My feet, which at least were white, and looked delicate, attracted the attention of some ladies in
front of the Court House, as I limped painfully over the rough stones; and when I returned, I found they had been
kind enough to send me a pair of socks and shoes, though I was compelled to buy the latter of the ProvostMarshal, who did not inform me they had been given me by the generous-hearted women.
The Provost pretended, as all the Southerners who have the least education do, to be a high-toned gentleman;
and yet he could stoop to the petty meanness and dishonesty of taking money from a prisoner of war for a pair of
shoes of which a lady had made him a present.
In Vicksburg I made some additions to my wardrobe, having been “presented” with a dead soldier’s cap by the
jailer, who afterward sent in his bill for the article; and having borrowed a common military overcoat from the
assistant surgeon captured with us. So attired, I traveled to Richmond in the uniform of a private soldier—the first
time I had ever donned a uniform—and on such an occasion I must say I was very proud to wear the attire that our
brave boys had made so hateful to Rebel eyes, and so honorable in the eyes of the Nation and the World.
*
th
On the evening of the 5 of May, the two Ohio officers and the Bohemians, with a number of privates, were
sent to Jackson, Mississippi, and for two days were treated politely in the Marble Yard Prison. We were permitted
to visit the Appeal Office—at last accounts the Memphis-Grenada-Jackson-Atlanta-Montgomery Appeal, very
justly styled a moving Appeal, with whose editors we were personally acquainted before the war—and to write
notes to our friends in the North that we were still among the living, instead of waltzing obliviously with the
catfish in the turbid eddies at the bottom of the Mississippi.
We had no blankets; and had made no additions to our wardrobe, and found it difficult to sleep in the rude
quarters assigned us, without even a stick of wood for a pillow. Still we were journeying toward Freedom, we
fondly imagined, and could afford to put up with a few inconveniences. The editors of the Appeal and one or two
others treated us very kindly, lent us money, and gave us such articles as we most needed, for which we are still
very grateful, because friends under such circumstances are friends indeed.
Great excitement prevailed in the Mississippi Capital at the time of our arrival, on account of the report that
General Grant, at the head of his victorious army—he had then captured Grand Gulf—was marching on the town.
At the street corners were knots of excited men, discussing the prospects of the future with more feeling than
logic. To us, who had long been careful observers, it was evident they were at a loss what to do; and you can
imagine we rather enjoyed the trepidation of the Rebels.
We saw a number of vehicles of various kinds loaded with household furniture, and men, women, children, and
black servants, all greatly excited, moving rapidly out of town. A panic of the most decided kind existed among
all classes of society; but we had no difficulty in perceiving that the negroes of both sexes, young and old, enjoyed
the quandary of their masters and mistresses. Whenever we passed, they recognized us as Yankee prisoners, and
glanced at us with a meaning smile that to us was perfectly intelligible.
*
The Mayor had put forth a gasconading handbill, designed as a placebo, which was posted in prominent parts
of the capital, informing the citizens that there was not the least cause for alarm; calling the people of Mississippi
to arms, to repel the barbarous invader from the soil he polluted with his footsteps, and all that sort of stereotyped
rant and braggadocio for which the South has ever been famous. The bellicose poster, so far as our observation
extended, did not. seem to have the desired effect. If the citizens were flying to arms, they must have concealed
them somewhere in the country, and have been making haste in that direction to recover them. They were
certainly leaving town by all possible routes, and by every obtainable means of conveyance.
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The Mayor, I subsequently learned through loyal citizens of Jackson, was himself a fugitive before the paste on
his defiant pronunciamiento was fairly dry. The office of the Mississippian, one of the most virulent Secession
sheets in the whole South, was manifestly disturbed and distressed, and not only contemplating, but indulging in,
an hegira to a safer quarter. When we went by the office, there were cases of type on the sidewalk ready for
instant removal, and the entire concern was in a palpable state of chaos and confusion. Under the existing
condition of affairs we were anxious to tarry in Jackson, hoping we might very soon be greeted with the music of
Grant’s guns.
*
We had no doubt then our parole would be observed; but we preferred recapture to any regular release, and we
would much rather have rejoined the Union army at once than be sent three or four thousand miles a roundabout
way to accomplish the same purpose. The Rebel officer, a Lieutenant of a Louisiana regiment, no doubt feared our
wishes might be realized, and hurried us away on the cars after we had passed two days in the town. We had not
been placed under guard, the officer accompanying us merely as escort, nor were we until we reached Atlanta.
Along the route we had a great many privileges, and could have escaped at any time, but having been paroled,
we considered ourselves bound by our parole, and thought our best interest would be served by remaining with
our escort, and getting to Richmond as speedily as possible. When the cars stopped at the station for meals, we
repaired to them as if we had been traveling in the Nortb, without the least surveillance.
On the boat, at Selma, we wandered about wherever we chose, as we had done at the village of West Point,
Georgia, and other places. In Montgomery, we put up at the Exchange Hotel, the Rebel Lieutenant sleeping in a
different part of the house from where we lay; and in the evening, having stated that we would like to bathe in the
Alabama, he ordered a corporal, without arms, to accompany us to the river, and show us the best place in the
vicinity for our balneation.
On the route we attracted a good deal of attention, especially at the small way-stations; and whenever the cars
stopped any time, we were surrolmded by persons who plied us with questions, the chief of which were those put
to us at Vicksburgh, respecting the disposition we would make of the Rebels after they were whipped, and of the
negroes after we had given them their freedom. Our responses might not have been able; but they were certainly
ultra, and more calculated, on the whole, to fire than to freeze that much talked of portion of sectional anatomy,
the Southern heart.
The pragmatical fellows who gathered about us were very anxious to discuss the main question, the causes of
the War, the wrongs of the South, the encroachment and injustice of the North, and all the subjects that had been
argued to death before the secession of South Carolina. We told them it was useless to employ logic then; that
bayonets and batteries had supplied the place of argument; that the period for reasoning had passed; and that the
cause of the Republic had been submitted to the arbitrament of arms. They could hardly comprehend that very
well; but finding we would not revive and refute old and exploded argnments, they assured us we never could
conquer the South; that we would have to kill every man, woman and child before we could subjugate the
“Confederacy,” and all that quintessence of bosh to which they seem so indissolubly wedded.
Not being feminine, we grew weary of talking at last, and were very desirous of some kind of privacy, and of
enjoying for a little while the luxury of silence. That we discovered very difficult of obtaining. We could not sit
down under the trees as we did at Montgomery, where we layover on Sunday, without gathering a crowd; and the
officer with us was at last forced to order peremptorily those resolved on our loquacious martyrdom to let us
alone. Gods! those were serious inflictions; and we concluded we had rather run the batteries half a dozen times
than undergo the boredom of talking to the countless fools we met all the way between Vicksburgh and
Richmond.
*
Speaking of the Sunday we remained in Montgomery reminds me of an incident that occurred while we were
strolling up the avenue toward the State House, in the afternoon, which represents a peculiar phase of Southern
inconsistency. As we passed a dwelling, a coarse, brutal-looking fellow thrust his head over a porch, and
addressing a mulatto girl standing on the sidewalk, used the following extraordinary language:
“Mary, G-- d--- your soul; have you said your prayers today?”
“No, master,” in a tone quite free from the African accent.
“Well, by G--, if you don’t do it before tomorrow, I’ll lash the skin off your back, G-- d--- you!”
So extraordinary was the language—so singular the connection between the man’s anxiety about Mary’s
prayers and his excessive profanity, that we all looked up in surprise, each one supposing he must have misunderstood the fellow. On asking each other what the brute had said, we all repeated the same language; and there can
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be no doubt we interpreted his orthodox solicitude and his vulgar swearing aright.
It is not at all unusual in the South, such intermixture of professed Christianity with the violation of all
practical morality and decency. Men who transgress all the Commandments, will prate of God and the Bible very
flippantly, and denounce a gentle and generous skeptic, whose life is entirely blameless, as violently as if he were
a poisoner or a parricide.
*
th
On the 9 of May we reached Atlanta, Georgia. The Union soldiers were marched off under guard, the Rebel
Lieutenant accompanying them, and leaving us in a sitting posture under a tree near the depot. We sauntered about
the city for awhile, answering a few questions asked by persons at the doors of the houses we passed, and then
repaired to the Whitehall-street Prison, to which the privates had been consigned, to inquire of our escort where
we should stop, whether at the Trout House or some other hotel.
Arrived at the Prison, the Lieutenant, somewhat to our surprise, introduced us to Colonel somebody, the
commandant, who invited us very politely to walk in. We did so; the door closed behind us; the key turned in the
lock with a harsh and grating sound, and we were in close confinement.
No-one visited us during the days we passed there, except a most pertinaciously offensive Hibernian, an
attaché of the Prison,. who entered every fifteen minutes to inquire if we did not want some liquor, or other
contraband article, which he was very willing to get if we would only be kind enough to pay him a “thrifle” for
his trouble. Learning we did not wish any stimulant, he was very anxious to exchange some Treasury Notes for
Rebel currency, declaring he knew an ancient Israelite round the corner who would give more for them than
anybody in the city. We gave the Celtic individual some money to get exchanged, and after trying to cheat us out
of it by at least a dozen ingenious manceuvres and flagrant falsehoods, he at last succeeded, with the greatest
difficulty, and after the most untiring exertion, he said, in obtaining one dollar and three quarters of the scrip for
one dollar of our currency.
*
My associate of The Tribune, while we were standing on the platform of the cars, going from Jackson to
Meridian, had had his hat stolen from his head by a South Carolina Major moving rapidly by on a train passing in
an opposite direction. That generous and chivalrous act, depriving my companion of any article of covering,
reduced him to the necessity of tying a handkerchief about his head, and of subsequently employing the son of
Erin as an agent to replace his lost hat. Various were the assumed or actual expeditions made into the city by our
Hibernian Custodian to procure a head-covering; and the things he brought in were grotesque enough. Some of
them looked like patent hen-coops; some like dilapidated coal-scuttles; others like rat-traps on an improved plan.
Mr. Richardson tried them all on, and suffered from a severe headache, and great demoralization in consequence.
At last a cotton cap, dirt-color, and amorphous in shape, was obtained—it reminded me of the head of the
woolly horse, as it would probably appear after it had been struck by lightning—and worn by my friend for many
months after. I always felt convinced that it was fortunate for the wearer he was in prison while under the
influence of that cap. Otherwise I think he must have turned highwayman, horsewhipped his father, murdered his
grandmother, or committed some other outrage entirely foreign to his nature.
The following Autumn the cotton anomaly passed into the possession of an old and very honest farmer,
confined in Castle Thunder for his loyalty; and such was the moral or rather immoral weight of the cap, that the
gray-haired ruralist immediately began to steal.
Poor fellow, he was not to blame! Who could resist so potent a pressure, such a thing of evil as that fleecy
abomination.
*
Up to that time we had traveled, as I have said, with a Lieutenant, merely as escort; but an amiable and a
chivalrous article in the Confederacy—edited, I am almost ashamed to say, by two Vermonters who had been two
years in the South—declaring Correspondents the worst persons in the Army; that they, and we particularly, ought
to be hanged; and that they (the editors) would be only too happy to hold one end of the rope for our hempen
accommodation, caused us to be treated somewhat rigorously, and marched through town, on our way to the
depot, under a heavy guard.
The two Lieutenants under whose escort we had traveled from Vicksburgh to Atlanta did not know much, but
they were at least respectful and courteous. The third Lieutenant, who took charge of us from Atlanta, was a
coarse, ignorant, brutal fellow, who endeavored to interest us by telling stories, to which the most depraved
females of Church-street would have declined to listen, and to compensate himself for his entertainment by
begging our knives and rings, or any of the few articles we had that attracted his fancy.
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At the depot we were not even permitted to purchase a paper; and the Lieutenant pretended, as did the
commandant of the Prison, that we were in danger of being mobbed, on account of the odium excited against us
by the grossly abusive editorial in the Confederacy. Whether there was or was not any ground for apprehension, I
am unaware; but certainly we felt none; albeit we deemed it quite in keeping with the generous conduct of the
Southerners to mob two or three prisoners of war who were entirely unarmed, and therefore at their mercy. Noone threatened or attempted to harm us at Atlanta, which place we left with no little satisfaction, because we were
getting so much nearer, as we fondly thought, to our freedom.
Our journey to Richmond, by way of Knoxville, was without accident or excitement. We were bored as usual
with questions as we stopped at the stations, and greatly fatigued, on reaching what was the Rebel capital, from
riding in box, platform, hog and cattle cars, night and day, without any opportunity or means of sleeping, and at
about as rapid a rate as that of a towboat on the Erie canal.
*
Arrived at Richmond, about daylight on the morning of the 16 th of May, the journalistic trio were told that they
must become inmates of the notorious Libby Prison until the flag-of-truce-boat came up, which would be in a day
or two, when we would be sent North. While we stood in Carey street, near the corner of Twenty-first, the Union
officers in the upper part of the building looked out of the windows, and cried “Fresh fish! Fresh fish!” with a
vigor of tone and an unction that I must say disgusted me to a point of indignation. I thought men who could make
stupid jests in such a dismal building as the Libby seemed to be, from an external view, ought to be kept there for
life. They certainly looked distressed enough to be dignified; and I was anxious the dramatic proprieties should be
observed.
Ushered into the officers’ quarters, we were loudly greeted with “Halloo, Yanks!” and plied with questions
concerning the place, mode, and time of our capture. The Libby, though bad enough, was not so bad as I had
anticipated. The floor was clean and the walls were whitewashed; but I thought if I were compelled to remain
there a month, I should die outright.
How little we know of ourselves! I passed sixteen months in places far worse than that—in rat-holes, and
damp cellars, and noisome cells; and yet resolved to survive the Rebellion if I were allowed half a chance. And,
thanks to an elastic constitution, which, by the by, required no anti-slavery amendments, and the practice of a
daily philosophy of the Xenocratic sort—to use the politician’s interpretation of Webster’s last words—“I am not
dead yet.”
What first shocked me in the Libby more than aught else was, that my fellow-prisoners, at least once a day,
thoroughly examined their garments, for what purpose I will not be unpoetic enough to state—and accompamed
their researches with much profamty and considerable phlebotomy. A few hours proved the urgent necessity of the
custom, and from that time until after my escape I made a quotidian investigation—in which, like a jealous
husband, I looked for what I feared to find—that never failed to fill me with aversion and disgust. I envied the
Emperor Julian’s indifference on a subject which no man less great than he could possibly feel.
The fact, too, that the prisoners were obliged to cook such little food as they could procure, wash dishes, clean
floors, and do the general work of scullions, as I have mentioned in detail elsewhere, and all under the most
adverse circumstances, rendered me a very rebellious loyalist; and, in connection with a system not yet fully
recovered from an attack of intermittent fever in the Louisiana swamps, prostrated me, before two days were over,
on the bare floor, with flaming blood and a burning brain.
*
Sickness was somewhat new to me, and sickness there was a sensation one would not care to have repeated. I
am not much given to Sentiment; but those dreary walls and hard floors, that rough fare and desolate captivity,
suggested their opposites, and brought to mind soft couches and softer hands, sweet voices and cooling draughts,
thoughts of the Beautiful and memories of Sympathy that were a torment and a torture there.
“Sick and in Prison, and you visited me not.” I found a meaning in those simple words I had not before
discovered, and felt in my inmost soul how dreadful an accusation that would be against a heart that had ever
assumed to love.
*
st
On the 21 of May, the truce-boat reached City Point, and on the day following all the persons captured on our
expedition were sent off, except myself and my confrere of the New York Tribune. The enemy kept faith with
them, and broke it with us; evidently believing that Tribune men had no rights he was bound to respect.
Commissioner Ould, when asked by our journalistic friend if he did not design releasing us also, replied, with as
many oaths as Hector McTurk, that we were the very men he wanted and intended to keep; that he would hold us
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until a certain fabulous number of innocent Confederates in Northem bastiles were set free; and vaguely intimated
that we should stay in prison until skating became a popular amusement in the Bottomless Pit.
When my collaborateur and I were informed of that shameful violation of faith, we knew our case was
hopeless; that the Tribune correspondents were in for the War; that no substitutes could be obtained, and that no
self-sacrificing and intelligent contrabands need apply. Subsequently, desirous of obtaining some official repudiation of our paroles, we put them in the hands of an attorney, and stated our case to him. He declared we were
unjustly detained; that no prisoner regularly paroled, as we were, had ever before been held; but that, as we
belonged to the Tribune, he could do nothing for us.
Nor could he. Ould, with the unbounded effrontery and superlative falsification that characterize him even
above other Rebels, declared Major Watts had no right to parole us, and if he had had the right, he (Ould) would
have possessed the authority to revoke the parole. Eminent descendant of Ananias, like Ferdinand of Arragon, he
only values a promise for the pleasure he experiences in breaking it. Trickster, hypocrite, and liar, he represents
each character so well that it is impossible to determine in which he excels; nor has he in any one of them any
equal but himself. He is one of the loudest mouthers about Chivalry and Honor in the .American Gascony; and yet
the only idea he can have of either of those much-abused terms is by practicing their opposites.
When our case was referred to the Southern Secretary of War, in an unanswerable memorial, the following
October—that we might have all the official evidence possible of the perfidy of the Rebels—Mr. Seddon’s sole
answer was our consignment to the Salisbury (N.C.)\fn{ North Carolina.} Penitentiary, as general hostages for the
good conduct of the Government.
Who ever heard of making a pair of individuals hostages for the conduct of a Nation? Of course the thing was
a farce. The Rebels only used that form that they might retain us to the end of the War. They might as well have
held a box of sardines for the preservation of the morals of Sardinia; and they knew it; but they employed the
phrase with all seriousness, and packed us off to Salisbury accordingly.
I mention these circumstances to show the animus of the Richmond authorities toward the Tribune men, and, if
I must be entirely candid, out of pride at the high, but, I hope, deserved compliment they paid us. Never during
the War have I known of another instance in which prisoners have been held, as we were, who had been paroled
regularly by an accredited agent of exchange at a regular point of exchange.
For the most honorable exception made in our favor, I feel thankful to the Rebels, generally and individually.
Their whole history is one of inhumanity, and their name is Perfidy; yet are they prolific of excuses and
explanations for their perfidious conduct, as may be seen by a single instance.
When I asked Major Thomas P. Turner, the Commandant, if he was aware we were paroled, and had the
paroles in our pockets—“Oh, that makes no difference,” he replied; “your paroles do not go into effect until after
you are on the truce-boat.”
“What in Heaven’s name do we want of paroles when we are on the truce-boat,” inquired I. “That is like telling
a criminal sentenceced to execution that he is pardoned, but that he is not to be benefited by his pardon until after
he has been hanged an hour.”
When Major Turner is hanged, as I am quite sure he ought to be, I trust he will be pardoned with that special
proviso.
*
When we first reached the LIbby, not more than seventy or eighty officers were confined there, mostly
prisoners taken at Chancellorsville; but on the afternoon of the day of our arrival, Colonel A.B. Streight and his
command joined us; and in a day or two more, Captain George Brown, of the gunboat Indianola, and his officers,
were added to the number, making about one hundred and seventy-five in all. All of us felt very gloomy, at least;
but we kept up a cheerful exterior, and endeavored to make the best of our very obnoxious suroundings.
About the 1st of June, the Chancellorsville and naval captives were released. I remember the latter were quite
demonstrative over the prospect of their return to freedom; so much so that I expressed to my confrere my
surprise at their lack of self-discipline.
“You must remember, Junius, they have been prisoners for three months,” was his answer; and, on reflection, I
ceased to marvel at their display of excessive joy.
Three months in Prison! What an age it seemed! I did not believe I could endure close confinement so long as
that: I supposed I must die perforce before a similar period had elapsed. How little do we know ourselves—least
of all, what we can bear of trial and of suffering! The loss of my freedom and the uncertainty of its restoration,
with the close atmosphere and the hateful surroundings of the Prison, were, as I have said, too much for me. My
system gave way, and ere a week had passed I was prostrate on the floor with a raging fever. Those who felt any
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interest in me became alarmed, thinking I would die in that wretched place. I did not share their apprehensions.
My opposition was excited, and I determined to live if I could, and part with my soul under better auspices.
Through eight weeks I suffered, and yet took no medicine; trusting to the best of physicians, Nature, for my
healing. I was cured at last in an unexpected, but most agreeable way.
We were all anxious about Vicksburg, hearing, as we did through the Richmond papers, that Johnston was
besieging Grant in turn, and would soon have him between two hostile armies. On the afternoon of July 8 th, while
I lay tossing with fever on my blankets in the hot, confined, unwholesome atmosphere of the Prison, a negro came
upstairs and told us Vicksburg was in our hands.
The effect was instantaneous with me. No cordial of Zanoni’s could better have done its therapeutic errand. I
rose at once, and joined in a tremendous chorus of the Star Spangled Banner, which made the air vibrate, and,
pouring out into the street, caused one of the Rebel officers below to say:
“Do you hear that? Those d----d Yankees must have got the news.”
That news, so glorious, proved more potent than an Arabian philter. I had no fever nor ailment of any kind for
many a long month after. The fall of Vicksburg gave me a new lease of life, and strengthened the hearts of the
Union prisoners to endure, like the blast of a defiant bugle in the hour of defeat. That was a happy evening for us,
even in Prison. We all said we could afford to be captives as long as the Rebels were soundly whipped; and not a
few declared the fall of Vicksburg worth twelve months of freedom. We sat up till midnight, and awoke the
echoes of that quarter of Richmond with the most vociferous singing of National airs, not forgetting John Brown’s
Body, which was especially obnoxious to the Rebels, and therefore particularly agreeable to us. We could hear the
insurgent officers swearing beneath our windows in the pauses of silence; but their curses were music to our ears,
and we chanted louder and more defiantly than before.
*
Though the Libby, materially considered, was the least bad Prison of the seven in which I was confined in the
South, it seemed often that I must die or grow insane there. We had a few books, but I could not read, and I was
afraid to think any more than I could avoid, for thought became brooding, and brooding misery, and despair.
When the fever was not upon me, I tried every way to dissipate the dark and haunting fancies, the desolate and
despondent feelings, that crowded upon my brain and heart. I tried tobacco for consolation, and, lighting a
common clay pipe, I would pace the floor for hours, to and fro, in company with some of the officers, talking of
the Past and speculating on the Future. How weary and monotonous was that walk over that wide Prison floor!
How it grew into, and became a part of, my life!
My blood leaped and my soul sickened when I stared into the unborn days, and saw no one through which the
light of liberty streamed. Weary, worn, restless, I often pressed my pale face against the window-bars and gazed
across the river, to the South, at the green slopes and cool forests, that. seemed so sweet and refreshing and
delicious in the distance. To walk there appeared like Paradise; for there was no restraint, no compulsion. How I
longed for the magic tapestry in the Arabian tale, which could transport me where I willed!
At last I began, by slow degrees, to accustom myself to my unnatural situation. I reflected on all the
philosophic theories I had entertained, on all the stoical principles I had tried to cultivate, and determined to steel
myself to the necessities of the occasion. The determination brought its fruit. Will bountifully repaid me for its
exercise. I found, after a few weeks, I could read, and reading was a great consolation. It aided me to strangle the
pangful hours; to prevent constant introspection; to turn back the surging tide that threatened at times to deprive
me of reason.
All the day, when I was not compelled to be in the kitchen, I stretched myself on my blankets near the window,
and strove to forget myself in the pages before me. I could do that but partially; yet it was a great relief; and I was
very thankful I had early formed the habit of seeking society in books. After dark we had no lights, unless a small
tallow candle, which we were compelled to extinguish at nine o’clock, could be called so; and then a few of us
would get together, and talk far into the night.
Fortunately for me, I slept well at that period, and realized in dreams what Fortune denied me. Every night I
was free. The body could be imprisoned, but the Rebels could not fetter the spirit. That returned to the dear old
North, and dwelt during the sweet hours of slumber amid the scenes it once had loved. So much did I dream of
freedom, that, at last, I lost all faith in my visions of the night; knowing they were delusions even while I was
under their influence. When I fancied myself in converse with my intimates; sitting at a luxurious board;
surrounded by objects of beauty; joyous amid the joyful, it was most painful to awake and behold the familiar
beams above my head, and the rafters of the roof, and the hateful walls of the Libby. I had suffered in that way so
often that my reason would no longer succumb to my imagination; and when pleasant and sympathetic voices
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seemed to fall upon my ear, I knew they were recollections, not realizations, the reflected desires of my own, not
the outpouring of another, heart.
*
As prisoners gathered to the Libby, as they did from Winchester and Gettysburg, greater efforts were made for
passing the time resignedly and profitably. Classes in Latin, French, and German were established; books were
procured in quantities in the city; .debating societies were formed, and manuscript papers begun. I confess I had
not the heart, nor was I in the mental condition, to take advantage of those means to lighten the burdens of
confinement; but my collaborateur, Mr. Richardson, recreated himself frequently in the debating society, and
became the most prominent of its members; drawing the officers largely whenever it was known he would
participate in the discussion.
Had I possessed the facilities, I should have liked to write something; but how could I do so when we had no
tables, except the rough boards from which we ate, and they were always in use; no chairs, or stools, or boxes
even, to sit upon; no space, however small, which was free from invasion and disturbance! The book I would have
written would not have been on prison-life, or had aught to do with prisons: it would have been something like a
novel of society, and filled, I fancy, with misanthropy and bitterness, combined with soft imaginings and
voluptuous coloring—the one produced immediately by the scenes about me; the other, through contrast with
them.
Reading, smoking, talking, scrubbing, walking, and cooking, made up my slender existence in the Libby.
Many of the officers were gentlemen of intellect, culture, taste, and breeding; but some, unfortunately, were so
destitute of dignity and manners that we were compelled to blush for them when prominent Rebels, either in
military or civil life, were brought into the Prison, as they frequently were, by Major—then Captain—Thomas P.
Turner, commandant—to see the collection of Yankee curiosities. The Rebels would walk about the rooms very
much as if they were in a zooogical garden, and this General, that Colonel, or that Major, was pointed out as
would be a Bengal tiger, an African giraffe, or a Polar bear.
Colonel Streight, while we were in the Libby, was the principal lion. The Richmond papers had abused him so
much, though for what reason it was impossible to conjecture, that they had rendered him famous. He had failed
on his raid, through lack of fresh animals, to strike the enemy the severe blow he had intended; but he was hated
as heartily as if he had been altogether successful. The hatred of the “chivalry” disturbed him very little, however:
indeed, I am quite confident he enjoyed it; and hated them back with an intensity that must have left some margin
in his favor.
Of course Tke Tribune correspondents had their share of attention, and were occasionally exhibited among the
Northern monstrosities. Had we been statues we could not have been more frozen and formal to the hostile
visitors or the attachés of the prison. We never spoke to any of them, save in the way of business inquiry, unless
we were addressed, and then briefly and pertinently as possible. They generally knew our status, antecedents, and
opinions—and if they did not they could easily have discovered them—and therefore questioned us very little
respecting our views and expectations. We were freed from the perpetual annoyances to which we had been
subjected on the way to Richmond, and we profoundly appreciated the relief.
*
Various were the methods the officers adopted to pass the time. Those of a lymphatic temperament slept about
fifteen or eighteen hours out of the twenty-four. Those of a very nervous and active mental organization played
cards—poker, euchre, and whist—checkers, and backgammon; wrestled, romped, and skylarked—as the sailors
term it—read and talked about past campaigns and future prospects; crushing the Rebellion, and settling the
affairs of the Nation, every few hours of the day.
The weather was very warm and sultry, and in the Prison, of course, extremely close, and sometimes stifling.
We were accustomed, consequently, to wear as few clothes as possible, but went around in nothing but drawers
and shirt, without shoes, and, sometimes, even with less attire. Fortunately, there was a bathing-tub in our
quarters, and somebody was in it all the while. At any hour of the night we could hear the water running, and the
splashing and plunging of the aqueous enjoyers. No doubt that had much to do with our health, which, contrary to
all expectation, was quite good throughout the Summer. There were few deaths during the four months of my
incarceration, and not much serious illness. Very strange it was so, when we remember how impure and vitiated
the atmosphere was, and how little care and comfort we could obtain when once sick.
During the mid-Summer some of us profited by a ladder leading to the roof of the building, by which the
subordinates of the Prison ascended for the purpose of raising and taking down the “Confederate” flag that flew
every day over the Libby. When we went to the hole cut in the roof for ventilation, and placed our faces over it,
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the air from below was so corrupt, heated, and steam-like, as to almost suffocate us; and yet in that atmosphere we
were forced to live, and breathe, and have our being. When it was discovered that we were obtaining a little fresh
air after sunset upon the roof, our cruel custodians ordered us down, and threatened to punish us severely and
close the aperture for ventilation if we persisted in going up there. They even did fasten down the skylight for a
fortnight, at the most torrid season of the year, because some unfortunate had disobeyed orders.
That was a fair specimen of the cruelty of our keepers. We did no harm on the roof; no one could even see us
there from the town; and yet they would not permit us to enjoy the blueness of the sky and the genial air of the
evening, when they knew we were gasping and panting in our mephitic quarters for the very thing they denied us.
Shame, shame, upon such inexcusable barbarity, such motiveless cruelty!
*
Soon after our arrival in Richmond, a paragraph was copied from The Tribune into the papers there, speaking
of Major Turner as the “infernal brute that commanded the Libby.” At that time Turner had not revealed himself,
and I supposed the denunciation unmerited. One day, in conversation with the Major on this subject, he remarked,
that if he were caught in New York he would probably be hanged. I told him I thought not; that he had no doubt
been misrepresented, as I believed then he had. Subsequently I learned better; and now I indorse the paragraph in
question most fully and cordially. I think if justice were meted out to Major Turner, he would be executed
summarily, and that the Prison Inspector, one Richard Turner—no relative of the commandant’s, but formerly a
Baltimore blackguard, and aspirant for the honors of Plug-uglyism—and a little puppy named Ross, once a
resident of New York—would share his fate. They did everything in their power to persecute prisoners, and richly
deserve death at the hands of those they treated so cruelly.
Major Turner did not do harsh things himself, so far as I knew; he was too politic for that; but he permitted
them to be done, and is, of course, responsible for the outrages, and they were many, practiced upon the captives
under his charge.
Speaking of him, he was guilty of a very small, but entirely characteristic meanness towards us. When Mr.
Colburn of .The World was released, he very kindly left $50 in Treasury Notes with Major Norris for our use, as
we were likely to remain in durance for an indefinite period. Major Norris handed the amount to Major Turner,
who informed us there were $50 in “Confederate”currency in his office to our credit. I told him Mr. Colburn had
agreed to leave us the sum in our money, which, as he was aware, was worth far more than the issues of the South.
The Major replied, somewhat nervously, that the notes handed to him were “Confederate;” and that was all he
knew about it. He simply told a deliberate falsehood for the purpose of cheating us out of a few dollars. And yet
he assumes to be a high-toned, honorable gentleman; and, according to the Southern standard, perhaps he is.
*
During our confinement at the Libby, Captains Flinn and Sawyer were selected by lot to be executed, in
retaliation for two Kentuckians whom General Burnside had caused to be shot for recruiting within our lines.
Well do I remember the morning—it was during the latter part of June, I think—the Captains were called out
of their quarters. They hurried down stairs gayly, and even boisterously, supposing they were to be paroled. They
were taken into a vacant room on the lower floor of the prison, formed in a hollow square, and there informed
solemnly and impressively, by Major Turner—even he seemed moved on the occasion—that he had a very painful
duty to perform, at the same time reading an order from General Winder to select two of the officers present for
immediate execution.
Imagine the sensations of the Captains—some fifty in number—at that moment! What a terrible reaction must
have followed! What an icy chill of horror must that announcement have struck to their hearts, swelling a few
minutes before with the hope of early restoration to freedom. It was not the fear of death that blanched so many
war-worn cheeks, and shook so many brave hearts; it was the suddenness, the horror of the idea—the cold,
deliberate determination, by lot, of a violent death to two of their innocent companions-in-arms.
One of our chaplains was requested to draw the names that had been written on slips of paper and thrown into
a box, and the first two were to be the victims. One might have heard the fall of a rose-leaf at that awful moment.
Every breath seemed suspended; every heart bursting with its pulsation. Eyes kindled with burning anxiety, and
lips quivered with suppressed emotion. Fearful scene! who can forget it! The names were drawn and announced;
and that hollow square took a long breath that was audible in the painfully silent room.
The selected Captains did not change countenance. They were pale before; but they turned no paler. Their
mouths closed more firmly, as if they were summoning the resolution of brave men to die bravely, and they
walked mournfully, though silently, away. They were taken before General Winder—I am very glad he is dead—
who abused them shamefully when he knew they believed they had only a few days, perhaps hours, to live—and
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thence removed to the subterranean dungeons of the Libby. Everyone knows how General Lee, the son of Robert
E. Lee, and Captain Winder were made hostages for Flinn and Sawyer, and how the Rebel authorities finally
released the chosen victims, although the Richmond papers clamored for their blood, and bitterly denounced
Jefferson Davis because he did not dare to execute them.
As I told them they would, the very day of their allotment, they obtained their freedom long before The
Tribune Correspondents; and yet their position was by no means pleasant. The Rebels were growing desperate
even then; and it was not unreasonable to suppose they might attempt the inauguration of a bloody retaliation in
the hope of compelling, what they had otherwise failed to secure, the interference of European powers for the
sake of humanity. .
The day of the drawing was a gloomy one in the Libby. We all felt if the Captains were executed, that no one
was safe; that retaliation once begun, no one could say where it would end. Mr. Richardson and myself knew our
prospects would be unusually brilliant for sudden removal from the terrestrial ball, if the execution of prisoners
once became the fashion; and we discussed with a grim kind of humor the sensations we would possibly
experience when we were led out to be shot or hanged. I expressed a decided partiality for shooting, as more
military, genteel, and dramatic; and denounced hanging as an undignified and ungentlemanly mode of exit even
out of Rebeldom. I remembered what a strong bias I had always had against the gallows, and began to believe that
the early developed feeling was a premonition of my fate.
I lost no sleep, however, over the matter. I had as much as I could do to live there, anyhow, and concluded, if I
had to stay in Southern prisons for many months, hanging might not be so bad, after all.
*
On the 2nd of September, 1863, we were transferred from the Lib by to Castle Thunder—a movement we by no
means relished, as the reputation of the Castle was extremely bad even in Richmond—but of which, of course, we
would have been too proud to complain, even if complaining had been of any advantage. To leave the officers
with whom we had been for four months, and among whom we had many warm friends, was a sore trial,
especially when we were going to a place where the worst class of prisoners was kept; but we bundled up our
blankets; shook hands with hundreds of men whose countenances we could not recognize in the crowd; and
hurried down stairs into Carey street, to gaze at the pallid faces peering at us through the bars, and wishing us
good fortune wherever we might go.
The Libby, as I have said, was the most endurable prison of which we were inmates; and I may here state that
our officers were in every way better treated than any other class of prisoners. Indeed, they can have little idea of
the sufferings of captives in the South, judging by their own experience. Citizens who wore held in another part of
the Libby, while we were there, were most inhumanly treated: they were not allowed to purchase anything, though
their rations were so short that they were constantly hungry, and we, in the officers’ quarters, supplied them
surreptitiously with bread and a few of the common necessities of existence, which they devoured like famishing
men.
The Southerners have such love of approbation, and draw the line so markedly between gentlemen and
commoners, that they hesitate to show to the officers, supposed by the Army Regulations to be of a different race
from the privates, the worst side of their character. Beyond the petty tyranny, superciliousness, and generally
offensive bearing of the officials at the Libby, we had, during our stay, little to complain of, at least compared to
what we saw and suffered elsewhere in Secessia.
*
Before my capture, I had imagined all manner of repulsive surroundings and annoying incidents in Rebel
Prison; but I had supposed that War-captives were at least allowed full leisure, as some compensation for the loss
of freedom. When I reached the Libby Prison, I was surprised and exceedingly indignant to learn that it was the
duty of the Officers, the Correspondents of the Tribune included, to clean their own quarters and prepare their
own food. That seemed an outrage upon propriety, designed to degrade gentlemen by association, education, and
profession, to the rank of cooks and scullions, and filled me with a violently insurgent spirit.
When I came to reflect, however, that what we did was for our own good; that we preserved our health and
insured our comparative comfort by attending to those really menial offices, I grew reasonably resigned.
Subsequently, when I burst into an expression of anger and disgust to the Commandant of the Libby one day, he
informed me he would be glad to cook our rations, but that the Officers generally preferred to prepare them for
themselves. That statement—very remarkable do I regard the fact—I found to be true.
The rations—bread, bacon, and rice at the time—were so vilely cooked by the negroes, that the Officers had
requested permission to perform the culinary duties, and obtained it. They disliked watery soup, with dirt, hemp,
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pebbles, and roaches as condiments, and muscular beef boiled to superlative dryness. They believed they could
support life by the consumption of less dirt, if they took the matter into their own hands; and they deemed the
experiment worth trying.
The officers were divided into large and small messes—the former containing twenty to thirty, and the latter
four to six members—and every day one or more of the members was appointed to do the cooking and dishwashing, and perform the other poetic et ceteras for the twenty-four hours. The third day, it came my turn to preside
over the destinies of the Kitchen; and most alarming was the announcement. I would rather have attempted to
capture Richmond, or pay off the National Debt, or be happy in the Libby; but, as I could employ no substitute, I
was bound to rely on myself.
The cooking was not very extensive, nor were the means; but I felt as awkward as if I were about to address
the Tycoon in Japanese. Imagine the situation of an unfortunate mortal who not only had never done anything of
the kind, but had never seen it done. The stewing of “Saddle-Rocks” in a chafing-dish, or the preparation of a
lobster salad, was as far as I had ever advanced in the mysteries of the cuisine. If I could have had another wish
beside that for my liberty, I would have asked to be metamorphosed into the humblest of cooks.
There was no use of fretting. Complaint never cooked a piece of bacon, nor made a fire in a broken stove. I set
to work; my companions, who had had their experience, laughing at my earnest endeavors, and my ill-concealed
disgust.
There were very few dishes; the stoves were in a wretched condition; the wood was green; the bacon was
tough; and my knife was dull. After laboring an hour, the perspiration streaming down my face, I succeeded in
getting some pieces of bacon over the fire, and spilling the grease upon the only pantaloons I possessed. In
another hour I had fried some bread in the pan, and at the close of the third I had boiled a little water impregnated
with burnt corn, which the Rebels, with a delightful idealism, termed coffee. We stood up to breakfast—memories
of the Fifth Avenue and Delmonico’s, come not near!—one tin dish, a block of wood, and a piece of brown paper
serving as the plates; a pen-blade, our fingers, and a sharp stick, as knives and forks.
I was very hungry when I undertook the matutinal meal; but my efforts had destroyed my appetite. I stood and
looked on the rough board that served for a table, and if I had been a woman I presume I should have wept like
Niobe, and declared I would be a nun. Again and again I had to cook that day, which seemed as if it would never
end; and though for four months I sacrificed myself on the altar of the Kitchen, I never became reconciled to the
ultra-prosaic obligation.
Heavy and desolate as was Prison life, the hours that divided me from my cooking-day appeared like minutes,
when I thought of that dire necessity. From seven o’clock in the morning until quite dark I then passed in the
Kitchen; watching my opportunity to get some vessel on one of the fractured stoves, and seeing that no one took it
off when it was once on. Cooking at the Libby was a perpetual struggle, jarring, tumult, and annoyance; not
infrequently involving a personal encounter. A man who could have preserved his temper there would have
excelled human nature. The process of operating in the kitchen would have irritated a saint, and made Fenelon
blasphemous.
Just picture the place to yourself. In a room twelve by twenty feet were three broken stoves, in which at least
seven or eight hundred men had to cook. The pans, pails, and cups were very few; not one where twenty were
needed. The stoves smoked like Vesuvius; the apartment was always sky-color; the atmosphere hot and pineimpregnated to suffocation.
One was required to wait sometimes an hour before he could get a place on the stove; and, as soon as had, he
was likely to lose it by some other person removing his dish, and putting his own in its stead. One could not lay
down a knife or fork without missing it; could not turn his back without being deprived of some portion of his
rights. I would have liked to see the South try to get its rights there. Astræa herself could not have obtained hers.
Under such circumstances there was constant bickering, wrangling, and contention, with more violations of the
Third Commandment than I care to record. Threats were made, insults offered, and even blows exchanged; all of
which appears now very silly and undignified; but then I did not wonder at it. We were all in a condition of
suppressed irritation. Our nerves were morbidly acute. The law of our Being read backwards. Our temperament
was revolutionized. We were disposed to visit on each other what under different circumstances would have been
visited on the common foe.
The mishaps and contretemps of the Kitchen were too numerous to mention, and, to a man who could keep his
temper, exceedingly ludicrous. It was singular, such was the aggravation and provocation at all times, that there
were so few actual pugilistic engagements. We had a hundred incipient affairs of the kind every day, and several
personal encounters were usually generated out of that number. Generally, however, the bitterness of feeling
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wasted itself in words.
All the prisoners felt that it was disgraceful for officers of the United States .Army to be engaged in personal
quarrels; but when a man had his vessel, which he had been two hours in getting, stolen almost before his eyes;
had hot soup poured down his back; scalding coffee turned into his boots; or his rice pail filled with potatoes; was
it strange that he was deprived of his amiability, and ventured the assertion that he could whip somebody—it
mattered not whom.The scenes that occurred there every morning were worthy of the pencil of Hogarth or
Cruikshank. The room was crowded to excess. Everybody was trying to do what only one-twelfth of those present
could accomplish. There were fifty claimants for every vessel.
The small messes came into collision with the large messes. The war raged with the bitterness of the contests
between the houses of York and Lancaster, or the rival factions of the Guelphs and Ghibellines. Such a
conglomeration of interests and purposes; such a chaos of voices; such a jostling and confusion; such an olla
podrida of the absurd, the excited, the belligerent, and the profane could not well have been witnessed anywhere
else.
And: then the conviction that the resentments and quarrels were altogether mean and unworthy; the idea that
gentlemen should fly into a passion, and descend to the morals of the Prize Ring, about a few miserable iron
skillets and tin pans; should for no higher object imitate the fishwomen of Billingsgate, mortified all concerned
when coolness and reflection came.
Every officer, when the cooking was over for the day, promised amendment, and vowed for the future he
would observe decency and decorum. But when the dreadful cooking-day came around again, those good
resolutions were dispersed into thin air, and the ancient Adam asserted itself in spite of good breeding, selfdiscipline, and the sense of propriety. Through the thick smoke of the Libby Kitchen a confusion of tongues was
heard that reminded one of his idea of the Tower of Babel.
Some of the foreign officers became so excited that they could not do justice to their feelings in the English
vernacular, but appealed to German, French, and ltalian—we had a number of nationalities in the Prison—for full
expression of their fancied wrongs and woes. Many of them declared that they would rather go through a battle
than spend a day in the kitchen—and I shared their opinion fully; for, grotesque and contemptible as those things
appear at present, they were our life then, and weighed with a now incomprehensible burden on our spirit and our
brain.
Who that was there will ever be able entirely to forget the Libby Kitchen; the struggle between the small and
the large messes; the great contest of the pans and plates; the sieges of the skillets; the raids upon the woodpile;
the defeats at breakfast; the drawn battles at dinner; the triumphant victories at supper; the irrepressible conflict
between bacon and business; rice and rhetoric; dried apples and despair
*
To dwell in a prison within a prison is one of the experiences the War Correspondents enjoyed in Richmond,
and which not a few of our officers and soldiers have shared with them. As I have mentioned, we of the Tribune
were always endeavoring, like Sterne’s Starling, to get out—by the by, I never fully felt the truth of that bit of fine
writing in the Sentimental Journey until I had been a prisoner nearly a year—and, like the poor bird, we found it a
hard task to accomplish our freedom.
At Castle Thunder we always had some plan; and as often as we failed, we formed another. We had made
arrangements, through trusty messengers, where to go in the city, in the event of our breaking the bonds that
fettered us; and we felt confident our escape could not be much longer delayed. The Destinies seemed opposed to
us, however. All our enueavors blossomed without fruit. We failed almost always through some other agency than
our own; and at last we came to look upon ourselves as the Jonahs of any enterprise of the kind. .
Any tunnel in which we were interested was sure to be exposed, or too long deferred, or to tumble in at the
very moment it was ready to be tapped. Any guard that we had gotten into a proper condition to take our money,
and give us our freedom, was certain to be detailed, or fall sick, or die, or get drunk just when we needed him.
Any night on which we depended for complete darkness, proved to be declared out with at least a thousand
additional stars and an extra flood of moonlight. The Elements and Fortune both seemed to have arrayed
themselves against the “historians of the war” and we marveled much when the long night of adversity would end.
In one thing we were lucky enough. The authorities of the Prison either did not suspect us of being Catilines,
or, if they did, gave us no intimation of their suspicion. That was somewhat singular; for a citizen of Maryland,
who assumed to be a most earnest Unionist and a most zealous Christian, we knew was a perpetual spy upon all
the inmates of the room in which we were confined; and we knew also that he was morally certain we had tried a
score of times to get out.
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On a certain night the thing was all arranged. There was to be no postponement on account of the weather, and
positively no change of performance. At twelve o’clock one of the New York Herald Correspondents, Mr.
Richardson, myself, and several others, were to go out of the room—the sentinel having agreed to unlock the door
down into the street, by other guards who were in our pay and confidence. We arose from our blankets—we had
lain down for a feint—put on our clothes, and were ready to set out. The sentinel wished to see our money. The
Herald man handed him a roll of banknotes, and when they were returned, they proved to be ones instead of fives,
as the Correspondent insisted. That was a palpable theft; and we concluded if the guard would cheat us on the
inside of the bars, we could not depend on him on the outside. So we fell back with maledictions on the perfidious
Rebel.
The next morning the Bohemian discovered his mistake. He had given the guard the wrong roll of notes; and
we lost our chances for freedom—that time at least—by our own blunder.
*
The subsequent afternoon we three Bohemians were called out, and informed that we would be consigned to. a
cell; and before evening we were transferred there. A dismal, dirty place, that cell. It was about twenty by twelve
feet; the floor incrusted with filth. But one window served to let in any light. The walls and ceiling were begrimed
with smoke and years of accumulated dust. No ventilation in the cell, which was sorely needed, as there were tubs
in the den that had stood there, and infected the atmosphere for many weeks, if not months.
A temple of Cloacina was a charming abode, and a smoke-house a rosy Eden, compared to that cell. Not a box,
bench, or even stick of wood, was in the place. A small broken stove constituted its sole piece of furniture. The
cell brought to our mind the Vicksburg jail, and we laughed at the magnificent preparations made for our
reception.
The first thing we did was to give two or three handfuls of Rebel currency—we certainly could afford to be
generous with that kind of “money”—to an attaché of the Castle, and ask for wood, a wash-basin, a stool, &c. We
did not relish the change, but we concluded to make the best of the worst, and immediately set about rendering
ourselves—in the true Bohemian style—as little uncomfortable as possible. We lighted our pipes to improve the
atmosphere, and talked of New York hotel-life; of handsome furniture, epicurean dishes, and the very opposite of
our surroundings. At a late hour we rolled ourselves in our blankets, and slept quite well, in spite of the
repulsiveness of the place.
In the morning, our companions in the room we had left sent us various articles of food from the boxes
received from the North, and kind expressions of sympathy and hopes that we would soon be released from our
prison within a prison. The same day some seven new personages were sent into our cell for a similar offense to
ours. They were decidedly mauvais sujets and had all belonged to the Southern army. For two years they had been
guilty of all manner of crime—theft, burglary, forgery, stabbing, shooting, and I know not what else. Their faces
reflected their characters, and would have been admirable additions to the Tombs gallery of notorious rogues.
Delightful society, thought we, for gentlemen; and we referred to Young Mirabel in the company of the bravos.
Alas! there was no Oriana to deliver us from our peculiar friends! We were obliged to await the inexorable logic
of events, and we waited long.
Our bevy of fresh visitors, with all their vices, treated us with entire courtesy and kindness. They offered to do
little offices, and really assisted us in many ways. One of them was extremely desirous to have me write him a
love letter to his inamorata, a barmaid or kitchen queen residing in the city. I gratified him, and indited a classical
billet-doux to his proletarian mistress, with which he expressed much delight; the only objection to it being his
inability to understand what it was all about.
The rogues grew very communicative, and told us how much money they used to make, twelve or fifteen
months before, by “shoving a Mick,” “running a kink,” and other entertainments, the nature of which, from the
occult language of the revealers, was entirely enigmatic. Our friends undertook to enlighten us on the character of
their speculations, informing us that “running a Mick” was to get an Irishman drunk; induce him to enlist for two
or three hundred dollars; obtain five times that sum from some citizen desirous of procuring a substitute; and after
sending the Hibernian to Camp Lee in the forenoon, to go out for him towards evening; bring him in again, and
sell him to some other individual requiring a representative in the field.\fn{ Both Northern and Southern governments
permitted some form of hire-to-serve-in-place-of the intended draftee. One could actually buy the services of a man to serve in the armed
forces in place. This, of course, is essentially an anti-democratic measure, and is no longer allowed; but something like persists into the
twentieth-first century, in the form of “deferments”—if you ware the sole support of your family, for example; or if you are mentally or
physically unfit by competent medical authority. } “Coming the kink” was to steal a negro from the country, and dispose of

him in town; one of the party himself pretending to be an African—having previously blacked up, and put on a
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wig—and a brother or near relative of the melanthrope in question. Those fellows would steal the Ethiop and sell
him again; and sometimes they had bartered away the same darkey seven or eight times in one month.
Those revelations were highly edifying, of course. They gave us such a new idea of the peculiarities of trade
that we have ever since confessed our ignorance of some of its branches. Some of the rogues had been traveling
through the South for two years, drawing the pay of Lieutenants, Captains, and Majors, though they never had
been more than privates, and had only carried muskets until they found it convenient to run away. In the line of
desertion they had been very energetic. They assured me they had belonged to twelve or thirteen regiments at
different times, and had engaged themselves as substitutes whenever opportunity offered. They were a rare
coterie of gentlemen, and I greatly admired the delicacy of their organization, and their sublimated ideas of honor.
They furnished us with some knowledge of the corruption that existed in Secessia, by assuring us that there were
hundreds of bogus officers in every State, who had swindled the Treasury out of millions of dollars.
“Confound their old rags!” said our heroes of Alsatia, in justification of their dishonesty, “what harm is there in
stealing their d----d trash. They ought to pay a man for putting it in circulation.”
The fellows were adventurous, too. They had frequently made their escape, but always contrived to be brought
back. They had changed their names so often that they did not recognize, or had forgotten, the one they originally
bore. They had been in every department of dishonest enterprise—from watch-stuffing to garroting—and had not
committed murder only because they did not believe it good policy. I asked one of their number:
“What is Mr. ——’s calling? What does he do for a livelihood?”
“He? Oh, he doesn’t do much now. He’s in the burglary business a little, but it hasn’t paid him very well
lately.”
The burglary business! My question-answerer spoke as if it were an entirely legitimate avocation, and no
doubts were to be expressed thereof.
The sacred seven related their manner of escape at different times, which displayed no little ingenuity, and
rather interested us who had yet so much to accomplish in that way. They had gone out of the Castle in broad
daylight, with pens behind their ears and slips of paper in their hands; the guards supposing they were clerks
connected with the Prison. They had sooted their faces, and changed clothes with some of the negroes, and gone
out at night to their quarters, whence they could pass over the roof of an outhouse, and, dropping down into an
alley, get away before the guard could fire on them. They had slipped out behind detectives, pretending to be their
deputies, and had exhausted their ingenuity in their endeavor to deceive the guard. One of them had contrived to
obtain a woman’s apparel, and, habiting himself in it, had passed the sentinels without exciting suspicion.\fn{ This
last ruse was attempted by President Jefferson Davis, in order to avoid capture by Union troops; but without success. } They had even
gotten into empty barrels, and been driven out in wagons by the negroes.
*
For nearly two weeks we were kept in the cell, during which we smoked a great deal, and became exceedingly
disgusted with ourselves and the world at large. How we paced the floor to and fro! How we wore smiles rather
sardonic on our lips, and forced every day’s bitterness of feeling into our hearts! How we grew skeptical of
everyone, even our nearest friends, and doubted if we had any! How we scoffed at the “disinterested motives” of
the great World, and vowed that such things as affection and sympathy did not exist outside of the poet’s page. We
became cynical in spite of ourselves, and reached Schopenhauer’s plane—hoping nothing, expecting nothing,
caring for nothing.
Few persons, unless they have had the experience, can determine how much a long captivity dries up the heart,
narrows the mind, and withers all the freshness of existence. Shut out from every refining and humanizing
influence, deprived of the sight of Beauty, of the sense of Fragrance, of the sound of Melody, a man of any
imagination or sensibility must be uneducated back to a condition of spiritual barbarism, and be inoculated with a
moroseness and skepticism years will not eradicate, nor the assurance of. love and friendship altogether remove.
His captivity leaves on his soul the shadow that is never lifted, and so rudely shatters frail barks of Hope and
Beauty, which erst sailed smoothly on the unruffled sea of his Being, that they never dare venture forth in the
future from the closed harbor of his isolated heart.
Out of that noisome, repulsive cell went we to our old quarters, parting from our fortnight-old companions of
“Mick-shovers” and “kink-comers” without any agony of spirit, that the sumptuous splendor of that most
romantic of Castles, and the deliciousness of its aromatic atmosphere would not soon remove. In the Citizens’
Room, as it was called, we were greeted by those from whom we had been temporarily separated, as if we had
come out of bondage to freedom; and indeed the old quarters, dreary and disagreeable as they were, opened to us
on our return with a breath of the far-off fragrance of Paradise.
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*
A brief sketch have I given here of cell-life as experienced by us; and though it presents no very attractive
picture, it was bright and beautiful as a Claude or Poussin, compared to the experience of some other captives.
Some of the cells of the Libby Prison and Castle Thunder were such as we would not think to find in the present
century. The former were under ground, damp, dark and dismal in the extreme, and so unwholesome that I have
known officers confined there a week to sink under the infliction, and suffer from a serious illiless. The brutes at
the Libby—most conspicuous among whom were the Turners—have thrown Union officers into those vile cells
for accidentally expectorating on the floor, for giving a piece of bread to some captive more unfortunate than they,
and other trivial offenses. When officers attem.pted to escape, or were recaptured after escaping, they were
placed in those subtenanean dens, and kept there on the smallest and most obnoxious rations for weeks, and
sometimes months—as long generally as they could be kept without imminent peril to their lives. I have known
our officers so starved there, that they caught rats, and ate them with the greatest relish; and so broken in health
and constitution, that they did not recover for months, and will not, some of them, to their dying day.
The Rebels have had a great deal to say since the war, of Northern bastiles, but never a word about Southern
ones. I confess to a much longer and more varied acquaintance with the Southern than those at home; but I feel
confident such confinement as has been the rule in Dixie would not be tolerated in the more liberal and
enlightened part of the Republic. I have again and again seen Union captives come out of cells in Richmond pallid
and emaciated as consumptive corpses—mere ghosts of men—with mouldy clothes and mildewed hair, burning
with fever, bent with rheumatism, wasted with dysentery, who had been detained in those dungeons with a
fiendish malignity, until their wretched existence held by a single thread.
At the Castle, too, I have often been surprised at the tenacity with which incarcerated victims clung to their
frail tenements of clay in the cells and dungeons that admitted hardly a ray of light; too small for the inmates
either to lie down, or sit, or stand with ease. The air of those dens was pestiferous. They reeked with filth and
vermin. They would have delighted the Doges in the days of Venetian crime and Venetian mystery. They would
have closed forever the babbling lips of those who talk of our generous but erring brothers—our brave but
wayward sisters of the South.
Brave and generous people cannot be cruel, and cruelty was an inextinguishable element in the character of
most of the Prison authorities of Secessia. They were malevolent without pretext, and inhuman without passion—
an anomaly only to be explained by the enunciation of a truth I have long recognized, that “Slavery is barbarous,
and makes barbarians.”
*
Castle Thunder, though more disagreeable on account of the character of its occupants, was preferable, on the
whole, to the Libby, because there was less tyranny and contemptible malice there than at the other Richmond
Prison. At the Libby we could relieve the tedium of captivity by conversation with intelligent and well-bred
officers; but at the Castle we were forced to depend almost entirely on our own society—Mr. S.T. Bulkley, of the
Herald, had been added to the Bohemians—as our fellow-prisoners were for the most part deserters, thieves,
swindlers, and loyal but ignorant men, far more interesting abstractly than socially.
The commandant of the Castle, a regular Bombastes Furioso, happened to have some literary pretensions—
they were purely pretensions—and therefore treated journalists with a certain degree of consideration. We had
privileges others had not, and rather congratulated ourselves upon our transfer, albeit the Richmond authorities
had designed it as an augmented severity
There, as I have said elsewhere, we first began to put in practice our ideas of escape, and, in conjunction with
others, to dig tunnels, sonnd guards, enlist negroes in our service, and make arrangements, in the event of our
exodus, for concealment in the city.
At the Castle we witnessed a great deal of suffering; though, from the causes already mentioned, and from the
fact that while there we received several boxes of supplies from the North, we Bohemians were enabled to make
ourselves comparatively comfortable. We were in the least bad quarters in the Prison—it was formerly a tobacco
warehouse and factory—and had gathered during our long incarceration a number of such articles as are usually
considered necessary to housekeeping. Compared to those about us we were the purple-robed patricians of the
place. Generally, we were neither hungry nor ragged; and yet every day we saw poor devils so cold in their
squalid fragments of attire, that they could hardly hold the hard corn-bread doled out to them to their pale and
wasted lips.
No Union captive ever received a single garment or blanket from the Rebels: he was thrown into the prison to
shift for himself as best he might. If he froze, they cared not; if he perished, they had only one less Yankee to feed.
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They were as indifferent to the sufferings of the prisoners as they wonld have been to those of the Feejee
Islanders; and they made no pretense of sympathy or commiseration.
The Southern citizens were treated quite as badly as the Yankees—even worse, sometimes, I thought—
especially if they were poor and friendless. Old men, with white hair and forms bent with years, were incarcerated
there on charge of having given food to their sons, who had deserted from the Army. Others were snatched. from
their homes on vague accusations of disloyalty to the so-called Confederacy, and allowed to die there untried and
unknown.
A large number of persons were there as spies—when the Rebels could trump up no other charge against a
man, they called him a spy, knowing that would hold him for an indefinite period—who had not brains, or energy,
or courage enough to incur the suspicion of any sane person. They had actually thrown into the Castle as a spy, a
poor lunatic who had broken out of the Jackson (Mississippi) Asylum; and when I went farther South he was still
in captivity, with a prospect of ending his days there. It was even reported among the traditions of the Prison that
blind men had been there as spies, and dumb persons on charge of giving information to the enemy; but for those
reports I do not vouch. Certainly, however, men were there on the most absurd grounds, and likely to remain
unless they had money or friends.
There was no assumption of justice in the Castle. Anyone might perish within its walls from sheer neglect, or,
once confined there, all trace be lost of him. It was indeed a Southern Bastile. Almost everybody in Richmond got
into the Castle some time or other: prominent Rebel officers, men, women, and children. That it was employed for
the most nefarious purposes I cannot doubt. During the reign of General Winder and his Baltimore plug-ugly
Detectives, the grossest abuses were practiced. Any man bearing malice against a citizen of Richmond had only to
trump up some story, relate it to a Detective, and, presto, the unfortunate found himself in the Castle. As the
nature of his offense was not stated even to him, he could make no defense, and unless some good Rebel outside
interested himself in his behalf, his prospects of long imprisonment were surprisingly brilliant.
An old occupant of the Prison assured me that a Southern officer, having become enamored of a citizen’s wife,
breathed some secret suspicion of her husband’s loyalty to Winder’s ruffians, and instantly the ill-starred liegelord was looking at Virginia’s capital through iron gratings. The husband removed, the libertine officer prosecuted
his suit without interruption; and when the former re-obtained his freedom, his wife had become openly the
mistress of the licentious Major.
Such instances were not uncommon. The odious lettre de cachet was revived. The Castle was made the vehicle
of personal malice and private revenge. The commandant, Alexander, was accused of all manner of debaucheries
and cruelties, and arraigned before the “Confederate” Congress on the gravest charges. Nothing came of them
beyond the removal of the official, and the substitution of a much meaner man in his place, who, subsequent to
our transfer to Salisbury, would not allow any of the prisoners to purchase a particle of food, or even a copy of a
newspaper. That contemptible piece of malice was carried into execution until the fall of Richmond, and the
inmates of the Castle suffered greatly from the premeditated cruelty.
*
A more energetic set of conspirators, or more enterprising planners of escape, than were at the Castle, I have
not seen. They were always contriving some means to get out, and exhausting ingenuity to that end. They dug
tunnels enough to undermine the City, and worked subterraneously like moles. Whoever wanted to escape,
brought himself into sympathy with the Bohemians. We were generally in league with most of the villains in the
Prison, for they were more industrious and audacious than the honest fellows. Yet were we unsuccessful in our
endeavors for many months, though it seemed our activity earlier merited the reward which ultimately came.
One night, some ten of the prisoners essayed to escape by digging a tunnel, but were informed upon by a
traitor in their midst, and their attempt frustrated. They were taken before the Commandant, the Bobadil I have
mentioned, who, with a pompous and Jupiter-Tonans air, thus delivered himself:
“There is no use, men, of trying to get out of here: it is absolutely impossible! You can make no movement;
you can not breathe; you can not have a thought that is unknown to me. You might as well attempt to scale
Heaven as escape from the Castle; so you had better behave yourselves, and become resigned to your situation.”
The very next night, the harangued captives, with twelve others, got out, and were never afterward heard of by
the Rebels.
*
During the latter part of our confinement at the Castle, as I have said, we were the happy recipients of several
boxes. To get them was a pure piece of good fortune; for the chance of losing anything sent from the North was as
ten to one. The officer in charge of the Rebel warehouse had known us at Vicksburg, and was unusually obliging
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to us. As soon as we were advised by letter of a shipment of supplies, we would obtain permission to visit the
warehouse under guard, and get hold of our box before it was broken open or stolen. If a package remained there
any number of days, it was pretty certain to be pillaged. Hardly anything ever came through unimpaired. The
Union officers could obtain very little without bribery, and they frequently offered a quarter and even half the
contents of a box, to procure the remainder.
No class of people I have ever met are so susceptible to a bribe as the Rebels. From the pompous, swaggering,
pseudo-gentleman down to the lackey, they would all, like old Trapbois, in the Fortunes of Nigel, do almost any
thing for a consideration. They outdid the stage Yankees in their fondness for bartering and exchanging, and
talked of swapping and trading you out of whatever you had or wore, in a manner I had not known—often as I
have been in New England—to exist, save in histrionic Solomon Swops and Solon Shingles. They even play the
mendicant almost as well as professional lazzaroni. You can not have anything gay or striking on your person, any
bright color or shining metal, but some fellow, who professes to be a gentleman, will ask you, directly or
indirectly, to give it to him.
Poor devils! they have no surplus of attire or adornment; but one would imagine, with all their pretension, they
might, during the present century, have learned at least the first lesson in good-breeding. They are shams in
manners, as they are in chivalry, hospitality, culture, and everything else. They are brave, of course, because they
are Americans; but they must even pretend a recklessness of life and a passion for death that is not natural to
humanity, and assuredly not to them more than to any other part of the great family.
With all their braggadocio and bombast about perishing in the last ditch, and dying to the last man, woman,
and child, they know when they are whipped, as thoroughly and quickly as any other people, and have no more
natural appetite for coffins and graveyards than the rest of mankind. Of course the leaders will fight while they
can keep a formidable army in the field; and when they can not, they will submit quietly, or run away. They have
been prating since the War began, as if, in the event of their subjugation, which is as certain to take place as the
sea to ebb, or buds to bloom, they would imitate their more generous and chivalrous brothers, the Japanese, and
perform a general hari-kari upon themselves.
They won’t do any thing of the sort: they can’t be induced to do it. I wish they could. If they can endure the
ripping up, I fancy we can; and as the matter-of-fact individual told the fond mamma, who informed him that her
daughter was of a very gushing nature, “Let her gush, marm!” we can say, with a very commendable degree of
composure, when the insurgent leaders adopt self-dissection as a business:
“You never had any bowels of compassion to spare, gentlemen; but if you are so minded, let them rip.”
*
Since the above was written, Richmond has fallen, and Lee’s grand army, which was the mainstay of the
Rebellion, has crumbled to pieces. Therefore what I have said may be regarded in the light of a prediction. The
Rebels now do know they are whipped, and Jefferson Davis, his Cabinet, and the principal leaders have run away
—are at this moment fugitives in the land. The power of the great Insurrection is broken. The cause of the
Secessionists is hopelessly lost, and yet we hear of no general hari-kari; no gratuitous dying of women and
children; no perishing in the last ditch.
It is extremely difficult to write anything about the War, while events are developing so rapidly as they have
been in the last few weeks. The prophecy of today becomes the fact of tomorrow. The speculation of one hour
passes into history the next.
No one can doubt at present, however much he may sympathize with the South, that the War, so far as any
largeness of operations is concerned, is practically over; that the giant of Treason has been laid low. He may rave
and wrestle in his chains; he may struggle to rise, and may yet do us some injury, but he has ceased to be
formidable: his power for permanent evil is forever and forever gone.
*
To return from great to small things, let me go back to the Castle, which is now a prison for the enemy, and not
for the loyal who suffered there so long; whose sufferings are more than atoned for by the glory of the Present; the
triumph of the Right; the establishment, after four years of sanguinary strife, of the integrity of the Republic, and
the restoration of the Nation beyond the power of future harm.
During the month of November, if I remember rightly, two more Bohemians were added to our triad, Mr. L.A.
Hendrick and Mr. George H. Hart, of the New York Herald. They had been captured by Colonel Mosby, while
acting as safeguards at the house of a Virginia lady, who stated the circumstances, and begged that they be
released, as justice and honor demanded. Mosby said he was compelled to send them to Richmond, but assured
the lady they would not be detained. They were kept there for three months, and obtained their liberty at last only
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by securing the services of able lawyers, and by the fact that they did not belong to the Tribune.
Early in January, 1864, it was proposed by Commissioner Ould to exchange for them two attachés of the
Richmond Inquirer, who had been captured in some piratical expedition on the Chesapeake, and who had no right
to claim the treatment of Correspondents or journalists. Ould sent Colonel Tyler, the proprietor of the Enquirer, to
them to arrange the exchange—ignoring the Tribune writers altogether—informing them if the Richmond
journalists were not released from irons, in which he said they had been put—as they deserved to be, I presume—
that the Southern authorities would be compelled to place two of the five Correspondents in the Castle in a similar
position.
Mr. Richardson and I laughed at the one-sided arrangement, knowing that if any pair were to be put in irons, it
would in all probability be ourselves, although no opportunity was given us for freedom. The irons proved a mere
threat, or at least there was no excuse for their employment, as Hart and Hendrick were paroled, and sent North to
obtain the release of the Richmond scribes, which they did, although they had then been prisoners only about onethird the time that the Tribune correspondents had.
Mr. S.T. Bulkley, also of the Herald, was soon after released: proving conclusively, were any proof needed,
that the Richmond officials had no particular animosity against War Correspondents, so long as they were not
members of Horace Greeley’s staff.
*
The five Bohemians, while together, were in the same mess, of course, and, as they were rather congenial,
assisted each other not a little in relieving the tedium of prison life. With the boxes and the books we had received
from the North, we continued to live with comparative comfort. The days of our cooking and playing scullion had
passed; we had assistants there to perform menial offices; and, consequently, we had ample leisure for reading and
indulging in our favorite amusement of whist, in which, from long practice, we attained considerable skill.
The Castle was lighted with gas, which was burned all night when we did not turn it off to hide some attempt
to escape—so that we could sit up as late as we chose. We had nocturnal lunches from our bountiful supplies, and
often sat over coffee, and sardines and preserves, smoking our cigars, until the sentirrels beneath the grated
windows called the hours of two and three in the morning. During no period that we were in captivity, did we of
the Tribune subsist beyond a few days at a time on the Prison rations. Had we been compelled to do so, we would
have been occupying long since a few feet of the sacred soil of Virginia or North Carolina. We would not have
starved to death positively, perhaps; but our systems would have so run down on the meager and unwholesome
diet that we would have fallen ill, and never have gained strength sufficient for restoration.
Having no expectation of release save through our own agency—and that was highly improbable—we always
looked ahead, and prepared for the coming months. We managed almost always to keep in funds, receiving
Treasury Notes secretly in cans of preserves, butter, and books sent us in our boxes. We experienced no difficulty
in exchanging the National currency for Rebel scrip, as there was always an active demand for the former in all
the prisons to which we were consigned, from Vicksburg to Salisbury, at rates varying from two to fifteen of their
stuff for one of our money. The Rebel officers were ever anxious to buy, and when they did not do so openly, they
employed agents to purchase the Yankee issues for them.
I remember an Israelite who had been sent to the Castle from Mobile for receiving Treasury Notes for some
garment; and no sooner had he gotten inside of the Prison than a young man employed there entered the Citizens’
Room, and asked in a loud tone who had any greenbacks to sell. The Hebrew opened his eyes in astonishment,
and declared it “vash a tam pretty pishness to put a shentlemans in such a tam hole as dat for doing vat de tam
Rebels vash doing demselves.” The clothes-dealer’s enunciation was somewhat at fault; but no one could
controvert his logic.
*
At the Castle we made our first acquaintance in the South with the small-pox.\fn{ Vaccination against this disease had
only been proven a possibility by Edward Jenner by a formal paper—which he had printed at his own expense—in 1798. } We had a
great many cases in the Prison—a number in the room where we were confined. In fact, we walked, ate, and slept
with it for several months, there as well as in Salisbury, without contracting the disease. Persons suffering from
the smallpox were permitted to lie in our quarters until they had broken out; but we had no fear of it—why should
a man in a Rebel prison fear anything?—and to that, perchance, may be attributed our escape from infection. We
even administered to those who had been seized, bent over them, and inhaled their breath and the contagion
supposed to emanate from the body; yet we passed through two long campaigns with the obnoxious ailment
entirely unscathed.
There was a great variety of sickness at the Castle during our five months’ incarceration, and a number of our
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fellow-prisoners went to the hospital and died; but I always contrived to keep out of the Rebel lazar-houses, in the
capacity of patient, at least; and with the exception of several desperate flirtations with the fever, I enjoyed far
better health than I had any reason to expect. Indeed, I felt vexed at myself sometimes that I did preserve such an
enviable hygienic position; believing no gentleman had any right to live in a Southern prison more than a month,
at the furthest.
*
Of the many military murders committed in the South since the inception of the War, none have been more
cruel and revolting than the hanging of Captain Deaton, of East Tennessee, in the prison yard of Castle Thunder,
Richmond, Virginia, during the winter of 1864.
Deaton was a strong Union man in that most loyal part of our country, and had been very efficient in resisting
the encroachments of the Secessionists from the period of the earliest troubles. He was a well-built, finely
proportioned, muscular fellow, in the prime of life and full flush of health, intelligent, courageous, determined;
and, as may be supposed, a most annoying and dangerous personage for the Rebels to deal with.
As the struggle continued, the intensity of feeling increased in Tennessee, and finally Deaton was compelled to
leave his home—in Knox County, I believe—and take to the bush, as it is technically termed in the South. The
loyalists were outnumbered by the regular forces sent into their neighborhood, and were coerced to adopt guerrilla
warfare as a means of protection. Deaton, seeing the change in the situation, felt that organization was necessary,
and soon raised a company of loyal Tennesseans, whom he was chosen to command. With these he did effective
service, and he soon gained a name and fame for his daring and exploits. He was desirous of admission into the
regular army, but whether he succeeded in his purpose, I am unaware.\fn{ The story of the eastern third of Tennessee is one
of general pro-Union sentiment; and to this day, they are largely Republican in politics: H }
The Rebels hated him with exceeding hatred, and, it is stated, set a price upon his head. They made every effort
to ensnare him, but he was too wily for them. He had numerous hair-breadth escapes; was fired upon again and
again; his clothes pierced with bullets; and yet he was unharmed. He seemed to bear a charmed life; but he had his
unguarded moments, as all men have, and fell into a trap the enemy had prepared for him. Like most of the
middle and poorer classes of the South, Deaton had strong home attachments, and for a number of months he had
been unable to hear directly from his wife and children, whom he most tenderly loved. His foes were aware of
that, and sent him word by a person whom he deemed trustworthy, that if he would call at a certain place on an
appointed night, he would obtain news of his family. Deaton went; and while in the house, which was surrounded
by armed men, he was surprised before he could use his weapons; bound hand and foot, and thrown into a
wretched negro-pen. He was charged with all the crimes in the calendar, the least of which were arson, rape, and
murder. But as it was not easy to prove him a person with whom Caligula would have been a saint, he was
accused of being a spy, and kept in a loathsome dungeon for four or five months.
His health gave way; his constitution was broken; his nervous system was shattered, and he became a wreck of
himself. The Rebels were always threatening him with execution, and. for many weeks he lived in hourly
expectation of being put to death. No-one was admitted to see him, and he fell into a condition of mental
imbecility. About that time he was transferred to Richmond, where it was thought he might be treated with some
humanity. Strange mistake! Humanity is not indigenous to the Rebel capital. There the meanest, and vilest, and
most tyrannical of the insurgents can be ever found. At Richmond he was thrown into the condemned cell of
Castle Thunder; a cold, dark, noisome, filthy hole, next to the room in which my corifrere and myself were
confined, and which we never passed without closing our nostrils with our fingers, in lieu of those perfumed
handkerchiefs that ceased to be the mode with us soon after our capture.
Up to that period nothing had been proved against Deaton; but he there unfortunately made a confidant of a
villain, formerly a Lieutenant in the old United States service, who had tried to be a Secessionist, but by his
vacillations had been suspected and consigned to the Castle. The ex-Lieutenant betrayed him of course. The
morning after he heard Deaton’s story, he asked for an interview with the Commandant of the Prison; and soon
after the Captain was loaded with irons, and treated more cruelly than ever. A few days subsequent he was tried by
Court-Martial, and convicted of being a spy upon what was declared to be false evidence. Deaton was then
returned to his cell; and I have rarely witnessed a more melancholy spectacle. Haggard, emaciated, ragged, almost
barefooted, bent as with a crushing weight, a strange light in his sunken eye, he seemed then more dead than
alive.
We obtained for him two or three times the privilege of coming into our room, while the cell was being
relieved of a portion of its filth, to warm by a poor stove his frozen feet. We gave him a seat; he took it with a
vacant stare, and crouched over the fire, but spoke no word in answer to the tender pity we expressed for him. His
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mind wandered: his spirit was broken: long and persistent barbarity had killed in him the gallant and noble Man.
The fatal Friday came on which poor Deaton was to be executed. Certainly it was a hangman’s day—dreary,
lowering, bitter cold. The scaffold was erected in the yard adjoining the Prison on the west side; and into the
inclosure the unfortunate victim was taken about the hour of noon. He was too weak to walk without support; and
he was assisted down the stairs to the ground floor. An effort had been made to improve his external appearance;
but his better clothes only made him seem more wretched. Though the thermometer was little above zero, the
perspiration stood in drops upon the condemned man’s brow, and a spot of crimson glowed in his ghastly cheek.
He looked up at the scaffold with a leaden gaze, and when asked some question by the attachés of the Castle at
his side, made an incoherent reply, a muttered mystery.
Detective Caphart—a gray-haired villain of sixty, who has been known to pay a large price for the privilege of
hanging a man, and who boasts he has assisted at the death of all the persons executed in Richmond for many
years—was very active on the occasion, and in the best of spirits. Indeed, like the laughing hangman of Louis XI,
he was only happy at such a time. He pulled the Captain rudely about; cursed him for his dullness; and vented
spleen on an unfortunate who had but a few minutes to live. Caphart and Warden Wiley hurried through the
dreadful affair as if it were any ordinary engagement, and the scoundrel Detective glowered on the prisoners, who
had been invited to witness the execution, as if he regretted very much that he could not perform the same amiable
office for them.
The estimable twain having borne Deaton to the scaffold, released their hold of him, and told him to stand up.
They then descended, and ordered an underling to pull the drop. The fellow had his hand upon the rope, when the
Captain looked around with a ghastly, half-idiotic smile, muttered something, and sat down on the scaffold. Old
Caphart flew up the scaffold again; and shaking Deaton with great fury, while his cracked and wiry voice poured
forth curses upon the “d----d Yankee son of a -----,” called Wiley again to his assistance.
Once more Deaton was held up; and that time he turned upon them, and smiled with a soft, sweet expression
that transfigured his whole face. All the old, unsettled look fled. Courage, love, pity, benison came back to him.
He tried to nerve himself to stand. The officers released him—as he seemed to desire. He staggered, and he would
have fallen. The momentary inspiration passed: his head drooped: a half groan, a half sigh escaped him.
“Hurry, hurry!” cried out Caphart, in his harsh, broken tones; “the d----d Yankee will die in our arms if you
don’t hang him quick!”
The drop fell, and the loyal Tennessean was swaying in the air, struggling with death, and struggling hard. So
worn and wasted was he, that the tension of the rope was slight. For nearly ten minutes the victim writhed and
twisted and turned. It seemed as if he would never die. The few prisoners who had gone down to witness the
tragedy were shocked; and most of them hurried away.
Caphart alone enjoyed it. He grinned like a fiend, and was evidently happy in his way.
At last the struggles ceased. The sufferings of the loyal martyr were over. The horror of the scene impressed
everyone, save the gray-haired ruffian; and more than one of the Rebel officers shuddered and turned pale. The
bleak wind blew upon the scaffold, and moved the strangled corpse. A few snow-flakes fell through the frosty
atmosphere, like scattered rose-leaves on a grave. The sun broke through the heavy clouds, and a little light
streamed down, as if the path were opened, and they had parted to let a passing spirit in.
*
On the 2nd of February, the Tribune correspondents were ordered from Richmond to Salisbury, and long before
dawn we were standing in Carey Street, in the midst of seventy or eighty Rebel deserters and desperadoes wearing
balls and chains. We were the only Northerners in the Southern shipment, and, I might say, the only persons, save
a few straggling Tennessee and Virginia Unionists, who would not have picked their father’s pocket, or sold their
grandmother, for a sufficient pecuniary inducement.
We were not very well attired, and our nine months of captivity had not contributed to the elegance of our
appearance; but, compared to those about us, we must have seemed like robes of velvet upon hovel walls. We had
a great deal of baggage in the shape of blankets, a box of provisions and cooking utensils, two old valises that we
had purchased in prison; and even after distributing our household goods to some of our retainers, we were fairly
overburdened with our possessions. We very frequently asked ourselves the question Mrs. Wragge so pathetically
put to herself, “What shall we do with our things?” and found no small difficulty in practically answering the
query.
The large box fell to our individual management. It was very heavy, and the single pole, run through the rope
handles, by which we carried it, turned and twisted in our hands until they were blistered, and our muscles were
sore with the weight we bore; having been compelled to carry it over a mile at Petersburg, a quarter of a mile at
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Weldon, and three quarters of a mile at Salisbury.
*
At Petersburg we stood for an hour and a half in one of the most pubilc streets, near the railway depot, subject
to the gaze and comment of the masculine and feminine passers-by. Rare company was that for a gentleman. I
should have blushed had I not been proud—proud to be hated by the Rebels—proud that I hated them as well. As
I stood there, I saw well-dressed men and women gaze at that ragged crew with ill-concealed contempt and even
disgust—I wonder if they were more disgusted than I was—and heard them utter denunciations upon “those
scoundrels” that were just enough in the main.
Strange thoughts stole through my mind in that public thoroughfare. The situation was novel, and the sensation
somewhat so. I had never fancied before the War that I should be a show and a spectacle in an American city—
one of a crowd of ruffians and villains, from whom I could not be discriminated, passing from one prison to
another—to be leered at by the vulgar and miscomprehended by my peers. Neither my confrere nor myself felt
humbled even there, swept away as our individuality was in that unwholesome mass of humanity. The earnest
conviction of what we were, elevated us above our surroundings and beyond the Present. We felt self-possessed,
haughty, fearless. The blood burned in our cheek; but it was the kindling of a defiant soul; and if any close
observer, any studier of countenance, had been there, he would have descried through the marble of the statue the
suppressed passion of the sculptor, the repose of Art with the scorn of the Real.
The Richmond authorities had very kindly furnished us with a special detective to see that we did not escape.
We had no idea of doing so on the way, having been led to believe Salisbury the best base of operations we could
find. The detective proved to be a Unionist, and we told him frankly we had no intention of leaving him, so that
he need give himself no trouble on the subject. We could have gotten away a number of times en route to
Salisbury, and we regretted afterwards we had not done so on principle.
*
On the afternoon of the second day we reached Salisbury, and, entering the inclosure of the Penitentiary, were
warmly greeted by prisoners we had known at the Castle, and officers, held like ourselves as hostages, whose
acquaintance we had made at the Libby. At the Penitentiary there were Rebel convicts, Northern deserters,
hostages, Southern Union men, and all persons that the enemy designed to hold for a long time. There were then
but six or seven hundred inmates of the place, which we preferred either to the Castle or Libby, because we had
the privilege of the yard, and had a daily opportunity to breathe the external atmosphere, and behold the overarching sky.
The quarters in which we were confined were very undesirable, being about ninety by forty feet, with barred
windows, dirty floor, partially occupied by rude bunks, and two broken stoves that gave out no heat, but a
perpetual smoke of green pine wood that made the atmosphere blue, and caused us to weep as though we had lost
the dearest mistress of our soul. There, with rags and vermin, filth and odors, as little Sabean as possible, we
passed the long, cold, desolate nights, shivering in our light blankets, and striving, for many a dreary hour, in vain
to sleep.
What a dismal den it was! Trophonius’ famous cave, as described by Pausanias, would not have more deeply
shadowed the soul of its occupant. What ages I seem to have passed there: what weary, pangful, endless nights!
How cruelly Morpheus deceived me; how he painted to my mental eye the peace and pleasantness of scenes far
away! How oft I awoke from dreams of mental magnificence to the cold, staring, stony walls of that wretched
abode! How frequently I was aroused from the fancied breath of roses, and the enchanting strain of unseen
instruments, and the soft-sweet pressure of lips of balm and beauty, by the bite of insects and the tramp of some
unfortunate tatterdemalion upon my fatigued form, steeped in half-voluptuous, half-spiritual imaginings, and
surrendered quite to precious oblivion of its surroundings! If any place more than another is the antipodes of
Poetry, that surely was it.
I see it now, so barren, bleak, and squalid, so associated with the meanest bondage and the most repulsive
objects; and I wonder any one can have lived there, and preserved the least sense of Beauty. Rare old den of
disorder, disgustfulness, and deformity, your form glowers through time and distance like a vision of Hades upon
the distempered mind of some early Father of the superstitious Church! I often wished I could obtain a
photograph of that room, for I can give no idea of its repulsiveness and superlative squalor. A gentleman seemed
more out of place there than the Angel Gabriel would in a prize ring, or the Pope of Rome at a Fiye Points dancehouse.
*
There it was my fellow-journalist, Mr. Richardson, first heard of the sudden and altogether unexpected death
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of his wife. Amid all that meanness and coarseness and desolation, the heavy blow fell upon, and almost crushed
him. Heavens! what a place to be informed of such a grief; of the loss of the nearest and dearest of relations; of
one whose life was full of beauty and of promise! His future had been all interwoven with hers; and when cruel
Fortune severed two such hearts, in his there must have seemed no bright tomorrows.
Those quarters at Salisbury and their associations, will my bereaved friend ever forget them? Can I even? The
antique junk-shop—such it seemed—was filled with odors of the most obnoxious kind, especially at night, from
additional agencies that politeness will not permit me to name. Vermin swarmed everywhere; they tortured us
while we tried to sleep on our coarse blankets, and kept us in torment when awake. Not a square mile of Secessia
seemed free from them. No light of any kind was furnished us; and there we sat, night after night, in the thick
darkness, inhaling the foul vapors and the acrid smoke, longing for the morning, when we could again catch a
giimpse of the blue beaming sky.
Think of that death-life month after month! Think of men of delicate organization, accustomed to ease and
luxury, of fine taste, and a passionate love of the Beautiful, without a word of sympathy or a whisper of hope,
wearing their days out amid such scenes! Not a pleasant sound, nor a sweet odor, nor a vision of fairness ever
reached them. They were buried as completely as if they lay beneath the ruins of Pompeii or Herculaneum. They
breathed mechanically, but were shut out from all that renders existence endurable. Every sense was shocked
perpetually, and yet the heart, by a strange inconsistency, kept up its throbs, and preserved the physical being of a
hundred and fifty wretched captives, who, no doubt, often prayed to die.
Few persons can have any idea of a long imprisonment in the South. They usually regard it merely as an
absence of freedom—as a deprivation of the pleasures and excitements of ordinary life. They do not take into
consideration the scant and miserable rations that no one, unless he be half famished, can eat; the necessity of
going cold and hungry in the wet and wintry season; the constant torture from vermin, of which no care nor
precaution will free you; the total isolation, the supreme dreariness, the dreadful monotony, the perpetual turning
inward of the mind upon itself, the self-devouring of the heart, week after week, month after month, year after
year.
Most strange that captives there do not lose their reason, or die of inanition and despair. How hard it is to kill a
man, I had not fully learned, until fortune threw me into Rebel hands. Frequently I thought, in prison, of the
suggestive words of Glanvil, “Man does not yield to death, nor to the angels even, save through the weakness of a
conquered will;” and my spirit seemed to grow stronger and control the failing flesh. Man must be a brute or a
philosopher to bear up under all the trials of confinement in Rebeldom; and I wonder now how the stoicism I had
so long cultivated stood me in that period of most urgent need. Much do I marvel that I passed through the ordeal
unscathed; whether I am the same mortal who bore with outward calm and uncomplaining fortitude nearly two
years of Southern captivity.
Was it my other or my actual self who passed those ages of months in Secessia? I fancy I see myself still in
Richmond or Salisbury, pacing those filthy floors, and that he who dashes the pen across the page is another
identical form of my developed consciousness. More fortunate, as I was, than most of my fellow-prisoners, still
am I surprised that I did not perish in pure self-defense. What motives or purpose had I to cling to the Planet?
Perhaps, unwittingly, my in-stincts held me, and informed me vaguely of the day or deliverance. All that
sombre fast appears now like a nightmare dream, and this restoration to a free and normal condition the glad
awakening. The recent realities seem shadows; and yet they were such shadows as struck terror to the sonl of the
tyrant-king. While one beholds the vast, throbbing, rushing life of the great, free, enlightened North, he finds it
difficult to believe but a few days divide him from the meanness and misery, the despair and death and horror, that
were the constant companions of the helpless victims immured in the prison-pens of the South.
*
After nine months of confinement, at Salisbury, some ten thousand enlisted men were sent thither from
Richmond and other points; and then began a reign of pain and horror such as I had not believed could exist in
this Republic under any circumstances.
Our poor soldiers had been robbed of their blankets, overcoats, often their shoes and blouses, and were sent
there in inclement weather, and turned for some weeks into the open inclosure without shelter. After a while they
were given tents capable of accommodating about half their number; and there they began to sicken and die from
cold and hunger—the rations being sometimes only a piece of corn bread in forty-eight hours, until the daily
mortality ranged from twenty-five to forty-five per day.
The soldiers dug holes in the earth and under the different buildings in the yard, constructed mud huts and
shelters of baked clay, showing extraordinary energy and industry to shield themselves from wind and storm. But
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their attire was so scant, and their diet so mean and meager, that they died necessarily by hundreds. Hospital after
hospital—by which I mean buildings with a little straw on the floor, and sometimes without any straw or other
accommodation—was opened, and the poor victims of Rebel barbarity were packed into them like sardines in a
box. The hospitals were generally cold, always dirty and without ventilation, being little else than a protection
from the weather.
The patients—God bless them, how patient they were!—had no change of clothes, and could not obtain water
sufficient to wash themselves. Nearly all of them suffering from bowel complaints, and many too weak to move
or be moved, one can imagine to what a state they were soon reduced. The air of those slaughter-houses, as the
prisoners were wont to call them, was overpowering and pestiferous. It seemed to strike you like a pestilential
force on entrance, and the marvel was it did not poison all the sources of life at once. Imagine nine or ten
thousand scantily clad, emaciated, woe-begone soldiers—unnamed heroes, who had battled for our sacred cause
on twenty blood-drenched fields—in an inclosure of five or six acres, half of them without other shelter than holes
they had dug in the earth, or under the small buildings employed as hospitals.
The weather is cold; perhaps a chilly rain is falling, or the ground is covered with snow. There are the soldiers
—hundreds of them with naked feet, and only light blouses or shirts, hungry, feeble, despairing of the Present and
hopeless of the Future—huddling over a small and smoky fire of green wood, in a crowded tent, whose very
atmosphere is poisonous; or standing shivering against the outside of the chimneys of the squalid hospitals,
hoping to warm their blood a little from the partially heated bricks; or drawn up in their narrow caves, inhaling the
curling emanations of the burning pine, and striving to shelter themselves from the bitter wind; or begging, with
pallid. and trembling lips, for shelter at the door of those lazar-houses where their companions in arms are lying in
dirt, distress, and despair, breathing out their lives at the rate of thirty and forty a day.
Look into those hospitals—strange perversion of the name!—which are small brick and log buildings, twentyfive by sixty feet, and see how a people who boast of their generosity and chivalry can treat the prisoners they
have taken in honorable warfare. There lie the prisoners, in the scant and tattered clothes they were graciously
permitted by the Rebels to keep, filthy from the impossibility of obtaining water to wash themselves, with no beds
nor bedding, no covering even, perchance without straw; tossing and groaning their miserable lives away. Fires
blaze at one end, it may be at both ends, of the tenements; but the heat extends not far, and the cold wind rllshes in
from the broken windows and through the crevices in the walls; while the air is mephitic and noisome to such a
degree, that when you breathe it first it is almost suffocating.
What a ghastly line of faces and of figures! To have seen them once is to remember them always. They are
more like skeletons in rags than human beings. Ever and anon some of them strive to rise and obey such calls as
Nature makes; and a companion, less weak and wasted than they, bears them, as if they were children, over the
dirt-incrusted floor, and lays them down again to suffer to the end.
Here lies a boy of sixteen or seventeen—whose mother, in some far-off Northern home, is praying for him
every night and morning; to whom sisters are writing words of cheer and sympathy he will never see—muttering
in fever, and beckoning with shrunken hands to forms no mortal eye can discover, but which may be waiting to
bear his brave young spirit home.
There is a gray-haired man, who left his farm and fireside when the traitorous gun at Sumter woke a world to
arms. He has passed unscathed through forty battles, to die an unrecorded hero here. His eyes are fixed, and his
minutes are numbered. Children and grandchildren will look with anxious faces at all dispatches and letters from
the Army of the Potomac, but will not learn, for months, the fate of one who was only a private.
“Is this man here?” carefully inquires a soldier, looking in at the door and reading the address of a letter. The
answer is in the affirmative, and the ward-master calls out,
“Mr. ——, here’s a Northern letter for you.”
There is no eagerness to hear. The person addressed does not even turn his head. Strange, for he has waited
many weary weeks to see the characters of that well-known hand; has dreamed night after night, amid the pauses
of his pain, of reading the sweet assurances of his dear wife'’s love. These are the words:
Dearest Husband:
I have not heard from you for months. I can not believe any harm has befallen you; for I have faith that Heaven will
restore you to me at once. I feel sure my deep and earnest prayers have been answered; that my affection will be as a
shield to you, and my fond bosom again be your pillow.

Blessed words! what would he give if he could behold them. Alas! they have come too late. Her love has been
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lost in a greater love, and the life that is in a life to come.
*
Through all the day and night corpses are carried from the hospitals to the dead-house, where the bodies are
piled up like logs of wood, until the rude cart into which they are thrown is driven off with its ghastly freight. At
any hour one may see men bearing across the inclosure the pallid and wasted figure of a soldier, whom the Rebels
had starved or frozen to death with malice prepense.
There goes into the dead-house a young man who, four years ago, was the idol of his circle. Possessed of
beauty, genius, fortune, friends—all that could make Earth sweet—he quitted the attractions of a life of ease and a
luxurious home, and took up his musket that his country might be truly free. Not even she who loved him better
than a sister, more intensely than a mother, would recognize him among the heaped up dead. The unclosed eye
and gaping jaw make that once handsome face hideous to view; and suffering, and neglect, and cruelty, have
changed it into a vision of repulsiveness and horror.
But why seek to paint these scenes which defy description? Everywhere is pain, squalor, and horror. All day
long, one sees wretched, haggard, sick, and dying men in every part of the inclosure. Their faces tell their story—
an unwritten epic in the saddest numbers. Their wasted forms reveal the inhumanity and barbarity of a savage foe.
Amid all that assemblage of thousands of men, though the sun shines, and the birds sing in the groves near by, not
a laugh nor a jest is heard—not the faintest sound of merrymaking. Not a single face relaxes into a smile; every
eye is dull with despondency; every cheek sunken with want; every lip trembling with unuttered pain.
Disease and Death there hold high carnival, and the mirror of misery is held up to every vacant stare. The air is
heavy with plaints, and prayers, and groans, and over that accursed camp hangs the pall of despair. Guercino
could paint no darker picture. Indeed, no limner, no artist in words or colors, could give a just idea of the scenes
of that terrestrial Tophet. Suffering everywhere, and no power to relieve it. In every tent and hole in the ground,
wherever you tread or turn, gaunt and ghastly men, perishing by inches, glare on you like accusing spectres, until
you find yourself forced to exclaim,
“Thank God, I am not responsible for this!”
Little, if anything, could be done for them medically. Hunger and exposure could not be remedied by the
materia medica; and to. seek to heal them by ordinary means was like endeavoring to animate the grave. What
advantage had quinine and opium when they could get neither bread nor raiment? The sending of physicians into
the Prison limits was a ghastly farce, for the Rebel officers premeditatedly starved and froze our brave men,
hoping to compel the Government to exchange, or to force the soldiers into the Southern service. Hundreds of the
privates, anxious to save their lives, joined the enemy, trusting to the future to escape. I can not blame them. Who
could demand that they should await certain destruction in the form of disease, and cold, and hunger, when relief
was offered them even by a cruel and barbarous foe? No, I cannot censure those who forgot in such fearful hours
all but their own salvation; yet I can find no language too strong to praise the heroes that stood firm when they
seemed deserted by their friends, their country, and their God.
*
The Rebels, apparently not content with the ravages of disease, almost entirely superinduced by starvation and
cold, fired upon the wretched prisoners whenever the humor seized them; killing and wounding them without
reason or pretext. The guards seemed influenced by a diabolical spirit, shooting men in their tents, and in holes in
the ground, seemingly in the merest wantonness. No-one was safe. Whenever a sentinel felt in the mood, he
would murder a “Yankee” without being removed from his post, or even asked why he did it. Again, and again, I
myself saw soldiers fired upon by the guard, and that too when they were transgressing no rule, and violating no
order whatever.
My readers may well ask, what motive had the enemy for such nefarious crimes? I can only answer, that I have
often put that question to myself; that I am utterly at a loss to conceive his motive; that he seemed actuated only
by a fiendish malignity, to maim and murder as many Yankees as possible.
On the 25th of November last, a few of the prisoners, perhaps a hundred or two, feeling that their condition was
entirely desperate; that they were being deliberately murdered by starvation and exposure, determined to attempt
an outbreak; knowing they could, at the worst, only be killed, and that death was almost certain if they remained
in prison. Such arrangements as were practicable they speedily made, without giving any intimation to the other
captives; and, about one o’clock in the afternoon, fell upon the relief-guard, some twenty in number, when they
entered the inclosure, and seized their muskets.
Some of the guard resisted, and a fight occurred, in which two of the Rebels were killed and five or six
wounded, with about the same loss on the part of the insurgents. The alarm was immediately given. The whole
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garrison mounted the parapet; and though, in a minute, the émeute was suppressed, the effort to get out of the gate
having failed, they began firing indiscriminately upon the prisoners, albeit it was evident to the dullest observer
that the great majority had nothing whatever to do with what was called the insurrection.
The prisoners, seeing they were to be shot down in cold blood, took refuge in the tents, behind the outbuildings
and hospitals, and in the caves they had dug. But that made no difference. The Rebels discharged two of the fieldpieces bearing on the camp, and continued firing into the tents upon the poor captives, who were trying to screen
themselves from the murderous balls. For fully half an hour the shooting went on, and, in that time, some seventy
men were killed and wounded, not one of whom, I venture to say, had any intimation of the outbreak before it was
undertaken, and who were as guiltless of any attempt at insurrection as infants unborn. That was a fair example of
the animus of the foe. He round a pretext for wholesale slaughter, and availed himself of it to the uttermost.
*
Woe to those who are responsible for all that hideous suffering; to the inhuman Rebels who plundered our poor
soldiers of their clothing, and turned them into that filthy pen to die; who had storehouses full of provisions, and
yet starved. their unfortunate captives with a fiendish persistency which one must be a believer in total depravity
to understand!
The truth is, the minds of the Southern people have for many years been so abused by their leaders and
newspapers; their source of information respecting the North has been so poisoned; the feelings, opinions, habits,
and intentions of the Free States have been so grossly misrepresented, that it is not singular the loyal citizens of
the Republic should be regarded by those dupes as thieves and assassins, barbarians and monsters. The Southern
people, as a class, have had no means of judging of the Northerners, for they rarely traveled, or met socially those
who had traveled; and the consequence was, they believed whatever absurd and infamous statements they heard
from their demagogues, or read in their newspapers.
For at least ten years—twenty-five would be nearer the truth—the South has been carefully and constantly
stimulated and goaded into the bitterest hatred of, and direct enmity to, the North. The Southern leaders had long
prepared for the overthrow of the Government, and believing the time ripe when Mr. Lincoln was elected,
undertook the aggressive form of treason. Secession became a mania. It drove the embracers of the doctrine mad.
All their worst passions were enkindled by it, and they swept through four years of agony and war to break
themselves in pieces at the feet of the magnanimous and triumphant Nation.
*
Now that I have escaped from that Hades of Salisbury, I marvel how I ever endured to breathe that pestilential
air; how I continued, week after week and month after month, to keep my hold upon that dark point of the Planet.
Truly, it seems like a nightmare dream; and I can hardly realize I ever lived, and walked, and labored, in that place
of shuddering horrors. While I sit writing in an easy-chair, glancing out of the window at the gay throng of the
ever-changing Broadway, hear the peals of Trinity and the vast roar of the Metropolis, I wonder if I have not been
drowsing, after reading Poe, and following his ghastly fancies into the mystic sphere of sleep.
It is not real, I think. With all this bustle, and energy, and beauty, and plenty, and enlightenment, and
Christianity about me, it cannot be that a thousand miles away hundreds of heroes, who had borne our flag on
dozens of immortal fields, died every week from the premeditated cruelty of the Rebels. Surely it cannot be, for
the Government was aware of all the atrocities of Southern prisons: it had heard the story over and over again
from the lips of sufferers; and, if it had been as was represented, the Government would certainly have made some
effort to relieve its stanch supporters and its brave defenders.
Alas! the story is too true; it is written in thousands of unknown graves, whose occupants, when alive, cried to
the Government for redress, and yet cried in vain!
As soon as Mr. Richardson and myself reached our lines, we determined to visit Washington even before
returning to New York, to see what could be done for the poor prisoners we had. left behind, and determine what
obstacles there had been in the way of an exchange. We were entirely free. We owed nothing to the Rebels nor to
the Government for our release. We had obtained our own liberty, and were very glad of it; for we believed our
captives had been so unfairly, not to say inhumanly, treated at Washington, that we were unwilling to be indebted
to authorities of that city for our emancipation.
We went to Washington—deferring every thing else to move in the matter of prisoners—and did what we
thought most effective for the end we had in view. During our sojourn there, we made it our special business to
inquire into the causes of the detention of Union prisoners in the South, although it was known they were being
deliberately starved and frozen by the Rebels. We particularly endeavored to learn who was responsible for the
murder—for it was nothing else—of thousands of our brave soldiers; and we did learn. There was but one answer
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to all our questions; and that was, Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War.
Although he knew the exact condition of affairs in the Rebel prisons, he always insisted that we could not
afford to exchange captives with the South; that it was not policy. Perhaps it was not; but it was humanity, and
possibly that is almost as good as policy in other eyes than Mr. Stanton’s.
*
After our departure from Washington, such a storm was raised about the Secretary’s ears—such a tremendous
outside feeling was created—that he was compelled to make an exchange. The greater part of the Northern
prisoners have now been released, I believe; but there was no more reason why they should have been paroled or
exchanged since February than there was ten or twelve months ago. No complications, no obstacles had been
removed in the mean time. Our prisoners might just as well have been released a year since as a month since; and
if they had been, thousands of lives would have been saved to the Republic, not to speak of those near and dear
ones who were materially and spiritually dependent upon them.
Dreadful responsibility for someone; and that some one, so far as I can learn, is the Secretary of War. I hope I
may be in error, but I cannot believe I am. If I am right, Heaven forgive him! for the people will not. The ghosts
of the thousand needlessly sacrificed heroes will haunt him to his grave.
*
Since my incarceration in Rebel Prisons I have had a profounld respect for the Thames Tunnel; because, unlike
those with which I had the fortune to be connected in Secessia, it was an established success.
Well was it for the fame of Brunnell I had no interest in his great enterprise, which in that event would, I am
confident, never have been carried out. Tunnels were my thought by day and my dream by night for nearly twenty
months. I was always a large stockholder in some Tunnel contemplated, begun, or completed. I helped to plan
Tunnels; watched over them; sat up with them; crept into them and out of them; but, alas I never crept through
one of them.
Freedom was in some way associated in my mind with a Tunnel. I fancied Adam must have crawled into
Paradise through a Tunnel. A Tunnel to me was the greatest work of :Man. Dig a Tunnel, and get out of it,
appeared the injunction of the Gods! With attent ear I heard the divine injunction; and yet its latter portion I could
not obey. Witness all those weary, dreary months, how often and how energetically I tried, and only tried to fail!
In the Libby Prison the Union officers had no opportunity to dig a Tunnel while I was there, their quarters
being too far removed from mother Earth. But when I was removed to Castle Thunder I fell in with a number of
amateur engineers, who believed the way to Liberty lay through the sacred soil of Virginia. They so believed, and
acted upon their belief. Tunnel after Tunnel was made there; but they were always so long in its construction, that
it was either exposed by traitors, or discovered by the officials.
It is singular how much the prisoners accomplished with slender means. They rarely had more than a case
knife or an old hinge; and yet with that they would dig, in a few days, a hole large enough to admit the body of a
man, through ten and even twenty feet of earth. The greatest difficulties in the construction of a Tunnel are the
disposition of the dirt and the lack of fresh air, which, as soon as the excavation is carried to a distance, very soon
becomes exhausted.
A Tunnel is so old and well-known a means of egress from Prison, that the authorities are ever on the alert to
find one; and the appearance of any quantity of dirt would at once excite suspicion. Hence the greatest precaution
is necessary. Haversacks and small bags are brought into requisition, and the.dirt is carried, little by little, from the
mouth of the Tunnel to some place where it will not attract attention.
Operators usually select some spot where they think they will not be interrupted, near the outside limits of the
Prison, and go to work. They toil like beavers, laboring often day and night with changes of hands, because they
feel the danger of delay. I have known numerous Tunnels to be discovered because their completion had been
deferred over a single night. At Castle Thunder, by getting down into an old storeroom below the Court-Martial
room, as it was termed, one could begin his Tunnel beside the rear wall of the Prison, skirting an alley fifteen feet
wide; and as few persons went there, the prospect of disturbance was small. The design was to commence digging
in the morning, and finish it before dawn the following day. That never could be accomplished, or at least never
was while I remained there. If it had been, I should have gotten out certainly; for I frequently sat up watching the
progress of the subterranean bore, all ready to wake my companions, and depart at a moment’s notice.
During the five months I was at the Castle, more than a dozen Tunnels must have been constructed, all running
unnder the alley mentioned, and designed to come up the other side of. the fence, out of sight of the sentinels,
where one could have walked through a military hospital yard to Main Street, and made good his retreat. The
most extensive and successful Tunnel in the South, during my compulsory sojourn there, was that made by the
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officers at the Libby Prison, in the month of February, ’63, by which over one hundred and twenty escaped, and
some sixty-five got through into our lines.
There the officers had ample leisure to work, and were engaged three or four weeks in the enterprise. They
removed the bricks of a hearth in a storeroom on the ground floor, cut through a stone wall two feet thick, and
then began the Tunnel proper, which was carried some fifty or sixty feet into an inclosure, passing the prisoners
under, and placing them beyond, the beat of the sentinels. The officers relieved each other constantly, and
conducted their labor so adroitly that Major Turner had not the faintest suspicion of what was going on. When so
large a number was missed, the morning after the escape, the Rebel authorities were nonplused. They could not
imagine, for an hour, what had become of them. They went to the store-room and searched carefully, but still
could find nothing of the Tunnel; nor was it till late in the afternoon that they made the discovery.
*
The nature of Tunnels is such, that the work necessarily makes slow progress. As soon as they are fairly
started, and the operator is below the surface, he is compelled to lie flat on his face, at full length, and, using his
knife, or whatever implement he may have, he throws the dirt behind him, which is gathered up by an assistant,
and removed in a pan or bag. The mole performance is continued day after day until it is supposed the Tunnel is
ready to be tapped or opened. That is an important matter, and it is requisite that the distance be accurately
measured. Awkward mistakes and needless discoveries have been made by neglect of proper precautions in that
respect.
I remember distinctly a Tunnel by which the Correspondent of the Cincinnati Gazette and myself expected to
escape at Salisbury, during the month of November. We were assured it would be ready for opening at ten o’clock;
but after examining it, and sitting up with it until after twelve, we concluded there was no hope for it that night,
and we went disappointed to our bunks. The next morning, about daylight, it was tapped, and came up nearly two
feet this side of the inclosure instead of the other side. And, to complete the ill fortune, a Rebel officer stepped
into it before noon the same day.
A woman’s humor is not more uncertain than a Tunnel. I never knew any man to make a correct calculation of
the time of a Tunnel’s completion. But you can always conclude, when its engineers declare positively that it will
be done in two days, that it will still require some finishing strokes at the close of a week. Tunnels linger longer
than rich relatives whom expectant heirs are waiting to bury. Two or three begun at Salisbury, that were to be
completed by November 1st, were only half dug in the middle of December.
The truth is, that the operators are so anxious to finish a Tunnel that they calculate their capacity for
performance, even with their wretched implements, by the intensity of their desire. When we three Bohemians
escaped from Salisbury, there were four Tunnels completed, and at least seven more in a half-finished state. The
former would have been tapped weeks before, had not some wretches who had been interested in them enlisted in
the Rebel service, and exposed them to the authorities. The officers of the prison could not find where they were
located, or exactly where they were to come out; but they placed extra guards at all the points designated, so
preventing any chance of escape.
We regretted that greatly, because we preferred to pass out of a Tunnel, as we could then have carried with us
blankets and provisions; but, going in the way we did, we were compelled to travel light. I was anxious to realize
my long dream, and pass to the outer World, from which I had been so long separated, by a Tunnel; but when I
found myself fairly free, I ceased to mourn that my long-cherished hopes as to the means of exit had been blasted.
A Tunnel is a Tunnel; but Liberty is Liberty; and the latter is acceptable in any form, while the former alone is but
an abstraction. Possessing Freedom, I have small general regrets that a Tunnel did not help me to it; though in my
loftiest moods I lament in spirit that a Tunnel, on whose tawny bosom I had lain, like a subterranean Antony
hanging upon an earthy Cleopatra’s lips, bore me not to the upper air and the blessings of the disenthralled. In my
rapt moments of the Future, in my visions of the Night, I shall still dwell on the perfidy of Tunnels—the Elfridas
of excavations. I shall, perhaps, endeavor—my mind going back to the dreariness and horror I have left behind—
to pass out of some Broadway Hotel by undermining the Brussels carpet, and carrying out the ottoman in an
imaginary haversack, and so realize in sleep the passionate prompting of Prison hours, distant, thank Heaven! and
departed, I trust, forever.
*
Few of our readers who have enjoyed the blessings of freedom all their lives will understand the meaning of
the caption of this chapter, the purpose of which is to explain in detail what the term represents.
Mugging is the argot expression for robbing, and one of the most popular words in the Southern-Prison
lexicon. Every place in Secessia where miscellaneous captives are held contains its Muggers in abundance. They
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were originally Rebels, but so demoralizing was their example, and so extensive their practice, that they added
quite a number of our own men to their ranks. In the Libby, being in the officers’ quarters, we saw no mugging,
although a great deal of it was going on in other parts of the Prison; and after we were removed to Castle Thunder
and the Salisbury Penitentiary, we were daily witnesses of its operations.
The chief Muggers in every instance were Rebels—natural thieves, born bullies, and thoroughly developed
ruffians—who had lost their liberty by deserting, swindling, stealing, and violating in various ways the military as
well as the civil law. A few of them formed the nucleus for all the rascals who might be consigned to the Prison
from time to time; and as they were organized, they had strength, and large capacity for mischief.
The Muggers, like most bullies and ruffians, manifested a fine discrimination respecting the party they
attacked, selecting those they thought they could rob with little resistance and entire impunity. Any person they
saw fit to make their victim had small chance of escape. They would fall on him at night in numbers, throw a
blanket over his head, hold him down, and rifle his clothes at will, the surrounding darkness preventing him from
determining who were the robbers. If he resisted, he was cruelly beaten, and often was so served when he
submitted quietly to the plunderers.
They generally selected some unsophisticated fellow or ruralist to “go through,” as they termed it, and did it
most effectually. The unfortunate, at first taken by surprise, and then terrified by the terrible threats they would
make in the event of his raising an alarm, would permit himself to be robbed without an outward protest or
murmur; and in the morning would find himself moneyless, coatless, shoeless, and hatless. Sometimes I have
known men to be completely stripped of their clothing, and cruelly belabored beside. Probably the victim would
not be aware who the Muggers were; and if he did, would be afraid to expose them to the authorities, on account
of the sanguinary menaces promulgated against all informers.
That honest men should be plundered and beaten by scoundrels who were notorious, and be prevented by
apprehension of physical consequences from giving their names, is a hardship, independent of the severity of
Prison, which must be difficult to endure. The principal Muggers were very well known in Richmond and
Salisbury to the commandants there; but only in a few instances were they punished; As the “Yankees” were for
the most part the sufferers—the Southern captives had little to lose—perhaps the authorities felt no disposition to
cast over them the mantle of protection. Whatever the cause, they most shamefully failed to perform their duty.
They said, if they could obtain the Muggers’ names, they should be severely punished; but made no effort to ferret
out the perpetrators of the outrages.
They could have put a stop to the nefarious practice in forty-eight hours, if they would have done so, as was
shown by the flogging at Salisbury of a dozen Northern deserters who had been guilty of mugging their own
class. Captain G. W. Alexander, who inflicted the punishment, refrained from bestowing it upon the Rebel
convicts, although they were far worse than our deserters—proving that his conduct arose from passion instead of
principle. Indeed, he afterwards ordered a number of lashes given to the unfortunate deserters because an attempt
had been made to escape from their quarters, and they would not expose the parties who had participated in the
enterprise.
That was infamous; and plainly indicated that Alexander, who was at heart a brute and bully—and, if the
opinion of his intimates might be trusted, not possessed of that extraordinary courage to which he pretended—
would have flogged every prisoner at Salisbury, if he had dared, for the smallest infraction of discipline. The
deserters had no friends, North or South, and he fell on them for that reason. Little love have I for our deserters or
for Muggers; but when I saw them tied to a whipping-post, and lashed with a leather thong by a muscular
Sergeant, my blood boiled with indignation, and every nerve in my body thrilled.
The punishment seemed an insult to the Race, and degraded, I thought, all who witnessed it. Although
Alexander, when he whipped the deserters, sent armed soldiers to all the Prison quarters to compel attendance in
the yard, for the purpose of witnessing the revolting spectacle, I always contrived to avoid being present. Years
before, my pulses had throbbed and my blood leaped to my cheek when I had accidentally seen negroes lashed in
the South—thank Heaven, I shall see no more of that ignominious brutality in this fair country!—and I was in no
better frame of mind, years after, to witness the beating of members of the Caucasian family.
When the mugging continued; when old and innocent men were pounded so severely that they could not be
removed from the hospital for weeks, merely because they were unwilling to be robbed of what served for their
physical salvation; when, night after night, the most brutal assaults were made by the worst of ruffians upon all
who had anything to lose, I changed my opinion somewhat; concluding that if whipping were the only remedy for
mugging—which I did not believe—it ought to be well laid on. .
Our deserters I rather pitied, when I found they were made the scapegoats for others’ offenses; that the Rebels
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took advantage of their position to treat them with undeserved harshness. Whoever heard of a people, unless they
were “chivalrous,” imprisoning and persecuting the soldiers who, they were bound to suppose, had fled from our
Army to theirs out of sympathy with the Southern cause.
*
At Castle Thunder, in Richmond, the Mugging was mainly confined to two of the rooms of the Prison, one of
them immediately above the apartment in which I was confined. Almost nightly a rush would be made on the
floor above; several bodies would be heard to fall; perhaps a loud outcry, with “murder, murder, murder”
attachments; then a heavy struggle and a general confusion, followed by a return of quietude. Those were the
mugging demonstrations, and rarely attracted any attention. In the morning, several new men would report that
they had been robbed and beaten; though they would be entirely ignorant of the perpetrators, as the assault had
been committed in the darkness.
No investigation would be made, no inquiry established. The whole thing would be taken as a matter of course,
and repeated as soon as any fresh subjects presented themselves. At the Penitentiary in Salisbury, Mugging was
reduced to a system. Men were frequently mugged in the Prison-yard. Several of the band would gather round the
intended victim, who on a sudden would be thrown to the ground; his pockets turned inside out; his coat and hat,
sometimes his shoes, taken; after which he would be let alone until he obtained more money or clothes to invite a
fresh attack.
The Rebel room, in the third story, where the convicts were confined, was the principal field for mugging. The
wildest cries of pain and terror emanated from that quarter every night or two; and daylight would reveal some
poor fellow with black eyes, swelled lip, and badly cut face, deprived of all his valuables and a large portion of his
clothes. The Rebels would be abroad at an early hour, and dispose of their stolen goods to some of the guards who
were in league with them; thus removing all traces of the theft. Complaint, as I have said, proved of no avail. The
authorities would return the stereotyped answer: Point out the men who robbed you, and they shall be punished.
The victims, even if they knew the thieves, were afraid to give the names, knowing they would be beaten half to
death as soon as they were shut up again with the convicts.
So far as my observation extended, the officers of the Prison seemed to favor the most notorious scoundrels of
the place, provided they were on their side. They reserved their wrath for the Northern deserters, who soon
became weary of the mugging business, from the fact that they were made to answer for the sins of all the other
thieves without reaping any fair proportion of the ill-gotten gains.
No attempt was ever made to mug either my confrere or myself, although we frequently anticipated and
prepared ourselves for an attack, in conjunction with some more muscular allies, offensive and defensive.
Frequently we lay down with clubs under our heads, and slept, as the phrase is, with one eye open. Amiable as we
were by nature, the constant repetition of such outrages made us feel a trifle bellicose; and we concluded, if we
were mugged, we would endeavor to give the muggers something to show for it.
Well perhaps for our expectations and our physical condition, the experiment was never tried on us. We were
not sorry, for we did not regard it as an experience we particularly needed.
When the nine or ten thousand Union soldiers were sent to Salisbury, many of the most worthless formed a
league with the Rebels, and the two forces carried matters with a high hand up to the time of our escape.
Robberies continually occurred. Men were stabbed, and their skulls cracked; some thrown out of the windows,
and their necks broken; but the authorities in no manner interfered. The better class of prisoners talked seriously
of instituting a “Vigilance Committee,” and hanging some of the principal Muggers, as had been done at
Andersonville, Georgia, a few months before—by the by, four of the individuals executed there had gone from
Salisbury, where they had been held as deserters—but no definite plan of action had been agreed upon at the
pereiod of our hegira. Justice, which had long slumbered at Salisbury, fell, I fear, into a deep slumber too deep for
waking.
*
In Prison, the inmates think and talk of little beside escape. To them, freedom is everything; all else, nothing.
By day and night they revolve one plan and another in their mind; hope and despond; try and are frustrated;
attempt and are punished. Yet they return to their favorite idea, and endeavor and re-endeavor, though failure ever
follows. Dungeons and bayonets have little restraining influence. Few men who will not brave the possibilities of
death, when freedom beckons, and they are encircled by the horrors of a Rebel Prison.
How well I remember the numerous trials and failures of my confrere and myself to escape! It seemed as it we
never could get out. Our genius, we thought, did not lie in that direction. Our plans were elaborate, and so were
our preparations. We speculated constantly on what we might do; talked of the feasible in our blankets far into the
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night, amid the pulsings of the stars and the ravages of insects. While we theorized grandly, some dull fellow, with
only one idea, but that in the right direction, got out, and brought us, with our fine reasoning and subtile
calculations, to overwhelming shame.
Was the fault with us, or with the Gods? It matters not now, for at last the Gods were kind. While at Castle
Thunder, we were taught what enterprise and nerve will accomplish.
Three prisoners on capital charges were in the condemned cell, heavily ironed. They were desperate fellows,
no doubt, and endured their situations very cheerfully—laughing, singing, and howling in the most uproarious
style. Their gayety seemed to increase daily; for they soon began dancing in their chains, and dropping their iron
balls on the floor as if sporting with their misfortunes. This latter entertainment they kept up so regularly, I began
to suspect there was meaning in it, and that it covered a design. Nor was I mistaken, as the sequel proved.
About two o’clock we heard a row and a rush below; the discharge of several muskets, and the general
indications of a disturbance. We could learn nothing then; but after breakfast—the eating of a piece of corn-bread,
the throwing away of a bit of fat, rancid bacon, and the swallowing of a cup of water, was so denominated in the
Castle—we were apprised of the adventure of the turbulent trio.
It appears they had made all the noise to drown the sawing through of the floor which was over a storeroom;
and at an hour of the night or morning when the sentinels were apt to be careless, they took up a part of the
boards, and slowly and silently slipped into the under apartment, having let themselves down by strips of a
blanket they had torn up for that purpose. The enterprising scoundrels then quietly forced open a window into a
passage leading to the street door of the prison; and in the shadow of that quarter seized three muskets placed
against the wall on racks. They then rushed upon the guard nearest them, and struck him with the butt of the piece,
knocking him senseless over an iron railing that ran across the passage.
The outer sentinel saw this movement, and prepared for it, bringing his gun to the position of a charge. He had
mistaken his men, if he supposed that would stop them. They dashed upon him, and he was just on the point of
firing, when the nearest prisoner discharged the contents of his musket into the breast of the guaxd, literally
tearing his breast to pieces, and of course killing him instantly. They then ran into the street, past the outer
sentinels, who were too much surprised to act, and who forgot to use their muskets until too late. The fugitives
were nearly to Seventeenth Street, when the Rebels gave a cropping fire as harmless as it was useless.
The alarm was given, and the garrison of the Prison beaten to arms, but no traces of the bold prisoners could be
found. Where they went, how they went, and by what route, was never known; but a week or ten days after, their
arrival at Fortress Monroe was publicly announced. They had gallantly earned their freedom, and I hope they
enjoyed it more honestly and worthily than I fear they did before they became inmates of the Castle.
*
Bushwhakers are peculiar features of this War, which indeed gave them birth. So much has been said, and so
little is known of them, that a chapter on their life, manners, and habits, cannot be out of place in a volume like
this. During my long march from Salisbury to Strawberry Plains, I had abundance of opportunities to make their
acquaintance, learn their history, and observe their idiosyncrasies. This great st..uggle has made Bushwhackers on
both sides; but it is of the Union class I propose to speak.
They are confined to the Border States, or to those sections where political feeling is greatly divided; where
military power has usurped the right of the people, and compelled them to resist aggression by the most stealthy
and deadly means. It is difficult for an honorable or a courageous man, who has seen aught of military life, to
endure, much less sanction, bushwhacking. All one’s instincts revolt at it. It is slaughter without any of the
palliating circumstances of hot blood, generous passion, struggle for principle. It is treacherous, coldly
calculating, brutal; and yet, believing all that, I cannot find it in my heart to blame many of the men who resort to
it in the mountainous regions of North Carolina, and Tennessee.
They were quiet, peaceable, industrious, loyal; opposed to the doctrine of Secession, and all its attendant
heresies; the natural antagonists of the Slaveholders; lovers of the Union for the Union’s sake, and regarded as an
enemy whoever would seek its destruction. When the Rebels brought on the War, those loyalists held themselves
aloof, determined to take no part in it unless on the side of the Republic.
The contest continued, and the Conscription Act was passed. Then those innocent and patriotic citizens were
forced either to enter the insurgent army or run away; leaving their property and wives and children—all they held
most dear—behind them, and seek some new locality that, to their slender observation and limited knowledge,
appeared like another sphere. Domestic by nature and habits, they were unwilling to quit their firesides and the
few acres that had been and were their World. They would rather die than surrender all they valued in life. Yet
they could not stay at home. If not carried off to the army, they were hunted, harried, persecuted; driven into the
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woods and mountains like wild beasts. Frequently they were killed or wounded by the Home Guards; oftener
captured and sent bound to Richmond, where they were put into the field.
At the earliest opportunity they would desert, of course, and return to their humble dwellings. Then would
begin the persecution anew. They had forfeited their lives by desertion. Whenever the Guard saw them, they
would be fired on. It is not difficult to conceive how a few months of such experience would transform a man
from an enduring saint to an aggressive demon. Amiable, gentle, merciful at first, the process by which they were
transformed into Bushwhackers rendered them vicious, passionate, bloodthirsty. They were coerced to live in
caves, or pits dug in the earth; and while they were absent, the Guards or Rebel cavalry would visit the houses of
the fugitives, and steal whatever could be found. The wives and children of the Unionists were robbed of horses,
mules, and even personal attire and small sums of money—all because they were loyal. In addition to that, they
were occasionally abused corporeally. Terrible threats were made against them unless they disclosed where certain
property or articles were concealed. Their barns and even dwellings were burned down; and in many instances
Bushwhackers have found only smouldering embers or a heap of ashes where they looked for a pleasant home.
In North Carolina and Tennessee I met men who had not slept under their own roof for two and even three
years. All that time they had been “lying out,” as it is termed. When there was no danger, they would go to their
houses for an hour or two, but would not venture to remain there overnight. If the Home Guards were in the
neighborhood, or approaching, word was sent immediately to the Bushwhackers, or some signal given which was
understood. Horns would be blown, cowbells rung, peculiar cries given, and in less than a minute all the
Bushwhackers in the neighborhood would be on the wing towards mountain-tops, caves, or some secure hiding
place.
In the Union settlements, everyone is trained to be a messenger. The children of ten and twelve years, if they
see persons resembling the Guards or Rebel cavalry, bear the tidings at full speed to the nearest house, and so the
intelligence is spread far and wide. If there be any number of Unionists compared to the Rebels, the former give
them battle; and so often have they proved victorious, that the latter shrink from an engagement unless in greatly
superior force. Those small fights are of common occurrence, and I encountered many families who had lost near
relatives in such warfare.
When the Rebels pass through a section of country favorable to bushwhacking, the persecuted loyalists profit
by the opportunity of revenge to the fullest extent. All may be quiet, and outwardly peaceful; the enemy will be
walking or riding down a mountain road, or through a gap, or past a thicket of laurel, when half a dozen rifles will
crack, and perhaps two or three of his squad be shot dead or wounded.
All men, however brave, have a natural dread of being attacked by a concealed foe. It is like stabbing in the
dark. The mystery and uncertainty of the character and strength of the assailant lend a horror to the surprise; and
well disciplined must be the courage and firm the nerves which do not take refuge in flight. The Bushwhackers
have not infrequently frightened away thrice their number. Many of them have Spencer, Henry, and other
carbines, which discharge from six to sixteen times without reloading, giving the party attacked a very vivid idea
of the strength of the attackers.
In Wilkes County, North Carolina, twelve determined Union men have compelled from seventy to a hundred
Guards to flight. And in Carter County, Tennessee, they tell a story of a declaration by the “Confederates” that
those tories (meaning loyalists) have guns they can wind up Sunday morning, and fire all the week.
Of course, the Bushwhackers are held in great dread. The Rebel cavalry are in perpetual fear of them, and
never pass a turn in the road, or by a sheltering rock, or a heavy undergrowth, without extreme caution. The
breaking of a twig alarms, and the projection of a branch startles them. Where there is so much fear, there must be
a corresponding hatred. Alas, for the poor Bushwhacker who falls into Rebel hands! Short will be his shriving,
and speedy his exit from the Planet. His capture is synonymous with his execution. He is shot through the head as
coolly as a bullock would be, and probably before the week is over, his executioner is a corpse also.
The war in the mountainous regions of the two States I have mentioned is a war of extermination, and has
already become a kind of Vendetta. Oaths of vengeance are sworn against those who have killed relatives and
friends, and the oaths are most bloodily kept. A son shoots a father, and the son of that father shoots the father of
the first son. One brother kills another brother in an adjacent family, and in turn loses his brother by violence.
These feuds are handed down season after season, and year after year, as in the medieval time. Life is paid with
life, and death answers to death.
I remember meeting in Castle Thunder, Richmond, Virginia, two Tennesseans who had vowed revenge upon
certain parties in their section. They obtained their freedom long before I did, and when I passed through the
neighborhood where the former captives resided, they had redeemed their word. The men who had wronged them
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had ceased to live. They were killed in their own homes. In Western North Carolina, particularly in Wilkes and
Watauga, and in the northern counties of East Tennessee, few prisoners are taken. The black flag is ever raised
there. No quarter is given or asked by the inhabitants, and the escaped prisoners who travel in that quarter,
understand that “liberty or death” is no mere figure of speech, but a dreadful reality. Everywhere we were told if
we were captured that we would be pushed off the precipice of Time very summarily, and doubtless we would
have been. Had we not succeeded in our search after liberty, no one, I presume, would have ever known our fate.
Our bones would have whitened on some mountain-side, and though it would have been unpleasant at the time,
we would have rested as peacefully there as under a marble shaft in Greenwood.
*
One would expect to find the Bushwhackers fierce, cruel men, yet many of them are quiet, though determined,
warm-hearted, but excitable. Their peculiar life has quickened all their senses, and perpetual anxiety and frequent
alarm have given them a certain wild expression of face, especially of the eye, that belongs to hunted men. They
are as much attached to Northerners, as they are opposed to the Rebels. They received us with kindness, and even
welcomed us to their homely fare. They piloted us in many places, and would have protected us at the risk of their
lives. When we had crossed the Yadkin, and were within twenty miles of the Blue Ridge, a party of Bushwhackers
informed us we could not get over on account of the snow; that we would be tracked and murdered. After learning
that, we thought seriously of waiting where we were, even until Summer, if necessary, and the generous fellows,
poor as they were, offered to take us to their dwellings, and provide for us as best they could.
In Johnson County, Tennessee, we encountered a bevy of Bushwhackers of the most reckless character. One
day, while lying in a barn, we heard a tremendous yelling, and soon discovered that it proceeded from three of the
fraternity. Instead of remaining concealed, they were using their lungs to the utmost to attract attention. They
defied the Rebels, and as they were armed to the teeth, they would have proved formidable foes. One of the trio,
known as Canada Guy, was a type of the most savage class. He had been arrested as a Bushwhacker nearly two
years before; was sent to Richmond to be tried for several murders; and yet contrived to deceive the authorities to
such an extent that he was transferred to Belle Isle as a prisoner of war, and exchanged soon after.
Reaching Annapolis, Guy told the Provost-Marshal he wished to resume operations in Tennessee. The Provost
gave him a certain sum of money, and bade him go on his way rejoicing. Guy, on his return, had many old scores
to wipe off; and the sole erasive compound he knew was blood. In less than six months he killed seven men, all
bitter Secessionists, and vowed he would not forego the pleasure of killing more of the number for any
consideration on earth. No wonder he was ferocious. The Rebels hanged his father, some sixty years old, because
he would be loyal in spite of threats, and shot four of his brothers.
“But I’ll be even with them,” he exclaimed; “I’ll kill at least twenty for every one of my kinsmen.”
He bids fair to keep his word. He delights in exterminating the Secessionists, and his glee is almost fiendish at
times. I could not sympathize with or like such a man, though I doubt not his wrongs had rendered him the
reckless, bloodthirsty creature he was. Guy believed religiously that no Rebel had any right to property or life; so
he robbed the enemy wherever found, and was only too desirous of generating a difficulty that would give him a
pretext for adding another to his list of victims.
To the Bushwhackers I am indebted for many kindnesses which I shall not forget. I found in them virtues that
are rare in civilization, and possibilities of far better things. They have been compelled in self-defence to take the
course they have; and I am not at all sure that many of us who have loftier aims, and larger culture, and higher
instincts, would not do worse if we had been so foully wronged as those hardy and naturally humane
mountaineers.
*
Two of my journalistic friends and myself, as soon as the large influx of Union soldiers had been made into the
Prison, entered the hospitals, hoping to be of some service to the sick. We found the task extremely difficult,
because there was no cooperation on the part of the authorities; and the longer we remained, although we worked
very hard, the more fruitless we perceived our labor.
We concluded, therefore, to try another plan of escape. We had been very industrious in that way, for months,
at Salisbury, but had met with our old ill-fortune. The tunnels in which we had been interested had been exposed;
the schemes we had formed had been frustrated; the agencies on which we had depended failed in the moment of
need. We resolved thereafter to trust only Fortune and ourselves, and we prepared to make our exodus on the
evening of Sunday, December 18.
Two of us Bohemians—Mr. William E. Davis, of the Cincinnatti Gazette, and myself\fn{Of the New York
Tribune.}—had passes to the Rebel hospital, outside of the first inclosure and the first line of guards, and we spent
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an hour of Saturday night in forging a pass for my associate of the Tribune. It was my first essay in that
department of the Fine Arts, and I congratulated myself I had done well; nor was I without a lingering suspicion
that if my talents in that direction had been properly developed, I might have been a rival of Monroe Edwards.
There was this difference, however, in his chirographical experiments and mine: his resulted in getting him into,
while mine were designed to get a friend out of, a Penitentiary.
Our graphical labors went for naught. My confrere, the following morning, concluded it would be wiser to use
my genuine pass, and let me trust to going by the sentinel without any. We agreed to that; and so, a little before
dusk, the night promising to be dark and stormy, two of us went out to the Rebel hospital, to wait for the
development of events.
Mr. Richardson took a box employed for carrying medicines, and, filling it with empty bottles, walked boldly
up to the guard, who stopped him, and asked if he had a pass.
“Certainly,” was the reply; “you have seen it often enough, have you not?”
“I do not remember,” responded the Rebel. “Let me look at it.”
It was handed him, and, after scrutinizing it carefully, he returned it to Mr. Richardson, with the remark that it
was “all right.” My confrere walked out, and met, in the second inclosure, the Adjutant of the garrison and a
paroled Rebel convict, both of whom knew him intimately. Feeling that assurance alone would prevent suspicion,
he accosted them both, exchanged some ordinary remarks about the weather, and passed on.
A fourth prisoner, Thomas E. Wolfe, captain of a merchant vessel taken by the Rebels off the Balize—who also
had a pass, and, just before we started, had concluded to try the adventure with us—was looking on, determined,
if Mr. Richardson failed, to notify Mr. Davis and myself, that we might be off before the whole plan was apparent.
Richardson’s coomess had disarmed suspicion. He walked quietly to a vacant office at the end of the hospital,
placed his box and bottles therein, and moved leisurely by the guards, who were on the parapet at his right, to a
small outhouse, into which he stepped for concealment until it became darker.
Having loitered about the hospital as long as it seemed prudent, I walked by the guards—who supposed, no
doubt, we belonged to the garrison—to the outhouse in question. There I talked with Richardson in a low tone of
voice, and agreed, as it was quite dusk, to go out to the gate in the fence skirting the road, and which was
unguarded; and, if I were discovered, to return to the hospital. If I continued on, he was to follow.
I started, and just as I put my hand on the bar of the gate, to force it open, I felt it move from the other side.
Our old ill-fortune, I thought. We are discovered, and our hope of freedom once more blighted.
The gate opened, and I was vastly relieved to see Mr. Davis, of the Gazette, and the Captain. They believed it
hardly dark enough; but I pushed on across a small bridge over the railway; having told them I would meet them
at the appointed place, on a public road about a quarter of a mile from the Prison. Richardson followed, and in
half an hour we were all four together, lying down in the rain in a fence corner.
While there, a man crossed the field, and walked so near us that we thought he would step on us. We held our
breath, and heard our bearts beat, as we had so often done before, believing we must be discovered. He
conjectured not our presence, however, and walked off into the thick and all-enshrouding darkness.
In another hour we had crawled into a barn, and were lying under the straw and fodder, waiting for the next
night, when a Union man had agreed to procure us a guide, of whom we stood in great need, as not one of our
party had any knowledge of woodcraft, or of the country we had to travel through.
Long shall I remember the fresh, free air that greeted me like a benison when I stepped out of the Prison limits
on that murky, rainy evening. The old worn-out feeling, the inertia, the sense of suppression, seemed to fall from
me as a cast-off garment; and I believed I could walk to the ends of the Earth, if I could but find the sweet
goddess of Liberty—dearest and best of women—at the end of my long, long .journeying. …
193.76 Excerpt from A Glimpse Of India\fn{by Clara A. Swain (1834-1910)} Elmira, Chemung County, New York,
U.S.A. (F) 27
1
New York, October 30, 1869
I am very glad to report my safe arrival in New York after my much dreaded journey. I reached the city about
noon and made my way to the mission rooms without difficulty, where I met Dr. Durbin and Dr. Harris, the
missionary secretaries, who gave me a hearty welcome and offered me any assistance I might need in packing or
other arrangements.\fn{I have begun at the beginning of this work and have reported the text without interruption up to the point
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where Clara Swain returns to the United States upon the conclusion of her first Indian tour of duty at Bareilly in Uttar Pradesh, not far from
the city of Rampur:H}

Dr. Terry took me to his home where I am to remain until we sail, and I found Mrs. Butler there waiting to
receive me. She wished me to go to Passaic\fn{ New Jersey} to spend the Sabbath with her but I excused myself as I
preferred to go to Brooklyn; however, to my great annoyance the expressman failed to bring my trunk so I was
disappointed about going to Mr. C—‘s as I had intended. I considered the detention of my baggage providential
when, at the breakfasttable this morning, Dr. Terry told me that a love-feast—the one hundred and third
anniversary—was to be held today at the John Street Church, and I must not fail to go. I thought at first that my
untidy condition would detain me, but I could not afford to lose so rare an opportunity so I decided to go, hoping
that the exercises would be so interesting that no one would notice me.
Perhaps you will remember that the John Street Church was the first Methodist Episcopal Church in America.
It was organized with five or six members and they struggled through many difficulties in trying to erect their
building, but it was finally completed in 1766. It has been rebuilt once since that time. It is a plain, neat building,
and is called “The Stranger’s Church.” Rev. Mr. Corbit is the pastor.
The love-feast was beyond description. I can only say that it was glorious. There were a great many old people
present some of whom gave very clear and wonderful testimonies. They sang old Methodist hymns and shouted
just as people used to when we were children. I was greatly blessed and profited and could not help thinking what
a precious place to spend my last Sabbath in America—among these fathers and mothers in Israel, and in the
church which is the mother of all the branches of the Methodist Episcopal Church of this great nation.
The president of Dickinson College addressed the people at the close of the love-feast. He is a man of culture
and deep piety. His sermon was very appropriate for the occasion and seemed to come home to many who were
greatly blessed and occasionally made the old church ring with their “Glory” and “Hallelujahs.”
In the afternoon there was a reunion of all the former pastors of the church and the aged ministers of the city. It
was interesting to listen to their experiences. There was one minister present ninety-five years old whose
testimony for Christ was very encouraging for young Christians. It was a rare treat indeed and one which I do not
expect to enjoy again in this world. I trust that I may be counted worthy to attend the great reunion in the better
land, not only of ministers and people of our own Church but of those of all nations who have “washed their robes
and made them white in the blood of the Lamb.”
Monday morning.
Dr. Harris tells me that he has engaged our passage on the steamer Nevada which will sail Wednesday
morning, November 3d, bound for Liverpool. I shall finish my packing today in order to have one day of rest
before sailing. I have not yet seen Miss Thoburn, my travelling companion. She was expected on Saturday, and is,
probably, at some hotel in the city or with friends.
I may not have time to write more than one letter Wednesday morning, and as I promised to write to Dr.
Greene that letter will be for all of you.
Liverpool, England, November 17, 1869
Here I am, safely landed in Liverpool, as well and happy as can be expected after a twelve days’ rocking and
rolling on the ever-restless ocean. The weather was fine all the way and our gallant ship did its part nobly. Miss
Thoburn and I had a pleasant stateroom with two berths, and everything provided for our comfort.
We left New York at half-past two in the afternoon and after we had lost sight of the city we went down to our
room to make all necessary arrangements, intending to go on deck again and stay until we were out of sight of
land, but this pleasure was denied us.
We had not been on deck long before we were glad to hurry back to our room and make ourselves as
comfortable as circumstances would permit. There is no sickness to be compared to seasickness. I will not try to
describe it, experience only can make one understand and appreciate it in all its phases. The captain was disgusted
with us. He said if the voyage were two or three days longer he should be tempted to throw us overboard; that he
seldom had such a smooth and beautiful voyage and he did not see how anyone could be seasick.
We were on deck every day but two, going up early in the morning with our pillows and blankets and staying
all day. Our meals were brought up to us, and the captain was very kind and tried to tempt us with a variety of
food.
We found some very pleasant people among the passengers, Rev. Dr. Smith and wife of Chicago, editor of the
Baptist Standard; Dr. Reid and daughter of New York and Dr. Newton of Brooklyn, one of the physicians in
charge of the Eye Infirmary. He and his wife were going to Europe on their wedding tour. I found that Mrs.
Newton was educated at the seminary in Canandaigua and was acquainted with many of my old friends. We had a
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very pleasant time “talking about people,” as Cousin Louis says.
When we arrived in Liverpool these friends asked us to go to the hotel with them, which we were very glad to
do as we found no one at the dock to meet us as we had expected.
We arrived on Sunday and the gentleman who had been requested to meet us did not receive the letter until
Monday, so we were obliged to attend to our baggage ourselves. I had my two trunks and six boxes to look after
and the thought of having them all opened and examined was not pleasant, but the custom-house officer accepted
my statement as to the contents of my trunks, and after looking over my lists passed them without giving us much
trouble.
We had not been long at the hotel when Mrs. Kelly, sister to Mrs. Butler of America, called and invited us to
her home to remain until the time of our sailing, and we are now in her delightful home.
This morning. we rcceived information that no steamer on which we could obtain passage to Alexandria would
leave here for at least, ten days; so, as our stay in England will be thus prolonged, we have decided to go to
London tomorrow and spend a few days in seeing the sights of that great metropolis.
London, November 18, 1869
How little did we think. one year ago that this date would find me in this great city. We arrived at half-past two
this afternoon and found Dr. and Mrs. Smith, our steamer friends, pleasantly situated in a private boarding-house
where they had also secured rooms for us. They invited us to share their sitting-room and order our dinner with
theirs, and we already begin to feel quite at home.
November 19, 1869
We were delighted with our journey yesterday. The farming country is beautiful; the farms look like finely
cultivated gardens bordered with well-kept hedges, and occasionally we caught a glimpse of a large house
surrounded with trees and flowers, which looked like a home of wealth and comfort.
We began our sightseeing this morning, making our first visit to the Tower, where we spent two or three hours
among the relics of the past. We were admitted to three of the towers, and were shown the place where Lady Jane
Grey was executed. While there a company of Highlanders came near and played a mournful dirge upon their
bagpipes—so weird that it was almost painful. The Jewel Tower and St. John’s Chapel each had interest for us.
Leaving the Tower we drove to the Museum and spent the rest of the day there, where we saw so much to
interest us that we were filled with regret that our time was so limited.
November 20, 1869
Today we visited the Houses of Parliament. The buildings are rich and massive and there was much to admire.
You have, no doubt, read much better descriptions of the notable places in London than I can give you. This
afternoon we have been to City Road Chapel where Mr. Wesley saw so many of those to whom he preached
brought to Christ. Everything about the place is held sacred. The same pulpit is there which he used and it stands
in the same place, but I believe it has been lowered a little.
Do you know that Dr. Goodfellow, a returned missionary who spoke at our farewell meeting, presented me
with a frame made from the wood of this pulpit? Dr. Durbin’s picture was to have been put in the frame but it was
not finished, so it will be sent to me.
Standing by the graves of Wesley, Bunyan, Dr. Watts, Adam Clarke and others I felt like renewing my
consecration and asking God to give me that love for His cause, that spirit of self-denial which caused Wesley to
give up all that was dear to him for Christ’s sake. How God blessed the labors of those earnest workers and gave
them souls for their hire! And how much better the world is today because they lived and labored for the salvation
of souls!\fn{I remember coming across, in an isolated and deserted factory quarter in Leeds, England, when I visited England in 19701972, the ruin of a memorial fountain, a modest granite affair complete with decorative lions heads, but now chipped and cracked over
time. The dedication plate was still fixed, however; and I learned from it that it had been constructed on the spot where Charles Wesley had
conducted an open air serivce in what was then a pasture, miles from the Leeds City of his day. He had during his sermon pierced the
ground with his staff, and out had bubbled most miraculously a stream of the purest water, “to the delight and refreshment of all present.”
The water still flowed; and it was still sweet and clear, there, in the midst of the remains of rotting factories and moulding houses:H }

November 22, 1869
I have about come to the conclusion that it is quite impossible to go out sightseeing all day and try to write my
journal-letter in the evening. I am so tired tonight that I can scarcely think.
We expected to attend Mr. Spurgeon’s Church yesterday morning but hearing that he was quite ill at his home
we went to Westminster Abbey where we listened to a fine sermon from Dean Stanley, and in the afternoon at St.
James Hall we heard Newman Hall. His subject was Repentance, and he made a most earnest appeal to the
unconverted and to those who had grown weary in the work for Christ. The evening found us at City Road Chapel
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where we also heard an excellent sermon.
Liverpool, November 23, 1869
Today we visited the Crystal Palace, a charming place made beautiful with plants and flowers surpassing in
color and variety any collection I have ever seen. It would seem easy to be good in the midst of such
surroundings. A few hours’ stay among the tombs of England’s kings, poets and historians, and a walk through the
old cloisters where the monks used to walk and repeat their prayers, ended our sightseeing. These cloisters are all
that remain of the old Abbey. We returned to our rooms with grateful hearts for this unexpected and delightful
visit to London.
November 26, 1869
We returned to Livepool Wednesday evening and are again guests in Mrs. Kelly’s pleasant home. We have
been down to see the steamer on which our passage is engaged and find that it is a small coal steamer with only
one cabin for ladies, in which are four berths. Everything looks clean and comfortable. We have each purchased a
steamer chair, rug and a few other things for our comfort on the voyage. We were told that the steamer would sail
on Saturday and that it would take seventeen days to reach Alexandria. Only one lady besides ourselves has
engaged passage. Mrs. Kelly and her family have made our visit so pleasant that it seems almost like leaving
home again.
Saturday, November 27, 1869
Mrs. Kelly’s son accompanied us to the steamer this morning. The officers are very kind and gentlemanly;
there is no stewardess or doctor. A few gentlemen have come on board, among them a young clergyman of the
Church of England, who is going to India to officiate as chaplain in an up-country station. He was accompanied
by an elderly gentleman who seemed rather anxious about him and asked us to pay him some attention in a
friendly way. The lady who was to share our cabin has given up her passage.
Medittrranean Sea, December 19, 1869
This is the first time I have taken up my pen since we left Liverpool. Contrary to our expectations our steamer
did not sail until Monday, the twenty-eighth, so we went on shore on Sunday and attended church.
We have had a rough voyage so far, but today the sea is more quiet and we are feeling better. In the Bay of
Biscay the waves washed over the deck and broke the skylight in so that the water poured into our cabin and we
were deluged. Fortunately the things that we had taken out of our trunks for daily use had been placed in the
vacant berths, so they escaped a wetting, but whatever was on the floor was thoroughly soaked. Our small ship
rolled and tumbled but proved victorious over the great waves. Today we are gliding smoothly along and are
really enjoying the sea. We caught a glimpse of the snowy tops of mountains on the Spanish coast, and on the
seventh we passed Gibraltar, the “Lion of the Mediterranean.”
December 15, 1869
We have seen such lovely sunsets of late. Miss Thoburn says they are worth our long journey, seeing them
gives us such pleasure. Early this morning we steamed into the harbor of Malta, and as soon as the ladder was
lowered over the side of the steamer men rushed up on deck to show their wares. There were various kinds of
merchandise; beautiful Maltese and Italian laces and the most exquisite jewelry.
We looked longingly toward the town and wondered if it would be safe for us to go on shore and presently the
captain came up and assured us that we would have nothing to fear. He engaged a boat and helped us down the
shaky ladder and wished us a pleasant time. We were met at the landing by an official guide who took us up a
street which was all stairs with houses on each side. All the supplies for the people on these hilly streets are
carried up by hand. The streets were full of beggars who caused us much annoyance until the guide drove them
away. We visited St. John’s Cathedral, the government buildings, the Armory and the palace gardens. Oleanders,
poinsettia and geraniums grow here very luxuriantly and are like small trees. The making of lace and jewelry are
the chief industries.
Alexandria, November 21, 1869
We left Malta on the evening of the fifteenth and arrived here early this morning. As we have some hours to
spare we are going for a drive through the city. … One of our steamer friends invited us to drive, and we went
quite a distance to see Pompey’s Pillar and the Obelisk, called Cleopatra’s Needle, so the time has passed quite
pleasantly while we are waiting for the train for Suez.
Steamer Krishna, Red Sea, December 25, 1869
While you are, I trust, sweetly sleeping we are floating down the Red Sea beneath a scorching sun, fanned by
Arabian breezes.
I cannot realize that this hot day is Christmas. It seems too hot for the Fourth of July even.
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We left Alexandria on the twenty-first and crossed the country by rail to Suez. You will see on the map the part
of the country of Egypt through which we passed. We crossed three of the branches of the Nile. The soil is very
fertile and well cultivated though the farming is done in a very crude and ancient style. We saw men plowing with
a long stick for a plow and a cow and a camel yoked together. The people are very poor and miserable, living in
little huts of stone or mud. We are told that they raise large crops but they are obliged to pay such heavy taxes that
it keeps them very poor. We saw large cotton and wheat fields, and palm and orange groves loaded with ripe fruit
which looked very tempting. We arrived at Suez at seven o’clock in the evening and were immediately
surrounded by a crowd of Arabs, all anxious to get hold of our luggage. The gentlemen in our company were
obliged to attend to their own business and we stood among this crowd for nearly an hour trying to hinder them
from taking our parcels.
One of the gentlemen came to our relief as soon as he could adjust his own affairs and took us to an English
hotel where we met two young ladies who were sent out as missionaries to India by the United Presbyterian
Board. There were four of them who left New York the Saturday before we sailed, two of whom were appointed
to Egypt. These ladies had just come from Cairo in company with Rev. Mr. Ewing who lives there. He was the
first American gentleman we had met since leaving England and we soon made his acquaintance and were proud
to introduce him to the English gentlemen of our company. Mr. E— seemed pleased to see us and regretted that
we could not visit Cairo. We Americans had supper by ourselves and after supper Mr. E— proposed that we
charter a boat and go down the Suez canal which opens into the bay about two miles from the city. It was nearly
nine o’clock when we started. The evening was delightful and so light that we could almost see to read. Mr. E—
and our English friends discussed the question whether the canal would be a success or not, and the former
gentleman was very sure it would be while the others shook their heads doubtfully.
We saw some of the machinery which had been used in digging the canal. It is very quiet along the shores
now; the houses which had been occupied by workmen are vacant and everything is at a standstill. The company
has used all its money and nothing can be done until another appropriation is made. It is a grand work and has
already given employment to hundreds of poor natives.
I believe that the building of railroads and canals and manufacturing establishments will do much to aid
civilization. The country is overflowing with people who are lazy and indolent and who will lie or steal to get a
mere subsistence, while some would work if they could get employment and were encouraged and taught. I
cannot help thinking that good practical business men who can teach these people would be most successful. To
us the great want in Egypt seemed to be something for the people to do, and we thought the same in Malta.
We reached the canal and after sailing down it a short distance pronounced it a success and all joined in three
cheers. I wish I could describe to you the beauty of the scene as we sat in our boat just at the entrance to the canal.
The water was calm and as smooth as glass, not a wave or ripple except what was caused by the slight motion of
our boat. At our right we could see in the distance the lofty barren mountains and the valley where, it is said, the
children of Israel camped before crossing the Red Sea. The sight of the mountains suggested many thoughts and
reminded us of their historical relation.
After seeing something of the country and the customs of the people we could imagine, in a slight degree, the
appearance of such a multitude in their camp, and we fancied we could see the women with their kneading
troughs and cooking utensils upon their shoulders. The women still carry the burdens. We see them in the fields
watching the cattle and the herds of sheep. It was two o’clock when we returned to the hotel.
Mr. E— left for Cairo in the morning and we came on board the steamer Krishna. Here we found Mr.
Ballentine and wife, the cousin of Miss D— whom she told me about just before I left home. Mr. B— goes to
Bombay to engage in the cotton trade and his wife is anxious to take up missionary work. They are both young
and very pleasant and companionable. There is also a missionary and his family returning to India from Scotland.
He is employed by the American Board and has been in India eighteen years. He gives us many words of
encouragement.
I cannot tell you how glad we are to meet so many good people. Our company numbers eight and we have one
end of the table to ourselves which is very desirable. The rest of the passengers are English, most of them officers
and their wives. We have had the Christmas service read and no doubt we shall have a sumptuous dinner.
It is so warm I must put this away for the present.
2
Bareilly, India, January 25,1870
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When I laid my letter aside on Christmas Day I did not think that so many weeks would pass before I should
be able to write again.
The latter part of our voyage was very rough and I was too sick to write, and I had five sick ones to look after
besides myself as there was no stewardess or ship doctor. I cannot bear to think of the sea, it treated me so badly.
We were met at Bombay by Rev. Mr. Bowen, a missionary who took us to lunch and arranged for our journey
up-country. We were detained at Nagpur over a week waiting for our trunks. Mr. Thoburn, who met us there, was
obliged to leave us in order to reach Bareilly in time for the conference. Our trunks came at last and we left
Nagpur on the evening of the 17th of January in one of those delightful “dilk goris” which Mr. Coffin describes so
perfectly in his book “A New Way Around the World.” We appreciated his experience more fully when one of the
horses lay down in the road and the men tried for an hour to get it up; when they succeeded they left us alone in
the conveyance while they went back three miles for another pair of horses. All around us in the jungles we could
see fires built by thc natives to keep tigers away from their huts.
We made ourselves as comfortable as possible with blankets and shawls, closed the doors of the conveyance
and lay down for a nap, weary and I fear a little discouraged, but sleep came to our relief and when we awakened
the men had returned with fresh horses and werc hard at work trying to make them go. We reached the
Government Rest-House at Jubalpore toward night the next day just in time to miss the train. Fearing this might
happen Mr. Thoburn had made arrangements with a European family to entertain us and we were cordially
welcomed in their home. As there was no train we could take until the next day, we had time to rest and visit the
city.
Many of the wealthy business men live on the main street. The houses are gorgeous, some of them two stories
high, painted with a great variety of colors and ornamented with pictures of idols and temples and queer-looking
animals. The merchants and grain-sellers do all their business out on the verandas in front of their buildings; they
keep their goods piled up on the veranda and sit by them waiting for customers.
We passed several shops where men were making ornaments for the nose, ears, ankles and toes. They would
hardly be called jewelry as they are made of various materials, some of silver, some of lead and some of a very
thin material of different colors which looked like glass. The leaden rings for the ankles were very heavy; it would
be hard for some of us to raise our feet with such a weight attached to them. In addition to these anklets the
women wear an ornament on the big toe which looks as if it might be painful.
We saw men beating brass and making it into plates and drinking vessels, and others making brown earthen
vessels to hold water. Their methods of manufacture are very simple as well as their way of living.
We travelled by rail to Cawnpore which is one hundred and eighty miles from Bareilly. Here we left the cars
and took a dal gar; again but I am happy to say that the horses were more civilized and seemed to know their duty,
and two or three men could make them start.
But we had great difficulty in getting anything to eat for there was only one Rest-house on this route and it was
almost impossible to make the men understand what we wanted; however, by pointing and making various signs
we succeeded in getting some tea and the bread used by the natives.
It was six o’clock in the morning and we had a hard day's travel before us and we wanted some food to take
with us but did not succeed in getting any so we were obliged to fast until we reached Bareilly.
When we arrived at the river Ganges we left the gari and were carried across the river in small doolits carried
on men’s shoulders. The bridge of boats seemed rather unstable but we were taken safely over and were not sorry
to find karis ready for us. We saw men and women bathing in this, their sacred river, and met many more on their
way to it. Many things that we saw on our way up-country touched our hearts and led us to pray earnestly that
God would make us useful to this people in teaching them of the true God and how to lead better lives.
We reached Bareilly about five o’clock in the morning, January 20 th, and were warmly welcomed by the
missionaries by whom we were to be entertained and after a refreshing bath, a few hours rest and a comfortable
meal we were ready to meet those who had been anxious for our arrival. The annual conference was in session
and all the missionaries of our Church in India were in Bareilly with their families and we were soon introduced
to them by our hostess. The women shook hands with us and kissed us and all seemed to talk at once.
As soon as I could get a hearing I asked if there were any letters and five were brought to me. Life seems
different to me already and I appreciate more than ever everything that is good and noble. The words of love and
good wishes and the many assurances in my letters that I am faithfully remembered in prayer are a great comfort
to me, and now that I have been brought in safety to India where I am to work for the Master I feel the need of the
prayers of my friends more than ever. As I begin to realize what is before me and the expectations of the people
concerning my work my faith and courage almost fail me.
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January 26, 1870
Conference is over and nearly all of the missionaries have left for their respective stations, all seeming eager to
get back to their work.
Sunday could hardly be called a day of rest. At eight o’clock in the morning occurred the conference lovefeast. All the services were held in the Orphanage schoolroom which is used as a chapel, and at this early hour the
room was full. The testimonies were given in English and in Hindustani, some of the missionaries appearing to
use the latter as fluently as the natives themselves. Though we could not understand what was said in the native
tongue the happy faces of the Christians who spoke and of the orphan girls who testified of Christ’s love tor them
and His saving power, gave ample evidence that they understood the spirit of Christianity. The singing was all in
Hindustani and the hymns were certainly sung with spirit. A hymn-book was handed to me but though I knew the
tune the words of the hymn were beyond me. Occasionally there would be short, earnest prayers and a few verses
of a hymn would be sung to a native tune in a most enthusiastic manner. Truly it was a blessed beginning of the
sacred day.
Eleven o’clock was the hour for the Hindustani preaching service and the chapel was crowded. Bishop
Kingsley preached in English, his words being interpreted by one of the missionaries. We could understand every
word of this simple but excellent sermon. Then followed the communion service, and after that the native Sundayschool. The opening exercises were conducted in the chapel, then the classes retired to the small rooms, coming
together again at the closing hour. There was a special service in the afternoon for the older girls of the Orphanage
which I did not attend as I wanted to rest a little before the evening service. This was an English service and
besides the missionaries quite a number of the English residents of Bareilly were present, notice having been sent
around the station that Bishop Kingsley would preach. Weariness was forgotten as we listened to the forceful,
eloquent sermon, uplifting in its simplicity, convincing in its earnestness. I could have listened for a much longer
time.
A light supper was served at six-thirty and then occurred the social missionary service of prayer and praise,
just a family of our Father’s children talking together of His loving dealings with them and of the sweetness of
His presence and His care over them through the year just past. I did not wonder that it was hard to close such a
meeting though the hour was late.
Conference week is the only time in the year when the missionaries are likely to meet one another. Some live
in isolated stations where there are few or no Europeans, and even if there are European residents the missionaries
are so occupied with their own work that there is not much time for social life, so these annual gatherings are
precious privileges in more senses than one.
We enjoyed the conference sessions very much. We were formally introduced at the Monday morning session
and as the bishop gave us the hand of welcome the conference rose to greet us. We were asked if we would say a
few words but we did not detain the conference long with our speeches.
The missionary ladies met every afternoon to talk over their work and to estimate for the work of the coming
year, and these meetings were preceded by a delightful prayer service which was, indeed, a time of refreshing.
The conference adjourned on Tuesday and Miss Thoburn and I received our appointments, Miss Thoburn to
educational work in Lucknow and I to medical work in Bareilly. It would have been pleasant for us to be in one
station but the needs of the work had to be considered.
My medical work really began the day of my arrival. When I came out of my room in the morning I found a
company of native Christian women and girls eagerly awaiting the appearance of the “Doctor Miss Sahiba,” and
with the aid of a good missionary sister I was able to understand their words of welcome and find out what I could
do to help them. As I had no medicines with me I procured a few simple remedies for their ailments from Mrs.
Thomas who has quite a little dispensary for she has been obliged to care for the sick in the mission compounds
and the Christian village as well as the girls in the Orphanage. I had fourteen patients that first day.
February 5, 1870
This is my third Sabbath in Bareilly. The first Sabbath Bishop Kingsley, who was here for the conference,
ordained six native preachers. The service was very impressive. We were told that some of these men were
obliged to give up their wives and children and all their friends when they became Christians, as then they break
their caste, and it frequently happens that a woman will turn against her husband or son when they change their
religion.
Last Sabbath we had services in Hindustani; most of the congregation were natives and they all sat on the floor
in the chapel and listened with great attention. The Sunday-school exercises lasted until noon and there was
preaching at four o’clock. This is the regular order of exercises through the year.
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I have just returned from Sunday-school and am glad to say that I have a class. A few of the older girls in the
Orphanage understand English and Mrs. Thomas has given them to me to be taught. I understand scarcely a word
of the church services, so this Sunday class is quite a boon to me.
I cannot say that I am disappointed in India. I find it much as I expected, except that the country is more
beautiful. I have a pleasant home here and find things very comfortable. Mrs. T— says that a number of girls are
ready for my medical class and I am anxious to begin with them but may be obliged to wait some time yet for my
boxes of books and charts. It takes a long time to get things up from Bombay.
I can scarcely realize that the ground is covered with snow at home while it is so warm and delightful here.
The peach trees arc in bloom and so are the strawberry-vines and the mango trees. Just now we have guavas,
oranges, limes and a fruit called pumelo, which resembles an orange and looks like a pumpkin growing on a tree.
This is the season for vegetables and we are having peas, string beans, lettuce, cabbage and beets. Rice is much
used here and we have it cooked in a variety of appetizing ways. The mutton is good and we have beef, fowls, and
fish occasionally. Mr. T— keeps cows so we have milk for our tea and coffee, and the cook makes a fresh pat of
butter every morning. The cows in India give very little milk; some people keep goats and buffaloes; the latter
give much more milk than cows and their milk is rich in butter.
The two mission houses and grounds are very pretty and pleasant. The houses are one story high built chiefly
of sun-dried brick, plastered over and whitewashed and have tiled roofs. They have wide verandas which add to
the beauty and comfort of the house. Very little wood is used in building. The floors are brick and are covered
with coarse matting over which are cotton floor-cloths stamped in neat patterns. There is a fireplace in my room
and on the mantelpiece stands my favorite vase filled with beautiful roses and sweet jasmine. The gardener brings
me fresh flowers every other morning.\fn{ From a portion of a letter addressed to “M——”; unless otherwise noted, the material
contained in this extract is taken from letters addressed by Dr. Swain to her sister:H }
Tuesday, February 7, 1870
It is near sunset and as I look out through my open door I see dark-faced men dressed in white and different
colors going home from their daily work, some on foot and some in small conveyances drawn by a pony or a
more pretentious one drawn by a pair of trotting bullocks. The wealthier natives are usually carried in palanquins
or in dolies on men’s shoulders. There is a great variety of vehicles, all strange to a foreign eye. Elephants are
used considerably for riding and camels for carrying burdens. We see them passing every day.
Quite a number of native gentlemen have called to pay their respects, as they say. Some of them have told me
that they appreciate my having left my native land and all my friends to come here to care for their women who
can never see a physician of the other sex. I have had several invitations to visit some of their houses. One day I
was asked to see a sick person in the home of one of the richest natives in the city, and when I came away the
gentleman of the house handed me a gold piece worth eight dollars.
The news had quickly spread abroad that a lady doctor had come from America to treat the sick and that she
would visit them in their homes, or any sick ones might come to the mission house where they would receive
attention and get medicine free of charge, and men, women and children came, with ailments real and ailments
fancied, coughs and fevers being the chief troubles.
When I go to the city Mrs. Thomas or a native Christian woman who understands English accompanies me to
act as interpreter. One of my first visits was to the house of a Hindu gentleman who had been among the first to
call and pay his respects to me. His family consisted of a wife and one child, a boy six years old, the pride of his
parents and the joy of the household. The servants were always ready to do what he asked and his every wish was
gratified.
We were cordially received and after the usual ceremony of offering pan or betel-leaf and various sweetmeats,
which etiquette required us to taste, I turned my attention to my patient, whose illness proved to be the result of a
long-standing disease which, in due time, would yield to proper medical and hygienic treatment. She seemed quite
happy at the thought of being well again some time, and both she and her husband assured me that my directions
in regard to diet and the taking of the medicine regularly should be carefully observed.
I was much interested in the appearance of this native lady. She was shy and modest, richly dressed and
seemed quite intelligent. She had always lived in seclusion, knowing almost nothing of life outside her own home.
She asked many questions about our dress, our customs and our religious faith. Her husband has an office under
governmcnt and is much more liberal in his views than are most Brahmans. He is teaching his wife to read, and
said he would like her to learn needlework if we could send someone to teach her, which we will gladly do.
You may like a description of this native house. On entering we passed through a small apartment used as a
stable for the horse and cows, and through a doorway which led from this into a square open court, on two sides
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of which were open verandas with sleeping rooms back of them. One of these verandas, with its apartments,
seemed to be occupied by the servants, and the other served as the sitting and dining-room of the family. A thick
cotton rug lay on the floor and there were two small mats, three chairs, and a small table. The gentleman received
us and asked us to be seated and he then brought his wife and introduced her, telling her to shake hands with us,
and bringing forward a chair motioned to her to be seated. It is, I believe, unusual for a native woman to sit on a
chair in the presence of her husband, this honor being accorded only to the mother of sons; in this case it showed
the happy relation existing between husband and wife, for the woman sat with uncovered face and showed no
embarrassment even in the company of strangers.
We have visited other zananas, and are invariably offered pan, which I must describe to you. A betel leaf—
which is pungent in itself—is washed and on it is laid a little tobacco, a morsel of lime, some broken bits of the
betel or areca nut, some cardemons and one or two other aromatic spices, and then the leaf is folded over into a
three-cornered shape and fastened together with a small thorn. It makes quite a mouthful. Pan is used by all
classes of natives and by all ages as a digestive after meals. The chewing of it gives a very unpleasant red color to
the mouth and lips, but that does not detract from the pleasure enjoyed by the user. It is always offered to visitors,
and we accept it, but take it away with us and find a way to dispose of it.
3
February 18, 1870
I enjoy my visits to the Orphanage, and am never happier than when surrounded by the little brown faces. I
enclose the picture of a little orphan who has lately come, and is waiting for someone to adopt her. She is a bright
little thing and is beginning to learn to adapt herself to school life. This famine has brought in a great many
homeless waifs. The expense of supporting a girl in the Orphanage is thirty dollars ($30) a year, and she remains
here until she is capable of becoming a teacher or Bible reader, or she marries.
The girls are taught to work and make themselves useful as well as to study. Much attention is given to Bible
study and it is pleasant to see what interest even the little ones take in it and how quickly they memorize. I think if
some of our good people at home could see these little destitute ones it would not be long before they would all be
adopted by patrons in America.
The children gather around me and kiss my hand and get hold of my dress as if they feared that I would leave
them. They are very loving and affectionate.
Every morning a little company of them, in charge of a teachcr or an older girl, come to my room for medicine,
some with sore eyes, some with a touch of fever or a cold, some with a cough or sore throat. All these little
ailments are attended to, but the little ones are in no hurry to leave, and they frequently have something to tell
which amuses and interests me.
February 20, 1870
My boxes containing my library, medicines, charts and skeleton have arrived. They were six weeks coming
from Bombay by train and by oxcart. It seems like a fresh breeze from home to see and open them. My trunk,
which a gentleman mistook for his, was sent off to some place in the Punjab, but it has been returned to Bareilly,
so I have now all my belongings and shall soon begin my classwork.
There are fourteen girls in the Orphanage whom Mrs. Thomas has taken great pains to teach both in English
and Hindustani with a view to their studying medicine should the mission succeed in securing someone from
America to instruct them. There are three married women who were taught in the Orphanage who wish to join the
class, so I shall have seventeen pupils.
February 25, 1870
I have had a number of patients from the city and a few from the Christian village across the way this morning,
and I was asked to go over to the village to see a woman who was not able to come to the bungalow. I found her
lying upon her cot—a string bed—without either mat or sheet under her. On the mud floor beneath the bed were
some coals and hot ashes to keep her warm. Not a bad idea for such a chilly morning, especially when one is
suffering from a malarial chill.
It is interesting to see how these people make the best of their limited means and yet are comparatively
comfortable. A string bed, a drinking vessel, a large brass plate, an iron plate on which they bake their unleavened
cakes and a vessel in which they cook their rice or vegetables often comprise the whole of their earthly
possessions. You can see how much less trouble it is to them to move from one place to another than for us. They
bundle their goods together, put them on the bed, and a man or woman carries the load off on his or her head
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while the family follow on behind. I often meet such a procession when I am on my way to the city.
I am learning a little every day of the language and customs of the people and the more I learn and mingle with
them the more I see of the difficulties I have to cope with.
March 6, 1870
On the first of this month I began my medical class with founeen girls from the Orphanage and three married
women. Two or three of the girls understand English very well so that one interprets for me as I give the lessons
in my own language. At present we take anatomy, physiology and materia medica.\fn{Medical matters, an old scholastic
catch-all Latinism:H} We meet every morning at six o’clock in one of the classrooms of the Orphanage school
building and spend from one to two hours on the lesson. The skeleton which, you remember, astonished the
Liverpool custom house officer so much when he opened the box, hangs near me. One of the girls when she first
saw the skeleton, exclaimed,
“Oh, Miss Sahiba, how will this woman rise in the resurrection with her flesh in America and her bones in
India?”
I leave you to answer this question in your next letter.
Two of the class are appointed each week to look after the sick girls in the Orphanage and to accompany me
when I go to the city and to the Christian village. Some of them are very capable and will, I trust, in time make
very clever doctors; others will make good nurses and more careful mothers for having the knowledge gained
here.
March 10, 1870
Just in front of the mission bungalow is a pretty little summer-house, in shape like the Temple of Jupiter in
Rome, but of more perishable material, covered with trailing vines. We take our early breakfast—a cup of tea and
slice of toast—here every morning before going to our work. This is a necessity as we have a late breakfast after
the morning work is over.
It was cool and pleasant this morning and after teaching my class and attending to the patients who had come
to the bungalow I drove to the city to visit some patients in their homes. Mrs. Thomas and one of my class girls
went with me. After driving quite a distance through the main bazaar we turned into a narrow crooked street and
came to the house where my patient lives.
It is not to be wondered at that there should be sickness in such unsanitary surroundings! The woman is very ill
and I fear will not recover. She is young and has one child, a boy about three years old. Her willingness to submit
to treatment and take the medicines prescribed for her makes her case a more hopeful one than many that come
under my care. Although a “shut-in” she appears to be more intelligent than many of her class.
Our next visit was to a high-caste Hindu family consisting of a man and his wife and five married sons. The
mother is a chronic invalid. I fancy she has enough to do in trying to keep her five daughters-in-law in submission
for they all seem to have ideas of their own. Each of them has her separate apartments and cooks for herself and
husband. There are no children in either of these young families.
We have made several visits to this house and the mother has taken quite a fancy to me, so much so that her
sympathies are really touched because I have no husband. Today she asked me if I would marry a Hindu
gentleman, and said if I would she would find a husband for me. She says that I am not bad-looking and she
cannot see why I did not marry in my own country. My answer was not a satisfactory one to her and she continued
to wonder.
Some of the young women are learning to read and to sing our hymns, but the mother is not willing that we
should teach anything that would disturb their faith or hers. She is a very bigoted Hindu, and her rule is
paramount in the home; notwithstanding her severity she has some admirable qualities and her sons show her
much respect.
On our way home we were called into a house to see a young Mohammedan woman who had been growing
deaf gradually for some time. On questioning her I found that she had a very severe attack of earache about a year
ago and that she had, at that time, applied some medicine on cotton to both ears. Examination of the ears showed
a little ball of cotton encrusted with wax against the drum of each ear so that sound was perfectly obstructed.
These were soon removed and a more grateful woman it would be difficult to find. She insisted on our taking pan
and sweetmeats, this being all she could offer as she is a poor woman.
We reached home quite ready for our eleven o’clock breakfast.
A great sorrow has come to us. Mr. and Mrs. Scott and their two little girls were camping out in the district
when Elma, the eldest, about four years old, was taken suddenly ill with diphtheria. They brought her in to
Bareilly at once and everything possible was done to relieve her but medicines seemed to have no effect and she
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passed away after a few hours. Her death is a great grief to the parents and to us all. Little Allie is scarcely old
enough to realize her loss only as she misses her playmate. This is the first one among my patients whom I have
not been able to benefit.
April 18, 1870
Since I wrote you last Bareilly has been honored with a visit from the Lieutenant-Governor of the Northwest
Provinces, Sir William Muir who, with Lady Muir, was on his way to Naini Tal, which is the seat of government
for these provinces during the hot season. The governor held a durbar or reception for the native chiefs of the
Rohilkund District and Lady Muir invited Mrs. Thomas and me to be present and sit with her on the dais, thinking
that it would be a fine opportunity for me to be made known to the elite of the district, as all the government
officials, native as well as European, were present.
It was a pretty sight to look upon. The fine-looking Muslim\fn{ The text has “Mohammedan,” here and elsewhere, an
incorrect and offensive term to Muslims, as they do not believe that their religion comes from Mohammed, but from God. I have emended
the text where necessary: H } and Hindu gentlemen were attired in gold embroidered robes of satin or velvet, royal

purple, bright blue, green and even scarlet making a brilliant display, while the delicate colors of their turbans
added a touch of daintiness to the costumes.
Each was presented in turn to the governor who made a pleasant remark as he received their salutation, and
then followed his official address, in the course of which he said that the women of Bareilly and the adjoining
towns in their time of need would now have the advantage of a physician who could enter their homes which up
to this time had been closed to the medical profession of the other sex; then turning toward me he mentioned my
name and said that he hoped that when the women and children in the families of the gentlemen now before him
needed medical attention they would not fail to call in the lady doctor.
The Nawab of Rampore—a Muslim—had come to Bareilly to meet the lieutenant-governor. He arrived in a
golden carriage drawn by fine horses, with outriders, followed by a retinue of horsemen, state officials\fn{ Rampore was one of the few so-called Princely States within the Indian Empire of which the British secured its allegiance through treaty with
the ruling house directly, as opposed to annexing the territory outright. It was merged with the Indian State of Uttar Pradesh on December
1, 1949:H} and servants, the whole making a brilliant royal procession.

The next day Sir William visited the native college and addressed the students, and we were also invited to
attend on this occasion. The address was in Hindustani, and I did not understand it only as Mrs. Thomas
occasionally interpreted a sentence to me.
In the afternoon Sir William and the Nawab of Rampore with his staff, visited the Girls’ Orphanage. The
Nawab seemed pleased with what he saw and heard, especially with the intelligent replies of the medical class as I
questioned them on the bones and muscles of the human body. He said he did not know that girls could learn so
much.
When he returned to his tent he sent a thousand rupees as a present for the Orphanage.
Lady Muir called on us at the bungalow and invited Mrs. Thomas and me to accompany her to the city to visit
a widowed Rani. The Rani told us that she had just returned from a pilgrimage to Benares, the sacred city of the
Hindus. She is very devout in her way. She treated us with much respect and as we were leaving a large brass tray
of gold and silver coin was presented to us, which offering we were expected simply to touch as we made our
salaam.
On the floor near by where we sat were trays of fresh fruit, peaches, figs, melons and other fruits and at
evening these were sent to our bungalow as a mark of respect.
We afterward visited the house of a wealthy Muslim gentleman where we found two hundred and fifty women
and children, fifty of whom belonged to his household; the rest were pupils of the Muslim schools of the city who
had been gathered here to be examined by Lady Muir. We heard some of them read and Lady Muir questioned
them a little and then distributed some gifts, and gave them a nice little talk. Both Sir William and Lady Muir are
so thoroughly good and just toward all classes that their words are considered almost sacred. It will be a great help
to my work among native families to have been introduced by them in this way.
I must not omit to say that these schools in the city were all organized by this Muslim gentleman, who is
deputy commissioner of the Bareilly District.
April 21, 1870
The heat is intense and we can only go out morning and evening unless really obliged to. This has been my lot
a few times of late. I have had a serious case which has caused me great anxiety for several days. The patient is
the wife of our Bengali preacher, who also teaches in the mission school. She is only eighteen years of age—one
of the loveliest women I have ever met. The day after the birth of her child she was taken with fever which
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continued for five days and seemed beyond control. I worked over her faithfully and today she is more
comfortable and I think she will recover. I dare not leave her to a native nurse so I take the whole care of her
myself, except such little attention as her husband can give while I am visiting other patients.
Calls for medical attention increase in number daily and nearly every day I go to the city both morning and
evening. I visit regularly in fifteen different zananas. It is a trial to me not to be able to talk with the women
instead of speaking through an interpreter. I suppose, in a way, this first year will be my hardest year in India. I
have to study the diseases peculiar to the climate and country and their treatment, keeping in mind the mode of
life of the people, which is not always favorable to the recovery of a patient.
4
Bareilly, April 25, 1870
The hot season began about the first of this month and is now well upon us. The hot winds blow from about ten
o’clock in the forenoon till four or five o’clock in the afternoon, and it is very unpleasant to be out of doors during
this time, but with the arrangements we have for cooling the house the wind proves a wonderful help. Fragrant
grass mats are fitted into the open doors on the side from which the wind comes, and these are kept wet, so that
the wind blowing through them cools the atmosphere and seems like a fresh mountain breeze, and with the
punkhas or fans swinging over us from the ceiling we are made quite comfortable.
All our work is done in the early morning, of course, and after breakfast we slip on our dressing-gowns and
rest for an hour, then write letters and I take this time to prepare my lesson for the medical class which I organized
soon after my boxes arrived.
Even these hot days are not quite long enough for all that I plan to accomplish; interruptions come frequently,
for the native people do not mind the heat as we do, and they think of something they wish to consult us about or
some one is taken sick suddenly and our quiet is broken in upon.
Yesterday a woman was led into my room by her ayah; she had ophthalmia and both her eyes were so badly
swollen that she could not open them. After two hours’ treatment I sent her home rejoicing, both eyes open and
the pain nearly gone.
This is the month for cholera, smallpox, ophthalmia and other eye troubles occasioned by dust and the heat and
glare, and I have many patients to attend to. In the evening I go to the city when needed, or take a drive with Mrs.
Thomas through cantonments and out into the country. These drives are very refreshing and just what we need
after being shut in for so many hours. In America we would prefer a brisk walk but in this climate one cannot
walk far without getting very tired. My walking is done in the early morning as I go among the sick in the
compound and the Christian village.
A number of patients came to the bungalow this morning, and it was very late before I got through with them
all and with my class, which takes nearly two hours as I teach the lesson through an interpreter.
The doubt entertained by some whether native women would come to the mission housc for medical aid is
entirely removcd. They seem glad to come; not only those of the poorer and middle classes but some from thc
most respectable and high caste families have come to us.
We greatly need a hospital and I scarcely know how to get along without one. If our work continues to increase
we could care for many more if we had a suitable place for patients to remain with us, and it would also save
much of our time and strength. Hospitals, especially for women and children, are much needed in India, and if
properly conducted might do much for their social and religious improvement as well as for the relief of their
physical suffering. In talking with a native gentleman a few days ago, he remarked,
“Such homes for the sick are just what we need. Native ladies would not hesitate to go to a hospital
superintended by a lady physician, and I am anxious that the first one should be in Bareilly.”
Was not this encouraging?
May 8, 1870
We have just received the sad and startling news of Bishop Kingsley’s death at Beirut of heart trouble. The date
of his death was not mentioned but it was, probably, more than six weeks ago. Dr. Bannister was with him. So
much news of this kind has come to us of late that we ask ourselves, Who next? Bishop Kingsley’s wise and
gentle administration at tbe Conference, and his strong and earnest sympathy and valuable counsel endeared him
to the missionaries, and his sudden translation has cast a gloom over us all. His great interest in our work led the
missionaries to expect much from his report at home of the needs of the mission. But God's ways are higher than
our ways, and His thoughts than our thoughts.
July 20, 1870
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The rainy season began about a month ago. The first few showers were very refreshing after so many weeks of
intense heat. The scorched brown lawns are now a beautiful green and all nature seems to have sprung suddenly
into new life. I have never seen it rain as it does here; it comes in torrents. One day as I was coming home from
the city I was caught in a rain-storm and the carriage box was soon filled with water and I found myself in an
impromptu foot-bath, shoes and stockings as well. It was a warm day, still my wetting resulted in an attack of
rheumatism which laid me aside for a time.
The rain comes down heavily for a few hours then the sun shines and it is hot and steamy, just the kind of
weather which makes one feci that even a grasshopper is a burden. The rainy season lasts until the end of
September, which is considered the most unhealthy month of the season because of decaying vegetation creating
malaria.
Bareilly is noted for malarial fever. The side streets in the city and many of the native houses are so unsanitary
that it is a marvel that any escape fever. Many Europeans, especially the families of government officials, spend
the hot and rainy seasons in the mountains. The station looks quite forlorn, so many houses are closed and so few
people are out for a drive in the evening.
My work goes on as usual. As my practice increases I find my room in the mission house quite too small and
inconvenient for the morning clinics, and the homes of the poor where I am called to attend the sick are so utterly
destitute of comforts of any kind that what little I can do for them seems of very little use. I long for a clean,
comfortable place near me to offer them. Our need of a hospital grows each day more urgent, but where can we
purchase suitable grounds on which to build, and will the Society furnish the necessary means, are questions to be
considered.
October 28, 1870
I must write you a few words this morning to tell you how much I enjoy your letters. Whenever you want to do
a real missionary work just write me a good long letter. I never knew the value of letters until I came to India.
We are seeing good results from our visits in the zananas. A Bengali woman who has been a patient of mine
for some time asked us to bring her a Bible in her own language, and she is so much interested in reading it that
she says she does not like to do anything else. The last time we went to see her she whispered to Mrs. Thomas,
“I like that book so much, and I want you to explain it to me and tell me more about your religion.”
We expect her and her sister-in-law—a widow—to visit us this evening. She sent me word that they would
come in a closed carriage at nine o’clock. I shall send all the men servants away from the house, as these are
purdah women, and must not be seen outside of their home. We hope and trust that these women are truly seeking
the Truth. Another patient said to us:
“I wish there was only one religion in India, then we could all eat together without breaking our caste.” The
women often give us food and sweetmeats, but they would not eat a morsel of their own food with us nor allow us
to touch one of their dishes or drinking vessels.
The Bengali woman who asked for a Bible is intelligent and if she becomes a Christian she will be capable of
doing something for others, but there are many who do not quickly comprehend our teaching, and others are
indifferent.
If you were to look into my room you would see the tiniest baby on my lounge, which I have had here for a
week. It was so feeble and puny that I had no hope for its life. The mother was very ill and had no nourishment for
it, and we have kept it alive by giving a few drops of milk at a time and now it really seems that it will live. I
promised the mother that I would adopt the baby if she did not get well, but both she and the baby are now in a
hopeful condition.
I need not tell you how much I want to see you and how many times I wish for you when I return from my sick
patients. How it would cheer me to find you in my room waiting to hear the result of my visits and give me some
advice. I cannot tell you how hard it is to practice medicine here alone.\fn{ From a letter addressed to a Dr. Greene}
December 26, 1870
As the year draws to a close I am interested in looking back over the months of service for the Master, and I
feel grateful to God for what has been accomplished. While many have been relieved from suffering we have the
hope that some among our patients have become thoughtful about their eternal interests.
I find that in this my first year in India I have visited seventy different families in the city and adjacent
villages, with two hundred and fifty visits in the homes of my patients, besides prescribing for twelve hundred and
twenty-five patients at the mission house. In many of the families we have read the Bible and other religious
books and have conversed freely with the women, some of whom are learning to read.
It has been impossible to give regular instruction in all the zananas where we have been asked to teach as our
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number of helpers is so limited, so we have followed the plan of reading a portion of Scripture and explaining it in
the presence of the family of each patient as we had time and opportunity. In this way we have succeeded in
interesting the women and opening the way for friendly talk, and inducing some to learn to read and think for
themselves.
Bareilly, January 8, 1871
Your letter of June 8th reached me after a three months’ journey and the one dated August 28 th has come today
quite unexpectedly as this is not home mail day. Home letters arc very welcome no matter how often they come.
I am trying to arrange my work so that I can go to Lucknow to attend the Annual Conference on the twelfth of
this month.
We are having delightful weather. The roses and other flowers are in full bloom and the orange and lemontrees are laden with ripe fruit.
I have been to the English Church this evening and heard an excellent sermon. When I get hungry for a sermon
I go there, for our services are all in Hindustani and I do not yet understand that language. Bareilly is a military
station with several regiments quartered here, and there are also many civilians so the chaplain usually has a good
congregation.
The Rev. William Taylor is now in Lucknow. You have heard of his marvelous success in Australia and
Ceylon. He is holding meetings in Lucknow which are well attended by the natives. He preaches through an
interpreter, and has such a simple way of explaining the Scriptures that the people seem to have little difficulty in
comprehending his meaning. There have been several conversions.
Mr. Taylor intends to remain in India two years preaching in the different stations, so we shall have him here in
Bareilly some time.
Christmas was a very enjoyable day. We did not have snow for a sleigh-ride but there was keen sharp air and
plenty of dust. There was a morning service and then came the festivities. I had a number of presents from my
patients, chiefly trays containing nuts, oranges, raisins, pomegranates, native sweetmeats and trays with boxes of
white grapes. The natives do not, of course, observe the day, but they understand that it is a holiday with us. Our
servants expect presents from us as much as do children in America and it is the custom among Europeans in this
country to give those who serve them new garments or money to use as they like.
There was a Christmas tree in the Orphanage schoolroom the evening before and at eleven o’clock Christmas
morning we had Hindustani service for the native Christians and Christmas cards and little books were given to
the Sunday-school children.
January 20, 1871
Our Conference in Lucknow on the eighth was a season of much interest. Miss Thoburn and I had not met
during the year and we were glad to be together again. We had a good visit, and, of course, had an “experience
meeting,” telling each other of our trials and troubles just as you and I used to do. We had some pleasant things to
rehearse as well. Rev. Mr. Taylor was at the Conference and gave several very inspiring sermons.
Mrs. Messmore writes me that the work begun by him in Lucknow continues. The conversion of a leader of the
Brahmo Somaj has created great excitement among his people. He is an educated man and has great influence
among his sect. Six months ago he secured the closing of all the zananas in Lucknow against the missionaries and
now he is the first to open his own to them. The work is chiefly among Eurasians, many of whom are educated
and speak both English and Hindustani which is a great advantage as they do not have to wait to learn the
language before they can take up Christian work.
February 22, 1871
Mr. Taylor has spent a week with us and held meetings in the Orphanage and the Christian village. Several
girls in the Orphanage were convened and many members of the native church were greatly blessed under his
preaching. He also had meetings in the home of an Eurasian gentleman who, with his whole family, was
converted. Mr. Taylor is a second St. Paul. He says he fully believes in the Pauline method of doing the Lord’s
work, going from house to house and gathering the family together and talking to them about Jesus, not
Christianity, Methodism or any other -ism but just telling them what they must do to be saved. I could not help
thinking as I heard him preach and explain the Scriptures what a glorious thing it is to be taught of the Spirit and
to be a child of God. His two years in India will, no doubt, result in the salvation of many souls.
March 17, 1871
My work in the city increases in interest. I notice quite a desire for improvement, many more of the women
being anxious to learn to read and sew and some earnestly inquiring about our religion and asking me to explain it
to them.
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We had a very interesting visit yesterday in one of the zananas where there was a young married woman, a girl
about ten years old, and two quite old women. The young woman had been ill for some time and two weeks ago
she sent for me; we have become quite well acquainted by this time and I ventured to ask her about her idols and
manner of worship, then I told them about the God we worship. It was good to see how interested the two old
women were as my companion explained the way of salvation. One of them said,
“You speak good words, just what I have been longing to hear.”
They seemed quite disappointed when I said to them that I should be away for a short time, but I told them that
Mrs. Sheahy who was with me would come to see them and would bring books to read to them and would tell
them more about our religion. Nearly every day we have some interesting visits.
Mrs. Sheahy who now accompanies me in my visits to the city is a European woman who was born and
educated in India and she understands the language and customs of the natives; she is an earnest Christian and a
true missionary at heart, so my work is much more satisfactory to me since she has been with me.
April 30, 1871
It is the custom here for native gentlemen to call on foreigners to pay their respects and I have had a number of
such callers. They do not allow their wives to come to see us for they live in seclusion, but when we go to their
houses the gentleman receives us and does the honors. At first the woman sits on a mat in a corner while her
husband is with us; she keeps her face covered and seems more like a shy kitten than a human being, but after a
few visits she loses some of her shyness and when we are alone sits on a chair or stool and uncovers her face and
talks freely with us.
I take special pains to tell the husbands about our customs, and that I think it a great pity that they keep their
wives and daughters in such ignorance, always shut up in their houses and never allowed to see the beauties of
nature. I can see a change in the feelings of some of these men, and have persuaded two of them whose wives
have been my patients to allow their wives to visit me. The poor things were very uneasy, everything was so new
to them and they were so much afraid that some man would make his appearance. The husbands walked the
veranda all the while the women were within lest some one should come or get a glimpse of the women through
the blinds, though they were tightly closed.
The women went from one room to another and asked questions like little children about everything they saw.
We took great pains to show them our needlework and to explain the pictures and books to them. It is quite an
accomplishment to be able to entertain native ladies nicely. Some of them are very simple-hearted and lovely and
one feels like taking them to one’s heart as one would a little child. While they have the stature of an adult they
really seem like children.
June 10, 1871
You will be glad to know that I have an arrangement which makes my work a little easier because I can have
some of my cases which need special supervision near me.
There is a small house in the compound which was built some years ago for the native pastor but which has not
been occupied of late, and Mr. Thomas has had it put in good order and has placed it at my disposal to use for
patients who are brought to me from out-stations. There are three rooms in it which will serve our purpose nicely,
and who should come this morning to occupy the first room but “Abraham and Sarah!”
Abraham is a converted Jew—a merchant who on one of his trips from Damascus heard the Gospel preached
in India and accepted Christianity. Sarah, his wife, is the daughter of a native minister who was formerly a Hindu
idolater. She is ill with fever and her husband will remain here with her until she recovers. She is a bright young
woman and has a fairly good education and is doing good work as a Bible woman in the village where they live,
twelve miles from Bareilly.
I have had several new patients at the mission house this morning, some of them interesting cases. This is a
busy time with us all, and every moment of my time seems occupied.
5
Almora, September 9, 1871
I left Bareilly on the 10 of August for Almora and was nearly a week in getting here altbough the distance is
only ninety-six miles. I came to help care for one of our missionaries who came to tbe mountains in searcb of
health. For a time he seemed to improve but about the last of July he began to fail and she begged Mrs. Tbomas
with whom he was boarding to send for me tbinking that I migbt help him.
I took one of my servants with me about tbirty miles then sent bim back witb my conveyance and trusted
th
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myself completely to the natives, travelling all night in a doli carried by four men at a time, changing the men
every eight miles. It took tbree borses and thirty-five men to carry me sixty miles. We were thirty-one hours
getting to the foot of tbe mountains. There I found fresh men sent down from Naini Tal by the missionaries with a
letter directing me how to proceed on my journey. I reached Naini Tal all rigbt and receivcd a hearty welcome
from some of our missionary ladies who are spending the season there.
Naini Tal is 8,500 feet above sea level; it derives its name from the goddess of the lake—Naini—and is a
favorite summer resort. The scenery is fine. The trees are covered with ferns and mosses of every shade of green.
It is said that there are one hundred and twenty varieties of ferns growing in the station. I was detained two days
by the heavy rain but was at last able to move on, this time in quite another style of conveyance. It resembles a
chair with a canopy and has a pole on each side with a sort of harness at each end which goes across the shoulders
of the men who carry it. Four men carry it at a time, and besides these carriers I had a man to carry my trunk on
his back, another with my roll of bedding on his head, and a third carrying a satchel, while a servant whom Mrs.
Thomas had sent to escort me walked beside my conveyance.
I could not help laughing as I looked at my caravan though it was no laughing matter to set off in this way for a
journey of twenty-four miles through the mountains. Some of the ladies thought it very brave of me to start off
alone but I had no particular fear as I knew that other .ladies had taken the journey alone with perfect safety.
The first day we marched twelve miles and reached the Government Rest-House just at evening. It is a lone
bungalow standing on a hill with a dozen native huts near it. The men had arrived before me and had made a fire
in one of the rooms and spread my bedding out to dry, and presently the cook came in with a roasted chicken and
hot potatoes, so with the lunch which one of the ladies had given me I fared sumptuously.
I tried to shake off all fear and enjoy the mountain scenery around me but I could not forget how powerless I
was with not a white person within miles and not even a Christian native near me so far as I knew. After
dismissing the servants for the night I committed myself to the tender Shepherd who watches His flock by day
and by night and lay down, not to sleep but to think. Such a feeling of desolation I never before experienced.
The first dawn of the morning was heartily welcomed and I was not long in making myself ready for another
day’s journey. At seven o’clock we started on our way traveling through such beautiful mountain scenery that my
delight quite overcame my fear. We did not meet with any adventures, except that a cow which had traveled some
distance just ahead of us fell over the precipice and went rolling and tumbling down until she reached the bottom.
We were some distance from her when she fell and supposed she would be killed but to our surprise she got upon
her feet and looked up at us most wistfully. The men were greatly pleased and said much in her praise. They
consider the cow a sacred animal and pay her great respect.
We reached the second rest-house at noon and found that two of Mrs. Thomas’ servants had been sent to meet
me with a lunch. They said that fresh men would meet me at different points and that if we hurried we could reach
Almora before night, so after a short rest we again set out.
I found Mr. Elliot prostrated and too far gone to need much medical assistance. He lived only two weeks after I
came. He was a young man of considerable talent and was beloved by all the missionaries. Two years ago he
came out to India for his health and was so much benefited by the sea voyage that when he reached Calcutta he
was, to all appearance, well. In Lucknow he met our missionaries and became interested in the work and joined
the mission, doing good service until the beginning of the hot season when he began to lose his appetite and grew
weak every day. Later he was out in a heavy rain and took cold which settled on his lungs and ended in quick
consumption. He is buried in a quiet little cemetery near the mission houses.
Almora is entirely surrounded by mountains, not a spot of level ground in sight only as it has been made so.
Most of the mountains are treeless and are terraced from summit to base. These narrow terraces are cultivated and
wheat, rice and other grains and some vegetables are grown. The mountains look like great walled staircases with
here and there a little hut nestling upon them.
We get a fine view of the Snowy Range from here which looks near but is a hundred or more miles away. I
wish I could give you a description that would cause you to see them. Imagine, if you can, a dozen or more
mountains of silver reaching nearly to the heavens, piercing the gold and crimson clouds of an Eastern sky, and
glistening in the rays of the sun; some are cone-shaped and some pyramidal in shape. The Hindus bow down and
worship them when they come in sight of them, and indeed I do not wonder at it. The first good view I had of
them my admiration amounted almost to worship.
The hill people are much stronger and more active than the people of the plains, and they live more
comfortably. Their houses are built of stone and many have little gardens which gives them a homelike appearance. The women do not live in seclusion. The state of society in India is such that zanana life seems preferable
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for respectable native women. It is really not safe for them to go out alone.
The London Mission occupies Almora as a mission station. Their missionary, the Rev. Mr. Budden, has been
here thirty years. He has a small native church, a boys’ school and a Leper Asylum, and his eldest daughter has an
orphanage for girls, a number of whom are children of lepers. Many of them are bright children but they bear the
marks of the disease.
From the doorway where I am writing I see men and women coming to the little temple below us to worship. It
is the temple of the god Siva, the Destroyer. The poor creatures seem very earnest in their devotions. I will
enclose a silver fern which I picked from the walls of this ancient temple.
We have had many pleasant rambles over these mountains, have been to the top of Simtola, Haridunga and
Kala Mitti. This last name means “black earth,” and Haridunga means “the diamond mountain.” We had a search
for diamonds there and on Simtola and found some fine specimens of clear crystal quartz but are not so sure
about the diamonds.
We leave here on the twelfth for Naini Tal on our way to the plains. There are five of us and we shall need
sixty men to carry us and our luggage. We will march five miles and then camp for the night. We are anticipating
a pleasant journey, traveling slowly and gathering ferns and flowers and picnicking by the way. We have each a
large book made of blotting-paper for pressing our ferns.
I feel anxious to get back to Bareilly for I did not expect to be away more than three weeks. My girls write me
that they are doing well and everything goes on nicely. They visit my patients with my interpreter, who is a
woman sixty years of age, and she takes great care of them.
Bareilly, September 20,1871
Home again in Bareilly and busy as usual. As our work increases our needs increase also, and I feel that I must
have a hospital and dispensary. The most convenient and suitable place adjoins our mission premises and is
owned by the Nawab of Rampore, a Muslim prince, but it will hardly be possible to purchase this property as, I
am told, a Muslim ruler never sells landed property that belongs to his inheritance.
Mr. Drummond, the Commissioner of Bareilly, is much interested in our medical work and has been looking
around to see if a suitable place is available and has finally suggested that we make a personal request to the
Nawab respecting this property which adjoins ours.
Mr. Drummond has learned that the prime minister of the Nawab will soon come to Bareilly on business and
he says he will speak to him about the property and find out from him if he thinks we might present a request for
the purchase of the property. If we could secure one acre of this land it would meet our need.
September 27, 1871
We are informed today through the prime minister that the Nawab invites us to visit his city and that he will
arrange for our journey to Rampore if we will notify him what day we would like to come. This looks favorable,
for the Nawab knows our object in wishing to see him.
October 8, 1871
On the morning of October 3rd our party, consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas, myself, and a native Christian
gentleman, a convert from Islam, who understands royal etiquette, set out on this important business, having
previously notified the prime minister of our intention. He had made all arrangements for us.
A fine carriage, with coachman, two grooms and outriders and twenty-four horses were supposed to be
necessary to convey us into the domains of Eastern royalty. The horses were changed every six miles, four doing
duty at once, and as we approached the city three cavalrymen met us to escort us to our stopping-place which was
a house just outside the city kept by the Nawab for European visitors and travelers. Breakfast was awaiting us and
servants stood ready to give any needed assistance.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker of our mission had come from Moradabad to meet us, arriving some time before we did.
Our breakfast consisted of twenty-four different dishes to which we did ample justice, our long drive having given
us good appetites. Our surroundings, the expression of our hopes and fears, and above all, our faith and
confidence in Him who has assured us that He will withhold no good thing from those who trust in Him made the
hour at table one long to be remembered.
After breakfast we knelt in prayer, asking our Father who had opened our way thus far to still be our Leader,
and not only grant what seemed so necessary for our work but to remember this earthly prince and his people who
were at that hour engaged in the worship of their own faith.
When the Nawab received news of our arrival he sent a messenger to say that he would not be able to see us
that day as he was specially engaged in his prayers. For our entertainment he sent two music-boxes, and some
trained athletes who performed some wonderful feats. Then came a play, a burlesque on English officials, which
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not only showed their power of imitation but their keen appreciation of the foibles and defects of others.
After dinner two carriages were sent to take us for an evening drive to a country palace where the Nawab
spends a part of his time during the hot months. Just in front of the palace is a beautiful tank of clear, fresh water.
This to me, with the fine trees and beautiful garden was more attractive than the palace itself.
The next morning early the carriages were sent for us and we were driven to several palaces and gardens
before reaching the royal palace. As we entered the gates five royal elephants, gaily caparisoned, saluted by lifting
their trunks and touching their foreheads.
We were escorted into the presence of the Nawab, who arose and greeted us cordially and assigning us seats
entered into friendly conversation. After a few minutes the prime minister advanced to His Highness and spoke in
a low tone and he signified his assent to the words, upon which the prime minister turned to Mr. Thomas, saying
that the Nawab would listen to his request.
Mr. Thomas said that he wished to procure, on some terms, a portion of the estate belonging to His Highness
which adjoined our mission premises in Bareilly, for the purpose of establishing a hospital for women and
children. Before he had time to finish his speech the Nawab said,
“Take it, take it. I give it with pleasure for such a purpose.”
We were unprepared for so generous a gift—forty acres and a house—and were not a little surprised at the
Nawab’s immediate and hearty reception of our request, and we accepted the gift with gratitude not to this prince
alone, but to the King of the Universe, who, we believe, put it into his heart to give it to us.
Our interview with the Nawab was a short one. Soon after the matter of business was over he arose, bowed to
us, and left the room. The prime minister showed us some of the apartments of the palace, which were beautifully
and tastefully furnished and arranged, but to our regret we were not invited into the women’s apartments.
December 22, 1871
You can, perhaps, imagine the joy and gratitude of our missionaries when they heard of the generous gift of thc
Nawab, forty acres when we had hardly dared hope to be able to purchase one. Some of the native gentlemen of
the city were very much pleased, too, and promised assistance, so I resolved to circulate a paper stating our plans
and asking for contributions, and I shall be able to report to Conference that I have seven hundred rupees
subscribed from native people.
The house on the estate is old but well built and needed some repairs to make it suitable to live in. The Nawab
expected us to use this for a hospital, but the style is unsuitable for native ladies with their ideas of seclusion, so
we have decided to use it as a home for single missionary ladies and their assistants and to build a hospital more
on the plan of a native house. Our repairs are nearly completed and we hope to take possession of our new home
soon.
January 22, 1872
My report of the work of the year past and the good news of the success of our undertaking in the matter of the
hospital encouraged the ladies of our Conference to estimate for the amount necessary to begin our buildings,
feeling sure that the Society in America would respond to our request for the money.
The Building Committee sanctioned the plan which I laid before them—a plan which, with the assistance of a
native architect, I had worked out as suitable for the use intended. Materials for the dispensary are being
negotiated for, and we shall begin to build as soon as possible. It will contain six rooms—a clinic room where
patients will be received and prescribed for, an operating room back of it, an office in the right wing, a room on
the opposite wing designed for a lecture room when I have another medical class, and two small bath rooms. This
plan seems to me quite complete and suitable for the purpose for which it is designed.
6
Bareilly, India, March 3, 1872
I am writing in our new house, “The King’s Palace,” as Dr. Butler calls it. Miss Sparkes and I moved in on the
1st of January and were nicely settled before Conference, which was held this year at Moradabad.
Mrs. H——, one of our missionaries, came here on the 15 th of January from Budaon, and her baby, a nice
plump boy, arrived on the thirtieth of the same month. The dear little baby was baptized in our drawing-room this
evening. The missionaries living here in the station, and a few native Christians were present and it was a deeply
interesting occasion. After the baptism we had tea together, then Mr. Judd gave a short exhortation and prayed for
each one of us and for the great work in which we are engaged. Mr. Judd and his wife take the charge of the
Orphanage this year and Miss Sparkes conducts the educational department.
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The Lord was with us at the Conference. All the missionaries seemed thirsting for a deeper experience and
many were blessed and returned to their work with greater love for it and for the salvation of souls. We are having
good meetings here and a few have professed conversion.
I have received such a good letter from a Bengali gentleman whose home is in Bareilly. He went to Calcutta on
sick leave for a few weeks and left his family in my care during his absence. He had twice come to us in great
distress of mind and asked us to pray for him, but he was not willing to acknowledge Christ as the Son of God and
Saviour of the world. Just before he went away he called and asked me for a history of the Christian Church. He
said he would take with him the Bible that I had previously given him and would read it daily. He writes that he is
now reconciled to God, that the society of Brahmans and Hindus and his conversations brought him no relief and
he turned to the Word of God.
His wife has been convinced of the truth for many months. I carried her husband’s letters to her and explained
it and asked her if she was willing to follow her husband. The tears filled her eyes as she said,
“I do not like to leave my mother, I am her only child.” Turning to the mother, who is a widow, I asked,
“Are you not willing to become a Christian, too, and all walk together? You believe that your idol-worship will
save you, but the religion of Christ will certainly be sufficient for you.”
She has been a very devout Hindu, fasting, worshipping, and denying herself as is required of widows. Her
remarkable faith and earnestness have led me to respect and admire her, and I have often felt that both she and her
daughter would make excellent Christians. The mother waited a moment, then said,
“If Christianity is good for my daughter and her husband it is good for me and where they go, I will go.”
The women have promised to come to us today for instruction.
How this pays for coming to India! It is better than the world or friends can give.\fn{ From a letter addressed to Dr.
Greene}
March 5, 1872
I spend two to three hours every day with my class which I intend to present for examination as fourth grade
doctors. I hope to keep them, or some of them, at least, after they graduate, as I feel that they should have some
experience of hospital practice before they go out to take up work by themselves.
A theological school for native students is to be opened here the 1 st of April and several of my girls will marry
native preachers who will come here to study, so I shall still have them under my supervision.
We expect to have an artist here this month and I will have a picture taken of our house and grounds. As you
cannot come here I will send you a copy. I must not forget to tell you that I met Miss Thoburn at Conference in
January and had a good visit with her. She is one of the choice spirits.
May 6, 1872
Thirteen of my medical class passed their final examination on the 10 th of April in the presence of two civil
surgeons of the station and Rev. Dr. Johnson of our mission. They were granted certificates for practice in all
ordinary diseases. Eleven of them have since married and left the Orphanage. One has gone to Moradabad to
practice medicine and one to Almora where her husband has charge of the commissariat department in the leper
colony; five of them remain here as their husbands are students in the theological school.
Rebecca, one of Dr. Humphrey’s medical class who came to me at the close of the rainy season last year, is
now my assistant in the dispensary.
I enclose photos of my home and of my class. I am sure you will like the house; it is a real Oriental house such
as the Rajahs and Nowabs live in but quite unlike the houses of natives in general which are generally enclosed by
high walls. The people standing in front of the house and on the veranda are the members of my class, and the
servants of the household. If you look very closely you will see the old water-carrier with his great leather bag. All
the water that we use is brought in this goatskin bag. How would you like to drink water from it? I was quite
disgusted at first but do not stop to think about it now.
Miss Sparkes and I occupy the upper part of the house and at present I am using one of the rooms as a
dispensary. Some of our native helpers live in the basement rooms which are very comfortable.
Now that our dispensary building is actually under way I feel quite content to put up with inconveniences for I
have the assurance of better things in the future. The Rev. Mr. Judd is overseeing the workmen and as he is a good
manager the work is going on well. There is quite a little army of men, women and children, all very busy, in their
own estimation, though I can see from my window that now and then some of them linger over their loads or sit
down behind a pile of boards to take a whiff from the huqqa. They call their huqqa-smoking taking a drink from
the pipe.
June 10, 1872
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Do you realize that I am on my third year in India? How quickly the time has passed!\fn{ From another letter to “M
——”}

The weather has been very hot for six weeks past, hotter than I have known it since I have been here. We shall
welcome the rainy season and are looking longingly for it. The rains usually begin about the middle of June, but
are sometimes delayed.
My patients sometimes send me food and sweetmeats such as they like themselves, and a native lady has just
sent me a jar of mangoes pickled in mustard oil, some mango preserves and a variety of food and sweets. Another
native friend lately sent me a milch buffalo, which are very common here, the milk used the same as cow’s milk. I
already had a cow which had been sent me by an old patient, and I had also bought one so we have quite a dairy.
The cream is churned in a bottle and worked over with a spoon and we get very good butter.
We continue our social visits at the homes of many of our former patients who, though not needing medical
aid, are still anxious to see us occasionally. These visits are always pleasant to us and we trust are profitable to
them. They ask many questions about our mode of living and we listen to their talk about their family affairs, then
we read to them from the Bible or some religious book and sing and explain the hymns. They listen attentively,
though we are sometimes inclined to feel impatient at their slowness in receiving the truth. But when we stop to
think how deeply enshrouded their minds are in darkness and superstition we are led to work and pray more
earnestly for their salvation, asking our Father that in His own good time many of these people may be brought
into His marvelous light and be witnesses for Him.
December 22, 1872
Miss Sparkes and I give the Christmas dinner this year. You know that there are three missionary families here,
the Scotts, the Judds and ourselves, and it has been the custom to have the Christmas dinner together and to have
it as home-like as possible.
One of my native patients has sent me two fine turkeys and a Muslim friend bas sent three chickens for our
Bara Din (Great Day) as they call our Christmas. In addition to our poultry there will be for our dinner, peas,
lettuce, cauliflower and other vegetables from our garden, and plenty of delicious golden oranges; our trees are
loaded with them.
The garden is at its best or approaching it. There are three men at work in it all the time. The Mali or head
gardener gets two dollars and a half, and the other two one dollar and seventy-five cents each a month. Of course
they take fruit and vegetables for their own use and probably some to sell but we cannot help that. There were
some fine fruit trees on the estate and we are getting custard apples, and guavas, too, this season.
This is a most delightful country to live in after one gets used to it. For six months after the rainy season is
over the weather is all that could be desired. We are just beginning to have a fire in the grate in the drawing-room
as the evenings are chilly, but it is warm enough without fires during the day, and the sunshine is so brilliant that it
is positively painful to the eyes.
My dispensary building is going up gradually. Mr. Judd has made over the whole business to me and I enjoy
directing about the work. The building will be convenient and a real blessing, I am sure. Three native ladies are
anxious to come to me as patients as soon as there is a place ready for them.
The hospital buildings will be begun soon after Conference, which will meet here in Bareilly on the sixteenth
of next month. We shall entertain all the ladies of the Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society and two missionary
families besides, if they would rather be in our house than to live in tents. We all look forward to the Conference
with great pleasure; it is usually the only time during the year that we meet the missionaries from other stations.
June 8, 1873
The dispensary building was completed early last month and formally opened on the tenth of the month. The
friends who have visited it are much pleased with the arrangements and congratulate me on having so desirable a
place to receive patients.
The dispensary opens for work at six o’clock every morning except Sunday, and some mornings we have as
many as sixty patients. We have cards on which the prescriptions are written and numbered and these cards are
printed in three different characters: Hindi, Persian and Roman-Urdu, and on the back of each is a text of
Scripture so that every new patient receives with her prescription a portion of the Word of Life. She may not be
able to read it but possibly some one of her family can read it for her. This is one of the very simple methods of
circulating the Word of God in the families of those who come to us, and by His blessing it may be the means of
bringing some one into the truth. A passage of Scripture on a card given to a patient is often the subject of our
morning lesson for all who come and are willing to listen a while until their prescriptions are ready for them.
Two of my medical class are valuable assistants in the dispensary—Emma, who married one of the students in
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the theological school, and Jane Paul—so with my faithful Rebecca at the head everything goes smoothly.
The hospital buildings will probably be completed this year. Much care has been taken in the arrangement of
them that the taste and convenience of native ladies may be suited and their seclusion, according to their custom,
be ensured. Our plan was to build just what we needed and no more and we have followed native ideas as far as
possible, so that patients may feel perfectly at home and be enabled to carry on their plan of cooking and living
the same as in their own houses.
The plan is much like that of an Eastern sarai, or inn only with more of a view to home comfort. A piece of
ground two hundred and fifty feet by one hundred and seventy-five is enclosed by a wall eight feet high; at the
front of this stands the dispensary buildings. The front entrance is from the general compound and the back
veranda opens into the hospital grounds, thus making the dispensary a part of the general plan. At the right of the
dispensary within the enclosure is a row of dormitories one story high, extending nearly the whole length of the
wall, and across the end, opposite the dispensary, another row, more commodious, designed for patients requiring
larger rooms. Dormitories will be built on the other side of the enclosure when needed. A front veranda extends
the whole length of the dormitories, and another at the back will serve as kitchens, as there are partitions arranged
so that the occupants of each room can cook their food outside their living room. The rooms are twelve by
fourteen feet. In the centre of the enclosure is a fine large well where each modern Rebecca who comes to us can
draw water for herself, with her own bucket and rope as is the custom of people of caste in India. The grounds are
tastefully laid out and in due time will be beautified with some of India’s lovely roses, flowers and shrubbery.
December 23, 1873
Perhaps I told you that, at the beginning of the year, I had employed two native Christian women as Bible
women and teachers. They have each taught regularly in nine different families visiting them three times a week
and teaching them to read, sew and knit.
It is not always an easy matter to persuade a Hindu woman to learn to read; they say that their religious books
forbid it, teaching them that some great calamity will come upon them if they learn to read. We tried to persuade
one of my patients after her recovery to allow us to teach her to read, but she was unwilling, saying,
“When I was quite young I began to learn to read and after a few days my brother died. Our priest and all our
friends said that it was because I was learning to read, so I stopped and have never dared to begin again.”
We told her of several Hindu families where the women are reading and no harm came to them, but she still
hesitated though she begged us to continue our visits and to “come very often.” I told her that would not be
possible as we wished to go to those who wish to learn and improve themselves; that we come to this country to
do her people good and that I want, as far as I can when not attending the sick, to teach them about our religion
which is a religion of love. I told her that one of our teachers would come to her three times a week if she wished
to learn and that Mrs. Sheahy and I would come to see her as often as we could. She thought a moment and said
she would see about it.
A few days later as I was passing her house on my way to a patient I called in to see her and was warmly
welcomed. She said she was intending to send for us that very day, as she was in great trouble and wanted me to
do something for her. She had been crying and was very sad. When I asked her about her trouble she said,
“I am ashamed to tell you that my husband is making arrangements to take another wife. I thought if you knew
about it you could go to the magistrate and ask him to forbid my husband to take another wife, for we are very
poor.” I explained that I could not do that, but I promised to talk with her husband and ask him to wait a while
before bringing another woman into the home, and I said,
"If you will consent to learn we will come often to see you and bring you books to read, and you will learn to
keep your house more tidy; when your husband finds that you know something and can talk with him when he
comes home about what you have learned I am sure he will be pleased and perhaps he will care more for you and
will give up taking another wife.” With more spirit than I had ever seen her manifest she exclaimed,
“I will learn. When will you send Eliza to teach me?”
She nevermore needed urging but was always ready with her book and quite astonished us by her quickness in
learning to read and in her efforts to improve the appearance of her house. Her husband also became quite
interested and assisted her in having the walls of the house and court whitewashed and the floor laid with brick.
He gave up the idea of taking another wife and seems quite content with his present family.
Mrs. Sheahy has had the supervision of the Bible women during the year and every month she visits each
family under instruction and directs the Bible women in regard to their teaching and their course of reading
among the women. She also holds meetings with the women on the Sabbath and finds some interested hearers.
And so the work goes on.
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7
Barelly, January 29, 1874
I have three of my medical class with me as Bible women this year—Nellie Bain, who married William Peters,
Libbie Husk, now Libbie Joel, and Harriet Richardson, the wife of Joshua Soule.
The courtship of the latter was unique. Mr. Soule informed Miss Sparkes, who has charge of the Orphanage,
that he wanted an educated wife but he did not want a dark woman. It happened that a few or tbe older girls were
together in the compound and Miss Sparkes indicated to him one or two whose marriage arrangement had not
been made, but none of them seemed attractive to him. Just then Harriet came across tbe compound and joined the
group.
“There,” exclaimed Soule, “that is the girl that I will marry.”
Miss Sparkes told him the girl’s name and her attainments which was quite satisfactory to the suitor, and he
left after being told that he could come in the afternoon for his answer. Harriet was informed that Mr. Soule
wished to marry her and she consented to meet him and that afternoon the two were introduced to each other in
Miss Sparkes’ office and an engagement was effected.
As the husbands of these three young women are students in the theological school they will probably remain
with me for a year or two and I shall be able to give them needed help in their medical work and arrange for them
a course of instruction in books calculated to give them more enlarged views and ideas in regard to their work and
influence among their bearers.
Another of my girls, Jane Paul, was lately married to the son of one of our oldest preachers, William Plomer.
Jane’s husband is a clerk in a government office and is an active Christian, and Jane is assisting in the medical
work in Moradabad where they now live.
Sarah Mead, too, married and is now Sarah Odell; she has been appointed medical Bible woman in Pauri
where her husband is the native doctor. They have a small dispensary and Sarah is using her medical knowledge
to advantage.
Almira Blake, who was the first girl received into the Bareilly Orphanage, was appointed to the Orphanage in
Pallri, and as matron will have just the work her heart delights in, the care of little ones.
In one of my letters I told you of a woman who consented to learn to read in order to make herself more
agreeable to her husband who was planning to take a second wife. She has improved very much in her reading
and is now studying the Old Testament Hindu. She reads a chapter over several times and then the Bible woman
visits her she asks her to explain anything that she does not understand. She said to me one day,
“Before I began to learn I used go from house to house to hear my neighbors talk and tell stories, and see their
jewels, but now I have no time for that. I hurry to get my work done, and if any of the neighbors come in to talk
and tell stories feel impatient for them to go. The stories in my book are better than any they can tell.”
At our request she invites the women and children the neighborhood once a week to her house and we have a
meeting with them. She and her daughter had learned to sing many of our hymns and to repeat the Lord’s Prayer
in Hindustani and they are quite a help in these little gatherings.
Her home shows the change in her mental condition. Formerly it was very untidy, deplorably so, but now
everything is clean and in order and it is a pleasure to visit her. Her husband is an educated man, but he had never
thought his wife capable of anything beyond cooking and attending to his wants, but now that he sees the
improvement in her he seems quite proud and fond of her.
June 10, 1874
You have been so much interested in my work and my plans for the hospital that I am sure you will rejoice
with me over its completion. It was ready for occupancy on the 1 st of January, and it was with glad hearts that we
received our first indoor patients, some of whom had been waiting for us to let them know that we could
accommodate them.\fn{From another letter to “M——”}
Soon we had many of our rooms occupied by Hindus, Muslims and native Christians, all having their own
separate apartments. It would amuse you to look in upon us. A patient seldom comes alone to the hospital. A poor
woman brings her children and sometimes her mother-in-law or a widowed sister who may be living with her. It
would be considered a disgrace for a high-caste woman to come alone so her husband accompanies her, and
oftentimes they bring not only their family and several servants, but a yoke of oxen, a horse and conveyance, a
goat, their food and cooking utensils and their furniture. We are not always particular to limit the number of
persons who accompany the patient, providing there is room, and that they are willing to abide by our rules, for
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we hope to do them good in a social and friendly way. They are no expense to us in the way of food, for their
caste would not allow them to take food from our hands.
The benefit of a zanana dispensary and hospital are readily apparent. Women who would suffer in silence
rather than have a native doctor called to them, even though he did not look upon their face, are glad to come to
be treated by a lady doctor.
A motley collection of conveyances may be seen in front of the dispensary almost any morning. Bullock carts
in which a whole family has come; ekkas or pony carts, carefully covered with a cotton covering; a more
pretentious rath with beautiful white oxen, from some one of the better homes of the city; a palanquin or two, and
the little dolits, which are simple string cots so small that it is a puzzle to imagine how a woman can sit in it
though, truth to tell, I have seen not only a woman emerge from one but two or three children besides. There are
other women who come on foot, sometimes leading a very old or perhaps a blind person.
Such a contrast the most of these people are to our neatly-clad, white-robed Christian women and the
Orphanage girls in their gingham skirts and white chadars. The Hindu and Muslim women wear the chadors or
mantle, too. Perhaps I have told you that it is a sheet worn over the head and thrown up over one shoulder. The
women pull it closely over the face and are very particular not to expose their features to the gaze of men. A bride
on going to her husband’s home does not uncover her face before her mother-in-law until she is told to do so.
At first we find it a little difficult to persuade the women to let us examine them, even to get at their pulse or to
see their tongue, but this reluctance soon wears off, and some of the women now in the hospital have lost a good
deal of their shyness and meet us freely. It is so also in the zananas that we visit; old and young sit down together
and listen to the teaching and ask questions, apparently without constraint.
We still have a great many calls to patients in the city and adjacent villages, and my medical Bible women
have many opportunities to practice what they have learned. They appreciate this, as it is giving them excellent
preparation for the work which will come to them when they go with their husbands to their appointed fields of
labor.
People in moderate circumstances sometimes offer me a fee for each visit—a dollar or half a dollar—but many
are not really able to give money; they would, I think, if their means would allow. It is sometimes pathetic to see
how desirous they are to show their gratitude, sometimes offering a few native sweets on a leaf, probably costing
less than a cent, sometimes a few oranges or guavas which really cost them next to nothing. A few times I have
received an adequate fee for one visit but nothing for subsequent visits, though the patient may require medical
services for weeks, the husband evidently thinking that one gold mohur, equal to eight dollars, ought to bring his
wife back to health. All fees received are used to buy medicines and defray expenses for medical work.
Natives are very fond of their money and do not part with it easily, but I have heard that native princes have
given large sums for a surgical operation or when a favorite member of the household has recovered from an
illness.
The hakims or native doctors are shrewd enough to get pay for their services. A hakim will agree to cure a
patient for a certain sum; if he is a little doubtful as to the result he requires payment in advance, but if the patient
does not recover he will not refund the money. Of course his reputation suffers somewhat, for the injured family
are eloquent in proclaiming their wrongs.
September 11, 1874
I have a visit of several days in Lucknow every month lately. Miss Monelle, M.D., who was appointed to
Lucknow, received a call to Hyderabad, which she accepted, and as there was no-one to carry on the medical work
which she had begun I was requested to take the supervision, so I go to the zananas and visit the sick. and
prescribe for those who are brought to me at the mission house. I find many who need my services and am glad to
do what I can for them.
One of my medical students lives in Lucknow and she looks after my patients in my absence. How my heart
rejoices over these young women who are taking up this work! Nearly all of my class are active workers,
combining their medical knowledge with their Christian work among the homes of the people they visit.
Susan Hamilton, one of the class, has written of her experience in the first place she went to after her marriage.
She was a good student, quick to learn and so thorough that she would never leave any point until she thoroughly
understood it. Overflowing with good nature, she was one to make her way anywhere, and we were interested to
know what her experience of life would be.
Her husband was appointed to Khera Bajhera and Susan began at once to visit in the zananas where work had
already been opened, and she found her medical knowledge and skill a great help in opening other homes. A great
many came to her, also, and she had many opportunities to give physical relief and spiritual comfort.
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But poor Susan had her trial. A leading Hindu, who had been loyal to the government during the
mutiny,\fn{1857-1858} received many favors from individuals as well as the government and this aroused a feeling
of jealousy and he had many enemies among the people of the place, so when he felt ill he distrusted every one
and would take no medicine, fearing that the native doctor might be bribed to give him poison. Charms and
enchantments failed and in despair of saving his life his friends sent to Susan for medicine.
She sent him a dose of quinine, but it was too late to help him and he died. Of course the enemies of the
mission took advantage of this to cry out that the Christian woman had poisoned him, and they succeeded in
turning the poor widow against Susan, who had been quite a favorite with her, and so bitter were her feelings that
she ordered the girls’ school which her husband had supported, and which Susan visited, closed against her, so
that for a time the work was stopped.
The widow’s rancor subsided after a time and the school was opened, and the native pastor’s wife gained an
entrance to the home but she declined to see Susan, saying that she had not been careful to give the proper
medicine. This was discouraging for the unoffending woman, but she is hopeful that the way will yet open for
successful work.
December 29, 1874
Looking back over the year’s work I find that I have fifty new families on my list, some of whom had never
been visited by a Christian woman. There were some among them who were willing to be taught and my four
Bible women and Mrs. Sheahy have had a busy year. The work is among all castes, rich and poor. Sometimes the
young women meet with great opposition from their mothers-in-law who fear the result of Christian teaching, but
the Bible women usually succeed in overcoming all prejudice and retain their pupils. In some instances the older
women who opposed the introduction of new ideas into the home become the most interested listeners to the
reading and exposition of the Scriptures.
We have held meetings on the Sabbath in the home of one of our pupils for all in the neighborhood who were
willing to come and have sometimes had a good audience. They were generally respectful and attentive during the
Bible reading and prayer, but occasionally some old woman would steal quietly away while we were praying,
fearing that if she listened she might in some way be made a Christian against her will.
A few of the families pay for the books which we furnish them and also pay a small sum toward the teacher’s
salary. We require all who are able to pay for their books, for then they are taken care of.
There is not much variety in our work from year to year, as you see, yet after all we do see some improvement
and are encouraged to believe that some of the good seed sown is taking root. We cannot wonder that the work is
slow when we reflect that for two thousand years and more this people has been following in the footsteps of their
ancestors without improvement either in art or science. It is a matter of rejoicing that some men are becoming
enlightened enough to really wish to have their households taught, though certainly the most of them would prefer
to have the religious part of the teaching left out. But that, of course, cannot be.
February 10, 1875
Since receiving your letter I have visited the famous Taj Mahal in Agra. Dr. and Mrs. Humphrey spent a few
weeks with us here in Bareilly before leaving for America and as they were intending to visit Agra on their way to
Bombay they urged me to accompany them which I was very glad to do.
We arrived in Agra in the early morning and after a rest and breakfast at a hotel went directly to the Taj. The
gateway at the entrance to the grounds is a beautiful structure but we were anxious to see the “Dream in Marble”
as it has been called, and what a beautiful sight greeted us as we passed through the gateway! We stood entranced
for several minutes.
Opposite the entrance was the Taj, a pure white marble tomb inlaid with mosaics of different colored marbles.
You have probably read a description of this lovely tomb built by Shah Jahan for his beloved wife’s last restingplace. It is said that the building covers an acre of ground and that twenty-two thousand men were twenty years in
building it. The cost was twenty millions of dollars. I cannot vouch for the truth of this but it is the current
statement here, and does not seem impossible as one notes the fine and delicate carvings of the marble screens,
the exquisite bas-reliefs and other sculptured designs which must have required years of careful workmanship to
accomplish. We tested the echo by singing one line of the Doxology at a time waiting for the whispering return of
what seemed like sweet voices from unseen ones hovering over us in the great dome.
This beautiful structure stands in a garden of thirteen acres on the banks of the River Jamna. The garden itself
is a beautiful sight with its fine trees, luxuriant shrubbery, flowers of every hue and roses of every variety and
color. There are marble walks and fountains in which the lovely pink lotus grows, and though the fountain jets
were not in action the placid waters added beauty to the scene.
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One cannot wonder that this quiet spot was a favorite resort of the beautiful queen and that she often came here
from her royal home in Delhi; it was for this reason, probably, that Shah Jahan built here the tomb which
embodies her dying request,
“Build for me a monument whose beauty shall command the admiration of the world.”
The next day Dr. and Mrs. Humphrey resumed their journey to Bombay and I returned to Bareilly rejoicing
that my eyes had beheld this “perfection of beauty.”
The day in Agra amid new scenes and with change of thought was refreshing and I returned to take up my
work. with renewed zeal and courage. We have had a very interesting Bible reading with the dispensary patients
this morning; some of them were unusually attentive.
“The entrance of Thy Word giveth Light.” How this encourages us to pray that the Word given so faithfully by
our dispensary Bible woman may find a place in the heart of some hungry soul. How it would comfort these poor
women if they could only believe that God is a loving Father ready to help them at all times instead of always
having the fear that they may do something to displease their deities and incur their wrath.
God has said that His Word shall not return unto Him void, so we may hope that the good seed of the Word
which has been sown this morning may spring up and bring forth fruit in His good time. These people come to us
with the utmost confidence believing that our medicines will cure their ailments whatever they may be or of how
long standing, and while we endeavor to heal their bodies we are trying just as earnestly to minister to their souls.
8
Bareilly, February 12, I875
Our Conference last month was, as usual, a season of spiritual refreshing as well as of pleasant social
intercourse. You can imagine how delightful these annual gatherings must be for those of our missionaries who
are in isolated stations where they hardly see people of their own color half a dozen times through the year.
Constant intercourse with the natives must have more or less of a depressing effect no matter how much one may
be interested in her work, and these days of social and religious intercourse are the source of pleasant anticipation
for weeks before we come together and of renewed interest in the work as different phases of it are discussed by
different missionaries.
I find something of this same feeling among some of the higher class of women who come to the dispensary.
They get tired of the seclusion of their homes and are glad of any pretext to come out among others if their friends
do not absolutely forbid it. Their motive is not, like that of the missionaries, a desire for spiritual refreshment, but
a longing for a change of some kind to relieve the monotony of their lives, and these visits to the dispensary
certainly give them food for thought and they carry away with them ideas which may develop into broader views
of life.
A few days ago a bright little woman came to the dispensary closely concealed in her covered conveyance, and
after receiving her medicine anxiously inquired which road led to the railroad station. This was rather startling and
we asked why she wished to know. She laughingly replied,
“It will be a long time, perhaps, before my husband will let me come out again, and I am determined to see the
railway carriages and the engines and things that the English people talk about. I will bribe my servants and my
husband will never know about it.” One of my Bengali patients in the hospital said to me before she left,
“May I not come here and stay a while every year, even if I am not sick? I like to walk out in the garden and go
to your bungalow. I am not afraid to go out here, but if I should walk out at home my neighbors and friends would
think badly of me. I do not care to see fine houses or anything that man has made. I love the trees and flowers and
the pretty green fields.”
I afterward visited this native lady in her home and found everything clean and orderly. There were pots of rare
geraniums in the courtyard which she cherished equally with her jewels.
While she was with me her husband came to see her and spent two or three days with her in her rooms in the
hospital. He belongs to the Brahmo Somaj—an organization among the Hindus who have given up idol-worship
and profess to worship God only, but they do not believe in Christ or in a spiritual change. We talked with him
about his religious views. He said he loved to pray; his idea seemed to be that one should spend as much time in
prayer as could be spared from daily business. While here we used to arise early in the morning and drive out to a
mango grove some distance away and spend some time in prayer. He said he got an inspiration from his
surroundings and he could better fix his mind on God when alone under the trees or out in the open field. Others
of his faith have given a similar testimony.
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Bareilly, March 17, 1875
Your letter asking me to give you some account of my daily life and work is at hand and I will ask you to
imagine that you are with me for a day, accompanying me on my visits here and in the city.
We will first visit the hospital patients. In the first room at the right as we enter we find a Muslim woman who
has been here for some weeks. Ask her a few questions. She will tell you that she has been very ill, but Allah
(God) has heard her prayers and now she is almost well enough to go to her home.
In the next room is a poor woman from a village brought in from the country in a very low condition. She is a
native Christian and, as you see, too ill to be much benefited by medicine, but we are glad to have her here where
we can give her nourishing food and the care she needs to make her comfortable.
Our next patient is a young Eurasian girl who has been deceived by the brother of the woman with whom she
lived. Her mistress brought her here to await her confinement and has come several times to see her, and seems
very kind to her. Although this woman is a leper she goes about where she will and seems to get some enjoyment
out of life.
Here are two Hindu women in this next room. They have come from the country. One of them is a very bright
young woman—a widow—who has come with her sister-in-law to remain while she is under treatment; it will
appear more respectable to their Hindu friends to have her here as companion than for her sister to remain in a
strange place alone. This woman’s fingers on both hands are covered with jewels, which is remarkable for a
Hindu widow, but they may have been put on for the occasion.
You will be pleased to see this next patient who is a lovely native Christian woman from Cawnpore, the
daughter of a native minister. She is a wcll educated woman, and, as you see, has charming manners, but she is
very delicate. We hope the change will do her as much good as medicine.
Now we will visit the European ward. In one room is a woman from Burma, in the next one from Naini Tal—
such a distance apart have they lived, and here they meet on the same errand, the pursuit of health.
The next room is occupied by a lady from Allahabad, the wife of a civil engineer. She spends some time with
her husband on his district work and, though she enjoys camp life, she has found it necessary to come here for rest
and light treatment.
And now I must take you in to see Mrs. Sheahy, who has been a valuable assistant to me for so long. It was a
trial to me as well as to her when her eyesight began to fail and she was obliged to give up her work, but she is a
true Christian and has borne her affliction patiently. I have had her eyes treated by a surgeon from the Bengal
Infantry, and he has just performed a most successful operation, removing a cataract from one of her eyes. He
watches her case carefully and feels sure that she will quite recover her sight. It is pleasant to see how he
appreciates our hospital and grounds. He says it is quite a relief to come here where everything is so clean and
orderly, and the compound so beautiful with its shrubbery and lovely flowers.
But now we must go into the dispensary. You see we have this clinic room and here back of it is the operating
room; this is the office and the room corresponding to it in the opposite wing is the lecture room, then there are
the two bath-rooms.
We have quite a crowd of people here this morning; most of them are from the city, but a few, I see, are village
people. Do you notice how patiently they wait, and how attentive they are to the reading of the Word by the
dispensary Bible woman who is so faithfully trying to interest them? Some of their questions show that they are
really trying to comprehend what they hear. Some of them enjoy the hymns and prayer.
I have told you before of Rebecca. Her training under Dr. Humphrey has fitted her to be of great service here.
She will prescribe for the more simple cases and the mort: serious ones will wait to be examined and prescribed
for on my return from the city.
These people are never in a hurry. They always have time for all they want to do while we Americans worry
because we have not time to accomplish all that we want to do in a day.
But our carriage is at the door and we will continue our morning’s work.
The half mile drive through the bazaar will interest you for it is a phase of life that is quite unique. Here you
see truly “all sorts and conditions of men,” and conveyances of every description. We pass through this large
gateway and turn to the right through this lane which is hardly wide enough for our carriage.
Our first call is on a Mohammedan woman who comes to the dispensary when she is able, but now she is too
ill to come. They are poor people but they seem to make an effort to make the best of what they have, and the
house is more tidy and comfortable than many of the places we visit. As a rule the Muslims are not as neat as the
Hindus. This woman’s husband is a mechanic earning four or five annas day, equal to eight or ten cents of our
money. Let us see what we can do for this poor woman.
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“Have you taken the medicine as I directed?” I ask.
“Yes, Miss Sahiba,” she replies, “I took the powders as you told me, and I ate the papers too.” We must not let
her see us smile though you are inclined to do so, I see.
“I am glad you took the powders, but it is not necessary for you to eat the papers. How about the fever?” I ask.
“My fever came on as usual, but not so strong,” was her answer. So I will leave more powders with the
injunction to throw away the papers they are wrapped in.
Across the street is another of my patients, the wife of a wealthy Hindu banker. This woman has been ill for
several months with an incurable disease from which she cannot recover. She is resigned to her fate but begs that I
will visit her often, “as,”' she says, “it is a comfort to talk with someone who knows how I suffer.”
Her husband is very kind to her although she has never had any children and he has taken a second wife, but
his first wife is the one he loves. You can see that she is of a more refined nature than the other who just now
passed through the room.
Now I must take you into another part of the city, a region where low-caste people reside. My patient here is a
boy who is recovering from smallpox. I was not called to attend him until he began to recover, then I found his
case to be a serious one. I fear he will never be strong enough to wait upon himself, even. It hardly seems possible
that human beings can exist in such a place as this, so many people crowded into so small a space, yet this is
common in the cities and is often the case in the villages, also.
One of my Bible women visits several families in this mohalla or ward and a number of people come together
to hear her give the Bible lesson. Some of the women and girls are learning to read. The medicine case is useful in
opening the way for the Gospel; the neighborhood gets interested, and when we suggest that the children be
taught there is frequently a ready assent; then where we have the girls the mothers are almost sure to come in, and
this leads to an invitation to their homes.
We will walk back to the entrance to the lane where we left the carriage and I will stop to see a little Muslim
girl who has been very ill with typhoid fever. She is a mere skeleton but she is determined to live. I fancy that she
is well married and that may be tbe reason that her people are so anxious for her recovery. She needs better care
and better air than she can get here but the family are not willing to bring her to the hospital.
There is another case near by that I must look after. This is a young married woman who is seriously ill, but I
trust she will recover for the sake of her child who is such a treasure to both mother and father. A son is always
warmly welcomed in a Hindu family, and this is the first born. The little woman is well-inclined and has a desire
for improvement, but she belongs to a caste that is not considered respectable and she can never associate with
anyone of higher caste than her own unless she becomes a Christian. I love to tell these people that God loves
them just as much as He does a Brahman and their souls are precious in His sight; that He needs them and has a
place for them in His service.
One more visit we must make before we turn homeward. There are several in this family suffering from an
epidemic and I will take a look. at each of them and perhaps change the medicine, but we must not stop to answer
the many questions that they will surely ask on seeing a stranger. All are doing well I am glad to see, and now for
home and breakfast.
It is half-past ten o’clock.. A busy forenoon, do you say? Yes, but not out of the ordinary, and there are
dispensary patients yet to be attended to after our breakfast, you know. They will have enjoyed a comfonable rest
in our absence.
September 27, 1875
You would be amused over some of the arrivals this morning. A woman came to the hospital with the evident
intention of remaining some time as she was accompanied by her husband, three children, a widowed sister and
twelve servants. There was an ox-cart with their furniture and they had brought food—cooked and uncooked—to
last some time, and there were the three conveyances in which the family came.
The woman needed treatment and of course we were glad to have her here, and I could appreciate her wish to
have her children with her, but I asked her why her husband came. She made several excuses; she would be afraid
to stay here without him; their friends would give her a bad name if she were separated from him; it would not be
respectable for her to remain in a strange place without him; and so he stays.
The poorer classes seldom come to stay without bringing some member of their families with them, and it
sometimes happens that the number of the attendants or companions is greater than the number of patients in the
hospital. By putting up some temporary arrangements each family lives quite separate and their seclusion is
assured. We are glad to have the opportunity to give them all some new ideas and they seem to appreciate our
sanitary system, and some really take pride in keeping their rooms clean and orderly. For nearly three months we
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have had families of Christians, Hindus, Bengalis and Muslims staying in the hospital and often the women from
each family would be present in our prayer-meetings. We did not require them to come but always invited them
and the Hindu women seemed to enjoy the meeting. The Muslim women always appeared to be afraid lest we
should make Christians of them against their will.
December 29, 1875
Another year nearly gone! As I look back over the twelve months of service I think I can truly say that it has
been my best year in India, although I have at times been so physically unfit for work. The dispensary work is
very absorbing both of time and strength but it has nevertheless been very satisfactory. We have had more highcaste patients than heretofore, probably because we are better known in the city, so that they have less reluctance
in coming to us. We have had abundant opportunities to do good both to the bodies and souls of the people and we
have reason to believe that our efforts have not been entirely vain.
Of course some neither comprehend nor seem to care for the truth presented, while others really seem deeply
interested and really anxious to learn something of our religion. We have had six high-caste women in the
hospital, also, during the year, shy and modest and gentle-mannered the most of them, and very appreciative of
our care and attention.
When Mrs. Sheahy was laid aside from work I was fortunate in securing the services of a very capable young
woman to oversee my Bible women and go with them to examine their work in the schools and zananas. She says
she finds the women are generally attentive and take an interest in what is being taught them. Those who can read
the Urdu or Hindi character are reading the Bible in those languages and others are being taught to read and write
and also to do some kinds of needlework. There are about forty houses which are visited twice every week.
I have been interested to notice that we have treated nineteen hundred and twenty-nine patients this year and
have given out just a few less than five thousand prescriptions. There have been more paying patients than in any
former year, the fees amounting to five hundred and sixty-six dollars, a sum which materially helps out our
medical work.
February 5, 1876
Although my five years of service had expired I did not feel at liberty at our Conference session to ask leave
for a change to America even though convinced that I really need a rest. There is much anxiety as well as
responsibility connected with medical work. resulting in weariness of body and mind, and it was with a feeling of
relief tbat I heard that the Society is sending out a medical lady who will probably reach here early in March.
This makes it possible for me to take the much needed rest and change and I have decided, by the strongly
emphasized advice of the surgeon who has sometimes given his assistance in some of my cases, to leave for
America as soon as I can make it convenient to do so. Mr. and Mrs. Cherington with their little one will sail about
the 1st of March and I shall be glad to go in their company. You will probably hear from me again before I reach
America. …
159.36 Excerpt from Camp-Fire And Cotton-Field: Southern Adventure In Time Of War\fn{by Thomas Wallace
Knox (1835-1896)} Pembroke, Hamilton County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 11
… On the first of June [1861] an order was received from Washington, reliving General Harney from
command; in Missouri. Captain Lyon had been promoted to the rank of a brigadier-general of volunteers, and was
assigned to duty in General Harney’s stead. On the 5 th of June, [Confederate] General Price issued a proclamation,
calling for, the State Guard to be in readiness to defend Missouri, against all enemies. The appearance of this
proclamation was not altogether unexpected. It was far more satisfactory to the friends of the Union than to the
Secessionists, as it showed the hostile position of Governor Jackson and his abettors, and gave an opportunity for
proceeding actively against them. It demonstrated very clearly that the Secessionists were determined to make
their actions correspond to their words.
It was ascertained that, a few days before the publication of Price’s proclamation, Governor Jackson was in
consultation with an agent of the Rebel Government, who promised twenty-five thousand men, and arms and
ammunition for fifty thousand more, if the State were fairly and unequivocally out of the Union. He had also
conferred with an agent from the Indian Nation, with a view to putting several thousand Indians into the field on
the side of the Rebels.\fn{ Altogether, some 60% of all Missourians of elegible age served in the Civil War; 109,000 on the Union
side, and some 30,000 on the Confederate.}
General Lyon wanted an “overt act” on the part of the Rebels, before commencing actual hostilities. Price’s
proclamation was the thing desired.
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The troops in and around St. Louis were drilled as thoroughly as possible. Every day added to their
effectiveness. Recruiting was pushed, trade with the interior was suspended, and boats passing down the river
were made subject to stoppage and search at the arsenal. Everything was assuming a warlike appearance.
The Government was very tardy in supplying General Lyon’s wants. In many cases it did not authorize him to
do what was needed. Much of the money for outfitting the troops for the field was voluntarily contributed in the
Eastern cities, or by patriotic men in St. Louis. In several things, General Lyon acted upon his own responsibility,
under the advice and co-operation of Colonel Blair.
On the 9th of June, Governor Jackson and General Price asked General Lyon to give them a safeguard to visit
St. Louis. They wished to confer with General Lyon and Colonel Blair, upon the best means of bringing peace to
the State and making an end of hostilities. The safeguard was granted, and, on the 11 th of June, Jackson and Price
reached St. Louis, and signified their readiness for the proposed conference.
The meeting took place at the Planters’ House, Governor Jackson declining to trust himself inside the walls of
the arsenal, where General Lyon had invited him to be his guest. The interview began with many professions of
good will on the part of Governor Jackson; and the assurance of his earnest desire for peace. He promised to
disband the State troops, if General Lyon would first remove all United States troops from the limits of Missouri,
and agree not to bring them back under any consideration. Of course, this proposition could not be entertained. A
conversation then took place between General Lyon and General Price, but all .to no purpose. Price and Jackson
would do nothing, unless the United States troops were first sent out of Missouri. Lyon and Blair would not
consent to anything of the kind, and so the conference ended.
Jackson and Price left St. Louis on a special train for Jefferson City, on the afternoon of the 11 th. On the way,
up the road, they set fire to the bridges over the Gasconade and Osage Rivers, the former thirty-five miles from
Jefferson City, and ninety from St. Louis, and the latter within nine miles of Jefferson City. If the conduct of these
men had been neutral up to that time, this act made an end of their neutrality.
General Lyon left the conference fully satisfied there was no longer any reason for hesitation. The course he
should pursue was plain before him.
Early in the forenoon of the 12th, he learned of the destruction of the bridges over the Gasconade and Osage
rivers. He immediately ordered a force to proceed up the road, and protect as much of it as possible from further
damage.
Within four hours of the reception of the order to move, the troops were on their way. On the next day, three
steamers, with about two thousand men, left St. Louis for Jefferson City. General Lyon knew the importance of
time, and was determined to give Governor Jackson very little opportunity for preparation.
My first experience of a military campaign was on the expedition up the Missouri. I had seen something of
Indian troubles on the Plains, in which white men were concerned, but I had never witnessed civilized warfare
where white men fought against white men. A. residence of several weeks in St. Louis had somewhat familiarized
me with the appearance of troops at the arsenal and at the various camps in the city, but the preparations to take
the field were full of novelty.
I was on the boat which carried the First Missouri Infantry, and which General Lyon had selected for his
headquarters. The young officers were full of enthusiasm, and eagerly anticipating their first encounter with the
Rebel battalions. Colonel Blair was less demonstrative than the officers of his regiment, but was evidently much
elated at the prospect of doing something aggressive. General Lyon was in the cabin, quiet, reserved, and
thoughtful. With Colonel Blair he conversed long and freely. Few others approached him. Outside the cabin the
soldiers were ardently discussing the coming campaign, and wishing an early opportunity for winning glory in
battle.
To one who travels for the first time by steamboat from St. Louis in a northerly direction, a curious picture is
presented. The water in the Mississippi above the mouth of the Missouri is quite clear and transparent. That from
the Missouri is of a dirty yellow color, derrived from the large quantity of earthy matter which it holds in solution.
For several miles below the junction of the streams, the two currents remain separated, the line between them
being plainly perceptible. The pilots usually endeavor to keep on the dividing line, so that one can look from the
opposite sides of a boat and imagine himself sailing upon two rivers of different character at the same moment.
Sometimes this distinctive line continues for fifteen or twenty miles, but usually less than ten. A soldier wittily
remarked, that the water from the Upper Mississippi derived its transparency from the free States, from whence it
came, while the Missouri, emerging from a slave State, was, consequently, of a repulsive hue. As Missouri is now
a free State, the soldier’s remark is not applicable.
Steaming up the Missouri toward the State capital, we found the sentiment along the banks of the river
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strongly in favor of the Union. Home Guard organizations had been hastily formed, and were doing their best for
the protection of the railway. Most of the villages along the Lower Missouri contained a strong German element,
which needs no question of its loyalty. The railway bridges were thoroughly guarded, and each town had a small
garrison to suppress any rising of the Secessionists. The conduct of the people in these villages was quite different
from the course of those residing above Jefferson City. Where the inhabitants possessed no slaves, there was
outspoken loyalty. In the most populous slave districts it was the reverse. Slaveholders declared that their interest
lay in secession. There were a few exceptions, but they were very far in a minority. .
Our triumphal entry into Jefferson City was not marked by any noteworthy event. The Capitol was deserted.
The Governor and most of the State officials had departed the previous day, in the direction of Booneville. We
marched through the principal streets, and found many of the people delighted at our coming. We occupied the
State House, and, of course, unfurled our flag from its cupola. A steamboat seized at the landing, was pressed into
our service for use further up the stream. An encounter with the Rebels was eagerly desired.
We left a full regiment, a large force in those days, to retain possession of the place, and then pushed on in
pursuit. The Rebels had disabled the railway, taking off nearly all the rolling stock and destroying a large bridge
four miles west of the city. As the point where they had fled lay upon the river, we pursued them by water.
At noon, on the 16th, General Lyon left Jefferson City for Booneville. Within twenty-four hours he fought his
first battle in Missouri.
It is slow work to proceed with a steamboat where one’s way must be felt. Though we had only fifty miles to
move, we advanced less than thirty before nightfall. Touching at a landing on the left bank of the river, fifteen
miles below Booneville, a scout from the enemy’s camp came easily into our hands. From being a scout of. the
enemy he became our scout, as he revealed in his fright all we wished to know. The enemy, confident of an easy
victory, was waiting our approach, and expressed the most lively intention of destroying us all in the twinkling of
an eye.
Experience had not then demonstrated that there is little difference in the bravery of Americans, when well
officered. Each side cherished the delusion that it had a monopoly of courage and endurance. One Southern man
was thought equal to five Northern men in a fair contest, and if the former were given the advantage of a
defensive position any odds of numbers would be taken. There was nearly, though not quite, as much boasting on
the part of our own press and people.
The first severe battles made an end of the greater part of this gasconading.
It is said the most trying moment on shipboard is when the deck, previous to an engagement, is sprinkled with
sawdust to receive the blood yet unshed. No man can know whose blood will be first to moisten that dust, or
whose life will have passed .away before the action is over. So on the eve of that first battle in Missouri, as I
reclined in the cabin of our flag-boat, and saw the surgeons busy with their preparations for the coming day; as I
saw them bring to light all the dreadful implements of their trade, and arrange them in readiness for sudden use, a
coldness crept over me, and I fully realized we had earnest work before us.
Since that time I have witnessed many a battle, many a scene of preparation and of bloody work with knife and
saw and bandage, but I have never experienced a chill like that I felt on that early day of the Rebellion.
The war has made us familiar with horrors. That which once touched us to the heart is now passed over with
scarce a moment’s thought. Our nerves have been hardened, our sensibilities blunted, our hearts steeled against
suffering in the terrible school through which we have passed.
*
Daybreak on the 17th found us slowly moving up the river toward Booneville. General Lyon sat forward of the
steamer’s cabin, closely scanning both banks of the stream. Four miles below the town his glass sought out two
pieces of artillery, partially concealed in a clump of trees, and trained upon the channel by which we were .to pass.
At once our engines were reversed, and the boats moved back to a landing about eight miles below Booneville. A
little before seven o’ clock we were on shore, and our column of fifteen hundred men began its advance upon the
Rebel camp.
It was the story that has found its repetition in many a battle since that time. The enemy’s pickets were driven
in. The enemy, in line of battle, was discovered on a long ridge, and our own line was formed on a ridge parallel
to it. Then we opened fire with our artillery (one battery was all we possessed), and received no response, save by
a desultory discharge of small arms. Next our infantry added its tenor notes to the bass of the field-guns; the Rebel
forces melted steadily away, and the field was in our possession, twenty minutes after the opening shot had been
fired.
Once in retreat, the Rebels did not halt until out of harm’s reach. Their camp lay in the line of retreat, but they
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made no stop in passing it. Following in the rear of our column, I entered the camp, and found many signs of a
hasty departure. I found the fires burning, and dozens of coffee-pots and frying-pans filled with the materials for
breakfast. Here was a pan full of meat fried to a crisp, from the neglect of the cook to remove it before his sudden
exodus. A few feet distant lay a ham, with a knife sticking in a half-severed slice. A rude camp-table was spread
with plates and their accessories, and a portion of the articles of food were carefully arranged. The seats for the
breakfast party were in position, two of them being overturned. I could not help fancying the haste with which
that table had been abandoned, only a few moments before. The tents were standing and in some the blankets
were lying on the ground, as if they had been very suddenly vacated. In one tent was a sIde-saddle, a neat pair of
gaiters, and a hoop-skirt. The proper connection of those articles with the battlefield I was unable to ascertain.
In that camp was a fine lot of provisions, arms, equipments, and ammunition. Saddles were numerous, but
there were no horses. It was evident that the hasty evacuation left no time for the simple process of saddling.
Early in the day, I had come into possession of a horse with a very poor outfit. Once in camp, I was not slow to
avail myself of the privilege of supply. I went into battle on foot, carrying only a knapsack containing a notebook
and two pieces of bread. When the fight was over, I was the possessor of a horse and all the equipments for a
campaign. I had an overcoat, a roll of fine blankets, and a pair of saddle-bags. The latter were well filled from the
trunk of someone I had not the pleasure of knowing, but who was evidently just my size.
Mr. Barnes, of the Missouri Democrat, was my companion on that occasion. He was equally careful to provide
himself from the enemy’s stores, but wasted time in becoming sentimental over two love-letters and a photograph
of a young woman. .
The flags captured in this .affair were excellent illustrations of the policy of the leading Secessionists. There
was one Rebel flag with the arms of the State of Missouri filling the field. There was a State flag, with only fifteen
stars surrounding the coat of arms. There was a Rebel flag, with the State arms in the center, and there was one
Rebel flag of the regular pattern. The rallying-cry at that time was in behalf of the State, and the people were told
they must act for Missouri, without regard to anything else. In no part of the country was the “State Rights”
theory more freely used. All the changes were rung upon the sovereignty of States, the right of Missouri to
exclude United States soldiers from her soil, the illegality of the formation of Vllion regiments, and the tyranny of
the General Government
The flags under which Missouri soldiers were gathered clearly blended the interests of the State with
secession.
Our troops entered Booneville amid demonstrations of delight from one portion of the inhabitants, and the
frowns and muttered indignation of. the other. The Rebels had fled, a part of them by land, and the balance on a
steamboat, toward Lexington. Quiet possession obtained, there was time to examine into the details of the fight.
We had lost twelve men, the enemy probably twice as many. The action, three years later, would have been
considered only a roadside skirmish, but it was then an affair of importance. Every man with General Lyon felt far
more elation over the result than has since been felt over battles of much greater moment. We had won a signal
victory; the enemy had suffered an equally signal defeat. . .
During the battle, a chaplain, provided with four men to look after the wounded, came suddenly upon a group
of twenty-four Rebels. An imperative demand for their surrender was promptly complied with, and the chaplain,
with his force of four, brought twenty-four prisoners into town. He was so delighted at his success that he
subsequently took a commission in the line. In time he was honored with the stars of a brigadier-general.
General Lyon was my personal friend, but he very nearly did me great injustice. Seeing myself and a fellowjournalist on a distant part of the field, he mistook us for scouts of the enemy, and ordered his sharp-shooters to
pick us off. His chief-of-staff looked in our direction, and fortunately recognized us in time to countermand the
order.
I was afterward on the point of being shot at by an infantry captain, through a similar mistake. A civilian’s
dress on the battlefield (a gray coat formed a part of mine) subjects the wearer to many dangers uom his friends,
as most war correspondents can testify. While approaching the town, .I stopped to slake my thirst at a well. A
group of our soldiers joined me while I was drinking. I had drank very freely from the bucket, and transferred it to
a soldier, when the resident of a neighboring house appeared, and informed us that the well had been poisoned by
the Rebels, and the water was certain to produce death. The soldiers desisted, and looked at me with much pity.
For a moment I confess, the situation did not appear cheerful, but I concluded the injury, if any, was already done,
and I must make the best of it. The soldiers watched me as I mounted my horse, evidently expecting me to fall
within a hundred yards. When I met one of them the following day, he opened his eyes in astonishment at seeing
me alive. From that day, I entertained a great contempt for poisoned wells.
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In Booneville the incidents were not of a startling character. I found the strongest secession sympathy was
entertained by the wealthier inhabitants, while the poor were generally loyal. Some cases of determined loyalty I
found among the wealthy; but they were the exception rather than the rule. Accompanied by a small squad of
soldiers, myself and companion visited the house of a gentleman holding office under the United States
Government. We obtained from that house several Rebel cockades and small flags, which had been fabricated by
the ladies.
With the same squad we visited the principal bank of Booneville, and persuaded the cashier to give us a Rebel
flag which had been floating for several days from a staff in front of the building. This flag was ten yards in
length, and the materials of which it was made were of the finest quality.
The interview between the cashier and ourselves was an amusing one. He protested he knew nothing of the
flag or its origin, and at first declared it was not about the building. According to his own representation, he was
too good a Union man to harbor anything of the sort. Just as he was in the midst of a very earnest profession of
loyalty the flag was discovered.
“Somebody must have put that there to ruin me,” was his exclamation. “Gentlemen, I hope you won’t harm
me; and, if you want me to do so, I will take the oath of allegiance this minute.”
Soon after the occupation of Booneville, General. Lyon sent a small expedition to Syracuse, twenty-five miles
in the interior. This force returned in a few days, and then preparations were begun for a march to Springfield.
Colonel Blair left Booneville for St. Louis and Washington, while General Lyon attended to the preliminaries for
his contemplated movement. The First Iowa Infantry joined him, and formed a part of his expeditionary force.
The Rebels gathered at Lexington, and thence moved southward to reach the Arkansas line, to form a junction
with the then famous [Confederate General] Ben McCulloch.
The prospect was good that Central Missouri would soon be clear of Rebels. Our general success in the State
depended upon occupying and holding the Southwest. General Lyon was to move thither from Booneville.
General Sweeney had already gone there by way of Rolla, while another force, under Major Sturgis, was moving
from Leavenworth in a southeasterly direction. All were to unite at Springfield and form an army of occupation.
Preparations went on slowly, as the transportation was to be gathered from the surrounding country. Foreseeing
that the expedition would be slow to reach Springfield, I .returned to St. Louis. There I made preparations to join
the army, when its march should be completed, by a more expeditious route than the one General Lyon would
follow.
At Booneville, General Lyon established a temporary blockade of the Missouri River, by stopping all boats
moving in either direction. In most cases a single shot across the bow of a boat sufficed to bring it to land. One
day the White Cloud, on her way from Kansas City to St. Louis, refused to halt until three shots had been fired,
the last one grazing the top of the pilot-house. When brought before General Lyon, the captain of the White Cloud
apologized for neglecting to obey the first signal, and said his neglect was due to his utter ignorance of military
usage. The apology was deemed sufficient. The captain was dismissed, with a gentle admonition not to make a
similar mistake in future. .
At that time the public was slow to understand the power and extent of military law and military rule. When
martial law was declared in St. Louis, in August, 1861, a citizen waited upon the provost-marshal, in order to
ascertain the precise state of affairs. After some desultory conversation, he threw out the question:
“What does martial law do?”
“Well,” said Major McKinstry, the provost-marshal, “I can explain the whole thing in a second. Martial law
does pretty much as it damn pleases.”
Before the year was ended the inhabitants of St. Louis learned that the major’s assertion was not far from the
truth.
*
The success of the Union arms at Booneville did not silence the Secessionists in St. Louis. They continued to
hold meetings, and arrange plans for assisting their friends in the field. At many places, one could hear
expressions of indignation at the restrictions which the proper authorities sought to put upon the secession
movement. Union flags were torn from the front of private buildings—generally in the night or early morning!
Twice, when Union troops were marching along the streets, they were fired upon by citizens. A collision of this
kind had occurred at the corner of Fifth and Walnut streets, on the day after the capture of Camp Jackson. The
soldiers returned the fire, and killed several persons; but this did not deter the Secessionists from repeating the
experiment. In the affairs that took place after the battle of Booneville, the result was the same. Unfortunately, in
each collision, a portion of those killed were innocent on-lookers. After a few occurrences of this kind, soldiers
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were allowed to march through the streets without molestation.
About the :first of July, there were rumors that an insurrection would be attempted on the National holiday.
Ample provision was made to give the insurgents a warm reception. Consequently, they made no trouble.
The printer of the bills of fare at a prominent hotel noticed the Fourth of July by ornamenting his work with a
National flag, in colors. This roused the indignation of a half-dozen guests, whose sympathies lay with the
Rebellion. They threatened to leave, but were so far in arrears that they could not settle their accounts. The hotelkeeper endeavored to soothe them by promising to give his printing, for the future, to another house. Several loyal
guests were roused at this offer, and threatened to secede at once if it were carried out. The affair resulted in
nothing but words.
On the morning of the 11 th of July I left St. Louis, to join General Lyon in the Southwest. It was a day’s ride by
rail to Rolla, the terminus of the Southwest Branch of the Pacific road. I well recollect the strange and motley
group that filled the cars on that journey. There were a few officers and soldiers en route to join their comrades in
the field. Nearly all of them were fresh from civil life. They wore their uniforms uneasily, as a farmer’s boy wears
his Sunday suit. Those, who carried sabers experienced much inconvenience when walking, on account of the
propensity of those weapons to get between their legs. In citizen’s dress, at my side, sat an officer of the old army,
who looked upon these newly-made warriors with much contempt, mingled with an admiration of their
earnestness. After an outburst of mild invective, he pronounced a well-merited tribute to their patriotism.
“After all,” said he, “they are as good as the material the Rebels have for their army. In some respects, they are
better. The Northern blood is cold; the Southern is full of life and passion. In the first onset, our enemies will
prove more impetuous than we, and will often overpower us. In the beginning of the strnggle, they will prove our
superiors, and may be able to boast of the first victories. But their physical energy will soon be exhausted, while
ours will steadily increase. Patience, coolness, and determination will be sure to bring us the triumph in the end.
These raw recruits, that are at present worthless before trained soldiers, distrusting themselves as we distrust
them, will yet become veterans, worthy to rank with the best soldiers of the Old World.”
The civilian passengers on a railway in Missouri are essentially. different from the same class in the East.
There are very few women, and the most of these are not as carefully dressed as their Oriental sisters. Their
features lack the fineness that one observes in New York and New England. The “hog and hominy,” the general
diet of the Southwest, is plainly perceptible in the physique of the women.
The male travelers,. who are not indigenous to the soil, are more roughly clothed and more careless in manner
than the same order of passengers between New York and Boston. Of those who enter and leave at way stations,
the men are clad in that yellow, homespun material known as “butternut.” The casual observer inclines to the
opinion that there are no good bathing-places where these men reside. They are inquisitive, ignorant, unkempt, but
generally civil.
The women are the reverse of attractive, and are usually uncivil and ignorant. The majority are addicted to
smoking, and generally make use of a cob-pipe. Unless objection is made by some passenger; the conductors
ordinarily allow the women to indulge in this pastime. .
The region traversed by the railway is sparsely settled, the ground being generally unfavorable to agriculture.
For some time after this portion of the road was opened, the natives refused to give it patronage, many of them
declaring that the old mode of travel, by horseback, was the best of all. During the first week after opening the
Southwest Branch, the company ran a daily freight train each way. All the freight offered in that time was a bear
and a keg of honey. Both were placed in. the same car. The bear ate the honey, and the company was compelled to
pay for the damage.
I have heard a story concerning the origin of the name of Rolla, which is interesting, though I cannot vouch for
its truth. In selecting a name for the county seat of Phelps County, a North Carolinian residing there suggested that
it should do honor to the capital of his native State. The person who reduced the request to writing, used. the best
orthography that occurred to him; so that what should have been “Raleigh,” became “Rolla.” The request thus
written was sent to the Legislature, and the name of the town became fixed. The inhabitants generally pronounce
it as if the intended spelling had been adopted.
The journey from Rolla to Springfield was accomplished by stage, and required two days of travel. For fifty
miles the road led over mountains; to the banks of the Gasconade, one of the prettiest rivers I have ever seen. The
mountain streams of Southwest Missouri, having their springs in the limestone rock, possess a peculiarity
unknown in the Eastern States. In a depth of two feet or Jess, the water is apparently as clear as that of the purest
mountain. brook in New England. But when the depth reaches, or exceeds, three feet, the water assumes a deepblue tinge, like that of the sky in a clear day. Viewed from an elevation, the picture is one that cannot be speedily
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forgotten. The blue water makes a marked contrast with surrounding objects; as the streams wind through the
forests and fields on their banks. Though meandering through mountains, these rivers have few sharp falls or
roaring rapids. Their current is usually gentle, broken here and there into a ripple over a slightly descending
shallow, . but observing uniformity in all its windings.
My first night from Rolla was passed on the banks of the Gasconade. Another day’s ride, extended far into the
second night, found me at Springfield.
When I reached my room at the hotel, and examined the bed, I found but one sheet where we usually look for
two. Expostulations were of no avail. The porter curtly informed me,
“People here use only one sheet. Down in St. Louis you folks want two sheets, but in this part of the country
we ain’t so nice.”
I appreciated my fastidiousness when I afterward saw, at a Tennessee hotel, the following notice:
Gentlemen who wish towels in their rooms must deposit
fifty cents at the office, as security for their return.

Travel in the Border and Southern States will acquaint a Northerner with strange customs. To find an entire
household occupying a single large room is not an unfrequent occurrence. The rules of politeness require that,
when bedtime has arrived, the men shall go out of doors to contemplate the stars, while the ladies disrobe and
retire. The men then return and proceed to bed. Sometimes the ladies amuse themselves by studying the fire while
the men find their way to their couches, where they gallantly turn their faces to the wall, and permit the ladies to
don their Tobes de nuit.
Notwithstanding the scarcity of accommodation, the traveler seeking a meal or resting-place will rarely meet a
refusal. In New York or New England, one can journey many a mile and find a cold denial at every door. In the
West and Southwest “the latch-string hangs out,” and the stranger is always welcome. Especially is this the case
among the poorer classes.
Springfield is the largest town in Southwest Missouri, and has a fine situation. Before the war it was a place of
considerable importance, as it controlled the trade of a large region around it. East of it the country is quite
broken, but on the south and west there are stretches of rolling prairie, bounded by rough woodland.
Considered in a military light, Springfield was the key to that portion of the State. A large number of public
roads center at that point. Their direction is such that the possession of the town by either army would control any
near position of an adversary of equal or inferior strength. General Lyon was prompt in seeing its value, and
determined to make an early movement for its occupation. When he started from St. Louis for Booneville, he
ordered General Sweeney to march from Rolla to Springfield as speedily as possible.
General Sweeney moved with three regiments of infantry and a battery of artillery, and reached Springfield in
five days from the time of starting; the distance being a hundred and twenty miles. He then divided his forces,
sending Colonel Sigel to Carthage, nearly fifty miles further toward the west, in the hope of cutting off the Rebel
retreat in that direction. Major Sturgis was moving from Leavenworth toward Springfield, and expected to arrive
there in advance of General Lyon.
Major Sturgis was delayed in crossing a river, so that the Rebels arrived at Carthage before Colonel Sigel had
been reinforced. The latter, with about eleven hundred: men, encountered the Rebel column, twice as large as his
own. The battle raged for several hours, neither side losing very heavily. It resulted in Sigel’s retreat, to avoid
being surrounded by the enemy. Wonderful stories were told at that time of the terrific slaughter in the Rebel
ranks, but these stories could never be traced to a reliable source. It is proper to say that the Rebels made equally
large estimates of our own loss.
On General Lyon’s arrival all the troops were concentrated in the vicinity of Springfield. It was known that the
Rebels were encamped near the Arkansas border, awaiting the reinforcements which had been promised from the
older States of the Confederacy. General Fremont had been assigned to the command of the Western Department,
and was daily expected at St. Louis to assume the direction of affairs. Our scouts were kept constantly employed
in bringing us news, from the Rebel camp, and it is quite probable the Rebels were equally well informed of our
own condition. We were able to learn that their number was on the increase; and that they would soon be largely
reinforced.
After three weeks of occupation our strength promised to be diminished. Half of General Lyon’s command
consisted of “three-months men,” whose period of enlistment was drawing to a close. .A portion of these men
went to St. Louis, some volunteered to remain as long as the emergency required their presence, and others were
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kept against their will. Meantime, General Lyon made the most urgent requests for reinforcements, and declared
he would be compelled to abandon the Southwest if not speedily strengthened. General Fremont promised to send
troops to his assistance. .After he made the promise, Cairo was threatened by General Pillow, and the reinforcing
column turned in that. direction. General Lyon was left to take care of hImself.
By the latter part of July, our situation had become critical. Price’s army had been reinforced by a column of
Arkansas and Louisiana troops, under General McCulloch. This. gave the :Rebels upward of twelve thousand
men, while we could muster less than six thousand.
General Price assumed the offensive, moving slowly toward Springfield, as if sure of his ability to overpower
the National forces. General Lyon determined to fall upon the enemy before he could reach Springfield, and
moved on the 1st of August with that object in view.
On the second day of our march a strong scouting party of Rebels was encountered, and a sharp skirmish
ensued, in which they were repulsed. This encounter is known in the Southwest as “the fight at Dug Spring.”
The next day another skirmish occurred, and, on the third morning, twenty-five miles from Springfield,
General Lyon called a council of war.
“Councils of war do not fight” has grown into a proverb. The council on this occasion decided that we should
return to Springfield without attacking the enemy. The decision was immediately carried out.
The beginning of August, in Southwest Missouri, is in the midst of the warm season. The day of the march to
Dug Spring was one I shall never forget. In Kansas, before the war, I once had a walk of several miles under a
burning sun, in a region where not a drop of water could be found. When I finally reached it, the only water to be
found was in a small, stagnant pool, covered with a green scum nearly an inch in thickness. Warm, brackish, and
fever-laden as that water was, I had never before tasted any thing half so sweet.
Again, while crossing the Great Plains in 1860, I underwent a severe and prolonged thirst, only quenching it
with the bitter alkali-water of the desert. On neither of these occasions were my sufferings half as great as in the
advance to Dug Spring.
A long ride in that hot atmosphere gave me a thirst of the most terrible character. Making a detour to the left of
the road. in a vain search for water, I fell behind the column as it marched slowly along. As I moved again to the
front, I passed scores of men who had fallen from utter exhaustion. Many were delirious, and begged piteously for
water in ever so small a quantity. Several died from excessive heat, and others were for a long time unfit for duty.
Reaching the spring which gave its name to the locality, I was fortunate in finding only the advance of the
command. With considerable effort I succeeded in obtaining a pint cupful of water, and thus allayed my
immediate thirst.
According to the custom in that region, the spring was covered with a frame building, about eight feet square.
There are very few cellars in that part of the country, and the spring-house, as it is called, is used for preserving
milk and other articles that require a low temperature. As the main portion of the column came up, the crowd
around the spring-house became so dense that those on the inside cou1d not get out. The building was lifted and
thrown away from the spring, but this only served to increase the confusion.
Officers found it impossible to maintain discipline. When the men caught sight of the crowd at the spring, the
lines were instantly broken. At the spring, officers and men were mingled without regard to rank, all struggling for
the same object. A few of the former, who had been fortunate in commencing the day with full canteens,
attempted to bring order out of chaos, but found the effort useless.
No command was heeded. The officers of the two regiments of “regulars” had justly boasted of the superior
discipline of their men. On this occasion the superiority was not apparent. Volunteers and regulars were equally
subject to thirst, and made equal endeavor to quench it.
Twenty yards below the spring was a shallow poolwhere cattle and hogs were allowed to run. Directly above it
was a trough, containing a few gallons of warm water, which had evidently been there several days. This was
speedily taken by the men. Then the hot scuro-covered pool was resorted to. In a very few min-utes the trampling
of the soldiers’ feet had stirred this pool till its substance was more like earth than water. Even from this the men
would fill their cups and canteens, and drink with the utmost eagerness.
I saw a. private soldier emerge from the crowd with a canteen full of this worse than ditch-water. An officer
tendered a five-dollar g,old piece for the contents of the canteen, and found his offer indignantly refused. To such
a.frenzy were men driven by thirst that they tore up handfuls of moist earth, and swallowed the few drops of water
that could be pressed out.
In subsequent campaigns I witnessed many scenes of hunger and thirst, but none to equal these of that day at
Dug Spring.
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*
The return of General Lyon from Dug Spring had boldened the enemy to move nearer to Springfield. On the 7 th
of August the Rebels reached Wilson Creek, ten miles from Springfield, and formed their camp on both sides of
that stream. General Ben. McCulloch was their commander-in-chief. On the night of the 8 th, General Lyon
proposed to move from Springfield for the purpose of attacking their position. The design was not carried out, on
account of the impossibility of securing proper disposition of our forces in season to reach the enemy’s camp at
daylight.
During the 8th and the forenoon of the 9 th, preparations were made for resisting an attack in Springfield, in case
the enemy should come upon us. In the afternoon of the 9 th, General Lyon decided to assalut the Rebel camp at
daylight of the following morning. A council of war had determined that a defeat would. be less injurious than a
retreat without a battle, provided the defeat were not too serious.
“To abandon the Southwest without a struggle,” said General Lyon, “would be a sad blow to our cause, and
would greatly encourage the Rebels. We will fight, and hope for the best.”
In arranging a plan of battle, Colonel Sigel suggested that the forces should be divided, so that a simultaneous
attack would be made upon either extren\ity of the enemy’s camp. The two columns were to move from
Springfield at sunset,. bivouac within four miles of the proposed battle.field, and begin their march early enough
to fall upon the enemy’s camp a little past daylight.
We left Springfield about sunset on the 9 th, General Lyon taking about three thousand men, while Colonel Sigel
took less than two thousand. Exceptions have frequently been made to this mode of attack. Had it been successful
I presume no one would have found it faulty. It is an easy matter to criticize the plans of others, after their result is
known.
The columns moved by different roads to obtain the desired positions. The march was as silent as possible. The
only sounds were the rumbling of wheels and the occasional clank of arms. No one was heavily encumbered, as
we expected to return to Springfield before the following night. Midnight found us in a hay-field, four miles from
the Rebel camp. There we rested till morning.
On the previous night I had been almost witbout sleep, and therefore took speedy advantage of the halt. Two
journeys over the Plains, a little trip into New Mexico, and some excursions among the Rocky Mountains, had
taught me certain rules of campaign life. I rarely moved without my blankets and rubber “poncho,” and with a
haversack more or less well filled. On this occasion I was prepared for sleeping in the open air.
One bivouac is much like another. When one is weary, a blanket on the ground is just as comfortable as a bed
of down under a slated roof. If accustomed to lie under lace curtains, a tree or a bush will make an excellent
substitute. “Tired nature’s sweet restorer” comes quickly to an exhausted frame. Realities of the past, expectations
of the future, hopes, sorrows, wishes, regrets—all are banished as we sink into sweet repose.
At dawn we were in motion. At daylight the smoke hanging over the enemy’s camp was fully before us.
Sunrise was near at hand when the hostile position was brought to our view. It lay, as we had anticipated,
stretched along the banks of Wilson Creek.
Until our advance drove in the pickets, a thousand yards from their camp, the Rebels had no intimation of our
approach. Many: of them were reluctant to believe we were advancing to attack them, and thought the firing upon
the pickets was the work of a scouting party.
The opening of our artillery soon undeceived them, a shell being dropped in the middle of their camp. A Rebel
officer afterward told me about our first shell. When the pickets gave the alarm of our approach, the Rebel
commander ordered his forces to “turn out.” An Arkansas colonel was in bed when the order reached him, and
lazily asked, “Is that official?” Before the bearer of the order could anawer, our shell tore through the colonel’s
tent, and exploded a few yards beyond it. The officer waited for no explanation, but ejaculated, “That’s official,
anyhow!” as he sprang out of his blankets, and arrayed himself in fighting cqstume.
Before the Rebels could respond to our morning salutation, we heard the booming of Sigel’s cannon on the
left. Colonel Sigel reached the spot assigned him some minutes before we were able to open fire from our
position. It had been stipulated that he should wait for the sound of our guns before making his attaok. His officers
said they waited nearly fifteen minutes for our opening shot. They could look into the Rebel camp in the valley of
the stream, a few hundred yards distant. The cooks were beginning their preparations for breakfast, and gave our
men a fine opportunity to learn the process of making Confederate corn-bread and coffee. Some of the Rebels saw
our men, and supposed they were their own forces who had taken up a new position. Several walked into our
lines, and found themselves prisoners of war.
Previous to that day I had witnessed several skirmishes, but this was my first battle of. importance. Distances
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seemed much greater than they really were. I stood by the side of Captain Totten’s battery as it opened the
conflict.
“How far are you firing?” I asked.
“About eight hundred yards; not over that,” was the captain’s response.
I should have called it sixteen hundred, had I been called on for an estimate.
Down the valley rose the smoke of Sigel’s guns, about a mile. distant, though, apparently, two or three miles
away. Opposite Sigel’s position was the camp of the Arkansas Division: though it was fully in my sight, and the
tents and wagons were plainly visible, I could not get over the impression that they were far off.
The explosions of our shells, and the flashes of the enemy’s guns, a short distance up the slope on, the opposite
side of the creek, seemed to be at a considerable distance. .
To what I shall ascribe these illusions, I do not know. On subsequent battlefields I have never known their
recurrence. Greater battles, larger streams, higher hills, broader fields, wider valleys, more extended camps, have
come under my observation, but in none of them has the romance exceeded the reality.
The hours did not crowd into minutes, but the minutes almost extentled into hours. I frequently found, on
consulting my watch, that occurrences, apparently of an hour’s duration, were really less than a half or a quarter
of that time.
As the sun rose, it passed into a cloud. When it emerged, I fully expected. it would be some distance toward
the zenith, and was surprised to find it had advanced only a few degrees. .
There was a light shower, that lasted less than ten minutes: I judged it had been twenty;
The evolutions of the troops on the field appeared slow and awkward. They were really .effected with great
promptness.
General Lyon was killed before nine o’ clock, as I very well knew. It was some days before I could rid myself
of an impression that his death occurred not far from noon.
The apparent extension of the hours was the experience of several persons on that field. I think it has been
known by many, on the occasion of their first battle. At Pea Ridge, an officer told me, there seemed to be about
thirty hours between sunrise and sunset. Another thought it was four PM when the sun was at the meridian. It was
only at Wilson Creek that I experienced this sensation. On subsequent battlefields I had no reason to complain of
my estimate of time.
The first shell from the enemy’s guns passed high over my head. I well remember the screech of that missile as
it cut through the air and lost itself in the distnce.
“Too high, Captain Bledsoe!” exclaimed our artillery officer, as he planted a shell among the Rebel gunners. In
firing a half-dozen rounds the Rebels obtained our range, and then used their guns with some effect. The noise of
each of those shells I can distinctly recall, though I have since listened to hundreds of similar sounds, of which I
have no vivid recollection. The sound made by a shell, in its passage through the air, cannot be described, and,
when once heard, can never be forgotten.
I was very soon familiar with the whistling of musket-balls. Before the. end of the action, I thought I could
distinguish the noise of a Minie bullet from that of a common rifle-ball, or a ball from a smooth-bored musket.
Once, while conversing with the officer in charge of the skirmish line, I found myself the center of a very hot fire.
It seemed, at that instant, as if a swarm of the largest and most spiteful bees had suddenly appeared around me.
The bullets flew too rapidly to be counted, but I fancied I could perceive a variation in their sound.
After I found a position beyond the range of musketry, the artillery would insist upon searching me put. While
I was seated under a small oak tree, with my left arm through my horse/s bridle, and my pencil busy on my
notebook, the tree above my head was cut by a shell. Moving from that spot, I had just resumed my writing, when
a shot tore up the ground under my arm, and covered me with dirt. Even a remove to another quarter did not
answer my purpose, and I finished my notes after reaching the rear.
It is not my intention to give the details of the battle—the movements of each regiment, battalion, or battery, as
it performed its part in the work. The official record will be sought by those who desire the purely military history.
It is to be regretted that the official report of the engagement at Wilson Creek displays the great hostility of its
author toward a fellow-soldier. In the early campaigns in Missouli, many officers of the regular army vied with
the Rebels in their hatred of “the Dutch.”\fn{ The German-Americans, in certain areas of the country then, the majority, for a
time.} This feeling was not confined to Missouri alone, but was apparent in the East as well as in the West. As the
war progressed the hostility diminished, but it was never entirely laid aside.
The duration of the battle was about four and a half hours. The whole force under the National flag was five
thousand men. The Rebels acknowledged having twelve thousand, of all arms. It is probable that this estimate was
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a low one. The Rebels were generally armed with shotguns, common rifles, and muskets of the old pattern. About
a thousand had no arms whatever. Their artillery ammunition was of poorer quality than our own.
These circumstances served to make the disparity less great than the actual strength of the hostile forces would
imply. Even with these considerations, the odds against General Lyon were quite large.
Our loss was a little less than one-fifth our whole strength. Up to that time, a battle in which one-tenth of those
engaged was placed hors de combat,\fn{Casualties of war.} was considered a very sanguinary affair. During the war
there were many engagements where the defeated party suffered a loss of less than one-twentieth. Wilson Creek
can take rank as one of the best-fought battles, when the number engaged is brought into consideration.
The First Missouri Infantry went into action with seven hundred and twenty-six men. Its casualty list was as
follows:
Killed: 77
Dangerously wounded: 93
Otherwise wounded: 126
Captured: 2
Missing: 15
Total: 313

The First Kansas Infantry, out of seven hundred and eighty-five men, lost two hundred and ninety-six. The loss
in other regiments was quite severe, though not proportionately as heavy as the above. These two regiments did
not break during the battle, and when they left the ground they marched off as coolly as from a parade.
At the time our retreat was ordered our ammunition was nearly exhausted and the ranks fearfully thinned. The
Rebels had made a furious attack, in which they were repulsed. General Sweeney insisted that it was their last
effort, and if we remained on the ground we would not be molested again. Major Sturges, upon whom the
command devolved after General Lyon’s death, reasoned otherwise, and considered it best to fall back to
Springfield.
The Rebels afterward admitted that General McCulloch had actually given the order for retreat a few moments
before they learned of our withdrawal. Of course he countermanded his order at once. There were several battles
in the late Rebellion in which the circumstances were similar. In repeated instances the victorious party thought
itself defeated, and was much astonished at finding its antagonist had abandoned the struggle.
In our retreat we brought away many of our wounded, but left many others on the field. When the Rebels took
possession they cared for their own men as well as the circumstances would permit, but gave no assistance to
ours. There were reports, well autthenticated, that some who lay helpless were shot or bayoneted.
Two days after the battle a surgeon who remained at Springfield was allowed to send out wagons for the
wounded.. Some were not found until after four days’ exposure. They crawled about as best they could, and, by
searching the haversacks id dead men, saved themselves from starvation. One .party of four built a shelter of
branchea of trees as a protection against the sun. Another party crawked ti the bank of the creek, and lay day and
night at the water’s edge. Several men sought shelter in the fence corners, or by the side of fallen trees.
Two days before the battle, ten dollars were paid to each man of the First Kansas Infantry. The money was in
twenty-dollar pieces, and the payment was made by drawing up the regiment in the customary two ranks, and
giving a twenty-dollar piece to each man in the front rank. Three-fourths’ of those killed or wounded in that
regiment were of the front rank. The Rebels learned of this payment, and made rigid search of all whom they
found on the field. Nearly a year after the battle a visitor to the ground picked up one of these gold coins.
During the battle several soldiers from St. Louis and its vicinity recognized acquaintances on the opposite side.
These recognitions were generally the occasion of many derisive and abusive epithets. In the Border States each
party had a feeling of bitter hostility toward the other. Probably the animosity was greather in Missouri than
elsewhere.
A. lieutenant of the First Missouri Infantry reported that he saw one of the men of his regiment sitting under a
tree during the battle, busily engaged in whittling a bullet.
“What are you doing there?” said the officer.
“My ammunition is gone, and I’m cutting down this bullet to fit my gun." (The soldier’s musket was a 54caliber, and the bullet was a 59.)
“Look around among the wounded men,” was the order, “and get some 54-cartridges. Don’t stop to cut down
that bullet.”
“I would look around, lieutenant,” the soldier responded,”but I can’t move. My leg is shot through. I won’t be
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long cutting this down, and then I want a chance to hit some of them.”
Captain Gordon Granger was serving on the staff of General Lyon. When not actively engaged in his
professional duties, he visited all parts of the field where the fight was hottest. Though himself somewhat excited,
he was constantly urging the raw soldiers to keep cool and not throw away a shot. Wherever there was a weak
place in our line, he was among the first to discover it and devise a plan for making it good. On one occasion, he.
found a gap between two regiments, and noticed that the Rebels were preparing to take advantage of it. Without a
moment’s delay, he transferred three companies of infantry to the spot, managing to keep them concealed behind a
small ridge.
“Now, lie still; don’t raise your heads out of the grass,” said Granger. “I’ll tell you when to fire.”
The Rebels advanced toward the supposed gap. Granger stood where he could see and not be seen. He, was a
strange compound of coolness and excitement. While his judgment was of the best, and his resources were ready
for all emergencies, a bystander would have thought him heated almost to frenzy. The warmth of his blood gave
him a wonderful energy and rendered him ubiquitous; his skill and decision made his services of the highest
importance.
“There they come; steady, now; let them get near enough; fire low; give them hell.”
The Rebels rushed forward, thinking to find an easy passage, when within less than fifty yards, Granger
ordered his men to fire. The complete repulse of the Rebels was the result.
“There, boys; you’ve done well. Damn the scoundrels; they won’t come here again.”
With, this, the captain hastened to some other quarter.
The death of General Lyon occurred near the middle of the battle. So many accounts of this occurrence have
been given, that I am not fully satisfied which is the correct one. I know at least half a dozen individuals in whose
arms General Lyon expired, and think there are as many more who claim that sad honor. There is a similar
mystery concerning his last words, a dozen versions having been given by persons who claim to have heard them.
It is my belief that General Lyon was killed while reconnoitering the enemy’s line and directing the advance of
a regiment of infantry. I believe he was on foot at the instant, and was caught, as he fell, in the arms of Lehman,
his orderly. His last utterance was, doubtless, the order for the infantry to advance, and was given a moment
before he received the fatal bullet.
From the nature of the wound, his death, if not instantaneous, was very speedy. A large musket-ball entered his
left side, in the region of the heart, passing nearly through to the right. A reported wound in the breast was made
with a bayonet in the hands of a Rebel soldier, several hours afterward. The body was brought to Springfield on
the night after the battle.
It was my fortune to be acquainted with General Lyon. During the progress of the war I met no one who
impressed me more than he, in his devotion to the interests of the country. If he possessed ambition for personal
glory, I was unable to discover it. He declared that reputation was a bubble, which no good soldier should follow.
Wealth was a shadow, which no man in the country’s service should heed. His pay as an officer was sufficient for
all his wants, and he desired nothing more. He gave to the Nation, as the friend he loved the dearest, a fortune
which he had innerited. If his death could aid in the success of the cause for which he was fighting, he stood ready
to die. The gloom that spread throughout the North when the news of his loss was received, showed a just
appreciation of his character.
How sleep the brave who sink to rest
By all their country’s wishes blest!

At that battle there was the usual complement of officers for five thousand men. Two years later there were
seven major-generals and thirteen brigadier-generals who had risen from the Wilson Creek Army. There were
colonels, lieutenant-colonels, and majors, by the score, who fought in the line or in the ranks on that memorable
10th of August. In 1863, thirty-two commissioned officers were in the service from one company of the First Iowa
Infantry. Out of one company of the First:Missouri Infantry, twenty-eight men received commissions. To the
majority of the officers from that army promotion was rapid, though a few cases occurred in which the services
they rendered were tardily acknowledged. …
159.27 Excerpt from Samantha At Saratoga\fn{by Marietta Holley (1836-1949)} nr. Adams, Jefferson County, New
York, U.S.A. (F) 9
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The idee on’t\fn{Of it. This is on the surface an attempt at a satirical novel on provincial behavior, including speech. For this latter
reason, they are sometimes referred to as “dialect-novels”. } come to me one day about sundown, or a little before sundown.
I wuz a-settin’ in calm peace, and a big rockin’ chair covered with handsome copperplate, a-readin’ wat the
Sammist sez about “Vanity, vanity, all is vanity.” The words struck deep and as I said, it was jest that very minute
that the idee struck me abut goin’ to Saratoga. Why I should have had the idee at jest that minute, I can’t tell, nor
Josiah can’t. We have talked about it sense.
But good land! Such creeters as thoughts be never wuz, nor never will be. They will creep in, and round, and
over anything, and get inside of your mind (entirely unbeknown to you) at any time. Curious, ain’t it? How you
may try to hedge ’em out, and shet the doors and everything. But they will creep up into your mind, climb up and
draw up their ladders, and there they will be, and stalk round independent as if they owned your hull head;
curious.
Well, there the idee wuz—I never knew nothin’ about it, nor how it got there. But there it wuz, lookin’ me right
in the face of my soul, kinder pert and saucy, sayin’,
“You’d better to to Saratoga next summer; you and Josiah.”
But I argued with it. Sez I,
“What should we go to Saratoga for? None of the relations live there on my side, or on hisen; why should we
go?”
But still that idee kep’ a-hantin me;
“You’d better go to Saratoga next summer; you and Josiah.” And it whispered, “Mebby it will help Josiah’s
corns.” (He is dretful troubled with corns.)
And so the idee kep’ a-naggin’ me, it nagged me for three days and three nights before I mentioned it to my
Josiah. And when I did, he scorfed at the idee. He said,
“The idee of water curing them dumb corns—”
Sez I, “Josiah Allen, stranger things have been done;” sez I, “that water is very strong. It does wonders.” And
he scorfed again and sez,
“Don’t you believe faith could cure ’em?” Sez I,
“If it wuz strong enough it could.”
But the thought kep a-naggin’ me stiddy, and then—here is the curious part of it—the thought nagged me,and I
nagged Josiah, or not exactly nagged; not a clear nag; I despise them and always did. But I kinder kep’ it before
his mind from day to day, and from hour to hour. And the idee would keep a tellin’ me things and I would keep a
tellin’ ’em to my companion.The idea would keep a sayin’ to me,
“It is one of the most beautiful places in our native land. The waters will help you, the inspirin’ music, and
elegance and gay enjoyment you will find there, will sort-a uplift you. You had better go there on a tower;” and
again it sez,
“Mebby it will help Josiah’s corns.”
And old Dr. Gale a-happenin’ in at about that time, I asked him about it (he doctored me when I wuz a baby,
and I have helped ’em for years. Good old creetur, he don’t get along as ell as he ort to. Loontown is a healthy
place). I told him about my strong desire to go to Saratoga, and I asked him plain if he thought the water would
help my pardner’s corns. And he looked dretful wise and he riz up and walked across the floor 2 and fro several
times, probably 3 times to, and the same number of times fro, with his arms crossed back under the skirt of his
coat and his eyebrows knit in deep thought, before he answered me. Finely he said, that modern science had not
fully demonstrated yet the direct bearing of water on corn. In some cases it might and probably did stimulate ’em
to greater luxuriance, and then again a great flow of water might retard their growth.” Sez I, anxiously,
“Then you’d advise me to go there with him?”
“Yes,” sez he, “on the hull, I advise you to go.” Them words I reported to Josiah, and sez I in anxious axents,
“Dr. Gale advises us to go.” And Josiah sez,
“I guess I shan’t mind what that old fool sez.”
Them wuz my pardner’s words, much as I hate to tell on ’em. But from day to day I kep’ it stiddy before him,
how dang’rus it wuz to go a-ginst a doctor’s advice. And from day to day he would scorf at the plan. And I ev’ry
now and then, and mebby oftener, would get him an extra good meal, and attack him on the subject immegatly
afterwards. But all in vain. And I see that when he had that immovible sotness onto him, one exra meal wouldn’t
soften or molify him. No, I see plain I must make a more voyalent effort. And I made it. For three stiddy days I
put before that man the best vittles that these hands could make, or this brain could plan.
And at the end of the 3rd day I gently tackled him again on the subject, and his state wuz such, bland, serene,
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happified, that he consented without a parlay. And so it wuz settled that the next summer we wuz to go to
Saratoga. And he began to count on it and make preparation in a way that I hated to see.
Yes, from the very minute that our two minds wuz made up to go to Saratoga, Josiah Allen wuz set on havin’
sunthin new and uneek in the way of dress and whiskers. I looked coldly on the idea of puttin’ a gay stripe down
the legs of the new pantaloons I made for him, and broke it up, also a figured vest. I went through them two crises
and came out triumphent.
Then he went and bought a new bright pink neck-tie with broad long ends which he intended to have float out,
down the front of his vest. And I immegatly took it for the light-colored blocks in my silk log-cabin bedquilt. Yes,
I settled the matter of that pink neck gear with a high hand and a pair of shears. And Josiah sez now that he bought
it for that purpose, for the bedquilt, because he loves to see a dressy quilt—sez he always enjoys seein’ a cabin
look sort-o gay. But good land! He didn’t. He intended and calculated to wear that neck-tie into Saratoga—a sight
for men and angels, if I hadn’t broke it up.
But on the matter of whiskers, there I wuz powerless. He trimmed ’em (unbeknown to me) all off the side of
his face, them good honorable side whiskers of hisen, that had stood by him for years in solemnity and decency,
and began to cultivate a little patch on the end of his chin. I argued with him, and talked well on the subject,
eloquent, but it wuz of no use, I might as well have argued with the wind in March.
He said he wuz bound on goin’ into Saratoga with a fashionable whisker,\fn{ An illusion to the French Imperial, a type
of Van Dyke beard very much in fashion at resorts patronized by the wealthy classes, of which the hot springs at Saratoga would have been
typical. Of course the very idea that Mr. and Mrs. Allen would be able in the first place to travel to such places and be socially on a par with
their normal inhabitants would strike the reader as completely innane. } come what would. And then I sithed, and he sez.

“You have broke up my pantaloons, my vest, and my neck-tie, you have ground me down on to plain
broadcloth, but in the matter of whiskers I am firm! Yes!” sez he, “on these whiskers I take my stand!” And agin I
sithed heavy, and I sez in a dretful impressive way, as I looked on ’em,
“Josiah Allen, remember you are a father, and a grandfather!” And he sez firmly,
“If I wuz a great-grandfather I would trim my whiskers in jest this way, that is if I was a-goin’ to set up to be
fashionable and a-goin’ to Saratoga for my health.”
And I groaned kinder low to myself, and kep’ hopin’ that mebby they wouldn’t grow very fast, or that some
axident would happen to ’em, that they would get afire or sunthin’. But they didn’t. and they grew from day to
day luxurient inlength, but thin. And his watchful care kep’ ’em from axident, and I wuz too high princepled to set
fire to ’em when he wuz asleep, though sometimes, on a moonlight night, I was tempted to, sorely tempted.
But I didn’t, and they grew from day to day, till they wuz the curiusest lookin’ patch o’ whiskers that I ever see.
And when we sot out for Saratoga, they wuz just about as long as a shavin’ brush, and looked some like one.
There was no look of a class-leader, and a perfesser about ’em, and I told him so. But he worshiped ’em, and
gloried in the idee of goin’ afar to show ’em off.
But the neighbors received the news that we wuz goin’ to a waterin’ place coldly, or with ill-conceived envy.
Uncle Jonas Bently told us he shouldn’t think we would want to go round to waterin’ troughs at our age. An I
told him it wuzn’t a waterin’ trough and if it wuz, I thought our age was jest as good a one as any, to go to it.
He had the impression that saratoga was a immense waterin’ trough where the country all drove themselves
summers to be watered.He is deef as a hemlock post, and I yelled up at him jest as loud as I dast for fear of
breakin’ open my own chest, that the water got into us, instid of our getting’ into the water, but I didn’t make him
understand, for I hearn afterwards of his sayin’ that, as nigh as he could make out we all got into the waterin’
trough and was watered.
The school teacher, a young man, with long, small lims, and some pimpley on the face, but well meanin’, he
sez to me:
“Saratoga is a beautiful spah.” And I sez warmly,
“It ain’t no such thing, it is a village, for I have seen a peddler who went right through it, and watered his
horses there, and he sez it is a waterin’ place, and a village.”
“Yes,” sez he, “it is a beautiful village, a modest retiren’ city, and at the same time it is the most noted spah on
this continent.”
I wouldn’t contend with him for it wuz on the stoop of the meetin’ house,and I believe in bein’ reverent. Abut I
knew it wuzn’t no “spah,”—that had a dreadful flat sound to me. And anyway I knew I should face its realities
soon and know all about it. Lots of wimen said that for anybody who lived right on the side of a canal, and had
two good cisterns on the place,and a well, they didn’t see why I should feel in a sufferin’ condition for any more
water; and if I did why didn’t I ketch rain water?
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Such wuz some of the deep arguments they brung up against my embarkin’ on this enterprise, they talked
about it sights and sights;—why it lasted the neighbors for a stiddy conversation, tillalong about the middle of the
winter. The the Minister’s wife bought a new alpacky dress—unbeknown to the church tillo it was made up—and
that kinda drawed their minds off o’ me for a spell.
Aunt Polly Pixley wuz the only one who received the intelligence gladly. And she thought she would go too.
She had been kinder run down and most bed rid for years. And she had a idee the water might help her. And I
encouraged Aunt olly in the idee, for she was well off. Yes, Mr. and Miss Pixley wuz verywell off thought
theylived in a litle mite of a dark, low, lonesome house, with some tall Pollard willows in front of the door in a
row, and jest acrost the road from a grave-yard.
Her husband had been close and wuzn’t willin’ to have any other luxury or means of recreation in the house,
only a bass viol, that had been his father’s—he used to play on that for hours and hours. I thought that wuz one
reason why Polly wuz so nervous. I said to Josiah that it would have killed me outright tohave that low grumblin’
a goin’ on from day to day, and to look at tyhem tall lonesome willows and grave stuns.
But howsumever Polly’s husband had died durin’ the summe and Polly parted with the bass viol, the day after
the funeral. She got out some now, and wuz quite wrought up with the idee of goin’ to Saratoga.
But Sister Minkley, sister in the church, and sister-in-law by reason of Whitefield, sez to me, that she should
think I would think twice, before I danced and waltzed round waltzes. And I sez,
“I ain’t thought of doin’ it, I ain’t thought of dancin’ round or square or any other shape.” Sez she,
“You have got to, if you go to Saratoga.” Sez I,
“Not while life remains in this frame.” And old Miss Bobbet came up that minute—it wuz in the store that we
were a-talkin—and sez she,
“It seems to me Josiah Allen’s wife, that you are too old to wear low-necked dresses and short sleeves.”
“And I should think you’d take cold a-goin’ bareheaded,” sez Miss Luman Spink who wuz with her. Sez I,
lookin at ’em coldly,
“Are you loonys or has softness begun on your brins?”
“Why,” sez they, “you are talking about goin to Saratoga ain’t you?”
“Yes,” sez I.
“Well then you have got to wear ’em,” sez Miss Bobbet. “They don’t let anybody inside of the
incorporation\fn{The city limits.} without they have got on a low-necked dress and short sleeves.”
“And bare-headed,” sez Miss Spink; “if they have got a thing on their heads they won’t let ’em in.” Sez I,
“I don’t believe it.” Sez Miss Bobbet,
“It is so, for I hearn it, and hearn it straight. James Bobbets’s wife’s sister had a second cousin who lived
neighbor to a woman whose niece had been there, been right there on the spot. And Celestine Bobbet, Uncle
Ephraim’s Celestine, hearn it from James’es wife when she wuz up there last spring, it come straight. They all
have to go in low necks.”
“And not a mite of anything on their heads,” says Miss Spink. Sez I in sarcasticle axents,
“Do men have to go in low necks too?”
“No,” says Miss Bobbet. “But they have to have the tails of their coats kinder pinted. Why,” sez she, “I hearn
of a man that had got clear to the incorporation and they wouldn’t let him in because his coat kinder rounded off
round the bottom, so he went out by the side of the road and pinned up his coat tails, into a sort of a pinted shape,
and god land! The incorporation let him right in, and never said a word.”
I contended that these things wuzn’t so, but I found it wuz the prevailin’ opinion. For when I went to see the
dressmaker about makin’ me a dress for the occasion, I see she felt just like the rest about it. My dress a good
black alpacky. I thought I would have it begun along in the edge of the winter, when she didn’t have so much to
do, and also to have it done on time. We laid out to start on the follerin’ July, and I felt that I wanted everything
ready.
I bought the dress the 7th day of November early in he forenoon, the next day after my pardner consented to go,
and give 65 cents a yard for it, double wedth. I thought I could get it done on time, dressmakers are drove a good
deal. But I fgelt that a dressmaker could commence a dress in November and fet it done the follerin’ July, without
no great strain bein’ put onto her; and I am fur from bein’ the one to put strains onto wimmen, and hury ’em
beyond their strength. But I felt Alminy had time to make it on honor and with good button-holes.
“Wall,” she sez, the first think after she had unrolled the alpacky, and held it up to the light to see if it was firm
—sez she:
“I s’pose you are goin’ tohave it made with a long train, and low neck and short sleeves, and the waist all
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girted down to a taper?”
I wuz agast at the idee, and to think alminy should broach it to me, and I give her a piece of my mind tha must
have lasted her for days and days. It wuz a long piece, and firm as iron. But she is a woman who lkes to have the
last word and carry out her own idees, and she insisted that nobody was allowed in Saratoga—that they wuz
outlawed, and laughed at—if they didn’t have trains and low necks, and little mites f waists no bigger than pipestems. Sez I,
“Alminy Hagidone, do you s’pose that I, a woman of my age, and a mmember of the meetin’ house, and agoin’ to wear a low-necked dress?”
“Why not?” sez sheh, “it is all the fashion and wimmen as old again as you be wear ’em.”
“Well,” sez I, “It is a shame and a disgrace if they do, to say nothin’ of the wickedness of it. Who do you
s’pose wants to see their old skin and bones? It haint nothin’ pretty anyway. And as fer the waists bein’ all girted
up and drawed in, that is nothin’ but crushed bones and fless and vitals, that is just crowdin’ down your insides
into a state o’ disease and deformity, torturin’ your heart down so’s the blood can’t circulate, and your lungs so’s
you can’t breathe, it is nothin’ but slow murder anyway, and if I ever take it into y head to kill myself, Alminy
Hagidone, I ain’t a-goin’ to do it in a way of perfect torture and torment to me, I’d ruther be drownded.” She
quailed, and I sez,
“I am one tha is goin’ to take good long breaths to the very last.”
She see I wuz like iron against the idee of bein’ drawed in, and tapered, and she desisted. I s’pouse I did look
skairful. But she seemed still to cling to the idee of low necks and trains, and she sez sort of rebukingly:
“You ortn’t to go to Saratoga if you han’t willin’ to do as the rest do. I s’pose,”sez she dreamily, “the streets are
full of wimmen a-walkin’ up and down with long trains a-hangin’ down and sweepin’ the streets, and ev’ry one on
’em with low necks and short sleeves,and all on ’em a flirting with some man.”
“Truly,” sez I, “if that is so, that is why the idee come to me. I am needed there. I have a high mission to
perform about. But I don’t believe it is so.”
“Then you won’t have it made with a long train?” sez she, a-holdin’ up a breadth of the alpacky in front of me,
to measure the skirt.
“No ma’am!” sez I, and there was both dignity and deep resolve in that “ma’am.” It wuz as firm and stern
principled a “ma’am” as I ever see, though I say it that shouldn’t.\fn{ The text has mom. I have made other slight alterations
to the way the author spells her version of counry dialect English as used in upper New York State: H }
And I see it skairt her. She measured off the breadths kinder trembly, and seemed so anxious to pacify me that
she got it a leetle shorter in the back than it wuz in the front. And (for the same reason) it fairly choked me in the
neck it waqs so high, and the sleeves wuz that long that I told Josiah Allen (in confidence) I was tempted to knit
some loops across the bottom of ’em and wear ’em for mits.
Bt I didn’t, and I didn’t change the dress neither. Thinkses I, mebby it will have a good moral effect on them
other old wimmen there. Thinkses I, when they see another woman melted and shortened and choked fur
principle’s sake, mebby they will pause in their wild careers.
Wall, this wuz in November, and I wuz to have the dress, if it wuz a possible thing, by th emiddle of April, so’s
to get it home in time to sew some lace in the neck. And so havin’ everything settled about goin’ I wuz calm in my
frame most allthe time, and so wuz my pardner.
And right here, lete me insert this one word of wisdom for the special comfort of my sex and yet it is one that
may well be laid to heart by the more opposite one. If your pardner gets restless and oneasy and middlin’ cross, as
pardners will be anon, or even oftener—start them off on a tower.\fn{ Perhaps, a pile of praise or flattery? Maybe a vision of
a successfully accomplished objective which might otherwise be negatively construed? Or something as simple as promised sexual
gratification? I am not sure what is meant here: H } A tower will in 9 cases out of 10 lift ’em out of their oneasiness, their

restlessness and their crossness.
Why this is so I cannot tell, no more than I can explain other mysteries of creation, but I know it is so. I know
they will come home more placider, more serener, and more settled-downer. Why I have known a short tower to
Slab City or Loontown act like a charm on my pardner, when crossness wuz in his mean and snappishness wuz
present with him. I have known him to set off with the mean of a lion and come back with the liniment of a lamb.
Curious, ain’t it?
And jest the prospect of a tower ahead is a great help to a woman in rulin’and keepin’ a pardner sraight and
right in his liniments and his acts. Somehow just the thought of a tower sort a lifts him up in mind, and happifys
him, and makes him easier to quell,and pardners must be quelled at times, else there would be no livin’ with ‘’em.
This is known to all wimmen companions and men too. Great, great is the mystery of pardners.
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*
But to resoom and continue on.
I was a-settin’ one day, after it wuz all decided, and plans laid on; I wuz a settin’ by the fire a-mendin’ one of
Josiah’s socks. I wuz a-settin’ there, as soft and pliable in my temper as the woosted I wuz a darnin’ ’em with, my
Josiah at the same time a peacefelly sawin’ wood in the wood-house, when I heard a rap at the door and I riz up
and opened it, and there stood two perfect strangers, females. I, with a perfect dignity and grace (and with the
sock still in my left hand) asked ’em to set down, and consequently they sot. Then ensued a slight pause durin’
which my two gray eyes roamed over the females before me.
The oldest one wuz very sharp in her face and had a pair of small round eyes that seemed when they were sot
onto you to sorta bore into you like two gimblets. Her nose was very sharp and defient, as if it wuz constantly
sayin’ to itself,
“I am a nose to be looked up to, I am a nose to be respected, and feared if necessary.” Her chin said the same
thing and her lips which wuz very thin, and her elboes, which wuz very thin.
Her dress was a stiff sort of a shinin’ poplin, made tight acrost the chest and elboes. And her hat had some stiff
feathers in it that stood up straight and sorta sharp lookin’. She had a long sharp breast-pin sorta stabbed in
through the front of her stiff standin’ collar, and her knuckles sot out through her firm lisle thread gloves, her
umbrell wuz long and wound up hard, to that extent I have never seen before nor sense. She wuz, take it all in all,
a hard sight, and skairful.
The other one wuzn’s no more like her in looks than a soft fat young cabbage head is like the sharp bean pole
that it grows up by the side on, in the same garden. She wuz soft in her complexion, her lips, her cheeks, her
hands, and as I mistrusted at that first minute, and found out afterwards, soft in her head too. Her dress wuz a
loose-wove parmetty, full in the waist and sorta drabbly round the bottom. Her hat wuz drab-colored felt with
some loose ribbon bows a-hangin’ down on it, and some soft ostridge tips. She had some silk mits on and her
hands wuz fat and kinder moist-lookin’. Her eyes wuz very large, and round, and blue, and looked sorta dreamy
and wanderin’, and there wuz a kind of a wrapped smile on her face all the time. She had a roll of paper in her
hand and I didn’t dislike her looks a mite.
Finally the oldest female opened her lips, some as\fn{ Something like.} a steel trap would open sudden and kinder
sharp, and sez she:
“I am Miss Deacon Tutt of Tuttville, and this is my second daughter Ardelia. Cordelia is my oldest, and I have
4 younger than Ardelia.” I bowed real polite and said,
“I wuz glad to make the acquaintance of the hull 7 on ’em.” I can be very genteel when I set out, almost
stylish.
“I s’pose,” sez she, “I am talkin’ to Josiah Allen’s wife.” I gin her to understand that that wuz my name and my
station, and she went on, and sez she:
“I have hearn on you through my husband’s 2nd cousin, Cephas Tutt. Cephas,” sez she, “bein’ wrote to by me
on the subject of Ardelia, the same letter containin’ seven poems of hern, and on bein’ asked to point out the
quickest way to make her name and fame known to the world at large, wrote back that he havin’ always dealt in
butter and lard, wuzn’t up to the market price in poetry, and that you would be a good one to go to for advice. And
so,” sez she a-pointin’ to a bag she carried on her arm (a hard lookin’ bag made of crash with little bullets and
knobs of embroidery on it), “and so we took this bag full of Ardelia’s poetry and come on the mornin’ train,
Cephas’es letter havin’ reached us a nine o’clock last night. I am a woman of business.”
The bag would hold about 4 quarts and it wuz full. I looked at it and sithed.
“I see,” sez she, “that you are sorry that we didn’t bring more poetry with us. But we thought that this little
batch would give you a idee of what a mind she has, what a glorious, soarin’ genus was in front of you, and we
could bring more the next time we come.”
I sithed again, three times, but Miss Tutt didn’t notice ’em a mite no mor’n they’d been giggles or titters. She
wouldn’t have took no notice of them. She wuz firm and decided doin’ her own errent, and not payin’ no attention
to anything, nor anybody else.
“Ardelia, read the poem you have got under your arm to Miss Allen! The bag wuz full of her longer ones,” sez
she, “but I felt that I must let you hear her poem on Spring. It is a gem. I felt it would be wrongin’ you, not to give
you that treat. Read it, Ardelia.”
I see Ardelia wuz used to obeyin’ her ma. She opened the sheet to once, and begun: it wuz as follows:
Ardelia Tutt on Spring
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Oh spring, sweet spring, thou comest in the spring;
Thou comest in the spring time of the year.
We fain would have thee come in Autumn;
Flingest thou so sad a shade, oh Spring, so dear?
So dear the hopes thou draggest in thy rear,
So mournful, and so wan, and not so sweet;
So weird thou art, and oh, all! All! Too dear
Art thou, alas! Oh mournful spring; my ear—
My ear that long did lay at gate of hope,
Prone at the gate while years glided by—
I fain would lift that ear, alas, why cope
With cruel wrong, it must lie there so heavy, ’tis my eye—
My eye, I fling o’er buried ruins long,
I flung it there, regardless of the loss;
That eye, I fain would gather in with song;
In vain! ’tis gone, I bow and own the cross.
Dear ear, lone eye, sweet buried hopes, alas,
I give thee to the proud inexorable main;
Deep calls to deep,and it doth not reply,
But sayeth my heart, they will not be mine own again.

Just the minute Ardelia stopped readin’ Miss Tutt says proudly:
“There! Ain’t that a remarkable poem?” Sez I, calmly,
“Yes it is a remarkable one.”
“Did you ever hear anything like it?” sez she triumphly.
“No,” sez I honestly, “I never did.”
“Ardelia, read the poem on Little Ardelia Cordelia; give Miss Allen the treat of hearnin’ that beautiful thing.”
I sort of sithed low to myself; it wuz more of a groan than a common sithe, but Miss Tutt didn’t heed it, she
kep’ right on—
“I have always brought up my children to make other folks happy, all they can, and in rehearsin’ this lovely
and remarkable poem, Ardelia will be not only makin’ you perfectly happy, givin’ you a rich intellectual feast, that
you can’t often have, way out here in the country, fur from Tuttville; but she will also be attendin’ to the business
that brought us here. I have always fetched my children up to combine joy and business; weld ’em together like
brass and steel. Ardelia! Begin!”
So Ardelia commenced again. It was wrote on a big sheet of paper and a runnin’ vine was a runnin’ all round
the edge of the paper, made with a pen, it wuz as follows:
Stanzas entitled

Sweet Little Thing
Wrote on the death of Ardelia Cordelia, who died at the age of seven days and seven hours.
Sweet little thing, that erst so soon did bloom,
And didest but fade, as falls the mystic flower!
Sweet little thing, we did but erst low croon
To thee a plaintive lay, and lo! for hour and hour—
Sweet little thing.
For hours we sang to thee of high enterprise, the songs of hope
Though aged but week (and seven hours) though laughested in thy sleep;
We cling to that in peace, though mope
The dullard knave, and biddest us go and weep—
Sweet little thing
Thou laughested at high emprise, and yet, in sooth,
’Twere craven to say thou couldst not rise
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To scale the mounts! To soar the cliffs! If worth
Were the test, twice worthy thou, in that the merit lies—
Sweet little thing
Thy words that might have shook the breathless world with might;
Alas! I catchested not on any earthly ground,
That voice that might have guided nations high aright,
Congealed within thy tiny windpipe ’twas, it did not steal around—
Sweet little thing
Sweet little thing, so soon thy wings unfurled
A wing, a feather lone low floated up the yard;
A world might weep, a world might stand appalled,
To hear it low rehearsed by tearful female bard—
Sweet little thing.

Jest as soon as Ardelia stopped rehearsin’ the verses, Miss Tutt sez againto me:
“Ain’t that a most remarkable poem?”
And again I sez calmly, and truthfully, “Yes, it is a very remarkable one!”
“And now,” sez Miss Tutt; plungin’ her had in the bag,and drawin’ out a sheet of paper, “to convince you that
Ardelia has always had this divine gift of poesy—that it is not all the effect of culture and high education—let me
read to you a poem she wrote when she was only a mere child,” and MissTutt read:
Lines On A Cat
Written by Ardelia tutt, at the age of fourteen years, two months and eight days.
Oh at! Sweet Tabby cat of mine;
Six months of age has passed o’er thee,
And I would not resign, resign
The pleasure that I find in you.
Dear old cat.

“Don’t you think,” sez Miss Tutt, “that this poem shows a fund of passion, a reserve of power of passion and
constancy, remarkable in one so young?”
“Yes,” sez I reasonably, “no doubt she liked the cat! And,” sez I, wantin’ to say somethin’ pleasant and
agreeable to her, “no doubt it wuz a likely cat.”
“Oh the cat itself is of miner importance,” sez Miss Tutt. “We will fing the cat to the winds. It’s of my daughter
I would speak. I simply handled the cat to show the rare precocious intellect. Oh! how it gushed out in the last line
in the unconquerable burst of repressed passion—‘Dear old cat!’ Shakespeare might have wrote that line, do you
not think so?”
“No doubt he might,” sez I, calmly, “but he didn’t.” I see she looked mad and I hastened to say:
“He wuzn’t acquainted with the cat.” She looked kinder mollyfied and continued:
“Ardelia dashes off things with a speed that would astonish a mere common writer. Why she dashed off thirtynine verses once while she was waitin’ for the dish water to bile, and sent ’em right off to the printer, without
glancin’ at ’em again.”
“I dare say so,” sez I, “I should judge so by the sound on ’em.”
“Out of envy, and jealousy, the rankest envy, and the shearest jealousy, them verses wuz sent back with the
infamous request that she should use ’em for curl papers. But she sot right down and wrote forty-eight verses on a
Cruel Request, wrote ’em inside of eighteen minutes. She throws off things, Ardelia does, in half an hour, that it
would take other poets, weeks and weks to write.”
“I persume so,” sez I, “I dare persume to say, they never could write ’em.”
“And now,” sez Miss Tutt, “the question is, will you put Ardelia on the back of that horse that poets ride to
glory on? Will you lift her onto the back of that horse, and do it at once? I require nothin’ hard of you,” sez she, a
borin’ me through and through with her eyes. “It must be a joy to you, Josiah Allen’s wife, a rare joy, to be the
means of bringin’ this rare genus before the public. I ask nothin’ hard of you, I only ask that you demand, demand
is the right word, not ask; that would be grovelin’ rucklin’ folly, but demand that the public that has long ignored
my daughter Ardelia’s claim to a seat amongst the immortal poets, demand them, compel them to pause, to listen,
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and then seat her there, up, up on the highest, most perpenduciler pinnacle of fame’s pillow. Will you do this?”
I sat in deep dejection and my rockin’ chair, and knew not what to say—and Miss Tutt went on:
“We demand more than fame, deaths less immortal fame for ’em. We want money, wealth for ’em, and want it
at once! We want it for exra household expenses, luxuries, clothing, jewelry, charity, etc. If we enrich the world
with this rare genus, the world must enrich us with its richest emmolients. Will you see that we have it? Will you
at once do as I asked you to? Will you seat her immegately where I want her sot?”
*
Sez I, considerin’,
“I can’t get her up there alone, I haint strong enough.” Sez I, sorta mekanikly, “I have got the rheumatiz.”
“So you scoff at me do you? I came to you to get bread, am I to get worse than a stun—a scoff?”
“I ain’t gin you no scoff,” sez I, a spunkin’ up a litle, “I ain’t thought on it. I like Ardelia and wish her well, but
I can’t do merikles, I can’t comple the public to like things if they don’t.” Sez Miss Tutt,
“You are jealous of her, you hate her.”
“No, I don’t,” sez I, “I ain’t jealous of her, and I like her looks first-rate. I love a pretty young girl,” sez I
candidly, “jest as I love a fresh posy with the dew still on it, a dainty rosebud with the sweet fragrance layin’ on its
half-folded heart. I love ’em,” sez I, a beginnin’ to eppisode a little, unbeknown to me, “I love ’em jest as I love
the soft unbroken silence of the early spring mornin’, the sun a palely tinted with rose and blue, and the earth a
layin’ calm and un-woke-up, fresh and fair. I love such a mornin’ and such a life, for itself and for the unwritten
prophecis in it. And when I see genius in such a sweet, young life, why it makes me feel as it duz to see through
all the tender prophetic beauty of the mornin’ skies, a big white dove a soarin’ up through the blue heavens.” Sez
Miss Tutt,
“You see that in Ardelia, but you won’t own it, you know you do.”
“No!” sez I, “I would love to tell you that I see it in Ardelia; I would honest, but I can’t look into them mornin’
skies and say I see a white dove there, when I don’t see nothin’ more than a plump pullet, a jumpin’ down from
the fence, or a pickin’ round calmly in the back dooryard. Jest as likely the hen is, as the white dove, jest as
honerable, but you mustn’t confound the two together.”
“A hen,”sez Miss Tutt bitterly. “To confound my Aredlia with a hen! And I don’t think there wuz ever a more
ironicler ‘hen’ than that wuz, or a scornfuller one.”
“Why,” sez I reasonably. “Hens are necessary and useful in any position, both walkin’, and settin’, and layin’.
You can’t get ’em in any position hardly, but what they are useful and respectable, only jest flyin’. Hens can’t fly.
Their wings ain’t shaped for it. They look some like a dove’s wings on the outside, the same feathers, the same
way of stretchin’ ’em out. But there is sunthin lackin’ in ’em, some heaven-given capacity for soarin’ and for
flight that the hens don’t have. And it makes trouble, sights and sights of trouble when hens try to fly, try to, and
can’t!
“At the same time it is hard for a dove to settle down in a back yard and stay there, hard and tegus. She can and
duz sometimes, but never till after her wings have been clipped in some way. Poor little dove! I am always sorry
for ’em, to see ’em a walkin’ round there, a-wantin’ to fly—a-not forgettin’ how it seemed to have their wings
soarin’ up through the clear sky, and the rush of the pure liquid wind-waves a sweepin’ against ’em, as they riz up,
up, in the freedom, and happiness, and glory. Poor little creeters.
“Yes, but doves can, if you clip their wings, settle down and walk, but hens can’t fly, not for any length of time
they can’t. No amount of stimulatin’ poultices applied to the ends of their tail feathers and wings can ever make
’em fly. They can’t; it ain’t their nater. They can make nests, and fill them with pretty downy chicks, they can be
happy and beautiful in life and mean;\fn{ Appearance.} they can spend their lives in jest as honerable and worthy a
way as if they wuz a flyin’ round, and make a good honerable appearance from day to day till they begin to flop
their wings, and fly—then their mean is not beautiful and inspirin’; no, it is far from it. It is tuff to see ’em, tuff to
see the floppin’, tuff to see their vain efforts to soar through the air, tuff to see ’em fall percepitously down onto
the ground agin. For they must come there in the end; they are morally certain to.
“Now Ardelia is a sweet pretty lookin’ girl, she can set down in a cushioned arm-chair by a happy fireside,
with pretty baby-faces a-clusterin’ around her and some man’s face like the sun a-reflectin’ back the light of her
happy heart. But she can’t set up on the pinnacle of fame’s pillow. Don’t believe she can ever get up there, I
don’t. Honestly speakin’, I don’t.”
“Envy!” sez Miss Tutt, “glarin’, shameless envy! You don’t want Ardelia to rise! You don’t want her to mount
that horse I spoke of; you don’t ewant to own tha you see genus in her. But you do, Josiah Allen’s wife, you know
you do—”
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“No,” sez I, “I don’t see it. I see the sweetness of pretty girlhood, the beauty and charm of openin’ life, but I
don’t see nothin’ else, I don’t, honest. I don’t believe she has got genius,” sez I, “seein’ you put the question
straight to me and demand a answer; seein’ her future career depends on her choice now, I must tell you that I
believe she would succeed better in the millionary trade or the mantilly maker’s than she will in tryin’ to mount
the horse you speak on.
“Why,” sez I, candidly, “some folks can’t get up on that horse, their legs ain’t strong enough. And if they do
manage to get on, it throws ’em, and they lay under the heels for life. I don’t want to see Ardelia there, I don’t
want to see her maimed and lamed and stunted so early in the mornin’ of life, by a kick from that animal, for she
can’t ride it,” sez I, “honestly, she can’t.
“There is nothin’ so useless in life, and so sorta wearin’ as to be a-lookin’ for sunthin’ that ain’t there. And
when you pretend it is there when it ain’t, you are addin’ iniquity to uselesness; so if you’ll take my advice, the
advice of a well-wisher, you will stop lookin’, for I tell you plain that it ain’t there.”
Sez Miss Tutt, “Josiah Allen’s wife, you have for reasons best known to your conscience baulked my hopes for
a speedy immortality. You have willfully tried to break down my hopes of an immense, immediate income to flow
out of them poems for luxuries, jewelry, charity, etc. But I can at least claim this at your hands, demand honesty.
Tell me honestly what you yourself think of them poems.”
Sez I (getting’ up sort a quick and goin’ into the buttery, and bringin’ out a little basket),
“Here are some beautiful sweet apples, won’t you have one?”
“Apples, at such a time as this!” sez Miss Tutt. “When the slumberin’ world trembles before the advancin’
tread of a new poet—When the heavens are listenin intently to ketch the whispers of an Ardelia’s fate—Sweet
apples! In such a time as this!” sez she. But she took two.
“I demand the truth,” sez she. “And you are a base, rucklin’ coward, if yoou give it not.” Sez I, tryin’ to carry
off the subject and the apples into the buttery;
“Poetry ort to have pains took with it.”
“Jealousy!” sez Miss Tutt. “Jealousy might wel; whisper this, Envy, rank envy might breathe the suspicion that
Ardelia ain’t been took pains with. But I can see through it,” sez she. “I can see through it.”
“Well,” sez I, wore out, “if they belonged to me and if she wuz my girl, I would throw the verses into the fire,
and set her to a trade.”
She stood for a minute and bored me through and through with them eyes. Why it seemed as if there wuz
woholes clear throughmy very spirit, and sole; she partly lifted that feaful lookin’ umbrell as if to pierce me
throughand through; it wuz a fearful seen. At last she turned, and flung the aple she wuz a-holdin’ onto the floor at
my feet—and sez she,
“I scorn ’em, and you too.” And she kinder stomped her feet and sez,
“I fling off the dust I have gethered here, at your feet.”
Now my floor was clean and looked like yeller glass, almost, it wuz so shinin’ and spotless,and I resented the
idee of her sayin’ that she collected dust off from it. But I didn’t saynothin’ back. She had the bag of poetry on her
arm, and I didn’t feel like addin’ any more to her troubles.
But Ardelia, after her mother had swept out ahead, turned round and held out her hand, and smiled a sweet but
ruther of a despondent and sorrowful smile, and I kissed her warmly. I like Ardelia. And what I said, I said for her
ogod, and she knew it. I like Ardelia.
*
Well, Miss Tutt and Ardelia went from our house to Eben Pixley’s. They are deistant relatives of hern, and live
about 3 quarters of a mile from us. The Pixley’s think everything of Ardelia but they can’t bear her mother. There
has been difficulties in the family.
But Ardelia stayed there more’n two weeks right along. She haint very happy to-home, I believe. And before
she went back home it wuz arranged that she should teach the winter’s school and board to Miss Pixley’s.
But Miss Pixldey wuz took sick with the tyfus before she had been there two weeks—and for all the world, if
the deestrict didn’t want us to board her. Josiah hadn’t much to do, so he could carry her back and forth in stormy
weather, and it was her wish to come. And it wuz Josiah’s wish too, for the pay wuz good, and the work light—for
him. And so I consented after a parlay.
But I didn’t regret it. She is a good little creeter, and no more like her mother than a feather bed is like a
darnin’ needle.
I like Arddelia; so duz Josiah. …
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159.47 Excerpt from Camping And Tramping With Roosevelt\fn{by John Burroughs (1837-1921)} Roxbury,
Delaware County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 12
… We left Washington on April 1, and strung several of the larger Western cities on our thread of travel—
Chicago, Milwaukee, Madison, St. Paul, Minneapolis—as well as many lesser towns, in each of which the
President made an address, sometimes brief, on a few occasions of an hour or more.
He gave himself very freely and heartily to the people wherever he went. He could easily match their Western
cordiality and good-fellowship. Wherever his train stopped, crowds soon gathered, or had already gathered, to
welcome him. His advent made a holiday in each town he visited. At all the principal stops the usual programme
was: first, his reception by the committee of citizens appointed to receive him—they usually boarded his private
car, and were one by one introduced to him; then a drive through the town with a concourse of carriages; then to
the hall or open-air platform, where he spoke to the assembled throng; then to lunch or dinner; and then back to
the train, and off for the next stop—a round of hand-shaking, carriage-driving, speech- making each day. He
usually spoke from eight to ten times every twenty-four hours, sometimes for only a few minutes from the rear
platform of his private car, at others for an hour or more in some large hall.
In Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul, elaborate banquets were given him and his party, and on each occasion
he delivered a carefully prepared speech upon questions that involved the policy of his administration. The throng
that greeted him in the vast Auditorium in Chicago—that rose and waved and waved again—was one of the
grandest human spectacles I ever witnessed.
In Milwaukee the dense cloud of tobacco smoke that presently filled the large hall after the feasting was over
was enough to choke any speaker, but it did not seem to choke the President, though he does not use tobacco in
any form himself; nor was there anything foggy about his utterances on that occasion upon legislative control of
the trusts.
In St. Paul the city was inundated with humanity—a vast human tide that left the middle of the streets bare as
our line of carriages moved slowly along, but that rose up in solid walls of town and prairie humanity on the
sidewalks and city dooryards. How hearty and happy the myriad faces looked!
*
At one point I spied in the throng on the curbstone a large silk banner that bore my own name as the title of
some society. I presently saw that it was borne by half a dozen anxious and expectant-looking schoolgirls with
braids down their backs. As my carriage drew near them, they pressed their way through the throng and threw a
large bouquet of flowers into my lap. I think it would be hard to say who blushed the deeper, the girls or myself. It
was the first time I had ever had flowers showered upon me in public; and then, maybe, I felt that on such an
occasion I was only a minor side issue, and public recognition was not called for. But the incident pleased the
President.
“I saw that banner and those flowers,” he said afterwards; “and I was delighted to see you honored that way.”
But I fear I have not to this day thanked the Monroe School of St. Paul for that pretty attention.
*
The time of the passing of the presidential train seemed well known, even on the Dakota prairies. At one point
I remember a little brown schoolhouse stood not far off, and near the track the school-ma’am, with her flock,
drawn up in line. We were at luncheon, but the President caught a glimpse ahead through the window, and quickly
took in the situation. With napkin in hand, he rushed out on the platform and waved to them.
“Those children,” he said, as he came back, “wanted to see the President of the United States, and I could not
disappoint them. They may never have another chance. What a deep impression such things make when we are
young!”
*
At some point in the Dakotas we picked up the former foreman of his ranch and another cowboy friend of the
old days, and they rode with the President in his private car for several hours. He was as happy with them as a
schoolboy ever was in meeting old chums. He beamed with delight all over.
The life which those men represented, and of which he had himself once formed a part, meant so much to him;
it had entered into the very marrow of his being, and I could see the joy of it all shining in his face as he sat and
lived parts of it over again with those men that day. He bubbled with laughter continually. The men, I thought,
seemed a little embarrassed by his open-handed cordiality and good-fellowship. He himself evidently wanted to
forget the present, and to live only in the memory of those wonderful ranch days—that free, hardy, adventurous
life upon the plains. It all came back to him with a rush when he found himself alone with these heroes of the rope
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and the stirrup. How much more keen his appreciation was, and how much quicker his memory, than theirs! He
was constantly recalling to their minds incidents which they had forgotten, and the names of horses and dogs
which had escaped them. His subsequent life, instead of making dim the memory of his ranch days, seemed to
have made it more vivid by contrast. When they had gone I said to him,
“I think your affection for those men very beautiful.”
“How could I help it?” he said.
“Still, few men in your station could or would go back and renew such friendships.”
“Then I pity them,” he replied. He said afterwards that his ranch life had been the making of him. It had built
him up and hardened him physically, and it had opened his eyes to the wealth of manly character among the
plainsmen and cattlemen.
Had he not gone West, he said, he never would have raised the Rough Riders regiment; and had he not raised
that regiment and gone to the Cuban War, he would not have been made governor of New York; and had not this
happened, the politicians would not unwittingly have made his rise to the Presidency so inevitable. There is no
doubt, I think, that he would have got there some day; but without the chain of events above outlined, his rise
could not have been so rapid.
*
Our train entered the Bad Lands of North Dakota in the early evening twilight, and the President stood on the
rear platform of his car, gazing wistfully upon the scene.
“I know all this country like a book,” he said. “I have ridden over it, and hunted over it, and tramped over it, in
all seasons and weather, and it looks like home to me. My old ranch is not far off. We shall soon reach Medora,
which was my station.”
It was plain to see that that strange, forbidding-looking landscape, hills and valleys to eastern eyes, utterly
demoralized and gone to the bad—flayed, fantastic, treeless, a riot of naked clay slopes, chimney-like buttes, and
dry coulees—was in his eyes a land of almost pathetic interest. There were streaks of good pasturage here and
there where his cattle used to graze, and where the deer and the pronghorn used to linger.
*
When we reached Medora, where the train was scheduled to stop an hour, it was nearly dark, but the whole
town and country round had turned out to welcome their old townsman. After much handshaking, the committee
conducted us down to a little hall, where the President stood on a low platform, and made a short address to the
standing crowd that filled the place. Then some flashlight pictures were taken by the local photographer, after
which the President stepped down, and, while the people filed past him, shook hands with every man, woman, and
child of them, calling many of them by name, and greeting them all most cordially. I recall one grizzled old
frontiersman whose hand he grasped, calling him by name, and saying,
“How well I remember you! You once mended my gunlock for me—put on a new hammer.”
“Yes,” said the delighted old fellow; “I’m the man, Mr. President.”
He was among his old neighbors once more, and the pleasure of the meeting was very obvious on both sides. I
heard one of the women tell him they were going to have a dance presently, and ask him if he would not stay and
open it! The President laughingly excused himself, and said his train had to leave on schedule time, and his time
was nearly up. I thought of the incident in his Ranch Life, in which he says he once opened a cowboy ball with the
wife of a Minnesota man, who danced opposite, and who had recently shot a bullying Scotchman. He says the
scene reminded him of the ball where Bret Harte’s heroine “went down the middle with the man that shot Sandy
Magee.”
*
Before reaching Medora he had told me many anecdotes of “Hell-Roaring Bill Jones,” and had said I should
see him. But it turned out that Hell-Roaring Bill had begun to celebrate the coming of the President too early in
the day, and when we reached Medora he was not in a presentable condition. I forget now how he had earned his
name, but no doubt he had come honestly by it; it was a part of his history, as was that of “The Pike,” “ColdTurkey Bill,” “Hash-Knife Joe,” and other classic heroes of the frontier.
It is curious how certain things go to the bad in the Far West, or a certain proportion of them—bad lands, bad
horses, and bad men. And it is a degree of badness that the East has no conception of—land that looks as raw and
unnatural as if time had never laid its shaping and softening hand upon it; horses that, when mounted, put their
heads to the ground and their heels in the air, and, squealing defiantly, resort to the most diabolically ingenious
tricks to shake off or to kill their riders; and men who amuse themselves in bar-rooms by shooting about the feet
of a “tenderfoot” to make him dance, or who ride along the street and shoot at everyone in sight. Just as the old
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plutonic fires come to the surface out there in the Rockies, and hint very strongly of the infernal regions, so a kind
of satanic element in men and animals—an underlying devilishness—crops out, and we have the border ruffian
and the bucking broncho.
The President told of an Englishman on a hunting trip in the West, who, being an expert horseman at home,
scorned the idea that he could not ride any of their “grass-fed ponies.” So they gave him a bucking broncho. He
was soon lying on the ground, much stunned. When he could speak, he said,
“I should not have minded him, you know, but ’e ’ides ’is ’ead.
*
At one place in Dakota the train stopped to take water while we were at lunch. A crowd soon gathered, and the
President went out to greet them. We could hear his voice, and the cheers and laughter of the crowd. And then we
heard him say,
“Well, good-by, I must go now.”
Still he did not come. Then we heard more talking and laughing, and another “good-by,” and yet he did not
come. Then I went out to see what had happened.
I found the President down on the ground shaking hands with the whole lot of them. Some one had reached up
to shake his hand as he was about withdrawing, and this had been followed by such eagerness on the part of the
rest of the people to do likewise, that the President had instantly got down to gratify them. Had the secret service
men known it, they would have been in a pickle. We probably have never had a President who responded more
freely and heartily to the popular liking for him than Roosevelt. The crowd always seem to be in love with him the
moment they see him and hear his voice. And it is not by reason of any arts of eloquence, or charm of address, but
by reason of his inborn heartiness and sincerity, and his genuine manliness. The people feel his quality at once. In
Bermuda last winter I met a Catholic priest who had sat on the platform at some place in New England very near
the President while he was speaking, and who said,
“The man had not spoken three minutes before I loved him, and had anyone tried to molest him, I could have
torn him to pieces.”
It is the quality in the man that instantly inspires such a liking as this in strangers that will, I am sure, safeguard
him in all public places.
I once heard him say that he did not like to be addressed as “His Excellency;” he added laughingly,
“They might just as well call me ‘His Transparency,’ for all I care.”
It is this transparency, this direct out-and-out, unequivocal character of him that is one source of his popularity.
The people do love transparency—all of them but the politicians.
A friend of his one day took him to task for some mistake he had made in one of his appointments.
“My dear sir,” replied the President, “where you know of one mistake I have made, I know of ten.”
How such candor must make the politicians shiver!
*
I have said that I stood in dread of the necessity of snowshoeing in the Park, and, in lieu of that, of horseback
riding. Yet when we reached Gardiner, the entrance to the Park, on that bright, crisp April morning, with no snow
in sight save that on the mountain-tops, and found Major Pitcher and Captain Chittenden at the head of a squad of
soldiers, with a fine saddle-horse for the President, and an ambulance drawn by two span of mules for me, I
confess that I experienced just a slight shade of mortification. I thought they might have given me the option of
the saddle or the ambulance. Yet I entered the vehicle as if it was just what I had been expecting.
The President and his escort, with a cloud of cowboys hovering in the rear, were soon off at a lively pace, and
my ambulance followed close, and at a lively pace, too; so lively that I soon found myself gripping the seat with
both hands.
“Well,” I said to myself, “they are giving me a regular Western send-off;” and I thought, as the ambulance
swayed from side to side, that it would suit me just as well. if my driver did not try to keep up with the
presidential procession. The driver and his mules were shut off from me by a curtain, but, looking ahead out of the
sides of the vehicle, I saw two good- sized logs lying across our course. Surely, I thought (and barely had time to
think), he will avoid these. But he did not, and as we passed over them I was nearly thrown through the top of the
ambulance.
“This is a lively send-off,” I said, rubbing my bruises with one hand, while I clung to the seat with the other.
Presently I saw the cowboys scrambling up the bank as if to get out of our way; then the President on his fine gray
stallion scrambling up the bank with his escort, and looking ominously in my direction, as we thundered by.
“Well,” I said, “this is indeed a novel ride; for once in my life I have side-tracked the President of the United
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States! I am given the right of way over all.”
On we tore, along the smooth, hard road, and did not slacken our pace till, at the end of a mile or two, we
began to mount the hill toward Fort Yellowstone. And not till we reached the fort did I learn that our mules had
run away. They had been excited beyond control by the presidential cavalcade, and the driver, finding he could
not hold them, had aimed only to keep them in the road, and we very soon had the road all to ourselves.
*
Fort Yellowstone is at Mammoth Hot Springs, where one gets his first view of the characteristic scenery of the
Park—huge, boiling springs with their columns of vapor, and the first characteristic odors\fn{ The smell of rotten eggs,
characteristic of superheated sulfur. } which suggest the traditional infernal regions quite as much as the boiling and
steaming water does. One also gets a taste of a much more rarefied air than he has been used to, and finds himself
panting for breath on a very slight exertion. The Mammoth Hot Springs have built themselves up an enormous
mound that stands there above the village on the side of the mountain, terraced and scalloped and fluted, and
suggesting some vitreous formation, or rare carving of enormous, many-colorerd precious stones. It looks quite
unearthly, and, though the devil’s frying pan, and ink pot, and the Stygian caves\fn{ The popular names of three of the
outdoor formations.} are not far off, the suggestion is of something celestial rather than of the nether regions—a
vision of jasper walls, and of amethyst battlements.
With Captain Chittenden I climbed to the top, stepping over the rills and creeks of steaming hot water, and
looked at the marvelously clear, cerulean,\fn{ Sky-blue.} but boiling, pools on the summit. The water seemed as
unearthly in its beauty and purity as the gigantic sculpturing that held it.
The Stygian caves are still farther up the mountain—little pockets in the rocks, or well-holes in the ground at
your feet, filled with deadly carbon dioxide. We saw birds’ feathers and quills in all of them. The birds hop into
them, probably in quest of food or seeking shelter, and they never come out. We saw the body of a martin on the
bank of one hole. Into one we sank a lighted torch, and it was extinguished as quickly as if we had dropped it into
water. Each cave or niche is a death valley on a small scale.
Near by we came upon a steaming pool, or lakelet, of an acre or more in extent. A pair of mallard ducks were
swimming about in one end of it—the cool end. When we approached, they swam slowly over into the warmer
water. As they progressed, the water got hotter and hotter, and the ducks’ discomfort was evident. Presently they
stopped, and turned towards us, half appealingly, as I thought. They could go no farther; would we please come
no nearer? As I took another step or two, up they rose and disappeared over the hill. Had they gone to the extreme
end of the pool, we could have had boiled mallard for dinner.
Another novel spectacle was at night, or near sundown, when the deer came down from the hills into the
streets and ate hay, a few yards from the officers’ quarters, as unconcernedly as so many domestic sheep. This
they had been doing all winter, and they kept it up till May, at times a score or more of them profiting thus on the
government’s bounty. When the sundown gun was fired a couple of hundred yards away, they gave a nervous
start, but kept on with their feeding. The antelope and elk and mountain sheep had not yet grown bold enough to
accept Uncle Sam’s charity in that way.
*
The President wanted all the freedom and solitude possible while in the Park, so all newspaper men and other
strangers were excluded. Even the secret service men and his physician and private secretaries were left at
Gardiner. He craved once more to be alone with nature; he was evidently hungry for the wild and the aboriginal—
a hunger that seems to come upon him regularly at least once a year, and drives him forth on his hunting trips for
big game in the West.
We spent two weeks in the Park, and had fair weather, bright, crisp days, and clear, freezing nights. The first
week we occupied three camps that had been prepared, or partly prepared, for us in the northeast corner of the
Park, in the region drained by the Gardiner River, where there was but little snow, and which we reached on
horseback.
The second week we visited the geyser region, which lies a thousand feet or more higher, and where the snow
was still five or six feet deep. This part of the journey was made in big sleighs, each drawn by two span of horses.
*
On the horseback excursion, which involved only about fifty miles of riding, we had a mule pack train, and
Sibley tents and stoves, with quite a retinue of camp laborers, a lieutenant and an orderly or two, and a guide,
Billy Hofer.
The first camp was in a wild, rocky, and picturesque. gorge on the Yellowstone, about ten miles from the fort.
A slight indisposition, the result of luxurious living, with no wood to chop or to saw, and no hills to climb, as at
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home, prevented me from joining the party till the third day. Then Captain Chittenden drove me eight miles in a
buggy. About two miles from camp we came to a picket of two or three soldiers, where my big bay was in waiting
for me. I mounted him confidently, and, guided by an orderly, took the narrow, winding trail toward camp. \
Except for an hour’s riding the day before with Captain Chittenden, I had not been on a horse’s back for nearly
fifty years, and I had not spent as much as a day in the saddle during my youth. That first sense of a live, spirited,
powerful animal beneath you, at whose mercy you are—you, a pedestrian all your days—with gullies and rocks
and logs to cross, and deep chasms opening close beside you, is not a little disturbing. But my big bay did his part
well, and I did not lose my head or my nerve, as we cautiously made our way along the narrow path on the side of
the steep gorge, with a foaming torrent rushing along at its foot, nor yet when we forded the rocky and rapid
Yellowstone. A misstep or a stumble on the part of my steed, and probably the first bubble of my confidence
would have been shivered at once; but this did not happen, and in due time we reached the group of tents that
formed the President’s camp.
The situation was delightful—no snow, scattered pine trees, a secluded valley, rocky heights, and the clear,
ample, trouty waters of the Yellowstone. The President was not in camp. In the morning he had stated his wish to
go alone into the wilderness. Major Pitcher very naturally did not quite like the idea, and wished to send an
orderly with him.
“No,” said the President. “Put me up a lunch, and let me go alone. I will surely come back.”
And back he surely came. It was about five o’clock when he came briskly down the path from the east to the
camp. It came out that he had tramped about eighteen miles through a very rough country.
The day before, he and the major had located a band of several hundred elk on a broad, treeless hillside, and
his purpose was to find those elk, and creep up on them, and eat his lunch under their very noses. And this he did,
spending an hour or more within fifty yards of them. He came back looking as fresh as when he started, and at
night, sitting before the big camp fire, related his adventure, and talked with his usual emphasis and copiousness
of many things.
He told me of the birds he had seen or heard; among them he had heard one that was new to him. From his
description I told him I thought it was Townsend’s solitaire, a bird I much wanted to see and hear. I had heard the
West India solitaire—one of the most impressive songsters I ever heard—and I wished to compare our Western
form with it.
*
The next morning we set out for our second camp, ten or a dozen miles away, and in reaching it passed over
much of the ground the President had traversed the day before. As we came to a wild, rocky place above a deep
chasm of the river, with a few scattered pine trees, the President said,
“It was right here that I heard that strange bird song.” We paused a moment. “And there it is now!” he
exclaimed.
Sure enough, there was the solitaire singing from the top of a small cedar—a bright, animated, eloquent song,
but without the richness and magic of the song of the tropical species. We hitched our horses, and followed the
bird up as it flew from tree to tree. The President was as eager to see and hear it as I was. It seemed very shy, and
we only caught glimpses of it. In form and color it much resembles its West India cousin, and suggests our
catbird. It ceased to sing when we pursued it. It is a bird found only in the wilder and higher parts of the Rockies.
My impression was that its song did not quite merit the encomiums that have been pronounced upon it.
At this point, I saw amid the rocks my first and only Rocky Mountain woodchucks, and, soon after we had
resumed our journey, our first blue grouse—a number of them like larger partridges. Occasionally we would come
upon black-tailed deer, standing or lying down in the bushes, their large ears at attention being the first thing to
catch the eye. They would often allow us to pass within a few rods of them without showing alarm. Elk horns
were scattered all over this part of the Park, and we passed several old carcasses of dead elk that had probably
died a natural death.
In a grassy bottom at the foot of a steep hill, while the President and I were dismounted, and noting the
pleasing picture which our pack train of fifteen or twenty mules made filing along the side of a steep grassy slope
—a picture which he has preserved in his late volume, Out-Door Pastimes of an American Hunter—our attention
was attracted by plaintive, musical, bird-like chirps that rose from the grass about us. I was almost certain it was
made by a bird; the President was of like opinion; and we kicked about in the tufts of grass, hoping to flush the
bird. Now here, now there, arose this sharp, but bird-like note.
Finally, we found that it was made by a species of gopher, whose holes we soon discovered. What its specific
name is I do not know, but it should be called the singing gopher.
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Our destination this day was a camp on Cottonwood Creek, near Hell-Roaring Creek. As we made our way in
the afternoon along a broad, open, grassy valley, I saw a horseman come galloping over the hill to our right,
starting up a band of elk as he came; riding across the plain, he wheeled his horse, and, with the military salute,
joined our party. He proved to be a government scout, called the Duke of Hell Roaring, an educated officer from
the Austrian army, who, for some unknown reason, had exiled himself here in this out-of-the-way part of the
world. He was a man in his prime, of fine, military look and bearing. After conversing a few moments with the
President and Major Pitcher, he rode rapidly away.
*
Our second camp, which we reached in mid-afternoon, was in the edge of the woods on the banks of a fine,
large trout stream, where ice and snow still lingered in patches. I tried for trout in the head of a large, partly open
pool, but did not get a rise; too much ice in the stream, I concluded.
Very soon my attention was attracted by a strange note, or call, in the spruce woods. The President had also
noticed it, and, with me, wondered what made it. Was it bird or beast? Billy Hofer said he thought it was an owl,
but the sound in no way suggested an owl, and the sun was shining brightly. It was a sound such as a boy might
make by blowing in the neck of an empty bottle. Presently we heard it beyond us on the other side of the creek,
which was pretty good proof that the creature had wings.
“Let’s go run that bird down,” said the President to me.
So off we started across a small, open, snow-streaked plain, toward the woods beyond it. We soon decided that
the bird was on the top of one of a group of tall spruces. After much skipping about over logs and rocks, and much
craning of our necks, we made him out on the peak of a spruce. I imitated his call, when he turned his head down
toward us, but we could not make out what he was.
“Why did we not think to bring the glasses?” said the President.
“I will run and get them,” I replied.
“No,” said he, “you stay here and keep that bird treed, and I will fetch them.”
So off he went like a boy, and was very soon back with the glasses. We quickly made out that it was indeed an
owl—the pigmy owl, as it turned out—not much larger than a bluebird. I think the President was as pleased as if
we had bagged some big game. He had never seen the bird before.
*
Throughout the trip I found his interest in bird life very keen, and his eye and ear remarkably quick. He usually
saw the bird or heard its note as quickly as I did—and I had nothing else to think about, and had been teaching my
eye and ear the trick of it for over fifty years. Of course, his training as a big-game hunter stood him in good
stead, but back of that were his naturalist’s instincts, and his genuine love of all forms of wild life.
I have been told that his ambition up to the time he went to Harvard had been to be a naturalist, but that there
they seem to have convinced him that all the out-of-door worlds of natural history had been conquered, and that
the only worlds remaining were in the laboratory, and to be won with the microscope and the scalpel.
But Roosevelt was a man made for action in a wide field, and laboratory conquests could not satisfy him. His
instincts as a naturalist, however, lie back of all his hunting expeditions, and, in a large measure, I think, prompt
them. Certain it is that his hunting records contain more live natural history than any similar records known to me,
unless it be those of Charles St. John, the Scotch\fn{ Scotts.} naturalist-sportsman.
The Canada jays, or camp-robbers, as they are often called, soon found out our camp that afternoon, and no
sooner had the cook begun to throw out peelings and scraps and crusts than the jays began to carry them off, not
to eat, as I observed, but to hide them in the thicker branches of the spruce trees. How tame they were, coming
within three or four yards of one! Why this species of jay should everywhere be so familiar, and all other kinds so
wild, is a puzzle.
*
In the morning, as we rode down the valley toward our next camping-place, at Tower Falls, a band of elk
containing a hundred or more started along the side of the hill a few hundred yards away. I was some distance
behind the rest of the party, as usual, when I saw the President wheel his horse off to the left, and, beckoning to
me to follow, start at a tearing pace on the trail of the fleeing elk. He afterwards told me that he wanted me to get
a good view of those elk at close range, and he was afraid that if he sent the major or Hofer to lead me, I would
not get it. I hurried along as fast as I could, which was not fast; the way was rough—logs, rocks, spring runs, and
a tenderfoot rider. Now and then the President, looking back and seeing what slow progress I was making, would
beckon to me impatiently, and I could fancy him saying,
“If I had a rope around him, he would come faster than that!”
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Once or twice I lost sight of both him and the elk; the altitude was great, and the horse was laboring like a
steam engine on an upgrade. Still I urged him on. Presently, as I broke over a hill, I saw the President pressing the
elk up the opposite slope. At the brow of the hill he stopped, and I soon joined him.
There on the top, not fifty yards away, stood the elk in a mass, their heads toward us and their tongues hanging
out. They could run no farther.
The President laughed like a boy. The spectacle meant much more to him than it did to me. I had never seen a
wild elk till on this trip, but they had been among the notable game that he had hunted. He had traveled hundreds
of miles, and undergone great hardships, to get within rifle range of these creatures. Now here stood scores of
them with lolling tongues, begging for mercy.
*
After gazing at them to our hearts content, we turned away to look up our companions, who were nowhere
within sight. We finally spied them a mile or more away, and, joining them, all made our way to an elevated
plateau that commanded an open landscape three or four miles across. It was high noon, and the sun shone clear
and warm. From this lookout we saw herds upon herds of elk scattered over the slopes and gentle valleys in front
of us. Some were grazing, some were standing or lying upon the ground, or upon the patches of snow. Through
our glasses we counted the separate bands, and then the numbers of some of the bands or groups, and estimated
that three thousand elk were in full view in the landscape around us. It was a notable spectacle.
Afterward, in Montana, I attended a council of Indian chiefs at one of the Indian agencies, and told them,
through their interpreter, that I had been with the Great Chief in the Park, and of the game we had seen. When I
told them of these three thousand elk all in view at once, they grunted loudly, whether with satisfaction or with
incredulity, I could not tell.
In the midst of this great game amphitheatre we dismounted and enjoyed the prospect. And the President did
an unusual thing, he loafed for nearly an hour—stretched himself out in the sunshine upon a flat rock, as did the
rest of us, and, I hope, got a few winks of sleep. I am sure I did. Little, slender, striped chipmunks, about half the
size of ours, were scurrying about; but I recall no other wild things save the elk.
*
From here we rode down the valley to our third camp, at Tower Falls, stopping on the way to eat our luncheon
on a washed boulder beside a creek. On this ride I saw my first and only badger; he stuck his striped head out of
his hole in the ground only a few yards away from us as we passed.
Our camp at Tower Falls was amid the spruces above a canyon of the Yellowstone, five or six hundred feet
deep. It was a beautiful and impressive situation—shelter, snugness, even cosiness—looking over the brink of the
awful and the terrifying. With a run and a jump I think one might have landed in the river at the bottom of the
great abyss, and in doing so might have scaled one of those natural obelisks or needles of rock that stand up out of
the depths two or three hundred feet high. Nature shows you what an enormous furrow her plough can open
through the strata when moving horizontally, at the same time that she shows you what delicate and graceful
columns her slower and gentler aerial forces can carve out of the piled strata. At the Falls there were two or three
of these columns, like the picket-pins of the elder gods.
Across the canyon in front of our camp, upon a grassy plateau which was faced by a wall of trap rock,
apparently thirty or forty feet high, a band of mountain sheep soon attracted our attention. They were within long
rifle range, but were not at all disturbed by our presence, nor had they been disturbed by the road-builders who,
under Captain Chittenden, were constructing a government road along the brink of the canon. We speculated as to
whether or not the sheep could get down the almost perpendicular face of the chasm to the river to drink. It
seemed to me impossible. Would they try it while we were there to see?
We all hoped so; and sure enough, late in the afternoon the word came to our tents that the sheep were coming
down. The President, with coat off and a towel around his neck, was shaving. One side of his face was half
shaved, and the other side lathered. Hofer and I started for a point on the brink of the canyon where we could have
a better view.
“By Jove,” said the President, “I must see that. The shaving can wait, and the sheep won’t.”
So on he came, accoutred as he was—coatless, hatless, but not latherless, nor towelless. Like the rest of us, his
only thought was to see those sheep do their “stunt.” With glasses in hand, we watched them descend those
perilous heights, leaping from point to point, finding a foothold where none appeared to our eyes, loosening
fragments of the crumbling rocks as they came, now poised upon some narrow shelf and preparing for the next
leap, zig-zagging or plunging straight down till the bottom was reached, and not one accident or misstep amid all
that insecure footing. I think the President was the most pleased of us all; he laughed with the delight of it, and
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quite forgot his need of a hat and coat till I sent for them.
In the night we heard the sheep going back; we could tell by the noise of the falling stones. In the morning I
confidently expected to see some of them lying dead at the foot of the cliffs, but there they all were at the top once
more, apparently safe and sound. They do, however, occasionally meet with accidents in their perilous climbing,
and their dead bodies have been found at the foot of the rocks. Doubtless some point of rock to which they had
trusted gave way, and crushed them in the descent, or fell upon those in the lead.
*
The next day, while the rest of us went fishing for trout in the Yellowstone, three or four miles above the camp,
over the roughest trail that we had yet traversed on horseback, the President, who never fishes unless put to it for
meat, went off alone again with his lunch in his pocket, to stalk those sheep as he had stalked the elk, and to feel
the old sportsman’s thrill without the use of firearms. To do this involved a tramp of eight or ten miles down the
river to a bridge and up the opposite bank. This he did, and ate his lunch near the sheep, and was back in camp
before we were.
We took some large cut-throat trout, as they are called, from the yellow mark across their throats, and I saw at
short range a black-tailed deer bounding along in that curious, stiff-legged, mechanical, yet springy manner,
apparently all four legs in the air at once, and all four feet reaching the ground at once, affording a very singular
spectacle.
*
We spent two nights in our Tower Falls camp, and on the morning of the third day set out on our return to Fort
Yellowstone, pausing at Yancey’s on our way, and exchanging greetings with the old frontiersman, who died a few
weeks later.
While in camp we always had a big fire at night in the open near the tents, and around this we sat upon logs or
camp-stools, and listened to the President’s talk. What a stream of it he poured forth! and what a varied and
picturesque stream!—anecdote, history, science, politics, adventure, literature; bits of his experience as a
ranchman, hunter, Rough Rider, legislator, civil service commissioner, police commissioner, governor, president
—the frankest confessions, the most telling criticisms, happy characterizations of prominent political leaders, or
foreign rulers, or members of his own Cabinet; always surprising by his candor, astonishing by his memory, and
diverting by his humor.
His reading has been very wide, and he has that rare type of memory which retains details as well as mass and
generalities. One night something started him off on ancient history, and one would have thought he was just fresh
from his college course in history, the dates and names and events came so readily. Another time he discussed
palaeontology, and rapidly gave the outlines of the science, and the main facts, as if he had been reading up on the
subject that very day. He sees things as wholes, and hence the relation of the parts comes easy to him.
At dinner, at the White House, the night before we started on the expedition, I heard him talking with a guest—
an officer of the British army, who was just back from India. And the extent and variety of his information about
India and Indian history and the relations of the British government to it were extraordinary. It put the British
major on his mettle to keep pace with him.
*
One night in camp he told us the story of one of his Rough Riders who had just written him from some place in
Arizona. The Rough Riders, wherever they are now, look to him in time of trouble. This one had come to grief in
Arizona. He was in jail. So he wrote the President, and his letter ran something like this:
Dear Colonel,
I am in trouble. I shot a lady in the eye, but I did not intend to hit the lady; I was shooting at my wife.

And the presidential laughter rang out over the tree-tops. To another Rough Rider, who was in jail, accused of
horse stealing, he had loaned two hundred dollars to pay counsel on his trial, and, to his surprise, in due time the
money came back. The ex-Rough wrote that his trial never came off—“we elected our district attorney”—and the
laughter again sounded, and drowned the noise of the brook near by.
On another occasion we asked the President if he was ever molested by any of the “bad men” of the frontier,
with whom he had often come in contact.
“Only once,” he said. The cowboys had always treated him with the utmost courtesy, both on the round-up and
in camp; “and the few real desperadoes I have seen were also perfectly polite.” Once only was he maliciously shot
at, and then not by a cowboy nor a bona fide “bad man,” but by a “broad-hatted ruffian of a cheap and common170

place type.” He had been compelled to pass the night at a little frontier hotel where the bar-room occupied the
whole lower floor, and was, in consequence, the only place where the guests of the hotel, whether drunk or sober,
could sit. As he entered the room, he saw that every man there was being terrorized by a half-drunken ruffian who
stood in the middle of the floor with a revolver in each hand, compelling different ones to treat.\fn{ To buy him a
drink}
“I went and sat down behind the stove,” said the President, '”as far from him as I could get; and hoped to
escape his notice. The fact that I wore glasses, together with my evident desire to avoid a fight, apparently gave
him the impression that I could be imposed upon with impunity. He very soon approached me, flourishing his two
guns, and ordered me to treat. I made no reply for some moments, when the fellow became so threatening that I
saw something had to be done. The crowd, mostly sheep-herders and small grangers, sat or stood back against the
wall, afraid to move. I was unarmed, and thought rapidly. Saying, ‘Well, if I must, I must,’ I got up as if to walk
around him to the bar, then, as I got ppposite him, I wheeled and fetched him as heavy a blow on the chin-point as
I could strike. He went down like a steer before the axe, firing both guns into the ceiling as he went. I jumped on
him, and, with my knees on his chest, disarmed him in a hurry. The crowd was then ready enough to help me, and
we hog-tied him and put him in an outhouse.”
The President alludes to this incident in his Ranch Life, but does not give the details. It brings out his mettle
very distinctly.
He told us in an amused way of the attempts of his political opponents at Albany, during his early career as a
member of the Assembly, to besmirch his character. His outspoken criticisms and denunciations had become
intolerable to them, so they laid a trap for him, but he was not caught. His innate rectitude and instinct for the
right course saved him, as it has saved him many times since. I do not think that in any emergency he has to
debate with himself long as to the right course to be pursued; he divines it by a kind of infallible instinct. His
motives are so simple and direct that he finds a straight and easy course where another man, whose eye is less
single, would flounder and hesitate.
*
One night he entertained us with reminiscences of the Cuban War, of his efforts to get his men to the firing line
when the fighting began, of his greenness and general ignorance of the whole business of war, which in his telling
was very amusing. He has probably put it all in his book about the war, a work I have not yet read. He described
the look of the slope of Kettle Hill when they were about to charge up it, how the grass was combed and rippled
by the storm of rifle bullets that swept down it. He said,
“I was conscious of being pale when I looked at it and knew that in a few moments we were going to charge
there.” The men of his regiment were all lying flat upon the ground, and it became his duty to walk along their
front and encourage them and order them up on their feet.
“Get up, men, get up!”
One big fellow did not rise. Roosevelt stooped down and took hold of him and ordered him up. Just at that
moment a bullet struck the man and went the entire length of him. He never rose.
On this or on another occasion when a charge was ordered, he found himself a hundred yards or more in
advance of his regiment, with only the color bearer and one corporal with him. He said they planted the flag there,
while he rushed back to fetch the men. He was evidently pretty hot.
“Can it be that you flinched when I led the way!” [he said,] and then they came with a rush.
On the summit of Kettle Hill he was again in advance of his men, and as he came up, three Spaniards rose out
of the trenches and deliberately fired at him at a distance of only a few paces, and then turned and fled. But a
bullet from his revolver stopped one of them. He seems to have been as much exposed to bullets in this
engagement as Washington was at Braddock’s defeat, and to have escaped in the same marvelous manner.
*
The President unites in himself powers and qualities that rarely go together. Thus, he has both physical and
moral courage in a degree rare in history. He can stand calm and unflinching in the path of a charging grizzly, and
he can confront with equal coolness and determination the predaceous corporations and money powers of the
country.
He unites the qualities of the man of action with those of the scholar and writer—another very rare
combination. He unites the instincts and accomplishments of the best breeding and culture with the broadest
democratic sympathies and affiliations. He is as happy with a frontiersman like Seth Bullock as with a fellow
Harvard man, and Seth Bullock is happy, too.
He unites great austerity with great good nature. He unites great sensibility with great force and will power. He
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loves solitude, and he loves to be in the thick of the fight. His love of nature is equaled only by his love of the
ways and marts of men.
He is doubtless the most vital man on the continent, if not on the planet, today. He is many-sided, and every
side throbs with his tremendous life and energy; the pressure is equal all around. His interests are as keen in
natural history as in economics, in literature as in statecraft, in the young Poet as in the old soldier, in preserving
peace as in preparing for war. And he can turn all his great power into the new channel on the instant. His interest
in the whole of life, and in the whole life of the nation, never flags for a moment. His activity is tireless. All the
relaxation he needs or craves is a change of work. He is like the farmer’s fields, that only need a rotation of crops.
I once heard him say that all he cared about being President was just “the big work.”
During this tour through the West, lasting over two months, he made nearly three hundred speeches; and yet on
his return Mrs. Roosevelt told me he looked as fresh and unworn as when he left home.
*
We went up into the big geyser region with the big sleighs, each drawn by four horses. A big snow-bank had to
be shoveled through for us before we got to the Golden Gate, two miles above Mammoth Hot Springs. Beyond
that we were at an altitude of about eight thousand feet, on a fairly level course that led now through woods, and
now through open country, with the snow of a uniform depth of four or five feet, except as we neared the
“formations,” where the subterranean warmth kept the ground bare. The roads had been broken and the snow
packed for us by teams from the fort, otherwise the journey would have been impossible.
The President always rode beside the driver. From his youth, he said, this seat had always been the most
desirable one to him. When the sleigh would strike the bare ground, and begin to drag heavily, he would bound
out nimbly and take to his heels, and then all three of us—Major Pitcher, Mr. Childs, and myself—would follow
suit, sometimes reluctantly on my part. Walking at that altitude is no fun, especially if you try to keep pace with
such a walker as the President is. But he could not sit at his ease and let those horses drag him in a sleigh over
bare ground. When snow was reached, we would again quickly resume our seats.
As one nears the geyser region, he gets the impression from the columns of steam going up here and there in
the distance—now from behind a piece of woods, now from out a hidden valley—that he is approaching a
manufacturing centre, or a railroad terminus. And when he begins to hear the hoarse snoring of Roaring
Mountain, the illusion is still more complete.
At Norris’s there is a big vent where the steam comes tearing out of a recent hole in the ground with terrific
force. Huge mounds of ice had formed from the congealed vapor all around it, some of them very striking.
The novelty of the geyser region soon wears off. Steam and hot water are steam and hot water the world over,
and the exhibition of them here did not differ, except in volume, from what one sees by his own fireside. The
“Growler” is only a boiling tea-kettle on a large scale, and “Old Faithful” is as if the lid were to fly off, and the
whole contents of the kettle should be thrown high into the air. To be sure, boiling lakes and steaming rivers are
not common, but the new features seemed, somehow, out of place, and as if nature had made a mistake. One
disliked to see so much good steam and hot water going to waste; whole towns might be warmed by them, and big
wheels made to go round. I wondered that they had not piped them into the big hotels which they opened for us,
and which were warmed by wood fires.
At Norris’s the big room that the President and I occupied was on the ground floor, and was heated by a huge
box stove. As we entered it to go to bed, the President said,
“Oom\fn{Afrikaans for “Grandfather”} John, don’t you think it is too hot here?”
“I certainly do,” I replied. “Shall I open the window?”
“That will just suit me.” And he threw the sash, which came down to the floor, all the way up, making an
opening like a doorway. The night was cold, but neither of us suffered from the abundance of fresh air. The
caretaker of the building was a big Swede called Andy. In the morning Andy said that beat him:
“There was the President of the United States sleeping in that room, with the window open to the floor, and not
so much as one soldier outside on guard.”
*
The President had counted much on seeing the bears that in summer board at the Fountain Hotel, but they were
not yet out of their dens. We saw the track of only one, and he was not making for the hotel.
At all the formations where the geysers are, the ground was bare over a large area. I even saw a wild flower—
an early buttercup, not an inch high—in bloom. This seems to be the earliest wild flower in the Rockies. It is the
only fragrant buttercup I know.
As we were riding along in our big sleigh toward the Fountain Hotel, the President suddenly jumped out, and,
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with his soft hat as a shield to his hand, captured a mouse that was running along over the ground near us. He
wanted it for Dr. Merriam, on the chance that it might be a new species. While we all went fishing in the
afternoon, the President skinned his mouse, and prepared the pelt to be sent to Washington. It was done as neatly
as a professed taxidermist would have done it.
This was the only game the President killed in the Park. In relating the incident to a reporter while I was in
Spokane, the thought occurred to me, Suppose he changes that u to an o, and makes the President capture a
moose, what a pickle I shall be in! Is it anything more than ordinary newspaper enterprise to turn a mouse into a
moose? But, luckily for me, no such metamorphosis happened to that little mouse. It turned out not to be a new
species, as it should have been, but a species new to the Park.
I caught trout that afternoon, on the edge of steaming pools in the Madison River that seemed to my hand
almost blood-warm. I suppose they found better feeding where the water was warm. On the table they did not
compare with our Eastern brook trout.
I was pleased to be told at one of the hotels that they had kalsomined some of the rooms with material from
one of the devil’s paint-pots. It imparted a soft, delicate, pinkish tint, not at all suggestive of things satanic.
*
One afternoon at Norris’s, the President and I took a walk to observe the birds. In the grove about the barns
there was a great number, the most attractive to me being the mountain bluebird. These birds we saw in all parts
of the Park, and at Norris’s there was an unusual number of them. How blue they were—breast and all! In voice
and manner they were almost identical with our bluebird. The Western purple finch was abundant here also, and
juncos, and several kinds of sparrows, with an occasional Western robin. A pair of wild geese were feeding in the
low, marshy ground not over one hundred yards from us, but when we tried to approach nearer they took wing. A
few geese and ducks seem to winter in the Park.
*
The second morning at Norris’s one of our teamsters, George Marvin, suddenly dropped dead from some heart
affection, just as he had finished caring for his team. It was a great shock to us all. I never saw a better man with a
team than he was. I had ridden on the seat beside him all the day previous. On one of the “formations” our teams
had got mired in the soft, putty-like mud, and at one time it looked as if they could never extricate themselves,
and I doubt if they could have, had it not been for the skill with which Marvin managed them.
We started for the Grand Canon up the Yellowstone that morning, and, in order to give myself a walk over the
crisp snow in the clear, frosty air, I set out a little while in advance of the teams. As I did so, I saw the President,
accompanied by one of the teamsters, walking hurriedly toward the barn to pay his last respects to the body of
Marvin. After we had returned to Mammoth Hot Springs, he made inquiries for the young woman to whom he had
been told that Marvin was engaged to be married. He looked her up, and sat a long time with her in her home,
offering his sympathy, and speaking words of consolation. The act shows the depth and breadth of his humanity.
At the Canyon Hotel the snow was very deep, and had become so soft from the warmth of the earth beneath, as
well as from the sun above, that we could only reach the brink of the Canyon on skis. The President and Major
Pitcher had used skis before, but I had not, and, starting out without the customary pole, I soon came to grief. The
snow gave way beneath me, and I was soon in an awkward predicament. The more I struggled, the lower my head
and shoulders went, till only my heels, strapped to those long timbers, protruded above the snow. To reverse my
position was impossible till some one came and reached me the end of a pole, and pulled me upright.
But I very soon got the hang of the things, and the President and I quickly left the superintendent behind. I
think I could have passed the President, but my manners forbade. He was heavier than I was, and broke in more.
When one of his feet would go down half a yard or more, I noted with admiration the skilled diplomacy he
displayed in extricating it. The tendency of my skis was all the time to diverge, and each to go off at an acute
angle to my main course, and I had constantly to be on the alert to check this tendency.
Paths had been shoveled for us along the brink of the Canyon, so that we got the usual views from the different
points. The Canyon was nearly free from snow, and was a grand spectacle, by far the grandest to be seen in the
Park. The President told us that once, when pressed for meat, while returning through here from one of his
hunting trips, he had made his way down to the river that we saw rushing along beneath us, and had caught some
trout for dinner. Necessity alone could induce him to fish.
Across the head of the Falls there was a bridge of snow and ice, upon which we were told that the coyotes
passed. As the season progressed, there would come a day when the bridge would not be safe. It would be
interesting to know if the coyotes knew when this time arrived.
The only live thing we saw in the Canyon was an osprey perched upon a rock opposite us.
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Near the falls of the Yellowstone, as at other places we had visited, a squad of soldiers had their winter
quarters. The President called on them, as he had called upon the others, looked over the books they had to read,
examined their house-keeping arrangements, and conversed freely with them.
In front of the hotel were some low hills separated by gentle valleys. At the President’s suggestion, he and I
raced on our skis down those inclines. We had only to stand up straight, and let gravity do the rest. As we were
going swiftly down the side of one of the hills, I saw out of the corner of my eye the President taking a header into
the snow. The snow had given way beneath him, and nothing could save him from taking the plunge. I don’t know
whether I called out, or only thought, something about the downfall of the administration. At any rate, the
administration was down, and pretty well buried, but it was quickly on its feet again, shaking off the snow with a
boy’s laughter. I kept straight on, and very soon the laugh was on me, for the treacherous snow sank beneath me,
and I took a header, too.
“Who is laughing now, Oom John?” called out the President.
The spirit of the boy was in the air that day about the Canyon of the Yellowstone, and the biggest boy of us all
was President Roosevelt.
*
The snow was getting so soft in the middle of the day that our return to the Mammoth Hot Springs could no
longer be delayed. Accordingly, we were up in the morning, and ready to start on the home journey, a distance of
twenty miles, by four o’clock. The snow bore up the horses well till mid-forenoon, when it began to give way
beneath them. But by very careful management we pulled through without serious delay, and were back again at
the house of Major Pitcher in time for luncheon, being the only outsiders who had ever made the tour of the Park
so early in the season.
A few days later I bade good-by to the President, who went on his way to California, while I made a loop of
travel to Spokane, and around through Idaho and Montana, and had glimpses of the great, optimistic, sunshiny
West that I shall not soon forget.
166.153 Excerpt from Random Reminiscences Of Men And Events\fn{by John Davidson Rockefeller (1839-1937)}
Richford, Tioga County, New York U.S.A. (M) 10
I
Since these Reminiscences are really what they profess to be, random and informal, I hope I may be pardoned
for setting down so many small things.
In looking back over my life, the impressions which come most vividly to my mind are mental pictures of my
old associates. In speaking of these friends in this chapter, I would not have it thought that many others, of whom
I have not spoken, were less important to me, and I shall hope to refer to this subject of my early friends again in a
later chapter.
It is not always possible to remember just how one first met an old friend or what one’s impressions were, but I
shall never forget my first meeting with Mr. John D. Archbold, who is now a vice-president of the Standard Oil
Company.
At that time, say thirty-five or forty years ago, I was travelling about the country visiting the point where
something was happening, talking with the producers, the refiners, the agents, and actually getting acquainted.
One day there was a gathering of the men somewhere near the oil regions, and when I came to the hotel, which
was full of oil men, I saw this name writ large on the register:

John D. Archbold, $4.00 a bbl.
He was a young and enthusiastic fellow, so full of his subject that he added his slogan, “$4.00 a bbl.,” after his
signature on the register, that no one might misunderstand his convictions. The battle cry of $4.00 a barrel was all
the more striking because crude oil was selling then for much less, and this campaign for a higher price certainly
did attract attention—it was much too good to be true.
But if Mr. Archbold had to admit in the end that crude oil is not worth “$4.00 a bbl.,” his enthusiasm, his
energy, and his splendid power over men have lasted. He has always had a well-developed sense of humour, and
on one serious occasion, when he was on the witness stand, he was asked by the opposing lawyer:
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“Mr. Archbold, are you a director of this company?”
“I am.”
“What is your occupation in this company?”
He promptly answered, “To clamour for dividends,” which led the learned counsel to start afresh on another
line.
I can never cease to wonder at his capacity for hard work. I do not often see him now, for he has great affairs
on his hands, while I live like a farmer away from active happenings in business, playing golf, planting trees; and
yet I am so busy that no day is long enough.
Speaking of Mr. Archbold leads me to say again that I have received much more credit than I deserve in
connection with the Standard Oil Company. It was my good fortune to help to bring together the efficient men
who are the controlling forces of the organization and to work hand in hand with them for many years, but it is
they who have done the hard tasks. The great majority of my associations were made so many years ago, that I
have reached the age when hardly a month goes by (sometimes I think hardly a week) that I am not called upon to
send some message of consolation to a family with whom we have been connected, and who have met with some
fresh bereavement.
Only recently I counted up the names of the early associates who have passed away. Before I had finished, I
found the list numbered some sixty or more. They were faithful and earnest friends; we had worked together
through many difficulties, and had gone through many severe trials together. We had discussed and argued and
hammered away at questions until we came to agree, and it has always been a happiness to me to feel that we had
been frank and aboveboard with each other. Without this, business associates cannot get the best out of their work.
It is not always the easiest of tasks to induce strong, forceful men to agree. It has always been our policy to
hear patiently and discuss frankly until the last shred of evidence is on the table, before trying to reach a
conclusion and to decide finally upon a course of action. In working with so many partners, the conservative ones
are apt to be in the majority, and this is no doubt a desirable thing when the mere momentum of a large concern is
certain to carry it forward. The men who have been very successful are correspondingly conservative, since they
have much to lose in case of disaster.
But fortunately there are also the aggressive and more daring ones, and they are usually the youngest in the
company, perhaps few in number, but impetuous and convincing. They want to accomplish things and to move
quickly, and they don’t mind any amount of work or responsibility. I remember in particular an experience when
the conservative influence met the progressive—shall I say?—or the daring side. At all events, this was the side I
represented in this case.
*
One of my partners, who had successfully built up a large and prosperous business, was resisting with all his
force a plan that some of us favoured, to make some large improvements. The cost of extending the operations of
this enterprise was estimated at quite a sum—three million dollars, I think it was We had talked it over and over
again, and with several other associates discussed all the pros and cons; and we had used every argument we
could command to show why the plan would not only be profitable, but was indeed necessary to maintain the lead
we had. Our old partner was obdurate, he had made up his mind not to yield, and I can see him standing up in his
vigorous protest, with his hands in his pockets, his head thrown back, as he shouted
“No!”
It’s a pity to get a man into a place in an argument where he is defending a position instead of considering the
evidence. His calm judgment is apt to leave him, and his mind is for the time being closed, and only obstinacy
remains.
Now these improvements had to be made—as I said before, it was essential. Yet we could not quarrel with our
old partner, but a minority of us had made up our minds that we must try to get him to yield, and we resolved to
try another line of argument, and said to him:
“You say that we do not need to spend this money?”
“No,” he replied, “it will probably prove to be many years before such a sum must be spent. There is no
present need for these facilities you want to create, and the works are doing well as they are—le’'s let well enough
alone.”
Now our partner was a very wise and experienced man, older and more familiar with the subject than some of
us, and all this we admitted to him; but we had made up our minds, as I have said, to carry out this idea if we
could possibly get his approval, and we were willing to wait until then. As soon as the argument had calmed
down, and when the heat of our discussion had passed, the subject was brought up again. I had thought of a new
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way to approach it. I said:
“I’ll take it, and supply this capital myself. If the expenditure turns out to be profitable the company can repay
me; and, if it goes wrong, I’ll stand the loss.”
That was the argument that touched him. All his reserve disappeared and the matter was settled when he said:
“If that’s the way you feel about it, we’ll go it together. I guess I can take the risk if you can.”
It is always, I presume, a question in every business just how fast it is wise to go, and we went pretty rapidly in
those days, building and expanding in all directions. We were being confronted with fresh emergencies constantly.
A new oil field would be discovered, tanks for storage had to be built almost over night, and this was going on
when old fields were being exhausted, so we were therefore often under the double strain of losing the facilities in
one place where we were fully equipped, and having to build up a plant for storing and transporting in a new field
where we were totally unprepared. These are some of the things which make the whole oil trade a perilous one,
but we had with us a group of courageous men who recognized the great principle that a business cannot be a
great success that does not fully and efficiently accept and take advantage of its opportunities.
How often we discussed those trying questions! Some of us wanted to jump at once into big expenditures, and
others to keep to more moderate ones. It was usually a compromise, but one at a time we took these matters up
and settled them, never going as fast as the most progressive ones wished, nor quite so carefully as the
conservatives desired, but always made the vote unanimous in the end.
*
The part played by one of my earliest partners, Mr. H. M. Flagler, was always an inspiration to me. He
invariably wanted to go ahead and accomplish great projects of all kinds, he was always on the active side of
every question, and to his wonderful energy is due much of the rapid progress of the company in the early days.
It was to be expected of such a man that he should fulfil his destiny by working out some great problems at a
time when most men want to retire to a comfortable life of ease. This would not appeal to my old friend. He
undertook, single handed, the task of building up the East Coast of Florida. He was not satisfied to plan a railroad
from St. Augustine to Key West—a distance of more than six hundred miles, which would have been regarded as
an undertaking large enough for almost any one man—but in addition he has built a chain of superb hotels to
induce tourists to go to this newly developed country. Further than this, he has had them conducted with great
skill and success.
This one man, by his own energy and capital, has opened up a vast stretch of country, so that the old
inhabitants and the new settlers may have a market for their products. He has given work to thousands of these
people; and, to crown all, he has undertaken and nearly completed a remarkable engineering feat in carrying his
road on the Florida Keys into the Atlantic Ocean to Key West, the point set out for years ago.
Practically all this has been done after what most men would have considered a full business life, and a man of
any other nationality situated as he was would have retired to enjoy the fruits of his labour.
I first knew Mr. Flagler as a young man who consigned produce to Clark & Rockefeller. He was a bright and
active young fellow full of vim and push. About the time we went into the oil business Mr. Flagler established
himself as a comission merchant in the same building with Mr. Clark, who took over and succeeded the firm of
Clark & Rockefeller. A little later he bought out Mr. Clark and combined his trade with his own.
Naturally, I came to see more of him. The business relations which began with the hand- ling of produce he
consigned to our old firm grew into a business friendship, because people who lived in a comparatively small
place, as Cleveland was then, were thrown together much more often than in such a place as New York. When the
oil business was developing and we needed more help, I at once thought of Mr. Flagler as a possible partner, and
made him an offer to come with us and give up his commission business. This offer he accepted, and so began
that life-long friendship which has never had a moment’s interruption. It was a friendship founded on business,
which Mr. Flagler used to say was a good deal better than a business founded on friendship, and my experience
leads me to agree with him.
For years and years this early partner and I worked shoulder to shoulder; our desks were in the same room. We
both lived on Euclid Avenue, a few rods apart. We met and walked to the office together, walked home to
luncheon, back again after luncheon, and home again at night. On these walks, when we were away from the
office interruptions, we did our thinking, talking, and planning together. Mr. Flagler drew practically all our
contracts. He has always had the faculty of being able to clearly express the intent and purpose of a contract so
well and accurately that there could be no misunderstanding, and his contracts were fair to both sides. I can
remember his saying often that when you go into an arrangement you must measure up the rights and proprieties
of both sides with the same yardstick, and this was the way Henry M. Flagler did.
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One contract Mr. Flagler was called upon to accept which to my surprise he at once passed with his O.K. and
without a question. We had concluded to purchase the land on which one of our refineries was built and which
was held on a lease from John Irwin, whom we both knew well. Mr. Irwin drew the contract for the purchase of
this land on the back of a large manila envelope that he picked up in the office. The description of the property ran
as such contracts usually do until it came to the phrase “the line runs south to a mullen stalk,” etc. This seemed to
me a trifle indefinite, but Mr. Flagler said:
“It’s all right, John. I’ll accept that contract, and when the deed comes in, you will see that the mullen stalk
will be replaced by a proper stake and the whole document will be accurate and shipshape.”
Of course it turned out exactly as he said it would. I am almost tempted to say that some lawyers might sit at
his feet and learn things about drawing contracts good for them to know, but perhaps our legal friends might think
I was partial, so I won’t press the point.
Another thing about Mr. Flagler for which I think he deserves great credit was that in the early days he insisted
that, when a refinery was to be put up, it should be different from the flimsy shacks which it was then the custom
to build. Everyone was so afraid that the oil would disappear and that the money expended in buildings would be
a loss that the meanest and cheapest buildings were erected for use as refineries. This was the sort of thing Mr.
Flagler objected to. While he had to admit that it was possible the oil supply might fail and that the risks of the
trade were great, he always believed that if we went into the oil business at all, we should do the work as well as
we knew how; that we should have the very best facilities; that everything should be solid and substantial; and
that nothing should be left undone to produce the finest results. And he followed his convictions of building as
though the trade was going to last, and his courage in acting up to his beliefs laid strong foundations for later
years.
There are a number of people still alive who will recall the bright, straightforward young Flagler of those days
with satisfaction. At the time when we bought certain refineries at Cleveland he was very active. One day he met
an old friend on the street, a German baker, to whom he had sold flour in years gone by. His friend told him that
he had gone out of the bakery business and had built a little refinery. This surprised Mr. Flagler, and he didn’t like
the idea of his friend investing his little fortune in a small plant which he felt sure would not succeed. But at first
there seemed nothing to do about it. He had it on his mind for some days. It evidently troubled him. Finally he
came to me and said:
“That little baker man knows more about baking than oil refining, but I’d feel better if we invited him to join
us—I’ve got him on my conscience.”
I of course agreed. He talked to his friend, who said he would gladly sell if we would send an appraiser to
value his plant, which we did, and then there arose an unexpected difficulty. The price at which the plant was to
be purchased was satisfactory, but the ex-baker insisted that Mr. Flagler should advise him whether he should take
his pay in cash or Standard Oil certificates at par. He told Mr. Flagler that if he took it in cash it would pay all his
debts, and he would be glad to have his mind free of many anxieties; but if Mr. Flagler said the certificates were
going to pay good dividends, he wanted to get into and keep up with a good thing.
It was rather a hard proposition to put up to Mr. Flagler, and at first he declined to advise or express any
opinion, but the German stuck to him and wouldn’t let him shirk a responsibility which in no way belonged to
him. Finally Mr. Flagler suggested that he take half the amount in cash and pay 50 per cent. on account of his
debts, and put the other half in certificates, and see what happened.
This he did, and as time went on he bought more certificates, and Mr. Flagler never had to apologize for the
advice he gave him. I am confident that my old partner gave this affair as much time and thought as he did to any
of his own large problems, and the incident may be taken as a measure of the man.
*
But these old men’s tales can hardly be interesting to the present generation, though perhaps they will not be
useless if even tiresome stories make young people realize how, above all other possessions, is the value of a
friend in every department of life without any exception whatsoever.
How many different kinds of friends there are! They should all be held close at any cost; for, although some
are better than others, perhaps, a friend of whatever kind is important; and this one learns as one grows older.
There is the kind that when you need help has a good reason just at the moment, of course, why it is impossible to
extend it.
“I can’t indorse your note,” he says, “because I have an agreement with my partners not to.”
“I’d like to oblige you, but I can explain why at the moment,” etc., etc.
I do not mean to criticize this sort of friendship; for sometimes it is a matter of temperament; and sometimes
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the real necessities are such that the friend cannot do as he would like to do. As I look back over my friends, I can
remember only a few of this kind and a good many of the more capable sort. One especial friend I had. His name
was S. V. Harkness, and from the first of our acquaintance he seemed to have every confidence in me.
One day our oil warehouses and refinery burned to the ground in a few hours—they were absolutely
annihilated. Though they were insured for many hundred thousands of dollars, of course, we were apprehensive
about collecting such a large amount of insurance, and feared it might take some time to arrange. That plant had to
be rebuilt right away, and it was necessary to lay the financial plans. Mr. Harkness was interested with us in the
business, and I said to him:
“I may want to call upon you for the use of some money. I don’t know that we shall need it, but I thought I’d
speak to you in advance about it.”
He took in the situation without much explaining on my part. He simply heard what I had to say and he was a
man of very few words.
“All right, J. D., I’ll give you all I’ve got.”
This was all he said, but I went home that night relieved of anxiety. As it turned out, we received the check of
the Liverpool, London & Globe Insurance Company for the full amount before the builders required the
payments; and while we didn’t need his money, I never shall forget the whole-souled way in which he offered it.
And this sort of experience was not, I am grateful to say, rare with me. I was always a great borrower in my
early days; the business was active and growing fast, and the banks seemed very willing to loan me the money.
About this time, when our great fire had brought up some new conditions, I was studying the situation to see what
our cash requirements would be. We were accustomed to prepare for financial emergencies long before we needed
the funds.
Another incident occurred at this time which showed again the kind of real friends we had in those days, but I
did not hear the full story of it until long years after the event.
There was one bank where we had done a great deal of business, and a friend of mine, Mr. Stillman Witt, who
was a rich man, was one of the directors. At a meeting, the question came up as to what the bank would do in case
we wanted more money. In order that no one might doubt his own position on the subject, Mr. Witt called for his
strongbox, and said:
“Here, gentlemen, these young men are all O.K., and if they want to borrow more money I want to see this
bank advance it without hesitation, and if you want more security, here it is; take what you want.”
We were then shipping a large quantity of oil by lake and canal, to save in transportation, and it took additional
capital to carry these shipments; and we required to borrow a large amount of money. We had already made
extensive loans from another bank, whose president informed me that his board of directors had been making
inquiries respecting our large line of discounts, and had stated that they would probably want to talk with me on
the subject. I answered that I would be very glad of the opportunity to meet the board, as we would require a great
deal more money from the bank. Suffice it to say, we got all we wanted, but I was not asked to call for any further
explanations.
But I fear I am telling too much about banks and money and business. I know of nothing more despicable and
pathetic than a man who devotes all the waking hours of the day to making money for money’s sake. If I were
forty years younger, I should like to go into business again, for the association with interesting and quick-minded
men was always a great pleasure. But I have no dearth of interests to fill my days, and so long as I live I expect to
go on and develop the plans which have been my inspiration for a lifetime.
During all the long period of work, which lasted from the time I was sixteen years old until I retired from
active business when I was fifty-five, I must admit that I managed to get a good many vacations of one kind or
another, because of the willingness of my most efficient associates to assume the burdens of the business which
they were so eminently qualified to conduct.
Of detail work I feel I have done my full share. As I began my business life as a bookkeeper, I learned to have
great respect for figures and facts, no matter how small they were. When there was a matter of accounting to be
done in connection with any plan with which I was associated in the earlier years, I usually found that I was
selected to undertake it. I had a passion for detail which afterward I was forced to strive to modify.
At Pocantico Hills, New York, where I have spent portions of my time for many years in an old house where
the fine views invite the soul and where we can live simply and quietly, I have spent many delightful hours,
studying the beautiful views, the trees, and fine landscape effects of that very interesting section of the Hudson
River, and this happened in the days when I seemed to need every minute for the absorbing demands of business.
So I fear after I got well started, I was not what might be called a diligent business man.
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This phrase, “diligent in business,” reminds me of an old friend of mine in Cleveland who was devoted to his
work. 1 talked to him, and no doubt bored him unspeakably, on my special hobby, which has always been what
some people call landscape gardening, but which with me is the art of laying out roads and paths and work of that
kind. This friend of thirty-five years ago plainly disapproved of a man in business wasting his time on what he
looked upon as mere foolishv=ness:
One superb spring day I suggested to him that he should spend the afternoon with me (a most unusual and
reckless suggestion for a business man to make in those days) and see some beautiful paths through the woods on
my place which I had been planning and had about completed. I went so far as to tell him that I would give him a
real treat.
“I cannot do it, John,” he said, “I have an important matter of business on hand this afternoon.”
“That may all be,” I urged, “but it will give you no such pleasure as you’ll get when you see those paths—the
big tree on each side and—”
“Go on, John, with your talk about trees and paths. I tell you I’ve got an ore ship coming in and our mills are
waiting for her.” He rubbed his hands with satisfaction
“I’d not miss seeing her come in for all the wood paths in Christendom.”
He was then getting $120 to $130 a ton for Bessemer steel rails, and if his mill stopped a minute waiting for
ore, he felt that he was missing his life’s chance. Perhaps it was this same man who often gazed out into the lake
with every nerve stretched to try to see an ore ship approaching. One day one of his friends asked him if he could
see the boat.
“No-o, no-o,” he reluctantly admitted, “but she’s most in sight.”
This ore trade was of great and absorbing interest at Cleveland. My old employer was paid $4 a ton for
carrying ore from the Marquette regions fifty years .ago, and to think of the wickedness of this maker of
woodland paths, who in later years was moving the ore in great ships for eighty cents a ton and making a fortune
at it.
All this reminds me of my experiences in the ore business, but I shall come to that later. I want to say
something about landscape gardening, to which I have devoted a great deal of time for more than thirty years.
*
Like my old friend, others may be surprised at my claim to be an amateur landscape architect in a small way,
and my family have been known to employ a great landscape man to make quite sure that I did not ruin the place.
The problem was, just where to put the new home at Pocantico Hills, which has recently been built. I thought I
had the advantage of knowing every foot of the land, all the old big trees were personal friends of mine, and with
the views of any given point I was perfectly familiar—I had studied them hundreds of times; and after this great
landscape architect had laid out his plans and had driven his lines of stakes, I asked if I might see what I could do
with the job.
In a few days I had worked out a plan so devised that the roads caught just the best views at just the angles
where in driving up the hill you came upon impressive outlooks, and at the ending was the final burst of river, hill,
cloud, and great sweep of country to crown the whole; and here I fixed my stakes to show where I suggested that
the roads should run, and finally the exact place where the house should be.
“Look it all over,” I said, “and decide which plan is best.”
It was a proud moment when this real authority accepted my suggestions as bringing out the most favoured
spots for views and agreed upon the site of the house. How many miles of roads I have laid out in my time, I can
hardly compute, but I have often kept at it until I was exhausted. While surveying roads, I have run the lines until
darkness made it impossible to see the little stakes and flags.
It is all very vain of me to tell of these landscape enterprises, but perhaps they will offset the business talks
which occupy so much of my story.
My methods of attending to business matters differed from those of most well-conducted merchants of my
time and allowed me more freedom. Even after the chief affairs of the Standard Oil Company were moved to New
York, I spent most of my summers at our home in Cleveland, and I do still. I would come to New York when my
presence seemed necessary, but for the most part I kept in touch with the business through our own telegraph
wires, and was left free to attend to many things which interested me—among others, the making of paths, the
planting of trees, and the setting out of little forests of seedlings.
Of all the profitable things which develop quickly under the hand, I have thought my young nurseries show the
greatest yield. We keep a set of account books for each place, and I was amazed not long ago at the increase in
value that a few years make in growing things, when we came to remove some young trees from Westchester
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County to Lakewood, New Jersey. We plant our young trees, especially evergreens, by the thousand—I think we
have put in as many as ten thousand at once, and let them develop, to be used later in some of our planting
schemes. If we transfer young trees from Pocantico to our home in Lakewood, we charge one place and credit the
other for these trees at the market rate. We are our own best customers, and we make a small fortune out of
ourselves by selling to our New Jersey place at $1.50 or $2.00 each, trees which originally cost us only five or ten
cents at Pocantico.
In nursery stock, as in other things, the advantage of doing things on a large scale reveals itself. The pleasure
and satisfaction of saving and moving large trees—trees, say, from ten to twenty inches in diameter, or even more
in some cases—has been for years a source of great interest. We build our movers ourselves, and work with our
own men, and it is truly surprising what liberties you can take with trees, if you once learn how to handle these
monsters. We have moved trees ninety feet high, and many seventy or eighty feet. And they naturally are by no
means young. At one time or another we have tried almost all kinds of trees, including some which the authorities
said could not be moved with success.
Perhaps the most daring experiments were with horse-chestnuts. We took up large trees, transported them
considerable distances, some of them after they were actually in flower, all at a cost of twenty dollars per tree, and
lost very few. We were so successful that we became rather reckless, trying experiments out of season, but when
we worked on plans we had already tried, our results were remarkably satisfactory.
Taking our experiences in many hundreds of trees of various kinds in and out of season, and including the time
when we were learning the art, our total loss has been something less than 10 per cent., probably more nearly 6 or
7 per cent. A whole tree-moving campaign in a single season has been accomplished with a loss of about 3 per
cent. I am willing to admit that in the case of the larger trees the growth has been retarded perhaps two years, but
this is a small matter, for people no longer young wish to get the effects they desire at once, and the modern treemover does it. We have grouped and arranged clumps of big spruces to fit the purposes we were aiming for, and
sometimes have completely covered a hillside with them. Oaks we have not been successful with except when
comparatively young, and we don’t try to move oaks and hickories when they have come near to maturity; but we
have made some successful experiments with bass wood, and one of these we have moved three times without
injury. Birches have generally baffled us, but evergreens, except cedars, have been almost invariably successfully
handled.
This planning for good views must have been an early passion with me. I remember when I was hardly more
than a boy I wanted to cut away a big tree which I thought interfered with the view from the windows of the
diningroom of our home. I was for cutting it down, but some other members of the family objected, though my
dear mother, I think, sympathized with me, as she said one day:
“You know, my son, we have breakfast at eight o’clock, and I think if the tree were felled some time before we
sat down to table, there would probably be no great complaint when the family saw the view which the fallen tree
revealed.”
So it turned out.
II
To my father I owe a great debt in that he himself trained me to practical ways. He was engaged in different
enterprises; he used to tell me about these things, explaining their significance; and he taught me the principles
and methods of business. From early boyhood I kept a little book which I remember I called Ledger A—and this
little volume is still preserved—containing my receipts and expenditures as well as an account of the small sums
that I was taught to give away regularly.
Naturally, people of modest means lead a closer family life than those who have plenty of servants to do
everything for them. I count it a blessing that I was of the former class. When I was seven or eight years old I
engaged in my first business enterprise with the assistance of my mother. I owned some turkeys, and she
presented me with the curds from the milk to feed them. I took care of the birds myself, and sold them all in
business-like fashion. My receipts were all profit, as I had nothing to do with the expense account, and my records
were kept as carefully as I knew how.
We thoroughly enjoyed this little business affair, and I can still close my eyes, and distinctly see the gentle and
dignified birds walking quietly along the brook and through the woods, cautiously stealing the way to their nests.
To this day I enjoy the sight of a flock of turkeys, and never miss an opportunity of studying them.
My mother was a good deal of a disciplinarian, and upheld the standard of the family with a birch switch when
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it showed a tendency to deteriorate. Once, when I was being punished for some unfortunate doings which had
taken place in the village school, I felt called upon to explain after the whipping had begun that I was innocent of
the charge.
“Never mind,” said my mother, “we have started in on this whipping, and it will do for the next time.”
This attitude was maintained to its final conclusion in many ways. One night, I remember, we boys could not
resist the temptation to go skating in the moonlight, notwithstanding the fact that we had been expressly forbidden
to skate at night.
Almost before we got fairly started we heard a cry for help, and found a neighbour, who had broken through
the ice, was in danger of drowning. By pushing a pole to him we succeeded in fishing him out, and restored him
safe and sound to his grateful family. As we were not generally expected to save a man’s life every time we
skated, my brother William and I felt that there were mitigating circumstances connected with this particular
disobedience which might be taken into account in the final judgment, but this idea proved to be erroneous.
*
Although the plan had been to send me to college, it seemed best at sixteen that I should leave the high school
in which I had nearly completed the course and go into a commercial college in Cleveland for a few months. They
taught bookkeeping and some of the fundamental principles of commercial transactions. This training, though it
lasted only a few months, was very valuable to me. But how to get a job—that was the question. I tramped the
streets for days and weeks, asking merchants and storekeepers if they didn’t want a boy; but the offer of my
services met with little appreciation. No-one wanted a boy, and very few showed any overwhelming anxiety to
talk with me on the subject.
At last one man on the Cleveland docks told me that I might come back after the noonday meal. I was elated; it
now seemed that I might get a start. I was in a fever of anxiety lest I should lose this one opportunity that I had
unearthed. When finally at what seemed to me the time, I presented myself to my would-be employer:
“We will give you a chance,” he said, but not a word passed between us about pay. This was September 26,
1855. I joyfully went to work. The name of the firm was Hewitt & Tuttle.
In beginning the work I had some advantages. My father’s training, as I have said, was practical, the course at
the commercial college had taught me the rudiments of business, and I thus had a groundwork to build upon. I
was fortunate, also, in working under the supervision of the bookkeeper, who was a fine disciplinarian, and well
disposed toward me.
When January, 1856, arrived, Mr. Tuttle presented me with $50 for my three months’ work, which was no
doubt all that I was worth, and it was entirely satisfactory.
For the next year, with $25 a month, I kept my position, learning the details and clerical work connected with
such a business. It was a wholesale produce commission and forwarding concern, my department being
particularly the office duties. Just above me was the bookkeeper for the house, and he received $2,000 a year
salary in lieu of his share of the profits of the firm of which he was a member. At the end of the first fiscal year
when he left I assumed his clerical and bookkeeping work, for which I received the salary of $500.
As I look back upon this term of business apprenticeship, I can see that its influence was vitally important in
its relations to what came after.
To begin with, my work was done in the office of the firm itself. I was almost always present when they talked
of their affairs, laid out their plans, and decided upon a course of action. I thus had an advantage over other boys
of my age, who were quicker and who could figure and write better than I. The firm conducted a business with so
many ramifications that this education: was quite extensive. They owned dwelling-houses, warehouses, and
buildings which were rented for offices and a variety of uses, and I had to collect the rents. They shipped by rail,
canal, and lake. There were many different kinds of negotiations and transactions going on, and with all these I
was in close touch.
Thus it happened that my duties were vastly more interesting than those of an office-boy in a large house
today. I thoroughly enjoyed the work. Gradually the auditing of accounts was left in my hands. All the bills were
first passed upon by me, and I took this duty very seriously.
One day, I remember, I was in a neighbour’s office, when the local plumber presented himself with a bill about
a yard long. This neighbour was one of those very busy men. He was connected with what seemed to me an
unlimited number of enterprises. He merely glanced at this tiresome bill, turned to the bookkeeper, and said:
“Please pay this bill.”
As I was studying the same plumber’s bills in great detail, checking every item, if only for a few cents, and
finding it to be greatly to the firm’s interest to do so, this casual way of conducting affairs did not appeal to me. I
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had trained myself to the point of view doubtless held by many young men in business today, that my check on a
bill was the executive act which released my employer’s money from the till and was attended with more
responsibility than the spending of my own funds. I made up my mind that such business methods could not
succeed.
Passing bills, collecting rents, adjusting claims, and work of this kind brought me in association with a great
variety of people. I had to learn how to get on with all these different classes, and still keep the relations between
them and the house pleasant. One particular kind of negotiation came to me which took all the skill I could master
to bring to a successful end.
We would receive, for example, a shipment of marble from Vermont to Cleveland. This involved handling by
railroad, canal, and lake boats. The cost of losses or damage had to be somehow fixed between these three
different carriers, and it taxed all the ingenuity of a boy of seventeen to work out this problem to the satisfaction
of all concerned, including my employers. But I thought the task no hardship, and so far as I can remember I
never had any disagreement of moment with any of these transportation interests. This experience in conducting
all sorts of transactions at such an impressionable age, with the helping hand of my superiors to fall back upon in
an emergency was highly interesting to me. It was my first step in learning the principle of negotiation, of which I
hope to speak later.
The training that comes from working for someone else, to whom we feel a responsibility, I am sure was of
great value to me.
I should estimate that the salaries of that time were far less than half of what is paid for equivalent positions
today. The next year I was offered a salary of $700, but thought I was worth $800. We had not settled the matter
by April, and as a favourable opportunity had presented itself for carrying on the same business on my own
account, I resigned my position.
In those days, in Cleveland, everyone knew almost everyone else in town. Among the merchants was a young
Englishman named M. B. Clark, perhaps ten years older than I, who wanted to establish a business and was in
search of a partner. He had $2,000 to contribute to the firm, and wanted a partner who could furnish an equal
amount. This seemed a good opportunity for me. I had saved up $700 or $800, but where to get the rest was a
problem.
I talked the matter over with my father, who told me that he had always intended to give $1,000 to each of his
children when they reached twenty-one. He said that if I wished to receive my share at once, instead of waiting,
he would advance it to me and I could pay interest upon the sum until I was twenty-one.
“But, John,” he added, “the rate is ten.”
At that time, 10 per cent. a year interest was a very common rate for such loans. At the banks the rate might not
have been quite so high; but of course the financial institutions could not supply all the demands, so there was
much private borrowing at high figures. As I needed this money for the partnership, I gladly accepted my father’s
offer, and so began business as the junior partner of the new firm, which was called Clark & Rockefeller.
It was a great thing to be my own employer. Mentally I swelled with pride—a partner in a firm with $4,000
capital! Mr. Clark attended to the buying and selling, and I took charge of the finance and the books. We at once
began to do a large business, dealing in carload lots and cargoes of produce. Naturally we soon needed more
money to take care of the increasing trade. There was nothing to do but to attempt to borrow from a bank. But
would the bank lend to us?
*
I went to a bank president whom I knew, and who knew me. I remember perfectly how anxious I was to get
that loan and to establish myself favourably with the banker. This gentleman was T. P. Handy, a sweet and gentle
old man, well known as a high-grade, beautiful character. For fifty years he was interested in young men. He
knew me as a boy in the Cleveland schools. I gave him all the particulars of our business, telling him frankly
about our affairs—what we wanted to use the money for, etc., etc. I waited for the verdict with almost trembling
eagerness.
“How much do you want?” he said.
“Two thousand dollars.”
“All right, Mr. Rockefeller, you can have it,” he replied. “Just give me your own warehouse receipts; they’re
good enough for me.”
As I left that bank, my elation can hardly be imagined. I held up my head—think of it, a bank had trusted me
for $2,000! I felt that I was now a man of importance in the community.
For long years after the head of this bank was a friend indeed; he loaned me money when I needed it, and I
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needed it almost all the time, and all the money he had. It was a source of gratification that later I was able to go
to him and recommend that he should make a certain investment in Standard Oil stock. He agreed that he would
like to do so, but he said that the sum involved was not at the moment available, and so at my suggestion I turned
banker for him, and in the end he took out his principal with a very handsome profit. It is a pleasure to testify even
at this late date to his great kindness and faith in me.
*
Mr. Handy trusted me because he believed we would conduct our young business on conservative and proper
lines, and I well remember about this time an example of how hard it is sometimes to live up to what one knows is
the right business principle. Not long after our concern was started our best customer—that is, the man who made
the largest consignments—asked that we should allow him to draw in advance on current shipments before the
produce or a bill of lading were actually in hand. We, of course, wished to oblige this important man, but I, as the
financial member of the firm, objected, though I feared we should lose his business.
The situation seemed very serious; my partner was impatient with me for refusing to yield, and in this dilemma
I decided to go personally to see if I could not induce our customer to relent. I had been unusually fortunate when
I came face to face with men in winning their friendship, and my partner’s displeasure put me on my mettle. I felt
that when I got into touch with this gentleman I could convince him that what he proposed would result in a bad
precedent. My reasoning (in my own mind) was logical and convincing.
I went to see him, and put forth all the arguments that I had so carefully thought out. But he stormed about, and
in the end I had the further humiliation of confessing to my partner that I had failed. I had been able to accomplish
absolutely nothing.
Naturally, he was very much disturbed at the possibility of losing our most valued connection, but I insisted
and we stuck to our principles and refused to give the shipper the accommodation he had asked. What was our
surprise and gratification to find that he continued his relations with us as though nothing had happened, and did
not again refer to the matter.
I learned afterward that an old country banker, named John Gardener, of Norwalk, O., who had much to do
with our consignor, was watching this little matter intently, and I have ever since believed that he originated the
suggestion to tempt us to do what we stated we did not do as a test, and his story about our firm stand for what we
regarded as sound business principles did us great good.
About this time I began to go out and solicit business—a branch of work I had never before attempted. I
undertook to visit every person in our part of the country who was in any way connected with the kind of business
that we were engaged in, and went pretty well over the states of Ohio and Indiana. I made up my mind that I could
do this best by simply introducing our firm, and not pressing for immediate consignments. I told them that I
represented Clark & Rockefeller, commission merchants, and that I had no wish to interfere with any connection
that they had at present, but if the opportunity offered we should be glad to serve them, etc., etc.
To our great surprise, business came in upon us so fast that we hardly knew how to take care of it, and in the
first year our sales amounted to half a million dollars.
Then, and indeed for many years after, it seemed as though there was no end to the money needed to carry on
and develop the business. As our successes began to come, I seldom put my head upon the pillow at night without
speaking a few words to myself in this wise:
“Now a little success, soon you will fall down, soon you will be overthrown. Because you have got a start, you
think you are quite a merchant; look out, or you will lose your head—go steady.”
These intimate conversations with myself, I am sure, had a great influence on my life. I was afraid I could not
stand my prosperity, and tried to teach myself not to get puffed up with any foolish notions.
My loans from my father were many. Our relations on finances were a source of some anxiety to me, and were
not quite so humorous as they seem now as I look back at them. Occasionally he would come to me and say that if
I needed money in the business he would be able to loan some, and as I always needed capital I was glad indeed
to get it, even at 10 per cent. interest. Just at the moment when I required the money most he was apt to say:
“My son, I find I have got to have that money.”
“Of course, you shall have it at once,” I would answer, but I knew that he was testing me, and that when I paid
him, he would hold the money without its earning anything for a little time, and then offer it back later. I confess
that this little discipline should have done me good, and perhaps did, but while I concealed it from him, the truth
is I was not particularly pleased with his application of tests to discover if my financial ability was equal to such
shocks.
*
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These experiences with my father remind me that in the early days there was often much discussion as to what
should be paid for the use of money. Many people protested that the rate of 10 per cent. was outrageous, and none
but a wicked man would exact such a charge. I was accustomed to argue that money was worth what it would
bring—no one would pay 10 per cent., or 5 per cent., or 8 per cent. unless the borrower believed that at this rate it
was profitable to employ it. As I was always the borrower at that time, I certainly did not argue for paying more
than was necessary.
Among the most persistent and heated discussions I ever had were those with the dear old lady who kept the
boarding-house where my brother William and I lived when we were away from home at school. I used to greatly
enjoy these talks, for she was an able woman and a good talker, and as she charged us only a dollar a week for
board and lodging, and fed us well, I certainly was her friend. This was about the usual price for board in the
small towns in those days, where the produce was raised almost entirely on the place.
This estimable lady was violently opposed to loaners obtaining high rates of interest, and we had frequent and
earnest arguments on the subject. She knew that I was accustomed to make loans for my father, and she was
familiar with the rates secured. But all the arguments in the world did not change the rate, and it came down only
when the supply of money grew more plentiful.
I have usually found that important alterations in public opinion in regard to business matters have been of
slow growth along the line of proved economic theory—very rarely have improvements in these relationships
come about through hastily devised legislation.
One can hardly realize how difficult it was to get capital for active business enterprises at that time. In the
country farther west much higher rates were paid, which applied usually to personal loans on which a business
risk was run, but it shows how different the conditions for young business men were then than now.\fn{ 1908.}
*
Speaking of borrowing at the banks reminds me of one of the most strenuous financial efforts I ever made. We
had to raise the money to accept an offer for a large business. It required many hundreds of thousands of dollars—
and in cash—securities would not answer. I received the message at about noon and had to get off on the threeo’clock train. I drove from bank to bank, asking each president or cashier, whomever I could find first, to get
ready for me all the funds he could possibly lay hands on. I told them I would be back to get the money later. I
rounded up all of our banks in the city, and made a second journey to get the money, and kept going until I
secured the necessary amount. With this I was off on the three-o’clock train, and closed the transaction.
In these early days I was a good deal of a traveller, visiting our plants, making new connections, seeing people,
arranging plans to extend our business—and it often called for very rapid work.
*
When I was but seventeen or eighteen I was elected as a trustee in the church. It was a mission branch, and
occasionally I had to hear members who belonged to the main body speak of the mission as though it were not
quite so good as the big mother church. This strengthened our resolve to show them that we could paddle our own
canoe.
Our first church was not a very grand affair, and there was a mortgage of $2,000 on it which had been a
dispiriting influence for years. The holder of the mortgage had long demanded that he should be paid, but
somehow even the interest was barely kept up, and the creditor finally threatened to sell us out. As it happened,
the money had been lent by a deacon in the church, but notwithstanding this fact, he felt that he should have his
money, and perhaps he really needed it. Anyhow, he proposed to take such steps as were necessary to get it. The
matter came to a head one Sunday morning, when the minister announced from the pulpit that the $2,000 would
have to be raised, or we should lose our church building. I therefore found myself at the door of the church as the
congregation came and went.
As each member came by I buttonholed him, and got him to promise to give something toward the
extinguishing of that debt. I pleaded and urged, and almost threatened. As each one promised, I put his name and
the amount down in my little book, and continued to solicit from every possible subscriber.
This campaign for raising the money which started that morning after church, lasted for several months. It was
a great undertaking to raise such a sum of money in small amounts ranging from a few cents to the more
magnificent promises of gifts to be paid at the rate of twenty-five or fifty cents per week. The plan absorbed me. I
contributed what I could, and my first ambition to earn more money was aroused by this and similar undertakings
in which I was constantly engaged.
But at last the $2,000 was all in hand and a proud day it was when the debt was extinguished. I hope the
members of the mother church were properly humiliated to see how far we had gone beyond their expectations,
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but I do not now recall that they expressed the surprise that we flattered ourselves they must have felt.
The begging experiences I had at that time were full of interest. I went at the task with pride rather than the
reverse, and I continued it until my increasing cares and responsibilities compelled me to resign the actual
working out of details to others. …
164.88 Excerpt from Time Exposure\fn{by William Henry Jackson (1843-1942)} Keeseville, Essex County, U.S.A. (M)
14
One day early in 1848 a lean and sunburned soldier arrived at my father’s house in Columbus, Georgia. The
soldier was my mother’s brother, Edward Allen, on his way home from the Mexican War. Of his visit and the tales
he told I have no very distinct memories. Yet, though not quite five, I understood that Uncle Edward had been
away fighting against a wicked man. To me General Santa Anna—whose name I did not know—was the same
scoundrel King George III must have been to a small boy seventy years before, the identical villain other young
Americans found in the German Kaiser seventy years later.
How I hated Santa Anna! And now my anger against that patriotic gentleman, although cooled somewhat by
the intervening ninety-two years, still stands out as the earliest recollection of my life.
*
The family Bible has the date of my birth as April 4, 1843, the place as Keeseville, New York, a little town
about two miles below the famous Ausable Chasm. I was the first of seven children born to George Hallock
Jackson and Harriet Maria Allen. My father’s family, members of the Society of Friends, had come from Ireland
about 1700, and settled in New Hampshire. Before the turn of the Nineteenth Century my great-grandfather had
moved his wife and children to New York and gone to farming near Keeseville. There my father was born in
1820; he lived to the age of eighty-four.
The AlIens, English, also out of New Hampshire, settled in Troy about 1795. My mother was born there in
1821. She was a graduate of the Troy: Female Academy, later the Emma Willard School, and lived to enjoy the
distinction of being its oldest alumna. She died in 1912 in her ninety-second year.
*
Quite the most distinguished member of my family was a great-uncle of my mother’s. He enjoyed during his
later years a singular fame that is hardly diminished today—a fame that no other American has quite equaled.
That is an extravagant claim, but I believe no one will refuse the honor to the man who has personified his
country for a century and a quarter.
Chinese who have never heard of George Washington know the long face and lanky figure of “Uncle Sam.”
Hindus who have never known about Abraham Lincoln are familiar with “Uncle Sam’s” scraggly chin whiskers
and striped pantaloons. Even in this country children who are too young to know their country’s heroes can
identify my Uncle Sam.
His real name was Samuel Wilson. His birthplace, like Homer’s, is disputed by several towns. He was
probably born either in Arlington, Massachusetts, or Mason, New Hampshire, in 1766. With an older brother he
moved to Troy in 1789, the year that city was incorporated, and established a brick yard. By 1805 they must have
been very prosperous, for in that year, with their brick works flourishing, the brothers advertised a new enterprise:
their slaughterhouse was prepared to “kill, cut and pack 150 head of cattle per day.”
Enduring fame began to settle upon Samuel Wilson during the War of 1812. While troops were encamped near
Albany a man named Elbert Anderson got the contract for supplying them with barreled pork and beef, and on
every barrel were stamped the letters “U.S. | E.A.”—for the United States and Elbert Anderson. Many of these
barrels came straight from the Wilson packing house; and when anyone asked what the initials stood for, the
common, if facetious, answer was:
“What! Don’t you know Uncle Sam Wilson? Uncle Sam’s a great patriot, and he’s feeding up the army to lick
the British.”
By the end of the war “Uncle Sam” was permanently established. Although newspaper cartooning was then all
but unknown, the rest of the country became familiar with his conventionalized appearance through the medium
of the stage; by 1825 he was a stock character. The earliest known published drawing labeled “Uncle Sam” came
out in the New York Lantern in 1852, and from then on, lean and fat, with and without whiskers, he was the
property of all cartoonists. Thomas Nast, the greatest of them, used him freely in Harper’s Weekly during the War
of the Secession.\fn{As the Civil War was known to many people then .} In the ’80’s when I met Nast in Colorado he
learned for the first time that “Uncle Sam” had a flesh-and-blood prototype in my great-great-uncle.
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Uncle Sam had to pay quite a price for his distinction: for forty years simple people, as well as many not so
simple, pestered him to set them up in business or, at the very least, to supply them with farms. But Samuel
Wilson came of tough stock. He lived until 1854, when I was eleven. A few years ago a fine monument was
erected to his memory in Mt. Ida Cemetery in Troy.
*
While my mother grew up as a “city girl,” my father had his boyhood on the farm. After completing the usual
country grade-school course, plus a year or two in a private academy in Plattsburg, he worked on the farm for a
few years. Then, before he was twenty, he started off to find a career of his own.
I know little about his next few years, except that he traveled around the country considerably; he went as far
west as the Mississippi, then the frontier, and I believe he sailed down it to New Orleans. Apparently Father came
back with more money than he had started with; for upon his return he opened a blacksmith and carriage-building
shop in Keeseville. He was competent and industrious, and soon after meeting my mother, when he was only
twenty-one, he was in a position to ask her to marry him. Their wedding took place on June 15, 1842.
Father always had his eyes open for new things. Soon after the daguerreotype process was discovered in 1839
he began experimenting with a camera of his own. But that was only a passing phase, a hobby. Perhaps Father
was too busy building wagons; but, whatever the reason, parts of the first camera ever owned by a Jackson came
into my hands as a toy when I was a very small boy. I hadn’t any real idea what the lens-box was intended for; but
I got the feel of a camera almost before I could walk.
It may sound foolish, yet I can’t help believing that this childhood experience helped to direct my life. An
undoubted influence was my mother’s gift with pencil and water-color. I can hardly remember the time when I
didn’t draw pictures. It was something without beginning—and is still without an end.
*
When I was about a year old I acquired another habit that I have never lost—traveling. In 1844 my father’s
business caused us to move south to Georgia, where we lived for some three years. By the time my Uncle Edward
arrived there from Mexico we were beginning to pull stakes to go back to New York State—perhaps the presence
of a husky young soldier to help us move had something to do with our departure at that precise time. At any rate,
we started north in the middle of winter, 1848.
I retain two impressions of our journey. One is of the little stern-wheeler that took us down the Chattahoochie
River; Uncle Ed carried me out on deck to show me the palmettos and the shining waters under the light of a great
full moon. The other has to do with the last two or three days of that trip, when we traveled by sleigh from
Whitehall up the gleaming surface of Lake Champlain to Plattsburg; I can still hear the horse’s shoes biting into
the ice.
For a year or so we lived in Plattsburg, and then Father bought a two-hundred-acre farm about halfway
between there and KeesevilIe, my birthplace. The house in Peru Township, from what I can remember of its
architecture, was of the Dutch-Colonial type, standing well off the road, up a lane of poplars.
My sharpest picture is of the kitchen, with my mother and the hired girl always stirring about with the cooking
and baking, or putting up jelly, or filling a tub with hot water to do the washing. There I played with my brother
Edward, eighteen months younger than I, and there my tiny sister Mary Elizabeth (born in 1849) was rocked in
her cradle.
*
It was the center of life, that kitchen, a room of ample size. Extending nearly the full width of the building, it
must have been close to forty feet long; its low ceiling made that dimension seem even greater, and a tall person
had to stoop a little in order to avoid the sagging strings of dried apples and shucked corn hung from the beams.
At one end of the room was a stove (which my father bought after we moved in), cupboards and shelves, and a
sturdy, wide-planked table, of pine or maple, at which we took our meals. At the other end of the kitchen stood a
smaller table, a tall “secretary” that all but scraped the ceiling, three or four rocking chairs topped with
antimacassars, and an old horsehair sofa demoted from the parlor.
This was really the family sitting room. Here my father checked his accounts and figured his seasonal needs.
Here, also, my mother would read to us after she had finished her evening’s work. I can remember the reading
lamp, with its steady, white flame. Elsewhere we used candles; but the lamp was always lighted after supper. The
fuel was camphine, a distillate of turpentine; kerosene was still unknown, and coal oil was just coming in.
In the middle of the kitchen rose the fireplace built of fieldstone. I am not sure how much we used the open
fire for cooking after the stove was bought; but my impression is that it always had at least one huge pot
simmering over the coals. I do know that all the baking was done in the oven that was part of it, and no bread ever
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quite equaled the big round loaves that came straight from the hot brick floor to the table.
No day passed that failed to yield a pastry of some sort. When bread was not being baked there might be
molasses cookies in the oven, or gingerbread, or, at the very least, a thick apple pie. My mother was an excellent
cook, and our food, if lacking great variety, was plentiful and nourishing.
We always had an abundance of milk and butter, and, except during the moulting season, all the eggs we could
use. Salt pork was the great staple everywhere in those days; but we had plenty of fresh beef, and sometimes
lamb. Chicken was a common dish on our table, and often, when Father could take time to do a little hunting, we
would have broiled partridge or rabbit stew or—when some friend had been gunning in the near-by Adirondacks
—venison steak.
Vegetables were abundant and delicious in summer; during the winter they were still plentiful, but not nearly
so succulent. Potatoes, turnips, onions, and cabbages we had with us always; but there were no fast trains rushing
Southern peas and asparagus, no refrigerator cars bringing California greens. Such “greens” as we ate between
September and June we had dried ourselves in the sun during the summer, or put up in jars and stone crocks.
You couldn’t get them in a can from the grocer, either. To begin with, there wasn’t any grocer, but a very
independent gentleman who ran a general store where you could buy horse liniment, tenpenny nails, brown sugar,
black thread, and coffee; that upright citizen had decided views about folks who bothered him with frivolous
demands. But even more to the point was the circumstance that the canning industry hadn’t yet been thought of.
The fruit you ate was the fruit you raised yourself or found growing wild in the meadows and along the
hillsides—apples, pears, plums, cherries, quinces, and the common berries. Peaches were almost unknown that far
north. Oranges were Christmas wonders fourid at the bottom of your stocking, while pineapples and bananas and
other true tropical fruits were as far removed from us small children as the kangaroo and the elephant.
It was while we lived on the farm that the marvel of the ages arrived-white sugar, in loaves. No doubt they had
been using it in New York and other large centers long before 1850; but Keeseville had never experienced “loaf”
sugar until it suddenly appeared on display at the general store. Up to that time coarse brown cane sugar had been
used on the table as well as for cooking; maple sugar was also in general use in up-state New York and Vermont,
where most people had their own sugar orchards. Men debated the new invention, women discussed it in practical
terms, and the children stared in silence or boasted that they had been given a taste. It was a great day when my
father came home with a snowy five-pound loaf.
*
Our farm was as busy as any, I am sure. Yet when asked to describe the details a few years ago, I was unable to
give much information about the work I performed as a small boy. For a moment I wondered whether my memory
hadn’t begun to slip. Then it struck me that I hadn’t forgotten—I just hadn’t done any work to speak of, and the
reason was that I was too young to be of any real use.
Apart from fetching firewood, gathering eggs from the barn, bringing in the cows at milking time, carrying
water for the haying hands, and running odd errands, there wasn’t much I was big enough to do. One job I do
remember. Leading to the highway, some three hundred yards from the door, was a lane or avenue of ancient
poplars. They must have been unsafe, for soon after we came to live there all of them had to be cut down. And
then the lane seemed nearer three thousand than three hundred yards long: it was my task to stack the fire-lengths
sawed from the poplar logs. Probably I did only a small part of the work, and I am sure I was paid in proportion to
my labor. My father rewarded me with a silver three-cent piece, bright and fresh from the mint.
For some reason I can’t very logically explain, another item of that period sticks in my mind. There was a
barn-raising at a near-by farm, and while the real work was going on half a dozen boys, myself included, played
the game of follow-the-leader. After we had clambered over beams and rafters for a time the leader dipped up a
cup of cider and polished it off. We all followed—a feat that was repeated a number of times. Just how hard the
cider was is a matter I couldn’t testify to now; but I know that my brother Ed had to be carried out to the family
conveyance. I wasn’t much better off myself. Since then I have sometimes wondered how it happened that we
ever got the chance to work up such a jag. I suppose the grown-ups were too busy to notice what we boys were
doing.
*
It was during our residence in Peru Township that I started my formal education, in a little one-room schoolhouse half a mile from home. There were no more than a dozen or fifteen pupils, and the teacher was a girl of
perhaps nineteen—who seemed very old indeed to us children. I recall no details of instruction in that first school;
but I remember that the teacher “boarded around”during the term. When it was our turn to have her she was
installed in the “minister’s room”—that tiny cubicle common to all early New England and upper New York
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farmhouses—and I remember how important I felt to have the fountainhead of all knowledge under the same roof
with me.
One other thing has stayed fixed in my mind: the school supply of firewood was furnished by the children’s
parents, and a pupil’s social standing was likely to be influenced by the quality of fuel his father contributed. One
load of green logs marked you and your family forever.
*
When I was about eight my father received a commission to set up a factory of some kind in Petersburg,
Virginia, and we moved south again. There were then four children in the family, my brother Fred having been
born in 1851.
Our stay in Petersburg was comparatively short; I know there was little time for school—a deprivation I
survived with no pain. My clearest memory of the South is of the little pickaninnies, who were my constant
playmates. I remember, too, the great tobacco plantations, with hundreds of Negroes at work in the fields. I was
too young to understand that they were slaves; but when the War of the Secession began to brew I thought of
those black men and women again.
*
From Petersburg we moved to Philadelphia. Since we lived there for a year or more, I undoubtedly went to
school; yet Philadelphia’s contribution to my formal learning was so slight as to be forgotten now. One
extracurricular lesson was more vivid. In company with another little boy, I smoked my first cigar, a ferocious
black stogie we had purloined from the little tobacco-and-candy shop which my father conducted on the side. That
first cigar convinced me that I had no taste for tobacco; and, although I have tried everything from hookahs to
cigarettes, I still don’t care for smoking.
The fact that we ran a little shop in the front room of our house makes me think that this was a period of hard
times for my father. There were now five children in the family (my brother Frank was born in January, 1853),
and I am sure there was need for more money than father was then earning at his regular work of carriagebuilding. But before we left Philadelphia things must have picked up, for one day the entire family, all in our
Sunday best, went downtown to be daguerreotyped. You couldn’t be hard up and afford to have your picture taken
in those days.
It was soon after our visit to the photographer’s that I started out alone on the most wonderful journey of my
life.
*
I have marched off to fight in a war, bullwhacked over the plains while the Sioux and the Cheyennes were still
busy taking scalps, climbed unmapped peaks in the Rockies, and frozen my back teeth crossing Siberia in the
dead of winter; but no adventure of mine has ever provided excitement to equal that of my trip from Philadelphia
to Troy in 1853.
My parents, who were then preparing to move to my mother’s home town, decided that my schooling was in a
sorry state (as it undoubtedly was), and it was arranged that I should precede them and get a good start at the
beginning of the new term. My home, until the rest of the family should arrive, was to be with my mother’s older
brother, George Wilson Allen.
Several weeks before leaving Philadelphia I was taken to a tailor and measured for a suit of clothes—a
scandalous extravagance that cost my father eight dollars. But, if my pride in ownership is a valid consideration, it
was well worth it. There was also a fine new traveling cap to go with the outfit.
Even more dazzling than my clothes was the little trunk they bought for me. It was really no more than a box,
about thirty inches long and fifteen inches deep, but it was bound in brass and it had a padlock—the key didn’t
leave my pocket for months.
On. the day of my departure I was up at dawn and saw to it that everybody else was ready to start for the depot
at least three hours before train time. By “everybody” I mean the entire family: Father of course had to go to see
that I had my ticket and got on the right cars; my brother Edward, because he would not be denied; Mother,
because she was my mother; and the three youngest, Mary Elizabeth, Fred, and my baby brother Frank, because
Mother couldn’t leave them at home. A hired carriage came for us at the appointed hour, and seven Jacksons, one
brassbound trunk, and one brown-paper package of sandwiches departed for the railway station.
*
I don’t know what time the train left Philadelphia; but I do remember that it was well before noon. And almost
as soon as we puffed out of the sheds I opened my lunch; it was the first time that I had ever not had anyone to tell
me what to do—or when not to do it. After eating as much as I could I began to enjoy the scenery. The
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countryside between Philadelphia and New York isn’t particularly stimulating even today; but to me, aged ten and
on my first independent expedition, all of it was entrancing.
Even the car I rode in was a thing to excite me. What did I care if the seats were hard and straight-backed, or if
the trucks rattled and jolted my kidneys at every joint of the rails? It was adventure. The only thing like it today is
a trip from the Battery to the Bronx on the Third Avenue El in New York.
Of course, at that time the Philadelphia trains didn’t go right into New York City. That didn’t happen until
almost sixty years later, when the Pennsylvania Railroad finished its tunnel under the North River. In 1853 the
tracks ended on the Jersey shore, and all the passengers for New York took a long ferry ride across the harbor. At
the time of my first arrival in Manhattan there wasn’t quite as much. to see as there is today—no great liners
coming up through the Narrows, no Statue of Liberty on Bedloe’s Island, and not a single skyscraper. Castle
Garden (now the Aquarium), where Jenny Lind\fn{ She had been nicknamed “The Swedish Nightengale” by the press, and was
perhaps the first truly international “celebrity.” } had sung only a year or two before, was the most striking object on the
shore’s edge, and the tallest structure was the steeple of Trinity Church, then newly rebuilt. A quarter-mile farther
up Broadway the spire of St. Paul’s could be seen.
*
I was provided with a letter of instructions, and, tiny trunk on shoulder, I found my way without difficulty from
the ferry slip to the Albany boat. The trip up the Hudson began well before dark, and for several hours I stood out
on deck and took in the scenery—the departing shore of Manhattan, low beyond the wake of the steamboat as it
plowed upstream; the nearing shore of New Jersey sheer and high, as we swung out into mid-channel. As we
proceeded, the shore on both sides grew higher and more wooded, while the stream grew wider and wider. These
many-currented, broadening waters were no river—we were sailing out into a new, unexplored sea!
People have asked me about the river boats of that era. Now, I have gone down Long Island Sound on an army
transport, seen many more on the Potomac during the War of the Secession, crossed and recrossed the Mississippi,
and sailed up and down the Missouri—always on some sort of “river boat.” Some of them I remember well,
others I have forgotten, and that Hudson River boat, while far from forgotten, just doesn’t stand out sharply. I
wouldn’t trust my own description of it today, except for two or three things: it was, of course, a side-wheeler; it
made a great deal of noise; it shook all over; it had a pair of perilously tall smokestacks (braced by wires fastened
to cleats on the deck); and it threw out immense clouds of black smoke.
I can’t remember much about the accommodations. When it had grown too dark to see the shore I went into
what was probably called the Grand Saloon Cabin and ate the rest of the food I had carried with me from
Philadelphia. Immediately afterward I curled up on my bunk and slept soundly until daylight.
*
When the boat docked in Albany next morning I realized for the first time that I was quite alone in the world—
the day before I had been an explorer, but now I wanted breakfast and my mother to give it to me. I followed the
other disembarking passengers onto the boat landing, where a kind gentleman, observing that no one was present
to meet me, offered his assistance. I told him I wanted the stage to Troy. He told me where to go, and soon I was
on my way, with the trunk fastened on top.
Today you hardly know where Albany ends and Troy begins, but then it was a six-mile drive through open
country. I reached my uncle’s house in time for dinner, which in 1853 came at high noon. Before that first meal
ended I suspect that Uncle George and Aunt Ellen had begun to repent their bargain in taking me to live with
them; having eaten no breakfast, I piled into my victuals like a woodchopper.
The months I lived at my uncle’s were, on the whole, pleasant months for me. George Allen was kind and just,
but he was a stricter man than my father. He was a more settled man, too, and the business of conducting a retail
market had taught him to be methodical—and to expect others to be governed by his own desire for order. Every
evening Uncle George returned home with the day’s receipts tied up in a canvas bag. And every evening after
supper, regular as the grandfather clock in the hall, he would go to work on his books.
That is something I remember very well, for it was my double duty to count the cash and give Uncle George
the exact amount in dollars and cents—no mean mathematical feat, since at that time specie was still rare, and a
large proportion of the coinage in circulation was foreign. Spanish pesetas, French francs, English shillings, and
Mexican dollars were as familiar as American silver and equally acceptable as currency. Sometimes, when I
wanted to do something else, I found this clerking tedious. But usually I found it quite stimulating.
At that time it was customary for the boys in school to make up their own problems, instead of having
examples assigned from a book by the teacher. Most pupils came in with practical situations, like the area of a
wheatfield, or the cubic capacity of a barn. Some of the more unpleasant boys even arrived at school wanting to
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know how many days it would take three and a half men to build a house and a half, if six and a half men could
finish one in a week and a half—or something of the sort. I proudly presented problems in foreign exchange, and
the answers were always right. My uncle saw to that.
*
Schooling began in earnest almost as soon as I reached Troy. It was the old Fourth Ward School that I entered
—a three-story brick building, furnished with all the latest equipment. We had the new “assembly” desks, similar,
at least in structural principle, to the kind still used; that is, they consisted of a desk screwed to the floor, with the
seat hinged to the desk behind, and so on, row upon row. Apart from undoubted slight departures in detail, there
was one major difference: the desks of today are individual, while the ones of my time were two-seaters. The
teacher’s desk was on a platform up front, of course—but the teacher I remember best was usually around in the
back of the room somewhere.
Mr. Brooks, a tall, lank man with black hair that flowed to his collar, prowled the aisles with a catlike tread,
ready to pounce on one of us poor little chickens. Best of all he liked to catch a boy chewing gum; when he did he
got a headlock with one arm, while the forefinger of his free hand expertly probed the culprit’s mouth and never
failed to dislodge the hated wad.
But Mr. Brooks, for all his zeal, couldn’t wipe out the practice he so detested. Spruce gum was less a vice than
a cult. All the boys chewed it—you needed only a spruce tree and a jackknife to keep yourself supplied—and
there was an endless rivalry among us to see who could most quickly convert the sap from hard, grayish flakes
into the smoothest purple gum. It took half a day’s persistent chewing to gain the desired consistency, so it would
have been clearly impossible to finish the job entirely out of school hours.
Around the schoolroom walls hung steel engravings and lithographs. George Washington was the most
frequent subject, and in one classroom or another he could always be found—crossing the Delaware, wintering at
Valley Forge, or delivering his Farewell Address (which, by the way, was often used by prize speakers in
contests). I remember, too, the stem countenance of Daniel Webster, who was still a very live hero in New
England and along the Hudson although he had been dead for a full twelve months. There was also a shining new
portrait of President Franklin Pierce, handsome and young, who had been inaugurated only that year.
If anyone should wonder about room for all those pictures, one answer is that wall blackboards did not exist.
Easel blackboards were the very latest thing when I started school in Troy.
There was no globe in that schoolroom, and I am not sure that we studied geography. Of history lessons I can’t
be sure either; but writers of textbooks on the American theme flourished in that day (I have since learned, while
digging up information in various libraries), and it is a reasonable guess that we were given at least a sketch of our
country’s progress. Arithmetic I have already mentioned; it was my best subject.
The worst in every way was public speaking—“declamations,” I think we called it. In after life I have made a
few speeches and I never particularly minded getting up before my audience when I had something I wanted to
say; but as a boy my most dreadful experience was that long, solitary walk dom the aisle on Speech Day to deliver
the words some great man had spoken or written down before me. Yet I recited them: Daniel Webster and William
Cullen Bryant, Whittier and Longfellow, even that long-forgotten poet Joel Blarlow.\fn{ American poet and patriot
(1754-1812).} There is still another whose name I cannot recall—but who will ever forget Casabianca?\fn{The title
(and hero) of a poem written in 1829 by one Felicia Hemans, a favorite of schoolmasters who encouraged its recitation—Tom Sawyer
memorized it—and perhaps most famous for the following stanza: “The boy stood on the burning deck.” }

We had intensive lessons in writing. Good penmanship was indispensable if a young man wished to get along
in the world, and no subject was taught with greater care. We practiced on slates; but our “exhibition pieces” were
written with pen and ink on fine paper. My own hand was never exceptional, but it was passable. Today there is
nothing for which I am more grateful, for I have a collection of notebooks, journals, and diaries that would fill
twenty printed volumes, and I would now be much handicapped if they were not readily legible.
The art of reading—the first and presumably the most important of the traditional three R’s—was never a
difficult one for me. I always had enough curiosity about things in general to dig for myself, which, since I never
attended school after I was fourteen or fifteen, has been a very lucky thing for me. Although I read few books of
any consequence as a boy, I found that I did read with pleasure when interested.
In recent years many people have asked me whether my school used the famous McGuffey’s readers. The
answer is: No. I was not taught to read in the McGuffey manner. Today McGuffey\fn{ William Holmes McGuffey
(1800-1873) pioneer American educator.} seems to be something of a god; but when I was a boy he was an upstart
educator from Ohio. At least, the more conservative sections of the East still viewed his innovations with
profound suspicion, if not with horror.
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Playgrounds in the modern sense did not exist when I went to school, but that didn’t mean we lacked space for
our games and squabbles. There was a vacant lot almost next to the school, and after the final bell we dashed over.
The game I best remember was the still-popular one-o’-cat, two-o’-cat, a kind of scrub baseball, with each batter
staying in until put out, then retiring to right field and working his way back to the plate, as other batters go down.
Ducks-and-drakes was also a favorite, and so was our simpler version of the game which now seems to be known
as gangsters-and-G-men. In the winter, of course, we had coasting, skating, anq shinny. And if we never saw the
kind of hockey that is played now in Madison Square Garden, we never saw headguards and shin protectors
either. One point on which I can fully trust my memory is that our home-made shinny sticks laid open a scalp just
as effectively as the best professional hockey stick in use today.
*
“There’s snow on Jacob Street Hill!”
That cry, and not the calendar, heralded the real coming of winter. Within an hour of the first flurry of the year
scores of boys and girls would come trooping, bright-eyed and pink-nosed, and before the ground was fully white
the first sleds were scraping over the dirt and striking sparks against the stones. Soon, if the snow continued, the
whole hill would be dotted with coasters, big boys and girls in their ’teens among them, and even a few growups.
One day, after a long cold spell, with the snow crunching under foot and lightning fast beneath the runners, a sled
carrying three or four big boys started down just as a freight train pulled in over the tracks that crossed Jacob
Street well past the end of the grade. When the sled hit the bottom it was going too fast to stop. It flashed on, and
over the tracks—under one of the cars, and then out onto the ice-bound river, with the boys miraculously
unscathed!
*
Some time during my first year in Troy Mother and Father and the younger children arrived, and I naturally
left my Uncle George’s to live with them. I was already spending most of my spare time drawing, and Mother, a
talented water-colorist, gave me a copy of J. G. Chapman’s American Drawing Book. No single thing in my life,
before or since that day, has ever been so important to me. Up to that time I had drawn pictures with a burning
zeal, but with very little else to recommend them—even to myself. My houses were flat, my horses stood on stilts
(or were hidden up to their bellies in tall grass), my rivers ran up hill, and my men and women all had water on
the knee and on the brain.
From Chapman I first learned the mysteries of perspective, the rules of composition and design, the laws of
color values, and how to model. I discovered the technique of delineating man’s features—by copying and
recopying the heads of Apollo and George Washington. I learned how to draw the human body in bone and
muscle, and I found the way to give roots to my trees and how to bend them in the wind. And I learned how to
economize, to eliminate, and to suggest, as well as to emphasize. Years later I read the praises of another
Chapman;\fn{George Chapman, Elizabethan poet (1559?-1634).} but young John Keats owed no more to his Chapman
than I do to mine.\fn{A reference to George Chapman’s translation of Homer (completed in 1611), in memory of which the English
Romantic poet John Keats (1795-1821) write one of his most famous sonnets, “On Looking Into Chapman’s Homer” (1815). }
Our house on North Fourth Street had a good-sized back yard. Down at the end of the plot was a small twostory building, the ground floor of which was more than ample for our needs as storeroom, woodshed, and tool.
house. Upstairs was a fine big room. As soon as my parents saw the extent of my interest in drawing and painting
they turned it over to me for a studio.
Perhaps “studio” is a little pretentious; but if it means a place of study, then it is a good word to describe that
room at the end of the yard. There I worked and experimented. I had no teacher but myself and Chapman. But I
had a sound critic in my mother, and her judgment of my work was the detached appraisal of an artist, not the
foolish praise of an admiring parent. I have often wished that she might have given me more time—but time was
something she could not squander on one child, with five to care for and a home to run.
I drew or painted every day, and for a while I did almost nothing but landscapes, either real or imaginary. In
time I turned from water-colors to oils, and a year or so later I began to copy old portraits. I completed a family
gallery, including a likeness of Samuel Wilson. If that one should ever turn up again, I am sure no one could
recognize “Uncle Sam,” for my portrait showed him without the characteristic whiskers. Uncle Sam never wore
them while I knew him, nor in the earliest cartoons; they were added by later artists, either because beards were
again in fashion or because chin whiskers were taken to be the trademark of any solid, homespun citizen.
*
My biggest problem in the early days was not so much artistic as economic—to keep myself supplied with
materials. I started to cast about for a job, and since I was willing to work for very little, I found one.
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That was in the summer of 1855, when I was twelve. My father had developed a considerable activity in local
politics—a little later he was elected Supervisor of the Fourth Ward—and among his influential friends was a
junior partner in the law firm headed by the venerable Judge Gould, who was persuaded to hire me as a vacationtime office boy. My day began at eight o’clock, and I worked until five or later, running errands, carrying mail to
and from the post office, finding reports, and copying outgoing correspondence with a letter press. It was hard
work for a boy; but I was earning money—two dollars a week—to buy paints and brushes with.
The following summer I found a job that paid me even better. One of my numerous Wilson cousins was a
printer, and he needed a boy to help him. I learned to fold and straighten paper, to turn a hand-press, and even to
do a little typesetting. It was all a valuable experience, and I earned three dollars a week besides. The only trouble
was that I had no time at all for my painting.
I don’t know exactly how old I was when I made the most important discovery of my life—that it was possible
to do the thing I most wanted to do and get paid for it as well. My great enlightener was a druggist named Johnson
(whose son Ira later came to work for me, when I opened my photographic studio in Omaha). But I don’t want to
give the impression that Mr. Johnson was a mellow philosopher and an unselfish molder of thought—that
wouldn’t be fair to Mr. Johnson. On the contrary, he was a hard-headed chemist in need of some display cards,
neatly hand-lettered and enriched with tasteful curlicues in blue, red, and gold. He also wanted them cheap, and
that is why he and I were able to strike a bargain.
If Druggist Johnson had been the proprietor of a modern establishment, he might have kept me on doing
piecework for years. But in the ’50s a drug store wasn’t a place where you could buy everything from hamburgers
to lawn mowers. You went there for your dyspepsia pills or your lung tonic, or to get a prescription compounded.
With such a limited field of merchandise Mr. Johnson didn’t need me very long. Yet I left with a knowledge worth
far more than the few dollars I earned. All I had to do was find more customers for my wares, and then I could go
on painting forever.
At that time (and for many years afterward) window screens were more than mere utilitarian barriers to
houseflies and mosquitoes. They were the medium for displaying some of the most astonishing pictorial art ever
known to man. As you walked along Fourth Street on a summer’s day every open window cried aloud for
admiration. Here were Mr. Jones’s parlor windows parading the virtues of home life among the Romans; there
were Mrs. Smith’s testifying to her travels through the Black Forest and an idyllic honeymoon on Lake Lucerne;
just beyond, Dr. Robinson’s eloquently bespoke his love of grazing cows, old mills, and waterfalls. It was a
wonderful world—and a live market for a boy who could create it.
I got all of the window-screen business I could take care of—by underselling my professional competitors. My
usual fee, which had to cover the cost of paint and wear and tear on brushes, was fifteen cents a screen; however,
once in a while I screwed up my nerve to the point of charging a quarter if the screen turned out to be
exceptionally large. If I made a profit I don’t remember it; I feel safer in saying that I plowed every cent right
back into the business.
I must have pleased my patrons, for word-of-mouth advertising brought orders in other fields: window cards
for merchants, placards announcing church sociables, posters for political rallies. (In 1856 the Republican Party,
spiritual successor to the exhausted Whigs, first appeared in national politics. At thirteen I took part in the
campaig to elect that brave soldier and renowned explorer John C. Fremont. But although I marched in several
procession attended a great mass meeting, and saw to it that a few pumpkins were made into jack-o’-lanterns for
window decorations, Colonel Fremont and his running mate, Dayton, went down to defeat. The man who rescued
the Republican Party four years later was still practicing law out in Illinois.
My first “big” commission came from the local theater where we were occasionally regaled with a minstrel
show, a reading from Hamlet or King Lear, or perhaps a thriller like Mis. Stowe’s new play Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
My opportunity came with the production of an “oriental phantasy” called Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves. I was
charged with the major duty of painting a row of man-sized oil jars on the back-drop—for which I was paid a
whole dollar, as I recall. In addition, I received a hearty slap on the back from the stage manager. The approval of
this great man was reward beyond rubies.
*
In the early months of 1858, either just before or just after my fifteenth birthday, I really became launched on
my career. But I certainly had no realization of it at the time. All I knew was that C. C. Schoonmaker, Troy’s
leading photographer, was busy enough to employ my services as a piecework retoucher and that my handiness
with pen and pencil could earn me three or four dollars a week.
Before telling about my work in Mr. Schoonmaker’s River Street studio I think I should first put in a few
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words about the processes and technics of photography in those prewar days. Daguerreotypy, first commercially
practiced in the United States in 1840, was the art of sensitizing a silver-surfaced copper plate with sublimated
iodine; exposing the plate through a lens; developing the latent image with mercury fumes; fixing the image in a
bath of hyposulphite of soda; washing the plate in distilled water; delivering the finished plate, properly encased,
to the customer—and collecting your money. This “negative” was, of itself, the positive; and there was no way to
make extra prints except by additional exposures. When, during the early ’50s, the new collodion wet-plate
process began to supersede the daguerreotype method it became possible not only to make multiple prints from
any given negative but to duplicate the many daguerreotypes already in existence.
As soon as people found that they could buy more and better pictures for less money they flocked to the
studios, and a competent photographer was always up to his neck in work. My part in Schoonmaker’s work was
sharpening and improving certain details of his prints with India ink and “warming them up” with water colors;
the paper then used almost always produced photographs of rough appearance, and retouching was indispensable.
I was never an “operator” (that is, a cameraman) during those first years. Nevertheless, I was in a position to learn
a lot about photography—knowledge which served me later.
For portrait work we used a single large box camera built to accommodate plate holders of various dimensions.
Lenses were excellent. There were no shutters. Exposures were made by uncapping the lens, while the subject,
head firmly clamped to a supporting rod, literally stopped breathing for ten to thirty seconds. Contact prints
(prints the same size as the negatives) were the usual thing; but enlargements, though not always satisfactory,
could be made with a “solar camera.” Equipped with a condensing lens, this enlarging machine was housed on the
roof, where natural light was strongest.
Those were good pictures that Schoonmaker made in Troy. One thing that helped was the patience of the
sitters. Possibly a generation of men and women previously accustomed to being painted for posterity and their
own pleasure could sit more composedly than most of us are able today. Besides, the camera was still a novelty.
Remember that photography, as distinguished from daguerreotypy, was less than ten years old.
*
During these years I took no more notice of the contemporary world outside than any other average boy of
fifteen or sixteen. Perhaps I was even less aware than most, for I had what very few boys of that age possessed—
an absorbing profession that left me little time for extraneous matters. Yet certain things were bound to take my
attention and rivet themselves fast to my mind.
From the summer of 1858, for example, two things stand out.
In July the famous Lincoln-Douglas debates began. I followed them closely, and it was a real personal blow
when, some months later, the Illinois legislature re-elected the Little Giant to the United States Senate. I must add
that I had only slight knowledge of the merits of the case. But Lincoln was already something of a hero to me. He
had been a “favorite son” at the 1856 Republjcan Convention. And hadn’t I “worked” for Fremont, the choice of
that same convention?
It is interesting now to look back on those debates. Today Lincoln’s speech about “a house divided against
itself” is treasured as a jewel of persuasive eloquence. But at the time many people regarded it as cheap political
oratory, designed (as it surely must have been) to serve an immediate need. Douglas made mincemeat of it.
The other epochal event of that summer was the successful laying of the Atlantic cable. Just twelve months
before, after years of preparation, the cable had parted almost as soon as it was down. But in August of 1858
actual telegraphic communication tied England to the United States. Queen Victoria exchanged greetings with
President Buchanan, and everybody rejoiced. We could hardly realize that New York and London were as close to
each other as Troy was to Albany.
In some ways we were even more impressed by the first overland mail from California. In October came the
unbelievable news that letters from San Francisco had been received in St. Louis only twenty-four days after
posting. A bare half-dozen years before, three or four months, by way of the Isthmus of Panama, was the best
anyone could hope for; and now, proved beyond doubt, the Eastern seaboard was scarcely a single month
removed from the West Coast.
The early dreamers had not been wrong: a nation spanning the continent was no longer an impractical
speculation—it was accomplished. As if to prove it, Oregon Territory in the remote Northwest achieved its
population quota at that precise moment, and early in the next year it was admitted to the dignity and
responsibility of statehood.
*
Surely the most dramatic occurrence of 1859 was the insurrection at Harpers Ferry. Since that autumn day
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when John Brown armed a group of Negroes and made his abortive and pathetic gesture, books have been written
about him, poems have been recited, songs have been sung, and many men have died in battle.
I don’t know whether John Brown was an evangelist or a mere agitator. I don’t know whether he deserved the
hangman’s noose he got so quickly, and I don’t know whether he speeded up the great conflict to which he played
a violent prologue or just got in its way. All I know about John Brown is that every sensible man I listened to at
the time shook his head and set him down as an unfortunate crank.
But the great event of 1859 had nothing to do with wars, communication lines, or the destiny of nations. It had
to do with something far more appealing—a hero.
All during the late spring every newspaper had carried long accounts of preparations by one Monsieur
Blondin\fn{Charles Blondin (1824-1897) French acrobat and tightrope walker. } to cross the Niagara River through the air.
This madman, so the papers said, would stretch a wire above the torrent and then, God willing, walk over it with
his own two feet. Some of the journals were cynical enough to suspect a hoax, but millions of men, women, and
children, along with at least one photographer’s assistant, awaited the scheduled crossing with faith, hope, and
anxiety.
Supporting the great majority was the New York Daily Tribune. On Tuesday, June 28, 1859, it carried the
following headline:

THE GREAT TIGHT-ROPE FEAT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CROSSING NIAGARA RIVER ON A CORD
The story described the preliminaries: how Blondin had sent the heavy tight-rope over the river with a light
wire, how he had trotted about high in the air to test it, how he had demonstrated his ability by rehearsing his walk
on a cable that hung above the suspension bridge which spanned the gorge, how thousands of tense watchers had
taken a holiday to watch all this. The crossing over the raging waters of the Niagara would take place two days
later.
On Thursday, June 30 the country stopped breathing, and on Friday, July 1, many thousands routed themselves
out of bed at dawn to read of death or victory. It was of victory that they read. The Tribune gave the story two
columns—“from our own correspondent”—and did M. Blondin the additional honor of eulogizing him in an
editorial. For a number of reasons that editorial has always interested me:
M. Blondin yesterday performed the daring feat of walking across the Niagara River, a short
distance below the cataract, on a tight-rope. During the trip, he indulged in various hair-rising
antics, and when at the middle dropped a line 150 feet to the steamer Maid of the Mist, drew up a
bottle of wine, drank it, tossed the bottle into the river, and went on his way rejoicing. Twelve
thousand people were there with the fond anticipation of seeing him tumble into the river, but were
disappointed. …

Even then we were not without our Byrds, our Lindberghs, and our American public.
*
As the fateful year 1860 dawned I was still a photographer’s “artist” and odd-job decorator in Troy, and
nothing was to happen to change my own private career for nearly twelve months to come. But the air was filled
with change. Local business and political associates of my father’s, visitors to the studio, farmers and merchants
in little knots at the bank, loafers along the streets, all breathed change. And I, not quite seventeen, listened
eagerly and indiscriminately.
When Abraham Lincoln, who had continued to grow as a national figure after his lost contest with Douglas,
delivered his Cooper Union speech late in February the effect was almost physical. The Republican Party, the sad
and puny baby born in 1856, had suddenly whooped lustily and kicked out with both feet.
I want to make it clear that I felt far more than I thought. I was the perfect partisan. I picked my side, and I
stuck to it. When the Democrats broke into two factions, one nominating Senator Douglas for President, and the
other Senator Breckinridge, I knew—because I was a Republican—that they couldn’t win. The fact that the
Republican Convention had a split of its own, an offshoot called the Constitutional Unionists, didn’t worry me at
all. The election was (even though the phrase was at the time hardly common) in the bag for Lincoln. There could
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be no remote doubt of that-I was a Lincoln man.
I did experience a brief moment of misgiving when I heard about the Chicago convention. Many people feared
that the Republican nominee might be ruined by the crackpot element in his camp. The convention hall had
swarmed with assorted fanatics: temperance zealots, who insisted upon a dry plank in the platform; prison
reformers, who saw a connection between their movement and slavery; spiritualists, who carried a direct mandate
from the ghost of John Brown; representatives of the new Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals;
survivors of the Know-Nothing Party, demanding a declaration against the Pope of Rome and all other foreigners;
phrenologists, mesmerists, snake-oil doctors, Y.M.C.A. secretaries, Bloomer girls, and Workers for the
Amelioration of the Condition of the Insane.
On top of all this, the convention had to deal soothingly with Susan B. Anthony and Mrs. Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, who were in Chicago militantly crusading, as always, for Women’s Rights—(“You talk about taxation
without representation. What about us? You’re going to free the slaves, and then the lowly black man will have a
vote. What about us?”)—to say nothing of the usual complement of politicians, each of whom wanted something
for his particular state, county, or township.
*
But my discouragement quickly evaporated in the excitement of the campaign, which was by far the most
intensely waged political battle that has been fought within my lifetime. Everybody seemed to take part—I
wonder now how there could ever have been enough people left over to listen to all the speeches or to watch all
the parades and torchlight processions. Of course, I can speak only for Troy; but such enthusiastic partisanship
could not have been merely local. .
Elsewhere men must have fought fiercely for Breckinridge or Douglas. In places like New York and Baltimore
sentiment may have been evenly divided between one or the other and Lincoln. But Troy, as nearly as I could tell,
was heavily for the Railsplitter.
I remember the night before election eighty years ago as well as I know my name. There was a tremendous
procession, led by a band playing Yankee Doodle, John Brown’s Body, The Star Spangled Banner, and many
nameless marches of the day. Immediately following the musicians marched a large company of men dressed in
black capes and shiny black caps; these were the “Black Republicans,” part of an informal organization that had
spread all over the North after the opposition had sneeringly coined the epithet to describe their foes. The parade
grew as it proceeded through town, and by the time it had climbed University Hill, site of Rensselaer Polytech-nic
Institute, there must have been three or four thousand men and boys in line. Almost every marcher carried a
torchlight and a bundle of Roman candles, while flags and banners fluttered all along the line.
When we reached the campus, on the crest of the hill, the Roman candles were set off, and the city below was
lighted in a blaze of glory that I have never seen equaled. When I started home some time after midnight the
torches were still flaming beneath the trees, and from a little distance the whole scene had that artificial quality
which bright lights always create when thrown against shrubbery at night. But it was all very real then and still is
today.
*
Election Day was then, as now, a general holiday. But Schoonmaker’s portrait studio was open as usual—a lot
of people would be in from the country, and it was sure to be a good day for business. I was still four years away
from my first vote, and since I had a lot of work to do I never saw any of the polling places in action. Late that
night, however, when telegraphic returns began coming in, I was downtown in the thick of the excitement. A man
with a megaphone reported the bulletins as they arrived. With each announcement of votes for Lincoln the crowd
yelled and stamped in wild approval. With every tally for Breckinridge or Douglas, or, occasionally, for Bell, the
Unionist, groans went up. Or so it seemed to me. Surely there were many people out in the street who had voted
against Lincoln—but I was a Lincoln man, and I could hear no applause for the opposition.
When two o’clock came it seemed likely that Abraham Lincoln of Illinois and Hannibal Hamlin of Maine were
elected. I went home exhausted, but happy in the belief that my candidates had won.
Next morning when I woke up I had a severe sinking spell. What if Lincoln hadn’t made it? Life under the
tyranny of a slaveholder, or any other Democrat, would be unendurable. I could eat no breakfast, but must hurry
down to the newspaper office to learn the truth. There I found, to my intense relief, that Lincoln was safely in.
In December President Buchanan, that unhappy man who still strove wretchedly to maintain peace until his
term of office should expire on the fourth of March following, issued his message on secession. The South, stated
the President, had no legal right to withdraw from the Union; but, on the other hand, the Federal Government
possessed no power to prevent secession.
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While the nation pondered this confusing doctrine South Carolina seceded.
*
This crisis hardly attracted my attention. Something much more important was happening to me: I was
beginning a new job in a new town.
One day a month or so after election Frank Mowrey, a photographer of Rutland, Vermont, called at the studio
to visit his friend Mr. Schoonmaker. After an exchange of amenities Mowrey stated the reason for his visit. He
was looking for a capable “artist” and hoped that Schoonmaker, since he lived in a much larger town and knew
everybody, could recommend a likely candidate. Mr. Schoonmaker said he had a young man who did quite a lot of
brush-and.pencil work for him and offered to arrange a meeting. The upshot of it was that Mowrey engaged me, at
$6 a week, to go to work for him. I raced home with the exciting news, and a short while later moved to Rutland.
I was still not a photographer. But while busy with my retouching I learned more and more about the camera
and the art of processing plates and making prints. I also began to pick up a store of knowledge concerning the
economics of photography, and with it some very practical hints on pleasing the customers.
“Whole-plate” portraits (those made with the standard camera using plates six and one-half by eight and onehalf inches) normally ran from $2.50 to $5, depending upon the finish, style mounting, etc. With my assistance,
for a small extra sum those whole-plates could now be had in full color. Many persons ordered them. When
occasional customers demanded more exotic backgrounds than the portal columns and tasseled draperies of the
studio, we had the means for transporting them to Niagara Falls, the pyramids of Egypt, or the ruins of Athens. I
furnished the transportation.
But such specialties would never have supported the studio. For every whole-plate photograph, tinted or
untinted, with or without the pyramids or the Parthenon, we sold a dozen quarter and half sizes. Ambrotypes
(images on glass, rendered positive by a black backing) and tintypes (pictures made on black japanned sheet iron)
brought in a substantial revenue. But most important of all were the immensely popular cartes-de-visite.
According to Robert Taft, author of Photography and the American Scene, the best history of the art I have
read, the carte-de-visite was introduced in 1857 by the Duke of Parma, when he caused his portrait to be printed
on his visiting cards. I am sure that Mr. Taft is correct; but in my part of the world I never knew those pictures to
be so used. They were simply small photographs mounted on thin, round-cornered cards measuring about two and
one-half by four inches. They were the sort of picture you had made by the dozen—because they were so
inexpensive—to be given to your friends. You also mailed them to people; they were the only pictures small
enough to be contained in a letter, and anything larger had to be sent by express.
*
It would be natural to assume that our big rush of business came on Saturdays. But such was not the case. The
general half-holiday to which all of us are now accustomed was unknown in my youth. Stores stayed open until
ten o’clock (or eleven, or twelve); office workers, who normally shut their books at five-thirty or six, were lucky
to get out no more than an hour later than usual. So Saturday afternoon and evening, instead of being a time for
amusement and light occupation, found nearly everybody except the photographers working a little harder and a
little longer.
But what the Mowrey studio lost one day it gained the next—we caught them on Sunday after church. It was
all a touch sub rosa; but everybody knew where Mr. Mowrey could be found after the recessional. And what
could have been more convenient than a photographer who was ready to uncap his lens while you were still
arrayed in your silk-lapeled frock coat and best stove-pipe hat? The ladies liked it too: at the close of the morning
service their finest ruffles were still freshly starched, their side-curls still precisely set, and their back hair still
smoothly netted. And so everybody was satisfied—except, possibly, the local ministers. But that is something I
would hardly have known about, for I was never an active churchgoer.
Such time as I had away from my work I preferred to spend sketching and painting. Yet I was no hermit. I
liked to be with boys and girls of my own age, and not very long after my arrival in Rutland I began to find
myself welcomed into the homes of the town. I lived on Center Street with a family named Fisher, an elderly
couple with a middle-aged daughter who taught school. Miss Fisher saw to it that I met young people, and my
life, even on a tiny salary, was thoroughly happy.
*
During all of my first year in Rutland I worked for six dollars a week, and it was enough to live on decently.
The Fishers’ total income could not have been large, and these kind people were pleased to have a sober, steady
boarder who paid them $3.50 a week.
That sum covered everything—room, food, and laundry—and if my manner of living was not lavish, it was
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always exactly as good as the Fishers themselves enjoyed. I had no expensive tastes (if only for the reason that I
could not afford to acquire any). Before the War the finest coat in Rutland—made to measure, of course—could
be purchased for $25. Handmade boots of best quality calf cost no more than $10, while ordinary cow-hide
working footgear was available at two or three dollars a pair. (I sometimes wish that those close-fitting,
comfortable high boots were worn today; but then I remember the hooks and jacks that had to go with them and
forget the whole thing.) Good shirts cost seventy-five cents, or were made for you, along with your underwear, by
your mother.
Smoking cost me nothing, because I didn’t like it. Liquor, except on rare occasions, was another extravagance
that left my purse intact. Plays were rare. The most costly dissipation was hiring a livery-stable rig and taking
your girl for a Sunday drive and supper at some roadhouse. And I was spared the drain of such Babylonish luxury
for the simple reason that I had no girl—yet.
My pleasures, apart from painting, were found almost entirely in the homes of friends. Little suppers were the
usual thing, or, under the sternest chaperonage, hay-rides with picnic lunches. The usual hour for breaking up a
party (unless it was a Thanksgiving dance) was a quarter of ten. All the girls had to be in by ten, and if the nineforty-five departures were not made on the dot, the father of our hostess of the evening would be likely to come in
and wind the clock. No one could stand around chattering after that.
*
The problems of my own development overshadowed everything else during the turbulent days of ’61; but I
would have been an uncommonly stupid boy had I succeeded in missing entirely the great tragedy then unfolding.
It was one of those times that may come once or twice in a man’s life—when events are so positive that every
living soul knows he is involved in the universal drama.
Rutland was far removed from the center of the stage. But up in the hills of Vermont we missed no implication
when Senator Jefferson Davis of Mississippi solemnly resigned his office late in January. And when, on March 4,
Lincoln became President the part of his inaugural address we noted was not,
“We are not enemies but friends.” What struck us was the sentence,
“No state upon its own mere motion can lawfully get out of the Union.”
*
Yet we were not prepared for a war—nor able to recognize one after it started. When, upon that Sunday in midApril, we learned that Major Anderson had saluted his flag and, drums beating, marched his battle-singed, hungry
troops out of Fort Sumter our first feeling was one of indignation. Noisy anger followed. The rascals would have
to be punished, well punished. A couple of weeks and a brigade or two would fix them. President Lincoln was
calling for 75,000 men. Probably the mere call would be enough. But we wouldn’t let them off with just a scare.
Not this time.
And so on Monday everybody in Rutland went back to work as usual. If our fine army wasn’t big enough,
those 75,000 new soldiers could handle the situation in South Carolina—and any other places where the flag was
not respected. But it still wasn’t war to us. We had all grown used to thinking of the struggle between North and
South as a clash of ideas instead of men.
By the end of April, after troops had been fired on by a mob in Baltimore, it was no longer a matter of sending
a punitive expedition to Charleston. The Confederacy was more than a theory. It was an existing condition that
must be wiped out. And so the cry became,
“On to Richmond!” But people—at least in upper rural New England—still saw no need to be upset.
*
The grim understanding that we were truly waging war I did not strike until midsummer. Then the impact was
tremendous. In the first direct engagement of troops General McDowell’s forces were repulsed, then routed. That
was Bull Run. Soon the cry changed to
“Down with Lincoln!”
In the weeks that followed Bull Run I began to weigh the thought of enlistment. I exchanged numerous letters
with my parents. They hoped I would wait—there were enough soldiers, and Mother and Father thought it would
be a pity for me to give up a promising career unless the need should become more urgent. Mowrey offered me
the same advice. But perhaps I should have gone ahead and enlisted if another circumstance had not unexpectedly
deterred me.
*
In October the famous Orson Squire Fowler arrived in Rutland to give “readings.” Professor Fowler was the
great phrenologist of the day, and for a week nobody thought of photographs, nor, indeed, of anything else.
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Everybody sat at the feet of Fowler, and I was one of his most devoted sitters. Here is a portion of what that great
man wrote down after feeling the bumps on my eighteen-year-old skull:
You, Sir, have a noble head throughout … One side of your ancestors are nature’s noblemen … [You] are beginning to
be a little impaired in your digestion and nervous system, as well as circulation, yet if you take the proper care, you can
have the best health in the world … should knock about outdoors, skate, slide down hill, tear around, anything for
exercise, and remember, unless you do take care of your bodily powers, they will not be adequate to the development of
your head; so that your splendid talents will wane. Your largest organ is benevolence. I beg that you would cultivate
monetary grip, and learn the value of a dollar, even if you had to go to college to do it … You ought to be pitched right
in head-long into the river of business life, and told to sink or swim, as you choose, and made to do your own work [or
you] will hang on to father too long … Your mother lacked expectation so that you were born with too little spirit of
adventure, please cultivate it and also marry a hopeful light-hearted wife … Your love of the beautiful and perfect is
large, have really a fine imagination, are stylish and elevated in sentiment and conduct. You are noted for the classical
throughout your character in manners, in sentiment, in expression, in everything … You have great powers of thought,
as well as original cast of mind. You both plan on a large scale, and argue ably. Your talents run towards the purely
literary and philosophical rather than practical … Your mechanical genius is far above mediocrity, and will enable you
to draw, make, copy, anything you like, and give you excellence as a painter, perhaps even sculpture, for you are really
a genius, and no mistake.

My country’s need may have been great. But the career, perhaps the life, of an unmistakable genius was at
stake. I must make my decision, even though the choice pain me. I renounced war and rushed out to buy a pair of
forty-pound Indian clubs (the heaviest on the market): when the time came for genius to burgeon I would be
ready!
*
The War of the Secession droned on. In February, 1862, (when I was pretty well recovered from the lameness
brought on through using those miserable clubs) came the cheering news that Fort Donelson had fallen. General
Grant won his picturesque nickname of “Unconditional Surrender.” He was the man of the hour. People even
stopped damning Lincoln—for a few weeks.
Then in March we read the black intelligence of the sinking of the frigate Congress and the sloop-of-war
Cumberland by the terrible Merrimac, the first of the ironclads. The prompt arrival and success of John Ericsson’s
Monitor in Hampton Roads only partly allayed the consternation of the previous day. This was guerre à outrance.
When General McClellan was relieved as commander-in-chief it hardly increased public confidence in the
armies of the Union.
Late in April sentiment improved again. Admiral Farragut had just occupied New Orleans. But a few weeks
later this success brought forth a severe repercussion. General Butler, military governor of the district, not only
hanged a civilian but issued his famous Order Number 28. The ladies of New Orleans had been studiously
insulting Northern soldiers and officers, and to discourage their troublesome behavior Ben Butler decreed that
thereafter any woman so apprehended should be “held liable to he treated as a woman of the town plying her
avocation.”
The entire South instantly shrieked that Order Number 28 (which was never intended or used as license to
molest the ladies of New Orleans) perfectly expressed the character of all its enemies. Not only did Butler become
the involuntary model for Southern art work on certain intimate forms of chamber crockery then in universal use,
but the deep effect was to unify still further all the rebel states. (Even in Rutland, so far from any line of battle, we
learned the importance of a sound morale. Although we had no army, we had a provost marshal, whose principal
duty was to ferret out such subversive influences as might come to light in a remote country town. That officer
found no spies and no plots; but he did find some dangerous music. Upon his recommendation such “depressing”
songs as Tenting Tonight and When This Cruel War Is Over were no longer sung.)
In June Robert E. Lee was assigned to command the Confederate forces near Richmond, and toward the end of
the month the Army of the Potomac, under McClellan, advanced against the Southern capital. The fighting that
followed—the bloody Seven Days’ Battle—was another blow to the North: McClellan was driven back down the
Peninsula to Harrison’s Landing on the James River.
On July 1, President Lincoln called for 300,000 additional troops to serve three years. If there had been any
lingering doubt that the country was at war, or that I was needed to fight for it, all uncertainty was now dispelled.
I began to wind up my affairs in Rutland.
Response to the President’s call was so lagging that he issued another early in August. This time the term of
service was designated as only nine months. But there were teeth: in such States as should not fill their quotas of
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men by August 15 a draft would be instituted.
There was in Rutland an organization known as the Light Guard; but up to this time, although part of the State
Militia, it had been a social club rather than a strictly military body. Now, in response to the appeal for more
soldiers, its members voted to offer their services to the Government as a unit.
On Monday, August 18, 1862, I presented myself to Captain Levi G. Kingsley and applied for membership in
the Rutland Light Guard. An extract from my notebook, dated the same day, will show how I felt—or, at least,
how I thought I felt—at the time:
I had previously made up my mind to enlist. God knows that the country needs men, and I regard it as the duty of every
able bodied man, who can possibly do so to enlist at once, the sooner the better and it is better by far to enlist
voluntarily than to be dragged into the army a conscript. Nothing to me would appear more degrading; but I am glad
the draft has been decided upon. lt was plain to see that if we did not bring men forward, and rapidly too, we should
lose all we had won and more besides. An order for a draft will stimulate enlistment and it may be a draft can be
avoided in some parts of the country though in other and less patriotic portions they will wait until they are forced to go
—and then sullenly and unwillingly—a pest to their friends and a drawback upon the Government.

On Tuesday, August 19, I was elected a member of the Light Guard and signed the by-laws, “thus,” as
mynotebook records it, “involving myself effectually.” Two days later I went off to spend a week in Troy with my
family. It was always a pretty leisurely sort of war. …
160.38 Excerpt from Raleigh Westgate; or Epimenides In Maine\fn{by Helen Louise K. Johnson (1844-1917)}
Hamilton, Madison County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 10
Away down East, upon a crag that juts boldly out into the sea and slopes gently on the landward side, stands
one of the oldest dwellings in New England. Tradition mentions a year early in the seventeen hundreds as the date
of its founding, and thus recounts its story.
In 1694, when the French and Indians sacked the town that lay at the crag’s foot, a French priest of gentle mien
accompanied them, to shrive the parting souls of his countrymen. While the massacre was in progress, he visited
the little church and scrawled upon its Puritan pulpit a creed whose sentiments were as foreign as its language.
Piercing screams burst upon his ear as he ceased writing, and grew louder as he hurried to the door. Away from
the steps two Indians were dragging, by her long, brown hair, a beautiful young English girl, who, torn from her
dying mother’s arms, had sought refuge in the sacred edifice. As the black-robed form of the priest appeared, the
wretches dropped their prey. That evening the French soldiers carried the maiden with them, and their path
through the almost trackless forest was lighted for miles by the blazing homesteads of her kindred, none of whom
had escaped sword and tomahawk.
When the war was ended, the priest returned to the desolate village, and partly with broken English words of
sympathy, but still more with the cheery sounds of. saw and hammer, induced the scattered remnants of families
to rebuild their ravaged homes. For months, as workmen wrought under his direction, sounds of industry echoed
through the valley, and, at last, upon the loftiest portion of the crag’s head, a stone mansion, rambling,
picturesque, foreign, tall-towered, rose to front the sea. Wonderment was exhausted in regard to it, and then the
people settled the matter by exclaimiug:
“He’s a.s great as Benning Wentworth!”
There was nobody greater than he, except the king.
*
But the man himself put forth no lofty claims. For many years he lived in the beautiful chateau, a peacemaker
between the white man and the red. He began to totter with age, and could not come down to the little town that
was creeping toward the crag. One day he was missing, and those who could tep that they saw him carried on
board a foreign vessel that had made the port a few days previously, were eagerly listened to, although the town
was all agog with the news that Whitefield, the great preacher, had sailed in and the old priest sailed out.
For a year the house stood empty. At the end of that time, when a coach rolled up to the King George Inn,
something in the very crack of the whip seemed to tell the people that a new wonder was in store for them. A
young, dark-haired, foreign-spoken gentle-woman alighted, followed by a serving-maid who carried a mysterious
looking package of traveler’s comforts. A serving-man had descended nimbly from the top to assist them. The
boot of the coach was filled with the lady’s luggage, and its high back seats were occupied by four men who had
in charge an enormous wooden box. The box was less “guessed” but more wondered about when the driver told
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the landlord that “them men was light-house workmen, and had a lamp in that there box as big’s the tavern.”
As the darkness of the next moonless evening covered the chateau, from its central tower a powerful light
streamed forth, making every stone on the crag glisten, and sending a dazzling brilliance over leagues of sea.
Many a pilot that knew the coast as he had known his mother’s pantry when a boy, was thrown out of reckoning
by the sudden apparition.
“Portsmouth Lighthouse, by thunder! We must be off Neddick Ledge!” growled the old tar as the strange beam
touched him with its ghostly finger.
“Castle Crag’s afire, Cap’n!” shouted the boatswain of the stanch ship York, as with lowered sail she came
cautiously into harbor.
“Either that, or the sun has dropped anchor on Crag Head,” replied the captain, as in wondering silence each
man stood at his post while they brought the vessel to.
*
For years, in all seasons, that piercing, cheerful, tender eye shone out across the waves. When it was missed on
the blackest, stormiest night that had darkened all those years, the people were prepared for the news the morning
brought—that the old, gray-haired, foreign-spoken gentlewoman had sailed a darker sea amid the storm and
gloom.
Weeks slipped by. The quaint old serving man and maid had sailed for “foreign parts,” and the village had
accepted the darkness with a sigh, when the “up stage” brought in a gentleman-like fignre with a waxed mustache,
square-toed boots, dark-blue suit daintily turned back with satin, and faultless gloves. The stranger looked about
him with keen and kindly interest, visited the minister and the magistrate, stood long at the French lady’s grave,
for which he ordered a handsome but simple headstone, made several visits to the chateau, and then departed,
leaving the mysterious legend, À louer, upon a post of the grand gateway.
Captain Walter Westgate sailed into port on his good ship York, and the story reached his ears at once. He
remembered heanng his father tell how he had come into harbor the first night that the Crag lamp was lighted,
andd how he thought that Crag Head Castle was on fire. Captain Westgate brought home an iron-bound sea-chest
that bore the ghosts of all the odors it had ever imprisoned. It was currently believed that that same sea-chest was
so full of gold that only the ghosts of odors conld get beneath the lid, and even they stole out with a sigh into freer
air whenever the lid was lifted. .
It was soon rumored that part of the captain’s gold was to be used in renting the castle from the important old
French functionary who had come from Canada to be man of business and interpreter for the lady at Crag Head.
“Ef he hes the money, no one desarves it more,” said all the village. “He and his father afore him hev follered
the sea for sixty year, and, when the old cap’n was shot on his vessel’s deck in the Revolution, his blade of a son
tuk command and beat the British.”
So far tradition kept intact the story of Crag Head Castle and its inhabitants; with many a wierd addition, the
sailor-wife repeated it as she watched the storm, and the fisher-mother told it under her breath as she mended nets
by the evening fire. Their tale always ended with the return of that second Captain Westgate, who took possession
of the castle and soon, to the joy of all, revived the familiar light.
I, his great-grandson, take it up there, where tradition drops it.
*
With a new vessel under the old name, the third Captain Westgate left the port, and riches and honor heaped
themselves upon him until, in the war of 1812, he won renown. He came home to take his father’s place upon the
watch-tower on the crag, and to buy the castle.
Once more a son took the father’s place upon the bridge, but America’s carrying-trade was fast declining, and
her navy was no longer needed. The whale-fishery and ship-building, which had made life busy and exciting and
tragic in so many New England seaports, were becoming things of the past, and only the legend of some “poor
lone Hannah” remained to hint of the romance that had. gone down to the sea in ships.
So the stout captain resolved to return and live in Castle Crag, where his aged parents and his loving wife
awaited his coming, with me, his baby boy. My mother afterward told me with delight that, when she held me up
for my father’s kiss, he said:
“Esther, this little fellow shall never know a sheet-anchor from a main-brace. The whales have had plenty of
our blood and treasure; we’ll give the land-sharks a chance now. Raleigh, my boy,” he added, tossing me till my
mother screamed in fright, “you are named for a gentleman and a scholar, and, that is what you shall become.”
My father was in general no hero-worshiper, but for Sir Walter Raleigh he had so profound an admiration that
it was a relief to express it through the medium of his son. The following dictum had come across seas to my
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mother:
If it is a boy, name him Raleigh Westgate, not Walter Raleigh Westgate; no juniors for me.
Your affectionate husband,
Walter Westgate

And so my mother had carried me, for a baptismal name that was strange to all her family records, to the
curious font that was the pride of the parish. Tradition concerning it ran back almost to the old priest’s time, for it
was believed to have been the gift of one of the first settlers of Maine, who was governor of the English province
of Senegal, in Africa. It had been placed with great ceremony in the church that stood upon the site of the one
from which the priest had rescued the young girl, rebuilt, in great part, with money rrom Castle Crag.
*
And so it came to pass that I was born in Crag Head Castle, and found there a grandmother who believed in the
goody-stuffing method of bringing up the rising generation, a grandfather who took a second kindly nap when he
woke to discover me moving cautiously about to avoid the pitfalls that seemed to opeu as I looked through the
spectacles that restored to him something of his early vision.
“Then, Raleigh,” he would say, “I didn’t wait for the ‘Dead ahead, sir,’ in answer to my ‘Where away?’ when
the watch had shouted ‘Land, ho!’
I was my mother’s idol, and. my father stroked my head with a proud and loving touch. And yet I despised my
grandmother’s attempts to comfort my griefs with sweetmeats; I cared little for my grandfather’s wild tales of
adventure and of bloodshed; while the only stories my mother knew would please me were the legends of the
French priest and the fair young girl.
My real lullaby was the dash of ocean on our headland. My playmates were the sand-piper, the hermit-crab,
and the shell-fish stranded in his floating palace. My hiding-place was the tower-room, which once held the light
that had streamed across the waves and lighted in my ancestors and the daily fishermen for a length of time that it
dizzied my young brain to think of.
There were few fishers now, the lamp was all worn out, its light was gone, but on wild nights I fancied that the
burning sea (as I thought it) and the lightning playing about the tower were the wraiths of the dead lamp making
frantic efforts to relight it, and I thought that the thunder and the wind were their howlintgs and wailings because
they could not.
When I hid my face in my pillow my mother would tell me not to be afraid, that the thunder was God’s voice,
and that he held the lightning in his hand. I did not know how to tell her that I never thought of danger, and could
not understand why she tried to comfort me by what seemed so cruel. If God knew everything he must know that
the light was blown out, and he must be angry as well as the spirits. But, then, he must know the dear old lamp
was worn out and couldn’t burn. Perhaps, if my father was so rich, God wanted him to send away off and get the
same men that put it up to make it do so; but God must know that since my father bought all the land we didn’t
have as much money as we used to have.
*
As I grew older I saw that, though we talked rich, we acted poor. My mother sewed my clothes herself, and
they looked so queer that I hated to go on the errands that were once done by John. One day I overheard my
mother saying:
“Walter, what shall I do for a cap for Raleigh?”
“Do? Where’s the one I brought him from Portland?”
“That was a year ago. It is worn out, though Raleigh is very careful—for a boy.”
“A year ago! It seems a month,” said my father. “I don’t know how to spare a cent. That new tract south will be
a fortune to the fellow. What difference does it make what kind of cap a boy of seven wears, Esther?”
My mother’s sigh was the only answer. When she came out she said, smiling:
“I’m going to make you the warmest cap in the village, and a pretty one too, my son.”
She took from a brass-handled bureau-drawer, which I had long associated with cunning makeshifts, a gray,
knitted scarf, and by pushing one end of it up in folds she made an affair that looked like the picture of a Russian
hussar’s cap, with a tassel falling on one side. My heart died within me as she drew it over my curls and tried to
admire it as much as she did them.
As soon as I was outside hot tears welled into my eyes, but the knowledge that my mother was probably
weeping for me carried me along with apparent bravery. A hoot of scorn smote upon my ear as I followed the
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curving road at the hill-foot.
“Jes look at Cap’n Seacap’n with a new cap’n,” said the leader of my mortal foes.
“Goin’ to hev’ a blanket-shawl suit tomorrer?” cried his echo.
“Mister Booby wears a nuby,” sang out a third one of the group.
This proved a complete vent for their taunts, and the whole chorus burst out singing it—to the strains of
Yankee Doodle.
I could not fight the hooting pack, so I skulked along, lashed by that sound that seemed to fill the world. I had
just ceased to hear it when I met my father. In his hearty, strong voice, he said:
“Why, Raleigh, what a grand cap your mother has conjured up for you. I knew she would. There never was
such a woman!”
*
My father’s lightly uttered words, “this little fellow shall never know a sheet-anchor from a mainbrace,”
seemed easy of fulfillment, for I had inherited only the book-worm tastes of my mother’s ministerial ancestors.
While receiving the rudiments of learning at her knee, I had but two haunts more beloved than the light-house
tower. One was the room that held the library of the French priest and the French gentlewoman, the other the attic:
here their quaint rubbish had accumulated. To the library, from time to time, had been added volumes of classic
and ecclesiastical lore that had belonged to my maternal grandfather. An odd collection of travels, history, law
books, treatises on farming, devotional works, dramas, poetry, and medical volumes, swelled the list, as the result
of visits of my father to Boston or Portsmouth, an inland city he despised, as a place where everything must be
second-hand, “all carried from the seaboard.” On these books, and on Nature’s palimpsest spread out before me, I
fed a hungry mind.
I had nothing but my mother’s influence to lead me to a right appreciation of what I read. Her mind was
naturally strong and logical; but her deep distrust of it, and her deference to my boyish reasonings, soon taught me
to assert my own opinion, while in reality I respected hers. If it had been less easy to oppose to her an argument
that failed to convince my own mind, it might have been less difficult to express to others my most clearly held
conclusions. She, from an uneering instinet, could answer the flood of new and eager questions; and she was
burdened by the care of aged parents and of a restless husband, whose money she saw slipping through his
fingers. He, meantime, was casing his hope of a mighty fortune with all the eagerness of a boy on the hunt for a
“broke-away kite,” and the remainder of his careless sentence was turning fast to prophecy also, for the “landsharks” were likely to possess themselves of. every dollar from the traditional sea-chest that had sailed with sires
and sons for near two hundred years.
And so it came about that, while my mother had not only my devotion but so much of my confidence as I
knew how to give, to my father I was a sealed volume. I felt with dread that his ideal of me was as different from
the reality as was Castle Crag from the rolling house that carried him at sea. He, I knew, fancied his only son and
heir a splendid gentleman, of easy address, of courteous and lofty bearing, in short, one who should command on
land as his ancestors had commanded on the sea.
*
But I was really at home only in the realm of imagination. I dreaded intercourse with human beings. As I grew
older, my life sought in vain to find an outlet in my speech. All the intensity, all the nervous force, all the deep
emotions of those generations of earnest, active men and thoughtful, loving women, seemed to lie pent up behind
my tightly closed lips. My tongue was a barred gate, to be leaped in the race of life, instead of a stile that would
turn when thought and feeling pressed hard to ride abreast of other men’s. The last of a long race of seafarers who
had shouted in the storm, I was gifted with a deep, sonorous voice, but I might almost as well have been born
dumb, for it died upon my lips when I found myself committed to its use.
An indescribable self-consciousness, which sprang neither from modesty nor from vaillty, forever thrust itself
between me and human beings. The strangest part of the matter was, that the specter of myself rose only when I
most deprecated its presence. When the village gossips plied me with questions, I despised them, but felt a kind of
childish dignity as I balked their curiosity. It was from the men and women whom I admired that I was separated.
The minister, the school-master, and the village doctor had kind words for “the captain’s bookish boy,” and I tried
to go out toward them, but I was as much compelled to let my part of the conversation with them be “yea, yea”
and “nay, nay” as if I really believed that “more than that cometh of evil.”
If this feeling set me apart from the men whom I respected, it proved a triple barrier between me and the young
womanhood that I adored at a distance. In all that pertained to women, I was even more a puzzle to myself. I felt
no such bashfulness as seemed to throw the village boys into convulsions of giggling when they encountered
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girls. I had no dread of coming suddenly upon one who was gathering shells and sea-weed to edge her flower-bed
or press in her album. I could wade or climb to help her, but a chance conversation with one of the few maidens
who came within what should have been the natural sphere of my acquaintance, placed me under a constraint as
absolute as the chin-screw of the Inquisition.
I loved love so tenderly that it seemed to me that, if I could have had a girl-mate to grow up with, there would
have been one being behind the invisible barrier with me. But it was too late. I could never know or be known.
The longing to be so took the form of love for an ideal girl, who was my constant companion. For her I wrote
verses, and sang songs, and strove to be heroic.
*
Of course it was necessary to my father’s plan of life for me that I should receive what might be called a liberal
education. When the rudiments had been mastered, I was placed under the tutelage of my uncle, my mother’s
brother, a man who fostered the dream-habit as well as laid the foundation of love for the classics, from the time
that he arrived in a rain-storm astonished to find himself in slippers, to the day that he left and afforded untold
delight to the boys by unconsciously wearing of my father’s well-known pea-jacket over his own coat, the
cutaway tails of which hung far below it.
I was fifteen years old when I was transferred to a German professor whose life was learning, and whose
thought, though not fanciful, was bounded by the world of books. Of the life of today, he only knew that it was
not as it had been, or as it should be. The only course possible for a scholar of the present was that of a recluse.
“You haf great goot fortune, Herr Oaptain, that your son will possess the student’s joy of solitude,” he said one
day to my father. .
“He will be the richest gentleman in the State, professor,” my father answered.
“Richest? ah, yes, that is goot, that will buy him silence. We must haf quiet when we would think.”
I was an eager pupil, and my father was made happy in spite of the perverse present. In his mind’s eye he saw
his son the richest man in a rugged State, where fortunes are hard to make, preparing for the life of a gentleman of
leisure. With delight he watched my manners develop what, to his fond eye, was dignity and grace, my mind revel
in literature that was sealed to his keen and vigorous intellect, my heart accept aud openly avow faith learned in
my cradle from my mother. The earthly image for which his shrine was building was proving worthy in his eyes,
and he never asked what it represented to him or to mankind.
Of the true nature of the object of his ambitious devotion he knew less than of that of the shepherd dog that
followed his footsteps.. He did not once ask me if I should be happy with a great estate, what I should do with it,
whether I was fitted for its care. All this could be forgiven, but he forgot to ask if I was ready to sacrifice my
mother’s comfort—her life, in fact, that I might become immensely wealthy. I saw her fading and failing, and, in
spite of the influence of his autocratic will and my real distance from him, I did protest.
It was worse than useless. It only conjured in his mind the vision of an ungrateful son on whom he had
lavished everything in vain. I hinted that I should like to study medicine, and become a physician.
“You?” he cried; “you joggle about the country with saddle-bags and pill-box! I’d rather you’d turn priest and
be done with it.”
Meantime, while we talked of riches, we were poorer than our most thriftless neighbors. We came at last to be
cramped for the very necessaries of life. Mortification beset us on every hand. People were laughing in their
sleeves at the fine gentlemen of Castle Crag who owned half the township, and yet were obliged to trudge through
miles of unbroken snow to reach the grocery and the church; whose clothes were so shabby, and whose
subscriptions were so small, that they were in danger of not being trusted in either place.
I was only too conscious that the village girls made me the subject of their pitiless merriment. They could read
my napless hat, while the brain that it misbecame was a riddle to them. The cut and pattern of my vest they could
see at a glance were not like the minister’s, but whether the heart beneath it also “came out of the ark,” they did
not know.
The railroad my father had expected would pass through his land was bought off by a town ten miles away; the
great Boston manufacturers that talked of buying a water-pover and mill-site were prevented by the greed of the
town authorities; the village refused to grow southward at my, father’s beck; and, when a really great sale for a
fine park and ocean promenade was about completed with the next town, he could produce no clear, title to the
land. He had purchased with a sailor’s easy faith in the word of the men who said that it belonged to them, and
there was a tradition that the rightful owners might yet appear, so the shrewd Yankees refused to buy.
Great was my father’s wrath, but it was as futile as it was violent. Castle Crag, itself, to which our title was
complete, would have been bought for an amount that seemed fabulous to my mother and to me, yet my father not
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only scouted the idea of such a meager sum, but would not have admitted a thought of parting with it for ten times
the price. It was wanted for a sea-side hotel, our beautiful old home!
“Fit only for the possession of a gentleman of birth and fortune!” said my father. His wrath burned into a fever,
and he was sick in bed for the first time that I ever remembered such a thing.
*
I must confess that, much as I felt our poverty, the sale of Castle Crag was a sacrifice that I could not bear to
contemplate. The old priest, the beautiful French lady, the elegant French gentleman, seemed to appeal to me from
the past to save the spot from desecration.
“You can understand us, you are of us,” they said, as I pored over the quaint French of the books they loved,
sat in the chairs in which they rested, or slept where they had slept.
"You are set in the watch-tower of the past,” they echoed, when I shut myself into the room from which the
lamp had shone.
Then I gazed at my own uniformed and powdered ancestors. He of Revolutionary fame and the warrior of
1812 looked from out their massive frames, and the eyes that followed me in proud sadness made a more tangible
appeal.
“You are the last of our race,” they said; “help to give our fading memories an abiding place in the land we
tended in its cradle.”
There was one other portrait, which bound me to that house with a sacred spell. It was not painted by a great
master, either French or English. It was small, and a rough piece of work externally, but it held a soul that might
have filled a thousand hearts, and had filled mine for years. It was the portrait of my ideal maiden, of the one who,
I fancied, could have understood and would have loved me, even as I could love and understand.
But she could never be known by me. This image of her had hung there a century and a half. The dress was
rudely done, and might have belonged to any period or walk in life, but a date scrawled upon the back told of her
time. The face was that of a young girl with long brown hair and tearful, large, brown eyes, through which the
soul of purity and truth, trust and sorrow, shone forth immortal.
Who was she? Could it be a portrait, painted from memory by the priest, of the girl whom he had rescued from
the savages on the steps of the village sanctuary? If so, she had another lover now, not a rival, but one who would
help to hide from vulgar gossip knowledge of the fact that the old priest loved, with a depth that only a.hermit
soul can know, the beautiful girl whose life he saved.
Did he come back to this spot because she had lived there? Did he build upon the crag that he might always
overlook the church where he had first beheld her? As his vows forbade confession of his love, did he flee from
her presence to the place made sacred to her memory, there to live a life of holy deeds amoug the ruined homes of
her distant kindred?
Something in my breast told me that I had rightly read the secret of. one man’s heart and the meaning of Castle
Crag. Beside these foreign folk, beside my stately kindred and my gentle mother, more tangible to me than any of
them, glided that sweet girl and claimed my homage.
*
From the reveries into which I had been thrown by the very suggestion that Castle Crag was salable property, I
was rudely awakened by the shock of my father’s sudden death. Imprudence had followed imprudence before he
was fairly recovered from the attack of ~ever, and a relapse snatched him from us ere we realized that he was
dangerously ill. Years before my grandparents had passed quietly away, and so my mother and I found ourselves
alone in our spacious home, with a lowering future to face as bravely as we might.
I had arrived at manhood’s years, but of practical life I was totally ignorant. Land speculation ceased at once. I
knew even less than my mother how to conduct such matters, and the worst of it was, there appeared to be no real
ones to conduct. As if by mutual consent, we did not allude to the sale of Castle Crag. I do not know my mother’s
motive, though it was easy to guess that my father’s wish and her own pride for me made strong reasons, but the
conclusion to which I came was this: To exhaust every effort to find a quickly available means of making a living
for us otherwise, but to let no false pride or foolish dream prevent the sale in case of failure.
“The old priest and the young girl will forgive me for the act,” I reasoned.
Me for the act! It was incredible that I was rightful owner of the broad acres and the house, as well as of the
memories that had long been mine. An unexpected feeling of tenderness toward the weakness in my father, which
I had so long judged harshly, sprang up within me. Struggle with the folly as I might, I could now understand the
pleasure of possession and the desire of transmjssion, and I realized too late that the misunderstanding had been
mutual.
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*
But what could I do? Not cultivate the land—of that I was totally ignorant; besides, I had no ready money; and
yet that seemed so clearly the natural thing to undertake that we wasted precious time in talking with that end in
view. My mother urged me to lay the matter before some wise man in the village, but, as that was giving the
community certain information instead of vague conjecture as to the straits in which we were, it was reluctantly
abandoned.
Teaching seemed a hopeful resource, but I was more conversant with Old Saxon than with modern textbook
English. My knowledge of the French of long-gone generations would avail little, and the Spanish used in the
time of Ferdinand and Isabella, though it proved a good tool on the lips of Columbus, would be a laughingstock to
the Yankee boy. The tongues I read were neither ancient nor modern. I was a literary misfit.
My sailor grandfather’s picture looked at me beseechingly, but I literally did not know a sheet-anchor from a
main-brace. Medicine would have been the profession of my choice, but my father’s words had served to prevent
me from learning more than a few practical facts, and too much time would be wasted in preparation.
I was turning over the volumes in the town library in hopes to find a hint, when my eye fell upou a Boston
newspaper left by the reader next to me, and I read the following paragraph:
To men of character, ability, and industry. A grand
opportunity is offered to make money without the aid of
capital! Address, with particulars, Box 2002, Boston, Mass.

I was too unacquainted with business methods to know whether this was an ordinary occurrence, or to divine
the occupation to be proposed, but I then and there replied to the request and took the newspaper home to my
mother, whose information was no better.
*
In due time an answer came. The business suggested was canvassing for the sale of a work on the Physical
Features, History, and Religious Progress of New England, from the Time of the First Danish Visitors Until the
Present Day, Profusely Illustrated. It was described as a work that would sell itself, if it had an opportunity of
opening its pages. Every man, woman, aud child in New England had an immediate interest in the volume. A
good man, one who could set it forth properly, could make ten dollars a day as easily as one. No capital was
required, as the books need not be paid for until sold, and need not be ordered until the agent had his own orders
secure. Special inducements were offered to men who would take charge of a State and employ canvassers. A
great business could be built up, without any outlay, by a suitable person.
The mingled sensations with which I read, I can not and need not disclose, but when I took up the circular that
described the book, with the fame of my ancestors trumpeted in the loudest notes, my heart completely failed me.
Could I ever take an article of merchandise, even though it were a book, from door to door and ask people to
purchase it?
A “suitable person.” I was not suitable for anything. At one time it seemed possible—it was only to stop at a
wayside house and call the attention of the farmer or his wife to the handsome pictures and valuable information;
at another, it was not only difficult under the most favorable circumstances, but I fancied myself looked upon as a
peddler or a thief.
Spring was opening. The country looked more than inviting, it looked appealing to me who understood and
loved every voice in which it spoke. In my own fashion I was a botanist, an ornithologist, and a conchologist. If I
could combine money-getting with country wanderings, how much more to my taste the work might be than a
business that shut me up in a city or forced me among busy men of my own class.
These were motives, but not the motive. There was one, which nearly caused me to lose sight of the unpleasant
features of the plan. As the longing to bestow and receive such love as I believed the original of the portrait would
accept and return was deep and constant, of course it influenced the new project and in no ordinary way.
The idea took strong hold of me that in this path I might come upon the realization of my ideal maiden. That I
might enter unaware at a side-door of her life, and so see and be seen without the ceremony that was otherwise
sure to be my bane. And I fancied that, when I did so, we should somehow recognize each other.
*
I had begun to exhibit an interest in the plan which surprised my mother, when the letter of advice to
canvassers arrived and crushed my spirit, while it brought me face to face with practicalities. It ran thus:
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The agent of this book should be a person of good appearance, neatly und carefully dressed, and of ready address.
He should be able to read at a glance enough of the character of the man or woman whom he wishes to influence to see
how best to approach him or her so as not to fail in effecting a complete transaction. He should fall in readily with what
seems to be the topic uppermost in the person’s mind—his farm, her cooking-stove, a fine horse, a beautiful plantstand, a brood of chickens, a piano, a pretty church or parsonage, or, best of all, one or more handsome children.
Having introduced one of these, or kindred subjects suited to the cause in hand, the agent should proceed with
something like the following:
“I have the pleasure of calling your attention this morning (or afternoon) to a valuable work which will prove an
addition, both useful and ornamental, to every household in New England. It has sold immensely in Massachusetts, the
most intellectual State in our great country, and I feel assured that the people of Maine will not be behind those of their
sister commonwealth.\fn{Maine was at one time part of Massachusetts Bay Colony. } It relates with intense interest some of
the most thrilling scenes that transpired in our colonial and Revolutionary history, probably within your own township,
or to your own ancestors. It recounts the brave deeds of daring on land and sea done by our land heroes like Sir William
Pepperell, Ethan Allen, John Stark, and Captain Morris; naval heroes like the four famous Captains Westgate of Maine,
Captain James Lawrence of Massachusetts, and Commodore Perry of Rhode Island—men whose names are enrolled on
the scroll of New England’s fame and glory.
“In physical features these States are singularly interesting. The granite of Maine, New Hampshire, and
Massachusetts is primitive rock, the oldest formation; that of Vermont is largely limestone, as totally different as if they
had been in opposite portions of the globe; while the red sandstone of the fertile Connecticut Valley is later and still
different.
“The religious progress of all the States forms the most engaging theme that can be presented to the thinking New
England mind. Our youths should be thoroughly informed; they should know what were the real principles of the
Puritans and of the Quakers of Massachusetts, should read the wonderful story of the Salem witchcraft, of the Rhode
Island Baptist movement inaugurated by Roger Williams, and of the struggles through which liberty and toleration have
covered our broad land.”
*
The agent should read up, before visiting a town, every incident of local interest, relating to any person or place
contained in this volume, and should follow up the general description here given with such local fact or well-known
tradttton.
Having proceeded thus far, he should be able to see his own way to retain advantage he may have gained, to answer
any objections, to follow out any clews.
The pictures, of course, are a very strong feature of the work, and should be shown judiciously in the foregoing
statement—thus: when the physical features are discussed, the various stratifications shown in the illustration on page
12 should be glanced at; and when the agent is dealing with religion he should dwell carefully upon the pictures that
represent Whitefield preaching in the open air, page 510; witches burned at Salem, 560; and Roger Williams’s baptism
and banishment, page 650. At the mention of the land heroes, the pictures of battle scenes at pages 100, 143, 304, etc.,
should be exhibited. When the naval heroes are spoken of, the pictures on pages 110, 158, 311, etc., should be turned
to. The agent in Maine must call attention to the four great Captains Westgate, and to the battles in Portland harbor and
in sight of York.
Any man of ability, character, and industry, who will follow these instructions carefully, can earn a competence for
himself and do a vast amount of good.

I need not describe the disgust with which I read that printed letter. Do what I would, I was the agent in Maine
revealing my own unlikeness to my ancestors.
Still, who knew what a blessing this dull board with its index-finger might be to me as I stood at an intellectual
crossroads. Despising myself for so doing, and yet dreading not so to do, I began to commit to memory the hateful
words. I studied to become fluent in giving the necessary description, quick at turning to the pictures and pointing
out facts of local interest. With the roar of ocean to drown my voice, I practiced the high-bown oratory of that
circular.
I fancied that the sandpipers ran from me faster than was their wont, and the snails crept toward me more
slowly than ever. The nautilus retreated to his chamber, the sea-flower closed its petals, and the tide rose just a
little higher than usual to wash out my footprint on the sand. I had never been natural with human beings, but I
could not have imagined a time when I should behave like a madman before the ocean, and talk outrageous folly
to the wise and simple little creatures with whom I had been en rapport from childhood.
I was carefully dressed, but my clothes were of ancient pattern, with the second freshness brushed from their
spotless surface. Would these do? I felt that something quite different was demanded by the agent who should
“read at a glance the man or woman he addressed,” and “follow up any advantage.” I was the slave, not of the
fabled and poetic lamp. but of the tallow-candle of a modern scribe. When he snuffed, I must bow.
When I tried to approach the subject, I found that my mother had been endeavoring to touch upon it and leave
my pride unbrushed. The result of our conference was that I should go to the village clothing-store and buy a new
suit, ready made. She brought forth a small roll of money laid aside long before by her loving foresight, and with
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a portion.of it in my pocket I went upon my errand.
I could not persuade myself to wear the new clothes home, so I carried them, and appeared to the eye of the
village for the last time in my character of eccentric young gentleman of leisure, who preferred old costumes to
new ones, and a small patrimony with a great name and hundreds of unprofitable acres to a good business and a
large fortune. I knew that when I donned the contents of that bundle the whole village would be as one eye and
one mouth and a thousand ears concerning me.
I think I could have faced all that; but I could not persuade myself to appear in the old library before the
portraits and memories, and most of all before her picture, in the disguise of a modern book-agent in new-fangled
clothes from the village store; so I flung myself down in the old chair, in the old suit that was part of my identity,
and tried to look my situation in the face.
I could not do it. The only things that would come were a feeling of heart-sickness and the din of that dreadful
circular. “I have the pleasure of calling your attention this morning (or afternoon)”—every effort to banish “or
afternoon” seemed to fix it deeper in memory—“to a very valuable work, which will prove an addition both
useful and ornamental to every household in New England. It has sold immensely in Massachusetts, the most
intellectaal State in our great country, and I feel assured that the people of Maine will not be behind those of their
sister commonwealth.”
The more I tried to skip the compliment to Massachusetts, the more it was forced upon my mind, while the
phrase “every household in New England” seemed to fill my beloved retreat with myriads of unsympathetic faces.
I knew the weakness and absurdity, of both extremes of feeling, but that made neither emotion, less genuine.
Yet, as always before, the dream conquered. My mate came from the little easel and talked with me, and for the
love in her eyes I would have gone not only to a battlefield where courage could rejoice to be, but to a common,
hated task. If the martyr tales are true, it was in eyes like those that martyrs I found their inspiration, I thought.
Wearied with conflicting feeling, I fell asleep.
*
I awoke to a glorious morning. Sky and ocean, valley, mountain, and stream, were as beautiful as they have
ever been since the sun rose first upon the dew-washed Eden. The songbirds were busy around dear old Castle
Crag, peeping into last year’s nests, and looking out fresh nooks in which to build again and feel at home during
the sweet, short summer of the North.
I put the new clothes in my valise, arrayed myself carefully in the old ones, and felt every inch a gentleman in
the presence of a robin that came to my feet with its long, hopping slides. After taking leave of my mother, I set
out. …
199.80 1. Aly Baby 2. Teeny Piggy 3. The Secret Room 4. Wolf of the Greenwood 5. The Rosy Story 6. The
Golden Bull 7. In Giant Land 8. Lazy Maria 9. King Crooked Chin 10. “Take Crouse” 11. The Onion Story 12.
Two Whitecaps and a Redcap 13. The Pea Story 14. She Had The Grit: Fourteen Folktales\fn{by Aunt Jane Buell
aka Jane Brink, Mrs. William Buell (c.1847-after 1914)} Conesville, Schoharie County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 20
1
This story was transacted in Europe. Ali Baby was a poor boy. He had only a span of mules for a team. And
with them he drawed wood to the village for a living—kinda. His brother Nelson was rich and lived in the village
and felt smarter than Ali Baby and shunned him. But Ali made his living by drawing wood just the same.
In the neighborhood there was what they called “forty thieves.” People’s horses and cattle and other things
they carried away, nobody knew where. One day Ali went to the woods to get more wood. He left his team at the
bottom of a hill and traveled up farther. While he was going along, he heard a noise that made him think he had
better hide himself. So he clum to the top of a tree and hid in the branches. Close to the tree was a lot of rocks.
And pretty soon the men making the noise Ali had heard, come along. They happened to be some of the thieves,
so Ali sot very still out of sight in the top of the tree. When the thieves got close they clum off their horses right
near him settin’ up there in the tree. And one of ’em said to a big rock:
“Open seesame, open seesame.”
And the rock opened and they all went in, carrying bags of something off from their horses. When they come
out they said:
“Shut up seesame, shut up seesame.”
And the rock shut itself up. Then they got on their horses and went off. When they had got out of sight, Ali
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clum down and thought he’d try the sign. So he said to the rock:
“Open seesame, open seesame.”
And the rock opened for him just the same as it had for the thieves. He went in and found legs, arms, bodies,
heads, and other pieces, and lots of money. He loaded himself with all the money he could carry and started out.
When he got out, he said:
“Shut up seesame, shut up seesame.”
And the rock done what he told it to. Then he went home with wood covering up his money.
But when he got home he couldn’t count the money, there was so much of it, so he thought he’d measure it.
His wife went over to Nelson’s and borrowed a measure, but she didn’t tell Nelson’s folks what Ali was going to
measure. Next day Ali went again to the den of thieves and got lots more gold and silver. When he got home with
the treasure, his wife again had to go over to Nelson’s for the measure.
Nelson’s wife wanted to know so bad what they measured that she played a trick on ’em. She put grass in the
bottom of the measuring cup. So when Ali’s wife returned the measure, some money was left in the grass because
they had turned the cup bottom side up and never once thought of looking inside to see whether any of the money
stuck. When Nelson’s wife shook out the money caught in the grass, she made Ali tell her where he got money
because he had always been terrible poor up to then. So he told her all about it, and she told her husband. Then
Nelson went to the rock and said:
“Open seesame, open seesame.” It worked all right, and he got inside. But when he wanted out, he forgot the
right words and said:
“Open rye, open rye.”
And of course the rock didn’t open. Pretty soon the thieves came with more gold and silver, and found him,
and killed him, and cut his body up in pieces. When Nelson didn’t come home, his wife went and told Ali that his
brother had gone to the cave to get some money for them, and that she was afraid that something had happened to
him. Ali went to see, and when he got in the cave, there was his brother all drawn and quartered. He gathered up
the pieces and drug ’em down to the village to Nelson’s house because he didn’t know what else to do with ’em.
When he had thought quite a spell, he told Nelson’s wife he’d go get the shoemaker and blindfold him so he
wouldn’t know where he had been, and have him sew the body together. Then they’d hold a funeral, he told her,
just as though nothing had happened except Nelson had died.
So Ali went for the shoemaker and blindfolded him, then took him to Nelson’s house. He blindfolded him so
the shoemaker wouldn’t know whose house he was in, and tell. The shoemaker sewed the pieces of the body
together as Ali told him to, though he thought it was awful queer what had happened to the body. When he had
finished, Ali blindfolded him again and took him back home. Next morning Ali gave out that Nelson was dead
and that they’d hold a funeral such and such a time.
When the thieves went to the cave and found money gone and Nelson’s body missing, they knew that they’d
have to hunt the man who knew how to get into the cave and out again. They knew that he had druv to the village
from the wheel tracks he had left. The king of the thieves went to a witch woman and got her to point out the
house where Ali had took the corpse. Then for fear the king would forget or make a mistake, she went and put a
number on the gatepost of Ali Baby’s house or Nelson’s house, so when the thieves come along they would know
the right house. You see, Ali and his wife had moved right in with Nelson’s widow as soon as the funeral was
over.
Now it happened Ali Baby had a smart niece who always wanted to help her uncle. So when she saw a number
on her uncle’s gatepost she suspicioned something right off and started out and put the same number on all the
gateposts in the neighborhood. When the thieves come along with their king, they didn’t find out any more than
they knew before because there was the same number on almost all of the gateposts in the village.
Then the king of the thieves went to the witch woman again and this time asked her to put blood on the
gatepost of the house he ought to search. And she did what he asked. But the niece, who was on the lookout for
something more, saw the blood and marked lots of other gateposts the same way, so the thieves couldn’t be sure
of the right house.
All this time the king had suspicion on Ali Baby. But he went all the same to the witch woman again. This time
she told him to take two trunks and put a man in each of them. Then she told him to ask Ali Baby if he could set
the trunks in his house until he got ready to call for ’em. The witch woman said after Ali’s folks had gone to bed
and to sleep, the men could climb out of the trunks and kill the whole lot. The king tried it and the trick worked all
right until the niece, who had been out when the king left the trunks, got home. Right away when they told her
about the trunks, she smelt a rat. After the rest went to bed, she tiptoed over to one of the trunks so careful that the
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man who was in it, when he heard her, thought it was the king come to let ’em out. So he whispered:
“Are they all to bed?”
Then the niece knew for certain there was trouble. And she went and told her uncle. He got his gun and shot
into the trunks until the men in them was all shot full of holes. Then he threw the trunks out in front of another
house near by.
Next, the king fetched some tin cans with men inside. He pretended they had oil in and that he wanted to leave
them in Ali Baby’s yard until next day. The niece knew that there was some mischief about it. So she peeked in
several and saw the men all unbeknownst to them. Then she went and got a kettle and put into it ashes and grease
and some water and boiled it all up until it made a strong lye. When it was boiling hot, she threw the stuff into one
can, then into all the others and scalded all the thieves to death. Of course no one knew that all the other fellows
were scalded to death, but they were all scalded except the head boss who wasn’t in a can, but who was going to
give the signal for the rest to climb out and kill the famjly.
By and by he came and found that he had nobody to help him but dead men. But he didn’t give up. He just put
on airs and pretended that he was a king from way off. But the niece knew better. She knew he was the worst
robber of all.
The king, when he saw all his men were dead, said he wanted to give a party, and the girl might invite anybody
she wanted. When they got to dancing and playing at the party, her Uncle Baby wanted her to dance before the
king swinging a dagger as she knew how to do. So she did what her uncle wanted and made a great display. She
swung the dagger in front of first one then another. When she came to the king, she let him have it full in the
stomach, and he fell over dead. At first the uncle was as mad as he could be. But the girl said:
“Don’t you take on; he was going to kill us.”
With that she showed her uncle a dagger that the king had hid under his coat where he could get it easy when
he wanted it. Then Ali Baby gave his niece a fortune because she had saved his life and destroyed all the thieves.
After that I came away and left them!\fn{ Told in July, 1912}
2
An old piggy went into the woods and there she got a whole nest of teeny piggies. By and by an old wolf come
and et up one of the teeny piggies. The next day the old wolf come agin.
“Who are you?” asked the old mother piggy.
“The same wolf that was here yesterday,” the old wolf said.
“Well, you needn’t come here agin.”
And the old mother piggy pitched into the old wolf, and they fit and fit. By and by a teeny piggy got in the way
and run right into the jaws of the old wolf. And that was meal enough for that day, so the old wolf run off into the
woods. But the next day the old wolf come for another teeny piggy. Agin the old mother piggy and the old wolf fit
and fit, and agin another piggy got in the way and ran right into the old wolf's jaws and was et up in a hurry. He
made a good meal, so the old wolf run off in the woods until he was hungry agin. The next day the same thing
happened over again and the old wolf got another teeny piggy for his dinner. Then there was just one teeny piggy
left, and for fear the old wolf would get him too, he run off into the woods to build himself a house.
He hadn’t run very far before he met a man. He said to the man:
“Give me some bricks so I can build myself a bouse.”
And the man give him some. The teeny piggy built himself a house and got into it to stay. But the very next
day the old wolf come and said:
“Good morning, let me in to visit you in your new house.”
But the teeny piggy was enough for him. He said:
“No, I’ll not let you in, and you can’t get in by yourself.” But the old wolf said:
“O, I don’t know about that. I’ll get up on your ruff-tree. I’ll huff and I'll paw till I get your ruff off.”
But he didn’t do any such thing. He went off muttering to himself:
“Tomorrow morning I’ll come around and get some of those nice ripe apples in the teeny piggy’s dooryard.
But the next morning when he got there, he found that the teeny piggy bad got there first and picked all the
apples. He said:
“Never mind, tomorrow morning I’ll come and get some of the nice turnips I saw in a field as I come by.”
But the next morning when he come to the turnip field, he found that the teeny piggy had been ahead of him
and got all the turnips. He said to himself:
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“Tomorrow morning I’ll come and get that teeny piggy for dinner.”
So the next morning he come early to the teeny piggy's door. Knock, knock, knock!
“Who’s that knocking on my door?” said the teeny piggy.
“It’s me, the same old wolf.”
“I won’t let you in.”
“Then I’ll go down your chimbly!”
And with that be scrambled up on the ruff and jumped down the chimbly. But be got caught on the trammel
hook and there be hung till he burned to a crisp.
Then the teeny piggy went back and lived with his mother till the end of his life.\fn{ Told in August, 1912}
3
Once upon a time there lived a mother with three daughters, whose duty it was to guard the cabbage patch in
front of the cottage in which they lived. One day they were all sitting in the sun, spinning, when they saw a bull in
the cabbage patch.
“Take your distaff and run, child, run!” said the mother to the eldest daughter.
So the girl took her distaff and ran. The bull ran and she ran, and she ran and the bull ran until they came to a
great house standing on the edge of a wood. There the bull gave her a large bunch of keys, and told her that she
could go anywhere in the house she liked except one room. He showed her the key to this room, and told her that
she must not unlock the door to which it belonged. Then the bull went away and left her.
The girl took the keys and roamed from one beautiful room to another, until she had seen all except the
forbidden room. This she wanted to see more than she had any of the others. At last her curiosity became so great
that she opened the door and went inside.
What was her horror to discover that the room was full of headless bodies hung on all sides of it! Quickly she
locked the door and ran downstairs. But she had some blood on the key, on her hand, and on her shoes. As she
was trying the best she knew how to get the blood off, along came a big black cat, which said to her:
“Mew, mew, mew! Give me a dish of bread and milk, and I will tell you how to get the blood off your shoes.”
“Go away, you old black thing! I am not going to bother with you.” So the cat went away, and pretty soon the
bull came.
"Let me see your keys,” said he. “How came the blood on this one?”
Then he asked to see her hands and her shoes. When he saw blood on them too, he knew that she had
disobeyed him; so, as he had done with all the others who had disobeyed him, he cut her head off and hung her
body up with the others in the forbidden room.
The next day, when the mother and her two remaining daughters again sat spinning in the sun, they again saw
the bull in the cabbage patch. The mother sent the second daughter just as she had sent the first, and exactly the
same things happened to her.
The third day the mother and the youngest daughter sat spinning in the sun, when the mother looked up and
saw the bull a third time in the cabbage patch.
“Take your distaff and run, child, run!” cried the mother.
So the youngest daughter ran, and the bull ran. The bull ran: and she ran until they came to the great house on
the edge of the wood. There the bull gave her a bunch of keys, and told her that she might open every door in the
house except the one to which the key that he showed her fitted. Then the bull went away.
The youngest daughter did just as her sisters had done, and went into all the rooms except the forbidden one.
She kept wondering what could be in that until her curiosity became so great that she unlocked the door and went
in. She, too, was so horrified that she quickly shut the door and ran downstairs, but with the telltale blood on the
key, on her hand, and on her shoes. To her, also, came the big black cat, who said:
“Mew, mew, mew! Give me a dish of bread and milk, and I will tell you how to get the blood off your shoes.”
Instead of telling the cat to go away, as her sisters had done, she went and got some bread and milk for him.
When the cat had finished eating, he said:
“If you will go into the attic, you will find there a sickle. Take it, rub it on the key, on your hand, and on your
shoes, while you say, ‘Blood, begone, blood, begone!’” The girl went to the attic, found the sickle, and did with it
as the cat had told her to do, saying:
“Blood, begone, blood, begone!”
Even as she spoke the last word the bloodstains disappeared. Then the girl went downstairs, where she found
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the bull waiting for her.
“Let me see your keys,” he said, “and your hands and your shoes!” When he saw that she had no bloodstains
upon her, he suddenly changed from a bull into a beautiful prince.
“I was bewitched,” he said, “by a girl who loved me, but whom I wouldn’t marry because I didn’t love her. I
killed many a girl when I was a bull, but now we will have the bodies taken care of, and then we will be married.”
So they buried the bodies, and then were married and lived happily ever after.\fn{ Told in July, 1913}
4
Once upon a time there lived a woman who had three daughters who were old enough to marry, but no one
came to marry them. The woman owned a witch chair that had the power to charm anyone who sat in it into
loving one of the daughters.
One day a fine young man came and sat in the chair, and the mother told him that he might have the choice of
her daughters for his wife. After looking at them all to see which was the prettiest, he chose the youngest.
A short time after they were married another woman who had loved the young man invited him to her home
high up on one of the rocky mountains. He went; and while he was there, the woman, who was a witch, put a spell
upon him and changed him into a wolf. Every day he was to roam the greenwood; but when night came, he could
return to his own home in human form. So the poor young wife never saw her husband except at night, for every
morning in the form of a wolf he ran away to the greenwood and spent the day.
After about a year a little baby girl was born to them; and after another year there came another babe to make
them happy. This made the witch woman on the mountain so jealous that she sent down her dog, which went to
the baby lying in its cradle and licked its little cheek so hard that it licked out one of the baby’s eyes. The mother
took good care that the dog did not get at her children again until the third baby came. Soon after that one day the
eldest disappeared; and all the mother knew was that she saw the same dog which had licked out the second
child’s eye, disappearing up the road. She did not know that the dog took the child to one of its father’s brothers
and left it there. As the brother had no children of his own, he was very glad to take the one which the dog left. In
the same manner another was taken to another uncle, who was also childless.
The poor mother was almost distracted, for now the witch woman did not allow the husband to return to his
home at all. The mother watched the third child as carefully as ever she could; but at last the dog managed to steal
that, too, and carried her to still another childless uncle.
When the mother had lost both her babies and her husband, she felt that she must set out and see if she could
not find them. She did not go far before she came to the house of the brother-in-law who had taken the first child.
The witch woman had put her under a spell, so that she did not know her own babe or her brother-in-law. Nor did
they know her. When she told that man of her loss, he was so sorry for her that he gave her an accordion for
company. But she could not bear to go home and stay alone, so she went on until she came to the house of the
second brother-in-law. Here the same things happened as had happened at the house of the first brother-in-law;
and when she left him, he gave her a beautiful golden comb. Still she could not bear to go home, but continued on
her way until she came to the house of the third brother-in-law. To him she told her story, and also that her
husband was kept upon a high, icy mountain, which she was not able to climb because it was so slippery.
Wishing to help her, this brother-in-law, just as she was going away, told her to go to the nearest blacksmith,
whom he ordered to shoe the woman with some sharp iron shoes, which would enable her to climb the mountain
where the witch woman lived.
When the blacksmith had her shod, she started up the mountain and, owing to the fine shoes he had made her,
soon reached the home of the witch woman and saw her own husband working about, felling trees and chopping
wood to keep the witch woman comfortable, for it was very cold on the mountain. When the witch woman saw
the wonderful shoes which had enabled the woman to climb so well, she asked her how much she would take for
them. The woman replied that if she would let her pass the night with the wood chopper, she would give her the
shoes. The witch woman agreed to that; but when night came, before the wood chopper went to bed, the witch
gave him a draught which made him sleep soundly until the witch willed for him to awaken.
The wife, thinking that if she could get her husband by himself she could win him back, waited until she
thought that the witch would not hear. Then she said,
O wolf of the greenwood! why won’t you turn to me?
Three poor little babes have I borne to thee.
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But the witch had sealed his ears; so that, although the wife said three times, “O wolf of the greenwood! why
won’t you turn to me? Three poor little babes have I borne to thee,” her husband did not hear her.
In the morning the witch saw her combing her hair with a beautiful comb, and asked her what she would take
for it. The wife replied that she would exchange it for another night with the wood chopper. The witch agreed to,
this. But again she gave the man a draught, so that he paid no heed when his wife said,
O wolf of the greenwood! why won’t you turn to me?
Three poor little babes have I borne to thee.

In the morning, before he came out from the power of the draught, the witch came and took him away.
In the afternoon the witch heard the wife playing beautiful music on her accordion, and asked her how much
she would take for it. The wife made the same reply as before; and the witch agreed, thinking that she would give
the man the sleeping draught the same as before. Before night came on, however, the wife escaped the watchful
eyes of the witch and ran into the wood to her husband, She did not tell him who she was, but gave him a sponge,
and told him when the witch gave him the draught that night to pretend to take it, but really to pour it into the
sponge.
The witch watched him so carefully when she gave the man the draught that he had to pretend to get choked.
When she went for water to help him, he poured the draught into the sponge; and when she returned, he pretended
that he had swallowed it.
That night the wife told her husband all that had happened to her; so in the morning, when the witch came into
the room where they were, the husband fell upon her and killed her. Then he and his wife went down the
mountain and got their children. After this they returned to the witch’s house and lived happily ever after.\fn{ Told
in July, 1913}
5
A rich farmer had three daughters. Most of his money was invested in the navy. A letter came, saying that he
was likely to lose money if he did not come to see about it. He told his wife that he had to go to a foreign country
to look after his business, and that she would have to run the farm until he came back. Before he left he called his
oldest girl, Polly, and said to her:
“I’m going off on a long journey; take good care of your mother, and I will bring you anything for a present
that you may choose.” Polly said:
“Very well. More than anything else in the world I want a silk dress.”
Then the farmer sent for his second girl and said to her the same as he had to the oldest one. This girl said that
she most wanted a fan to carry to parties, so her father promised her a beautiful fan. When the youngest came in
and her father asked her what she would like, she said:
“More than anything else in the world I should like to have you come back to us in safety.”
But her father insisted that she choose a present for herself. She thought maybe her father would lose all his
money and be very poor, so she chose a rose for her present. Her father promised her the rose and started on his
journey.
After many months, when the father had saved his fortune and was about to set out on his journey home, he
got the most beautiful piece of silk for a dress for his oldest daughter; a rich lace fan for the second to carry to
parties; but a rose for the youngest he left to pick when he was near home, so that it might be fresh when he
handed it to her. But when he came to his own country, he could not find a single rose.
After spending many days in search of one, suddenly he spied some beautiful roses growing on a bush in a
garden which was surrounded by a high wall. He went to the large house which stood at the end of the garden,
thinking he would ask for a single rose. He knocked, but no one came in answer to the knock. Several times he
tried to summon somebody, but nobody came. Then, thinking that there could be no great harm in taking a single
rose from a bush which bore so many, he went out into the garden and picked one.
As he did so, a headless man suddenly arose from the earth near the bush and told him that the roses were his,
and that no one ever picked one of those roses without having to pay a penalty. The farmer told the man that he
had never dreamed that anyone would care if he picked one rose when there were so many. He also told the
headless man that he was getting the rose for his youngest daughter who had declared that she preferred as a
present a rose to anything else in the world.
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The headless man told the father that he would have to pay the price of the rose, by giving up his own life or
by letting his daughter come to spend the rest of her life in the house belonging to the garden.
The father said that he could not think of giving up his youngest daughter to such a fate as that. But he asked
whether, before he gave up his own life, he might not be allowed to give their presents to his daughters and to say
good-bye to his family.
The headless man finally told him that he might, if he would promise to return himself or to send him the
youngest girl. The father promised and mounted his horse for home.
When he got there, he found everything as he had left it, except that his youngest daughter had grown into a
very beautiful young lady, far better looking than her sisters, who laughed at her because she had shown no better
sense than to choose a rose for a present when she could have had something so much finer. But the youngest,
daughter hardly saw her present, she was so glad to see her father safe again. After he had given them all their
presents, he told them that he was very sorry, but he would have to leave them again; and then he told them why.
The youngest girl was overcome with grief to find that her present, which she thought would be so simple, was
to cost her fatlier his life, and she asked him if there was not some other way in which the headless man might be
satisfied. At first the father said “No;” but when she wept bitterly and said that her mother would die of grief, he
told her that the headless man had said she might go in her father’s stead.
Of course the girl was terrified at the thought o{ having to live in a strange place alone and so near to a
headless and cruel monster. At first, the youngest daughter could only weep with terror, but before morning,
which was the time when her father had to set out on his return journey, she decided that she had far rather go than
that her dear father should lose his life. So, a few hours before daylight, the youngest girl dressed herself and went
to the stable, took her father’s horse, and set off alone on her journey to the home of the headless man.
When she arrived and went into the house, she found a bright fire burning on the hearth and the table all laid
for breakfast. She noticed that the table was set for two, and she was afraid that the other was to be the headless
man. While she was dreading what might happen, the door opened, and in came the largest toad she had ever
seen. He was much larger than her dog at home, and she was terribly frightened. But the toad was bringing the
breakfast, and Ellen soon saw that he intended her no harm. After placing the food which he carried on the table,
he motioned her to take one chair while he hopped up into the other.
It seemed to Ellen that she could not eat with such a disgusting looking creature, but she was afraid to let her
feelings be known, so she took the empty, chair and choked down a few mouthfuls of food. After the meal the
toad hopped down, cleared the table, picked up the room, and fixed the fire. Then he went out, and Ellen did not
see him again until dinnertime, when he came in and a second time prepared the meal. At supper it was the same.
When bedtime came, in hopped the toad with a candle and lighted Ellen up to a beautiful room all ready for
her. She was afraid that the headless man might appear in the night, and when she found that she could not lock
her door, she was frightened nearly to death. As soon as she was undressed, she jumped into bed and drew the
covers up over her head.
Some time in the night she heard a sound in her room. She cautiously opened her eyes and saw that it was the
toad. She was so terrified that she shut them up again. And soon she felt the toad climb into the bed with her. But
he spoke to her no more than he had when he had eaten with her, so after a time she fell asleep, and when she
woke up in the morning, he was gone.
When she went downstairs she found that he had got the breakfast just as he had the morning before. All day
he did exactly as he had done on the day before, and late at night came into her room to sleep with her.
At the end of the third day, when Ellen had seen no one but the hideous toad, she grew so homesick that it
seemed to her as though she would die. Finally she plucked up courage to go out into the garden. There was no
one in sight, but there stood the beautiful rose-bush just as full of roses as her father had described. One great red
rose was so tempting that she could not resist picking it. No sooner had she done so than right out of the ground
there jumped a headless man who said:
“What business have you picking my roses?” Ellen said:
“I didn’t know they were yours or I would not have picked one. Three days have I been here, and I have seen
no one but a big fat toad who waits on me, sits at the table with me, and sleeps with me. I was so homesick that it
seemed to me that I should die, so I came out into the garden. When I saw no one here and these lovely roses, I
thought it could do no harm to pick one. You are the one who made me come here, aren’t you? Won’t you please
let me go home and visit my dear parents, if I will promise you to come back?”
The headless man told her that she might go, if she would take the toad with her to see that she came back all
right. So the next morning the toad led up her horse and after helping her on, he jumped on behind, and she had to
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ride all the way home with the hideous creature behind her. When her father saw what she had to suffer, he
begged her to let him go back in her place, but she would not.
That night when she had returned to the house of the headless man and gone to bed, she did not fall asleep, but
waited for the toad to come up. She had made a discovery the night before, and she was all ready to help the toad
tonight. When she heard him come into the room, she lay with her eyes half-open until she saw him slip off his
thick, warty skin. Then before he could stop her, she leaped out of bed, caught up the skin, and running outdoors
with it threw it into a kettle of boiling water which she had all ready for it.
When she returned to her room she found, instead of the toad, a handsome young man dressed in the most
beautiful clothes she had ever seen. Then he told Ellen that she had saved him from a terrible fate, for a young
witch woman, who had loved him but who had not been loved by him, had bewitched him and turned him into a
toad. And a toad he would have had to remain until somebody had destroyed his skin. In the morning he said to
Ellen:
“Now I will get the horse, and we will ride to your house and be married. Then we will come back here and
live in my house, and you may pick all the roses you want without any fear of the headless witch man who was
burned with the skin.”
When they came to Ellen's house, her sisters nearly died of rage to see what a handsome husband she had
found; but her father was glad to know that her unselfishness had been rewarded. And Ellen said to him:
“Oh, see, father, what a beautiful husband the little rose brought to me after all.”\fn{ Told in July, 1913}
6
Once upon a time there lived a rich old man with a daughter who loved her father so much that she would pay
no heed to her many suitors. She said that she would not leave her father alone in the world without anyone to
care for him, not even for a splendid prince who had fallen in love with her and wanted to marry her.
One day the father told his daughter that he wanted to make her his wife. This shocked the girl, and she said
that it could never be. But the father said that he could not live without her for his wife and that she must make
preparations for their marriage. Finally she told her father that she would marry him if he would grant her three
wishes. He said that he would do that gladly.
Then the daughter asked for a dress which should have on it the moon and stars; another which should have on
it the sun; and her third wish was for a golden bull.
They found a dressmaker to make the dresses, and a goldsmith to make the bull, which the girl, unbeknown to
anyone, ordered to be made with a door in his back which should close with a secret spring. Inside she ordered to
be placed a seat and some shelves.
Preparations for the wedding went forward until the dresses and the golden bull were finished. The day the
wedding was to come off, the girl secretly carried away from the rich food which had been prepared for the
wedding feast, enough to last her a week, and hid it in the golden bull. After her maid had combed the beautiful
hair of her mistress and dressed her in the dress with the moon and stars on, the maid went downstairs to receive
the guests who were arriving.
As soon as the daughter was left alone, she opened the door of the bull, crept in, and snapped the secret door
shut. No sooner had she done so than a servant came for the bride, but no bride could she find. She looked high
and low, then went down to the father and told him that his daughter was not to be found. The father would not
believe the servant, and himself went to summon the bride, but his search was no more successful than the maid’s
had been. Then he called all the servants and guests and bade them find the bride. But look as they would, they
could not find a sign of the girl.
At last they decided that she must have been spirited away by some witch, and the father was so enraged that
he ordered the golden bull to be cast into the river which flowed past the chamber window. So the servants lifted
the huge creature and did as they were commanded.
Now, as it happened, the prince who had wanted to marry the daughter was fishing in that same river. And after
a little, what should he see but the huge golden bull floating down the stream toward him. Seeing that the thing
was all of gold, he ordered his men to haul it into the boat and take it home for him. Upon reaching the palace he
ordered it to be placed in his own chamber.
It was the custom of the prince to have set out for him every night by his bedside a lunch of cake and wine, so
that, after sleeping awhile, he could awaken and have a feast. On the night of the day he had the golden bull set up
in his chamber, when he awakened and reached to get his lunch, he found no cake and wine there. He was a good
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deal surprised, but thought that some one of his friends had been playing a trick on him. Not wishing to be made a
fool of, he said nothing of it the next day. But when the next night the same thing happened, he decided that the
following night he would watch and see who took his food. .
So the next night after going to bed he pretended to fall asleep, and soon was startled to hear a little click and
see a door in the golden bull’s back arise, and through the opening the beautiful girl whom he loved appear. No
sooner had her feet struck the floor than the prince leaped up and clasped her in his arms. To him, then, she told
her story, and he declared that, as soon as a hunting match which he had on his hands was over, he would make
her his wife. The girl consented, and at daybreak climbed back into the golden bull and closed the door.
While the prince was at the hunt that day, some girls who had been in love with him themselves came to the
palace and wanted to see the golden bull which they had heard about. So a servant took them up to the chamber of
the prince. While they were examining the bull, one of them happened to touch the secret spring and the door flew
open, disclosing the beautiful girl inside in her gorgeous dress with the moon and stars on.
The girls were so enraged at finding her in the prince’s room and so jealous of her beauty that they seized her
and, intending to drown her, threw her out of the window into a river. But instead of falling into the black water,
the girl lodged in the top of a high tree from which, when night came, she climbed down and concealed herself in
a barn.
When the prince returned from the hunt, he was horrified to find the golden bull empty, and no sign of his
bride. He looked and looked in vain for her, and when he realized that she was not to be found, he went to bed of
a mortal sickness. Doctors were called from far and near, but none of them could do anything to help the prince,
and they said that he must die.
The girl, hidden in the barn, heard this from one of the servants and begged from him that he would bring her
some old clothes. When he had brought them, she put them on and told him to say to the prince’s mother that
there was an old gypsy doctor in the barn who could cure the prince, if she would see that the doctors and
everybody else would leave him lying alone. The mother had no faith in the gypsy doctor, but seeing that her son
would surely die, she had the chamber cleared and the gypsy summoned.
When the pretended doctor entered the chamber, the prince was lying in a stupor, with eyes half-closed. Then
the doctor felt of his pulse with a touch so gentle that the prince turned to look at him and discovered on his finger
the beautiful diamond ring which he had given the girl in the golden bull. He quickly raised his eyes to the face of
the doctor and asked him how he came by that ring. At that, the doctor, throwing off his disguise, said:
“Don’t you remember! I was to be your bride, and you gave me the ring yourself.” The prince instantly got
well and, taking the girl in his arms, said:
“We will be married at once. Go and put on your dress with the moon and stars on, and I will summon a priest
and order that a wedding feast be prepared immediately.”
This he did, and they were married that very evening.\fn{ Told in July, 1913}
7
Once on a time there was a man who lived near some woods that belonged to fierce giants. This man owned a
big lot which furnished pasture for a hundred head of cattle. The cattle had to be tended very carefully on account
of the giants, who had killed boy after boy.
Finally, one day there came to the door of the farmer a good-for-nothing boy who had been driven away from
home by his own father. On the road he got so tired that he fell down asleep. When he awoke, there stood before
him an old woman.
“What’s the matter?” she asked.
“My father sent me away because I was so lazy. I am going to hire out as cow boy.”
“Then here’s a sword which will clip the head off any giant.” At that the old woman took out a little tin box,
and said:
“In this is salve. If you want to rest on the rocks, you spread this on a place beside you, and when a giant
comes along, you ask him to sit down beside you, and he will not be able to get up. Maybe you can get three or
four of them.”
When the boy reached the farmer’s house, he saw the man’s lovely daughter, and at once fell in love with her.
“Yes, I’ll hire you,” said the farmer. “We had a boy killed yesterday.”
“How much will you give?” asked the boy.
“One thousand dollars a day,” was the reply.
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“So much; if you live two days, I’ll double your wages. In three days I’ll pay you three thousand dollars.” The
farmer didn’t suppose the boy could possibly live that long.
“I’d like to play on my fiddle here, while I watch the cows,” said the boy.
“All right,” agreed the farmer, and gave him a slapping pail of victuals.
The boy went to the pasture, saw a huge rock, covered it with sticking plaster, all except a small spot for
himself, and sat down. Soon he saw a giant with two horns coming. He was not so bad looking, and asked, as he
came up:
“What are you doing, boy?”
“Oh, whistling and fiddling. Come up and sit by me.”
“I’ll sit awhile, and then I’ll kill you.” The giant sat down, but soon found that he could not get up.
“Put your hands down and help yourself,” suggested the boy. With that the giant did as the boy said; he
strained and tugged, but could not help himself the least bit.
“If you’ll get me off, I’ll make you independendy rich,” said the giant. “I’ll give you a chest of gold.”
“Oh, I don’t want to get you off, because you would kill me.”
“Yes, I’d kill you.”
“Well, I’ll kill you first.”
And with those words the boy clipped the giant’s head off and threw his body into the bushes. After that the
boy went on fiddling, until out of the forest there came a second giant with four horns.
“My boy, what are you doing here? This is giants’ land.”
“Oh, the man here gives me big wages. You might as well take a seat and chat. I’ll play you a few pieces. I
haven’t any help, but I’ll dance, too.”
“All right,” said the giant, “but I’m going to kill you.” He leaned on the rock, but didn’t get caught.
“I’ll fiddle and dance both,” offered the boy, “if you will sit down.”
“All right,” said the giant, and sat down. Then he discovered that he could not get up.
“Say, boy, I’m stuck fast.”
“Oh, no, you are not. I’ll sit down and show you how easy it is to get up.” With that the boy showed the giant,
but the giant couldn’t get up any better than he could before.
“Say,” said the giant, “at home I have a beautiful span of horses. My old woman hates me; I’ll give you a chest
of gold if you’ll get me up.” But the boy was not to be so easily won over.
“What were you going to do with me if you hadn’t got fast?” he asked the giant.
“I was going to cut your head off,” said the giant.
“Why; I never hurt you.”
“Well, this is giants’ land. We told the owner of this land that we would fight whoever he sent to take care of
cows here. So I was going to cut your head off.”
“Well, I’ll kill you, I guess.”
And with that the boy clipped the giant’s head off and threw his body into the bushes with that of the other
giant. Then he fiddled a bit, but presently he saw another giant with seven horns, coming toward him.
“Who are you?” roared the giant.
“I am herd boy and get a thousand dollars a day.”
“I am going to kill you.”
“Oh, before you do, let me tell you some stories.”
“Do you know some?”
“Yes. Sit here by me and see if I don’t.”
The giant hung off considerably on one excuse and another, but finally he was coaxed to sit down. When the
boy had finished telling his stories, the giant suddenly discovered that he could not get up. Pull and strain as he
would, he could not get himself loose.
“Say, boy, I’ll give you a chest of gold If you will let me up.”
“It’s no object,” said the boy, “because if I should let you up, you’d kill me.”
“Yes, we kill all the boys who come here.”
At that the boy clipped off this giant’s head and threw his body into the bushes, just as he had those of the
other two giants. Then the boy went to the home of the first giant to see the giant’s wife.
“How much will you give me if I tell you that your old man is dead?” he asked her.
“I’ll give you a chest of gold, if you’ll promise me he’ll never trouble us any more.”
“All right, I promise,” and he got the chest. of gold. Then he went to the wife of the second giant and asked her
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the same question which he asked the first.
“I’ll give you a team and chest of gold.”
“All right, I promise,” and he got the team and a chest of gold. Then he went to the wife of the third giant and
asked her the same question. She told him that he’d get the old man’s daughter and a chest of gold, if he could win
in a duel that he had to fight. After that, he went back to the field and gathered up the cattle.
The farmer was delighted when he discovered that the boy had not been killed, and ordered cake, pie, wine,
and meat set before him.
“How did you get along?” asked the farmer.
“Well, I have killed three giants.”
“How?”
“With my bow.”
“There must be magic in it.”
“There is,” said the boy, and began eating his supper.
As the days went on the farmer’s daughter, who had beautiful black hair, fell in love with the boy. One day she
cut an apple in half; and he cut a gold ring in half. Then he tied half the apple and half the ring in her hair. The
apple dropped out. Then she tied the other half of the ring in his hair.
“You’ll have me, no matter what falls?” he asked.
She said she would. Then he went to fight the duel which the giant’s wife had told him he had to fight to get
the girl. The fight between him and another young man took place around a lake where there were many
spectators, and lasted two days. Finally, the boy with half the ring in his hair came out ahead and became
suddenly changed to a fine young man who had been bewitched by a girl he wouldn’t marry.
Then the farmer's daughter declared that she would marry the man who had half a ring to match what she had
in her hair. The other half was found, and the two were married with the ring!\fn{ Told in August, 1913}
8
Once upon a time there lived a man with three daughters, who, as he thought, were old enough to look out for
themselves. So he called them to him and said:
“It is time to go out in the world and seek your fortune. I’ll start the oldest first. Go and see what luck you have
in the world!”
So the oldest girl took her bundle of clothes tied up in a big kerchief, and away she went. After a while, just as
she was beginning to feel hungry, she saw standing right near her a cow. The cow said:
Milk me, milk me, or my bag will bust!
Milk me, milk me, or my bag will bust!

No sooner had the cow said this, and the girl was wishing for something to milk the cow into, than she espied
right near the cow an oven. From it came a voice, which said:
Take me out, or I’ll burn up!
Take me out, or I’ll burn up!

The girl looked inside the oven to see what was talking, and there was a fine loaf of bread. She took it out, dug
the center out of it, and filled the hollow with milk from the cow, then had a meal of bread and milk. She said:
“The old man sent me out, and I must be doing well.”
After she had eaten all the bread and milk she wanted she went on her way. Pretty soon she came to an apple
tree full of apples, and it said:
Shake me, shake me, or my limbs will break!
Shake me, shake me, or my limbs will break!

So the girl shook the tree until her lap was full of apples. When she had eaten all the apples she wanted, she put
some in her kerchief and went on her way. Toward dusk she came to a fine-looking mansion, and she thought she
would inquire if the folks there wanted anybody to work for them. Seeing a man standing in front of the house,
she called out
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“Hello!”
“Hello!” answered the man, who liked the girl’s looks.
“Do you want a girl to work for you?” the girl asked him.
“We do need one,” answered the man, “but my master isn’t home tonight, so you had better stay all night.
Which door would you like to enter? One is a gold door; if you go in through it, you will be covered from head to
foot with gold. The other is a tar door; if you go in through it, you will be covered with tar.”
“Oh, I don’t mind!” replied the girl. “I had just as soon be covered with tar as with gold.”
“You are so humble, you deserve to go through the golden door.”
“I don’t care,” repeated the girl.
Thereupon the man led her through the golden door; and the gold clung to her nose, her fingers, her ears, to
every part of her, until she was completely covered with gold. When she was well inside the house, the man said:
“We have two places where we put those who come here. Will you sleep under the ladder with the cats and
dogs, or will you sleep in the high bed with all your gold and glitter?”
“I’d just as soon crawl under the ladder with the cats and dogs as to sleep in the high bed.”
“Being as you are so humble, I’ll put you in the high bed with all your gold and glitter.”
When she reached the room where the high bed was, she saw that everything was of gold. The gold from
everything she touched stuck to her, even the golden sheets; and in the morning, with the golden sheets clinging
fast to her, she thought she was rich enough to go home. So home she went. When the family saw her coming, her
father said:
“What! Is that lazy whelp coming back? I’ll get the horsewhip and whip her to death!” The girl, however, as
soon as she came near enough to make herself heard, cried out:
“O father! I’m rich, rich!”
And sure enough, the father had never seen so much gold in his life as he now saw on his daughter. As soon as
he touched her the gold fell from her to the ground. The fathet ordered the girl to tell where she had been. When
he had heard the story he decided to send the second daughter to try her luck in the same way.
The second daughter had precisely the same experiences as her sister, and she too returned home “rich, rich!”
Then the father said:
“Now for Lazy Maria. She’s never been good for anything yet. Let’s see what she can do!” To her he said:
“Even if you are our baby, you must go.”
So Lazy Maria took her bundle on her shoulder and started. Soon she came to the cow, which said:
Milk me, milk me, or my bag will bust!
Milk me, milk me, or my bag will bustl

“Go along, you old bitch! I don’t care if it does,” replied the girl. Then the voice from within the oven cried
out:
Take me out, or I’ll burn up!
Take me out, or I’ll burn up!

“Burn up then! I won’t touch you. I won’t work when I’m all tired out,” complained the girl, and went on her
way. When she came to the apple tree, it cried:
Shake me, shake me, or my limbs will break!
Shake me, shake me, or my limbs will break!

“Let your limbs break, then! I shan’t shake you,” said the girl, and went on. When she came to the mansion,
the man on guard told her of the two doors and asked her through which she wanted to enter.
“I want to go through the golden door,” said the girl.
“All right!” and the man pushed her through the tar door. The tar stuck to her hair, filled her eyes, and covered
her from head to foot.
“Oh, my father will kill me!” she cried.
“Where will you sleep, under the ladder with the cats or in the high bed?” asked the man.
“In the high bed, tar and all,” at once decided the girl.
“All right! Under the ladder you go.” And the man pushed her among the cats and dogs.
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“You must be more humble,” said he, “if you would get on in the world.”
The next morning the poor girl, all covered with tar as she was, started for home. When the family saw her
coming, they rushed out to see the gold. But when they discovered that she was covered with tar instead of gold,
they cried:
“Let’s whip her!”
“O, no!” said her father. “Let’s scrub the tar off!”
But, scrub as they would, they couldn’t get it off, because, you see, it had been put on by a witch. They scraped
and scraped until they scraped the hair off her head and the skin off her fingers and toes. At last they scraped off
one of her warts, and there lay the witch.
At that all the tar fell off, and Lazy Maria was free once more. But while her two sisters were rich and could go
and come as they liked, Lazy Maria always had to stay at home, poor.\fn{ Told in August, 1913}
9
A rich man and his wife had one daughter who they were very anxious should marry. But the girl, although she
had as suitors merchants, lawyers, and princes, would have none of them, not even a king named Crooked Chin,
on account of his chin’s being crooked. They all waited upon her, and she went with this one and that one. One
Sunday night she said to her mother:
“Mother, I would marry the king if he didn’t have such a crooked chin.” The mother, tired of waiting for her
daughter to make up her mind, said:
“I am going to invite six of the best to the house, and you must take one of them for your husband; if you don’t
your father will make you take the first tramp or peddler who comes.”
The servants prepared a fine supper and the six suitors came, but the girl sent them all away again. After they
had gone, she told her mother that she couldn’t love any of them except Crooked Chin, and she couldn’t love him
because his chin was so crooked. Her mother said the father would be very angry, and he was.
Now on the king’s farm there was a hut in which lived an old basket maker. The father went and made it up
with old Crooked Chin to come to the house as a peddler of baskets. When the peddler came to the house, the
father told his daughter that she must go away with him. The girl wept and pleaded, but to no purpose. She had to
go to the hut in which the supposed basket maker pretended to live. It was not far, and when they came to it, the
basket maker showed her a little bed in which she was to sleep.
“Must I stay here?” inquired the girl, glancing about the bare little room.
“Yes, until you can make the baskets; then we will be married. When you have a load of baskets made, we’ll
exchange them for what we need to set up housekeeping, for we are very poor, you know.”
“My father is rich,” said the girl, “but he sent me away from home because I would not marry the king with a
crooked chin.”
“Didn’t you love him?” asked the basket maker.
“Yes, I loved him. I thought I didn’t because his chin was so crooked, but now I know I did, in spite of his
crooked chin,” replied the girl.
She was so bright and quick at basket weaving that it was not long before she had a load of baskets made, and
started for the nearest market to sell them. She asked the storekeeper if he bought baskets and how much he would
pay for her load. He said, yes, he bought baskets, and that he would give two hundred dollars for what she had.
Then he arranged to trade for them some household goods.
“What do you want?” he asked her.
“I should like that set of blue dishes; you can set them outside on the stoop.”
“Are you going to housekeeping?”
“Yes, I suppose so, but what else I want, I don’t know.”
In the meantime the disguised king had gone home, dressed himself in velvet and fine linen, and mounted a
beautiful horse. Then with a train of five men he went riding into town. He rode straight to the store and guided
his horse so that it trampled the beautiful blue dishes under foot. The merchant heard the crash and ran out to see
what had happened. There he met King Crooked Chin, who called for the owner of the dishes. So the merchant
went inside and told her that there was a gentleman outside who wanted to speak with her. At first she refused to
go out, but finally she did, and there stood King Crooked Chin.
“You told the basket maker that you loved the king,” he said. “Do you?”
“Indeed I do,” she said.
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“Then get in yonder wagon which I had driven here for you, and we will go and find a priest to marry us.”
The girl gladly did as she was told, and gayly the procession started off to find a priest!\fn{ Told in August, 1913}
10
Up the road there lived a girl who was the only daughter of some rich folks. She never had any lovers except
some who wasn’t good enough for her. Just below the girl’s home lived a little old woman who told fortunes.
One day the girl’s folks went to the orphanage and got a boy named Crouse. After he had had a bath and got
cleaned up, he was a good-looking boy. But because they got him at the orphanage, they had him eat in the
woodshed. The girl teased to go to the little old woman who told fortunes, but her mother wouldn’t let her go. One
day when her folks went away for the day she went to the little old woman for advice. She said:
“I have no lovers; nobody comes to see me.” The old woman said:
“Go to church, all by yourself at night, and pray the Lord to send you a good kind husband. Go three nights
and each night pray for the same thing.”
The girl was afraid to do it, but finally she got her courage up and went. Somehow the orphan boy heard what
she was going to do, and thought if he could only win her he would be rich. He knew a place where he could get
up overhead in the church, so he got there ahead of her. By and by she came along tripping in just as softly with
her little feet and prayed:
“O Lord, send me a good kind husband.” When Crouse, who was overhead, heard the prayer, he answered:
“Take Crouse.”
“O Lord, I couldn’t take that beggar boy,” the girl said to the Lord. But the Lord said:
“Oh, so much the better; take Crouse.”
“For poor Louise’s sake, don’t make me take that boy. Good night, dear Lord.”
After that Louise couldn’t sleep and began to pine away. Her mother asked her if she wasn't well. Louise
explained that she had had a dream, and asked if they couldn’t have Crouse at one end of the table.
“That beggar!” said her mother. “No, no!”
That night Louise went to the church again, and prayed as she had before. And Crouse from overhead said:
“Take Crouse; he’ll grow to be a man.”
“Oh, I can’t,” said the girl. “He eats in the woodshed.” Again the voice:
“Take Crouse. He’ll do everything he can to make you happy.” The girl said:
“I’ll have to think about it. I don’t see how I can. Good night, dear Lord. Amen!”
She went home and her folks didn’t know a thing about it. That week her mother saw a dreadful change in her
and again she asked the girl what the matter was.
“Mother, I keep thinking about Crouse. Can’t we have Crouse at the table, let him go to Sunday school, and try
to make something of him, get him two or three suits and all?”
“Well, I’ll see your father about it.” The father said:
“Well, if it’s as bad as this we might as well try.” Wednesday night Louise went to the church for the third time
and said:
“Now Lord, this is my last night. I want you to manifest who my husband is to be.” From overhead came the
same voice she had heard on the other nights:
“Take Crouse.”
“O my land! How can I take him?”
“Take Crouse. He’ll grow; he’ll do.”
“O Lord; he’s very low, and I want to be of the highest.”
“Sometimes the lowest comes out the highest.”
“Good night, dear Lord. Amen.”
She went to see the fortuneteller, and told her that nobody came to see her and told her what the Lord had said
every time she had gone to the church to pray. Then Granny said:
“Well, you’ll have to take Crouse.”
The girl became very humble, gave folks candy, passed the apples, and so on for two or three weeks. One
Monday when she was doing the washing, Crouse came around and offered to help her. She told him he could, so
he rolled up his sleeves and helped. And in three years she married him.\fn{ Told in August, 1913}
11
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Once there was a man and a woman who lived in a fine house. They had only one child, a beautiful girl. Of
course all the young men admired her a good deal, partly on account of her beauty, but more on account of the
money and treasure which they knew would fall into their hands if they married her, for her folks were rich
enough to buy up the whole country if they wanted to.
The girl didn’t care for any of the suitors but one. He courted her especially hard, and finally she said she
would marry him.
If the girl had known the young man better she never would have made such a promise, for he was a wicked
robber who belonged to a band of five men, all just as bad as he was. Now these men had made it up between
them that one should court the girl until she agreed to marry him. Then, pretending that he was going to take her
to see some kin of his, he was to take her to a lonely place near the edge of some woods. There the rest of the
band was to meet him and have a grave dug for the girl. Then they was going to kill her and put her in the grave.
When the young man asked his sweetheart if she would go with him to visit his brother who lived a long ways
from there, she willingly consented, and never guessed the terrible trap that had been set for her by her deceitful
lover. So one beautiful morning they set off. She was on a handsome horse with a bridle all set with costly gems.
The saddle was made of rich leather, and the stirrups was gold. The girl was dressed in the most beautiful
garments of silk and satin. Diamonds and other rare stones glittered in her hair and on her hands. They rode and
rode, and still no house appeared. Finally she said:
“I’m getting tired and faint. I wish I might have some food and drink.” The wicked man only jeered at her and
said:
“Tired, tired, you will be still worse than tired before long!”
“Aren’t we nearly there?” the girl asked, when she thought she couldn’t stand it any longer.
“Oh, you are near your end, but not near to my brother’s,” was the heartless reply.
The girl then saw that she was in a trap and begun to pray as she had never prayed before. Pretty soon they
come to a little log schoolhouse which stood in a little clearing. The grave had been dug there and then carefully
hidden under some hemlock boughs. Near the schoolhouse was a post where the robber ordered the girl to
dismount.
“Get off your horse!” he said brutally.
“Aren’t you going to help me?” asked the frightened girl.
“Help your own self,” was the reply.
At that, the robber, as he didn’t want to do the deed alone, whistled for the other five. They had agreed that at
that signal they would appear. But for some reason they didn’t come. Again the man whistled, and again no
robbers appeared.
“Now take off your fine clothes and prepare for this grave.” At that. he uncovered the grave.
“I’ll tie you to this post, while I walk around a bit.”
He thought he might be able to find the other robbers. While he was gone an old woman who lived alone with
her man in a log hut on the edge of the clearing come out to gather some sticks for her fire. Seeing the beautiful
girl tied to the post, she thought she was an angel.
“O granny, granny, save me!” cried the girl. “My father is rich; he will give you a fine house and lands if you
will only save me from a wicked man who is going to put me in that grave.”
“I couldn’t hide you, for the robbers would suspect and look my house over, even under the floor.” But the girl
looked so helpless and beautiful that the old woman was sorry for her, and said:
“Wait till I get a knife and cut the rope. Then I’ll take you to my house, and we will die together.”
So the old woman run to her house as fast as she could, and come back with a big knife. She cut the rope and
hurried with the girl to the house, for she had thought up a plan to save the girl’s life. When they come to the hut,
the girl said she was faint for lack of food. But the old woman said there was no time to eat, for the robbers might
be upon them any minute. She ripped open the mattress and, cutting a slit in the lower side for air, put the girl in,
face down, and said:
“I’ll strip and get in on top of you; when the robbers come, as they are sure to do, I’ll groan every breath, so
they’ll think I’m very sick.” Then she begun, for fear the robbers might be listening:
“Oh, how sick I be; how sick I be. I must die; I must die.” At that the old man who was sitting by the fire cried,
“Old woman, old woman, oh, what can I do for you, old woman? Hark! I hear the robbers coming!” At that the
old woman took on worse’n she had before.
“Oh, oh, how sick I be! I’m dying, I know I’m dying!” The old man groaned and moaned:
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“Oh, what can I do for you, old woman? What can I do for you, old woman?” Then they heard a shrill whistle,
and one of the robbers said:
“Here, don’t let’s bother with that set! Come on!”
And away they went. As quick as he could the old man poured a bit of tea, and gave the girl a sup from the
under side of the bed, because she had fainted away: Just as she was beginning to drink, the old man exclaimed:
“Here they come again! Groan for your life, old woman!”
“I mustn’t groan too much,” she said, “or they’ll guess I’m putting on.” At that she begun very feebly:
“I’m dying, I’m dying—I’m al-most gon-n-ne.”
“My poor old woman is dying, she’s dying What shall I do? What shall I do?”
“Let her die!” exclaimed one of the robbers with a loud laugh. “John, shan’t we go in and make a search?”
asked the robber—who had left the girl tied to the post.
“Oh, no,” replied the other, “they’ve lived there these many years. They wouldn’t dare meddle with anything
that belongs to us.”
So the whole band rode away, cursing and swearing. The old man and woman got the girl up, dressed her, and
fed her just as soon as they heard the robbers go off down the road. The robber who had led the girl away went to
her home, thinking that he might find her there. But no, he only met her mother, who said:
“How are you? Where is my daughter?”
“She’s at my brother’s,” lied the robber; “she’s going to stay a week.”
Then he rode off into the woods, hoping he might find the girl wandering around there. After the girl had been
with the old man and the old woman a week, the old woman said one day:
“You’ve been with us a week now, and we’ve so little to eat that we can’t keep you from starving. You must try
to get back home.”
“But how?” asked the girl, beginning to cry, for she was afraid the robbers would get her agin, and she knew
her house was a long ways off. The old woman sat and thought awhile, then she said:
“I have a plan! I’ll make a nigger wench of you! I’ll black you up from head to foot. You’ll have to go right by
the place where your grave was dug, and go back the same way you come, as near as you can remember. You
must take a basket of onions on your arm and pretend you’re peddling onions.”
Then she took some charcoal from the fireplace and colored the girl from head to foot. She pasted a piece of a
fleece of wool over the girl’s yellow hair and told her to go barefooted, with a basket of onions on her arm.
“You. must call out,” she told the girl, “‘Who wants to buy onions? Who wants to buy onions?’ And never stop
for breath, but keep saying, ‘Who wants to buy onions? Who wants to buy onions?’”
When the girl come to the grave, there set the five robbers on it, with her own beautiful horse tied to the post
near. When they saw her coming, one said:
“Shall we kill the wench?”
“No,” another answered. “What do we want with a nigger wench?”
“Who wants to buy onions? Who wants to buy onions?” she cried, though her knees shook so she could hardly
walk.
“Who wants to buy onions? Who wants to buy onions?” she kept calling, until at last, when she thought she
would faint away in spite of all she could do, she reached her own door and fell at her mother’s feet.
“O mother, save me, save me!”
“What does the wench mean?” exclaimed the mother.
“O mother, mother, I’m no nigger! If you’ll only wash this black off, you’ll see that I’m your own daughter.”
So the mother washed the black off, sent for the barber to shave her girl’s head, then called her man from the
woods and told him to get some help and try to catch the robbers. But the robbers run and hid in some caves and
nobody could get them out.
One day they went to see the old man and woman who lived in the hut. They was much surprised to see the old
woman up and about.
“Why, she is all right!” exclaimed one of the band.
“No, not all right, but a little better,” replied the old woman. The father of the girl bought some weapons so if
he ever had a chance at the robbers, he would be armed. But time went on, and he couldn’t find them. He wanted
his girl to accept one of her other suitors, but she always replied:
“The man never shone that I’d marry, now that I’ve seen what men can be.”
One night there drove up before the big house a big covered wagon different than any the people had ever seen
before. Four men got out of it and asked to stay all night. The mother said:
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“No, we never keep peddlers.” But the girl, mistrusting something, said:
“Yes, you can stay.”
So the robbers—for it was them—put out their horses and went in for supper. While they were eating, the girl
run to the neighbors, for she was sharp as a briar, and told them to be on hand in a little while to help kill the
robbers, for she knew them. The one who had lied to her was not in the company, for he had stayed in a chest in
the wagon, though the girl didn’t know it. When the men had finished eating one of them said:
“We have a big chest of tea in the wagon that we’d like to set in the pantry. Can we?”
“Certainly,” said the girl, “bring it right in.”
So the men went in the barn and made up some signals with the man inside the chest, who was no other than
the one that had lied so to the girl. After they had told him what to say and do, they carried the chest into the
pantry. As the girl was clearing away the supper, she happened to hit her toe agin the chest, when what should she
hear but a whisper:
“Is it all right?”
“Hush,” she replied, understanding what it all meant. “Keep still; they ain’t asleep yet.”
When it come bedtime, the girl told the men that there was only one spare room, so they would all have to
sleep in that. Then she, called the neighbors, and told them in whispers where to stand. She armed herself with a
big revolver, and went into the pantry with big, heavy steps to see what would happen.
“All ready?” come a hoarse whisper from the chest.
“Not yet,” she replied, for she wanted to wait till the other robbers come out.
All the lights was put out, and the watchers begun to breathe heavily and pretend to be asleep. Pretty soon they
heard a man come into the pantry, and whisper:
“All ready?”
“Ready,” was the answer in a whisper.
“Then come out!” And at that the other robbers could be heard comrng.
“Bang, bang, bang!”
All the neighbors fired at once, and killed every robber. The girl herself shot the one that had lied so to her.
Before he died he told her about a great treasure that she would find hid in a cave which he described. As he fell
back dead she said to the neighbors:
“There is the man that took me away!”
After they had buried the robbers the girl and her father went after the poor old man and woman that had saved
the girl’s life. They took them away from the miserable hut, and give them a fine house on a beautiful farm. Then
they went and found the robbers’ cave, and there was much gold, and silver, and precious stones. They give these
to the owners when they knew who they was, and the rest they give to the poor old man and woman.\fn{ Told in
July, 1914}
12
In olden times there was a farmer who had on his place a house he couldn’t rent nor sell, because no one who
spent the night there ever come out alive. One day there come along a worthless sort of man that didn’t care for
nothing except his fiddle, and he’d play that day after day. As he come near the farmer’s house, he spied the
farmer’s beautiful daughter. He was so taken with her that he thought he must see more of her, so he stopped and
asked the farmer if he’d give him some work. The farmer said he didn’t have any work, but if the fiddler would
find out what was wrong about the house in the lot, he’d give him fuel and food and his daughter for a wife. The
fiddler said he’d be glad to do it. So he went to the house in the lot, and got ready to spend the night there.
In a little while the young girl come down with some meat and bread. She was even better-looking than he had
thought, and when she asked him to play for her on his fiddle, he played so sweet that she was charmed and didn’t
want to go back home, but she did. When suppertime come, the fiddler put the meat over the fire, and while he
was waiting for it to cook, he played over the tunes he had played for the girl. He liked to remember the look in
her eyes when she heard them.
When the meat was finished he et his supper, cleared off the table, and set down and begun to play agin. He
was so happy that he didn’t think how late it was getting. All of a sudden two whitecaps and a red one swept by
him like a flash. Upstairs they went, and such a crashing and banging as come! He heard one of them say:
“O don’t kill me!”
“Well, then, give us your money,” come back from t’other one.
“I haven’t no more than I need for myself,” the first one said.
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At that the fighting begun agin, worse’n ever. The fiddler thought he’d be killed if he went up, but the noise
was so terrible that he never closed his eyes till daylight. Then the noise got less and less until it stopped
altogether. The fiddler was so tired that when he fell to sleep he slept long and sound.
By noontime, when the farmer and his girl had seen nothing of the fiddler, and no smoke from the chimbly,
they concluded to go and see if he’d disappeared just as mysterious as the others before him. They was most
awfully surprised to find him sleeping. They waked him up and asked him what made him sleep so long. He told
them all about what had happened. And the girl, who loved him, begged him not to stay there another night, but
he wouldn’t listen to her. He wanted to please her father by finding out what was the matter with the house.
That night exactly the same thing happened over agin. At midnight the two whitecaps and the redcap rushed
through the room and fought upstairs till daylight. Then they disappeared just as they done the day before.
The fiddler went to sleep agin, and slept till the farmer arid his girl come and woke him up. He told them that
the next night he was going up to see about the fight. The girl begged him not to, but he said he wasn’t afraid. No
harm would come to him because his fiddle was enchanted and would keep away all danger.
That night when the fighting begun above stairs he played the pieces the girl liked best, and went up the stairs
with his fiddle in his hand. There they were at it, fighting and cursing.
“In the name of God, what’s the matter?” said the fiddler to the whitecaps. “Two to one is too many. You leave
that redcap alone or I’ll fiddle you out of the house.”
And he begun to play a magic tune that sent the two whitecaps flying out the window. Then he asked the
redcap what about it, and the redcap said:
“Them are the men that murdered me. If you go into the cellar, you’ll find in a big tin box under the stairs my
body, which these men cut up in little pieces and put there. In the opposite corner you’ll find a small tin box with
a lot of gold and silver in it. If you will take enough of the money to bury me in a fine casket, and set a beautiful
tombstone at my head, and see that the murderers are hung, you can have all there is left.”
The fiddler promised to do that, and the redcap disappeared out of the window too. As soon as it was daylight,
the fiddler went up to tell the farmer what had happened. He asked the farmer to help him dig for the big tin box,
but the farmer was afraid to. He told the fiddler, though, that he knew two men who would be willing to help him,
and he sent for them. When they come and dug, they found the bones of the murdered man. Then the fiddler got
the box of riches, and did everything that the redcap had told him to do.
After the murderers was hung, just as he had promised, the farmer give the fiddler his daughter. And with the
riches they had the couple built a fine new house in place of the haunted one, which they tore down.\fn{ Told in
June, 1914}
13
When Ellen was a little girl her mother died. So Ellen grew up with no one to take care of her except her
father, and he didn’t know much about raisin’ little girls. One day, when Ellen had growed to be a young lady with
many beaux, she looked out of the window of the farmhouse where she lived with her father and saw a handsome
stranger in a high hat ride past on a splendid black horse. Ellen thought that she had never seen such a fine young
man.
The next day while Ellen was working among her flowers, the young man again come riding down the road,
this time on a beautiful white horse. As he come opposite Ellen, he stopped his horse and said:
“What beautiful flowers you have.” Ellen said:
“Yes, would you like some?”
He said he would; so Ellen picked him some, and he thanked her and then rode away. After this, every day the
stranger would appear, every time on a different horse. And every time he would stop and have a chat with Ellen,
who looked forward to his visits with great pleasure. One Sunday afternoon as he started off, he said to Ellen:
“My house is only a mile through these woods just beyond your house. Will you come to my house some day?
I’ll sow these peas that I brought with me, and when the peas blossom, you come. Will you?”
Ellen said if she could get her father asleep she would.
Every day after that Ellen would walk to the edge of the woods to watch and wait for the peas to blossom. At
last.Qne day when she came to the edge of the woods, she saw the long line of peas in blossom. So the next day
she got her father to take a nap, and started out to follow where the peas led.
After she walked a long ways through the deep woods, she come to a little footbridge. Something told her she
hadn’t better go any further, but she remembered her promise to the young man and went on. Pretty soon she saw
in front of her a great big house with a front door all black. When she got near enough to see, she read on the
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door:
Don’t be too bold;
Your heart’s blood will soon run cold.

Ellen almost fainted away from fright, but just as she was on the point of turning back, she heard the sound of
a horseman coming. She listened, and heard it again, this time nearer. She remembered the words on the door, and
thought she might be able to hide somewhere inside the house until the horseman had gone by. So she opened the
door and went in.
She looked around the room but could see nothing but men’s clothes hanging along the walls and on hooks
from the ceiling. The clothes were all wonderfully rich and costly, trimmed with beautiful lace and buttons. She
didn’t see a good place to hide in this room, so she hurried on to the next. That was full of clothes, too, only it was
ladies’ clothes. Silks, satins, and velvets lined the walls and hung from the ceiling. She wondered what might be
in the next room, and she went in. To her horror she saw nothing but the bodies of young ladies without any heads
or legs or arms.
She would have fainted away if she hadn’t heard voices outside the house. She looked out and saw her lover
getting off from his horse, on which were also two dazzling young ladies. He was having a fine time laughing and
talking as he helped them off.
Ellen looked about for a place to hide and discovered three hogsheads. She looked into the one nearest to her
and found it was full of legs and feet; she hurried to close it, and looked into the next, which she found was almost
full of ladies’ heads. More horrified than ever, she opened the last one. It was almost full of ladies’ hands and
arms. But she heard her lover coming with his ladies, and jumped into the hogshead among the dead hands and
arms. She pulled some of them over her head and fitted the cover of the hogshead on as well as she could. Then
she waited.
She heard her lover come in with the ladies; heard them laugh and talk; heard him pay them fine compliments;
and then heard him command them to dance for him. The first one said that her parents had never let her dance, so
she did not know how. Then Ellen, who was peeking out through a hole in the hogshead, saw him cut off one of
the young lady’s legs, then the other, and drop them into the first hogshead. Then he cut off her head, and dropped
it into the second. Then with her hands and her arms he come to the hogshead where Ellen was. But Ellen was so
well covered up that he did not see her, and just dropped in the hands and arms, and begun with the second young
lady. He treated her the same way he had the first. Then he hung up the bodies and took the clothes out. And a few
minutes later Ellen heard him ride away.
Ellen took a beautiful ring from one of the young ladies’ hands and put it on her own finger. From the wrist of
the other she took a bracdet, all jeweled, and put it on her own arm. Then she prayed to the good Lord to save her
life, and she clum out of the hogshead and run from the house toward her own home.
Just as she was coming to the little footbridge she heard voices, and she knew they was those of her lover and
her dearest friend who was being led off to her destruction. Ellen hurried to hide herself under the bridge, and
waited for the two to go by.
Then Ellen run on home, where she found her father asleep just as she had left him. She waked him up and
then fainted away. Her father thought she must be sick, and he laid her on a couch and waited for her to come to.
When she did, she was afraid to talk for fear she would be overheard, so she called for pen and paper and wrote
out an account of everything that had happened to her. Her father read it, and said:
“The young man will most likely come again, as it is Sunday night and your birthday. We must plan to trap
him. We’ll invite all the neighbors—the highest and biggest—to your birthday party in three days. And we’ll
invite the young man, too.”
When the three days come around, and it was time for the party, there was a barrel driven full of spikes placed
outside Ellen’s house. Inside the house there was all the finest young men and women of the country round. Last
of all there come into the room where the company was Ellen herself, pale as death, dressed in heavy mourning—
the bracelet she had taken from one murdered young woman on one hand, and the ring of the other on the other
hand. I said “last”—but the strange young man hadn’t come yet.
When he finally appeared he asked Ellen to speak to him outside. She told him she would after he had seen the
others. So he went in and was immediately swept into a chair which had been placed for him in the center of the
room. The rest all set down close around him. When the young man saw no means of getting away, he waited for
what might come.
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Everybody there done for the party what he could. Some sung songs, some give riddles, some told dreams, and
others, stories. They asked the young man for a story, but he said he didn’t know any to tell. He was told he must
do his part, so he finally said that he would whistle. And with that he whistled right out a robber tune. The folks
looked at each other, but held their peace, for they knew Ellen’s part was to come. When the young man had
finished, the company asked Ellen what she was going to do.
“I can’t sing,” she said. “Mother never let me tell a story, but I had a peculiar dream the other night which I
will tell if you would like to hear it.”
They all said that they would like to hear it, and drew their chairs up till the circle was small and close. Then
Ellen put up the hand with the ring on in such a way that the young man couldn’t help but see it. After the folks
had a chance to see how the sight of the ring would affect him, Ellen begun:
“The other night I dreamed that I was sixteen years old and lived alone with my father. One day I looked out of
the window and saw a fine young man in a high silk hat gp riding by on a beautiful black horse. The next day,
when I was out among my flowers, he come again; this time he stopped and asked me for some flowers. I gave
him some, and he put them in his buttonhole, and rode away into the woods near our house.” At this the young
man got nervous and said:
“I’m not feeling well; I must have some air.”
But the folks wouldn’t let him out till they had heard the rest of the story. So Ellen went on:
“The next day the young man come again, and every day for many days until I come to love him more dearly
than I can tell. I had no mother to care for me and to teach me to beware of false young men. So one day when the
young man asked me to go to his home in the woods when the peas that he said he would sow blossomed, I did’t
know any better than to go. Every day I went to the woods to see if the peas had come up, and when they did, I
watched to see when they blossomed. At last, one day, when I come to the edge of the woods, I saw the long line
of peas in bloom. So the next day I got my father to take a nap, and started out to follow where the peas led.
“After I walked a long ways through the deep woods, I come to a little footbridge. Something told me I hadn’t
better go any further, but I remembered my promise to the young man and went on. Pretty soon I saw in front of
me a great big house with a front door all black. When I got near enough to see, I read on the door:
Don’t be too bold;
Your heart's blood will soon run cold.

“I almost fainted away from fright, but just as I was on the point of turning back, I heard the sound of a
horseman coming. I listened, and heard it again, this time nearer. I remembered the words on the door, and
thought I might be able to hide somewhere inside the house until the horseman had gone by. So I opened the door
and went in.
“I looked around the room but could see nothing but men’s clothes hanging along the walls and on hooks from
the ceiling. The clothes were all wonderfully rich and costly, trimmed with beautiful lace and buttons. I didn’t see
a good place to hide in this room, so I hurried on to the next. That was full of clothes, too, only it was ladies’
clothes. Silks, satins, and velvets lined the walls and hung from the ceiling. I wondered what might be in the next
room, and I went in. To my horror I saw nothing but the bodies of young ladies without any heads or legs or arms.
I would have fainted away if I hadn’t heard voices outside the house. I looked out and saw my lover getting off
from his horse on which were also two dazzling young ladies. He was having a fine time laughing and talking as
he helped them off.
“I looked about for a place to hide and discovered three hogsheads. I looked into the one nearest to me and
found it was full of legs and feet; I hurried to close it, and looked into the next, which I found was almost full of
ladies’ heads. More horrified than ever, I opened the last one. It was almost full of ladies’ hands and arms. But I
heard my lover coming with his ladies, and jumped into the hogshead among the dead hands and arms. I pulled
some of them over my head, and fitted the cover of the hogshead on as well as I could.
“Then I waited. I heard my lover come in with the ladies; heard them laugh and talk; heard him pay them fine
compliments; and then heard him command them to dance for him. The first one said that her parents had never
let her dance, so she did not know how. Then, as I was peeking out through a hole in the hogshead, I saw him cut
off one of the young lady’s legs, then the other, and drop them into the first hogshead. Then he cut off her head,
and dropped it into the second. Then with her hands and arms he come to the hogshead where I was. But I was so
well covered up that he did not see me, and just dropped in the hands and arms, and begun with the second young
lady. He treated her the same way he had the first. Then he hung up the bodies and took the clothes out. And a few
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minutes later I heard him ride away.
“I took a beautiful ring from one of the young ladies’ hands, and put it on my own finger. From the wrist of the
other I took a bracelet, all jeweled, and put it on my own arm. Then I prayed to the good Lord to save my life, and
I clum out of the hogshead and run from the house toward my own home. Just as I was coming to the little
footbridge, I heard voices, and I knew they was those of my lover and my dearest friend, who was being led off to
her destruction. I hurried to hide myself under the bridge, and waited for the two to go by.
“Then I run on home, where I found my father asleep just as I had left him. I waked him up, and then fainted
away. My father thought I must be sick, and he laid me on a couch and waited for me to come to. When I did I
was afraid to talk for fear I would be overheard, so I called for pen and paper and wrote out an account of
everything that had happened to me. My father read it and said:
“‘The young man will most likely come again, as it is Sunday night and your birthday. We must plan to trap
him. We’ll invite all the neighbors—the highest and biggest—to your birthday party in three days. And we’ll
invite the young man, too.”
When Ellen had finished the story of her dream, she stopped and said she would have to rest. As she ended, the
young man got very pale and put his hands in his pockets as though he expected to find something there. But the
company didn’t wait to see what it was. They rushed forward, clinched him, and drug him out to the barrel outside
of the house. They put him in the barrel; then they nailed it up and drug it to the top of a hill near by. Then the
company divided; half stayed at the top of the hill, and the other half stationed themselves at the bottom of the
hill. When, the folks at the top rolled the barrel to the folks at the bottom, these pulled out a spike, and rolled the
barrel up to them at the top; these pulled out another spike. And so they went on until every spike had been pulled,
and the body of the young man was all bloody and torn.
Without waiting to bury him, the men followed Ellen to the house in the wood and found that it was the home
of a band of noted robbers. The men hid themselves, and as the robbers come in, one by one, with their victims,
they were hung among the bodies of those they had murdered. Much of the stolen property was give back to the
proper owners. And the people of that part of the country, for the first time in many years, could enjoy life, free
from the fear of robbers.\fn{Told in August, 1914}
14
A couple of young folks whose fathers’ farms joined were engaged to be married. For some time the young
man was very attentive, and went to see the girl regular every Sunday night, and took her to meeting.
But finally one Sunday night he didn’t come. The girl went to meeting with her father and mother. Pretty soon
she saw her young man come in with a neighbor girl. She was hurt, but she didn’t show her feelings.
The next Sunday night the young man also failed to appear. But the girl went to church with her parents, and
saw him come in again with the other girl. She waited until meeting was over; then hurried and wrapped herself in
the raw hide of a beef which she had begged from her father and had all ready to use. She drew the skin of the
head of the beef, horns and all, over her own head so she was covered from head to foot.
Then she went a short ways down the road where there was a big rock called spook rock. She hid behind this
and waited for her lover and the other girl. Soon she heard them coming and talking about her. The young man
was just laughing about how uncomfortable Kate was when she saw them two come into the church. The girl
laughed too.
Then she heard a terrible groan, and Kate, dressed in her hide, came out from behind the rock. The other girl
let out a scream and the young man stood rooted to the spot. Then they heard the spook say in an awful voice:
A courting you do go,
And leave poor Kate in all her woe;
This is the Devil, you know.

The young man had no reason to think it wasn’t because he had heard others tell about seeing the Old Un near
this rock. He was scared almost to death, but finally screwed up courage to say:
Tomorrow morning before the sun may come,
My vows I’ll renew to Kate;
And unto her I’ll say;
‘We’ll be married at the arriving of day.’
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At that Kate was satisfied, and said, “Go in peace,” and went behind the rock.
Before daylight the next morning the young man went to Kate’s house and inquired for her. Her father told him
that she hadn’t got up; her mother said she didn’t want to call her. So he waited, pretty uneasy. When she finally
appeared, he said:
“How distant you have been.” She said:
“I think you have been the one.” But with that he replied:
“Well, it don’t make any difference which one it has been so long as we can be married right off this morning.
Are you ready?”
Kate said she was.
If more girls had Kate’s grit, there would be fewer old maids in the world.\fn{ Told in August, 1914}
161.36 Maverick\fn{by Mary Hallock Foote (1847-1938)} Milton, Saratoga County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 8
Traveling Buttes is a lone stage-station on the road, largely speaking, from Blackfoot to Boise. I do not know
whether the stages take that road now, but ten years ago they did, and the man who kept the stage-house was a
person of primitive habits and corresponding appearances named Gilroy.
The stage-house is perhaps half a mile from the foot of the largest butte, one of three that loom on the horizon
and appear to “travel” from you, as you approach them from the plains. A day’s ride with the Buttes as a landmark
is like a stern chase, in that you seem never to gain upon them.
From the stage-house the plain slopes up to the foot of the Big Butte, which rises suddenly in the form of an
enormous tepee, as if Gitchie Manito, the mighty, had here descended and pitched his tent for a council of the
nations.
*
The country is destitute of water. To say that it is “thirsty” is to mock with vain imagery that dead and
mummied land on the borders of the Black Lava. The people at the stage-house had located a precious spring,
four miles up, in a cleft near the top of the Big Butte; they piped the water down to the house and they sold it to
travelers on that Jericho road at so much per horse. The man was thrown in, but the man usually drank whisky.
Our guide commented unfavorably on this species of husbandry, which is common enough in the arid West,
and as legitimate as selling oats or hay; but he chose to resent it in the case of Gilroy, and to look upon it as an
instance of individual and exceptional meanness.
“Any man that will jump God’s water in a place like this, and sell it the same as drinks—he’d sell water to his
own father in hell!”
This was our guide’s opinion of Gilroy. He was equally frank, and much more explicit, in regard to Gilroy’s
sons.
“But,” he concluded, with a philosopher’s acceptance of existing facts, “it ain’t likely that any of that outfit
will ever git into trouble, so long as Maverick is sheriff of Lemhi County.” We were about to ask why, when we
drove up to the stage-house, and Maverick himself stepped out and took our horses.
“What the-infernal has happened to the man?” my companion, Ferris, exclaimed; and our guide answered
indifferently, as if he were speaking of the weather:
“Some Injuns caught him alone in an out-o’-the-way ranch, when he was a kid, and took a notion to play with
him. This is what was left when they got through. I never see but one worse-looking man,” he added, speaking
low, as Maverick passed us with the team: “him a bear wiped over the head with its paw. ’Twas quicker over with,
I expect, but he lived, and he looked worse than Maverick.”
“Then I hope to the Lord I may never see him!” Ferris ejaculated; and I noticed that he left his dinner untasted,
though he had boasted of a hunter’s appetite.
*
We were two college friends on a hunting trip, but we had not got into the country of game. In two days more
we expected to make Jackson’s Hole, and I may mention that “hole,” in this region, signifies any small, deep
valley, well hidden amidst high mountains, where moisture is perennial, and grass abounds. In these pockets of
plenty, herds of elk gather and feed as tame as park pets; and other hunted creatures, as wild but less innocent,
often find sanctuary here, and cache their stolen stock and other spoil of the road and the range.
We did not forget to put our question concerning Maverick, that unhappy man, in his character of legalized
protector of the Gilroy gang. What did our free-spoken guide mean by that insinuation?
We were told that Gilroy, in his rough-handed way, had been as a father to the lad, after the savages wreaked
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their pleasure on him: and his people being dead or scattered,. Maverick had made himself useful in various
humble capacities at the stage-house, and had finally become a sort of factotum there and a member of the family.
And though perfectly square himself, and much respected on account of his personal courage and singular
misfortunes, he could never see the old man’s crookedness, nor the more than crookedness of his sons. He was
like a son of the house, himself; but most persons agreed that it was not as a brother he felt toward Rose Gilroy.
And a tough lookout it was for the girl; for Maverick. was one whom no man would lightly cross, and in her case
he was acting as “general dog around the place,” as our guide called it.
The young fellows were shy of the house, notwithstanding the attraction it held. It was likely to be Maverick or
nobody for Rose.
We did not see Rose Gilroy, but we heard her step in the stage-house kitchen, and her voice, as clear as a
lark’s, giving orders to the tall, stooping, fair young Swede, who waited on us at table, and did other work of a
menial character in that singular establishment.
“How is it the watchdog allows such a pretty sprig as that around the place?” Ferris questioned, eyeing our
knight of the trencher, who blushed to feel himself remarked.
“He won’t stay,” our guide pronounced; “they don’t none of ’em stay when they’re good-lookin’. The old man
he’s failin’ considerable these days—getting’ kind o’ silly—and the boys are away the half of the time. Maverick
pretty much runs the place. I don’t justly blame the critter. He’s watched that little Rose grow up from a baby.
How’s he goin’ to quit being fond of her now she’s a woman? I dare say he’d a heap sooner she’d stayed a little
girl. And these yere boys around here they’re a triflin’ set, not half so able to take care of her as Maverick. He’s
got the sense and he’s got the sand; but there’s that awful head on him! I don’t blame him much, lookin’ the way
he does, and feelin’ the same as any other man.”
*
We left Traveling Buttes and its cruel little love-story, but we had not gone a mile when a horseman overtook
us with a message for Ferris from his new foreman at the ranch, a summons which called him back for a day at
the least. Ferris was exceedingly annoyed: a day at the ranch meant four days on the road; but the business was
imperative. We held a brief council, and decided that, with Ferris returning, our guide should push on with the
animals and camp outfit into a country of grass, and look up a good camping-spot (which might not be the first
place he struck) this side of Jackson’s Hole. It remained for me to choose between going with the stuff, or staying
for a longer look at the phenomenal Black Lava fields at Arco; Arco being another name for desolation on the
very edge of that weird stone sea.
This was my ostensible reason for choosing to remain at Arco; but I will not say the reflection did not cross me
that Arco is only sixteen miles from Traveling Buttes—not an insurmountable distance between geology and a
pretty girl, when one is five and twenty, and has not seen a pretty face for a month of Sundays.
Arco, at that time, consisted of the stage-house, a store, and one or two cabins—a poor little seed of
civilization dropped by the wayside, between the Black Lava and the hills where Lost River comes down and
“sinks” on the edge of the lava. The station is somewhat back from the road, with its face—a very grimy,
unwashed countenance—to the lava. Quaking asps and mountain birches follow the water, pausing a little way up
the gulch behind the house, but the eager grass tracks it all the way till it vanishes; and the dry bed of the stream
goes on and spreads in a mass of coarse sand and gravel, beaten flat, flailed by the feet of countless driven sheep
that have gathered here. For this road is on the great overland sheep-trail from Oregon eastward—the march of the
million mouths, and what the mouths do not devour the feet tramp down.
The staple topic of conversation at Arco was one very common in the Far West, when a tenderfoot is of the
company. The poorest place can boast of some distinction, and Arco, though hardly on the highroad of fashion
and commerce, had frequently been named in print in connection with crime of a highly sensational and
picturesque character. Scarcely another fifty miles of stage-road could boast of so many and such successful roadjobs; and although these affairs were of almost monthly occurrence, and might be looked for to come off always
within that noted danger-limit, yet it was a fact that the law had never yet laid finger on a man of the gang, nor
gained the smallest clew to their hide-out.
It was a difficult country around Arco, one that lent itself to secrecy. The road-agents came, and took, and
vanished as if the hills were co-partners as well as the receivers of their goods. As for the lava, which was its front
dooryard, so to speak, for a hundred miles, the man did not live who could say he had crossed it. What it held or
was capable of hiding, in life or in death, no man knew.
*
The day after Ferris left me I rode out upon that arrested tide—those silent breakers which for ages have
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threatened, but never reached, the shore. I tried to fancy it as it must once have been, a sluggish, vitreous flood,
filling the great valley, and stiffening as it slowly pushed toward the bases of the hills. It climbed and spread, as
dough rises and crawls over the edge of the pan. The Black Lava is always called a sea—that image is inevitable;
yet its movement had never in the least the character of water.
“This is where hell pops,” an old plainsman feelingly described it, and the suggestion is perfect. The colors of
the rock are those produced by fire: its texture is that of slag from a furnace. One sees how the lava hardened into
a crust, which cracked and sank in places, mingling its tumbled edges with the creeping flood not cooled beneath.
After all movement had ceased and the mass was still, time began upon its tortured configurations, crumbled and
wore and broke, and sifted a little earth here and there, and sealed the burnt rock with fairy print of lichens,
serpent-green and orange and rust-red. The spring rains left shallow pools which the summer dried. Across it, a
few dim trails wander a little way and give out, like the water.
For a hundred miles to the Snake River this Plutonian gulf obliterates the land—holds it against occupation or
travel. The shoes of a marching army would be cut from their feet before they had gone a dozen miles across it;
horses would have no feet left; and water would have to be packed as on an ocean, or a desert, cruise.
I rode over places where the rock rang beneath my horse’s hoofs like the iron cover of a manhole. I followed
the hollow ridges that mounted often forty feet above my head, but always with that gruesome effect of thickening
movement—that sluggish, atomic crawl; and I thought how one man pursuing another into this frozen hell might
lose himself, but never find the object of his quest. If he took the wrong furrow, he could not cross from one blind
gut into another, nor hope to meet the fugitive at any future turning.
I don’t know why the fancy of a flight and pursuit so have haunted me, in connection with the Black Lava;
probably the desperate and lawless character of our conversation at the stage-house gave rise to it. I had fallen
completely under the spell of that skeleton flood. I watched the sun sink, as it sinks at sea, beyond its utmost
ragged ridges; I sat on the borders of it; and stared across it in the gray moonlight; I rode out upon it when the
Buttes, in their delusive nearness, were as blue as the gates of amethyst, and the morning was as fair as one great
pearl; but no peace or radiance of heaven or earth could change its aspect more than that of a mound of skulls.
When I began to dream about it, I thought I must be getting morbid.
This is worse than Gilroy’s, I said; and I promised myself I would ride up there next day and see if by chance
one might get a peep at the Rose that all were praising, but none dared put forth a hand to pluck. Was it indeed so
hard a case for the Rose? There are women who can love a man for the perils he has passed. Alas, Maverick!
could anyone get used to a face like that?
Here, surely, was the story of Beauty and her poor Beast humbly awaiting, in the mask of a brutish deformity,
the recognition of Love pure enough to divine the soul beneath, and unselfish enough to deliver it. Was there such
love as that at Gilroy’s?
However, I did not make that ride.
*
It was the fourth night of clear, desert moonlight since Ferris had left me: I was sleepless, and so I heard the
first faint throb of a horse’s feet approaching from the east, coming on at a great pace, and making the turn to the
stage-house. I looked out, and on the trodden space in front I saw Maverick dismounting from a badly blown
horse.
“Halloo! What’s up?” I called from the open window of my bedroom on the ground-floor.
“Did two men pass here on horseback since dark?”
“Yes,” I said; “about twelve o’clock: a tall man and a little short fellow.”
“Did they stop to water?”
“No, they did not; and they seemed in such a tearing hurry that I watched them down the road—”
“I am after those men, and I want a fresh horse,” he cut in. “Call up somebody quick!”
“Shall you take one of the boys along?” I inquired, with half an eye to myself, after I had obeyed his
command. He shook his head.
“Only one horse here that’s good for anything: I want that myself.”
“There is my horse,” I suggested; “but I’d rather be the one who rides her. She belongs to a friend.”
“Take her, and come on, then, but understand—this ain’t a Sunday-school picnic.”
“I’m with you, if you’ll have me.”
“I’d sooner have your horse,” he remarked, shifting the quid of tobacco in his cheek.
“You can’t have her without .me, unless you steal her,” I said.
“Git your gun, then, and shove some grub into your pockets: I can’t wait for nobody.”
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He swung himself into the saddle.
“What road do you take?”
“There ain’t but one,” he shouted, and pointed straight ahead.
I overtook him easily within the hour; he was saving his horse, for this was his last chance to change until
Champagne Station, fifty miles away. He gave me rather a cynical smile of recognition as I ranged alongside, as if
to say, “You’ll probably get enough of this before we are through.” The horses settled down to their work, and
they “humped theirselves,” as Maverick put it, in the cool hours before sunrise.
At daybreak his awful face struck me all afresh, as inscrutable in its strange distortion as some stone god in the
desert, from whose graven hideousness a thousand years of mornings have silently drawn the veil.
“What do you want those fellows for?” I asked, as we rode. I had taken for granted that we were hunting
suspects of the road-agent persuasion.
“I want ’em on general principles,” he answered shortly.
“Do you think you know them?”
“I think they’ll know me. All depends on how they act when we get within range. If they don’t pay no attention
to us, we’ll send a shot across their bows. But more likely they’ll speak first.”
He was very gloomy, and would keep silence for an hour at a time. Once he turned on me as with a sudden
misgiving.
“See here, don’t you git excited; and whatever happens, don’t you meddle with the little one. If the big fellow
cuts up rough, he’ll take his chances, but you leave the little one to me. I want him—I want him for State’s
evidence,” he finished hoarsely.
“The little one must be the Benjamin of the family,” I thought—“one of the bad young Gilroys, whose time has
come at last; and Sheriff Maverick finds his duty hard.”
I could not say whether I really wished the men to be overtaken, but the spirit of the chase had undoubtedly
entered into my blood. I felt as most men do, who are not saints or cowards, when such work as this is to be done.
But I knew I had no business to be along. It was one thing for Maverick, but to be part of an amateur in a manhunt
is not one to boast of.
The sun was now high, and the fresh tracks ahead of us were plain in the dust. Once they left the road and
strayed off into the lava, incomprehensibly to me; but Maverick understood, and pressed forward.
“We’ll strike them again further on. D— fool!” he muttered, and I observed that he alluded but to one, “huntin’
waterholes in the lava in the tail end of August!”
They could not have found water, for at Belgian Flat they had stopped and dug for it in the gravel, where a
little stream in freshet time comes down the gulch from the snowfields higher up, and sinks, as at Arco, on the lip
of the lava. They had dug, and found it, and saved us the trouble, as Maverick remarked.
Considerable water had gathered since the flight had paused here and lost precious time. We drank our fill,
refreshed our horses, and shifted the saddle-girths; and I managed to stowaway my lunch during the next mile or
so, after offering to share it with Maverick, who refused it as if the notion of food made him sick. He had
considerable whisky aboard, but he was, I judged, one of those men on whom drink has little effect; else some
counter-flame of excitement was fighting it in his blood.
I looked for the development of the personal complication whenever we should come up with the chase, for the
man’s eye burned, and had his branded countenance been capable of any expression that was not cruelly
travestied, he would have looked the impersonation of wild justice.
*
It was now high noon, and our horses were beginning to feel the steady work; yet we had not ridden as they
brought the good news from Ghent: that is the pace of a great lyric; but it’s not the pace at which justice, or even
vengeance, travels in the Far West. Even the furies take it coolly when they pursue a man over these roa:ds, and
on these poor brutes of horses, in fifty-mile stages, with drought thrown in.
Maverick had had no mercy on the pony that brought him sixteen miles; but this piece of horse-flesh he now
bestrode must last him through at least to Champagne Station, should we not overhaul our men before. He knew
well when to press and when to spare the pace, a species of purely practical consideration which seemed habitual
with him; he rode like an automaton, his baleful face borne straight before him—the Gorgon’s head.
Beyond Belgian Flat—how far beyond I do not remember, for I was beginning to feel the work, too, and the
country looked all alike to me as we made it, mile by mile—the road follows close along by the lava, but the hills
recede, and a little trail cuts across, meeting the road again at Deadman’s Flat.
Here we could not trust to the track, which from the nature of the ground was indistinct. So we divided our
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forces, Maverick taking the trail—which I was quite willing he should do, for it had a look of most sinister
invitation—while I continued by the longer road. Our little discussion, or some atmospheric change—some breath
of coolness from the hills—had brought me up out of my stupor of weariness. I began to feel both alert and
nervous; my heart was beating fast. The still sunshine lay all around us, but where Maverick’s white horse was
climbing, the shadows were turning eastward, and the deep gulches, with their patches of aspen, were purple
instead of brown. The aspens were left shaking where he broke through them and passed out of sight.
I kept on at a good pace, and about three o’clock I, being then as much as half a mile away, saw the spot which
I knew must be Deadman’s Flat; and there were our men, the tall one and his boyish mate, standing quietly by
their horses in broad sunlight, as if there were no one within a hundred miles. Their horses had drunk, and were
chopping the thin grass, which had set its tooth in the gravel where, as at the other places, a living stream had
perished. I spurred forward, with my heart thumping, but before they saw me I saw Maverick coming down the
little gulch; and from the way he came I knew that he had seen them.
The scene was awful in its treacherous peacefulness. Their shadows slept on the broad bed of sunlight, and the
gulch was as cool and still as a lady’s chamber. The great dead desert received the silence like a secret.
Tenderfoot as I was, I knew quite well what must happen now; yet I was not prepared—could not realize it—
even when the tall one put his hand quickly behind him and stepped ahead of his horse. There was the flash of his
pistol, and the loud crack echoing in the hill, a second shot, and then Maverick replied deliberately, and the tall
one was down, with his face in the grass.
I heard a scream that sounded strangely like a woman’s; but there were only the three, the little one, acting
wildly, and Maverick bending over him who lay with his face in the grass. I saw him turn the body over, and the
little fellow seemed to protest, and to try to push him away. I thought it strange he made no more of a fight, but I
was not near enough to hear what those two said to each other.
Still, the tragedy did not come home to me. It was all like a scene, and I was without feeling in it except for
that nervous tnembling which I could not control.
Maverick stood up at length, and came slowly toward me, wiping his face. He kept his hat in his hand, and,
looking down at it, said huskily:
“I gave that man his life when I found him last spring runnin’ loose like a wild thing in the mountains, and now
I’ve took it; and God above knows I had no grudge agin’ him, if he had stayed in his place. But he would have it
so.”
“Maverick, I. saw it all, and I can swear it was self-defense.”
His face drew into the tortured grimace which was his smile.
“This here will never come before a jury,” he said. “It’s a family affair. Did ye see how he acted? Steppin’ up
to me like he was a first-class shot, or else a fool. He ain’t nary one; he’s a poor silly tool, the whip-hand of a girl
that’s boltin’ from her friends like they was her mortal enemies. Go and take a look at him; then maybe you’ll
understand.”
He paused, and uttered the name of Jesus Christ, but not as such men often use it, with an inconsequence
dreadful to hear: he was not idly swearing, but calling that name to witness solemnly in a case that would never
come before a jury.
I began to understand.
“Is it—is the girl—”
“Yes; it’s our poor little Rose—that’s the little one, in the gray hat. She’ll give herself away if I don’t. She
don’t care for nothin’ nor nobody. She was runnin’ away with that fellow—that dish-washin’ Swede what I found
in the mountings eatin’ roots like a ground-hog, with the ends of his feet froze off. Now you know all I know—
and more than she knows, for she thinks she was fond of him. She wan’t, never—for I watched ’em, and I know.
She was crazy to git away, and she took him for the chance.”
His excitement passed, and we sat apart and watched the pair at a distance. She—the little one—sat as
passively by her dead as Maverick pondering his cruel deed; but with both it was a hopeless quiet.
“Come,” he said at length, “I’ve got to bury him. You look after her, and keep her with you till I git through.
I’m givin’ you the hardest part,” he added wistfully, as if he fully realized how he had cut himself off from all
such duties, henceforth, to the girl he was consigning to a stranger’s care.
I told him I thought that the funeral had more need of me than the mourner, and I shrank from intruding
myself.
“I dassent leave her by herself—see? I don’t know what notion she may take next, and she won’t let me come
within a rope’s len’th of her.”
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*
I will not go over again that miserable hour in the willows, where I made her stay with me, out of sight of what
Maverick was doing. Ours were the tender mercies of the wicked, I fear; but she must have felt that sympathy at
least was near her, if not help. I will not say that her youth and distressful loveliness did not sharpen my
perception of a sweet life wasted, gone utterly astray, which might have brought God’s blessing into some man’s
home—perhaps Maverick’s, had he not been so hardly dealt with. She was not of that great disposition of heart
which can love best that which has sorest need of love; but she was all woman, and helpless and distraught with
her tangle of grief and despair, the nature of which I could only half comprehend.
We sat there by the sunken stream, on the hot gravel where the sun had lain, the willows sifting their inconstant
shadows over us; and I thought how other things as precious as “God’s water” go astray on the Jericho road, or
are captured and sold for a price, while dry hearts ache with the thirst that asks a “draught divine.”
The man’s felt hat she wore, pulled down over her face, was pinned to her coil of braids which had slipped
from the crown of her head. The hat was no longer even a protection; she cast it off, and the blonde braids, that
had not been smoothed for a day and night, fell like ropes down her back. The sun had burned her cheeks and
neck to a clear crimson; her blue eyes were as wild with weeping as a child’s. She was a rose, but a rose that had
been trampled in the dust; and her prayer was to be left there, rather than that we should take her home.
I suppose I must have had some influence over her, for she allowed me to help her to arrange her forlorn
disguise, and put her on her horse, which was more than could have been expected from the way she had received
me. And so, about four o’clock, we started back.
*
There was a scene when we headed the horses west; she protesting with wild sobs that she would not, could
not, go home, that she would rather die, that we should never get her back alive, and so on. Maverick stood aside
bitterly, and left her to me, and I was aware of a grotesque touch of jealousy—which, after all, was perhaps
natural—in his dour face whenever he looked back at us. He kept some distance ahead, and waited for us when
we fell too far in the rear. This would happen when from time to time her situation seemed to overpower her, and
she would stop in the road, and wring her hands, and try to throw herself out of the saddle, and pray me to let her
go.
“Go where?” I would ask. “Where do you wish to go? Have you any plan, or suggestion, that I could help you
to carry out?” But I said it only to show her how hopeless her resistance was. This she would own piteously, and
say:
“Nobody can help me. There ain’t nowhere for me to go. But I can’t go back. You won’t let him make me, will
you?”
“Why cannot you go back to your father and your brothers?”
This would usually silence her, and, setting her teeth upon her trouble, she would ride on, while I reproached
myself, I knew not why.
After one of these struggles—when she had given in to the force of circumstances, but still unconsenting and
rebellious—Maverick fell back, and ranged his horse by her other side.
“I know partly what’s troubling you, and I’d rid you of that part quick enough,” he said, with a kind of dogged
patience in his hard voice; “but you can’t get on there without me. You know that, don’t you? You don’t blame me
for staying?”
“I don’t blame you for anything but what you’ve done today. You’ve broke my heart, and ruined me, and took
away my last chance, and I don’t care what becomes of me, so I don’t have to go back.”
"You don't have to any more than you have to live. Dyin’ is a good deal easier, but we can’t always die when
we want to. Suppose I found a little lost child on the road, and it cried to go home, and I didn’t know where
“home” was, would I leave it there just because it cried and hung back? I’d take you to a better home if I knew of
one; but I don’t. And there’s the old man. I suppose we could get some doctor to certify that he’s out of his mind,
and get him sent up to Blackfoot; but I guess we’d have to buy the doctor first.”
“Oh, hush, do, and leave me alone,” she said.
Maverick dug his spurs into his horse, and plunged ahead.
“There,” she cried, “now you know part of it; but it’s the least part—the least, the least! Poor father, he’s awful
queer. He don’t more than half the time know who I am,” she whispered. “But it ain’t him I’m running away
from.. It’s myself—my own life.”
“What is it—can’t you tell me?”
She shook her head, but she kept on telling, as if she were talking to herself.
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“Father he’s like I told you, and the boys—oh, that’s worse! I can’t get a decent woman to come there and live,
and the women at Arco won’t speak to me because I’m livin’ there alone. They say—they think I ought to get
married—to Maverick or somebody. I’ll die first. I will die, if there’s any way to, before I’ll marry him!”
This may not sound like tragedy as I tell it, but I think it was tragedy to her. I tried to persuade her that it must
be her imagination about the women at Arco; or, if some of them did talk—as indeed I myself had heard, to my
shame and disgust—I told her I had never known that place where there was not one woman, at least, who could
understand and help another in her trouble.
“I don’t know of any,” she said simply.
There was no more to do, but ride on, feeling like her executioner; but “Ride hooly, ride hooly, now,
gentlemen, Ride hooly now wi’ me,” came into my mind; and no man ever kept beside a “wearier burd” on a
sadder journey.
*
At dusk we came to Belgian Flat, and here Maverick, dismounting, mixed a little whisky in his flask with
water which he dipped from the pool. She must have recalled who dug the well, and with whom she had drunk in
the morning. He held it to her lips. She rejected it with a strong shudder of disgust.
“Drink it!” he commanded. “You’ll kill yourself, carryin’ on like this.”
He pressed it on her, but she turned away her face like a sick and rebellious child.
“Maybe she’ll drink it for you,” said Maverick, with bitter patience, handing me the cup.
“Will you?” I asked her gently. She shook her head, but at the same time she let me take her hand, and put it
down £rom her face, and I held the cup to her lips. She drank it, every drop. It made her deathly sick, and I took
her off her horse, and made a pillow of my coat, so that she could lie down. In ten minutes she was asleep.
Maverick covered her with his coat after she was no longer conscious.
*
We built a fire on the edge of the lava, for we were both chilled and both miserable, each for his own part in
that day’s work.
The flat is a little cup-shaped valley formed by high hills, like dark walls, shutting it in. The laya creeps up to it
in front.
We hovered over the fire, and Maverick fed it, savagely, in silence. He did not recognize my presence by a
word—not so much as if I had been a strange dog. I relieved him of it after a while, and went out a little way on
the lava. At first all was blackness after the strong glare of the fire; but gradually the desolation took shape, and I
stumbled about in it, with my shadow mocking me in derisive beckonings, or crouching close at my heels, as the
red flames towered or fell. I stayed out there till I was chilled to the bone, and then went back defiantly.
Maverick sat as if he had not moved, his elbows on his knees, his face in his hands. I wondered if he were
thinking of that other sleeper under the birches of Deadman’s Gulch, victim of an unhappy girl’s revolt. Had she
loved him? Had she deceived him as well as herself? It seemed to me they were all like children who had lost
their way home.
By midnight the moon had risen high enough to look at us coldly over the tops of the great hills. Their
shadows crept forth upon the lava. The fire had died down. Maverick rose, and scattered the winking brands with
his boot-heel.
“We must pull out,” he said. “I’ll saddle up, if you will—”
The hoarseness in his voice choked him, and he nodded toward the sleeper.
I dreaded to waken the poor Rose. She was very meek and quiet after the brief respite sleep had given her. She
sat quite still, and watched me while I shook the sand from my coat, put it on, and buttoned it to the chin, and
drew my hat down more firmly. There was a kind of magnetism in her gaze; I felt it creep over me like the touch
of a soft hand.
When her horse was ready, Maverick brought it, and left it standing near, and went back to his own, without
looking toward us.
“Come, you poor, tired little girl,” I said, holding out my hand. She could not find her way at first in the
uncertain light, and she seemed half asleep still, so I kept her hand in mine, and guided her to her horse.
“Now, once more up,” I encouraged her; and suddenly she was clinging to me, and whispering passionately.
“Can’t you take me somewhere? Where are those women that you know?” she cried, shaking from head to
foot.
“Dear little soul, all the women I know are two thousand miles away,” I answered.
“But can’t you take me somewhere? There must be some place. I know you would be good to me; and you
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could go away afterward, and I wouldn’t trouble you any more.”
“My child, there is not a place under the heavens where I could take you. You must go on like a brave girl, and
trust to your friends. Keep up your heart, and the way will open. God will not forget you,” I said, and may He
forgive me for talking cant to that poor soul in her bitter extremity.
She stood perfectly still one moment while I held her by the hands. I think she could have heard my heart beat;
but there was nothing I could do. Even now I wake in the night, and wonder if there was any other way—but one;
the way that for one wild moment I was half tempted to take.
“Yes; the way will open,” she said very low. She cast off my hands, and in a second she was in the saddle, and
off up the road, riding for her life. And we two men knew no better than to follow her.
I knew better, or I think, now, that I did. I told Maverick we had pushed her far enough. I begged him to hold
up and at least not to let her see us on her track. He never answered a word, but kept straight on, as if possessed. I
don’t think he knew what he was doing. At least there was only one thing he was capable of doing—following
that girl till he dropped.
Two miles beyond the Flat there is another turn, where the shoulder of a hill comes down and crowds the road,
which passes out of sight. She saw us hard upon her, as she reached this bend. Maverick was ahead. Her horse
was doing all he could, but it was plain he could not do much more. She looked back, and flung out her hand in
the man’s sleeve that half covered it. She gave a little whimpering cry, the most dreadful sound I ever heard from
any hunted thing.
We made the turn after her; and there lay the road white in the moonlight, and as bare as my hand. She had
escaped us.
We pulled up the horses, and listened. Not a sound came from the hills or the dark gulches, where the wind
was stirring the quaking asps; the lonesome hush-sh made the silence deeper. But we heard a horse’s step go clink,
clinking—a loose, uncertain step wandering away in the lava. .
“Look! Look there! My God!” groaned Maverick.
There was her horse limping along one of the hollow ridges, but the saddle was empty.
“She has taken to the lava!” I had no need to be told what that meant; but if I had needed, I learned what it
meant before the night was through. I think that if I were a poet, I could add another “dolorous circle” to the
wailing-place for lost souls.
But she had found away. Somewhere in that stony-hearted wilderness she is at rest. We shall see her again
when the sea—the stupid, cruel sea that crawls upon the land—gives up its dead.
206.95 The Diary Of Elizabeth Fletcher\fn{by Elizabeth Fletcher (1851-1913)} Mecklenburg, Schuyler County, New
York, U.S.A. (F) 24
Friday, January 20.
A very pleasant day. Mr. and Mrs. Huff went to Trumansburg today. Mrs. Huff was taken sick in Howe and
Mclallen store about noon and was taken to Mr. William Cuffmans and died at 6 o’clock tonight—cause
paralysis.\fn{I have, as usual, judicially edited to correct grammar and punctuation throughout the diary—though without eliminating
colloquial speech—in order to avoide future errors in machine readability. The original entry read: Friday, Jan 20 avery pleasant day. Mr
& Mrs Huff went to Trumansburg to day Mrs Huff was taken sick in Howe and Mclallen store about noon and was taken to Mr Wm
Cuffmans and died at 6 oclock to night—cause parrelis:H}

Sat — 21st.
John Ella Gust and I went to Trumansburg today. It has rained part of the time. Edger and I went in to see Mrs.
Huff; she looking natural. My niece Millie Havens came home with me to stay a week. It is colder tonight
Sun 22nd.
It has been a terrible cold and stormy day. Gust John, Dave Bond, Mary Mcmattin and all went together to
Mrs. Huggs funeral which took place at the ME\fn{ Methodist-Episcopal:H} Church at Trumansburg at 6 o’clock. I
got very cold and was sick all the way home.
Thu 26.
Nothing of importance has happened since I wrote before. Monday and Tuesday were terrible cold days.
Yesterday it was some warmer and today is warmer yet. It rained all of the forepart of the night. We all went to the
Rev. Mr. Sissom to a Donation. About 90 there. They got $36 75 cts.\fn{ $36.75}
Frid 27.
I washed a little this forent. Millie and I went to school this afternoon and up to Mr. Bumpers’ tonight.
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Sat 28. Millie went home to day. She went to the burg\fn{ Trumansburg:H} with Mr. Huffs folks. No one here
today.
1882 February. Wed 1st.
A very pleasant day. Gust and I went to the burg with Mr. Huff and Sarah today. I got calico and cotton for
some bed quilts and some cloth for Charlie [for] some clothes. It is brown waterproof at $1.00 per yard. Gust gave
Monroe Dickerson $1.00 for Mr. Durling tonight.
Thu 2nd.
Pleasant again today. I ironed this forenoon and have been doing a little of everything this afternoon. Mrs.
Peck was here to dinner today. Tonight Gust and I and baby John, Lib, Dave Electa, Charlie, Mr. Kellog and Mr.
& Mrs. Bumpers all went over to Rob Tates. We were invited there. Mr. and Mrs. Abram Dean was there and also
Georgia Wixom and Ellen Barber. We had a good time and a good supper with plenty of oysters. Mother stayed
with Edla and Jule. We got home about 2 o’clock. It is snowing.
Friday 3rd.
It has been quite pleasant all day. John has been drawing wood again today. Jarry Bailey is cutting wood for
Gust for 3 shillings per cord. Mother stayed up to Libs until tonight, then Georgia brought her home again.
Sat 4th.
It has snowed all day quite hard. John drawing wood. No one here. I have been making me an under-waist
today. Nothing of any importance happened today.
Sun 5.
It snowed some this forenoon and is quite cold. John, Lib, Georgia Gust and I went over to the Red church to
quarterly meeting this forenoon. Mr. Widrig the president of the conference preached. John Dave and children
here tonight.
Monday 6.
It has been quite pleasant all day. I did a very large washing today. Washed with some soap we got [in] the burg
[at] Youngs. It is very good. Charlie has been nearly sick all day with a cold and sore throat.
Tuesday 7.
A strong south wind and thawing. It is rainy tonight some. Charlie has been about sick all day with his throat
and a fever. Lib came down awhile this forenoon. John drawed three loads of wood today. Nothing else happened
so there is not much to write.
Wednesday 8th.
It has been a warm thawy day. We have had but very little snow this winter. Only a few day sleighing at once.
Charlie has been some better today. Dr. Sears called this forenoon a few moments. Rob Tates here to dinner.
Martha was over to George Swicks sewing for the boys. Mrs. Swick died last night. Will be buried tomorrow at
Mecklenburg funeral at Steamburg at 11 o’clock. Hattie Clawson living on the town line died this morning. she
was walking the floor about 5 moments before she die—cause congestion of the lungs. I got a Sunday telegram
from Jane tonight. The murderer of President Garfield has been sentenced to be hanged on the 30 th day of next
June.
Thursday 9th.
It has been colder to day and rainy this afternoon. Gust and I went to Mrs. Swicks funeral. He went as a bearer
and I rode with Georgia and Lib and Mr. Huffs folks. Gust did not go to the grave. Mr. Sissum preached. The
house was full. There is a donation tonight for Mr. Sissum on the town line. It rains some.
Friday 10th.
It has been snowing and squally today. Joe Bond, Rachal and their little girl have been here this afternoon
visiting. John here awhile tonight.
Saturday 11.
A very pleasant day indeed. I baked two lemon pies this forenoon. Gust, Charlie and I went down to David
Bonds this afternoon awhile I twisted some yarn to make some stocking for Charlie. No one here today or tonight.
The wind is blowing strong from the south tonight.
Sunday 12.
Another very pleasant day. South wind. Yet we did not go to church to day. No one here. I went up to Johns
this forenoon and got our papers, the Ithack Journal and Watkins Express that George brought up last night from
the office. I have the headache tonight.
Monday 13.
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Not very pleasant all day. It rained most of the day. I did not wash today; have been sewing calico together all
day for bedquilts. I got twenty eight yards to Youngs for 6 cents per yard. No-one here today.
Tuesday 14.
It has been a lovely day. Gust and Georgia went to Barney Secords to town meeting and Mother and I went
along and went to Eugene Swicks. John Swicks folk and Louisa and Eva came there. We stayed until 5 o’clock,
got home at 7. We had a good time and a good dinner.
Wednesday 15.
A very pleasant day. I did a large washing this forenoon. John and Georgia here to dinner. They have been
drawing wood today. Mrs. Peck here to dinner too. Clara Sherwood and Daniel Ditmars of Ovid were married this
afternoon. I feel very tired tonight. No one here.
Thursday 16.
It was quite pleasant this forenoon but has been rainy this afternoon. No one here today. I have been puttering
around the house most of the day. Gust down to the corner this afternoon.
Friday 17.
It has been all kinds of weather today, cloudy, fogy, rainy, snowy and cold. It is real cold tonight. John, Rob
Tates and Uncle Jake Newkirk here this forenoon. John here to supper.
Tuesday 21.
I have not written since Friday and have not had much chance to. Saturday we all went to Jim Sivicks visiting.
Mother, George Gust and I and Charlie then took Mother to Louisa as we came home. I had a sore throat when I
come home and was sick abed all day Sunday. Lib came down Sunday night and she and Gust sweat me. John and
Lib stayed here all night and Lib stayed and done the work yesterday. I have been feeling better today but do not
feel very good yet. Gust bought 49 sheep yesterday of John Sivick at $5.00 per head: $240. It rained and hailed all
of the forenoon and is snowing tonight quite hard.
Friday 24.
It has been very pleasant all day but quite a cool wind. Gust, baby and I have been up to Mr. Huffs this
afternoon visiting. Mrs. Monroe Dickerson there to dinner. We went afoot. Charlie walked all of the way.
Wednesday we went up to Libs it was real cold and snowy all day and snowed hard yesterday most of the day.
John and Lib went to Enfield today to Dave Farringtons. It is pleasant and good sleighing without any snowbanks.
Sunday 26.
It has been another very pleasant day. No one here, only Dave Bond was here tonight while I sewed. Yesterday
made me two pairs of drawers. John and Lib got back last night. Charlie has the earache tonight and is not feeling
very well.
Monday 27.
It has been a lovely day. I did a large washing today. _eadley\fn{ “_” indicates an indecipherable letter:H } Owen was
buried at Trumansburg today. He died very sudden last Friday. Was in his office and was taken sick and went to
his room and died in a few moments—cause neuralgia of the hart. Mrs. Stevens of Lodi Center died this
afternoon. She was taken sick yesterday—cause paralysis. She was a sister of Mrs. William Crawford. Harvey
Dean here awhile just night. Mrs. Peck here this afternoon.
***
Thursday March 2.
It has been a very warm, pleasant day. I have been doing a little of everything today Mrs. Peck here to dinner.
Gust, Charlie and I went up to Lib awhile this afternoon. John and Lib had gone to Mr. Sissums visiting. Tuesday
it was quite winding. Bill Tailby was here to dinner. He was training our sorrel colt, Gipsey. And yesterday it
rained all day. No-one here. I did my ironing in the afternoon.
Saturday 4.
It has been quite cool today. It froze last night quite hard for the first time in nearly a week. The roads are quite
muddy in some places and drying up in some places. I am quite tired tonight. I baked 2 loaves of bread and 3
pumpkin pies and a cake today, and have been busy all day. Edla was down awhile yesterday afternoon. Yesterday
and today Gust and John have been making a pen for the sheep and racks to feed them in under the shed. No-one
here to day.
Monday 6.
It rained all the forenoon so I did not wash. No-one here today. I have been making a pair of overalls for Gust
this afternoon. Jim Dickerson was found in the road yesterday afternoon between Job Mckeels and Mr. Rollens,
dead. They took him to Mr. Barber’s and Jule Kellogg is making a coffin for him to night. They did not know
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what the cause of his death was. Harry Plyer died very sudden in Trumansburg last Saturday. I walked down to
Stearnburg to meeting yesterday. It is terrible bad going. Mr. Compton was there and preached. His wife was with
him. He went home today. Jule and Edla was here when I got home. They stayed until nearly dark.
Tuesday 7.
It has snowed most of the day and is real cold tonight. I have been making a couple of collars for Gust this
afternoon. Gust went down to Charlie Crawford and got a pattern for me to make baby’s clothes. No-one here
today, only John and George; they were both here to dinner. They buried Jim Dick this morning and his funeral
was at 1 o’clock at Rob Tates’s. It snows tonight.
Wednesday 8.
It has been pleasant today. No-one here. I have been washing to day. And am very tired tonight. Gust went up
to Uncle Jake Newkirk’s and got some milk this afternoon. Fred Robinson and Clara Burr were married this
afternoon. I cut out Charlies clothes this afternoon.
Thursday 9.
It has rained most of the day but not very hard. I did my ironing this aforenoon and this afternoon I have been
sewing on Charlie’s clothes. No-one here today. We shelled some beans tonight for to cook tomorrow.
Friday 10.
It has been real cold and squally today. Somebody broke out Mrs. Peck window last night. Roxinaia came up
here this afternoon but I would not keep her so she went back. I have been sewing again today. Mended some
stocking for Charlie this afternoon.
Saturday 11.
It has been squally today. No-one here. Gust took me down to Charlie Crawfords this forenoon to see Sears
clothes. This afternoon I made me an apron and a pair of mittens for Charlie.
Sunday 12.
It has rained and snowed most of the day. Lib and George, Gust, Charlie and I went over to Louisas this
afternoon. Grandpa and Mother are both there. Grandpa is very poorly. He sleeps most of the time. We got home
just dark. The roads are quite muddy.
Monday 13.
It has been a squally day. I did my washing this forenoon. Went up to Libs a few moments this afternoon. The
wind blows hard and it snows tonight and is real cold.
Wednesday 15.
It has been pleasant part of the day, squally this afternoon. I finished Charlies’ coat today. Isaac Henry Neal of
Lodi, a cousin of Gust, was here to dinner. Edla here awhile this forenoon. She is moving down in Jeff Terry’s
house. They took one load [of furniture] yesterday.
Thursday 16.
It has been a misty day and quite cold. Jule and Edla finished moving today. Gust took me down to Charlie
Crawfords this forenoon. Then he went down to Jules and got his dinner, then went to a vendue\fn{ Auction:H} to
Sylvester Stilwells. He came after me just night. Lib rode up with us.
Sunday 19.
It has been a very pleasant day. No-one here today but John, he was here to dinner. It was clear all day Friday. I
did my ironing in the forenoon and helped Gust pump the water out of the cistern in the afternoon yesterday. It
was cloudy and rained some last night. Baked biscuit, a cake and huckleberry pies. John took the lambs down to
Ossian Sears yesterday morning Gust sold them to Mr. McAllister for 6¼ cents per lb. There were sixteen they
came to $83.75.
Monday 20.
It has been pleasant all day. I did my washing this forenoon. Got done at 10 o’clock this afternoon I have been
sweeping and cleaning all over upstairs. No-one here today. I was very tired tonight
Tuesday 21.
It has been a squally day I did my ironing this forenoon. Mr. Huff in here a few moments this morning Mr.
Bumpers and Dave Bond and John hear this forenoon. This afternoon I have been turning a sheet and mending
some stocking. No-one here.
Wednesday 22.
It has snowed hard the most of the day. I did a little of everything this forenoon. Gust went down to Dave Bond
and got a pair of quilting frames and this afternoon I put on a quilt and have been quilting some. Mrs. Peck was
here to dinner. J .B. Wixon Dr to $60.00 (paid April 12).
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Thursday 23.
It has been very pleasant all day. I have been quilting all day. John and Lib went up to Parker Wixoms to day
so Gust had to do the chores the first that he has done them this winter. Frank Newkirk here awhile this afternoon.
The wind is blowing quite hard from the south tonight. I am very tired tonight.
Saturday 25.
It has been pleasant again today. I did a little of everything this forenoon. This afternoon I have been making
new sleeves for my calico dress I did my baking yesterday I baked 2 peach pies and some bread biscuit and
crackers. Charlie Desmond brought Mother home this afternoon. She has not been home before since we took her
over to Louissa’s 5 weeks ago today. John and Lib got home from Parker Wixom’s this afternoon. Gust had to do
the chores 4 times.
Sunday 26.
It rained and hailed a little this forenoon. Lib came down before breakfast this morning when John came to do
the chores. She stayed until about noon. It has been pleasant this afternoon. Dave and Charlie Bond awhile
tonight.
Monday 27.
David Bond Dr to $1.00 (Paid 29th). It has been quite windy today, no-one here, and cloudy a good share of the
day. I did my washing this forenoon got done at 11 o’clock and got the clothes dry we had a thunder shower this
afternoon.
Tuesday 28.
It has been cold today. I did my ironing this fore noon and Gust, baby and I went down to Edlas awhile this
afternoon. Then I made some ginger cookies after I came back. Am not feeling very good tonight.
Wednesday 29.
David Bond Cr by $1.00. It has been a little warmer today with a south wind. Electa Bond, Mary, and Charlie
have been here visiting today. I have been doing a little of everything. Gust paid Dave Bond $7.50 for wheat.
Friday 31st.
It snowed most of the forenoon quite hard but it has been pleasanter this afternoon. Gust and I went over to Dr.
Traceys and got some medicine for him and some for Mother and I had 5 teeth pulled. My face is very sore. It is
freezing cold and has been all day and is terrible bad going. Mother and Charlie went up to Libs while we were
gone. Mother was sick all day yesterday and Gust was very bad all night with stomach so he did not sleep any to
speak of.
***
April 1st.
It has not stormed today and has been quite warm. No-one here. Gust has been feeling better today. He rested
last night—better than he has any night in two weeks. I have been working upstairs most of the afternoon and am
very tired to night. I have been taking things out of the big clothes room and putting the bed in there that was in
the west room upstairs for Leroy Welch to sleep in. He is going to work here this summer. Gust give him 20
dollars per month and we do his washing. He will commence work Monday.
Sunday April 2nd.
It has been quite pleasant all day. I have got a terrible cold and in fact we all have. John, Lib, George, and
Charlie and Addie Wixom, were all here today, and stayed until nearly night.
Monday 3rd.
It has been very pleasant all day. I did my washing this forenoon and Mother and I did the ironing this
afternoon. Leroy Welch commenced his work here this morning. He has been drawing wood all day. Drawed 5
loads. The roads are very muddy but have dried up some today. I am very tired tonight.
Tuesday 4.
It has been pleasant all day. I baked 3 dried apple pies this forenoon and quilted some this afternoon about 5
o’clock. Gust, baby and I went down to Edlas and got the churn of buttermilk. It rains hard tonight. We had an old
yew that had twin lambs this morning and one was dead as she will die. Leroy took the other lamb down to
Jimmie tonight
Wednesday 5.
It has been quite cold and windy today. I did not do much this forenoon but to putter around the kitchen this
afternoon. I got Charlie to sleep and then went up to Libs and took her a little milk that I got down to Edlas last
night. Then I fixed one of my shoes—sewed the sole on and put 2 patches on it. I have got a terrible sore mouth.
My gums are sore where I had my teeth pulled and I have 5 big canker\fn{ The text has: cancer:H} sores in my mouth
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besides Charlie and Mother are both about sick with a cold. Gust is feeling some better than he was last week. Our
old yew died last night.
Thursday 6th.
It has been cold all day and cloudy. Gust helped Leroy draw a load of hay from John’s barn today but he got
very tired. I have been fixing my other shoe today. Am not feeling very well. My mouth is very sore yet. Charlie
is feeling quite poorly tonight and the rest is poorly too.
Friday 7.
It has been pleasanter today. We had a hard thunder shower last night about 12 o’clock. Gust and I have soled
my shoes this afternoon. Lib came down awhile this afternoon. baby is about sick tonight. I guess it is worms.
Saturday 8.
It has been pleasant and quite cool today. I baked bread, ginger cookies and 2 pies this forenoon. Elder Ira
Smith took dinner here. He is staying at Dave Bonds. He came there last night. Mother went up to Libs this
afternoon and Gust and I took baby over to Dr. Traceys to get him some worm medicine. Dr. was not at home but
we found him at Mrs. Tracey’s fathers’, Mr. Johnsons. We stayed there about ½ hour and got home just dark.
Sunday 9th.
It has been pleasant all day. No-one here. We did not go to church today. Leroy did not come to do the chores
tonight. John helped Gust do them. My mouth is better tonight. It is quite cold to night
Monday 10.
It has been cold and snowed most of the day. It froze hard last night. I did my washing this forenoon but put
the close to soak. Mother has been sick all day with one of her heart spells. Ira Smith was here to dinner again
today. No-one here tonight.
Tuesday 11.
It has been a squally day. But I dried my clothes today. I quilted this afternoon. No-one here today or tonight.
Gust is feeling quite poorly; his stomach is very bad indeed
Wednesday 12.
It has been another cold, blustery day. I have been quilting all day. Got my quilt done tonight. I am very tired
tonight. Ira Smith preaches at Steamburg tonight. No one went from here but Leroy.
Thursday 13.
It has been a little warmer today but is real cold yet. Leroy drove the steer down to Job Mckeels this forenoon
Gust sold him to Mr. Able for 6 cents per lb. He weighed [empty] lbs and came to $74.88.
Friday 14.
Old champ had a colt last night. It has been quiet again today. Snowed a little this afternoon. Gust and I went
down to the store this forenoon and got some groceries and 39½ yards of brown factroy\fn{ I am unable to find this
word:H} at 8 cents per yard it all came to $5.52. I sewed up one sheet and another one this afternoon. No-one here
to day. Mrs. Cyrus Barber is very sick and also little Hattie Auble. Timie Swick is almost sick too. It is quite cold
tonight.
Saturday 15.
Not quite as cold today. Has not snowed any. Gust feeling trifle better today so he walked up to Johns and got
some butter. Our butter is just gone. Mother and I each sewed up a sheet this forenoon and I hemmed 4 four sheets
this afternoon.
Sunday 16.
It has been very pleasant all day but a cool north wind Louissa and Eva came here at 10 o’clock and stayed
until ½ past 5. Mrs. Bumpers and Johny called here this afternoon a few moments to night. Lib is down to Edlas.
Edla has got a little baby girl. It was born Friday night.
Monday April 17.
It has been pleasant but very windy all day. I did a large washing this forenoon. This afternoon wrote a letter to
Dr. Ingersoll of Corning (Gust talks of going there to be docktered) and took it down to the office and got some
muslin for Gust—a shirt. He is not any better. I stopped at Dave’s a few moment when I came back. Mother
ironed this afternoon. I am very tired tonight.
Tuesday 18.
It has been very pleasant all day. I did a little of everything this forenoon and have been cutting out Gusts shirt
and working on it this afternoon. Mother walked down to Dave Bond and back this afternoon. Leroy commenced
ploughing this morning in the field by the house.
Wednesday 19.
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It was quite pleasant this forenoon but rained quite hard about noon and some this afternoon. Mr. Duglass of
Newfield was here to dinner. I have been sewing some on Gusts shirt this afternoon. Did not get it done.
Thursday 20.
It has been quite cool today, and very windy. I finished Gust’s shirt this afternoon. No-one here today. It is cold
tonight.
Friday 21.
It has been snowing most of the day and is quite cold. I put on a comfortable\fn{ A stuffed or quilted cover for a
bed:H} and tied about half of it. No-one here today. I am very tired tonight.
Saturday 22.
A cold north wind but quite pleasant. I finished my comfortable and washed out some shirt and collars for Gust
this forenoon. Getting him ready to go to Corning. Sarah Huff here a while this afternoon we got a letter from Dr.
Ingersoll tonight saying Gust could not come yet. Gust is very poorly; he lays abed part of the time.
Sunday April 23.
It has been pleasant but quite cold today. Mother and Electa Bond went down to John Dessmond today to see
Grandpa. Eugene Swick, Maisse, and Susy were here to dinner and also Mr. Kellogg. Mother got home just night.
Charlie went up home awhile with John this afternoon. It is cold tonight
Monday 24.
It has been another windy day. I did a large washing this forenoon. And mother and I did the ironing this
afternoon. I am very tired and not feeling very well tonight.
Tuesday 25.
North wind yet. It froze quite hard last night but it has froze every night but one for over a week. I bake 3
loaves of bread this forenoon and a cake this afternoon. I have the headache tonight. It is cold again tonight.
Wednesday 26.
It has been some warmer today. The wind has got in the south and it looks very much like rain. I walked down
to the store this forenoon and then baked 4 biscuit. Mr. and Mrs. Sissom were here this afternoon visiting; also
Lib. John has been dragging some today east of the house with fan\fn{ A winnowing machine:H} and Sally
Maria.\fn{Later identified as a four-year-old colt:H} Sears here today to see Gust.
Thursday 27.
It has been a strong south wind again all day. Mother and I went to John Desmund today. Then after dinner
went down to the burgh and done some trading. I got so[me] groceries and a pair of wrappers for Gust and a pair
of shoes for Charlie and a pair for myself. Mine was 18 shillings and his 90 cents. It rained all of the time we were
in the burg and until after we got home. We came back by John Demmunds and brought Grandpa home with us.
He has not been here before since last October. Lib came down and stayed with Gust and got dinner and supper.
Friday April 28, 1882.
It has not been very warm today or very pleasant; has rained by spells all day. No-one here today. Gusts
stomach is feeling better but his shoulder is quite bad; it aches all of the time. I have been fixing his new pants
around the bottom. Making them longer. Leroy is ploughing above the barn.
Saturday 29.
It has been a little warmer today. I swept and moped up stairs this forenoon and made 2 loaves of bread and
scrubbed the kitchen. Bill Tailby here today training Gipsey. He was here to dinner and super. I am very tired
tonight. It is not as cold tonight.
Sunday 30.
It has been quite warm today. Dave, Charlie and Electa walked up here this forenoon. Electa stayed here while
Dave and Charlie went up to Johns. Louisa and Eva came here after meeting and staid until after 5 o’clock. It look
like rain tonight.
***
Monday May 1st.
It has been quite pleasant all day. I did a large washing this forenoon. Got done at ½ past 10 o’clock. I churned
this afternoon, the first that we have churned this spring. Bill Tailby here again today training Gipsey. John
helping him, in the barnyard this forenoon and has been dragging with her and fan this afternoon. She seemed to
act all right. Mrs. Peck here this afternoon. Gust is considerable better than he was a week ago. I am very tired
tonight.
Tuesday 2nd.
It snowed hard most of the forenoon. Bill Tailby came about 11 o’clock. He and John were both here to dinner.
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John has been ploughing with Gipsey, south of the Orchard. I went up to Libs awhile this afternoon and she came
home with me. Was here to supper. It has not stormed any this afternoon. The snow is nearly all off.
Wednesday May 3rd.
It has been pleasant but quite cool all day. No-one. I have been puttering around all day. John ploughing again
today. It is quite cool tonight.
Thursday 4th.
It has been trying hard to rain all day. Gust walked down to Steamburg and back this forenoon and took a letter
to go to Corning. He has given up going there to be doctered. John & Leroy finished ploughing the field above the
orchard this afternoon and commenced dragging and drilling in a piece of oats east of the house. They got it about
½ done.
Friday 5th.
Quite pleasant today Gust walked down to the store again this forenoon and got some garden seeds. They
finished putting in the oats this forenoon and this afternoon Leroy dragged and John went to the burg and got one
ton of plaster. It is $4.00 per ton. I have been making Charlie a hat out of one of my old ones. It is as good as a
new one. No-one here today.
Saturday 6th.
Leroy worked to Mr. Huffs all day. John here all day. Pleasant today out, not very growing weather, grass
hasn’t hardly started yet. I baked bread and a molasses cake and moped the kitchen and buttery floor this
forenoon. Lib came down about ½ past 10 and stayed until after dinner. Charlie and I walked down & back to
Edlas this afternoon. Her baby has got an awful sore mouth we stopped to Mrs. Swick when we went down and to
Electras when we came back got home just before dark. Both very tired.
Sunday 7th.
It has been the warmest day that we have had this spring. John, Lib, George, Gust, Charlie, and I all went to
hear Mr. Sissom preach this forenoon. When we came back (all but John) we went down to Edlas and stayed until
after dinner. Her babys’ mouth is a little better. When we got home we found Halsey Sares here. He came just
after we started for meeting and stayed until about sundown.
Monday May 8th 1882. It has not been quite as warm today and very windy. I did a large washing this forenoon
Louisa and little Susie Swick came here about 10 o’clock. After dinner Louisa and Charlie and Susie went up to
Libs awhile Lib came down with them and stayed until after Louisa went home, which was about 5 o’clock. I
went home with Lib and got a pail of flour. It rain tonight. John here to work today. they have been sowing oats
on the buckwheat stubble. Did not get it done.
Tuesday 9th.
Pleasant all day and warmer. It look some like storm tonight. I made Charlie a sun bonnet this afternoon helped
Mother iron this forenoon. Leroy finished drilling in oats today. John has been dragging this afternoon. He was
not here this forenoon; too wet. No-one here to day.
Wednesday 10th.
It has been pleasant all day until 3 o’clock and has been raining since. It rain hard tonight. Leroy drilled in
barley south of the orchard and then dragged awhile by the barn. John has been dragging all day Squire Robinson
came here about 10 o’clock and stayed until 4 when Mart took him home. Mart was here about ½ an hour. Old
Mr. Huff was here awhile this forenoon. He is at Dickeys. Gust bought 4 bushels & 8 lbs of clover seed of John
Welch today at $5.50 per bushel: $22.72.
Thursday 11.
It has been terrible windy to day, rained part of the day. It rained hard all night and was very windy. I have
been working on some sun bonnets, one for my self and one for Mother. Did not get them done.
Friday 12th.
It has rained all day. No-one here. I finished our bonnets today. It is real cold tonight.
Saturday 13th.
It rained again last night and is cold and very wet. Leroy has been sowing seed all day. No-one here. I baked
bread and custard pies and cleaned the kitchen floor this forenoon and patched my dress and Gusts coat.
Sunday May 14th 1882.
It has been another nasty, rainy day. John and Lib, Gust, Charlie and I all went over on town line to quarterly
meeting. Charlie Raynolds preached. He rode home with us and stopped to Johns to dinner. He preaches at the red
church tonight and is going back to Waterloo tomorrow. It looks like braking away tonight. It has rained most of
the time since Wednesday night.
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Monday 15.
It has not rained today and has been clear. I did a large washing this forenoon put the white clothes on the grass
this afternoon. I made 3 pie plant pies, the first that I have made this spring. John and Gust went over to Louisas
and got some wheat this afternoon. He got 8 bushels and 46lbs at [blank] per bushel. I am very tired tonight. 4
bushels 12lbs for John and 4 bushels 34lbs for us. Paid $10.00 for it
Tuesday 16.
It has been pleasant all day and quite warm. I hung up the clothes this morning, then Charlie and I took the
black horse and buggy and went up to Fathers. We went by Mate Propers and she went with us. We got there
about ½ past 10 and stayed until about 4 and I got home just before dark. Lib rode down to Edlas with me and
back again tonight. Folk up home all well.
Wednesday 17.
Quite pleasant today. No-one here. Leroy has been building fence part of the day. Helped John make a gate. I
done a little of everything this forenoon and painted the kitchen and buttery floor this afternoon. Am very tired
tonight.
Thursday 18th.
It has been quite pleasant again today. No-one here. Mother went up to Libs this afternoon. I painted the floors
another coat. John went down and got Edla and then went to Trumansburg and got plaster at [blank] per ton.
Friday May 19th 1882.
It has been pleasant all day. Gust, Charlie and I went up to Libs this forenoon to see Edla and her babies. I got
a little butter up to Libs. John has been dragging and Leroy drilling barley in the field by the barn. They got it
done tonight.
Saturday 20th.
It has been pleasant again today. No-one here. I baked bread today and cleaned the cellar and cellar-way this
forenoon have been digging up the one of my flower-beds this afternoon. Mother has been sick this afternoon
with one of her spells. John has not been to work here to day. He has been ploughing his garden Leroy has been
sowing seed today.
Sunday 21st.
It has looked like rain soon today but has not rained any. We did not go to church this forenoon. Johns folks
went. Gust Charlie and I went up in the woods. This afternoon Gust, Charlie and I, Lib and Georgia went over to
Logan to attend the funeral of Matie Mathews who died last March. Mr. Duran an old School Baptist preacher
preached at the ME Church the house was full. We got home at 7 o’clock.
Monday 22nd.
It has been quite pleasant today until about 6 o’clock when it rained and the wind blew quite hard for a few
moments. I did a large washing as usual this forenoon and put the white clothes on the grass. Electa and Charlie
Bond started tonight for Michigan and Ohio, to be gone 3 weeks. David took her to Jim Bond tonight. She will
start from Watkins tomorrow morning at 6 o’clock. They had our wagon to go with. They had old Seal\fn{ Not
capitalized in the text; but I think this is the name of a horse:H } to go to Mrs. Aaron Coddingtons’ funeral. I churned and
baked 3 loaves of bread this afternoon and am very tired tonight.
Tuesday 23rd May 1882.
It is real cold and has been all day. It rained terrible hard last night and is real cold too. No-one here today.
John & Leroy washed the sheep this forenoon. Leroy made fence this afternoon. I have been fixing my old calico
dress this after. Do not feel very well tonight; have got the headache quite bad.
Wednesday 24th.
It has been pleasant but cold today. Gust, Charlie & I went to Trumansburg today. We started about 8 o’clock
and got back about 7 tonight. We went to Stells to dinner. We got paper for dining room at 10 cents per roll (one
roll 13 cents). Paint 80 cents. Lime 15 cents. Paintbrush 25. 24 yard of calico 8 cents per yard; 3 spools thread 18
cents; 2 lbs of coffee 50; l lb of tea 50; 10 lb of sugar 9 cents per lb; 3 ball yarn\fn{ The text has: yard; but yarn is usually
sold by the skein, so I could be way off here:H} 7 cents per ball. Gust boots, $3.00; and me a hat, $3.00.
Thursday 25th.
It rained some this forenoon but cleared off this afternoon. No-one here today, but Dave and John were here a
few moments this forenoon. I finished fixing my old calico dress today.
Friday 26.
It has been pleasant today. I hung up the clothes this morning then made 3 loaves of bread and washed out my
calico dress. No-one here today, but John and Lib they were here to supper. We had a trout. Gust bought one
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of\fn{I.e., from:H} Chick Woolverton; gave one shilling per lb. 3¼ lbs.
Saturday 27th.
It has been quite pleasant today until about 5 o’clock when it commenced to rain and is raining hard tonight. I
baked 3 pie plant pies this forenoon and churned. Have been finishing mothers sunbonnet this afternoon. Mother
and baby have been up to Libs.
Sunday 28th.
It has been a dreary day. We all got ready to go over to Louisa’s today, but it rained so we could not go. No-one
here today. It has rained all day and rains hard tonight.
Monday May 29, 1882.
It has not rained today but is very windy. North wind and real cold for this time of year. I washed this forenoon
and made bread and ginger cookies this afternoon. No-one here today.
Tuesday 30th.
Decoration Day. it has been a very pleasant day. We all went over to Louisa’s this forenoon but they were not
at home so we went to Genes and stayed until 6 o’clock. Grandpa and Mother stayed; they will get to Louisa’s
tomorrow and stay the rest of this week. Gust paid Gene Swick today for one bushel of Timothy seed, $2.50. We
got home just dark. Dave Biggs house burned tonight.
Wednesday 31st.
It has been windy today. Gust and I took up the carpet in the dinning room this forenoon. This afternoon we
have been planting in the garden, the first that we have planted. We planted potatoes, beans, peas and corn, and set
out onions. It rains tonight.
***
Thursday June 1st.
It rained this morning but cleared of about noon. Gust has been whitewashing today and I have been painting
in the dinning room. Am very tired tonight. No-one here to day.
Friday 2nd.
It has been pleasant today. This forenoon we made some hard soap with some sterling potash. This afternoon I
have been papering and Gust painting. Dave up awhile to night.
Saturday 3rd.
It has been quite pleasant today. I baked bread and pies this forenoon and papered the rest of the dinning room,
and Gust and I put down the carpet this afternoon, and am very tired tonight.
Sunday 4th.
It has been quite pleasant today. We had a terrible hard thunder shower last about midnight, Lightning struck
Abe Deans barn where Mrs. Sissom lives. Our folks did not come from Louisa’s today. We went up to Lib awhile
this afternoon; Jule and Edla there.
Monday June 5, 1882.
It has been rainy by spells all day so I did not wash to day. Louisa brought Mother and Grandpa home about 11
o’clock. I went to the burg this afternoon with John, Lib and Georgia and traded my bonnet for a hat. got home at
7 o’clock the roads are quite muddy in places it has rained a good share of the time for two weeks and is so wet
that farmers can’t work on their land. Everything is very backwards. Apple trees are just coming out in bloom.
Tuesday 6th.
Gust and Leroy planted potatoes this afternoon. Quite cool today. I did a large washing today. Got done about
11 o’clock washed with some of the soap that we made and like it very much. Mr. David Miller of Lodi whose
wife is a cousin of Gusts was here to dinner he was peddling onions. Mother and I did the ironing this afternoon.
Wednesday 7th.
Quite warm and pleasant to day. Charlie and I went up to Libs awhile this forenoon. I helped some in the
garden this afternoon. Flora Bond came up here awhile from Daves. Dave went and took Mary over to Peach
Orchard to see her sister Em and she was so bad that Mary stayed all night. They don’t think she will live until
morning. I do not feel very well tonight.
Thursday 8th.
I worked in the garden with Gust. This forenoon the wind blew read hard. It rained very hard this afternoon.
Em McMatten died last night at ½ past 7 o’clock, aged 24 years.
Friday 9th.
It has been pleasant today. I went down to Daves awhile this forenoon. Mary is feeling real bad about Em
dyeing. The funeral was today at 2 o’clock at Peach Orchard. Gust and I cleaned the drain by the door this
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afternoon; it was a bad, dirty job.
Saturday June 10th 1882.
It has been quite pleasant today but cool. It has been cold enough to set by the fire all of the spring thus far. I
baked 4 loaves of bread, 3 pies and a cake this forenoon I went up to Libs a few moments this afternoon, then Lib
came home with me and stayed until night
Sunday 11th.
It has been pleasant but a cool air all day. Gust, Charlie and I and Johns folks went to meeting today to hear
Mr. Sissum preach we took part in the Sunday school. They have a very good Sunday school. We got home about
2 o’clock and found Herman Fletcher, a cousin of Gusts from Enfield and his daughter Mary. Here they stayed
until 7 o’clock. Gust, baby and I went up to Libs with them a few moments. It is real cold tonight.
Monday 12th.
It has been the most like summer of any day we have had yet. I did the washing this forenoon and ironed this
afternoon and am very tired tonight. Mrs. Sally Chamberlin was buried yesterday. She died with cancer. Than
Hollford is dead also. He died with dropsy of the heart.
Tuesday 13th.
Charlie is 4 years old today. It has been very warm all day. I went up to Libs this forenoon and got the white
wash brush. Lib came home with me and done her washing down here. She has not got any water up there. Gust
went down to the store and got some yeast cakes, sugar and rice. It is cool tonight.
Wednesday 14th.
Pleasant and warm until 4 o’clock, then we had some rain. It is cool tonight. Grandpa, Mother and Charley
walked up to Libs this forenoon and Grandpa and baby walked back, but Leroy went after Mother. I went down to
David’s this afternoon. Mary is about sick. Electa has not got home yet. She has been gone three week last
Monday; Charlie is with her.
Thursday June 15, 1882.
Gust and Leroy commenced to plant corn this forenoon, but it rained terrible hard about ½ past 10 o’clock so
they had to quit. We had a terrible hard thunder shower this afternoon. Lightning struck an apple tree over to
Chriss Robinsons and knocked him off from a ladder. I sewed all of the forenoon, put a buss___ in Grandpas
shirts and have been washing the paint in the kitchen this afternoon. No-one here today.
Friday 16th.
I cleaned the kitchen floor and baked bread and a cake and churned this forenoon and have been to work
patching up the paper in the kitchen. This afternoon the boys have been planting corn all day did not get done.
Saturday 17th.
It has been very warm today our folks planted corn this forenoon and Leroy planted beans this afternoon. Gust
is about tired out tonight. I baked 3 pies this forenoon and blacked the stove and went down to Tumies
(sp?)\fn{This seems to be a notation by the author, rather than Patricia Beecher, the editor of this diary:H } and got some coffee this
afternoon.
Sunday 18th.
Charlie and I went to meeting with John’s folks. Mr. Sissum has gone to camp meetings and John had to take
charge of the Sunday school and after meeting we all went to Martin Robinsons to dinner we got home about 5
o’clock. Gust, Jule and Edla was up to Libs and I went up there awhile. It rained this morning but has been very
warm all day.
Monday 19th.
I washed this forenoon and it rained all of the time hard and has rained a good deal this afternoon. Gust,
Charles and I and Lib and Georgia all went to the burg this afternoon. I got some nankeen, for Charlie some
clothes. We got home just dark. It is real cold tonight.
Tuesday June 20th 1882.
Planted potatoes. It has been pleasant but quite cool to day. I churned and got my clothes up to dry this
forenoon and have been doing a little of everything this afternoon. Ben and Seleyvister Neal of Lodi were here to
supper. They came to buy a horse but did not do it. I made a cake after supper.
Wednesday 21st.
It has been a very pleasant day. I made two pie plant pies\fn{ Pies made with the stalk of rheam palmatum, one of the
species of rhubarb:H} this morning. John Desmond and Sulie and Mrs. Bradley came up here about 10 o’clock and
stayed until 2. Mrs. Bradley came from Scranton, Pa.\fn{ Pennsylvania; we would abbreviate it “PA” today:H} last
Wednesday and will stay until after the forth. she went there last September.
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Thursday 22nd.
It has been a warm pleasant day. No-one here. I cut out some clothes for Charlie this forenoon and have been
making them this afternoon. Charlie and I went up to Libs after supper. Adda is there helping Lib make her silk
dress over.
Friday 23rd.
It has been terrible hot today. I have been sewing today on Charlies clothes. John has been here this afternoon
shearing sheep. Lib and Adda came down this afternoon and stayed until dark.
Saturday 24th.
It has been another very warm day. I finished Charley’s clothes today. No-one here. John and Leroy shearing
sheep today. They got done about 7 o’clock. We have 45 sheep and 43 lambs.
Sunday 25th.
Terrible warm all day. We did not go to church today. The weslyns (Wesleyans) have quarterly meeting so we
could not have Sunday school until 5 o’clock and I did not feel like going. Charlie has got a sore eye. It is all
swollen up. I think something stung him
Monday June 26th 1882.
It has been very warm again today. I did a large washing. Gust pounded the clothes for me. Mother has been
sick all day with one of her spells. Rev. Ira Smith and Mr. Lockheart of Odessa came here today; were here to
dinner. Mr. Lockheart bought our four year old colt Sally Maria. He gave $1.60 for her. I went up to Libs this
afternoon and she came down home with me and cut out Mother [a] calico dress
Tuesday 27th.
Warm again today. I baked bread and churned and killed potatoes bugs this forenoon. Lib here to day we have
been sewing on Mother’s dress
Wednesday 28th.
Quite warm and again today but as warm as it has been. Rev. Charlie Raynolds and wife and baby went to Libs
this forenoon. They came from home, Waterloo, yesterday. Mrs. Raynolds and baby have been here this afternoon.
He and John went to Trumansburg to get an organ. They brought it up to David Bond’s. Charlie is the agent for it.
Mrs. Peck here, too, all of the afternoon. Mr. and Mrs .Raynolds went to Daves tonight. Electa and Charlie Bond
got home today from the West; they have been gone 5 weeks last Monday. It is real cool tonight..
Thursday 29th.
It has been cooler today. Charlie and I walked down to the store and back this forenoon and got some buttons
for Mother’s dress. We stopped to Daves going and coming. Electa feels pretty tired after her visit. I finished
Mother’s dress this afternoon.
Friday 30th.
It has been quite cool today. No-one here. I baked bread and churned and went up to Libs this forenoon. It
rained this afternoon and rains some tonight. Guiteau, the murderer of President Garfield, was hung at Washington
& today at 1 hour past 12 o’clock it will be one year Sunday July 2 nd since he shot him.
***
Saturday July 1st 1882.
It has been cool and windy all day. Gust has been spreading manure and Leroy ploughing buckwheat ground.
Gust is a good deal better but is not well yet. I have been sewing all day. Made Charlie a coat, pants and shirt.
Mother went up to Libs this afternoon. Lib came home with her and cut Grandpas hair.
Sunday July 2nd.
It has been pleasant but cool all day. We went to church with John and Lib. Charlie Raynolds preached. We
went up in Matt Mathews wood this afternoon looking for strawberries but did not find any. Mary Mcmatten here
when we got back; she stayed until sundown. There is an Exhibition at the church at Steamburg Mr.\fn{ Scratched
over and changed to Miss} Durling baptized. Charlie Crawfords wife Berti Ballard, Matie Dickerson, Sarah Huff and
Ike Cronk down by Mr. Showes this afternoon. No-one here tonight.
Monday 3rd.
It was pleasant this forenoon. I did my washing this forenoon and baked bread too. It has rained most of the
afternoon. I have been fixing stockings for myself.
Tuesday 4th.
It has rained steady all day. There was to have been celebrations at Trumansburg, Farmer Village, Ovid,
Watkins, Ithaca and nearly ever place in the state if it had not rained. I did the ironing this forenoon and cut me
out a new calico dress and I have been sewing on it this afternoon
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Wednesday 5th.
It has rained again all day. I have been sewing on my dress today. No-one here.
Thursday 6th.
It rained this morning but cleared off about 9 o’clock so we all went down to John Desmonds Grandpa and
Mother stayed. I do not know when they will be home again. We got home at 7 o’clock.
Friday July 7th 1882.
It has been a very pleasant day. I baked bread and churned this forenoon and have been about sick all day too.
We bought 12 quarts of strawberries this afternoon of Jim Van Vleet for $1.00. No-one here to day.
Saturday 8th.
Pleasant again today. No-one here. I canned the strawberries this forenoon and baked two tins of biscuits and
canned some cherries this afternoon and made pies. John and Lib here tonight. Lib has been down to Edlas today.
Sunday 9th.
It has been very warm all day. Charlie and I went to church with Johns folks. Martin Robinson and wife came
home with us and stayed until 6 o’clock. John and Lib here too.
Monday 10th.
It has been very warm all day. I did my washing this forenoon. Got done at 11 o’clock but I have not felt very
well and have not done much this afternoon. No-one here today.
Tuesday 11th.
Very warm again today. I did some baking and churned this forenoon. Lib came down here and washed some
wool this forenoon. Baby and I went up to Mrs. Bumpers and Lib awhile this afternoon. There is a strawberry and
ice cream festival at the Steamburg church to night
Wednesday 12th.
Warm and pleasant all day I did my ironing this forenoon have been doing a little of everything this afternoon.
Charlie went up to Libs this afternoon and I went after him after supper.
Thursday 13th.
Gust sowed buckwheat today. It has been too wet to do it before. It has been warm today. I worked upstairs
until 10 o’clock, then I made two black cherry pies. Have been sewing on my dress this afternoon. David
Farrington and Clarinda are up to Libs. Her and Lib were here to supper. Then we went up there and stayed until
10 o’clock. Charlie got to sleep and we brought him home on the wheelbarrow. It is quite cool tonight.
Friday 14th.
It has been warmer today. No-one here. I finish my dress today and baked bread.
Saturday 15th.
Pleasant again today. I have been doing a little of everything today. Baked black cherry pie and churned this
forenoon. No-one here.
Sunday 16th.
It has been very warm again today. No-one here but John and Lib. John here about 2 o’clock and Lib came
down about 5. Gust, Charlie and I went up in the field and salted the sheep and horses.\fn{ I.e., provided them with
block of salt for saltlick:H} We did not go to church as the horses had worked too hard to go today.
Monday 17th.
Pleasant today. I washed this forenoon and iron and churned this afternoon and am terrible tired tonight. Leroy
has not been here today. He went to Ovid. No-one here today. Charlie went up to Libs this afternoon and then it
rained and he stayed all night.
Tuesday 18th.
It has been rainy today. Gust and I sprouted about 6 bushel of potatoes today and I fixed my flower bed this
afternoon. Lib down awhile.
Wednesday 19th.
Warm all day. Gust, baby and I went down to Trumansburg and took 6 bushels of potatoes. Sold them for $1.00
per bushel. We did some trading and come back by John Desmonds and brought our folks home. We were there to
supper and got home just dark.
Thursday July 20th 1882.
I am 31 years old today. Warm and pleasant all day. Gust and I went down to Edlas and picked some cherries.
Gave her half. We got about 11 quarts. I had a pain in my side that nearly made me sick for awhile. Electa came
up here awhile tonight. I am very tired tonight.
Friday 21st.
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It has been very warm all day. I canned my cherries and churned this forenoon and washed out some collared
thing this afternoon. No-one here today. I am very tired tonight.
Saturday 22nd.
It has been a very warm day. I baked bread and custard pies this morning and helped Gust wash the democrat
wagon. Gust, Charlie and I started for Ithaca at 11 o’clock. Got there at 4. Found the folks all well. Jane lives at
the corner of Plain and Cassadilla Street. She is keeping borders.
Sunday 23rd.
It has been another very warm day. Helped Jane until about noon, then she went with us to see where the glass
works burned last spring. It is a sight worth seeing. We started for home at 5 o’clock. Went to brother Johns but he
was not at home. He had gone up to Fathers. We got home at 9 o’clock and all very tired too.
Monday 24th.
I did not wash today. Was to tired and did not feel like it, but have been very busy all day with the other work.
It has been very warm again today. No-one here.
Tuesday 25th.
One hog has got 8 pigs. Very warm again today. I did my washing today. No-one here.
Wednesday July 26th 1882.
Very warm all day. I did my ironing this forenoon and picked some berries this afternoon. Mother has been up
to Libs today. Gust commenced his haying yesterday after noon in the corner field by the woods. Grass is very
light this year as a general thing.
Thursday 27th.
It has been terrible warm again today. Gust and Leroy have been drawing hay I went berrying this forenoon.
Got about 4 quarts. Stopped at Mrs. Newkirks and Lib a few moments. There is a celebration at Trumansburg
tonight in place of the fourth of July. We got all ready to go, but Johns folks did not come to go with us as we
expected, so we did not go. It is a beautiful night.
Friday 28th.
It has been warm again today. I went up to Libs and got some saleratus\fn{ Baking soda} and then came back and
made ginger cookies. Cooked beet greens, muffins and oat for dinner.
Saturday 29th.
Not quite so warm today. Baked 4 loaves of bread & raspberry pies and churned this forenoon. Gust had to go
to Townsonville this afternoon to get his mowing machine mended so Charlie and I went with him and went to
Dan Shannons to see about getting some cherries. We went to Clint Osborns store and his house. Got home at 7.
Sunday 30th.
It has been warm again today. Charlie and I went to meeting with Johns folks. A good many there. Hattie
Stilwell there and rode home with us. She works to Joe Bonds. She stayed here until after dinner. No-one else here
today.
Monday July 31st 1882.
Very warm all day. I did a large washing this forenoon, and have been doing a little of everything this
afternoon. Went and got about 3 quarts of raspberries after supper. No-one here today.
***
Tuesday August 1st.
It has not been quite as warm today [as it] has [been]. Look like rain but has not rained. I picked berries this
forenoon and made raspberry jam this afternoon & churned. Mother went up to Mr. Bumpers this after and stayed
until after supper. Gust finished his second field of hay today.
Wednesday 2nd.
It rained some this morning but not much and has been drizzly by spells all day. No-one here but John. Gust let
him have 5 dollars today. Milo and Johny Wixom came up here and borrowed a horse fork this afternoon. Leroy
plowed corn this forenoon and has been mowing in the pasture field this afternoon.
Thursday 3rd.
It has been very warm again today. Gust and I went over to Dan Shanons and picked black cherries today. We
left Charlie home. we got about 14 quarts. Started about 10 o’clock and got back about 7 o’clock. Both very tired.
Friday 4th.
Very hot today. We pitted a few cherries this forenoon. Mr. & Mrs. Sissum came here about 11 o’clock visiting
and stayed until after supper and then they went up to Johns to stay all night. We had a good visit. Gust finished
his haying today.
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Saturday 5th.
It is very warm weather and everything is suffering for want of rain. I have been very busy all day with my
cherries I canned them all and have baked and churned Lib here this afternoon.
Sunday August 6th 1882.
It has been terrible hot today, the warmest day that we have had. We did not go to church today. Louisa and
Eva came here about 10 o’clock and stayed until 6. It has rained some this afternoon and got cooler.
Monday 7th.
It was pleasant this forenoon but rained about noon and has rained a little by spells all of the afternoon but
does not make out much. Leroy has not been here today. He went to Ovid with Mr. Huff. Gust and I picked
raspberries this forenoon. This afternoon I have been sewing on a shirt for Gust. No-one here today.
Tuesday 8th.
Gust and I and Charlie started for Watkins at 9 o’clock and got there about ½ past 12. It rained hard for about
¾ of an hour just after we got there but was pleasant the rest of the day. We went after pay for the colt we sold to
Mr. Lockheart, $160.00. We got a wagon for Charlie, $1.00 a satchel for mother, $1.25, a pair of shoes for myself,
$1.25 a pair for Charlie, $1.50 a barrel of salt, $1.00 a sack of salt 25 cents. We started for home about sundown
and got here about ½ past 10 o’clock. It rained part of the way.
Wednesday 9th.
It has been pleasant but not very warm today. I washed this forenoon and have been doing a little of everything
this afternoon. Leroy has been to Mr. Bumperss working in barley this afternoon. Criss Dean died yesterday very
sudden. Funeral tomorrow at 10 at the house.
Thursday 10th.
We all attended the funeral this forenoon Mr. Sissum preached from the 14 chap and 10 verse of Job. The
house and yard was full of people. Just as we got ready to start for home mother was taken with one of her spells
and we had to stay there until after four o’clock. Mrs. De Melt and Mrs. Suriner get dinner. It rained very hard just
as the friends were coming from the grave. There were quite a good many there to dinner. Mother is better to
night.
Friday Aug 11th 1882.
It has been pleasant all day. I have been doing a little of everything to day. I ironed some this forenoon. This
afternoon Gust, Charlie and I went up in Matt Mathews woods to get some huckleberry, but did not get enough to
pay us for going. Lib came down a few mints just night. Leroy had been putting up barley for Mr. Bumpers this
afternoon.
Saturday 12th.
Pleasant all day. I picked a few raspberries this morning and then made a couple of pies. The berries are almost
gone. Gust went over to Abe Deans and John Swicks this forenoon looking for sheep pasture. He took Grandpa
Mother and Lib down to Electas this afternoon. And Mr. Sissum brought them home tonight. I cleaned the buttery
this afternoon no one here today.
Sunday 13th.
Pleasant all day but quite cool. We did not go to church today. No-one here. It is real cool tonight.
Monday 14th.
Warmer today. I did a very large washing and baked bread this forenoon and scrubbed, churned & ironed this
afternoon. No-one here today. Gust and Leroy have both been to Mr. Bumpers today drawing in barley. I am very
tired tonight.
Tuesday 15th.
It has been a very warm day. Gust and Leroy to Mr. Bumpers again all day drawing in barley. I went up to Lib
and got some peas this morning, then Grandpa, Mother, Charlie and I all went up there to dinner. Lib had chicken
potpie for dinner. We stayed until nearly night.
Wednesday 16th.
Pleasant this forenoon, but rained very hard about 2 o’clock. Leroy cut the piece of barley north of the wood
today. Gust took the lambs over to Abe Deans this afternoon. I washed the wool this forenoon.
Thursday Aug 17th 1882.
Pleasant this forenoon. I did a little of everything this forenoon. Made ginger cookies for one thing. This
afternoon I went over in the woods to get some blackberries and it rained so I could not get any. Has rained the
most of the afternoon. Mr. Bumpers came down with his machine to cut barley, but only went 3 times around the
field before it rained
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Friday 18th.
Quite cool today. Mr. Bumpers commenced cutting barley about 9 o’clock and cut until noon. Was here to
dinner. This afternoon Charlie Bumpers and Jake Newkirk have been here putting up barley. They were here to
supper. Baked bread and custard pies this forenoon went over in the wood and got 3 quarts of blackberries this
afternoon. Am tired tonight.
Saturday 19th.
Quite cool tonight. I bake pies and churned this forenoon. Have done a little of everything this afternoon. I
went down to Daves after supper and Electa and I went down to see old Mrs. Ballard. She is very poorly; would
not wonder if she did not live long.
Sunday 20th.
It have been quite cool today; again no one here, but Mrs. Peck came here and got some milk this afternoon.
There has not any meeting today. Everybody has gone to camp meeting at Willow Creek. It commenced last
Tuesday. Baby and I went up to Libs awhile just night. It is almost cold enough for a frost tonight.
Monday 21st. It has been pretty warm today. Gust and Leroy both to Mr. Bumpers to work all day drawing in
barley. I did my washing this forenoon. Have been doing a little of everything this afternoon. Wrote a letter to Asa
Fletcher. Folks went up to Libs and got a mess of peas after supper.
Tuesday Aug 22, 1882.
It has been pretty warm all day. I have been very busy all day. Mr. Bumpers, Georgia, Charlie, Johnny and Jake
Newkirk have all been here today helping draw barley. It looks like rain. They commenced about 9 o’clock.
Wednesday 23rd.
Our folks drawed in one load of barley this morning then it commenced to rain and it rained all of the forenoon
and part of the afternoon. I went up to Libs awhile. This afternoon Edla and her two children were there. They
came up yesterday afoot. Her and Georgia came down home with me and stayed until after supper. Then Gust and
I took her home. We took 8 dozen of eggs and got 20 cents per doz. For them we got 20 lbs of sugar and some
mackerel and some tea. I called on Gusta. We got home at 8 o’clock.
Thursday 24th.
It was misty part of the forenoon but not much but cleared off about noon. Gust took his cradle to
Townsonville this forenoon to get it fixed but had to leave it as Mr. Hazerd was not at home. Charlie went with
him. He went after it this afternoon and I went with him to get clothes for Gust and new shirt. Gave 14 cents per
yard. We drove old Champ; she has not been used in over one year but went all right.
Friday 25th.
Pleasant all day. Our folk have been cutting the piece of oats by the house to day with Mr. Huffs machine. I
have been over in the woods after blackberries this afternoon. Got about 4 quarts.
Saturday 26th.
I have been very busy all day It has been rainy this afternoon but Gust and Leroy worked all day they have
been raking binding and putting up the oats that they cut yesterday. No-one here today.
Sunday 27th.
At home all day. No-one here but John. He was here awhile this afternoon. It rained all night and all of the
forenoon and part of the afternoon too.
Monday August 28th 1882.
Pleasant all day. I went down and got Dan Carpenter this morning, to work here today in oats. Then I went
down to the store and got some tea, coffee and 28¾ yards of calico at 5 cents per yard. Gust went over to Joes and
got his reaper this forenoon and had to take it back at noon. Mr. Shaw was here this afternoon for insurance
money. John DeMund and Sulie were here after supper. I did a large washing this afternoon and am very tired
tonight.
Tuesday 29th.
It has been very warm to day Mr. Bumpers and Dan Carpenter here today working. Mr. Bumpers has been
cutting oats. Halsey Sayer was here to dinner. He cannot talk loud at all.
Wednesday 30th.
It has been real warm today George Wixom has been here to work today. Gust got Mr. Huffs reaper and
finished cutting the oats. Mother went up to Libs this forenoon and she came home with her after dinner and went
with me after some blackberries. we got about 5 quarts
Thursday 31st.
Gust and Leroy finished setting up the oats this forenoon and it rained hard before they got them done. They
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finished drawing barley this afternoon. A peddler from Dresden took dinner here today. We bought a pair of shears
of him and gave him his dinner and fifty cents for them. Barnums big show is in Ithaca today. It is to be in
Watkins Saturday.
***
Friday Sept 1st.
Gust and Leroy went up to Mr. Huffs this morning to help him draw in oats but they were too wet so the came
back and drawed in oats here. Mr. Huff and Georgia here drawing oat this afternoon. I have been very busy all day
getting ready to go to Watkins tomorrow. Leroy quit work tonight and is not going to work any more. He has
worked 5 months lacking 3 days.
Saturday Sept 2nd 1882.
It has been a terrible warm day. we got up at ½ past 3 o’clock and at 6 Gust, Charlie and Lib and Georgia all
started to Watkins to see Barnums big show. There was a terrible crowd of people there. The street parade was
over a mile in length. We got home at ½ past 10.
Sunday 3rd.
It has been clear part of the day and rainy part. We did not go to church. No one here until just before night.
Mary came up awhile and Dave and Electa were here a few moments also.
Monday 4th.
Pleasant until 3 o’clock then it rained quite hard. Gust has been up to Mr. Huffs to work today stacking oats. I
did a very large washing today and am terrible tired tonight. Gust went down to the corner tonight to see Leroy.
Tuesday 5th.
It cleared off this forenoon but is quite cool. I baked bread this forenoon. No-one here today. I went over in the
wood after blackberries this afternoon got about 6 quarts. Gust came over awhile.
Wednesday 6th.
It has been pleasant all day. I did a little of everything this forenoon. Ironed for one thing. Mr. Huff, Georgia
and Jake Newkirk & John Wixom here this afternoon, drawing in oats. They did not get done.
Thursday 7th.
A very pleasant day. John, Uncle Jake, Mr. Huff and Georgia came down and help drawn in the rest of the oats,
three loads. This afternoon we all attended a picnic (but Grandpa and Mother) in Abe Deans woods. A good many
there. We had a good time and got home about sundown.
Friday 8th.
It has been quite cool today. I have been sewing part of the day on my new calico dress. Cleaned the bedroom
and hall upstairs this forenoon. Gust has been to Townsonville nearly all day getting the horses shod. Charlie went
with him. Mother was to Libs this afternoon.
Saturday Sept 9th 1882.
It has been quite cool today. I did not do very much of anything this forenoon but to patch baby coat. This
afternoon I went with Gust over to Gene Swicks after some wheat. We got 8 bushels at $1.00 per bushel. Got
home at 8 o’clock.
Sunday 10th.
It has been quite cool again all day but pleasant. There was a slight frost last night in some places around here
but none right here. We all went over in Abe Deans woods to quarterly meeting. A minister from Geneva preached
a good many there. I went up to Libs awhile just night. Jule, Edla and the children there.
Monday 11th.
Quite cool, windy and cloudy. I did the washing this forenoon it rained before they got dry and I hung them
upstairs. No-one here today.
Tuesday 12th.
It has been cool but pleasant today. Gust, Charlie and I went to Watkins today. we started about ½ past 9 and
got home about 7 o’clock. Went by the way of North Hector and took the grist we got a new tea kettle and gave
$2.75 for it; 5 table screans at fifty cents; and some groceries.
Wednesday 13th.
Cool and cloudy but has not stormed any. Leroy Welch came up and got the pay for his work this forenoon. It
came to $97.69. Gust took two pigs over to Louisa’s this afternoon. Charlie went with him. Mother went as far as
Edla and back
Thursday 14th.
It has not stormed any today but has looked like it all day. The wind has blowed terrible hard all day. I did a
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little of everything this forenoon. This afternoon Gust, Charlie and I went over to Mr. Sisums but they were all
gone away so we had to come back. I stopped to Libs awhile when we came back. We came by Dinse Eadies. It is
very windy tonight and quite cool.
Friday September 15th 1882.
Windy again all day and cool. I baked bread this forenoon. John came down this forenoon to settle up and was
here to dinner and stayed until nearly night and then did not get done. Horace Swick came here awhile to see him.
We bought some lamb of Seth Proper this afternoon, at 10 cents per lb. Paid for 5½ lbs and only got 4¾ lbs at
that.
Saturday 16th.
It has been warmer today than it has been for over a week. I have been very busy all day. Mother has been sick
all day with one of her spells. Lib came down about ½ past 10 o’clock and stayed until after dinner. I helped Gust
pull some beans and draw one load of oats raking, and he helped me churn. He went down and got the papers
tonight. I am very tired.
Sunday 17th.
It is very warm dry and terrible dusty. I walked down to Steamburg to meeting but did not like it much. Mr.
Durling does not amount to shucks for a preacher. Mr. Sissum preached his farewell sermon today.
Monday 18th.
Very warm. I did my washing today with Babbitts 1876 and like it pretty well. No-one here today, Gust went
up to Mr. Huffs at ½ past 3 to help thresh and stayed until dark. It looks like rain tonight.
Tuesday 19th.
Terrible hot and windy. No-one here today. Gust threshed to Mr. Huffs until 10 o’clock Then they had to stop
because the wind blew so hard. Charlie and I went down to Tumies this morning and got some oil. We went in to
see old Mrs. Ballard. She is very low yet. We stopped at Dave Bonds awhile when we came back. Mr. & Mrs.
Siemms, Mr. & Mrs. Abram Dean and John and Lib started for conference this morn.
Wednesday Sept 20th 1882.
Foggy and cool this forenoon but cleared off about noon. Gust helped Mr. Huff thresh until ½ past 9 then they
broke down and had to go to Groton. Charlie and I were up there awhile. Eugene Swick came up here and got a
pig and was here to dinner. After dinner Grandpa and Mother went home with him. Grandpa is 95 years old today.
Gust and baby went to Townsonville this afternoon to get the horses shod. They did not get home until after dark.
Thursday 21st.
Cloudy all day rained a little this afternoon and quite hard tonight. We started about 10 o’clock for Uncle Joe
Fletchers in Enfield. Went by Louisas and Mother went with us. We got there about noon. Folks all well. We
stayed until 5 o’clock and got back home about ½ past 7. We stopped to Louisas but did not go in.
Friday 22d.
It has been rainy by spells all day. No-one here. I put up 32 quart cans of pears this afternoon. I have been
doing a little of everything to day and not much either. Have sewed some on my dress.
Saturday 23d.
It has been real cold today and is cold enough for a frost to night. I bake and cleaned the kitchen floor this
forenoon and have been to work on my dress this afternoon. Gust went over to Mary Mrs. Dickerson with Mr.
Huff to get a calf. He helped Mr. Huff thresh this afternoon the got done just sundown. Then we went over to
Louisas to night to take old Seal (our black horse). Louisa has bought him. Gave $80.00 for him. We got home
about ½ past 10 o’clock.
Sunday 24th.
Cool all day and cold to night. At home all of forenoon. No-one here. This afternoon we went down to Edlas.
Edla and I went over to Iva Swicks a few moments. We got home about sundown.
Monday Sept 25, 1882.
Pleasant but quite cool all day. I did a large washing this forenoon and have been straightening up the house
this afternoon. Sulie Desmund came up here this afternoon and stayed about 3 hours. Gust got Daves reaper and
commenced cutting his buckwheat this afternoon.
Tuesday 26th.
Pleasant all day. No frost yet to hurt anything. Gust finished cutting the buckwheat this afternoon. I have been
canning pears this afternoon. Put up 42 quart cans. I went up to Libs this afternoon a few moments. They have just
got home from conference. They have been gone just a week.
Wednesday 27th.
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It has been some warmer today. I have been making pickle pear, canning tomatoes and ironing today. Pickled
14 lbs. Gust washed some wool this forenoon and has been down to the store and back and setting up buckwheat
this afternoon.
Thursday 28th.
Quite pleasant all day. I baked bread ginger cookies and 2 grape pies this forenoon. Louisa and mother came
about 10 o’clock and went up to Libs and stayed until about 4 then they came back here and stayed until after
supper. Mr. Kellogg has been working here this afternoon setting up buckwheat. Mr. Clarkson, Mr. Bucan and an
Allwood boy have been here today putting coal tar paint on the barn roof. They are going to put it on the house.
Friday 29th.
Pleasant all day. The men here again today. They painted the hog house roof and cleaned the moss off of the
house and put some new shingles on it. But did not think it worth painting. Mr. Kellogg here to work all day. They
did not get the buckwheat all set up. It is real cold tonight.
Saturday Sept 30th 1882.
It has been pleasant all day I did my Saturdays work this forenoon and finished an apron for myself that I
commenced yesterday. Gust finished putting up the buckwheat. Then this afternoon we went to the burg to take
the wool there. Was 246 lbs; at 30 & 35 cents per lb it came to 82 dollars and 90 cents we got home about 7
o’clock. Millie Havens was there in town
***
Sunday Oct 1st.
It has been pleasant but quite cool today. We have been home all day. No-one here. We went over in the
cornfield this afternoon. It is real cold tonight.
Monday 2nd.
Pleasant and cool today. I did my washing this forenoon. Gust has been to David Bonds this afternoon helping
thresh. Charlie went down there with him and I went after him just night.
Tuesday 3rd.
Warm and pleasant all day Gust to Daves all day threshing. Charlie and I went down to the store about noon to
take a letter that I wrote to Sulie Wingerd, Scranton. Lib down here this afternoon. I have been sewing on Gusts
shirt.
Wednesday 4th.
Our first frost last night. It has been very pleasant all day. Gust helped Dave finish threshing this forenoon and
I finished his shirt. Then this afternoon we went to Watkins with Kit and Daves buggy. We got 24 quart fruit cans
for $1.25 per dozen and 20 lbs of sugar at 9 cents per lb. We got home about 9 o’clock
Thursday 5th.
Pleasant all day and terrible dusty. I did a little of everything this forenoon. Churned for one thing. We went to
Trumansburg this afternoon to the fair. It is quite good we came acrost Brother Wills wife (Mary Ann) and her
little girl Florance and she came home with us. I saw Mrs. Martha Warren and she told me that Mother was very
sick with Erysipelas and was not expected to get well.
Friday October 6, 1882.
A pleasant and rather warm day I was very busy all of the forenoon. Mary Ann helped me iron. Mrs.
Thompson of Farmersvillage was here to dinner. We started for the fair at ½ past 2 o’clock. Edla rode down with
Mary Ann. Went home with Milly tonight. We came back by John Desmonds and brought Grandpa and Mother
home. John rode home with us. Edla came home with Georgia. we got home ½ past 2.
Saturday 7th.
It has been pleasant again today. I have been very busy all day. Have washed and ironed, baked bread & two
grape pies, canned pears and tomatoes, mopped and churned. Lib was here this afternoon. Gust has been helping
Mr. Bumpers thresh all day and is about tired out tonight.
Sunday 8th.
It has been a warm day. Gust, Charlie and I started for Fathers about 11 o’clock we went by Jake Stilwells and
got Maryann. Got home about 2. Found Mother very sick indeed. Brother Jont Havens and wife of Ithaca were
there and Mrs. Wallenbeck, Mrs. Warren and Mrs. Smith came. I do not think Mother can get well. We got home
at ½ past 10 o’clock.
Monday 9th.
Pleasant all day. Gust helped Mr. Bumpers thresh this forenoon. Their threshers have been here threshing
buckwheat this afternoon. 180 tallies got done and went back to Mr. Bumpers tonight. Went down to Lydia Ann
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Ballard this forenoon. Old Mrs. Ballard died last night at 10 o’clock.
Tuesday 10th.
Cool but pleasant today. Gust threshed for Mr. Bumpers until about 5 o’clock. Lib, Charlie and I walked down
to Steamburg this forenoon to attend Mrs. Ballards funeral. Durling preached from Rev. 14 & 13. She was buried
at North Hector. She was 85 years old.
Wednesday Oct 11th 1882.
It has been rainy the most part of the day. No-one here. We have none of us done much of anything today.
Have not felt like it.
Thursday 12th.
It cleared of this forenoon but has not been very warm. I did a little of everything this forenoon. This afternoon
I canned some tomatoes and went over in the field and helped Gust get some corn and pull some beans (no-one
here today).
Friday 13th.
It has been quite cool today. I have been helping Gust dig potatoes today. We dug 17 bushels in about a half of
the day. Gust and Dave went down to examine the schoolhouse at noon to see how much it wanted fixing and
went to school meeting again tonight, but there wasn’t anyone else there so he came back.
Saturday 14th.
Pleasant all day. No-one here. Mother has been sick today. She was sick Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday. I
have been very busy all day. I backed bread pies and a cake, mopped and churned and canned some grapes. Gust
went to Townsonville this forenoon and got Kit shod. This afternoon he went to Avery Hermons
vandue.\fn{Auction} He is going to Kansas.
Sunday 15th.
It has been pleasant all day. Gust Charlie and I went up to Fathers again today. Mother is very sick yet, but the
Doctor thinks she will get well again. Gust and Charlie went over to Dave Farringtons awhile. Brother Will was
home today. We got home about 10.
Monday 16th.
It has been pleasant all day. No-one here. I did a large washing this forenoon and went over in the field and
picked up potatoes this afternoon. We sold 10 bushels to Dave Bond for 40 cents per bushel. I am very tired
tonight. John Welch and Jule Kellogg here tonight.
Tuesday Oct 17, 1882.
It has been raining today but has not rained very hard. I have been fixing me a skirt today. No-one here today. I
have not been feeling very well today. My stomach is hurting me pretty bad.
Wednesday 18th.
It has been a misty, cloudy day. No-one here. I ironed some this forenoon. Have not done much of anything
this afternoon.
Thursday 19th.
It has been very windy all day and rained this forenoon. I have not done very much of anything today. Gust
went down to Daves and got some straw and buried some potatoes this afternoon. No-one here today.
Friday 20th.
It has been pleasant but cold today. I have been very busy all day making green tomato pickles. Mother has
been up to Libs all day. Sulie Desmond was here awhile this forenoon. Captain Bates is very sick with Erysipelas.
Saturday 21.
A very hard frost last night. It has been pleasant all day. I have been about sick with my stomach all day. Noone here. I baked bread, biscuit and pies this forenoon and moped and churned and put 24 bushels of potatoes in
the cellar. Went up to Libs this afternoon. Edla and the children were there. John and Georgia are digging potatoes
on shares for every 6 bushels. Gust went over to Abe Deans and got the lambs this afternoon.
Sunday 22nd.
It has been real windy and cool today. No-one here. We did not go home today as I did not feel like it. I have
been almost sick all day. We went over in the cornfield just night and found Charlies mitten that he lost Friday. I
have not heard from Mother since I was home one week ago today.
Monday Oct 23rd.
It has been windy and cool all day. No-one here. I did not wash today. I have not felt like it. I picked some
apples this forenoon and took some of them to the cellar. Apples are very scarce this year. John & George finished
digging the Burbank potatoes today. Gust buried some potatoes this afternoon. He went down to Tumies and got
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coffee tonight and some crackers and oatmeal. He paid Tumie $4.59, all he owed him.
Tuesday 24th.
It rained the most of the time this forenoon but cleared off this after. I went up to Mrs. Bumpers and Libs this
afternoon. Gust has been threshing out beans today about 2 bushels of white. No-one here today. It is real cold
tonight.
Wednesday 25th.
It has been very pleasant all day. No-one here today. I baked bread and washed this forenoon and churned this
afternoon besides doing the other work. Gust have been cutting corn all day. Corn is a pretty poor crop this fall.
He sold a sheep to Joe Bond this morning for $5.00. He came tonight and bought all of the old sheep, 43; gave
$87.50 for them Mr. Bumpers here too.
Thursday 26th.
It has been a very pleasant day. I did a little of everything this forenoon, cooked a hen for dinner and did some
ironing. This after I help Gust pick some apples and went over in the cornfield and got some corn. Corn is very
poor. We have got about 10 bushels of Northern spy apple picked. Have got a few of another kind yet to pick.
Wesley Stilwell came up this morning and bought 10 bushels of potatoes. We have sold 32 bushels in all: l0 to
Wesley, 10 to Frank, to Mrs. McGraw of Searsburg at 40 cents per bushel.
Friday Oct 27, 1882.
It has been pleasant but quite cool today. I helped Gust pick apples all of the forenoon. We have got about 18
bushels in all. Wesley Stillwell came up and got his potatoes this forenoon he got 12 ½ bushels, $5.00. Frank
Newkirk also got his 10 bushels, $4.00. Gust has been cutting corn this afternoon. John and George has been
helping him some. I have been making the sleeves in Mother’s waterproof cloak smaller.
Saturday 28th.
It has been pleasant all day but looks rainy tonight. We need rain very bad now it is terrible dry. John and
George helped Gust finish cutting corn today. They got done about 2 o’clock. They were here to dinner. I went up
to Libs a few moments this afternoon. I baked bread and pumpkin pies this forenoon and churned this afternoon.
Gust went to Townsonville this afternoon to get Kit shod.
Sunday 29th.
A very strong south wind. No-one here. We went up to Fathers today with Kit and Daves buggy. Found Mother
some better but not able to set up any yet. David Larrisons wife and her two sisters were there and Eugene Bryan
and Martin Hausner there this afternoon. I cooked chicken for dinner after I got there. We started for home about
6 o’clock and got here at 8.
Monday 30th.
Very pleasant all day. I did not wash today have not felt very well today. I puttered around the kitchen all the
forenoon this afternoon I cleaned up our rooms and put the plants upstairs. Gust and Mr. Huff started to go to
Searsburg tonight to a Republican meeting but only went to Steamburg and got back at 9 o’clock Sarah came
down here and stayed until her father came back.
Tuesday Octo 31st 1882.
It is very warm for this time of year and very dry. I have been helping Gust finish digging potatoes today. It
took all day and I have been churning since dark. Mrs. MaGraw of Searsburg came up and got 10 bushels of
potatoes at 40 cents per bushel, $4.00. It look very much like rain tonight the wind blows.
***
Wednesday Nov 1st.
It has been a very pleasant day. I did my washing this forenoon and have been over in the corn field this
afternoon helping Gust husk corn. It is not very good this year. Lib was here when I got back to the house. She
stayed until dark. David Bond here tonight.
Thurs 2nd.
It has been colder today and is freezing cold tonight. Electa came up this morning and borrowed $10.00 of
Gust. Frank Newkirk had the team this forenoon to draw his corn from Wesleys. Gust husked some corn this
forenoon and drawed some in this afternoon. I did a little of everything this forenoon and baked pumpkin pies,
worked over butter and churned this afternoon. Grandpa and Mother have both been up to Libs this afternoon.
Mother went before dinner.
Friday 3rd.
It has been cold today but not as windy as yesterday. It froze harder last night than it has before this fall. I did a
little of everything this forenoon. This afternoon I helped Gust gather the turnips and beet, then I shelled some
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garden beans and helped him unload some corn. Edla went up home this after she stopped here and bought some
lard tonight.
Saturday 4th.
It has been and another real cold day. I did a little of everything today as usual. Did not bake anything but
bread. Gust went down to Tumies tonight and got the mail and I went down to Daves until he came back. It is cold
tonight.
Sunday Nov 5th 1882.
Real cold all day but pleasant all day. Gust, Charlie and I went over to Eugene Swicks. They have got an nice
baby girl, 4 weeks old, name Louise. Gust went over to see Barney Secord. He is very poorly so he does not set
up any. We got home just dark. No-one been here today.
Monday 6th.
It has been real cold all day with a strong south wind. Gust has been husking corn. I did not wash today. I have
been almost sick all day. My throat has hurt me all day. It chokes me. No-one here today.
Tuesday 7th.
Election day. It has been pleasant but very windy all day. we all went over to Louisas today. Gust and Grandpa
went over to Barney Secords to Election. Minor Jones is running again for Member of Assembly against Addrian
Tuttle of Reading Centre.
Wednesday 8th.
It has been real warm all day. No-one here today. I baked 3 apple pies this forenoon. Gust has been drawing
corn today. He drew 3 loads and I helped him unload 2 of them.
Thursday 9th.
It has been trying to rain all day and has just got at it tonight. Gust has been husking corn today. I have not
done much but to hold Charlie. He has been sick all day. I do not know what ails him.
Friday 10th.
Pleasant all day. I did a little washing this forenoon and have been helping Gust husk corn this afternoon.
Charlie has been pretty well to day, so he has been up to Lib with Mother this afternoon.
Saturday 11th.
I did some ironing this forenoon. This afternoon I baked two blackberry pies and a jell cake and made some
apple sauce. No-one here today. It is real warm.
Sunday Nov 12th 1882.
Warm and pleasant all day. Gust went down and brought Jule Edla and their children up here about noon and
took them back tonight. They have not been here before since last spring.
Monday 13th.
It was very pleasant until about 11 o’clock when the wind changed from south to north west and it rained until
2 then snowed the rest of the afternoon and is quite cool tonight. It has not snowed one bit this fall until today but
has been warm and dry. I did a very large washing this forenoon. This afternoon I churned and made bread stuff.
Tuesday 14th.
It has been almost like winter today. Snowed part of the day and is real cold. I made 3 loaves of bread this
forenoon. This afternoon I helped Gust put some corn upstairs in the big room, about 10 bushels. Dave Bond
came up last night and paid Gust $24.00 borrowed money. No-one here today.
Wednesday 15th.
Warmer and thawing fast I dried my clothes today that I washed Monday. John Desmund, Sulie and Charlie
came up here about noon and she stayed until they went over to Hawse and back. Then they stopped to dinner.
Frank Newkirk here this afternoon to work cleaning up buckwheat. They commenced about 2 o’clock and then
cleaned tonight until 8 o’clock.
Thurs 16th.
Quite pleasant today. Gust has been to the lake this afternoon with a load of buckwheat he took [blank]. He
sold his buckwheat to Abe Mckeel for 75 cents per bushel. I went up to Libs awhile this forenoon Edla went up
there too with her two children. There is a donation tonight at Mr. Sissums but I did not feel like going. I have not
felt very well for about a month. Frank is here again to night cleaning up buckwheat.
Friday Nov 17, 1882.
It has been a bad, sloppy day; has snowed steady all day and is as wet as a rain. Gust did not go to the lake
today. No-one here.
Saturday 18th.
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It has been very pleasant all day. No-one here. It froze very hard last night and has not thawed much today.
Gust went with a load of buckwheat today he took [blank]. I made a pair of shoes for Charlie to wear around the
house this forenoon and have been doing my Saturday work this afternoon.
Sunday 19th.
It has not stormed any today but has been real cold. We did not go anywhere and there has not been anyone
here. I made lamb pot pie for dinner.
Monday 20th.
Cold all day, no-one here. I did not wash today. Gust took his last load of buckwheat to North Hector today. he
has taken in all [blank] it came to $124.90. He bought him a pair of rubber boots gave $3.50 for them and a pair of
boots for Charlie (his first boots) he gave $1.50 for them. I cut out some clothes for Charlie and have been sewing
on them.
Tuesday 21st.
Pleasant all day. I sewed on Charlies clothes this forenoon and have been baking all of the afternoon for
threshers tomorrow. They (Crissfield) set the machine this afternoon. Frank Newkirk helped Gust draw in the corn
this afternoon. Gust worked until about 5 o’clock then he was taken sick to his stomach and at 8 o’clock tonight
he vomited up nearly 2 quarts of clear blood. Frank went after John and Lib and then went after Dr. Sears. He
came about 10 o’clock. Said it was a blood vessel broke in the stomach. Gust is very sick tonight. Frank is agoing to stay all night. It is now 12 o’clock.
Wednesday Nov 22nd 1882.
It has been pleasant all day. Threshers here all day. I went down to Steamburg about 10 o’clock and got Dan
Carpenter to help. Gust has been quite comfortable today, he has not vomited any since last night. Frank is here
yet. He is going to work awhile. Will Ballard and Matie Dickerson married today.
Thursday 23rd.
Quite pleasant all day they got done threshing about 1 o’clock then John and Frank cleaned up a load of barley
this afternoon. Mrs. Bumpers here awhile this afternoon. Dave Bond and Electa were here tonight. Vendue\fn{Auction} to Criss Deans today.
Friday 24th.
It has been a terrible windy and snowy day. Frank took a load of barley to North Hector today, took 28.81 lbs.
Got back about 1 o’clock. Gust has sold his barley to Abe Mckeel for 75 cents per bushel. Frank banked the house
this afternoon. Charlie went up home with John this morning and he brought him back tonight. Mr. William
Crawford and Rev. M. Barber, the new minister at Steamburg, called here this forenoon. Gust is not very well yet
but better than yesterday.
Saturday 25th.
It has been very cold and stormy all day but not as windy as yesterday. Frank took another load of barley to the
lake today, he took 31 lbs. Gust has been quite well today but does not go out any yet nor eat but very little. No
one here today but John. He helped Frank clean a load of barley this forenoon.
Sunday 26th.
It has snowed steady and fast all day; is snow enough for sleighing. John here this forenoon and Dave and
Charlie here tonight awhile.
Monday Nov 27th 1882.
It was very snowy and cold this morning but cleared off before noon. I did not wash today. Have been making
Charlies clothes over smaller. Gust not feeling very well yet; he does not gain.
Tuesday 28th.
It has snowed a little all day but is not very cold. I have been washing and baking today and am very tired and
nearly sick tonight.
Wednesday 29th.
It has been a good deal colder and has snowed real hard all day. Louisa and Dewitt came here about 1 o’clock
and stayed until ½ past 3. Uncle Jake helped Frank clean up a load of barley this after. Georgia Wixom went to
Parkers to live today. Johny Bumpers was here to supper.
Thursday 30 (Thanksgiving day).
It has been very cold and snowed some part of the day. Frank took 38.79\fn{ The text has: 3.8.79} lbs of barley to
the lake today. John helped him clean up another load after he got back. Lib was here awhile this afternoon. Dave
here tonight.
***
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Friday Dec 1st.
It has been a little warmer today, a strong south west wind. It has thawed some. Frank took 3306 lbs of barley
to the lake today Mr. Huff here awhile this afternoon. Gust paid 33 cents school bill in the Sutton District today
Saturday 2nd.
It thawed all of the forenoon and got colder and snowed all the afternoon hard. Frank has not been to work
today, only to do the chores. He went to the burg and Mother and Charley went down to David Bonds. It is very
cold tonight.
Sunday 3rd.
It has been terrible cold today with a strong north wind. No-one here but John. Frank did the chores this
morning and tonight.
Monday Dec 4, 1882.
It has been a terrible bad day a strong south wind and very cold. I did my washing this forenoon and have been
mending my calico dress this afternoon. Gust nor I neither one feel very well tonight. No-one here today.
Tuesday 5th.
It has been very pleasant all day and quite warm. I made 3 apple pies this forenoon and have been nearly sick
this afternoon. Frank has not been to work, only to do the chores. He has been home to work. Gust paid the school
tax in this District today. It was $5.05.\fn{ The text has: $5.005/ cts. Elsewhere I have emended the text without notice, for
machine-readable purposes:H}
Wednesday 6th.
It has been a very pleasant day again. No-one here today. Frank has not done very much today, only the chores.
He has been to North Hector for himself. Mother went up to Libs and back with him. I ironed and churned this
forenoon.
Thursday 7th.
It has been cold and stormy all day. Gust has been feeling very poorly today. Frank has only been doing the
chores today.
Friday 8th.
Cold again all day Frank did the chores this morning and then went home to get his folks some wood and did
not come back tonight, so John did them tonight. Gust poorly again today; he does not improve any.
Saturday 9th.
It has been pleasanter to day but is pretty cold yet. I went down to Steamburg this forenoon and back and got
some yarn for Gusts, some stockings; gave $1.25 per pound for it. John and Dave killed two of our pigs this
afternoon. they weigh about 50 lbs apiece.
Sunday Dec 10, 1882.
It has been a little pleasanter today. Louisa, Eugene, Mama and the two children here today. Dan Carpenter
here this afternoon and John Wixom, Dave Bond and Charley here tonight. John is doing the chores now.
Monday 11th.
It has been pleasant all day. I did not wash today. Have been knitting on a stocking for Gust. John went to
Trumansburg this afternoon & got 800 of coal—it is $5.50 per ton—and an oil cloth, 9 shillings. Jerry Williams
came up here to night and Gust paid him 50 cents for helping thresh.
Tuesday 12th.
It has been another pleasant day. John and Uncle Jake Newkirk moved the little stove out of the dinning room
into setting room and brought the coal stove out and set it up in the dinning room I have been knitting again
tonight. No-one here.
Wednesday 13th.
It has been very cold and stormy all day with a strong south wind. I have been about sick all day. No-one here
today. We got a letter from Gust brother Henry tonight, saying that he was coming home and would be here next
week. He lives in Nevada; his wife is not coming.
Thursday 14th.
It has snowed hard and been quite cold all day. I wrote to Ben Fletcher and Clarinda Farrington this morning
and went down to the store with them. It is terrible bad walking. I met Dr. Sears just as I started back and he
brought me home.
Friday 15th.
It has been cold and stormy most of the day. About 10 o’clock came down and helped John put some corn up
on the barn floor; then he stayed and cut some wood this afternoon. John went after coal for himself this
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afternoon.
Saturday 16th.
It has been cold and snowing today. No-one here. I baked bread this forenoon, commenced a red woolen
stocking for Charley tonight. I do not feel very well tonight.
Sunday 17th.
It has been a little warmer to day but has been snowing some. Gusts brother Henry came here last night (from
Nevada) about 11 o’clock after we all got to bed. He went up to Libs after breakfast and stayed until just night
there. John and Lib came back with him and stayed until 11 o’clock.
Monday 18th.
It has been pleasanter today. I did a large washing today. Henry has been sick nearly all day with a cold. We
gave him a sweat tonight. No-one here today. Am very tired.
Tuesday 19th.
I baked mince pie and biscuit today. It has been quite pleasant all day. Henry and Gust went over to Louisas
today; they will be back tomorrow night. it is the first that Gust has been out since the 12 th of Oct. Frank done the
chores tonight. John went to Starkey with Nelt Wixom and did not get back to do them.
Wednesday 20th.
Pleasant all day. I cleaned the buttery this forenoon and have been ironing this afternoon. No-one here. Gust
and Henry got home just dark. I am very tired tonight.
Thursday 21st.
A very strong south wind today. Henry and I went to Trumansburg today. I did some trade to Dumonts. I eat
dinner to Louises Sears. Mr. Hazellett paid me $79.6 today for the wool. We got home about 5 o’clock. Henry
went up to Libs tonight to stay.
Friday Dec 22nd 1882.
A strong south wind again today. I baked about 40 biscuit and a gold and acorn starch cake. Henry, John and
Lib came down and was here to dinner and stayed until 9 o’clock. It is raining hard tonight. Henry here all night.
Saturday 23rd.
It has been quite pleasant all day. We have had company today. John and Lib, Louisa, Eva, Jim Mate and two
children, Jule and Edla and two children, and Charlie Swick and little girl and Clarinda Farrington were here.
Sunday 24th.
Some colder today. Grandpa has been sick today. Henry started at 11 o’clock for Enfield. He will be back
Tuesday. No-one here today.
Monday 25th.
Has not been very bad today. I did a large washing this forenoon and churned and bake this afternoon. Gust not
feeling very well today nor Grandpa either.
Tuesday 26th.
It has been quite pleasant all day. Mother and I, David and Electa, John and Lib all went to Squire Robinsons
funeral today at 11 o’clock at Marts. He died very sudden Sunday night at 8 o’clock. He had not been sick any.
Henry came back home tonight from Enfield.
Wednesday 27th.
It has been quite pleasant again today. I did some ironing this forenoon. Mr. & Mrs. Sisum came here about 11
o’clock and stayed until 5. No-one here tonight.
Thursday Dec 28, 1882.
It has been cold all day but not stormy. We all went up to Libs today to a surprise party. Charley and Leroy
Fletchers folks of Enfield and Dave Farringtons folks of Enfield, Louisas, Jims and Genes folks and Charlie &
Ada and Georgia Wixom and Jule and Edla and the children were there. 36 in all. Dave and Clarinda stayed here
tonight. John and Lib here this evening. Henry went home with them to stay all night.
Friday 29th.
It has been pleasant but cold today. Dave and Clarinda started for home about 10 o’clock. Then John and Lib
and Henry went over to Horace Swicks to eat turkey. I have been ironing.
Saturday 30th.
It has been real cold all day. Henry, Gust and I went to Trumansburg today. We traded about 25 dollars worth
to Demonts. Got home just dark.
134.110 The Eve Of The Fourth\fn{by Harold Frederic (1856-1898)} Utica, Oneida County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 7
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It was well on toward evening before this Third of July all at once made itself gloriously different from other
days in my mind.
There was a very long afternoon, I remember, hot and overcast, with continual threats of rain, which never
came to anything. The other boys were too excited about the morrow to care for present play. They sat instead
along the edge of the broad platform-stoop in front of Delos Ingersoll’s grocery-store, their brown feet swinging
at varying heights above the sidewalk, and bragged about the manner in which they contemplated celebrating the
anniversary of their Independence. Most of the elder lads were very independent indeed; they were already secure
in the parental permission to stay up all night, so that the Fourth might be ushered in with its full quota of
ceremonial. The smaller urchins pretended that they also had this permission, or were sure of getting it. Little
Denny Cregan attracted admiring attention by vowing that he should remain out, even if his father chased him
with a policeman all around the ward, and he had to go and live in a cave in the gulf until he was grown up.
My inferiority to these companions of mine depressed me. They were allowed .to go without shoes and
stockings; they wore loose and comfortable old clothes, and were under no responsibility to keep them dry or
clean or whole; they had their pockets literally bulging now with all sorts of portentous engines of noise and
racket-huge brown “double-enders,” bound with waxed cord; long, slim, vicious-looking “nigger-chasers;” big
“Union torpedoes,” covered with clay, which made a report like a horse pistol, and were invaluable for frightening
farmers’ horses; and so on through an extended catalogue of recondite and sinister explosives upon which I
looked with awe, as their owners from time to time exhibited them with the proud simplicity of those accustomed
to greatness. Several of these boys also possessed toy cannons, which would be brought forth at twilight. They
spoke firmly of ramming them to the muzzle with grass, to produce a greater noise—even if it burst them and
killed everybody.
By comparison, my lot was one of abasement. I was a solitary child, and a victim to conventions. A blue
necktie was daily pinned under my Byron collar, and there were gilt buttons on my zouave jacket. When we were
away in the pasture playground near the gulf, and I ventured to take off my foot-gear, every dry old thistle-point
in the whole territory seemed to arrange itself to be stepped upon by my whitened and tender soles. I could not
swim; so, while my lithe bold comrades dived out of sight under the deep water, and darted about chasing one
another far beyond their depth, I paddled ignobly around the “baby-hole” close to the bank, in the warm and
muddy shallows.
Especially apparent was my state of humiliation on this July afternoon. I had no “double-enders,” nor might
hope for any. The mere thought of a private cannon seemed monstrous and unnatural to me. By some unknown
process of reasoning my mother had years before reached the theory that a good boy ought to have two ten-cent
packs of small fire-crackers on the Fourth of July. Four or five succeeding anniversaries had hardened this theory
into an orthodox tenet of faith, with all its observances rigidly fixed. The fire-crackers were bought for me over
night, and placed on the hall table. Beside them lay a long rod of punk. When I hastened down and out in the
morning, with these ceremonial implements in my hands, the hired girl would give me, in an old kettle, some
embers from the wood-fire in the summer kitchen. Thus furnished, I went into the front yard, and in solemn
solitude fired off these crackers one by one. Those which, by reason of having lost their tails, were only fit for
“fizzes,” I saved till after breakfast.
With the exhaustion of these, I fell reluctantly back upon the public for entertainment. I could see the soldiers,
hear the band and the oration, and in the evening, if it didn’t rain, enjoy the fireworks; but my own contribution to
the patriotic noise was always over before the breakfast dishes had been washed.
My mother scorned the little paper torpedoes as flippant and wasteful things. You merely threw one of them,
and it went off, she said, and there you were. I don’t know that I ever grasped this objection in its entirety, but it
impressed my whole childhood with its unanswerableness. Years and years afterward, when my own children
asked for torpedoes, I found myself unconsciously advising against them on quite the maternal lines. Nor was it
easy to budge the good lady from her position on the great two-packs issue. I seem to recall having successfully
undermined it once or twice, but two was the rule. When I called her attention to the fact that our neighbor, Tom
Hemingway, thought nothing of exploding a whole pack at a time inside their wash-boiler, she was not dazzled,
but only replied:
“Willful waste makes woeful want.”
Of course the idea of the Hemingways ever knowing what want meant was absurd. They lived a dozen doors
or so from us, in a big white house with stately white columns rising from verandah to gable across the whole
front, and a large garden, flowers and shrubs in front, fruit-trees and vegetables behind. Squire Hemingway was
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the most important man in our part of the town. I know now that he was never anything more than United States
Commissioner of Deeds, but in those days, when he walked down the street with his gold-headed cane, his
blanket-shawl folded over his arm, and his severe, dignified, close-shaven face held well up in the air, I seemed to
behold a companion of Presidents.
This great man had two sons. The elder of them, De Witt Hemingway, was a man grown, and was at the
front.\fn{The Civil War is meant.} I had seen him march away, over a year before, with a bright drawn sword, at the
side of his company. The other son, Tom, was my senior by only a twelvemonth. He was by nature proud, but
often consented to consort with me when the selection of other available associates was at low ebb.
It was to this Tom that I listened with most envious eagerness, in front of the grocery-store, on the afternoon of
which I speak. He did not sit on the stoop with the others—no one expected quite that degree of condescension—
but leaned nonchalantly against a post, whittling out a new ramrod for his cannon. He said that this year he was
not going to have any ordinary fire-crackers at all; they, he added with a meaning glance at me, were only fit for
girls. He might do a little in “double-enders,” but his real point would be in “ringers”—an incredible giant variety
of cracker, Turkey-red like the other, but in size almost a rolling-pin. Some of these he would fire off singly,
between volleys from his cannon. But a good many he intended to explode, in bunches say of six, inside the tin
wash-boiler, brought out into the middle of the road for that purpose. It would doubtless blow the old thing skyhigh, but that didn’t matter. They could get a new one.
Even as he spoke, the big bell in the tower of the town-hall burst forth in a loud clangor of swift-repeated
strokes. It was half a mile away, but the moist air brought the urgent, clamorous sounds to our ears as if the belfry
had stood close above us. We sprang off the stoop and stood poised, waiting to hear the number of the ward
struck, and ready to scamper off on the instant if the fire was anywhere in our part of the town. But the excited
peal went on and on, without a pause.. It became obvious that this meant something besides a fire. Perhaps some
of us wondered vaguely what that something might be, but as a body our interest had lapsed. Billy Norris, who
was the son of poor parents, but could whip even Tom Hemingway, said he had been told that the German boys on
the other side of the gulf were coming over to “rush” us on the following day, and that we ought all to collect nails
to fire at them from our cannon. This we pledged ourselves to do—the bell keeping up its throbbing tumult
ceaselessly.
Suddenly we saw the familiar figure of Johnson running up the street toward us. What his first name was I
never knew. To every one, little or big, he was just Johnson. He and his family had moved into our town after the
war began; I fancy they moved away again before it ended. I do not even know what he did for a living. But he
seemed always drunk, always turbulently good-natured, and always shouting out the news at the top of his lungs. I
cannot pretend to guess how he found out everything as he did, or why, having found it out, he straightway rushed
homeward, scattering the intelligence as he ran. Most probably Johnson was molded by Nature as a town-crier,
but was born by accident some generations after the race of bell-men had disappeared. Our neighborhood did not
like him; our mothers did not know Mrs. Johnson, and we boys behaved with snobbish roughness to his children.
He seemed not to mind this at all, but came up unwearyingly to shout out the tidings of the day for our benefit.
“Vicksburg’s fell! Vicksburg’s fell!”\fn{July 4, 1863.} was what we heard him yelling as he approached.
Delos Ingersoll and his hired boy ran out of the grocery. Doors opened along the street and heads were thrust
inquiringly out.
“Vicksburg’s fell!” he kept hoarsely proclaiming, his arms waving in the air, as he staggered along at a dog-trot
past us, and went into the saloon next to the grocery.
I cannot say how definite an idea these tidings conveyed to our boyish minds. I have a notion that at the time I
assumed that Vicksburg had something to do with Gettysburg, where I knew, from the talk of my elders, that an
awful fight had been proceeding since the middle of the week.\fn{ It was fought July 1-3, 1863.} Doubtless this
confusion was aided by the fact that an hour or so later, on that same wonderful day, the wire brought us word that
this terrible battle on Pennsylvanian soil had at last taken the form of a Union victory. It is difficult now to see
how we could have known both these things on the Third of July—that is to say, before the people actually
concerned seemed to have been sure of them. Perhaps it was only inspired guesswork, but I know that my town
went wild over the news, and that the clouds overhead cleared away as if by magic.
The sun did well to spread that summer sky at eventide with all the pageantry of color the spectrum knows. It
would have been preposterous that such a day should slink off in dull, Quaker drabs. Men were shouting in the
streets now. The old cannon left over from the Mexican war\fn{ 1846-1848.} had been dragged out on to the rickety
covered river-bridge, and was frightening the fishes, and shaking the dry, worm-eaten rafters, as fast as the swab
and rammer could work. Our town bandsmen were playing as they had never played before, down in the square in
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front of the post-office. The management of the Universe could not hurl enough wild fireworks into the exultant
sunset to fit our mood.
The very air was filled with the scent of triumph—the spirit of conquest. It seemed only natural that I should
march off to my mother and quite collectedly tell her that I desired to stay out all night with the other boys. I had
never dreamed of daring to prefer such a request in other years. Now I was scarcely conscious of surprise when
she gave her permission, adding with a smile that I would be glad enough to come in and go to bed before half the
night was over.
I steeled my heart after supper with the proud resolve that if the night turned out to be as protracted as one of
those Lapland winter nights we read about in the geography, I still would not surrender.
The boys outside were not so excited over the tidings of my unlooked-for victory as I had expected them to be.
They received the news, in fact, with a rather mortifying stoicism. Tom Hemingway, however, took enough
interest in the affair to suggest that, instead of spending my twenty cents in paltry fire-crackers., I might go down
town and buy another can of powder for his cannon. By doing so, he pointed out,. I would be a part-proprietor, as
it were, of the night’s performance, and would be entitled to occasionally touch the cannon off. This generosity
affected me, and I hastened down the long hill-street to show myself worthy of it, repeating the instruction of
“Kentucky Bear-Hunter-coarse-grain” over and over again to myself as I went.
Halfway on my journey I overtook a person whom, even in the gathering twilight, I recognized as Miss
Stratford, the school teacher. She also was walking down the hill and rapidly. It did not need the sight of a letter in
her hand to tell me that she was going to the post office. In those cruel war-days everybody went to the post
office. I myself went regularly to get our mail, and to exchange shin-plasters for one-cent stamps with which to
buy yeast and other commodities that called for minute fractional currency.
Although I was very fond of Miss Stratford—I still recall her gentle eyes, and pretty, rounded, dark face, in its
frame of long, black curls, with tender liking—I now coldly resolved to hurry past, pretending not to know her. It
was a mean thing to do; Miss Stratford had always been good to me, shining in that respect in brilliant contrast to
my other teachers, whom I hated bitterly. Still, the “Kentucky Bear-Hunter-coarse-grain” was too important a
matter to wait upon any mere female friendships, and I quickened my pace into a trot, hoping to scurry by
unrecognized.
“Oh, Andrew! Is that you?” I heard her call out as I ran past.
For the instant I thought of rushing on, quite as if I had not heard. Then I stopped and walked beside her.
“I am going to stay up all night: mother says I may; and I am going to fire off Tom Hemingway’s big cannon
every fourth time, straight through till breakfast time,” I announced to her loftily.
“Dear me! I ought to be proud to be seen walking with such an important citizen,” she answered, with kindly
playfulness. She added more gravely, after a moment’s pause:
“Then Tom is out playing with the other boys, is he?”
“Why, of course!” I responded. “He always lets us stand around when he fires off his cannon. He’s got some
‘ringers’ this year too.”
I heard Miss Stratford murmur an impulsive “Thank God!” under her breath.
Full as the day had been full of surprises, I could not help wondering that the fact of Tom’s ringers should stir
up such profound emotions in the teacher’s breast Since the subject so interested her, I went on with a long
catalogue of Tom’s other pyrotechnic possessions, and from that to an account of his almost supernatural
collection of postage-stamps. In a few minutes more I am sure I should have revealed to her the great secret of my
life, which was my determination, in case I came to assume the victorious role and rank of Napoleon, to
immediately make Tom a Marshal of the Empire.
But we had reached the post-office square. I had never before seen it so full of people.
Even to my boyish eyes the tragic line of division which cleft this crowd in twain was apparent On one side,
over by the Seminary, the youngsters had lighted a bonfire, and were running about it—some of the bolder ones
jumping through it in frolicsome recklessness. Close by stood the band, now valiantly thumping out John Brown’s
Body upon the noisy night air. It was quite dark by this time, but the musicians knew the tune by heart. So did the
throng about them, and sang it with lusty fervor. The doors of the saloon toward the corner of the square were
flung wide open. Two black streams of men kept in motion under the radiance of the big reflector-lamp over these
doors—one going in, one coming out. They slapped one another on the back as they passed, with exultant screams
and shouts. Every once in a while, when movement was for the instant blocked, some voice lifted above the
others would begin “Hip-hip-hip-hip—”\fn{ As in “Hip-hip, horray!”} and then would come a roar that fairly drowned
the music.
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On the post office side of the square there was no bonfire. No one raised a cheer. A densely packed mass of
men and women stood in front of the big square stone building, with its closed doors, and curtained windows
upon which, from time to time, the shadow of some passing clerk, bareheaded and hurried, would be momentarily
thrown. They waited in silence for the night mail to be sorted. If they spoke to one another, it was in whispers—as
if they had been standing with uncovered heads at a funeral service in a graveyard. The dim light reflected over
from the bonfire, or down from the shaded windows of the post office, showed solemn, hard-lined, anxious faces.
Their lips scarcely moved when they muttered little low-toned remarks to their neighbors. They spoke from the
side of the mouth, and only on one subject.
“He went all through Fredericksburg without a scratch …”
“He looks so much like me—General Palmer told my brother he’d have known his hide in a tan-yard …”
“He’s been gone—let’s see—it was a year some time last April …”
“He was counting on a furlough the first of this month. I suppose nobody got one as things turned out …”
“He said, ‘No; it ain’t my style. I’ll fight as much as you like, but I won’t be nigger-waiter for no man, captain
or no captain’ ….”
Thus I heard the scattered murmurs among the grown-up heads above me, as we pushed into the outskirts of
the throng, and stood there, waiting for the rest. There was no sentence without a “he” in it. A stranger might have
fancied that they were all talking of one man.
I knew better. They were the fathers and mothers, the sisters, brothers, wives of the men whose regiments had
been in that horrible three days’ fight at Gettysburg.\fn{ In this battle, the Union lost 23,049 men out of 88,289 engaged; the
official Confederate loss was put at 20,451 .} Each was thinking and speaking of his own, and took it for granted the
others would understand. For that matter, they all did understand. The town knew the name and family of every
one of the twelve-score sons she had in this battle.
It is not very clear to me now why people all went to the post office to wait for the evening papers that came in
from the nearest big city. Nowadays they would be brought in bulk and sold on the street before the mail-bags had
reached the post office. Apparently that had not yet been thought of in our slow old town.
The band across the square had started up afresh with Annie Lisle—the sweet old refrain of “Wave willows,
murmur waters,” comes back to me now after a quarter-century of forgetfulness—when all at once there was a
sharp forward movement of the crowd. The doors had been thrown open, and the hallway was on the instant filled
with a swarming multitude. The band had stopped as suddenly as it began, and no more cheering was heard. We
could see whole troops of dark forms scudding toward us from the other side of the square.
“Run in for me—that’s a good boy—ask for Dr. Stratford’s mail,” the teacher whispered, bending over me.
It seemed an age before I finally got back to her, with the paper in its postmarked wrapper buttoned up inside
my jacket. I had never been in so fierce and determined a crowd before, and I emerged from it at last, confused in
wits and panting for breath. I was still looking about through the gloom in a foolish way for Miss Stratford, when
I felt her hand laid sharply on my shoulder.
“Well—where is it?—did nothing come?” she asked, her voice trembling with eagerness, and the eyes which I
had thought so soft and dove-like flashing down upon me as if she were Miss Pritchard, and I had been caught
chewing gum in school.
I drew the paper out from under my roundabout, and gave it to her. She grasped it, and thrust a finger under the
cover to tear it off. Then she hesitated for a moment, and looked about her.
“Come where there is some light,” she said, and started up the street. Although she seemed to have spoken
more to herself than to me, I followed her in silence, close to her side.
For a long way the sidewalk in front of every lighted store-window was thronged with a group of people
clustered tight about some one who had a paper, and was reading from it. aloud. Beside broken snatches of this
monologue, we caught, now groans of sorrow and horror, now exclamations of proud approval, and even the
beginnings of cheers, broken in upon by a general “Sh-h!” as we hurried past outside the curb.
It was under a lamp in the little park nearly halfway up the hill that Miss Stratford stopped, and spread the
paper open. I see her still, white-faced, under the flickering gaslight, her black curls making a strange dark bar
between the pale straw hat and the white of her shoulder shawl and muslin dress, her hands trembling as they held
up the extended sheet. She scanned the columns swiftly, skimmingly for a time, as I could see by the way she
moved her round chin up and down. Then she came to a part which called for closer reading. The paper shook
perceptibly now, as she bent her eyes upon it. Then all at once it fell from her hands, and without a sound she
walked away.
I picked the paper up and followed her along the graveled path. It was like pursuing a ghost, so weirdly white
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did her summer attire now look to my frightened eyes, with such a swift and deathly silence did she move. The
path upon which we were described a circle touching the four sides of the square. She did not quit it when the
intersection with our street was leached, but followed straight round again toward the point where we had entered
the park. This, too, in turn, she passed, gliding noiselessly forward under the black arches of the overhanging
elms. The suggestion that she did not know she was going round and round in a ring startled my brain. I would
have run up to her now if I had dared..
Suddenly she turned, and saw that I was behind her. She sank slowly into one of the garden-seats, by the path,
and held out for a moment a hesitating hand toward me. I went up at this and looked into her face. Shadowed as it
was, the change I saw there chilled my blood. It was like the face of some one I had never seen before, with fixed,
wide-open, staring eyes which seemed to look beyond me through the darkness, upon some terrible sight no other
could see.
“Go—run and tell—Tom—to go home! His brother—his brother has been killed,” she said to me, choking
over the words as if they hurt her throat, and still with the same strange dry-eyed, far-away gaze covering yet not
seeing me.
I held out the paper for her to take, but she made no sign, and I gingerly laid it on the seat beside her. I hung
about for a minute or two longer, imagining that she might have something else to say—but no word came. Then,
with a feebly inopportune, “Well, good-by,” I started off alone up the hill.
It was a distinct relief to find that my companions were congregated at the lower end of the common, instead
of their accustomed haunt farther up near my home, for the walk had been a lonely one, and I was deeply
depressed by what had happened. Tom, it seems, had been called away some quarter of an hour before. All the
boys knew of the calamity which had befallen the Hemingways. We talked about it, from time to time, as we
loaded and fired the cannon which Tom had obligingly turned over to my friends. It had been out of deference to
the feelings of the stricken household that they had betaken themselves and their racket off to the remote comer of
the common. The solemnity of the occasion silenced criticism upon my conduct in forgetting to buy the powder.
“There would be enough as long as it lasted,” Billy Norris said, with philosophic decision.
We speculated upon the likelihood of De Witt Hemingway’s being given a military funeral. These mournful
pageants had by this time become such familiar things to us that the prospect of one more had no element of
excitement in it, save as it involved a gloomy sort of distinction for Tom. He would ride in the first mourningcarriage with his parents, and this would associate us, as we walked along ahead of the band, with the most
intimate aspects of the demonstration. We regretted now that the soldier company which we had so long projected
remained still unorganized. Had it been otherwise we would probably have been awarded the right of the line in
the procession. Some one suggested that it was not too late—and we promptly bound ourselves to meet after
breakfast next day to organize and begin drilling. If we worked at this night and day, and our parents
instantaneously provided us with uniforms and guns, we should be [ready] in time. It was also arranged that we
should be called the De Witt C. Hemingway Fire Zouaves, and that Billy Norris should be side captain. The chief
command would, of course, be reserved for Tom. We w0uld specially salute him as he rode past in the closed
carriage, and then fall in behind, forming his honorary escort.
None of us had known the dead officer closely, owing to his advanced age. He was seven or eight years older
than even Tom. But the more elderly among our group had seen him play baseball in the academy nine, and our
neighborhood was still alive with legends of his early audacity and skill in collecting barrels and dry-goods boxes
at night for election bonfires. It was remembered that once he carried away a whole front-stoop from the house of
a little German tailor on one of the back streets.
As we stood around the heated cannon, in the great black solitude of the common, our fancies pictured this
redoubtable young man once more among us—not in his blue uniform, with crimson sash and sword laid by his
side, and the gauntlets drawn over his lifeless hands, but as a taller and glorified Tom, in a roundabout jacket and
copper-toed boots, giving the law on this, his playground. The very cannon at our feet had once been his. The
night air became peopled with ghosts of his contemporaries—handsome boys who had grown up before us, and
had gone away to lay down their lives in far-off Virginia or Tennessee.
These heroic shades brought drowsiness in their train. We lapsed into long silences, punctuated by yawns,
when it was not our turn to ram and touch off the cannon. Finally some of us stretched ourselves out on the grass,
in the warm darkness, to wait comfortably for this turn to come.
What did come instead was daybreak—finding Billy Norris and myself alone constant to our all-night vow. We
sat up and shivered as we rubbed our eyes. The morning air had a chilling freshness that went to my bones—and
these, moreover, were filled with those novel aches and stiffnesses which beds were invented to prevent. We stood
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up, stretching out our arms, and gaping at the pearl-and-rose beginnings of the sunrise in the eastern sky. The
other boys had all gone home, and taken the cannon with them. Only scraps of torn paper and tiny patches of
burnt grass marked the site of our celebration.
My first weak impulse was to march home without delay, and get into bed as quickly as might be. But Billy
Norris looked so finely resolute and resourceful that I hesitated to suggest this, and said nothing, leaving the
initiative to him. One could see, by the most casual glance, that he was superior to mere considerations of
unseasonableness in hours. I remembered now that he was one of that remarkable body of boys, the papercarriers, who rose when all others were asleep in their warm nests, and trudged about long before breakfast
distributing the Clarion among the well-to-do households. This fact had given him his position in our
neighborhood as quite the next in leadership to Tom Hemingway.
He presently outlined his plans to me, after having tried the center of light on the horizon, where soon the sun
would be, by an old brass compass he had in his pocket—a process which enabled him, he said, to tell pretty well
what time it was. The paper wouldn’t be out for nearly two hours yet—and if it were not for the fact of a great
battle, there would have been no paper at. all on this glorious anniversary—but he thought we would go down
town and see what was going on around about the newspaper office.
Forthwith we started. He cheered my faint spirits by assuring me that I would soon cease to be sleepy, and
would, in fact, feel better than usual. I dragged my feet along at his side, waiting for this revival to come, and
meantime furtively yawning against my sleeve.
Billy seemed to have dreamed a good deal, during our nap on the common, about the De Witt C. Hemingway
Fire Zouaves. At least he had now in his head a marvelously elaborated system of organization, which he unfolded
as we went along. I felt that I had never before realized his greatness, his born genius for command. His scheme
halted nowhere. He allotted offices with discriminating firmness; he treated the question of uniforms and guns as
a trivial detail which would settle itself; he spoke with calm confidence of our offering our services to the
Republic in the autumn; his clear vision saw even the materials for a fife-and-drum corps among the German boys
in the back streets. It was true that I appeared personally to play a meager part in these great projects; the most.
that was said about me was that I might make a fair third-corporal. But Fate had thrown in my way such a
wonderful chance of becoming intimate with Billy that I made sure I should swiftly advance in rank—the more so
as I discerned in the background of his thoughts, as it were, a grim determination to make short work of Tom
Hemingway’s aristocratic pretensions, once the funeral was over.
We were forced to make a detour of the park on our way down, because Billy observed some half-dozen Irish
boys at play with a cannon inside, whom he knew to be hostile. If there had been only four, he said, he would
have gone in and routed them. He could whip any two of them, he added, with one hand tied behind his back.
I listened with admiration. Billy was not tall, but he possessed great thickness of chest and length of arm. His
skin was so dark that we canvassed the theory from time to time of his having Indian blood. He did not discourage
this, and he admitted himself that he was double-jointed.
The streets of the business part of the town, into which we now made our way, were quite deserted. We went
around into the yard behind the printing office, where the carrier-boys were wont to wait for the press to get to
work; and Billy displayed some impatience at discovering that here too there was no one. It was now broad
daylight, but through the windows of the composing-room we could see some of the printers still setting type by
kerosene lamps.
We seated ourselves at the end of the yard on a big, flat, smooth-faced stone, and Billy produced from his
pocket a number of “em” quads, so he called them, and with which the carriers had learned from the printers’ boys
to play a very beautiful game. You shook the pieces of metal in your hands and threw them on the stone; your
score depended upon the number of nicked sides that were turned uppermost. We played this game in the interest
of good fellowship for a little. Then Billy told me that the carriers always played it for pennies, and that it was
unmanly for us to do otherwise. He had no pennies at that precise moment, but would pay at the end of the week
what he had lost; in the meantime there was my twenty cents to go on with. After this Billy threw so many nicks
uppermost that my courage gave way, and I made an attempt to stop the game; but a single remark from him as to
the military destiny which he was reserving for me, if I only displayed true soldierly nerve and grit, sufficed to
quiet me once more, and the play went on. I had now only five cents left.
Suddenly a shadow interposed itself between the sunlight and the stone. I looked up, to behold a small boy
with bare arms and a blackened apron standing over me, watching our game. There was a great deal of ink on his
face and hands, and a hardened, not to say rakish expression in his eye.
“Why don’t you ‘jeff’ with somebody of your own size?” he demanded of Billy after having looked me over
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critically.
He was not nearly so big as Billy, and I expected to see the latter instantly rise and crush him, but Billy only
laughed and said we were playing for fun; he was going to give me all my money back. I was rejoiced to hear this,
but still felt surprised at the propitiatory manner Billy adopted toward this diminutive inky boy. It was not the
demeanor befitting a side-captain—and what made it worse was that the strange boy loftily declined to be cajoled
by it. He sniffed when Billy told him about the military company we were forming; he coldly shook his head, with
a curt “Nixie!” when invited to join it; and he laughed aloud at hearing the name our organization was to bear.
“He ain’t dead at all—that De Witt Hemingway,” he said, with jeering contempt.
“Hain’t he though!” exclaimed Billy. “The news come last night. Tom had to go home—his mother sent for
him—on account of it!”
“I’ll bet you a quarter he ain’t dead,” responded the practical inky boy. “Money up, though!”
“I’ve only got fifteen cents. I’ll bet you that, though,” rejoined Billy, producing my torn and disheveled shinplasters.\fn{Apparently paper bills worth ten and five cents, respectively; but I can’t find anything more about them, except that such
denominations so-called were printed in units of less than a dollar .}
“All right! Wait here!” said the boy, running off to the building and disappearing through the door. There was
barely time for me to learn from my companion that this printer’s apprentice was called “the devil,” and could not
only whistle between his teeth and crack his fingers, but chew tobacco, when he reappeared, with a long narrow
strip of paper in his hand. This he held out for us to see, indicating with an ebon forefinger the special paragraph
we were to read.
Billy looked at it sharply, for several moments in silence. Then he said to me:
“What does it say there? I musta got some powder in my eyes last night.”
I read this paragraph aloud, not without an unworthy feeling that the inky boy would now respect me deeply:
CORRECTION: Lieutenant De Witt C. Hemingway, of Company A, — th New York, reported in earlier dispatches
among the killed, is uninjured. The officer killed is Lieutenant Carl Heinninge, Company F, same regiment.

Billy’s face visibly lengthened as I read this out, and he felt us both looking at him. He made a pretense of
examining the slip of paper again, but in a half-hearted way.. Then he ruefully handed over the fifteen cents and,
rising from the stone, shook himself.
“Them Dutchmen never was no good!” was what he said.
The inky boy had put the money in the pocket under his apron, and grinned now with as much enjoyment as
dignity would permit him to show. He did not seem to mind any longer the original source of his winnings, and it
was apparent that I could not with decency recall it to him. Some odd impulse prompted me, however, to ask him
if I might have the paper he had in his hand. He was magnanimous enough to present me with the proof-sheet on
the spot. Then with another grin he turned and left us.
Billy stood sullenly kicking with his bare toes into a sand-heap by the stone. He would not answer me when I
spoke to him. It flashed across my perceptive faculties that he was not such a great man, after all, as I had
imagined. In another instant or two it had become quite clear to me that I had no admiration for him whatever.
Without a word I turned on my heel and walked determinedly out of the yard and into the street, homeward bent.
All at once I quickened my pace; something had occurred to me. The purpose thus conceived grew so swiftly
that soon I found myself running. Up the hill I sped, and straight through the park. If the Irish boys shouted after
me I knew it not, but dashed on heedless of all else save the one idea. I only halted, breathless and panting, when I
stood on Dr. Stratford’s doorstep, and heard the night-bell inside jangling shrilly in response to my excited pull.
As I waited, I pictured to myself the old doctor as he would presently come down, half-dressed and pulling on
his coat as he advanced. He would ask, eagerly, “Who is sick? Where am I to go?” and I would calmly reply that
he unduly alarmed himself, and that I had a message for his daughter. He would, of course, ask me what it was,
and I, politely but firmly, would decline to explain to anyone but the lady in person. Just what might ensue was
not clear—but I beheld myself throughout commanding the situation, at once benevolent, polished, and
inexorable.
The door opened with unlooked-for promptness, while my self-complacent vision still hung in midair. Instead
of the bald and spectacled old doctor, there confronted me a white-faced, solemn-eyed lady in a black dress,
whom I did not seem to know. I stared at her, tongue-tied, till she said, in a low, grave voice,
“Well, Andrew, what is it?”
Then of course I saw that it was Miss Stratford, my teacher, the person whom I had come to see. Some vague
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sense of what the sleepless night had meant in this house came to me as I gazed confusedly at her mourning, and
heard the echo of her sad tones in my ears.
“Is some one ill?” she asked again.
“No; some one—some one is very well!” I managed to reply, lifting my eyes again to her wan face.
The spectacle of its drawn lines and pallor all at once assailed my wearied and overtaxed nerves with crushing
weight. I felt myself beginning to whimper, and rushing tears scalded my eyes. Something inside my breast
seemed to be dragging me down through the stoop.
I have now only the recollection of Miss Stratford’s kneeling by my side, with a supporting arm around me,
and of her thus unrolling and reading the proof-paper I had in my hand. We were in the hall now, instead of on the
stoop, and there was a long silence. Then she put her head on my shoulder and wept. I could hear and feel her
sobs as if they were my own.
“I—I didn’t think you’d cry—that you’d be so sorry,” I heard myself saying, at last, in despondent selfdefense.
Miss Stratford lifted her head and, still kneeling as she was, put a finger under my chin to make me look her in
her face. Lo! the eyes were laughing through their tears; the whole countenance was radiant once more with the
light of happy youth and with that other glory which youth knows only once.
“Why, Andrew, boy,” she said, trembling, smiling, sobbing, beaming all at once, “didn’t you know that people
cry for very joy sometimes?”
And as I shook my head she bent down and kissed me.
152.132 Excerpt from My Life’s History\fn{by Anna Mary Robertson aka Grandma Moses (1860-1961)} on a farm near
Greenwich, Washington County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 14
What a strange thing is memory, and hope; one looks backward, the other forward. The one is of today, the
other is the tomorrow. Memory is history recorded in our brain, memory is a painter, it paints pictures of the past
and of the day.
I have been asked to recall my life’s history, which with me is hard to do. I don’t know how to go about these
things. Some people can tell a story and make it very interesting, some make it very dry, just the way they express
themselves.
But I will try to give you an idea of who and what I am.
*
I, Anna Mary Robertson, was born back in the green meadows and wild woods on a farm in Washington
County, in the year of 1860, September 7th, of Scotch Irish ancestry. My ancestors came to this country at different
times between 1740 and 1830, all of them settling in the immediate vicinity of southern Washington County, New
York State.
Here I spent the first twelve years of my life with I mother, father and sisters and brothers. Those were my
happy days, free from care or worry, helping mother, rocking sister’s cradle, taking sewing lessons from mother,
sporting with my brothers, making rafts to float over the mill pond, roaming the wild woods, gathering flowers,
and building air castles.
I was one of a family of ten, my mother was one of eleven, my grandfather of fifteen, while my husband, was
one of a family of twelve children.
*
My ancestors were early settlers in Cambridge. There was one of them that married an Indian girl, way back in
the 18th century, there weren’t many girls then. None of us children showed it, but I have second cousins here that
show it very plainly. When once a man was boasting to me about his ancestors and that his folks came over in the
Mayflower, I told him,
“You know, my folks were here to meet yours.” Then he didn’t boast any more about the Mayflower.
My grandfather’s father on my mother’s side came from Scotland, and his name there was Shonan. His
grandfather, Joseph Shonan, and son, John Shonan, went to the Isle of Man as fishermen. It is a small island
between Ireland and England. They lived with two brothers by the name of Roch, and a sister, Anastasia Roch.
After a time, John Shonan and Anastasia fell in love and wanted to get married. But as there was no priest or
minister on the island, they had to cross over to Ireland. They gave the priest their names, and he said there was
no such name in all Ireland, and he named them John and Anastasia Shanahan. Now, if there is any property in
Scotland, we could not claim it, as the name has been changed. I always disliked the name, and still dislike it.
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Probably it was customary to put -han on Irish names, as they do -van on Dutch names; I don’t know.
John and Anastasia had four or five children. My grandfather, Gregory Shanahan, the eldest child,
remembered, when a little child, of sitting on the floor and playing with his grandpa Shonan’s silver buckles on
his slippers. He must have died when my grandfather was quite small, as he did not remember him so well.
John and Anastasia both died with fever, when grandfather was eleven years old, leaving him to care for his
sister and two or three brothers, as they had no kin there. He found homes for them with the help of the neighbors.
Then one of the neighbors gave him a loaf of bread, and in the dawn of morning he started acrost the country
to find an uncle, his mother’s brother, James Roch. He walked all day, and just before sundown he came to his
uncle’s home. But the uncle was dead. And the widow sat on a plow, and was weeping hard, with her three or four
little children around her.
He told her who he was, and that he would plow while she went to the house and got something to eat. She had
borrowed the horse for the day to plow her garden, but was so weak that she could not hold the plow but for a
short time, and the garden was but half done. Grandpa plowed till dark, then took the horse home. But the
neighbor told him to come get the horse and finish the garden for his aunt.
He lived with her and helped to care for the children till they could do for themselves, probably about fifteen
years.
When he came to this country, about the year 1836 or 1838, as near as I can tell, he came from county
Waxford, Ireland, with his brother Sylvester, coming over on the same ship that grandma, Bridget Devereaux, her
bothers, Peter and John, and a sister, Margaret, were on. They were six weeks coming over. John Devereaux was a
sailor and paid their passage. The captain of the ship was a cousin by marriage to grandma, Captain Archibald
Buchanan, a Scotchman. He had sailed in many waters.
Grandma and grandpa met on board ship first. Then, after reaching America, they both went to work. Grandma
worked for a family in Waterford till she was married.
My grandma Shanahan was left an orphan in early childhood, with a sister and three brothers. The sisters were
taken by an aunt, Bridget Senet, mother-in-law to Captain Buchanan. Mrs. Senet kept a store and the girls were a
great help to her. For some time my grandma’s duty was to go downstairs in the morning and take down the
shutters and dust up the store.
The aunt had a talkative parrot. There was a very poor family acrost the court from the store, and sometimes,
they did not have anything to eat, grandma would sneak a loaf of bread under her apron for them. One day the
parrot told on her. Then her aunt forbid her to take any more bread.
Now there is something more of grandpa’s life. When he came to this country, he worked in Pittstown, New
York, for some time, for fifty cents a day. But he saved up enough to buy himself a comfortable home, where he
lived and died, about 1877. I think he had a fairly good education for his day. He went to night school in Ireland,
while living with his aunt. He also had learned the shoemaker’s trade, so that he made all of his children’s shoes. I
have seen him at work on them. My mother has said that she was twelve years old before she had a pair of
boughten shoes.
My great-grandfather, on my father’s side, Hezekiah King, was born in Amenia, Dutchess County, New York,
1755. He was the son of Captain John King and Elizabeth Fenner King. When he was about twenty years old, he
left his home and travelled into the Cambridge Valley, looking for a place in the wilderness, where he might build
his future home, and there he cleared land and built him a house about 1778; it was destroyed in 1800 by fire. It
was a shingled house, the sills were hewed about 8 or 10 inches thick, from 12 to 20 inches wide, the cellar walls
still mark the site of the old home. He taught the first school in Cambridge. The town was born in 1773, it lies
between the North line of the Hoosick Patent and Stevenson’s Corners, now Coila. At the time the town was
founded, Cambridge was a part of Van Rensselaer Patent, and covered all the territory now known as White Creek
and Jackson, two beautiful valleys.
When his country was calling for soldiers, Hezekiah King enlisted in the 16 th Albany County Militia, and
marched to meet the British. He served at Ticonderoga, there he carved his powder horn, it is still there and bears
this inscription:
Hezekiah King. Ticonderoga. Feb. 24th 1777.
Steal not this horn for fear of shame, for on it is the owner’s name.

Here in this valley he built a church, so it was called the King Church Valley. Hezekiah King had six
daughters, and each daughter had a child. His oldest daughter, Sarah, was my grandmother on my father’s side.
One day in 1822, great-grandpa asked them all home, and he would give a dress to the grandchild that he thought
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the smartest and prettiest. So they all came home with their babies. By and by, when they were all talking, little
Russell (my father) disappeared, but where—no one knew. So a search was sent out, and he was found up in one
of the large chambers. But how did he get there? His little nurse was accused of taking him there, and for
punishment was told she could have no pie for dinner. Russell was brought back and left on the floor, he was
creeping and forgotten about. By and by great-grandpa saw something disappearing through the cat hole in the
front hall. That was Russell, he was going upstairs again on another investigation. There he got the name Cat.
In all well-made houses they would have cat holes in the hall doors, so that the cat could roam through the
house. And also it was for the draft for the fireplaces. As you remember, there would be two or three large chairs
by the fireplace with high backs and a foot stool for the feet to keep them out of the draft.
Father was chosen the finest baby and got the dress, but aunt Celina said her baby had ought to have got the
prize, as he was a large fat baby.
My father's other grandfather was Archibald Robertson, born in Scotland in 1748, came to this country about
1770, coming to the Cambridge Valley, and located on the hills west of Coila. He was a wagon maker by trade. He
built the first wagon that ever ran over the Cambridge pike, building it with an ax and saw. In later years he made
the best wagons between Boston and Buffalo. He was a Presbyterian by creed, somewhat of a musician and a
believer in second sight. His oldest son was my grandfather, William Archibald Robertson.
My father had an older brother, Archibald. Some would say he was cracked, but he was smart and shrewd.
When he was young, he learned striping the wheels of the buggies and put a monogram or whatever people
wanted on the side of the buggies. He was an expert at this work and made a good living with the painting
business.
When they first commenced to talk about bicycles, Archibald Robertson thought he could make them as good
as the boughten ones. He got a big wheel, pretty high, and made a bicycle of it. He could balance himself on that
wheel, but he forgot to put on any brakes. He started out to come down this long hill, he got to going so swift that
he didn’t dare to get off, and the farther he went, the swifter he went, and when he got nearly to the bottom, he ran
into the side of the barn, breaking the clapboards of the barn off. The wheel went in, but he stayed out on the
ground. He never tried the bicycle any more.
He once predicted that the day will come when there are going to be wagons running over these roads big
enough to carry a load of potatoes, and there will be no horses drawing them. People said, he was “dippy in the
dome,” but wasn’t he quite a seer!
My great-aunt, Celina King, told me those stories. She was the youngest daughter of Hezekiah King and lived
in the King Church Valley on the Hezekiah King homestead. She had raised a family of five children and several
grandchildren, but they were all grown and gone, and aunt Celina was living alone in a new house she had built
on the old homestead property. Her husband died when the youngest son was two years old. In those days it was a
real struggle to raise a family, with the head of the house gone, but aunt Celina, though a very small woman, was
very determined in a lady-like way and raised a lovely family.
My father, Russell King Robertson had a flax mill near Greenwich, where I lived when I was small. He was a
farmer and inventor, a dreamer, a believer in beauty and refinement. He was a kind neighbor, a help to all that
knew him, a great instructor to us children, a kind and helpful husband.
Now this has been to give you insight into my forefathers’ families.
From the Kings I got art, from the Robertsons inventive faculty, from the Shanahans thrift, the Devereaux
generosity.
*
I was named in a casual manner when I was a child, but father didn’t like it. My mother’s sisters were Anne
and Mary, one wanted to call me Anna and one wanted to call me Mary, so they doubled the name. And mother
said,
“It would be all right if you call her Anna Mary, I do detest the name Mary Anne.”
But father didn’t like the name, he always wanted me called Sarah after his sister, so I was called Sissy until I
was about six years old. About that time, a man came into the yard one day and wanted to know what my name
was, and what was my little brother’s name. I said my name was Sissy and brother’s name was Bubby. So I didn’t
know what a name meant up until that time. I told mother what this man had said, and she told me then what my
name was.
You see, they didn’t pay much attention to the kids. But they thought a lot of their kids anyway, I don’t know
but that they didn’t think more of them then, than now. Mother didn’t go to bed that she didn’t go around to see
that they were all sleeping and covered up, and father watched over us too.
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*
We were five boys and five girls at home. Lester was the oldest boy, then Horace, then I, and then Arthur.
Probably mother lost some babies, there is a vacancy after Arthur. Then came Celestia, Miama, Ona and Joe, then
there was a lull, then Sarah and Fred. We came in bunches, like radishes. I was older than all the sisters. Arthur
and I were like chums till he died. Arthur ran alone before I did. I was too heavy in the sit-down. We were about
of the same size and not so far apart in age. We kind of went off by ourselves. Arthur and I would talk and
sympathize with each other.
I remember one time in the spring of the year we sat in the grass and talked about how pretty things were, and
he said, “almost as pretty as heaven!” But, he said, “When I get to heaven, I want lots of good things to eat,” and I
says,
“I don’t care for the good things to eat, but I want lots of flowers, when I go to heaven.”
Many a time I had to rock the cradle; I liked it, but I had rather been outdoors with my brothers. The four of us
were always together. I always had to be one better than they. If Lester climbed the eaves of the house, I would go
up to the peak. It was a strife with me to out-do them. But Lester could swim, and I couldn’t! Father tried to teach
me, but the minute he took his hand away—down I’d go! I was too heavy, like a polly-wolly.
*
Things that I do remember, away back in 1863. I remember of walking down the road with my mother and
father to the brook where they watered the horses, and I would run ahead of my two brothers, so as to pick up
little birds. They were little grey birds with small bodies and long legs and very swift on their legs, and as they
ran, their tails would tip up; I think they were called “tip-ups.” I would pick them up into my little pink apron, but
as soon as I put them in my apron, they would run out the back of it; I never could get my apron full of them. But
my brothers could never catch one; mother said it was because I was swifter on my feet.
In those days father and mother lived away back in the green fields, and Sundays father would take us for a
walk, and mother would go if the day was nice. Father would carry the baby (as there was most always one).
There was no other entertainment but to go to church, so it was a walk for a change. If we had visitors, they would
go with us, and one time mother’s sisters went with us, and one had a very pretty “jockey.” That was a straw hat
with flowers and ribbons hanging down the back. They were worn by young ladies in those days, all bright colors,
and I did want one so bad, I cried, so she took it off and put it on my head. Well, that would have been fine, but
mother said I was not a big lady for crying. Then I and brothers ran on ahead around by the mill pond. I had
forgotten my “jockey” and when I put my hand up, it was not there, and someone said it must have blown into the
mill pond. That was terrible. Don’t think I’ve liked water since.
Then we went down by the raceway, and I wanted to walk on it to the mill, because brother Lester did, and
father said, no, must stay in the road with brother Horace. We went through the flax mill, and father hung up the
steelyards which he had to have to weigh his flax with. He put a strap around us small fry and hung us up to
weigh us. I wanted to stay in the strap, so that I could swing, and mother said, no, we were going down by the
woods and maybe get some whipper wills shoes. I liked those, to me they were so pretty, but that day we did not
find any.
I don’t remember coming back, think someone must have carried me.
*
The year of 1860, Aunt Ruhama lived in Lone Jack, Missouri.
Her father had gone out there the year before to help them to build a mill and had died with a fever. Then her
husband died that fall, leaving her all alone with three children, Charlie, Isabella and Arthur, cousins to me. Then
the war was on, and Aunt Ru had the mill and a store across the road from her house. There was fighting all
around them, and the Southerners were burning all the buildings, so to get all the deserters for the Southern Army.
Then they set fire to her mill and store. She put the fire out twice that day, but the general told her it was no use to
try to save it, it was his orders, and they must burn the house. She begged him to spare it for one more day, and
would he watch over it for one day. Then she went some miles to get an old man to come with a one-horse wagon
and take her twenty miles to the train so that she could go home. The old man came, and she put all she could pn
the wagon, then she got in. She had on large hooped skirts and carried little Arthur on her lap, the little girl on her
knees in front, and her son Charlie was on the wagon floor, curled around her feet, so that he was hid, as he was
13 and tall for his age, and if they had caught him, they would have taken him into the Southern Army. The old
man would walk so as to make the load lighter. Then once in so many miles a soldier would stop them to see that
they had not concealed someone on the load, but they did not look under her hoop skirt. But one soldier ran his
bayonet through her bed tick on the back of the load. Thus they travelled the twenty miles. Then she paid the old
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man, and he went back, and she came on alone to her mother’s home in New York State. They burned her mill and
store when she was gone. Father had her come and live in his tenant house, which she did for the following years.
It was nice to have her and the cousins.
*
One day in May, Lester, Horace and I ran away.
It was early in the morning, and we hurried out of sight, we ran for Aunt Ruhama’s house. Father was acrost
the pond; he did not see us. When we got to Auntie’s, she was washing. She had the tub on two chairs, half full of
soap suds, and was rubbing the cloth on a rubbing board, and the suds foamed up white like snow. They were so
pretty, I climbed up on the round of the chair to play in them. The cousins were playing in the doorway, when all
at once aunt Ruhama threw up her hands and said,
“Oh, Russell’s mill is on fire!”
She wiped her hands on her apron, caught hold of my hand and said, “Come children!” and we ran out,
shutting the door, and up over a hill, and my legs got so tired, and Auntie would say, “just a little further.” We got
to the barn and met mother. She had seen the smoke, and she told Lester to run to the house and get all of the
water pails, and for me and Horace to go to the house and stay with Aunt Libby, or we would all be burned up. I
remember crying and seeing the valley all full of smoke.
Well, Aunt Libbie rocked me to sleep, and I knew no more till supper time, and mother came in, and her dress
was all wet, as she had been carrying water.
How well I remember that old mill and the cupola on top, that I was always a’going to have for my doll’s
house, and the mill men with their smutty faces, all covered with flax dust. I was really afraid of them.
A few years later father had built a new mill.
*
Once we were going to Cambridge to have our photographs taken. Some people in the tenant house wanted to
go, so father, mother and my three brothers all went to have ours taken. Lester had a suit with a garibaldi waist
and long pants; I in copper toe shoes, pantalettes, a garabaldi dress, that was banded in the waist, full-gathered
dress and sleeves, like a shirt waist. Horace would not shut his mouth (probably had a cold), and Arthur cried, he
was afraid. It was when they put your head in a vice, so that you would hold still. We went in the old red sleigh
and the two horses, Bill and Fan. Father and mother had their pictures taken, but did not want to, as they were
dressed in their workaday clothes. It was a happy day.
Then, when we all got home, the house was cold, and mother told us to keep on our coats till father built the
fire, which he did with flax shives. They make a very hot fire. We burned them by the bushel in those days.
*
Spring came, and I and brothers would run in the meadows to gather flowers. The first was the arbutus, that
sometimes grows under the snow, then Indian moccasin, and those starry ones, we used to calI pinks, they were
all colors, white, purple, dark blue, and then there is some that are striped.
Mother always had a flower bed. When uncle John was there one summer, he helped her, so he could raise his
own tobacco. That’s all the tobacco I ever seen raised. It is very laborious, probably on account of the help.
In the corner of a broken mirror we used to keep a vase with flowers always. We loved to pick ‘em and bring
‘em in, and then mother would have to come and throw them out. When the whipper will blossoms were out, we
had to get them for sure, they were the prettiest things. They were like a pansy, only more dainty and longer in the
blossom, a blue purple.
*
The very first Thanksgiving I remember was about the year of 1864. Father was going to Union Village to buy
himself some boots, and he was to buy me a red dress. I was to be a good girl all day, in hopes of getting a red
dress. I tried to do everything I was told to do. But when candle-light came, father came in from the flax mill and
said he could not get his boots, because it was Thanksgiving Day, and the stores were closed.
I was heart-broken, to think I did not get my red dress! I could not eat my supper. Mother said it was too bad,
as I had been a good girl that day, but they never thought of the stores being closed. Father patted my head and
said, don’t worry, as he was going to Center Cambridge in a few days, and would try there; and so he did.
But the dress was not red, it was more of a brick red or brown. I was awful disappointed but said nothing. So I
never got what I call a red dress.
I have found in after years it is best never to complain of disappointments; they are to be.
*
One day, mother, Aunt Lib and I, we left Greenwich to come down to grandma’s, just above Eagle Bridge
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where she lived. Mother was driving the buggy, an old fan horse, a gentle horse, and father let her drive it down. I
don’t remember the trip so much until we got down into Coila, and there I saw my first team of oxen, and I didn’t
know what they were. They were yoked together and were grazing along the side of the road. The grass was up
and quite green. And I had to ask what they were and if they’d hurt you, all those questions. I will say I was about
four years old, it was the first green grass I had seen that spring, and I wanted to pull off my shoes and go out and
walk in it. And aunt Lib said,
“Oh that wouldn’t be lady-like.”
Then we went on a little farther, and mother noticed that everything was trimmed in black. I remember her
saying,
“Oh, what has happened?”
It was war times, and we got down in the middle of Cambridge, and she went into the store and asked what had
happened. The pillars on the store were all wrapped in black bunting. And this man told her that President Lincoln
was shot the night before. And I remember her coming back to the buggy and she said to aunt Lib,
“Oh, what will become of us now?”
And if she hadn’t used those words, I don’t suppose I would have ever remembered it.
Generally Saturday afternoons everybody would take a bath. The tub would be brought into the kitchen, we
had big wooden tubs, they held a lot of water. The children would take their bath in the afternoons, when they had
more time. After supper they would go right to bed. The grownups took it after supper before they went to bed.
We felt better after the bath, and father would say,
“Got all the scurf skin off?”
Father would wash his feet every night before he went to bed. He believed in that. Of course, they always
washed their faces and hands and arms when they were doing dirty work. Father, when he came in from the mill,
his beard always would be full of dust, and he always had to wash it. His hair was cropped right in back of the ear.
That was the style of that time. He had a very good, strong nose, and that peculiar blue eye, it was a dark blue. I
never see him but when his hair was grey.
We never heard anything about brushing teeth. I suppose they didn’t need it as much as we do now, because all
the food they ate was coarse. Not so much cake, and half the cake they did have was made with corn meal. That
may be the reason why they had good teeth. My brother Lester never had a toothache and never had a tooth
pulled. When he was in his eighties, he could crack a hickory nut as fast as he could eat them.
*
My parents didn’t believe in whipping. Once we had company, and I was not permitted to sit down at the table.
Arthur was younger than I, but he could sit at the table, and I didn’t like that, I wanted to sit at the table, and
mother said,
“No, you’ll be a lady and wait with me.”
And I started to bawl, and father told me to stop crying, and at that I cried more and more, just as loud as I
could holler, and father said,
“If you don’t stop, I will take you to the shop and whip you!” Grandpa was there, and he was quite stern and
said, “Children should be seen and not heard,” and father got up and took me by the arm and took me out to the
shop. The shop floor was full of long, curly shavings, and he picked up one of those shavings to whip me with,
and that made me mad, I stamped my foot, and I shouted,
“If you strike me with that, I will never like you again!”
I was in a regular tantrum. I can see father look down at me now—aand he had this long beard—and I could
see this smile under the beard, as much to say,
“You little imp.”
He led me back to the table, and someone put a plate down for me on the table, I expect they had finished
eating. He didn’t even touch me with the shaving. The first time you lift them, they’d fall to pieces, he was just
trying to scare me.
That’s the only time I remember of him trying to correct me in any way. I was his favorite, if he had a favorite,
I was the girl among the three boys.
*
1865, my first Fourth of July that I remember, father had been over to Greenwich the day before and bought
some firecrackers and torpedoes and nigger-chasers for us children. The next morning, the Fourth of July, Pa gave
us our share, but the nigger-chasers were for mother and had to be kept till night. Then we were to clean out the
kitchen, place the chasers on the floor and touch a match to them. They would chase each other all around the
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kitchen floor, spitting fire at each other; they looked like snakes.
I had a nice pink apron with two pockets in it; mother had made it. She did all the sewing by hand in those
days. And that morning father filled my pockets with torpedoes. They were about the size of marbles, twisted up
in a piece of very tough paper, filled with stones, powder and so forth, and when you threw them on something
hard, they would go off, making a noise like a pistol.
I and my three brothers had lots of fun that day. We had our first peanuts, the first we had ever seen. We
thought them wonderful. We ate the shell and all, they tasted kind of toasted and good.
*
I liked to play mother and dolls. We used to cut out paper dolls, we didn’t have much of anything else. I had
the greatest row of dolls, and I would invent dresses for them. I also would color their faces. Mother used to buy
indigo and tie it up in cloth to make her blueing. So I got into mother’s blueing. I got that for the eyes; some grape
juice, if I could get it, for the lips, and have very pretty dolls. I took pleasure in getting a whole row of them, see
which is the prettiest of all of my dolls. They all had to wear corsets. And my brother used to get them sometimes,
and oh, he used to pull them to pieces. We fought with our tongues. He’d say hateful things, and I would say
hateful things, I suppose. I also made petticoats for my dolls. I spent my time that way, until the baby started
crying. Then I’d go down and rock the cradle and attend to him. The dress, I would have with trimmens on it. The
trimmens were flounces, in those days they’d wear flounces. On the nicest dresses I would have maybe three
flounces. My petticoats were scalloped, because mother had scalloped skirts. Colored paper and white dolly was
very pretty. Sometimes I got lots of trimmens, when I got hold of some colored paper. Or father would give me an
orange colored envelope. Otherwise everything was white or newspaper. Once, grandma Robertson came, and she
brought some tissue paper, green and pink and those colors. Oh, I was rich when I got that! Grandma was a
wonderful good woman bringing me that!
*
One summer there was a little girl in the tenant house, and we got up in the yard or in the orchard and built
houses. We would get a nice spot and pick up the largest stones and build a room, and that would be surrounded
by stones, and finally we’d have three or four rooms. We would each have a house. Hers would be a little different
than mine. Then we would get hold of broken dishes, and we would have a pantry with shelves, and we would set
our dishes on them. All imagination! Then we’d get our dolls and our sun bonnets and we’d go visiting each other.
Mother thought it was so foolish, why didn’t I spend my time knitting, or why didn’t I crochet? I didn’t like to.
Mother tried to teach me to knit, but I couldn’t hold the needle, and I took a dislike to it. It was hard work. I
couldn’t bother with that. But I could knit lace, and knit different patterns of lace. When I got along in my teens, I
knitted quite a lot of it.
When I was a child, everybody knitted their own stockings, there was no boughten. Mother always had a
knitten in her pocket. She knit very fast. When I was maybe 12, 14 years old, they’d begun to get stockinettes. It’s
just like the ribbing on the top of the stocking. You would buy it by the yard, all colors. All you’d do was to cut it
off in sections and sew up the toe. My mother used to buy a good many yards of it, pink, brown, lavender; for the
women folks you would most always have lavender. Then you could get it in wool, and they would have the
bright colors. So that did away with a lot of knitting.
*
My first thunderstorm was in 1867. That had been a very hot, dry summer in Washington County, New York. I
remember our well went dry and father trying to locate a spring and of him digging three different ones to get
pure drinking water, and seeing the neighbor’s cattle going around the fences bellowing and father saying they
would die of thirst, and of my brother going and telling the neighbor that the cattle had no water.
This Sunday it was very dry and warm, and the pond had nearly dried up, and mother said she would like to
see it. Father, or Fa, we used to call him, said he would carry the baby if she thought she could walk. Then I was
happy, as I always wanted everybody to go where I went. As we went by the mill pond, it was about one third full
with water, and so many fish in it, but one half of them were dead for want of fresh water. Pa said, “What a pity,”
and if it didn’t rain soon, he would have to get them out and bury them the next day. I can see them now, lying all
around the edge of the pond, with their white bellies.
Well, we went on down by the flax mill, and brother Lester said he heard it thunder. So we went up over the
hill back home. When we got on top of the hill, we could see a dark cloud all acrost the north, and father said,
“There is a hard storm over Bald Mountain, 15 or 20 miles away, and it is coming fast!”
Mother hurried to the house to close the windows, and Aunt Maria went to shut up the chickens. Father and the
hired man shut up the barns. Then Pa hurried to the house, the hired man said he would stay in the barn.
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Father had no more than got into the house, than here came the wind. It struck the tree tops and bent them to
the ground, sweeping the yard clean. Then the rain came down in sheets. We thought the windows would break in,
and mother told us to keep away from them.
I saw father take his coat and wrap it around the baby, Miama. He was holding her, and he said,
“If the house goes, run to the little orchard and get hold of one of the trees and hold your face against it, they
are young trees, and the roots will hold!”
The water came in on all the sides of the house. But the storm did not last long. Then father and mother
commenced to sweep out the water; it was about three inches over all of the floors.
The hired man, his name was Jim Buck, had stayed in the barn. He said he got into the buggy and sat down.
But as soon as the storm struck the barn, it blew both doors open and blew him and the buggy right out acrost the
drive into the orchard!
The brook that ran through the meadow in front of the house was like a river. The pond was bank high, and the
fish were all gone.
There was a beautiful field of corn acrost the pond, but the storm had washed a gully through it, a gully so
deep that a man could ride on horseback in it, out of sight. The earth that had washed out of the gully was red.
Father took that soil, it was so very fine, like baking powder, he sifted it and washed it and used it for paint. He
painted many a barn with it, and it is still on them now, it was decayed iron ore. The rain continued for several
days, all wells and springs were filled.
“No great loss without some small gain,” Pa said.
That was the worst storm I ever saw in my childhood days.
*
The first time I ever knew that there is such a thing as a birthday was when I was seven years old. My brother
and I were out in the orchard, in the black cherry tree. We nearly lived in that tree, as the cherries were just right
and nice. This day mother called me into the house—I supposed, to rock the cradle. But she said,
“Anna Mary, do you know how old you are?”
I didn’t know about being old, I hadn’t heard about any such things.
“Well, today you are seven years old.” And then she went on and told me how we had birthdays. She told me
that “today is your seventh birthday.”
“What does that mean?” I wanted to know. It meant that I had been in the world for seven years, she said.
*
When I was quite small my father would get me and my brothers white paper by the sheet, it was used for
newspapers. He liked to see us draw pictures, it was a penny a sheet and it lasted longer than candy. My oldest
brother loved to draw steam engines, that was a hobby with him, the next brother went in for animals, but as for
myself I had to have pictures and the gayer the better. I would draw the picture, then color it with grape juice or
berries, anything that was red and pretty in my way of thinking. Once I was given some carpenter’s red and blue
chalk, then I was rich, children did not have so much in those days, we appreciated what we did get.
Father was. not well that winter, he had pneumonia. One day he said to mother,
“Margaret, how would you like me to paint the walls?” And mother said she did not care, just so they were
clean.
So he commenced in one corner of the room and painted a scene he had seen the spring before up at Lake
George. It was so pretty, mother told him to do some more, so he painted different scenes all around the room.
That was a lasting wall paper. When he was painting, we tried to get into the paints, trying to paint something; just
little scenes mostly. Underneath the clock shelf there was a square space, and father told aunt Maria she could
have that to paint a picture on it. She was along 40, 50 years old. I did not like the picture she’d painted, I could
do better than that, and I commenced to paint on sticks of wood. Next summer I would get pieces of slate and
window panes. Then I had some pretty pictures. That was the time they made fun of me, I had some “very pretty
lamb scapes,” as my brothers said I called them, they had some brilliant sunsets, and father would say, “oh not so
bad.”
But mother was more practical, thought that I could spend my time other ways.
*
That Thanksgiving mother’s sister carne to spend the day. After dinner Aunt Sophia put the wish bones over
the door to catch a fellow she said, but “what was a fellow?” I wanted to know, and she laughed at me saying
“It is just as well you don’t know.”
She was a very pretty girl and was going to Chicago, that was a long ways off in those days, and I felt bad, it
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was the first parting I have ever realized.
*
We had a very deep snow that year, and while it was falling, father would hitch up the horses to the old big red
sleigh and break out all of the roads, as we lived back in the fields, probably half a mile from the main road, and
father had to keep the road open. He would drive up to the kitchen door, and we would all climb into the sleigh
onto a lot of straw and blankets, and away we would go, out to the main road, then on through the woods, and oh!
that was grand to drive under the hemlocks and have the snow fall on us! Then back home and around the barn,
back to the house. Oh, those happy days!
Then the sun came out and melted the snow on top, and then it froze so hard, it would almost hold up a horse.
It was so cold, my brothers could not go to school, and we played on the crust on the snow. We would go up a
field above the orchard, get on our sleighs, and away we would go! Lester had a sleigh with cast iron runners,
Horace had an old wash bench, upside down, but very safe, Arthur a dust pan, and I an old scoop shovel. Oh, what
fun! We would play out for hours, and the thermometer at 25 below zero.
*
The snow all went off in February, and father tapped the maple trees, and we made a lot of syrup and sugar. We
children would have to run to the trees in the early morning and gather up all the sap that had accumulated during
the night and then again in the afternoon and again just before dark. Sometimes it would run much faster if it was
thawing than at others. Sometimes it would freeze up, and we would have to wait a day or two before it would
start running again. Towards the last of the run the sap seemed to have soured, and then we would have to
abandon it. The sap was boiled down two-thirds away in a large arch kettle outdoors in the day time, then at night
it was finished off in the house on the cook stove.
That was a pleasure for us children to run to the woods to gather the sap and run back with it, and we had lots
of fun keeping the fires burning. We all had all the syrup we wanted to eat on buckwheat cakes in the morning and
syrup on hot biscuits for supper with butter. Then for drink we would have sweet fern tea, that was maple sap
boiled down to a certain degree with sweet fern. With cream it made a very nice drink, and father would say it
was healthy, a blood purifier. You had to cultivate a taste for it, but it was very nice, and father let us have all we
wanted of it.
I never got into sugaring-off parties, they came on later than my day, further up in Vermont it was an old
custom. Younger ones would have a gay time, they’d pour the syrup when it was just ready to turn to sugar on
dishes of snow for each to eat; they would eat their fill and go home to dream sweet dreams.
*
That spring father got all of his plowing done in March, his oats sowed, the frost was all out and the ground
settled. We children were allowed to take off our shoes and boots, the birds had all come back, and on the thirtieth
of March father drove away to go to what is Valley Falls now. He said he might not be back that night, and we
children were to do the work at the barn, such as feeding the sheep, cows and horses. Mother would do the
milking.
It was a beautiful morning, but before noon it commenced to cloud up and got very cold, and that night it
commenced to snow, and by morning there was two feet of snow on the ground. It was so cold, mother put on
father’s boots to go out to milk the cows, and Lester put on one of father’s coats and took along some warm corn
for the hens. They did up the feeding, or as they called it “the chores.” Mother said when she fed the hens, a lot of
birds flew down to eat wIth them, and there were dead ones everywhere.
Father did not get back till April first. He had to leave his buggy and borrow a cutter, that was a small, very
light one-horse sleigh. He did not get a chance to return the cutter for ten days.
It was a cold, backward spring, for all the warm March. Almost everyone lost their oats, but as luck would
have it, father’s had not sprouted before the freeze up.
*
My worst memory goes back to the time when I first commenced to realize what the world was like, and I used
to worry. I remember one summer that my mother wasn’t I well, and we children were afraid she was going to die.
I would go to bed at night and cry, afraid mother was going to die.
The first death I remember was a young man that lived in the tenant house. I suppose he had what was called
cancer of the stomach. And mother had been down and sat with him all the day before he died.
The day of the funeral she told me that I should go down and go in to see him. That’s the first dead person I
have ever seen. I probably was about eight years old. My mother went in to look at him, and his sister went in
with us and took the pennies off of his eyes, and I thought that was the funniest thing. But since then I have heard
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them say,
“Why, they’d steal the pennies off of a dead man’s eyes.” But she put them back again.
*
In my father’s day they never should let the fire go out from one end of the year to the other. In some homes
they didn’t let their fire go out in forty years. When the fire did go out, they had to run to the neighbors’ to get red
hot coal for it, or start it with a flint.
In my early days my mother had sperm oil lamps. The burner had two wicks; they drew the candle wicking
through the burners and would have two little lights, it was a double light then. Then the sperm oil got so
expensive and scarce that mother used to use a great deal of candle light, and in the pantry they used to have what
they called “sluts.” They would take a big, old-fashioned copper penny and lie it in a little piece of cloth which
was set right down in the saucer, and then you could use any kind of old grease.
The candles were made in the wintertime, so they would harden quickly. We always butchered one beef a
winter, every farmer would, and the fat from the beef is called tallow—the waste fat, that is—we also have the
suet, but the tallow is waste fat. The tallow is dried out and saved to make candles with. The minute it come
around cool weather, we commence to make candles for the following year. We thread the candle molds with
candle wicking and then melt up some of the tallow and pour it from the top into the candle mold, so it runs down
into the mold. Then we set it outdoors for it to harden. Generally, we would fill the mold twice a day, morning and
evening, depending on how many molds we had. That would produce from one dozen to three dozen of candles,
depending on the size of the molds. When they were perfectly cold, then we could cut off the wicks and pull out
the candles. Then you pack them in a box and set them away for the next summer. The children and the hired girl
and the lady of the house, everybody had a chance in it, depending on who was the most idle—the same as we
washed dishes. It was tiresome for me, I’d rather be outdoors playing, but it was a necessary job, just like soap
making.
*
Always had to make a barrel of soap on a farm to last the year through. And that was made from all kinds of
waste grease. If we fried meat, and it was greasy, we took a piece of paper or cloth, strained the grease and put it
in the soap skillet. In the spring of the year, we started the leach going. That is the barrel of wood ashes. In the
bottom there would be holes, and you would fill up the barrel with water for lye. After you got enough of that lye,
you would pour it into a large kettle and pour in all your waste grease, setting the kettle over a fire and starting it
to boil. As it boils, you either add more grease, more water or more lye, until it eats up all the grease you put in,
and then commence and try your soap. You take out, say, a cupful of soap, and you try it with water. If it makes a
nice, strong jelly, amber-colored, then it is right. Then they drain it out into a barrel for the year’s use. That was
the women’s work.
We were thrifty, nothing wasted, nothing lost.
The weaving and spinning came in my mother’s days. The girls didn’t get any education because they had all
that work to do. The girls knit the stockings. The wool, right from the sheep’s back, they had to spin it, then
weave it or knit it, and the men, they had “pepper and salt” suits. To make that cloth, they always had to have one
black sheep in the flock, and the wool from that sheep made black yarn, and they’d weave that in to make the
pepper and salt cloth, and it would wear for a generation. In olden days they were called “freedom suits.”
When I was a child, they commenced to buy everything, the cotton cloth, and linsy woolsy—that was linen
and wool woven together.
They used to bleach and starch things more than they do today. They would wear longer. You would wash out
the starch, and the piece was clean. Years ago they used to starch linen sheets, and you can imagine, that coarse
linen, starched and then ironed—you could slide into the bed on one side and slip out the other! In the war of the
sixties mother had quite a few flannel blankets, and she used those instead of sheets, hoping every day that the
cotton would get less, it was 40 and 50 cents a yard, and she used up all of her linens. Linen, at first, wasn’t white,
it was a grey, but it would bleach out very white.
Schooling was in those days in the country three months in summer, three in winter; little girls did not go to
school much in winter, owing to the cold, and not warm enough clothing, therefore my school days were limited,
but I was kept busy helping at home, and the neighbors.
*
Winter came early in our home town that year. Probably this was the last of November, and one evening
mother said, while we were doing up the supper dishes,
“How would you like to go to the village and get yourself a new dress?”
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I thought that would be grand. Mother said,
“Your Pa will stay home tonight and take care of the little ones. Lester will take us up.”
So Lester went to the barns and hitched up Fan and Bill, the horses, to the old red sleigh, which had some
straw in the back and over the seat a buffalo robe and blanket for our laps. It was a lovely ride over the snow.
When we got to Carpenter’s store, brother hitched the horses to the hitching post, mother watched, to be sure all
was safe. Wherever they stopped along by the stores, they had hitching posts—now they have parking meters.
It was my first time to enter a store, and I was somewhat afraid and hung to mother’s arm. Mother told Mr.
Carpenter that I wanted to buy a dress. He placed on the counter two pieces of calico, one was black and white,
the other was a cinnamon brown. I did not like the first piece, but mother said it would wear longer. But I liked
the brown.
The next morning after breakfast, the dishes washed and put away, beds made and floors swept, I was told to
spread out the table and to get out my new dress, while mother looked up my pattern. And I thought this will be
fun. But when mother came with the pattern and showed me how to lay the pattern and pin it down, then to cut
out the dress, when that was done, I breathed a sigh of relief. But that was not the half of it! Then I was to get my
thread, thimble and needle and to commence to sew up the skirt, and that had to be back stitch, and all of the
seams likewise.
That was my first dress. There was no sewing machine in my mother’s house, all the sewing was done by
hand. We had a woman come one summer, and she stitched up the boys’ pants with a little machine that she
screwed to the table. Lester wore his pants to school, and when he came home, the legs were all open on one side.
It was a chain stitch, and mother had to sew them all over. (Since then I’ve made many a dress, and when I was 88
years old, I made myself a velvet dress, and that had to be sewed by hand.)
*
Then began the hard years.
When twelve years of age, I left home to earn my own living as what then was called a hired girl. This was a
grand education for me, in cooking, house keeping, in moralizing and mingling with the outside world. I went to
live with a family by the name of Mrs. and Mr. Thomas Whiteside, they were lovely people, while well along in
years.
The Whitesides, way back, had married into the Robertson family, and they thought there was no one better
than the Robertsons, and everyone akin to them must be all right. Mrs. Whiteside had had a shock, and was
poorly, but it got better, so she was up again, and there was no one but her husband in the house, and she thought
that a young girl would be all that she needed, and that she should get me, as she knew the family. I went against
my father’s wishes, as he thought I should go to school, but mother thought that I would soon tire of it and would
soon be home again. Mrs. Whiteside got so attached to me that she would not give me up, and I remained with her
as long as she lived.
The Whitesides treated me as though I was their child, in fact, they called me “child.” He was “man” and I was
“child” to her always. She didn’t want anyone to come near her but me, “child” had to do everything. She was an
awful nice woman. I suppose I had got so she would see me as her own child. I felt the same way.
They were Presbyterians by creed. On Sundays Mrs. Whiteside believed in doing up the work in the morning,
but after eight o’clock the breakfast was over and the chickens were fed, and everything was supposed to be done
up for the day. One of my duties was to drive the horse, “Old Black Joe,” to church for them and place bouquets
on the pulpit in the church and always remember the text.
The Whiteside Church was built by Phineas Whiteside, about the year 1800, as near as I can tell. It was
patronized by many creeds, even the Quakers. It was built with wide pine planks running up and down, it stood on
the side of a hill by the side of a large track of woodland, the fields sloping away from it down into a valley,
where a stream of water flowed, called the Fly Brook.
The church was largely attended, I have seen as many as four hundred gather there for worship. There were
few churches in the community in those days; thus it went on for many years. The fathers and mothers would be
laid to rest in the old burying ground, and a younger generation took their place. The church is still standing, and
in good preservation.
Going to church on Sunday, this was a pleasure in olden times. The man of the house would arise early, feed
the stock, milk the cows, curry off the horses; yoke up the oxen, if in winter, to the long sleigh, placing thereon a
bundle or two of straw, while the wife or mother prepared a hearty breakfast, and put up a good lunch, and helping
to dress all old and young in their best, banking up the fire in the fire place for a warm room on their return from
church.
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Now the father walks and drives the oxen, mother cuddles the little ones, and grandma and grandpa sit on the
back of the sleigh and watch over the younger generation. Now they have reached the church, what an enjoyment,
here they can exchange the news of the week, hear from the sick and the well, and spend the day in prayer,
thanksgiven and song, a day of pleasure and rest from drudgery. If all was well in the neighborhood they would
go home singing those songs, Work for the night is coming, Sweet by and by, and this was a great favorite, The
mountains of life.
And now the younger generation pre- fers to go to the movies.
*
One day Mrs. Whiteside told me, if I would read the Bible through that summer, she would give me a silver
thimble. Now that was quite an inducement, a silver thimble! So I would read the Bible through, but there were
lots of words in it I didn’t know, so I would skip them and read on, and I would get the meaning of the words but I
couldn’t pronounce them. And I read the Bible all through, but didn’t know much more about it than when I
started, until November she went to Troy and brought me my silver thimble. I was very proud of it and always
wore it, till it wore holes all through it, and then my knuckles got so bad that I could wear it no more, but I still
got it.
Mrs. Whiteside always had me sewing. I had made that first dress before, which kind of sickened me, it had to
be made all by hand, the calico, that was kind of hard to sew. She kept at me, and what I would sew, was mine.
She had me sew long strips of cotton to make rucking for the next of my dresses. That had to be hemmed and had
to be made so fine, finer than sewing on the machine would be. I got so I could do it.
And then, the cooking, three meals a day. And then she had a large flower garden, so I had the weeding and
hoeing in the flower garden beds. It was a duty for me to do this work, she could not do it. I liked to sit down in
the shade and pull the weeds out. I didn’t have to hurry, took my time. I also had the washing, ironing and
churning to do.
After Mrs. Whiteside was gone, the old Mr. Whiteside would not give me up and kept me as a housekeeper. He
was a man in his seventies. I was just like a kid to him. If I did anything that he didn’t think was just right, he
would reprove me. A Mr. Abbott and wife were caring for the farm.
That Thanksgiving Mr. Abbott, knowing we were alone, had asked us to come there for Thanksgiving dinner.
It was a cold, clear mornin,g. It had snowed a foot or more, so that we had to shovel paths; Mr. Abbott had to
hitch up the horses to break out the roads around the place and leading to the Whiteside Church. He had bells on
the horses, and it did sound very pretty on that cold morning. I was busy shoveling a path to the well. They never
thought of having water in the house.
At noon Mr. Whiteside and I went to Mr. Abbott’s. We had a large steak for dinner, roasted with gravy, baked
sweet potatoes, mashed turnip and [white] potatoes, cranberries, cucumber pickles, brown and white bread and
butter, coffee and minced pie.
After dinner we all went over to the Whiteside Church, where the Reverend Henry Gordon gave a lovely talk
on Thanksgiving. The church was warmed by wood fires, and the pulpit was trimmed with evergreens and oak
bows with acorns on them, quite pretty.
Mr. Abbott took us home from church, we had our first sleigh ride for that year. It was lovely, tucked into the
sleigh with buffalo robes, bells a’jingling, and then to enter our home so warm and cozy, with coal fires, surely we
should have been thankful, and I think we were.
I was proud in those days, could get up such fine dinners for Mr. Whiteside’s friends who came from far off to
see him. When the minister came, and I could bring out the fine linen and the china tea set and the heavy silver,
then with hot biscuits, home-made butter and honey, with home cured dried beef, I was proud.
But I sometimes now think they came for eats more than to see him.
I remained with him until his nephew took charge of the farm and house.
*
Then I came over to Eagle Bridge and I worked for my board at Mrs. Abraham Vandenberg’s for two years.
My parents lived in Easton at that time; soon after they moved to Oak Hill. The last year my brother Arthur came
in the wintertime and also worked for his board. Old Mrs. Vandenberg was good to me and to my brother; it was
just like home.
Both of us went to school at that time. They had a Mr. Mosher as teacher. The school at Eagle Bridge was
considered the best district school around here, it is the same school which my children, grandchildren attended
and great-grandchildren now attend.
In my mother’s day, if a woman could write her own name, that was all that was necessary. When my mother
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was seven years old, she commenced to go to school, she left school when she was eleven, then she went into
housework, and from there she got married, and she was 2 I when she had three babies. That way of living was a
kind of education, but there is another kind of education young people want nowadays.
When my mother went to school, she had the Historical Reader (I think I have one of them here, now they are
old and scarce). It was an old reader, and it would be hard work for you to read. She carried that the four years she
went to school. You couldn’t ask her a question in geography that she couldn’t answer, and she was better than
father in arithmatic, yet, he was better in history. It seemed to be natural for her; arithmatic was hard for him, and
he never could spell, but he could talk, he was intelligent in all respects. Of course, her geography she had learned
in school. In class, when they pulled down the map of, say, the United States, they’d sing their lesson, and the
teacher would commence:
“Today we will have a lesson of the mountains.”
She would point, or one of the scholars would, with a long round stick, and as she pointed, the whole class
sang the song about the mountains. The next day they would have the lakes, I remember that she used to sing to
us:
Oh Winnipeg,. dear Winnipeg, if you will be my Bride,
I’ll take you down to Athabask and be your Slave, he sighed.
This so displeased Miss Winnipeg, she called him a Great Bear,
And at the Slave she threw the Salt and Toole and all were there.
She drove him to Shiboqua Lake, way down in Mexico,
To grind with Nicaragua, he asked to be her Beau

and they would point to each lake, and that’s the way she learned it, the rivers and the capitals too.
When I went to school, the teacher would give us maps to draw, and I would make the mountains in my own
way, the teacher liked them, and would ask if he might keep them. We’d have to tell the counties in all of the
Eastern states, we didn’t know much about the Western states, it was supposed to be wild country.
Every Friday we would have to make a speech, and my brother Arthur, he would get up on the platform in his
short pants and a white shirt, like a man’s shirt, to speak his piece. And this one he had was on “Dried Apple
Pies.” He made his bow and spoke:
Apples on a cord were strung
And from the chamber window hung,
And there they served a roost for flies
Until ready to be made into pies.
Tread on my corns or tell me lies
But don’t pass me dried apple pies!

At home, we children would have to cut the apples up in quarters or eighths, to dry and keep all winter. We
would have a strife who had the largest number of strings. They were hung in a dry place till they were used for
pies, but most of the flavor was gone.
*
One day Mr. Vandenberg came in and said,
“School starts Monday, now if you want to go home and see your folks, you will have to go today.” That was
Saturday.
“I will come after you Sunday afternoon. You go over to the depot and take the train to Johnsonville, and then
you wait for the train that goes to Easton, and you get up on that.”
But I didn’t, knowing that the train would not go until six o’clock, I started out on foot. It was probably three
miles to Oak Hill. When I got home, father met me at the door and told me I couldn’t come in, he says,
“There is eight of us just gone to bed with the measles, you better go on up to your Aunt Mary’s.” That was
three miles further, and it was getting dark, and mother called out and said,
“No, Russell, better let her stay and help you take care of us.”
So I went .in to take care of them, and we were up, father and I, all night and all the next day.
Brother Fred was a baby then, about three months old, and he was hungry, and cried and kept crying, we
couldn’t stop him. Mother was quite sick with the measles. Father said,
“He is hungry.”
So I went to the pantry and fixed him a coffee cup full of bread and milk, and I used a good deal of the top
milk, with sugar on it. I set it on the edge of the stove to get it warm, then took him and wrapped a cloth under his
chin and commenced feeding him that bread and milk. I fed all of it to him. He went off to sleep. He had never
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had anything but the breast milk up to that time. He slept all night and way into the next morning.
About 9 o’clock I got worried and looked at him, and he seemed to be sleeping good. I began to realize I
should not have fed him bread and milk, I didn’t know but maybe I had killed him! When father came in about 11
o’clock, I asked him to look at the baby, which he did, and he said,
“He is all right.”
I didn’t dare tell him what I had done. He was still sleeping at about 3 o’clock in the afternoon, when mother
said,
“I wish you would bring me the baby, he hadn’t ought to sleep like this.”
I went to the cradle and picked him up, but I didn’t dare uncover his face. I put him down on the bed beside
mother, and she lifted the netting off his face, and I didn’t dare to look, for I feared he was dead. As she lifted the
veil from his face, she said, “Oh my goodness!” and then I knew he was gone! I turned to look, and his face was
as red as red could be, he was all broke out in measles!
Fred lives to be an old man, he is in his seventies now.
Brother Lester had come home with the measles two weeks before, he was the one that peppered us all with it.
I had them too after a certain number of days. I had to send word over to Mrs. Vandenberg that I didn’t know
when I would be back.
Horace was the only one that had the after-effects. He got a cough and father couldn’t stop the cough. That was
the first time we had a doctor. But he couldn’t do anything. The measles had settled on his lungs. He never got
well again, he died when he was twenty-one.
After we finished up here at the Vandenberg’s Arthur hired out to a man by the name of Cass, but Arthur was a
frail person for farm work. This whole week it had been raining, and the sheets were not really dry, and Mrs. Cass
put the damp sheets on Arthur’s bed. He noticed it, but he was tired and went to sleep, but the next morning he
woke up and had an awful cold, and a bad cough. Mother wanted him to quit work and come home, but he didn’t
come till December, when all the hired men would stop. Along in February he was taken sick, and the doctor said
he had a fever and he should go to Colorado. There were two different doctors in Hoosick Falls that thought that
was the best for him. So he left about the fifth of March, that was an awful time of the year to go. He was
homesick and sick, but he stayed there till August, he didn’t like the country, and he was turning worse all the
time. He didn’t last so long after he came home, the cough never stopped. He was 21 when he died.
My sister Miama died when she was about 18. A heavy cold brought it on, she never could get rid of it. She
lingered along for about a year.
So I lost two brothers and a sister in six years, the funerals were two years apart.
We had to take the bitter with the sweet always. Those children could have been saved nowadays. The doctor
could not have done any good at that time. Mother was very matter of fact, and she said, “As you are born you
must die,” and father took it in that way too.
*
There was a time when I would look forward from one fall to another just to go to the fair, and summer
picnics. Those were about all the recreations we had in those days, and we would work the year through saving
our money and our:clothing. The first fair I ever went to was the State Fair in the year of 1876, the grounds were
between Troy and Albany. It was called a very nice fair, and I was invited by the president, a Mr. Edwin Thorne.
We left South Cambridge on the 10th of September going as far as Johnsonville on the steam cars; this was the
first time I had ever been on a train, and I was very car-sick before we reached Johnsonville.
There we changed cars, and had to wait. I saw my father at the lumber yard and thought I could go over where
he was and ride home with him and stay home till the others came back, but then I thought, no! How would I look
riding on a load of lumber on the highway? So I went on, but was car-sick no more.
We reached West Troy about one o’clock and had a nice dinner; there were a lot of young people from out
Galway. After dinner we all went down the street and crossed the ferry to the fair grounds. The first building we
went through was the flower building, and oh, was not that grand! We had a lovely flower garden at home, but not
like that, oh it was so sweet, and delightful in there. We stayed there till sun down.
The next morning we all went back to the fair and this time we went through the poultry house, there were all
kinds of feathered fowls. We were greeted as we opened the gate, “How do, how do, Polly wants a cracker”; Polly
could speak very plain, that was the first time I had ever seen a parrot.
From there we went through the stove building, a long house not so wide, with plenty of light. All along one
side were cast iron cooking stoves of every description, behind every stove was a cook or chef and a table, and as
you passed the stove, someone would pass out to you some of the food that they were cooking on or in that stove;
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sometimes it would be hot rolls nicely buttered, then the next stove hot ginger bread or pies, and so forth; we did
not have to go home for dinner, nor could we eat all that we got, and everything was the best.
Oh those were the days—no hot dogs or sandwiches, that one never knows what the contents is!
From the stove building we went to music hall, a large octagon building full of musical instruments, there you
could not hear yourself think, but it was grand.
From there part of us went to see the stock, and the rest to see the horses on exhibition. I liked that where the
ladies rode on side saddles with long skirts and jumped hurdles; the horse racing was exciting but I did not
understand it. Take it all in all it was three delightful days.
*
In the year of 1877 I was working for a Mrs. David Burch at what was called South Cambridge. One day after
dinner, when the housework was did up, we thought we would go out and gather some wild strawberries. Mrs.
Burch was an old lady, and she said,
“I would like a drink of water.” So I went to the well and drew up a bucket of water, and we drank of it. Mrs.
Burch said,
“Anna, do you know what well you are drinking from?” I said, “No, I guess it is just a well,” and she said,
“This is the well of the old oaken bucket,” and then, as we went to the strawberry field, she told me the story:
Back in the 18th century her great-grandfather lived in this place. He had an older brother who in his boyhood
days fell in love with one of his neighbor’s daughters. But her parents did not want her to go with Paul Dennis, as
he and his people were poor folks. Well, that made trouble, and the young folks would write letters to each other,
and they used one of the apple trees for a post office, and would sly out at night and exchange mail. Then Paul
went off. for three years as a sailor, in those days one had to sign up for three years, and Paul was young and got
very homesick, and wrote the verses of The Old Oaken Bucket. Then, when the three years were up, he came back
to Boston and gave them to Woodworth, who set them to music, and therefore claimed them. There was no law
against that in those days.
Then Mrs. Burch went on to tell me how one day, when she was very little, her great-grandfather took her
hand, and they went to husk corn. He had around his shoulders a dode, they call it, a sort of a cape, and a gun in
his hand. They walked over the bridge where the cataract fell, on to the field of corn. Then her great-grandfather
spread the cape on the ground for her to play on, and gave her an ear of corn for a doll.
By and by a large bear came down from the wild woods and commenced to eat the mound of husked corn, and
she was afraid and crawled under his arm. But great-grandfather said, don’t be afraid, as the bear would eat what
he wanted and go back to his babies. She must have gone to sleep, for the next she remembered, she saw the old
bear going back to the woods. It was an ugly sight, she said. She did not remember going back to the house, she
thought her great-grandfather must have carried her.
She never knew why he had taken her with him that day, nor why he took the gun, unless he intended to shoot
the bear, but having her with him, he dared not.
And now, all of this, the mill, the old shingled cot, the house, the wide spreading pond, is pasture land, the
bridge and rock gone, the dairy house is now a store room. Then, the Johnsonville Railroad followed the brook
bed up to Greenwich, and it was an old saying, anything that was crooked was as crooked as the Johnsonville
Railroad. It was so crooked that the conductor could talk with the caboose man as they went around a bend. The
railroad was put there to carry potatoes to the South, and now that it is gone, there is a state highway for trucks to
haul milk.
*
In the springtime of life there is a plenty to do. Oh, those damp snowy days, early in spring, when we loved to
go to the woods, and look for the first bloom of the trailing arbutus, which sometimes blooms beneath the snow,
or gather the pussy willows. Feeling nearer to God’s intentions, nearer to nature. Where in some respects, we are
free, where there is beauty and tranquillity, where we sometimes long to be, quiet and undisturbed, free from the
hubbub of life.
Haying time on the farm, when they gather the grain, fruit and berries of all description, and the little folks
gather the eggs. When the church picnic comes, and the children can have all the cake and lemonade they want,
water melon and peanuts, what a wonderful treat!
And the fall of the year, and there are many odd jobs to attend to, food to be stored away for the coming cold
weather, the ground to be plowed for rye and other crops before it is frozen hard. Pitches to dig. Poultry to cull
and house.
Thanksgiven, in some homes there will be rejoicing, in others there will be sorrow. But we, that can give
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thanks, should, there is so much to be thankful for, and praise God for all blessings, and the abundance of all
things.
And then wintertime! When zero stands at 25 or 30, when we cannot deny the pleasure of skating till we have
bumped heads, and bleedy noses, and the ice is like glass. Oh what joy and pleasure as we get together, to go for
the Christmas tree, what aircastles we build as we slide down the hill, who can rebuild what we see on that
Christmas tree.
Oh, those days of childhood! …
162.1 Excerpt from My Summer In A Mormon Village\fn{by Florence Augusta Bailey (1863-1948)} Locust Grove,
Lewis County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 10
When I tell people that I went from New York to spend the summer in Utah, they look at me with such polite
amazement that I hurriedly explain my errand. My friend, an enthusiastic student of birds, after her summer of
study in Ohio and Colorado, was looking for new worlds to conquer. I went with her for the birds and the climate,
the too little known climate of the dry elevated region between the Rockies and the Sierra Nevada, known to
geographers as the “Great Basin” of America.
Utah and Arizona have this basin climate and are the natural sanitariums of our continent, far surpassing the
Adirondacks, Florida, and California in elevation, dryness, and recuperative effect—especially in pulmonary
difficulties.
We had been advised to begin the summer on an island in the Great Salt Lake, because of the rare opportunities
it was supposed to afford for the study of desert birds. But one of the owners whom we consulted said that, while
we might like to see the herds of elk and buffalo planted there, really there was no place for ladies; and the trip to
the island involved an all-night’s sail on a sailboat. We remembered in discomfiture that Salt Lake was large, and
meekly accepted his substitution of a neighboring Mormon village.
Our interest in the Mormon problem began on the train. The occupants of the car divided themselves into the
observed and the observers. My friend and I whispered to each other about an unconscious group of women
traveling under the leadership of one dogged-looking man, only to find ourselves under the specnlative scrutiny of
another Eastern tourist.
Even on the train we began to feel the grateful influence of restful country life. From the windows we watched
the quiet lake, the wayside flowers, and the seagulls, engaged in the surprising occupation of following the plow.
At our station, a Western meadowlark sang his sweet strain from a telegraph pole; we could hear blackbirds,
calling from the marshes.
We took the only wagon that met the train, and drove through the village. It was a typical Mormon village, one
of a line of closely connected settlements running along the valley between the Wasatch and the great lake. The
settlements—with their elaborate system of irrigation—when contrasted with isolated farms of the East, afford
examples of Brigham Young’s shrewd policy of centralization.
But we were more interested in village life than in Brigham Young, just then. Many of the streets were lined
with locust trees, whose white blossoms in June filled the air with their delicious fragrance. Under the trees ran
mountain brooks, falling in white cascades down the hilly streets. Picturesque low stone houses were set back in
bushy yards, each house with its orchard beside it—delightful old overgrown orchards, in which the children
played and calves grazed in the dappling sunlight.
Long houses with two or more front doors excited our whispered comment, though we learned afterward that a
new front door did not always mean a new wife. Children were everywhere. Almost every house had its baby. The
most attractive were the little maidens whose flaxen curls and blue eyes were half hidden within demure pink or
blue Mormon sunbonnets.
We drove to the only boarding house in the town, and felt at home in Utah the moment we looked into the
honest, motherly face of our landlady. She could board us, and took us next door to engage rooms. She called her
neighbor “aunt,” though they were of an age, and it soon came over us that we were to live in a Mormon family.
As we shrank from everyday contact with the painful life of polygamy, we were relieved to find that our family
numbered only mother and daughters.
“Our house” was one of the most attractive of the village. It was partly hidden from the street by its lilacs,
blooming agaiust the fence; its trees and rosebushes set in its well-kept lawn—almost the only lawn iu the village
—and the glimpse of its vine-covered piazza, bay window, and one-story sloping roof brought cosy, home-like
suggestions.
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While we rested on the piazza after our long journey, enjoying the peaceful village atmosphere, a pair of
chickadees came flitting about our trees, with as familiar manners and homelike tones as if they were the same
little friends we had known in the East, and had come to welcome us. Two boys in blue jeans came riding a bay
horse down the street—bareback, and one behind the other, as we soon learned was the fashion in Utah. They had
their hands full of flowers, gathered on the mountain for their mother. I asked them for a few to send East, and
when I gave them five cents they looked surprised, and held the bunch out to me again, as if I had not had my
money’s worth. Another time I saw a boy riding up the street with nosegays at his horse’s ears. But though the
children loved flowers, the village surprised me by its lack of gardens; perhaps I imagined that the women had not
the heart for flowers.
Rumor said that our house had been the scene of a religious tragedy in the past, but its life ran peacefully now.
The four women—mother and daughters—brewed and baked, and saw to their own vegetable garden, orchard,
chickens, and cows. The brunt of the work was taken by the oldest daughter, a sweet-faced school teacher. No
work was too hard for her if she could spare her delicate mother; and her thoughtful care was truly touching.
Our life was a tranquil one. Our events were the blooming of a rosebush, or an episode of the henroost or
barnyard. We seemed to have found a veritable haven of rest.
*
One morning the whole family assembled in the back yard to take off a brood of chickens. Two of the
daughters dragged a hencoop from the barn, and we all followed the mother up on the fragrant haymow. By the
dim light streaking in between the boards, we discovered the motherly old hen sitting in one corner, her wings
spread protectingly over her brood. The mother picked the hen up in her arms, saying, when I exclaimed at its
serenity, “Oh, she knows what I’m goin’ to do;” and a daughter gathered up the downy balls in her apron.
For some time, whenever we appeared at the kitchen doorway, we were beset by the expectant rooster and his
harem; and one day while sitting in the front yard, a young broiler calmly flew up on my knee. When not out with
my friend watching birds, or wandering about the country on horseback, I lived in the front yard. .A delightful
old-fashioned rocking chair was brought out for me, and in this I basked in the sun, looking with delight on the
pink clover blossoms, the lilacs, snowballs, and great looming rosebushes that gave color to our yard. When my
friend’s daughter joined us, she swung a hammock under the trees, and from it watched the hummingbirds who
haunted the trumpet vine growing over the piazza.
From the orchard side of our lawn, kept green by weekly watering from the irrigation ditches, came in turn the
fragrance of strawberries, raspberries, and ripe peaches.
On the other side was a strip of pasture, where our two cows grazed; and in our uneventful life their
proceedings took on great importance. The mother of the two would answer to no more feminine name than
“Tom,” and her sour, discontented expression proved that she “saw the world awrt.” But Daisy, her daughter, a
gracefully built little creature with delicately modeled head and neck, had a gentle face and would answer to her
name, following us about for clover.
When our sweet school teacher was pushing the lawn mower, after tea, and we sat idly under the trees enjoying
the smell of the newly cut grass, the cows came down to join the family party. We laughed at Daisy’s expression
of mingled fear and interest as she looked through the fence at the mysterious machine, scattering grass about it.
The house mother raked up the new-mown hay, handing it over the fence to the eager cows, when Tom would
swallow hers and crowd up for Daisy’s. At this, the mother would rap her on the back with her rake, and we
would all rise up and add our reproaches to the blows.
But one June day, Tom was driven up to the village mountain pasture, for the summer, and we thought Daisy
would be relieved. But no! The affectionate little cow galloped up and down from one end of the yard to the other,
mooing piteously. The next morning, when we looked out, to our amazement Tom stood licking Daisy’s face! The
old cow whom we had thought so greedy and unfeeling had escaped from the mountain and come home to her
daughter.
But our yard did not have grass enough for two, and again Tom was sent away. The grief of poor Daisy was
human. She followed the house mother about the yard forlornly, and, when I petted her, raised her head to smell
wistfully over my cheek. Her sensitive face actually took on lines of sorrow.
A second time we looked out in the morning, to find Tom waiting to be let into the yard. I could hardly keep
Daisy from rushing out to her when I opened the gate. But this time Tom, as if ashamed of her homesickness,
pushed past her daughter, crowding up for her food in her old greedy way. Daisy looked so grieved I pitied her,
but before long I was pleased to find mother and daughter in the pasture chewing their cud, side by side, Daisy’s
face looking as if her mother had been washing it. After that, for several months, no attempt was made to separate
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the poor creatures, and life ran smoothly in our haven of rest.
*
From our house we went to breakfast by a short cut through the raspberry patch, fresh with dew, and so over a
plank across the mountain brook that separated the two yards. Once within the gates our hearts warmed at sight of
the smiling face of our landlady, a veritable “mother in Israel,” whose big heart held tenderness enough for the
sorrows of a world, and protecting love enough to cover every child and shield all living creatures. She
“mothered” all who came in her way: under her hand man and beast fared alike. Before complaining summer
boarders came, Shep, her devoted dog, and Tom, her cat, often begged for food at breakfast; while Topsy, her
lame dove, walked about the room with the air of a privileged character, condescendingly picking up the crumbs
we threw her.
At tea, one evening, an old hen brought her brood upon the mother’s doorsill. At last I thought I should hear a
harsh word from her. But instead she called out quickly, in her most motherly tones, “Well, you did want
something for them before they went to bed, didn’t you?” and hurried out to give them their supper. When
speaking of a man’s maltreating his horse, she exclaimed indignantly,
“I just feel worse to have a dumb brute suffer than a man.” Talking ahout her cows, which she had “raised from
calves,” and which she talked to like children, she looked up at me with her big honest eyes, and said,
“I’ve gone without many a time to have enough to buy feed for them cows.”
We thought that it was not the only time she had “gone without.” Indeed, it never seemed to occur to her to
spend anything on herself: her one thought and prayer was that she might have enough to pay her debts and help
the poor. When the village band came to the honse, she emptied her pnrse for the boys, and when remonstrated
with said, with a beautiful look in her eyes,
“I guess it’ll come back to me somehow.”
She was too generous ever to make money. When a party came to dinner from the city, we thought it would be
a help to her; but she so loaded down her table with good things for the young people, she barely covered her
extra expenses. When one of her family of boarders went away, she made a feast for the last meal, sometimes
working half the night to prepare it. If the boarder had shown any appreciation of the kindness lavished upon her,
the dear mother served the meal with choking voice, having to rush away into her storeroom, her tender heart
overcome by the thought of parting.
If a trip to the lake was proposed, she would get her husband to hitch up the farm wagon and take the whole
family for a picnic, making room for some tired neighbor who had few outings. She enjoyed it all in her hearty
way, and we were thankful to get her away from her cares; but she always gave us so many extra dainties, it
became a pleasure she could ill afford. With all her hard work she found time to provide special dishes for her
invalids.
“Just take that,” she would urge. “I used to make it for a sick girl who was here, and it did her lots of good.”
And when the result of her motherly care began to show, she rejoiced over every added pound, exclaiming with
beaming face,
“Just see how much better she looks!”
At meals she bustled about, urging us to eat, and dispensing big pitchers of milk and great bowls of rich cream;
and when the chairs were drawn back would ask anxiously of every wayfaring drummer,
“Could you make a good meal?” When asked what one owed her for dinner, she answered apologetically,
“Twenty-five cents.”
A man who had overpaid her by a few nickels found the money waiting for him on his chance return six
months later. When told, after being cheated by tramps, that she should require pay in advance, she replied
conclusively,
“I can’t bear to.” When a rough man came, mumbling something about “mines shut down,” she hurried into
her storeroom, and brought out a bag of food. If laughed at, she said simply, “I couldn’t help it. I thought,
‘Suppose my own folks was goin’ round out of work’—it’s awful;” and she hurried out to refill the bread-plate.
If obliged to say to her grandchildren, “You can’t come to dinner now,” she hurried around the table, slipping
cookies into their hands before they could get to the door.
She waited on us with aching feet rather than ask her “girl,” and, when she did prefer a request, it was in a tone
of apology. But if we hinted that the woman was lazy, she exclaimed in her hearty way,
“Oh no, she’s real good when I’m sick.” Forced occasionally to speak of a fault-finding boarder, she declared,
“I was ashamed of her. How can folks act so!”
Her good husbaud had her honest, unworldly face, with a frank, manly way and hearty handshake. He was a
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neighbor to advise with, and one who would put up a widow’s fence without being asked. At table he sat on a
bench against the wall, and in the intervals of refilling the bread-plate; “mother” would sit down by his side, and
they would bandy jokes like boy and girl. When he teased too hard she would put her hand on his shoulder as she
got up, exclaiming with laughing remonstrance,
“Now,pa!”
The “silver trouble” threw her husband out of work during the summer, and the one thought of “mother” was
to keep the family together till the “bad times” were tided over. Though half sick, she sent away her “girl,” and set
about the work of two, saying bravely,
“We’ll” get along somehow.” As the times grew harder and the general distress greater, her cry was for money
“to help the poor;” and she set about relieving them in earnest when winter came on.
But her usefulness was not limited to days of financial trouble. Unconsciously she was always at work helping
the world along, with the power of her beautiful motherly spirit.
Everyone felt her influence. The frivolous girl became more womanly in her presence, the cynic grew genial
under the warmth of her beaming smile, the weary mourner took heart from her cheery courage. Even the rough
workingmen who stopped for a meal felt the strength of her womanliness, and said, “Yes, ma’am,” to her most
respectfully; while she called them all “boys,” in her hearty, motherly way.
She had had five children, she told us, but had “lost two”—with a look in her eyes that I turned from. Her
sorrows, however, had only served to make her heart softer and her sympathies quicker. Her kitchen was the resort
of her neighbors, the village sick were gladdened by her presence, the lonely orphan found comfort in her
motherly arms.
She was the mother confessor of the neighborhood. Though a Gentile, in the midst of Mormons, during the
time when large rewards were offered for information of polygamous marriages, it was her ear in which the
agonized wives told their tales of sorrow, it was her tears that eased their heartache. Mormon or Gentile, it
mattered not to her. That you were in distress or grief was enough to call out the loving tenderness of this great
heart, this “mother in Israel.”
*
Our village was so close under the Wasatch that on the longest summer days the sun rose little before seven
o’clock. The upward slope began in the back yard, and our regular beat when looking for birds was up a steep
lane leading to the mountain. When there were no birds on the stone walls to claim our attention, we stopped to
admire the flowers along the lane—small pink stars among the sagebrush, white stars shyly looking out from the
high grass of neglected fence corners, bushy purple lupins and brilliant red “paint-brushes.” Later in the year, wild
roses and gorgeous masses of yellow flowers lightened up the lane. We looked at them with ignorant enjoyment,
but when my friend’s daughter came, she did them better justice, studying them with the appreciative eye of a
botanist.
The sagebrush, with its delicate aromatic fragrance and varying tints, gave us almost as much pleasure as the
flowers. It rarely approached the dullness of sage green, but varied from silvery white to the delicate shell pink of
a sunset sky. Seen in great sheets over the lower slopes of the mountain, the sage was perhaps most effective; but
its silvery sheen was particularly beautiful against the blue of the sky.
Climbing the lane we followed its joyous mountain brook, running with rapid music over the pebbles, or
straying from its bed like a free thing of life to run over its green border, bending the long grass before it.
Sometimes we plucked a nosegay of wild flowers and left it hidden under the bank to be freshened by the brook;
and often, after our warm walk, would scoop up a handful of the clear cold water for a refreshing drink.
While my friend was listening to the “wandering voice” of the mysterious chat, or studying the secretive ways
of a family of chewinks she had discovered in the sagebrush, I often climbed up beyond the end of the lane, where
I could overlook the valley. The feverish longing one has for the country in spring had possessed my blood before
I left the city. The brick horizons and squares of sky had irritated my tired spirit. The lonely groups of trees,
turning green on the outskirts, made me only more restless.
But now at last I was free. Alone on the mountain side, the sunshine of the broad heavens, the unbroken
horizon, and the great sweep of the landscape lines were a deep rest and refreshment. Up beyond me the mountain
swept gently toward the blue sky, its sunny slope darkened only by cloud shadows; the whole broad mountainside a solitude, its restful silence jarred by no footfall; its only suggestion of the figure of man a lone tree against
the sky.
Looking up at the Wasatch, I was much impressed by its “range and sweep.” From my position its clumps of
oak-brush were mere cushions of green moss. High from above, a bird of prey came sailing down the mountain,
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projecting its shadow ahead. Now it would swoop close over a rocky ledge or sweep low over the side of canon
wall—a mere seam to me—then slowly sail across the face of the range, rising upward till it soared beyond the
lofty crags at the summit. Above, below, farther, nearer, against the mountain, against the sky, it sailed and soared.
From the hillside as far as the eye could range, from the north around to the south, the view was a never-failing
source of delight. It rested me to follow up and down the mountain with my eye—from the sky, down the broad
slope over the spreading valley to the northern horizon, where low floating clouds melted into the blue. Looking
westward, a great mountain island rested on the still lake like some noble couchant animal. While all the distant
ranges were blue or purple, this mountain ridge, Antelope Island, glowed warm in shades of brown, pink, or red.
On some days the colors seen from the hillside were our chief pleasure. The lake became a rainbow, of blue, pink,
buff, and vivid green bands, with the red island as a rich background.
But best of all our views was that to the southward. Day after day I climbed up to see it; without it our days
seemed incomplete. Far beyond through the haze, rose serene, snow-covered mountains, white clouds resting
motionless in the pale sky above them. Snow mountains were dimly reflected in the smooth blue lake at their feet;
a boat with furled sail stood anchored by the sandy shore. Stilled by the calm of the lake and the strength of the
hills, resting in the tenderness of the warm sunshine, with the blue sky arching over me, my spirit was filled with
peace.
Seen from the level of the lake, the sides of the Wasatch are divided off into “benches,” or terraces, that mark
the former levels of Salt Lake—when it was Lake Bonneville, an inland sea covering nearly twenty thousand
square miles instead of two thousand. From the shore of the present shrunken lake you look back on the old
beaches, the terraced mountain side covered with sheets of sagebrush. Above the last “highwater mark” you see
clumps of dark oak-brush, and an outcrop of rugged cliff-like rock. Higher still you can distinguish the outlines of
evergreen spires, where deer and even grizzly bears are found, and snow is said to lie in the gulches twenty feet
deep all through the summer.
It was from the side of the first sagebrush bench that I used to overlook the lake and refresh myself with the
breadth and sweep of the mountain outlines. When in listening mood, I could hear the meadowlark’s sweet song
rising from the edge of the village; the chewink’s cheerful voice and the lazuli bunting’s merry round in the
bushes about me; with the clamorous magpies’ shouts as, like black arrows, they sped back and forth from the
village.
*
From my eyrie I looked down on a house at the foot of the lane, belonging to the night watchman of a large
Mormon city store, Zion’s Cooperative Mercantile Institution. It was one of the typical “rock” houses of the place,
built of irregular blocks of stone plastered together. From my sunny hillside I took an indolent satisfaction in the
life below. The watchman’s son, a stripling in blue jeans, after doing a few “chores” with great deliberation, threw
himself down in the orchard, and idly whipped the grass with a twig. When his sister, in a faded pink calico, drew
the baby past him, he roused himself to whip at her dress, and at intervals, broken strains of a lazily whistled tune
came up to me.
Below were signs of more animated life. A farmer was hard at work plowing. As the sun glanced from the
steel, and the brown border grew on the square of green turf, I got delicious suggestions of fragrant earth and soft
crumbling furrows. Below the village, smoke rose from a hurrying express train; but I was secure in the solitude
of the mountain side; the brown lines of smoke soon vanished from my horizon, while the gleam from the plow
shone in my thoughts.
A colt frisked about in a neighboring pasture, a black hen strolled leisurely up the lane, the magpies screamed,
and a rock squirrel leaned inquiringly over a fence post. To my tired spirit they added the rest and peace of simple
country life to the refreshment given by the sweeping lines of mountain and valley, and the great open sky, the
broad free heavens over all. As I rested on the warm ground among the fragrant sagebushes, the glad voice of the
mountain brook rang in my ears; cool and pure from the snow of the Wasatch, hurrying to fulfill its “priest-like
task;” rising at last into the sky to fall again free from stain in pure white snow upon the mountain tops. As I
gazed dreamily into the blue sky, a beautiful butterfly, red against the sun, flew over my head straight on as if it
would storm the mountain wall, frail, airy flutterer, strong with the joy of climbing to heaven. I followed it with
my eye—great radiant white clouds came puffing up over the mountains. My spirit rose exultant, catching
inspiration from nature in its purity, strength, and radiant joy.
*
One morning, when wandering over the bench, I met three little maidens, one a bright, brown-eyed child, and
one a gentle, blue-eyed little girl, looking for flowers in the sage-brush. When I admired their posies, they ran off
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eagerly to gather some for me, and brought them with the sweet child-like mixture of flutter and shyness. Their
confidence was quickly gained, and they prattled gayly about the flowers. When I almost stepped on a cactus,
they told me how some of the villagers cooked them. When we discovered some dodder, they told me how they
used to coil the pretty orange-vine into birds’ nests, and put it up in the trees, thinking the little birds would come
and live in their nests. Before I left them they pointed out a big granite bowlder on the bench above us,
exclaiming, “See? That is the frog rock: it looks like a frog;” and as I went down the mountain, my arms full of
the bright flowers they had brought me, they ran merrily up to climb the rock. Looking from below I could
distinguish three little forms, high up on the bowlder, and when I waved to them, they waved gayly back to me.
We often climbed the bench to watch the sunsets. They were so beautiful that we felt our loss if we missed a
night from some point overlooking the lake.
On one of the rare occasions when the sky was overcast, the sun went down behind the gray curtain without a
gleam; but soon, to our surprise, a line of red light ran along the edge of the curtain, and all that gray sky was
made glad by the rich rose glow and its reflection in the lake beneath.
On another night, we had a sunset of wondrous color. The gold ball slid into the lake, leaving a sky of peaceful
blue in which rested long golden bars. Then the gold caught fire, and the heavens were aflame with color and
light. Above us, on the bench, a horn blew out in joyous exultant blasts. Gradually the rainbow colors faded, and
the flaming cloud streamers melted away. At last there was left a sky of clear mauve, and out of its warm light the
great evening star shone radiant above the lake. Other stars came out dimly overhead. The dark strong outline of
the mountain slope cut the sky in a line of singular purity; crickets chirred around us; the peace of evening was
upon us. A hush fell over all, and in the twilight calm the beautiful old hymn, Nearer, my God, to Thee, came
softly from the horn on the hillside. The peace of the fading sunset had come to the Mormon lad in the one
beautiful yearning prayer in which Mormon and Gentile join with uplifted souls.
*
My first inquiries on getting settled in Utah were for a horse and saddle. In looking for a saddle, I got a hint of
the dark undercurrent of the outwardly peaceful village life. Going to the house of one of the white-haired
patriarchs, I asked if he would rent me his saddle. He smiled in an embarrassed way, and. mumbled, “The girl has
got it,” looking at the house across the street, where I had been told his second wife lived. I covered his confusion
by a few remarks on the weather, and then said casually,
“Could I see the saddle?”
“Yes,” he answered hesitatingly, “you can go over.” He crossed the street with me, saying in a masterful way,
“The girl is away, but I can show it to you.”
However, he rang the bell, and stood uneasily fumbling with the door waiting for an answer. As none came, he
finally led me into the house. It was he who explained my errand to his wife, but she looked past him at me. I
thought she would not meet his eye at all, but saw her at last look up at him; and that look gave me my first real
understanding of polygamy.
It was as if they were separated by an impassable black gulf of hatred. He lived across the street with his other
wife; she and her children lived alone here. In this case, however, I consoled myself by reflecting that it was the
younger wife, not the old woman, who had the worst suffering.
But at the next house where I looked for a saddle—“the girl” having lent this one—the old white-haired wife
was living alone, her husband having gone to Canada with his young wife.
After getting a saddle, I looked about for a suitable horse. I was strongly attracted to one a man brought me to
look at one day; but that night his sad-faced wife came in distress to the “mother in Israel” to warn her not to let
me buy it; and the next morning the man himself came back to say he had decided not to sell, explaining,
“If anything should happen, you’d blame me.” Then I was advised of a horse advertised on the front of the
post-office:
One flea-bitten white horse to be sold
by sheriff’s sale from the estray pound

But the stiff-kneed old wanderer passed on to the grocer’s cart—for nine dollars.
After that, I was offered a horse for her feed, but her nerves were shattered and her bones were bare; and after
she had almost upset the buggy before our own door, she went back to her pasture.
At last, the son of a Mormon elder brought me a handsome chestnut horse. His mane was roached, zebra
fashion, and he had a conspicuous brand on his hip; but I consoled myself by his flavor of “local color;” and
before the season was over, prided myself on the distinguished air conferred by his pompadour mane; and rode by
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the courthouse with a feeling of proprietorship, remembering complacently that his brand was recorded in its
books.
Experience had taught me that it was cheaper to buy a horse than to rent one, but in this case the “hard times”
affected my speculation, obliging me to sell for fifteen dollars in September, when I had paid thirty in June. The
honest Mormon lad concluded our bargain with a bill of sale, which he and the village merchant drew up after
long consultation behind the desk of the store, while I inspected ginghams. It announced that I had bought “one
brown horse, branded Ψ on left hip, with one white foot.”
I was surprised and pleased by the boy’s affection for.the horse, though when I asked the animal’s name, he
acknowledged gruffly that he “didn’t call him anything but Jumbo.” He told me, if he got frightened, to “speak
kindly to him;” if he would not go, to “whip him a little.” And when I had taken the lad’s bill of sale, he looked so
downcast, I felt reproached. I suspected that he dreaded telling his old mother of the sale, for I had heard that she
“raised Jumbo from a colt, and thought everything of him.” To mend matters I said,
“Tell your mother I’ll take good care of Jumbo, and when I leave Utah, I’ll give you the first chance to buy
him back.” His face brightened with surprise, and he exclaimed earnestly,
“I’d like to buy him back if I could get the money!”
*
To assure the old mother that her pet was not ill used, I rode him down to see her. She lived on a lonely farm,
half way to the lake; her little house, overshadowed by its big haystacks, standing alone in the midst of the
meadows. The elder had been gathered to the saints, and his two widows mourned his loss—one in the city, the
other out on the farm. My friend’s strong old face softened when Jumbo put his nose up against her, and her
steady gray eyes filled with tears. She said apologetically,
“He was such a pet: Nellie used to ride him bareback, and he’d follow us all around the yard. I was tellin’ them
last night I’d rather you’d take him away and I’d never see him again, than to think he might be sold to someone
who would use him bad.” She told me with pride how, when he had been taken to Idaho, he had gotten away and
come back home two hundred miles:
“When I got home from Mrs. Talcott’s, down to the switch,\fn{ The switch-back; i.e., she lived at the point where a road
abruptly angled sharply upward in its ascent to the top of a hill. } Mrs. Talcott there he stood at the gate.”
I became strongly attached to the upright old Mormon woman. I had already learned what sterling virtue is to
be found among the Mormon sisters; but my prejudices were still further broken down by the almost Puritan
character of the elder’s widow. She had borrowed a small sum to repair her house, and now, in the hard times, was
living alone with her son—she confessed her loneliness to me—to let her daughter work in the village.
Meanwhile, day after day she stood in her stocking feet in the hot sun, picking currants to sell for her debt. She
said,
“I can’t bear to be owin’ anything; it worries me most to death.”
She told me what good men her husband’s people were. After his death, she had gone to visit them.
“They all made a great deal of me, they thought so much of my husband,” she said in a tone of reverence for
one so great among his kin; adding simply, unconscious of the pathos of her words, “I didn’t know exactly what to
do. I wasn’t used to being made so much of.” Then, reflectively,
“When I came home, I told my son what good men his father’s folks was, and told him he ought never to do
anything to disgrace his name.”
With a certain dignified reserve about her own affairs, she took a friendly interest in her neighbors. When she
found that I was in Utah without my family, her motherly old heart warmed to me. She urged me to come in and
sit with her. She said,
“It seems as if you’d be lonesome away from your folks, so,” adding sympathetically, as she stood in the sun
beside Jumbo, “it seems so as if we ought to help each other, in this world.”
Her kindly heart was still troubling her for what she considered a neglected duty of thirty years back. She had
just moved to her little two-room house, when her husband, the pioneer elder, brought home “a poor English
gentleman,” an invalid traveling alone, whom the elder had found just after he had been robbed of all he had. The
good people took in the stranger, and cared for him solicitously till he felt able to go on to find his friends. But
when he wrote back to them he said that he had not been able to find them—the country and people were in such
an unsettled state—and from that time on they never heard from him. In their uneventful life, year after year they
looked for word, but as none ever came they thought he must have died, and they reproached themselves sadly for
having let him go.
“We might have kept him a few months, anyway, if we didn’t have much room,” the good old woman said. “It
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seems as if we had not done right by him. I never could forgive myself;” and her kindly old face was full of
distress—after thirty years.
Sometimes when Jumbo and I stopped at the little house, the daughter was at home helping the mother dry her
corn, or doing some work too hard for the old woman to do alone.
“Ma ain’t very strong now,” the girl would say sadly.
While I sat in the saddle the two would leave their work to chat with me, picking clover for Jumbo, and
bringing me out ice-cold buttermilk fresh from the churning. The daughter, a bright responsive girl of twenty, was
to go to the village school in the winter. Her mother confided to me,
“She takes to books, and I want to have her have a good schoolin’; none of the rest of the children took to
books. The only trouble with her is her arithmetic; she says that’s so hard for her she’s most a mind to give up
goin’. She’s a great hand to read.” When I asked the girl what she liked to read she said brightly, “Oh, most
anything;” but added patiently,
“I’ve never seen any books except at school and at the store; they have some paper-covered books at the store,
sometimes.”
She liked to make rag carpets, she told me, because it took up the time! I was appalled. All that I had known of
the meagreness and wasted energy of farm and village life came back to me with fresh force—I had forgotten it
was so bad.
I remembered what the girl’s poor old mother had confided to me about “getting so lonesome and worn out
thinking,” on her isolated farm, that sometimes it seemed as if she couldn’t stand it. And I recalled with a shudder
the statistics I had known about the number of farmers’ wives who go insane. Then I thought of the daughters, and
it seemed a short step from the wives who go insane to the daughters whose eager minds are ready to respond to
any interest offered them, whose energy is waiting to be used in any earnest work that calls—asitting down to
make rag carpets to pass the time!
I wanted to start out on a village crusade, to put to use the young strong life of our countrywomen, so full o£
the common sense and simple goodness that our civilization is in need of, and, in turn, to save them from
stagnation, from the bare dreary lives whose drudgery ends with the asylum. It seemed such an easy matter to
bring farm and village life into touch with the centres of intelligence, in this age of circulating libraries, Channing
Auxiliaries, Home Culture Clubs, Chautauqua Circles, and Boston Home Study Societies, together with the
thousand other forms of the university extension movement.
The Mormons themselves have an organization—a young people’s society—but while its work includes an
elementary review of natural history, the object of the society is to teach the young people the church doctrines.
In the case of my friend, as doubtless in many cases, much was within her reach, but she did not know how to
get at it. I went to the best Salt Lake library for her, and the librarian gladly consented to let the girl draw books;
her brother could get them for her when he took in loads of hay. And when I left Utah she was studying over
Chautauqua circulars trying to decide about taking work in that society.
The poor child had so few pleasures, I was sorry to be depriving her of her occasional “bareback” rides on
Jumbo. The old fellow still kept his interest in the family and responsibility for their affairs, and gave me a good
laugh one day on the way to their house. Grazing loose in the lane we found a mare and colt which Jumbo
recognized as belonging to the family. He was greatly disturbed to find them so far from home, and, walking up to
them, tried to round them up and drive them back. I could hardly persuade him to neglect the duty.
In our barnyard, Jumbo had the same sense of responsibility. When our colt’s mother was away, he drove the
little fellow down to water before him, as if he had full charge of its bringing up. The little creature became so
fond of him it would follow him around the yard most affectionately. Indeed, Jumbo became a favorite with all
the family. The children picked green apples for him, and rode him bareback about the yard; the boarders shook
the mulberry trees to give him fresh supplies of berries; and even the “transient” drummer stroked the old fellow’s
neck in passing through the yard.
We had long happy mornings together, Jumbo and I; wading through the pebbly brooks—it was a marvel he
did not drink them dry—and rambling along, enjoying the fresh air and sunshine, the mountains and the
meadows. One ride I liked better than he: through the sage-brush to a picturesque old flour-mill surrounded by
oak-brush, in the mouth of a canon. The rush of the water, the big mill-stones lying outside the mill, frightened
him so that the miller, sitting in his cottage doorway, laid down his newspaper to be ready to come to my aid.
Business was so dull with the miller, I felt glad when I met a boy on horseback going for a sack of flour.
Up the canon, this side of the divide, we were told there was a waterfall thirty feet high; so one morning we
went to look for it. We followed along the swift stream where the water-ousels\fn{ Small birds who have the habit of
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diving into swift mountain streams and walking on the bottom of them in search of food. }

live, till the canyon walls came close
and our horses had to pick their way over the narrow trail—a solid mass of loose stone brought down the canyon
by the spring freshets—overgrown with stiff bushes that threatened to brush us off our saddles.
We forded the swift stream back and forth, getting well splashed when the horses plunged deep between the
rolling rocks. Though Jumbo carried me bravely, he did not share my enthusiasm: the climb up the trail was too
steep for his portly form. When we took breath in the shade, we would drink from the ice-cold springs that
bubbled up among moss and ferns to run down in white cascades over the rocks.
At last we came to a place where the trail seemed to end. Hidden under the brush we espied an old lumber
wagon-wheel rusted with age, and in it my friend discovered stores that made us think of the village gold mine.
By looking closely we found hints of a trail leading off mysteriously through the bushes, straight up the canon
wall. From the village a dark spot had been pointed out to us, high on the mountain, as the mouth of this mine;
and the reticent prospectors who had been going and coming during the summer had invested the old claim with
an air of romance. Once I had seen a miner driving his loaded pack-mule through the village toward the mountain,
and later had been surprised to see it coming home alone, bared of its burdens; when the people explained that a
few villagers were still trying to work out the gold, some hinting that great riches were hidden there.
We were so much interested in tracking out the source of all this mystery, we felt quite as if we had followed
the rainbow to the pot of gold; and for the moment overlooked our disappointment in having to turn home without
finding the waterfall. As we came down the trail we got beautiful pictures of the blue lake, set in the V frame of
the canyon walls.
Another day, when climbing the bench, my friend got off to look for the road that vanished in sagebrush, and
came face to face with a rattlesnake—one of the two I saw in Utah.
The long summer evenings were especially pleasant for riding. The sun, slanting across the lake, vivified the
green meadows and oak-brush; and after it went down in the lake, a warm glow spread over the sides of the
Wasatch. One evening we stayed out till the great round moon came up over the mouutains, when, with the cool
breeze in our faces, we rode home, casting our galloping shadows behind us.
But my favorite ride was across the meadows to the lake. After living under the shadow of the mountains, it
was a rest to wander abbut in the great sunny meadows. In May, when the wildflowers were in bloom on the
mountain sides, some of the fields were a mass of blue flowers; and a little later, the dark marsh grass was lit up
by patches of yellow wildflowers. Then came the clover—purple, instead of pink, but as fragrant as our own
Eastern clover. And wheu the air was sweet with this lucern, the gleaming yellow mustard blossomed along the
way; not the common low mustard of the East, but the high mustard trees of the West, so graphically described by
Helen Hunt in Ramona. Along the roads, it grew above Jumbo’s head, and whole fields were yellow with it,
reflecting back the sunshine of the sky. The mustard, too, had a delicious perfume, almost that of heliotrope.
When the purple fields of lucern had been mowed and the exquisitely tinted grasses of the marshy meadows
were cut, the warm summer air quivered over the straw-colored fields, and the delicate blue sky seemed to rest
tenderly above the glistening stubble. Then I met great loads of hay being driven in from the meadows, not to
barns—for Utah has little need of such shelters—but to the great golden haystacks that stand out against the blue
skies there. Some of the roads were bordered with rosy hedges of pink weeds, each one standing like a huge
candelabrum with pink lights, cleomes, my botanical friend called them.
Then came the August flowers, the pink wild roses brightening the roads, the wild sunflowers growing by the
dark marshes and bordering the meadow fences, as our goldenrod does at home. The fields fairly smiled with the
sunflowers, the long rows of them turning on their stalks to raise their bright faces to the sun.
The meadow road was so little frequented that the birds of the neighborhood gathered on its fences, flying up
as Jumbo cantered by. We often scared up noisy flocks of blackbirds from the cattails, the old birds anxiously
bustling their young out of the way. Qnce we passed close to a big baby dove, trying to balance himself on the top
wire of the fence, and bewildered him greatly, for his mother had evidently told him to stay right there till she
came back. At one point in the road, for some days, we were met by patrolling killdeer, who escorted us safely
past the hiding-places of their young.
There were pleasant surprises along the way now and then. One day I startled a small brown heron standing in
the road, making him strike such an attitude that I wanted to laugh in his face. He raised his long neck, fixing his
gaze upon the zenith, like an abstracted philosopher rather than the reed he would have me take him for. As we
bore down on him, he sprang suddenly into the air, but as suddenly dropped down among the protecting cattails.
Near the same place I saw a great blue heron rise slowly from a swale and follow the curving stream, pursued by a
corps of blackbirds, till he went down among the rushes.
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A sage hen once whirred across the road ahead of us. And when an irrigation ditch made a temporary lake in
the middle of the road, a ladylike wader “went to sea in a bowl.”
When the grasshoppers threatened to be-come a “plague” again—though Brigham Young could no longer
bring the gulls by his prayers, as the Mormons told us he had done before—the birds came up from the lake to
feed on them, and I often passed white cohorts sitting in the meadows. Jumbo did his best to prevent the
grasshoppers eating up the crops, by eating them up himself. He would have grazed the roadsides bare if I had not
reasoned with him.
He and I had two friends on the meadow road—a great motherly sorrel mare and her big colt. They seemed
lonely, pastured by themselves out in the great meadows, and stood close by the roadway fence, as if for the
chance of company. Jumbo used to walk up and put his nose over the gate to them. First the mother stepped up
quickly, to protect her colt; but she soon came to know us, and I flattered myself that she missed our friendly calls
when we no longer passed her way.
The meadows were not without the spicy flavor of wild life. When Jumbo was eating lucern one day, I
discovered a pretty little cotton-tail rabbit only a few yards from us. He crouched close, and his sides beat as
Jumbo grazed nearer; but he let the old fellow come almost up to him before he bounded off to his burrow. It was
pleasant to think that the pretty creature had his home so close to our path.
A still stronger flavor of the wild life of the bottoms came to us one evening on our way to the lake. For a long
time we drove toward the sunset, a radiant sky over us; but as we neared the lake, twilight settled down. Suddenly
from the dusk of the roadside pasture a small herd of cattle came running toward us. Straining our eyes in the
gloom, we recognized the gaunt forms of two hungry wolves. We pulled up our horses, and saw that the cattle had
put their calves in the middle of their herd—as buffaloes do when in danger—for the wolves were in pursuit of the
calves. Defeated by our unexpected arrival, the lank beasts slunk away, and we traced their course by a flock of
blackbirds that flew after them in tumultuous excitement, disappearing in the darkness.
But though the meadows were so full of interest, with their flowers, their birds, and their beasts, I could not
stay to enjoy them always. In August my rides came to an end. I was going away, and, alas I could not take Jumbo
with me. Before leaving, I rode down to give the Mormon boy the promised chance to buy back his horse. He was
mowing, but drew up his team to talk with me.
“Times are so hard I can’t sell my hay,” he said. “And horses are so cheap now. I can get. anything I want up to
Salt Lake for from five to fifteen dollars”—which I knew to be a fact. I offered him “time,” but, like his mother,
he did not choose to be in debt.
“I want him if I can get the money,” he said finally, promising to let me know.
During our conversation Jumbo had stepped up and put out his nose to the lad, and I suspect that settled the
matter, for his master was a silent boy on a lonely farm. At any rate, the money was found, and Jumbo went back
to his old home. Then the reserved boy confessed to a. friend that he had felt “lost” without Jumbo; that the old
fellow used to follow him everywhere, would run behind all the way to Salt Lake when he was driving in hay and
he didn’t know how to get along without him.
“It’s the last time he’ll ever be sold to anybody as long as I can keep him,” he had declared.
He showed his pride in his old companion by immediately roaching the mane I had let grow to unseemly
pompadour length. He rode him up on an errand before I left. We were all standing by the gate when he came, and
a delighted cry of “Jumbo!” burst out as he turned the corner. The old fellow put his nose against me so
affectionately it nearly destroyed the stoicism I had mustered to send him away; and when he tried to go into the
barnyard, the whole family shouted approval. But at my last glimpse of him, Jumbo had been up on the mountain
with his master, and the light of his old life was in his eyes—he had gone home and gone back to his allegiance. It
gave me a passing pang, but I was glad to remember that I had returned him to his family; and it was a real
pleasure to know that the poor girl whom I had been depriving of her rides was enjoying her pet once more. …
162.146 Excerpt from Through The First Antarctic Night\fn{by Frederick Albert Cook (1865-1940)} Hortonville,
Sullivan County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 12
… May 16—The long night began at 12 o’clock last night. We did not know this until this afternoon. At 4
o’clock Lecointe got an observation by two stars which placed us in latitude 71°34'30", longitude 89°10'
According to a careful calculation from these figures the captain announces the melancholy news that there will
be no more day—no more sun for seventy days, if our position remains about the same. If we drift north the night
will be shorter, if south it will be longer.
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Shortly before noon the long prayed-for southerly wind came, sweeping from the pack the warm, black
atmosphere, and replacing it with a sharp air and a clearing sky. Exactly at noon we saw a brightening in. the
north. We expected to see the sun by refraction, though we knew it was actually below the horizon, but we were
disappointed. The cold whiteness of our earlier surroundings has now been succeeded by a colder blackness. Even
the long; bright twilight, which gladdened our hearts on first entering the pack, has been reduced to but a fraction
of its earlier glory; this now takes the place of our departed day.
The winter and the darkness have slowly but steadily settled over us. By such easy stages has the light departed
that we have not, until now, appreciated the awful effect. The circumstance has furnished a subject for our
conversation for most of the time which we now mis-name day, and a large part of the sleeping hours of the night.
It is not difficult to read on the faces of my companions their thoughts and their moody dispositions. We are all
wandering northward—homeward, with the fugitive sun.
The curtain of blackness which has fallen over the outer world of icy desolation has also descended upon the
inner world of our souls. Around the tables, in the laboratory, and in the forecastle, men are sitting about sad and
dejected, lost in dreams of melancholy from which, now and then, one arouses with an empty attempt at
enthusiasm. For brief moments some try to break the spell by jokes, told perhaps for the fiftieth time. Others grind
out a cheerful philosophy; but all efforts to infuse bright hopes fail.
Each man is intent on being left alone to take what comfort he can from memories of happier days, though
such effort usually leaves him more hopelessly oppressed by the sense of utter desertion and loneliness. For six
weeks we have been so intent in prosecuting the various lines of research and in preparing the bark, as well as our
clothing and equipment for the winter, that we have not with sufficient interest noticed the melancholy decline of
the day.
It has gone slowly, and the persistent storms have so screened the heavens that it has vanished, as if by stealth.
Now, however, the gloom of night which has so rapidly followed its lengthening shadow, has suddenly impressed
upon our passive minds the awful individual loneliness, and the unfathomable solitude of this impenetrable
antarctic wilderness.
Henceforth, for a period which is a blank in human history, the fair-haired goddess of light will repose beneath
the polar star over the more hopeful arctic lands. Her pathway is no longer over the familiar hummocks and
icebergs and the even spreads of this icy desert under the Southern Cross. Her silvery tresses have swept for the
last time this sea of frozen wave; her departing breath has stilled, as by the hand of death, the bosom of this great
body of water upon which we have cast our fortunes.
*
May 17—At ten o’clock this morning the purple twilight curve settled over the southwest, edged with an
indescribable blending of orange, red, and gold, and at eleven o’clock this curve was met by a zone of rose which
gradually ascended over the northeast, above the sun. The ice, which had been gray, was lighted up by a lively
flash of pink, which was relieved by long river-like leads of open water having a glowing surface of dark violet.
These, however, were the surface colours towards the sun. In the opposite direction there was an entirely different
effect. The snow had spread evenly over it a delicate shade of green, while the waters were a very dark purpleblue. A few minutes before twelve a great, distorted, ill-defined semi-globular mass of fire rose over the north,
edged along the line of sharp hummocks, and then sank beneath the ice. It was an image of the sun, lifted above
its actual position by the refractive character of the air, through which its light passed to our eyes. It was in reality
an optical illusion, based upon the principle that if a beam of light is compelled to pass through a medium of
various densities, as the air here is sure to be, its course is deflected. The sun, then, though actually below the
horizon today, was raised by this apparent uplift and we were able to see one-half of his face.
We have been fishing through the sounding hole today with hooks, but our efforts proved disappointing. The
hooks, when we raised the complicated deep sea apparatus, were missing. Either some submarine monsters have
taken the hooks or they have dragged on a rocky bottom. The temperature at 9 A.M. was -12°C., and the weather
shows signs of clearing, though the wind is veering northerly.
It is remarkable how a little incident, especially one surrounded by some mystery when brought suddenly into
our horizon, will arouse great excitement. This does not often happen, which adcounts for the air of lethargy and
disinterestedness which is coming over us with the increase of darkness. The weird outline of the dying face of the
setting sun a few days ago, and the premonitions of the seventy sunless days through which we are now to pass,
aroused a new. sensation. The extraordinary effects of the moon, vague lights and shadows on the horizon,
indicating the possible outline of a new land; an occasional peak of a new iceberg coming into our plane of vision;
the uncommon changes of the auroras, of the weather, and the visit of a penguin or a seal, all incite new life—but
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the inspiration is of short duration. In a few hours the soul sinks again into its sleep which is induced by the long
night of months.
This morning, however, there was an incident which startled everybody in a manner quite unusual. At about
seven o’clock the captain went out to find two stars from which to obtain an observation for position. The sky was
too hazy to give him an observation, but his eye rested upon an inexplicable speck of light in the west. He stood
and looked at it for some moments. It did not change in position, but sparkled now and then like a star. The thing
came suddenly, disappeared and again reappeared in exactly the same spot. It was so curious and assumed so
much the nature of a surprise, that Lecointe came into the cabin and announced the news.
We accused him of having had too early an eye-opener, but we went out quickly to see the mystery. It was
about eight o’clock; the sky was a streaky mouse colour. The ice was gray, with a slight suggestion of lilac in the
highlights, but the entire outline of the pack was vague under a very dark twilight. We looked for some time in the
direction in which Lecointe pointed, but we saw only a gloomy waste of ice, lined in places by breaks in the pack
from which oozed a black cloud of vapour. We were not sure that the captain’s eyesight was not defective, and
began to blackguard him afresh.
After we had stood on the snow-decked bridge for ten minutes, shivering and kicking about to keep our blood
from freezing, we saw on a floe some distance westward a light like that of a torch. It flickered, rose and fell, as if
carried by some moving object. We went forward to find if anybody was missing—for we could only explain the
thing by imagining a man carrying a lantern. Everybody was found to be on board, and then the excitement ran
high. Soon all hands were on deck and all seemed to think that the light was being moved towards us.
Is it a human being? Is it perhaps some one from an unknown south polar race of people?
For some minutes no one ventured out on the pack to meet the strange messenger. We were, indeed, not
sufficiently dressed for this mission. Few had had breakfast; all were without mittens and hats, some without
coats, and others without trousers. If it were a diplomatic visitor we were certainly in an uncomfortable and
undignified uniform with which to receive him.
Amundsen, who was the biggest, the strongest, the bravest, and generally the best dressed man for sudden
emergencies, slipped into his annorak, jumped on his ski and skated rapidly over the gloomy blackness of the pack
to the light. He lingered about the spot a bit, and then returned without company and without the light, looking
somewhat sheepish. It proved to be a mass of phosphorescent snow which had been newly charged by sea algae,
and was occasionally raised and brushed by the pressure of the ice.
*
May I8—During the few hours of midday dawn we made an excursion to a favourite iceberg to view the last
signs of the departing day. It was a weird jaunt. I shall always remember the peculiar impression it produced upon
me. When we started almost all the party were outside, standing about in groups of three or four, discussing the
prospects of the long winter night and the short glory of the scene about. A thing sadder by far than the fleeing sun
was the illness of our companion, Lieutenant Danco, which was emphasised to us now by his absence from all the
groups, his malady confining him to the ship. We knew at this time that he would never again see a sunrise, and
we felt that perhaps others might follow him.
“Who will be here to greet the returning sun?” was often asked.
My companions on the excursion were Gerlache and Amundsen. Slowly and lazily we skated over the rough
surface of the snow to the northward. We had not gone far before we discovered that the ice was cracking and
large leads were cutting off our retreat. We mounted hummocks of unusual height, and there awaited the imitation
of the rising of the sun.
Where the ice broke it separated, leaving a lane of black sea, from which oozed a peculiar vapour—in reality a
cloud of small icy crystals which fell on the neighbouring ice fields. The countless miniature mountains, or
hummocks, which covered the white fields, had their northern faces brightened by a pale yellow light and their
southern shadowed by a dull blue. This gave a little light to the usual lifeless gray of the ice fields. Along the fresh
leads there were a few penguins and an occasional seal, and in the water, whales were spouting jets of breath.
The pack, with the strange play of deflected light upon it, the subdued highlights, the softened shadows, the
little specks of humah and wild life, and our good ship buried under its snows, should have been interesting to us;
but we were interested only in the sky and in the northern portion of it. A few moments before twelve the creacoloured zone in the north brightened to an orange hue, and precisely at noon half of the form of the sun ascended
above the ice. It was a misshapen, dull semicircle of gold, heatless, rayless, and; sad: it sank again in a few
moments, leaving almost no color and nothing cheerful to remember through the seventy long days of darkness
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which followed.
We returned to the ship, and during the afternoon laid out the plans for our midwinter occupation.
*
May 20—It is the fifth day of the long night and it certainly seems long, very long, since we have felt the heat
of the sun. During the parting days of light the weather was exceedingly unsteady, and the sky was then constantly
veiled by a frozen smoky vapour, but now a disturbing element seems to have been withdrawn. The horizon is not
yet clear, but the zenith is almost always high and blue, with the Southern Cross generally visible until nine
o’clock in the morning and after three o’clock in the afternoon. From eleven to one o’clock at noon today there
was light enough thrown over the northern ice to read ordinary print outside, but in our rooms it is necessary to
burn lights continually. The little midday twilight is used to make soundings and to survey the fauna and flora of
the shallow sea under us. Those not engaged in this work are busied in still more snugly housing the Belgica and
in shoveling pathways around the ship.
I have selected this part of the day to take a daily walk over the pack to neighboring floes, and to distant
icebergs, to study the ice and the life, and to obtain sufficient physical exercise, as well as mental recreation, to
retard the spell of indifference which is falling over me.
For fifteen minutes before and after twelve o’clock the sky and the ice are flooded by a wealth of fascinating
colours. The northern sky is such that one momentarily expects the sun to rise. Here are the warm shades of red
and yellow and on the snow, looking in this direction, there is a noticeable flesh colour in which one sees fetching
lines of lilac. In the opposite direction there are some weird shades of blue-black and a few dead sheets of grayblue in shadowed surfaces, in the caverns of bergs, and in the fissures, but the mixed shades of green and purple
and violet are also displayed with crystal purity.
I cannot describe this short spell of midday glory as it impresses me. If I could wield a brush, and lay these
colours on canvas I feel that one of the ambitions of my life would be accomplished. But I cannot—and what am I
to do in black, with an overworked pen, frosty ink, and a mind which is wearied as soon as the cheer of noonday
passes?
To the first of May our health had been fairly good. We have had little complaints and some insignificant
injuries, bruises, cuts, strains, and frostbites, but there has been little of which to make a medical note. Since
entering the pack our spirits have not improved. The quantity of food which we have consumed, individually and
collectively, has steadily decreased and our relish for food has also slowly but steadily failed. There was a time
when each man enjoyed some special dish and by distributing these favoured dishes at different times it was
possible to have someone gastronomically happy every day.
But now we are tired of everything. We despise all articles which come out of tin, and a general dislike is the
normal air of the Belgica. The cook is entitled, through his efforts to please us, to kind consideration, but the
arrangement of the menu is condemned, and the entire food store is used as a subject for bitter sarcasm.
Everybody having any connection with the selection or preparation of the food, past or present, is heaped with
some criticism. Some of this is merited, but most of it is the natural outcome of our despairing isolation from
accustomed comforts.
I do not mean to say that we are more discontented than other men in similar conditions. This part of the life of
polar explorers is usually suppressed in the narratives. An almost monotonous discontent occurs in every
expedition through the polar night. It is natural that this should be so, for when men are compelled to see one
another’s faces, encounter the few good and the many bad traits of character for weeks, months, and years,
without any outer influence to direct the mind, they are apt to remember only the rough edges which rub up
against their own bumps of misconduct.
If we could only get away from each other for a few hours at a time, we might learn to see a new side and take
a fresh interest in our comrades; but this is not possible. The truth is, that we are at this moment as tired of each
other’s company as we are of the cold monotony of the black night and of the unpalatable sameness of our food.
Now and then we experience affectionate moody spells and then we try to inspire each other with a sort of
superficial effervescence of good cheer, but such moods are short-lived. Physically, mentally, and perhaps
morally, then, we are depressed, and from my past experience in the arctic I know that this depression will
increase with the advance of the night, and far into the increasing dawn of next summer.
The mental conditions have been indicated above. Physically we are steadily losing strength, though our
weight remains nearly the same, with a slight increase in some. All seem puffy about the eyes and ankles, and the
muscles, which were hard earlier, are now soft, though not reduced in size. We are pale, and the skin is unusually
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oily. The hair grows rapidly, and the skin about the nails has a tendency to creep over them, seemingly to protect
them from the cold. The heart action is failing in force and is decidedly irregular. Indeed, this organ responds to
the slightest stimulation in an alarming manner. If we walk hurriedly around the ship the pulse rises to 110 beats,
and if we continue for fifteen minutes it intermits, and there is also some difficulty of respiration. The observers,
going only one hundred yards to the observatories, come in almost breathless after their short run.
The usual pulse, too, is extremely changeable from day to day. Now it is full, regular, and vigorous; again it is
soft, intermittent and feeble. In one case it was, yesterday, 43, today it is 98, but the man complains of nothing and
does his regular work. The sun seems to supply an indescribable something which controls and steadies the heart.
In its absence it goes like an engine without a governor.
There is at present no one disabled, but there are many little complaints. About half of the men complain of
headaches and insomnia; many are dizzy and uncomfortable about the head, and others are sleepy at all times,
though they sleep nine hours. All of the secretions are reduced, from which it follows that digestion is difficult.
Acid dyspepsia and frequent gastric discomforts are often mentioned. There are also rheumatic and neuralgic
pains, muscular twitchings, and an indefinite number of small complaints, but there is but one serious case on
hand.
This is Danco. He has an old heart lesion, a leak of one of the valves, which has been followed by an
enlargement of the heart and a thickening of its walls. In ordinary conditions, when there was no need for an
unusual physical or mental strain, and when liberal fresh food and bright sunshine were at hand, he felt no defect.
But these conditions are now changed. The hypertrophied muscular tissue is beginning to weaken, and atrophy of
the heart is the result, dilating and weakening with a sort of measured step, which, if it continues at the present
rate, will prove fatal within a month.
*
May 22—It is clear and still. The temperature has fallen to -19ºC., and altogether, though sunless, this sharp,
cold weather at present is more agreeable to us than the dull, stormy days with warmth and light a month ago. It is
Sunday, and we have nearly all been out for a jaunt on skis. We took some photographs, but they are ugly, because
there is nothing distinct in the pictures. It is not possible to make good, clear pictures except on bright moonlight
nights or on sharp, sunny days.
It is the custom aft to go into the masthead and scan the horizon for signs of life, before starting on our tours of
recreation. In this way we are reasonably sure to return with a penguin, a seal, or the story of an adventure. Today
we saw a seal about a mile from the ship, but when we got to it the animal started towards the Belgica. We urged
it on and drove it easily to our home. The creature looked about with much curiosity when it came to the rough,
dirty snow about the bark, and searched diligently for a hole through which it might plunge to the sea below. But
no such hole or crevasse was within a mile of us, for the calm cold of the past week has reunited all the broken
fragments into large fields.
We threw a rope around the seal, which was a crab-eater, intending to take its temperature and make other
physiological experiments, but the thing was too slippery and too lively for us. Several instruments were broken,
and some very strong ropes were snapped like ordinary twine. Finally the seal was shot, and its skeleton was
prepared to enrich a Belgian museum of natural history.
There was tonight a bright aurora. It began as a straight horizontal zone low on the southern sky. Later it
changed to an arc with the parts of two other arcs below it. A similar phenomenon appeared last night.
*
May 27—The little dusk at midday is fading more and more. A feeble deflected light falls upon the elevations,
the icebergs, and the hummocks, offering a faint cheerfulness, but this soon withdraws and leaves a film of.
blackness. The pack presents daily the same despondent surface of gray which, by contrast to the white sparkle of
some time ago, makes our outlook even more melancholy. The weather is now quite clear and in general more
settled. The temperature ranges from 5° to 10°C. below zero. We have frequent falls of snow, but the quantity is
small and the period is short. Generally we are able to see the stars from two in the afternoon until ten in the
morning. During the four hours of midday the sky is generally screened by a thick icy vapour. There are a few
white petrels about daily, and in the sounding hole we have noticed a seal occasionally, but there is now no other
life.
All have an abundance of work, but our ambition for regular occupation, particularly anything which requires
prolonged mental concentration, is wanting; even the task of keeping up the log is too much. There is nothing new
to write about, nothing to excite fresh interest. There are now no auroras, and no halos; everything on the frozen
sea and over it is sleeping the long sleep of the frigid night. The grayness of the first day of the night has given
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away to a soul-despairing darkness, broken only at noon by a feeble yelow haze on the horthern sky.
I can think of nothing more disheartening, more destructive to human energy, than this dense, unbroken
blackness of the long polar night. In the arctic it has some redeeming features. There the white invader has the
Eskimo to assist, teach, and amuse him. The weather there is clear and cold; and in the regions about Greenland,
where I have been engaged, thereis land—real, solid land, not the mere mockery of it, like the shifting pack that is
about us here. With land at hand, prolonged journeys are always possible, but what are we to do on a moving sea
of ice?
*
May 29—Yesterday we had a warm northerly gale with much snow and a thick fog. The ice is again in rapid
motion. There are many new leads, numerous pressure angles, and fresh fissures in the ice. Danco is steadily
failing. Today is Sunday; the men look forward with some anticipation to this day because Sunday is set aside, not
as a day ot worship, for I have never seen aman on the Belgica with a Bible or prayer-book in his hands, but as a
time of freedom from usual duties. It is the weekly period of recreation and special feasting. The few eatables
which are still relished are placed op the menu for Sunday. This serves to mark time and to divide, somewhat, the
almost unceasing sameness of our life.
This morning had in it no element of promise or cheer. Even at noon it was dark and gloomy. But the wet,
warm, northerly wind of yesterday is blowing its last breath. The cold air of the upper atmospheric stratus is
settling down over us again, as it always does in an approaching calm. In this region nothing is more conducive to
comfort than a sharp atmosphere with a low temperature.
Warm weather is nice enough in summer or in more temperate latitudes; but in this sea of ice and in midwinter,
it is far from desirable. Aside from the personal discomforts, high temperature in our position adds enormous
dangers to our safety. The ice, now being firmly congealed, is crushed and thrown from one part of the ever
restless sea to another. It is broken, crushed, and ground into a snowy powder, which only too well indicates to us
what would become of our vessel if it were torn from its present bed.
Last nigh a tremendous force was expended against the end of our floe, which made the sleeping Belgica
quiver from stem to stern; but, fortunateiy, the good old ice block held together, while the smaller ice pans around
her were pushed on the surface with a groan like that of a man in dire pain.
Today all is quiet, no pressure groans, no noise of animals, no wind, even the usual noise on board has ceased.
Since three o’clock the temperature has fallen three degrees every hour. Now, at eight o’clock, it is -25.2º; this is
our favourite temperature and what a joy it brings. The day is, perhaps, as a Sunday ought to be, cold, solemn, and
silent. A feeble arc aurora appeared at about nine o’clock tonight. It was in the usual position; but the exhibit was
so faint that had we not been trained by our previous observations, the phenomenon would have passed
unrecognised.
*
May 31—By a careful observation Captain Lecointe deduces our latitude to 71º36', longitude 87°33'30". For
about a week we have drifted very little. The longitude has changed slightly, but since the 18 th we have gone
southward about nineteen miles. To the present this is our farthest point southward; On the 20 th of March we were
at 71°35', longitude 88°02', a position very near that at present. (The latitude of this day, 71°36', proved to be our
farthest south during the entire drift with the pack.)
The morning is perfect, as we regard weather. The thermometer is at -23ºC. There is almost no wind, and every
break in the pack is covered by a thick sheet of. new ice. We expected cold, clear weather, but it was otherwise
yesterday and last night. The wind howled, the ice was again torn into small pieces, and there was a great amount
of pressure evident in the lines of hummocks running easterly and westerly. Either we have come against some
obstruction southward, or the northerly pressure is extraordinary. During the night we were anxious about the
safety of the Belgica; for, as the fury of the wind rushed over us, the ice was broken and the vessel was subjected
to a great amount of pressure. The ice is heaped up around the Belgica in huge walls from five to twenty feet in
height. The floes are turning, giving the good old ship hard jabs in her ribs.
She takes the savage blows with an agonizing moan. Although the pressure has been such that we packed our
kits and were prepared to try the hospitality of the pack, there has been no real injury which we can discover. We
were. extremely glad, this morning, to find that the broken ice had been reunited, and we soon learned that the
raised walls about would prove an effective embankment in future battles with the storms.
At noon there was a faint show of a dawn. The sky in the north was touched with light fiery clouds. The snow
had upon it not the slightest suggestion of this red, but remained a dull gray, while the sky above was a smoky
blue. One not familiar with the freaks of polar day would have thought the sun would surely rise, or that it had
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just sunk under the snow, but we know only too well that we are doomed to see it make a fainter and fainter
display at noon for three more weeks.
Precisely at twelve o’clock a strange rectangular block of fire appeared in the east-south-east. Its size was that
of a small tabular iceberg, but it had a dull crimson glow which made the scene at once weird and fascinating. Its
base rested on the horizon and it seemed to rise, brighten, and move northerly. The sky here was a purple, thinly
veiled by a light smoky haze, caused by icy crystals in the lower stratus of atmosphere, but there was not another
speck of redness on this side of the heavens except the orange bow usually seen over the twilight zone.
We watched this with considerable awe and amazement for ten minutes before we could determine its
meaning. It passed through several stages of forms, finally it separated, and we discovered that it was the moon. It
was in fact a sort of mirage of the moon, but the strange rectangular distortion, the fiery aspect, and its huge size,
made a sight long to be remembered.
During the past days of the night we have made soundings of the sea, and have taken samples of submarine
and surface life. This has given Arctowski and Racovitza an abundance of work. It is interesting to see them plod
along, working steadily and faithfully in the dark laboratory, packing away specimens, jotting down notes,
stooping over the microscopes and other instruments, always with a pencil in one hand, and a stick in the other to
greet the first man who dares to interrupt them in their den. Poor fellows!—their faces are tired and drawn, as if
some great calamity had come upon them.
Danco is keeping up with doggish persistency his magnetic observations, the details of which are such that he
is almost constantly occupied during working hours. He is steadily failing, but he complains little and keeps up a
kind of abnormal cheerfulness.
The meteorological work is now the most troublesome task, for it requires someone to make the observations
every hour, and sometimes oftener. Each one of us had planned a work of some magnitude to be completed before
sunrise. Commandant de Gerlache started to rewrite the ship’s log. Lecointe began to complete the details of the
summer’s hydrographic work. Racovitza, in addition to regular laboratory work, was to plan the outlInes of a new
book on the geographical distribution of life. Arctowski had in mind a dozen scientific problems to elucidate.
Amundsen entered into a co-partnership with me to make new and more perfect travelling equipment; and in
addition to this, I had the anthropological work of the past summer to place into workable order, and a book on
antarctic exploration.
Thus we had placed before us the outline for industrious occupation; but we did little of it. As the darkness
increased our energy waned. We became indifferent, and found it difficult to concentrate our minds or fix our
efforts to any one plan of action. (The work mapped out was partly accomplished, but it was done after the return
of the sun.)
The reguiar routine of our work is tiresome in the extreme, not because it is difficult of execution or requires
great physical exertion, but because of its monotony. Day after day, week after week, and month after month we
rise at the same hour, eat the same things, talk on the same subjects, make a pretense of doing the same work, and
look out upon the same icy wilderness. We try hard to introduce new topics for thought and new concoctions for
the weary stomach. We strain the truth to introduce stories of home and of flowery future prospects, hoping to
infuse a new cheer; but it all fails miserably. We are under the spell of the black antarctic night, and, like the world
which it darkens, we are cold, cheerless, and inactive. We have aged ten years in thirty days.
Here is an outline of a day’s life on the Belgica. Rise at 7:30 A.M.; coffee at 8; 9 to 10, open air exercise; 10 to
12, scientific work, such as the regular meteorologic, magnetic, or laboratory tasks, for the officers; and for the
marines, bringing in snow, melting snow for water, replenishing the ship’s stores, repairing the ship, building new
quarters, making new instruments, and doing anything which pertains to the regular work of the expedition; 12 to
2 P.M., dinner and rest or recreation; 2 to 4. official work (regular work during this period was suspended for the
greater part of the night); 6 to 7, supper; 7 to 10, card-playing, music, mending, and, on moonlight nights,
excursions. At ten o’clock we went to sleep.
Up to this time our health had been fairly good. Excepting a few light attacks of rheumatlsm, neuralgia, and
some unimportant traumatic injuries, there had been no complaint. We ate little, however, and were thoroughly
disgusted with canned foods. We had tried the meat of the penguins, but to the majority its flavour was still too
“fishy.” We entered the long night somewhat underfed, not because there was a scarcity of food, but because of
our unconquerable dislike for such as we had.
It is possible to support life for seven or eight months upon a diet of canned food; but after this period there is
something in the human system which makes it refuse to utilise the elements of nutrition contained in tins.
Against such food, even for a short period, the stomach protests; confined to it for a long period, it simply refuses
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to exercise its functions. Articles which in the canning retain a natural appearance usually remain, especially if
cooked a little, friendly to the palate. This is particularly true of meat retaining hard fibers, such as ham, bacon,
dried meats, and corned beef. It is also true of fruits preserved in juices; and vegetables, such as peas, corn,
tomatoes; and of dried things.
Unfortunately this class of food formed a small part of our store. We were weighed down with the supposed
finer delicacies of the Belgian, French, and Norwegian markets. We had laboratory mixtures in neat cans,
combined in such a manner as to make them look tempting—hashes under various catchy names; sausage stuffs in
deceptive forms, meat and fish balls said to contain cream, mysterious soups, and all the latest inventions in
condensed foods.
But they one and all proved failures, as a steady diet. The stomach demands things with a natural fiber, or
some tough, gritty substance. At this time, as a relief, we would have taken kindly to something containing
pebbles or sand. How we longed to use our teeth!
The long darkness, the isolation, the tinned foods, the continued low temperature, with increasing storms and a
high humidity, finally reduced our systems to what we call polar anaemia. We became pale, with a kind of
greenish hue; our secretions were more or less suppressed. The stomach and all the organs were sluggish, and
refused to work.
Most dangerous of all were the cardiac and cerebral symptoms. The heart acted as if it had lost its regulating
influence. Its action was feeble, but its beats were not increased until other dangerous symptoms appeared. Its
action was weak, irregular, and entirely unreliable throughout the night. The mental symptoms were not so
noticeable. The men were incapable of concentration, and unable to continue prolonged thought. One sailor was
forced to the verge of insanity, but he recovered with the returning sun.
The first to feel the effects of polar anaemia seriously was our lamented friend and companion, Lieutenant
Danco. With the descent of the sun began the beginning of his end. On the short journeys which we took during
the few moments of noonday twilight Danco complained of shortness of breath. Indeed, we all had some
difficulty of respiration upon the slightest exercise, but Danco would frequently stand still and, gasp. For this he
came under medical care early in May, but in spite of every effort he rapidly sank.
*
June 1—It is now difficult to get out of our warm beds in the morning. There is no dawn—nothing to mark the
usual division of night and morning until nearly noon. During the early part of the night it is .next to impossible to
go to sleep, and if we drink coffee we do not sleep at all. When we do sink into a .slumber, it is so deep that we
are not easily awakened. Our appetites are growing smaller and smaller, and the little food which is consumed
gives much trouble. Oh, for that heavenly ball of fire! Not for the heat—the human economy can regulate that—
but for the light—the hope of life.
*
June 2—The night was very cold with a wind veering from southwest to west, coming in puffs with a coldness
that made the ice and the rigging of the Belgica groan. At about six o’clock last night, while a stiff wind was
blowing, the ice fractured around the Belgica and allowed her to sink gradually into the water out of which she
had been raised. The squeaking of the ship, the groaning of the ice, and the howling of the wind, were for a. short
time maddening. After a time we became accustomed to this and sank our anxiety and some fear (though we
hesitated to own it) in a lively game of whist.
This proved to be the coldest night thus far—29°C. (-20.2° F.). I had resolved to rise at seven o’clock, but
owing to the lethargy due to the long darkness and the profound sleep, I did not find myself out of my berth until
eleven. When I arise at this time I omit the formality of a breakfast, and of this my stomach does not complain.
Four months ago, during the antarctic summer, to omit breakfast would have been to reject one of the delights of
polar life, but now in this melancholy darkness it is like being relieved of weighty duty.
*
June 3—The men forward are kept busy with the usual work of the ship, cleaning, restowing, repairing sails,
ropes, and woodwork, etc. One man is constantly occupied in keeping the fires going. Another man keeps up the
supply of snow, which is melted for water. The work of sounding, taking deep sea temperatures, and fishing,
keeps many busy. For much of the time it is also necessary to employ several men to keep the vessel well banked
with snow, and the observatories need a similar attention. Thus the sailors are evenly occupied in easy work which
keeps them from feeling the melancholy of our isolation from the world, and also helps them to forget the
prolonged darkness of this dayless night.
Our floe has again grown to encouraging dimensions. From the mere fragment, which remained after the last
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severe disturbance, it has gradually taken unto itself pan after pan, until now we can no longer see its end. On the
sky we observe mouse-coloured bands at noon, which tell us that there are a few fissures where a heavy mist rises
from the open water. This is the usual water-sky in miniature. From the shape of these dark streaks we know the
size and outline of the open water under it. The bergs change position a little, new ones occasionally crowd over
our horizon and remain visible a short time, then return to their old positions; old ones turn about somewhat, thus
presenting a new face to us. Some are raised by a mirage, and all are buried under the gloomy veil of blackness
which is so rapidly spreading over the once white splendour.
We have had much snow within a fortnight, which by the aid of the varying winds has drifted over the icy
hummocks and ridges, raised by pressure, and made for us a substitute for Mother Earth once more. On ski and
snowshoes we can again travel about for miles on the newly-assembled old floe. But the position marking the old
leads and lakes is still difficult for pleasurable journeys. These places resemble in their contour a birds-eye view
of a large city. To cross them is as if we tried to cross a city over the roofs of the houses.
Still, it is possible to travel in this wilderness of ice if one is fortunate enough to have polar patience, and a
body which can be tossed about like a football. Our floe, with all its roughness, with all its faults, is nevertheless a
providential protection to the good little Belgica and a godsend to its occupants.
We are all eating appreciably less now than during the bright season—and either there is a constant inclination
to sleep or persistent insomnia. We eat an amount of fat, however, that would surprise most people; fat pork, fatty
meats, the pure oil of bacon, and tremendous quantities of oleomargarine, are consumed with apparent relish. This
is to me particularly surprising because during three arctic voyages I never noticed any particular craving for fat;
but this I ascribe to the fact that we always ate liberally of fresh meats north, and these we have not here. We eat a
little penguin with a show of pleasure, but most of us are quite tired of its marine flavour and fish-oil smoothness.
If we had sufficient ham it would afford immense gastric delight.
There is much indigestion now—fermentation, gastric inertia, intestinal and gastric pain, imperfect hepatic
action, and a general suppression of all the digestive secretions. The heart is unsteady, easily disturbed, and mitral
murmurs, which I have not heard before, are audible. Temperatures, almost without exception, are subnormal. The
breathing is often difficult, the blood retreats from the skin, but the larger veins are abnormally full. Piles,
hemorrhoids, headache, neuralgia, rheumatism, are the systemic complaints; but while we all have our little
disorders, no one is really disabled.
The weather is unendurable, the temperature is -30ºC. and an easterly gale is burying us in a huge drift of
snow. With a high wind, an air thick with flying snow, and a temperature such as we have had for the past three
days, ranging from -28º to -30º, it is utterly impossible to exist outside in the open blast. In calm weather such a
temperature causes delight, but in a storm it gives rise to despair. I think it is Conan Doyle who says,
“What companion is there like the great, restless, throbbing polar sea? What human mood is there which it
does not match and sympatnise with?”
I shoud like Mr. Doyle to spend one month with us on this great, restless, throbbing sea, under this dense,
restless, throbbing blackness of the antarctic night. I am sure he would find conditions to drive his pen, but where
is the companionship of a sea which with every heave brings a block of ice against your berth making your only
hope of life, the bark, tremble from end to end. Where is the human being who will find sympathy in the howling
winds under the polar night?
For several days our beloved companion Danco has been failing. From nearly the very first day of his sickness
I saw that, coming upon him as it had done in the dusk, it must prove fatal during the long antarctic night. To pass
through a polar night, with its prolonged and awful cold, and remain well is a very difficult matter even for a man
with sound organs. One who has not these, and pefect health, always fares badly in these sunless and lifeless polar
days.
Danco has had, unconsciously, for years a serious heart defect. For a time the heart walls increased in strength
and thus a safe equilibrium was established; but to keep an even or compensatory balance, mild exercise was
necessary in the open air with an abundance of sunlight. The sun has now been entirely absent for more than a
fortnight, and for forty days its light has been of no physiological service. The atmosphere has been so constantly
filled with snow and ice-crystals that, at best, the sun shone with less brilliancy than the moon, and that only for a
few moments at midday.
During all of this time Danco has not felt well; his manly courage, however, is such that he will not complain.
But as the darkness becomes blacker, and the frigid night advances he has been compelled to surrender himself a
candidate to the sick list.
*
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June 4—The ice is again breaking and the pressure of the floes, as they ride over each other, makes a noise
converting the otherwise dark quietude into a howling scene of groans. It is again snowing and the wind keeps
veering from the northwest to northeast.
Whenever we have advanced on our mysterious drift with the restless pack, either far east or far south, or both,
we are arrested in our progress and the temperature falls. In the east there is also great pressure, and it is only in
the far east or south that we get easterly or southerly winds. These winds have the character of land breezes—
extremely dry, with a low temperrature—followed by delightful, clear weather. From these facts we must
conclude that the east and south are lined with land of large proportions or islands united by ice. An easy wind
south or west drives us quickly; indeed, at times we drift northward without wind. The bergs now seem to press
north and east.
*
June 5—Today we have to record the earkest page in our log—the death of our beloved comrade, Danco. It has
not been unexpected, for we have known that he could not recover, but the awful blank left by his demise is
keenly felt, and the sudden gloom of despair, thus thrown over the enire party, is impossible of description. Poor
fellow! In the past forty-eight hours he had been steadily improving, and, although we were not encouraged by
this, he felt so much better that he was cheerful and altogether more like his former self; but it was the calm
before the storm. Without any premonition of his coming death Danco passed away easily tonight; his last words
to me were,
“I can breathe lighter and will soon get strength.”
A companion with noble traits has left us. The event is too sad to note in detail. His life has steadily and
persistingly sunk with the northerly setting of the sun. In ordinary health, his circulation was so nicely balanced
that it needed but the unbalancing element of the prolonged darkness to disturb the equilibrium, and send him to a
premature grave.
*
June 7—We have made a bag of sail-cloth, and into it the remains of Danco have been sewn. This morning we
searched the crevasses for an opening which might serve as a grave. We found no place sufficiently open, but with
axes and chisels we cut an aperture through the young ice in a recent lead, about one hundred yards from the bark.
Owing to the depressing effect upon the party, we found it necessary to place the body outside on the ice upon a
sledge the day after the death. At a few minutes before noon todeay the commandant, followed by the officers and
scientific staff, came to this sledge. The crew, dressed in an outer suit of duck, then marched out and, taking the
drag rope, they proceeded over the rough drifts southerly to the lead.
The day was bitterly cold, with a wind coming out of the southwest. Much snow in fine crystals was driven
through the air, and it pierced the skin like needles. The surface of the ice was gray, but the sky had here and there
a touch of brightness. In the norht there was a feeble metallic glow, and directly overhead there were a few stratus
of rose-coloured clouds. The moon, fiery, with a ragged edge, hung low on the southern sky. There was light
enough to read ordinary print, but it was a weird light.
Danco was a favourite among the sailors, and his departure was as keenly felt in the forecastle as among us.
The men expressed this in the funeral procession. Slowly but stadily they marched over the rough surface of the
ice with an air of inexpressible sadness. The sledge was brought to the freezing water. Here the commandant made
a few fitting remarks, and then two heavy weights were attached to the feet, and the body was entrusted to the
frosted bosom of the antarctic ocean.
*
June 8—The melancholy death, and the incidents of the melancholy burial of Danco, have brought over us a
spell of despondency which we seem unable to conquer. I fear that this feeling will remain with us for some time,
and we can ill afford it. Though there are none among us sick at this time, we may at any moment have small
complaints which will become serious under this death-dealing spell of despair. We are constantly picturing to
ourselves the form of our late companion floating about in a standing position with the weights to his feet under
the frozen surface and perhaps under the Belgica.
*
June 10—The temperature remains low. Yesterday it fell to -32ºC. (-25.6ºF.), and it seems to linger about the
twenties. The weather is more and more settled and steady, as the night advances and the cold increases. The wind
is moderate, and it intermits with calm periods, but the barometer is very high. There is little movement in the ice;
all the crevasses and leads are closed by new ice, and the Belgica’s berth is now positively secure for a long time
to come. The small floes, into which the ice was broken ten days ago, have been pushed over and under each other
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in such a manner, that the bark has been raised out of the water with an uncomfortable list.
We have seen no life for a long time, but there is no open water near. We are inclined to believe that when there
is a space of open sea there will be found some life, even at this time.
It is the doctor’s birthday. We have had a special feast with champagne. Many efforts were made to lighten the
spirits of the men, but our efforts were only of temporary duration.
The captain has made the greatest endeavour to break the spell of “shivers” which hung over us. He fixed up in
his full-dress suit, and induced the doctor to do the same. In this costume we came to the dining table, and took
the cabin by surprise. After a half-hearted meal, a full-hearted exchange of greetings followed a certificate of
honour, presented by Captain Lecointe:
Doctor Cook:
I make fast the occasion of your anniversary in order to exprime all the sympathy you suggest to
me.
In proof of that frendship, and because of that great day, I take the engagement to repair one pair
of your knit stockings.
Dixi,
G. Lecointe.
Antarctic Ocean, S. Y. Belgica, June 10, 1898.

The amusement, however, was expensive to us, for we shivered and felt most uncomfortable. We had not
worn stiff collars nor boiled shirts in seven months; nor had we the custom of arranging neckties and holding our
heads and bodies steady enough for the tight fit of our suits. Lecointe made a nautical observation in the suit with
an ordinary winter overcoat. The temperature was about -20°C. The stars used for the observation were Jupiter
and Canis Majoris, and the position as fixed was latitude 71°20'7", longitude 87°17'50". Lecointe declared that he
would never try the experiment again.He came to the cabin shivering with a chill, which did not entirely pass off
for some minutes.
*
June 12—The barometer still continues very high, but we are momentarily expectIng a reaction. Already the
temperature has fallen from -25° to -2°C., and it promises to fall still more. The west is black, and out of its gloom
comes a half-gale with wet snow. The Belgica, feeling the effect of the sudden change in the temperature, is alive
with weird noises. The masts, the spars, the ropes, and every projecting object have long been covered by a thick
encasement of accumulating hoar-frost. Heavy pieces of this ice-plating are loosened by the warm draught of the
winds and they fall to the decks below with thunderous bolts. The bark changes its position in its bed of ice
somewhat like its occupants in their bunks, and this is followed by a long series of jars and groans. Altogether, the
noise outside and in is maddening. We hope for a speedy return of cold weather to our favourite temperature
somewhat below -20°C.
*
June 16—No wind; a few cirrus and stratus clouds; the stars at zenith are visible at noon. The Southern Cross
over the mizzenmast is arrayed in all its glory. The sun has only five minutes more to recede before it reaches the
equinox, and then it will come back slowly and perceptibly, with its life-giving rays. We are drifting eastward, but
there is no sign of movement in the ice—no cracks, no leads, no lakes.
*
June 17—We are still drifting eastward, slowly but steadily, which fact suggests several questions: Is there
land to the eastward or southward? If so, what is its character? If not, why are the easterly and southerly winds
cold and dry, and why are we checked in our drift, after passing far eastward or southward? There are but two
explanations. First, it is possible that we are far off a continuous coast line, or nearly so, in which case the ice near
the land, with a westerly wind, would be forced toward the point of least resistance, which would generally be
north. This would explain what we have often noticed, a northerly drift with a westerly wind. But even with our
checked progress we seem to move eastward too quickly for such a condition of things.
The next probability seems to explain better our actual experience: the second explanation is, that the easterly
drift of the ice is only checked by a few widely separated islands through which the pack is forced into the
Weddell sea by the prevailing wind. When the sun returns, and the ice loosens its grasp on our bark, we hope to
clear up this mystery.
We are having considerable trouble in keeping our stoves burning. With the use of soft coal it is necessary to
disturb the fire often, which makes the air unendurable because of the escape of poisonous gases, while it also fills
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the room with smoke and soot and ashes. The moisture which leaves the room through the stove draughts is
condensed in the pipes and mixed with soot; the whole mass freezes, which occludes the opening of the pipe. To
remove this obstruction it is necessary to take out the pipes once weekly and clean them, an operation of no little
consequence in polar regions.
This is the second expedition with which I have been connected where we have had the same trouble. It would
be entirely overcome by the use of anthracite coal for the winter fires, instead of the bituminous, with its
unnecessary filth.
Mr. Peary has tried to overcome this by a substition of oil stoves, but such a procedure, in my judgment, is not
only accompanied by a polluted atmosphere causing headaches, insomnia, and difficulty of respiration, but it is
quite dangerous to life. A coal fire removes from a room most of its poisonous gases and keeps up a free
circulation of air, but an oil stove does just the reverse. An oil or a gas stove continues air in a somewhat similar
manner to man. It burns oxygen and gives off carbon dioxide and other gases. An ordinary oil stove will consume
as much oxygen as fifteen men, and it does not replace the polluted air, as does a coal or wood fire.
There is another point, which has been too little regarded in polar ventures. During the long months of winter
darkness, the life-giving rays of the sun are withdrawn, leaving the summer whiteness of the earth in cold and
despondent blackness. Bright artificial lights relieve this to some extent, but all the animal organism is in a
condition similar to that of a planet deprived of the direct sunli'ght. The skin is pale, the muscles are weak, and the
organs refuse to perform their functions with usual vigour.
This effect is most noticeable in the action of the heart which, during the long night, is deprived of its
regulating force; now quick, now slow; then strong, again feeble, but never normal. The best substitute for this
absence of the sun is the direct rays of heat from an open fire. From an ordinary coal or wood fire the effect is
wonderful. I have stripped and placed men, before the direct rays of heat, whose pulse was almost imperceptible,
and in the course of less than an hour had a heart action nearly normal. From an oil stove it is quite impossible to
get this effect, hence its use in polar regions should be confined to camp life.
The selection of proper means for obtaining artificial light is quite as important as that of heat. Electric light is
ideal, but the means for obtaining electricity are not easily transported. Candles are said to be the safest and best
for general use; but the illumination of a single candle is so feeble that each man must have one or more in
general use. From this it results that candles are posted in all parts of the rooms—in the bunks and other nooks
where a conflagration might easily originate. Hence the danger of a fire by candles is quite as great as that of
petroleum lamps, while the light is far inferior to it.
A good petroleum lamp is undoubtedly the most practical. But even a petroleum lamp has its drawbacks in
polar regions. On the Belgica we had several, and about fifty pass chimneys, all of which were broken during the
past few weeks of the antarctic night. We were then bound to utilise the ingenuity of the mechanics on board to
make substitutes. The geologist, who is a chemist by profession, made the first trial with glass tubes; this was
better than nothing, but the assistant engineer next took the matter in hand, and after a time became quite a lamp
specialist. He altered the construction of the lamp and of the burner; made chimneys of glass jelly jars, removing
the bottom and placing over all a zinc funnel. On the whole it was a very happy contrivance, and while it was not
quite perfect it served the purpose for which it was intended, during the balance of the black night.
*
June 19—A midwinter and a midnight thaw, with the ice breaking and pressing upon the vessel, is the most
dreadful thing which could happen to us now. But it is just this most despairing condition of ice and weather
which is threatening us in these darkest days of the midnight. The temperature and the wind for three days have
suddenly risen. It is now blowing a gale from the west. The temperature is -2°; the ice is breaking and separating,
leaving wide endless leads running northward and southward.
Between the gloomy clouds northward there is a faint suggestion of brightness, but this only seems to increase
our longing for light. It is dark! dark! Dark at noon, dark at midnight, dark every hour of the day. And thus we jog
along day after day, through the unbroken sameness. There is plenty of work close at hand. The weather should be
carefully studied; the sky and the frozen sea contain problems for solution. We are in a world unknown, but just at
present we care little about our novel position or our future rewards.
The darkness grows daily a little deeper, and the night soaks hourly a little more colour from our blood. Our
gait is now careless, the step non-elastic, the foothold uncertain. The hair grows quickly, like plants in a hohouse,
but there is a great change in the colour. Most of us in the cabin have grown decidedly gray within two months,
though few are over thirty. Our faces are drawn, and there, is an absence of jest and cheer and hope in our makup
which, in itself is one of the saddest incidents in our existence.
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There is no one willing to openly confess the force of the night upon himself but the novelty of life has been
worn out and the cold, dark outside world is incapable of introducing anything new. The moonlight comes and
goes alike, during the hours of midday as at midnight. The stars glisten over the gloomy snows.
We miss the usual poetry and adventure of home winter nights. We miss the flushed maidens, the jingling
bells, the spirited horses, the inns, the crackling blaze of the country fire. We miss much of life which makes it
worth the trouble of existence.
At noon some of us went on a ski journey, and about a mile southeast of the ship we were stopped by a wide
lead of inky water, extending north and south as far as the sight could reach. The darkness was such that we cared
not approach closely to the open sea. We were anxious to search the fringe of ice bordering on the gloomy water
for animal life, and discussed the possibilities for some time, but the thickening veil of darkness drew over us
tighter and tighter as we waited.
Looking toward the Belgica we saw that she was already nearly obscured by the sooty blackness, which was
falling from the noonday heavens. Looking over the silent and endless sea of ice, however, the aspect was not one
of night. A subdued glow seemed to rise from the white snows and illuminate the lower stratas of air; but this was
only apparent. Nearly all irregularities were obscured or distorted. Huge hummocks, ten to twenty feet high, were
not observed until we stumbled against them. Small elevations, with sharp angles, sometimes produced a mirage
like that of an iceberg at a great distance. We would glide along leisurely on ski and suddenly find that we had
crossed this huge obstacle—in reality only a few inches in height.
For the past month we have not felt like writing. Our humour and our ambition are not such as to make us
transfer ideas to paper easily. If I could write poetry I should like to select the topics of conversation as subjects
for gloomy moods—for we certainly painted the skies darker, and made the snow blacker, than they ever appeared
in reality. We made a feeble attempt to lift the gloomy seal, now and then, by a superficial humour—a so of frothy
effervescence of the soul, but the efforts were as feeble as our anaemic muscular fibres. The long polar night lies
heavily upon us. Our health has suffered considerably.
We have not been so fortunate as Nansen’s party, if we may accept Nansen’s account of the health of his crew
at the dawn of the arctic day. With a few boastful remarks he passes over the physical effects of the arctic night,
and concludes to his own elation that they felt none of the usual complaints; but since it is reported that one of the
best men has returned mentally deranged, of which Nansen leaves us in ignorance, we may infer that other
matters have also slipped his memory.
It is not possible for an expedition, with twelve men, to live three years in the arctic or any other region
without some bodily ailments. These are as certain as human sins, and quite as interesting, but we look for them in
vain in Nansen’s narrative. Perhaps Dr. Blessing or some other member of the expedition will give us a more
serious account.
In my experience with polar expeditions, and from every reliable record which I have been able to find where
the observations have been given by honest and competent observers, there is a general agreement in the
description of the physical effects of the polar night. Anemia, or a condition allied to it, in one form or another and
under various descriptions is always found if sought by an experienced eye. This malady we have had in by far
the severest form which I have noticed in any arctic experiences, and more severe than is recorded in the literature
of polar exploration. We have lost one officer, and a second barely escaped death. The marines are all afflicted;
the condition is truly alarming. At present I have the captain in the “baking treatment.” He is pale and yellowish,
with a feeble, almost imperceptible, pulse of from 100-140—his recovery, while hopeful, is uncertain.
*
June 22—It is midnight and midwinter. Thirty-five long, dayless nights have passed. An equal number of
dreary, cheerless days must elapse before we again see the glowing orb, the star of day. The sun has reached its
greatest northern declination. We have thus passed the antarctic midnight. The winter solstice is to us the meridian
day, the zenith of the night as much so as twelve o’clock is the meridian hour to those who dwell in the more
favoured lands, in the temperate and tropical zones, where there is a regular day and night three hundred and
sixty-five times in the yearly cycle.
Yesterday was the darkest day of the night; a more dismal sky and a more depressing scene could not be
imagined, but today the outlook is a little brighter. The sky is lined with a few touches of orange, the frozen sea of
black snow is made more cheerful by the highlights, with a sort of dull phospherescent glimmer of the projecting
peaks of ice. The temperature has suddenly fallen to -27.5ºC. at noon, and the wind is coming out of the south
with an easy force which has sent all the floating humidity of the past few days down, leaving an air clear and
sharp.
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There will be an eclipse of one of the satellites of Jupiter this afternoon, and from an observation of this
phenomenon the industrious captain expects to regulate our chronometers. He hopes also to get a good
observation to fix our posItion, for we are somewhat anxious to know just where we are in this unknown world
during the important days of the midnight.
*
June 24—For the past three days we have had steady cold weather with a temperature from -15° to -28°C. (18.4°F.), and every night we have also had a brilliant aurora in the usual position, at about the usual hour.
Auroras have been conspicuously absent from our skies for nearly two months. There was a feeble display on
May twenty-ninth, and possibly a few faint exhibits have evaded our notice, but since the end of Apri1 there has
been no auroral phenomenon which has attracted general interest. With this clear weather there is a noticeable
brightness at noon. Today the northern sky has a tinge of orange-red, limited by a band of green with a bit of the
moon over it. Overhead we can see the Cross and other stars of the same magnitude. Our position, as calculated
yesterday, is now far east, latitude 70°47'45", longitude 83°43'45".
A sounding at this point would be interesting. For this purpose we have tried to cut a new hole through the ice.
The old opening was closed by the disturbance and pressure of a fortnight ago, and since we have not been able to
make another, but today we are desperately at work, chopping and cutting ice for a fishing and sounding hole.
Having found that the canvas suits are entirely inadequate to retain the bodily heat, we are also trying to devise
some more effective clothing. .
*
June 26—It is Sunday; the weather is warm, wet, and too stormy to permit our usual Sabbath excursions. We
are playing cards and grinding the music-boxes, and trying in various ways to throw off the increasing gloom of
the night; but something has happened which has added another cloud to the hell of blackness which enshrouds
us.
One of the sailors brought with him from Europe a beautiful young kitten. This kitten has been named Nansen,
and it has steadily grown into our affections. Nansen was at home alike in the forecastle and in the cabin, but with
characteristic good sense he did not venture out on exploring trips. A temperature thirty degrees below zero was
not to his liking; the quarters about the stove and the bed of a favourite sailor were his choice.
Since the commencement of the long darkness he has been ill at ease, but previously he was happy and
contented, and glad to be petted and loved by everybody. The long night, however, brought out all the bad
qualities of his ancestors. For nearly a month he has been in a kind of stupour, eating very little and sleeping
much. If we tried to arouse him he displayed considerable anger. We have brought in a penguin occasionally to try
to infuse new ambitions and a new friendship in the cat, but both the penguin and the cat were contented to take to
opposite corners of the room.
Altogether Nansen seemed thoroughly disgusted with his surroundings and his associates, and lately he has
sought exclusion in unfrequented corners. His temperament has changed from the good and lively creature to one
of growling discontent. His mind has wandered and from his changed spiritual attitude we believe that his soul
has wandered too. A day or two ago his life departed, we presume for more congenial regions.
We are glad that his torture is ended, but we miss Nansen very much. He has been the attribute to our good
fortune to the present, the only speck of sentimental life within reach. We have showered upon him our affections,
but the long darkness has made him turn against us. In the future we shall be without a mascot and what will be
our fate?
*
June 29—Since my last writing there has been nothing to mark time or disturb the gloom of the long black
monotony. The temperature has been high, with its usual accompaniment of stormy discomfort. Yesterday and the
day before the thermometer rose to zero and everybody accordingly rose to, a spirit of discontent. Such
disaffections are always heaped upon the meteorologist who is blamed for all the freaks of the weather, but he
receives no credit for the blessings of the steady cold weather which we like.
*
July 4—It is the day of the Declaration of Independence of the United States. With characteristic Belgian
thoughtfulness the Commandant has ordered a special feast and has sent up the Stars and Stripes to float over the
Belgica to be waved by the virgin antarctic breezes. America and American affairs are the topics around which our
ideas revolve today. It is curious to watch our thoughts wheel around the incidents of current events. The beauty
contest in April was succeeded by heated discussions and sentimental philosophy for several weeks. This was
followed by the serious sentiments caused by the last sight of the sun and the death of Danco. Then followed a lot
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of light talk about Nansen, the cat, and his future. Has he a soul and is there a Heaven for him? Today we are
building up a United States of Europe, and are dreaming of annexing Canada and all of South America into one
grand Union of States.
There is a strong, steady, westerly wind charged with great quantities of drift snow. The ice is separating,
leaving wide, endless, ice-free leads running north and south. In these we have seen a few finback whales,
spouting, and sporting, and courting, in the midday twilight. The increasing light at noon is now very evident.
From 10 A.M. to 2 P.M. on bright days it is clear enough to make ski runs over the pack, without tumbling over
the many hummocks which a week ago were invisible.
Though the curtain of night is lifting, the men, when carefully examined, show an alarming physical condition.
Almost everybody when questioned vows that he feels well, complaining only of a lack of ambition, but the
actual condition is otherwise. We are pale and green about the facial folds. A slight exercise makes us gasp for
breath, and the heart runs at an alarming speed.
We now make it a rule to take an hour’s walk outside in a path about the bark, and during these walks the men
easily freeze parts of the face, the fingers and toes, without knowing it. The reason for this is the blunted condition
of our senses and the enfeebled circulation, with imperfect blood.
*
July 8—The temperature is again falling; today it is -30°C. (-22°F.) All of the leads and open spaces of water
of a few days ago are covered with ice thick enough to travel over without fear of breaking through. In this new
ice there are small holes about two inches in diameter. Along the edge of these holes is a ring of silvery hoar-frost,
and out of it there comes a jet of vapour every few minutes. These are the blowholes of seals, and the puff of
vapour is the expired air of the animals as they breathe. We have been anxious to see these seals, for we have seen
none since sunset, more than fifty days ago. They must have come southward from the outer edges of the pack,
through the open leads a few days ago.
In travelling over the new ice we found a place tonight where the new ice had been broken, and out of it came
one seal after another, until about twenty had mounted to the surface of the old ice. They all marched towards us,
and when within fifteen feet they stopped, sniffed the air, grunted, showed their teeth, and then sought for a
comfortable place to sleep. Evidently our odour was not to their liking, for they ignored our presence until we
attacked them a half hour later. We killed three, and surrounded two with the intention of driving them to the
Belgica. After a long chase over a tortuous path we brought the animals to the side of the bark, and there
examined them scientifically and gastronomically at our leisure.
*
June 10—It is a bright, calm day, with a gentle air from the south and a temperature of -30°C. The men are
scattered over the pack in little clicks. The Norwegians are quite separated from the Belgians, and all are on ski.
Some are aiming for a favourite nook where there is a prospect of finding seals or penguins; others are striking
out for a hummock eastward, which offers a splendid slope for ski exercises.
We of the cabin have formed a small party to make the first long journey. There is an iceberg about two miles
westward which had been the favourite spot for ski sport in the early winter, and we are anxious to see what effect
the winter has wrought upon this berg.
We had no serious difficulty in reaching the berg; the ice was much crevassed, and about the leads were great
lines of hummocks which made ski travelling a task; but we were unencumbered and had become somewhat
accustomed to rough roads. We started shortly after one o’clock. It took us an hour to reach our destination, and
we spent about forty minutes on the berg and about it, but then, noticing that the light was quickly departing, we
hurried home.
The winter effect upon the berg had been considerable. The pack-ice about it had been much broken and raised
in numerous hummocks by pressure. To the westward side a great quantity of ice had been forced upon the berg to
a height of twenty feet, indicating what we had expected, that the prevailing pressure during the night had been
from the west. The old crevasses were mostly closed, and the sharp, projecting spires were coated with great
quantities of coarse hoar-frost. There was no evidence about the berg to warrant a belief in an upbuilding of bergs
during the winter. On the contrary the signs were indicative of their having been considerably reduced in bulk.
On our way back we secured one king penguin, the first during the night, and it will be a pleasant addition to
our larder.
*
July 12—The light is daily increasing at midday, which should be a potent encouragement, but we are failing
in fortitude and in physical force. From day to day we all complain of a general enfeeblement of strength, of
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insufficient heart action, of a mental lethargy, and of a universal feeling of discomfort.
There has, however, been one exception; one among us who has not fallen into the habit of being a chronic
complainer.
This is Captain Lecointe. The captain has had to do the most trying work, that of making the nautical
observations, which often keeps him handling delicate instruments outside, and in trying positions in the open
blast for an hour at a time. He has come in with frosted fingers, frozen ears, and stiffened feet, but with
characteristic good humour he has passed these discomforts off. His heart action has steadily remained full and
regular. The only other man in the party of equal strength is the cook, Michotte.
But today I have to record the saddening news that Lecointe is suddenly failing. Not that he has complained of
any ill-feeling, for he still maintains that he feels well; but in the usual daily examination, I notice that his pulse is
intermitting, the first sign of coming debility. He is assuming a deathly pallor, does not eat, and finds it difficult to
either sleep or breathe. There is a puffiness under the eyes, his ankles are swollen, and the entire skin has a dry,
glossy appearance. The symptoms are all similar to those of Danco in his last stages; but Lecointe has a steady
heart and sound organs, which augur in his favour.
*
July 14—Lecointe has given up all hope of ever recovering, and has made out his last instructions. His case
seems almost hopeless to me. The unfavourable prognosis has sent another wave of despair over the entire party.
Almost everybody is alarmed and coming to me for medical treatment, for real or imaginary troubles. The
complaints differ considerably, but the underlying cause is the same in all.
We are developing a form of anemia peculiar to the polar regions. An anemia which I had noticed before
among the members of the first Peary Arctic Expedition, but our conditions are much more serious. To overcome
this trouble I have devised a plan of action, which the sailors call the “baking treatment.”
Medicament, I find, is of little service. A temporary relief is sometimes effected by well-directed drugs, but the
lasting effects are disappointing. Iron and arsenic, and many of the ordinary tonics effective in home anemias, are
entirely inert. After considerable experiment, I have abandoned drugs as an important, aid.
Fresh food, artificial heat, a buoyant humour, judicious clothing, and the least possible humidity are the
conditions which suggest a rational treatment. I should like to take up this subject in detail and give my reasons
for this plan of treatment, but the discussions would take us into a long and technical consideration, which I fear
would be of interest only to medical men. The plan of treatment in brief is as follows:
As soon as the pulse becomes irregular and rises to one hundred beats per minute, with a puffiness of the eyes
and swollen ankles, the man is stripped and placed close to a fire for one hour each day. I prohibit all food except
milk, cranberry sauce, and fresh meat, either penguin or seal steaks fried in oleomargarine. The patient is not
allowed to do anything which will seriously tax the heart. His bedding is dried daily, and his clothing is carefully
adjusted to the needs of his occupation. Laxatives are generally necessary, and vegetable bitters, with mineral
acids, are a decided help.
Strychnine is the only remedy which has given me any service in regulating the heart, and this I have used as a.
routine. But surely one of the most important things was to raise the patient’s hopes and instil a spirit of good
humour. When at all seriously afflicted, the men felt that they would surely die, and to combat this spirit of abject
hopelessness was my most difficult task. My comrades, however, were excellent aids, for as soon as one of our
number was down, everybody made it his business to create an air of good, cheer about him.
The first upon whom I tried this system of treatment systematically was Lecointe. I had urged part of it upon
Danco, but he could not eat the penguin, and when I told him he must, he said he would rather die. When Lecointe
came under treatment I told him that if he would follow the. treatment carefully I thought he would be out of bed
in a week. I did not have this faith in the treatment at that time, but I had confidence in the soundness of
Lecointe’s organs and I wished to boom up the man. Lecointe replied by saying,
“I will sit on the stove for a month and eat penguins for the rest of my polar life if that will do me good.” (He
did sit beside the stove two hours daily for a month, and he ate, by his own choosing, penguin steaks for the
balance of his stay in the polar circle. In a week he was about, and in a fortnight he again made his observations,
and for the rest of his polar existence he was again one of the strongest men on the Belgica).
For a number of days the temperature has remained below -30°C. Yesterday and today it has ranged from -34°
to -37°C., with a strong southerly and westerly wind. With such temperatures and a strong wind it is impossible to
exist outside. One freezes the extremities so quickly that it is positively dangerous to be out; but in still weather
there is no temperature too low to prevent outdoor work.
Today the ice is separating, leaving leads running eastward and westward, but for a week past the entire
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horizon has been one solid, unbroken mass. There is no life visible, but we have seen tracks of both the royal and
the small penguins.
*
July 15—The weather continues cold, but clear and calm, the only three qualities which make the antarctic
climate endurable during the night. There is now much light. One can read ordinary print at 9 A.M., and at noon
the north is flushed with a glory of green and orange and yellow. We are still very feeble. An exercise of one hour
sends the pulse up to 130, but we have all learned to like and crave penguin meat. To sleep is our most difficult
task, and to avoid work is the mission of everybody. Arctowski says, “We are in a mad-house,” and our humour
points that way.
*
July 17—If we had not fresh meat to eat and an abundance of fuel to give heat, I am sure we would have an
alarming mortality in less than a month. Several lives have certainly been saved by eating penguins, and we shall
always owe them a debt of gratitude.
And now the sun though invisible is rising higher and higher under the horizon, giving us a long dawn from
nine until three o’clock. Everybody is advancing in cheerfulness with the rising sun, but physically we are in a
deplorable condition. Alcohol, even in small quantities, has now a deleterious effect upon us. We have been
accustomed to take light wines at meals, but the wine has a bad effect upon the heart and kidney functions, so
much so that we have stopped its use altogether.
*
July 19—The health of the sailors is at its minimum. All are anemic, but their general appearance is as good as
at any previous time. They look strong and rugged, and have not lost weight; but their complexion is somewhat
pale and yellowish. When they work outside for an hour the pulse runs up to from 120 to 150. In the cabin we are
improving, but the Commandant, Arctowski, and Amundsen are making a slow recovery.
On our excursions we now see many seal and penguin tracks, and the northern sky gives every promise of soon
sending forth the sun. The shades of dawn are first green, then orange-red, followed by a bright yellow, so bright
that one almost imagines a sight of the upper rim of the sun. The ice for days has been intensely purple. We have
had a few feeble auroras during the past two nights, beginning at about three o’clock and lasting for only a short
time. The sky is losing its bright, cheerful and restful blueness, which it has exhibited during the past fortnight of
cold and comparative calm. A thin veil of gray is gathering over us, which presages another spell of warm, stormy,
and dirty weather. The barometer is very high, the temperature is falling, and tonight there is a wind from the
north. All of this, as usual, is an introduction to a wind from a warmer and more humid region—the north and
west.
*
July 21—Yesterday the temperature was but one degree below zero, and for two days the weather has been
warm and stormy. Today it is again -24ºC. A beautiful, clear and cloudless day—with a cheerfuf glow of reflected
splendour radiating over the northern horizon. At eight o’clock the sky above the sun was a joyous golden; at
noon it was crimson. We have not had an observation in twelve days, and are thus unable to determine our exact
position; hence it will be impossible to calculate with precision the day of the rising of the sun, after its long and
wandering debauch.
We saw two white petrels, the first except one which we saw two weeks ago, since the first days of the night.
There are no open leads or bands of water-sky.
Three days have been declared as official holidays. It is the time for the Belgian national feasts, and we are
making, during this period, hard efforts to boom up the failing spirits of the men. Special foods have been
prepared. to please the palates; wines are sparingly served to infuse an air of good cheer, and we try to steer the
topics of conversation in such a manner that a new interest may be created, but it seems to me that all of our good
intentions in this direction are wasted. Arctowski and Dobrowolski are in a bad way. Knudsen, Johansen and
Melaerts are in the baking treatment, and altogether we are in a deplorable condition. If it now became necessary
to throw suddenly a difficult physical task upon the men there would be few able to endure it; if we were
compelled to make a prolonged march over the cheerless pack we should fail miserably. In the cabin we know this
helpless condition perfectly well, but we try to push it to the background and talk of the usual home sentiments of
the feast, the coming sun, and the brighter prospects of a coming summer campaign of exploration. The sailors,
always anxious for a holiday, though their work is never severe, are assembled in groups, some in the forecastle
playing cards, others scattered over the pack on snowshoes drinking in the glory of the coming day.
The night is clear and sharp, with a brightness in the sky and a blueness on the ice which we have not seen
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since the first few days after sunset. An aurora of unusual brightness is arched across the southern sky. The
transformation in its figure is rapid, and the wavy movement is strikingly noticeable. We are all out looking at the
aurora, some by way of curiosity, but others are seriously studying the phenomenon.
Arctowski, bundled in a wealth of Siberian furs, is walking up and down the deck, ascending to the bridge and
passing in and out of the laboratory, as if some great event were about to transpire. Racovitza, with a pencil in his
bare hand, in torn trousers, and without a coat or a hat, comes out every few minutes and, with a shiver, returns to
make serious sketches of the aurora and humorous drafts of the unfortunate workers in the “cold, ladyless south.”
These daily touches of humour by “Raco” are bitterly sarcastic but extremely amusing. Lecointe, lost in a Nansen
suit of furs, has been out on the pack in his observatory, which he calls the “Hotel,” and is particularly elated
because he has succeeded in getting an observation.
“Now,” says he, “we will know when this bloody sun will rise.”
Our position is latitude 70°36'19", longitude 86°34'19". We are drifting northward and eastward; this we hve
already learned by the naturalist’s dragnets, but it is comforting to know the exact rate of drift. If we continue to
drift northerly a little, if the temperature remains low enough to give a grreat refraction, and if the weather
remains clear, the captain promises us a peep of the sun for a few moments tomorrow.
This is the happiest bit of news which has come to us, and it sends a thrill of joy from the cabin to the
forecastle.
*
July 22—After so much physical, mental, and moral depression, and after having our anticipations raised to a
fever heat by the tempting increase of dawn at noon, it is needless to say that we are elated at the expectation of
actiial daylight once more. In these dreadful wastes of perennial ice and snow, man feels the force of the
superstitions of past ages, and becomes willingly a worshipper of the eternal luminary. I am certain that if our
preparations for greeting the returning sun were seen by other people, either civilised or savage, we would be
thought disciples of heliolatry.
Every man on board has long since chosen a favourite elevation from which to watch the coming sight. Some
are in the crow’s nest, others on the ropes and spars of the rigging; but these are the men who do little travelling.
The adventurous fellows are scattered over the pack lip on icebergs and high hummocks.
These positions were taken at about eleven o’clock. The northern sky at this time was nearly clear and clothed
with the usual haze. A bright lemon glow was just changing into an even glimmer of rose. At about half-past
eleven a few stratus clouds spread over the rose, and under these there was a play in colours, too complex for my
powers of description. The clouds were at first violet, but they quickly caught the train of colours which was
spread over the sky beyond. There were spaces of gold, orange, blue, green, and a hundred harmonious blends,
with an occasional strip like a band of polished silver to set the colours in bold relief.
Precisely at twelve o’clock a fiery cloud separated, disclosing a bit of the upper rim of the sun. All this time I
had been absorbed by the pyrotechnic-like display, but now I turned about to see my companions and the glory of
the new sea of ice, under the first light of the new day.
Looking towards the sun the fields of snow had a velvety aspect in pink. In the opposite direction the pack was
noticeably flushed with a soft lavender light. The whole scene changed in colour with every direction taken by the
eye, and everywhere the ice seemed veiled by a gauzy atmosphere in which the colour appeared to rest.
For several minutes my companoions did not speak. Indeed, we could not at that time have found words with
which to express the buoyant feeling of relie£ and the emotion of the new life which was sent coursing through
our arteries by the hammer-like beats of our enfeebled hearts.
Lecointe and Amundsen were standing on an iceberg close to me. They faced the light, and watched the
fragment of the sun slide under bergs, over hummocks, and along the even expanse of the frozen sea, with a
worshipful air. Their eyes beamed with delight, but under this delight there was noticeable the accumulated
suffering of seventy dayless nights. Their faces were drawn and thin, though the weight of their bodies was not
reduced. The skin had a sickly, jaundiced colour, green, and yellow, and muddy. Altogether, we accused each
other of appearing as if we had not been washed for months. The uncertainty of our exact latitude made it
impossible to estimate just how much of the sun’s disk would be visible. Our time, too, was uncertain, for our
pocket timepieces were not reliable, and we were far from the chronometers.
We watched and watched, expecting that the crest of fire would rise and give us an increased glow of light and
some heat, but it only slid teasingly on the verge of the sea. It seemed as though our world of ice was not yet
worthy of the blessings of the “sun-god”. A few minutes after twelve the light was extinguished, a smoky veil of
violet was drawn over the dim outline of the ice, and quickly the stars again twinkled in the gobelin-blue of the
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sky as they had done, without being outshone, for nearly seventeen hundred hours.
*
July 23—We have just finished breakfast, and at 8 A.M. are out on deck to welcome the promise of the coming
day. It is long since we have taken such interest in the cold outer world, but we are now anxious to free ourselves
from the darkness of the cabins and the tiresome sameness of the daily routine of life. The meteorologist is
reading the barometers and thermometers and recording the sky phenomena. The captain has just finished a
magnetic observation. The crew are taking their usual hourly exercise by a brisk walk in a path about the bark.
The officers are planning the day’s work for the men to perform tomorrow. The scientific cranks are all scattered
about the deck, shivering and noting matters of special interest to each.
I took a short ski run out over the hazy purple ice to get .away from the local drift of thought, and then ~:4
reclIned upon a hummock to study the scene. The temperature was - 25° C."tliere was almost no air stirring, and
aside from the life and muffled noise about the vessel, a death-like silence reigned over the entire scene. The
Belgica was distinctly visible in the brightening twilight; her body was buried' under the heavy weight of the
~ccumulated winter snows, but the masts, stood out in bold relief against a background of gold on the eastern,
sky. The masts and ropes and spars were heavily coated with hoar-frost, and they sparkled in the reflected
glimmer of the dawn, as if beset by millions of diamonds.
At a few minutes past eleven a wave of light spread over the vast expanse of the cold heavens, and then a
gleam of fire burst through a large purple cloud on the horizon northward. The lonely spread of lifeless ice
assumed a face of rose, and soon after, the entire northern sky was streaked with warm bands of carmine, but the
sun was still partly under the surface snows at noon, and its face was twisted and distorted in such a manner that
its globular form was not recognisable. Later in the afternoon we secured two royal penguins. During the night we
saw and studied an aurora of the usual type.
Tonight the days of feasting end, and the freedom from routine work for the men ceases. The music-boxes and
the accordion are forced to grind out music until late. We are playing cards and are having a joyous time generally
in response to the stimulation of the few moments of noonday splendour.
*
July 24—It is another beautifully clear day with a temperature of -34°C. What a blessing it is to have clear air
and a clear sky during these important days when the sun is edging over the ice beneath which it has reposed so
long. There is a bright blue twilight now at 7 A.M., and three hours later the light of dawn which shoots over the
horizon makes the scene bright and day-like. Perhaps we shall see the real sun without refraction today; but if our
latitude remains about the same as the last observation indicates we shall not have it over the horizon until
tomorrow. There are many mirages on the horizon, inverted icebergs, raised ridges of hummocks, and bits of
pack-ice, looking like mountains of some strange land.
We played a game of whist tonight with unusual vigour. We have played a few hours each evening regularly,
for several months, but up to the present we have all lost and won with about an equal measure of success; in the
last few days, however, the luck has changed. Last night Raco won one hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
Tonight I won two hundred and fifty thousand. We are now satisfied with our success and in the future we shall
decline all offers at whist.
*
July 25—For three days we have had a glimpse of the sun, but it has appeared a thing of unreality. Today we
have seen the normal face. The sun at noon sailed along the northern sky above the horizon, a distance nearly
equal to its own diameter. We thus have the actual sunrise, since heretofore we have only been able to see it when
aided by the high polar refraction by which the sun is apparently lifted above its actual position, a distance equal
to about three quarters its diameter.
What a peculiar effusion of sentiments the welcome face of the sun draws from our frozen fountains of life!
How that great golden ball of cold fire incites the spirit to expressions of joy and gratitude! How it sets the tongue
to pleasurable utterances, and the vocal chords to music! The sun is, indeed, the father of everything terrestrial.
We have suddenly found a tonic in the air, an inspiration in the scenic splendours of the sea of ice, and a
cheerfulness in each other’s companionship which make the death-dealing depression of the night a thing of the
past.
*
July 28—An officer came in today, smiling and as happy as a child with a new toy, saying, “I can feel the heat
of the sun,” and at once everybody looked up as if doubting his word. We went out, and we stood in awe and
amazement to drink in the first sensible sunbeams in nearly three months. To feel the gentle heat and to see the
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hopeful source which promised more, was a long-wished-for pleasure and one whose intoxicating influence
cannot be described. The men are journeying in pairs over winding paths on the pack; some drop here and there
upon a convenient slope to sun themselves like snakes in spring; others sniff the air and run from place to place
like bears.
*
July 31—We have now so far improved in general health as to long for an extended outing—a journey of
several days’ duration. This desire originates from an infusion of new life which revives our thoughts in response
to the returning sun. The point selected for our first expedition is the great tabular iceberg in the east-northeast.
All is hustle and bustle to prepare for this expedition.
During the last days of July the sky and the snow were flooded by a rich carmine light, which imparted a
delightful warmth and charm to the cold blues of the pack. Soon after sunrise, however, a smoky mist of frost
gathered over the icefields and smothered the new glory of the sun, absorbing most of the colour, all of the heat,
and leaving only a dull coppery-red misshapen ball. Many of us were now anxious to get away from the
monotone about the ship as quickly as the weather would permit.
We were tired of the “mad-house” promenade about the bark. The little mountains of tin cans, ashes, and other
debris, which decorated our immediate surroundings, were wearisome. The great drifts of snow, over which we
now marched from the deck, though picturesque, were painful to the eye because for many long weeks we had
dug paths through, and tunnels under, the same snow. We felt that if we could get away for a few days and pitch
our camp upon the bare bosom of the sea of ice near some iceberg, we might make some studies worthy of record,
and we would certainly come back loving the Belgica and our companions better. …
152.48 Excerpt from White Orchids\fn{by Grace Livingston Hill (1865-1947)} Wellsville, Allegany County, New York,
U.S.A. (F) 12
… Jeffrey Wainwright was writing a letter.
The room where he sat looked out on a sunlit sea, and the breeze that came in the window and wafted the
delicate curtains was laden with the mingled perfume of many flowers. On a tray at his hand a cooling drink
frostily invited him, and a great dish of tropical fruit stood on a table not far away.
Down below beyond the terraces of the hotel there were fountains playing and tall palm trees waved their
graceful fingers above tesselated walks and tiled pools. Off in the distance one could see the bathing beach
already dotted with eager bathers, some lying like porpoises well browned in the gleaming sand. Farther on were
the tennis courts where a couple of world-renowned champions were to play a match game that afternoon, and
farther inland some of the best of fairways awaited his attention. Cars shot here and there on the hard smooth
roads, gay voices called to one another, bright garments attracted the eye, birds sang unearthly sweet carols, slow
gulls floated lazily over a summer sea, hovered and floated again, little ships like toys lay in the harbor, or floated
afar on the blue—whether sea or sky who could say—and gay youth awaited and grew impatient, yet Jeffrey
Wainwright sat in his room writing a letter to Camilla, Camilla who was driving away on her typewriter at mad
speed trying to forget him and suffering as only a girl can suffer who sees all the things she wants one by one
drifting away from her.
A liveried servant with a silver tray tapped at the door and delivered a note and a telegram, and waited
deferentially for the young man to read them. He tore open the telegram, read the message:
Can't possibly get down there this month.
You'll have to carry on a little longer. Dad
Then he took up the note, glanced at its unintelligible scrawled summons. He knew it was a summons without
reading its particular form, and threw it carelessly down on the table.
“That’s all right, Tyler,” he said to the waiting servant. “No answer.”
“Excuse me, Mister Wainwright,” said the boy, “Miss Varrell said I was not to come down without an answer.”
“All right, Tyler,” he said with a frown, “then tell her I can’t come at present. Tell her not to wait for me. Tell
her to go on without me.” The servant left and Wainwright went back to his letter.
“Dear Camilla,” he wrote, and paused to look distantly at the sea and conjure up the vision of Camilla. And
every time he almost got the sight of her off there against the blue, she turned into Stephanie, with her jacinth
eyes, imperious smile, and red, red lips. Camilla’s eyes were deep, deep brown, and her lips were touched with
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rose as they should be, not painted vivid fleshly red like a bleeding gash. Yet every time he tried to think the
vision through and get a flash of Camilla herself, Stephanie came jarring through. It was like trying to sing a
sweet new tune that yet had some notes of an old outworn one that would keep coming in and making discord.
Why could he not see her face? It was almost as if Camilla were only a figment of his imagination. Yet she had
haunted his thoughts until he sat down to write to her, and now she would not seem real to him.
“Dear Camilla,” he looked at the words and poised his pen.
There were things in his heart that he knew he must not write. Things that were not yet in words, nor even
consciously in thoughts, but yet he had to write to her.
He wanted to write and let her know that there was a good reason why he did not come to her, but very likely
she had not noticed that he had not. He had no reason to think she would care one way or the other. No reason
except that there was something between them, an unspoken something that passed in that kiss he had given her.
When he thought of it he had to close his eyes, it seemed so holy to him. It seemed to mark a time in his life, an
epoch that could never be forgotten, a something like a pledge from him to her, and yet he did not exactly know
what that pledge was, only that it was a pledge and he meant to keep it.
If he closed his eyes from looking at the sea to see her lovely face and her golden hair against the blue, he
could feel again the thrill of that kiss, like no kiss he had ever given or received before. It made all other kisses
seem common and unclean. This was something quite holy and apart. It was not only a pledge, a tie, between him
and the girl to whom he had given it, but it went deeper, it pledged something far beyond, something spiritual that
he could not understand. It was as if a door had opened when his lips touched hers, and he had seen into a far and
lovely place where things were not all as they were in the rest of this gay sordid earth.
Where everything had meaning, and life was a greater thing than most men saw, it reached deeper and farther
and had no end.
He understood that there were things for him to learn, though he did not know what they were. They were
vaguely associated with words that she had spoken, though he could not always remember the phrases she had
used. He only knew there was something she had which he must have.
All that was most vague and sometimes greatly disturbing because he did not know what to do about it.
Obviously it was his part to find out, but how? Yet he had to let her know that he had not forgotten.
And sometimes he wondered if the girl understood all this. If that kiss and pledge had meant as much to her as
to himself? Or had she long ago forgotten even as other girls forgot? No, she was not like that. She did not have
jacinth eyes. He was glad that her eyes were brown and deeply true, and sometime he would have a chance to tell
her all about this that was in his soul which he could not express in words. But now, he must write her,
nevertheless.
She had said she was not of his world. So much he remembered and it had stricken him with its possibilities.
Very well, there was a story like that in mythology. A maiden of the sea and a man who was of the earth? Or was
it the other way around? He could not remember. They had somehow come together because they really belonged
together, wasn’t that it? Had the man plunged into the sea? Or the maiden? Somehow they had found each other.
It had meant the death of one to his own environment, but he had gained infinitely! Well, then he would somehow
become a part of her world. He would find a way. What was that she had said that night before they were
interrupted—a strange phrase—be “born again”? Was that it? How would one be born again?
And so he lingered looking at the sea, and holding his pen over the paper, and asking age-old questions of
himself that he could not answer any more than the rich young ruler of old who found the price too great.\fn{ A
Biblical allusion; such a man happened upon Jesus one day, and asked Him how he could be saved. Jesus told him to give away everything
he had to the poor; whereupon the young man departed in sorrow, “for he had great possessions.” Elsewhere, Jesus remarks that it would be
about as difficult for a wealthy man to get into Heaven as it would be for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle: H }

Yet one thing worked out of that long hour of thought, perhaps deeper thought than he had ever given to
anyone subject before, and that was that he must find this thing whatever it was that would make him of her
world; and not alone for her sake, but for something even deeper, some hitherto unsuspected longing in his own
breast that demanded it of him and would not otherwise be satisfied.
Out of the chaos of that lovely hour, and that bright illusive head against the sea with deep sweet eyes, he drew
this one clear thought. This thing he sought was not being sought for her, not even for love of her, though he knew
he loved her, but was being sought for its own sake, because she had made him see that it was the only thing in
the universe worth while. It was better than herself. It was enough in itself even without her, and it was not to be
sought just for her sake but for its own sake and for his sake.
When he came to that point, where he was sure of his own heart about that, his pen was free and he could
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write.
It was only a little commonplace letter that he felt he had any right to write, but the words came quick and hot
from his pen, and his face lighted with a new kind of joy.
Dear Camilla,
You can’t think how annoyed I am that things have shaped themselves so that I cannot come home and see you. There
are questions I must ask you, and things that I would understand, and I cannot find their answer anywhere down here,
but I am not free to leave yet, for Dad can’t come. And now Mother has taken a notion that I must go on a camping spree
with my kid brother, down in the Everglades. The scout-master is a stranger to us, and she can’t feel safe unless I go
along. It’s fishing and hunting and a little exploring perhaps, with a few Indians thrown in, just the thing a kid brother is
crazy about, so I’ve promised to go for a day or two and see that it’s all right. Then as soon as I can get away I’m coming
north again and I want to see you as soon as I can. I want to understand what you were saying when we parted. Perhaps
you’ll remember what I mean. Please don’t forget.
Your friend,
Jeff.

*
Jeffrey was humming a gay little tune when he came down in the elevator with his letter. To the girl with the
jacinth eyes and the red-gold hair who sat in the opposite reception room with an open unread book in her lap and
watched the elevators all the afternoon as a cat might watch for a mouse, he looked most disconcertingly
handsome in his white flannels and that strange light in his eyes that so set him apart from other young men—
from her! She could not understand that light in his eyes. He did not use to have it. It was a new development and
she wanted to find its source.
She saw the letter in his hand, watched him jealously as he went over to the desk and dropped it in the mail
box. Then he walked out to the terrace and stood surveying the beach from afar.
But she did not go out to him at once. Instead she stole to a window where she could watch him from behind a
curtain, and waited until he turned his footsteps down toward the beach. Then, watching her opportunity, she went
over to the desk and dropped a letter into the mail slot in the counter, and slowly, casually walked away. The letter
was only an advertisement of a frock shop and had been opened. Suddenly she stopped, opened her book and
looked hasti]y through its leaves, then turned back to the desk.
“Oh, Billy,” she said sweetly addressing the clerk behind the desk in her husky drawling tone, “I’ve made a
mistake and dropped an opened letter into the box along with another. Get the box out for me, that’s a dear, and let
me find it?”
Billy came all smiles to do her bidding. She had known be would. When she spoke in that tone with that kind
of a smile all male population everywhere came running.
Billy reached under the counter and pulled out the mail box that stood on a shelf under the counter, setting it up
on the top for her inspection.
“It must be right on top,” she said peering in speculatively, and sighting Jeffrey Wainwright’s handwriting at
once just below her own letter.
“There it is!” she caroled, and reached in her hand. Just then a gruff old gentleman came up and demanded his
key. Billy turned alertly to take it from its hook, and Stephanie skillfully slid her own letter over Jeff’s and picked
both up at once, holding them firmly together so that they looked like one. She hadn’t hoped for such a break as
this. She had merely hoped to be able to see to whom that letter was addressed.
He went down to join his kid brother and the campers at a little rendezvous beside the sea far behond the
confined of the world where Stephanie Varrell moved. So he disappeared from the life of the great playground,
into a queer new playgrond of his own, seeking something whose name he did not know, and conjuring with the
thought of a kiss, and a bright head with eyes of brown.
*
Camilla went out of the office and down the marble hall in company with her employer, a sudden constriction
in her heart. What might not the next hour bring forth? But there was just one thing of which she was resolved. If
there was a chance at all she would put in a good word for poor Marietta. She would take her own medicine as
well as she could. But she would tell her employer just what a proposition Marietta was up against. If he had a
heart at all she would touch it. Perhaps the story of little crippled Ted would reach him. Of course, she knew that
Marietta was by no means a model stenographer, but perhaps she would do better if he would take her back and
give her another trial. At least she would put in a word for her if it seemed at all practical.
Whitlock put her in his luxurious car and threaded his way gravely through traffic, out to one of the older parts
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of town where quiet culture still reigned for three or four ancient blocks, and vague quaint footprints of
aristocracy were visible in massive stone walls, the flute of a column, the grill of a gate, or a balcony.
Camilla looked about her in surprise. She did not know where she was. She lifted a quick questioning glance to
her escort’s face.
He was smiling down at her, almost as if she were something he had found and captured, a butterfly or a
strange bird, out of the sunshine.
“I’m taking you to a quaint old place that I love,” he said in answer to her questioning look. “I felt you would
appreciate it. Have you ever been here before?”
“No,” she said wonderingly, “where is this?”
“Hampden Row,” he answered, pleased at her interest, “and this is the old Warrington Inn. This is where the
elite of fifty years ago used to come for their dignified social life. It happens that business in its ebb and flow has
left these four blocks here high and dry, just as they used to be. A queer twist of circumstance has kept the march
of progress from touching a finger to these fine old buildings. Fortunes have been offered for the land they are
built upon, but the unusual phrasing of a will has so far prevented the original estate from being divided, and the
absence of an heir, whose heirs in turn cannot be traced, protects them. Meantime, those who are in the secret can
enjoy the quaint old-time place and its ways. I thought you might be one of those who could appreciate this.”
Camilla was intrigued at once. She forgot for the time being her troubles and perplexities and gave attention to
this quiet oasis in the midst of the whirl and noise of the city traffic.
They entered the old Warrington Inn with its mellowed oak beams and its great stone fireplace, its quaint
interiors and vistas, its spacious air of the dignity of other days, and immediately Camilla felt a quiet peace
descend upon her.
“Oh,” she said softly to her escort, “how my mother would love this!”
“We’ll bring her here sometime!” said Whitlock instantly. “I would enjoy bringing her here!”
“Oh, you must excuse me!” said Camilla with flaming cheeks, “I didn’t realize what I was saying. I didn’t
mean to hint!”
“Of course you didn’t!” Whitlock’s eyes were wearing that pleasant smile and he looked down into her
troubled brown eyes. “I really mean it. I would love to bring her here. How soon will she be able to come?”
“Oh, I don’t know,” evaded Camilla, “several weeks I’m sure. She hasn’t been out yet. You are very kind, but
you mustn’t trouble yourself. I can bring her around to see it sometime in the spring when she is able to go out. I
have my little car you know. And Mother would be terribly distressed at my going around hinting things. I really
didn’t realize. I was just talking to myself.”
“Don’t worry!” he laughed. “I’m glad you did. It rather lets me into the group doesn’t it? I must do myself the
honor of calling upon your mother!”
Camilla looked distressed and rather dismayed.
“I’m afraid you won’t feel it much honor,” she said, frankly embarrassed, “not when you see the little old
grubby house where we live.”
“I am quite sure the house is being greatly honored by the people who are condescending to live in it,” he said
gracefully, and Camilla looked up to see a different Mr. Whitlock from any she had known before. The stiffness
and dignity, the brusque manner and sharp glance were gone, and in their place were all the graces of a courteous
genial gentleman. Not that he had been discourteous before, but this was a new kind of courtesy. Social courtesy.
He saw to the ordering in the easiest way, suggesting unusual dishes that were in order when the inn was built,
delectable old-fashioned things. And then he began to tell the history of the inn, of famous occurrences in its time,
of noted men and women who had been its frequenters, incidents, brief stories of this one and that, until Camilla
could see them seated at the various tables in their queer old-fashioned garb,\fn{ These would be people who became
adults during the 1870s and 1880s, and the costumes would feature high-necked, long-sleeved bodices and floor-length dresses trimmed
with lace, opposed to waistcoated, shirt-fronts with high, stiff collars and long-tailed coats for the men. } and as she ate her delicious

meal she felt as if she were in a fairy story. Mr. Whitlock was certainly a fascinating conversationalist. But why
was he wasting it all on her, just his secretary?
Suddenly she came to herself and glanced furtively at her watch.
“Oh!” she exclaimed, “Mr. Whitlock! Do you know what time it is? My lunch hour was over long ago!”
“I have been boring you!” he said quickly. “I’m sorry!”
“Oh, no, you haven’t bored me at all,” said Camilla eagerly. “It was delightful! You made me entirely forget
that I am an employee, not a guest, and that we came here to talk business. And you haven’t said a word about the
business.”
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His eyes studied her and she coold see that he was pleased that she had enjoyed herself.
“But you’re not an employee. You’re my guest today. And as for the business, that can wait. I was only going
to ask you what you thought about Marietta? Is she hopeless or do you think she could be trained? Consider your
answer with deliberation, for if she has to be trained the training will largely fall upon you I’m afraid.”
“I train her? Oh, I wouldn’t know how!” said Camilla, “and I don’t believe she’d take it from me.”
“She would if I told her to,” said the man watching the play of lights on the girl’s face. “You see it’s this way.
I’ve had the offer of a Miss Townsend from the Fortescu office. She’s already trained and quite efficient I
understand, but—well, I don’t like the style of bob\fn{Of hair.} she wears for her age.”
Camilla couldn’t help laughing, and enjoyed the answering twinkle in her employer’s eyes. Then she grew
more serious. This then was what all this pleasant nooning had meant, he had brought her here to put it up to her
whether he should dismiss herself and Marietta and put Miss Townsend in their place. For of course Miss
Townsend was an old hand and would be more efficient than both of them put together. Mr. Whitlock had taken
this way to soften the dismissal. Her heart sank deep and missed a beat or two, but she tried to summon her
courage and self-respect. If she was to pass out of the office this way by all means let it be done bravely!
“You mean,” she said trying to steady her voice and look the man coolly in the eye, “that you would take Miss
Townsend in our place? I should think that there was no question about what would be best for you. Miss
Townsend is most efficient, and would certainly be worth both of us put together.”
“Where do you get that ‘our place’? You surely don’t think I’m going to let anyone take your place, do you?”
He gave her a deep pleasant look as if they had been close friends a long time, and Camilla’s tired heart gave a
leap of relief. Then he didn’t mean to dismiss her after all. The relief was so great that it almost hurt.
But after the pain was gone there was a perplexity in the back of her mind. A little bewilderment over that look
he had given her, as if perhaps he were looking to her for more than she realized. But the thought did not come out
in the open in so many words. It simply remained there, a little uncomfortable impression. Yet when she tried to
analyze it she laughed at herslf. Truly she was making mountains out of mole hills. There could have been nothing
but a belated interest in his eyes. His conscience had probably troubled him that he had not more definitely looked
after her before this, a friend of friends from his home town, and now he was trying to show her that he had a real
personal interest in her. That was the way with busy people, they didn’t quite realize what impression they were
giving out by their manner and expression. Well, she was glad and relieved that she was not going to have to hunt
another job in such hard times! But what she said was:
“You’re very kind, Mr. Whitlock, and of course that relieves me a lot. It wouldn’t be easy for me to lose my
job just now when Mother has been so ill and there have been so many extra expenses. Still, I wouldn’t want you
to feel that you had to keep me if you could get somebody that would do your work better. And of course I know
it would easily be possible. I haven’t had long experience as Miss Townsend has.”
“Well, I don’t want anybody better than you are at present, so you can forget that,” he smiled graciously,
watching the play of expression on Camilla’s speaking face. If she had only known it he was wondering how it
was that he had never noticed before how lovely she was. “But I was thinking about Marietta. Do you think you
could do anything with her, or shall we let her go? In fact I practically dismissed her this morning, told her she
could go tomorrow morning if she wanted to hunt another job. Then I began to think it might be better to consult
you.”
There was something delicately flattering in his tone, but Camilla was thinking of the woebegone Marietta
who had been weeping all over her make-up that morning, and it came to her that perhaps after all there might be
a way to help her.
“She’s having a hard time,” said Camilla speculatively, “did you know about her home life?”
“Mercy, no! I don’t know a thing about her except that she’s the worst I ever tried. She seems to me a mess. I
don’t know why I question keeping her at all except that I thought I would consult your wishes before I made any
definite changes.”
“You are very considerate,” said Camilla gratefully, “but I think it should be what you need, not what I want.
However, personally I’d be very glad if you could see your way clear to keep Marietta. I feel dreadfully sorry for
her. She’s never had half a chance, if what she tells me is true. She has a flighty young stepmother who hates her,
and a little crippled stepbrother whom she adores, and apparently she’s the only one who cares for him. I don’t
know whether I could do anything to help her or not, but I’d be glad to try if you think she wouldn’t resent it. 1
certainly think it is going to be terribly hard for her if she loses her job now.”
“You don’t say!” said Whitlock thoughtfully. “I never thought of her as having any background at all. Of
course I’m not running a philanthropic organization, but if you are willing to give her a few hints I might give her
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another try. I’ll have a talk with her when I go back. But one of the worst things about her is her appearance. 1
suppose perhaps she can’t help that, but she’s so untidy, and she chews gum continually, and she tries to be so
familiar, even when there are people in the office. It’s her idea of being chummy I suppose, but it doesn’t make for
a good office appearance.”
“I see what you mean,” said Camilla thoughtfully, not noticing his glances of admiration, “I’ll be glad to try at
least. I’m sorry for her.”
“Well,” said Whitlock, “I’ll give her a chance of course if you say so. Now, I suppose we ought to go back. I
have an appointment with a representative of that Brooklyn firm in half an hour. This has been a real rest to get
away from business.”
“It’s been delightful,” said Camilla rousing to her duty. “I’ve enjoyed the place and the lunch and I’ve very
much enjoyed your conversation. It has peopled this wonderful room with characters, and made me forget all my
perplexities.”
“I’m sorry you have perplexities,” said the man in such a gentle tone that she looked up surprised, and then
summoned a proud little smile.
“Oh, they’re not as great as they might be,” she said lightly, “in fact when I think of Marietta’s life I feel I
ought not to call them perplexities. It’s awfully fine of you to be willing to try her again. I’ll do my very best to
make her a success.”
*
All the way back to the office Whitlock was his genial pleasant self, nothing of the employer about him, but
when he swung open the office door his reserved manner returned upon him. They heard poor Marietta’s
typewriter clicking away as they approached the room, and she sat there stolidly working as they stood for the
instant in the doorway. Then she looked up with a start, not having heard them coming, and her face was wet with
tears. She certainly was not a prepossessing figure as she sat there plodding away at her work, a goodly pile of
finished letters lying on the desk beside her. Her face was still streaked with make-up and her hair was uncrimped
and sticking out grotesquely about her head. Camilla’s heart sank for her as she noted how little like the model
secretary she looked.
Whitlock stood there a moment considering her, then he hung up his hat and coat and sat down at his desk
watching her.
Camilla went to the cloak-room with her own things and came quietly back to her desk and began to work at
some envelopes she was addressing.
“Miss Pratt,” said Whitlock in his cold brusque tone, and Marietta jumped and turned toward him sweeping off
an avalanche of typed pages with her arm. She stooped in great confusion to pick them up, saying “Yessir?” but
her voice was choked with suppressed emotion.
“I’ve been talking with Miss Chrystie about you,” said Whitlock when Marietta had replaced the papers and
turned once more toward him.
“Yessir!” said Marietta in a hopeless, tone.
“Miss Chrystie suggests that I give you another chance. Would you like to stay and try it again?”
“Oh—!” said Marietta with a quiver of her lip looking at him as if she could not believe her ears. “Yessir!” she
said with a quick little breath almost like a sob.
“Would you be willing to take suggestions and act upon them, Miss Pratt?”
“Oh—Yessir!” said Marietta in an excited tone, her syllables fairly tumbling over one another.
“Up to the present time, Miss Pratt,” went on Whitlock, his tone brusque and critical, “you have been most
unsati&factory in three ways, I might say in every way In your work, which has been erratic and slouchy in
appearance, and slower than any office should tolerate; in your appearance which is both unattractive and untidy,
and in your manner which is often uncouth and bold. If you are willing to try to change in these things I am
willing to give you another chance. If you will take Miss Chrystie’s suggestions and be more like her, there might
be some hope for you.”
“Yessir,” said Marietta giving him a wild wistful look. Then suddenly dropping her head down on her machine,
she sobbed out:
“But I can’t never be like her. I haven’t got her looks!” and then her stubby shoulders shook with sobs.
Whitlock looked distressed at the effect of his words, but he cleared his throat and tried to speak above her
weepmg.
“I was not expecting you to perform miracles,” he said kindly. “I merely want a neat efficient worker who
knows how to act and how to dress and when not to speak. Suppose you talk it over with Miss Chrystie after your
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work is done and see what you think you can do. Perhaps you’d both like to go into the inner office for a few
minutes. I’m expecting a man right now and it won’t do to have you weeping all over the place.”
Marietta arose precipitately and went into the little back office which was used mostly for the storage of
supplies, and Camilla following found her sitting on a pile of typewriter paper shaking with suppressed sobs.
“Come, dear,” said Camilla putting her hand hesitantly on the bowed head. “Let’s snap out of this. We can’t do
anything if we give up at the start.”
“We!” said Marietta looking up. “It was you made him say this, and I’ll never forget it of you. But it isn’t any
good. He’ll never keep me. I can’t ever be like you.”
“Hush, Marietta, that man has come and he’ll hear you. You don’t want to finish yourself before we begin do
you? Slip quietly into the wash room there and wash your face. Wash it hard and get all that lipstick and rouge
off.”
“But I haven’t any more to put on,” said Marietta remorsefully, “I left my vanity at home.”
“That’s where you’d better keep it then, if you want to please Mr. Whitlock. He doesn’t want you to look like
an actress. He just wants you neat.”
“But I’ve got an awful sallow complexion,” sighed Marietta.
“Well, we’ll see what we can do about that later, but you can’t make it better by smearing on grease paint. Go
wash your face!”
When Marietta came out of the wash room she had a clean subdued look like a little wet hen that had been in
the suds much against her will. Her hair was draggled about her face and in wet tags in her neck. Her eyes were
swollen badly but the streaks on her cheeks were gone, and her mouth had assumed its normal shape and lost its
ghastly cupid’s bow.
“I don’t see how this is going to help,” she wailed, “I look awful!”
“Where’s your comb, Marietta?” said Camilla. Marietta produced a small broken affair with several teeth
missing.
“Sit down in this chair,” ordered Camilla.
Marietta submitted herself to the other girl and Camilla combed the recalcitrant locks till they were fairly
smooth. They were not very clean and Camilla shrank from contact with them but she was determined to do her
best for Marietta. She couldn’t do much with such hair in a few minutes, but she managed to subdue it to neatness
at least, and tucked the ends in, using three of her own hair-pins. Such hair would never make a pretty bob, and it
did seem almost hopeless.
“You’re coming home with me tonight,” said Camilla as she finished her task. “I’m going to show you another
way to do your hair if you’ll let me.”
“Oh, will you?” said Marietta eagerly. “Say! That’s wonderful! I never could make my hair look like
anything.”
“Well, we’ll find a way,” said Camilla surveying the stubborn locks dubiously. “Now, Marietta, run back to the
wash room and wash those spots off the front of your dress. That dress needs cleaning, if you want to come up to
Mr. Whitlock’s standards.”
“Oh, I know,” said the girl, “but the sleeve’s ripped half way out of the only other good one I have and I didn’t
have time ta mend it. Neither I didn’t have money ta send this ta the cleaner.”
“Clean it yourself! That’s easy enough. I’ll show you some splendid cleaning fluid I have. And then, you know,
soap and water will do a whole lot if you just take a little care.”
“Oh, my land!” said Marietta aghast. “You’d be an awful trouble to yourself.”
“Why, yes certainly, Marietta, if you want to keep your job. You don’t know what a difference little things like
that make. If you only hadn’t started to buy that fur coat! You know you really need a good well-fitting office
dress.”
“I was gonta get a figured crepe with two flounces going diagonal on the skirt, and puffed elbow sleeves. It has
red and white flowers on it and it’s only five ninety-eight!” said Marietta eagerly.
“But you know that’s not the kind of dress to wear to the office. You need a quiet dark dress, with white
collars. Dark blue would be good for you. And you don’t want flounces, you need a simple dress and underthings
that will make it fit well. You might have to pay more than that. How much have you paid down on your coat?”
“Five dollars,” said the girl, “and I’m to pay two-fifty every week.\fn{ These prices, of course, reflect the heart of the
Great Depression, at its height when this book was published in 1935: H } It’s coney,\fn{European rabbit.} white with a big collar!
It’s swell!”
“But Marietta, you don’t need a white fur coat unless you are going to parties and operas. And coney is nothing
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but rabbit and won’t wear a season. Why don’t you just drop it, Marietta, and use the money as you get it to buy a
few very well cut dresses of good quality, that will give the right appearance for the office. That is really what you
care for, isn’t it?”
Marietta’s eyes got large with disappointment.
“But I like pretty cloes,” she said with something like a wail in her voice.
“Yes, of course,” said Camilla wisely, “but they must be suitable for the place and time in which you wear
them or they are not pretty. You haven’t any place to wear a white fur coat, nor dresses with diagonal flounces.
And elbow sleeves are not fit for the office, except perhaps in very hot weather in cotton material. You know to
wear a cheap party dress to work in is not good taste and does not make a good impression. It sets you down as
third-class right away. Mr. Whitlock wants girls in his office who look their part, well-dressed and efficient, not
cheap little frowsy girls who don’t know any better thaa to wear dressy frocks to work in!”
Marietta stared at her sorrowfully.
“All right,” she said at last, “I’ll give up the coat, but was awful pretty and I don’t guess I’ll ever get another
chance for a fur coat. And all that good five dollars.”
“Well, you certainly couldn’t have kept the coat if you lost your job. And if you keep your job and get to be the
right kind of secretary, some day you might be able to buy a squirrel coat if you need it, who knows?”\fn{ This, of
course, was long before the animal-rights people had any influence at all in the field of female fashion: H }
“My!” said Marietta. “I never thought of that! You think of a lot of things don’t you? I like you an awful lot. I
guess I’ll try ta do what you say, though I don’t know anybody else I’d do it for!”
“All right!” smiled Camilla, “then I’ll help you all I can! Now come on in the other office and let’s get these
letters off. It’s half past three. We have a half-hour. How many more have you to type?”
“Only ten more. I’d uv had them all done ef you’d been another ten minutes.”
“Good work! Are they letter-perfect? Are you sure?”
“Yep, I went over each one as I finished it!”
“All right, I’ll fold them and stamp them for you while you finish the rest. But say, Marietta, if I were you I
wouldn’t say ‘yep.’ It isn’t being done by office girls who get on. It doesn’t matter with me of course, but it’s
always best to keep in practice even when it doesn’t matter. You don’t mind my telling you, do you?”
“Nop— No, I mean,” said the girl. “I want ta get right if I can. But say, don’t I look awful plain with my hair
this way?”
“It’s neat at least,” said Camilla, “and we’ll fix it better tonight. Come, let’s hurry!”
*
Mr. Whitlock did not return that afternoon. Instead he telephoned Camilla, and seemed pleased that the letters
had gone out. Marietta was listening. Her eyes shone when she heard his tone of commendation. She drew a sigh
of relief as she started away from the office in Camilla’s company.
“My, it’s nice ta have a girl-friend!” she said with satisfaction, and Camilla’s heart stood aghast at the thought.
She was wondering how many unpleasant things this helping of Marietta was going to let her in for? Well, she
was the Lord’s servant. She couldn’t refuse an obvious duty like trying to help Marietta keep her job, even if it
wasn’t going to be the pleasantest thing in the world.
“What’ll your mother say, me coming home with you like this?” Marietta asked as Camilla opened the door
with her latchkey.
“She’ll be glad to see you,” said Camilla, thanking her stars that she had such a mother upon whom she could
count in emergencies.
“Mother, I’ve brought Marietta home with me for supper,” sang out Camilla as she entered the tiny hall.
“Now isn’t that nice!” answered Mother Chrystie at once, appearing in the dining room door, “I’m so glad I
decided to make potpie. I thought maybe we’d have company tonight! I’m delighted to meet you, Marietta.
Camilla has told me about you. Now get your things off quickly girls. The potpie is all ready to be taken up.”
Marietta was shy and embarrassed at the table, but her eyes were shining. She watched the loving looks
between mother and daughter hungrily, and once she said:
“My, I wish I had a home like this! I never tasted pot pie before. My stepmother doesn’t know how to cook
very well.”
She helped with the dishes, and afterward Camilla took her in the bathroom and taught her how to shampoo
her hair, and then how to curl it softly and loosely around her face, and how to coax the long stiff locks in her
neck into a neat little knot. Camilla hunted up an organdy collar she had made recently, and told her to mend the
sleeve of her other dress and wear the new collar next day. Marietta vowed eternal loyalty to her, and declared
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she’d try to do everything she was told. Mrs. Chrystie gave her a bag of cookies for Ted, and so Marietta went
happily home at last wearing her hair in an almost becoming style, and holding the new collar and the cookies
tenderly.
“Thus endeth the first lesson!” laughed Camilla as she finally shut the door after her guest and sank wearily
into a big chair. “Mother, I don't know what you'll think of me but I had to undertake her reformation. She was
about to lose her job.”
“Dear child!” said her mother understandingly, “but I’m glad you did it, though I can see that it’s not going to
be all rest and pleasure to you. But it’s a heavenly thing to do, and I think the angels watching you love it that you
are doing it.”
“The angels?”
“Yes,” said her mother brightly, “didn’t you know we had an audience all the time, we Christians? I was just
reading about it this morning how we are made a spectacle for the world and for angels. And it seems that word
angels includes bad ones too, demons who are watching the Christians’ walk. Yes, I’m glad you did this dear, and
if there’s any way I can help I will. Poor, homely, lonely girl! But you know, Camilla, she didn’t look so bad when
you got her hair fixed. She really didn’t.”
When Camilla, weary with the day, crept into her bed, it came to her suddenly that she hadn’t had time to think
about Wainwright and Stephanie Varrell all day long. Then just as she was falling to sleep there came that sharp
sweet memory of a kiss that seemed like a dream that had never been.
*
The next few days were interesting for Camilla. Mr. Whitlock was suddenly called to New York on busines,
and he left with only a few hurried directions and a promise to call her up later and find out what was in the mail.
He was gone before Marietta arrived at the office, which was a good thing perhaps, for Marietta had not been
quite such a success with the arrangement of her hair as Camilla had hoped, and it had to be done over again. .But
Camilla fixed her up and began to stimulate her to work and see what she could accomplish while Mr. Whitlock
was away, to surprise him.
This was perhaps the very stimulus Marietta needed, for she was still a child in many ways and was greatly
intrigued by the idea of surprising and pleasing her employer.
Camilla, moreover, was pleased that he had entrusted her with his affairs during his absence, and took a pride
in having everything move on as if he had been there, and even Marietta caught the spirit, and tried to act brisk
and business-like when anyone came in. She brought no more novels to the office to read. She was too anxious to
work every minute and get the pile of typing done that had been assigned to her.
And then Saturday afternoon Camilla took part of her precious half-holiday and went shopping with Marietta,
to help her find just the right things. Mr. Whitlock was returning Monday morning and Marietta was determined
to get some new clothes before he arrived.
By this time she was getting fairly skillful at managing her unruly hair, and even in her ill-fitting unsuitable
clothes she looked much subdued. Camilla hoped that with the purchase of a few much needed garments Mr.
Whitlock could not help but see a change even in so short a time. So the shopping expedition was planned and
Marietta was almost too excited to work all Saturday morning.
They went to Camilla’s house with their packages and Marietta dressed up in her new dress, a trim dark blue
with white collar and cuffs. Miss York came in and was introduced and approvingly entered into the scheme of
things without having to be told at all what it was all about. And before Marietta left she slipped in her bag a sheet
of paper on which was written in the nurse’s clear handwriting a few rules for bathing and breathing, exercise and
diet, that Miss York told Marietta would greatly improve the complexion she was deploring. Take it altogether
Camilla was quite satisfied about her protege, and it was with much eagerness that she anticipated Monday
morning and the return of Mr. Whitlock. She hadn’t done anything in a long time that was so interesting as fixing
up poor little homely Marietta Pratt. At least, not anything real. She kept telling herself now that her contact with
Wainwright had not been real, only a sort of fairy tale, and fairy tales never came true. They were only to dream
about. And dreaming like that wasn’t at all wholesome, so Camilla entered into the redemption of Marietta Pratt,
physical, intellectual and spiritual, with all her heart. She wanted to keep from thinking. She wanted to keep from
dreaming.
*
John Saxon was a fine earnest young man who was taking a year off from his medical studies to earn some
much needed money wherewith to complete his course.
He had been offered the opportunity to take in charge a dozen young boys whose parents or guardians had
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either no time or inclination to look after them themselves. Two of the boys were not strong enough to stand the
northern winters, therefore Florida had been selected as the scene of his activities, and more especially because
Florida was a sort of native land to John Saxon and he knew well all its possibilities.
It was to this group of unfortunately wealthy youngsters that young Sam Wainwright had attached himself, and
he refused to be separated from them. And when in the well-planned and educative program of John Saxon this
young company were to move down into the Everglades for a hiking-camping-fishing-exploring trip Sam
Wainwright went into the particular kind of gloom that he knew how to create, until his mother consented that he
should accompany them, provided John Saxon would take him on, and would also allow his elder brother to be
one of the company.
Having thus gained consent, young Sam became forthwith so angelic for the next two days before the
expedition was to leave that he almost overdid the matter, and got his mother to worrying about him lest he was
going to die. So after all it was with the greatest difficulty that he finally made his departure.
John Saxon had not cared overmuch for the idea, it is true, of having an elder brother along who would likely
be superior and try to interfere, but the extra money that was offered, which would hasten the time when he
should be able to go back to the work he was eager to do, made him yield.
The two young men had not seen one another until the morning that they were to start. All the arrangements
had been conducted by young Sam, and naturally the two approached one another with a thoroughly developed
case of prejudice on either side.
Looked at from the standpoint of an outsider they were not unlike. Both were young and strong and good
looking. Perhaps Wainwright had an inch or two of height in his favor, and on the other hand John Saxon had
several lines of experience in his fine strong face which were yet to be developed in Jeffrey Wainwright’s. Yet
they seemed well matched as they met on the beach m the pearly dawn of that tropical winter morning and
measured swords with their eyes as they shook hands.
“Soft!” Saxon was saying to himself, just because he had never seen a face before with such an easy-going
happy smile that at the same time concealed strong character, character that had not been severely tried as yet, but
still strong character.
“Tough?” said Jeffrey to himself with a question. mark, and somehow was not convinced of that. This man did
not quite fit any of the types of men he knew. There was a certain gravity behind the sparkle in ]effrey’s eyes that
John Saxon could not help liking, and Jeffrey on his part was not long in discovering the strength and authority,
with a certain grave sweetness in Saxon. So they started on their way bristling with question marks concerning
each other.
But in the mind of young Sam there were no question marks. He thought his big brother was the greatest thing
that ever happened, and he thought that John Saxon was the next greatest.
The sun shot a crimson rim above the opal sea and tinged the waves with ruddy gold, and strange colors
gleamed and leaped in the sparkle of the waves. The sand grew alight with color, and little eager white birds with
pink kid feet went hopping here and there along the rim of the waves to catch the sand crabs without wetting their
feet. A big white gull sailed out over the waves looking down for fish, and then circled back and settled down on a
pile that stood out in the sea a few yards, surveying the strange group with their khaki outfittings and
paraphernalia. Strange changing groups this wise bird saw at different times along this coast since it had been
fashionable to winter in Florida, but it made no difference to him. The sea was there and did not change, and he
wore the same cut of white feather coat from generation to generation, so why bother about mere humans?
John Saxon gave Jeffrey a quick firm grasp of the hand as he looked into his eyes, said “Wainwright!” just to
acknowledge his presence, showed neither joy nor sorrow over the fact that he was going with them, and Jeffrey
was left to the company of the sea and his own thoughts while the small army was forming for the line of march.
Then when they were drawn up in line there were a few questions.
“Everybody gone over the list?” All hands were raised.
“Everybody got every article on the list?” All hands again.
The young captain let his eyes sweep the row, and acknowledged with a faint shadow of a grin the fact that
Jeffrey had raised his hand both times as if he were one of the boys. The stranger was perhaps going to be game
after all. Nothing haughty about him so far.
“About face!”
Jeffrey obeyed the order. He was standing at the end of the line.
“Forward march!”
Jeffrey fell in step with the rest. At least he knew enough for that.
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“By twos, march!”
This brought Jeffrey marching with the youngest boy in the crowd, one Carlin de Harte by name, and a little
devil by inheritance if he might be judged by his actions. Carlin was the son of divorced parents and had been
shunted off on others wherever it seemed easiest to bring him up. He was a recent importation and not yet under
full discipline. The young chief eyed the combination doubtfully. He had not expected the son of the millionaire
bond king to choose to walk as one of the boys.
But Jeffrey looked down with a friendly wink at Carlin, and Carlin looked up with sudden respect when he saw
how tall Jeffrey was, and grinned. Suddenly John Saxon knew that Jeffrey was going to be an asset instead of a
pain in the neck.
The way led at first along the silver-gilt beach of the opening day, and Jeffrey Wainwright drew in deep breaths
of the clean sea air and rejoiced in the emptiness of the beach. They had it practically all to themselves except for
the kid-footed bird catching crabs, and an old fisherman out in a dory. When they had got so far from human
habitation that they couldn’t see anything but sand and sea and palms and pines, and everybody was wondering
what came next, John Saxon called a halt and set his young minions to work, gathering sticks, unpacking a
hamper, making a fire, setting up a contrivance for cooking. Each boy had his job and knew what was expected of
him. They went at it like trained ants hurrying around excitedly.
Jeffrey dropped down upon the sand and watched for a while, surprised at the efficiency of his young brother.
But when John Saxon passed he arose and saluted.
“Say, Captain, what’s my job?” he asked with a grin. Saxon measured his height admiringly but answered with
a reserved smile:
“Guest, I think,” he said, “or maybe, critic, whichever would suit you best.” There was still smile enough about
John Saxon’s lips to keep the remark from being an offense, but Jeffrey watched him sharply.
“Nothing doing,” he said quietly. “If that’s all the place you’ve got for me I’m afraid I shall have to walk all
the way back alone.”
John Saxon took his measure again and relaxed his lips.
“All right, if you really want to work. I thought you just came along to protect your brother.”
Jeffrey looked him in the eye.
“I came along because my mother insisted Sam shouldn’t come without me, but I’m staying because I like it—
and because I like you!” he added with a genuine ring to his voice. “If I go back I shall leave my brother in your
care and tell my mother there’s no cause to worry. But I’m staying on if you let me have a part because I like you
and I think it’s great!”
John Saxon put out his hand and grasped Jeffrey’s in a hearty clasp.
“All right, Brother,” he said with a new light in his eyes, “there are two of us! Suppose you open the milk
bottles\fn{This will have been before plastic cartons.} and fill the cups! I was going to do that myself but I’ve plenty
besides, and I’ll see to assigning you a regular place when we’re on our way again. I think you’re going to be a
big help. You’ve already subdued our worst particular little devil. If this keeps up we shall have him a model child
before the trip is over.”
Jeffrey felt a warm glow about his heart as he watched this other young man with his strong clear-cut features,
his crisp brown curly hair and his very blue eyes that had dancing lights in them and yet could look sternly at
miscreant charge, or scorn a casual multi-millionaire’s son. It all intrigued Jeffrey immensely and he felt the thrill
of a new admiration. He was not going to be bored on this expedition. It was going to be interesting.
*
Stephanie Varrell would have been amazed to see him pouring milk into tin cups and cutting bread, distributing
butter, and heaping up the tin plates with the second helping of baked beans and frankfurters. She did not know
how he had served his apprenticeship at washing dishes in a tiny apartment kitchen with her rival. She did not
even know yet that he had disappeared from the playground where last night she had tried and failed to inveigle
him to walk in the moonlight with her. She was having her breakfast in bed about the time of this mid- morning
repast that was served so many miles away from her, down the beach.
The way led inland later in the day, after a dip in the sea and a romp on the beach, and then a rest on the sand.
Inland among the palms, and the taller pines, which now were draped more thickly with the long gray moss.
Other, stranger, trees appeared also, and the way grew wild and picturesque. Strange blossoms peered up at them
from the ground, strange lovely weird ones peered down from the branches above their heads. Orchids! Those
were orchids! Green orchids, with almost human faces!
Jeffrey thought of white orchids, a girl with gold hair and deep brown eyes, and her way of holding aloof in
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another world.
The way led through dense hammock land, where lovely vines trailed across and barred the way with strong
yet gentle hands, and yellow jessamine filled the air with heavenly perfume. More orchids looked down in
stranger color combinations, looking more like humans than the first ones, and Jeffrey thought of a girl with dark
eyes and wished she were beside him, wondered if it would be at all possible to pack a box with these wonderful
orchids and hope to get it to her before they died?
Glimpses of wild creatures they had, of deer, and little beings of the forest. A bright eye, the whisk of a tail, a
stirring leaf and they were out of sight. Glimpses of serpents, slithering along their native haunts, great
copperheads and rattlers. Once they stopped to take a lesson on serpents, and on what to do in case of being
attacked, how to render first aid. A great copperhead lay coiled below them in a little hollow by a log while they
were listening, and Jeffrey marvelled at the skill of the young teacher in controlling the harum-scarum boys in
order to give them the most out of his teaching.
And then, just as if he had been trained for the act the big creature uncoiled his lengths and slid away beneath
the undergrowth, and the boys stepped back with eyes large with a new understanding, more ready to meet
possible danger, less cocksure of their own little human might pitted against real deadly peril. Their eyes grew
wise and sharp, looking for the signs of enemy life about them, learning to know the names of the growing things
they passed. How much the young leader knew, and how well he told it without seeming to be trying to impart
knowledge! No wonder his price was large and it was difficult to get opportunity to join his groups.
A stream developed later in the day as they climbed over fallen logs. The stream in time led to a lake, clear,
sparkling, like a jewel in the forest, and here canoes awaited them, and they saw their first Indian guide. Almost in
awe they took their places as ordered and sat quiet, full of deep satisfaction, too weary to disobey.
They touched in a little while upon a shore and saw not far away a huge alligator lying dormant, partly out of
the water. Story book life was becoming real to those boys.
There were rude accommodations for camping, and a fire was all ready to start near the shore. Two old Indians
muttered unintelligible phrases to the young leader, and presently the tired boys were eating a supper of fish from
the lake cooked over the fire, bread that they had brought with them, and fruit, oranges that had been sent on
ahead.
*
It was suddenly dark before they had finished, and only the light of the fire to eat by when they got to the
oranges. Just as if somebody had touched a button and the light went out, so the sun had dropped down out of
sight and left not a vestige of gleam behind. That was Florida.
John Saxon had been collecting pine-knots before this happened, and now he stuck several in the fire till they
caught, then set them here and there in buckets of sand.
They washed their tin dishes in lake water, looking furtively toward the place where the alligator had basked,
and then sat round the fire while the moon rose, a mammoth moon, from behind the forest across the lake. John
Saxon, reclining near one of the pine-knot torches, took a little book from his pocket and read how a man of the
Pharisees, one Nicodemus, came to Jesus by night, and asked Him the way of salvation, and He answered,
“Except a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.”
Jeffrey Wainwright, wearier than he ever remembered to have been before, yet greatly charmed with this weird
strange place of stillness and night, had been watching the scene indifferently. He was thinking that for once this
wise magnetic leader had made a great mistake in trying to run in any reading on those tired boys after a day’s
march and excitement. Studying the strong fine face of the other young man, he fell .to wondering how he got that
way anyway. He was not listening intently until he heard that phrase, “born again,” and suddenly he sat up sharply
and began to listen.
On through that simple story he listened, through those matchless words that have reached round the world in
every language, and reached down through the ages from God for everybody.
“For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever be. lieveth in Him, should
not perish, but have everlasting life. For God sent not His Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the
world through Him might be saved.”
He listened to the condemnation that comes through refusing the light. Only a few verses, but so impressive,
there with that great moon looking down and the glinting silver of the lake ahead, and the black still darkness of
the forest shutting in, where the firelight flickered solemnly, and a far strange bird let forth a weird night cry. He
could see that even the weary boys were impressed and liked it all. Their leader had hold enough upon them for
that, after a long day’s march!
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The little book was closed and stuck back in John Saxon’s pocket and John Saxon’s voice suddenly started a
chorus:
I know a fount where sins are washed away!
I know a place where night is turned to day!
Burdens are lifted, blind eyes made to see,
There’s a wonder-working power in the blood of Calvary!

The rich tones died away, and the leader’s head bent reverently:
“Lord, we’re glad You love us and understand us all. We’re glad we can come to You for forgiveness of our
sins, for cleansing, for strength by the way, and wisdom. And now tonight we come for rest, for blessing, for
protection through the night. We ask it in the name of Jesus Christ our Saviour.”
It was verv still when the prayer was over, and for an instant no boy stirred. Then John Saxon said in his
ordinnary voice:
“Now, boys, every man to his cot. Five minutes to get ready and five to get quiet!”
Jeffrey lay on his hard cot that was too short for his length and felt a great peace settle down upon him. Outside
the pine-knots sputtered and flared, and the fire flickered, and flamed up when the old Indian watchman fed it
with more pine-knots, and the great silver moon shone on, but there was quiet in the camp.
His brother Sam was in the next tent, but in the cot beside him little Carlin de Harte reached out a timid hand
and touched Jeff.
“You don’t think God would let that alligator get in our tent do you? Nor the old long snake?” he whispered.
Then Jeffrey’s hand came out and clasped the lean young claw of the child and held it warmly.
“No, kid, I don’t think He would!” said Jeffrey. “You go to sleep now, and I’ll help God watch!” The boy
sighed contentedly, and soon his regular breathing told Jeffrey that his fears were over for that night.
But Jeffrey lay thinking of the words he had been, hearing, and of Camilla and what she had said about being
born again. Was this what she had meant, and was it something that came to you, or did you have to go out after
it? He would listen and see if he could find out, for this was what he had come questing for.
And presently Jeffrey too was sleeping. …
161.23 Excerpt from My House Of Life\fn{by Jesse Belle Rittenhouse (1869-1948)} Mt. Morris, Livingston County,
New York, U.S.A. (F) 10
I was never too young to know that the old valley where I was born was beautiful. Before any definite event
takes shape in my mind, I seem to have been enveloped in a brooding spell of beauty. I can remember coming out
of the house in the early morning and standing on a walk, lined with pink spirea, bleeding-heart, and lilies, to
watch the sun put on its workaday light and roll the white mists to the hilltops. I could see the two tall Lombardy
poplars at the foot of the terrace and the driveway between them; the great elm which stood at the left of the lawn,
covering it with shade; the twin elms which grew upon the bank of the creek, arching over the deep pool below;
and, beyond the white bridge spanning the creek, a boat drawn leisurely from lock to lock of the Genesee Valley
Canal.
Later in the day I can picture myself coming from school and halting at a curve of the hill opposite the farm to
look down upon the rambling white house, with its gambrel roof, its porches shaded by maples, and its girdle of
golden wheatfields. Years after, when I had read Rasselas,\fn{A novel by Dr. Samuel Johnson, the great English
lexcogripher (1709-1784).} I called the site “The Happy Valley,”\fn{ The name of the paradise here the hero of Dr.
Johnson’s novel is imprisoned.} as I surveyed it from my vantage point upon the hill.
I was constantly told that the home, to which we succeeded after the death of my grandfather, was not as
beautiful as in my mother’s own childhood when a gardener kept it with great care. The roses which bordered the
terrace needed pruning, the shrubs at either side of the walk needed re-setting, the honeysuckle vine over the
parlor window was running riot and needed cutting; in short, there was nothing but need. Everything cried out for
attention. To me, however, it was the loveliest spot on earth, and when I heard my mother sigh at the way the
place was running down and regret that we could not keep it up as in the old days, I secretly wondered if it could
ever have been more attractive.
My father was not a man who took the slightest interest in the mere matter of beautification—that belonged to
women. He was an excellent farmer with great pride in his grain-fields, raising enough wheat to keep threshers
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busy for several days in the autumn, but he was never known to prune a rose nor cut a vine. When the house
required paint or shingles, or a door sagged, it was, as far as my father was concerned, unfortunate but
unavoidable. Such improvements were for the rich; for his part, he could not afford them; and so Time began to
take its toll of the once dignified homestead.
But while we could not hire a gardener to care for the grounds, when it came to raking the lawn in spring there
were plenty of small gardeners eager for the task, for there were seven of us growing up in the old house, three
boys and four girls, two of the group being younger than I. What joy it was to rake and burn the leaves, to fill
bushel baskets, load them on the wheelbarrow and trundle them away to a pyre in the garden, and then to take
brooms and sweep every inch of the lawn so that when the grass came up it would be soft and velvety!
Instinctively we felt that this fairy carpet, so green and exquisite, would redeem all that was unkempt, and those
who had not seen the place in its prime exclaimed at its beauty when spring came up the valley turning our
hillside orchard into bloom.
Every variety of apple native to the climate could be found there, but this did not concern me so much as the
enchanting color. The orchard in May was a great pink tent, a flowery pavilion where one could smell the sweet
air and hear the humming bees. There was no prohibition as to breaking the branches, since the apples in season
were so plentiful we could not use them. Indeed, in the autumn, when the pickers had sorted the best for market,
when several barrels had been put into the cellar and a load of the inferior grades drawn to the cider-mill, there
were still enough that the poor families about us might come in and help themselves.
It was the same with the vineyard which my grandfather had planted on a sunny slope above the creek and
from which he sold grapes in large quantities. There were the Concords, the muscadines, the Delawares, their
luscious clusters, blue or red or amber, perfuming all the air. After we had disposed of what we could, and made a
toppling load of them into wine, we could still remember the neighbors.
What delight it was to see the wine-press running with the scarlet juice, to watch it put into casks and stored in
the cellar for medicinal purposes, or furnished to churches for the communion service! My father had strict ideas
upon the subject of temperance, and we were not allowed to drink the wine except upon state occasions or when
ill, but an upset stomach now and then could easily be induced for the sake of such a remedy. To this day wine is
the only liquor that I love. Its very color holds a certain magic.
*
My mother had been married very young, and was considerably under twenty at the birth of her first child.
Being of a magnetic temperament, vivacious and charming, she was the sort of woman to stay young with her
children and to enter keenly into all of their interests. She had hazel eyes, brown hair, a clear skin with high color,
and had instinctively the art of dress so that whatever she put on was worn with an air. To be sure, she had little in
the way of adornment as compared with her girlhood, but whatever she wore she graced. The blood of her
forbears was in her and one would know at once that she came from a long and unimpeachable line.
She was ten years younger than my father, a very reserved man, and from her happy nature seemed nearer the
age of her son. It was not frivolity, however, but a joyous spirit which animated her, and she had need of all her
endowment to cope with the changed conditions of her life. Never having known what it meant to deny herself,
having had no experience as a girl in work or responsibility, she found herself established in her home with a
brood of little children growing up around her, with no means but what the farm itself prouced, and with the same
things expected of her by the community that had been expected of her mother. What these things were may be
explained by taking a backward look for a moment at the story of the old house.
My mother’s family, the MacArthurs of Inverness,Scotland, who came to America and settled upon the
Mohawk River at Canajoharie in 1800, were, upon their native heath, doughty Highlanders, intermarried with the
Camerons and cousins to the Campbells, the head of the clan being “Black John,” famed as “the leader of a
thousand men.” But alas for John! he was a Jacobite and could not bow the knee to other than a Stuart, whereas
the Campbells had no such compunction and were rewarded with the MacArthur lands, while “Black John”
swung upon a gibbet as a warning to his followers.
A few years ago one of our family who chanced to be visiting Inverness, and hunting about in the old cemetery
for the tombs of his forbears, inquired of the hoary sexton if the MacArthurs were buried there.
“Weel,” said the ancient, “mony on ’em lived here, some on ’em died here, but they was maistly hanged here.”
So does tradition traduce!
Of these hardy Jacobites whose descendants sought shores of America, but one concerns us here, John R.
MacArthur, who was so obliging as to become grandfather, though he never knew it, having died before I was
born. He still further laid plans for me, of which he was equally unconscious, when he had the temerity to stow
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his young wife and his household goods into a wagon and migrate to the unfelled forests of the Genesee Valley,
then commonly known as “the wilderness.”
Although but nineteen at the time, he seems to have had the canny qualities of the Scot and the foresight of a
financier, as he settled upon a stream tributary to the Genesee, about forty miles up the valley from Rochester, a
stream known as the Kishaqua Creek, but which could, upon occasion, become a turbulent little river. I can well
recall how, in my childhood, it flooded the “flats,” uprooted trees, washed away bridges, and in general disported
itself in the spring freshets, just the sort of stream, indeed, to turn mill wheels. For it was not as a farmer that my
grandfather had essayed to conquer the wilderness, but as a lumberman, and ere long the creek was dammed, a
mill arose, the forests were felled, and in winter, when snow made the trip practicable, strong teams drew the
finished lumber to its market in Rochester.
The fortunes of the young pioneer waxed apace, and in a few years the log cabin about which the wolves had
howled gave place to two substantial houses, connected by a covered walk, one for the rapidly growing family,
the other, known as the “Men’s House,” for the workmen. The immense elms for which the Genesee Valley is
famous, the flowing stream, the slope which formed a natural terrace, gave to the site the romantic and
picturesque setting detailed at the outset of this chapter.
Then began the teeming life of an establishment. In an upper room of the “Men’s House” women were kept
busy spinning the flax, and the wool from my grandfather’s sheep, which ranged the hills and in spring were
washed in the creek, sheared, the wool carded and made into rolls for the spinners. Their task performed, it was
sent out to be woven into blankets and coverlets or into homespun for clothing. Several women were engaged in
the domestic work, each household being distinct. A dollar a week was the wage in those days, and when my
grandmother voluntarily raised it to a dollar and a half, there was great dissatisfaction in the neighborhood at the
setting of such a precedent.
The home came to stand in the relation of manor house to the families of those who were employed by my
grandfather in the mills, or upon the farm, or the Genesee Valley Canal which later crossed the farm and for which
he did much of the contracting. For the families of the lock-tenders, chiefly Irish immigrants, my grandmother
performed the office of ministrant, going from one end of the valley to the other, bringing children into the world,
nursing the sick, laying out the dead, taking orphaned babies into her own home, outfitting girls at their marriage;
in short, her deeds were a tradition when my own day began in the house which she and my grandfather, who
became a very influential man in the Genesee Valley, had made memorable.
Conditions were little changed when we succeeded to the homestead. The canal which crossed the farm was
still in active operation, and at every lock there was a family in frequent need of attention. My mother took up her
destined role of good angel to the neighborhood, while we, as children, had a romantic training in social service.
*
It amuses me to think how little interest I took in the Rittenhouse line of my family until I grew up and began
to appropriate David. I was such a dyed-in-the-wool MacArthur, my maternal relatives bulked so large in my
mind, that it made no particular difference to my young life that my father’s family was in Philadelphia in 1688,
and that as far as America went, it was the more distinguished family of the two. I had heard of Rittenhouse
Square, and had been told that I was in direct line from David Rittenhouse, the most eminent scientist and
inventor of his time, but this information did not sink at all deeply.
To be sure, the only grandparents I ever knew personally were on my father’s side, and it naturally delighted
me to be taken to their large house on a hill which easily commanded a range of twenty miles. All the places of
enchantment for children were there: a fascinating attic filled with old furniture and spinning-wheels, alcoves
where one could lie in a high four-poster bed with the curtains apart and watch the blazing fire. The conditions
were all there, save the indispensable one, that I should be fond of my grandparents, and that, alas, I was not!
Just why not, it is hard to say, as they were certainly kind to me and the good things to eat still linger in my
memory, but when my grandmother brought out the great basin of rice pudding, or the pumpkin pies, or opened
the well-filled cooky jar, making me free of them all, I was still afraid of her and conscious of a certain sharpness
in her black eyes and a bit of asperity in her tone. It was well known that grandfather, the mildest of men—who
usually in his old age sat on the back porch in a cane-seated chair reading his Bible—had betaken himself to the
consolation of religion as an antidote to his domestic discord.
He was quite as beloved as his wife was feared, and I can see him now with his blue eyes aglow over some
passage of the New Testament as he discussed it with my mother. Doubtless I should have cared for him had I
been older, but it was not exciting to a child to hear the Scriptures expounded, and he, in turn, was too old to be
diverted from his chosen solace by me.
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Several of my father’s sisters were beautiful women, a beauty inherited from the mother who, despite her
temperamental shortcomings, had been exceedingly handsome in her day, but I was never greatly attached to
them, being so fond of my mother’s sisters and even at that age a partisan. One memory, however, altogether
delightful and perhaps the most vivid of my childhood, centers about the old mansion on the hill, for it was a large
house of which only part was in common use, the rest being reserved for state occasions.
This incident is connected with my first memory of Christmas, my first sight of a Christmas tree. Prior to this I
can vaguely recall running downstairs in the early dawn to see what was left in the bulging stocking by the coal
stove, but nothing stands out as particularly romantic until the night of the Christmas tree set up in the great hall at
Grandfather Rittenhouse’s.
My father was one of seven children, all of whom were married and had families of their own, and nearly all,
by a strange chance, lived within driving distance of the early home. A widowed sister kept house for the parents
and conceived the idea one Christmas of asking the various families to dinner and of having a tree set up in the
front hall and decorated, without the knowledge of the old people. This plan was quite feasible, owing to the size
of the house and the fact that in winter that part of it was rarely used.
My a aunt had delayed the dinner, saying she thought some of the family might come home, and when one
group after another began to arrive, great consternation was felt on the part of my grandmother lest the turkey
should not hold out. She whisked about, rushing to the pantry for sausage and head-cheese, but at this juncture
proceedings were stayed by the information that each family had brought its own contribution to the feast. And
what a feast it was, served at the edge of evening with lights and cheer!
We of the younger generation had no inkling that more was to follow, until, the dinner over, the doors to the
great front hall were thrown open and we flocked in, to be thrilled by the most dazzling sight that ever met the
eyes of an unsophisticated country child. The tree, blazing with candles and gay with tinsel, had been placed at the
foot of the wide stair, up and down whose steps we were quickly disposed, the larger children near the bottom, the
smaller near the top. My point of vantage was with the latter, and from the moment I saw the tree there was for me
but one thing upon it—a doll, such as I had never seen before, a doll to take the very heart out of a child with
longing.
This was my first discipline in renunciation, my first attempt to forefend pain. I said to myself that it could not
be for me, it was far too beautiful. It must be for some older girl, I could not expect to have anything as lovely as
that—and the more I schooled myself against it, the more acute became the desire. My father’s only brother, a
large blond man and a genial spirit, was dressed as Santa Claus and distributed the presents. He frequently called
my name and one gift after another was passed up the stair to me, but I could look at none, for there, at the very
top of the tree, still untouched, was the doll. I began to be afraid that I should cry when it was assigned to
someone else and meditated flight to the chamber beyond, but was held by a spell as Santa Claus at last reached
up, took down the doll, turned it slowly over, looked well at the card, and then read out my name!
There have been gifts in life ardently desired, gifts that I feared would never be mine, but none like this. I look
back upon the moment as my first knowledge that joy is made exquisite by pain.
*
“Here comes the boat!” may well be taken as the slogan of my childhood.
There were two locks of the Genesee Valley Canal on the farm, the house being so placed as to give an
unobstructed view of both. We could see the boat coming before it gained the lower lock and by taking to our
heels could reach the spot before the gates swung open and the foamy water rushed in. Standing eagerly upon the
edge, we would watch the boat rise higher and higher until it reached our level, the signal for us to jump on for
our ride to the lock above.
We seldom went empty-handed, but had provided ourselves, in anticipation of the moment, with cookies, fruit,
or some other treat for those on board; for there was always a family on the boat, the man in charge and his
frowzy wife who acted as cook and laundress. A washing was usually drying on the line and a baby or two
running around, but there is no record that one of these hopefuls ever plunged overboard—so does Nature protect
the undesirable. We were hailed with glee by these infants, owing to the cookies, and were in high favor with all
on board, so that our delight was keen as we rode from lock to lock, often staying on until we reached one farther
up the valley.
MacArthur, the oldest brother, was long past the period of indulging in such adventures. So was Nellie, the
oldest sister, then a charming girl of fourteen, and Edward, the rollicking brother nearest my age, was still five
years my senior and had already betaken himself to other joys than the canal before I was in the running, but
Mary and I, only two years apart, perhaps six and eight years at this time, found it the keenest of joys to go riding
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upon the canal boat, and still the gates swing open in my memory, the amber water rushes in and gurgles about the
keel as the boat rises softly to our level.
There was not a family up and down the canal with whose fortunes we were not concerned and who did not
look to us in some way for aid. While we could not help with money, so much was produced upon the farm in the
way of foodstuffs that we were able to come to the rescue in this way. Nellie, the golden-haired, was delegated as
ministrant, and to go with her when she started upon her rounds was the most romantic of adventures.
It was certain that we should visit old Pat Cassidy and leave him bread and other food, for his wife, Dolly, had
been found dead in the bed beside him and there was no one to attend to his wants. The winter before, the
authorities had insisted upon taking old Pat to the poorhouse and after a desperate struggle had accomplished it,
despite his protestations that “the Masther and Misthress” would look after him.
“What!” he exclaimed, “take a man to the poorhouse who should be living in opulence!”
For he owned a little land and a cabin and could not brook that he, a householder, should be so degraded. But
the authorities reckoned without their host, for at the first hint of spring Pat had broken bounds and run away and
the “Masther and Misthress” were making good his boast that they would take care of him, a trust fulfilled until
he, in turn, was found dead in his cabin.
It was at times like Thanksgiving and Christmas, however, that the chief distribution took place, and I can
recall particularly going with Nellie one Thanksgiving morning to take a chicken, all dressed for the pot, to the
Ellis sisters, familiarly known as “the old maid Ellises.” One had gone blind and the other was near it, but there
was a certain Irish gentility about them, a dignity that had not deserted them in their distress.
They had a brother at one of the locks, a man of much coarser fiber, whose wife was our washerwoman and a
consummate beggar. She had some sort of hip disease and sagged heavily at one side. With her sleeves rolled up
to the elbows and her skirts tucked up to the knees, she would strike a posture on the lame leg and exclaim
dramatically, “Sure I haven’t a wan in the Lard!” (one in the Lord), and it was usually up to us to see that the Lord
made good in her behalf.
She had a pretty daughter whom my mother had nursed the summer before through weeks of typhoid fever. As
she convalesced, it fell to us children to take her custards and dainties, and I can see her still, lying back against
the pillows, with her Irish beauty, purely physical and unintelligent.
She and the other girls of the valley fell heir to the clothing of my sisters and myself, and I can remember how
we begged to discard this or that garment when we saw a particular need. Fortunately for us, my grandmother had
made provision, as if from the grave, for such emergencies. In the “spinning-room,” long since abandoned save as
a storage place, was an old oaken chest in which she had for years been laying aside clothing to be used as the
need might arise, and how we used to gather round the chest when garments were taken out for distribution! We
fell to putting our own things there, and, like the widow’s cruse of oil, the chest was never empty.
*
But our especial charges, those for whom locality had made us wholly responsible, were Biddy and Billy, who
lived at the lock across the bridge, in full sight of our house. While the canal was in operation, old Billy drew a
sufficient wage to keep them in food and clothing, but when the canal was abandoned and the railroad took its
place, a change which occurred during my childhood, the poor old fellow had no resource but an occasional day’s
work for the “Masther” and no other means of livelihood than our bounty. To be sure, their needs were so slight
that it was not taxing—an extra bushel of potatoes now and then, a few pounds of flour when my father went to
mill, some fruit from our orchards, some vegetables from our garden. It meant no deprivation to us, for of these
things there was always abundance.
Regularly every morning when the hour came to skim the milk, we could see old Biddy starting out with her
pail and would set off on a run to meet her. She always wore a cap tied under her chin and an old three-cornered
shawl, and, being stout and stubby and considerably bent, was an amusing figure as she lurched along. She was
still clever enough to have a good stock of blarney and we children were very susceptible to her Irish palaver and
voluble blessings.
Their cabin consisted of one room and a lean-to, where they kept a few chickens. The door of the cabin faced
in our direction, and in summer evenings the old couple always sat on the doorstep while Billy played a quavering
tune on an ancient flute he had brought from Ireland. The strains of the flute floated to us across the water, and I
can hear them now with their dying fall, as it was a peculiarly melancholy air.
This sort of life had been going on for a year or two after the canal had been abandoned, and what would be
done with the old people if they fell sick became a problem, when it seemed that Fate had come opportunely to
the rescue, as Biddy came over one morning in high excitement bringing us a letter from her son Johnny, in
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Ireland. It was as we hoped. Johnny had realized that his parents might be in need and had sent them money to
return to the “old country.”
What excitement, what preparations, followed upon this letter! We could not let them go without proper
clothing and warm wraps for the steamer. The family wardrobe was ransacked and the sewing woman brought
into requisition, but here the good heart of the neighborhood came to the fore, and when it was noised abroad that
we were outfitting them, everybody had something to contribute until the old people were never so well dressed in
their lives as on the day of their departure. Beyond that, the “sthrong box” which served as a trunk contained
enough clothing to last them the rest of their days.
It was the same with the food which poured in, steerage passengers at that time being expected to furnish their
own provision. Such baskets of roast chicken, baked beans, pies, cakes, cookies—enough to feed the whole
steerage and much more than could be carried when the day came for them to start for New York.
We had secured their passage and rail tickets and it was arranged that my father should take them to Mount
Morris, the nearest station on the Erie Railroad. The parting was an affecting moment, with tears and prayers and
“God bless you’s,” and I can remember old Biddy going down on her knees with blessings upon the “Misthress.”
When they had gone, we closed up the little cabin, leaving it just as it was, but, alas, it was too tempting to
small boys of the neighborhood who began to break the windows, and to tramps who came along and forced the
door. It began to be an eyesore, and we were secretly glad when, late one night, we were awakened by a light on
the horizon and saw the shanty going up in flames.
After a reasonable time a letter came from the son saying the old people had arrived safely and that was the
last we ever expected to see of Biddy and Billy. A year or two passed and we were beginning to forget the very
existence of the old couple, when one autumn night as we sat at supper, it being already dark, owing to the
lateness of the season, there came the sound of dragging feet upon the porch and a faltering knock at the door.
One of the children sprang up to open it and gave a cry of surprise and fright as old Biddy almost fell forward into
the doorway. There, trying to support her, was “William,” as she always called him. Their clothing was ragged,
their shoes were gone, they had long been guiltless of soap and water, in short, the contrast between the glory of
their going and the ignominy of their return could not have been greater.
But when we had given them supper and fresh clothing, when we sat around the fire in the living-room and
heard their story—it seemed to us, and seems to me now, like some heroic saga.
They could not adapt themselves to the changed Ireland. Everyone they had known in their youth was gone.
New ways had come in, and Johnny and his wife were evidently of those who aspired to be of the new order. How
the old couple longed for the independence of their own little shanty on the canal and how they begged the son to
give them money to return, telling him that the “Masther and Misthress” would look after them! At first he
refused, knowing they were too old, but at last, wearied, no doubt, by their importunity, he consented to give them
enough for the passage, but, probably not realizing what distances are in America, did not provide them with
funds for the trip from New York to their home.
They had started out from the steamer dragging the “sthrong box” by a rope behind them, but this was soon
discarded, and with a bundle of clothing tied on a stick and swung over Billy’s shoulder they went on, trusting to a
lift now and then from some market cart and thinking it would be but a few days before they would be in sight of
home. They begged their food and slept in barns on the hay, or if nightfall overtook them with no such shelter at
hand, lay down in a field and slept under the stars.
When their queries brought forth the astounding news that they had still more than two hundred miles to go,
when already their feet were becoming sore from travel and their strength spent, old Biddy lay down by the
roadside to die and begged “William” to go on without her, but he rallied her with the thought of the cabin
awaiting them and they kept on until at times their bare feet left blood upon the road. So the painful pilgrimage
progressed until, at the end of six weeks, they started on the final lap up the Genesee Valley.
They were now at the extremity of endurance and only by a superhuman effort did they goad themselves on,
expecting to reach their home before nightfall. Human nature was not equal to the effort, however, and it was
already dark when they crossed the bridge and halted at the spot. Surely this was the right bridge … this was
where the cabin stood. All the landmarks were familiar. It must be right here, a little to this side or a little to that.
Billy would go on ahead and find it … and groping about he traversed every foot of the place, reaching out for the
door.
At last a terrible fear gripped his heart—there was no door! Their home was gone; they had come all the way
from Ireland and had not a spot to lay their heads!
But at this juncture the friendly light across the creek beckoned them, and fainting and broken they turned their
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steps to the “Masther.”
Nor was the master lacking. The next morning he set out to rally the neighbors to a “bee” to move an
abandoned shanty from a lock below to the site where the home of the old couple had stood. Within a few days
they were established in exactly the same way. Furniture was gathered and they took up life where it left off. Old
Biddy liingered on in full content for a year or two and then set out on her final journey, but old Billy lived on
forever, it seems to me now, for I cannot recall the time when he did not sit on the doorstep playing the flute,
whose elfin music must still haunt the valley.
*
The dinner table was set in the long old-fashioned dining-room and the best napery and silver had been
brought out to grace an occasion momentous to me—my first excursion into the world. Not that my going would
have been sufficient cause to bring out the white-and-gold china which had come down from grandmother or the
best tablecloth or the small stock of solid silver, used only on state occasions, but the prettiest and youngest aunt,
the aunt who still wore her hair in long curls down her back and who bore the charming name of Isabel Eddith
MacArthur, was to return that day from a lengthy visit to us and her fiance was coming to fetch her.
What was more, they were to take me back with them on the drive of twenty miles across the most beautiful
section of the Genesee Valley, past Mount Morris and Geneseo to the little village of Conesus, where my aunt
made her home with an older brother.
With this exception my mother’s brothers were all contractors or lumbermen, but the one brother had taken up
farming and lived in a picturesque section of western New York. In the nearby village of Conesus was a young
merchant who had succumbed to the charms of my only unmarried aunt, who, being ten years younger than my
mother, was still in her twenties. By some chance she had singled me out and invited me to return with her for a
visit at my uncle’s farm. She was to be married in the autumn and we were eager to see the one who had captured
her and not a little jealous besides. And here he was, more than fulfilling our expectations!
It was for him, then, that the table gleamed with the best napery and silver, for him that the white-and-gold
china had been brought forth, for him that we had fricasseed chicken and dumpling, lemon pie, and many other
things for which my mother was famous. It was a midday dinner, as we were to start immediately after for our
long drive across country, and I was already dressed for the occasion in a new gown of pearl-colored alpaca
trimmed with bright blue. It is the only dress of my childhood that I remember, and I doubt if I ever had a prettier
one. But here was the dinner waiting, such a dinner as I have remembered for a lifetime, and I could scarcely taste
a mouthful! The excitement was too great. In vain, they rallied me and begged me to eat. Even the lemon pie
could not tempt me.
This was the first time I had ever seen the great elms on the “flats” of the Genesee Valley, elms that would
require the encircling arms of two men to span. These trees are among the largest in western New York, and the
whole route is one of great beauty. Before reaching the flats, one passes the famous “high-banks” where he can
look down a deep gorge upon the river below. But it was not scenery that appealed to me, save In retrospect, but
an excited sense of being with the lovers, and I could tell them years after, much to their amusement, just what
they had said, as they failed to remind each other that “Brooks of Sheffield is very sharp!”
I must have been ignominiously asleep when we reached the farm at nightfall, as I cannot remember the arrival
nor the supper, but only of being put to bed in a large room, where I soon forgot everything until, long after as it
seemed, I woke to hear a rushing about downstairs and to see a brilliant light reflected into the room. I jumped up
and went to the window just in time to see my aunt and her lover and all the family at the farm running down the
road toward the red light, which I knew must be a fire. It was at a neighboring farmhouse and I was left alone on
the assumption that I would sleep. I could not run after them and they were too far to hear my call, so I stayed
alone, standing by the window and watching the flames until they came back an hour or so afterwards.
This fright stamped the beginning of the visit upon my memory, but a far more indelible impression is left of
the next morning when, dressed in one of my pretty new gowns, I came downstairs and went out into the yard. It
was an exquisite summer morning and everything was suffused with a magical light, the light that irradiates the
earth and air to the eyes of childhood. I can remember the sense of this light about me more vividly than the
objects it touched, and it was so in all of my childhood. There were summer mornings in the old valley when I can
still see myself standing looking away toward the hills and conscious only of being enveloped in a wonderful
light, not sensing the objects within it. It is such an impression I carry away from the first morning upon my
uncle’s farm.
Indeed, I seem to recall very little of the visit and have introduced it because of the fact that it became the
forerunner of other and more important ones, for mny aunt was married in the autumn and set up a charming
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home in the little town of Conesus, whither I was bidden for the winter, to escape the long walk over the hills to
the district school at home. We had fully a mile and a half to go over a bleak road which drifted level with the
fences and it was necessary for father to get out the sleigh and break the roads much of the time in winter. In
summer the road was beauiful, and I used to attend the district school during that period, as the year was then
divided into two terms, but it was out of the question to struggle through the drifts in winter.
At Conesus there was a village school with several departments and I forged rapidly ahead; but it is not my
studies that made the impression, but the delightful home where everything was so beautifully appointed and
where there was so much love and cheer. My aunt had the touch of the artist in everything pertaining to a home
and was also famous for her hospitality. I was allowed to entertain all the children I wished, and little parties were
given me, with such cakes and ice cream as I have never since tasted. At Christmas there was a tree with presents,
not only for me, but for all of my friends. No child could have had conditions more like a fairy tale than those
which surrounded me from the time I was seven to thirteen rears old, but in looking back upon it I recall more
vividly getting hold of Dickens and Thackeray than all the parties at which I was allowed to play the small
hostess.
I must have been about nine when Pickwick Papers fell into my hands, and after that there was no keeping me
from Dickens. I cannot recall a single child’s book that I read, save the infantile Mother Goose and such fairy
tales as Cinderella and Red Riding Hood. As a matter of fact, there were few books for children under the roof at
the old home. We were seven miles from a bookstore and there would not have been money enough to invest in
fairy tales when shoes were needed. Dickens was my fairy tale, and all of his characters were as famlltar to me as
the folk along the canal or the neighbors in the valley.
It was at my aunt’s, too, that I discovered Thackeray, and I could not have been more than ten or eleven when
the machinations of Becky Sharp began to bewilder me. Becky carried me beyond my depth, but when I returned
to her in later years, I was amazed that I had, to use the vernacular, “sized her up”\fn{ Scoped her out: H} as well as I
had.
So the earliest childhood passed, as childhood should, with happiness, and the only loss was that, spending my
winters away, I had not the close and constant companionship of my brothers and sisters.
*
It was an event of prime importance when any of my mother’s family came to visit us; not wholly because they
brought us presents, or, if it chanced to be one of the men, gave each of us children money, but because they
carried with them that touch of the world, that sense of some romantic contact with life, which means so much to
those who live in the country.
All of my mother’s brothers were distinguished in appearance, but particularly was this true of her brother
Archibald MacArthur, whom we always called “Uncle Arch.” Even a passer in the street would turn to look at
him, with his tall, fine figure clad to the last degree of elegance, for the man of that day affected his frock coat and
silk hat as commonly as the man of today his cap and knickers.
As he lived in Chicago, where he was engaged, in company with another of my uncles, in an extensive
contracting business, building at that time some of the largest railroads in the West, we seldom saw him, but when
he made us a flying visit going to or from New York, it cast a spell over our simple lives, and one day in the early
autumn when a livery carriage from Mount Morris turned into our lane, a general shout went up, for we knew it
was Uncle Arch. He had dropped off en route to New York and must go on tomorrow, but was anxious to know
how we were getting on at the farm, and one could see his penetrating eyes resting upon each child in turn.
At supper he talked a great deal with Nellie, and it was evident that she, being the oldest of the girls and having
an unusually poised manner for a girl of sixteen, had attracted him. That night, when all of the younger household
were in bed, he made a proposition to mother that he take Nellie to Chicago.
“It is wrong,” he said, “for so lovely a girl not to have an education. Let me take her home with me and put her
into a private school. I am going to New York for ten days. I could return this way and get her.”
Mother’s heart sank. Nellie was already the mainstay of the family and the one to whom both parents turned.
My father was a reticent, undemonstrative man, but Nellie ignored this trait and, with sure discernment of what he
craved, was very affectionate with him. Though only a girl herself, she had helped to bring up the younger
children and was mature beyond her years. In all matters of the household she was proficient and to the whole
neighborhood she had become a good angel.
It was not from selfish considerations, however, that there was hesitancy; no mother could have been more
willing to sacrifice for her children; but the joy of the family so largely centered in this daughter that the wrench
was doubly hard. What parents, however, could stand in a child’s light when such an opportunity offered? It was
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therefore accepted, my uncle went away, and preparations were hurriedly made to equip Nellie with a suitable
wardrobe.
The village of Mount Morris, seven miles distant, provided materials, for, although we were but thirty miles
from Rochester, we never thought of going there to shop; it was as much of a journey as it would now seem to
cross the continent. But Mount Morris sufficed, and I can remember how pretty the sister looked in the new
dresses, though but one garment remains clearly in my memory—the long blue cloak which she wore the
afternoon she went away and which set off so perfectly her golden hair.
The day before my uncle was to return, she called all the younger children about her and gave to each some
remembrance, some one of the things she had saved since childhood. My gift was a small steel engraving of
Murillo’s\fn{Bartolomé Estaban Murillo (1618-1687) Spanish artist. } Infant Saviour and Saint John, and the little picture is
still one of my cherished possessions.
The next afternoon, wearing her pretty blue cloak and a small blue velvet hat, she started away on her exciting
adventure. It was arranged that Arthur, then a young fellow of twenty, should drive them to Mount Morris. He was
a great lover of horses and had already earned his own team and carriage, and a dashing turnout it was!
Everything was done to keep the occasion a cheerful one. With waving of hands they drove away and we all
turned back into the house. Scarcely had we gained it, however, when a terrible premonition seized upon my
mother and she began walking the floor and begging father to follow and bring her back.
“I shall never see her again! I shall never see her again!” she cried, pacing the floor and wringing her hands.
Thinking it only overwrought nerves, my father strove to pacify her, but she would not heed, and I can still
hear her distraught entreaties and his expostulations.
Nature is kind, and even the greatest anxiety yields in time to apparent security. As letters came from Nellie
full of glowing accounts of her school, of my uncle’s delightful home, of the kindness of his wife, and of all the
wonder of a great city with its theaters, music, and gayety—gradually the fear passed and we all came to feel that
it was merely a nervous reaction.
*
When summer arrived, a new scheme was on foot, that Nellie should, before coming home, go up Lake
Michigan to Cheboygan, on the Straits of Mackinaw, where another brother of my mother was engaged in the
lumber business and where a sister of hers also lived. The town of Cheboygan was practically settled by the
MacArthur family, my grandfather having gone there many years before and purchased large tracts of timber
which his sons had either inherited or bought, so that they were at this time among the most extensive lumber
operators in Michigan.
Being but a few miles from Mackinaw Island, Cheboygan was a summer resort and a delightful place in hot
weather, and inasmuch as her relatives there could do so much for her, it seemed selfish not to consent. Her
summer, therefore, was spent in Cheboygan, where friends and admirers began to flock about her; so much so,
indeed, that when autumn came they begged her to remain until spring.
She had been gone then a year and it was a great cross to extend the period, but the aunt with whom she was
living wrote that, as soon as navigation opened in the spring, she would herself bring Nellie home, and knowing
what a dull time awaited a young girl housed in during the winter months when, by remaining, she could have not
only young companions but an excellent school—permission was again given and the family settled down to
await the advent of spring.
One ought to explain that at this time Cheboygan depended entirely upon water communication down the
Great Lakes, there being no railroad nearer than Petoskey, thirty miles distant.
I was at Conesus as usual during the winter term of school, but came home at Easter vacation, and as the
spring was early and the roads well cleared, I did not return, but finished out the year at the district school.
Scarcely had I reached home when the children called me aside and announced with bated breath that mother had
had another premonition about Nellie. While they did not use this exact word, they realized there was something
ominous of which she felt the foreboding.
Not until I was much older, however, did she describe the vision to me.
It seems that she was sitting by the fire one morning in the late winter, resting from the round of duties and
thinking of the reunion so soon to take place, when on the wall behind the stove came a picture, in colors, every
detail as graphic as if from a painter’s brush. She saw a defile through the mountains, with a gorge of great depth
below, the only path being along a ledge of rock scarce wide enough for one to travel. Upon this path was a man,
walking firmly and looking steadfastly ahead, and by his bearing she felt at once that it was the figure of the
Christ. At that moment, below the picture, written upon the wall, appeared the words of the familiar hymn:
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His path I see and I’ll pursue
The narrow way till Him I view.

Instantly came the impression that it was a warning of impending trouble and that it concerned Nellie. She was
completely distraught, and it was impossible to dissuade her from the fear which again took possession of her.
Letters were dispatched to Cheboygan begging the young daughter to come home, but it was then within a month
of the opening of navigation and, as passage had been engaged upon the first boat, it seemed unnecessary to
anticipate it. No doubt, had my mother told the full reason and related the vision, it would still have been
considered a nervous foreboding unwarranted by the circumstances, and naturally she hesitated to state
specifically a fear of that sort.
So time wore on until the thirtieth of March, the birthday of John, the youngest child, who was three years old,
and there was a happy mood in the family, watching his enjoyment of his gifts. It was spring in the valley, a warm,
beautiful day, with the creek running flush with its banks, the grass beginning to show green, the buds beginning
to break—a day that called us all out-of-doors into the balmy air.
At the side of the house was a well with a wide curb and from it a large flagstone extended to the parlor door.
Upon this stone the two younger children were playing with the new toys, incident to the birthday. It was yet too
early for father to be in the field and he and my brothers were with us in the yard, when we saw a horseman come
spurring across the bridge and into the driveway along the creek. In a moment he had galloped up the little
terrace and reached us where we stood.
How instinctively we felt that it was disaster, how the hearts of even the youngest stood still as he drew from
his pocket a yellow envelope and handed it to father!
There was no need to hear the fateful words: Nellie died this morning of heart disease. Shall we bring her now
or wait till navigation?
No warning had been given, no intimation that she was ill. It lacked but four weeks of her return, as navigation
would open about the end of April, but now, when it was too late, the word that had detained her would detain her
no more, and the horseman returned to Mount Morris with the reply,
“Bring her immediately, if possible.”
Then came the fuller news, that she had been ill with diphtheria, but was making so satisfactory a recovery that
it did not seem wise to alarm the family; that she was able to sit up and walk about the room, and everyone
supposed her to be on the highroad to health again, when she was suddenly stricken with heart failure.
The first sight of grief is an indelible thing. I was ten years old at the time and of course could not feel keenly
the death of a sister whom I had not seen in a year and a half, but I was old enough to realize the sorrow of my
parents and in particular the passionate grief of my mother that she had not obeyed her intuition, had not acted
upon the warnings given her.
My mother’s sisters living in western New York came to be with her during the painful days of waiting, and
Mary and I, to relieve the congestion, were sent to a neighbor’s directly across the bridge. We knew the afternoon
that Arthur, in company with one of my uncles, went to Mount Morris, driving his beautiful horses as he had done
the afternoon that Nellie went away and we knew what was signified by the open democrat wagon.
The train was late and the roads were deep with spring mud. It was already dark and we had finished supper at
the neighboring house. A young girl in the family had brought out books to divert us and we were sitting by the
table reading Tales from Shakespeare, where Bottom, of Midsummer Night’s Dream, having donned the head of an
ass, is made to say to Titania,
“My dear creature, how do I look?”
Just at that moment wheels sounded on the bridge and a piercing cry came upon the air. I shall never forget that
cry, nor that it was simultaneous with the words, “My dear creature, how do I look?” So will the most
inconsequent thing fix itself by association with the tragic.
We did not see the face of the sister, owing to the danger of infection, and life closed over the wound sooner,
perhaps, at least to the younger members of the family, than it would have done had she not been so long away,
but it broke the spirit of our mother and made our father more deeply silent and taught us all that life held
meanings that we had not known. …
206.32 Excerpt from Memoirs of Li-Hung-Chang\fn{by William Francis Mannix (1873-1920)} Malone, Franklin
County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 9
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1
That the Grand Ambassador to the Czar’s coronation was troubled again with what he had already characterised, crossing the English Channel, as a “disordered stomach,” due to the “eating of German foods,” and, perhaps,
to “Bismarck’s hofbrau,” is evident from the first entry in his diary after taking the Cunarder at Liverpool:\fn{ The
reader should know this book is a forgery by William Mannix, and that the materials allegedly by Li Hung-chang, were in fact written by
Mannix himself. These two sections deal with the Ambassador’s alleged experiences in the United States. I have separated the “Viceroy’s”
material from Manix’s by an (*); but this is just a literary device: there is no compelling reason to do so, because the alleged Vicegreal
material is not in fact a writing by Li-Hung-Chang. As to the footnotes, some are of my composition, some are his—he will have added his
in order to strengthen the illusion of the memoir’s veracity—and I have treated all of them, for the sake of form only, as if they are normal
footnotes separate from Mannix’s own work: but it is all by him. H}

*
Third day on a mad ocean.
After eating. I do not think, if ever I went to Germany again, I would eat either with the Kaiser, Prince
Bismarck, or any other great man; that is, unless he would be agreeable to my taking my own foods in my own
way. For I find that my stomach has not been so disordered for years. I do not remember that I was ever so sick
before. Dr. Gray, the ship’s medical officer, says that I have been seasick. It is a ridiculous and most unscientific
diagnosis of my case, and I did not hesitate to tell him so. Dr. Tong-le does not agree with Dr. Gray, and his
disagreement gives me more faith than ever in our Chinese medics.
The master of the vessel has been very attentive to me; more so, indeed, than I really desired—for when one
feels as I have felt in the last three days, he wishes most of all to be left alone.
Tong-le says he has never known me to be so irritable, and my good cook says he has been unable to please
me. Poor fellow! he has staggered about the ship like a man filled with strong drink, and I know he is not any
happier than I am. But he is seasick; for he can demolish all kinds of foods, foreign and Chinese, without
experiencing the least ill-effects afterwards.
The sun is bright and warm today, and I am beginning to enjoy the ocean air. We shall be half the distance to
America by tonight, they tell me. I am also told that this mad ocean is quieter on the American side.
Fifth day out.
If the people aboard this ship are a fair sample of the great mass of Americans, I am sure they are a wonderful
nation. The men are as polite as the French, and do not stare at one like the Londoners. I was not pleased with the
crowds of England’s capital. They were rough in looks and in behaviour, and many low fellows did actually try to
insult me. But the police were everywhere vigilant and superbly organised, and several times the thugs were
taught good lessons with clubs.
I think everyone on board this ship, excepting the third-class passengers and some of the crew, have been
presented to me in one way or another. Fine old men, said to be the very rich, are among the passengers. One of
them, who owns many railroads, was introduced by an American army colonel, and later he brought his wife and
daughter. The latter is the belle of the ship, and would do for a princess at court. I told the interpreter to tell her so,
and she replied with all the sweetness in the world that she would like to be if I were king!
I think that was the highest praise I ever heard, and I shall send Miss Marvin enough fine silks for the rest of
her life. She gave me a beautiful fan, which she said she had purchased in Italy. It was so rich and expensive that I
did not want to take it, and so told her. But she insisted, and I kissed her hand. I have never before kissed a strange
lady’s hand—not outside of our Northern Capital—but I saw much of it in St. Petersburg and Moscow. I think
now that the Czarina expected me to kiss her hand when she extended it immediately after the ceremony of the
coronation, but I neglected to do it through my ignorance and excitement. Instead I placed in her hand the
Precious Queen Jade Ring which the Dowager had sent as a present.
I shall never forget the first apparent embarrassment of the Czar and his Consort, to be immediately followed
by a most pleased look upon the lovely face of the pale Czarina. In a glance she examined the Precious Ring, and
then gladly extended her hand once more, the ring upon her finger. I was excited somewhat, and took the hand in
both of mine and knelt upon the rug. I suppose there is no man with his eyes open who will not learn something
every day. Even Confucius said that a thousand years of study was only a preparation for the real knowledge one
should possess to be able to stand among his ancestors.
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A Christian holiday.
My teeth are troubling me today; that is, those which are not false. When I get to Shanghai again I shall have
these last troubling ones removed. We shall be in New York tomorrow. I feel thirty years younger than Gladstone.
At evening, Second Hour of the Crow.
I shall go to my bed early, for we shall be in New York Harbour at daylight. I am worried about this American
life I must lead for two or three weeks. I hope it will be much shorter. I only want to see Cleveland, and the tomb
of General Grant.
*
It is exactly a week, according to the diary, before His Excellency takes up again the narrative of his trip,
writing at the Hotel Bellevue, Philadelphia:
*
How can I write of all that has happened in the six days just past? It seems as if I had lived a year or more
since I landed in New York from the Atlantic steamer. I have been tired almost beyond words, but the reception I
have been accorded by this great American people has filled me with pride, and I know that in China it will be
thought most wonderful.
And is it not strange? For years my people have been barred out of this rich country—not because they were
criminals or had leprosy, but just because they were born in China. If the same persons had been born in Japan or
Korea or India or England they would have been let pass through the emigrant gates. And yet, I was born in
China, and these Americans, high and low, pay me the honour and attention due a visiting monarch. I will see if
this cannot be changed somewhat.
I have met that great-and-everywhere person known as the American newspaper man,\fn{ Mannix was himself a
journalist:H} and I have enjoyed him. Also, I guess, he has enjoyed me, for I have been told more funny things by
the reporters than I ever heard in all my life before. They are a jolly lot of fellows, and I think a regiment of them
would make the biggest army [enemy] laugh so much that they either could not fight, or would not want to shoot
such clever chaps.
When we came sailing into New York Bay, before, indeed, we had really left the mad ocean behind us, there
were many craft coming to meet us, smoke from their funnels, and white steam and noise from their whistles.
Ahead of all the rest were two or three handsome launches, making for our ship as if they would run us down. I
thought these must be the official boats, and I went far forward on the ship and looked ahead to the oncoming
vessels.
There were no ladies on these first boats, and I surely thought they must be the carriers of the officials. But I
soon learned my mistake, for these were the boats of the American press. Our big ship slowed down—for the
press is all-powerful in the United States—and a lot of men scrambled aboard. They were clean, fine-looking
fellows; like young diplomats or secretaries in a foreign office.
At first I was somewhat nonplussed at their familiarity, for they neither bowed nor hung back but came straight
to our party, and began introducing themsel yes and shaking hands. It was impossible to be offended, although, as
I have said, I was at a loss just what to do or say. But soon I got used to the fine fellows, and took them as far
forward on the deck as we could go. When I had them there I said:
“Now, gentlemen, I have come to see America, and not to be the distributor of information. I want to learn
things. Therefore, please tell my secretaries all about the points of interest as we go up the harbour.”
And they did it, too. I asked about everything I saw, and before we had landed in New York I could tell many
things concerning the city, especially what buildings loomed up into the sky, the various waters of the bay, the
islands, and the forts, and a lot of such information as only one who travels may acquire.
From that morning to this I have not been—I was going to say an instant—an hour, in my waking life, without
the company of my newspaper friends. At Washington, with the officials, on the trains, at all the receptions and
meetings, even waiting for me at the hotels when I wanted to retire, and again looking for me before I had
partaken of the first morning meal—they are wonderful and tireless, and deserve to earn a great deal of money. I
saw them hobnobbing with the President and with Governors, just as if these high officials were only respectable
tax-gatherers. Still, it all told me that this country was, indeed, the democracy of the world. That great lesson I
learned from the actions of the American newspaper men, and I bless them for it!
I am a journalist myself. Many people would be willing to doubt and to ridicule, but it is true nevertheless.
While I have never published a journal, nor acted as editor, the profession of writing is so noble that I am
honoured to claim membership therein. When in my youth I thought of my future, I said that some day I wanted
to be the Chang-yuan\fn{Poet-laureate} of my country, and I studied long and diligently. I took my degrees ahead of
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many thousands, the hsui-tsai, the chu-jen, and the tsun-sz,\fn{AB, MA and LLD degrees, respectively} following each
other rapidly. And I have written and written for many years.
One young reporter laughed long when I told him I was a newspaper man, too, and that he surely did not
expect me to give him all the information I had gathered. He had been asking me questions like a rapid-fire gun,
and I saw he was new at his profession, and I pitied him.
“You say, Mr. Li Hung Chung, that you are a newspaper man?” he asked when I appeared serious.
“Yes,” I replied. “I have written a great deal that has been published in our Chinese papers, and which the
editors did not dare refuse.”
“How was that?” he enquired.
“They were decrees from the Throne,” I told him.
Evidently that was all he needed for his article that day; for he left me immediately, after offering me a cigar,
and the next morning I read in one of the New York papers that “Li Hung Chang is a writer who uses an axe on
any man who dares Blue Pencil his Stuff.”
The newspaper men of New York have given me such treatment that I shall never forget them. While they have
not treated my visit in the severe manner of the Germans, or in the half-patronising attitude of the London and
Liverpool journals, they have tried to get at the truth regarding China and the affairs of the Far East. The editorial
writers have poked a little fun at our party, but at the same time the chief editors have made my visit the occasion
for long and sensible editorials upon China and her people. For this I thank them. The great United States has
been our friend in the past—even though she shut out the emigrants—and she will be our strong friend in need
some day.
Of all the cities in the world I think New York is the worst. The worst, least suited to the life of Li Hung
Chang, I mean. Of course, they did not think of me when they were building it.
But I should not want to live where, if an earthquake happened, ten thousand tons of stone and iron would
topple over on my head. Oh, I have pains now in my head and neck from looking up! And when I was looking up,
there were hundreds of thousands looking down at me—like people in crevices of great cliffs, four times higher
than our tallest pagodas. Had they been enemies, how easy for one or ten of them to drop heavy boulders down
into my carriage! But they were all friends, thousands upon thousands of friends of the Throne, of the Grand
Ambassador and his party, and of the millions and millions of my countrymen. I know this to be so, for flags and
banners and long streamers waved everywhere. Even the myriads of young folks and children waved little flags of
yellow silk upon which were painted the Dragon, and beautiful women and girls cheered for China and clapped
their pretty hands. I was all very pleasing, very satisfying to me and those with me, and I know the news will be
told far and wide in China.
Later. Same night.
The fine picture of President Cleveland, which I made him promise me in New York, was delivered by a
special Government messenger this evening. Mrs. Cleveland’s picture also accompanies the President’s, and there
is this brief but delightful inscription in her own hand:
“Joining with the President in sending photographs to the most distinguished of Chinese statesmen, I also
request that assurances of my highest esteem be given Her Majesty the Empress Dowager.”
It is told me that of all those fair women who have been mistresses of the Executive Mansion at Washington,
Mrs. Cleveland is one of the most lovable. This I can readily believe, for I do not know when or where I have seen
a face and form more pleasing to the eye. I would call her the Mother of Graciousness and the Sister of Heavenly
Love. As the Chief Lady of the United States she is an ornament to her sex, and a glory to womankind the world
over. I wish the illustrious and sacred Empress Dowager could know Mrs. Cleveland and the Czarina.
President Cleveland could not have paid a higher compliment to royalty than he did to me and the members of
our party. It was so great and affecting that I authorised C’Lung to expend fifteen hundred taels upon a message to
the Throne telling of the American President’s superlative compliment in coming all the way from Washington to
New York to greet us. Could he have done more? No, if he had offered me the post of Secretary of State I could
not have felt more highly honoured.
I cannot compare Mr. Cleveland with any man whom I have met, unless it is with Prince Bismarck. Yet, while
he appears to have the great force and will-power of the Iron Chancellor, I am sure he is not possessed of the same
quick temper. Bismarck kicked one of his hounds, and slapped a lackey for letting the dog get in his way. I cannot
imagine President Cleveland doing that, or getting so red in the face as Bismarck did. Still, one cannot always tell.
I had a lesser wife once, who, before she came to my house, was the personification of meekness and lovability. I
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almost began to believe, before marriage, that she was too mild in mind to be really human; but in six weeks she
began to make my tea bitter, and to treat me as if I were the tail instead of the head of that establishment. I paid
her twenty shoes of silver and sent her away.
This recalls some of the questions of another reporter in New York. He wanted to know how many wives I had,
and after I told him I had as many as I needed, he was impertinent enough to ask how many I needed. The
question did not please me, but I did not let him know it, for that would have been a satisfaction to him which I
did not wish to give. And so I asked,
“How many wives have you?” He answered quickly,
“None.”
“Good,” I said, “you look as if you might be able to take care of just that number.”
When Mr. Cleveland and myself talked about wives and women in America and China, it was different. The
President was seeking enlightenment, and so was I. He laughed heartily when I told him that if he were President
of China he would have, as he has here, but one wife in full legal status; but that undoubtedly he would also
possess a secondary wife in each province, or perhaps more.
“No, no,” he said, the tears of laughter running down his cheeks. “But, come to think of it,” he continued, 'it
takes a man capable of managing sixteen or eighteen Chinese women to govern one American girl.”
I cannot pretend now to tell of all our activities in New York, with the dinners and receptions and the speeches.
The Mayor presented me with the keys of the city; at least, that is what he said he was doing. The ceremony
meant that I could go where I pleased, eat and purchase what I pleased, and even buy fine silks and satins, and the
country would pay for it all. But, as it happened, I wasn’t allowed at any time to go where I pleased, nor to spend
so much as a cash.\fn{About one eighth of a cent} I saw the great Central Park, the Courts, and the Prison. There is
another prison on an island in one of the big rivers that run around New York; or, rather, through New York, for
the original city, built on an island, has spread out over territory in two or three provinces or states.
A great river, as wide as ours at Hankow, bounds the city upon one side. I went up this fine stream when I was
taken to visit the tomb of the great General Grant, who put down the rebellion of the Confederates as I had put
down the long turmoils of the Taipings. And, strange enough, I was fighting the Taipings with Ching and Gordon
in 1863 while General Grant was fighting to reach the rebel capital.
I think, if they wanted to win, that the Confederates used poor judgment when they placed their capital so near
the old capital of the country. Why, the distance is not greater than that between Shanghai and Nanking! If their
army lost the battles in front of their capital, their Government must run away or fall into the hands of the other
side. A Government that is running like a rabbit, or trapped like a guinea-pig, does not command much respect
from its followers. I have looked at a map of the Confederacy, and I should have established the capital
somewhere in Texas. It could be moved later.
I cannot shed tears as some people do—there are those who shed them when they break the shell of a painted
egg—but my heart was full of bitter sadness and sweet memory when I stood beside the tomb of my glorious
departed friend General Grant. Of course, I was in a manner happy to think and know that I could stand at his
holy grave, and speak to him in the Other Land of Blissful Longevity. It is at the grave of the departed that one’s
words are of most effect. The spirits linger there to listen, and when the distressed friend comes and speaks, his
words are caught up and carried to the Sacred Hollow, where the Seven Springs are always flowing.
And so I told the spirit of my departed and illustrious friend that I had come all the way from distant China to
look upon his tomb as I had looked upon his face so many years ago. And it was the very truth; for while I had an
official mission to perform for my Sovereign, and a message of good will to take to the Czar and to the rulers of
Belgium, Germany, and the other countries, I had in my heart a loving desire to speak my inmost thoughts to the
spirit of the famous American commander.
I could not have returned satisfied to China had I left this sweet and flower-scented duty unperformed. I
offered sweet incense and holy flowers to his spirit. I placed a booklet of prayers at his head, and I asked his
blessed spirit to think of me always, and to give me welcome to the Land of Sunshine and Golden Hours. This
done, I am filled with an ocean of peace and content; just as when, at the grave of my illustrious and most holy
mother, I find joy of the heart and incense of the mind.
I have thought and thought so much of General Grant. He came to China covered with the honour and plaudits
of the whole world, and we honoured him still more; we honoured him as no foreigner before or since has been
honoured in our country.
And—is it not strange?—was he speaking to me?—of General Grant I was thinking when the Japanese ruffian
attempted my life at Shimonoseki; when the Marquis Ito and myself, as representatives of our nations, were
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engaged in the treaty of peace. Is it not strange?
Yes, I even looked beyond to the trees of General Grant and Mrs. Grant, and spoke to him as I felt the burning
of the maniac’s bullet!
*
The Viceroy’s memoirs take it as being well known that during the visit of General and Mrs. Grant to the Far
East the Japanese honoured them, among many ways, by the planting of two splendid trees of the Samurai clan on
a little island opposite the city of Shimonoseki, dedicating the ground as sacred. Upon one tree was hung a copper
portrait and inscription of the General, and a like placard with the picture of Mrs. Grant upon the other. It is
recorded locally that soon after General Grant’s death the tree dedicated to him withered away, but that the other
grew green and luxuriant until Mrs. Grant’s death, when it, too, died.
*
2
Philadelphia, the city of Brotherly Love, as it is called, also the city of the Cradle of American Liberty. I want
to put down a few impressions now, for in a few days more I shall be commencing the long journey across the
United States toward the Pacific Ocean and my beloved home. I am getting homesick for China; and although of
late I have been sending brief despatches by cable to the Court, always with love and reverence for the illustrious
Throne, I am anxious to tell China about my triumphal journey in foreign lands, as a first wife is to relate the
antics of her first-born boy.
If New York is the noisiest, most mind-distracting and elbow-rubbing place I ever saw, and Washington the
most beautiful and open—though I have no doubt my French friends would not thank me for saying this,
especially considering the woods of Paris—Philadelphia is one of the most smiling of cities.
Of course, I mean the people, for I cannot say that the city has any sections which compare at all with the
upper parts of New York, from Grant’s tomb and beyond; nor has it anything half so imposing in buildings or
thoroughfares as the Capitol and Pennsylvania Avenue of Washington.
The crowds are not as dense as they are in New York, nor as well-dressed as those in Washington or Paris, but
they are better-natured than any I have seen anywhere. Clean, nice-looking people, too, with smiles all over their
faces, and cheers and “hellos” and other friendly greetings coming from their throats.
I think the place well named “City of Brotherly Love.” But I am going to invent a new title—which I told the
Mayor, and he said he would write it down—and call it the Place of a Million Smiles. That is almost poetic, but it
is proper, for I have also written some lines on the Liberty Bell, which are yet to be rewritten when I return to
China.
*
Whether Li Hung Chang ever rewrote his lines upon the Liberty Bell, composed during his stay in
Philadelphia, is not known. Certain it is that a careful search of his quite countless manuscripts and notes fails to
reveal any further attempt to improve or revise the few original lines, although in several places in his memoirs of
later date he refers to the Liberty Bell and his visit to Philadelphia.
The poem to which he refers, and which has an excellent cadence and metre according to Chinese standards, is
extremely difficult of rendition in English, if attempt is made to follow the author’s rather involved thought:
To my eyes they did point out the symbol of Liberty,
And to my ears they did direct the sound.
It was only a sound of dong-dong.
And it came from an instrument of brass made by man.
The bell did not ring to my ears;
I could not hear the voice in my ears;
But in my heart its tones took hold,
And I learned that its brazen tongue
Even in silence told of struggles against wrong.
*
These good sons of America
Call the Liberty Bell ancient;
But I who come from the oldest of the lands,
A student of the philosophy of the ages,
Know that what this bell speaks
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Is of Heaven’s wisdom,
Millions of centuries before the earth was born.
*
It repeats the heart words of the gods;
It repeats, only repeats:
But let it do so to the end.

In his prose regarding the Liberty Bell, the Viceroy speaks again of its age, but in a much lighter vein:
*
They showed me a beautifully-shaped old bell, which is in Independence Hall, and is called the Bell of
Liberty; which means that at its ringing all men within sound of its voice know they are free. But they do not ring
it any more because it is cracked. Is Liberty cracked also?
When I was informed that it was considered “old,” in fact, called the “Old Liberty Bell,” I asked regarding its
age, and some of the officials began looking quizzically one to another. The Governor of the State himself did not
know its age, but finally some fellow with sharp eyes discerned a date on the symbol, whether inside or out I
cannot say, and announced that it was some hundred or two years old.
Ho! a hundred or two hundred (I forget which) years old! He! We should laugh in China if anyone should call
anything old at that age. It is simply an infant, still suckling. I laughed at the mention, and I told the Governor. He
winked and said:
“Yes, Viceroy, all the nations are suckling infants compared to your venerable land.” With that I bowed and
thanked him, and I liked him for his speech.
The great celebration for our party in this city was held principally about the place where the Liberty Bell is
guarded—a building called Independence Hall. It is a small structure, not half as large as the Hall of Sacred
Records at Canton, nor even of the Temple of the Great Philosopher at the Forbidden City. Here it was that the
first Assembly of American representatives met to declare war upon England, and freedom from her heavy taxes.
The English taxed everything the Americans used, almost, excepting the air and the water. The worst tax of all
was upon tea grown in China. The Americans were very fond of tea, and they wanted much of it. So England
decided that she could raise large revenues by taxing the tea. Then the Americans threw the tea into the harbours,
tax and all, and would drink nothing but milk and water and whisky for a long time. Not much tea was drunk for
eight years, when the war ended with England beaten. It was what she deserved. I should hate any man who
deprived me of my sou-chong.\fn{A rare tea}
There were several speeches in and about Independence Hall, even myself making a brief address, which was
translated by—I cannot recall his name, a secretary of our Washington legation. It was only a few sentences, the
best wishes of the Chinese nation to the United States. I also spoke a few words in English:
“I am proud to be welcomed in the land of Washington.”
I must not forget the Mayor of Philadelphia, the Honourable Mr. Warrick, who was a jolly fellow, wearing a
silk hat and a perpetual smile. The smile suited his city. Mr. Honourable Mayor made one of the longest speeches
I have heard on this trip, and he put me to sleep. Yes, I really fell into a deep doze during his spouting, and it took
roars of laughter to awaken me to the sense of my position. When I opened my eyes I saw thousands of people
laughing and clapping their hands, and at first I thought it must have been some very humorous or witty remark of
the speaker’s that had brought about such an extraordinary outburst of good nature. Then I saw that everybody
was looking at me, including the Honourable Mayor himself. He was laughing with the rest! Of course, I felt a
little embarrassed. Then the speaker said, half to me and half to the immense audience,
“His Excellency does not like long speeches, evidently; so I will cut mine short.”
This being translated to me I had my secretary say to the Honourable Mayor that I did like long speeches, for
during them I could have long sleeps. The Honourable Mayor repeated my words to his hearers, and there was
laughter and cheering for several minutes.\fn{ This little incident strikes one today as so entirely facetious as to put the
authenticity of the entire work in doubt; but the book was forged in a different and less critical age; and even now, it is entertaining to think
that an Imperial Viceroy of the Chinese Empire would actually behave “like one of the guys”:H }

Anyway, the Honourable Mayor finished what he had to say quickly, the bands began to play, and the soldiers
—they were Pennsylvania State Troops—began to march, and our party entered carriages and were driven up to
Broad Street.
Broad Street is well named. It is very broad, and many miles long; the longest straight street in all the world. I
looked down it both ways from the City Hall, and it seemed to have no endings. Some one told me it was thirty
miles in length, which, if true, is nearly one and one half times as long as the great outer wall of Peking. In New
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York their principal street is called Broadway, when it is not broad at all, but narrow, as thoroughfares go in this
country. I think it is not as wide as the Hatemen Road in Peking; but with its buildings it makes me think of the
Sinkiang River at Sin-chow, with its tremendous depths and high banks. But Broadway leads the universe for
business, and “Business” is the keynote of progress today.
In America, especially, everything is “Business,” even to the art of writing. Nobody in the United States writes
for the mere love of the work. No, the most immortal poem or the greatest tale of true love and heroism must be
paid for before the writers will let their manuscripts out of their hands. It is wonderful to think that if I had been
paid even a tael for each full page I have written I should be almost a millionaire!
*
It may be well to explain here, lest the explanation made in the introduction be already forgotten, that Li Hung
Chang’s favourite writing-paper—if we are to judge by what he used—was extra heavy, and cut to a size
approximating a postal-card, though not of exactly that shape. His written characters were large, about a 36 point
in type measurement, while his emphasised or exclamatory words or characters were often written much larger.
This, being considered, with the further fact that seldom or never did he write beyond three lines to a “page,” will
help to render this last statement of his less exaggerated than it seems upon its face to be.
*
I find that the matter of local or provincial pride is the same the world over. Londoners, in, spite of the fog and
damp of their great city, will tell you that it is the best place on the planet to live in. New Yorkers say that outside
of New York there is little to see, and they let their local pride lead them to scoff at and make fun of Philadelphia.
Of course, the intelligent people know that this is only palaver, but the ignorant get it into their heads, and wag
their tongues as if it were the sacred truth.
And this makes me think of what one of the reporters said to our party when we came from New York. He said
that when we were in Philadelphia we would be either dead or asleep. I did not make reply at the time, but I have
since thought that there was more danger of being dead in New York, with all the rush and noise overhead and on
all sides, than in Philadelphia.
But was it not humorous that in all my travels, however tired and worn I might be, I never went to sleep in
public before? I had a temptation to tell the Mayor of Philadelphia, when he and the other officials came to meet
our party at a junction point, what the New York reporter had said, but I was afraid it might offend him, for I did
not know what a good-natured man he was. Afterward he himself told me how all the country called Philadelphia
slow and sleepy, so I see that I should not have hurt his feelings at all.
Late, same night.
Tonight I visited the Union League, and was served a delightful Chinese dinner with wines and tea from
Canton. It was the best that my stomach has received since leaving home.
A great number of prominent people were there. I have a complete list, and will preserve it. But a few I will
mention now: the Honourable Governor of the State, who was also a General in the great Civil War; Mr.
Wanamaker, the foremost merchant of the United States, besides several leading editors and writers, among them
Mr. Smith.
Next morning.
General Hastings, the Governor of this great State, called upon me this morning to bid me adieu, and to present
one or two young ladies and several members of his staff. I gave the Governor a strong invitation to visit me in
China, and I told him that if he would come and spend a half a year in the quiet of my home in Peking, I would
make him so pleased and comfortable that he would not ever want to return to the noise of Pennsylvania. He
thanked me cordially, and said he would give the matter careful thought. General Stewart, who was with the
Governor, asked me if I could not make him the head of my provincial army. He said he loved to fight.
“In that case, General,” I said to him, “we do not want you, for armies that are always looking for battle
usually get more than they bargain for.”
I am sure that Governor Hastings is by far the handsomest man I have seen in all these Western countries. He
ought to hold the position of emperor or king, or at least be duke of a duchy. It was a pity that he did not appear in
uniform, for he is a born general-in-chief in appearance, and of most commanding presence.
When the Governor stood near me I was not so large as before, for I had to look up at a slant into his eyes. I
asked him how tall he was, and what he weighed without his clothes on, and he told me; but I have forgotten the
figures just now. At any rate at the Union League we stood back to back, and he was an inch and two thirds taller
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than myself. Together we were the biggest pair of men in the club.
I had several delicious American drinks called “cocktails,” and I asked Salang to find out just what ingredients
were used, and how they were made. There was just enough spice and sweetness to them to suit my taste, and I do
not think they would hurt me if taken not too frequently.
I feel that I shall sleep most calmly tonight.
*
After the above no entry appears to have been made for a week or ten days; for as Western dates or places are
seldom given, and Chinese dates, when used, appear to be the markings of time in a number of different epochs, it
is next to impossible to know with any degree of certainty where the following lines were written; but,
presumably, from the general tone, they were written west of the Rocky Mountains:
*
After three days on the train.
Again I must think of Russia with its vast plains and heaven-reaching mountains. But here the parallel of
thought must end; for with Russia all the wild and newer country is far to the east, while in the United States it is
the west that is widespreading and new. Yet I must not be misunderstood, nor must I leave in my records
statements that I myself will take wrongly in the times to come when facts, figures, and impressions are not as
plain as they are today.
In this wonderful Western empire of the American Union there is the same spirit of enterprise and business,
with all modern progress, that there is along the seaboard of the Atlantic. And to think that fifty years ago there
was not a settlement of stationary people in the hundreds of miles we have been travelling since we left the great
river of America, the Mississippi.
Can it be true? Can it be that all these changes have taken place since I took my examinations for the Han-lin?
It must be, for I have heard it from every one, and a whole nation cannot lie.
For hours and hours we travel, and see nothing but great ranches with cattle, or vast stretches of country
without a living man or woman or fowl. Then there will be a small town, then another, then another; until finally
the train rushes through the outskirts of a big city, and into a station that makes one think again of New York,
Chicago, or London. And there are high buildings everywhere, so high that men look like children when seen
from their roofs. Heaven help this country whenever an earthquake comes!
I cannot see, in spite of the explanations that have been made to me, what is gained by having these structures
built up so that they almost stop the clouds going by. Yes, I can see in New York, for New York is built upon an
island, and the shippers and others do not want to go across rivers and bays to do their business. The city becomes
crowded, and land is so valuable that those who own it send their edifices up into the air, which is free to use as
high as they want to go. Yes, I can understand New York’s “cloud-stoppers”; but I cannot understand why these
Western cities, with cheap land for hundreds of miles in all directions, will try to see how many great buildings
they can crowd together in one place. Still, I suppose if I should write a whole volume, and make a present of it
for circulation among the business men of these cities, they would not even thank me for my meddling. Anyway,
it is none of my concern; and, besides, I do not expect to see the places again.
I care nothing for mere places, unless there is some charm of the mind or heart to draw and hold me. And no
place because of itself can have a claim upon my affections. There must be some human or ancestral association
connected with a place if I am to think about it, or dream about it, or write about it.
Moscow as Moscow is nothing to me; but as the place where I witnessed such overpowering ceremonials,
where I saw the Czarina, and where I presented to her the Sacred Ring, sent by the illustrious and ever virtuous
Empress Dowager, it is a place enshrined deep in my heart.
And so with Essen—I hate its smoke and heat, but I love Essen because of Herr Krupp, and admire Essen
because of her cannons.
And so with Hawarden.
And so with Philadelphia and Washington and Mt. Vernon.
And so with home—where our loved ones are! It was an American that wrote a great sweet song of home. I
know the air, for I heard the bands play it on the warships when I was a young man, but I do not know the words
as they were written. However, the words are in the heart of each human being—just as the dong-dong-dong of
the Old Liberty Bell at Philadelphia is in the national hearts of all men, before those hearts are turned to
something else by pride or selfishness or greed of gain and power.
*
The great Viceroy wrote but little more of his memoirs while on American soil. What he did write was by way
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of advice to his countrymen in the United States, that they should obey the laws faithfully, and live in peace and
concord with the people about them, save their money, and eventually return to the land of their ancestors. His last
paragraphs, written at San Francisco, the day before his sailing for China, are as follows:
*
Today my friends took me far out toward the Golden Gate, and gave me my first view of the broad Pacific
from this side of the world.
I could not believe it was so many thousand miles across. For as I stood there upon those high cliffs at one side
of the narrow entrance to the great bay of San Francisco, I strained my tired eyes across the waters, and I thought
I could see in the beautiful distance the holy mirage of my native land. Those about me talked and pointed; but I
heeded them not—for my very soul was reaching out to the souls of China. I saw the Throne, and I bowed my
knee to Their Illustrious Majesties. I saw Tientsin and Canton and Hankow—all places I love and shall ever love.
Returning to my apartments, I had nothing more to say. I have seen the world in these months. Now all I ask is
the supreme joy of kissing the earth of my native land. …
160.67 Excerpt from My Thirty Years In Baseball\fn{by John J. McGraw (1873-1934)} Truxton, Cortland County,
New York, U.S.A. (M) 13
While I was arranging the memoranda for backtracking over thirty years of my baseball life an old friend, a
man now high in world affairs, dropped in to see me. He saw what I was doing.
“Say, Mac,” he said, “tell me who, in your opinion, makes the best ball player, the college boy or the ignorant
young fellow who comes in from the town lots?”
I looked up at him in downright gratitude for the suggestion. It gives me a start—a keynote that I would like to
sound throughout these memoirs.
“The college boy, of course,” I told him. “He has at the start the very thing the less fortunate young fellow has
to acquire. He steps right in with the advantage of mental training. With the same amount of natural common
sense behind him the college boy has a full two years’ jump on the town-lot boy.
“The difference is simply this—the college boy, or anyone with even a partially trained mind, immediately
tries to find his faults; the unschooled fellow usually tries to hide his. The moment a man locates his faults he can
quickly correct them. The man who thinks he is keeping his mistakes under cover will never advance a single step
until he sees the light.”
That in a nutshell is the difference and it may explain why I have steadfastly tried to get college boys with
natural ability on my many ball clubs. Usually they arrive quicker and last longer.
Some of our greatest stars have never been to college, but that does not mean that they were better off without
such training. It means that they had brains enough to see the handicap and through persistence and determination
overcame it. Men of this type are Hans Wagner, Tris Speaker, Napoleon Lajoie, Delehanty—oh, a lot of them. I
might add that Hughey Jennings and myself also were of that type, but we were quick to see the need of what
other young fellows had been given by their parents. As to how we did it I will tell later on.
It is not my purpose to moralize, even if I am at the age where men begin to get philosophical and point out
things to the youngsters. In the first place, it is hard to make the youngsters listen. I do think, though, that all
successful endeavors in life are based on that idea of being able to find faults and of being just as quick to correct
them.
That is largely the way we won the last World’s Series.
*
I have been somewhat at a loss to know just what in my thirty years of baseball would be of the most interest.
Candidly, I didn’t know where to start.
To get a line, though, we sent out questionnaires to fifty men in different sections of the country—some
veteran players and some fans. We made a point of not asking too many men of expert knowledge. In these
questionnaires we asked for suggestions as to what the public would be most interested in—what questions that
particular person would like to have answered.
The first one came in from a major league umpire—a man of imagination and understanding.
“1. They would like to know,” he began, “how the Giants won the World’s Series.
“2. Tell why you shifted from ‘waiting out’ the Yank pitchers to swinging at the first ball. Several times you
made this shift.”
In the first place, we won the World’s Series because we thought we could win. Though we said nothing, we
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took advantage of the fact that our opponents and the public had underestimated the strength of our pitchers.
After the end of the season I did not say one word to urplayers about the series until the day before it actually
began. I purposely kept away from them. In the meantime the newspapers were full of discussions of the
weakness of our pitchers and of the strength of the Yank pitchers. They told of what Ruth and Meusel would do to
us, and so on. This put the odds up to 7 to 5 with the Yanks as favorites. Not once did I discuss this with the men.
On the day before the first game I went to the clubhouse and had a heart-to-heart talk with the players.
“You can beat these fellows,” I told them. “I don’t think there is a question about it. We have a big advantage
in that they are the favorites. Not once since we started on our last drive have you pitchers failed to come through
when called on, and the rest of the team has backed you up. You can do it just as well in this series. All you’ve got
to do is play ball just as if you were playing a regular game in mid-season. There is no difference. The team that
gets impressed with the idea that there is a difference will become self-conscious and lose.
“Now, practically all of you have played in a big series and it is nothing new to you. In a way you have
observed the playing of your opponents. A lot of people have an idea that because I frequently changed pitchers in
our last twenty games these pitchers were not able to stand the pace. You know better than that. We changed them
for very good reasons. We’ll change them in this series if necessary, but I don’t think it will be necessary. All I ask
of you is, forget about those odds—those figures merely represent the opinions of sporting writers. Get out there
and play baseball just as you have all season. I’ll do the directing and if anything goes wrong I’ll take the
responsibility.”
That is all that I ever said to them. It might surprise many to know that at no time did we have the slightest fear
of Ruth. There seemed to be an impression that I was unfamiliar with the playing of Ruth and Schang. As a matter
of fact I knew more about Ruth, Schang and Baker than any other members of the Yankee team. My club has
played in full twenty games against Ruth. That naturally ought to give me a pretty good line on him.
I might say right here that we caught Ruth in one of his slumps and we did everything we could to make it
worse for him. He is a ball player of the freak type that is likely to bust up a game at any moment. Nobody ever
could hit a ball as far as he, and it was my business to see that he didn’t get hold of one. Under those
circumstances the natural thing to do was to pitch him slow ones. It is difficult for a long hitter to brace himself
against a ball that barely lobs over the plate.
I signaled for every ball that was pitched to Ruth during the last World’s Series. In fact, I gave the signal for
practically every ball that was pitched during the series by our pitchers. They preferred that I do it. I think ball
players, as a rule, can do a more workmanlike job when they feel that someone else is taking the responsibility.
Those who watched the games may have noticed that the catcher invariably turned and looked at the bench. I gave
him the sign, which he in turn gave to the pitcher.
This was not done in any slipshod or guesswork manner. To give you an idea of our thoroughness, we pitched
but nine curves and three fast balls to Ruth throughout the series. All the rest were slow balls. Of those twelve—
the nine curves and three fast balls—eleven of them set the big fellow on his ear, as we say. He got just one foul
off those twelve strikes. And usually we crossed him with the curve when there were men on bases. Our respect
for the way he tears into a fast ball is indicated by our giving him but three to hit at during the entire series.
The trick, though, that broke the Yanks in two was a brand-new play that we pulled on them and repeated on
the two occasions when they became the most dangerous. The public seems to have overlooked this play in the
excitement.
But I am running into my second chapter.
*
Late in the season we discovered a new way—at least a surprising way—of breaking up an advance around the
bases on a safe hit. None but a smart, an accurate player could work this play, but we had a man almost perfectly
equipped to carry it out—Dave Bancroft. We used the play but little, so that it could be a surprise in the big series.
And it was a surprise.
When there is a runner on first or second and the succeeding batter follows with a clean hit the chances are that
the runner will score from second, the man on first will go to third and the batter to second. Just the same the
outfielder, nine times out of ten, makes an attempt to get the man at the plate. When it is seen that the throw will
not get the runner at the plate the pitcher generally intercepts the throw and tries to make a play at one of the
bases. That play has been made so repeatedly that it has come to be a sort of matter of form.
Now, if the hit scores a man from second, with the tying run, the team that allows the batter to take second on
the throw to the plate is in grave danger. Another hit may win the game.
Our plan was for the outfielder to throw the ball directly to Bancroft in his regular position; he would turn
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around and whip the ball to second. If it got the runner coming down from first—the man who had hit the ball—
the rally was broken up. And, even to our surprise, this play worked every time we tried it. On three occasions the
Yank batter ran headlong into the trap.
In the last game, if you will remember, Bob Meusel hit a beautiful single into the outfield, scoring a runner.
The throw looked as if it was headed for the plate, but instead it went directly into Bancroft’s hands and he caught
Meusel, who started for second. We had made no useless attempt at the plate to prevent the first score, but we had
to stop a second one. That play saved the game for us.
In the last inning of the game we pulled exactly the same play on so experienced a veteran as Wally Schang.
His wallop would have won the game but for Bancroft taking the ball in the same way and catching him at
second.
After seeing Meusel caught that way we really did not expect that Schang would fall for the same trick. But he
did. And by being thus caught, Meusel and Schang cost the Yanks that game.
In other words, we took advantage of the chance to upset what had become a habit in baseball. Many games
are won during the season by crossing ball players who think in the same groove all the time. The idea is to
observe closely, find the grooves, and then block them.
*
As to the reason for shifting from “waiting a man out” to hitting at the first ball, the answer seems to be
obvious. We saw that the first scheme was not working. Naturally we changed our tactics. Following out my
suggestion at the start of these memoirs, we located our fault and set about to correct it as quickly as possible.
In the first game I had an idea that Joe Bush might be lacking a little in control. I instructed the batters to wait
him out. Let the first one go by, if necessary, and make him put one over that could be hit on the nose.
On this plan of action we went along for several innings. But Bush did not get wild. He was pitching perfectly
and we could do nothing with him. Instead of our men profiting by waiting, he was continually putting Giant
batters in the hole. He saw our plan and was laying the first one squarely over the middle of the plate.
Toward the middle of the game I ordered the batters to shift.
“Take a crack at anything he puts over,” I told them. “Don’t wait for anything. If it is in reach, sock it.”
Luckily, we had called the turn at exactly the right minute. In a half inning, it seemed, the whole complexion of
the game had changed. One after another our batters walked up and took a swing at the first thing that came over
the plate. We popped Bush for five hits, if I remember right, and won the game in a single inning.
*
There appears to have been a disposition on the part of sporting writers and the public to give me entire credit
for winning this last series. I wish, sincerely, that they had not done this. As I have said, I did do all the directing,
but direction and so-called generalship are of no value whatever if the players do not carry them out. They deserve
the credit for delivering the punch. I merely pointed out the weak spots.
An army that wins a great battle in the field usually gets the credit for the fighting—the soldiers, I mean. They
should get it. The directing head merely points the way. No general could win a fight unless the men had the
courage and the ability to deliver the punch. It is the combination that counts. A soldier, I believe, can fight much
better and with more intensity of immediate purpose if he does not have to bother and worry about the plans.
At no time and in no instance during that series did the players fail to carry out my instructions to the letter.
There were no arguments and no discussions as to the advisability of this and that move. I took the entire
responsibility and they seemed quite willing to let me shoulder what blame might come. If we had lost the series,
I would have lost it—not they. Our success can be laid to the fact, I think, that I had absolute confidence in our
players and they had a similar confidence in me. I could not handle a team that did not have confidence in me, and
it is a cinch that I would not have a group of players in whom I did not have confidence. All I want to know is that
they are honestly trying to do what I tell them. If they haven’t the ability it is my fault if I keep them. Never in my
life have I blamed or criticized a. ball player failing in an effort to carry out instructions.
Often we send up a pinch hitter only to have him strike out. That is a chance the manager takes. If it fails he
has no right to censure the player. They can’t always hit safely. If it were possible for a ball player always to carry
out his instructions—even to making the play successfully—then we should have no baseball. Managers could
simply sit down in the spring and figure it out with pencil and paper.
I have made it a point, as I have said, never to blame a player for failing in a sincere effort to carry out
instructions from the bench, but I also have made it a point to censure a player, even if he won the game, by
failing to obey orders. That, I regard as necessary to discipline. At first I had some difficulty in impressing this
idea upon the team.
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*
Back in 1905 I fined a player $25 for hitting a home run with two on bases—a wallop that won the game.
We had runners on first and second with none out, and I sent up Sammy Strang to bunt. Sammy was a good
bunter and very fast on the bases. I wanted to make sure of his putting the ball down so as to advance the two
runners.
To my surprise the pitcher put the first one right in the groove and Sammy, swinging from his shoestrings,
caught the ball squarely on the nose and knocked it over the right-field fence for a home run, bringing in the two
runners with him and winning the game.
As he came around the crowd began applauding and he was compelled to take off his cap. Just at that moment
he reached the dugout.
“That’ll cost you just twenty-five,” I said to him.
“Twenty-five? What dy’r mean, Mac?”
“Didn’t you have instructions to bunt that ball?”
“Sure, but say, Mac—that one came over there like a balloon. I just couldn’t help taking a poke at it. Was a pip,
wasn’t it?”
“Yes, but it’ll cost you twenty-five for disobeying instructions. Suppose you’d hit into a double play?”
“All right,” he said, “but the way that one felt I guess it was worth it.”
One of those to answer the questionnaire asks if I think. stars should be encouraged for the individual work or
should be made to play more inside baseball.
“Which does the public like best?” he asks.
The above incident is somewhat of an answer, but I will attempt to explain in more detail.
*
The public, I have discovered, doesn’t care anything about the methods employed by a ball club. The fan wants
to see the home club win. So there is little concern in the mind of a manager as to what the public thinks of his
system as long as he wins.
How often have you heard some baseball enthusiast—after the game or before—say, “I don’t care particularly
which club wins as long as it is a good game”?
I have heard them say it all my life and I never knew of one who I believe really meant it. That is not the spirit
of baseball, no matter what we hear. Such remarks are usually made after a comfortable dinner and in an effort to
display a sense of sportsmanship.
One night I had dinner with De Wolf Hopper, Louis Mann and a few other rabid fans.
“Honestly, Hopper,” I asked, “what really is your idea of a good ball game?”
“My idea of a perfect ball game and a delightful afternoon,” declared the veteran fan and actor, “is for the
home club to pile up fifteen runs in the first inning. To add to my comfort I don’t want to see a single player on
the other side reach first base.”
“Well,” spoke up another, “it is quite a thrill, at that, to have them get the bases full and then have our pitcher
strike out the batter.”
“But, my dear fellow,” declared Hopper, “that isn’t comfort and pleasure. That’s suffering.”
So, you see, the baseball manager to have the public like his style or his method, must win. He needn’t worry
about the details. The average fan will never understand them anyway.
*
Teamwork is to baseball just what it is to any other enterprise. Individualism is all right in its place, but too
much of it will kill any organization in the world. The result is what counts, and the only way to get it is by
teamwork.
So-called inside baseball is mostly bunk. It is merely the working out of definite plans that the public does not
observe. There is nothing on a ball field that the public could not see and understand if the fans studied the game
as we do. As I have intimated, all the fan sees, as a rule, is the victory or defeat. His eye is always on the ball or
on the runner approaching the plate. Rarely does he observe what the other players are doing. He is an enthusiast
—not a workman.
I venture to say that not one fan out of a hundred saw the two plays that. we worked on the Yanks when we
caught Meusel and Schang going to second after their hits had driven runners around. The eyes of the public were
on the ball or the runner furthest advanced. If, for instance, a batter cuts a base the fan rarely ever sees it. His eye
is always centered on the real action.
And this question of individualism or teamwork recalls my early remark on the difference between the college
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player and the town-lot fellow. The former quickly sees the advantage of teamwork—of coordination. The latter
sees only himself, either making good or falling down. If he makes an error he will try to cover it up by such
remarks as, “Well, I thought—”
We call that class “I thought” ball players. There are many of them. Always they have an alibi. It is seldom that
they come to the bench and ask where they made the mistake and what to do about it next time. The college
player will do that. His mind is more disciplined and he is eager to learn.
*
A type of the college player, quick to learn, was Eddie Grant, who was killed in action in France.\fn{ During
World War I.}
After leaving Harvard Eddie was on the Philadelphia National League Club. Having heard much of
Mathewson, he was very curious to bat against him. Finally his chance came. On his first time up Matty put one
right in the groove and Grant smacked it for a single. Five times in succession he faced Matty that first day and
established the remarkable record of getting five straight hits.
“Do you know that’s Mathewson you’re hitting?” Billy Murray asked him.
“Yes,” he said, “but I don’t suppose he knows this is me.”
“But he will,” Murray advised him. “What did he pitch to you?”
“Curve ball, waist-high and just inside.”
“Well, you’d better practice hitting something else.”
Now, Eddie was not stupid. He didn’t think like other bushers\fn{ Bush-leaguers, a derisive term now used generally by
fans and players alike to differentiate professional from non-professional players. } that he alone had solved Matty’s delivery. He
began to study. An early success like that would have ruined a player with less brains.
“And, you know,” Grant afterward told me, “it was a good thing I did. Matty didn’t pitch me another ball like
that all season and I didn’t get a hit the next twenty times that I faced him.”
*
Another type of the ambitious college player was Fred Snodgrass. He came to me as a catcher, or rather, I was
so impressed with his work in a college game out in California that I asked him to join us. Snodgrass was not a
great catcher, so I turned him into an outfielder. He studied every department of the game carefully and it was rare
that he ever made a mistake—of judgment.
When Snodgrass dropped that ball in Boston—the error that everybody says cost us the series—I never gave
him one word of reproach. Any player is liable to make an error. That was not a boner, as we call it. It happened to
be one of those unavoidable things that come at a costly moment. Often I have been asked to tell exactly what I
did to Snodgrass for that. For the first time I guess I will have to tell:
I raised his salary $1,000 a year.
Snodgrass suffered more over that one error than all the rest of the team put together. To blame a player for a
thing like that would show little loyalty on the part of the manager. It would ruin him for the future. Often I used
to “burn up” when I read in the papers of rumors that I had released Snodgrass.
In this connection I will confess that I also raised Fred Merkle’s salary at the end of the season in which he
made the fatal blunder of not touching second in that famous game with the Cubs.
*
I do not mean to imply that a premium should be placed on errors. The chances are I would have raised the
salaries of both those players anyway. I wanted them to understand that I would not let such mistakes stand in the
way of their progress. They had done nothing in violation of the spirit of teamwork. Both were earnest and very
valuable cogs in our machine. To relieve their feelings and restore self-confidence it was necessary that they
understand that the manager and the other players held them in just as much esteem as ever.
If I make myself clear, I have tried to point out the difference between breaches of discipline and mere errors
of commission. I fined Sammy Strang for hitting a home run and winning a ball game, while I raised the salary of
a man whose error had cost a pennant and of another whose muff of a fly ball had lost the World’s Series.
It so happens that all three of these players were college men—young fellows with the advantage of systematic
mental training. Snodgrass and Merkle faced the gibes of fans for two years without a murmur. Never did they
offer an excuse.
Benny Kauff is an excellent type of the man who comes into baseball without mental training and who could
never grasp the idea of trying to find his faults instead of trying to hide them. Benny had great natural ability. It
was almost impossible, though, to get his mind off himself and on the team as a whole. Benny had no early
advantages. He wanted to be a star, but he could not realize that a real star must rise with the team to be of value.
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George Burns, on the other hand, never regarded as a great star, was one of the most valuable ball players that
ever wore the uniform of the Giants.
Kauff was of the type of what we call freak players. The chances are I have handled as many of the so-called
freaks as any other manager. It has not added to my health any, either. I will discuss those fellows in the
succeeding chapter.
*
It has been my fortune—sometimes misfortune—to harbor some of the most picturesque characters in baseball
—men whose names will remain in sport history long after others of more ability are forgotten. Always I have had
a weakness for these odd personalities. I assure you, though, that the spice and flavor we got out of their presence
has been offset by worry and troubles. I doubt if I ever will try another one.
I shall never forget Bugs Raymond.\fn{“Bugs,” of course, was a nickname, meant—affectionately in this case—to indicate that
its owner was at least a little crazy. So also the nickname of the infamous, sadistic gangster, “Bugsy” Malone; but one doesn’t hear it in my
time: H} There, by the way, was one of the greatest natural pitchers that ever lived. He had his odd ways of

thinking while off the field, but once in the box he knew exactly what he was doing. All we had to do was to keep
him in physical condition.
That, though, was the thing nobody ever succeeded in doing.
“Say, Mac,” Chief Meyers said to me after he had caught Raymond for the first time, “that fellow can do more
tricks with a baseball than any man in the world.”
And he could. Raymond’s long suit, of course, was his spitball. He could make the ball do the queerest of
stunts and never did he hesitate to pull one of these tricks when the team was in a hole. Even though he sorely
tried me at times, I must admit that he was largely responsible for one of our biggest season’s successes.
Every fall Bugs would promise faithfully to go on the waterwagon. In the spring he would show up as if he
meant what he said. In two or three weeks he would drop right back into his old habits. His fondness for
companionship was his downfall. I think he knew every man and boy in every little town we ever played in as
well as in the big league cities.
One season I tried to cure him by cutting off his money supply. I warned all the players and the sporting
writers not to lend him a nickel. Just the same he would manage to get what he wanted somehow.
One day I sent him out in the bull pen to warm up. The pitcher in the box seemed to be wobbly. In those days
the bull pen was back of the bleachers and out of sight of the spectators.
A half hour later I sent the bat boy for Bugs. He could not find him. The trainer then took up the hunt.
Presently he returned with the information that Raymond was in a saloon down Eighth Avenue drinking beer. He
had taken the new ball that I had given him for warming up and had sold it to the saloonkeeper.
One fall I persuaded him to take the Keeley cure at a Chicago institute. We got encouraging reports from week
to week, but finally came the news that Raymond had been expelled for having scared his roommate, an old
business man, almost to death by some rough horseplay.
Bugs was very proud of his term in the Keeley Institute. He even wore a class button and very proudly
exhibited an album with photographs and other souvenirs of his schoolmates. He showed up at spring training
camp with all these trinkets. Though expelled, he really had quit drinking. I never saw him look better. He started
like a whirlwind.
We were in Marlin, Texas, at the time. The newspaper men were sending back interesting stories of the
wonderful reform of the Bugs, as we always referred to him. In about two weeks, though, I began to see ominous
signs. Bugs had struck up an acquaintance with some farmers and cowboys.
We went to Dallas for an exhibition game and Bugs fell off the wagon with a splash. In those days they always
served cocktails with the Sunday night dinner at the old Oriental Hotel, all prepared in advance and placed on
long tables in the hotel pantry, just off the dining-room.
Knowing the head steward, Bugs decided to visit him. He left the dining-room and started to the kitchen. As he
stepped through the swinging doors his eye lighted on the long rows of cocktails—hundreds of them—all lined up
in rows. Promptly Raymond started right down the first row, drinking one after another until he had consumed
more than a dozen.
That was the beginning of his downfall. The next day it rained and we missed him. He came in after midnight
saying that he had been out with some old railroad friends.
To be sure that I did not misjudge him, I had a detective follow Bugs and make a detailed report of his
activities for twenty-four hours. Mind you, all this time the reporters were still talking about Raymond’s reform
and the Texas papers were picking it up.
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It was still raining the second day and I sent for Raymond. He denied everything, as usual. I was in a dilemma.
I didn’t know whether to denounce him to the newspaper men, who had tried so hard to help him, or to make one
more attempt to bring about reform. I didn’t expect him to stay entirely sober, of course, but I figured that if I
could keep him in half-way condition he could win some ball games for us at the beginning of the season.
Suddenly a scheme occurred to me. I decided to hold a secret court-martial—a trial “in camera” as the English
say—with the newspaper men sitting as a jury. I knew I could trust everyone of them. In fact I had never known a
baseball reporter to violate a confidence. For that reason I have never hesitated to talk with them freely.
To this day the picture of that jury and the prisoner at the bar is the most amusing thing in my recollections.
The jurors got up out of bed to come down and were half dressed, as I was.
As I remember, this jury was made up of Sam Crane, Sid Mercer, Bozeman Bulger, Damon Runyon, Charles
Van Loan and one or two of the younger writers whose names I can’t recall at the moment.
“Gentlemen,” I said to them, “I have called upon you to sit as a jury on this man. He has promised all of you
not to drink and you have given him every help. You have praised him in the papers. He has violated that faith.
He’s a big bum that’s laid down on his friends. Now I want you to hear the evidence and then it will be up to you
to decide whether you shall expose his weakness in your papers and tell the world that he’s no good, or whether
you will overlook it and give him one more chance. I won’t ask you to keep anything out of the papers. I’ll leave
it to you.”
In the meantime, Bugs sat there, his bloodshot eyes downcast, his hair tousled, his face unshaven.
“It’s a damned lie, Mac—somebody’s been lyin’ to him, fellows,” he said, in answer to my opening charge.
“You say it’s a lie? Wait until I present the evidence. Look at him, boys!”
“Maybe he’s just got a cold,:” suggested one of the writers. “A fellow’s eyes get that way sometimes from too
much reading.”
There was a smile and hope came into Raymond’s eye.
“I don’t smell anything wrong with his breath,” suggested another.
“How’d he get that way with no money—if it’s licker?” another remarked.
As these remarks went round I slowly unfolded the typewritten sheets of the detective’s report. Of course, all
the baseball reporters knew just as well as I that Bugs had gone off the reservation and had been drunk. I began to
read.
Your operative followed one Bugs Raymond for eighteen hours and noted his every movement. At 9 A.M. the said
Raymond went into a saloon known as the Turf Exchange. In a back room he drank seven glasses of beer, ate a handful
of pretzels and two Bermuda onions. From there your operative followed the said Raymond to the Knight saloon. There
he drank nine glasses of beer, ate more pretzels and two or three onions, etc.

The jurors took careful notes of this and finally summed it all up. The result of the tabulation was that
Raymond, in twelve hours, had consumed forty-eight glasses of beer, a peck of pretzels and eight Bermuda.
onions.
“Now, what’ve you got to say to that?” I demanded of the defendant.
“It’s a damned lie, Mac! Fellows, there ain’t a word of truth in it!”
Several members of the jury averted their faces to hide their smiles.
“You mean to tell this jury,” I asked, assuming indignation, “that this officer has sworn to a lie—you mean to
say you didn’t do this drinking of beer and eating of pretzels and onions?”
“It’s a lie, just the same, Mac! Of course, I might’ve had a coupla dozen glasses of beer, but I’m tellin’ you it’s
a lie—I ain’t eat an onion in seven months!”
The jury couldn’t hold in any longer. All of us broke into laughter.
“Bugs,” one of the jurors finally asked, “in view of your abstinence from onions—this technical mix-up in the
report—will you promise to lay off the rest of the stuff if given a chance?”
“Bet your sox I will! Fellows, I’m through!”
After a moment of deliberation the jury solemnly acquitted him and voted to say nothing in the papers and give
him one more chance.
The defendant, declaring the jury to be a regular lot of guys, went out happy and got drunk again that night. At
that he partially straightened up and pitched some good ball for several weeks.
*
You may have noticed that I have begun these memoirs with the present instead of with my early boyhood
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days. I did this advisedly, it always having been my belief that we can use the present to reflect on the past much
better than to make the old days reflect on the present.
After I have recalled a few more of the picturesque characters of my thirty years in baseball, it is my intention
to go back to the early days and drift down again. In that way I hope to recall landmarks that otherwise I might
forget.
*
Next to Raymond the most picturesque characters—I don’t necessarily mean drinking players—of my
knowledge were Rube Waddell, Larry McLean, Ossie Schreckengost. and Walter (Steve) Brodie.
Most baseball people remember the time when Schreck—the scorers had shortened his name to that—refused
to sign a contract with Connie Mack until a clause was inserted that Waddell must not eat crackers in bed.
These two quaint characters always roomed together. At times they were a trial to Connie, and he figured that
he could keep an eye on them better by having them in the same room, especially on the road.
“No, Connie,” said Schreck when he showed up to sign his new contract, “I won’t sign it unless you put in
there that Rube mustn’t eat crackers in the bed. You know, the big bum has got to where he eats these little animal
crackers every night. I didn’t mind the flat crackers so much. But for a whole week last year I woke up with
elephants’ tusks and cow horns stickin’ ’tween my ribs.”
Connie Mack gravely inserted the clause and Ossie signed.
*
Like Bugs Raymond, Waddell had an uncanny ability for getting money when there was none in sight. He had
worked so many schemes on Connie that the Athletics’ manager thought he couldn’t be fooled.
One night in Detroit Rube came to Connie’s room in deep distress. He had lost the diamond watch charm that
had been given to each member of the team for having won the pennant. It was an expensive trinket and one that
Waddell was very proud of. It was his fondest possession, and Mack knew it.
“I wanted to ask you what to do, Connie,” said Rube. “How can I go ’bout findin’ it? I know I had it on this
afternoon.”
“I would suggest,” advised Connie, taking the matter very seriously, “that you put an ad in the local papers—
yes, and offer a reward.”
“How much reward, Connie, would be right? You know I’m flat broke. You know that better than anybody.”
“That’s true,” said Mack, “but you go ahead and offer $10 reward and if the diamond charm is found I will pay
the reward myself.”
Rube promptly put an ad in the paper. The next day at noon he went down to a saloon where he had left the
charm with the bartender, an old acquaintance.
“Connie,” Rube said to his manager over the phone, “there’s a guy down here in a saloon that’s found my
diamond charm. Will you come down and pay the reward for me?”
That sounded fair enough. So Connie walked down, paid the man the reward, turned the trinket over to Rube
and they walked away. Waddell was very grateful. At the corner, though, he left Connie, slipped around the other
way to the saloon and collected $10 from the bartender, a large portion of which they proceeded to drink up.
Connie had been completely taken in. Now, you can’t say that a man who can think up that scheme hasn’t got a
keen brain.
Waddell was one of the greatest pitchers that ever lived. He had such a large hand that he could encircle a
baseball with his fingers as the ordinary man could a billiard ball. That gave him tremendous speed and also a
wonderful curve.
Rube was very vain about his arm and had absolute confidence in being able to beat any club in the world.
Generally he could do it, too. In the spring training exhibition games he used to demand that all the players except
himself, the catcher and the first baseman be taken off the field. For fun they let him do it. All the men he did not
strike out he proposed to get out on infield grounders.
*
On several occasions he did that trick and actually got away with it.
I played on this vanity one time to win a game. That was many years ago. We knew Rube would pitch and we
knew the chances were that he would beat us. As he came walking across the field from the club house I called to
him to throw me a ball that had rolled out there. He made a great throw of it.
“That’s no throw,” I called back to him. “Look at this one.” I threw the ball back.
Rankling at my remark, he whipped the ball from the fence to the plate. Again and again we went through this
procedure, our players razzing his throws every time. Finally his arm was so tired that when he went in the box
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we gave him a trimming. He had to be taken out before the fifth inning.
One spring the Athletics showed up in Texas, and both our teams happened to be in Dallas at the same time. I
was told by some of the Athletic players that Waddell had been missing for three days, that nobody could find
him. He had a habit of going off fishing at the most unexpected moments—even in the middle of the season when
the race was tight.
That night we were standing on the sidewalk in front of the hotel when a fire alarm was turned in. We all
moved to the curb to watch the engines go by. Presently one came by with a clang—a hook and ladder outfit.
Imagine our surprise to see Rube Waddell on the driver’s seat clad in full fireman’s regalia, rubber boots, metal
hat, and all. And he was intent on his job.
They found that Waddell had gone to the Fire Department and got a job. He put himself off as an old fireman
and had slept there with the men, sliding down the pole as skillfully as the best of them when an alarm sounded. .
You can understand how quickly Connie Mack went down there and robbed the Fire Department of a good
hand. Always they had to watch Rube to keep him from joining the Fire Departments in the various towns and
cities where the club played.
*
Not long ago I was at a reunion of the old Baltimore Orioles. After having a big time several of the veterans,
including Walter Brodie, were up in my room at the hotel.
“How is it, Mac,” said Steve, as we called Brodie, “that you are always making out that I pulled boners? Lot of
other fellows pulled boners, too—just as many as I did.”
“Is that so?” I laughed. “Well, how ’bout the time you took that third strike against Boston?”
All of them started to tell it, very much to Steve’s discomfiture.
Ed Hanlon, our manager, had been trying to impress upon all of us the necessity of waiting out the pitchers
instead of hitting at bad balls. He could never do much with Steve. He would swing at anything. Finally Hanlon
threatened to fine him if he didn’t take a strike now and then and wait out the pitcher.
In a pinch Steve went up, this idea firmly fixed in his mind. He took the first strike, the second—and the third.
“Now, don’t tell me I didn’t take ’em,” he growled at Hanlon as he came back to the bench. “I reckon now
you’re satisfied that I can take ’em—and—and I could’ve knocked any one of ’em over the fence!”
Having gone this far back, I guess before going on with Brodie and others this is a good place to start right at
my beginning in baseball.
*
I got my first idea of learning to place hits when but sixteen years old, the idea being forced upon me through a
lack of small change. Fifteen cents in those days was a lot of money. At the time there was no way of my knowing
that I was building up the most valuable asset that any left-handed hitter could possess. My idea was purely
commercial.
I was playing on the school team at Truxton, N.Y., where I was born. Always I was a left-handed hitter. The
open lot on which we played was bounded on the right-field side by a schoolhouse with many windows. In right
center there was a church. As a left-handed hitter naturally hits into right field, I broke several window panes. In
addition to several threatened thrashings my father had to pay 15 cents for each pane of glass broken. Other
fathers in our town had to do likewise. Mighty few boys in that time, or in our set, ever had that much spending
money at one time.
To avoid this wrath of my old dad and to save as many 15 cents as possible, I studied how to change my
position at bat so as to hit the ball into left field. In time I got to where I could hit in that direction just as well as
into right.
The mastery of that art of hitting into either field while a boy is responsible, I think, for my batting and rungetting record in the major leagues. Often I have wished that I could devise some such compulsory method to
make our present left-handed hitters shift from one field to the other.
You can easily understand, for instance, what confusion Babe Ruth would cause the opposing outfield if he
could bat either way. They would never know where to play for him. This ability to shift is also invaluable in
working the hit and run play. Willie Keeler had the art down pat. You can readily understand, therefore, why he
and I worked the hit and run play so successfully for years on the old Baltimore club. But I am getting a little
ahead of my story.
*
I started out as a pitcher. This will serve as an answer to many who asked why I always made pitching my life
study.
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During the World’s Series one baseball writer quoted Bill Donovan as saying:
“McGraw turned out to be the best pitcher in the series.”
Though intended as a pleasantry, I took that as a downright compliment. Even to this day I feel as if I could
pitch, though I never did, in the big league. Pitching was my first love and I have never got away from it. To me it
is the most fascinating art in the world. It really is an art, too—not merely science.
*
During the summer months up at Truxton I worked as butch boy on the accommodation train. I sold glass
pistols filled with candy, magazines, bananas, chewing gum—all the things that the butch boys still handle out in
the sticks. I was one of the smallest butch boys you ever saw. I didn’t weigh more than 105 pounds.
In those days people scoffed at the idea of anybody making a baseball curve. It was but a few years ago, in
fact, that many sceptics were really convinced.
In the smoking car, where I kept my stuff, there were many conversations and arguments about baseball. Very
few believed that anybody could pitch a curve.
“What are you talking about,” said a man from my town to his companion, “there”—he pointed at me—“is a
little fellow who can pitch a curve.”
“Bet you $10 he can’t,” the other came back. “At least, he can’t prove it to me.”
“I’d like to take a dollar of that myself,” I chimed in. I was pretty fresh in those days.
The argument grew warmer and warmer until the money was finally put up. The conductor in the meantime
had come along and got in it.
“I’ll put up three stakes, twenty feet apart,” I suggested, “and I will stand at one end of the row and the catcher
at the other. I’ll bet I can make the ball go on the right-hand side of the middle stake and the catcher will catch it
on the left-hand side of the end one. That would be a curve, wouldn’t it?”
“Yes, it would prove it all right,” the man declared, “and I’m betting $10 that you can’t do it.”
I had a ball and glove in my kit. So, at the next town the conductor held the train while we all got out on a
vacant lot near the depot. All the passengers went with us. A man from the train said he would catch the ball for
me.
As cocky as you please, I got out there, wound up, and, sure enough, 1 pitched an out curve that went inside
one stake and outside the other. The ball didn’t break more than four inches to do this. 1 could easily put an eightinch bend on it in sixty feet.
Well, my backer won the $10 and gave me $1 of it. The other man admitted that a curve ball could be pitched.
*
On account of my pitching and hitting on the school team I was made a member of the Truxton Grays, all
home boys who played teams within a radius of twenty-five miles. I was very much younger and very much
smaller than the other players. Still, I won two or three games, and this reputation caused the East Homer team to
offer me a job. East Homer was five miles away, and I had to walk there and back. But I got $2 for each game that
I pitched or played in. I stepped right out and won my first game.
“I want you to pitch again Saturday,” the manager said to me.
“All right,” I agreed, “but it’ll cost you $5; and, what’s more, you’ve got to send a hack to take me there and
back.”
The manager argued over this, but 1 was obdurate, and he finally gave in, after trying to make me compromise
by paying the hack fare one way.
*
A.F. Kenney, a Truxton man, who managed the Olean, N.Y., club of the Iron and Oil League, had been
watching me and giving me advice. After my success with the East Homer team Mr. Kenney offered me a job
with the Olean team at $60 a month and my board. That’s when I really started to play ball. I jumped at the
chance. My dad tried to persuade me to remain at home, but I talked him out of it.
“Why, dad, I’ll be making $3,500 a year before you know it,” I said, and he finally gave in.
My fondest hope was realized. The height of my ambition was to be a professional ball player like those I had
read about. And, sure enough, here I was, a professional. Gee, how good that word “professional” sounded!
And, with that job came the beginning of the end of my career as a pitcher. Manager Kenney put me on third
base. I played six games there and we lost every one of them. I could field the ball all right, but on the throw I
couldn’t hit the first baseman or anywhere near him. I was quite a bust in my start as a third baseman. I was
benched—and my friend from Truxton, too!
I was certainly heartbroken. That benching, though, was the making of me, and often I have thanked Mr.
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Kenney from the bottom of my heart. I didn’t then, though.
I was getting ready for a jump—there was no rule against it in those days—but a good laugh caused me to stay
over another day or two. Al Smathers’s team from Bradford, Pa., came over to play Olean, and Smathers had six
dollars bet on the result.
In the fourteenth inning of that game, with the score a tie and two out, Egan, Olean’s pitcher, singled over
third. A stray dog dashed out of the crowd, grabbed the ball and ran away with it. All the players started in pursuit,
but the harder they chased the faster the dog ran, thinking it fine sport. In the meantime Egan ran around the bases
and the umpire allowede the run to count.
To this day Smathers has never got over osing that game and the six dollars.
Bench-warming grew irksome to me. The next night I packed up quietly and slipped away into new fields.
*
I jumped from Olean to the Wellsville club of the Western New York League. Again I became a pitcher, but it
wasn’t to last long. Every manager, it seemed, was determined to make an infielder out of me. Though still in my
teens, I was getting baseball experience rapidly. I also was beginning to get some interesting ideas of the
viewpoint of the public toward the game. It was always difficult to make baseball managers and owners in those
days understand that the public was really a part of the game.
In one of those towns, or small cities, our ball park was located on an island. To get to the grandstand the
spectators had to cross a narrow bridge at the end of a side street. The main street was up on a hill.
As usual in those towns, there was a half-witted young fellow who always hung around the park, taking a
personal interest in everything connected with the team. At times he was a nuisance, but it was difficult to get rid
of him. He ran errands for the players and took general supervision of everything.
One day the business manager, getting peeved at this fellow, ordered the gateman not to let him in the park any
more, saying that he had become too much of a nuisance.
At the regular time, though, the young fellow showed up at the gate.
“Nothing doing today,” the gateman told him. “You can’t come in. That’s all there is to it—orders from the
boss—there’s nothing doing, I tell you.”
Not for a moment did the poor fellow imagine that they were barring him from the park. He felt badly about
there being nothing doing, so he set about to save other people trouble.
He stationed himself at the head of the street leading to the bridge. As the regular everyday fans came along,
whether walking or in buggies, the half-wit ran out and stopped them.
“No use of going down there, folks,” he would tell them, “there’s nothing doing today. The boss just left word
for me at the gate. There’s no game—nothing doing.”
In the kindness of his heart the poor fellow turned them back as fast as they came. As a result we played the
game to an absolutely empty grandstand. Outside of the players and attendants there were not six people to see the
game. To make matters worse, it was payday and there were no gate receipts to help along. The manager had to
dig down in his pocket.
*
After my season with Wellsville I became a rover. I joined Al Lawson’s All-Americans on a trip to Cuba. That
gave me my first idea of the rest of our own country and of foreigners.
Landing at Key West on our way back, I got a job with the Gainesville, Fla., team and played there during the
early spring. Our team played against major league clubs then training in Florida, and that helped me wonderfully.
The papers gave me quite a lot of publicity on account of the Cuban trip. This, added to my work with Gainesville
against the big clubs, brought me to the attention of many managers. For the season of 1891 I had offers from
twenty-eight clubs. One of these was from myoId friend Kenney at Olean. That, of course, I turned down. I didn’t
know exactly what to do and I had no older man to advise me.
I looked over all the offers carefully and then decided to grab the job that paid the most money, no matter
where I had to go. This happened to be Cedar Rapids. They offered me $125 a month, $75 advance money and
transportation. I got the $75 by wire and started.
All my life I have had a deep sentiment for that Cedar Rapids club. For instance, the right fielder on it was
Henry Fabian, now the groundkeeper at the Polo Grounds. I was signed as a shortstop. Other members of the club
were John Gedar, third base; Jake Drauby, first base; Wally Taylor, second base; Bill McGee, center field; Delos
Woods, left field; Kid Williams, catcher; Billy Hofer, pitcher.
*
To illustrate what I mean by sentiment, I was looking over the names of some players that the Giants had a
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chance to get in the draft a few years ago. I knew nothing about any of them. But I saw that one of them was with
Cedar Rapids.
“That’s the fellow I’ll take,” I said to the Secretary of the club, “and I'm taking him simply because he comes
from Cedar Rapids. That's where I got my first start. This new fellow, I’ll bet, is good.”
And we signed him. That fellow was Otie Crandall, the pitcher. I was right, too. Otie stepped right in and made
good. Not only was he a good pitcher but he could sock the ball. New York fans know mighty well how we used
him successfully as both a pinch hitter and a pinch pitcher.
In a close, tight place—the bases full, for instance—Crandall was one of the coolest pitchers I ever saw. He
had no fear, no nerves. One day we rushed him in from the bull pen to take another pitcher’s place.
“Huh,” he said, “where’d all those fellows come from?”
The bases were full and there was nobody out.
“Oh, all right,” said old Doc Crandall, as the boys called him, “let’s go.”
Without a flinch or quiver he started pitching and retired the side without a run. Crandall was a mighty
valuable ball player. He could also play the outfield.
*
In this connection it was not a great while before Crandall’s time that we began to use pinch hitters—that is,
keep a man on the bench for that purpose alone. I may be mistaken, but I think Sammy Strang was one of the first
ones ever engaged. In the old days we couldn’t afford to have utility men sitting around the bench except when
needed in a pinch. Our utility men or substitutes were mostly the extra pitchers.
Strang was always a good hitter and very fast. He also was a good third baseman, a good second baseman and
a good outfielder. The trouble was that he never cared about one position very long. He would go in and play
second or third like a house afire for a few weeks and then lose his pep. He would get tired of the job. He liked
new sensations. Give him any new job and he was such a naturally good ball player that he would go great guns.
As soon as the novelty wore off he would get lazy.
Strang never got excited about anything in his life. Whether there were one or three men on bases and whether
the world’s championship depended on whether he hit or not meant nothing to him. He was devoid of
nervousness. With a smile and a yawn he would pick up a bat, walk up to the plate and lazily slam the ball out of
the lot.
I decided to keep him as utility player and pinch hitter, giving him no regular job at all. Before that the
professional pinch hitter was not known. Sammy lived up to all my expectations. He hung up a hitting record
which I believe will stand for a long time to come. I put him up nine times as a pinch hitter and he hit safely nine
times in succession. You can well imagine what that meant to a ball club. That was in 1905 and, if you will
remember, we almost walked away with the pennant that year, as we did the World’s Series.
*
But, getting back to Cedar Rapids—Henry Fabian tells me that when I showed up in April, 1891, I was the
freshest and cockiest kid that ever broke into a ball game. I sassed everybody. I thought I was just as good a ball
player as any big leaguer in the business.
To tell the truth, I’ve always thought that those fresh, cocky youngsters who think they know it all are the best
prospects. They have to be taken down occasionally, of course, but if they can keep that cocky spirit they will be
good ball players nine times out of ten. The have confidence in their own ability, and that is a wonderful thing.
Believe me, I have had some fresh ones. Though he preceded me by a few years, the freshest ball player within
my knowledge was Arlie Latham. His first appearance was with the Buffalo team, of which Sam Crane, the
sporting writer, was the manager.
In those days ball players were not kept on the bench for a long time before being sent in a game. The moment
a new man was signed the fans wanted to see him in action at once and so did the manager.
Arlie showed up in the morning and played in a regular game that afternoon. He was so fresh on the bench that
the older players got disgusted and refused to talk to him. That didn’t so much as make him hesitate.
“Quit your mouthing and get out and show something,” one of them suggested to him.
“Yes,” added Manager Crane, “either keep your mouth shut or stay off the bench.”
Arlie was next at bat. He went over and picked up a bat and deliberately turned around and made a monkey
face at his manager. Pretty good for a start, eh? Walking to the plate, Latham addressed himself freely to the
pitcher and made a profound bow to the stand. A minute later he caught a ball on the nose and whipped it to deep
center for three bases.
“Now, old Methuselah,” he called to the next batter, a veteran, “you better stop talking and do something like
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that. How’s that, Sam?” he called to the astonished manager.
The next batter did get a long hit. Latham could have walked home. Seeing where the ball had gone, though,
he started turning handsprings or flip-flops and turned them all the way to the plate, landing the last time squarely
on the rubber.
The crowd, according to Sam Crane, went wild with delight.
That I consider a pretty fresh start for a youngster. But Arlie didn’t stop there. He remained fresh throughout
his career. He was one of the most amusing characters in baseball—a good player, too.
Latham is now running the check room for coats and hats in one of the London hotels. William Fleischmann, a
veteran baseball fan, made this discovery of Latham. He walked into the coat room last year.
“My word, if it hain’t a bally Hamerican!” someone said behind him, trying to imitate the cockney accent.
Fleischmann turned to face Arlie Latham, just as fresh as ever.
*
As I say, I have always had a soft spot in my heart for the fresh youngster. I guess it was because I was that
way myself, and I can understand them. They don’t really mean to be impudent or disrespectful, but enthusiasm
and desire for action simply bubbles out of them. To kill that spirit would be a fatal mistake. At the same time
they’ve got to be checked and put in their places occasionally.
In baseball we have a very rigid rule of seniority among players that helps to cool the youngsters off. For
instance, a rookie never gets a lower berth on a sleeper until after all the regulars have been so provided.
One night we were coming from the training camp in Texas and a fresh young pitcher had been placed in an
upper berth directly under the ceiling light of the car. He turned and squirmed awhile but said nothing. The light
was directly in his eyes, it seemed, no matter which way he turned.
About midnight when everything was quiet, the young fellow started calling to me. I was in the drawing-room
with the door open.
“Say, Mac,” he called out, “for the love of Mike get one of them outfielders up here. I’m a pitcher. I can’t play
this sunfield!”
*
I guess Henry Fabian is right when he says I was as fresh and cocky as green paint when I showed up there at
Cedar Rapids. I thought I had something on the rest of the fellows because I had been to Cuba.
The very first game I played for Cedar Rapids was against Anson’s Chicago Colts. At that time “Cap” Anson
was probably the most famous man in baseball. The Chicago club was on the way home from a training trip to
Denver. They stopped off and played an exhibition game with us.
It was the first time I had played in a class that I thought I was entitled to. I made up my mind that I would
show up that big league club, and I felt confident that I could do so. Bill Hutchinson, one of the best pitchers ever
turned out by Yale University, was pitching for Chicago, and I got the first crack at him—a clean single.
“Say, old-timer,” I said to the famous “Cap” Anson, as I ran past him, “so, that’s what you call big league
pitching, eh? We’ll murder that fellow.”
Anson looked at me in astonishment. My impudence almost took his breath away. You can imagine how this
must have sounded coming from a kid of eighteen years who weighed but 120 pounds. Before the day was over I
had three hot arguments with the Chicago manager, but finally he saw the humor of it and smiled at me
encouragingly. I’ll never forget how good that smile made me feel.
At shortstop I accepted eleven chances\fn{ He had eleven assists: H} that day and led our team at bat. It was a big
day for me. After the game Anson, forgetting my freshness and impudence, said some nice things about my
playing—actually asked me how I would like to play for Chicago sometime. That went to my head immediately.
Gee, but I was chesty over having attracted the attention of the great Anson!
All thoughts of Three-I League (lliinois, Iowa and Indiana) and things like that went out of my head. I would
be a big leaguer or nothing.
*
In those days, you must understand, we had no such baseball government and system as we have now. If a
player in a small league got an offer from a big league team he would simply jump his club and take it. There was
no penalty attached. That was quite customary.
Bill Gleason, the famous old shortstop of the St. Louis Browns when Charley Comiskey was manager, had
finished his days as a big leaguer and was playing with one of the clubs in our league. He knew of my ambition
and told me he would see what could be done for me. In the meantime I had received several offers, one from the
Pacific Coast.
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“I have a letter from Billy Barnie, manager of the Baltimore Orioles,” Gleason told me one day. “He wants to
know how good you are.”
That information gave me the greatest thrill of my life. I was up in the clouds.
“Well, you can tell him I’m just about as good as they come,” I suggested, Gleason grinning at my cockiness.
Just the same he gave Barnie a good report. A few days later Gleason advised me to join the Baltimore club;
that Barnie would send me a ticket. I packed up my bag and went out of Cedar Rapids with a running jump,
reporting to Baltimore in the middle of the season of 1891. I walked into Barnie’s office and announced myself as
ready to do a lot of business. For a whole minute he stared at me.
“You don’t mean to say that this is the ball player I’ve been writing about. Why, you’re just a kid—can you
play ball?”
“If you don’t think so,” I retorted, “just get me out there and watch my smoke. I’m a bigger fellow than I
look.” I weighed 121 pounds.
I got my chance right away at short. I was so nervous, though, that when the first grounder came to me I
kicked it all over the lot.
Then came my great chance in my first big league game. The bases were full when I came to bat and—I struck
out.
“Kid,” Barnie said to me, “what was that you said about smoke?”
Old Phil Knell was the pitcher that day, and I’ll never forget his curve. Finally I hit one for a single. I had a
start—and in the big league. …
159.141 Excerpt from Daddy-Long-Legs\fn{by Alice Jane Chandler Webster (1876-1916)} Fredonia, Chatauqua County,
New York, U.S.A. (F) 9

The first Wednesday in evety month was a Perfectly Awful Day—a day to be awaited with dread, endured with
courage and forgotten with haste. Every floor must be spotless, every chair dustless, and every bed without a
wrinkle. Ninety-seven squirming little orphans must be scrubbed and combed and buttoned into freshly starched
ginghams; and all ninety-seven reminded of their manners, and told to say, “Yes, sir,” “No, sir,” whenever a
Trustee spoke.\fn{This is a novel constructed in the rare form of a series of letters preceeded by an explanatory preface. They are all
from an inhabitant of an orphanage asylum, one Miss Jerusha Abbott, to her benefactor; as such, I have elminated all greetings and
closings. Neither have I attempted to reproduce the jejune squiggles of “art” wth which our imaginative letter-writer has occasionally
decorated her communications; but a description of such as are necessary to understand the text is included from time to time: H }

It was a distressing time; and poor Jerusha Abbott, being the oldest orphan, had to bear the brunt of it. But this
particular first Wednesday, like its predecessors, finally dragged itself to a close. Jerusha escaped from the pantry
where she had been making sandwiches for the asylum’s guests, and turned upstairs to accomplish her regular
work.
Her special care was room F, where eleven little tots, from four to seven, occupied eleven little cots set in a
row. Jerusha assembled her charges, straightened their rumpled frocks, wiped their noses, and started them in an
orderly and willing line toward the dining-room to engage themselves for a blessed half hour with bread and milk
and prune pudding.
Then she dropped dovvn on the window seat and leaned throbbing temples against the cool glass. She had
been on her feet since five that morning, doing everybody’s bidding, scolded and hurried by a nervous matron.
Mrs. Lippett, behind the scenes, did not always maintain that calm and pompous dignity with which she faced an
audience of Trustees and lady visitors.
Jerusha gazed out across a broad stretch of frozen lawn, beyond the tall iron paling that marked the confines of
the asylum, down undulating ridges sprinkled with country estates, to the spires of the village rising from the
midst of bare trees. The day was ended—quite successfully, so far as she knew. The Trustees and the visiting
committee had made their rounds, and read their reports, and drunk their tea, and now were hurrying home to
their own cheerful firesides, to forget their bothersome little charges for another month.
Jerusha leaned forward watching with curiosity—and a touch of wistfulness—the stream of carriages and
automobiles that rolled out of the asylum gates. In imagination she followed first one equipage then another to the
big houses dotted along the hillside. She pictured herself in a fur coat and a velvet hat trimmed with feathers
leaning back in the seat and nonchalantly murmuring “Home” to the driver. But on the doorsill of her home the
picture grew blurred.
Jerusha had an imagination—an imagination, Mrs. Lippett told her, that would get her into trouble if she didn’t
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take care—but keen as it was, it could not carry her beyond the front porch of the houses she would enter. Poor,
eager, adventurous little Jerusha, in all her seventeen years, had never stepped inside an ordinary house; she could
not picture the daily routine of those other human beings who carried on their lives undiscommoded by orphans.
Je-ru-sha Ab-bott
You are wan-ted
In the of-fice,
And I think you'd
Better hurry up !

Tommy Dillon who had joined the choir, came singing up the stairs and down the corridor, his chant growing
louder as he approached room F. Jerusha wrenched herself from the window and refaced the troubles of life.
“Who wants me?” she cut into Tommy’s chant with a note of sharp anxiety.
Mrs. Lippett in the office,
And I think she's mad.
Ah-a-men!

Tommy piously intoned, but his accent was not entirely malicious. Even the most hardened little orphan felt
sympathy for an erring sister who was summoned to the office to face an annoyed matron; and Tommy liked
Jerusha even if she did sometimes jerk him by the arm and nearly scrub his nose off.
Jerusha went without comment, but with two parallel lines on her brow. What could have gone wrong, she
wondered. Were the sandwiches not thin enough? Were there shells in the nut cakes? Had a lady visitor seen the
hole in Susie Hawthorn’s stocking? Had—O horrors!—one of the cherubic little babes in her own room F
“sassed” a Trustee?
The long lower hall had not been lighted, and as she came downstairs, a last Trustee stood, on the point of
departure, in the open door that led to the porte-cochere. Jerusha caught only a fleeting impression of the man—
and the impression consisted entirely of tallness. He was waving his arm toward an automobile waiting in the
curved drive. As it sprang into motion and approached, head on for an instant, the glaring headlights threw his
shadow sharply against the wall inside. The shadow pictured grotesquely elongated legs and arms that ran along
the floor and up the wall of the corridor. It looked, for all the world, like a huge, wavering daddy-long-legs.
Jerusha’s anxious frown gave place to quick laughter. She was by nature a sunny soul, and had always
snatched the tiniest excuse to be amused. If one could derive any sort of entertainment out of the oppressive fact
of a Trustee, it was something unexpected to the good.
She advanced to the office quite cheered by the tiny episode, and presented a smiling face to Mrs. Lippett. To
her surprise the matron was also, if not exactly smiling, at least appreciably affable; she wore an expression
almost as pleasant as the one she donned for visitors.
“Sit down, Jerusha, I have something to say to you.”
Jerusha dropped into the nearest chair and waited with a touch of breathlessness. An automobile flashed past
the window; Mrs. Lippett glanced after it.
“Did you notice the gentleman who has just gone?”
“I saw his back.”
“He is one of our most affluential Trustees, and has given large sums of money toward the as7ylum’s support. I
am not at liberty to mention his name; he expressly stipulated that he was to remain unknown.”
Jerusha’s eyes widened slightly; she was not accustomed to being summoned to the office to discuss the
eccentricities of Trustees with the matron.
“This gentleman has taken an interest in several of our boys. You remember Charles Benton and Henry Freize?
They were both sent through college by Mr.—er—this Trustee, and both have repaid with hard work and success
the money that was so generously expended. Other payment the gentleman does not wish. Heretofore his
philanthropies have been directed solely toward the boys; I have never been able to interest him in the slightest
degree in any of the girls in the institution, no matter how deserving. He does not, I may tell you, care for girls.”
“No, ma’am,” Jerusha murmured, since some reply seemed to be expected at this point.
“Today at the regular meeting, the question of your future was brought up.”
Mrs. Lippett allowed a moment of silence to fall, then resumed in a slow, placid manner extremely trying to
her hearer’s suddenly tightened nerves.
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“Usually, as you know, the children are not kept after they are sixteen, but an exception was made in your case.
You had finished our school at fourteen, and having done so well in your studies—not always, I must say, in your
conduct—it was determined to let you go on in the village high school. Now you are finishing that, and of. course
the asylum cannot be responsible any longer for your support. As it is, you have had two years more than most.”
Mrs. Lippett overlooked the fact that Jerusha had worked hard for her board during those two years, that the
convenience of the asylum had come first and her education second; that on days like the present she was kept at
home to scrub.
“As I say, the question of your future was brought up and your recdrd was discussed—thoroughly discussed.”
Mrs. Lippett brought accusing eyes to bear upon the prisoner in the dock, and the prisoner looked guilty
because it seemed to be expected—not because she could remember any strikingly black pages in her record.
“Of course the usual disposition of one in your place would be to put you in a position where you could begin
to work, but you have done well in school in certain branches; it seems that your work in English has even been
brilliant. Miss Pritchard who is on our visiting committee is also on the school board; she has been talking with
your rhetoric teacher, and made a speech in your favor. She also read aloud an essay that you had written entitled,
Blue Wednesday.
Jerusha’s guilty expression this time was not assumed.
“It seemed to me that you showed little gratitude in holding up to ridicule the institution that has done so much
for you. Had you not managed to be funny I doubt if you would have been forgiven. But fortunately for you, Mr.
— that is, the gentleman who has just gone—appears to have an immoderate sense of humor. On the strength of
that impertinent paper, he has offered to send you to college.”
“To college?” Jerusha's eyes grew big.
Mrs. Lippett nodded.
“He waited to discuss the terms with me. They are unusuai. The gentleman, I may say, is erratic. He believes
that you have originality, and he is planning to educate you to become a writer.”
“A writer?” Jerusha's mind was numbed. She could only repeat Mrs. Lippett’s words.
“That is his wish. Whether anything will come of it, the future will show. He is giving you a very liberal
allowaoce, almost, for a girl who has never had any experience in taking care of money, too liberal. But he
planned the matter in detail, and I did not feel free to make any suggestions.
“You are to remain here through the summer, and Miss Pritchard has kindly offered to superintend your outfit.
Your board and tuition will be paid directly to the college, and you will receive in addition during the four years
you are there, an allowance of thirty-five dollars a month. This will enable you to enter on the same standing as
the other students.\fn{This novel was first published in 1912.} The money will be sent to you by the gentleman’s private
secretary once a month, and in return, you will write a letter of acknowledgment once a month. That is—you are
not to thank him for the money; he doesn’t care to have that mentioned, but you are to write a letter telling of the
progress in your studies and the details of your daily life; just such a letter as you would write to your parents if
they were living.
“These letter will be addressed to Mr. John Smith and will be sent in care of the secretary. The gentleman’s
name is not John Smith, but he prefers to remain unknown. To you he will never be anything but John Smith. His
reason in requiring the letters is that he thinks nothing so fosters facility in literary expression as letter-writing.
Since you have no family with whom to correspond, he desires you to write in this way; also, he wishes to keep
track of your progress.
“He will never answer your letters, nor in the slightest particular, take any notice of them. He detests letterwriting, and does not wish you to become a burden. If any point should ever arise where an answer would seem to
be imperative—such as in the event of your being expelled, which I trust will not occur—you may correspond
with Mr. Griggs, his secretary.
“These monthly letters are absolutely obligatory on your part; they are the only payment that Mr. Smith
requires, so you must be as punctilious in sending them as though it were a bill that you were paying. I hope that
they will always be respectful in tone and will reflect credit on your training. You must remember that you are
writing to a Trustee of the John Grier Home.”
Jerusha’s eyes longingly sought the door. Her head was in a whirl of excitement, and she wished only to escape
from Mrs. Lippett’s platitudes, and think. She rose and took a tentative step backwards. Mrs. Lippett detained her
with a gesture; it was an oratorical opportunity not to be slighted.
“I trust that you are properly grateful for this very rare good fortune that has befallen you? Not many girls in
your position ever have such an opportunity to rise in the world. You must always remember—”
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“I—yes, ma’am, thank you. I think, if that’s all, I must go and sew a patch on Freddie Perkin’s trousers.”
The door closed behind her, and Mrs. Lippett watched it with dropped jaw, her peroration in mid-air.
*
September 24th
Here I am! I traveled yesterday for four hours in a train. It’s a funny sensation is n't it? I never rode in one
before.
College is the biggest, most bewildering place—I get lost whenever I leave my room. I will write you a
description later when I’m feeling less muddled; also I will tell you about my lessons. Classes don’t begin until
Monday morning, and this is Saturday night. But I wanted to write a letter first just to get acquainted.
It seems queer to be writing letters to somebody you don't know. It seems queer for me to be writing letters at
all—I’ve never written more than three or four in my life, so please overlook it if these are not a model kind.
Before leaving yesterday morning, Mrs. Lippett anti I had a very serious talk. She told me how to behave all
the rest of my life, and especially how to behave toward the kind gentleman who is doing so much for me. I must
take care to be Very Respectful.
But how can one be very respectful to a person who wishes to be called John Smith? Why couldn’t you have
picked out a name with a little personality? I might as well write letters to Dear Hitching-Post or Dear ClothesPole.
I have been thinking about you a great deal this summer; having somebody take an interest in me after all these
years, makes me feel as though I had found a sort of . family. It seems as though I belonged to somebody now,
and it’s a very comfortable sensation. I must say, however, that when I think about you, my imaginativn has very
little to work upon. There are just three things that I know:
I. You are tall.
II. You are rich.
III. You hate girls.
I suppose I might call you Dear Mr. Girl-Hater. Only that’s sort of insulting to me. Or Dear Mr. Rich-Man, but
that’s insulting to you, as though money were. The only important thing about you. Besides, being rich is such a
very external quality. Maybe you won’t stay rich all your life; lots of very clever men get smashed up in Wall
Street. But at least you will stay tall all your life! So I’ve decided to call you Dear Daddy-Long-Legs. I hope you
won’t mind. It’s just a private pet name—we won’t tell Mrs. Lippett.
The ten o’clock bell is going to ring in two minutes. Our day is divided into sections by bells. We eat and sleep
and study by bells. It’s very enlivening; I feel like a fire horse all of the time. There it goes! Lights out. Good
night.
Observe with what precision I obey rules—due to my training in the John Grier Home.
*
October 1st.
I love college and I love you for sending me—I’m very, very happy, and so excited every moment of the time
that I can scarcely sleep. You can’t imagine how different it is from the John Grier Home; I never dreamed there
was such a place in the world. I’m feeling sorry for everybody who isn’t a girl and who can’t come here; I am sure
the college you attended when you were a boy couldn’t have been so nice.
My room is up in a tower that used to be the contagious ward before they built the new infirmary. There are
three other girls on the same floor of the tower—a Senior who wears spectacles and is always asking us please to
be a little mbre quiet—and two Freshmen named Sallie McBride and Julia Rutledge Pendleton. Sallie has red hair
and a turn-up nose and is quite friendly; Julia comes from one of the first families in New York and hasn’t noticed
me yet. They room together and the Senior and I have singles. Usually Freshmen can’t get singles; they are very
scarce, but I got one without even asking. I suppose the registrar didn’t think it would be right to ask a properly
brought-up girl to room with a foundling. You see there are advantages!
My room is on the northwest corner with two windows and a view. After you’ve lived in a ward for eighteen
years with twenty roommates, it is restful to be alone. This is the first chance I’ve ever had to get acquainted with
Jerusha Abbott. I think I’m going to like her.
Do you think you are?
*
Tuesday.
They are organizing the Freshman basketball team and there’s just a chance that I shall make it. I’m little of
course, but terribly quick and wiry and tough. While the others are hopping about in the air, I can dodge under
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their feet and grab the ball. It’s loads of fun, practising out in the athletic field in the afternoon with the trees all
red and yellow and the air full of the smell of burning leaves, and everybody laughing and shouting. These are the
happiest girls I ever saw—and I am the happiest of all!
I meant to write a long letter and tell you all the things I’m learning (Mrs. Lippert said you wanted to know)
but 7th hour has just rung, and in ten minutes I’m due at the athletic field in gymnasium clothes. Don’t you hope
I’ll make the team?
P.S. (9 o’clock.)
Sallie McBride just poked her head in at my door. This is what she said:
“I’m so homesick that I simply can’t stand it. Do you feel that way?”
I smiled a little and said no, I thought I could pull through. At least homesickness is one disease that I’ve
escaped! I never heard of anybody being asylumsick, did you?
*
th
October 10
Did you ever hear of Michael Angelo? He was a famous artist who lived in Italy in the Middle Ages.
Everybody in English Literature seemed to know about him and the whole class laughed because I thought he was
an archangel. He sounds like an archangel, doesn’t he? The trouble with college is that you are expected to know
such a lot of things you’ve never learned. It’s very embarrassing at times. But now, when the girls talk about
things that I never heard of, I just keep still and look them up in the encyclopedia.
I made an awful mistake the first day. Somebody mentioned Maurice Maeterlinck,\fn{Maureice Polydore
Marie Bernard Maeterlinck, nicknamed the “Belgian Shakespeare” the 1911 Nobel Prize for Literature (18621949).} and I asked if she was a Freshman. That joke has gone all over college. But anyway, I’m just as bright in
class as any of the others—and brighter than some of them!
Do you care to know how I’ve furnished my room? It’s a symphony in brown and yellow. The wall was tinted
buff, and I’ve bought yellow denim curtains and cushions and a mahogany desk (second hand for three dollars)
and a rattan chair and a brown rug with an ink spot in the middle. I stand the chair over the spot.
The windows are up high; you can’t look out from an ordinary seat. But I unscrewed the looking-glass from
the back of the bureau, upholstered the top, and moved it up against the window. It’s just the right height for a
window seat. You pull out the drawers like steps and walk up. Very comfortable!
Sallie McBride helped me choose the things at the Senior auction. She has lived in a house all her life and
knows about furnishing. You can’t imagine what fun it is to shop and pay with a real five-dollar bill and get some
change—when you’ve never had more than a nickel in your life. I assure you, Daddy dear, I do appreciate that
allowance.
Sallie is the most entertaining person in the world—and Julia Rutledge Pendleton the least so. It’s queer what a
mixture the registrar can make in the matter of room-mates. Sallie thinks everything is funny—even flunking—
and Julia is bored at everything. She never makes the slightest effort to be amiable. She believes that if you are a
Pendleton, that fact alone admits you to heaven without any further examination. Julia and I were born to be
enemies. And now I suppose you’ve been waiting very impatiently to hear what I am learning?
I. Latin: Second Punic War. Hannibal and his forces pitched camp at Lake Trasimenus last night. They
prepared an ambuscade for the Romans, and a battle took place at the fourth watch this morning. Romans in
retreat.
II. French: 24 pages of The Three Musketeers and third conjugation, irregular verbs.
III. Geometry: Finished cylinders; now doing cones.
IV. English: Studying exposition. My style improves daily in clearness and brevity.
V. Physiology: Reached the digestive system. Bile and the pancreas next time. Yours, on the way to being
educated.
P.S:.
I hope you never touch alcohol, Daddy? It does dreadful things to your liver.
*
Wednesday.
I’ve changed my name. I’m still “Jerusha” in the catalogue, but I’m “Judy” every place else. It’s sort of too
bad, isn’t it, to have to give yourself the only pet name you ever had? I didn’t quite make up the Judy, though.
That’s what Freddie Perkins used to call me before he could talk plain.
I wish Mrs. Lippett would use a little more ingenuity about choosing babies’ names. She gets the last names
out of the telephone book—you’ll find Abbott on the first page—and she picks the Christian names up anywhere;
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she got Jerusha from a tombstone. I’ve always hated it; but I rather like Judy. It’s such a silly name. It belongs to
the kind of girl I’m not—a sweet little blue-eyed thing, petted and spoiled by all the family, who romps her way
through life without any cares. Wouldn’t it be nice to be like that? Whatever faults I may have, no one can ever
accuse me of having been spoiled by my family! But it’s sort of fun to pretend I’ve been. In the future please
always address me as Judy.
Do you want to know something? I have three pairs of kid gloves. I’ve had kid mittens before from the
Christmas tree, but never real kid gloves with five fingers. I take them out and try them on every little while. It’s
all I can do not to wear them to classes.
(Dinner bell. Good-by.)
*
Friday.
What do you think, Daddy? The English instructor said that my last paper shows an unusual amount of
originality. She did, truly, those were her words. It doesn’t seem possible, does it, considering the eighteen years
of training that I’ve had? The aim of the John Grier Home (as you doubtless know and heartily approve of) is to
turn the ninety-seven orphans into ninety-seven twins.
The uuaual artistic ability which I exhibit, was developed at an early age through drawing chalk pictures of
Mrs. Lippett on the woodshed door.\fn{This over a crude drawing of a female sitck-figure from the front and from the back. }
I hope that I don’t hurt your feelings when I criticize the home of my youth? But you have the upper hand, you
know, for if I become too impertinent, you can always stop payment on your checks. That isn’t a very polite thing
to say—but you can’t expect me to have any manners; a foundling asylum isn’t a young ladies’ finishing school.
You know, Daddy, it isn’t the work that is going to be hard in college. It’s the play. Half the time I don’t know
what the girls are talking about; their jokes seem to relate to a past that everyone but me has shared. I’m a
foreigner in the world and I don’t understand the language. It’s a miserable feeling. I’ve had it all my life. At the
high school the girls would stand in groups and just look at me. I was queer and different and everybody knew it. I
could feel “John Grier Home” written on my face. And then a few charitable ones would make a point of coming
up and saying something polite. I hated every one of them—the charitable ones most of all.
Nobody here knows that I was brought. up in an asylum. I told Sallie McBride that my mother and father were
dead, and that a kind old gentleman was sending me to college—which is entirely true so far as it goes. I don’t
want you to think I am a coward, but I do want to be like the other girls, and that Dreadful Home looming over
my childhood is the one great big difference. If I can turn my back on that and shut out the remembrance, I think I
might be just as desirable as any other girl. I don’t believe there’s any real, underneath difference, do you?
Anyway, Sallie McBride likes me!
Saturday morning.
I’ve just been reading this letter over and it sounds pretty un-cheerful. But can’t you guess that I have a special
topic due Monday morning and a review in geometry and a very sneezy cold?
Sunday.
I forgot to mail this yesterday so I will add an indignant postscript. We had a bishop this morning, and what do
you think he said?
The most beneficent promise made us in the Bible is this, ‘The poor ye have always with you.’ They were put here
in order to keep us charitable.

The poor, please observe, being a sort of useful domestic animal. If I hadn’t grown into such a perfect lady, I
should have gone up after service and told him what I thought.
*
October 25th
I’ve made the basketball team and you ought to see the bruise on my left shoulder. It’s blue and mahogany
with little streaks of orange. Julia Pendleton tried for the team, but she didn’t make it. Hooray!
You see what a mean disposition I have. College gets nicer and nicer. I like the girls and the teachers and the
classes and the campus and the things to eat. We have ice-cream twice a week and we never have cornmeal mush.
You only wanted to hear from me once a month, didn’t you? And I’ve been peppering you with letters every
few days!
But I’ve been so excited about all these new adventures that I must talk to somebody; and you’re the only one I
know.
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Please excuse my exuberance; I’ll settle pretty soon. If my letters bore you, you can always toss them into the
wastebasket. I promise not to write another till the middle of November.
*
November 5th
Listen to what I’ve learned today: The area of the convex surface of the frustum of a regular pyramid\fn{ I.e.,
that part of a regular pyramid intersected between two planes either parallel or, less commonly, inclined to each other. } is half the
product of the sum of the perimeters of its bases by the altitude of either of its trapezoids.
It doesn’t sound true, but it is—I can prove it!
You’ve never heard about my clothes, have you, Daddy? Six dresses, all new and beautiful and bought for me
—not handed down from somebody bigger. Perhaps you don’t realize what a climax that marks in the career of an
orphan? You gave them to me, and I am very, very, very much obliged. It’s a fine thing to be educated—but
nothing compared to the dizzying experience of owning six new dresses. Miss Pritchard, who is on the visiting
committee, picked them out—not Mrs. Lippett, thank goodness. I have an evening dress, pink mull over silk (I’m
perfectly beautiful in that), and a blue church dress, and a dinner dress of red veiling with Oriental trimming
(makes me look like a Gipsy) and another of rose-colored challis, and a. gray street suit, and an every-day dress
for classes. That wouldn’t be an awfully big wardrobe for Julia Rutledge Pendleton, perhaps, but for Jerusha
Abbott—Oh, my!
I suppose you’re thinking now what a frivolous, shallow, little beast she is, and what a waste of money to
educate a girl?
But, Daddy, if you’d been dressed in checked ginghams all your life, you’d appreciate how I feel. And when I
started to the high school, I entered upon another period even worse than the checked ginghams.
The poor box.
You can’t know how I dreaded appearing in school in those miserable poor-box dresses. I was perfectly sure to
be put down in class next to the girl who first owned my dress, and she would whisper and giggle and point it out
to the others. The bitterness of wearing your enemies’ cast-off clothes eats into your soul. If I wore silk stockings
for the rest of my life, I don’t believe I could obliterate the scar.
LATEST WAR BULLETIN!
News from the scene of Action.
At the fourth watch on Thursday the 13th of November, Hannibal routed the advance guard of the Romans and
led the Carthaginian forces over the mountains into the plains of Casilinum. A cohort of light armed Numidians
engaged the infantry of Quintus Fabius Maximus. Two battles and light skirmishing. Romans repulsed with heavy
losses.
I have the honor of being, Your special correspondent from the front
P.S.
I know I’m not to expect any letters in return, and I’ve been warned not to bother you with questions, but tell
me, Daddy, just this once—are you awfully old or just a little old? And are you perfectly bald or just a little bald?
It is very difficult thinking about you in the abstract like a theorem in geometry.
Given a tall rich man who hates girls, but is very generous to one quite impertinent girl, what does he look
like?
R.S.V.P.
*
th
December 19
You never answered my question and it was very important.was very important.
ARE YOU BALD?
I have it planned exactly what you look like—very satisfactorily—until I reach the top of your head, and then I
am stuck. I can’t decide whether you have white hair or black hair or sort of sprinkly gray hair or maybe none at
all.
Here is your portrait:\fn{An extremely elongated male stick-figure with a slightly frowning baloon face. }
But the problem is, shall I add some hair? Would you like to know what color your eyes are? They’re gray, and
your eyebrows stick out like a porch roof (beetiing, they’re called in novels)—and your mouth is a straight line
with a tendency to turn down at the corners.. Oh, you see, I know! You’re a snappy old thing with a temper.
(Chapel bell.)
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9.45 P.M. I have a new unbreakable rule: never, never to study at night no matter how many written reviews
are coming in the morning. Instead, I read just plain books—I have to, you know, because there are eighteen blank
years behind me. You wouldn’t believe, Daddy, what an abyss of ignorance my mind. is; I am just realizing the
depths myself. The things that most girls with a properly assorted family and a home and friends and a library
know by absorption, I have never heard of.
For example: I never read Mother Goose or David Copperfield or Ivanhoe or Cinderella or Blue Beard or
Robinson Crusoe or Jane Eyre or Alice in Wonderland or a word of Rudyard Kipling. I didn’t know that Henry
the Eighth was married more than once or that Shelley was a poet. I didn’t know that people used to be monkeys
and that the Garden of Eden was a beautiful myth. I didn’ know that R.L.S. stood for Robert Louis Stevenson or
that George Eliot was a lady. I had never seen a picture of the Mona Lisa and (it’s true but you won’t believe it) I
had never heard of Sherlock Holmes.
Now, I know all of these things and a lot of others besides, but you can see how much I need to catch up. And
oh, but it’s fun! I look forward all day to evening, and then I put an “engaged” on the door and get into my nice
red bathrobe and furry slippers and pile all the cushions behind me on the couch and light the brass student lamp
at my elbow, and read and read and read. One book isn’t enough. I have four going at once. Just now, they’re
Tennyson’s poems and Vanity Fair and Kipling’s Plain Tales and—don’t laugh—Little Women. I find that I am the
only girl in college who wasn’t brought up on Little Women. I haven’t told anybody though (that would stamp me
as queer). I just quietly went and bought it with $1.12 of my last month’s allowance; and the next time somebody
mentions pickled limes, I’ll know what she is talking about!
(Ten o’clock bell. This is a very interrupted letter.)
Saturday. Sir,
I have the honor to report fresh explorations in the field of geometry. On Friday last we abandoned our former
works in parallelopipeds and proceeded to truncated prisms. We are finding the road rough and very uphill.
Sunday.
The Christmas holidays begin next week and the trunks are up. The corridors are so cluttered that you can
hardly get through, and everybody is so bubbling over with excitement that studying is getting left out. I’m going
to have a beautiful time in vacation; there’s another Freshman who lives in Texas staying behind, and we are
planning to take long walks and—if there’s any ice—learn to skate. Then there is still the whole library to be read
—and three empty weeks to do it in!
Good-by, Daddy, I hope that you are feeling as happy as I am.
P. S.
Don’t forget to answer my question. If you don’t want the trouble of writing, have your secretary telegraph. He
can just say:
Mr. Smith is quite bald,

or
Mr. Smith is not bald,

or
Mr. Smith has white hair.

And you can deduct the twenty-five eents out of my allowance.
Good-by till January—and a merry Christmas !
*
Toward the end of the Christmas vacation. Exact date unknown.
Is it snowing where you are? All the world that I see from my tower is draped in white and the flakes are
coming down as big as popcorn. It’s late afternoon—the sun is just setting (a cold yellow color) behind some
colder violet hills, and I am up in my window seat using the last light to write to you.
Your five gold pieces were a surprise!\fn{ The United States minted gold coins well into the 20th century, and silver coins into
the time of President Kennedy several decades after gold was discontinued. Occasionally a silver dollar is still minted, though almost never
for the intent of general circulation; and the same may be said for gold; but these coins are really made for collectors”H } I’m not used

to receiving Christmas presents. You have already given me such lots of things—everything I have, you know—
that I don’t quite feel that I deserve extras. But I like them just them same. Do you want to know what I bought
with my money?
I. A silver watch in a leather case to wear on my wrist and get me to recitations on time.
II. Matthew Arnold’s poems.
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III. A hot water bottle.
IV. A steamer rug. (My tower is cold.)
V. Five hundred sheets of yellow manuscript paper. (I’m going to commence being an author pretty soon.)
VI. A dictionary of synonyms. (To enlarge the author’s vocabulary.)
VII. (I don’t much like to confess this last item, but I will.) A pair of silk stockings.
And now, Daddy, never say I don’t tell all!
It was a very low motive, if you must know it, that prompted the silk stockings. Julia Pendleton comes into my
room to do geometry, and she sits cross legged on the couch and wears silk stockings every night. But just wait—
as soon as she gets back from vacation I shall go in and sit on her couch in my silk stockings.
You see, Daddy, the miserable creature that I am—but at least I’m honest; and you knew already, from my
asylum record, that wasn’t perfect, didn’t you?
To recapitulate (that’s the way the English instructor begins every other sentence), I am very much obliged for
my seven presents. I’m pretending to myself that they came in a box from my family in California. The watch is
from father, the rug from mother, the hot water bottle from grandmother—who is always worrying for fear I shall
catch cold in this climate—and the yellow paper from my little brother Harry. My sister Isabel gave me the silk
stockings, and Aunt Susan, the Matthew Arnold poems. Uncle Harry (little Harry is named for him) gave me the
dictionary. He wanted to send chocolates, but I insisted on synonyms.
You don’t object, do you, to playing the part of a composite family?
And now, shall I tell you about my vacation, or are you only interested in my education as such? I hope you
appreciate the delicate shade of meaning in “as such.” It is the latest addition to my vocabulary.
The girl from Texas is named Leonora Fenton. (Almost as funny as Jerusha, isn’t it?) I like her, but not so
much as Sallie McBride; I shall never like anyone so much as Sallie—except you. I must always like you the best
of all, because you’re my whole family rolled into one. Leonora and I and two Sophomores have walked crosscountry every pleasant day and explored the whole neighborhood, dressed in short skirts and knit jackets and
caps, and carrying shinny sticks to whack things with.
Once we walked into town—four miles—and stopped at a restaurant where the college girls go for dinner.
Broiled lobster (35 cents) and for dessert, buckwheat cakes and maple syrup (15 cents). Nourishing and cheap.
It was such a lark! Especially for me, because it was so awfully different from the asylum—I feel like an
escaped convict every time I leave the campus. Before I thought, I started to tell the others what an experience I
was having. The cat was almost out of the bag when I grabbed it by its tail and pulled it back.
It’s awfully hard for me not to tell everything I know. I’m a very confiding soul by nature; if I didn’t have you
to tell things to, I’d burst.
We had a molasses candy pull last Friday evening, given by the house matron of Fergussen to the left-behinds
in the other halls. There were twenty-two of us altogether, Freshmen and Sophomores and Juniors and Seniors all
united in amicable accord.. The kitchen is huge, with copper pots and kettles hanging in rows on the stone walls.
The littlest casserole among them about the size of a wash boiler.
Four hundred girls live in Fergussen. The chef, in a white cap and apron, fetched out twenty-two other white
caps and aprons—I can’t imagine where he got so many—and we all turned ourselves into cooks. .
It was great fun, though I have seen better candy. When it was finally finished, and ourselves and the kitchen
and the doorknobs all thoroughly sticky, we organized a procession and still in our caps and aprons, each carrying
a big fork or spoon or frying pan, we marched through the empty corridors to the officers’ parlor where half-adozen professors and instructors were passing a tranquil evening. We serenaded them with college songs and
offered refreshments. They accepted politely but dubiously. We left them sucking chunks of molasses candy,
sticky and peechless.
*
So you see, Daddy, my education progresses!\fn{ Just beneath this is a set of five regimented female stick-figures marching
to the left, the first armed with a frying-pan, the second with a serving fork, the third with a serving-plate, the fourth with a broom, and the
last one with a kitchen-ladle.}

Don’t you really think that I ought to be an artist instead of an author?
Vacation will be over in two days and I shall be glad to see the girls again. My tower is just a trifle lonely;
when nine people occupy a house that was built for four hundred, they do rattle around a bit.
Eleven pages—poor Daddy, you must be tired! I meant this to be just a short little thank-you note—but when I
get started I seem to have a ready pen. Good-by, and thank you for thinking of me—I should be perfectly happy
except for one little threatening cloud on the horizon.
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Examinations come in February.
P.S.
Maybe it isn’t proper to send love? It it isn’t, please excuse. But I must love somebody and there’s only you
and Mrs. Lippett to choose between, so you see—you’ll have to put up with it, Daddy dear, because I can’t love
her.
*
On the Eve.\fn{I.e., on New Year’s Eve.}
You should see the way this college is studying! We’ve forgotten we ever had a vacation. Fifty-seven irregular
verbs have I introduced to my brain in the past four days—I’m only hoping they’ll stay till after examinations.
Some of the girls sell their text-books when they’re through with them, but I intend to keep mine. Then after
I’ve graduated I shall have my whole education in a row in the bookcase, and when I need to use any detail, I can
turn to it without the slightest hesitation. So much easier and more accurate than trying to keep it in your head.
Julia Pendleton dropped in this evening to pay a social call, and stayed a solid hour. She got started on the
subject of family, and I couldn’t switch her off. She wanted to know what my mother’s maiden name was—did
you ever hear such an impertinent question to ask of a person from a foundling asylum? I didn’t have the courage
to say I didn’t know, so I just miserably plumped on the first name I could think of, and that was Montgomery.
Then she wanted to know whether I belonged to the Massachusetts Montgomerys or the Virginia Montgomerys.
Her mother was a. Rutherford. The family came over in the ark, and were connected by marriage with Henry the
VIII. On her father’s side they date back further than Adam. On the top-most branches of her family tree there’s a
superior breed of monkeys, with very fine silky hair and extra long tails.
I meant to write you a nice, cheerful, entertaining letter tonight, but I’m too sleepy—and scared. The
Freshman’s lot is not a happy one. …
193.66 Excerpt from Quest, A Novel\fn{by Katharine Newlin Burt (1882-1977)} Fishkill, Dutchess County, New York,
U.S.A. (F) 10
1
On a certain morning in June, the first Sunday of the month, in the year 1892, a tall gentleman in pepper-andsalt trousers and a tail coat walked up the aisle of Saint Matthew’s Church, the leading Protestant Episcopal
establishment of the Hudson River town of Kaaterskill, with his son’s fingers in one hand and his high silk hat in
the other. His nephew, a boy of nine, walked close beside the silk hat. The expression of Mr. Joseph Gregory’s
face, with its side-whiskers, its long nose, and its brown near-sighted eyes, was that of a long-eared hunting-dog,
nervous, mournful, and conscientious. As he moved faithfully and humbly up the aisle, the mosaics of which had
been donated by his father, he seemed bent upon retrieving God. He urged his little boy Johnnie into the pew,
entered it himself with bent head, and, turning an admonishing look sideways across his nose to assure himself
that Nicholas followed closely, got down on his knees for the preliminary silent prayer.
Nicholas, who had been spending Saturday night with his cousin at the Gregory Homestead, looked across his
uncle’s gray-waistcoated and concave stomach with its dangling chain and tried to catch Johnnie’s eye. But
Johnnie had closed his eyes and was praying audibly,
“Let twords rorlips antations rorhearts balways eptbul sigh Told Lor strength and deemer …”
Nicholas muttered “deemer” and rose simultaneously with his uncle and his young cousin. He glanced back to
see if his own family were yet in church, but the other Gregory pew was empty. In fact, Uncle Joseph was, as
usual, very early. There were only two dark-clad poor women in church. One was the sister of his nurse Mary
Greene, and could be smiled at; the other was as familiar as the chancel, being every Sunday, rain or shine, stuck
up in that particular corner like a clay image, but she was socially non-existent, nameless.
Nicholas would have smiled at her, too, but her face was knitted up to piety. Therefore he turned his eyes,
large, green, and curiously translucent, to the colored window under which he sat. Johnnie would be looking at it
he knew. Johnnie always spelt out that Anglican inscription as soon as ever the preliminary prayer was over.
Nicholas would always remember his cousin’s meek little blunt uplifted profile round which his short soft hair
fitted like a moleskin cap, with its sweet-cornered lips moving to the words
“Sacred to the memory of Sarah Hands Gregory, bfeloved wife of Joseph Israel Gregory. She departed this life
June first 1888 in Thy Faith and Fear.”
Sarah Hands Gregory had been Johnnie’s mother. Nicholas and he both thought that the white-haired angel of
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the window was a portrait of her, and wondered half-fearfully what it would have been like to have her, with those
ecstatic pale hands, wide eyes, and shining locks, at breakfast or about the nursery. In the window she was
walking through a field of flowers, the orderly blue flowers of heaven. The inscription interested the little boys.
As they sat there, waiting for the service to begin, they remembered each his own associated experience.
Nicholas, with his detached curiosity, wondered what could be the meaning of “Thy Fear.”
But Johnnie was infinitely more puzzled by that other quality of “Thy Faith.” Faith was a cross, and Hope an
anchor, and Charity a heart. Angela had them in silver at the ends of dark-blue ribbon to mark her new red prayerbook.
But there was no symbol for Fear. When he wanted to understand the Fear of God, Johnnie closed his eyes and
saw … Hooker.
2
Only a week before this Sunday, Hooker had come to Joseph Gregory’s house with Great-Aunt Abbey. The
occasion was the christening of Johnnie’s baby cousin, Ruth. Johnnie had looked forward to Aunt Abbey’s visit
with an intensity which had given him indigestion and caused him to be extraordinarily pale. He had never seen
Aunt Abbey, but, several years before, she had given him for Christmas a beautiful soft white-fur cat which he
had named Tabby, believing it to be a compliment to the donor. This Tabby had been his pillar of cloud by day and
of fire by night; she had shared his meals and his punishments, his nightmares and his sleep.
Lately she had been taken from him by his father because that prohibition officer had considered a toy cat
taken to meals and bed an unmanly refuge from reality. Johnnie had cried in comers silently, as was his way, and
through awful hours of darkness he had suffered until a fat corner of his down-stuffed quilt had partially
substituted itself for Tabby and had received the aching kisses and the tears.
Now, in the strange half-practical, half-credulous imagination of a timid six-year-old, Aunt Abbey took
somewhat the place of the quilt corner. He had always spoken of her as “Awn-Tabby,” and he had fancied her
large, soft, and white, very comfortable, very comforting—a human being, of course, but a human being with a
queer difference. He could hardly wait to throw himself against her beautiful white chest and bury there the
gnawing remembrance of his loss. As God had made man in His own image, so, surely, had “Awn-Tabby” made
Little Tabby in Her image.
It was hard to wait. First on that Sunday, seven days back, had come the morning service from which they
were to return to greet Aunt Abbey. There would follow immediately Sunday-School Lesson presided over by the
benignant visitor. There would be dinner, there would be an hour of family conversation, during which Johnnie
pictured himself snuggled into “Awn-Tabby’s” velvety embrace. Perhaps Awn-Tabby would take a beautiful warm
nap with her silver hands folded under her chest. Then would come, after a drive to Uncle Martin’s house on
Maple Lane filled with other visiting relations, the christening of Baby Ruth, an interesting, if unattractive,
Redness with a great toothless mouth and a great inhuman voice.
There had been no flaw in Johnnie’s anticipation of the day until, just as they were stepping into the church
porch, his father muttered to him nervously,
“I hope you know your Sunday-School Lesson extra well, Johnnie. Aunt Abbey will be there to listen to it. I
don’t want her to be disappointed in you.”
Up to that instant it had not occurred to Johnnie that he might not know his Sunday-School Lesson. It had been
prepared with the usual conscientious thoroughness, but, during the droning and mystical ceremonies of Morning
Prayer, while he muttered the mournful “we seech thee tears galore” of the Litany and the more inspiriting “Whirl
Thou tend, Amen,” of the Gloria, Johnnie had increasingly convinced himself of failure. He did not know his
Sunday-School Lesson. There would be no time to look it over. He would fail. In the glorious silvery presence of
Tabby's Awn-Tabby he would fail.
As they were getting into the carriage Mr. Gregory and Cousin Sally Hands, a visitor from Wataconic, New
Jersey, missed Johnnie.
“He ran away across the graveyard while you were talking to Mr. Hunt, Cousin Joe,” said Sally. “He’ll
probably run all the way home.”
“He’ll have to, if he expects to be in time for the Sunday-School Lesson,” remarked his father anxiously, and,
sitting down in the carriage, a rockaway driven obviously by a gardener-coachman and pulled by a team which it
was impossible not to suspect of homelier week-day labors, he pinched up the carefully creased trousers at his
knees.
Johnnie did not run all the way home. He plodded slowly through the dust. He would miss Sunday-School
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Lesson, but Papa would not make a scene because of beautiful Awn-Tabby’s presence and the impending
christening. Failure, therefore, would be avoided without penalty.
He arrived, dusty, hot, anxious, suddenly and sharply anxious, and came into the presence of his elders only a
few minutes before dinner was announced.
A great wide black figure, with a long face, lemon-colored hair, and small fat feet, sat in the biggest tapestrycovered parlor chair. Cousin Sally was talking to it, so was Papa, and so, it seemed, was Nicholas. Nicholas,
spending the Sunday as usual with his cousin, had come, to judge by his pink-and-white serenity, bravely through
the Sunday-School Lesson. Behind the piano in a flat-chested, crouching posture, suggestive of refinement and of
self-effacement, sat a third woman utterly unknown and unaccounted for to Little John.
“Why, here,” said the great black figure without smiling, “why, here is Little John, our Sunday-School truant.”
Papa turned around, all in one piece with his hands behind him. He bent forward a little from the waist towards
Johnnie.
“We will meet our Aunt Abbey later, John,” he said. “First … it seems to me … perhaps … we had better go
into the book room for a few minutes … just you … and I.”
From the book room to the unavoidably listening ears of Nicholas, red and white, of Cousin Sally, deeply
flushed, of Aunt Abbey, bland, faintly smiling, stroking her own smooth hand or her silken knee, came the
dreadful sounds of punishment: old-fashioned emphatic unmitigated punishment … a sound as of cracking ice, an
unbelievable regular crescendo of howling. A door closed, beautiful silence intervened, and Joseph Gregory
reappeared, rigidly smiling, his eyes haunted and perplexed, rubbing his hands, one of which was reddened by the
edges of a ruler.
“I am sorry, ladies, to have caused such a disturbance, but … it seems to me … perhaps … that if these faults
are not promptly corrected they rapidly develop into habit … I believe … at least, so it seems to me … that a
merciless inevitability of punishment is … is …”
Aunt Abbey sighed, drawing in her breath.
“We are sorry for you, dear Joseph.” Her voice was sweet and calming.
“It was … trying. It was … unfortunate. Did the poor child show that he was sorry?”
“Oh, yes. Oh, yes. He did.”
Indeed, if howls of anguish bear any relation to an attitude of mind, there could have been little doubt that
Johnnie was in .a state of sorrow.
“John is ordinarily a docile and obedient little fellow,” said Joseph anxiously.
“Where is he now?” asked Cousin Sally in a stifled voice. Joseph turned towards her and saw that her eyes
were of a glinting intensified blue, her cheeks unnaturally scarlet. Her hair, he thought, lay in a deeper yellow pile
upon her brow.
“I have locked him into the south parlor,” Joseph stammered, avoiding that intensified eye. “I thought … it
seemed to me … better that he should not be allowed to have dinner with us to-day.”
“I think,” said Cousin Sally, “that corporal punishment may do very little harm to children.” She choked. “But
what it must do to the grown-up man or woman that … that inflicts it … just makes me tremble!”
“What do you mean, dear Sally?” inquired Aunt Abbey gently.
“To take a tiny thing of six years old, and drag him out and hold him down and … and get him ready, all
shaking and scared and begging for mercy, and … and strike him so that he screams with pain and fright, and
keep on striking him hard, with a ruler … Devils would look the other way,” said Sally, and her voice lifted an
octave and cracked.
“Miss Sally has such a tender heart,” said Miss Anna Farralee from where she crouched behind the piano,
twisting together her damp hands. But Miss Abbey being silent, she flushed and fingered her lower lip.
Joseph, too, was silent. He looked pale and hurt … conscience-stricken … as though he had failed to retrieve
God.
In the silence, Nicholas, with that face of exquisite moral purity achieved by one child during the punishment
of another, crept doubtfully across the carpet and thrust his round yellow head from behind under Miss Sally’s
arm. She caressed it, and when, in another minute, dinner was pronounced ready, they went in welded together,
Nicholas’s head still thus protected from the spiritual and voiceless storm raging above it.
*
The south parlor was a large cool empty room. It was used only for ceremonial purposes, a dance, a housewedding, the funeral of Sarah Hands Gregory, “beloved wife.” It was closely shuttered, and its few large pieces of
furniture were covered in gray-and-white striped linen dusters. Even its chandeliers were swathed to keep fly364

specks from the gilt. The bare mahogany floor stretched away like black ice from Johnnie’s stubby boots, still
covered with the dust of truancy.
During the first few minutes of his imprisonment in this cold vault dedicated to remorse, he stayed very close
to the huge door of his enforced entrance, entirely absorbed in physical distress. The burning pangs of
chastisement were gradually subdued from their unbearable first intensity to a glowing soreness that brought tears
at a movement or a touch. His father had wielded the ruler with the cruelty of a timid and undecided man who has
worked himself up to the point of execution. It was a beating to remember.
And with it went the sense of disillusionment and of loss. “Awn-Tabby” had gone the way of other beautiful
ideals, of Santa Claus, of fairy godmothers, of the friendly Sandman. She was not soft and silvery and comforting.
The great black figure, sitting so straight, had called him “Little John, our Sunday-School truant,” thus giving his
father an unmistakable lead—more, no dignified alternative but punishment.
There was a second preoccupation which kept Little John pressed up close to the big door even after his body
gave his mind release. In a pause in torment, his father had questioned him.
“Do you know, my son, Whose anger you have incurred besides my own just indignation?”
Little John,cringing in horrid expectation of another blow, had twisted the tail of his anguished eye towards his
father’s dreadful face with its wrenched smile of determined inquisition, and had wailed out hopefully, “AwnTabby’s, Papa?” to be prepared instantly by a tightening of the lean leg which nipped both his own for a renewal
of execution.
“Human indignation is negligible, John,” the executioner had awfully admonished, his ruler aloft, “compared
to the anger of a neglected God. In running away from your Sunday-School Lesson you ran away from the service
of your Eternal Father. Be sure that God is angry with you.”
Whereupon the ruler, smiting down, did indeed seem to consume him, as with fire from heaven.
Now, a consciousness of irremediable estrangement from all love and all mercy chilled Little John’s heart.
God the Father was angry.
God the Father had turned away His awful big featureless white-bearded face, and had hidden it in feathered
folds.
God the Father would punish him dreadfully, lingeringly, by a perpetual coldness, a perpetual sense of exile.
Little John Gregory would not be loved.
And for Little John, then and always, there was no possible happiness except in loving and in being loved.
He knew that he must repent instantly, audibly and convincingly, but so confused were his small thoughts, and
so disorganized by fear and pain, and shock his entire nervous system, that he could not think what repentance
meant nor how a sinner went about it. A vague picture of bodily prostration, of groveling, of lament, of cringing
promises of betterment, some vow of sacrifice; oh, yes, that was the way of it. He would give up something dear
and beautiful, one of the rare perfect possessions of an imperfect, generally prohibitive world, and God the Father
would be pleased. . .
Little John moved doubtfully forward a few steps down the darkened room. After the heat of his June day
wandering and the flush and scorch of struggle and of punishment, the air of this enclosed space struck very chill.
And then, three feet from the door, he stopped and his heart began to pound, for he knew, just then, that there was
a presence in the room.
It would, I am sure, be impossible to exaggerate the agony of Little John. It was a tightening grip upon his
smail vitals which slowly squeezed life, all the homely familiar realities of living, away from him. For, from the
most dark and distant corner of the enormous room, there came a faint crisp rustling as of feathers … and
immediately thereafter a voice, a voice without human modulation, cold, high, faintly chuckling, superior to finite
doubt and weakness.
“I am the Lord thy God,” it said and stopped.
Little John stood. He waited, but he did not know either that he stood or that he waited. He did not even know
that he was afraid. He had become Fear … the Fear of God.
“Thou shalt have none other Gods but Me.”
Little John's fingers curled up stiffly and the. nails pricked his palms. His tears lay cold on his face and the
sweat of his body chilled.
“I am a jealous God.”
There followed silence, then again something with feathers stirred. Little John lifted up his voice and shrieked
aloud. He held himself perfectly rigid from neck to heel, threw back his head and shrieked with all the life force
that was in him.
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*
At sixty years, Miss Abbey Gregory presented to the world an appearance at once dignified and comic. Her
own profound sense of worth, based primarily upon the consciousness of a not very difficult maintenance of
chastity, gave to her eye and well-lifted face, to her flat regular steps and upward surging posture, a real
imposingness. This undeniable dignity of hers, however, had been betrayed to comedy by her besetting sin.
At the time of Ruth’s christening, fashion had decreed a hat of very large flat brim and low crown, known,
unless I am chronologically mistaken, as a “Merry Widow.” But Miss Abbey, having at eighteen been found
irresistible by at least one member of the courting sex in a tiny flowered bonnet tilted forward until it rested
almost on the delicate tip of her long Episcopalian nose, had had the strength of mind to remember and to
resurrect this never-forgotten personal success. Her mild eye, composed and sweet in its self-satisfaction, its
Christ-tempered severity, peered closely from under this minute shelter with an effect incredibly absurd.
Below the hat, a pale large face, a mouth ratlike as to the upper teeth and inclined to remain open at times
when it might better have been closed, an ample flat and flowing figure, clad in feminine jacket, mannish
waistcoat, and full gathered skirt, a pair of tiny thin-soled buttoned kid boots made up an ensemble which
definitely delivered Miss Abbey over to burlesque. Besides this betrayal of her person, vanity, in the terrifying
fashion of all unconscious frailty, exposed itself in innumerable little tricks of posture and expression: in vain
pattings and pinchings of the pale soft faintly speckled hands, in complacent strokings of plump silken knees, in
sudden and soft indrawings of her breath, a sighing hiss resolutely changed at the last second into a chirp.
These breaths were expressive of vague disillusionment, of hurt vanity, of a sensitive rejection of realities, too
painful and impure, a Christian resolution to be, in spite of everything, a cheerful saint. It was possible, almost, to
love Miss Abbey, and it was difficult to dislike her. It was easy to respect her, but it was absolutely impossible not
to laugh at her. And if she had known this truly, it might have been her death. Her vanity and her dignity were the
bread and wine of her cold and sentimental spirit. She was stuffed with feelings, but she had none of that deeper
quality which is known as “heart,” and without “heart” one may suffer almost to the death of such a wound.
When Miss Abbey, on the occasion of Ruth’s christening, decided to remove this impressive serio-comic
personality of hers, with all its necessary accompaniments and adumbrations, from Philadelphia to the Hudson
River town near which her nephews lived, she decided that she would take her large brown three-trayed trunk, her
gray valise, Anna Farralee, and her new silk umbrella.
There arose, next, the question of Hooker.
Thirty times since breakfast of the day before departure, Miss Abbey had gone over her plans with Anna
Farralee.
“I’ll take the brown trunk, Annie, you may have the third tray entirely to yourself … take the pretty little gray
frock I gave you, dear, it is so becoming, so soft and ladylike … and then, I think, perhaps, the gray valise had
better come with us. We can tuck in a sandwich and a bottle of beef-juice for the journey. I always feel a little
faint after the station in New York … so close and so confusing, and, though dear Joseph says you come down the
wooden steps, I never remember doing it. I remember going up, of course … but … And I’d better have my silk
umbrella because the violets in my bonnet ran when I went to Susan’s funeral. But, I don’t know what to do with
Hooker.”
And Miss Abbey would go over to Hooker’s cage and look at him with a peculiar expression in her eyes. It
was an expression of sentiment, of complacence, of faint regret, and strong distaste. Hooker, seeing her, would
invert himself and begin to climb all over the cage, upside down, downside up, cocking his ash-gray head and his
glowing yellow eyes and cleverly grasping bars with all his deliberate amber toes. His tail, the color of a flame
amongst the ashen feathers of his wings, balanced him nicely in whatever attitude.
“Thou shalt have none other gods but me,” said Hooker, chuckling and presenting his head to Miss Abbey to
be scratched. Miss Abbey drew in her breath.
“He was given to me by a dear, dear friend,” she said, chirping.
“That handsome Mr. Thorpe, wasn’t it, Miss Abbey?”
“Yes … a delightful gentleman and such a modulated voice.”
Mr. Thorpe was a widower, a clergyman, and the father of six children. When Miss Abbey had refused, fifteen
years before, the offer of his hand in marriage, he, being unable to present her with the six unmanageable
children, had at least rid himself of one encumbrance—he had given her his parrot. The bird, presented to Thorpe
by an important parishioner, recently dead, had been the delight of the young inmates of the rectory. They had
resented Miss Abbey’s tentative motherliness and they resented even more her acquisition of Hooker. Hooker had
infinitely relieved the monotonies of that dim study where their father’s voice, pure, Christianly patient, almost
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ululate, had, Sabbath day by Sabbath day, repeated to them the doctrines and instructions of the Church
Catechism until Hooker on his perch had become expert in Mosaic Law and had joined spasmodically in the
recital.
But Miss Abbey, touched, delighted in her vanity, had welcomed Hooker and had … detested him. She
believed in her profound love of animals. She never passed a cat without hissing softly, “Poor pussy, pretty puss”;
the meanest cur that breathes drew from her cries that were too deep for tears, and the expressman cursed her
almost audibly for a meddling old fool because she would ask him in sweetest accents whether perhaps his load
was not just a trifle too much for that “darling team.”
But no animal lived at 1699 Spruce Street until Hooker came and towards Hooker Miss Abbey’s attitude was
hypocritical, complicated, and difficult in the extreme. She did not, in departing for her Hudson River visit, wish
to leave Hooker with unsympathetic servants because of the bird’s sentimental value, she certainly did not want to
be bothered by him, although dear Annie would take charge of him, of course. But deep down in Aunt Abbey’s
consciousness a plot was developing. Perhaps one of the little boys—Joseph’s or Martin’s—would take a great
fancy to Hooker. Perhaps, being so sweet to children, dear Aunt Abbey would not have the heart to take Hooker
away from the affectionate great-nephews. Perhaps Hooker, sentimentally intruding into her life, might thus be
sentimentally and appropriately subtracted from it.
This plot came slowly into consciousness. At the last minute, when the cab of departure stood before the door,
Miss Abbey sent Anna Farralee upstairs to fetch down Hooker.
“Just throw that piece of embroidered silk over his cage, dear Annie. It wouldn’t do to have him talking on the
train. Sometimes he chooses such … unfortunate … commandments. People might not understand that he had
been a clergyman’s parrot.”
Miss Anna, flushed with secret anger, doubled her thin body and loped with her curious meek agility up the
steep stairs. She came down holding the cage at arm’s length. As she got into the cab, more than half filled by
Miss Abbey, the scarf slipped and, “Thou shalt not commit adultery,” Hooker remarked excitedly.
*
Cousin Sally had been the first to reach Little John. She got through the parlor and the hall and the book room
without so much as letting fall her table napkin. In unlocking his prison door, she rid herself of that encumbrance
and in an instant she was on her knees beside the rigid clammy little figure, still at its horrid shrieking.
“Little John! Darling Little John! What is it? Oh, what is it? Tell your Cousin Sally, dear.”
“It’s God! It’s God!” gasped Little John, pointing and using all that was left of his voice and breath. Cousin
Sally was the only human being that heard this curious ejaculation and for some reason, intricately psychological,
she chose to ignore and to forget it. Being shocked and faintly frightened, she must, it would seem, have
dismissed it entirely from her mind and memory. At least, she never spoke of it, not even to Little John himself. It
was one of her many failures … poor kind blundering little Sally, emotional and yellow-haired.
Now, instead of asking him for explanations, she poured forth reassurances.
“It’s Aunt Abbey’s parrot, honey. Didn’t you know he was in here? He came with Aunt Abbey while you were
at church and we put him in that dark corner so that he’d be quiet.
“Poor lamb! The bird frightened him out of his little wits, Cousin Joe. He didn’t know it was in the house and
it screeched out of that dark corner.”
“Dear! Dear! How unfortunate!” said Aunt Abbey peevishly. “Come over, Johnnie and see my pretty Hooker.
He’s so beautiful and clever. I know you will love him ever and ever so much.”
“Of course he will,” said Joseph. “John loves all animals. Stop your crying, John. Be a man. See, Nicholas
isn’t afraid. Nicholas likes Hooker. Come over here this instant and see the beautiful parrot. Come here this
instant, sir!”
Little John came with dragging steps, with a white and twitching face, and let his father put one of his little
ice-cold hands close to the terrible golden beak and the round and fiery amber eyes. Awn-Tabby, an idol
unconscious of detected clay, spoke sweetly.
“If you are a very good boy, johnnie, I may … yes, if you are very good and very sorry for running away from
Sunday School, I may give you Hooker for your very own.”
“Crickey!” said Nicholas, scarlet with envy and excitement.
Joseph drew Little John close to him, half in affection, half in admonishment, and under his grasp the soreness
of punishment obtruded itself. The little boy gave one shaken hiccoughy sob.
“Thank you, Awn-Tabby, I’ll be good,” he said, his eyes widened on the creeping, clinging talons of the
promised reward. And, at this naïve evidence of immediate gratitude and of submission, his elders laughed in loud
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Olympian chorus so that the big cool room echoed like the inside of an iron bell.
3
But, to come back to Saint Matthew's Church on this Sunday of June, 1892. Nicholas, looking up at the
stained-glass window sacred to the memory of Sarah Hands Gregory, was only vaguely interested either in Thy
Faith or Thy Fear, because of a strong associated preoccupation.
Through an experience as searching in its way as Little John’s, he had chanced upon a strange discovery. It
antedated Little John’s recent introduction to the Fear of God by several years. Nicholas on this Sunday morning
was already past his ninth year and had been released from the kilts which still disgraced the slender legs of Little
John. On that afternoon of past event, however, which because of the onrushing beauty of the angel figure was
associated in his mind with the radiant memorial window, Nicholas had been kilted in blue-green Scotch plaid and
his knees had been bare, and he had worn, over a green velveteen jacket and a wide starched collar, a splendid
mop of yellow curls. So had he been dressed when Mary Greene, his nurse, had discovered him drawing pictures
with indelible ink on one of these same wide collars.
It was dusk, a village nursery-twilight such as, with its soft chiming of bedtime birds, the sound from below of
homing footsteps, the rustle of sunset-colored trees, haunts an adult memory with a strange, persistent aching
sense of homelessness. At such an hour, Nicholas, made ready for an evening meal with his sister Angela and an
evening game of romps with his Papa, was usually posted at his western window amongst the vines, pressed close
against a guard made necessary by the lowness of the nursery windowsill, his chin on the top iron bar, chanting to
himself long tuneless sagas concerning birds and hills, a golden street lamp and a golden star … so good and
sweet a “lamb child” that Mary was always satisfied to leave him alone and see to the nursery supper and
Angela’s more formal nine-year-old curls.
On this occasion, however, Nicholas had not got himself as far as the window, and, being for some reason in
the artistic rather than the poetic vein, had been attracted by the tiny bottle and its sharp small pen left by Mary
after marking nursery linen on top of his chest of drawers.
He had just achieved a creditable likeness of his Grandfather Gregory, since dead, wearing a pair of spectacles,
a square beard, and a skull cap, when Mary from behind had pounced upon him. The pounce had upset the bottle
of indelible ink, thus ruining two more collars besides the one Nicholas was decorating and staining a square inch
of gray nursery carpet.
Mary Greene loved Nicholas, as all women from the beginning did love him for his beauty, his detachment,
and his cold sweet smiling, and she was pious and patient besides, though Nicholas’s ways might have forced
down the proverbial Patience from her pedestal, but the ink catastrophe, in which she saw with dismay (for she
was afraid of her mistress, as indeed most people were) that she was very heavily involved, upset her nursely
equilibrium.
“Nicholas,” she had cried aloud and with appalling emphasis, “see what you done!”
“I didn’t done most of it,” replied Nicholas, scarlet but calm, with a high clear articulation which nothing
discomposed; “you done two collars and the rug … and they aren’t dec’rated either like mine is.”
“You are a bad boy. And your Papa has just this minute come in.”
That did seem a peculiarly malign and apt conjunction of events.
“And waitin’ to see you in the downstairs hall with presents in his pocket for you and Angela, no doubt. No
present will you get this night but a sound spanking, or ought to, which I will do my best to see that you do get.
Off you go with me straight down to Papa, takin’ that naughty collar with you. Drawin’ a sassy picture of a dear
old gentleman like your Grandpa who is always so kind to you and gave you a penny only last Saturday. Yes, and
you praying God last night to be made a good obejient boy.”
“If you’d a’ lef’ me alone,” Nicholas had pursued with the same soprano composure, nothin’ much ud’ of
happened. You came and spoiled everything.” And here his enormous green eyes did fill with passionate tears.
“You’re as bothering, and … and as prying … and as interfering as … God.”
Mary Greene cried aloud and fearfully. She bent above Nicholas as though to shield him from a bodily ill and
clapped over his mouth her needle-pricked, soap-puckered hand.
“Save us … save us …” she muttered, and achieved by the heartfelt prayer an influence denied to her usual
conventional disapprobations, for Nicholas, turning his eyes away from her face, allowed himself to be lifted to
his feet and propelled, the hand still over his mouth, pressing his head back against her corset, in front of Mary
down the bare third-story hall and the bare third-story stairs and then along the carpeted second-story passage and
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down the carpeted second-story stairs, step by step, landing by landing, turn by turn, in a dread portentous silence,
until, at the last turn and the lowest landing of all, they had stopped and achieved a dramatic position six shallow
oak steps above the rest of Nicholas’s family grouped under a hanging kerosene lamp in the middle of the hall
below.
*
Martin Gregory had just come in from the summer twilight. His must have been one pair of those eager
homing feet half-heard by Nicholas engaged in impious portraiture. This Martin was a very different man from his
brother Joseph, a younger, stockier, beefier man with less of the Gregory and more of the Bittering characteristics
of his mother’s family. He had a shrewd and solid look, eyes steady and hard and a very wide and ready grin,
more expansive than revealing, except of a splendid supply of square white teeth. He was at that time nominally a
lawyer in his and tyrannical father’s New York office and commuted by a twb-hour train journey to the city, but
his real interest was absorbed by a rubber factory he was planning to build on the pretty village creek and for
which he was already collecting interest and support. Besides, he experimented in real estate, turning over his
investments with a great deal of astuteness and good fortune. To Joseph and to the elder Gregory, this Martin was
a firebrand of finance, a gambler, a perpetual menace to the family equilibrium. In mutual consultation, the two
leaner and more anxious men sighed or grunted out their uneasiness.
“What will the boy do next?”
“He’ll be a burden, he and his family, on us, mark my words, before many years are out”—and always, one or
the other—“and that Caroline Simpson wife of his just drives him on.”
“That Caroline Simpson wife” at the moment of Nicholas’s immolation on the lowest landing had stood up on
her tip-toes to embrace her husband and was hanging back her tawny head in order to present her mouth to his.
She was a pretty creature enough in a human fashion, that is, with very noticeable limitations: her skin was
exquisitely white but liberally freckled, her hair was gorgeously yellow but straight and of unequal lengths, her
pink mouth was too small, her teeth, white and even as Martin’s, were too large, her neat nose had a tendency to
redness, and her eyes looked large or small, pretty or insignificant, according to her mood or physical condition.
Now, they were beautiful and brilliant as the eyes of a Christmas doll.
Beneath her mother’s elbows, Angela was clinging to her father’s legs, jumping up and down so that her long
black curls leaped like animated cork-screws, and saying over and over, sure that she must eventually be heard,
“What’s that in your pocket, Papa?”
In spite of her somewhat materialistic preoccupation, she was the first to see the descent of Mary and the
tableau on the landing. She tugged and pointed.
“Nicholas’s been bad, Papa,” she announced. “Nicholas must have been awfully: bad or something.”
Both of Nicholas’s parents turned and looked up. The culprit, his mouth still blocked, appeared red-faced and
rumpled, his curls in a riot against the background of Mary’s calico-clad and austere person.
“You wouldn't believe it, ma’am,” Mary whispered in such a fashion that her whisper seemed to fill a listening
world, “what that child has said.” His lingual sin had wiped out from her faintly guilty and therefore unwilling
memory all knowledge of his manual one.
“He said to me, says he, and them is just his words, ma’am, and just his sassy manner, as you know I don’t
exaggerate, but am overly conscientious in all things, ‘Mary,’ says he, ‘you’re as bothering and spying and
interfering as”—Mary’s whisper faltered, her voice grew big and hollow—‘as Gawd.’”
Outraged sisterhood became immediately petrified in the person of Angela.
“O Papa. … Papa …!”
Caroline flushed and her mouth twitched with mirth; Martin winked his right eye—the one away from Mary—
at his wife.
“Let him go, Mary. Come down here, Nicholas,” he said in the round voice which to Nicholas always sounded
as rough and ruddy as his father looked. “That won’t do, Mary. He’ll have to take that back.”
“I should say he did, Papa,” purred Angela, “talkin’ about God that way!”
“And I think, Mr. Gregory, really, as how he had ought to be spanked, sorry as I am to say it, for impiety won’t
go much further than that and there will be a judgment on him.”
“O Papa,” Angela instantly demanded, “are you going to spank Nicholas?”
Nicholas had started down the steps, but Angela’s undue interest in his fate pricked his defiance like a burr. He
paused.
“Well, He is so,” Nicholas declaimed. “He is so … He numbers hairs cause’ Mr. Hunt said so in church, and
He knows the secrets of every man’s heart. So He must be spyin’ and interferin’, Angela, and you know it.”
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“Don’t laugh, Martin,” Caroline admonished hastily. “You’ll have to punish him.”
“Oh, well, damn it, leave me alone, you three harpies. I’ll punish him if I have to.”
But Martin looked towards the small being on the step with frank regret, for he liked Nicholas and he was tired
and dirty and wanted to get into his tub and have a good splash and wash and rub before his dinner. Besides, he
knew Nicholas of old and was afraid of him. The high light of martyrdom was in the boy’s eye, curls and kilts had
become a sort of flame and sackcloth. It was with a hopeless look and in a voice of desperation that he addressed
his son.
Mary, pinch-lipped, Caroline humming to distract her mind, and Angela obviously gratified by the drama,
watched the departure of Nicholas upstairs in Martin’s custody. The interview took place in the bathroom, the
only bathroom, and was inaudible below. But it lasted so long that Caroline, increasingly restless and unhappy,
though she knew Martin’s punishments to be far less severe than her own, at last went up.
She was met by Nicholas himself. He had wept, but the tears merely moistened, as it were, the surface of his
mood, which was marble hard and firm. His mother, watching the little figure come swinging towards her, its kilts
rhythmic as a Highlander’s, its chin set, felt at her heart a pinch of fear. Sometimes the conventional situation of
parenthood, the accepted give-and-take of authority and of submission, of tenderness and of reliance, had a way
of being shaken before her mind’s eyes as though by a tremor of subterranean earthquake. She was a devoted
mother; Nicholas was a darling pretty boy. She knew every fondled inch of him, body and soul, and it was her
holy duty to shape and form and nourish that soul and body. But Nicholas, marching towards her, cold and firm,
had an indescribable look of fate upon him, as though he knew his destiny to lie in stronger forces than her own,
as though he were springing up of himself from the earth, armed, like a soldier of the dragon’s teeth.
Caroline was an executive woman and there was much of the tyrant in her temper. She felt something in her
stiffen against Nicholas and the sensation stimulated and alarmed her.
“Nicholas darling,” she said, but the ‘darling’ had a steely intonation, “are you sorry for saying that dreadful
thing about God? Will you ask Him to forgive you?”
Mother and son had now met together in the upper passageway. Nicholas’s green eyes shone up at her through
the dimness like a cat’s.
“I’ll ask Him to forgive me for being rude,” said he, high-piping, “but it was the truth.”
He walked past her and went to his room, where Caroline heard him tell Mary in the same treble key that he
was to go, by Papa’s command, supperless to bed.
Caroline, a perpendicular wrinkle between her eyes which had lost their beauty and their brilliance, sought for
Martin. He was discovered sitting on the wooden edge of the bathtub. It was an old-fashioned bathroom, with
much varnished woodwork and every article of use carefully covered, enclosed, and disguised. He was in his
shirt-sleeves and was red and breathless. He looked up from under a disordered bang of reddish hair, helplessly in
to the grim face of his wife.
“Don’t ask me to thrash Nicholas again,” he said. “I’ve promised him a licking tomorrow if he doesn’t give in,
but I’m damned if I’ll keep my word.”
“Martin! Martin! You didn’t bring him to his senses at all. He got the best of you.”
“Bring him to his senses?” Martin tossed up his thick arms in their white sleeves. “I tell you, Carrie, he eats
pain. I’d be ashamed to strike him again. He’s too darned little. Besides, it doesn’t do any good. You could burn
him at the stake. It’s some psychological trick. He sets up his spirit against punishment. I can’t break him. But”—
he laughed ruefully—“but he’s broken me, Carrie. I’ll never hit him again.”
He bent his head to his broad hands. A spigot dripped against the tin bottom of the tub. Voices came up faintly
from the village street.
“He hasn’t broken me,” said Caroline, her syllables falling separate and sharp like the drops, “and he never
will. If you don’t whip him tomorrow, I will.”
Martin stood up and laid one of his heavy hands on each of his wife’s narrow shoulders.
“I’m no psychologist,” he said; “I’m a business man, and I’m a pretty hard-headed one at that. But don’t you
try to break Nicholas, nor whip him either. I tell you, before you’re through with it, you’ll break your own heart.”
He turned his face away and looked past her out through the small high window.
“Angela isn’t like that,” said Caroline, wishing that Martin would change this aspect so unlike his usual
straightforward. rather bullying manner; “she’s such a perfectly sensible, satisfactory little creature.”
Martin looked down at her and grinned.
“Angela is … you and me, Carrie. But Nicholas—he’s the devil for all I know. Come on, chick, I’ve got to
wash up for dinner.”
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*
Mary, weeping copiously, had put her charge to bed. He ignored her grief, for, though intermittently shaken by
his own sobbing, he had higher preoccupations. Once in bed amongst carefully arranged pillows, however, he
condescended to console his betrayer. –
“Don’t cry, Mary. You were mean and silly, but I guess you love me.”
“Oh, Nicholas darling, you’ll tell your Papa first thing tomorrow you’ll be good. I couldn’t bear for you to be
whipped no more. Oh, my poor pretty!”
“Why, Mary Greene … (move your head a little, Mary, so’s I can see the star) … you know you went and got
me spanked your own self.”
“Twas’ an awful thing you said, darlin’. How can you pray to God tonight, if you ain’t sorry?”
“I’m not going to pray tonight. I don’t think God will expec’ it. Goodnight, Mary. You can go now. I’m not a
bit hungry cos’ I gorged on bread and jelly this afternoon. I feel pretty tired.”
He sighed deeply. Mary went out, sighing more deeply. The thought of his punishment tomorrow weighed on
her heart—enmeshed by Nicholas, entirely compassed about and absorbed by Nicholas—like an iron ring.
But he, after a long brooding contemplation of the star, a contemplation in which no thought of fathers, human
or divine, or of corporal punishment or spiritual damnation, mingled, tucked his right hand under his cheek,
blinked his big eyes, and slept.
*
And, like other prisoners for conscience’ sake, he dreamed a dream. It seemed to Nicholas that he was
hastening across an immense lead-colored plain under a sky sad and evenly clouded. Here and there from the gray
desert soil a big rock flat as a blackboard thrust itself up. As he came to these rocks, Nicholas, with a piece of
yellow chalk, wrote upon them sentences and words. They were of an extraordinary interest and beauty, these
inscriptions, and though the instant he had written them they became incomprehensible to him, he knew that, set
up in this open place, they would be read and understood by others and that he, Nicholas, would be enormously
acclaimed. No-one before had ever imagined sentences of such strange beauty and truth. Mamma, Papa, Angela,
and Mary Greene would see them, and the little boys and girls at school and the milkman who teased him about
his kilts and curls.
As he wrote, however, and ran forward quickly to write again, he knew that all the while he was being
followed and pursued. There was a great vague thing back there beyond the horizon sweeping on his trail, coming
silent and steady on his tracks. He had, therefore, to be both fast and fearful. The shadow of his pursuer began to
stretch across the plain.
At last, Nicholas, having inscribed with flaming truth the boldest rock of all, turned and saw that his mighty
follower was very near. It was an enormous winged presence, whether of darkness or of light he could not tell,
and it swept across the world like a shining cloud. There was no more time nor strength for his writing. Nicholas
flung away his bit of yellow chalk and strangling with fear looked about for an escape. In all the visible earth
there was no hiding-place. Can a child hide from a shadow? Can a writer of sentences flee from a light?
Terror swelled his throat. He beat his hands against the advancing power, beat and writhed, and, suddenly
giving way to swooping submission, felt himself sink into a softness, a warmth, a consolation greater than
Caroline’s when she had time to hold him to her breast, a rapture of relief and of release, of surprise, of unearthly
joy. And the beautiful enfolding thing that had followed him and found him, conquering his fear and his
reluctance, now spoke and said,
“I am thy God.”
At which, laughing aloud for amazement and relief, Nicholas awoke.
*
A big moon stood up opposite him in the open nursery window. It was a clean white sphere and had the look of
being fastened there against the sky like a flat silver toy. The short window curtains sucked in and out before it
with a very faint sound as they brushed the wooden sill. The house was entirely quiet and all the other houses of
the village imitated it. No more homing footsteps, no more voices: every one, man, woman, and child, in houses
like boxes, lay stretched out on a line with the earth and like the earth were perfectly dumb and still. The trees,
though, were standing up, awake, with their heads against the stars and the wind walked all around the world,
freer than a boy on holiday.
Nicholas found tears on his face. He remembered his punishment. At the same instant he knew that he was
light and happy and that the problem had been solved. But how?
And why? Why did he now understand that he had been wrong about God? That the other people had been
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wrong? That all the world had been wrong—always? It would be very easy to apologize to Papa. Poor Mamma,
too, would look happy, and the ugly expression would leave her mouth and eyes and that horrid straight little
ladder she set up on her forehead. He wouldn’t wait until morning, for the discovery was an extraordinary one,
and perhaps Mamma and Papa, expecting to be obliged to whip him tomorrow, lay crying on their pillows, wide
awake. He got up out of his bed and moved boldly across the nursery floor.
Martin and his wife slept in a broad bed side by side. Their room was in the front part of the house on the story
below Nicholas. Its shuttered windows had been bowed, but the moonlight slanted through in misty bars. The
little tawny-haired active woman was softened into unconsciousness, the big young man, with his resolute thick
lips parted boyishly, lay with his hand outside the covers across her body. Their heads were sunk deep into the
large square pillows and the light blanket outlined their shapes in profile, the woman’s hips rounding higher than
the man’s, his great shoulders pulling up and away the covers from her throat. The door was open so that any
crying of a sick or frightened child might wake the sleepers, those two people both at heart fearful children who
had assumed the responsibilities of this household with its servants and its little helpless creatures, the usual
encumbrances of mature humanity. The man, snoring evenly and softly, knew that he must daily provide means
for the support of this intricate machinery of living and his dreams were haunted by the possibility of failure, by
the thought of old age and incompetence, by the unspeakable dread of illness: this little woman must shape,
contrive, painfully contort herself to all the needs, the claims, and the desires of the five people who looked
constantly to her for an answer to every possible emergency of soul and body. The courage of the two was an
astounding thing to contemplate, their ability to sleep, trustful and still, a sort of nightly miracle.
Into the open doorway, its openness a symbol of this subconscious and perpetual fear, a small white figure, its
feet enclosed in bags of canton flannel, ran and paused. It peered about, identified the big bureau, the tall shavingstand, the chest of drawers, Mamma’s sewing-table, the broad white bed. .It ran, soft as a moth, and flung itself
against the blanket, shaking Caroline awake. Her eyes came open, and Martin bounced up on his elbow and
stared, his heart pounding visibly against his muslin nightshirt.
Moonlight revealed Nicholas, rosy, star-eyed.
“Mamma, wake up,” he piped, as loud and shrill as noon-day. “I want to tell you something. It isn’t true about
God. He is not prying or meddling or interfering. He doesn’t care about collars and ink and things. Mary is wrong.
He comes after you like He’s hunting. He don’t care what you do. I’m sorry I said that, Papa, because it wasn’t
true. Now I know better. You won’t have to whip me tomorrow, so don’t worry about that. I want to kiss you and
then you go right off to sleep again.”
Caroline and Martin stared, were kissed, and left to a moony bewilderment. Nicholas had effectually wakened
them.
“That boy is cracked,” Martin exploded, after certain cogitations; “I tell you what, Carrie, he’s been too much
with women. Why should he be thinking about God? It’s not healthy nor normal. Too much mother, too much
nurse, too much sister. I’m going to cut off his curls, put him into knickers, and send him to the public school.”
Caroline was frightened, not at Martin’s decision with which she secretly agreed, but at Nicholas himself.
Long after her husband, relieved by the energetic promptness of his remedial plan, had gone to sleep and resumed
his soft and rhythmic snoring, she lay staring at the brightened shutter slats and worrying about Nicholas. She did
so want him to be successful, rich, distinguished. It would be dreadful if he grew up … queer. Her mind
eventually slid off to rest itself on Angela. Angela was so nice. Mrs. Grover had said,
“What an exquisite child!”
She curtsied beautifully at dancing school. If only Martin had more money they could give her piano lessons.
She was certainly musical and drew very well. Angela was really talented. Of course when old Mr. Gregory died,
Martin would be better off. Certainly he was a good business man and, once freed from that musty futile
lawyering, he would have a chance to make his pile. The rubber factory … there might be a fortune in that! How
she would work to help him.
Sarah Gregory, Joe’s wife, had been a conceited woman and had thought her, Caroline Simpson, vulgar. She
supposed she oughtn’t to think about Sarah that way now that Sarah was dead, but she had been a cold, conceited
woman—no humanity in her. Very distinguished of course, and a lovely voice, but she had no go to her. She’d
never push Joseph. Poor Sarah! She had thought Caroline Simpson vulgar and had deprecated Martin’s marriage,
but now she was dead—distinguished-looking women were apt to be delicate and to die easily.
Poor little motherless Johnnie! He was a much better baby than Nicholas had been, but not nearly so strong
and handsome. If only Nicholas would grow up like other people … and so on until she slept. …
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1
Sunday Eve
Dear Brother:I am ashamed to think I haven’t written you before but I’ve been really very busy all week pickling and
preserving and when night came I was too tired to think decently—to say nothing of writing. I was very glad to
get your card and I tell you I watch the papers every day to see what is doing at “Camp Devens”. Hope you like it
better than picking potatoes.
Ransom has some business letters to write so he has taken our only pen and I’ll have to finish this with a
pencil.
We were up to Bert’s a little while tonight—it’s the first time I have seen their Victrola. It is certainly a fine
machine and they have some splendid records too. Ransom got us three new records the other day, "Over There"
& "I may be Gone for a Long, Long, time" (it makes me thing of you when we play "Over There") "Saxophone
Sam" & "The Ghost of the Saxophone" and "Shenandoah" and "Somewhere in Ireland". Shenandoah is one of the
prettiest popular songs I’ve heard in a long time. It’s sung by Campbell and Burr.
I am going to send you the "Sentinel" and a sample copy of the Metropolitan we got last week. Wish I took
some magazines you’d like—mine are all women’s magazines. I don’t suppose you are interested in the fashions.
You will see in the "Sentinel" the list of those in the 1st district to go next time. I haven’t heard who goes from the
south district. They must be still examining them in Granville as I know some who have to go tomorrow morning.
I expect to be able to talk to Ed’s folks after tonight. Argyle gets it’s phone service back after Oct 1. Now if
you could only manage so we could talk to you I would be quite contented. As it is I’m afraid my pocket book
would run out.
The boys are all trying to think they can go down to see you this fall and I do hope they can but I’m afraid I’ll
be just a little jealous—I want to go too.
Say how are ALL the girls—for of course you hear from them occasionally (?). I can’t hardly decide WHICH I
like best—can you?
I haven’t heard yet what you want in your comfort bag. Don’t fail to let us know for we are waiting to hear.
I guess I’m getting too sleepy to write much more, don’t know as you can read what I have written. Talk about
poor writers—what do you think of this?
Write when you can and we sure we are all thinking of “our soldier boy.”
Your sister,
Minnie
2
Sunday Eve.
Dear Myron:I can't write a very long letter as we have only two sheets of writing paper in the house. Never mind if I need
more space I’ll use wrapping paper or else finish up on a post card.
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I’ve been wondering if you keep warm enough these cold nights. Can you get extra blankets if you need them?
Or do any of the boys have comforters sent them from home? I’ve heard of one fellow shoes mother sent him a
comforter but of course you wouldn’t want that if the rest didn’t. Any way don’t freeze up—it makes me shiver to
think of you. We have the furnace going now—tonight.
I went to church today—now don’t faint away. I went once LAST year—and saw Elizabeth Whittemore out
there. She inquired for you the first thing—said she heard you and Mr. Hitchcock had to go to Lowell last Sunday
to get a good square meal. She said she felt sorry for you. Lewis Phelps was telling me the other day about a man
who went into a London restaurant to dine. He ordered coffee but, when it came, asked the waiter where the sugar
was. The waiter said, “It’s that darned fly! Every time I serve a portion of sugar, the fly gets it!” I think the fly
must have gotten yours.
You have never told us anything about your vaccination or inoculation. Did it take and weren’t you sick at all?
Remember we want to know all that happens.
I’m so glad you can you to the Y.M.C.A. It must seem good after all the drilling to have a little recreation.
There’s not much news around here—silos nearly all filled—fruit cans nearly all filled and potato digging
commenced. House cleaning TO BE commenced soon. The children are going to have a two weeks vacation.
Well my paper is nearly done and I don’t want to get the other so will say good night.
Love,
Min
You don’t know how I enjoyed your letter. I’ll send that snapshot I got of you. It is not so bad. By the way how
is Helen—and Peggy—and Eva—and Montreal—and all the rest?
Mon. morning. Have just heard the Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur McDougall have a nine pound girl. Arrived last night
at eight o’clock.
3
Sunday P.M.
Dear Brother:I received your card yesterday and did I read it right, that you are a SERGEANT now? That’s SPLENDID but
don’t call it “luck”, it’s MERIT. If they know you as well as we do you would have had that position long ago.
That is not the first officer is it? Write me all about it when you can. Accept my congratulations.
Hasn’t this been a beautiful day. We went to church today and I would have like to go farther.
I think the boys are planning to come down next week or the week after. I hope it warms up a little before then
so that it will be pleasanter. Ransom won’t get through digging potatoes this week but I guess he will go when the
rest are ready. We will certainly send some of them out this fall.
We are getting things together for your “comfort bag” and hope soon to have it ready to send.
Have had callers so guess I’ll have to cut my letter short. John McKernon, wife, daughter and sister-in-law
came for a short call.
It surely seems good to have phone service with Argyle again and be able to talk to Ed and Bessie when we
want to. Bessie sent me these pictures of you and Ed that she took when you were home. They are great aren’t
they? Ed looks like a professor something or other.
Did you know any of the last bunch of boys beside the Hartford boys? I think the next lot go the 19 th or 20th.
The papers are talking that they will have the next draft in Dec. or Jan. I suppose Ed will have to be examined
then but don’t have any idea that he’ll pass.
I’m glad you liked that parody on “Mother.” I have so little of interest to write about that I have to piece out
with some such things that I find that I think you’ll care to read.
Write to me when you have time—I think you ARE doing splendidly in that regard. You know we are
interested in every thing that occurs down at camp. How shall we address things to you now, will it be Sergeant
M. J. Whittemore?
With Love
Min
4
Sunday P.M.
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Dear Bro. Sergt.
I’ve been wondering how many more names you will accumulate in the course of your like—Ike, Cy, and now
Sergeant. Which do you like best?
Well how have you put in the day? Bessie asked me today what I supposed you were doing and I said, “doing
Boston.” I wonder which of you three enjoyed it the most. I hope you didn’t think Ransom and Bert “backed out”
on going for they didn’t—Ransom could have gone in another week if Edwin could have waited but he didn’t
know they were going until the arrangements were all made. Never mind, they will come yet if I have my way. I
hope they can go next Saturday but don’t know for sure yet—qwill let you know when I find out for sure.
You may be sure I enjoyed your letter immensely—in fact all the family did. Have you any idea how many
girls you mentioned in your letter? I counted 23. SOME LIST. You don’t mean to say they ALL write to you? If
they do you MUST be busy, I have always read how bright the Boston girls are but I think it must extend to the
rest of the Mass. girls. That certainly was a great letter you received and I think E. T. a match for most of them.
I’m glad you have a nice comforter for I was afraid you would be cold. Be careful not to catch cold. Do you
have real heavy underwear? I should think you’d need it with just khaki suits. I think you told me you had a find
big overcoat.
Have you been inoculated for the third time yet? Hope it didn’t make you sick. Never mind it’s in a good
cause.
Florence wants me to tell you that she hemmed the dish towel in your comfort bag.
Did it rain down there Friday night? We went to Argyle to supper at the Grange and the wind blew a gale going
down and then it was raining awfully when we came back. I took your comfort bag down to send one to Ed and
was a little afraid it would get wet.
I shall be sorry when the auto season is over—am afraid I’ll have to stay at home more then. We started out
about half past three this afternoon went to Hudson Falls out the Mud St. road to Smith’s Basin and then home.
Not a very long ride but just enough to make us all feel better.
Baby Leslie is progressing all the time. He creeps all over and climbs up on his feet once in a while by chairs
and things. Ransom is not nearly through potato digging but is getting along fairly well. He thinks he will have
nearly one thousand bushels. That will help out some.
I think you must have better feed than you did at first. That menu for supper made me hungry.
Well I must close I guess for this time. I tell you it makes me feel pretty nifty to say, “My broth, Sergeant
Whittemore.”
Lots of Love
Min
The boys say to tell you that if all goes well they will be down next Sat. I’ll write you again in a day or two
and let you know some thing more definite.
5
Sunday Eve
Dear Myron: Do you know we have all been kind of worrying about you this week? We hadn’t heard since you wrote Bert
Mon. night and we imagined you in the hospital or down south or SOME WHERE. Of course we wouldn’t have
tho’t any thing about it only we knew you had been vaccinated and also that they were moving some troops south.
Ransom and I were out at church today and saw that Gay fellow on the street so Ransom jumped out and asked
for you. He said you were fine last night and I tell you it made me feel better. I saw Elizabeth W. again and she
asked for you—she says Mrs. Hitchcock says you are “a great comfort to her husband.” Isn’t that nice? Wish I
was a comfort to some body.
DID your vaccination work? If not they’d better give you up as hopeless.
We ran over to Ed’s this afternoon but didn’t find them at home. Ed and Edwin had a great time down there I
guess. I was so sorry Ransom and Bert couldn’t have gone this week, the weather would have been great too.
Never mind they are going next week if nothing happens. I rather think Wilbur McDougall will go down with
them.
Lovingly
Min
Say, are there any songs you would like to have me get for you? I was up to the ten cent store the other day and
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see they have all the late ones there such as "I may be gone for a long long time" "Send me away with a smile"
"When the sun goes down in Dixie" and lots of others. Let me know if you want them.
6
Sunday Eve
My dear Myron:I’ve been wondering all day where you are and what you have been doing. Probably you have been busy all
day. It has been nice today but cold. I expected to have to stay alone all the while Ransom was gone and the girls
and I went into the house cleaning for all we were worth yesterday. Almost four o’clock we were getting done
when we heard and auto coming and who should it be but Jen Edwin and the girls. Jen and Kenneth staid with me
all night and Ruth went home with them to help Marion keep house. They came back to dinner today and left here
almost three o’clock to go over to Ed’s to call on the way home.. Maybe Jen and I didn’t visit last night and this
morning! It did us both good I think. Tonight though we are alone but I don’t mind, I’ll have enough to keep me
busy tomorrow.
I should think you’d be busy with your study in the evening too. Well I suppose it can’t be much harder than it
was in college but I’ll bet you don’t enjoy it as well—but you can feel that you are “doing your bit.”
The kids are popping corn and I’ve got to fix it for them. They seem to think they have got to do some thing to
put in time while their father is gone.
Jen brought down the bunch of Boston pictures and they are good. I only hope you could get some good ones
for me.
O I forgot to tell you! Marie McCall Gibson was over to Dean’s a while ago and called me up to inquire for
you. She said “It broke her father all up to know you had to go—he and papa were such great friends.” They
wanted to be remembered to you and have you drop them a card if you ever had time. Yes it WAS nice of Dr.
Pashley to write to you. I think he is a fine man anyway.
Myron, I’ve been thinking, why don’t you send me pictures of all of the different girls and let me study them
over and PERHAPS I could help you reach some decisions in regard to them. I’d be willing to try.
Are you coming home for Christmas? I do hope you can. If you don’t I don’t believe the rest of us will try to
get together. You are the connecting link that unites us all.
Well, I am going to stop wasting your time and paper and say good night.
As ever
Minnie
7
Sunday Eve
My dear Brother:I ought to have written you last week to let you know how the boys got home but I’ve been SO busy and I
knew you’d know we would send you word if any thing had happened so I just didn’t write. They arrived about
half past eight all in good condition and spirits but we didn’t get to bed ’til about eleven as we had so much
talking to do. In fact I don’t believe I have heard ALL about the trip yet although I get Ransom started talking
about it every once in a while and try to imagine I can see you boys all over Boston. I’m glad they stayed to see
the camp Mon. morning—they saw some of the drilling and your quarters and said every one was very nice and
accommodating but Ransom didn’t feel at all as if he wanted to stay. I think you must have certainly had a great
trip and I’m SO glad they went—I think it did them all good. It did me good too as it was the nearest I could get
to going myself. I want to thank you for taking pictures for me and will send you some as soon as I get them. I
only got them sent out a day or two ago.
Ransom went out to church this morning and just this side of Hudson Falls he met that Mr. Warren in a Ford
car coming this way. Ransom thought Warren didn’t know him.
Do you hear any more about going south? I can’t bear to think of your going but if it will be better for you we
can put up with it I suppose.
Ransom got smashed up the other night—he was down to the Grange and when he started for home he burned
out his lights to START with. Then, just outside the village, he overtook a hay rack load of basket ball boys. They
didn’t have any light and Ransom’s kerosene lamps didn’t throw the light far enough ahead so that he was almost
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on them before he saw them. He put on the brakes and stopped as soon as he could but not before he smashed a
bicycle they had tied behind. The hood on our car was jammed back into the windshield and the radiator was
pretty well twisted (had to get a new one). However, no one was hurt and Ransom took the car out yesterday and
got it all fixed up again.
I don’t know whether Bert is through digging potatoes yet—Ransom went up Friday after noon and helped him
and intended to go yesterday only for the accident Friday night.
I see that the women can vote in the future. I really don’t care a snap to do so, but it gets my fighting blood up
to hear any one say we are not capable.
Well, they say “the hand that rocks the cradle rules the world” and Ransom is doing it now—or shaking the
crib instead—so guess I’d better take the job away from him—“women’s rights” you know.
Maybe I can write a decent letter some time but I don’t know when it will be.
Love
Minnie
8
Sunday Eve
My dear Brother:How have you put in the day I wonder? It started out to be beautiful this morning but wasn’t so nice tonight.
We went out to church this morning then this afternoon went up to So. Hartford for a cheese we had ordered and
called at Dean’s a minute on the way home. When we got back as far as Delehanty’s we decided to make a call
there. We went in and made quite a little visit and were shown over the whole house. My! But it’s some place—
the best spot of all though is the porch on the south—enclosed, or WILL be—with a radiator and an IMMENSE
big fireplace, it’s simply fine. The big living room has a fireplace of the same size and two—I think they call them
French windows—big windows that reach the floor and open like doors—besides two large windows in front. The
dining room, which is on the north, is quite large and that also has a fireplace. Back of that is the BIG pantry
kitchen, laundry, breakfast room, dumb waiter that goes from cellar to attic and plant room. These rooms are all in
an addition they have built on to the main house which has a hall running through the cent from the front of the
house back to the wood shed which is on old shed moved out to the end of the house. IN the main part there is a
beautiful large hall (as large as an ordinary room) and nice staircase. Upstairs is nice too with two big front rooms
with a bathroom off each. Mr. and Mrs. D. will have electric warming pads so they won’t be too cold. Her sewing
room is upstairs and she has the old secretary that was in the sitting room put up there to keep her sewing
materials in. I don’t know as you are interested in the house but I was and thought perhaps you’d like to hear
about it.
Friday night we went to Adamsville to a Y.M.C.A. meeting—supper and speeches by Clif. Higley, Harry
Broughton, and C. H. Whittemore. Mrs. O. E. Campbell was the head of the concern and asked Ransom to tell
something about his trip down there—he told her he couldn’t but to ask Bert. Bert did splendidly. I think they got
about $20 from just their supper. Ed was telling me that Judge Rogers spoke in North Argyle church today and got
$230 in subscriptions just there. No one has been here soliciting yet so we will have to send ours in.
I have received my Boston pictures and they are fine—all but the one of you alone. Only one blank in the lot.
I’m going to send them to you and I wish you would mark them so I can tell what they are, Ransom and Bert can’t
remember all of them. Send them back to me and let me know how many you want finished up. I’m not in a hurry
you know just when you have time. I think a lot of the pictures but I want to know what they are. I’m sorry that
one of you alone wasn’t good but I’ll get one of Jen’s.
Well it’s bed time and I’ve a big washing to do tomorrow so guess I must say goodnight. I hear you have the
heat turned on now and I am glad. When we have it so warm here I don’t like to think you were cold down there.
I hear you have an invitation to Boston for next week for Thanksgiving. That’s fine and I hope you can go.
We’re all hoping to see you at Christmas time.
time I am going to quit.
As ever
Min
As regards the girls, I’ve come to the conclusion that I wouldn’t decide on any certain one yet if I were you.
Considering that box you received from “one” I’m afraid it might result in cutting off supplies. Better keep on
good terms with them ALL.
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9
Sunday Eve
Dear Myron:Hasn’t this been a beautiful day and it’s just as nice tonight—only it’s cold—but if “I was as young as I used to
be” I wouldn’t mind that. I just looked out and the sky and the stars look like a winter’s night.
Well, it’s almost Thanksgiving and I don’t suppose you will be home or we would have heard so before this.
Unless we hear from you—that you are coming—tomorrow, we girls are going to send you a substitute for a
Thanksgiving dinner and you boys that are left in camp can eat your dinner together and remember that we at
home are giving thanks that you are all well and over here instead of “over there.”
I am watching the papers every day and am glad to see the Italians are holding their own and what splendid
work the British are doing. What are those “tanks” they tell about the British using ahead of the army?
Mrs. Dean called me the other day to tell me about the letter Fayette got. Do you really mean to say that your
guns will kill at a distance of three miles? If that is so I wouldn’t want to be within three miles of you in ANY
direction.
I went to the dentist’s—Dr. Maloney—yesterday morning and while I was there a soldier came in. Dr. Maloney
introduced him to me and asked him if he knew my brother. It was Gus Poole and he said he had met you and
knew Ed well but wasn’t in your company. I asked him everything I could think of in such a short time. He said
the boys were going to have a 36 hour furlough for Thanksgiving but they would be most of the time on the road
if they tried to come home. He was there to have some dentist work done. I looked his overcoat over as much as I
could without touching it (while he was having his teeth attended to) and you certainly have fine coats don’t you.
They look warm.
On the top of Sand Hill as we were going out yesterday our car stopped—DEAD. Ransom tried to crank it but
couldn’t turn the crank over at all so Florence and I got out and started to walk in as I didn’t want to be late. We
got nearly to the canal bridge at Griffin’s before Ransom overtook us. A piece of the brake band had caught in the
gear. It was my first experience of anything of the sort but probably won’t be the last.
Well the children want some lunch so I must stop and get it for them. Think of us at Thanksgiving and be sure
we will think of you. I hope John can go this week.
Aloha Oe
Min
10
Sunday Eve
My dear Brother:I wonder how I will make it writing tonight. Baby is in my arms and he does not approve of my doing anything
but look after him. He has been about sick ever since Tuesday but is some better today. The children have all been
having grip and I guess that was the matter with him. I hope he gets better soon for it’s hard to see such a little
fellow sick after he has been so active. He commenced walking a week ago today but of course he can’t now.
I received your letter yesterday and to say I was pleased is putting it mildly. You don’t know how nice it seems
to have one’s brother write such nice things. I’ll tell you a secret—there was a pretty big lump in my throat when I
had read your thanks for that box. It’s so little we can do compared with what we would like to do. THANK YOU
for what you said—even if I didn’t deserve it.
My! What a Thanksgiving dinner you must have had. It makes me hungry to think about it. I’ll bet all the boys
did justice to the food. Not many of you left though. We didn’t have a very big dinner—just roast chicken and all
that goes with it and ice cream and cake. I asked Ransom’s mother, father, grandfather and grandmother down.
I hope you can get off for several days at Christmas time and rest assured you WILL get over to Ed’s some
way for I think we all realize that THAT is your home and we’ll do all that we can to see that you get there. I’m
glad you do feel so for Ed and Bessie have done all they can to make it home for you. We must try to all get
together somewhere so we will all have a chance to see you and I really think that it would be most convenient for
everybody to come here—you know I’d be glad to have them. Grace says, “We’ll go any where to do any thing to
see Myron.”
However, it doesn’t matter we’ll arrange it after we find when you can come home and how long you can stay.
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If they all come here we can meet you at Hudson Falls and you can go to Ed’s from here.
Thanks for naming the pictures for me. I’m going to order the rest as soon as I have them.
I’d like to hear that song you spoke of. We haven’t got any new records lately. Well Baby is getting pretty
fussy so guess I’d better cut it short. Hope to see you soon.
Lovingly
Minnie
P.S. Ethel Green is here visiting and she says to give you her best regards.
11
Thurs. eve. Jan 24
My dear Brother:Well I don’t believe you have any idea what a lot of rejoicing there was in the Whittemore family this
afternoon. Speaking for myself, I could hardly wait to tear the envelope open. You see we had imagined all sorts
of things—finally hearing that you had pneumonia. We knew, of course, that you would write if it was at all
possible so we were afraid you were too sick to write. Jen got her letters today, from you and the ward master, and
Ed received an answer to his telegram this afternoon from the Y.M.C.A. I wrote last week to Dr. Washburn at the
hospital there but have received no reply as yet. (I don’t care now.) But I guess they will make up their minds
down there that they can’t hide you without having all Washington Co. out to look you up. If we’d been sure he
could see you, I don’t know but Ed would have gone down. Well it’s done now and I’m more than thankful it was
nothing worse than indigestion and measles. There isn’t anything else you can catch down there is there?
I started to write you a letter last Sunday but Baby was taken quite sick and I had to give it up. He is some
better now but tonight he wanted to get on the floor so we put him down and he walked one or two steps and fell
—he was so sick. He had a hard cold, then worms and teething had to get to work to, so he had quite a time. I
think he is going to do all right now though.
Probably some of the rest have written you about Mr. McDougall, Bessie’s father’s death so I won’t go into
details. He had a shock last Friday morning and died about eleven at night. They all have my sincere sympathy.
I hope you get out of quarantine before long but you’ll have to be very careful not to take cold when you do
get out. And must it be almost like commencing over again—the drilling etc. I mean—when you go back? You
have been out of it so long I should think it would be pretty hard on you when you get into it again.
Well I must get to bed as it is getting late. I’ll write more in a day or two. I can’t tell you how glad I was to
hear from you.
Lovingly
Minnie
You’d better take good care of yourself for you can see what a storm it creates when we think anything has
gone wrong with you. We’ll set the whole camp to looking after you next time.
12
Sunday eve. Jan 27
My dear Myron:I believe nearly every Sunday is COLD—it’s 6:35 now and the thermometer is 12 degrees below zero now and
going down all the time. You’re wise to stay in the hospital where you can keep warm—perhaps. I think you
certainly have some reason for staying there. How are the “whoops” coming on?
I had a letter from Bob Taylor last week thanking me for the cake (he SAID it tasted great but I think it was
about six days getting there). I surely don’t envy him at all. He told about coming in from the rifle range ten miles
thru mud and water up to his knees and 40 lbs. on his back besides his rifle. The next time they went out, he said
he went to bed about 6:30 and woke at 10:30 pm with the wind blowing a gale and raining, thundering and
lightening like everything. He thought the tent would be blown to pieces. He said the report was going through the
camp there that there was going to be a split up—some sent to Spartansburg and some north for guard duty.
Dr. Stillman of Argyle was in here a little while this morning and he told me they received a letter from their
son Kenneth last week. It was mailed in Eng on Dec 26—took about three weeks to get here. He was expecting to
go to France soon so he is probably there now—he is in the artillery. Dr. is on the exemption board in the south
district and said they had received a telegram Friday telling them to hurry up the examinations for the next bunch.
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Well I wish I had the Kaiser shut up somewhere.
Bert got your letter last night and told me how the mails work down there. I hope some of the boys come up to
see you real often. Ed got his letter yesterday too.
Ransom got his new records the other day—Victor’s—one is "Hello Frisco" & "Jane" and the other is that one
Ed has. "Go to Sleep My Dusky Baby" & "Rockin' Time." Both are good.
I am sorry you can’t go to that training school—particularly as I thought if you were in that we’d know where
you were until Apr. any way. O well, maybe you will get a permanent job at the hospital. You’ve been there so
long I should think they’d hate to lose you.
Don’t forget that you MUST come home before they move you anywhere else.
You know I’m more than glad to hear from you when I can but I won’t worry now if we don’t hear very often.
Only if you should ever be VERY sick—ask someone to sent us just a card to let us know. It would help us so
much. You see we were so sure that you’d write if you could that we thought it must be that you were not able to
write.
Lovingly
Minnie
13
Sunday Feb. 3
My dear Myron:Why don’t you call me up once in a while and tell me how you are? You weren’t surprised to hear John the
other night were you? I could hardly believe him when he told me had had been talking with you. Believe me!
John was pretty well worked up over those silences—the rest of us took it a little cooler I think for we couldn’t
see how it COULD be true after what you had written and we certainly knew you had told us the truth as far as
you could—some people intimated that perhaps you were not allowed to tell everything—that isn’t so though is
it? Well I, for one, am going to forget the gas business.
Bessie called me last night to tell me about your letter that came yesterday. I am more than sorry that you had
to have another attack of indigestion—it must have been pretty severe. However, it is more suitable when you do
get out. Don’t you suppose they would give you a furlough of a week or two to come home and get well in? You
must be a bother to them and I’m sure that what you need is Wash. Co. air and home folks to look after you—it
surely would for US good any way.
Bessie said she was going to write you today, for Ed, so she will probably tell you what Ed has gone and done.
It really seems as though he was old enough to know better than get measles but I suppose he hated to have you
get the start of him in any thing. Guess he is getting along nicely any way. Hope Bessie and Lois don’t have it
hard either.
Had you heard that Ed Hall, the one that married Gerty Gibbs, has a son? Another soldier for Uncle Sam—
some time.
Henry Marshall, you know, has sold out and bought a place in Hudson Falls. He had an auction last week but
bid the place in for himself and Cyrus—according to report. I don’t know what he will do with it but probably rent
it if he can. Faming is going to be quite a proposition this year. We haven’t a man hired yet although Ransom has
gone to meet a man today to talk of hiring. He offered Charley Colvy $50 per month, house, wood, milk, garden
and some potatoes—but he couldn't get him. The man we have now has hired to John Tilford for $10 per week,
house rent, wood in summer, coal in winter, milk, garden and potatoes—and he knows as LITTLE about farming
as a man can after living on a farm for a year.
I guess the house wife’s problem is going to be pretty tough soon. We can get wheat flower only by getting 1
lb. of other cereals with 3 lbs wheat until Feb. 14. From Feb 14 until Mar 1 we have to buy other cereals with 2
lbs wheat and after Mar 1 we can only buy it in equal quantities. For instance if we buy 50 lbs wheat flour (and
that’s all we CAN buy at a time), we must buy 50 lbs corn meal, oat meal, buckwheat, rye flour or some other
flour substitute. Well we can do it—it’s not like what others have had to do for a long time and if you boys can
fight we surely can do this much.
Well guess I’ll try and write a little to Bob Taylor tonight—so must discontinue this. Hope the next time we
hear from you you’ll be better, but remember we want the truth about you. I’ll give you a long credit mark for
keeping us well informed. It scares us worrying so much.
Lovingly
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Min
Ransom hired the man he went to see this afternoon so we’ll be all right that way for another year—maybe.
M.C.N
14
Sunday Eve
My dear Brother:I’m waiting for the water to boil before I can make some “mush” for supper so guess I’ll start your letter while
Baby is good. He hasn’t been very well these last few days again but not sick like he was before. He hardly got
over that other sick spell before this commenced so he looks pretty white and thin. I hope he gains now. I’ve been
wondering if you are out yet—the last we’ve heard was the card Jen got which was written Tue. So you MIGHT
be out by this time. I got out today for the first time since before Christmas—but I haven’t been sick. We have had
so much snow and cold weather and the children have had colds so I just COULDN’T get out. I went to call on a
neighbor and I hope the visit did her as much good as it did me. I had got to feeling sort of sorry for myself—you
know one does once in a while—but I found Mrs. Mahaffy having so much harder time than I EVER had that it
made me ashamed. Last fall she was sick. Then when she was just getting better, got terribly burned—before she
got over that her husband had to be taken to the hospital with erysipelas,\fn{ A type of acute skin infection} then her
uncle, who lived with her, died, and she has had to keep up and keep things running all winter. Her husband isn’t
home yet, part of the time she has had help and part not, only five little children the oldest a little older than Roy.
They are well able to hire help if they could get it but it’s not always to be had. THAT’S what I call “doing her
bit.”
Did you know that Brodie Burch was dead? He died last Thursday but has been very bad for a long time. Will
Martin of Hartford—Harriet Northrup’s grandfather—died last week too. His death was very sudden—apoplexy
—and what makes it seem harder his wife is very sick with pneumonia. Harriet is home helping to care for Mrs.
Martin. It must be hard for her.
I was talking with Bessie just a while ago and she says Ed is feeling quite a little better. He was dressed and ate
dinner with them today-says he is going to look over beans and do chores this week but guess he will have to go a
little slow on both of those. Bessie or Lois hasn’t shown any symptoms of measles yet but I don’t see how they
can escape it. Are you coming home to act as nurse for them? Bessie said she had her application in for you.
I’m glad you can get out of doors some now—it will help a whole lot to get your strength if you don’t take
more cold. You must be VERY careful of yourself.
Well I guess I’m about run down now so will say good night. Hope you are feeling better every day.
As ever
Minnie
15
Feb 17, 1918
My dear Brother:So you are out of jail at last: I was so pleased when I heard of John’s card saying you were back at the
barracks. I’ve thought of you all day and wished I could see what you were doing—I’ll bet it seemed good to be at
liberty to go around with the other boys. We’ve all been rejoicing ever since we knew you were out. Only be
careful—don’t try to keep going until you drop. I think I know you—you won’t ask them to go easy with you, no
matter how weak you are as long as you can keep going. But you MUST be careful—there’s no one down there to
look after you but your self—and you know we can’t spare you—you are the “hub” which keeps us all together.
Well Arthur (our man) moved yesterday and I suppose we will have a new man tomorrow. Ransom went after
him today and he went back with the team so he could move tomorrow. The man’s name is Dave Ballard and he
certainly LOOKS more civilized than our last man did. Charlie Wright knows him and he says he is a good man—
we’ll hope so any way.
Bessie says Ed wrote to you today so I suppose he has told you all the “measles” news.
Now, when are you coming home. I can’t be satisfied with a 36 hour leave and you can just tell the officers so.
They have had you for five months and they can surely spare you to me for two or three days—they MUST. When
a particularly bright day comes I think, “I wish Myron was here today”: when we play one of the best pieces on
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the Sonora I think “Myron would like to hear that”—O I tell you we are all “Just a-wearying for you. All the time
a-feeling blue, thinking of you, wondering when You’ll be coming home again. Restless, don’t know what to do.
Just a-wearying for you.”
Ransom is joining the Masons. Is that the right way to say it? Any way he took the first degree last Mon. night
and he has been studying since for the next degree. He had to go down to Everett Bristol’s last Wed. to learn a part
of his “lesson” so I went down to spend the day with Mrs. B. I had a splendid visit and when I got home I found a
letter from you so it was a “Red Letter” day for me. I think Manuel Goldberg deserves at least a note of thanks
from the Whittemore family for our letters from you would probably have been few and far between if it hadn’t
been for him.
The Red Cross is organizing Junior Auxiliaries—or trying to—in all the schools of the state. We are to have
one in our school and our four children have joined. They are to sew for the Belgian children, knit squares for an
afghan and hot water bottle covers. The boys are to make gun wipes and candles. Did you ever see any of the
candles? I haven’t, but have heard about them. They are made of newspaper rolled up and soaked in melted
paraffin—they are for use in the trenches and it is said there is heat enough in one of those to boil a cup of tea. I
guess it is going to be necessary for all of us to do our parts. I wish I could find time to do Red Cross work and
am gong to try to if I ever get may family all served up—if I ever do.
We are learning to make war bread and to do without nearly so much pie and cake. I presume we will be all the
better for it. I shall try to make some maple sugar when the season opens although I said once I’d never make any
more—it is so much work to boil it on the kitchen stove.
Ransom’s cows are doing finely now. He is milking 19 and getting almost six cans a day, has several milking
over 40 lbs. a day. Bert got a pure bred bull calf of Ransom a short time ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Smith are rejoicing over the arrival of a daughter—came last Tue. night. You see it’s war
times and the population must be increased.
Well I guess I’ll stop and have some ice cream—the first we’ve made in a long time. I guess you’ll have some
new boys down there soon—I understand the last of the first draft will be sent the 28 th.
Well here’s hoping we’ll see you before VERY long. Tell them you’ve GOT to come home.
Lovingly
Minnie
16
Sunday Eve
My dear Brother:I received your letter yesterday and you know how glad I was to get it. Am glad you are able to be on duty but
am also glad that it doesn’t have to be such strenuous duty yet. Are you getting your strength back much yet? Be
careful not to over do.
Well we have our new man moved in and settled and so far has proved satisfactory—but of course—“a new
broom sweeps clean.” I hope it lasts.
Say, if I commence writing something about “Simple Simon” or “Mary, Mary quite contrary” don’t think I’m
crazy—it’s just this, Louise has a book of nursery rhymes here and wants me to say them all the time so I hardly
know whether I am myself or “the old woman who lived in a shoe.”
Did you see the new bunch of boys that went in yesterday? Or weren’t any of them in your Co. I’ve thought of
them a lot today and I’ll bet it was sort of a blue Sunday for them. One of them Ransom knows—Clarence
Davison, son of John Davison of Dunham’s Basin. He was a farm boy and married only something about a year.
Another, a Sterns fellow from Kingsbury. He and a brother run a little store up there. I think he is the one that has
been out here the last two or three springs on a Sunday to gather may flowers in our woods—with his “lady love.”
O well! Such is the ARMY life and I suppose there are a thousand and one such cases.
Ransom was reading in the Glens Falls paper last night that Leslie Wiltsey was now at Camp Devens in the
303rd Infantry. Have you seen him or do you know any thing about it?
I want to tell you that I’m almost mad at you. Jen says you sent her home a sweater to fix. NOW, if you don’t
hurry up and tear or wear a hole in some thing and send it to ME to be fixed, I’m going to be J-E-A-L-O-U-S. I
don’t believe you think I know how.
You didn’t say anything about coming home in my letter but the rest tell me you think you won’t come just
now but will wait and get a longer furlough later. Don’t do it!
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Come home just as soon as you can even if it isn’t for long and then perhaps you can get a longer time off later
any way. I believe you’ll stand just as good a chance as if you didn’t come now. You haven’t been home at all and
we’re seeing in the paper all the while of some one being home. Look how it turned out Xmas time. You couldn’t
have come home even if you hadn’t been sick. Speaking of Xmas reminds me. Did you receive a Xmas package
from John and Marjorie—of little things—buttons, hdkfa\fn{ Sic} & such things? Edith asked me if you ever
mentioned it but I don’t know as she would want me to mention it to you. It seems too bad though that, if you
didn’t get it, you should’t at least know they thought of you and sent the package.
Did you ever meet a fellow down there named Newman Mahaffy? He went last fall from Salem. We stopped at
his father’s place on one of our rides last fall—they have a nice place just outside of Salem—and his mother was
telling us about him and feeling so bad to think he had to go. A short time ago I saw in the paper that he had
pneumonia and his father and mother had been down to see him. Since then we have heard that he is “dying of
Bright’s Disease.”\fn{A type of kidney infection} I hope it is an exaggerated story like your gas.
Well our work seems to be moving about as usual for this time of year. Potatoes partly drawn away—wood
chopping commenced and hay and fertilizer to draw yet. In the house it is the same as always—about six months
behind. I’ve got my winter sewing nearly done at about the time the THRIFTY house wives have their summer
sewing well under way. I should worry! We’ll live just as long and, I THINK, be just as happy.
Well I’ve rambled on for quite a while and at last have reached ONE thing—the end of my letter. “All’s well
that ends well.”
As ever you loving sister
Minnie
Ruth wants me to ask you if you got her wash cloth she sent in one of my last letters.
17
Tue. eve.
My dear brother:I’ll just write a letter tonight as it is after nine o’clock now. Our telephone is out of commission so I don’t
know whether any one heard from you today or not. I always like to hear from them if there is any news of our
“soldier boy.”
Yesterday was a glorious day and it almost seemed as the Spring was surely on the way—but last night it
RAINED and RAINED and today every thing is frozen up again. Ransom took the milk to Smith’s Basin today
but when he got to Hugh Story’s they told him he couldn’t get in that way as the creek at the Basin was over the
road—it was way up to the store steps—so he had to come back and go by Dunham’s Basin. He didn’t get home
till half past three. When Ransom was driving down to the milk house this morning the wind took the box of the
sleigh and swung it right around, off the bolstur, and nearly at right angles with the sleigh. I don’t think I ever
knew the wind to blow much harder. The roads are awfully icy and Ransom said, that up by Smith’s the back end
of the sleigh was blown right up around almost to the horses hills. Wind blew here on Tuesday.
Grace was feeling pretty blue yesterday. She got a short letter from Milton, mailed in Newport, saying they
were all ready to start for “over there”. He has been laid up for some time with blood poisoning in his leg. Don’t
think he’ll be able to walk yet. That makes it seem harder.
Ransom and I are sending you some “smiles” as we can’t entertain you at the theatre here. Hope they will help
fill in the time and remind you that we WISH for you all the best to be had, where ever you are.
Well it’s bed time and I must gather up the little ones playthings and go to bed—each day is full but I’m glad to
be well and to be able to do my share.
Lovingly
Minnie
Ransom says to tell you he would have liked to write you but he rode the goat last night and isn’t able to do
ANY THING.\fn{A note reads: Riding the goat was an initiation rite of the BPO of Elks and became the subject of an anonymous
poem in 1901. I am not an Elk, so I am not sure if this should be taken literally or not. BPO means “Benevolent and Protective Order”:H}
18
Sunday P.M.
My dear Brother:383

Ransom has gone at his chores and the children are out with him so guess it’s a pretty good time for me to
write letters. I received your letter yesterday and Ruth received your card also, you may be sure she was delighted
with hers. I don’t need to tell you whether I was or not.
The weather has been pretty uncertain so far this month but on the whole pretty “Marchy”. Well, I only hope
we get all our March NOW and not have it all through the next two months. I’m going to send for some garden
seeds tonight—think it’s about time I was getting my tomato seeds in. I WANT a good garden this year but it’s a
lot easier to plan than to carry out.
I went to Argyle last night to a Grange play. Mr. and Mrs. Ballard came down and stayed with the children so
we only took Donald with us. It was real good for home talent, but half the fun of seeing such plays is in knowing
the people who take part. They had a crowded house and were going to dance afterwards but we didn’t wait for
that part of it. I didn’t care for the orchestra they had any way—if that had been good I’d like to have heard the
music.
It seems as though this has been a long, long winter although in some ways the time seems to fly. But I’ll be
glad when I can go out doors again. I have seen in the papers that the gov’t is thinking of sending factory girls into
the country to do the house work so as to release the farm women for out door work. I think I’d like it for a while
any way—perhaps better that the town girls would. Well just you wait till the roads get suitable for our
“Tinkerrery” and I’ll GO SOME. If you stay down there all summer you are in for a visitation. Ransom says “if
Myron stays there all summer that means another trip to Ayer”—I said “yes, for ME”.
Bessie tells me that Ed will have a man and a half this summer. Fred Vilmore all the time and Clayton Pollock
half-time. I presume he’ll have no trouble keeping them busy but it will mean quite a little work for Bessie.
I hear that Mildred Fowler is to be married the 14 th of this month to a son of Wm. Martin of Slyboro. Quite an
old pair. Millie must be around 17 and he is 22. Doesn’t it make you feel like an old bach?
I ought to write Aunt Jennie a letter tonight so I think I’d better close this. I’m so glad you found that college
and A.T.O friend down there and I can just imagine how it made HIM feel to see YOU there. What WOULDN’T
it have meant to you to have found some like that when you first got there. Well good night until next time.
Lovingly
Minnie
19
Sunday Eve
March 10
My dear Brother:Well, I wonder what sort of weather you have been having down there today. I think we have had one of the
worst storms of the winter for a while today but it’s lots quieter tonight and I hope it’s going to stop entirely. The
storm commenced last evening and guess it kept up all night. Well, let’s hope it will be the last blizzard of the
year.
Ransom went to Granville to a Dairyman’s League meeting yesterday so I went along as far as Jen’s and
Edwin went over with Ransom. It’s the first time I’ve seen Jen since last fall so you can imagine we had a great
old visit. The boys didn’t get back until after dark so I had quite a time to stay. Jen said she couldn’t kill the fatted
calf so she boiled some eggs—which suited me better. You know we are not supposed to kill any more hens until
after May 1—at least it’s against the law to buy or sell hens for eating—but we CAN kill the roosters. So if you’ll
come home I’m sure we could all scare up one or two big roosters to behead in your honor. We’d try pretty hard
any way.
I received your letter last week and was glad to know you were standing regular duty—all right. Was a little
afraid it might prove too much for you. You haven’t had very good weather either—hope you could keep inside
today. You certainly are very fortunate in the number of friends you find every where and that Mrs. Martin was
more than kind. However I don’t think the kindness at all misplaced. I think it pretty good evidence of the kind of
reputation you must have had at St. Lawrence, the way they all remember you. But the “remembering” isn’t all on
one side is it?
O Myron, while I think of it, I THOUGHT I’d have to get a new hat this summer but while I was at Jen’s
yesterday I happened on a blue cap that I think would be just great to wear “autoing” by just lying a veil over it. I
think it had “1000 Islander” stamped on the inside. What do you think of it?
You must have had some wind down there—glad it wasn’t as bad as that here. I think 80 or 85 mile per hour
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was all it was reported as blowing here. I’m afraid though that Ransom will want to start down that way some of
these windy Sundays. When he read your letter about how the wind blew that other Sunday he said at once that
he’d like to have been there.
Did you know that John has been elected trustee of the Baptist Church out there. Loren Allen—who was a
trustee—died and John was elected in his place. Some class to that don’t you think? My! I’m going out to visit
them soon I guess for if I wait much longer they will be out of my class entirely. I was talking with John the other
night though and he SOUNDS just the same. No joking though, I’m quite proud of John and Edith.
I suppose we will attend the Fowler-Martin wedding next Thursday. Florence is to be one of the ribbon girls
and is quite excited over it.
Have you heard that Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Wilson (who were formerly in Hartford) are soon to go to France to
take up the Y.M.C.A. work? I should think the Rev. Mr. Wilson especially well fitted for that sort of work.
Wasn’t it strange about that Fairlie fellow? Ransom had spoken of him so many times but it never entered my
head that he might be in your Co. When you write though about taking a Bill Fairlie over to the hospital when you
made the sick report I was going to ask you if it could be that one—but it slipped my mind. Ransom says to tell
him to come home and run the grist mill as they can’t get anyone to stay since he left. Ransom thinks he needs
him more up here than they do down there.
Well, I must try to write another short letter tonight so had better get at it. Lots of love and come home as soon
as you can. I’m LONGING to see you.
As Ever
Minnie
20
Wed. noon
My dear Brother:I’m going to write just a line while I’m waiting for the mail man. Yesterday I got the nicest birthday present
from just the NICEST brother—you can’t imagine how pleased I was with it. I’d have written you last night only
I spent as much time in “Camp Devens” that I didn’t have time. I wasn’t expecting anything from you for I didn’t
see how you could remember or bother with birthdays while you are in the army. But I might have known better. I
don’t believe any one ever had a more thoughtful brother than my brother in the army is. It reconciles me to
growing old to have such nice remembrances on my birthdays. And there is nothing—unless it is a picture of
yourself—that I’d rather have than pictures and descriptions of Camp Devens.
I am sending you a box of doughnuts today. Hope they get through all right.
It’s just a beautiful day but so sloppy under foot that I don’t dare go around much.
Well it’s time for mail so I’ll have to hurry and get this ready to go. Thanking you once more I am as ever.
Your loving sister
Minnie
21
Ft. Edward
March 17, 1918
My dear Brother:According to Ed’s last letter, you had to go on guard duty a week ago tonight for 24 hours. I wonder how you
stood it. Seems as though that’s quite a long stretch of it. Well, it must be over now so there’s no use worrying.
Ransom saw Gay at Hudson Falls yesterday and he told him that Warren and Sums were in town—wish you
could have been along too. Gay has his hand in a plaster of paris cast now—he said the Drs. thought it might be
all right in four or five months—but of course it may NOT be.
I had quite a picnic at dinner today—all of Bert’s family and the two Robertson children. I had the R children
come over so as to give their mother a chance to go to church and Bert and Grace went to make Lena a visit but
didn’t find her at home (Lena story was Grace’s sister) so I got them to stop here on their way back. Grace was
SO disappointed not to find Lena but I told her it served her right for not planning to come here in the first place.
We had a good visit and Bert brought me a splendid birthday present—a service pin. My you don’t know how
proud I’ll be to wear it. I tell you we’re all pretty proud of our soldier brother. There is one thing that your being
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in this war had done—and this is to bring our family all closer together. Of course you couldn’t help knowing that
Bert and Ed’s families WERE not on the best of terms at one time. But since you have been gone and even before
you went, when we thought you would have to go, I haven’t heard of a hitch any where—we’re all one when it
comes to thinking of you. Please don’t think I’m “mushy” but I want you to know how much we ALL think of
you.
Well, Ransom, Florence, Louise and I went to see Mildred Fowler married and it was really a VERY pretty
wedding. Millie was a beautiful bride—she isn’t so remarkable pretty and some times looks quite commonplace
but as a bride she was at her best. Ben McGann was best man and after the wedding the boys and girls decorated
their sleigh in great style. White and red streamers, old shoes, tin pails and last of all the a little three wheeled cart
tied on behind. I don’t know how long the things stayed on but they were still there when they went through
Adamsville.
Grace and Lena have been having cards from Milton. He is in the Bermuda Islands but they are not supposed
to know that. He and Myrtle had a way planned so he could let her know where he was. I think his last card was
written about March 5 and his leg was better but he was still in bed. You know he has had blood poisoning and
had it lanced three times—twice below the knee and once above.
I’ve just got a birthday present for Ed. I got a writing portfolio—instead of box of writing paper it is like a
tablet with two folding covers—one with a pocket to hold the envelopes and the other folds over it all. Guess I’ll
get John one too—he must need paper to write to you.
We have all sorts of weather nowadays—the first of the week it was real winter again, then Thursday, the day
of the wedding, we had a thunder shower and O! how it rained when the wedding party left. Friday and yesterday
it was colder but today it’s thawing again and the ground is showing up bare in places. Well, Spring has GOT to
come some time and I guess we’ll all be glad to see it when it does arrive.
Has any one told you that George had Helen McKernon are going to be neighbors of Ed’s this summer? They
are going to work the Sam Graham place—where Hiney’s lived last year. You know, the first big white farm
house this way from Ed’s.
James R. and Mollie Ingalsbe have a new little son—arrived last Thursday morning. So now Ruth has a
brother: I suppose they are all very much pleased. Ruth OUGHT to be for brothers are nice things to have.
The children are very much interested in Junior Red Cross work. They have between thirty and forty squares
knit for an afghan—boys and girls both knit.
You must remember that I’m still waiting for some mending to do. I’d like to have reseated your trousers if it
had been possible but I suppose that’s up to the government. Don’t SEEM as though a soldier’s trousers ought to
wear out THERE.
Ransom is a full-fledged Mason now—took the third degree last Monday night. I hear that Ed’s name has been
presented at Argyle so suppose he will be riding the goat some of these times. Well, they seem to like it.
The papers say that the calling of the next draft is going to begin the last of March and the first bunch will be
hustled over to France as fast as ships can be had to carry them. Don’t you let them send you over till you have
been home once at least. I’d hate to have to go to France to see you and we’ve really GOT to see you soon.
Well I guess I’ve written trash enough for this time and you’ll be glad to know there’s an end to it some where.
With lots of love
Minnie
22
Sunday Eve
My dear Brother:Well you can come home ANY time now as the “Tinkerrarys” are out again. We had ours out today as far as
Hudson Falls and Fort Edward and it went good. Some roads are bad but between here and Adamsville they are
not bad at all and autos are running from Hartford and Hudson Falls right along. I tell you it seems good to get out
once more and we’ve had such a beautiful weather lately too. I think this has been the pleasantest Easter in quite a
while. Did you have to spend it in camp or could you get away some where? I hope you didn’t have to stay there.
We didn’t go to church any where as this getting up one hour earlier and having church an hour earlier didn’t give
us much time. How do you like the change in time? I wouldn’t be surprised if we all like it pretty well when we
get used to it. The only trouble is it’s hard for farmers to quit work before dark any way. We all think we will now
but I doubt if we can hold out all summer. It’s nobody’s fault but our own though, I suppose, if we don’t know
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when to stop working.
Ransom got three new Victor records the other day. One has two lullabies by Elsie Baker that are
BEAUTIFUL. Another is “The Old-Fashioned Town” by Baker and Gounod’s “Serenade” by Olive Kline—and
that is good. The third is not so pretty but quite catchy. “I’m Going to Follow the Boys” by Elizabeth Spencer and
Henry Burr and “the Further it is from Tipperary, the closer it is to Berlin” by Billie Murray.
What do you think of the war news? I’m glad you are not “over there” yet but don’t know but that they need
some of Uncle Sam’s boys to help them out. However, I’m hoping that this is to prove the decisive battle of the
war and that we win. The Allies certainly are doing better. We’ve got to win, that’s all.
You know I told you Ransom was captain of the W. S. S. campaign in our school district. How much do you
suppose he got pledged just in this one district? Over thirteen hundred dollars. Ransom and I each took twenty
stamps and one for each of the children. Some of the well-to-do ones had already bought Liberty bonds and were
planning to by more when the next issue comes out. And yet the newspapers have been saying that the farmers are
“slackers” when it comes to loaning money to Uncle Sam.
Well our wood is sawed our threshing is done, we’ve sold one hill calf (for $85) I’ve about ten quarts of maple
syrup made, besides what we’ve eaten, and commencing with tomorrow morning we are going to prepare for a
big drive on the Spring Work in all departments. The milking machine is running again—and the washing
machine WILL be tomorrow—and I think the next big job is to be the hay bailing. House cleaning will soon be
here too.
Bessie just called and I’ve been visiting—on the phone. I think she is feeling a little better again but not as well
as I wish she did. She says that Ed has had his man a week—I didn’t know it. Their minister (Mr. Dean) has
resigned, on account of ill health and preaches his last sermon next Sunday. They will all hate to see him go.
I was up to call at Mrs. Robertson’s one day last week and her daughter, Mrs. Sanford of Madison N. J. was
there. She gave me a printed copy of a letter written to her husband—he is a professor the H. S. there—by one of
his former pupils who enlisted one is now in France. It is quite interesting so I’ll enclose it. You might care to read
it.
Well I guess Ransom is waiting for some lunch and we’ll have to go to bed earlier as five o’clock will come
and hour sooner now.
Lots of love
Minnie
May I hope to see you soon?
23
Friday A.M.
My dear Brother:I’m going to surprise you. I’ll bet you think I can’t write letters any day but Sunday—but I can. I meant to
write yesterday but had company so I couldn’t, but I received your letter yesterday and it’s nicer to be able to
answer it.
The piece you spoke of, “Just a Baby’s Prayer at Twilight” I have now. I received your letter at noon and
Ransom was going to H. F. in the after noon so he went to Riley’s and asked if they had it in the Victor records. It
was just out, in the April list, so he brought it home last night. It is sung by Henry Burr and is certainly
BEAUTIFUL. I’d like to hear it sung by Elsie Baker though—or “Helen”, wouldn’t you? The other side of the
record is pretty too, it’s "On the Road to Home Sweet Home" sung by Percy Himns. Do you know it? The chorus
is like this “There’s a light that’s burning, For ‘Some one’ out there, There’s a loving hand to guide him Where
e’er he may roam Back again to ‘Peaceful Valley’ On the road to Home Sweet Home.”
Now as to those letters, I’m afraid you are trying to fool me. I picked up the one that was postmarked
“Montreal” and thought, “surely that can’t be THE Montreal letter”—and surely it wasn’t. Why can’t you send
one of those or one from Syracuse? I told Bessie how my curiosity had been aroused and she says to send one of
THOSE home and she’ll come over to help me read it. But never mind I enjoyed the one you did send. The ones
for the Boston lady were particularly interesting. I won’t worry about you at all as long as your correspondents are
like those two. In fact, I’m not worrying about it any way, you know “there’s safety in numbers”. I think I should
like Mrs. Martin but she won my heart before this by being so nice to you.
Well guess it’s nearly mail time and I’ve run on enough for this time any way. We get our mail by auto now
and it arrives about noon.
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You haven’t said when you were coming home.
With best love
Minnie
Shall I return those letters or keep them for you till you come home?
24
Friday A.M.
My dear Myron:I intended sending you a box of SOMETHING this week but Jen was telling me about the box she sent you
and I knew that any thing I could make would be tame compared with that so I decided to wait a while and write
you a note instead.
To say I was pleased to receive your letter and picture is putting it altogether too mildly. The picture is
certainly fine. The only possible fault is that you look so serious and dignified but I imagine I can see a twinkle in
the background—a smile that was kept back purposely—so it’s ALL RIGHT. You don’t look as thin as I thought
you would either and I’m glad
I wonder if you are getting a blizzard today the way we are. Tuesday it snowed and blowed all day, and it has
kept it up pretty well so far today. It’s been cold all the week but I’m hoping that when this spell is over we can
have spring in earnest.
You spoke about our coming down to see you. I surely mean to—Providence permitting—if you stay there
long enough and I think Jen does too. I don’t see any reasons why we can’t—Ransom and I have talked of it quite
a lot—it’s not so far but what we could make it all right. So you stay right there and prepare for company about
June.
I’m glad Helen liked your picture it shows her to be a girl of EXCELLENT taste.
I was talking with John the other night and he said that if things would only shape themselves around so that
he could be sure that his family would be comfortable and provided for, he would go into some kind of war work
in a minute. Said he kept feeling more and more as though he ought to get into it. But I told him that I thought
that, until things get worse his place is at home WITH his family. There are a lot of men without dependents who
have not gone yet and really we need some good men at home to help things running here. There’s a lot to do right
at home. I find I haven’t time to do all the things I would like to do to help in the war work right here at home and
I think we can all find enough to keep us busy behind the lines.
Well I guess the next thing is to get dinner so I’ll have to call this off. It’s just a note any way. Will write a little
late.
Lovingly
Minnie
25
Sunday P.M.
My dear Brother:Well here I am again! I can’t think of any more news to write but I guess maybe I can visit for a little while—if
you don’t get tired of this kind of letters. It’s been kind of a dull chilly day but Ransom’s mother asked us up there
for dinner today so we have passed the time quite pleasantly after all.
Yesterday Ransom and I left the children—part at home and part with Mother Nichols—and went to town for a
good time. We went in the forenoon and I did a little shopping, then we got dinner at the “Star” (remember it?)
and after dinner went to the matinee at the Empire. The attraction was just moving pictures and vaudeville but I
DID enjoy it. I believe it’s the first time I’ve been in the theater in five or six years. There has always been some
thing to keep me from going although we’ve talked of it for a long time.
Ransom saw a private from Camp Devens in a barber shop at Glens Falls yesterday. He—the soldier, I mean—
had been celebrating quite freely too and I guess quite talkative—that is how Ransom happened to learn that he
was from Camp Devens. There were several soldiers in town.
Do you remember the Mahaffy boy from Salem that I asked you about once? I see in the “Sentinel” that he has
been discharged as “unfit for service”. Guess he was pretty sick.
The roads are getting GOOD now, it is surprising how fast they have setteled (I don’t know how to spell that
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word) this Spring.
Do you know I almost looked for you home this week. WHY can’t you come? Is it because you can’t or that
you think it’s better not to come? Don’t think I’m doubting your WANTING to come home and if you think it’s
best not to come I’ll feel sure that you know best—but when we see the other boys home for just a little while any
way. There! I won’t bother you about it any more. I know you’ll come if everything is all right and if you can’t
we’ll make the best of it.
Well I guess our car is running smoothing now. Ransom got the new tires and we have two of them on. We are
ready for another season.
I have enjoyed "Just a Baby’s Prayer a Twilight" so much. I’d appreciate it if you would write me whenever
you discover an especially pretty piece.
I don’t seem to make much of a success at letter writing tonight—guess I’ve been dissipating too much. I’ll try
some other time.
With Love
Minnie
Ransom told me to clip this item out of the paper and have you give it to Bill Fairlie
26
Sunday P.M.
My Dear Brother:Hasn’t this been a glorious day? And it seems SO good after the cold weather of last week. If this keeps up we
won’t know this old world in another week—the grass is beginning to show a faint green already and it won’t be
long till the woods will be full of May flowers. I went for a little ride this morning—not in the car. It’s pretty
muddy for that –but it was simply fine out doors. The cars are running though. Wesley Deming brought Albert
Daly’s car—an old Ford—home yesterday. You know Albert enlisted in the Navy last Fall and tried to bring his
car home—then got as far as Schenectady and had to leave it. Guess the car wasn’t working very well and it was
pretty slippery too for Wesley was between twenty minutes and half an hour getting up this little hill below here.
I wonder what you’ve been doing this afternoon—out ruining the scenery I suppose. Well, that’s all right for
you but don’t you try to get Ransom down there. I don’t think I’d trust him down that way again—ALONE.
I suppose Jen has written you about getting a letter from Bob Taylor. I feel so disgusted with myself to think I
haven’t sent him another box before this. I really meant to but kept waiting to see if Bessie heard from him. For I
thought he might be gone—and he IS gone by this time I suppose. At least he expected to move from Camp
Gordon. And you know we can’t send any pkgs. over seas unless by an approved request from the soldier. So you
will have to ask for things if you want them when you get to France.
Here it is seven o’clock and the sun is shining beautifully. So much for the new time. Ransom had a carload of
fertilizer come yesterday that had been ordered since Jan. They will finish unloading tomorrow.
Of course you must have heard about the fire at Dunham’s Basin last week? Horace Dibble’s house burned and
he was burned in it. It was a terrible thing but the Dr. said that he must have inhaled the smoke so gradually that
he never realized anything. He hadn’t moved off his bed.
I hear that Eva Barker and the Sumner fellow are to be married soon. That makes me think: Did Chet Barker’s
folks ever write you? Chet told me they had once and I wondered.
Well I guess I’ll try to write a letter to Bob and send to his old address for they will forward that to him.
Jen was just telling me that Charlie Simmons is home—came last night and is going to stay until Wednesday. I
have heard that he expects to go across soon.
I really must stop now or I WON’T get that letter written.
Lots of Love
Minnie
I’m sending you a snapshot of the youngest off-shoot of the Whittemore family.
27
Sunday, April 21st
My dear Brother:How did you like the weather today? It has rained and rained but we didn’t mind it as we’ve been over to Ed’s
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and were too busy visiting to notice it. We were ALL ready to start this morning when Dr. Stillman called us and
told us to keep our children out of school for a week. One of the school girls was here Wed. night to stay with
Ruth and was taken sick Thu. morning so she had to be taken home—taken sick here before daylight and it has
proved to be scarlet fever. Three of the children, Ruth, Louise and Leslie are very thoroughly exposed and the Dr.
seems to think there is not much chance of their escaping it but there was JUST a chance for the other three so
I’ve sent them up to their grandmother’s. Well, we’ll hope they won’t have it and if they do that it will be light.
I’m going to send you a copy of the applications that have to be made out to get a soldier home on a furlough
for farm work. I was going to tell you that Ransom would gladly put in an application for you if you wanted us to
but this scarlet fever business has upset all that. However, I’m sure Bert or Edwin would be glad of the chance—
and we will if the s.f. don’t develop or we get over it in time. Ed wanted me to tell you that he has his men already
and is afraid that the gov’t might think he wasn’t entitled to any more. Look the thing over any way and let us
know what you think of it. Just remember we’re here ready to back you up in anything you want.
I had a long letter from Aunt Jennie the other day but she said she had been writing to you so I suppose she
told you about all that she did me. She can’t bear to think of Howard’s going and I don’t blame her. I’m afraid
Evelyn is small comfort to her mother.
I saw John a few minutes last night—and we were in Hudson Falls. He seems very well and very much
interested in war. Well, we all are, but I can’t feel anxious to have any more of my friends get into it.
The Kingsbury Red Cross has a small circle of workers in Adamsville which meets Wed. afternoons. It met at
Mother Nichols last Wed. and as I can’t get to Argyle work very well I went up there and worked with them. They
were to meet here this week but on account of the scarlet fever I can’t have them this time here.
Well the rest are all in bed and guess I’d better go too. If we should have scarlet fever here I don’t know as
they would let me send out letters so don’t think it strange any time you don’t hear from me.
I received your letter last week and was surprised to hear from you.
Lovingly
Minnie
In regard to that furlough business—Ed was talking with Dr. Stillman (you know he is one of the exemption
board of the south district) about it and he seemed to think you might get it all right.
M.C.N.
28
Sunday
My dear Myron:I’m lonesome! Ed and Bessie were over here today and I guess I’m like Lois: she went away crying because
Louise and Leslie couldn’t go home with her. Ed says that she has such a good time that she wants it to continue
—and that’s the way it is with me. I DID enjoy their visit; the first time I’ve seen them since before Christmas.
They brought over those “Think and camp” papers for me to look at. Bessie also let me take the article you wrote
for her on “Camp Devens”—it certainly is FINE. I enjoy reading those things so much.
Well we’ve had one week of BEAUTIFUL weather. The sun has shone every day and the snow is about gone.
Yesterday and today have been quite a lot cooler than the days before but just ideal March weather. We’re nicely
started in maple syrup making but don’t expect to flood the market this year. I think we have 8 or 9 trees tapped.
Just the same every little bit helps.
I went to a grange meeting and War Stamp rally Friday night. Ransom is captain of the W. S. S. business in the
district so we left all the children with Mr. and Mrs. Ballard, and attended. It seemed kind of good to get out for a
little while. We are taking one $W. S. S. for each of the kids and Ransom and I are each taking some besides.
You want to ask Ed about “riding the goat”. I think he takes his first degree in the Mason’s tomorrow night.
How are Helen, Eva, and Peg and all the rest? You never say any thing about them nowadays, but I’ll
guarantee you hear from them yet. Was it Helen that made that sweater? Jen said it was a “dandy” and I’ll bet she
could make a good one. Just let me know if she remembers you still—I’m going to be disappointed in her if she
doesn’t.
I don’t believe I want Ransom to spend a weekend down there with you. He might catch something and have
to be put in “quarantine”—quarantine so long if you received the same kind of treatment as that fellow you wrote
me about. But perhaps YOUR quarantine was different from his.
I got a card from Bob Taylor the same day I got your letter. He said that everything was in bloom down there
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and he wished he could send me a smell of the peach blossoms. He hopes to be “across the pond” soon but I don’t
feel anxious for any of you to go. I have been taking a few pictures the past week—if they prove to be good I’ll
send you some. I haven’t taken any since before Thanksgiving.
Ed brought over a couple of new records for me to try for a while. One, "I wonder how the Old Folks are at
Home" is fine. It has "Memories" on the other side and THAT you know is good too. The other is a saxophone
record and I haven’t played it much yet but I’m sure I’ll like it. Do you know "Keep the Home Fires Burning"?
Dr. Stillman sang it at the W. S. S. rally the other night and he said all the soldiers are singing it. I thought it was
good.
We expect to have wood sawyers tomorrow and thrashers the next day so I’m wondering when I’m going to
wash. Never mind we need the wood to burn and the oats to feed and we CAN live without washing so why
should I worry?
Well the children are dishing the ice cream so guess I’ll go and eat some, write when you have time—I’m more
than glad to hear from you.
Lots of Love
Minnie
29
Thur A.M.
My Dear Brother:Well we haven’t scarlet fever yet so I'm going to write you another letter while I can. I am almost beginning to
hope we won’t have it—the Dr. said the children ought show symptoms of it by ten days any way and this is the
eighth—but of course one never can tell.
I received your letter yesterday and was very glad to get it and more glad to know that you are planning to
come home next month. Of course if we should have scarlet fever I wouldn’t be able to see you and that would be
a great disappointment to me but the rest could see you and I could talk to you so that would be better than
nothing. Never mind perhaps we won’t have scarlet fever after all.
I wonder how you enjoyed your “night-out” Tuesday. If it was as cold and damp as it was here I’m afraid I
wouldn’t have liked it.
Did you know that Grenville Ingalsbe was dead? He died Sunday morning and was buried yesterday. He is a
man that will be greatly missed. I’ll send you the newspaper account of it.
I’m trying to get a little house cleaning done while I have the children at home but I can’t do a great deal until I
see how things are going to turn out.
Ransom hasn’t any oats sowed yet—the ground is so cold and wet I doubt if they would grow anyway. What
did you think about the farm furlough business? I see that five farm furloughs have been applied for from the
Greenwich board.
You didn’t have anything to say about entertaining those friends of Corporal Pfau’s. Was it last Sunday they
were to come, or next?
Bessie said David Black got a letter from Albert Daly this week and he said he would probably be on his way
across by this time. I hear that Dr. Stillman’s folks haven’t heard anything from their son since this big battle
began. They must be pretty anxious.
I suppose Eva Barker is married today—they certainly have a beautiful wedding day.
Well I’ll have to hurry or I won’t get any house cleaning done today. Wish you were here to help me.
As ever
Minnie
30
Sun. eve.
7:40 P.M.
Dear Myron:Well I guess we are all home and settled down into every day life again. I just wish I could see you now. I
wonder where you are and what you are doing. Well, it has certainly been a wonderful day—the only thing I feel
sorry about is that we didn’t meet your friend and have a chance to thank him for his kindness in making it
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possible for you to come home. Thank him for me, will you? I tell you we all appreciated it.
Well we had one of Edith’s wonderful dinners. Will it make you hungry if I tell you what we had? Escalloped
potatoes, pressed beef, lettuce, creamed parsnips, string bean & cucumber salad, jelly, pickles, bread & butter,
fruit pudding, cake and coffee. Don’t that sound good?
After dinner we thought Edith looked tired so, after a good deal of persuasion, we got her and John to go for a
ride with Ransom while Jen, Bessie and I did up the dishes. Ransom took them to Ft. Ann and back so we had
time to get things all straightened out before that got back.
When Edith starts to do anything she certainly “does is up brown.”
Everything was lovely when we got home—the children were all right and I don’t think had had a bad time at
all.
Well there’s no NEWS tonight so guess I may as well stop—this was only to say “hello” any way.
Your Loving sister
Minnie
Mon P.M.
Coras Barker called to inquire for you this morning and she told me that Alonzo Carlisle has enlisted—goes
this week.
M.C.N.
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Sunday, May 12
My dear Myron:
I’ve just finished writing a long letter to Aunt Jennie and as you know I’m not as good a hand at the writing
business as you are you mustn’t be surprised at any mistake I make. I’ve nearly got writer’s cramp already.
What have you been doing all day? Ransom took his mother, Florence, Donald, and I out to church. This after
noon he has taken this hired man and his wife, Ruth, Roy and Louise up to West Hartford to Mrs. Ballard’s folks.
You know we attend the Episcopal church and there was a large class confirmed there today. Who do you suppose
was among them? Jim Flack—you remember him don’t you? But you don’t remember his biting a piece out of
John’s hat. That was before your time. He used to visit us a good deal but the boys didn’t like him and used to
torment him all they could. One Sunday he was there and went to church with Bert and John. On the way home I
suppose John was up to his old tricks and he got Jim so mad that he turned around and bit a chunk out of John’s
new hat. Wasn’t John mad though when he got home—but he didn’t get any sympathy from our folks. I never see
that fellow without thinking of that.
Did you get that big wind Friday? It struck us between five and six o’clock and while it lasted three or four
minutes we realized it had been here when it was over. It took the chimneys off the kitchen and the tenant house
through one of the windows and tipped the silo slick and clean over. The south side of the silo alley half way up in
the garden. Ralph Smith’s and Will Robertson’s silos are both down. In fact, it did lots of damage all over
although there was streaks it didn’t touch at all. Something like that other wind storm five years ago.
I saw John and Edith just a minute the morning. They looked just as nice as ever and John had a big white
carnation in his buttonhole—this is Mother’s Day you know. I didn’t have a carnation to wear so wore a white
narcissus instead.
Ransom and I went to Glens Falls last evening to do some shopping and just as we got in the edge of the city—
where those nice residences are—we heard something go z-i-i-i-p—and there we were with a nice blow out in that
old front tire of ours so we had the pleasure of shopping and changing our tire right there. It’s the first time I’ve
happened to be along on an occasion of that kind but I suppose it’s something we all have to get used to.
What do you know about the Officer’s Training Camp? I’m very anxious to hear.
Rejoice with me! We have our oats all sowed and the house cleaning partly done. As to the house cleaning, it
will never be anything but “partly done” for when I get to the end the beginning will be ready to be done again.
But—I should worry.
I am going to entertain the Adamsville branch of the Red Cross Wednesday afternoon. As there is never more
than five at meetings I don’t know as it can be called a “branch”—more of a twig perhaps.
Did you get my doughnuts and could you eat them? I wasn’t very proud of those but it was the best I had and I
was bound to send some thing so I sent them along and just hoped you wouldn’t have to feed them to the dog.
Well I think you must be tired of this and I know my head is entirely empty. Here’s hoping I’m going to see
you again soon.
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Yours as ever
Minnie
Mon.
Bert’s folks have a new DAUGHTER arrive at 6:30 this morning. You see it’s still “up to you”.
32
Sunday May 19
My dear Myron:I’ll start a letter now but goodness knows I’ll get it finished. I received your letter yesterday and it’s needless to
say how pleased I was.
Today Ransom, Father N, Mother N, Roy and I went over to Dell’s. It was just glorious riding in the morning
but we didn’t start for home until about half past five and when we were coming up over the South Granville hills
we saw a thunder shower coming. Father’s folks don’t like fast riding and I was in a hurry to get home on account
of the children at home so Ransom was kind of between two fires but we kept coming and got here just before the
first sprinkle. The “shower” didn’t amount to much but it has sort of settled into a steady rain. I got a little
frightened on the way home though. You know those bridges across the little creeks on the flat just this side of So.
Hartford—when we came in sight of them we could see a crowd there and an auto upside down, down by the
creek—right on top of the stone wall. To go over the bridge and get past the crowd we had to turn out of the road
a little and we got right into the same hole that threw the first car. We were running very slow so WE went
through all right. Ransom, from the driver’s side couldn’t see the holes at all but I saw them just too late and I tell
you I was SOME SCARED. There were three people in the overturned car and not one got hurt—I think it was
just a miracle.
So you didn’t make the O. T. C. and you say you don’t mind only that the home folks will be disappointed.
Don’t let that worry you one minute! If you will be satisfied you may be sure we are—we want you to be where
you will be contented and as safe as possible. Perhaps it’s better any way—if you should get to be “general” or
“commander-in-chief” you might forget you country relatives and I’m sure I wouldn’t like that. As to your “not
being FIT for the job” I DON’T BELIEVE IT any more than does any one else that knows you.
The farm furlough business is a big disappointment to me I’ll have to admit although it always seemed ’most
too good to be true, but I kept hoping. Well it’s over any way and now I’ll begin to look forward to those week
ends. Take every opportunity you can to visit us, or any “others” you want to. Make the most of whatever “leave”
you can get.
I’ll make up a pkg. of “rags” tomorrow to send you. We’ll cut some just like the regular Red Cross gun wipes
and you let me know if they are all right. If so, the children would be more than glad to make you a lot. I’ll also
send just some cloth so you can make some yourself if the others are not right. Why don’t you ask oftener for
things that you want?
You never asked me for any thing before and I’m not going to let any of the rest in on this. I surely did laugh
when I read about the toast but you shall have some just as soon as I get some bread fit to toast.
I heard about that box that Bessie sent you and it was SOME BOX. I’d like to have been there when you
opened it. She certainly is a dear.
We all went to Argyle Fri. evening to attend a Red Cross rally. The So. Hartford minister—a returned British
army chaplain—was the principle speaker. I didn’t hear much of it, as I had to take Baby outside but think most
folks were a bit disappointed. Dr. Stillman sang a very pretty song “When the War is Over” do you have it? If you
want it I’ll get it for you if I can. At the rally Argyle raised $560 and as their quota is only $600 they felt that they
had done exceedingly well.
You know I told you that I was to entertain the Adamsville Red Cross last Wed. Well we had ten ladies present
when before it had been averaging for three to five. Don’t you think I have good neighbors?
Well Baby wants to go to bed so I’ll have to say good night.
Lots of Love
Minnie
33
Sunday Eve
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Dear Myron:It’s just half past six and we are home, clothes all changed, milking machine going and every thing is about as
usual except for a great big empty feeling (not in the region of the stomach)—I wonder what’s the cause? Where
are you and what are you doing? I believe it’s going to be a nice evening to ride after all.
I saw you stopped to see Fayette—I’ll bet he was a tickled boy. Mr. Dean told me the other day that Forrest
Wiles was in camp on Long Island some where.
I forgot to tell you but I’ll send you some more gun wipes this week—maybe you’ll get these.
I’m so glad John’s folks got out—I think it did John and Edith both good. Edith is very nice I think.
I have an idea that we can get us and Edwin and John and Edith to come down there if Ed’s folks and we came
—and I don’t see any reason why we can’t come if you only stay a little while. Of course we won’t do any thing
to interfere with the Syracuse affair. It would be nice if she could come to Edith’s for a week end.
Well, this is just “hello and good bye’ so will discontinue for now.
Lots of Love
Minnie
Say you said you didn’t owe me a letter—didn’t you get the letter I wrote a week ago yesterday? I haven’t had
a letter from you since a week ago Saturday. How does that figure out?
M.C.N.
43
Tue. May 28
My dear Brother:Well here I am again. But it’s a business letter this time. You know we talked of coming to Ayer a week from
Sat. June 8. Well after we had thought it over we remembered that Ransom is drawn on the jury for June 10,
which would be the day we would leave to come home so we couldn’t go then. At last we have decided—Ed,
Bessie, Ransom and I—to come down next Sat. June 1, if possible. If we can’t see you or there is any reason why
you can’t have us come at that time, send Ransom a telegram at his expense. We want to get started EARLY Sat.
morning and will be in Ayer as soon after noon as we possibly can.
Jen and Edwin think it won’t be possible for them to go now—no one to stay with the children or any thing—
and I am awfully sorry for I was hoping that they and John’s folks could go too. I’m hoping that they MAY
possibly change their minds yet by don’t know.
Is there any thing you would want us to bring you? Let us know if there is and we will bring it to you, if we
can.
Well it’s getting toward dinner time and the music teacher is here giving Ruth a lesson so guess I’d better call
this off.
Hastily
Minnie
35
Sunday June 2
My dear Brother:I see by the calendar that this is “Father’s day” but I didn’t think that Father needed a special day set apart for
him—I thought every day was Father’s day.
This has been just one glorious day only rather uncomfortably warm but the country is beautiful now. Friday,
after I received your telegram, Ransom and I went to Mechanicville. We didn’t start until after dinner but there
was a cattle auction Ransom was rather anxious to attend and I wanted the ride—any thing to take away some of
the disappointment at not being able to go down to see you. Of course we WERE disappointed but one may as
well get used to such things and I’m not going to feel bad about it—any more than I can help—I didn’t really feel
at all sure any of the time that we would go. I haven’t received your letter yet but I expect I will soon.
Did you get that little bundle of gun wipes? I hope so for I want to send another box soon. I’ll insure this one. I
asked Lewis Phelps about your not having to sign for insured parcels and he say it doesn’t have to be done any
more—a new ruling.
Ransom, Ruth and Roy took Father and Mother to church this morning.
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We are without a man right now—Dave quit yesterday morning—it’s a habit the men seem to have now-a-days
as they know that they can get another job without half trying. I can think of five right about now that have
changed places already this year. There’s one thing about it—if one changes often enough it doesn’t get
monotonous any where. I rather hated to have this fellow quit for until we get another man we can’t be gone over
night at all. O well it’s all in a lifetime and he was a poor worker.
Yesterday was Ruth’s birthday—It doesn’t seem possible that she is thirteen years old—how time does fly.
Dell came down to Father’s today and brought his family. He is down here just now but hasn’t been in the
house. He got one of his tires punctured just before he got here and he and Ransom are fussing with that now.
Have you had any fresh strawberries yet? We have had several short cakes last week—field berries too. Ruth
has made all the short cakes so far and she thinks she is nearly grown-up.
Well guess I’d better close for now and if I hear any new between now and mail time I’ll write a little more.
Lots of Love
Minnie
Mon.
No more news—just another beautiful day—to wash.
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Wed. Eve
My dear Bro:I’m just going to write you a line tonight. Received your letter Mon. and was more than glad to know that you
have such a nice week-end in prospect. Of course it’s not so long a pass as I wish you might have but I’m sure it
will be more than worth while. If the original is like the picture I don’t blame you one bit for I fell in love with the
PICTURE. I only hope every thing turns out as you have planned.
I sent you a small box today. Would have tried to do better but I know Jen is sending you one and hers are
always so generous that I thought I’d better wait a bit. I didn’t insure it as Lewis said he thought you chances of
getting it about as good one way as another.
Ransom went to Hudson Falls today and brought home a new lawn mower. I’ve been trying it all morning and
my hands feel as though they are nearly blistered. It was the raking that did it though for the grass was so long it
had to be all raked off. The mower is ball bearing and runs very easily.
Have you heard from Aunt Jennie lately? I hear that Warren and Howard are both gone to camp now.
How does the farming look down that way? You should see some of our garden things and the field corn below
the house. Ransom is cultivating the corn now—after eight o’clock.
I’ve got to stop and get to hulling strawberries. The girls got between three and four quarts on the way home
form school tonight. I wanted to send you a little strawberry short cake this time but didn’t hardly dare. Shall I try
it next time?
The boys brought home forty little fish they had caught and have gone again to get enough to make us out a
breakfast.
I wish you all good luck on your trip this week—write and let me know if it goes all right. I have no idea when
we can come down—not till we get a man—but we may find one any time.
With best Love
Minnie
Say, Myron, what about your comfort bag? Won’t it need refilling before you get across? Let me know what
you need in it.
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Sun Eve
Dear Myron:I wonder where you are now—6:30—on the way back to camp I suppose. Well you have had pretty good
weather for your trip—yesterday was beautiful—but I don’t suppose the weather really counted for much after all.
There SHOULD have been a rose colored glow over everything. Just the same, I hope you had a glorious time
and I don’t see any reason why you shouldn’t.
Jen tells me she heard from you yesterday and you think every thing looks like going over soon. I can’t say
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that I am glad but of course it’s what we must expect and will have to make the best of it. Will you be allowed to
carry any papers, pictures or any thing of the sort with you? I thought perhaps it would be some time after you
leave this country before you get any home mail so I’m sending you a letter to carry with you to open and read
when you want a letter from home, and don’t get it. If you are not allowed to carry such things just burn it up for
it’s only an ordinary letter.
I got my pictures yesterday and those two of the grenade throwing are fine. I’ll send you one of each and if you
want any more let me know.
I was in Glens Falls Friday after noon and saw Dora Yarter in the Boston Store. She inquired for you and asked
if you were coming home this week—said that Paul’s sister said he was coming home. She seemed to think it
strange that you didn’t remember her—I understood her to say that you said, when you were coming up from
Albany, that you didn’t remember her. You didn’t see Dora that time did you? She went to school with me when I
taught in the Hines school. I think it’s ED she remembers instead of you. He used to come after me some times.
We still have no man but have our planting nearly done. Ransom goes on jury duty tomorrow but hopes he can
get excused. I think that he ought to be let off.
Fayette Dean and his father have a new car—a Buick. It isn’t a new car but Mrs. Dean says it has never been
hurt at all. I suppose the road between So. Hartford and No. Argyle will be kept smooth now. Mrs. Dean said, “of
course when Fayette wants to take any long ride THEY would have to go with a horse” but I told her I shouldn’t
think it necessary as she and Mr. Dean could drive and there surely ought to be room in back for Fayette and
Mabel. Bessie tells me that Mabel has taken their school for next year. I was rather surprised for I really thought
they would be married this summer.
Did you know that Dallas Bancroft and Irene Barret were married last week? Went to New York on their honey
moon and then go direct to Springfield Mass. where Dallas works.
I tried to find that song you spoke of when I was in Glens Falls but didn’t have much time so didn’t find it.
Well it’s time I looked after the kiddies a bit I guess so will close.
As ever
Minnie
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Wed. noon
Dear Myron:It’s almost time for the mail so I’ll have to hurry as I want to surely get this in today’s mail.
Ransom has some business letters to write so he has taken our only pen and I’ll have to finish this with a
pencil.
How about Syracuse—did you make it all right? But of course you did.
Say Myron will you mind getting your birthday present now? We rather wanted to wait until then but as you
are going across so soon Ransom and I decided we had better send it to you now and not take a chance after you
get to France. Please accept it as a token of our best wishes for a long and happy life for you.
We have no man yet but are doing splendidly under the circumstances. School will be out tomorrow and then
the children can help a good deal.
Ransom went out to court Monday but, after he told the Judge how many cows he had to milk with no man to
help him, the Judge told him to go home and look after them.
It rains and rains so that, if we had a man, there isn’t much that he could do. The planting is all done and it’s
too much to cultivate a good deal of the time.
Well, Mr. Chase, the milk-tester is here and will be wanting his dinner soon so guess I’d better stop writing and
get busy.
Let us know where you are and what you are doing just as often as you can, won’t you.
Lovingly
Minnie
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Sunday P.M.
My dear Brother:396

Well this has been one beautiful day and I’ve been wondering where you are and what you are doing. I’m
trying to believe you are still at Camp Devens but can’t feel sure. We have none of us heard from you in over a
week but I think it must be just because you’re busy. You see we hate to think of your being so far away and we
also know that your letters will have to be few and far between when you get over there.
Ransom was at Fort Edward Thur. morning and Mrs. Potter has just received some flowers from her nephew,
Bill Fairlie, so I judged, that if he was still there, that your company must be all there.
I was down to Grange Fri. night and was talking with Mrs. Stillman—her son is in France—and she said that
they received a letter from him every week but it was about three weeks on the way. They received one Monday
that was written May 22. She spoke of sending him magazines so I asked her if she could send pkgs. She said he
sent them requisition papers signed by his captain asking for things which he couldn’t very well get over there and
by showing those to the post master they could be sent to him. So remember if there’s any thing you need get your
captain’s approval and send to us for it. Kenneth Stillman has been in France since Jan. or Feb. and he hasn’t been
near the firing line yet.
Well we have put in quite a full day. This morning Mother and Father and Ransom & I went out to church and
this after noon Ransom, the children and I went to Greenwich and back. When we got down opposite the
Greenwich cemetery we saw a crowd of people there, some in uniform, and as it looked rather interesting we ran
down in to see what was doing. When we got there however we found it some sort of an “Odd Fellow” memorial
service—but they had a good band and we had a chance to hear that any way. After that we went on to Harry
Gray’s and saw his registered Holsteins and then came home. It was a nice ride.
Did you have a hard storm there Wed. after noon? I didn’t think I ever saw it rain so hard as it did then—
couldn’t see out of the windows at all. The thunder and lightning wasn’t so severe here but it struck Geo. Griffin’s
barn and killed three horses—tore the barn up but didn’t set it afire. The man that lives on the Siser place was
struck and got quite a severe shock but guess he’s all right now.
The school was out in this district Thur. and they had a picnic in the afternoon. Of course the babes and I had
to go. Marion McDougall’s school is out next Tuesday and she is going to have a Red Cross social over at Ed’s.
We would like to attend it but don’t know yet how it will be.
I wonder if you have been getting all the letters and things lately. Probably your mail will be rather uncertain
after you leave there but I shall write every Sun. at least just as usual (unless some thing unusual prevents) so you
will know there are letters coming even if you don’t get them.
Our crops are looking well CONSIDERING but we haven’t any help yet and I’m afraid there’ll be a day of
reckoning if we don’t get help.
Well I guess it’s lunch time and I’ll have to get it so good bye for the present.
Your loving sister,
Minnie
40
Tue. noon
My dear Myron:I received your letter yesterday and felt that I just MUST write a line to tell you how proud and delighted I—in
fact ALL of us—felt about the wonderful way you have finished your college career.
Did you expect any such thing? I had given up all hopes of your getting your degree this year. And the best of
it is—your three years’ record must have been EXCEPTIONALLY good or you never would have been allowed to
graduate. Of course we know you had been doing fine work but I don’t think we realized before just HOW good it
was. I wish I could have been present and heard the cheers for “Whittemore”. I, of course, had to call every body
and tell of your good fortune and Edith said to tell you she didn’t believe you wanted any of us to see you
graduate or you would have sent us word. As far as I’m concerned, I’m glad I didn’t know about it till afterwards
for I would have felt so bad NOT to be able to go. I had to tell Mrs. Dean about it—she calls me every little while
and says “if you hear anything from Myron, let me know”—and she said to tell you she was “just as proud of you
as if you were her own boy”.
Wed. Morning
Well I didn’t get this finished in time for the mail so will try to write a bit more. We went over to Ed’s to the
Red Cross Social last night. Had a good time but didn’t get a chance to see Ed or Bessie much as there was such a
crowd there.
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About those negatives, I have sent them back to have some printed for the rest of the family, but just as soon as
I get them again I will mail them to you.
Say just what does B.S. stand for? Edith asked me and I said “Bachelor of Science” I supposed—or maybe
“Scientific Bachelor”. Edith didn’t think the last would apply to you at all.
I’m glad you had such a fine time at Syracuse but I never doubted but what you would. And I also didn’t think
but what you were free—YET. But just wait till this war is over.
Well, I’ve HEAPS and HEAPS to do so good bye.
Minnie
Let me congratulate you once more. I’ve been patting myself on the back ever since I heard the news, to think
I have such a brother.
I wanted to put B.S. on the address but was afraid you’d kick.
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Sunday P.M.
My dear Brother:I have always heard and read that “honest confession is good for the soul” so I’m going to ‘fess up’ the first
thing and give my conscience a little rest.
After I had received your letter last week and told all the family about your graduation, Bert’s folks called me
and said it ought to be put in the paper. I agreed with them but didn’t feel competent to do it so called Edith and
turned the business over to her. She felt that she would need to see your letter in order to get the details straight—
so I sent it to her and she rewrote the part referring to your graduation and sent it in. The next day a nice long
piece appeared in the paper—so if you see or hear of it you will have to lay the blame to me. I know just how you
feel about such things but we all felt that there were so many friends interested in your welfare—and Myron,
you’ve NO IDEA how many people think and speak of you—that there was no other way to let them all know.
The article didn’t just suit me and guess it didn’t Edith exactly either as the reporter fixed it over to suit himself
but most folks seem to think it not a bit too much or too good—and of course I know it COULDN’T be too good.
And please don’t get the impression that I’m in the habit of passing your letters around for others to read and
BELIEVE ME it will be the last. I hated to let Edith take it this time but felt that I’d be selfish to keep all the good
things to myself. There! That’s off my hands and I’ll forget it.
Bessie called me yesterday to tell me Ed had received a letter from you so I know you are probably still at
Camp Devens. I’m sorry you have to work so hard but think your health must be pretty good or you couldn’t
stand it. Well let’s hope this war won’t last forever. Things look a little brighter over across now I think, don’t
you?
Ed’s folks did splendidly at their Red Cross social Tue. Night—took in $32.00 We went to a Grange social
Thursday eve and Ed and Bessie were there too—went with Marion and her hair. They also went Friday eve to
Glens Falls to hear Chauncey Olcott. Isn’t it nice and won’t they rather miss Marion when she goes?
Ransom got me a new Victor catalogue yesterday and I find that I can get “Missouri Waltz” either vocal or
instrumental. I haven’t been able to find it yet in sheet music.
We haven’t a man yet but Ransom saw Jack McGinnis yesterday and he said he would be out to help us. I
don’t expect him though.
It has been awfully cold here and last week Wednesday night we got a hard freeze. It didn’t do much damage
right here but in the swamps I have heard of whole acres of potatoes and beans that were ruined—some corn too. I
know of one man that has three acres of beans all hoed that were frozen so he is having to drag it up and put in
sowed corn.
Ruth and I papered my bedroom last week—Ruth is getting to be a lot of help. She and Roy help with the
milking night and morning—something her mother couldn’t do—and Roy has a lot of errands on the road with the
horses.
It rained most of the day yesterday and also today. We have been putting the time today reading and playing
Sonora.
I wish I might see you again before you go across but if I don’t we’ll hear from you occasionally any way
won’t we? I haven’t got those negatives back yet but will mail them to you as soon as I do—or I’ll have some
printed for you if you want me to. How about your comfort bag—don’t you need anything added to it?
Lovingly
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Minnie
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Tue. Morning
Dear Myron:Here are the negatives. Sorry I was so slow about getting them to you but I didn’t get them back till yesterday.
How is the world using you? Every thing lovely here. Will have to hurry or I’ll miss the mail.
As ever
Minnie
One of these appears to have a bad spot on it but you can see that it doesn’t appear nearly so bad on the print.
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Sunday September
My dear Myron:I wonder what I've got to write about tonight that can possibly interest you. Life is just the same old round of
“little things”—all of them important at the time but they look so foolish on paper. Never mind, maybe it will
seem like a relief from all the “big things” that must be doing over there.
We have our threshing finished AT LAST—so much for one week’s work. They commenced here on Sat. and
didn’t finish until the next Thursday. The engine broke down and it RAINED and RAINED so that I thought
they’d never finish. They were here to dinner every day but one. Well it’s done now and I’m more than glad.
Ransom had something over 950 bu. of oats besides some the man failed to tally. It’s the most oats we’ve ever
had. We have the silo foundation built but haven’t the solo up yet. Will get it up as soon as we can now so as to
get to filling.
The children are all excited over an entertainment they are planning to give down at the school for the benefit
of the Junior Red Cross. They want to have it next Friday night and I hope it’s a success but am a little fearful for
this neighborhood are not much hands to go out nights.
Well, Myron, I’m glad you are not at Camp Devens now. The camp is full of “Spanish Influenza” (you must
have heard of the new disease). Yesterday’s paper said there were more than six thousand cases there. I’m sure
you’d have to take it if you were there. Milton Deming has been stationed at New London Conn. ever since he got
out of the hospital and now he is back in the hospital again with S. Influenza and Pneumonia. He has been sick
enough so that the hospital authorities telegraphed his folks that he was “seriously ill” but he is better now.
Wesley went down to see him.\fn{A note reads: The Spanish Influenza pandemic of 1918 has been cited as one of the most
devastating epidemics in recorded history. An estimated 675,000 Americans died during the pandemic, ten times as many as in the Great
War. Of the U.S. soldiers who died in Europe, half of them died as a result of the flu. It arrived in Boston and Camp Devens in Sept of 1918.
Obviously Myron was “Over there” by that time.}

It has been so cold here today that we have had a fire in the furnace all day. It has cleared off so cold that I’m
almost afraid we’ll have a frost tonight.
I wish I could know that you are “some where” where it is warm and dry these cold damp days but we’ll just
have faith that everything is all right—it’s all we can do. I do hope they can but I’m afraid I’ll be just a little
jealous—I want to go too.
I haven’t heard from Aunt Jennie in quite some time—in fact I owe her a letter—but I’d like to know how
Howard has stood it this last month with hay fever. Mine hasn’t bothered very much as yet and think the time of it
is nearly by.
Well I guess you must be tired of all my ramblings by this time so I will say “good night.”
I guess I’m getting too sleepy to write much more, don’t know as you can read what I have written. Talk about
poor writers—what do you think of this?
Write when you can and we sure we are all thinking of “our soldier boy.”
Ever your loving sister
Minnie
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Sunday, Oct. 6, 1918
My dear Brother:My! But it’s cold tonight. This morning it was so warm that we had the doors open and Florence was running
around barefooted. At noon we had a thundershower and since then there has been a decided change. The wind
has shifted to the north and blowing forty knots an hour. Ransom is starting a fire in the furnace so WE will be all
right. I wonder if you are having cold weather and if you still have a fireplace and if you can have a fire in it. I
hope so. One thing I’m hoping this cold weather will put a check on the Spanish Influenza that is sweeping the
country. The camps are still full of it and it is getting pretty well distributed through the civilian population. Glens
Falls and Hudson Falls is full of it and there is ever quite a few cases in Hartford although few of them are
serious. Dr. Lee is down with it also Millie Gibson and three of her children. Well so far we have been very well
and I surely am thankful. We have been cutting corn and filling silo Friday and yesterday and expect to finish
tomorrow—for this time. We won’t have near all of the corn in but will refill after Ransom finishes filling at other
places.
Bert’s folks went to Bachelorsville yesterday to see Milton. He is home on a ten day furlough recovering from
Influenza and pneumonia. Grace says he is dreadfully weak yet but she thinks he is going to gain. They told him
that after the ten days were up he could telegraph for an extension.
Ransom was just telling me that Martin Wiles folks are going to sell out. They have rented their farm and are
selling off their things. I don’t know what they are going to do or where they are going but know they will be
missed in the neighborhood.
I was just talking with John, and Edith and Marjorie are both sick with the “grip” (he calls it). I guess they are
not seriously ill, and hope it isn’t Influenza, but Marjorie has been in bed since Tue. or Wed. John said the Hudson
Falls schools are to be closed and also the moving pictures and churches.
I suppose Grace McDougall was home today. She was expecting to come home yesterday afternoon and would
have to go back this afternoon. The nurses don’t get very long leaves of absence as they are needed badly. The
government is advertising in the newspapers for nurses and nurses’ aides to go to Camp Devens.
Well, I’m afraid you must think this a very cheerful letter and I must write to Aunt Jennie so I better close.
Lots of love as ever
Minnie
O, by the way! Ransom got us three new records the other night. Two violin pieces—one by Maud Powell,
which is FINE, and one by the Mischa Elman quartet, which is also good. The other is two songs "Somewhere in
France is the Lily" by Charles Hart and "My Sweetheart is Somewhere in France" by Elizabeth Spencer.—Both
good.
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Nov 17, 1918
My dear Brother:This is a beautiful night for writing letters—it is raining HARD but it’s warm and cozy inside with the furnace
going.
I am so anxious for a letter to come from you telling me where you are and what you are doing. Since the
fighting has stopped we are more anxious than ever to know where our boys are and how they fared during the
last days of the fighting. O well! I’m sure we will hear before long.\fn{ A note reads: The war officially ended on November
11, 1918 at 11:00 a.m. at Compiegne, France.}
I have been having another vacation—getting reckless don’t you think? Yesterday after dinner Ransom took
Florence, Louise, Leslie and I up to Jen’s and left us until today—Marion came down to help Ruth keep house
while we were gone. Today the rest of the family came up to dinner and we all came home this afternoon. Jen had
more company today. Do you remember that Mr. and Mrs. Lockhart where we went to call that day we made the
trip to Bolton before you left for camp? They had a man bring them down and arrived this morning about half past
eight and were still there a short time ago—their chauffeur had not arrived although they had expected him. I’m
glad I haven’t their ride tonight—raining, dark and slippery. I suppose that some of the rest have written you of
the celebrations in the three villages after the news of peace arrived so I won’t try to. I didn’t attend any of them
but you may be sure we had a little private “rejoicing” of our own. It is WONDERFUL but I suppose there is still
a great deal to do before you can come home. I think we will all wait very patiently now though when we know
the dreadful fighting is over.
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A Christmas box has gone out to you this last week and with it has gone all the good Christmas greetings and
wishes that you can think of from “all of us.” While we all had a share in the box the most of the credit goes to
Edith, for it was she that arranged it. We would, any of us, gladly have done it only we knew that with her
opportunities and excellent taste she could do it JUST RIGHT—and THAT’S what we wanted. I only hope it will
give you as much pleasure to empty as it did us to fill it.
Last week was the drive for raising a fund for United War Work and, in this district at least, the declaration of
peace didn’t seem to check the giving at all. I rather think that one quota will be more than filled when it is all in.
Ransom was one of the workers and he had a splendid success.
All draft business has stopped and they have discontinued sending out questionnaires to men over 36. My! It
seems good to think things will get back to normal conditions after a while.
Well Ransom and the boys have come in from chores and I guess would like some lunch so will call this off for
this time. Write as often as you can.
Lovingly
Minnie
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Dec. 1, 1918
My dear Myron:You see I can’t get used to it’s being Dec.—it hardly seems possible that it’s only about three weeks till
Christmas. I’m afraid the holiday season will be here before I’m ready for it.
Well first, I want to congratulate you on receiving your commission! It’s just fine but nothing more than I
expected—I just knew you’d get it if you only got a chance to try for it and every one that hears of it is so pleased
—you can imagine all the nice things Mr. Dean said about it. How does it feel to be “Lieutenant” Whittemore.
I received your letter of October 28 the same day that Bessie got the one of Nov. 4 announcing your good luck.
But mine arrived an hour or so before hers so I felt quite stuck on myself for a little while any way. I DID enjoy
that letter so much—it was a DANDY letter. And what you said about Helen and the rest of the girls, of course,
pleased me too for we sisters don’t like to give up on our brother until we have to—but I really hadn’t felt alarmed
YET. Wait till you get home though! One of them will make you come to terms almost before you know it I’ll bet!
Never mind, if “she’s” only as nice as I think “she” would HAVE to be to please you, “she” will make a delightful
sister.
By the way, did you know that you censored your letter to me? That was before you had your commission you
know. On the envelope you wrote “Censored by” and “2nd Lieut. U.S. Inf.” With a space between as you always
do. Well in that space was written “M. J. Whittemore” in some one else’s writing I’m sure. I discovered it just
before Bessie called to tell of her letter. Speaking of censoring letters—you remember Everett Peister don’t you?
He got his commission before he went over, in Kansas. On the way over he was in charge of some Negro troops
and wrote to the home folks about one darky boy’s letter that he censored. This boy wrote to the home folks that
he wanted them to send him a box at Christmas and in it he wanted them to put some “home made pies, home
made cake, home made cookies, fried chicken, goose, candy, oranges and bananas and—ANYTHING ELSE
THEY COULD THINK OF THAT WAS GOOD TO EAT!” What do you think of that? Guess that fellow was
hungry.
We have had a carpenter nearly a week now but have a lot do yet. The roof is on the silo and alley up but they
are just started on the calf barn.
I didn’t have company on Thanksgiving—only Mr. Saddler. We didn’t try for a very elaborate dinner—fried
chicken, dressing, backed potatoes, rolls, cabbage salad, pickles, olives, jelly, coffee, ice cream and cake.
Well it’s time for lunch now and then we’ve got a big kettle of pop corn—come eat with me.
I haven’t heard yet what you want in your comfort bag. Don’t fail to let us know for we are waiting to hear.
Lots of love
Minnie
Ransom and the kids want me to congratulate you on your good luck in obtaining your commission.
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Dec 8, 1918
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My dear Myron:Well I wish you were here tonight to visit and play Sonora—I’d give you some pop corn and MAYBE I’d open
the box of candy that Ransom got me yesterday and we’d have a regular old fashioned good time. Ransom is gone
—don’t be frightened, he’s coming back. I HOPE—and I want to talk to some body. I took R. to Hudson Falls this
afternoon and he leaves early tomorrow for New York. He is going as a delegate to the Dairyman’s League
meeting at Jersey City but the delegates make their headquarters in New York. Ransom tried to persuade me to go
with him but I couldn’t hear it as no other delegate from these parts was taking their wives with them so I declined
to go. I couldn’t make it seem right to go any way as I would have had to get Ransom’s father and mother to come
down to stay with the children and that seems like asking too much of them in this cold weather. My! But I’d
LIKE to go though.
Do you notice this heavy mark across this sheet? Just as I got that far, I had a telephone call and while I was
answering Baby thought he’d add a word to Uncle Myron, so he crawled up to the desk and made his mark. He’s
into some mischief almost every minute of the day—guess he takes after his youngest uncle.
We had several little flurries of snow last week—Wednesday it snowed quite a little and Thursday night and
Friday a regular baby blizzard. We drove a cutter today and are running sleighs around the farm, although on the
roads one sees almost as many wagons as sleighs and I guess more autos than either. It’s really not very good
going for anything—unless it’s a flying machine.
Just a little over two weeks till Christmas—it doesn’t seem possible! I have hardly any plans although I’ve
given Ransom his Xmas present already—a Masonic pin. I know he would like to have it to wear to the City so
thought I’d give it to him a little ahead of time.
Do you still belong to the 76th Division? How I’d like to know! I saw by the papers that part of the 76 th would
probably arrive in Camp Devens today and the rest of the division are coming over soon. Miss Pfau SAYS she
expects her brother to arrive this week. I really think she must be a very optimistic person as I’m sure all she has
to base her hopes on is what the newspapers say about the 76 th coming home.
Edith hasn’t been a bit well lately—some trouble the glands of the neck and the last report I heard was that the
Dr. talked of an operation but neither John nor Edith care to talk of it over the phone so I have heard nothing
definite lately. I hope she soon improves.
Well, Myron, as I’m the “head of the house” tonight, guess I’d better close and see to things a bit. I haven’t
opened that candy yet so if you HURRY you may still be in time to get one or two pieces.
Lots of love
Minnie
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Dec 15, 1918
My dear Myron:I received your letter last Wednesday and you can’t imagine how pleased we all were to hear from you and to
know you were all right at the time the armistice was signed—we were getting a LITTLE bit anxious for we
thought you might have got to the lines and we kept hearing that the fighting the last few day was “fierce”. Well
it’s all right now and we won’t have to worry about the war any more. Have you seen Corporal Pfau lately? His
sister told Jen today that he had been sent to the front but before he arrived the armistice was signed. You are right
about the “Thanksgiving” in this country—what a rejoicing especially in the houses which have sent a loved one
across. But it makes my heart ache to think of the ones who will have to watch the homecoming and reunions of
others and think of the boys who never WILL come back. It is DREADFUL but they couldn’t be given in a more
glorious cause. There is a woman on Ed’s telephone line—Mrs. Betts—whose son is across and the morning that
the armistice was signed she got the word about five o’clock. She called Ed’s folks right up to tell them—said she
was so glad she just had to tell SOME one! And after all, when you and the rest write home of the conditions over
there we realize that we in this country haven’t begun to know the meaning of this terrible war. Almost the only
hardship that WE have had to endure is the hard one of seeing our loved ones go so far away into the conditions
that we know very little about but about which we hear such terrible things and we know at the BEST, that they
could not escape a certain amount of danger and suffering. Well we won’t think of it now but I think this is going
to be the most blessed Christmas we have ever know even if we can’t have you all at home.
We were out doing our Xmas shopping yesterday after noon and while it’s rather a problem this year, I always
enjoy the time—every one is jolly and good natured even though they may be tired in some way you can feel the
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Christmas spirit in every crowd. It’s sort of fun I think. Ransom saw Dora Yarter and she was asking about you.
WHY is it that all the girls inquire for you? I begin to feel that I’m only important as the sister of Lt. M. J.
Whittemore.
Ransom came back from New York Wednesday after noon. He phoned me from Albany and I met him in Ft.
Edward. He had a good time but hardly stayed long enough to get a good idea of the CITY. Monday night he went
to the Hippodrome and Tuesday night he heard Harry Lauder sing and speak—said it was fine.\fn{ A note reads:
Harry Lauder was a singer, song writer, and comedian who lost his only son on the battlefields of France in 1917. Harry became dedicated
to the troops and entertained them during both wars. For his service he was knighted in 1927.}

Guess I’ll have to call this off for now, as I want to write Edith a little letter. She is sick you know, something
about the glands of the neck instead of purifying the blood has sent the poison matter through the whole system.
The Dr. has ordered her to bed for a whole month with treatment. I hope it effects a cure but John and her mother
are quite worried about her.
Our schools are closed again as we are having a second out break of Influenza in Argyle. I hardly think it is
going to prove so serious this time though.
Lots of love
Minnie
49
Jan 12, 1919
My dear Brother:Well how I’d like to know where you are—if you are started for home or still waiting over there. I haven’t seen
any account of your Div. starting for home yet but perhaps it hasn’t been published as I’m sure I couldn’t have
missed it, I’ve been watching every paper. Never mind we can wait if we only know you ARE coming.
Have just been talking with Bessie and she doesn’t know whether to write you or not. It does seem unlikely
your ever getting these letters. I see in the papers that there are millions of letters in France which have never
reached the soldiers and which will be returned to this country to the Dead Letter office and eventually to the
senders. Think you must have a few hundred in that bunch. I got a card from Aunt Jennie yesterday and she had a
letter from Warren written Dec. 12 and she said the last letter he had received from home was dated Sept. 12. He
doesn’t have much idea when he’ll be home. Howard was coming Mon. or Tue. for an eight day furlough, so he
can’t be having his discharge yet. Bessie is pretty well over the “flu” but Ed is in bed with it now—he is doing
nicely though. He was taken Tue. night and has been in bed ever since but that’s the only safe place to stay with
that disease. Bessie said he got the book “Yankee” from France yesterday and had read it all through today.
We are still making butter, as the milk strike is not settled. We made about 75 lbs. last week. It means some
work but we feel we are fighting for our rights.
Of course you have received news of Theodore Roosevelt’s death. I think the country has lost a great man.
We have been having some pretty cold weather lately—the thermometer going down to 15 degrees and 12
degrees below two different mornings.
Well I want to write to Aunt Jennie tonight so guess I’d better close this. You’ll probably never see this
anyway.
As ever yours
Minnie
50
Feb. 2, 1919
My dear Brother:I’m lonesome tonight. They tell us we mustn’t tell our boys “over there” that we’re lonesome or wish they
were back, but how are we going to help it once in a while? I thought of you so much this after noon and wished
you were here—but you WILL be here before long—that’s the best of it. It seems though as if the last few weeks
of waiting was always the hardest. But it can’t be for long now and it will be all the nicer when you DO come.
I really don’t know much news this week—have had a head cold all week and so hoarse that I couldn’t talk
over the phone scarcely any and you know that’s my principle source of information. Ed and I each received a
letter from you last Mon. dated Dec. 30 and 27 respectively and Tue. Bert and Grace got one. I just wish you
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could have heard Grace’s voice when she called me to tell me about it. You would surely have felt repaid for the
effort. Did you ever get any of the letters Bert has written you? I know of his writing several.
In my letter you spoke of the phonograph and said you remembered so well how I enjoyed it when I was sick
up home but that maybe I wouldn’t want to recall that time. On the contrary, some of my pleasantest memories are
connected with that time. I’ll never forget how kind every body was to me at that time nor how good and patient
you boys were with a sick and fussy sister. Guess we all have to be sick or out of luck in some way in order to
realize just how much our “own folks” mean to us. And we find every body lots kinder than we ever supposed
they were, don’t we?
I received a copy of “The Hill News” yesterday and, while I’ve enjoyed looking it over, I’m sure it will mean
lots more to you so will send it along for fear you haven’t received a copy.
Speaking of the phonograph—did I tell you we had sold our old one to Charlie and most of the Standard
records with it? There are some of those records I won’t sell but a lot of them we never play. Charlie’s folks got
lots of sport out of it.
We changed some Edison records with Aubrey’s folks today so we’ve had some new music this after noon,
some of it GOOD. They have an Edison machine.
We got our hay all pussed last week so that’s another good job done. There’s a good many others yet to do
before spring though.
Well Sherman, the milk-tester is here and I can’t write with him around so guess I’ll have to close.
Here’s hoping we’ll see you soon.
Lovingly
Minnie
51
Sunday eve Feb 9
My dear Myron:Do you know I’m beginning to believe you will be home soon? Last week’s paper said that ALL of the 370 th
and part of the 369th of the 93rd Division were to arrive between the 10th and the 14th—that means this week. And if
they are sending PART of the 93 rd, I’m sure they ought to send your regiment soon. O boy! Won’t it be great to
have you home again?
They tell me that Kenneth Stillman is discharged and at home. Sid Moulton—Ada’s big brother—is in the
U.S.A.—and still they come. Well I’m glad to hear of each one that comes for I know just how their people feel.
It has been a beautiful day and, as my cold is quite a little better, Ransom told me he’d take me over to Ed’s for
a little while after dinner. Of course I jumped at the chance so we took the car and skipped over for an hour or
two. I haven’t been out before since the middle of January and I really was surprised. The roads are almost as
good as they are in summer—actually dusty. The air is rather frosty but not much like it was in February of last
year. Ed was saying that according to his diary it was around 26 degrees below zero last year at this time. Well I
don’t mind missing the cold weather and the weather lately has been almost ideal.
We were all pleased to get your letter last week but best of all was to know that you were in Brest and
PERHAPS soon to be on your way home. And I’m so glad you got your Christmas box.
Marion and Anna were over to Ed’s. They both look rather thin and show the effects of having the Flu. Ed and
Bessie came out of it VERY luckily.
Well I must write another letter so guess I’d better close this one for now. I feel as though perhaps you would
never receive the letters we write now.
Think of us all until you come home.
Love
Minnie
52
Sunday eve Feb 16
My dear Brother:Well I received your letter of Feb 13 yesterday—just THINK of it! I almost felt as if I had been talking to you,
and I really believe you’ll get his letter some time and it’s the first time I’ve felt THAT in a long, long TIME. It
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does seem so good. And you must have arrived Tue. What kind of a trip did you have coming over? You did come
on the “Vaterland” didn’t you? You see I received your letter of January 28 last Monday. You can imagine how
surprised I was when Jen called me Wed. morning to tell me you were in the U.S.A. (Edith had called her)—and
PLEASED—well I won’t try to tell it! I called every body I could think of until I was afraid I was making a
nuisance of myself—although ever body seemed delighted to hear the good news. The next morning a lady below
here whose son is in France, called on the phone to congratulate me—said she couldn’t wait any longer to tell me
how glad she was. She said “I know just how you feel” I thought it was nice of her for she doesn’t know you at all
and I only got acquainted with her through war work. But we’re all of one mind where “our boys” are concerned.
Ransom is away tonight; he left about five o’clock for No. Hebron to stay at Dell’s tonight and go to a cattle
sale at Granville tomorrow. We lost a cow last week and thinks he needs another to take her place. Do you
remember that big white cow of ours—the first pure bred we bought—the one we called Lavinia? When Ransom
went to the barn the other morning he found her dead. She must have had heart disease or some thing for she was
all right the night before and hadn’t moved in the stanchion.
George Griffin had bad luck today. Lost his cow barn, silo and his house by fire this afternoon. They have no
idea how it started and had to work hard to save the horse barn.. Guess he lost quite a bit of hay but saved all the
stock. Ransom and Charley and I guess all of the men in the neighborhood were there.
Are you very far from Fort Potter? That is where Forrest Wiles is stationed you know. It’s on Long Island but I
haven’t any idea where. I see by last week’s Sentinel that Walter Bennet (I forget his title but THINK it’s Captain)
is stationed at Camp Upton and his wife—Maud Colvin—is with him.
Say Myron! Wasn’t it Lillis Clark that was so nice to you? The milk-tester was telling me that Dave Copeland
(Gertrude Copeland’s brother) is MORE than attentive to her. You see it’s time you came back.
Guess we are all a little disappointed that you can’t come home right off but we won’t complain as long as you
are so near. We heard from Aunt Jennie S. last week and Howard got home a week ago today FOR GOOD. You
can imagine how pleased she was. She doesn’t expect Warren home before summer.
Jen had a letter from Bob Taylor last week—he was still in France and all right. He was anxious to hear from
you but didn’t give her any address more than Pvt. Robert Taylor, Am. E. F.\fn{ Expeditionary Force:H} Probably
though his old address would reach him.
I have been receiving “The Hill News” lately and will send you a copy. I sent one to France but don’t suppose
you received it.
I am also enclosing a small check—just what I would liked to have sent at Christmas time but thought there
was no use as you’d probably never get it.
Well I guess I’ve rambled along enough for this time so will say good night.
Lots of love
Minnie
53
Sunday Feb 23
My dear Brother:I’m not going to try to write much of a letter tonight for Ransom has been sick for several days and I’m tired.
He unloaded part of a carload of fertilizer (in 200 lb. bags) last Thursday and strained himself in some way so that
he has been in bed ever since. Had the Dr. up yesterday and today but think he is some better tonight and am in
hopes he’ll soon be all right again.
Edith called me last night to tell me of your telegram. How did you happen to send a telegram—didn’t you get
John’s letter the first of the week? He called me Mon. to ask about your address and said he was going to send a
letter out that day. I’m wondering if you got mine mailed the same day. Was in hopes all our postal troubles would
be over now you are in the U.S.A. Well we were awfully glad to hear any way for Bert didn’t receive your letter
of Feb. 17 until Friday and we were all imagining you “way out West” or some where else. It’s a good thing to
send us some such thing as a telegram once in a while any way—it sort of stirs ups up—gives us some thing to
think and talk about.
We are not going to worry any way if you do have to go to another camp—we’re so glad to have you on this
side—but we’ll be MIGHTY GLAD when you can come home.
Did you get the letter I wrote you telling about “Buddy” Gilroy’s wife calling me on telephone to inquire for
you and to know if YOU knew where he was? She a very anxious as she had a VERY PARTICULAR reason for
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wanting him home in Feb. and, up to the time you arrived, she hadn’t heard from him since Nov. 28. But just last
week we saw in the paper that he landed “over here” and stationed at Fort Dix. I’m so glad for her—and for him
too.
Well how I do run on when I get started talking. Guess I could keep it up all night if there was nothing else to
do. But I must write another letter tonight and Ransom may need me before long.
Lots of love and I just hope it won’t be long before we have you home again.
Minnie
Bert is having another attack of quinsy.\fn{ An abscess near the tonsils associated with tonsillitis } Is pretty bad today I
guess. Grace says these men are no good any way.
54
Sunday Mar 2.
My dear Brother:Do you suppose I’ll see you before a week from today? I surely hope so and Ed tells me that you thought,
when you wrote him that it might be possible. I’m going to be listening for your call on the phone any way.
Nearly every day Louise says “Mamma DON’T you wish Uncle Myron would come home TODAY?” and even
Leslie has learned to say “H’lo Unkie Marn”. You see we are all waiting.
It has been just a wonderful “April” day and I’ve wanted to be out of doors but haven’t had much time as our
milk-tester came again today and there is not much doing only looking after him while he’s here. Ransom is quite
a little better but not well yet by any means. Tonight is the first time he has helped milk in over a week and he is
weak too.
Bert is getting better but Grace says he isn’t getting along as fast as he ought to. His throat broke several nights
ago but it’s still pretty sore.
It seems as though this ought to be great sap weather. Charlie tapped some trees today and he said it ran good.
Don’t know whether I’ll try to make any syrup this Spring or not—it means a lot of work but the children are
crazy for me to. No other syrup tastes like what you make yourself you know.
I’ll try to mail you the last copy of “The Hill News”. Guess I told you I’d send you last week’s copy but had so
much to do that it slipped my mind. Did you get the letter I wrote you two weeks ago? I sent a $5.00 check with it
—that is the reason I asked. Charlie Pfau’s people say they have enclosed money in letters several times but he
has never received it. It’s a shame that he has received so little mail all these months that he’s been over there. I
see that Gilroy is at home—discharged—but their baby (a little girl) died before he got his discharge. It only lived
a few hours.
Well I have so many interruptions that I hardly know what I have written but when you get home I’ll talk
enough to make up.
Hoping to see you SOON, SOONER, SOONEST I am
Your sister
Minnie
Phone just as soon as you are in H. F.\fn{ A note reads: This letter, sent to Lt. Myron Whittemore at Hostess House B, Camp
Upton, New York was forwarded on March 5 to Lt. Whittemore at 14 Western Avenue, Hudson Falls, N.Y. At last, Myron had come home! }
55: Old Comrades
She had come to live in the poorhouse
When the last of her children had died
Hoping she had told the others
Soon to lie at their side.
Of those who were under the grasses
In the churchyard on the hill
But the years have gone by and left her
With a home in the poorhouse still.
*
There had come to poorhouse with her
One friend from the happy past
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Of all the friends and companions
Of the old time, this was the last.
“I couldn’t leave Rove behind me
Without a home,” said she
“I’ll work and pay for his keeping.”
And Pity granted the plea.
*
Five years they dad dwelt together,
Those steadfast friends of old
Under the roof that gave them
Shelter for storm and cold.
*
But a change had come to the poorhouse
As the year drew nearer to the close.
The kind old keeper must leave it,
And sad forebodings arose
Of what was in store for the future
When they saw the stern hard face
Of the man who had come to the poorhouse
To rule in this place.
*
It was the night before Christmas
The skies were gray and chill
And a bighting wind was blowing
Over the poorhouse hill.
“There’ll be a white Christmas tomorrow,”
One of the old men said
To the woman who sat in the corner
With her hand on old Rover’s head.
*
A step was heard on the threshold
The new man looked into the room.
His eyes caught sight of poor Rover
Through the dingy kitchen gloom.
“Whose dog is that?” he asked harshly
And the woman looked toward him in dread.
And her face had a frightened look on it as
“Rover, he’s mine, sir,” she said.
*
“This isn’t a place to keep dogs in
To humor an old lady’s whim,”
He said harshly;
“Tomorrow we’ll end it with him.”
*
And then he gave orders that Rover
Should be taken out into the lot
At the back of the poorhouse next morning.
The morning of Christmas, and shot.
“Oh spare him,” the poor woman pleaded
And her face was as white as the dead.
“I’ll pay for his keeping, I love him.
He’s the last friend I’ve left me,” she said.
But he gave her an oath for an answer.
“Do what I’ve told you,” he said,
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To the man on the threshold:
“No nonsense in dealing with paupers with me.”
*
Softly the white snow was falling
When darkness came over the world
And hither and thither by wild winds
The flakes in mad flurry were whirled.
Into the snow and the darkness
From the creaking poorhouse door
Stole the two old friends at midnight
To cross its sill no more.
*
Into the highway drifted half knee up with snow.
And up the steep rough hill road
But they had not far to go.
When they reached the summit
The woman’s strength was spent
And she sank down in the a snow drift
“We’ll rest a bit,” she cried.
And Rover shivering and whining
Crept close to his old friend’s side.
*
“What are you crying for, Rover?”
The dog was crying with cold.
“Are you afraid they will try to part us
When we get to the City of Gold?
Old fellow, they never shall part us.
You have been a friend, steadfast and true.
If they won’t have you in Heaven,
I’ll stay on the outside with you.”
*
By and by strange wandering fancies
Crept into the poor old brain.
“I want to go home, Rover,”
She whispered again and again.
“I want to go home for Christmas
And see the friends of old.
But I don’t know where the way is
And it’s cold, it’s bitter cold.”
*
“Oh! See,” she cried out in rapture,
“The gates of God’s City ajar,
And the light streams into the darkness
Wherever the wanderers are.
It shines from the hearthstone of heaven,
A great golden pathway of light
To guide all the wanders home
Out of the desolate night.”
*
“Oh there’s never a pauper in heaven
And never a parting they say.
And we’ll find all our dear ones, Rover,
And be happy on Christmas Day.”
*
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They found the old Comrades next morning,
Dead in the drifts of snow.
Have they gone into heaven together?
I’d love to think it was so.
I believe that God honors true friendship
And makes it immortal as love
And that the old Comrades were
Spending their Christmas together above.
56: Untitled
She was sitting in the twilight
With her darling on her knee
And the little one was telling
In her happy childish glee
How she thought [that it] was snowing,
That the Christmas time was near,
And of all the lovely presents
It would bring to her this year.
All a once the wee one’s query
Seems to pierce the twilight gray:
“Mama, why do we have Christmas?
What is Christmas anyway?”
*
And the Mother softly answered,
“Dear, you know the old story
Of the Christ child how he lay,
In a cave upon the hillside
Resting on a bed of hay.
And the three wise kings to find him
Traveled long and traveled far
From their homes in distant countries
Guided by a moving star.
And a star by night did lead them
Over valley, plain and hill
Till at last above the hillside
Over a lane it stood quite still.
And the three wise kings there found him
Baby king, a few days old.
And they brought him precious presents
Frankincense and Myrrh and Gold.
And ever since that Birthday
Many hundred years ago
We’ve remembered Christ and kept it
Called it Christmas as you know.”
*
For a moment there was silence
As the Mother ceased to speak
And she felt the softest kisses
Pressed in love upon her cheek
For baby’s arms caressed her
And she heard a sweet voice say:
“Mama, you give me things
Every year on my birthday
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And you give such lovely thing
To everyone don’t you?
Why this Jesus’ Birthday
Can’t we give Him presents too?”
*
Startled by her baby’s question
Through the Mother’s mind there flew
Visions of the coming Christmas
And all she thought and planned to do
Of the many costly presents
For her loved ones she had bought
And there was not one for Jesus.
And with the vision came a thought
That a little child should lead them.
Was her baby leading her?
Did the kings in far off ages
Bring him incense, gold, and Myrrh
And should she on this, His Birthday,
For Him nothing give or do?
And the little precious whispered:
“Can’t we give Him presents too?”
*
Then the mother in her sorrow
Felt her heart with gladness thrill
As she kissed the little pleader
Murmuring softly, “Yes, we will.”
159.124 Excerpt from Behind The Ballots: The Personal History Of A Politician\fn{by James A. Farley (18881976)} Grassy Point, Rockland County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 8
Perhaps half the youngsters of America had a childhood similar to my own. My parents, of course, were poor
but honest. The place of my birth was Grassy Point on the shores of the Hudson River about thirty-five miles
above New York City, a village small enough to make everyone feel comfortably acquainted and large enough to
provide the companionships, the interests, and the excitements which figure so largely in the career of a growing
boy.
I received my education in the public schools where I did enough studying to get by, excelling in those studies
which appealed to me and doing indifferently in those which failed to strike my fancy. After all, school was
secondary to most of us; our main delight was in the hours after class when we ran, jumped, tussled, swam,
played baseball, and otherwise worked ourselves into a state of healthy exhaustion.
The youngsters in the neighborhood were pretty good lads. The games we played were those indulged in by
youngsters everywhere, especially by children brought up in humble circumstances and compelled to provide
their own methods of amusement. A few childish incidents that were a bit mischievous cling in my memory, but
on the whole there was nothing about “our gang” that marked it as being any better or any worse than the average
group of normal children.
*
Perhaps the one thing which impressed itself on my early years more than anything else was the Hudson River
itself. As it flows by Grassy Point and near-by cities and towns, the river named after the ancient explorer is truly
a majestic stream, with a channel both wide and deep, a current already influenced by the tides sweeping in from
the Atlantic Ocean, and a jagged riverbank flanked on either side by smoky-blue mountains extending almost to
the water’s edge. In the early morning, especially in summer, the river valley is often obscured by a misty fog
while the near-by mountains glisten and shine in the reflected splendor of the rising sun. We unconsciously
enjoyed the beauty of the valley country.
But the Hudson River was far more than a mere thing of beauty to Grassy Point and its neighboring
communities. It was the hub around which revolved almost every activity in the village whether social or
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economic. We swam in the Hudson during the warm summer months, attended picnics on the river islands,
enjoyed a sail on rare occasions, and skated over its surface whenever the winter was severe enough to provide, as
it often did, a thick coating of ice from shore to shore. And, in the meanwhile, the river helped provide a means of
livelihood for the family breadwinners. There were numerous brickyards in the vicinity all because bricks could
be shipped by water at a minimum of expense to New York City. Like the Hudson River itself, that awesome
metropolis was a constant magnet towards which everything and everyone in the valley seemed to be drawn.
*
Because Grassy Point was ideally located for brick-making, I happened to be born there. I was born on May
30, 1888, the son of James Farley and Ellen Goldrick Farley, the latter’s parents being John and Rose Goldrick,
both of whom came to America from Ireland either in 1847 or 1848. Grandfather Goldrick worked as a laborer in
the brickyards of near-by Haverstraw until his death. My father was the son of John and Margaret Farley who
migrated from Castletown, County Meath, Ireland, in 1847. Thus, on both the masculine and the distaff sides, my
ancestry dates to the flood of homesick and heartsick immigrants who were driven to seek refuge in America by
the dreadful and devastating potato famine which struck “ould Ireland” about the middle of the last century.
Every family has its little stories and anecdotes, originating half in truth and half in fancy, which are handed
down by word of mouth and develop into a kind of family folklore. I heard a great many of those simple tales
about the “Old Folks” from my mother, and from numerous aunts and uncles, and being under the spell of their
influence, I cherished after growing up a desire to visit the place where the family came from across the water.
After the exciting presidential election of 1936, I found an opportunity to gratify that wish. So I set out for Ireland
accompanied by Ambrose O’Connell, my personal assistant in the Post Office Department, and Edward L.
Roddan, of the Democratic National Committee.
After a glimpse of Dublin and other historic points, we motored out to Castletown in County Meath where I
enjoyed a visit with Peter McDonnell, a man of middle age who made a modest living as a truck farmer. When my
grandfather left Ireland, he had left behind him two brothers James and Patrick; and Peter McDonnell was the
grandson of one of these. I could recognize a distinct family resemblance in his features. With Peter acting as a
guide, we drove out along the countryside until we came to a place where houses were scarce and vegetation was
thick despite the raw cold of late November. We entered a field, and several rods back from the road he pointed
out a depression which he identified as the site of the Farley homestead. On this plot of ground, Grandfather and
Grandmother Farley had bade a tearful good-by to the members of their family, most of whom they never saw
again, and set out on a long tramp to Dublin—the first lap of their journey to an unknown land. Sturdy people! No
wonder that subsequent hardships in America seemed easy to endure.
*
But to get back to America and especially to the Hudson River Valley. My Grandfather Farley located in
Verplanck’s Point in Westchester County where my father was born. Mother was born across the river in
Haverstraw, located in Rockland County. Throughout most of his adult life, Father was associated with the brickmaking business, first as a laborer and later as part owner of three small schooners engaged in the brick-carrying
trade; also as a manufacturer of common bricks, operating two small yards. As a youngster, I was proud of the fact
that he was captain and part owner of a brick schooner which voyaged twice a week, and sometimes oftener for
long hours meant nothing in those days, from Grassy Point to New York City and back. This was the period
before the scows came into general use. There were dozens of similar schooners on the river, all of them
following more or less the same pattern in their round of duties. Early in the morning loading would commence,
the average load running from 70,000 to 90,000 bricks. If wind and tide were right, the little vessels were able to
make the thirty-five-mile run and pull up at some point in Manhattan, Queens, or Brooklyn the following
morning.
One of my fondest recollections is the thrilling memory of a voyage to New York City on one of these brick
schooners, an event looked forward to with great eagerness for many weeks. It was shortly after Father’s death
when I was ten years old. The exciting adventure was made possible by the invitation of my Uncle Tom Farley,
who captained the good ship, William H. Barnes. The trip was actually eventless but it gave me a feeling of
happiness which no ocean voyage on the most sumptuous of liners has since been able to equal. I roved about the
tiny deck for hours fascinated by the simple maneuvers required for steering the vessel, watching the twinkling
lights of villages and towns along the riverbank. It was another treat to go below for a hearty dinner with the few
crew members, then turning in for a night’s sleep in a sailorman’s bunk.
The schooner Barnes dropped anchor the next morning at the foot of Jane Street in New York City, and to this
day, the recollection of that first sail comes back when I pass there. The brick schooners were later driven off the
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river by the uglier but more economical scows while the brick business itself dwindled away to only a fraction of
what it formerly was.
*
I started to school when I was five years old, attending the grade school at Grassy Point. The principal’s name
was J. Martin Case. He was a graduate of Amherst College where he made a name for himself as a football player
and for that reason he was an early hero of mine. For the most part we got along fairly well. One incident,
however, has always remained in my memory.
After my father’s death, Mr. Case took added interest in my welfare and apparently wanted to provide the kind
of personal guidance and supervision that a fatherless lad is apt to lack. He must have arrived at the conclusion
that a little more concentration on my part would be desirable because for one whole term he refused to let me go
out for play with the other boys and he also kept me after school each night for fifteen minutes.
Throughout these periods of forced internment, I was compelled to spend the entire writing the single word
“carelessly.” In response to numerous and vigorous protests, Mr. Case merely responded that he was doing it for
my own good and to make me more proficient in my studies. The form of punishment is still a bit puzzling
because I never wanting in application or persistence. However, maybe the early lessons taught me by Principal
Case were a spur to my later diligent application as a letter-writer.
After completing the seventh grade at Grassy Point, I entered eighth grade at near-by Stony Point, which
belongs to the same township, and continued on there through the high-school course. Stony Point is familiar to
every American schoolboy as the scene of “Mad Anthony” Wayne’s stirring victory over a superior British force
during the crucial period of the Revolutionary War. This lrical incident made a vivid impression upon the youthful
minds of most youngsters in the school, so much so that we felt personal pride in Mad Anthony’s
accomplishment, much as though he had been one of the earlier graduates.
The entire Hudson River Valley is reminiscent of early American history of the liveliest sort, going back not
only to Revolutionary and Colonial days but to the time of the early Dutch settlers who were the first inhabitants
after the Indians. During the Revolution, iron was dragged over the mountains by horse, and sometimes by hand,
to be forged at points in the vicinity into guns for use against the Redcoats. We were given a great deal of this
history to absorb in our school days, and as it always had a fascination for me, I did better in that subject than in
any other branch of study.
Another place of national fame which became familiar to me at an early age was West Point, a little further up
the river, the imposing site of the United States Military Academy. But, although I was a frequent visitor there in
my school days and later on as a young man, it would be a bit dishonest to intimate that I was attracted by the
history and traditions of the famous old academy or the military achievements of its mighty men. The attraction
was the West Point football team. In those days—and perhaps now too—football was almost exclusively a college
game, and my only opportunity to see the headliners in that sport was to watch the Army team perform. On
Saturday after Saturday, I was in the stands along with a few cronies. In fact, my first visit was with Mr. Case, the
school principal.
The cadets enjoyed a reputation for their feats upon the gridiron, and some of the dramatic incidents of those
early games are just as clear in my mind as if I had been a participant instead of an onlooker. The muchpublicized squads of Harvard and Yale were frequent visitors to the “Point” in those days, and the glamour which
surrounded them seems almost incredible. For days and weeks before the players trotted onto the turf for the
annual clash, the newspapers in near-by cities and villages carried long and detailed stories about the merits of the
respective teams, their strong points and weak points, and these accounts had the fans on edge with the feeling
that nothing on earth was as important as the winning of that game.
No wonder that memories are still keen! I recall Charlie Daly, who first made his reputation as a “gridiron
great” at Harvard, playing his first game in a West Point uniform against his old team mates. He missed a tackle
near the goal line which enabled Bob Kernan of Harvard to score a touchdown and thus defeat the cadets. Other
gridiron names of those days run through my mind: Rockwell, Hogan, Glass, Bloomer, Shevlin, and Rafferty—
most of whom saw action at the Point at one time or another.
*
During the years spent in grade school my existence was carefree, as it usually is for youngsters of about that
age. There was nothing to worry about and little to do except a few chores and the customary homework in
studies which wasn’t particularly exacting. My father was a conscientious, hard-working man who was attaining a
moderate success in manufacturing brick so that he was always able to provide for the family in simple yet
substantial manner. I have only a few recollections of my father because of his early death, but some of them are
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still vivid and may be worth recounting.
One incident recalls my first visit to a United States Post Office. Father sent me down to the Grassy Point
office on March 18, 1897, to get a copy of the New York Evening World which carried an account of the stirring
ring battle between Corbett and Fitzsimmons. The opportunity to do such an errand made me feel important, and I
hurried to the post office and, back as fast as my legs would carry me. Father was in the yard waiting, and I
handed him the newspaper over the .fence. The front page carried a screaming headline telling how Fitzsimmons
had knocked out his opponent; Father took the paper eagerly, but his face soon took on a look of profound
disappointment. He could not conceal his sorrow over the fact that the “Englishman,” as he called Fitz, had
trounced the “Irishman.”
My youngest brother Bill was born on election day of 1896. He was brought into the world by the family
physician, Dr. Sengstacken, a kindly neighborhood doctor of Dutch ancestry. Dr. Sengstacken was a Republican
and he suggested in a jocular way that the new arrival be christened William McKinley Farley. Although only
eight years of age, I was already an ardent Democrat—no doubt because my father was one—and I protested with
all the vigor at my command against the doctor’s suggestion. The name William was all right, but I felt that the
newest of the Farleys should be christened William Bryan instead of William McKinley. He was actually named
William after my father’s business partner, William H. Barnes.
As a rule my behavior was pretty good and it seldom went beyond the usual childish pranks that pass almost
unnoticed in a family of five boys. But on one occasion I took it upon myself to do something that brought more
than a passing reprimand. Father had gone to New York City to discuss business affairs with his partner, Mr.
Barnes, as he frequently did, and I knew on what train he was returning. I went over to the barn and informed the
“stable boss,” Peter Sullivan, that he was to hitch up a horse for me to meet the train. Peter refused to believe that
my father had left such instructions, but after persistent teasing and coaxing, he did as requested and hitched up a
horse to a buckboard wagon.
Being about nine years old, I was pretty proud and happy to be seen driving over to the station where I waited
for some time for the train to arrive. When Father got off, he was the most surprised man in all the world, and his
angry scolding soon took all the joy out of the childish venture. He left word with Peter Sullivan never to trust me
with a horse again, no matter what plea was put up.
*
The death of my father was the result of an unusual accident which happened in January, 1898, a few months
before my tenth birthday. A neighbor’s child had died, and as the two families were on intimate terms, we were
preparing to attend the funeral services. There were quite a number of Irish Catholic families in Grassy Point and
near-by communities, and they followed the traditional custom of turning out almost in a body for wakes and
funerals. In fact, Grassy Point was noted for the size and character of its funerals.
The somber-looking black motor cars now provided by “morticians” for such occasions were unknown in
those days, and each family rode in its own conveyance. Early in the morning, Father had gone out to hitch up
John, the family carriage horse, a great favorite of the five Farley boys. He was a large black animal that looked
well in harness and could travel at a lively gait. The horse had been confined to the stable for about a week
without exercise and was feeling pretty frisky. When Father took him outside the stable to water and hitch him up,
he jumped around in high spirits. He was on a long halter.
Suddenly, without the slightest warning, the horse reared up his heels and gave Father a vicious kick in the
ribs. He secured the horse, walked one hundred and fifty yards to the house, entering through the front door, and
threw himself down on a couch in the livingroom. His face was drawn and pale as he whispered what had
happened.
Mother sent one of the boys flying for a doctor while she attempted to ease his pain. Trembling and awestruck, I stood by, realizing that my father was a very sick man. He lived only a few days and died in the middle
of the night. We were not awakened, and my first knowledge of what happened came in the morning when I
looked out the window and saw the undertaker’s wagon in front of the house.
*
The only pictures Father ever had taken were a few tintypes, which were quite fashionable in those days, and
they were always a trifle indistinct. My chief recollection is that he was about six feet tall, wore a heavy black
mustache, and smoked cigars almost continuously. I had an aunt, Mrs. Mary Gogarty, who died a few years ago,
and she told me that I resembled my father in many ways, particularly in my manner of walking at a fast gait in
short, quick steps. Years later in Washington, I was dining in a restaurant when a man walked up and asked if my
name wasn’t “Jimmy Farley.” It developed that he was Dan Campbell, a former resident of Grassy Point who had
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moved away many years before; we hadn’t seen each other in thirty years. He said that all I needed was a
mustache to make me the living image of my father.
Things had taken a serious turn in the Farley household. The business of making a living shaped itself on the
family horizon and obscured everything else. Before that everything had been taken more or less for granted.
Father was a comparatively young man and he had always been able to do the providing without difficulty. We
had plenty of good wholesome food, warm clothing, a comfortable house, and some things classed as luxuries. We
had been spared the grinding poverty which had visited other less fortunate families in the neighborhood.
But Father was dead, and his weekly earnings had been virtually his only source of income. Mother was left
with five small children. My oldest brother John was eleven years old; I was just under my tenth birthday; Phil
was just under nine; Tom was a year or two younger; and Bill was less than two years old.
Mother had never paid the slightest attention to Father’s business affairs. She had busied herself entirely with
bringing up the family, and as a result she knew absolutely nothing about his property when he passed away. Her
lawyer, Judge William McCauley, who settled the estate, discovered that my father owned a quarter interest in the
brick schooner Barnes, which Uncle captained, and a half interest in the brick schooner Shamrock which was
reputed to be one of the fastest on the Hudson River.
Shamrock was afterwards wrecked on Long Island Sound during a storm, and nothing was salvaged for the
estate. In addition there was a $3,000 life insurance policy, the full amount of which was paid upon Father’s
death. These were rather slender resources with which to face the future with a growing family of five boys, all of
school age and too young to step out as the family breadwinners.
*
Perhaps the outlook faced by my mother has been duplicated in untold millions of humble homes under similar
circumstances, or under circumstances far more trying. Yet the story of courage, faith, and sacrifice which it
involved will never lose its freshness or its appeal. She had absolutely no training or experience that fitted her to
earn a livelihood for the family. She was in middle age and had lived the customary sheltered life of a woman of
moderate means, occupied solely with the work of bringing up her children and doing all her own washing,
cooking, cleaning, and household work. The money from Father’s estate could be stretched to last for some time
—but not until the boys were old enough to go to work if they were to receive a proper education. There were no
wealthy relatives who could assume the burden until the boys matured. The burden was hers alone.
While we were too young to understand fully the trial which my mother faced, I think we older boys did
appreciate in a general way the problem which confronted her. We tried to augment the family income by selling
newspapers, running errands, and doing whatever odd jobs promised to yield a few nickels and dimes. Starting at
about twelve or thirteen years of age, I worked each summer in the brickyards as a “machine-boy,” since that was
the only place open for an unskilled youngster who was not sufficiently developed to do the hard round of duties
required of full-time employees.
The duties of the “machine-boys” were quite simple and fairly easy for a lad with a rugged constitution. The
principal job was to wheel molding sand from the kiln shed to the machines where it was used to keep the molds
sanded so that the bricks would slip out more easily. Another duty was to keep the yard free of dust so that when
the bricks were dumped on the flat to be edged later in the day, the dust would not cling to the bottom of the
bricks. The yards opened about four o’clock in the morning. The bricks, of course, were dried by the sun, and if
Old Sol was strong enough—as it generally was in summer—we could complete the day’s work about noontime.
That gave us plenty of time for a swim in the Hudson in the afternoon.
The pay for a machine-boy was ninety-two cents a day. On one occasion, several other boys and myself
banded together and struck for a flat wage of one dollar a day. As I look back, I can’t ascertain whether we were
really interested in getting the eight-cent pay raise or in getting a vacation. In any event, we lost the strike and
went back to work at the old rate of ninety-two cents.
*
The meager aid of the few dollars we were able to earn was not enough; the family purse was running low. A
couple of years after Father’s death, my mother adopted about the only course that promised to yield enough
funds to keep us going. With her last $1,500, she purchased from a neighbor, a Mrs. Allison, a small grocery store
and saloon located in a house about one hundred yards from where we lived.
For herself, it meant an almost unbelievable amount of added labor. In addition to performing household
duties, which included preparing the food and keeping the boys neat and clean, she had to spend long hours
tending store and keeping the accounts straight.
Iwas pressed into service to help with the new Farley establishment, both before and after school hours. The
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grocery store occupied a large room on the ground floor, and the saloon was in adjoining room with a connecting
door. I have heard similar establishments described by the pleasanter sounding term of “beer-parlor,” but the fact
remains that it was a saloon in every sense of the word. While more beer was dispensed than any other beverage,
hard liquor was sold and consumed on the premises. The restrictive laws were far more lax then than they are
today, and sometimes my duties included practically all those of a full-time bartender. I tapped beer kegs, served
out drinks of all kinds, and did my best to keep the customers satisfied and in good humor.
Most of the trade consisted of laboring men from the neighborhood who dropped in for a glass of beer on their
way home from work or in the evening. While a saloon is hardly an ideal place a youthful upbringing, as I look
back now I am unable to recall any incidents of an unpleasant nature. That was, no doubt, because most of the
patrons were known to us and known to each other and early closing was the usual rule.
Most men are inclined to be talkative and confidential under the loosening influence of couple of drinks, and
the fellow behind the bar has to listen in the course of a week to more tales of personal and family woes than
almost any individual on earth. I learned a great many secrets about the inhabitants of Grassy Point from my brief
experience as a bartender, all of which I had sense enough to keep to myself.
*
We were making a living out of the green goods and wet goods establishment, but the saloon was a constant
source of worry to my mother. She hated to think that her children were being brought up in an atmosphere where
the consumption of liquor was a common sight and where its unwholesome aspects were only too frequently
apparent. Like all women who came from poor or moderate circumstances, she had seen a great deal of poverty
and wretchedness caused by men’s addiction to strong drink and she dreaded its possible influence upon members
of her own growing family.
The early experience in the liquor traffic had one salutary effect. Because she was so deeply worried over the
brief venture into the saloon business and the participation of her sons in carrying it on, Mother never lost an
opportunity to advise me against the use of liquor in any way. She also had a strong dislike for smoking.
Recognizing her strong feeling on the subject, I respected her wishes. When I was confirmed at the age of twelve
years, I took a pledge to abstain from the use of alcoholic beverages until I was twenty-one, the usual pledge
given to Catholic youths.
It was easy to observe the pledge, and at its expiration I was already deep in local politics. Using that as a
reason, although there was usually some liquor in the house, Mother never offered it to me and she always
emphasized the point that while engaged in political affairs it was better not to drink at all. As a result of her
continued warnings and pleadings and out of regard for her feelings, I have never started smoking or drinking,
and never felt the lack of either. My brothers Tom and Phil never smoked, and John and Bill did not commence
until they went to war.
Some years later, just after the presidential election of 1932, I received a letter of congratulations from a
former schoolteacher, Mrs. Jessie M. Rodermond, which I cherished because of its kindly reference to my mother.
The letter said:
Please allow me to add my congratulations to the many you have received. I have known you from birth, and have
watched you choose the hard upward path which leads to success. You are reflection of a fine, good, noble mother
whom I was proud to cakk my friend. God bless her! If she were alive today, I know how proud she would be of her
“Big Jim.”

As the younger boys came along in age, I was gradually relieved duty in the store and sought other occupations
during the summer months when school was not in session. Several summers I worked in the Bannon &
Sutherland Shipyard, driving a horse which hoisted lumber from the barges to the boats under construction. I also
became a painter in the shipyard and general handyman. The pay was small but it was highly acceptable at the
time. I finished high school at Stony Point, graduating in June, 1905.
There were only three graduates and one of them, Miss Irma Bowers, is now principal of the high school. In
1935, at her request, I went there to deliver an address to the graduating class. Due to the system of grading
students then in vogue in New York State, it had been possible for me to finish the eighth grade and the highschool course in three years.
The winning of the coveted diploma was very pleasing, but the pleasure was short-lived. The state school
authorities at Albany, reviewing the examination papers, rejected the second year English paper, changing the
passing mark of 75 to one of 72 or 73. Consequently the State Board of Regents did not issue me a high-school
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certificate.
I deeply regret that I never went to the trouble of taking the examination over again. English was always a
bugaboo. I liked history and mathematics and did rather well in those subjects; in fact, I recall passing the final
examination in algebra with a mark 98 per cent.
*
After my graduation from high school, it was up to me to find a job and make a living. I was giving every
spare moment available to the one topic which even then occupied my attention nearly to the exclusion of
everything else. Almost from the time that I could first decipher newsprint, the news of election contests had
outranked even the sports pages in juvenile interest, and I was uncompromising in my devotion to Democratic
candidates for state office, most of whom were defeated by wide margins. New York went Republican with
disappointing regularity in those days.
Politics, however, had to take a back seat for a while. In the fall of 1905, I enrolled in the Packard Commercial
School of New York City to study bookkeeping, commuting each day by train from Grassy Point, which
consumed about an hour’s time each way.
After the bookkeeping course was completed late in the following spring, the business of looking for a
permanent job began in earnest. After two or three days of pavement pounding, during which I walked untold
miles, the Merlin Keiholtz Paper Company, 192 W. Broadway, hired a new and industrious bookkeeper by the
name of James A. Farley. The salary was eight dollars per week, out of which, of course, had to be paid the daily
train fare from Grassy Point and other incidentals such as lunch money.
The net return was hardly great enough to suggest riotous living on the part of a young man seventeen years of
age, but I was glad enough to get it. It was some time before the firm saw its way clear to increasing the weekly
stipend to ten dollars. Even then I left because the chances for advancement seemed too slight and not primarily
because the pay was too low. The pay envelope was always turned over to Mother to help the family budget.
My next job was with the United States Gypsum Company, a position obtained through the good offices of the
Packard Commercial School. Advised in advance that an opening was available, I practiced long and carefully on
a brief talk, outlining my qualifications, to the new boss. It must have been duly impressive because he decided to
try me. When he mentioned that the salary would be eighteen dollars a week, the sum seemed almost unbelievably
large.
The United States Gypsum Company was my employer for fourteen or fifteen years during which I went up
the lower rungs of the ladder, acting successively as bookkeeper, company correspondent, and finally as salesman.
The last-named job suited me best because it provided an opportunity for me to travel about the state and meet
people—an invaluable asset to a young gentleman who had his heart set on a political career.
*
Baseball was practically the only form of recreation which interested me after leaving school. Like so many
American youngsters, I had started playing at an early age when my fingers were barely able to grasp the ball.
There was the usual succession of neighborhood and schoolboy nines. Later, aftrr I was grown, a local team at
Grassy Point called the “Alphas” gave me a job as regular first baseman. The ball players got a lot of attention,
and it was considered quite a distinction to play on the team. The spirit of rivalry between Haverstraw, Stony
Point, Tompkins Cove, and other nearby communities was very keen, and the crowds turned out in large numbers
for the Saturday and Sunday afternoon games.
At various times, I played with Haverstraw, Verplanck’s Point, and on a few occasions with the Peekskill team,
for which the managements rewarded me with sums ranging from two or three up to five dollars a game. The last
was considered rather a fancy figure to fork over, and the fellow who got it was supposed to be good. The local
newspapers covered the games in ample fashion, and for a long time after baseball had become a thing of the past
for me, I preserved a newspaper which carried the banner sports headline:

Farley’s Double Clears The Bases
In those days, I considered myself quite a performer on the diamond but looking back now I’m not so sure.
The truth is I was about the average player found in amateur and semiprofessional ranks. Being long and lank, I
could reach for thrown balls and do a fairly good job otherwise of covering the bag. I was also a fair hitter and,
because of my size, sometimes connected in lusty fashion and gave the ball quite a ride. But I wasn’t very fast and
I hated to slide. Because of my height, the fans nicknamed me “Stretch,” and even to this day, if I happen to be
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visiting the neighborhood, some old-time fan will come along and greet me by that nickname.
*
The decade between the ages of twenty years and thirty years was swallowed up, except for the time given to
business, by a constant study of the art of practical politics in local affairs. At the age of twenty, the Democratic
leaders had enlisted me for electioneering work, especially for the role of hauling straight-voting but lazy citizens
to the polling booths, an important factor in minor contests. In my twenty-first year, before I had cast my first
ballot, the neighboring Democrats elected me as a member of the county committee.
Frankly, I was burning with ambition for political preferment although in retrospect the extent of that ambition
seems curiously modest. The highest office to which I then looked forward was to be a member of the New York
State Senate. Dancing and other forms of social activity were thrust aside while I devoted the daylight hours to
business and commuting and the nights to studying whatever paths might be open to political success.
Confiding my hopes to a very limited circle of relatives and acquaintances, I met with discouragement at every
hand. My mother especially was disturbed over the possibility of seeing me immersed in politics, believing that it
would lead to nothing but disappointment and failure. Time and again in her own quiet way, she advised me to
forget about public life, to enjoy myself like other young men, and to concentrate on the chances for advancement
in business.
There was one friend, whose advice I sought, who was far more disturbed than my mother in advising me
against a political career and far more emphatic in expressing his views. He was Pat Morrissey, whose cousins ran
a grocery store in Grassy Point. Like many others of its kind, the Morrissey store had developed into a combined
loafing place and village forum for the men of the community who liked to sit around and expound their views on
public questions. In summer, the informal meetings took place on the spacious front porch, or “front stoop” as we
called it; in winter they were adjourned to the back of the store where a full-bellied stove of old-fashioned design
made things comfortable.
One night I called at the store and asked to see Pat in private. He went out to the porch where I revealed my
intention to run for the job of Town Clerk—in a Republican community—and asked his opinion. Pat gave it to
me. He said that of all the men he had ever known personally in Rockland County who had entered politics, not
one had made a success of it. He said the only Republican he had ever known in Rockland County who was really
successful was a Republican Supreme Court Judge, who had dominated the affairs of the G.O.P.\fn{ The Grand Old
Party, as the Republican Party is still occasionally called. } locally for almost thirty years, and even he had been disappointed
in his great ambition to be nominated for Governor. Morrissey gave me a truthful warning: that men are inclined
to neglect other interests and duties after becoming mixed up in politics and then, when success has passed them
by, to become disappointed and embittered. Then he concluded:
However, no matter what advice I am giving you, if you have made up your mind that you want to run, then run you
will and nothing can be done about it. So run and get it out of your system. If you win, good luck to you.

The fact is that my mind was made up, and while I appreciated the viewpoint of those who disagreed, nothing
in the world could have induced me to abandon the urge to take a fling at politics. The possibility of defeat, and
the means that could be used to ensure a victory, had been carefully weighed in my own mind. Stony Point was a
Republican Township, and the gentleman who held the job of Town Clerk was a man of substance who wielded a
wide degree of influence and commanded a great deal of respect in the community. On the surface, it hardly
seemed probable that an “upstart of twenty-two years” belonging to the Democratic Party could take the job away
from him.
But it seemed to me that some of the old-timers were taking things too much for granted, that they were
overlooking a good many opportunities for making friends and thus making votes. I got the Democratic
nomination without any trouble and then started about the task of winning the election, something made
considerably easier by the fact that my distinguished opponent wasn’t inclined to take me seriously and did very
little campaigning on his own account.
Playing first base on the Alpha baseball team had given me the chance to become known pretty generally, and,
with that as a foundation, I started out to become personally acquainted with every voter in the town or at least
with as many as I could. A great many of the young people, even though they were normally Republicans, were
red-hot baseball fans and they came to my support in large numbers. The result was that on election day the town
political seers almost fell over backwards when they learned that young James A. Farley, Democrat, had taken
over the eminent position of Town Clerk.
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Baseball had given me a modest start. I had made a good beginning, and it whetted my appetite for more.
Having won out unexpectedly, I set to work in deadly earnest to make good and to build a place for myself in
the Democratic Party. The town was still Republican, and the change of a few votes would have been sufficient to
swing control back to that party at the next election. But that never happened. The voters of Stony Point re-elected
me on three successive occasions; and during those eight years in the Town Clerkship, I discovered a great many
invaluable facts about public officeholding and what makes for success in running for office.
The daily commuting back and forth to New York City was a wearisome grind. I left home every morning
about seven o’clock and failed to arrive home until after seven in the evening. After having dinner with the family,
it was my usual routine to walk from Grassy Point to the Town Hall at Stony Point, where the Town Clerk’s office
was located, a distance of about one mile. This was done at least four or five nights a week, although such faithful
attendance was not required by law.
*
Even if there was nothing to be done, I went there anyway because the job overshadowed all other interests.
Frequently a few cronies would drop in and we would chew over politics for hours on end. Always in winter the
place would be stone cold upon my arrival because there was no janitor, and I would have to build a fire myself. It
was usually a wood fire scraped together from whatever was available because the town furnished only a limited
supply of coal.
The Town Clerk was not a salaried official; he got his pay in the form of fees for services rendered. For
example, he got a fixed amount for serving as secretary to the Board of Health, another sum for serving as clerk to
the Board of Assessors, and four dollars a day for attending the Town Board meetings. The Town Board
frequently concluded its business in fifteen or twenty minutes and then “reconvened,” with exactly the same
members, as the Board of Health. The fact that they got paid separately for each service may have had something
to do with this strange procedure.
There were other fees also. A license for fishing or hunting cost $1.10 of which amount $1.00 was forwarded
to the State Treasury at Albany and the other ten cents was for the Town Clerk. A dog license brought twenty-five
cents to the Town Clerk, and for issuing a marriage license the fee was $1.00. The aggregate amounted in the
course of a year to a pretty sizeable sum.
This fee business offered just the right opportunity to build up a little “good-will.” Although my job in New
York paid me barely enough to get along, and the added funds would have been most welcome, I was far more
concerned about building a political future than I was about cash on hand.
Bearing that fact in mind, I never accepted the ten-cent fee from the hunters and fishermen of the community,
who numbered more than two hundred, and as a result they remembered me on election day. The dog owners also
got off without paying the twenty-five-cent fee and they were likewise kindly disposed towards the new Town
Clerk.
And of course it would be unthinkable to take a dollar from a young man and his bride-to-be who were about
to set up house-keeping. I learned also that young ladies about to enter the married state were as a rule very
bashful about coming to the Town Hall to apply for the necessary license. In that case, it was a good idea to bring
the license to the bride’s home or to the home of the bridegroom. I performed that service on occasions without
number, sometimes delivering a couple of licenses on the same night. It did me no harm on election day.
The years in the Town Clerkship also marked my beginning as a letter-writer, a form of electioneering which
came to occupy an extremely important place in my later career. I never overlooked an opportunity to send a letter
to the voters of the town, informing them about the state of the public business or giving otther information which
they were entitled to have. Individuals who wanted information or help also got it in the quickest time possible
with a note from me explaining what was being done and why.
The result was that every voter in the community got a letter from me at some time or other, and it was clearly
apparent that this had created a very favorable impression.
I never forgot the lesson. The first contest for the Town Clerkship was won by a margin of twenty-odd votes. I
was re-elected by a plurality of 288 votes out of 680 cast, or better than two to one. Commenting upon the
election results and the unprecedented vote, a local newspaper said:
This is unquestionably the result of Mr. Farley’s courteous treatment of all the citizens of the town whose business
takes them to the Town Clerk’s office. Farley can be found morning, noon and night always ready to oblige a citizen of
the town no matter what the inconvenience and it would seem that his activities in this direction are gladly appreciated.
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After serving as Town Clerk, I was also elected as Town Supervisor for a couple of terms. I recall sitting with a
few friends in a Haverstraw Restaurant the night before the balloting was to take place the first time. It was a
three-cornered race. We started arguing about the outcome and during the course of the discussion, I marked down
the total vote each candidate would probably receive. When the returns were in the next day, it was shown that my
estimates were only fifteen or twenty votes out of the way. Even in those early days, I had learned the value of
careful checking in figuring results.
During this period, a few friends induced me to branch out and to seek the office of County Superintendent of
the Poor, a position that paid $1,500 annually and put the holder in a position to be known all over the county. I
agreed to enter only after a careful check-up of the leaders disclosed the fact that my chances of getting the party
nomination were excellent.
The meeting was held in the firehouse at West Nyack, New York. Shortly after the meeting opened, someone
proposed that the nomination should be voted on by ballot, instead of by a show of hands as was formerly done. I
became suspicious. Those present voted fifteen to ten in favor of paper ballots, and later I lost the nomination by
the same vote—because a certain leader who had pledged me his support went back on his word. It was the first
time that I had been the victim of the “double-cross” in politics, and the thing hurt for a long time.
However, I learned afterwards that men who do those things never get anywhere because no one trusts them.
They dig their own political graves by deception and treachery. If there is one type of man who can’t succeed in
politics, it’s the man who habitually lies.
*
The first really important political position I ever filled was the office of Democratic County Chairman for
Rockland County to which I was elected early in 1918. This fulfilled a secret ambition of many years’ standing
because the county chairmanship was a handy steppingstone for an individual who wished to become active in
state political affairs. It offered an opportunity to mingle with the leaders who picked the party candidates for
office, and to attend the state conventions with a good deal of authority. …
161.8 The Party Next Door\fn{by Ernest Brace (1893-1970)} West Winfield, Herkimer County, New York, U.S.A.
(M) 6
“Oh, Anthony, I wish you wouldn’t let yourself get all worked up over something that can’t be helped.”
Anthony Corder gave no indication of having even heard his wife’s thin, vaguely quavering voice. He held on
to the steering wheel as masterfully as if he were guiding a plough through a stony field, and stared straight ahead
down Maple Avenue.
“If there was something you could do about it,” May went on, timidly stubborn, “why—”
“I’d do it, of course,” Anthony stated. “And it’s precisely because there isn’t anything I can do that I’m
‘worked up,’ as you call it.”
May sighed, shook her head, and closed her thin, weary mouth. As far as deference to Anthony’s authority was
concerned, she was just another pupil in one of his classes in Greek and Roman history. She, too, stared directly
ahead down the avenue.
“Stucco!” she breathed, as they came in sight of the pinkish walls of a starkly new house on the left.
“An Italian villa,” Anthony muttered, seeing the green tiled roof.
He thrust his foot against the clutch, and the car coasted slowly past the raw, grassless terrace. A man in linen
knickers and gay sweater stood on the verandah. Both Anthony and May stared at him.
Abruptly Anthony jerked the steering-wheel, and the car swerved into the driveway of the modest, clapboard
cottage adjacent to the new house. Grim-lipped and silent, Anthony braked the car to a sudden stop and climbed
out. Paying no more attention to May than if she were one of the pieces of luggage piled high in the back seat, he
strode around to the kitchen door and unlocked it. Methodically he went from room to room, raising the shades
and glancing at each piece of furniture, to make sure that nothing had been disturbed during the three months they
had been away. Then he went back to the car and began unloading the boxes and bundles and suitcases. When he
had distributed these in the various rooms where May would unpack them, he went upstairs to the bedroom, took
off his suit, hung it neatly away in the closet, and put on a pair of overalls. May was in the kitchen when he came
downstairs.
“Oh, Anthony,” she said, dropping her hands wearily, “why do you bother to clean the car now? You must be
tired after—”
Anthony went out the kitchen door and drove the car to the garage behind the house. There he connected the
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hose, gathered together a bucket, soap, sponge, and cloths and set to work. The black, high-bodied sedan was six
years old, but when he had finished with it, the surface shone like patent leather.
He put away his cleaning gear and locked the garage. As he marched up the path toward the kitchen door, it
seemed unlikely that any thought, any indecision could check the progress of his stocky, broad-shouldered body,
but halfway, he suddenly stopped and turned to stare through a gap in the row of lilac bushes that divided his land
from the plot on which the new house had been built. And slowly his boldly rigid features relaxed into an
expression that even May had rarely seen. The heavy line of his bushy eyebrows became puckered almost
wistfully, and his tight lips drooped.
Ever since Anthony had first bought a quarter acre of land and built his home in Beech Knoll, he had planned
some day to buy the adjacent strip. Now it was irrevocably lost. He had waited too long—over fifteen years now.
It didn’t seem possible it was that long. There hadn’t seemed any hurry. When he had first come, all the land
surrounding his had belonged to a single large estate. A few years ago the estate had been sold, and then, soon
after, it had been sold again, this time to a development company. He was spending his savings on a summer
abroad when that had happened.
He had returned to find his rural home surrounded by building lots and himself without sufficient capital to
preserve his seclusion. He had planned to build a small greenhouse where the Italian villa now stood. He had been
planning that for years. And now it was too late. Strangers had blatantly settled themselves on his property. It was
his and had been for years—morally.
“The world is too much with us; late and soon,” he thought. He hated the world, the modern world. He might
go somewhere else, build a new home. Cutterson, the real estate agent, had come to him two years ago with an
offer, and again this spring. He could get twice what he had put into it. But to sell his home, the flower beds he
had cultivated so many years, that row of lilacs he had planted, the silver birches through which spring flowed up
to screen his bedroom window every year … The line of his eyebrows straightened out; his mouth closed; he
marched on to the house.
*
“Have you seen her?” May asked, as they sat at the kitchen table, eating supper.
“No.”
“I caught a glimpse of her out the window while I was shelling peas. She’s rather pretty, in a way. She’s dark
and slim.”
“He’s pretty, too,” Anthony said. He thought of the man’s glossy blond hair, neatly parted in the middle. He
knew the kind of boy the man must have been. He knew that such boys always failed in Ancient History, and that
they were brazenly unashamed of their failures.
“I wish you’d try not to be so prejudiced, Anthony. I know it’s hard, but, after all, they’re our neighbors. For all
we know, they might turn out to be real nice people.”
“Why do you say that, when you know as well as I do that they won’t? I don’t like their house, their looks, or
anything about them. And what’s more, we’re not going to have anything to do with them.”
May became a silently obedient pupil. Her pale, slate-colored eyes fluttered over the objects on the table. She
sighed and nervously brushed back her graying hair. She nibbled tentatively at her food, and at length her harried
eyes settled upon Anthony. She waited, like a schoolgirl with her hand in the air, until he looked up at her.
“I suppose they’ll think it’s funny we don’t call on them, since they’re newcomers.”
“They’ll think we don’t want to be friendly with them, I hope, for that is precisely the truth.”
“Oh, dear, I do dread living so close to neighbors we aren’t on speaking terms with. It makes everything so
unpleasant.”
Anthony did not reply.
“You don’t suppose, do you, that the man Mr. Cutterson told us about who wanted to buy would still be
interested?”
Anthony frowned angrily.
“If you think I’m going to sell my home and run away, you’re very much mistaken.”
Again there was silence. This time it was broken by the prolonged honk of an automobile horn. Anthony tilted
back in his chair so that he could look out the window. A large yellow convertible coupe was drawing up in front
of the stucco house. The front and rumble seats were filled with people who shouted and waved as the man in
linen knickers ambled down the path toward them. They climbed out and followed him back into the house.
Anthony could hear their voices, and now and again he could hear what they said, for the windows of both houses
were open.
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“ … and we’re all set to warm up your house for you, Al. Where’s George? This is a swell place, all right; I’ll bet it’s
got a bathroom and everything … Where’s Nancy? … Oh, let’s have one now … ”

Anthony turned back to the table and grimly resumed eating.
“I guess they must be going to have some kind of a party or house-warming tonight,” May said.
Anthony did not even glance up.
“But it won’t be so bad in a few weeks now. We’ll have to keep the windows closed as soon as it gets a little
cooler, and then we won’t hear them.”
“We’d hear people like that if we were stone deaf.”
*
Later, Anthony went into his little study off the living-room and tried to fix his attention on a volume of Grote,
but his emotions were too deeply stirred by evidences of paganism nearby. He heard another car drive up, and
another. He heard the sharp voices of gay, excited people.
Like children after school has been let out, he thought. Finally he heard dance music. Theoretically, he did not
disapprove of dancing, but practically he despised people who danced. And he loathed radios and phonographs.
He laid aside his book and gave his attention completely to bitter resentment. He felt as if strangers had
invaded his living-room and for some inexplicable reason he lacked authority to order them out. If only he had not
chanced to return the day of their rowdy house-warming! The house itself and the people who had built it were
bad enough, but a derisive home-coming like this was unendurable.
He switched off his desk-lamp and stood up. He walked to the open window.
There seemed to be a light in every room in the house. On the verandah people were dancing. In the kitchen
three men and a woman were talking and drinking together.
“ … Al! Oh, Al! Where’s Al? … What do you want? … ”

Anthony saw the blond-haired man in the gay sweater enter the kitchen.
“ … Oh, Al, where’s my wife? … How would I know where your wife is? I haven’t had her … always lose my wife
when I go to a party, Al. As soon as I get inside the door I lose my wife … don’t know why it is but just as soon …
what a party’s for, Henry, otherwise you might just as well stay home … love my wife … fallen down the cellar stairs
or something like that and was lying there …”

They all shouted as if they were trying to throw their voices above the roar of a waterfall.
Anthony clenched his teeth and turned away from the window. He went into the living-room at the other side
of the house, where May sat darning stockings. He dropped into the Morris chair and stared into the black
fireplace.
May glanced up at him and turned quickly away. She knew that this was the time for unobtrusive silence, that
Anthony would vent his wrath upon anyone or anything that presented itself to his attention. From time to time,
she stole quick glances at him.
Sounds of the party penetrated indistinctly into the living-room, and Anthony unwillingly strained to identify
them. Music, voices, laughter were blended into noise. Anthony’s flat hands tightened upon the arms of his chair,
and the muscles of his jaw were tense. He could stand it no longer. He jumped up and strode back into the study
and to the open window that looked out upon the party.
“ … and cut out the acrobatics, George, you’re here to warm up the house, not to wreck it … not there, Al. I tell you
something must have happened to her. Damn it, Al, I …”

Anthony had read of parties like this, but he had never before been this close to one. Only two couples were
dancing now. Anthony watched them, oblivious for the moment to the voices and the shouting. His innocence
exaggerated the languor and sensuousness of their movements on the dimly lit porch.
Anthony’s fingers dug at the windowsill. These people were defying him, making fun of him. They were
thumbing their noses at his own painstaking, serious life.
Bacchanalia. The Romans had celebrated this feast to Bacchus every three years. How many times he had
offered the dusty fact to his pupils, to be returned to him later neatly wrapped in examination papers. He had read
that there were orgies like this nowadays, but he had never known anything about it. He had used the word
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Bacchanalia as a closely fitting cover to this Pandora’s box of actuality.
Couldn’t they see how vile they were? He ought to tell them. They were like an unruly class needing the
discipline of his stern voice. And there was nothing he could do. Nothing. He could have been no more horrified if
the sewers of the community had overflowed and made an island of his home. A disaster like that could be
remedied.
His home. His greenhouse. It was incredible.
As a figure stumbled out the back door and began to move erratically in the gray darkness between the two
houses, Anthony’s morosely thoughtful eyes frowned into sharp focus. The man was almost too drunk to stand up.
His legs hurried frantically to support the headlong movements of his body, like the steps of a man trying to
balance a long pole on his nose.
Without warning, his course straightened out, and he came stumbling directly toward the window of Anthony’s
study. Anthony moved swiftly through the kitchen and out the back door. At least he could keep the drunken tools
clear of his own grounds.
“Get out of here!”
The man stopped and swayed like a young tree in the wind.
“Get out of here, I tell you! Get off my property!”
“’s all right. Don’t get yourself all worked up like that. The way you talk about property, you’d think I was a
com-communist or something. What I’m looking for’s my wife. You haven’t seen a wife around here anywhere,
have you? A medium-sized wife with—”
“You drunken sot!”
Anthony stepped up to the man and seizd him by the shoulders. The man struggled, but Anthony had no
difficulty in thrusting him back through the gap in the lilac bushes.
“Now you stay the other side of that line, or I’ll know the reason why.”
“Line? I don’t see any line. But if I did, I’d pick it up and wrap it around your damn neck for you. I don’t like
—”
“Henry!”
Anthony looked up and saw a woman come hurrying across the strip of graded dirt between the lilac bushes
and the new house.
“Henry, what are you doing out here?”
She came up behind the swaying man and grasped his arm. She glanced nervously at Anthony.”
“I—I hope he hasn’t made a nuisance of himself, Mr. Corder,” she said.
Anthony stared silently at her. Since she knew his name, he concluded that she was the mistress of the stucco
house. He saw that she was young and slight. Her voice sounded frailly childish. He wanted to denounce the
party, which seemed to him a Bacchanalian rout, but faced with her youthful hesitancy he could find no words.
Beside the neat, rigid pattern of his living, his conception of what he would call “debauchery” had taken on the
exaggerations of a caricature. Mrs. Down was a striking incongruity.
“Come on, Henry.”
“Lemme alone. I came out here to find my wife, and if this guy thinks he’s gonna hand me a line, when …
Jees, that’s good. Hand me a line. Didja hear that one, Nancy? I tell you that’s good. Leggo my arm! Damn it,
leggo my arm! I tell you, I—”
With abrupt decision, Anthony turned and stalked back to the house. As he had watched Mrs. Down tug at the
arm of the drunken man he had been suddenly afraid of himself. He had wanted almost irresistibly to take this
Henry into his own broad hands and shake and choke him to a realization of his swinish bestiality. A little woman
like that. His hands clenched.
*
He went into the living-room. May evidently had not heard him go out, for she still sat darning stockings. He
felt a spasm of bitterness toward her. She was so meek, so vaguely self-effacing. Her thin, whitish cheeks hung
down in little pouches at the corners of her mouth. He remembered that they always felt strangely cool under his
perfunctory kisses.
“It’s after eleven,” he announced brusquely. “I’m going to bed.”
“I’m afraid you won’t get much sleep, Anthony.”
“We’ll see about that.”
Anthony looked at his watch just before he turned out the light and climbed into bed. Twenty minutes to
twelve. He would give them until midnight. The noise of the party rose and fell. Here in bed he could not
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distinguish words, nor see them dancing. But his imagination had been deeply stirred, and he tossed restlessly
with its vivid flashes. How revolting that such a slender, delicate little woman should have to take care of a
drunken man. He would like to strike these people with his bare fists.
A high pitched laugh rose sharply above the babble of the party and was cut off as suddenly as if it had been
strangled.
How helpless she had seemed, a bewildered child encircled by savage dogs. She moved pitifully, silently
through the orgiastic scenes of his melodramatic thoughts.
Anthony switched on the light and drew his watch out from beneath the pillow. Two minutes past twelve. He
climbed out of bed and stepped into his slippers. He looked much older in his long, white nightgown. His tousled
gray hair seemed whiter.
“Anthony! What are you going to do?” May was sitting up, wide-eyed.
He did not answer. He did not even look at her, instinctively avoiding the temptation to expend the force of his
wrath upon her. She had no convictions, no force of character. Her only weapon was a fretful whine. He walked to
the window.
Everyone at the party seemed to be gathered in the living-room. They were all standing around in a circle,
watching something with deep interest, punctuated from time to time by laughter or cheers.
“Keep quiet!”
Anthony's booming voice swept the noises of the party into silence.
“'There are people around here who want to sleep>.”
The circle broke up, and they all crowded to the windows.
“ … There he is,” someone shouted. “Up there! …”

Anthony stood, resting his palms on the cool windowsill, leaning out.
“ … But what about the people who don’t want to sleep? … Shh! … There’s no point to making him mad … It’s the
guy who was bellyaching about his damn line. … Come on over and join the party. … Come on over to our house and
play My mama says for you to … Shut up! … Just don’t pay any attention to him. We’ve got a right to have a party if
we want to …”

“I warn you once more to keep quiet!”
“ … Thank you, sir. And kindly go to hell, sir … Did you say he was a schoolteacher, AI? … Please, teacher, can I
leave the room? … Will it be all right if we bring you over a nice, big, red apple? … A nice, big, red raspberry …”

Anthony withdrew from the window. The noises that had followed the word “raspberry” were not to be
answered by remonstrance. He went downstairs and into his study. He snapped on the light and picked up the
local telephone directory. In a bitterly calm voice he gave the number.
“Hello, is this the police station? … This is Anthony Corder of 453 Maple Avenue speaking The people next
door to me—Down, I believe the name is—are drunk and disorderly and are disturbing the peace. They have a
gang of drunken, screaming people there, and one of them I have had to eject from my property by force …
Naturally I warned them, but they merely screech personal insults at me … I most certainly do want you to take
action … The fact that they are my neighbors is exactly what makes it imperative … Yes, I wish to make a
definite, formal complaint against them … I trust you will. Goodbye.”
Anthony switched off the light and walked to the window of his study. There were still a few figures at the
windows opposite, but the circle had formed once more. He could see now that a girl was dancing alone. Brief
glimpses showed him her head moving in time to the music. He could not be certain, but he believed that it was
Mrs. Down dancing.
His lips tightened. He stood motionless in window until he heard a car coming down the street. He leaned out
to see it draw up before the stucco house.
Two policemen descended and marched up the path to the front door. Anthony heard the bell ring, and again
silence came abruptly. Anthony tapped the windowsill with his knuckles and smiled.
“ … run you in, but we’ll have to if you don’t keep quiet … disturbing the peace and trespassing … All right, all
right, I’m just telling you, that’s all … Better follow this guy’s suggestion and go to his house to finish the party … I
know, I know …”
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People began moving about the house and talking excitedly but not loudly. After a time, the lights upstairs
went out. The policemen got into their car and drove off. Pretty soon the other cars began to fill. The downstairs
lights went out, and the front door slammed.
“I hope you never wake up!” someone shouted.
As he went upstairs, Anthony heard the cars starting, and by the time he had climbed back into bed, they had
roared off into silence.
But the silence seemed somehow strange and raucous. The riumph he had expected to savor was a brief,
tasteless morsel. The pinkish house with its green tiled roof still awaited the morning light to defy him
flamboyantly. The man in the gay sweater and with neatly parted hair would return to it, and so would his wife,
who, now, probably, was moving her lithe body to excite drunken men.
Beside him May snored rhythmically. If he shook her, she would wake up and whine—better let her snore.
Anthony was still awake hours later when a car drove into the garage next door.
*
During the week that followed before the opening of school, Anthony came to realize that he had won only an
unimportant skirmish in the long, wearisome war that lay ahead. There were no more parties; indeed, the new
house seemed menacingly silent. An occasional glimpse of the man or his wife proved they were still living there,
and at night lights shone in the windows; but the shouting and the laughter were no more. At times Anthony felt
that they were plotting against him, that the silence enveloped whispers that would unexpectedly burst into defiant
shouts. He came to wonder whether he did not prefer the noises of the party. Now he could not fight, he could not
denounce them—only pause, while he worked in his garden, and remember the greenhouse he had planned. From
time to time he thought of Cutterson and the offers he had brought.
But he would not run away. He could not.
*
Returning home after the opening day of school, Anthony settled himself with a deep sigh in the corner of a
vacant seat on the four-fifteen. He felt tired and jerky. New classes always tangled up his nerves. He hoped no one
would take the seat beside him. He needed room in which to stretch out and relax.
He spread his hat and brief- case on the seat, and leaned his head wearily back against the green plush cushion.
He closed his eyes, then opened them a moment later and frowned, annoyed that the train did not start. He closed
them again, just in time, for someone had stopped beside his seat. If he pretended to be asleep, the passenger
would probably move on to another place.
“Pardon me.”
Anthony’s eyes snapped open wide at the sound of a woman’s voice. As he saw her, they opened even wider.
His lips parted, too, and then with a quick scramble, he grabbed his hat and brief-case, piled them on his knees,
and drew himself farther into the corner. He felt her sitting down beside him, but he glared steadfastly at the nape
of neck ahead.
He might be mistaken, but he knew that he was not. Except that one night a week ago, he had seen her only at
a distance. Did she know who he was? She must. Ahead, there were a half dozen seats entirely vacant. Her thin
eyebrows had been raised superciliously, defiantly, while she had waited for him to clear the seat. But why? Why?
He glanced stealthily at her. Her chin was tilted up, and her small, fragile face was pale with rigid resolution.
He looked away and moistened his lips. He knew that she was defying him, that her deliberate choice of this seat
was a manoeuver in the long war that lay ahead.
With a jerk, Anthony grabbed his hat and brief-case and stood up. He pushed by her rudely, bumping against
her knees, and fled up the aisle to one of the vacant seats. And then, as he sat down, he regretted giving way to his
impulse. He had run away, almost as if he were afraid of her. He could still feel the spots where her knees had
touched his legs.
What was the matter with him? What had happened to him? It was not like him to do things like that. He
rubbed his leg where her knee had brushed it. She must be brazen to deliberately seek him out. If he had stayed
there he might have babbled out some explanation. It was just as well he had run away, shown her his scorn. He
might stop in to see Cutterson on his way up from the station.
No, no, he must put that thought out of his mind for good. He must get hold of himself again. It was nothing
but his nerves. He would not look back. He rubbed his leg again.
At Beech Knoll he hurried off the train as if he were trying to escape pursuit. He stalked down the street. He
would not look back, he would not. He would not even notice the pink house. But as he turned in at his own gate,
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he glanced quickly down the street. She was not in sight. He climbed the porch steps slowly and a little wearily.
*
“You look tired, Anthony.”
“Do I?” He frowned and went into his study, as usual.
But he did not, as usual, hurry from there up to the bathroom to wash his hands. He slumped down in the
leather chair and sat staring at the polished, dustless surface of his desk. That first day at school got worse every
year.
She hadn’t seemed drunk when she led that disgusting swine back to the house. Perhaps she didn’t drink.
Perhaps she was ashamed of the whole affair and had sought him out on the train with the intention of
apologizing. But the expression on her face. He had stumbled against her knees like a frightened schoolboy. If it
weren’t for the house, it would be easy enough to forget her.
He got up and went to the window. Why in God’s name hadn’t he had sense enough to buy that land three
years ago, instead of taking the trip abroad? What was the matter with him, what was the matter? If only … if
only … if only …
He started. A .woman turned in at the stucco house, the woman who had sat beside him. He watched her open
the door and step inside. He turned from the window and sat down again, heavily.
Not since the party had May mentioned the house next door to Anthony, but that night, as they were getting
ready for bed, she was driven, against her better judgment, to puncture the growing bubble of his tense silence.
“Oh, Anthony, I do wish you wouldn’t brood so over that new I house. There’s nothing you can do about it
now.”
Anthony sat on the edge of a chair, untying his shoes. He looked up at May and seemed almost surprised to see
her. She was combing her hair before the mirror on the mahogany dresser, and her back was toward him. She
looked thin and tired and ancient in her long white nightgown. He hated her weariness, her withered body. She
had no more character than the faded wallpaper. He had never wanted this meekness of her. He hated her
quavering voice. He despised her. Suddenly he wanted, almost overwhelmingly, to beat her, to slap her thin,
humble face, until she should turn on him screaming and fighting and clawing. But she would only lie on the floor
whimpering, groveling.
God, what was the matter with him? His hatred dissolved into fear. As she turned to look at him, he bent down
and went on untying his shoes.
“If there was anything you could do about it,” she began, “I wouldn’t—”
“But there’s nothing, and if you had any sense at all, you’d know it’s precisely that that makes me brood.”
She sighed. The thin clarity of his words held a warning she dared not ignore. She finished combing her hair
and climbed into bed. She lay hunched up, motionless, watching Anthony’s methodical undressing. When at last
he stood ponderous and grim in his nightgown there were tears in her eyes.
Anthony opened the window and switched off the light. May waited to feel the bed sag under his weight;
instead she heard his voice.
“You go to sleep,” he said. “I’m going downstairs for a while.”
*
Anthony went to his study. He drew up a chair before the window and sat down in the darkness. His thoughts
were like a basket of writhing snakes. They had never been like that before. But even the most venomous snakes
could be mastered if one grasped them firmly, resolutely, without fear.
His hands clenched. The night throbbed with a strident cricket pulse. He was lost in the darkness. He was
alone, terribly alone. Only with hatred could he steel himself to march into the future. Perhaps he was going mad.
A movement in the single lighted window opposite drew his attention. It was an upstairs window and it was
open. A woman leaned out and rested her arms on the sill. She looked up at the sky. Her arms were bare, and she
was clad only in a nightgown. She looked to Anthony mistily unreal.
He breathed quickly. Fantastic impulses leaped into his thoughts, scattering them. He wanted to let her know
that he saw her, that he pitied her, that he wanted to protect her, that he understood—what? His hands trembled.
He must call out. He would turn on the light so that she might know he was watching.
And then she moved slowly away from the window. He saw her cross the room. The light went out.
Anthony stared long at the oblong of darkness where the light had been. He shivered. He felt uneasy and
apprehensive. He was a school teacher, a married man, fond of his home and his garden.
No, he did not know what he was. He did not want to find out. Where did these impulses come from that
seized him so swiftly and left him trembling? He had never sown the seed. The furrows of his thought had always
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been as neat and well tended as his garden. Was he going mad?
Perhaps she had known all the time that he was watching her. Perhaps she was the kind of woman who would
show herself deliberately. What was her purpose? And what was his? It was not she who frightened him. It was
himself.
Somehow he must escape this terrible imminence of inconceivable disaster. May was upstairs crying. He didn’t
want to hate her so much. He tried not to. He really tried. He must be mad. He shivered again and hurried upstairs
to bed.
*
It was a Tuesday afternoon that Mrs. Down had sat beside him on the train. On Wednesday, as he boarded the
four-fifteen, he looked for her timidly and felt that he was relieved when the train started without her appearing in
the car. But on Thursday he leaned out of the window and scanned the passengers anxiously as they boarded the
train, and on Friday, he walked the full length of the train in search of her.
“I can’t stand this much longer,” he murmured to himself as he returned to his seat. But he did not know what
it was that he could not stand.
“I’m a fool, an old fool,” he muttered. “Why should I want to explain anything to her? What is there to
explain? But I’ve got to do something … something … anything.”
He plodded slowly up the street toward his home, being careful not even to glance at the window of
Cutterson’s agency. His heavy body sagged. He was conscious that it sagged. He wished that he were older, much
older. And then he wished that he were younger. His mind had come to resemble that party: noisy, debauched,
incoherent. If only he could cry out and end the turmoil. Perhaps the silence would be worse, as it had been after
the party.
He got into his study without meeting May. He had a feeling that if he didn’t have to see her for a while, things
would straighten themselves out. He sat down and rested his head in his hands. He ought to weed the
chrysanthemum bed this afternoon, but he wanted to stay here alone, where no one could see him, where he need
not pretend that the form of his living was the same. Perhaps if he made no attempt to keep these bastard thoughts
from rioting through his mind, they would wear themselves out.
His body stiffened as he heard a hesitant knock on his study door.
“Yes.”
“Can I come in a minute, Anthony?” He gritted his teeth and sat up. “Yes.”
May stepped just inside the door and stood wiping her hands on her apron.
“I thought I ought to tell you, Anthony. I—well, you see, Mrs. Down came over here this morning.”
Anthony cleared his throat.
“Well?” He looked at his hands. They trembled slightly and they were very cold.
“She really seemed quite nice, Anthony. Of course she wasn’t very friendly and—and naturally I wasn’t either,
but—”
Anthony could picture the scene vividly. He knew May was lying when she had added that she wasn’t friendly,
either. May was always friendly with everyone, apologetically so. He hated her again, terribly.
“Well, what she came over for was to say she hoped we wouldn’t call the police every time they had a few
friends in. It seems they’re expecting some people tonight, and—”
May’s voice faded into silence.
Anthony sat staring at his hands.
“It’s a lot cooler today,” May began again, uncertainly, “and maybe if we kept the windows closed and you sat
in the living-room—just for tonight—maybe we wouldn’t hear them.”
May hesitated, took a step toward the door, hesitated again, and then backed out of the room.
Anthony stood up and squared his shoulders. He felt like a soldier who has cowered through the night in a
trench, awaiting the signal to advance, the signal which will transform the terrible energy of his fear into physical
action. Grim-lipped, he went upstairs, put on his overalls and went out to weed the chrysanthemums.
*
Throughout supper, he sat tense, listening, but no cars stopped at the house next door. Evidently this party was
to begin later. After he had finished his last cup of tea, he stood up and, not even seeing May’s fearfully protesting
gaze, went into his study. He sat down and picked up the volume of Grote. But his mind was too busy picturing
the coming triumph to concentrate on the dead past.
At a quarter to nine, a car drove up, and he heard people getting out and going into the house. At nine two
more cars arrived. Anthony watched them unload. There was a flurry of noise and then the front door shut it in.
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By listening intently he could hear faint noises. He could see people in the kitchen, but the kitchen windows were
closed. Cautiously he opened the study window. The noises were a little louder, but still faint and far-off. The
night was quite chilly. He closed the window again and sat down at his desk.
They had beaten him. They were laughing at him. There was nothing he could do. No drunken men would
wander out into the space between the two houses tonight. They would keep the windows shut tightly. They
would stay on the other side of the house. The woman might dance again. Men would lose track of their wives.
Things would happen, things that he could only imagine, must imagine while he sat here impotently hating them.
He was locked out of a classroom of rebellious pupils. He knew the taunts they would utter.
He hated the woman now. At least that was better than wondering, dreaming. Perhaps he was getting hold of
himself again. But the house would always be there, containing life that mocked his life. He was beaten. It had
been inevitable that he should be.
He could see her moving lithely. He could see the eyes of the men watching her thighs. He must hate her. One
must hate the evil of life. But there was no triumph unless one could denounce, revile, raise one’s firm hands in
open defiance. It was horrible just to sit and gnaw at the bone of one’s wrath. The snakes were alive again,
writhing, coiling. Their slimy bodies eluded him.
He got up once more and went to the window. He could see them moving about. He saw a group in the kitchen
drinking. It was as if the sound mechanism of a talking picture had broken down.
He turned away, snapped off the light, and went into the living-room.
May was sewing a button on a pair of his underdrawers. She looked up at him over her spectacles and bit off
her thread.
“I can’t hear anything in here,” she said.
Anthony stood with his back to her staring down into the black fireplace.
“They seem to be trying not to bother us. Maybe we’ll find they aren’t so bad after all. As I said, she seems to
be a real pleasant little woman. Of course she was only here a few minutes and—”
“Long enough for you to grovel in front of her!”
“Anthony!”
“Don’t say Anthony in that shocked way. I’ve seen you do it. You’d grovel in front of the vilest whore living if
she smiled at you.”
May took off her glasses. Her face was dusty gray. Her mouth quivered. Anthony had never spoken to her like
this before. She got up to leave the room.
Anthony turned.
“If you had any character at all, you’d hate these people as I do. You’d despise them. You’d spit at them if they
ever crossed this threshold.”
Anthony blinked. His eyes felt hot and strangely large, but they saw only vague blurs.
“I would rather grovel than to hate as you do, Anthony.”
He had not expected her to reply. He had expected to see her pass, ghostlike, out of the room. She did not
move. She stood there in front of him, something maddeningly close, something less blurred than the broken mist
in which she stood. And then she was gone.
*
He blinked again. He could see more clearly now. There was something lying there on the floor. He had heard
a cry.
His hand tingled. He sat down, and put his hands over his face.
When he looked again, May was still lying there on the floor. A little bright comma of blood curled from her
nostril down over her lip. He wanted to pick her up, to make sure she was not badly hurt, but he was afraid of her
now. He dared not touch her. He had never struck her before. The evil from the house next door was a slow
contagion. He was sick with it. The silence of the room was stretched taut with his fear.
May moved. She raised herself on, one arm and reached for her handkerchief. She did not look at Anthony.
He ought to tell her he was sorry, try to explain. Somehow, he ought to be able to explain it. She must
understand, after all these years, that it would take something outside himself, some illness, to make him do such
a thing. At least he could say he was sorry. He would tell her now that he was sorry.
“I’ve decided to go down and see Cutterson in the morning,” he said.
May was getting up. She was crying now.
“We could find a place somewhere else with more land.”
May hurried to the door. Anthony heard her climbing the stairs. She was sobbing loudly now.
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In a few minutes he would go upstairs and tell her he was sorry. It wouldn’t be running away, really. It would
be a triumph of scorn. They would know then how he despised them.
149.126 A Wreath For Toni\fn{by Dorothy Thompson (1894-1961)} Lancaster, Erie County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 8
I
We met first on the stairs, but we became friends because he had the kitchen and I had the bathroom. That was
in 1920 when Vienna was very sad, and when domestic life was ruled by the Wohnungsamt (the dwellings
bureau). Our house was in the Margareten district. A little lower down on the same street there were gray and
yellow palaces in weedy gardens, and in some of them lived officers of the military missions, members of foreign
embassies, and even Austrian princes; but most of the palaces were appropriated as offices. At our end of the
street though the houses were very modest—tiny groceries or sausage shops in their ground floors, or butcher
shops advertising horse meat. The stone stairs were worn and uncarpeted; the stencilled walls had not been
painted for a long time; the paint was peeling from them and sometimes the plaster. In our house lived cabinet
makers and other artisans and the family that kept the sausage shop. There was always a smell of mold and
cabbage—the house porter’s cabbage probably, because he and his wife lived in an airless niche off the dark stairs
and usually cooked with the door open.
We met on the stairs because I had forgotten my key. On our floor there were just the two apartments, and I
had often seen him coming out in the morning and going in at night, sometimes with a paper parcel that looked
like a coffee cake from the confectioner’s. He was not prepossessing, and I had not been interested in him. He
wore neat but cheap-looking clothes, probably bought in the Mariahilfestrasse—the Rue de la Paix of the poor.
Department-store clothes are very bad indeed in a town where all who can afford to do so have their boots
made to order and buy even sheets and blankets in tiny shops which for generations have specialized in just those
things. He was thin, and shy, with rough tow-colored hair and gray eyes behind very thick glasses. He was
probably suspicious of me; for what in the world was an American girl doing, living alone in a proletarian house
in Vienna of 1920?
But there I was, stuck without a key, just as he was putting his into the lock of the opposite door. It was a
drizzly, typical Vienna autumn day, and I did not know the German word for locksmith nor where I should be
likely to find one; my clothes were damp and I very much wanted a cup of tea.
“Do you think your key might fit my lock? I’ve lost mine,” I ventured in what I hoped was correct German.
Either the words or my obvious plight communicated the facts to him, and he came across and tried. When the
key failed to turn, he invited me into his apartment, and I gladly went in.
It was, so far as space was concerned, an exact duplicate of mine. There was the same tiny hall, with a toilet at
one end, and at the other, a small parlor. Off the parlor was a bedroom. Beyond that there was a tiny cubicle—not
more than six by nine, with a window looking upon a dark narrow court, the kind of room called in Vienna a
cabinet. The hall had a jog in it, and off the jog and, likewise on a court, was a kitchen.
“I have a bathroom where you have a kitchen,” I exclaimed; for all the doors were open and the whole tiny
apartment was visible at a glance.
“Yours was a kitchen first,” my host replied, and explained the history of our floor. It seemed that a minor
ballet dancer from the opera and a minor clerk from a government office had once occupied the two apartments
and, falling in love, had had a door cut between them. Eventually the ballet dancer had been promoted and the
pair had enjoyed relative prosperity, so they had married and converted the two apartments into one and changed
one kitchen into a bathroom.
“But after the War, when Vienna was crowded, what with all the missions, and people pouring in from the
country, and no repairs having been made on any of the buildings for all the war years, there was a shortage of
flats; and the dwelling commission ruled that two people could not have four rooms and two cabinets,” explained
the young man, gravely. “So they had to give up one of them, and I got it, together with my mother and father.”
I glanced round the apartment, trying not to seem curious. There was little to see. In the parlor was a large
ottoman, which probably turned into a bed at night, covered with a plush rug. There was a center table, with a
green-shaded hanging lamp above it, which could be pulled down for reading, and about it stood several not very
good Biedermeier chairs. In a corner there was an overstuffed easy chair. The room was used, it seemed, as a
general living room, and there were dishes in a deal corner cabinet. The bedroom had two high black walnut beds
covered with red counterpanes, with a night table between, and two large wardrobes, and a dressing bureau. What
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surprised me was the tiny cabinet, for it was lined with books in shabby bindings as though they had been bought
from second-hand book stalls.
“You have lots of books,” I remarked, wandering over to them, and was surprised to read the titles: Herbert
Spencer,\fn{An English philosopher (1820-1903).} and Locke and Hume, the German classics; Engels and
Lassalle,\fn{Ferdinand Lassalle (1825-1864), German Socialist.} and what seemed pedagogical books. I noticed
Pestalozzi.\fn{Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827) Swiss reformer in education. } There was nothing else in the room
except a shabby walnut writing desk strewn with papers, pushed up against the window to catch the murky light.
“I am a school-teacher,” he explained, not without a trace of pride. And suddenly he introduced himself stiffly
with a little bend from the waist:
“Anton Murbacher.”
“I am a journalist—at least I hope I shall be one. Now I free-lance,” I tried to explain, using the English word
for my dubious profession.
“Ah, you study Vienna-Austria?” Herr Murbacher tried English, but with rather less success than I with
German. I nodded.
“I have not been here long. Now I study the German language. I hope later to go to Germany.”
“If I could help you—you must get a true picture of our Austria. It is very sad, but not all sad.”
This was all very interesting but not getting me into my flat, as he suddenly became aware.
“If you will sit down I will get a locksmith, though there is none in our street, I think,” he said, and then
—“unless, of course, the door between the two apartments might be open or could be forced.”
The door was behind the ottoman in the sitting room. A poor Balkan rug hung over it, and Herr Murbacher
moved it aside.
“It seems to have a common lock,” he remarked, and took a key from the bedroom door. “Perhaps …”
And sure enough it turned, opening into my apartment, pushing out a portiere which on my side concealed the
door from view. He gravely gave me the key.
“You can lock it again from your side,” he said.
*
So that was the end of our interview, but not the end of our acquaintance. Herr Anton Murbacher was the first
authentic Viennese I had met. I had met, to be sure, a few eminent politicians, a few people with grand titles to
whom I had letters and who had tentatively invited me to tea, where I had felt very provincial and out of it. Still,
they belonged to the cosmopolitan world. Herr Anton Murbacher belonged exclusively, I was sure, to Vienna. I
had wanted “to get about among the people,” and I had found that for a stranger in any foreign country that is
precisely the hardest thing to do.
After that when we passed each other on the stairs we bowed and exchanged remarks about the weather.
Sometimes a little round woman emerged from the neighboring apartment, wearing a shawl thrown over her head
and carrying a shopping bag, and sometimes a spare man, well past middle age, with a wise kind face and a
workman’s hands, and they nodded to me too. I took it that they were the parents of the school-teacher.
“Don’t you know someone who would give me German lessons—cheap? I have very little money,” I said one
day to the young man, meeting him again on the stairs. His face beamed.
“But, yes, indeed … I have a friend. She speaks English very well. Her father is a professor!”
That was splendid! Hugo’s grammar and the daily newspapers with a dictionary were all very well in their
way, but at this rate it would be years before I could conduct an interview in German.
“I will ask her to come to you … or perhaps you will come to us one evening for supper?” The question was
put so shyly and tentatively that I replied robustly,
“I should love to.”
The friend was there a few days later, and Herr Anton knocked on the door. And across the narrow hall I went.
The lamp was pulled down over the round table, which had a checked cloth on it and a platter of salami and cold
veal. There was a potato salad and a big sugary Gugelhupf—I have never been sure how to spell that exclusively
Viennese word for the most superior of all coffee cakes—and a large pitcher of milk. Father Murbacher was there,
looking very scrubbed and clean, as workmen do who clean themselves up with brushes and coarse soap. Mother
Murbacher hovered over us all, beaming upon us with her brown eyes, waiting on us with roughened hands
protruding from a much washed flannelette shirtwaist. She had taken off her apron because there was company,
but absent-mindedly she would wipe her hands on her serge skirt.
“The Friend” was a girl about my own age—twenty-one or two—dressed in a plaid skirt and a cheap woolen
jumper, but obviously cultivated, with a pleasant voice and fluent English, which she explained she had learned in
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England, where she had gone to live for several winters with a colleague of her father’s. Her name was Maria, but
everyone called her “Maridl.” She had short smooth hair, good straight features, and a body that looked as though
she exercised it. She would give me three German lessons a week, for which I agreed to pay a dollar. She was
pleased and I was delighted, I was sure I should learn German quickly with her and I hoped that she would be my
friend. Anton poured me out milk and then, suddenly abashed,
“Perhaps you would like beer,” he asked, “or a carafe of wine?”
“Toni!” exclaimed his mother, much perturbed, “we should have thought of it!”
“I would much rather have milk,” I said. “Only I thought all Viennese drank beer or wine—what do you call it
—Heurige?”
“Herr Murbacher is a socialist,” explained Maridl. “He believes that drink is the curse of working people. All
his family are teetotalers. More and more Viennese people, especially the workers, drink only milk. The Party
encourages it.”
Father Murbacher seemed to understand the tenor of the conversation.
“Alcohol—it is all right for the rich, who have plenty of good food,” he explained gently. “For us it is a great
waste. Our children grow up pale and have rickets. It is better that we should spend our money for true food.”
This was indeed a Vienna about which I knew nothing. I was curious about what bound these four people
together. The father was a workman. The mother, unquestionably a peasant. The son had gone up a step. He was a
school-teacher, and belonged to the “intellectuals”; but it was clear that his rise into another social class had in no
respect weakened the tie with his family. As for the girl, she was obviously different. In her looks, her bearing, her
greater poise, and simple self-assurance there was no trace of a proletarian past. Yet all of them seemed to be on
the same economic level. I guessed that the son earned no more, and possibly less than the father, and the girl’s
clothes gave no indication that she was better off than the others. Later I was to see that two things bound them
together—love and The Party. Not only filial love, but love between these two young people; the professor’s
daughter, and the workman’s son. Anton had spoken of Maria as his Freundin (his friend), and before the first
evening was over, I believed that he had employed the word in the tenderer and more specifically German sense.
*
What with Maridl coming thrice a week for the German lessons and my proximity to the Murbacher family, we
came eventually to have a sort of communal life. Frau Murbacher would often knock at my door at supper-time,
carrying a plate under a clean checked napkin, which would reveal a cake or a little pudding.
“Because you have no kitchen,” she would explain.
She knew how I struggled with two rings of gas upon which I made breakfast and sometimes supper in my
bathroom. And if I was going out in the evening, I would stop at my neighbor’s and leave the key.
“In case anyone of the family would like a hot bath,” I’d explain.
This intimacy was never imposed on. They assured me with a smile that the bath was very often used, and I
would sometimes suspect it from the exceptional whiteness of the tub and neatness of the bathroom.
Most of all, I liked to talk with the old man. He did not drink and was no frequenter of cafés, as most Viennese
are, but he enjoyed a game of euchre; and sometimes of an evening I would stop across to play with him on the
round table, under the green-shaded lamp. There was a fine self-reliance and pride about him. I learned that he
was a valve maker very skilled, and thus relatively well paid and fairly sure of work as long as the factories did
not shut down altogether.
“You should be a socialist, young woman,” he would say, mildly distressed at my insouciance about political
affiliations. For him The Party was the center of life. Once a week he went to the party Versammlung, or meeting
of the trade union, of which he was treasurer, and once a week he attended the committee meeting of the People’s
University. I learned that it was arranged and financed by the workers themselves, through their trade unions, and
that it dated from long before the War. This organization gave lectures, and he would drive the whole family, even
“Mutti,” to them.
“Education,” he would say, “that is the hope of the working class, that is the hope of all the people. When a
man can’t learn any more then he may as well be dead.”
Herr Murbacher was a freethinker, although he had been brought up a Catholic. His wife, who came from the
Wachau, from a poor peasant family, remained faithful to the church, and was out for early mass every Sunday
morning. Her husband had tried to read Renan\fn{ Joseph Ernest Renan (1823-1892) French orientalist, author, and critic;
probably a specific reference to Renan’s Vie de Jésus.} to her, but she had only smiled. He was tolerant of her religious
leanings.
“Women are sometimes foolish that way,” he would say, “and you can’t change things all at once.”
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He worked in an engine works in the Favoriten district, which was not very far, and he walked there every day,
carrying his lunch, of coffee, black bread, and a few pennies’ worth of fat bacon, thickly encrusted with paprika.
At night when he returned there would be a hot supper of thick soup and bread, and on Sundays, boiled brisket of
beef or roast pork with potatoes or rice or dumplings. When they had Marillenknoedel, in summer—light
dumplings wrapped round apricots and steamed and sprinkled with ground nuts and sugar—that was a very great
treat and I would be invited over. He went to work at seven-thirty in the morning and came home at five-thirty.
That he had been able to send Toni to the Gymnasium (the classical high school) and afterward to the
university was his great pride. It was a tremendous sacrifice, for it meant feeding Toni until he was twenty-two.
Toni told me that during all those years his father had had a single suppressed desire—for a cheap but complete
edition of Darwin. But he could not afford it. Toni had bought it for him with the first money he had earned after
graduation.
“Mutti” accepted her husband’s socialism as he accepted her piety. After all, she had grown up under the
shadows of the Melk monastery, where her father had worked in the vineyards belonging to the monks. What
could you expect?
The coming of the Republic, after the War was over, Herr Murbacher had accepted as an inevitable step in
human progress. Curiously, he cherished not the slightest animosity toward the monarchy and, indeed, spoke with
tenderness and respect of the old Emperor, Franz Josef.
“The Kaiser never wanted the War,” he would say with conviction. “The military party forced it on him. ‘God
is my witness, I have not willed this,’ he said when he signed the Declaration.”
He told me many stories of the old days. He had often seen the Emperor buttoned tight in his uniform, with his
pink face and white whiskers, passing down the Mariahilfestrasse from Schoenbrunn, in an open landau with
gilded spokes drawn by two white Lipiziner horses with a flunky sitting beside the driver. Once Herr Murbacher
had gone as a delegate to a Party congress, and had met Victor Adler, the great leader of The Party, and Dr. Adler
had borrowed a pencil from him and had never returned it. He spoke of this several times with amusement and
pride. He told me that Adler had worn eyeglasses and a mustache and had had kind eyes.
“He looked like a college professor,” Herr Murbacher would say, which was praise from him. The old Kaiser
and Victor Adler were both wreathed with laurel and bay in his remembrance, and he seemed to find no paradox
in the association.
For Herr Murbacher was a constitutionalist. He had never opposed the monarchy; in those days he had looked
upon universal franchise as the liberator of the working class. He believed profoundly and without question in
human progress, and he thought he saw evidence of it in his own times. After all, there was his son, Toni. Toni had
moved upward; the state had given him a scholarship; Toni was educated and was still loyal to his own people.
The working people needed more men like Toni.
Herr Murbacher smoked his pipe, ruminated, and on the whole was satisfied with the world. That his own life
had been sadly limited—all day in the factory, the meager meals at night, the close quarters in a shabby house,
and no amusements whatever except the Party meetings, the free lectures, the game of euchre, and the Sunday
excursions—seemed of no consequence to him. There were the long, free Sundays, when he sat in his shirtsleeves
after a breakfast with fresh rolls, and read the Sunday Arbeiterzeitung, the Social Democrat newspaper. He would
spend hours over the cultural edition. After the midday meal he and the old woman would go by tram to the
Wienerwald and lie under the trees, or walk in the Prater—right down the main thoroughfare to the Danube, and
back again. Then they would sit on benches and watch the carriages pass. And finally they would have afternoon
coffee with whipped cream on top and a roll with it. This was the treat of the week.
Younger men, he confessed, sometimes went to cafés where green wine was served and where there were
zither players from the Tyrol; but in the stern puritanism of his socialism Herr Murbacher scorned such
amusements. What impressed me was that his standards were all for himself and fellow-party members. He had
no intolerance and no envy.
For Toni, to be sure, he had higher cultural ambitions. Once a week, even as a young boy, Toni was sent to the
opera or the state theater, there to stand in the queue for two or three hours for a balcony seat to see Wilhelm Tell,
or Don Carlos, Lohengrin, or Hamlet.
Of course there had been the War. Toni was too young for that, but his father was not too old. He was in the
Landsturm, second reserve, and called to the colors only when Italy entered the War. He fought up in the Alps for
the rest of the War and was returned home without wounds but with a bad cough which lasted always afterward.
He hadn’t minded that so much, but he had minded what the War had done to Toni. Toni was in school and
throughout the four years he had been fed on corn mash, with pieces of straw in it, and turnips. On the wall of the
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Murbacher apartment there was a class picture in which Toni appeared, taken in 1915, showing him in shorts and
very large hobnailed boots—bought so that he could grow into them—pale and thin, with the gray look of
proletarian children, slightly overgrown, in a jacket of poor thin cloth and a cotton singlet, because it was cheaper
than a shirt. Already he was wearing glasses.
“We never had any sports,” Toni once confessed wistfully. “Two hours in the gymnasium doing exercises, that
was all.”
Whenever they had it to give him he took a slice of bread to school to eat at ten o’clock, and at night he did his
homework in the kitchen. Afterward he went to the library of the People’s University, because the public library
did not have the books he wanted and he felt out of place there. Of course he thought it his duty to study the
socialist writers, and at eighteen knew all the differences between Marx and Lassalle and Engels and
Sorel,\fn{George Sorel (1842-1922) French social philosopher.} between the British guild socialists and the French
syndicalists.
Oh, well, Toni had come through all right—“with honors.” His father, to be sure, had wanted him to be a
lawyer, perhaps a judge. But Toni shared his father’s passion for education. He intended all along to be a schoolteacher.
Toni was twenty-one when the Republic\fn{In Austrian history, this is known as the “First” Republic—the “Second” Republic
being the political Austrian state founded under Allied auspices after World War II and continuing on into our time—but, of course,
unknown to the author of this story, which first appeared in 1934. } was proclaimed. To Herr Murbacher the Republic was an

inevitable development. All the socialist writers had predicted it. Everything was coming out as promised. Things
did come out all right if you only had patience—and kept on educating. There were hard times right after the War,
of course. Lots of days lost at the shop, and not much food, and Toni still a year to go at the university. But the
Republic was generous to the workers. There were manfold signs of progress.
*
Frau Murbacher was also aware of progress. The death of the old Emperor had upset her much more than that
of Victor Adler, though she shook her head from side to side in commiseration, out of respect for her husband. She
was rather worried about Toni, who was a freethinker like his father, and, like his father, careful not to hurt his
mother’s feelings.
“I do not believe in the church,” he said to me precisely. “It is a substitute for thinking. Still, it is not necessary
yet to have a fight with God.”
His mother, I was sure, prayed for him. And once she confessed that she had saved a little money for her
funeral. The socialists favored cremation, but she had a horror of it. To be buried in the good earth was right.
Nevertheless, she was aware of changes under the Republic, and they were all to the good for Frau Murbacher.
First of all, the rents. It was very fine to live in two rooms, a cabinet, and a kitchen, and the rooms looking
upon the street, instead of the two narrow cubicles upon a courtyard which they had had before, with Toni
sleeping in the same room as his parents. The Republic could be thanked for that, for it controlled the rents.
And Toni? Toni had a library—seventy-five books perhaps—and taught in the secondary schools. Frau
Murbacher shared his enthusiasm without quite understanding what it was all about. Vaguely perhaps she
understood that class distinctions had been abolished in the schools. How very different they were than they had
been under the monarchy she could not possibly understand, for she had never been to school at all after she was
ten years old—and that had been in the country. Still Toni was happy, and when they could get an apartment Toni
was going to marry Maria, who was a professor’s daughter, and she was a fine girl too. Frau Murbacher, alone,
felt strongly that Maria was above them.
*
Sometimes when I went into the city Toni would walk along at my side, full of enthusiasm for his work, his
near-sighted eyes beaming behind his spectacles, his bony hands gesturing.
“Your country is so poor,” I would say. “The state is so poor. All the other people whom I know complain so
bitterly.”
“Patience,” he would reply. “We must have patience.” (The words might have been his father’s.) “In many,
many ways things are better than they ever were. We are bringing up a better generation. The children of the
workers are better fed than I was, even under the rich monarchy. Sports! Don’t you see the children going off with
rucksacks or skis every Sunday? All we could do was to sit in the park and watch the carriages pass! There’s
medical inspection in the schools. This generation won’t have bad teeth and poor eyesight—like mine.” He smiled
modestly, as pleased as though the teeth and sight of his students were complete compensation for his own
weakness. “After all, no country is better or stronger than its people,” he would say.
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“Your opponents say the taxes are too high. They say the peasants are resentful. They say all these reforms cost
too much, at the expense of the business men and the landowners, Toni,” I would warn.
“There’s no other way,” Toni would say. “You come and see our schools.”
“I did go to see them, and admired and wondered.
*
Then for some years I was not in Vienna. But I had letters. Toni was going to marry Maria “just as soon as we
can get a flat to ourselves. We have been promised one in the new apartments which the municipality is building.”
As a matter of fact they were married earlier, but they lived apart. There was not space enough in the two
rooms and cabinet for four people. Toni went to his schoolroom each day, and Maria to the biological laboratory
where she was a technician. Once when I was in Vienna for a few days she confided to me,
“Soon we shall get the apartment. When we get the apartment we can have a baby.”
II
I saw them last only a year ago. Again I climbed the stone stairs. There was the same smell of mold and
cabbage and the same house porter, though he did not recognize me, but nodded affirmatively when I asked
whether the Murbachers still lived on the third floor. But Frau Murbacher recognized me. She drew me into the
living room, where the class picture, the green-shaded lamp, and the Biedermeier chairs still stood. She was not so
round as she had been and her laugh of pleasure broke her face into many wrinkles as we embraced.
“Toni? Maridl? They live now in their new apartment. They have a son. He is a fine boy. Only five years, and
he comes up to here.” She measured his height proudly against her chest.
“My husband?” Her mouth grew a little smaller. “Ach, Johann. He is not so well. He still goes to the works
though, but he is failing. The cough is worse too.”
Then I went to see Toni and Maridl, on a Sunday, when there was no school and no laboratory, and I was sure
they would be at home. Why, it was a palace where they lived! One went through a great archway into a wide,
grassy court, where there was an open splash pool, and children in sunsuits bathing and squealing. Up a clean,
wide staircase, lighted by large windows. Maridl came to the apartment door, all excitement, all happiness.
So this was their new home, for which the baby had waited so long. It was hardly larger than the Murbacher
apartment, but everywhere there was sunshine, and from every window one saw green trees. The kitchen was
white and gleaming, and modern, and in an alcove stood a white table and chairs. There was a sunny bedroom
with light walls and painted furniture, and a sitting room with a little day-bed in it, hidden by a screen.
“For Victor, our son,” said Maridl.
“Do you still go to work?” I asked.
“But of course,” she replied, “and I’m very lucky still to have a job. Now I only work half-time because of
Victor. But I can leave him in the kindergarten. You must see the whole house! Think of it! We have our own
public baths—they couldn’t afford to give us each a bathroom, but we have our own lavatory, and there’s a branch
of the public kindergartens here, and of the public library, and lots of co-operative shops, and the most wonderful
laundry. Yow must see what our Party has done!”
And down the stairs we went again, to look at the library where some children were reading, and the sunny
kindergarten with its lovely murals, done by some children from one of the art schools, and the modern, welllighted and ventilated laundry.
“I can do two weeks’ washing and most of the ironing in half a day here,” said Maridl, pointing out the electric
washers and the gas “dryers,” the large and small mangling machines, and the tall windows. And then we were out
again in the courtyard, with its chestnut trees and loggias, and flowers and splash pool. And there was Toni,
playing with his son. Same old Toni, with the beaming eyes and thick glasses and bony hands and cheap clothes.
And playing with him, half naked, a tall, brown little boy, with hair as tow-colored and as stiff as Toni’s, but with
his mother’s straight features and a proud, direct look.
“Bow to your Auntie,”said Toni. “She comes all the way from America.” The boy stuck out his small hand and
made a diener.
“From America?” he asked, wonderingly, and went back to his sand-pile.
We had a long talk, Toni, Maridl, and I, mostly about politics, when congratulations about the flat and the child
were over with. Hitler was in power in Germany, and the German republic was gone.
“And your German Party colleagues?” I asked. “Where are they now?”
Worry creased a line in Toni’s forehead.
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“It is a dreadful time,” he said. “They say everywhere that democracy is finished in the world. They say no one
believes in it any more. But our people all still believe. It is bad here, too. But the Austrians are not like the
Germans. The people are different. They are more civilized. We have an old culture. It will never be here as it was
in Germany!”
I wondered. In the town, among people not like Toni, I had heard other things.
“They have taken away a lot of power from the municipal government where our Party has control,” said Toni.
(He referred to the Federal government as “they.”) “We won’t be building more houses like this one. But think of
it! Tens of thousands of people now live the way we do! And look at the children! If only this generation gets a
chance to grow up! It’s the healthiest generation that Austria has ever had, and the freest. And the best educated.”
I had just come from Germany.
“Don’t be too optimistic, Toni,” I said. “The middle classes are tired of all this and the peasants too. And the
people who ruled before the War. You’ve never won them over. And you’ve been too tolerant to eliminate them.
They believe the whole country is ruled in the interest of your class, and they are likely to turn against you as they
did in Germany.”
“I know how they talk,” said Maria bitterly. “As though we were parasites! Don’t we work? Whenever we can,
and for very little. Toni and I together don’t earn more than three hundred schillings a month. Not fifty dollars!
Without all this”—her arm gestured to the balconied house, its courtyards and gardens—“for which we pay only
the upkeep cost, which is almost nothing, we could barely survive. Just the same, we couldn’t afford tomato juice
for Victor or fresh vegetables even in summer if we didn’t grow them.”
“Grow them! Where?” I asked.
“Out in the suburbs, near the Danube, where we got a free allotment from the city. We have a fine garden there.
Toni works there after school hours, and we all do on Sundays. Sometimes, in school vacation, we even live there
in our ‘country house.’ We built it—out of tar paper mostly, and some old boards.
“Oh, we are in luck!” she added. “We have work. Lots of the people in this house haven’t more than the roof
over their heads and the merest pittance of an unemployment dole. And the peasants are poor too. It is marvelous
how good-natured people are. When there is so little to go round, people usually get ugly. They begin to kill one
another for what little there is. And our situation is so desperate—the situation of the country itself, I mean. All
around us are bigger or richer countries who want to absorb us or to keep control here for strategical reasons—
France with money, keeping us just on a subsistence level. Why wouldn’t she let us join Germany years ago,
when the Republic was new, and when we might have helped to keep it? And Germany now, with the Nazis, no
longer wanting union with us, wanting to gobble us up. And Italy too. Only here in Vienna, where our Party is in
power, we have lived out of our own pockets, paid as we went; and now our opponents in the other parties say it is
costing too much. I am afraid. I am afraid.”
“If we can only get through these bad times,” said Toni, “it must get better after a while!”
“I am afraid,” Maridl repeated. “Sooner or later we shall have to fight for all this.” Again her gaze swept the
green court and the pleasant building.
“Not in Austria!” Toni averred stoutly. “Austrians aren’t violent. We know how to get on with one another.
Why, we’ve never even had any communist movement. The Party wouldn’t allow it.”
Maria veered to another angle of the subject.
“Toni doesn’t know the old-fashioned people as well as I do,” she said. “I was brought up among them. They
don’t see—the people who are fixed in their ways, who can’t grasp how our circumstances have changed, our
circumstances as a nation, I mean—they don’t see that our only hope is to work out a new way of life. It isn’t just
what we believe or what party we say we belong to or what we call ourselves that really divides us from the old
ones. It’s a different form of life. My aunts still live in stuffy over-furnished flats and let out rooms to lodgers
rather than lose a single room or a single silver teaspoon. They think it is dreadful that I do my own washing, even
though I do it in a marvelous modern laundry. They wouldn’t live in this house at any price, because working
people live here, and yet they say that the city only lets the working people live here and is too favorable to our
Party members! They tell me I have married into the proletariat, and are still shocked. But what’s the use of
calling yourself middle class or proletarian when you belong to a proletarianized nation! Toni is like his father. He
always says to have patience. But already they have dissolved parliament, and there are three private armies in
Austria now—”
“The Heimwehr,” I said, “and the Storm Troops of the Nazis.”
“And our own Defense Corps,” said Maria gloomily.
“It’s never been used for violence,” said Toni. “It was started at the beginning, to defend the Republic and the
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Constitution. We all belong to it—to show how we stand.”
“And all of them supported from the outside,” said Maria. “Italy behind the Heimwehr, and Germany behind
the Storm Troops.”
“And the Little Entente\fn{A military and economic alliance formed in 1921 by the former Czechoslovakia (the Czech Republic
plus Slovakia), Yugoslavia and Rumania.} behind you?” I asked.
“Half-heartedly," said Maria. “They would never help us in a show-down.”
“One must have faith,” said Toni.
“Some day we shall have to fight,” said Maria. “You will see. I used to think, like Toni, that you can change
the whole world by reason and good will. Now, I wonder …”
Even when she went away and brought coffee, and we drank it on the benches in the sunshine, and talked of
other things, with the handsome child playing about our feet, her words lingered like a chill.
III
When the government tried to oust the Mayor from the City Hall with the aid of the Heimwehr, the workers
went on a general strike, and when their leaders were arrested the workers resisted with arms. Then the cannon
came out and the Party Headquarters were bombarded and the municipal houses too. I read about it on the front
pages of the New York papers: Civil War in Vienna! they screamed. It was the unanimous opinion of the
correspondents that the workers did not have a chance. Many of the reporters referred to them as the “rebels.” I
saw a small item in a long account of the fighting:
A leader of the resistance in one of the municipal apartment houses, Anton Murbacher, was sentenced to death for
High Treason and hanged this afternoon. He walked coolly to the gallows, saying that he had always been willing to
give his life for the Austrian Republic and the Social Democratic Party.

Yesterday I had a letter from Toni’s mother. It was written in an uneducated hand, in the difficult German
script, and it took me several hours to decipher it.
Dear Gracious Lady:
We want to thank our dear friend very much for the letter she wrote. We have had a real bad time. But it was a very
nice letter. Our poor Toni would have been happy if he could have read the letter. It is now almost a month since then.
He was in the apartment house where they lived the whole time. Maridl was there and Victor too, and for three days
they didn’t have any milk for him. Toni was commander of the defense department. On the day before they were at our
house for supper and Toni ate a whole half of a Gugelhupf.
When the troops marched in he had got the order to defend the house. Maridl says he was on the roof the whole
time, but nothing happened to him, but many others were hit, also Franz, the Schroeders’ boy that you know, but they
think he will get well. .Then when they began to shoot with cannon Toni wanted that Maridl and Frau Norbaschek
should go in the cellar, but they did not go because they were helping with the guns.
Frau Norbaschek got hit when she went to get water for one of the men. She is real bad. She was a good dressmaker
and her boy goes to the Gymnasium. A shell hit Toni’s flat and smashed all the things in it and his books too. Then they
did not have any more cartridges and then Herr Stiegler put up a towel for a white flag. The police took them all away.
They took him to a court, only it was a war court really.
The Holy Father said Toni did not defend himself at all. He said the others weren’t to blame, only he, because he
ordered them. He said he wasn’t sorry because he had only defended his home and his rights. Maridl took Victor to
Toni so he could still see him. The officer allowed that and the good God will count it to his credit. Maridl said that
Toni had broken his glasses so he did not know them when they first came in the waiting room. We couldn’t go though
because it was too late.
They did it right away like in war. Frau Ribanek, she who lives where you used to live, she was with me when they
did it. I went to the Holy Father and paid for five masses for Toni. I had my funeral money, so Toni will have his
masses. He did not go to church but he was a good boy. The Holy Father says God will remember that. Maridl sends
love. She is living with us now because she had to go away from the new apartment. Other people are going to be put in
when the building is fixed. We will be all right because we still have the two rooms and cabinet. Maridl says she will
write you too, later. My husband would like to write but since it happened he does not go out any more. He doesn’t talk
any more nor read his books either.
May the dear God protect the gracious lady.
Respectfully,
JOSEPHINE MURBACHER.

The stairs are dark, and smell of mold and cabbage, and the sun hardly ever comes in that street. They will
make a bed for Victor, I suppose, in the cabinet where Toni’s books used to be.
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260.34 What Santa Claus Is\fn{by Charles W. Howard (1896-1966)} Albion, Orleans County, New York, USA (M) -1

To say there is no Santa Claus is the most erroneous statement in the world. Santa Claus is a thought that is
passed from generation to generation. After time this thought takes on a human form. Maybe if all children and
adults understand the symbolism of this thought we can actually attain Peace on Earth and good will to men
everywhere.\fn{Nothing is more important in this world than the continuation of its great internal peace—its so far 71-year freedom
from world war. Mr. Howard’s all-encompassing vision continues to place me in a state of awe. It is an incredible privilege to continue his
tradition in my field of work; but I can find nothing else that he wrote (although, of course, there must be something else that has survived
him). The Santa Claus Oath itself was composed by Phillip L. Wenz, himself a professional Santa, and dedicated in 2008. It is as follows: “I
will seek knowledge to be well versed in the mysteries of bringing Christmas cheer and good will to all the people that I encounter in my
journeys and travels. | I shall be dedicated to hearing the secret dreams of both children and adults. | I understand that the true and only gift
I can give, as Santa, is myself. | I acknowledge that some of the requests I will hear will be difficult and sad. I know in these difficulties
there lies an opportunity to bring a spirit of warmth, understanding and compassion. | I know the "real reason for the season" and know that
I am blessed to be able to be a part of it. | I realize that I belong to a brotherhood and will be supportive, honest and show fellowship to my
peers. | I promise to use “my” powers to create happiness, spread love and make fantasies come to life in the true and sincere tradition of
the Santa Claus Legend. | I pledge myself to these principles as a descendant of St. Nicholas the gift giver of Myra.” (08/26/13):H. Even
now, I weep, such a child I am. (06/28/16):H}

1920
162.80 Excerpt from Bringing Up The Rear\fn{by Samuel Lyman Marshall (1900-1977)} Catskill, Greene County, New
York, U.S.A. (M) 11
I was born in the beginning of the century in Catskill, New York. Luck and only luck enables one to be born in
a year that makes all following events, whether cataclysmic or trivial, simple to remember. Dates become fixed
without any need to add or subtract, and I do not merit credit for having a long memory. Like most memories,
mine is uneven and sharpest on matters in which I was personally engaged.
Catskill was a small village, but to the mind of a child it seemed almost without limit. The school was at least
two miles from my home and I was forced to trudge that road every day. The Catskill Mountains in the distance
imposed an insurmountable barrier. The Hudson was a great inland sea. Hop-a-Nose, the promontory on Catskill
Creek, was a glaring monster. Or so I thought.
In 1927, when I returned to this environment for the first time since age seven, everything had shrunk. The
school was less than one-half mile from the old home. The Catskills were foothills, and all of the other massive
images were dwarfed in proportion. In that same year I returned to Boulder, Colorado, which I had not seen since
age twelve. There everything was in exact perspective, congruent with the images impressed on my brain. So I
learned for myself what no one had ever told me, that at some point between seven and twelve, and short of
arriving at full stature, we all grow up in this one particular and view the physical world with as much
dimensional exactitude as our minds will ever acquire.
The weather in the Northeast fed my tendency to be accident-prone. In Catskill I received two concussions in
the 1907 winter, the first from being hit by a streetcar, the second from skidding down an icy stairway in the storm
and dark and hitting my head on a water plug. Dad found me an hour later, unconscious in the drift. A bobsled
spill split open my face and I still wear the scar. Both arms were broken that year, one in scrub football and the
other in a fall from an outdoor trapeze.
While keeping my parents in debt, this made me ambidextrous. I also began to suspect what later years
confirmed: I felt pain far less than most people. That is not to say that I could bear it more easily, but that I did not
hurt as badly. One of our daughters, Catie, is similarly blessed.
*
Of the early recollections that stay in my mind, one is of the village churchyard in Killian, South Carolina,
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where we moved when I was just about to turn five. Dad, who was something of a genius among brickmakers,
kept moving on to where the job looked better. On Sundays Dad preached as a layman in the little wooden church.
I played outside, enchanted by the quiet, moss-covered, mildewed, and lily-grown graveyard. One day it
occurred to me that, by copying the writings on the tombstones in God’s orchard and carrying them to Mother for
translation, I might learn the alphabet. Some of it was done by the process that is now called rubbing. Using
wrapping paper, I finally completed copying my first epitaph. It read:
Here lies Eli Eisenhower.
He was kicked by a mule
who caused his death.

I give thanks to Eli and his mule for making me a man of letters before the age of six. (Strangely, I never heard
that name again until the years—the great ones for me—that culminated in my directly serving the president-to-be
as his chief historian in the European Theater.) I learned then that you can learn to write anywhere, even from the
grave.
Moreover, I began to understand the joy of learning things fairly on my own. On this I have no theories about
what might be best for another person, but I am sure that, for me, getting my thoughts and ideas published would
have brought me small satisfaction if I had worked from a cell and tried to imagine the stress and challenge of
strife and adventure without having been able to experience it first. The writer, like the actor, is frequently never
quite in reality. He is part of the world’s makebelieve.
I have always been part of the action. As a youngster, I was much too easily dared to try things that were either
ridiculous or absurd as well as dangerous. When later this foolishness abated, the residuum was an understanding
that security is not the end and all of living.
*
By the Christmas of my seventh year we were living once again in Catskill. I mark that holiday for a particular
reason. Mother’s gift to Dad was a seventy-five-cent copy of Conan Doyle’s The White Company. I was awakened
at 6:00 A.M. by his voice reading to her from the book. It was the scene where Sir Nigel and Hordle John are
trapped in a castle by the Little Men. Listening on my pallet, I was transported. I remember distinctly telling
myself that if such wondrous things were to be found in books, then books I must have.
(I would like to note that in Washington, D.C., in 1950, I was at a cocktail party with eight former members of
my military staff and their wives. I suggested that we play a game. Without consulting each other, each person
would write a list of the five authors whose work had real meaning and influence in his or her personal life. The
only names to appear on all lists were Doyle’s and Rider Haggard’s.)
Actually, I loved candy much more than books and fortunately in 1906 it cost a penny a bag. The country still
had a good five-cent cigar. The hot dog, which had its genesis in that season, was hawked door to door by
peddlers who pushed bright steam carts and sang out, “A loaf of bread, a pound of meat, and all the mustard you
can eat for one nickel,” a cry not heard since.
I was never very good at children’s games that required finger dexterity—of which I had practically none. I
could not learn to fly a kite, spin a top, or play a decent game of mibs.fn{ Marbles.} Out of that frustration, more
than all else, I turned immediately upon entering school to contact sports: football, baseball, wrestling, the whole
works. This twist had as much to do with what ultimately became of me as my premature fascination with reading
and writing. Every pivotal turning in my life developed out of one impulse or the other.
Some of this may sound like rationalizing after the fact, though I am sure that it is not. If in those early years
the mind is so plastic that lasting inhibitions derive from painful experience, likewise must positive drives be
initiated, and possibly fixed, by sensations that are rewarding.
Relishing most sports, I never tried to learn to swim. This inability gnawed at me during the campaigns in the
Central Pacific 1943-44 when during landings I had to descend a cargo net in the darkness combat-loaded. I knew
that if anyone stepped on my fingers and I lost my grip, I would drop like a plummet to the bottom and stay.
My early years in Catskill on the whole were good. I have seen it written by several eminent psychiatrists that
childhood is a time of anguish, uncertainty, and great trial.
For others, possibly—it was never so for me.
*
The time came to pull up stakes. Father got a call to a better job in Boulder, Colorado, that magnificently
situated city crowding the Rockies just below the Arapahoes. It was the most fortunate thing that ever happened to
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me and the least fortunate for the family.
The thrill for me was in the great open spaces, the magnificent distances in any direction. There were only two
houses on our block and the closest built-up area was half a mile distant with little but prairie between. We lived
right next to Base Line Road, where the fortieth parallel was marked to the extreme eastern horizon. It was this
sage and tumbleweed country, with its shades of silver gray, buff, and dun, that drew me.
Boulder in that time was a place of great winds that would come down from the Rockies with such force as to
blow the roof or porch from a well-built house. So my older sister, Alice, and I saw the wind and the base line in
combination as a challenge to flight. The urge had been whetted when we saw a crude bamboo mockup of the
Wrights’ Kitty Hawk plane at the county fair. With father’s tool set we fashioned gliders fixed with large canvas
sails and handholds at either side, then tried them in a thirty-mile-an-hour wind, only to fall flat on our faces.
Some weeks later we tried them in a sixty-mile-an-hour gale that blew away the Finks’ front porch—and that
experiment truly got off the ground. Heels kicking, we soared out and away just above the mullen tops for all of
seventy feet, where the wind slackened slightly to let Alice make a violent two-point landing that spun her head
over heels while the sail whipped on its way straight along the fortieth parallel. I oozed down in the middle of an
irrigation ditch, thereby ending our try for a niche in the aeronautical hall of fame.
By this time I was in the fourth grade. Geography was my love; I devoured poetry and also feasted on Gulick’s
Hygiene for no good reason that I now recall. I had no real gift for the Palmer method of handwriting through
muscular control, but, amazingly, that way of writing without more than minimal strain stayed with me through
life. That alone enabled me to write millions of words in my field notebooks during World War II, Korea, and
Vietnam.
The only subject in which I excelled, however, was music. Colorado’s method of instruction was exemplary at
that time. One had to learn to read music at a very early age, a faculty that helped me fifty years later to help save
the Eighth Army in Korea in the darkest possible hour.
It was not my voice, however, but my arm that brought me the big dividend in Boulder. Living close to school,
I was on hand when the football team, formed of eighth graders, scrimmaged on Saturday morning. They needed
opposition, and I was it. I already knew that the quintessence of the game was in the tackle. All other technics
could be acquired, provided one had the nerve to go straight in and hit the ball carrier around the knees. The
bigger they were the harder they were certain to fall. So, out of sureness in tackling only, as a fourth grader, I
became the center of an eighth-grade football team. It was my first awareness of the fact that size counts little, and
my first assurance that willingness to risk yields the big payoff in most of life’s endeavors.
*
The peace of our lives in Boulder and the satisfactions of our home tucked away in the Ben David orchard
were probably too near perfect to last. Yet the blight descended much too swiftly and the family’s life was never
the same again.
Wilbur, the youngest, sickened and died of pneumonia. Then Teddy, the brilliant and favored, the rugged little
nonpareil, was stricken. The doctors said it began with ptomaine poisoning and that the illness went straight to his
heart. That was the only diagnosis ever given. If it makes little sense today, there is still much that medicine
doesn’t know. After one month of terrible agony, he died. Mother was never the same thereafter.
My own feelings I am at a loss to describe. Death in the family does not numb children in the same way that it
affects parents, and for that, thank heaven. My sister Alice and I had our playmates, our studies, our private
puppy-love interests, and we shortly returned to our accustomed rounds, she to go on to the eighth grade, I to the
seventh. She stayed at the top of her class; I remained among the also-rans. Mainly what changed was that
Boulder never seemed the same again. The light had gone out. There was a great emptiness in the place and too
little laughter. Father quit Boulder to go farther west, hoping that the displacement would ease the pain of remembering. The aim was not more beautiful than vain.
*
We went to Niles, California, then as now a modest village next to the hills between Oakland and San Jose
where the Southern Pacific line branches toward Stockton and Tracy. In 1912 the Essanay Motion Picture
Company, one of the Big Four that virtually monopolized the film industry, was resident in Niles. I was screen
tested along with the other eighth-grade boys and got the part playing opposite Danny Kelleher in the Snakeville
Comedy series. My pay when I worked was seven dollars per day, which made me more affluent than my father.
During the next two years I attained all of the height I would ever achieve, fleshed out, and became better
coordinated than before. I was relatively mature physically at age fourteen, having known none of the pangs that
supposedly attend adolescence.
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My entry into high school coincided almost exactly with the beginning of World War I. Though I never
suspected that the latter would in the end contribute more to my higher education than all other influences put
together, I followed the news. Toward the war I had little more than an average American youth’s interest in Mons
and the first Battle of the Marne, but I scanned page one after devouring the sport pages and loathed the kaiser
from the word go. Still, it was a poorly informed emotion.
My life went on—rugby, football. I would ride over the railroad cutoff to the far side of the Bay to roam the
redwoods. I didn’t lose my heart in San Francisco until the 1915 world’s fair. At the Exposition I found the real
world of power, beauty, and excitement and loved it. My horizons suddenly went way out yonder.
Oddly enough, enchanting me above all else were the Portuguese galleries in the Fine Arts Building. Color had
fascinated me since kindergarten and here I had glorious color. It was color, possibly, more than anything else that
drew me to study maps in depth, which hobby—for it became that—greatly shaped my life.
Winter baseball in this era in the San Francisco Bay area was spectacular beyond anything known since. Towns
like Petaluma, San Rafael, Burlingame, and Pleasanton had clubs studded with stars. Major-league talent wintered
there and the price was not too high. Duster Mails, who became a star with the Cleveland Indians, pitched for
Livermore, and Herb Kantlehner, later of the Phillies, for Pleasanton. The players on the Niles Club, some of them
Pacific Coast and Northwest League pros, were given odd jobs at the studio.
I played in the outfield in practice against the studio team and for the first time traveled in fast company,
getting to swing against Joe Corbett, brother of Jim and teammate of John McGraw on the old Orioles. For me the
Essanay team was a great pick-me-up. They treated me more as an equal than a junior nuisance, which to a kid is
more steadying than giddying.
*
Things were happening to my home as well. My father had decided that Niles wasn’t the environment in which
to rear what remained of the family. We quit the land of the Native Son and went for one small piece of America
that was a community apart, a little kingdom on its own, and good enough for its people. Though El Paso has long
since lost its fierce frontier flavor, simple geography keeps it uniquely blessed, a city without a rival, unimpressed
by wonders elsewhere.
Father went first, and I followed in two weeks. I worked at the brick plant that summer, hard manual labor ten
hours daily, running a pugmill or a dry press, this as I was turning toward my fifteenth year. To save money, Dad
and I slept on army cots in a small office above the dryer, which made us hotter than the hinges of hell. I saw little
of El Paso. Most nights I was far too tired to move about, and my hands and fingers became so contorted from
handling the brick that I would have to massage them through the evening to restore some suppleness.
The compensations were beautiful. Set right next to the International Brick plant was Camp Cotton, the base of
the 16th Infantry Regiment and my first meeting ground with the army. Father and I took all of our meals in the
tented messhall of F Company, which was to become not only my favorite outfit, but a unit of renown, the first to
be hit by the Germans in World War I, the first to lose men: Privates Enright, Gresham, and Hay.
The army ration in that day was twenty-seven cents, though the meals were ample. We became attached to that
mess because my father had formed a close friendship with its commander, Captain “Mickey” Michaelis, the first
army officer I ever met. By massive coincidence, it was his son, John, who thirty-six years later introduced me to
Cate, the mother of my three daughters, at the Imperial Hotel in Tokyo.
My main contacts, however, were with enlisted men: First Sergeant Sholes; Spike Wintermeyer, the head cook;
Nick Mulhall, the dour corporal who was to become the first prisoner of war lost to the kaiser; Private Floyd
Smith, whom I would meet again as a fellow officer in France; Sergeant John Baxter, the moneybags of the outfit,
a loan shark who would become a rifle captain in the American Expeditionary Force (AEF); and many others. I
enjoyed the association with those old pros all the way. They did not talk down to me or seek to embarrass me,
and I enjoyed their friendly conversation over the following months. While associating with them did not really
draw me to the military, it had the residual benefit that at age fifteen I lost all fear of being in the infantry.
Whereas nearly every youth regards the army with a little awe and trembling, though he is loath to admit it, the
men of F Company helped make my putting on a soldier suit a quite natural thing.
*
Pancho Villa—in person, not a motion picture—was just across the Rio Grande and the attraction was
irresistible. Though it has galled me that most of my life this brute has been treated as a modern Robin Hood by
the mythmakers, whereas he was in fact a low-grade criminal with charisma aplenty, he already fascinated me
because of the colorful stuff that had been written about him by the war correspondent, John Reed. The urge to
see him was overpowering. He was then in control of Northern Mexico, or, to be exact, the State of Chihuahua,
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and most of his time he spent in Ciudad Juarez.
One could get on a streetcar at Stanton and San Antonio streets in EI Paso and for five cents become
transported in relative safety to the dead center of Ciudad Juarez, a modern Gomorrah. Bandoliered Villistas
thronged Calle Commercio in the evenings, and one could move among them with less reason for fear than
attends a present-day nocturnal stroll in Central, Forrest, or Belle Isle Parks. The average Villa adherent was not a
bandido vaquero but a simple peon, and the average Mexican country fellow is a child of nature with little vice.
I took the streetcar. I already knew from soldiers of the Sixteenth that the main spots in Juarez were the Black
Cat Casino and the Big Kid’s. Starting at the Big Kid’s place and losing a few quarters at chuck-a-luck (I have
always figured that gambling was just another form of entertainment as much to be enjoyed for what it costs as
the opera or a ballgame), I broke off to get to the Black Cat at 9:00 P.M. Villa personally owned that casino, which
was a one-story affair occupying the most prominent corner of the town, recessed from the street and set in a
garden of feeble palms.
Mostly curiosity moved me although, since I was hungry, I went first to the café and ordered a hamburger and
a beer, which became my first taste of anything alcoholic. Before the sandwich could be served, a man I assumed
to be Villa entered from the street, accompanied by Brigadier General Rodolfo Fierro. They settled themselves
two tables removed from me. Villa was stockier and fatter than I had supposed, and the swarthiness of his face
was less impressive than its greasiness; he sweated profusely and just let it roll. The brilliance of the whites of his
eyes and the expanse of shining teeth when the mouth opened as he gesticulated reminded me of the great
Teddy.\fn{President Theodore Roosevelt.}
He had taken off his stetson as if preparing to relax; so I got the full view. The rogue smile was winning
enough. I guessed he was about half drunk. Pancho began thumping on the table with his pistol. Fierro’s head
came close to his as if to discuss something sotto voce. Then in an instant Pancho leveled the weapon on his
forearm and pulled the trigger. The one bullet hit the forehead of a waitress standing within a few feet of me,
opening the skull wide. She was kicked backward and fell without a sound. Then both men laughed uproariously,
something passed between them, and they left the Black Cat in a hurry. So did I, not waiting for the hamburger.
The cantina had magically emptied in a twinkling.
One baldheaded American followed me out. He had been closer to Pancho’s gun than I and had stayed
fastidiously calm. We caught the same trolley back to El Paso. He sat next to me and introduced himself—
Norman Walker, war correspondent (and, oddly enough, an Indiana University classmate and friend of Doc
Gilmore, my great chief on the Detroit News in later years).
Norman, whom I came to know as Squiggs in the years of our close friendship, told me what had happened.
Pancho had bet one hundred dollars that he could shoot a Spanish comb from the girl’s head by dead reckoning
and had lost the wager. Nothing could happen to Pancho, who was king of all he surveyed; the incident became
closed when the girl dropped. Though this was my first brush with violent death, I could so little comprehend
what I had seen in those few moments that I was more numbed than shocked. I had seen enough of Villa to know
that he was a no-good bastard and a cold killer.
*
Fall, which is otherwise the best of seasons in West Texas, brought school, and for the first time I went alone.
Alice had met Joseph J. Willis, a Southern Pacific railroader, fallen in love, and married. He had grown up in
Kansas City, next door neighbor to a younger boy named Maxwell D. Taylor. The latter went to West Point and
ultimately became chief military adviser to John F. Kennedy and chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Our paths
crossed a hundred times.
I was in high school. To paraphrase what was said of Philip Nolan, no one ever had a better time in school and
no one ever deserved it less. My father had brought me to the right place. The young El Pasoans with whom I
immediately became associated were the strongest, gentlest, and most generous teenagers one may ever meet. The
city was tougher than nails and vice-ridden. Gunfights were common. A far-extended red-light district was just
one block off the main drag.
The kids went the other way. They did not drink and they honored women. There was no delinquency problem.
The atmosphere was too congenial. The opportunity to live it up decently was much too inviting to permit room
for worry about marks in school. Dates and games were all I had on my mind; so I decided early there would be
no homework. To compensate, I would have to pay absolute attention to everything said in class and try to get it
down. By so doing, I might pass examination at month’s end and squeak through.
It didn’t occur to me that this defaulting could become an exercise in the power of concentration, and that in
consequence most of what I picked up from the little high schooling I had would stay with me through the years,
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whereas with the average student it does not. That was the bonus out of laziness or indifference.
Through two years I was as dillar-a-dollar a scholar as the school could boast. My record in history was
deplorable. I took two courses in my junior year and was flunked in both. It was settled that I would never have a
history credit to my name. Still, one of those failures paid big.
Mr. Brown had sixteen boys in his class and one girl. About once a week he would excuse her to tell us an offcolor joke. He was all male. He used to say to us:
“Forget about the dates and personages. The object of studying history is that we may learn from its processes.
Either we do, or we repeat our mistakes.”
That bit sunk in. I realized it must be true and I never forgot it. Either history had to be a living science or it
was merely another amusement. When in the Central Pacific Theater I insisted we use it that way, using our data
as the basis for correcting operations, that new departure in military thinking was a debt lowed to Mr. Brown.
*
Across the Rio Grande, the scene and cast had shifted rapidly soon after my first sighting of Pancho Villa. Out
of the pack of self-seeking intellectuals and politicos, along with brigands who had arisen to challenge Victoriano
Huerta when that monster usurped power in Mexico City after murdering Francisco Madero, a sufficient number
had finally rallied around Don Venustiano Carranza of Coahuila to semi-validate his claim as First Chief of the
Revolution. His was a grotesque figure, theirs a lamentable choice, scarcely defendable even on the ground that a
more promising alternative was lacking. Carranza was a walking fever, despotic in his conversation as in all else.
More absolute than the pope, he was not more pleasant to look upon. Tall, ungainly, and much bewhiskered, he
had tiny eyes behind tinted, thick-lensed glasses, making the face remote and flatly characterless. If it was
impossible to think of Villa as the standard bearer of an elevated movement, it was not less impossible to believe
that this apparition could regenerate and unify a people as volcanic and fury-filled as were the Mexicans in
revolution.
Since this is not a history of the Mexican Revolution, Villa’s smaller acts of vengeance and the reaction in El
Paso will go unnoted. One incident is worth the telling, however.
The El Paso county jail also housed federal prisoners, and included in the roster were several dozen of Villa’s
soldiers, picked up by the Immigration Service while trying to make a sneak entry. Typhus had broken out in
Chihuahua. To safeguard the public health, the county jailer, Frank Scotten, proceeded to delouse the prisoners,
using gasoline. With twenty or so of them collected, standing naked and well sprayed, someone struck a match.
They all blazed and died, human torches in a scene fit for the pen of Edgar Allen Poe.
El Pasoans were horror stricken. When a few days later Villa’s raid hit Columbus, New Mexico, the people in
my city concluded that it was an act of reprisal for the burning of the Villistas. (There is no reference to this
incident in any history of the raid.) The mood changed drastically. I was downtown that night. For the first time in
my life I saw the terrible face of the mob, hundreds of Americans pummeling and pistol-whipping helpless
Mexicans. Many of them were bestially drunk. Floundering about on the sidewalks or dragging their hardly
resistant victims into darkened alleys, they seemed to have renounced their quality as human beings by the act of
coming together. The only sounds that came from this writhing mass were thuds, screams, and curses. When I
tried to walk away from what I saw, the echo stayed with me.
The raid changed many things. National guardsmen descended on El Paso by the thousands. The old regiments
marched away under Pershing on a forlorn and hopeless errand for which they were ill-prepared. Months later a
real war came to the United States. By then the expedition had returned, still under the hand of a commander
burning with ambition to lead any force that we might send to France. Pershing’s statement that he did not seek
the command of the AEF is pure fiction.
James Montgomery Flagg had done a poster portrait of Uncle Sam for the recruiters. The message was that the
old chap wanted me for the United States Army. At least I took it that personally, and since the poster seemed to
be on every street corner, there was no way to get it behind me.
I took the soft way out, held up my right hand and mumbled the oath, and that was that. Mother and Father
were quite willing. Before quitting home I disposed of all my clothing and other main possessions, figuring my
future would have no call for them.
*
What I write of myself and the army in World War I is perforce no contribution to history. When one is not a
student of the events in one’s personal experience, time dims the memory. The trivial may leave a clear imprint on
the brain when most of what was truly significant has long since faded away.
I recently spent a week at the Infantry Center in Fort Benning. My main object there was to interview officers
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of captain’s rank or field grade for a book I was writing, The Fields of Bamboo, on further details of a battle
(Operation Nathan Hale) fought three years before in Vietnam. I could remember the battle vividly because I was
there, and getting the campaign documented was my line of duty. Of the twenty-six officers, only two had the
photographic memory and recall of detail and conversation that in any way helped me. This is an average
percentage and a normal group reaction. The majority of the other twenty-four did not even know where they had
been. One field had dissolved into another. This demonstrates why I put no faith in any attempt to reconstruct
battle history from what survivors say many years later. Such works are at best enthralling fiction.
Enlisting in World War I at Fort Sam Houston, I won my first bout with official red tape. When the examining
doctor told me my feet were flat and I therefore could not enter a combat branch, I argued that I was an allaround athlete, had never felt a twinge in either arch, and was absolutely certain that my feet would carry me any
place. He told me that he was merely repeating what the blotter had told him and had no choice but to follow
regulations. I said:
“ook, Doc, after today you’l never see me again. If I break down, it will not be your funeral. What have you
got to lose by letting me take a chance?”
He opened his mouth, closed it, reached for the form, and okayed me for unlimited service. I felt proud as
punch. During my whole military life my feet never gave me the slightest trouble.
*
The taking of the oath was a watershed in my life, though not because I was throbbing with patriotism. I know
that the average young soldier of yesterday or today does not feel that same way. It is more often a traumatic
experience, especially if he goes into a combat arm. Not fear of death but fear of failure is the emotional
preoccupation that makes army service abhorrent to the majority of young males. To the uninitiated, the military
business usually seems harsh and forbidding. Literature makes its characters ogreish. On TV, if they are not
portrayed as villains, they are dolts or clowns.
In the army I did mainly what I was told. My course ran smoothly. I adapted with ease to all army technics,
with no need for adjustment. I found that the skills and coordination I had developed in body contact sports
applied directly to the requirements of basic training: the handling of objects smoothly, hitting the dirt, the hard
grind of the bayonet course, and even the stentorian use of the voice. Any seasoned ballplayer is better prepared
for the transition to soldiering than a dead-shot rifleman who has that one specialty.
Having rejected study in school in favor of fun and games, on entering the army I did the opposite. Today my
bumptiousness in that time seems incredible. Knowing nothing of what lay ahead, on enlisting I had shortened my
name to Sam L. Marshall on the brassy assumption that I would rise to a command spot and a lengthy signature
would waste my time. At seventeen that was pure egoism.
Reveille was abhorrent to me. I just couldn’t get enough sleep. Scouting for some way of beating the bugle, I
found that by getting school duty I would avoid all formations. I began applying, and since no one else was
volunteering, I got what I wanted—school after school. The first was grenade school, a three-week stint for
officers and noncommissioned officers (NCOs). In those days being a bombardier was a real specialty. We made
our own jampot grenades and used live ones in bombing out traverses in a model Western Front trench system.
Disaster hit me in the classroom. During a class break, I sat idly at a table next to one Lieutenant Frankenstein.
There were half a dozen grenade shells on the table. He pulled a pin from a citron, thinking it a dummy. So did I
until it exploded and blew corrosive liquid in my eyes. I went to hospital blinded and stayed there for a month,
bandaged, not knowing how much sight would be left.
The trauma of that experience I have wholly forgotten. But when twice later in my life I was temporarily
blinded, the accident in youth had so conditioned me that I felt no shock.
I returned to the outfit sans eyebrows and eyelashes and with the upper left of my face distorted from injury to
nerve and muscle. After two years of massage and eye treatment my face became workably normal. There
remained permanently, however, one hangover. My visage was fixed in a scowl that, especially in bright light,
became a cross for others to bear.
I went next to demolitions school, and after that, reconnaissance and topographical school, where for a time I
found my niche. Map-making was so much my dish that I became sergeant-in-charge of recon-topographical
teaching at the division school.
*
Eventually I went overseas to attend the Infantry Specialist School at Chatilion-sur-Seine. The training area
into which the division staged was north of Dijon in the Cote d’Or mountains along the plateau that divides the
valley of the Seine from the valley of the Saone. One of the relatively poor sections of France, this rolling country
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was admirably adapted to combat refresher training, though it had not been garrisoned at any time during the
Great War.
My outfit, when it arrived, still seemed green as grass, and it was served by a general staff and logistical
backup that was not much better. We were based in a village named Bure-les-Templieres not more than two miles
from where the source of the Seine bubbles up under a limestone cliff. Rumor told us that the village name meant
“burial ground of the Templars.” True or false, no soldier had set foot on that ground since the last Templar was
planted there or elsewhere. Every cobbled street was encrusted with a five-inch paving of vitrified manure. The
Roman road had not been lost longer to France under a millenium of debris. Still it was wonderfully springy to
walk upon, something halfway between a crepe sole and a trampoline.
We troopers would have kept it that way for posterity, there being all too little bounce in life. Down came that
hard foot of oversensitive higher authority. Before we were permitted to drill, goldbrick, or fire a Chauchat (that
evil French light machine gun was ironically nicknamed “Sure Shot”) we had to fall to with picks, drills, and
shovels to divest the billet area of that overlay. It was like trying to spade a sea of rubber. But by the end of one
week we had it made, all in the name of U.S. Army sanitary standards. Bure-les-Templieres began to shine and
smell like a gardenia, though the cows kept coming, and for our work of destruction, the villagers, from the local
idiot to the mayor, continued to glower.
Though there was entertainment, no Hopes, Bennys, or Dietrichs stormed our way to amuse the troops and
make work easy for their press agents. There was only Elsie Janis.\fn{ 1889-1956. The others were Bob Hope (1903-2004?)
and Jack Benny (1894-1974), both famous comedians, and Marlena Dietrich (1901-1992), one of the great actresses. } While the fight
was on, the only music heard by the troops was our own singing as we slogged the dusty road— Pack up Your
Troubles, Long, Long Trail, Lulu, Frankie and Johnny, and Mademoiselle From You Know Where. We always
marched carrying spiked canes because it seemed to help, though no Hollywood picture ever shows the AEF as an
army of ash-swingers.
When we passed a national guard outfit, we broke out with “I’d rather be a bulldog in a whore’s backyard than
be a brigadier general in the national guard” to the tune of Casey Jones. They were no less ready with a flattering
comeback. We were almost unspeakably gentlemanly.
Our uniforms were about as unsightly as anything the mind of man might devise, and we each had only one.
Our rifles were poorly made and inaccurately sighted. Our other weapons were almost nonexistent, and had it not
been for help from our Allies, we could not have fought. We many times had to bury our own dead after battle.
We were never carried to any point that was within maximum walking range. Not knowing any better, our
superiors kept as much weight on our backs as possible, hoping to build muscle, instead of lightening the burden
to refresh the spirit. Despite such small woes, there was respect in us for higher authority and full belief in the
sanctity of an order.
*
In studied retrospect I can honestly say of Pershing’s AEF that I saw no better American fighting men until
Vietnam. That first one was a crude army by present-day standards, unreasonably self-confident, high humored,
boisterous, cocky, almost vulgar, but within it we strove mightily to help one another.
This is not a book about combat other than to outline the way it pivotally influenced my thoughts and my
course through life. Though I participated in the Soissons, St. Mihiel, and Meuse-Argonne campaigns, except for
certain graphic incidents that stayed in my brain I cannot write factually of either my unit’s part or my personal
role. Any attempted reconstruction would be a brick without straw.
I doubted that I could stand fire and at the same time was curious to know. Over the years since, from the study
of many men in many wars, I have concluded that anticipatory doubt is normal in the emotionally balanced male,
and the soldier who acts cocksure is the almost certain failure.
It surprised me to discover that fire of any kind did not unnerve me. I had no reflex inclination to jump, duck,
or run. From the start I learned that losing myself in my work was anxiety’s antidote. I had four and a half months
in the fire zone with three different regiments. The passage of time and repeated experiences with artillery,
machine gun, and mortar did not change me or wear me down, though to keep going I would flatten or seek cover
like any other soldier. In 1918 I was mystified about my own reaction and wanted to know more. Was it because,
being a kid, with no family responsibility and not even a girl back home, I had less to worry me than the others, or
had something that I little understood so conditioned me? Even the question reminds me that I am more
conditioned than Pavlov’s dog.
To that questioning of self I attribute the pattern of my professional career. I wanted to know if a man’s
reactions, given fair health, stayed the same. Exactly fifty years later I was under fire for the last time, for thirteen
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days running in Vietnam; I was not simply moving about in the fire zone but under bombardment of one kind or
another. Wherever I moved with my escort officer, U.S.N. Commander Billups Lodge, the well-known
commodity hit the electric fan. My reaction was no different from 1918. I had work to do and stayed with it. The
tour was exciting, not grueling.
Courage is not the word for what I am talking about. Call it ease of adjustment.
*
My qualifications had moved up two notches before the Armistice came. In midsummer I had been detailed to
the Theater Gas School at Gondrecourt to qualify as a gas defense NCO. I got to be one of those “experts” who in
later years became more irritated than amused at the mock horror with which the society and its politicos view
chemical warfare. We who were in the game did not feel that way. We had a main chance to beat poison gas if we
acted sensibly, but common sense could not neutralize a bullet or a shell shard.
Graduating with top honors and first place in the knock-off-balance game called cockfighting, I proceeded to
let the school down. My next time out at St. Mihiel I got gassed from playing wise guy. While walking through a
small valley called the Stumpf Laager not far from Thiaucourt, I could smell phosgene but figured there wasn’t
enough to hurt me; so I didn’t put on my mask. I knew better when I began retching, and then I stopped dead still
and waited for an ambulance, or else it might have killed me.
For that bit of stupidity compounded, the down payment was eight days in the hospital, and the price went still
higher some years later.
I finished the war at 11:11 A.M. on 11 November as a lieutenant of infantry\fn{ Marshall was commissioned from the
ranks and at age seventeen was the youngest commissioned officer in the AEF. } in a foxhole not far from Stenay. It was the day
that I had never expected to see. A brigade commander from the 89 th Division, Colonel J. H. Reeves, happened
along. He said:
“Young man, have you anything to drink?” I said:
“Water.” He said:
“Let us drink to it in water.”
Though the canteen stuff was chlorinated, water never before had tasted half so sweet.
At the time the last shot was fired, we who were there within kissing distance of it reckoned that all our grief
was gone with the echo, and henceforth life in the AEF would be one sweet dream.
Once one comes out of a combat situation a bit surprised and many bits overjoyed, he does not continue long
in euphoria, thanking whatever gods may be for his unconquerable soul. The satisfactions of today do not stay in
deep freeze for use tomorrow. As with the big thrill of getting done with a war, it is the same with the first
landsight of America or passage past the Statue of Liberty after long absence abroad. The overpowering surge of
emotion is felt only the first time. The climbing of any mountain thereafter cuts it to the level of a plateau, as Sir
Edmund Hillary might have discovered had he tried Everest again.
The second view from the top is never as good, and the lack of satisfaction brings an ache to the soul.
As the Sioux say, it takes more than snow to turn a black dog white. Our winter of discontent in France befell
the AEF not because of tired men sweating to get home, but due to high command blunder. The brass truly
believed, for example, that the way to maintain discipline in a combat army once it stacked arms was to resume
drilling the hell out of victorious troops. Such utter ignorance of the true nature of man within the military is not
easily excused. The time had come to relax, and general headquarters at Chaumont did not even know the
meaning of the word.
Of these undue pressures on a mighty host, I was not a victim but rather a sideline benefactor, powerless to
supply a cushion to anyone except men close to me. I learned more from my post-Armistice experience than from
all that had gone before. It was in those months that my ideas about the leading of men became fixed, and from
that period came the beliefs applied in the writing of The Armed Forces Officer and the restoration of a
demoralized Historical Division in the European Theatre of Operations (ETO) some decades later.
*
There was no GI bill for returned soldiers in 1919. The weary trooper home at last got absolutely nothing. But
if he had not completed high school, and had become too aged from the wars to return thereto with any dignity,
and especially if he had been an officer, college would admit the poor benighted bloke. In no other way might the
pearly gates have become opened to me.
Simply to get a reading of these prospects, I had visited the high school my second day home. I was saddled
and bridled, a rifle looie wearing a Sam Browne and Russian horsehide cavalry boots, bought in France from a
Cossack captain who was running out of funds with which to stable a blonde. It was very dashing. In the lobby of
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the school, I saw two of the school beauties first off and in a few minutes of conversation, counting eeny-meenyminey-mo, picked the one that I would ask to go dancing that night. Just that lightly it was done.
So we went dancing. Later I married Ruth Elstner. We were just right for one another while the orchestra
played, Vernon Castles in miniature, Veloz and Yolanda before their time. Everyone said so. Yes, we were just
right. We couldn’t miss. How idle now to look back and lament that, when two persons are so very young, it is not
only possible but natural to assume that success in that which counts above all else in life—marriage—may be
founded on the altogether superficial.
Drifting from job to job, I reminded myself only of Robert Louis Stevenson’s description of the man who
imprinted all things with his own incompetence. I tried brickmaking again, only to burn enough kilns to convince
Father and myself that I had better take to the tall timber. Employed in a mine at Bisbee, I did all right until the
price of copper hit bottom and the work force was curtailed.
*
On the morning of November 11, 1922, I stood watching an Armistice Day parade go by, my thoughts black as
night. I was workless, three thousand dollars worse than broke, and sick at heart because I could not care for my
wife and child.
Four years had passed since that foggy but otherwise utterly bright morning on the Western Front when the
guns went silent and we felt exaltation beyond expression. That memory simply mocked me as the parade passed.
My thoughts went like this:
What’s wrong with you? Not only did you make good in the war, which is the toughest game of all; you went
over with a bang. Yet as a civilian, you’re not worth a damn.
Though two days earlier I had wired Phelps Dodge Company, applying for a mining job in Tyrone, New
Mexico, I was wholly without prospect. The confidence with which I had quit the army, that I had some talent as a
writer, had swiftly withered and faded away.
Now, as the parade tailed out, something stirred. By chance only, I happened to be standing in front of the El
Paso Herald. Two minutes later I was inside, asking G. A. Martin, the managing editor, for a job.
Martin was agreeable. He said he would take me on trial as a reporter. A few minutes earlier, on the same basis,
he had hired one Nathan Lapowski, who was not without newspaper experience. There would not be permanent
room on the staff for both of us. The pay range was from twenty to forty-five dollars a week, depending on
experience.
“Mr. Martin,” I said, “I’d like to start at forty-five.”
That brought him from his chair. He waggled a finger at me and shouted:
“Are you crazy? You have just about talked yourself out of any chance to start.”
“No,” I answered him, “I’m remarkably sane at this moment. I happen to be three thousand dollars in debt and
have a family to support. If I start at twenty-five or so, my creditors will be on my neck and will be pestering you.
That will finish me. But at forty-five, I can begin paying off, and they’ll see the wisdom of easing off. If I haven’t
made good in thirty days, I’d expect to be fired. So the most you can lose is less than two hundred.”
He pondered for all of two minutes.
“It sounds like a sporting proposition. You’re on. Just don’t tell anyone what you’re making.”
“When do I start?”
“Right now.”
Hallelujah! I had become a reporter.
*
It was then noon. The home edition was already out and the staff was clearing away for lunch. Feeling like I
was walking on air, I went to the street, bolted a sandwich, and strolled over to San Jacinto Plaza, one block from
the Herald and the very heart of El Paso.
At the center of the square in those days was a well-populated and crowd-gathering alligator pond, where I
pulled up. The Mexican caretaker was cleaning the pond as I watched quite idly. Then in a twinkling it happened.
A ’gator lunged, grabbed him by the left leg and jerked it off. No screaming rent the air. The leg was wooden. I
had my first story, which made the front page of the afternoon edition, a natural as we called it in that day,
unbeatable suspense and the surprise ending. Later on the same day I was assigned to write a comic story about
the meaning of the symbols and elisions used in cattle market reports at the local brokerage offices. That first day
saw me off to a flying start.
The second day all my seniors had gone off on a big story about a maniac killer who had boarded the Southern
Pacific train bound for Los Angeles. Big stories are not for cub reporters. So it was that I got the call from a
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deputy sheriff from EI Paso who had the news of how the killer had been shot by the sheriff of Dona Ana County,
New Mexico. And it was I who managed, ignorant as I was, to get out a slightly lopsided extra—but it was the
largest-selling extra in the history of El Paso.
Other unbelievable breaks favored me during the weeks before the year ended, and I cannot honestly say that
diligence or intuitive reasoning had much to do with them. As with my much later book-writing years in and out
of the army, time and again I chanced to be the one man at the right spot next opportunity’s forelock. Though I had
ceased to be a cub in the first forty-eight hours, fate had to be extraordinarily kind to make me a veteran reporter
within two months.
My newspaper life was not unlike the political career of Cal Coolidge, for I would maintain that any literate
person pondering his autobiography must regard it as wholly illogical that he should have become president of the
United States. Consider that two months before he was hit by the lightning of the Boston police strike, his native
Vermont published an honor roll of a thousand or so of its distinguished sons. That is a large list and Vermont is a
small state.
Several blanket manufacturers and a dozen buggy whip makers made the list. Cal didn’t. His life was as if at
an early age he had been placed on a moving belt bound to deliver him to the White House. Working in a far less
consequential field, I too was unable to avoid the breaks that came my way.
Beyond doubt the beginning of style came from my lack of experience with the typewriter and the consequent
habit of thinking things out painstakingly. It is my firm belief that having a keen intellect or learning how to think
are much less important than the power of concentration whereby all that one knows about a given problem may
be brought to bear in a given moment. That holds true of newspaper work, book writing, a command job in the
military, and almost any field except waving a danger flag at the opening of a detour. The payoff is not in learning
as such but in practical and positive application.
*
My guidelines on how to build what became my writing career were handed me by one person on a very
special day. Arthur M. Lockhart was a big man in our town, president of the Rio Grande Oil Company, clubman,
sportsman, and an amateur writer with no mean talent. About one month after I had turned reporter, he came to the
office and handed me a clipping.
“Read it. I think the guy’s got something.”
The sense of that piece was that the real newspaperman is the all-around writer. He can do a better job of sports
writing if he can also write politics, and he’s superior as an editorial writer if he has handled markets, society, the
police beat, and done a humor column.
Without doubt, the principle was correct. The field was surfeited with specialists who usually limped when
they tried any other subject. Therefore the true roustabout or all-around writer was bound to be the superior
craftsman.
But in order to make money, in addition to trying for all-around excellence in news writing, a writer needed to
have certain specialties, subjects that he had mastered and could write about reasonably well.
Within the next hour on that same day I had my formula, my plan for my professional life. In foreign affairs,
instead of following the crowd and educating myself on Europe or the Pacific, I would specialize in Mexico and
the Central American states. That way, I would get a crack at a revolution more or less regularly. Finally, I would
train myself to be a military critic. The goal would necessitate much home study and the building of a special
library, but once I made it, I would have practically no competition in this country.
*
So at age twenty-two I set my course and did not thereafter look back. Several months after the talk with
Lockhart I was in Ciudad Juarez having a beer with Tad Dorgan, Hearst’s justly famous sporting cartoonist,
originator of See What The Boys in the Back Room Will Have.
“You do a slick sports column,” Tad said. “But that name’s no good. Sam Lyman Marshall. Who would
remember that?”
“That’s not my name. I shortened it when I went in the Army to cut down my signature-writing time. My full
name is Samuel Lyman Atwood Marshall.”
“Good God!” Tad yelled. “You must be dumber than I thought. Your initials spell SLAM, and you don’t realize
that’s money in the bank? It’s perfect for a sports editor. It’s perfect for anything. Nobody can forget that name.
You start using only your initials tomorrow and never change.”
I followed his advice in the next day’s paper and ever thereafter. Dorgan was right. Next to what Lockhart said,
it was the most valuable counsel ever given me. Many strange and wonderful things came of it. In World War II, I
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was the only soldier permitted on orders to travel exclusively under my initials because the commanders knew me
that way and were better prepared to receive me. In cablese it looked too sweet for words, almost devilish, coming
out Sugar Love Able Marshall.
Years later a president of the United States was responding to a talk I had just made on a night when life
peaked splendidly. This was Ike exactly ten days before he left the White House. He was being awarded the
Hoover Medal by the engineering societies of North America, and I had spoken about the magnitude of his
achievement in the European Theater. Ike arose and said:
“You may think of him as General Marshall. To the anny he will ever be known as Slam and no other name
would seem to fit. Slam, I’m glad that you didn’t tell me how big that job was while the war was on. You would
have scared the hell out of me.” …
136.99 Enter Daisy; To Her, Alexandria\fn{by Charles Cooke (1904-1977)} Cooperstown, Otsego County, New
York, U.S.A. (M) 4
At high noon on the day after the spectacularly successful New York premiere of Rise Above It!, Daisy
Darling, outwardly composed, walked into the office of Manny Rosenblatt, the show’s press agent. He greeted her
with effusive servility, but her artificially long-lashed eyes looked past him, sweeping a veiled glance around the
dusty room on the third floor of the Forty-First Street Theater, where Rise Above It! had opened the evening
before; no one else was in the room, a fact which tuned a notch higher the inner tautness with which she had been
living for the past month and which now, on the threshold of this meeting, was at its greatest tension. .
“Well, where is everybody?” she said, dropping his pudgy hand, her bright Broadway voice underlining the
vagueness of the last word. “You said noon. It’s noon, isn’t it?”
“Be here any secon’, Daisy,” he said, gallantly holding a chair for her.
“They better,” she said.
He sat down at his cluttered desk, plugged a cigar into his plausible and crafty face, and picked up a sheaf of
newspaper clippings; the tip of a dapper green handkerchief peeped out of the breast pocket of his startling backand-white-checked suit. His beady eyes darted glances at her peroxide, show-girl beauty: her too-blonde curls
whorled smartly under her jaunty hat, her furs arched opulently over her shoulder, her suit was a rich tweed, her
shoes alligator skin. Her brand-new, and well-earned, title of “The World’s Second Greatest Feminine Tap
Dancer” gave her dignity that was increased by the sober expression on her frank, open, and elegantly gotten-up
face; it was this expression, so different from her usual professional smile, that drew Manny’s repeated glances.
But she was so self-absorbed that she had already forgotten him, staring unseeingly at an alligator toe, holding
a cigarette between crimson-tipped fingers, she was grimly thinking:
“Well, let her come. Let her come!”
Manny was savoring with unreserved delight the heady elixir of unusual success that filled the room like ozone
—the “smash hit” feel, so rare on Broadway, so precious to Broadway people. She too was conscious of its
pleasant tang, but her mood was much more complex, and tentative with alert waiting.
One window was open, admitting tart air from the sunny coolness of the multicolored October city. A yellowed
ailanthus leaf on the sill, whirled there on an upward current from a scrawny metropolitan tree in the concrete
areaway below, was a lone, potent symbol of autumn.
Keeping silent for any appreciable interval caused Manny almost physical pain and, despite her sulkiness, he
began to talk.
“What you glum about, Daisy?” he said, in his usual tone of oily heartiness. “You were great last night, great!
You wowed ’em! Congratulations! And the critics this morning”— he looked down at the clippings in his hand,
then up at heaven in rapture—“did you—”
“Of course I read ’em,” she said curtly. “What do you think? And I know I was great last night—I don’t need
you to tell me that.”
He was beaming now, reassured by the beloved sound of his voice. He tapped the sheaf with a knowing finger.
“I broke into show business in 1909, when Irving Berlin’s fust song—before Alexander’s Ragtime Band, mind
you—was just coming out.. It was called Dorando. A hit then, but nobody even remembers it now.” He began to
sing softly, waving his cigar in time:
It’s no fun to lose da mon
When da son of a gun no run.
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“It was about a marathon runner,” he said, with subdued ecstasy.
She tapped her foot, not entertained. Fearful lest she might interrupt him, he hurriedly continued:
“John Drew, Louis Mann, Mrs. Fiske, Montgomery & Stone—those were the big names then.”
“So what?” said Daisy.
His smile was radiant.
“Point I want to make is: I never saw better notices—all around, I mean, for everybody—than Rise Above It!
drew. Why, I toured America and Europe as advance man for Erlanger’s original Ben Hur company, and I never
…”
Yawning, she picked a program off the corner of his desk and, as though not intending to, flicked the pages to:
Billy Gordon presents
DIRK VAN STROOCK
in a new revue
RISE ABOVE IT!
with
Daisy Darling and Alexandra Shabelevska
An Arturo Delmoni Production
As his voice poured oilily on, she stared, fascinated, at her name. Her body still ached with the fatigue of the
preceding evening’s concert-pitch performance for the New York critics and a glittering New York first night
audience, but the sight of her name there was a little shock of delight. It wasn’t in capital letters, like Dirk Van
Stroock’s, but it was there: she was at last a Broadway star. Ten years it had taken, but she’d got there—she
reviewed the familiar details of her most deeply-rooted emotional satisfaction, to keep her eyes and mind from
straying to the hated name to the right of hers—she’d got there, and she had nobody to thank but herself.
Her life marched quickly through her brain as she stared down at the program, flicking cigarette ash on the
carpet. Her childhood in Union City, N. J., daughter of Jim Daller, garage owner. Her school days, “Dizzy Daisy,”
always the life of the party, who danced better than any other girl in the city, who spent all her money on jazz
records and played them for hours on a little phonograph in her room, stirred to the depths, her spine tingling and
feet tapping as she listened to the sophisticated complexity of drum rhythms, the exciting blare of worldly
trumpets, the syrupy sweetness of saxophone choirs. The magic gods of jazz, named on the records and pored
over, but awe-compelling and unapproachable on their far, cloud-wrapped Olympus of Hot and Sweet: Duke
Ellington, Paul Whiteman, Louis Armstrong, Noble Sissle, The Cotton Pickers. The flight to New York at
eighteen, lining up with a hundred others at a Shubert “call”\fn{ The Shubert Theater, long a mainstay on the Vaudville
Circuit of theaters.} for chorus girls, taken on though she could only Charleston. The chorine years, her name now
Daisy Darling, years that taught her the routine chorus steps and finally bored and discouraged her. The night she
saw Bill Robinson\fn{Bill “Bojangles” Robinson (1878-1949) American tap dancer and entertainer .} dance at the Palace, and
knew, amazed, that she felt rhythm the way he felt it and something happened in her soul and she began studying
tap every morning, practicing hours and hours. The frightened day she searched out Bill himself and danced for
him and wept for joy when she got back to the room she shared with Maizie because he had grinned and said
“You got what it takes, girlie!” and corrected her and showed her two new breakdowns and told her to come back.
The extra bits out of the chorus line in the next show. The longer solo routine in the next. Always the practice, the
practice, the practice. Then the unbelievable night, four months ago, when the brilliant young Delmoni saw her
from out front (tipped off by Bill) and came backstage afterward and signed her up for the second lead in the new
revue starring the great Dirk Van Stroock, which he was then casting.
She sighed.
That was the high watermark. Her pure, undiluted delight in this real success, with its accompanying
Hollywood offers and Central Park West duplex lasted only during the first four rehearsal weeks, then, just as she
had perfected her marvelous new tap dance for the next to the last number, it had happened. And ever since, the
sunshine of her satisfaction had been dappled with shadow and that curious tautness inside her had never relaxed.
The affected, arty, stuffed-shirt hussy! And that name—enough to make a horse laugh. Out there wiggling her
body, screwing up her face, running around in circles, jumping up and down—anybody could do that. But did she
have any remote conception (could she have?) of the years of work, work, work that were necessary to raise a tap
dancer to the top? Not to speak of the talent, the real talent, that had to go with it.
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And what was she? A foreigner—just a foreigner. Why didn’t she go back where she came from?
Daisy frowned, threw her cigarette out the window. Only a minute had elapsed. “Now you take the first
reviews of Chu Chin Chow or Chocolate Dandies,” Manny was saying, self-hypnotized.
The elevator door clicked, down the hall, and Manny leaped up and rushed across the room just in time to bow
and smirk as Alexandra Shabelevska entered. He did not introduce the two, assuming that of course they had met;
as it happened, however, though the two saw each other backstage several times during every performance and
though each preoccupied the other’s thoughts more than any other one person, they never had met, nor had they
ever exchanged a single word. Their eyes flashed a momentary contact now—each waiting for the other to speak
first—and the invisible electric arc that silently crackled across the sunny room penetrated even the tough hide of
Manny’s professional aplomb; their eyes parted, no word spoken, and Alexandra sat down languidly on the chair
he had placed for her opposite Daisy.
“Congratulations, Alexandra,” he said feebly, sitting at his desk and picking up the sheaf of clippings again.
“Sank you,” she said, in a Slavic accent, setting Daisy’s teeth on edge. She placed a long Russian cigarette in a
long ivory holder and lighted it, leaning back in her chair, apparently absolutely self- possessed but as taut, inside,
as Daisy. She wore a simple, loose, black dress, which emphasized, by half concealing, the sinuous, panther-like
beauty of her skilled and intellectual body; a dull black Russian toque perched at a faintly impertinent angle on
her head, harmonizing with the absolute black of her lush, tightly combed hair; scented smoke curled in wreaths
before her alabaster face and its perfect Tartar features, its pursed carmine lips, its big black eyes, pensive but
glinting with satisfaction that she had not arrived first.
Manny cleared his throat, looking from one to the other of the two stars.
“Boys’ll be here any secon’ now,” he said, glancing at his wrist watch, which stated three minutes after twelve,
“and we’ll get the interview and picture in no time and you can both go—I know Arturo called a two o’clock
rehearsal and you’ve neither of you had your lunch yet I suppose?”
There was a stony silence.
“I thought not,” he said jovially.
Suddenly a floodgate of ideas opened in his brain, a press agent’s pride in a publicity coup. He rubbed his
pudgy hands ecstatically, puffing with new vigor on his cigar, thrilled by the contemplation of his genius and
(secondarily) by the aura of success in which they were all immersed, the certainty of a long, fat run.
“Front page of the World-Tribune tomorrow,” he chortled; “parallel stories on both of you under a two-column
photograph posed together!

THE DANCING STARS OF BILLY GORDON’S NEW REVUE
“That’s to be the scarehead. Why, it’s a press agent’s dream! The front page of the—by the Lord Harry, there
hasn’t been such a publicity wow since the midget sat on Morgan’s knee! And if I do say it there’s not a p.a. in
this town but me could have closed it. I imagine Dirk won’t exactly like it, he’s so touchy anyway and he feels
this is really his show, but it’s too good a chance to pass by. And Golly knows you rate it—your work is
sensational … sensational … I’ll talk to him about it, he’ll be all right.”
Daisy and Alexandra actually exchanged a fleeting glance at Manny’s mention of Dirk Van Stroock, united
emotionally on this one point. But they looked quickly away when he bracketed their work: Daisy took out
another cigarette and lighted it with elaborate unconcern; Alexandra’s sloe eyes rested thoughtfully on nothing for
a few seconds.
A queer place to have ended up after all these years of intense, unremitting labor, after all her dreams of
becoming an important ballerina in the great world of the real ballet. Yet there were the ineluctable facts of last
night’s thunderous applause; the wholehearted appreciation of her most subtle and careful work by a New York
revue audience; the weekly salary that was still incredible but enabled her to live comfortably at last and send
startlingly large checks to her sister Irina, who had been living so meagerly in Paris for years—very tangible
compensations, these, for the pricks her conscience sometimes gave her for leaving her second-string, modestsalaried job with the Monte Carlo Ballet Russe for this Broadway work, compensation even for being forced to
give a joint interview with a mere tap dancer, who hated her and whom she hated.
A queer fate for a daughter of wealthy Russian parents who had packed her and Irina off to Paris before the
Revolution, had lost all their land and money in a counter revolution, and then had been killed. Was this the
twenty-two-year-old embodiment of the girl of eight to twelve who, because of her remarkable talent, had studied,
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free, with Olga Preobajenska in Paris—hard, clean, astringent years? Who had been thrilled by watching, and
humbly taking part in, the ballet’s glamorous culture of complex music and complex movement? Who had been
stirred to the depths by the names of the magic gods of that world—Diaghilev, Nijinsky, Fokine, Bakst,
Stravinsky, Karsavina—and had seen a few of them in the flesh? Who had worked and practiced harder than any
other pupil Olga ever had and had finally left her to join an obscure Parisian ballet troupe which quickly failed,
catapulting her by a lucky chance into the Monte Carlo Ballet Russe, which shortly afterward came to America?
Who, talented but young and inexperienced, wounded by the greater abilities and thrusting ambitions of the
troupe’s other members, had turned her own ambition to cutting through the jungle of other wills-to-success. Who
studied native American dances, rhythms, superstitions, and costumes, haunting the Metropolitan Museum when
she was in New York, taking armfuls of books with her when the troupe toured? Who worked out a remarkable act
to the last detail, her throat choking with awe and ecstasy at her own ingenuity and creative skill as it began at last
to emerge? Who asked for, and got, an audition with Delmoni when Rise Above It! had only two more rehearsal
weeks ahead of it? Who was embraced, when she finished, by the impulsive young designer-director, into whose
fertile and versatile brain a hundred ideas rushed for stunningly elaborating this amazing nucleus into an electric
next-to-the-last act, moving Daisy’s tap routine back one place from that coveted position?
Alexandra had only half finished the cigarette which she had lighted when she sat down; Daisy had taken a
second puff on hers.
The Russian looked at the American across the smoke-blued room: so this was the girl she hadn’t even noticed
at rehearsals until her ostentatious resentment and hostility and contempt forced her to and drew her reluctantly
into the long, covert warfare they had been waging. Well, her loud street clothes fitted her work—that funny
inartistic stance, while heels and toes clattered a terrific din, that set, foolish grin, those breathless, ecstatic, idiot
exclamations of “Ho de ho!” and “Ra cha chat” punctuating the orchestra’s vulgar screech. She could understand
Daisy’s—that was her name, wasn’t it?—dislike of losing her penultimate position to another, but her new place
was excellent, too, and her success last night had been tremendous. As great as her own, Alexandra admitted to
herself—but such flippant, superficial, easy work! She thought with satisfaction of her own skill, her whole body
trained by years of unremitting effort until it had the strength of steel, the resiliency of rubber, the virtuosity, in
every muscle, of a concert pianist’s fingers and wrists.
Manny, on the brink of speech again, had spread out the clippings In front of him, his ample, unsuspecting
nose just above the exact center of the impalpable rope which was sustained, motionless, in equilibrium, between
Daisy and Alexandra by the sum of their tug-of-war yanks: the rush for the best “second star” dressing-room in
Boston and in New York (won once by Daisy, once by Alexandra); the subsequent battle for the most elaborate
dressing-room decoration (same score); Daisy in the wings at Alexandra’s climax one Boston night calling 'that's
art!” loudly; Alexandra in the wings at Daisy’s climax the next night laughing a silvery, searing laugh; Daisy, the
next night, spoiling Alexandra’s opening by taking an extra bow after the curtain had already swung back on the
African setting; Alexandra’s complaint to Delmoni and Delmoni’s rebuke to Daisy; then last night …
“Not quite five after,” Manny said, “they’ll be here any—sorry there’s this little—I know how busy you both
…”
His voice trailed off, then rose confidently again:
“Listen to the lead-off for the big rave-notices ad we’re putting in tomorrow's papers.” His eyes darted from
clipping to clipping.
“‘Season’s first sure-fire musical success … this column’s idea of the perfect happy-go-lavish revue … Dirk
Van Stroock, Dutch-American nabob of pantomimists and singing comedians, at his top-notch best … faststepping, melodious, beautifully costumed and staged, with Mynheer Van Stroock displaying a hundred new
treasures in his astounding repertoire of quippy songs and antic buffoonery.’”
He looked triumphantly from one face to the other; a question mark hovered over each.
“Got good news for you,” he prattled on, answering the silent question: “Billy told me to give each of you a
paragraph of the best lines you drew.”
Two blonde and two brunette eyes brightened with pleasure but no word was spoken. Manny gave a florid,
preparatory cough and continued:
“This is what I’m taking for you, Daisy:
Brilliant new feminine tapster whose work is second only to that of Eleanor Powell … exciting is the word for Miss
Darling’s rhythmic Wuddy Wuddy Woo number, which she expertly taps out to ultra-modern jazz in front of a Leger-like
backdrop by Delmoni … we were much moved by this brilliant newcomer’s refreshing variant of the ancient up-and-
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down-the-ladder routine: for her finale, the cubistic pattern of the modem mural behind her moved right out of its frame
and onto the stage and she tapped intricately up one crazy side to the dizzy e and down the other in what Jimmy
Durante would call a terrifical finish.

“Say, that’s okey-doke,” said Daisy, betrayed into enthusiasm, but immediately lowering her voice for:
“Why, I guess that’ll be all right.”
Manny had already turned to the other:
“And here's what I have lifted for you, Alexandra:
A superb ballet artist with the jaw-breaking monnicker of Alexandra Shabelevska provides a splendid solo dance of
stylized native African temper, listed as Kykunkor, The Witch Woman … this young Russian’s wizard witch dance in
Delmoni’s sombrely magnificent African setting, with only the complicated rhythms of a native drummer for
accompaniment, was (to these old eyes, ballet-bilious heretofore) a mounting, tingling triumph … keep your eye on La
Shabelevska, the classic-minded hoofer who has deigned to terp in this swanky musical.

Manny gurgled with self-esteem.
“Took that last from Variety’s review of the Boston opening,” he said, “makes a snappy conclusion, don't you
—”
Before she could answer, the elevator door clicked again and a reporter and photographer stampeded down the
hall into the autumn room.
*
Next morning, the readers of the New York World-Tribune were edified by a front page interview with Daisy
Darling and Alexandra Shabelevska. In the large photograph which topped the interesting reading matter, they
smilingly posed with arms affectionately entwined, staring straight at each other with absolute incomprehension.
136.103 A Pair Of Shoes\fn{by Max White (1906-

)} Auburn,

Cayuga County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 3

Gil stood under the shady plane trees in the circle around the Alcala Gate. Presently he began to walk up and
down, and then he stood still again. He was at his daily work of begging. A man came along and put a copper into
the pocket of Gil’s blue denim jacket. Gil had no arms and so could not have done so himself.
“God will pay it back to you,” Gil assured the man. Then he continued his pacing up and down beneath the
plane trees. Presently a woman came by with her little daughter and gave the girl a copper to put into Gil’s pocket.
This the child did shyly and then ran back to her mother who said,
“Poor man, without arms, and so young too.” They went on around the circle and disappeared up in the
direction of the bullring.
Gil continued his pacing, pausing from time to time to look to see who was coming towards him and to judge
from whom it would be profitable to beg. He thrust his plight upon the notice of as many people as he could, but
when there were a great many passing at once, it was impossible to speak to them all and he had to be able to pick
the most apt to take pity on him.
Thus the morning passed and Gil was not making a fortune though there had been several people that gave him
small coins. Then he began to feel hungry and hoped his wife would not be long in coming with his dinner. He
continued pacing up and down.
A man put a cigarette into Gil’s mouth and lighted it for him. Gil puffed contentedly though he knew that some
people seeing a beggar with a cigarette would not feel called upon to contribute to his support. He smoked it
hurriedly nevertheless for it was nearly time for his wife to come and he knew, if she saw him with a cigarette,
that she would scold him very hard.
He had just dropped it from his mouth and stamped it out wistfully with his foot when Marta came from the
side of the Retiro bearing a dish in a paper bag. He watched her come around the circle and not until she was near
did he pretend to be hard at work begging. Marta was short sighted.
“How much have you made this morning?” she asked as she came up to Gil. This was always her first
question.
“Take the money out and count it,” answered Gil. “I don’t know how much there is.”
“You should keep track as it is given to you.”
“I can’t always see what the coin is. Sometimes there is more than one.”
“You should keep track.”
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“It doesn’t matter. You count it. And give me my dinner. I’m hungry.”
“Always thinking about yourself. What about me and the children? If you would only think of us once in a
while instead of about yourself. And how many cigarettes have you had this morning?”
“Only one. That’s not much.”
“‘That's not much.’ How you talk. If you would refuse cigarettes you would get money instead.”
“I want my dinner.”
They sat down on a bench facing the gateway and Marta took the coins from Gil’s pocket. She counted them.
Gil had had a fairly good morning.
“A bad morning,” said Marta.
“How much?” asked Gil.
“Not much. It’s to be hoped you have a better afternoon.”
So saying Marta took a spoon from the pocket of her black apron and started to feed her husband who seized
the thick bean soup avidly between his lips.
“Don’t gulp your food so, man. You’ll be sick and then what will we do?”
“I’d like to be sick for a few days. I’m tired of begging.”
“I suppose you’d like to lie in bed mornings and ride around the city in a big car.”
“Sure I’d like it. The first thing I’d do is to get those shoes I told you about. The ones I saw in a store in the
calle de Toledo. The fine ones in two kinds of leather. What beautiful shoes. They would look well on my feet too.
I have very fine feet,” said Gil extending his feet in front of him and admiring their slenderness and the way the
instep arched even in the wretched dirty white espadrilles he was wearing.
“What vanity,” said Marta thrusting a spoonful of soup into Gil’s mouth. “Isn’t it enough that you had clean
socks this morning and that I washed your feet for you?”
“Yes,” answered Gil. But he thought he was entitled to be vain about his feet since he had no arms to make him
happy as did other men.
Marta had finished giving Gil his bean soup now and she spoke to him severely:
“Don’t come home early again tonight the way you did last night. We need every bit you can earn. You’ve got
a family, remember. I can’t have you loafing.”
“I work longer than any other man in Madrid. Isn’t that enough for you?”
“If I were only a cripple I’d show you how to make money begging. You don’t realize your good fortune in
having no arms.”
“Shut up, you bitch. Take your dish and go home. Get along now.”
Marta thrust the dish hurriedly back into the paper bag and left at once going around the circle towards the
Retiro. Gil muttered to himself:
“The bitch. Thinks it’s luck to have no arms. I might have been a bullfighter if I had had arms. I could have
worn the pigtail and fine clothes and all the women would have been crazy about me. 1f I only had arms. The
bitch. I’d show her what it is to have a husband she couldn’t be sure of. People say beggars are rich, that they own
big houses and automobiles and drink coffee after their dinner. I’d rather have even one arm than all those things
together and I haven’t even that. I’ll pray to the Virgin to kill the bitch. Holy Mary, I’ll say, please give Marta a
fever, a bad fever, I’ll say to the blessed Virgin. Women stand together, though. Maybe saint Teresa would do it.
She wouldn’t like a woman that was hard on her man. I’ll pray to saint Teresa.”
Just then a man came along and thrust a coin into Gil’s pocket. This brought him to his feet for he stood up
suddenly realizing he had not been at work and wishing to thank the man. The man was wearing handsome well
polished shoes, and as he disappeared down around the corner towards Cibeles, Gil looked after him enviously.
His own soiled espadrilles looked very shabby to him.
There were not many people passing around the circle now for it was the early part of the afternoon and much
too warm to permit anyone not obliged to be about to leave his cool quarters behind drawn blinds. Ordinarily this
condition was agreeable to Gil but this afternoon, under the spur of Marta’s views on how to exploit a misfortune,
he felt a need of making more than his usual earnings. A plan was being born within him though as yet he had no
consciousness of it. Temptation was weaving a snare.
Shortly after four o’clock the streets became more animated. Gil was begging with quiet despair. No one was
giving him anything. A man wished to give Gil a cigarette but he refused it saying he did not smoke. So the man
went on and never left a centivo in place of the cigarette. Gil was watching the feet of the passers-by. Almost
without exception they were wearing fine shoes that were well polished. Gil thought however that he had seen no
shoes so beautiful as those in the store window in the calle de Toledo.
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Presently the shoes in the store window in the calle de Toledo began to appear so desirable to Gil that he left
off begging with the intensity of a few minutes before and as he spoke to people he looked at their feet to see
whether they were by any chance wearing shoes as fine as those he coveted. No one was. This pleased him so
much that when more people began to give him money he did not even notice.
Gradually Gil was coming to the idea that by one means or another he must possess the beautiful shoes of the
calle de Toledo. This he knew to be impossible. The only way of ever having twelve pesetas to spend on a pair of
shoes would be to win a lottery and he had never been even rich enough to buy a ticket for one.
But fate has a few cruel tricks left and these are reserved, so it seems, for the especial benefit of the
unfortunate.
Gil had just been making an estimate of the amount he had taken in since Marta left with his morning’s
earnings. He thought he might have about three pesetas at the very most, and he considered he had perhaps not
done badly after all. Still he was far from happy. He felt miserable about not having any arms and wondered
whether Saint Teresa would really intervene and cause Marta to have a fever.
There was confusion in his mind between his infirmity and Marta’s avarice. Had anyone asked him suddenly
how he had lost his arms he would have said Marta had had something to do with it. But still he had his beautiful
feet though no shoes that were appropriate to adorn and protect them. He felt the only thing that would console
him for his misfortune would be the shoes from the calle de Toledo.
And if the unkindest trick of fate is to give us our wishes exactly as we have conceived them, then Gil that hot
summer afternoon was surely a victim of capricious destiny.
A card game that had been going on all night in a café nearby broke up and the players came out into the
sunlight blinking and irritable. All irritable save one. He had won all the stakes. The players climbed into a taxi,
all except the winner. The winner, present possessor of nearly three thousand pesetas, came walking past Gil and
offered him a cigarette. Gil said he did not smoke. The gambler knew better and so he gave him two five peseta
pieces instead and walked on towards his destination. Gil stood staring after the gambler saying,
“He’s crazy, He must be crazy, Christ he must be crazy, I’ll get the shoes.”
And so quickly had Gil’s temptation taken form with the possibility of satisfying it that he started at once for
the calle de Toledo without further thought. It was barely six o’clock but Gil walked hurriedly as though he were
expected somewhere and already late. Through the busy streets where people were walking after the heat of the
afternoon and into the populous quarter of Madrid where the myriad little people lead their close-pressed lives Gil
went hurrying and came to the store where the beautiful shoes were to be had. He went in. He told the clerk to try
the shoes on him. They fitted him and he said,
“Reach into my pocket. You will find the money there.”
The man took the two duros and a fistful of small coins from Gil’s pocket and counted out the price of the
shoes. He put the rest back into Gil’s pocket. Gil said he would wear the shoes away so the clerk made a package
of his dirty espadrilles and looped the string over a button on Gil’s blue denim coat.
Out in the street again Gil began to walk slowly and proudly towards where he lived not far from the church of
San Francisco.
The new shoes were very fine. Their light tan and dark brown leather glowed with a rare sheen and Gil thought
he had never seen better shod feet than his own. In the contemplation of such beauty he forgot he had no arms,
forgot Marta, forgot he was not the equal of any man.
But there was a flaw in Gil’s happiness. He had not been walking long in the new shoes when he realized that
he was going towards where he lived and he thought of Marta once more. The possibility of obtaining his wish
had come so suddenly and unexpectedly that he had hurried to make his purchase and never paused to think of
Marta’s displeasure. Now he was beginning to foresee unpleasant consequences.
Still he had to admit that, rash though his act had been, it was good to have well shaped feet in handsome
shoes. And as he walked along he looked at the shoes of others and thought there were none so fine as his. Even
the bootblacks did not propose to shine his shoes for him so evident was the completeness of their perfection. And
Gil wondered at this for he knew they are always anxious to earn a few more coppers even on shoes that can
scarcely be improved by their attentions. So finally when a bootblack asked him to let him shine his shoes he
consented. He was proud to have the man admire his well shod feet. Gil told him to take some money from his
pocket. When the bootblack had been paid there was little left of his day’s earnings.
Now Gil began to feel very bad that he had dissipated so much money for vanity. And now he no longer looked
at the feet of the passers-by, nor even at his own. He walked more slowly and wondered what he would say to
Marta when he got home. She would scold him and this time he would not call her bitch for he knew her
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complaint would be a just one.
Gil was not far from home now and he began to cast about in his mind for some excuse to give Marta. He
could find none and he walked more and more slowly. Then he knew he could never face her wearing the pair of
new shoes. And he did not know what to do.
But by the time he reached the church he had made a decision. He stood still in the street waiting until the right
person came along. Presently a man came by who was Gil’s size.
“Do you want to buy a pair of shoes cheap?” Gil asked the stranger.
The man paid no attention to Gil but continued on his way.
“Do you want to buy a pair of shoes cheap?” Gil asked another man. “I will sell these shoes at a great loss to
myself.”
The man paid no attention. It was nearly a half hour before a man looked at the shoes and said,
“What’s wrong with them?”
“Nothing,” said Gil. “I just bought them a little while ago. See, the soles aren’t worn,” he said lifting a foot. “I
want to sell them. They’re not becoming to me.”
“How much?”
“Four pesetas,” answered Gil.
“I’ll give you three if they fit me.”
The two men sat down on the curbstone and the stranger took the shoes from Gil’s feet and tried them on. They
fitted him. He gave Gil three pesetas in small change. Gil said:
“Will you undo this package and put my old shoes on for me?”
The man looked reluctant to perform this service and then he did as Gil had asked. He got up and walked away
carrying under his arm his own old shoes wrapped up in the paper from Gil’s espadrilles. He looked pleased with
his new purchase.
Gil looked after him as he walked down the street. Then he got up and started for home. In his pocket were
three pesetas in small change and a few coppers from his begging. Now he knew Marta would not scold him
much, but he was sad again and minded not having arms like other men.
161.84 Excerpt from The House Was Quiet And The World Was Calm\fn{by Helen Bevington (1906-2001)} Afton,
Chenango County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 11
“It is not Eden,” said Jonathan Daniels about the state of North Carolina, thus gallantly yielding a point. I
would make the same concession: it is not Eden. When I came in my thirties to live in North Carolina, it was a
distant and alien land—the South—where I had never been or wanted to be. No ancestor of mine was born here or
buried in this ground. None presumably set foot here, except those sent down to subdue the rebels. They fought on
the Yankee side.
Yet one of its towns is named Welcome, another Hearts-ease. Charity greets you in its name. So does Whynot,
N.C. When Lord Cornwallis passed by in an April spring during an earlier war, on his way to defeat at Yorktown,
he called North Carolina “a damned hornet’s nest.” That is not a typical view. It is generally agreed to have better
manners, a temperate, hospitable state of tobacco barns and chinaberry trees, red clay and hot sun, cardinals and
mockingbirds, black-eyed peas and hush puppies, with its own history of heroes like Andrew Johnson and
evangelist Billy Graham, its own fame as the birthplace of the airplane, Virginia Dare, and Whistler’s mother—all
three of whom have miraculously survived their birth. The flying machine, airborne on the Outer Banks in 1903,
continues to fly. Virginia Dare, who at nine days old disappeared from the face of the earth in 1587, is now
performing nightly in The Lost Colony. Whistler’s mother became an Arrangement in Grey and Black, No. 1 in
1872.
Out in the western hills, they still play the dulcimer. They take snuff and a few handle rattlesnakes at revival
meetings. Till recently we had “white supremacy” and Jim Crow: whites, blacks, and Cherokee Indians.
I came during yet another war, the worst so far, World War II, in a real sense fleeing a threatened city and (as if
one could) a threatened planet. The American forces were fighting the Japanese on Guadalcanal, Hitler had
launched a desperate offensive against Stalingrad, when on an August morning in 1942 we jumped into the car
and drove away from one lifetime in New York, B. and I, with the two boys in the back seat and a feeling of
narrow escape in our hearts. How many lives had we left to live? New York was peaceless, a city to unlearn. The
war had taught us to expect calamity.
As we crossed the George Washington Bridge to New Jersey looking back on a clear day at the downtown
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skyscrapers, not yet bombed but perishable, the fate of these steel pinnacles as targets written in the sky, I thought
of George S. Kaufman’s .line:
“They say there’ll be palm trees someday where the Empire State Building is.”
New York and we were still intact and vertical, thank God, and about to part.
I sat in the front seat beside B., holding the road map and a book of coupons issued for gas rationing. We had
five hundred miles to go to a new existence and barely enough gasoline stamps to take us there. We might be
stranded halfway. Somewhere in New Jersey B. made a sharp turn to the right.
“Stop, you’re on the wrong road!” I cried. “Where on earth are you going?”
“I saw a sign back there to Princeton,” he said.
“Princeton!” I said. “Darling, they don’t want us at Princeton. You’ve been hired to teach at Duke, remember?
Duke University. It’s in North Carolina.”
“I know, I remember.”
“Well, turn around then. You’re using up precious gas. You’re going in the wrong direction!”
“I want the boys to see Princeton.”
“Why, heaven forbid?”
“It has a beautiful campus.” At that I began to yell.
“Stop the car! I mean it, stop the car!”
“What’s the matter with you?”
“I’m getting out.”
“Where do you think you’re going?”
“I’m going to walk to North Carolina.”
So we backed around, and later there was another hassle over a side trip to visit Thomas Jefferson and the
University of Virginia. By evening we drove up Main Street, Durham, seeking a university of our own, a white
house as well—one we had rented yesterday sight unseen by telephone from New York.
We found the house first, a small white frame cottage in Tuscaloosa Forest, an outskirt beyond the city limits.
Trees sheltered it and green thoughts, a grove of hickories and loblolly pines, with a redbud tree beside the
kitchen door.
I had never seen a dwelling so obviously benign, a genial house, well-circumstanced, though the cellar was
damp enough that crayfish swam in its calm waters. The reason for its indulgent air was plain: it was psychic. It
had precognition and ether waves. An earlier owner had been J.B. Rhine, the parapsychologist at Duke, who left
behind an aura of extrasensory perception.
To my knowledge there were no actual hovering ghosts or apparitions. During the four years we lived in the
house we had nothing to call a psychic experience or visitation, not being receptive to wraiths. But the
extrasensory perception testing cards left behind, scattered under the radiators or the kitchen linoleum, gave one a
peculiar sense of mind over matter, of divination, even of grace. Besides, the man next door turned out to be a
man named Love.
Mr. Love knocked at the door on our arrival to offer his help to get us through the night. What we needed was
Love.
“I’m Love,” he said modestly, unaware of the broad admission he had made. We hadn’t counted on meeting
love in the flesh, not so soon, but there he stood—a tall, shy, dark-haired man with a benevolent stoop, polka-dot
tie, and Southern accent, who worked understandably enough for the power company. His first name was
Roderick.
“It’s Love,” I said, “we’re looking for.”
“Yes, ma’am,” he said.
The unlocked house was empty save for fifty cardboard cartons of our thousand books. They had been shipped
to the University and delivered with dispatch that afternoon. The sight of them distressed Love, not an academic
himself but more of a romantic, not convinced as the University clearly was that man can live by books alone.
Love’s other name was Charity. For our bed of roses, Love even furnished the bed. Excusing himself he hurried
over home and returned with two folding cots, blankets, and a gentle Mrs. Love bearing neighborly solicitude. We
had come empty-handed to a strange land, but in North Carolina we had found Love.
They lent us dishes, and for the next two weeks we lived without furniture or household goods, since ours had
vanished, disappeared without a trace somewhere en route. The war was to blame. It accounted for every shortage
or mischance (“There’s a war on, you know”), whether the milkman came late or one had lost a furniture van with
one’s worldly possessions. I didn’t mind. I hoped they were permanently lost. It was good to keep house, a
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clairvoyant house, with nothing in it but bare floors, echoing rooms, and plenty of books to read sitting on the
grass.
I was startled by the serenity, fit for such a house. Maybe it was hypnotic with occult powers, mystic but not
spooked. I listened to the overtones of quiet, trying to grow used to so unnatural a thing as peace of mind, as time
for living.
*
In early September the two boys went up the road a mile to the county school with the charming name of Hope
Valley (somehow confused in my memory with Happy Valley, a town in Nevada whose welcoming sign that you
pass on the highway says:
HAPPY VALLEY.
No services available.

Philip, nine, and David, eleven, started with the same kind of welcome. Because of the difference between a
rural Southern school and the only one they had known, the Barnard School in New York, they were well in
advance of the students in these large classes. They had looked forward without a qualm to public school in North
Carolina. After a day in the seventh grade at Hope Valley, David asked if he could wear overalls and go barefoot.
He was urgent about it.
“Why?” I asked.
“To look like the other kids.”
“You look all right to me. Do the boys in your class wear overalls?”
“The farm boys do.”
The next day he came home beaten up, his face bruised and lips swollen, his clothes dirty and torn. I minded
most his frown of bewilderment, the way he stared at nothing. He threw down his books and his chin trembled.
“Tell me,” I said.
“During recess. They hit me in the face and knocked me down. That wasn’t so bad, everybody gets socked, but
my whole class stood there laughing, all the girls too. They made a circle around me, and every time a girl got a
chance she pinched me and kicked me. It was my whole class! Nobody took my side.”
His voice was incredulous.
“I didn’t have a single friend.”
“What about your teacher?”
“Miss Morris? She was probably watching out the window laughing her head off.”
“But, David, it doesn’t make sense. Why did it happen? What made them do it to you?”
“They hate me,” he said.
“Why, why should they hate you?”
“They told me. I’m a Yankee, that’s why. They don’t want me down here. They hate damnyankees.”
“You needn’t go back,” I said. “We’ll find another school.”
“I’ll go back,” he said.
So that was how it was in the South, love and hate together, like any community in the world. It was
standardized, the same old fifty-fifty ratio: one horse, one rabbit.
*
I spent my time that fall, while the hickory trees changed to roofs of gold, writing verse and putting up
curtains. On the day the piano tuner came, I was writing a piece about Mr. Love and finishing the curtains for the
bathroom.
He was a blind piano tuner, who found his way to our house by bus. While he brought the Knabe up to pitch in
the living room, I went to the bathroom, climbed onto the toilet seat, from there to the window sill to hang the
curtains. The rod was just beyond reach. As I stood on tiptoe straining with both arms lifted, I listened to him,
thinking not of his blindness but of his hearing, the acutely sensitive ears of which he had boasted. I wished my
ears were attuned to hearing the right notes, to writing verses about Mr. Love or even love itself. I wished I had
good ears. And a delicate tongue. .
My foot slipped off the narrow sill. Losing my balance I fell backward, screaming as I went, striking the toilet
seat with a clatter and landing with a thud on my bottom on the tile floor. The bathroom curtains covered my head
like a shroud.
“Holy, holy, holyl” I groaned, badly shaken up and jolted.
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Louder groans came from the door as the frightened piano tuner groped his way in, wringing his hands, his
face a picture of horror.
“Oh, lady!” he cried. “I heard a terrific crash in here. Speak to me, lady. Are you hurt? Have you gone and
killed yourself?” I laughed to reassure him.
“It’s nothing. No harm done.”
He stood silent, cocking his head to listen, then heaved a deep sigh.
“You don’t know what hell I go through,” he said. “A blind man alone in the house with a woman, it’s doubledistilled hell. You hear an awful ruckus, hollering or rattling of pans, and you don’t know what they’re up to
next.”
“I’m sorry.”
“What happened? Didn’t something fall just now?”
“Yes,” I said. “I did. I fell off the toilet seat.”
He scowled, trying to visualize the scene.
“Pardon me,” he said hastily and backed out.
*
A second verse that autumn, Tar Heel, had to do with the local Dukes. The best line in it, the most impassioned
I ever wrote, went straight to the heart of the matter:
My God, the Dukes are everywhere!

However poetical the language, nothing could have been more true. The Dukes were with us in millions and in
monument, in the air we breathed. They were in the tobacco smell, the Duke Power Company, Duke Memorial
Methodist Church, Duke University, Duke Hospital, Duke Street, Cigarette Street, Duke Forest, the Duke
Homestead, the Sarah P. Duke Gardens, the Washington Duke Hotel—in our minds and lives, forever
commanding the scene. This was Duke, North Carolina, and I marveled that the town had been too stubborn to
change its name. It may have figured it was here first.
Yet Durham had no ante-bellum history, no Old South aristocracy of pillared colonial mansions, cotton
plantations, and scattered magnolia blossoms. It had barely an existence till the Civil War ended and two events
brought unexpected glory to a hangdog settlement of twenty houses, a general store, a tobacco factory, and two
saloons.
The War itself ended here—four miles up the road in Mr. Bennett’s farmhouse—when General Johnston
surrendered to General Sherman seventeen days after Lee surrendered to Grant (eleven days after the death of Mr.
Lincoln), thus bringing about the final collapse of the Confederacy. The War was lost here. Or else it was won, a
nation indivisible. Either way you said it, North Carolina had suffered greatly. Nearly one hundred battles or
skirmishes were fought on her soil. Her losses in battle exceeded those of any other state, her poverty was intense.
In the same year, 1865, Washington Duke returned home from that war with fifty cents to his name and two blind
mules.
To start life over at forty-six in a ruined place, with the help of his three sons (Brodie, Ben, and Buck) he made
and peddled by wagon drawn by blind mules a smoking tobacco called fancifully, with a fine ring of irony, Pro
Bono Publico. It was the rival of Bull Durham. It came from the flue-cured, brightleaf tobacco grown in this
countryside, the golden leaf that gleamed into tobacco factories, warehouses, and gold dollars for the Dukes,
notably for James B. (Buck), the youngest, most enterprising son.
The daring idea occurred to young Buck Duke of making cigarettes—virtually unknown in America before the
Civil War—and, though he despised them himself, of persuading his fellow countrymen to smoke them by the
billion. Single-handed, you might say, he gave Americans a taste for self-destruction, changing them into a nation
of hooked cigarette smokers.
The poor South. Already guilty of slavery, it became guilty of cigarettes. There were the scaremongers even
then who feared these coffin nails and believed tobacco mortally dangerous to health. Others as staunch in support
declared that, if breathed into the lungs, it preserved life by destroying the germs of fever and miasma. It
lengthened one’s days through contentment. It cured headache. When I was a child, I remember, one of the
sideshow freaks at the circus would be touted as a cigarette addict, a living skeleton. While he sat on the platform
and chain-smoked, we gazed open-mouthed, looking at death in his thin white set face.
“He won’t live the week out,” the barker said.
*
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From this glittering fortune rose Duke University, paved not with gold but with golden tobacco leaves. In
1924, a year before Buck Duke died one of the world’s richest men, he bought himself a monument. He offered
Trinity College, a little Methodist school off Main Street, a gift of forty-odd millions provided it assume the
stature of a university like Yale or Harvard and change its name to Duke.
Buck Duke never went to college and was glad of it, a ruthless self-made man.
“If I amount to anything in this world,” he said, “I owe it to my daddy and the Methodist Church.”
He had no need to read books—witness his prodigious wealth—but apparently some people had. If they
wanted an education, they might avail themselves in his name of whatever good came of book learning.
The Trinity campus, rebuilt, became the Woman’s College. Its red brick buildings in the style of American
Georgian (domes, columns, porticoes, arcades, and chastity lights) made a gracious Southerly school for young
women. There at the traffic circle the old father, Wash Duke, sat in a fringed armchair carved in stone and labeled
“Patriot” and “Philanthropist,” served as a test of virginity. If he rose and bowed as a girl passed by, that settled it.
To such a courtly end had the peddling of tobacco brought him.
Two miles away they cleared a campus for men from a five-thousand-acre forest, erecting Gothic towers, or
American Collegiate Gothic towers, that brought the Middle Ages to the middle of North Carolina. The choice
was whimsical, of course, in this setting—an architecture of gray stone pinnacles and cloisters, grimly feudal in
tone, medieval and monastic—with too little sunlight filtering through the narrow slits of windows. Yet when I
first saw its gables and turrets, I felt no shock of surprise, not after the Gothic towers of the University of Chicago
where I had gone to school. Mr. Rockefeller’s university done in oil and Mr. Duke’s university in tobacco looked
thoroughly American to me, two lavish monuments to capitalism: rich, gaudy, and familiar, as native as the New
York skyscrapers.
The founder’s dream included a soaring Chapel, a word too humble for the massive Gothic cathedral that rose
skyward and exalted, full of flying buttresses. It seated two thousand, only a trifle smaller than the stadium,
glowed with medieval stained glass, and swelled with a tremendous pipe organ that vibrated on the worshiper’s
breastbone to announce the presence of God. Its bell tower, modeled on Canterbury’s, had a carillon of fifty bells
to chime Rock of Ages over the countryside.
The Chapel lacked only the smell of mortality that marks the true cathedral. It kept no odor of sanctity or whiff
of incense; so far it had gathered to itself no candles to the dead. Soon three Dukes lay in state behind a wroughtiron grille in a chapel to the left of the altar—a peculiar way to bury a Methodist. Washington Duke and two of his
sons made a strict row, like the tombs of Chartres, each in a sarcophagus under a life-sized effigy in white Carrara
marble.
Outside in the quadrangle stood the portly statue of Buck Duke, benefactor in bronze, a cigar held firmly in his
left hand ready for a smoke. The golden weed.
*
B. taught English on both East and West Campus, driving hellbent\fn{ From the American coloquial “hell bent for
leather; meaning to ride as quickly as possible. } back and forth with a car full of students and twenty minutes between
classes to allow him to park and race winded to his classroom. Only the freshmen were isolated in their courses of
study by sex. The rest freely mixed and rushed the two miles to and fro, thumbing rides or taking the bus. In his
calculations Mr. Duke hadn’t reckoned on this basic need of male and female for proximity; three thousand of
them determined to walk side by side in the pursuit of love and learning. Had he gone to college, he might have
picked up so elementary a fact of education. But it was too late now to rebuild the campuses.
As faculty wife, I seldom saw B’s academic side, though a little was revealed one Sunday afternoon in
November when his freshman girls invited us to tea at Aycock House. They knelt in a solid circle around his chair
and gazed spellbound into his eyes, hanging on his words that, I must say, were hardly worth straining oneself to
hear. During the social hour, one girl bent her head to notice me sitting, teacup in hand, in complete neglect in an
armchair across the parlor. She left his orbit and skipped over for a moment.
“Oh, Mrs. Bevington, how we envy you!” she cried. “It must be absolute heaven to be married to Dr.
Bevington. Do you enjoy him the way we do?”
“No,” I said. “But your way is inspiring.”
“It surely is,” she said. “We surely do experience that man.”
*
The faculty came to call, the wife wearing a hat and white gloves, in a formal visit like a solemn music that we
were expected to play back within a week. Lacking a chair in the house or other hospitality, we entertained the
first hundred callers standing up, and as the list mounted we grew frantic at the thought of spending the rest of our
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lives repaying visits. Our guests spoke the official line, divulging nothing in the polite social way, unanimous in
praise of the one big happy family that was Duke. One big happy cut-throat family?
“Has the Welcome Wagon visited you yet?” they asked. A wagon, you would think, full of trustees and vicepresidents.
But no revelations. No insights. No gossip. No facts of life. Nothing of birth, copulation, or death.
Each wife admonished me to join something—the Campus Club for faculty wives, the Newcomers Club for
new faculty wives, garden clubs, book clubs, travel clubs, discussion clubs, the Tuesday Morning Duplicate
Bridge Club, a play-reading group, a Red Cross unit, Civil Defense, P.T.A., and the Needlework Guild.
Karate and Yoga came after the war.
The Campus Club met in a downtown mansion, Four Acres, covering four acres, a former residence of the
Dukes. At the head of the stairs, large glass showcases displayed the rich brocaded, bespangled evening dresses
worn by the wives of Dukes and those who had intermarried with the Philadelphia Biddles. I attended the opening
meeting of the Campus Club, feeling immoral to waste all that daylight, where at three in the afternoon the ladies
in the receiving line wore formal evening gowns. (Camus: “Life is too short for afternoon teas.”)
I went to the Newcomers Club and we played Bingo. After that I stayed home and wrote a verse, Faculty Wife
She joins a Club
To read a book.
(Her husband
Has a raveled look.)
To knit, to sing,
Discuss Japan.
(Her husband
Is a lonely man.)
She leads
A Tuesday study group
(His trousers
Have a mournful droop)
On pottery
And Early Glass.
(He walks the Scotty
After class.)

We didn't have a Scotty, nor would B. have walked one anyway. We had a hound dog, Victoria—a bellicose
bitch, a disgrace, a scandal—part pointer and part setter with shiny black coat and melting maidenly eyes, who
was said to have the makings of a turkey dog. She roamed the neighborhood to bring home dead cats. She chased
off the mailman and brawled at the bus stop, teeth bared, to keep the passengers from boarding or leaving the bus.
Maybe she thought they were wild turkeys.
*
More and more, the war grew incredibly far off, in another more ailing and battered world than this, a well-lost
world. We had left disaster behind. We were existing on point rationing beside the still waters. B. was made air
raid warden of the district. When the sirens sounded the alarm of an evening, he dutifully put on his tin helmet to
patrol our meandering rustic lane, Nation Avenue, and the next one to it, Wa-Wa Yonder (not an Indian love call
but a Southern name for “way out yonder”), way, way out and by the world forgot, beyond any conceivable place
where the German bombs might fall
Instead of bothering with blackout curtains, we switched off the lights till the All Clear came. It seemed a
revelation that a few fitful hours of darkness could so change and improve one’s life. Sweet was the night air.
While the boys read by flashlight under a blanket in their rooms upstairs and the watchdog Victoria slept in a state
of beatitude through the sirens, I got acquainted with the night—appareled as it was in the Carolina moon rising
locally so luminous, in the white flowering pear tree glowing in spring like a candelabra in the dark. If World War
II was one of the first magnitude, so also were the stars.
I had lost fear, not imperturbable but calm. That was the main thing, to feel an unearthly kind of thriving, no
longer obsessed by war, listening to the reposeful performance of hoot owls.
The anxiety was missing: this world, this house sheltered from harm. There was the wonderful delusion of
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peace.
*
On a morning in October (the second October), Professor Newman White telephoned me to come to his office.
He was B’s chairman, the head of the English Department at Duke, a Shelley scholar. His lifelong passion for
Shelley, whom he claimed as spiritual kin, was an endearing thing. More endearing was Newman White himself
—a tall, graying, gallant Southerner of infinite kindness, a man of all the virtues. Chaucer’s word gentilesse
should have stayed in the language to describe his worth.
I loved and valued him. The first time we met, he had been skeptical, then surprisingly touched, when I said I
had read his enormous two-volume work on Shelley, as few of even his colleagues had done, scholars being
classically indifferent to each other’s books. Shyly he explained his theory of biography, which went like this:
If you are patient to set down the facts of a man’s life, without bias or preconception, he will in the end stand
revealed by simply revealing himself. You need not explain or analyze him or interpret his character. No judgment
need be made. You have only to state the events tranquil and turbulent by which he is identified: a happy man, a
fool, a tragic figure. By the last chapter (unless smothered to death by too much zeal), he will emerge whole,
because he cannot help doing so.
This is the case even if the main character happens to be oneself: the portrait is inevitably drawn. Montaigne
would have agreed with such a view, the study of moi-meme, having taken care in his essays to reveal his true
proportions:
“It is myself that I portray.”
“I am myself the substance of my book.”
About Montaigne he was the most learned man alive.
On this October morning, Newman met me at the door and hurried me to a chair beside his desk. He looked so
stern I froze like a student summoned for a talking to.
“Will you take over Bev’s two freshman courses in the Woman’s College?” he asked. “Starting tomorrow
morning.”
“You mean teach?” I said.
“Of course I mean teach.”
“You mean teach his girls?”
“Naturally.”
“Are you firing Bev for misconduct?”
Newman laughed.
“It’s bad but not that bad,” he said.
He explained the sudden emergency—a war crisis—caused by the arrival of a large contingent of young
recruits for the officers’ training program at Duke. The fall term had been under way four weeks. B. was needed
on the other campus to teach in that program. His freshman girls were about to lose their man.
I sat stricken at the news, thinking the war crisis was nothing compared to this crisis in my life. I didn’t want to
teach forty bereft girls who had given their hearts to B. I was licked before I started. It was an unfair assignment.
It was calamitous. The girls would mutiny at once. They would make a protest march, with banners, to the Dean’s
office to demand his immediate return. They would leave school in a body.
“Well?” said Newman, as I hesitated. “It’s short notice, I know, but the situation is desperate. Will you help us
out?”
“May I please speak to Bev?” I asked faintly.
“I’ve already talked it over with him. He thinks it’s a great idea,” Newman said. “Mind you, I’m not asking
you merely to fill in for this school year. I should have said so in the first place. I want you to become a member
of the staff as an instructor in English.”
That idea had no merit whatever. It alarmed me more than the other, if possible, a step more unnerving. Had
they cared to have us both, they would have hired us together. Teachers were one of the latest war shortages, a
scarcity like meat and gasoline and butter.
“You don’t want two Bevingtons in your department,” I said.
“Why not?” said Newman, whose wife was an assistant professor of English.
“I’m one too many.”
“Perhaps,” said Newman, “perhaps not. Most of the department will undoubtedly think so and resent you as
Bev’s wife. They will beat their breasts at this appointment and damn me to my face for making it.”
“Fine!” I said.
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“For some reason,” Newman went on, “Duke isn’t partial to women teachers. It’s prejudiced against them. It
believes in a woman’s college with men to do the teaching.”
“Was that Mr. Duke’s view?”
“I doubt it. A number of professors happen to be opposed to women on the faculty, on the grounds they aren’t
scholars, they’re inclined to be flighty and hysterical, domineering, opinionated, trifling by nature, and anyway
they belong in the home.”
Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins said she found her sex a handicap only in climbing trees. If so, the lady
was unique.
“Women marry,” said Newman. “They become mothers. They should be content to remain homebodies.”
“Where I’m going now—home,” I said.
He laughed again his hearty booming laugh.
“Before you go, I hope you’ll agree to take a chance. It won’t be a round of welcoming applause, I grant you.
To make things easier, suppose I ask Bev to teach your classes tomorrow and prepare the girls for the switch in
instructors.”
“I’m not a man, a professor, or a Ph.D.,” I said. “I’m a woman. Does he have to tell them that?”
“No,” Newman said.
“Let them find out for themselves.” I said:
“It’s bound to be uphill all the way, isn’t it?”
*
Then B. came home from school the next afternoon, I asked if he had prepared the girls.
“Certainly,” he said. “I told them they had to be nice to you.”
“What did they say?”
“Some of them began to cry. They carried on at a great rate, loud lamentation. One girl put her head down on
her desk and sobbed ‘No, no, no!’ She’s a good student, you’ll like her. It was rather moving.”
“I’m sorry I missed it.”
“If they aren’t nice to you,” I said, “I will come back and wring their little necks.”
“You appealed to their patriotism. Accepting me is their supreme sacrifice for the war effort.”
“I said it was for God and Uncle Sam.”
*
At the zero hour, I went to class on quivering legs as to a scaffold, before a firing squad. Though I’ve taught
steadily at Duke ever since, any other manner of entering a classroom is a mystery to me. I feel like the man in
Belloc’s\fn{Joseph Hilaire Pierre Belloc (1870- ) English author, born in France. } verse:
“My value,” William Blood began,
“Is ludicrously small.”

Each autumn before the term starts I have the same nightmare, a chimerical dream of walking down the aisle to
the lectern and turning in terror to face a roomful of staring eyes. In the accusing silence, while I search through
notes that have become blank pages, the students look at the clock, rise from their seats, and speak in unison.
“You don’t know anything at all!” they say in mournful tones and with bowed heads and muffled tread file
slowly out of the classroom.
When the seven sins are counted, I tell myself, there is still the eighth one: ignorance. Chekhov\fn{ Anton
Pavlovich Chekov (1860-1904) Russian author.} said it in his Notebooks:
The university brings out all abilities, including stupidity.

Yet the moment I raised my voice like a gong that morning, the travail was over. Nothing mattered but the
business of unfolding the design of the English sentence. By the time I saw B. after class I had changed into the
teacher. They were my girls. I began to tell him of the depth of passion roused in me by this new love affair.
“I don’t want any salary,” I said. “If it likes, the University may have me for nothing. Only let me serve in Mr.
Duke’s academic grove. I will give myself to the Woman’s College, body and soul, all for love.”
B. sensed at once the fiddlebrain he had on his hands.
“That’s the worst damned rot I’ve heard yet!” he said in some heat. “Suppose Duke were to take you at your
word. You are to be worthy of your hire. You are to be a pearl of great price. Your mind is presumed to be full of
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golden learning, for which you receive a highly inadequate if not pitiful stipend. Try not to disgrace us both. Try
to act, my love, at least gold-plated.”
“No need to speak in blank verse,” I said. But he was right.
B. taught me other crucial lessons that year. In an age of ungrammarians—those dedicated to imitating the
slovenly speech of the man in the street—B. respected grammar for its own sake. He was a real grammarian, who
didn’t prescribe rules but grasped the splendid logic of construction, the orderly arrangement of words, as God
intended, in a reasonable order. When he saw how weak my syntax deplorably was, we spent an evening
diagramming the Gettysburg Address. This led to other architectural studies that revealed the building operations
of a sentence. I had the time of my life learning from a master builder like him.
Most of all he taught me recognition, and I tried to teach it to my students.
“Go ahead, split your infinitives!” I told them peremptorily. “Just be sure you know what an infinitive is. If
you must split, split like a lady. Split on purpose!”
I fought an indignant fight against counter words (bartered over the counter) like outstanding and intriguing;
against the murdering of metaphors (getting my back up when the chips were down); against the schoolgirl style
and the feminine or hysterical so. About the civilities of language, the simple declarative sentence, I grew
trumpet-toned. On the virtue of brevity I was long-winded. It exasperated me when they wrote like ribbon clerks
or spoke like hillbillies (or sounded like Edmund Spenser, for that matter, in his poetic line:
He, her not finding, both them thus nigh dead did leave.

They were not to feel free to mangle words.
Or mince them either.
My girls were gallant and submissive, uncomplaining when I ruled out the Chapel as a subject for freshman
themes. The reason: they stared awestruck at the masonry and missed the pigeons. The result: forty identical
pieces of gush. Yet the pigeons were not insubstantial. They were no more imaginary than Blake’s angels up a
tree, “their bright angelic wings bespangling every bough with stars.” The birds were on hand cooing overhead,
and as somebody (not a student) said of them, they “befouled the steps and an occasional professor.” If a student
cared to report the scene that reliably, exact in the language of her observing, she was welcome for all of me to
undertake an appreciation of the Chapel once a week.
I wanted her to become, like Sir Gawain, courteous in behavior and polished of converse. Like Yeats in his
prayer for his daughter,
In courtesy I’d have her chiefly learned.

Whether I could teach a student to write was another matter, one that baffled me off and on for years.
“Do not try to teach the unteachable to the unteachable,” wrote F. L. Lucas, who taught at the University of
Cambridge. But what if no such thing existed on either side? Since the question appeared insoluble, the more
sporting choice might be to take the opposite view—one can teach anybody anything. How much the learner
learned in the process was his problem. The objective, to quote E. E. Cummings, was to proceed, not to succeed.
The next baffling question—could I teach anyone to read? Misinterpretation, said I. A. Richards, is “the
normal and probable event.” Most people have enough trouble deciphering the words in a newspaper. While we
were reading Keats’s On First Looking into Chapman’s Homer, a student mistook the title for a baseball term, and
the sonnet worked out pretty well that way—Chapman making a home run and Darien a peak, or at least a
pitcher’s mound, in Connecticut. Robert Frost’s The Oven Bird they honestly took for a Thanksgiving turkey.
What other bird would be found in an oven?
“How much have you read?” I asked them. “Make a list of the books you recall reading in the last five years
because you wanted to, not for homework.”
Some fell back on Christopher Robin. One peerless girl handed me a list of thirteen typewritten pages and
apologized for her bad memory. Another rooted up only two items in her entire reading life, neither one by author
or exact title.
I had a perfect confidence, still unshaken, in books. If you read enough you would reach the point of no return.
You would cross over and arrive on the safe side. There you would drink the strong waters and become addicted,
perhaps demented—but a Reader.
“Keep track of your reading,” I said. “It may turn into the diary of a book and a love affair.”
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At the end of the year, a few admitted to a newly found rapture for books.
“I’ve got two absolutely favorite authors,” a student told me. “They’re the same as yours.”
“Who are they?”
“Well, you know, Mr. E. B. White. You must be absolutely madly in love with him because you keep going on
about him in class.”
“He’s a good writer, reason enough for love.”
“Is he a friend of yours, I mean, you know, personally?”
“No.”
“Poor you,” she said with sympathy. I felt jilted.
“And who is our other absolutely favorite author?”
“I keep forgetting his name. I think it starts with M.”
She must have meant Montaigne.
At least when we were told at examination time to separate the sheep from the goats, I knew the action didn’t
affect my girls. I had to separate the ewes from the nannies.
*
The great and abiding danger, without doubt, lay in talking too much. Every teacher does that, accustomed as
he is to opening his mouth for fifty minutes and shutting it when the bell rings. All men talk, yes, but not till the
bell rings; this distinguishes the teacher from other men. His name is Talkative, “He dwells in Prating Rowand is
known by the name of Talkative of Prating Row.” Yet, as everyone knows, words can bear only so much saying.
Fluellen sounded the warning:
So! in the name of Jesu Christ, speak fewer.

If I spoke on, unspent, like an oracle the thunders of Apollo’s word, at least one person in the room lent an
attentive ear. Whatever far-off voices the class heeded, I was there to follow the lesson. To teach myself exhausted
my vocal cords, but it was a way to learn. At the same time,
“Possibly,” one had to reflect, “you are something of a bore.” Or, as Thurber put it,
“You have mislaid your discriminator.”
Could I teach myself to teach them? I remember hearing praise of a famed teacher—Gilbert Murray. They said
he taught without conceit, taking infinite care to be kind. He taught without the use of scorn. He never made
anybody feel like a fool.
“One must not humiliate people,” said Chekhov in a letter. “Better to say to a man ‘My angel’ than hurl ‘Fool’
at his head, though men are more like fools than they are like angels.”
One must not humiliate people, said Camus in his Notebooks.
“We help a person more by giving him a favorable image of himself than by constantly reminding him of his
shortcomings. … Do not humiliate him.”
“Scorn is contemptible,” B. told me, a device of prima donnas and Kittredges.
And much too easy. A student was at the mercy of one’s rages; in charity leave him untaunted. It required no
remarkable talent to be rude with “the insolence of office,” to bark, embarrass him before the class, use mockery
and wit, even scurrility, at his expense. Or weary him to death. Or ask him to define words like synecdoche,
oxymoron, or negative capability.
Why object to his ignorance when without it there would be no need for teachers? A teacher was not a
disparager, however well he had trained himself for the task. Not a zealot. Not a moralizer. Not a scold. The
greatest praise was approval. The first thing to learn was to listen. Heaven knows one might hear something.
To be honest a few, a slim few, of the answers to teaching were easier to come by than the ones I’ve
mentioned.
“Do you want to know what’s wrong with me?” a student asked one day after class. “I haven’t grown up.”
“It’s a common failing.”
“What should I do about it?”
“Take the afternoon off,” I said, “and outwit youth. Grow up. If that’s what you really want, you’re practically
there.”
*
Whether or not B. took it hard to have a wife entering his profession with both feet, he gave no sign—only
love and deliverance. Newman had predicted I would be resented in the department, by some bitterly. And I was.
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On the first day of teaching, an English professor stopped me in the hall to exclaim,
“For the love of God! Is this the best Newman could do?”
When I popped up again the next fall, teaching full time with two courses added in English literature, another
faculty member met me on campus with saddened eyes.
“Haven’t you gone back to the kitchen yet?” he asked. “It’s getting to be a long war.”
One professor, at least, had the civility of Sir Walter Raleigh. When he passed me in the hall on our way to
class, he bowed and said,
“Good morning, colleague.”
With no taste for departmental politics or sitting on committees, I was harmless enough save in the classroom.
What ought to have worried them was whether I could talk about Chaucer, Shakespeare, John Milton, and John
Donne all in one term without losing my head. There the students helped to quell the vanity and subdue the
encircling ego. They would take down your consequence in no time. They liked to march up just before we began
reading Paradise Lost and, looking me straight in the eye, say coolly,
“I hate Milton.” I might have asked, as a professor at Columbia posed the question,
“To what deficiency in yourself do you attribute this hostile feeling?” Instead I smiled in sympathy, cursing
them under my breath, swearing to myself,
“Damn you, that’s the last time you’ll say that.” Or a girl sent me the season’s greetings on a Christmas card:
“I am the one who yawned unintentionally while you were speaking of God.”
I spoke of God as part of the course, of love oftener still. They were the material, the inevitable themes, of
English poetry—heaven and hell, good and evil, love and hate, body and soul, vice and versa.
(Life is a contest between vice and versa, a student wrote, in which versa usually triumphs.)
For classroom study, the subject of love pleased them most, as it pleased me, whether in Eden, in Verona, or in
John Donne’s bed. They only hoped such pleasures and catastrophes weren’t archaic by now or altogether
obsolete. Yet one of my colleagues remarked from the rostrum:
“It embarrasses me to speak the word love out loud.”
Brave scholar, to teach the language of Shakespeare and Donne and avoid the word, delighting nobody but
Donne himself:
For Godsake hold your tongue, and let me love.

In the Shakespeare Concordance are eleven pages with double columns of reference to love, after which come
loved, lover, loving and loving-jealous. Like Shakespeare, who disposed of hate with its limited appeal in two
columns, the students believed honestly in love, its persistent and reliable nature, for themselves and for the
human race. Beyond that Hotspur’s courage moved them. Lear’s plight was their own.
In the end, though, the popular characters were the clowns—Falstaff, Dogberry, the Wife of Bath—the rascals,
the rogues, and the pious wantons. Someone shouting in high spirits, someone fat, foolish, and turbulent, comical
as sin, that was little enough to ask of poetry.
“I am a peppercorn, a brewer’s horse,” they read laughing.
“Write me down an ass!”
“Blessed be God that I have wedded fyve!”
You might say that next to the study of love, lust, longing, dalliance, and desire, they chose laughter holding
both its sides. And so did I. And so does any man.
*
But Professor Irving may have been right. One day he stopped at our table while B. and I were having lunch in
the Oak Room. He prepared to sit down with us at the empty place.
“You two seem to be regaling yourselves,” he said.
“That’s the big joke? What are you talking about?”
“Beauty and Truth,” I said. “The problem of good and evil and the struggle for men’s souls.”
“I was explaining to her the age-old conflict of the flesh and the spirit,” said B., grinning. “Care to join us?”
“Oh, no!” cried the professor, backing away. “Nobody ever speaks of such things outside the classroom.”
112.175 The Magic Barrel\fn{by Bernard Malamud (1914-1986)} Brooklyn, Kings County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 8
1
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Not long ago there lived in uptown New York, in a small, almost meager room, though crowded with books,
Leo Finkle, a rabbinical student in the Yeshivah University. Finkle, after six years of study, was to be ordained in
June and had been advised by an acquaintance that he might find it easier to win himself a congregation if he were
married. Since he had no present prospects of marriage, after two tormented days of turning it over in his mind, he
called in Pinye Salzman, a marriage broker whose two-line advertisement he had read in the Forward.
The matchmaker appeared one night out of the dark fourth-floor hallway of the graystone rooming house
where Finkle lived, grasping a black, strapped portfolio that had been worn thin with use. Salzman, who had been
long in the business, was of slight but dignified build, wearing an old hat, and an overcoat too short and tight for
him. He smelled frankly of fish, which he loved to eat, and although he was missing a few teeth, his presence was
not displeasing, because of an amiable manner curiously contrasted with mournful eyes. His voice, his lips, his
wisp of beard, his bony fingers were animated, but give him a moment of repose and his mild blue eyes revealed a
depth of sadness, a characteristic that put Leo a little at ease although the situation, for him, was inherently tense.
He at once informed Salzman why he had asked him to come, explaining that his home was in Cleveland, and
that but for his parents, who had married comparatively late in life, he was lone in the world. He had for six years
devoted himself almost entirely to his studies, as a result of which, understandably, he had found himself without
time for a social life and the company of young women. Therefore he thought it the better part of trial and error—
of embarrassing fumbling—to call in an experienced person to advise him on these matters. He remarked in
passing that the function of the marriage broker was ancient and honorable, highly approved in the Jewish
community, because it made practical the necessary without hindering joy. Moreover, his own parents had been
brought together by a matchmaker. They had made, if not a financially profitable marriage—since neither had
possessed any worldly goods to speak of—at least a successful one in the sense of their everlasting devotion to
each other. Salzman listened in embarrassed surprise, sensing a sort of apology. Later, however, he experienced a
glow of pride in his work, an emotion that had left him years ago, and he heartily approved of Finkle.
The two went to their business. Leo had led Salzman to the only clear place in the room, a table near a window
that overlooked the lamp-lit city. He seated himself at the matchmaker’s side but facing him, attempting by an act
of will to suppress the unpleasant tickle in his throat. Salzman eagerly unstrapped his portfolio and removed a
looses rubber band from a thin packet of much-handled cards. As he flipped through them, a gesture and sound
that physically hurt Leo, the student pretended not to see and gazed steadfastly out the window. Although it was
still February, winter was on its last legs, signs of which he had for the first time in years begun to notice. He now
observed the round white moon, moving high in the sky through a cloud menagerie, and watched with half-open
mouth as it penetrated a huge hen, and dropped out of her like an egg laying itself. Salzman, though pretending
through eyeglasses he had just slipped on, to be engaged in scanning the writing on the cards, stole occasional
glances at the young man’s distinguished face, noting with pleasure the long, severe scholar’s nose, brown eyes
heavy with learning, sensitive yet ascetic lips, and a certain, almost hollow quality of the dark cheeks. He gazed
around at shelves upon shelves of books and let out a soft, contented sigh.
When Leo’s eyes fell upon the cards, he counted six spread out in Salzman’s hand.
“So few?” he asked in disappointment.
“You wouldn’t believe me how much cards I got in my office,” Salzman replied. “The drawers are already
filled to the top, so I keep them now in a barrel, but is every girl good for a new rabbi?”
Leo blushed at this, regretting all he had revealed of himself in a curriculum vitae he had sent to Salzman. He
had thought it best to acquaint him with his strict standards and specifications, but in having done so, felt he had
told the marriage broke more than was absolutely necessary.
He hesitantly inquired, “Do you keep photographs of your clients on file?”
“First comes family, amount of dowry, also what kind promises,” Salzman replied, unbuttoning his tight coat
and settling himself in the chair. “After comes pictures, rabbi.”
“Call me Mr. Finkle. I’m not yet a rabbi.”
Salzman said he would, but instead called him doctor, which he changed to rabbi when Leo was not listening
too attentively.
Salzman adjusted his horn-rimmed spectacles, gently cleared his throat and read in an eager voice the contents
of the top card:
Sophie P. Twenty four years. Widow one year. No children. Educated high school and two years college. Father
promises eight thousand dollars. Has wonderful wholesale business. Also real estate. On the mother’s side comes
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teachers, also one actor. Well known on Second Avenue.

Leo gazed up in surprise. “Did you say a widow?”
“A widow don’t mean spoiled, rabbi. She lived with her husband maybe four months. He was a sick boy she
made a mistake to marry him.”
“Marrying a widow has never entered my mind.”
“This is because you have no experience. A widow, especially if she is young and healthy like this girl, is a
wonderful person to marry. She will be thankful to you the rest of her life. Believe me, if I was looking now for a
bride, I would marry a widow.”
Leo reflected, then shook his head.
Salzman hunched his shoulders in an almost imperceptible gesture of disappointment. He placed the card down
on the wooden table and began to read another:
Lily H. High school teacher. Regular. Not a substitute. Has savings and new Dodge car. Lived in Paris one year.
Father is successful dentist thirty-five years. Interested in professional man. Well Americanized family. Wonderful
opportunity.

“I knew her personally,” said Salzman. “I wish you could see this girl. She is a doll. Also very intelligent. All
day you could talk to her about books and theyater and what not. She also knows current events.”
“I don’t believe you mentioned her age?”
“Her age?” Salzman said, raising his brows. “Her age is thirty-two years.”
Leo said after a while, “I’m afraid that seems a little too old.”
Salzman let out a laugh. “So how old are you, rabbi?”
“Twenty-seven.”
“So what is the difference, tell me, between twenty-seven and thirty-two? My own wife is seven years older
than me. So what did I suffer?—Nothing. If Rothschild’s a daughter wants to marry you, would you say on
account her age, no?”
“Yes,” Leo said dryly.
Salzman shook off the no in the yes. “Five years don’t mean a thing. I give you my word that when you will
live with her for one week you will forget her age. What does it mean five years—that she lived more and knows
more than somebody who is younger? On this girl, God bless her, years are not wasted. Each one that it comes
makes better the bargain.”
“What subject does she teach in high school?”
“Languages. If you heard the way she speaks French, you will think it is music. I am in the business twentyfive years, and I recommend her with my whole heart. Believe me, I know what I’m talking, rabbi.”
“What’s on the next card?” Leo said abruptly.
Salzman reluctantly turned up the third card:
Ruth K. Nineteen years. Honor student. Father offers thirteen thousand cash to the right bridegroom. He is a medical
doctor. Stomach specialist with marvelous practice. Brother in law owns own garment business. Particular people.”

Salzman looked as if he had read his trump card.
“Did you say nineteen?” Leo asked with interest.
“On the dot.”
“Is she attractive?” He blushed. “Pretty?”
Salzman kissed his finger tips. “A little doll. On this I give you my word. Let me call the father tonight and
you will see what means pretty.”
But Leo was troubled. “You’re sure she’s that young?”
“This I am positive. The father will show you the birth certificate.”
“Are you positive there isn’t something wrong with her?” Leo insisted.
“Who says there is wrong?”
“I don’t understand why an American girl her age should go to a marriage broker.”
A smile spread over Salzman’s face.
“So for the same reason you went, she comes.”
Leo flushed. “I am pressed for time.”
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Salzman, realizing he had been tactless, quickly explained. “The father came, not her. He wants she should
have the best, so he looks around himself. When we will locate the right boy he will introduce him and encourage.
This makes a better marriage than if a young girl without experiences takes for herself. I don’t have to tell you
this.”
“But don’t you think this young girl believes in love?” Leo spoke uneasily.
Salzman was about to guffaw but caught himself and said soberly, “Love comes with the right person, not
before.”
Leo parted dry lips but did not speak. Noticing that Salzman had snatched a glance at the next card, he cleverly
asked, “How is her health?”
“Perfect,” Salzman said, breathing with difficulty. “Of course, she is a little lame on her right foot from an
autho accident that it happened to her when she was twelve years, but nobody notices on account she is so
brilliant and also beautiful.”
Leo got up heavily and went to the window. He felt curiously bitter and upbraided himself for having called in
the marriage broker. Finally, he shook his head.
“Why not?” Salzman persisted, the pitch of his voice rising.
“Because I detest stomach specialists.”
“So why do you care what is his business? After you marry her do you need him? Who says he must come
every Friday night in your house?”
Ashamed of the way the talk was going, Leo dismissed Salzman, who went home with heavy, melancholy
eyes.
Though he had felt only relief at the marriage broker’s departure, Leo was in low spirits the next day. He
explained it as arising from Salzman’s failure to produce a suitable bride for him. He did not care of his type of
clientele. But when Leo found himself hesitating whether to seek out another matchmaker, one more polished
than Pinye, he wondered if it could be—his protestations to the contrary, and although he honored his father and
mother—that he did not, in essence, care for the matchmaking institution? This thought he quickly put out of
mind yet found himself still upset. All day he ran around in the woods—missed an important appointment, forgot
to give out his laundry, walked out of a Broadway cafeteria without paying and had to run back with the ticket in
his hand; had even not recognized his landlady in the street when she passed with a friend and courteously called
out, “A good evening to you, Doctor Finkle.” By nightfall, however, he had regained sufficient calm to sink his
nose into a book and there found peace from his thoughts.
Almost at once there came a knock on the door. Before Leo could say enter, Salzman, commercial cupid, was
standing in the room. His face was gray and meager, his expression hungry, and he looked as if he would expire
on his feet. Yet the marriage broker managed, by some trick of the muscles, to display a broad smile.
“So good evening. I am invited?”
Leo nodded, disturbed to see him again, yet unwilling to ask the man to leave.
Beaming still, Salzman laid his portfolio on the table. “Rabbi, I got for you tonight good news.”
“I’ve asked you not to call me rabbi. I’m still a student.”
“Your worries are finished. I have for you a first-class bride.”
“Leave me in peace concerning this subject.” Leo pretended lack of interest.
“The world will dance at your wedding.”
“Please, Mr. Salzman, no more.”
“But first must come back my strength,” Salzman said weakly. He fumbled with the portfolio straps and took
out of the leather case an oily paper bag, from which he extracted a hard, seeded roll and a small, smoked white
fish. With a quick motion of his hand he stripped the fish out of its skin and began ravenously to chew. “All day in
a rush,” he muttered.
Leo watched him eat.
“A sliced tomato you have maybe?” Salzman hesitantly inquired.
“No.”
The marriage broker shut his eyes and ate. When he had finished he carefully cleaned up the crumbs and rolled
up the remains of the fish, in the paper bag. His spectacled eyes roamed the room until he discovered, amid some
piles of books, a one-burner gas stove. Lifting his hat he humbly asked, “A glass tea you got, rabbi?”
Conscience-stricken, Leo rose and brewed the tea. He served it with a chunk of lemon and two cubes of lump
sugar, delighting Salzman.
After he had drunk his tea, Salzman’s strength and good spirits were restored.
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“So tell me, rabbi,” he said amiably, “you considered some more the three clients I mentioned yesterday?”
“There was no need to consider.”
“Why not?”
“None of them suits me.”
“Then what suits you?”
Leo let it pass because he could give only a confused answer.
Without waiting for a reply, Salzman asked, “You remember this girl I talked to you—the high school
teacher?”
“Age thirty-two?”
But, surprisingly, Salzman’s face lit in a smile. “Age twenty-nine.”
Leo shot him a look. “Reduced from thirty-two?”
“A mistake,” Salzman avowed. “I talked today with the dentist. He took me to his safety deposit box and
showed me the birth certificate. She was twenty-nine years last August. They made her a party in the mountains
where she went for her vacation. When her father spoke to me the first time I forgot to write the age and I told you
thirty-two, but now I remember this was a different client, a widow.”
“The same one you told me about? I thought she was twenty-four?”
“A different. Am I responsible that the world is filled with widows?”
“No, but I’m not interested in them, nor for that matter, in school teachers.”
Salzman pulled his clasped hands to his breast. Looking at the ceiling he devoutly exclaimed, “Yiddishe kinder,
what can I say to somebody that he is not interested in high school teachers? So what then you are interested?”
Leo flushed but controlled himself.
“In what else will you be interested,” Salzman went on, “if you not interested in this fine girl that she speaks
four languages and has personally in the ban ten thousand dollars? Also her father guarantees further twelve
thousand. Also she has a new car, wonderful clothes, talks on all subjects, and she will give you a first-class home
and children. How near do we come in our life to paradise?”
“If she’s so wonderful, why wasn’t she married ten years ago?”
“Why?” said Salzman with a heavy laugh. “—Why? Because she is partikiler. That is why. She wants the
best.”
Leo was silent, amused at how he had entangled himself. But Salzman had aroused his interest in Lily H., and
he began seriously to consider calling on her. When the marriage broker observed how intently Leo’s mind was at
work on the facts he had supplied, he felt certain they would soon come to an agreement.
2
Late Saturday afternoon, conscious of Salzman, Leo Finkle walked with Lily Hirschorn along Riverside Drive.
He walked briskly and erectly, wearing with distinction the black fedora he had that morning taken with
trepidation out of the dusty hat box on his closet shelf, and the heavy black Saturday coat he had thoroughly
whisked clean. Leo also owned a walking stick, a present from a distant relative, but quickly put temptation aside
and did not use it. Lily, petite and not unpretty, had on something signifying the approach of spring. She was au
courant, animatedly, with all sorts of subjects, and he weighed her words and found her surprisingly sound—score
another for Salzman, who he uneasily sensed to be somewhat around, hiding perhaps high in a tree along the
street, flashing the lady signals with a pocket mirror; or perhaps a cloven-hoofed Pan, piping nuptial ditties as he
danced his invisible way before them, strewing wild buds on the walk and purple grapes in their path,
symbolizing fruit of a union, though there was of course still none.
Lily startled Leo by remarking, “ I was thinking of Mr. Salzman, a curious figure, wouldn’t you say?”
Not certain what to answer, he nodded. She bravely went on, blushing,
“I for one am grateful for his introducing us. Aren’t you?” He courteously replied,
“I am.”
“I mean,” she said with a little laugh—and it was all in good taste, or at least gave the effect of being not in
bad—“do you mind that we came together so?”
He was not displeased with her honesty, recognizing that she meant to set the relationship aright, and
understanding that it took a certain amount of experience in life, and courage, to want to do it quite that way. One
had to have some sort of past to make that kind of beginning.
He said that he did not mind. Salzman’s function was traditional and honorable—valuable for what it might
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achieve, which, he pointed out, was frequently nothing.
Lily agreed with a sigh. They walked on for a while and she said after a long silence, again with a nervous
laugh, “Would you mind if I asked you something a little bit personal? Frankly, I find the subject fascinating.”
Although Leo shrugged, she went on half embarrassedly, “How was it that you came to your calling? I mean was
it a sudden passionate inspiration?”
Leo, after a time, slowly replied, “I was always interested in the Law.”
“You saw revealed in it the presence of the Highest?”
He nodded and changed the subject. “I understand that you spent a little time in Paris, Miss Hirschorn?”
“Oh, did Mr. Salzman tell you, Rabbi Finkle?” Leo winced but she went on, “It was ages ago and almost
forgotten. I remember I had to return for my sister’s wedding.”
And Lily would not be put off. “When,” she asked in a trembly voice, “did you become enamored of God?”
He stared at her. Then it came to him that she was talking not about Leo Finkle, but of a total stranger, some
mystical figure, perhaps even passionate prophet that Salzman had dreamed up for her—no relation to the living
or dead. Leo trembled with rage and weakness. The trickster had obviously sold her a bill of goods, just as he had
him, who’d expected to become acquainted with a young lady of twenty-nine, only to behold, the moment he laid
eyes upon her strained and anxious face, a woman past thirty-five and aging rapidly. Only his self-control had
kept him this long in her presence.
“I am not,” he said gravely, “a talented religious person,” and in seeking words to go on, found himself
possessed by shame and fear. “I think,” he said in a strained manner, “that I came to God not because I loved Him,
but because I did not.”
This confession he spoke harshly because its unexpectedness shook him.
Lily wilted. Leo saw a profusion of loaves of bread go flying like ducks high over his head, not unlike the
winged loaves by which he had counted himself to sleep last night. Mercifully, then, it snowed, which he would
not put past Salzman’s machinations.
3
He was infuriated with the marriage broker and swore he would throw him out of the room the minute he
reappeared. But Salzman did not come that night, and when Leo’s anger had subsided, an unaccountable despair
grew in its place. At first he thought this was caused by his disappointment in Lily, but before long it became
evident that he had involved himself with Salzman without a true knowledge of his own intent. He gradually
realized—with an emptiness that seized him with six hands—that he had called in the broker to find him a bride
because he was incapable of doing it himself. This terrifying insight he had derived as a result of his meeting and
conversation with Lily Hirschorn. Her probing questions had somehow irritated him into revealing—to himself
more than her—the true nature of his relationship to God, and from that it had come upon him, with shocking
force, that apart from his parents, he had never loved anyone. Or perhaps it went the other way, that he did not
love God so well as he might, because he had not loved man. It seemed to Leo that his whole life stood starkly
revealed and he saw himself for the first time as he truly was—unloved and loveless. This bitter but somehow not
fully unexpected revelation brought him to a point of panic, controlled only by extraordinary effort. He covered
his face with his hands and cried.
The week the followed was the worst of his life. He did not eat and lost weight. His beard darkened and grew
ragged. He stopped attending seminars and almost never opened a book. He seriously considered leaving the
Yeshiva, although he was deeply troubled at the thought of the loss of all his years of study—saw them like pages
torn from a book, strewn over the city—and at the devastating effect of this decision upon his parents. But he had
lived without knowledge of himself, and never in the Five Books and all the Commentaries—mea culpa—had the
truth been revealed to him. He did not know where to turn, and in all this desolating loneliness there was no to
whom, although he often thought of Lily but not once could bring himself to go downstairs and make the call. He
became touchy and irritable, especially with his landlady, who asked him all manner of personal questions; on the
other hand, sensing his own disagreeableness, he waylaid her on the stairs and apologized abjectly, until
mortified, she ran from him. Out of this, however, he drew the consolation that he was a Jew and that a Jew
suffered. But gradually as the long and terrible week drew to a close, he regained his composure and some idea of
purpose in life: to go on as planned. Although he was imperfect, the idea was not. As for his quest of a bride, the
thought of continuing afflicted him with anxiety and heartburn, yet perhaps with this new knowledge of himself
he would be more successful than in the past. Perhaps love would now come to him and a bride to that love. And
for this sanctified seeking who needed a Salzman?
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The marriage broker, a skeleton with haunted eyes, returned that very night. He looked, withal, the picture of
frustrated expectancy—as if he had steadfastly waited the week at Miss Lily Hirschorn’s side for a telephone call
that never came.
Casually coughing, Salzman came immediately to the point: “So how did you like her?”
Leo’s anger rose and he could not refrain from chiding the Matchmaker: “Why did you lie to me, Salzman?”
Salzman’s pale face went dead white, the world had snowed on him.
“Did you not state that she was twenty-nine?” Leo insisted.
“I give you my word—”
“She was thirty-five, if a day. At least thirty-five.”
“Of this don’t be too sure. Her father told me—”
“Never mind. The worst of it was that you lied to her.”
“How did I lie to her, tell me?”
“You told her things about me that weren’t true. You made me out to be more, consequently less than I am. She
had in mind a totally different person, a sort of semi-mystical Wonder Rabbi.”
“All I said, you was a religious man.”
“I can imagine.”
Salzman sighed. “This is my weakness that I have,” he confessed. “My wife says to me I shouldn’t be a
salesman, but when I have two fine people that they would be wonderful to be married, I am so happy that I talk
too much.” He smiled wanly. “This is why Salzman is a poor man.,”
The Marriage Broker fastened hungry eyes on him.
“You don’t want any more a bride?”
“I do,” said Leo, “but I have decided to seek her in a different way. I am no longer interested in an arranged
marriage. To be frank, I now admit the necessity of premarital love. That is, I want to be in love with the one I
marry.”
“Love?” said Salzman, astounded. After a moment he remarked, “For us, our love is our life, not for the ladies.
In the ghetto they—”
“I know, I know,” said Leo. “I’ve thought of it often. Love, I have said to myself, should be a byproduct of
living and worship rather than its own end. Yet for myself I find it necessary to establish the level of my need and
fulfill it.”
Salzman shrugged but answered, “Listen, rabbi, if you want love this I can find for you also. I have such
beautiful clients that you will love them the minute your eyes will see them.”
Leo smiled unhappily. “I’m afraid you can’t understand.”
But Salzman hastily unstrapped his portfolio and withdrew a manila packet from it.
“Pictures,” he said, quickly laying the envelope on the table.
Leo called after him to take the pictures away, but as if on the wings of the wind, Salzman had disappeared.
March came. Leo had returned to his regular routine. Although he felt not quite himself yet—lacked energy—
he was making plans for a more active social life. Of course it would cost something, but he was an expert in
cutting corners; and when there were no corners left he would make circles rounder. All the while Salzman’s
pictures had lain on the table, gathering dust. Occasionally as Leo sat studying, or enjoying a cup of tea, his eyes
fell on the manila envelope, but he never opened it.
The days went by and no social life to speak of developed with a member of the opposite sex—it was difficult,
given the circumstances of his situation. One morning Leo toiled up the stairs to his room and stared out the
window at the city. Although the day was bright his view of it was dark. For some time he watched the people in
the street below hurrying along, and then turned with a heavy heart to his little room. On the table was the packet.
With a sudden relentless gesture he tore it open. For a half-hour he stood by the table in a state of excitement,
examining the photographs of the ladies Salzman had included. Finally, with a deep sigh he put them down. There
were six, of varying degrees of attractiveness, but look at them long enough and they all became Lily Hoirschorn,
all past their prime, all starved behind bright smiles, not a true personality in the lot. Life, despite their frantic
yoo-hooings, had passed them by; they were pictures in a brief case that stank of fish. After a while, however, as
Leo attempted to return the photographs into the envelope, he found in it another, a snapshot of the type taken by
a machine for a quarter. He gazed at it a moment and let out a cry.
Her face deeply moved him. Why, he could at first not say. It gave him the impression of youth—spring
flowers, yet age—a sense of having been used to the bone, wasted; this came from the eyes, which were
hauntingly familiar, yet absolutely strange. He had a vivid impression that he had met her before, but try as he
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might he could not place her although he could almost recall her name, as if he had read it in her own
handwriting. No, this couldn’t be; he would have remembered her. It was not, he affirmed, that she had an
extraordinary beauty—no, though her face was attractive enough; it was that something about her moved him.
Feature for feature, even some of the ladies of the photographs could do better; but she leaped forth to his heart—
had lived, or wanted to—more than just wanted, perhaps regretted how she had lived—had somehow deeply
suffered: it could be seen in the depths of those reluctant eyes, and from the way the light enclosed and shone
from her, and within her, opening realms of possibility: this was her own. Her he desired. His head ached and eyes
narrowed with the intensity of his gazing, then as if an obscure fog had blown up in the mind, he experienced fear
of her and was aware that he had received an impression, somehow, of evil. He shuddered, saying softly, it is thus
with us all. Leo brewed some tea in a small pot and sat sipping it without sugar, to calm himself. But before he
had finished drinking, again with excitement he examined the face and found it good: good for Leo Finkle. Only
such a one could understand him and help him seek whatever he was seeking. She might, perhaps, love him. How
she had happened to be among the discards in Salzman’s barrel he could never guess, but he knew he must
urgently go find her.
Leo rushed downstairs, grabbed up the Bronx telephone book, and searched for Salzman’s home address. He
was not listed, nor was his office. Neither was he in the Manhattan book. But Leo remembered having written
down the address on a slip of paper after he read Salzman’s advertisement in the ‘Personals’ column of the
Forward. He ran up to his room and tore through his papers, without luck. It was exasperating. Just when he
needed the Matchmaker he was nowhere to be found. Fortunately Leo remembered to look in his wallet. There on
a card he found his name written and a Bronx address. No phone number was listed, the reason—Leo now
recalled—he had originally communicated with Salzman by letter. He got on his coat, put a hat on over his skull
cap and hurried to the subway station. All the way to the far end of the Bronx he sat on the edge of his seat. He
was more than once tempted to take out the picture and see if the girl’s face was as he remembered it, but he
refrained, allowing the snapshot to remain in his inside coat pocket, content to have her so close. When the train
pulled into the station he was waiting at the door and bolted out. He quickly located the street Salzman had
advertised.
The building he sought was less than a block from the subway, but it was not an office building, nor even a
loft, nor a store in which one could rent office space. It was a very old tenement house. Leo found Salzman’s
name in pencil on a soiled tag under the bell and climbed three dark flights to his apartment. When he knocked,
the door was opened by a thin, asthmatic, gray-haired woman, in felt slippers.
“Yes?” she said, expecting nothing. She listened without listening. He could have sworn he had seen her, too,
before but knew it was an illusion.
“Salzman—does he live here? Pinye Salzman,” he said, “the Matchmaker?”
She stared at him a long minute. “Of course.”
He felt embarrassed. “Is he in?”
“No.” Her mouth, though left open, offered nothing more.
“The matter is urgent. Can you tell me where his office is?”
“In the air.” She pointed upward.
“You mean he has no office?” Leo asked.
“In his socks.”
He peered into the apartment. It was sunless and dingy, one large room divided by a half-open curtain, beyond
which he could see a sagging metal bed. The near side of the room was crowded with rickety chairs, old bureaus,
a three-legged table, racks of cooking utensils, and all the apparatus of a kitchen. But there was no sign of
Salzman or his magic barrel, probably also a figment of the imagination. An odor of frying fish made Leo weak to
the knees.
“Where is he?” he insisted. “I’ve got to see your husband.”
At length she answered, “So who knows where he is? Every time he thinks a new thought he runs to a different
place. Go home, he will find you.”
“Tell him Leo Finkle.”
She gave no sigh she had heard.
He walked downstairs, depressed.
But Salzman, breathless, stood waiting at his door.
Leo was astounded and overjoyed. “How did you get here before me?”
“I rushed.”
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“Come inside.”
They entered. Leo fixed tea, and a sardine sandwich for Salzman. As they were drinking he reached behind
him for the packet of pictures and handed them to the marriage broker.
Salzman put down his glass and said expectantly, “You found somebody you like?”
“Not among these.”
The marriage broker turned away.
“Here is the one I want.” Leo held forth the snapshot Salzman slipped on his glasses and took the picture into
his trembling hand. He turned ghastly and let out a groan.
“What’s the matter?” cried Leo.
“Excuse me. Was an accident this picture. She isn’t for you.”
Salzman frantically shoved the manila packet into his portfolio. He thrust the snapshot into his pocket and fled
down the stairs.
Leo, after momentary paralysis, gave chase and cornered the Marriage Broker in the vestibule. The landlady
made hysterical outcries but neither of them listened.
“Give me back the picture, Salzman.”
“No.” The pain in his eyes was terrible.
“Tell me who she is then.”
“This I can’t tell you. Excuse me.”
He made to depart, but Leo, forgetting himself, seized the Matchmaker by his tight coat and shook him
frenziedly.
“Please,” sighed Salzman. “Please.”
Leo ashamedly let him go. “Tell me who she is,” he begged. “It’s very important for me to know.”
“She is not for you. She is a wild one—wild, without shame. This is not a bride for a rabbi.”
“What do you mean wild?”
“Like an animal. Like a dog. For her to be poor was a sin. This is why to me she is dead now.”
“In God’s name, what do you mean?”
“Her I can’t introduce to you,” Salzman cried.
“Why are you so excited?”
“Why, he asks,” Salzman said, bursting into tears. “This is my baby, my Stella, she should burn in hell.”
4
Leo hurried up to bed and hid under the covers. Under the covers he thought his life through. Although he soon
fell asleep he could not sleep her out of his mind. He woke, beating his breast. Though he prayed to be rid of her,
his prayers went unanswered. Through days of torment he endlessly struggled not to love her; fearing success, he
escaped it. He then concluded to convert her to goodness, himself to God. The idea alternately nauseated and
exalted him.
He perhaps did not know that he had come to a final decision until he encountered Salzman in a Broadway
cafeteria. He was sitting alone at a rear table, sucking the bony remains of a fish. The Marriage Broker appeared
haggared, and transparent to the point of vanishing.
Salzman looked up at first without recognizing him. Leo had grown a pointed beard and his eyes were
weighted with wisdom.
“Salzman,” he said, “love has at last come to my heart.”
“Who can love from a picture?” mocked the Marriage Broker.
“It is not impossible.”
“If you can love her, then you can love anybody. Let me show you some new clients that they just sent me their
photographs. One is a little doll.”
“Just her I want,” Leo murmured.
“Don’t be a fool, doctor. Don’t bother with her.”
“Put me in touch with her, Salzman,” Leo said humbly. “Perhaps I can be of service.”
Salzman had stopped eating and Leo understood with emotion that it was now arranged.
Leaving the cafeteria, he was, however, afflicted by a tormenting suspicion that Salzman had planned it all to
happen this way.
5
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Leo was informed by letter that she would meet him on a certain corner, and she was there one spring night,
waiting under a street lamp. She appeared, carrying a small bouquet of violets and rosebuds. Stella stood by the
lamp post, smoking. She wore white with red shoes, which fitted his expectations, although in a troubled moment
he had imagined the dress red, and only the shoes white. She waited uneasily and shyly. From afar he saw that her
eyes—clearly her father’s—were filled with desperate innocence. He pictured, in her, his own redemption. Violins
and lit candles revolved in the sky. Leo ran forward with flowers out-thrust.
Around the corner, Salzman, leaning against a wall, chanted prayers for the dead.
193.118 Excerpt from The Ragman’s Son: An Autobiography\fn{by Kirk Douglas (1916-after 2014)} Amsterdam,
Montgomery County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 26
1
I arrived on this earth in a beautiful gold box delicately carved with fruits and flowers and suspended from
heaven by thin silver strands.
My mother was in the kitchen baking bread one sunny winter morning, when she thought she saw something
outside. She rubbed the frost from a spot on the window, peered, and saw the beautiful gold box shimmering in
the snow. Quickly throwing a shawl around herself, she rushed into the yard, opened the gold box … and there I
was! A beautiful baby boy! Naked and happy and smiling. She picked me up, very carefully, and holding me close
to her bosom to keep me warm, brought me into the house.
And that’s how I was born. I know it’s true, because my mother told me so. When I first heard this story, my
concern was for the gold box.
“But, Ma, what about the box, the gold box with the silver strings? What happened to it?”
“I don’t know. When I looked out the window again, it was gone.”
“But, Ma, why didn’t you grab the box and keep it?”
“Son, when I found you, I was so happy that I couldn’t think about anything else.”
I was disappointed that my mother had let the beautiful gold box disappear. But I was also very happy because
I was more important to my mother than even a beautiful gold box with silver strings attached to it, going all the
way up to the sky. From then on, I always knew that I would be somebody.
But for a very long time, I was nobody.
*
“Nobody” meant being the son of illiterate Russian Jewish immigrants in the WASP\fn{ White Anglosaxon
Protestant, an unfriendly but very common and not altogether unjustified generalization used of groups of people in the United States
thought to be simultaneously of English descent and anti-Semitic religious opinion } town of Amsterdam, New York, twenty-

eight miles northwest of Albany. It meant living in the East End, the opposite side of town from the rich people on
Market Hill. It meant living at 46 Eagle Street, a run-down, two-story, gray clapboard house, the last house at the
bottom of a sloping street, next to the factories, the railroad tracks, and the Mohawk River.
My father, Herschel Danielovitch, was born in Moscow around 1884, and fled Russia around 1908 to escape
being drafted into the Russian army to fight in the Russo-Japanese War. Those were the days when ignorant
peasants like my father, conscripted into the army, had hay tied on one sleeve, and straw on the other, so that they
could tell their right hand from their left. My mother, Bryna Sanglel, from a family of Ukrainian farmers, stayed
behind and worked in a bakery to earn enough money to come to America two years later. She wanted all her
children to be born in this wonderful new land, where she thought the streets were paved with gold—literally.
Ellis Island is a museum now, but between 1892 and 1924 it was the welcoming platform for more than 16
million immigrants coming into this country. Crowded together in steerage, the stink of vomit strong everywhere,
they looked in wide-eyed silence at the statue of “Liberty Enlightening the World” on nearby Bedloes Island.
“Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free.”
Such lovely, inspiring words, but the immigrants—Poles, Italians, Russian Jews—were herded like animals in
pens, rudely treated by functionaries, made to wear cards with their names, or what some clerk guessed were their
names, pinned to their clothing. Their papers bad to be in order, health exams passed.
No matter how rude the reception, they were the lucky ones. Anything was better than where they came from.
They passed into this land filled with hope, determination, and a little fear. Only a quarter of a million were sent
back. Three thousand of those decided that they would be better off taking their own lives in America than living
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in the country they had fled.
My mother and father were in the lucky group, happy to escape the pogroms of Russia, where young Cossacks,
exhilarated by vodka, considered it a sport to gallop through the ghetto and split open a few Jewish heads. My
mother saw one of her brothers get killed on the street in front of her this way.
My father was being trained as a tailor, but his hands were such huge claws that he didn't have the finesse, the
delicacy, to hold a needle and maneuver it. So they tied his thumb and forefinger together all day long. It must
have been excruciating. It was cold in Russia in the winter, and he had no shoes, only burlap wrapped around his
feet. He would hop from one foot to the other, rubbing his foot against his leg.
Somehow, Herschel and Bryna Danielovitch ended up in Amsterdam, New York, and proceeded to have
children. In 1910, 1912, and 1914, my sisters Pesha, Kaleh, and Tamara were born. Then me, Issur, in 1916. Then
three more girls: twins Hashka and Siffra in 1918, and finally, Rachel in 1924, when my mother was forty.
“Danielovitch” means “son of Daniel,” so I suppose my father’s father was named Daniel, but I don’t know for
sure. Later, we were all called “Demsky,” because my father’s older brother, Avram, who had preceded him to
Amsterdam, was for some unknown reason called “Demsky.” So my father became Harry Demsky.
Another brother bought a little shoe repair shop from a man named Greenwald. The name was over the store. A
customer walked in and asked,
“Do you own this shop?”
“Yes.”
“Now, Mr. Greenwald …” For the rest of his life, his name was Greenwald.
My sisters and I were all born on either the seventh or the fourteenth of the month. One day we were talking
about it, remarking on the odds of that happening. We decided to check our birth certificates. We found out that
none of us were born on the seventh or the fourteenth. My mother, being illiterate, knew only that we were born in
the first or second weeks of the month, which became the seventh and the fourteenth. My birthday, December 9,
had always been celebrated on the fourteenth.
I think of my life like a stone thrown into a calm pool. The first ripples are the security of the kitchen. I
remember wonderful moments of tranquillity in the kitchen, always a refuge and a haven for me: my three older
sisters at school, the three younger ones asleep, or not born yet. Nobody but Ma and me. How peaceful, content,
how cozy. Sometimes in the quiet kitchen, the sunlight would dance on the wall in rhythm to my mother’s rapid
movements as she kneaded the challah, bread for the Sabbath.
“What’s that on the wall, Ma?”
“The angels making bread.”
I believed what my mother told me. When it thundered, the angels were bowling. When it snowed, the angels
were sweeping off the porch of heaven.
I.was happy in the kitchen, with the wood-burning stove. It was quiet. No one there but Ma and me and the
angels.
Eventually, I had to leave the kitchen. There were moments of adventure in the early morning, when 1 ran all
the way down to the front gate, with just a little shirt on, bare-assed. My mother would come running after me and
scoop me up and bring me back in. I felt adventurous, wicked, daring.
I remember my first day at school, that first real trip away from home. I stumbled not far from the house and
fell into a mud puddle. I had to go back, bawling, change my clothes, and start off for school again. Dangers lurk
ahead when one leaves home! I think of this when I remember my son Peter saying,
“I don’t want to go to nursery school, Daddy! I want to stay home. I want to stay home!”
Yes, he wants to stay home where everything is secure and comfortable. And yet, all of life is pushing kids
away from home, enabling them to stand on their own feet. But part of every person doesn’t want to go out. Part
of every person wants to stay home. Part of every person doesn’t want to go into the mainstream of life, and is
content perhaps, as I was, to just spend one’s life in the comfort of the kitchen.
The first day at school, my older sisters took me to the kindergarten a block away at the Fourth Ward School,
which we all called “Fort Wart.” They left me at the door, and the teacher took my hand. I remember peering
around the corner as my sisters, who seemed so much bigger, went upstairs to the higher grades. I was pulled back
into the room with the younger children, away from my sisters, away from my mother.
I had to make the transition from the broken Yiddish/English my parents spoke at home to the English spoken
at school. The teacher asked me once where my report card was, and I told her I had left it in the almer—the
pantry. I knew no other word for this. But I didn’t think of it as a failing on my part. I ran home.
“You know what, Ma? The teacher is so stupid, she doesn’t even know what an almer is!”
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I had probably left the report card there because my parents hadn;t signed it. My mother could only make an
“X”. Years later, I taught her to write her name. She practiced the letters and very painstakingly wrote out her
name—Bryna.
When I went to school I was no longer Issur Danielovitch. By now, everyone in town knew us as “Demsky.”
My father was Harry. My mother went from Bryna to Bertha. My sisters all had American names, too: Pesha was
Betty, Kaleh became Kay, Tamara was Marion. The twins were now Ida and Fritzi. Rachel became Ruth. My new
name was Isadore, which I have always hated, even though they tried to console me by telling me it meant “Isis
adorer”—worshipper of Isis. The nickname was worse: Izzy.
And so it was that little Issur Danielovitch, with his quietness and shyness and dreaminess, his passivity and
sensitivity and belief in angels, was left behind, while Izzy Demsky, who was learning how to be tough, went out
to face the world in Amsterdam.
Amsterdam, with a little over 31,000 people, was one of the leading industrial cities in the world. Its three
huge carpet mills, including Sanford and Mohawk, led the United States in carpet production, rolling out over 12
million yards each year. Its knitting mills made it the greatest producer of mesh underwear in the country, and
second in the overall manufacture of knitted goods. It boasted the largest pearl button factory ever built. Every
year, nine factories turned out 1.75 million brooms, more than anywhere else in the world, while two silk mills
produced 100,000 pairs of gloves.
Not one of the thousands of people engaged in any of these enterprises was Jewish. Jews were barred from
working in the mills. So my father, who had been a horse trader in Russia, got himself a horse and a small wagon,
and became a ragman, buying old rags, pieces of metal, and junk for pennies, nickels, and dimes. Collecting the
things that people had thrown away was an awful way to make a living. Even on Eagle Street, in the poorest
section of town, where all the families were struggling, the ragman was on the lowest rung on the ladder. And I
was the ragman’s son.
Pa was rarely home. He would leave early in the morning to get a shave or a haircut or both. He was always
well groomed, but never shaved himself. Then he would go to either Carmel’s or DiCaprio’s Diner on East Main
Street, about a block from the house, for breakfast. Carmel was a very small, nervous Italian man. My father
would order a nickel cup of coffee, drink half, and then say,
“Carmel, this coffee is too hot. Could you put some more cream in it?”
Carmel would put cream into it and refill it and my father would get half a cup of coffee for nothing. The next
day my father would say,
“Carmel, it’s too cold. Could you put some more hot coffee in?” After a while, Carmel was walking around
behind the counter muttering to himself and shaking,
“Too hot, too cold, too hot, too cold.”
Finally, one day my father complained about the coffee being too cold. Carmel poured it out of his cup and
into a little pot, and warmed it up. My father got mad, and went to DiCaprio’s Diner next door. Eventually he’d
get into some trouble at DiCaprio’s, go back to Carmel’s, and start the whole cycle over again.
My father went out every day with his horse and wagon, from street to street yelling,
“Rags! Any rags!”
He would usually be back by early afternoon. He never worked a full day. Many times, as I was walking home
from school, I’d see him riding along on his wagon filled with junk and rags. I’d race ahead, jump up on the back
of the wagon, and climb over the junk to sit alongside him. I remember once thinking that this embarrassed him,
but I wanted so much to let him know that I wasn’t ashamed of him. I wanted so much to let him know how much
I loved him.
Then I’d help my father stuff the rags into burlap bags. I’d jab four holes in the top of the bag, lace a woman’s
discarded stocking through the holes, knot it, and add it to the pile of bags. I got to be quite good at stuffing
ragbags; I don’t think I’d have any trouble doing it today. The metal—copper, zinc, lead, brass—was all chopped
up and separated and piled up in the yard, to be sold later. Our yard was always full of junk.
My father was a big drinker, spent most of his time in saloons, much of it in fights. Once he got into a brawl
with seven men. He tossed one through a window, jumped over the bar, and brained a few more with bottles. Laid
them all out. In court, the judge looked at the crowd accusing my father of giving them black eyes, broken noses,
bruised ribs, and threw the case out: he didn’t believe that one man could beat up so many people.
There were other stories about my father that raised him to the level of legend: that he popped metal bottlecaps
and crushed shot glasses with his teeth; that he would go from saloon to saloon with an iron bar, betting for drinks
that he could bend it with his bare hands, and doing it; that nobody could beat him at arm wrestling. He was
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probably the toughest, strongest Jew in our town, the bulvan. There were other Jewish peddlers, but none of them
dared to go up on Cork Hill, the Irish section. Pa did. Ma warned me not to be like him.
Pa always managed to find alcohol, even during Prohibition. Many of his friends were Italians who made wine
or Ukrainians who made grain alcohol. When these sources were tapped out, he took alcohol wherever he could
find it. During one of the holiday services in the synagogue, the rabbis reached for the bottle of wine. Empty.
They all knew it could be only one man. My father was sitting in the first row. They said,
“Harry, did you drink the wine?”
“What are you talking about?”
But they could smell it on him. They were going to throw him out of the synagogue, but a friend of my
father’s, Stan Rimkunas, a Lithuanian auto mechanic who lived up the street, got him a lawyer. The lawyer said
that my father wasn’t in trouble, the synagogue was in trouble for having alcohol where people could get at it.
Now the synagogue was in danger of being closed. The rabbis took my father aside and gave him fifty dollars to
drop the charges, which he did. When the lawyer found out, he said,
“I hope you got three or four hundred dollars out of this, because it’s a good charge.” My father was very upset
that he had sold out so cheaply.
“Oy! Oy! Three, four hundred dollars I coulda gotten. I only took fifty. You shoulda pounded in my head how
much it was worth. Oy!”
My poor father! Poor Harry! Why was he a ragman? He had a tremendous personality, could hypnotize people
with his dramatic storytelling. Wherever he went, he made an impact. Ragman or not, they all knew him. He
would have made a wonderful actor. He was like a character in some of the movies I would later make.
I loved my father but I hated him, too. He was a ragman who drove a horse and wagon and couldn’t read or
write. But to me he was big. He was strong. He was a man. I didn’t know what I was. But I wanted to be accepted
by him, to be given a pat on the back. I would walk past the saloon at night, its curtains raised high on the tall
windows so that no young boy could peer over them. I’d hear my father’s voice in there, in that roaring accent,
regaling his drunken cronies with some story about things that had happened in Russia; I’d hear them all burst
into laughter. It was the world of men. No women were allowed, and I wasn’t allowed either. I kept waiting for
my father to take me by the hand into the world of men.
Once he gave me just a taste of it, a tease. One hot summer day, Pa took me by the hand and led me into a
saloon. I can see it so clearly, the streaks of brilliant sunlight streaming through the window and then the black
shadows in contrast … just like the movie sets that I would later play in. No-one was there but the bartender. My
father bought me a glass of loganberry. Nectar of the gods! I was in the world of men for a brief moment, even
though the men had not yet arrived. But I was in their habitat. Later on, I would be in those settings often with
Burt Lancaster or John Wayne. It always made me smile, because it seemed to me that we were all still children
pretending to be in the world of men.
*
Walking down East Main Street on his way home, Issur wanted to fly. He wanted to defy gravity and exceed
the bounds of the earth. He started to run, faster and faster. Maybe if he gained enough momentum he would rise
above the earth and soar toward the clouds.. Then he could look down on the people of Amsterdam. He would be
completely detached from his environment. Years later, Issur would attain the same detachment by flying off into
the souls of other characters, like Vincent van Gogh painting swirling strokes in the blinding sunlight of Arles.
Issur lay on a grassy bank, his hand trailing in the water, looking up at the sky with big white clouds going by,
hardly breathing. To do nothing, alone, unseen, was so restful. He was happy to be away from the turmoil of that
house at 46 Eagle Street with six sisters and a mother—all women. So often he found himself gasping, engulfed.
All those women: Issur didn’t know who he was or even who he was supposed to be. Oh, how he needed his
father’s approval! But his father was away on mysterious male doings, as usual. Issur hated his father—and loved
him.
*
My father was not exactly a good provider, and food was always a problem in our house. Often, we had
nothing to eat. I have a vivid picture of our little icebox: the pan underneath to catch the dripping water was
usually dry—no money to buy ice. But it didn’t matter, because usually there wasn’t anything in it to keep cold.
Nothing, except in a dark corner, a small can of Mazola Oil, the smallest can you could buy. We were hungry. I
remember my mother so often begging my father,
“Hershe, Hershe, the kids need something to eat.” He would shrug and say, “Hob nit,” a Yiddish abbreviation
of “Have not. Haven’t got it.” Once, when my mother was pleading, he threw fifty cents down on the table. We all
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clamored about what we should buy.
“Let’s buy some milk!”
“Eggs!”
“No, let’s get …” My father yelled,
“I can’t stand it! I’ll just take the fifty cents and get out of here!”
Finally, he left the house and the fifty cents. We bought Cornflakes and milk and stuffed ourselves. I thought
about what had happened.
“Ma, what did Pa mean? If he took the fifty cents, what would have happened to us?”
My mother just smiled enigmatically.
I stole food. I reached under a neighbor’s chicken for the warm egg, cracked it open, swallowed it raw in
secret. I crept down the steps into the cool, dark cellar where my mother stored the dill pickles she made, lifted up
the rock weighing down the wooden lid, dipped my hand irito the barrel, fished around in the brine, and pulled out
a pickle. Ah, the pleasure of biting into it, crisp and hard and delicious. The price of a tomato from the garden of
the Italians next door was an ass full of buckshot, so I swiped fruits and vegetables from the stand in front of a
store. One day a man saw me and gave me a long lecture about taking things that didn’t belong to me.
That shook me up. I never did it again. .
I worked, earning money at whatever a child could do: I ran errands, bought candy and soda pop for the
workers at the mill next to our house. This was long before vending machines. They lowered long strings with
money at the end, I tied a bottle of soda pop to the string, they hauled it up. With the money I got, we could enjoy
the luxury of milk and Cornflakes.
Gradually, I expanded my business. I got a wagon, bought my candy and soda pop wholesale, and dragged my
wagon around and sold my merchandise through the windows of the mills. My sisters helped me with this,
especially the twins, Ida and Fritzi. We lived so close to the mills that sometimes the men would come and tap on
the bedroom window and ask when we were going to get their candy. I did pretty well, always contributed twothirds of what I made to the house, and saved one-third for my escape—college.
Then someone from the mills got the idea of renting out carts to someone inside the mills. They wouldn’t let
me in anymore. I tried to compete with them from the outside, but they kept chasing me away. That was my first
contact with big business.
So I thought I was lucky when I found a few coins in a kitchen cabinet. I ran up the street and bought an ice
cream cone—one for me, and one for every kid who came into the store, until the money was all gone. My father
kicked the shit out of me.
Sometimes my mother sent my sister Kay and me to Meisel’s kosher butcher shop. We would sit and wait
while he took care of other customers. After all, we bought the least. Usually it was one pound of meat, at the
most two.
“Two pounds of meat, and lots of bones, please.”
Oh yes, lots of bones, those precious things from which my mother could make some soup for us, and stretch
that pound or two of meat to feed the entire family. This was the source of nourishment for all of us, this little
bundle of meat.
As we left the store, Kay and I would play a terrible game of “Who’s going to pick up the meat?” First, there
would be an argument about who was going to carry the meat. I insisted that she carry it, she insisted that I carry
it. The package of meat would drop to the sidewalk and we’d both walk away. It was a game of nerves: who was
going to break first and go back and pick up the meat? The meat, lying there on the sidewalk on the corner, might
be scooped up by a dog, or a child, or someone passing by. We’d walk along, each waiting for the other to break. I
ran back to pick up the meat more often than Kay.
It was my attempt, even at that young age, to try to assert what I suppose is male chauvinism. My father was
rarely around to help me, and here I was trying to assert myself over all my sisters by making Kay pick up the
meat. I wanted to feel like a man: I could go out and get the meat, but the woman should carry it. A man is
supposed to be strong, to be active, he must do things. He must provide and protect the womenfolk.
What a lot of shit that is. All the movements now are encouraging women to be stronger. I’d like to be in a
movement for men to be weaker. The right to be weak, the right to be passive—the right to do nothing. Why do
men always have to be strong? We’re not, and we know it. Why do we force ourselves to play those roles and why
do men and women force those roles on each other?
My older sister Marion and I were good friends and used to stroll through town with our arms around each
other. One day, we had a picnic. We took a couple of slices of bread with a little butter on them, a quart bottle of
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water, and went to a grove at the edge of the city. There we sat down with our feast of bread and water. Two girls
came along, hitchhiking. They had milk and cake. When they noticed what we were eating, they gave us part of
their food. What excitement it was for us! They seemed so wealthy. They were just two girls who had very little
money, but to us they were like the rich princesses in fairy tales. Milk and cake!
One Thanksgiving, we applied to the Salvation Army for food. They came to our house to give the food to
“Harry Denton.” They had gotten my father’s first name, but the last name of the family that rented the upstairs.
We both claimed the food. They got it.
On our street was every conceivable nationality, a little League of Nations: Italian, Polish, Irish, Russian,
German, British, Lithuanian, and probably many others. They had names like Stosh, Ginga, and Yabo. That was
after they were Americanized. None of us went very far from home; usually we played in the street. Sometimes,
we would beg or steal potatoes from home, build a fire in the gutter, and roast them. Once, after I had my own
children, I reprimanded my young son Eric.
“Why can’t you do simple things like we did?”
“Oh sure,” he said, “I’d like to do that. And I’d like to hear you explaining to the Beverly Hills police when
they see the fire that I’m roasting potatoes in in the gutter.”
Times change. We had games to initiate a newcomer to the street. One was called “Let ’er Fly.” We would tell
him to stay on one side of the street, alone. We would all be across from him. He was to turn his back to us, count
to ten, then turn and' face us, and yell, “Let ’er fly!” While he was counting we picked up all the debris we could
find. When he turned and faced us and yelled, “Let ’er fly!”—we did.
Another game was more sophisticated. The new boy in the neighborhood would lean against the fire hydrant,
count. to ten, and yell “Church on fire!” We all helped put it out by pissing on him.
I always liked “Wolfie,” real name Wilfred Churchett. He was three or four years older than I, with a
gentleness about him that was soothing after the rough gang on my street. I often sat on his front stoop playing a
game of baseball that he had created. It was a cutout, a piece of cardboard, with different sections marked “Base
on balls,” “Sacrifice bunt,” “Two-base hit,” “Trickle to pitcher,” “Outfield error,” etc. Then he would put in an
arrow and spin it around. Since there were seven kids in our house and my mother and father made nine, he would
make the whole Demsky family a baseball team and get each one up to bat and spin around and see what
happened. I was delighted when my mother got up to bat and hit a home run.
When I was about eight, they were building another mill near my house. A huge, deep trench was dug for the
foundation. A pipe broke, filling it with water. One Saturday, wearing my best clothes—a little suit—I tried to
walk across the trench on a pole, slipped, and fell in. The other kids ran away, frightened. The water was well over
my head. I was drowning.
Suddenly there was Wolfie, who couldn’t even swim, rushing toward me. He pulled me out. He brought me
home crying and soaking wet. My father started to beat him up, thinking that Wolfie had pushed me in. When he
found out that I had just fallen, my father beat me up instead.
Wolfie was such a nice, gentle person. I never forgot him. He was amazed that I sent him money regularly for
many years. If he hadn’t pulled me out of that ditch, I would have been just the little eight-year-old boy of a large
family that died years and years ago. Wolfie died in 1986. I’ll miss him.
Sometimes my father sold fruits and vegetables in baskets. I liked this better, but he didn’t do it often. He
might have a wagon load of potatoes, and I can hear his voice now yelling,
“Yeaaa, ’Tatoes! ’Tatoes!”
Once he had a pile of new baskets stacked against the wall of the house in the back. I was alone. Matches in
hand, I went around burning up little scraps of paper in the yard. One ignited the baskets. They erupted into
flames; the whole side of the house started burning. I ran up the street to my Uncle Morris’s where my father was,
screaming that the house was on fire. He leaped on the wagon and went hurtling down to the house. By the time
he got there, the neighbors had put out the flames. I got the worst shellacking I had received in a long time. My
father collected some insurance money on the house, but never did anything about fixing the burned boards.
I have always suspected that this was not an accident on my part, but subconscious arson. I really wanted to
destroy the whole house. There was an awful lot of rage churning around inside me, rage that I was afraid to
reveal because there was so much more of it, and so much stronger, in my father. My mother was always saying,
“Don’t be like your father. Be a good boy, be a good boy.”
That made me angry! What should I be like? My mother? My sisters? When they took me out of my older
sister’s bed, they put me on a hard sofa alone in the parlor. I was frightened. I missed not being next to the warm
body of Betty, of having her read to me from The Bobbsey Twins or the Frank Merriwell stories. Everybody had
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somebody to sleep with: my mother and father together, three of my sisters in one bedroom, three in the other.
Everybody but me, all alone in the parlor.
Alone except for the hoboes, gaunt and dirty, rootless and nameless, who rolled off the trains at night and
looked in the parlor window. They frightened me.
*
Issur lay awake in the dark, eyes straining up toward the ceiling. He worried about the gas. Issur knew people
had been killed by escaping gas fumes. He had seen them being carried away.
Were all the gas jets off? Issur got up from the hard sofa and tiptoed into the kitchen. He checked the two gas
knobs on the small range. He did it carefully, so that his damp fingers would not let the gas escape and seep into
the rooms where Ma and Pa were sleeping, or the rooms where his sisters slept.
Quietly, Issur placed a chair under the gas light in the middle of the room, climbed up. He was ever so careful
to check the spigot and make sure it was completely off. And he had to be careful not to knock the light and break
the gas mantle, the delicate core. If it was broken, there would be no light. And the gas mantle cost fifteen cents!
Satisfied that all the gas jets were turned off completely, Issur would go back to the sofa. Sometimes he got up
again, terrified that there was one jet he had left partially open. Every night, he repeated the ritual.
Maybe one night Issur would OPEN all the jets and let the gas silently slip into the house and kill all of them.
*
It was cold in upstate New York in the winter. We used a thrifty, age-old peasant method of insulation. We had
a fenced-off section in the backyard next to the barn where my father kept Bill, the horse that pulled his wagon.
All year long, we threw the horse manure in there and let it pile up. In the fall, I helped my father build a low
wooden wall around the base of the house. We filled this with the collected horse manure, and it helped to insulate
the house during the winter.
Often, on winter evenings, I would lean on the fence in front of the house, chin resting on top. It was nice to
get away from all the hubbub inside. I would look at the mounds of snow in the gutters, dark blue in the light
coming from the mill windows. Leaning there, my face stiff with cold, I would dream. When I grew up, where
would I be? What would I be? I would dream about far-off places and wonder what people were doing at that
precise moment, people that I might meet later on in life. The piercing scream of the mill whistle cut through my
reveries. Six o’clock. I watched white steam from the whistle shoot up into the darkness. I thought it was the
steam frorp all the factories that made white clouds in the sky; the dark rain clouds were caused by black smoke
from the smokestacks. The workers came pouring out of the mill and hurried home. I went inside, my dreams
ended.
Christmas was not a holiday we celebrated. Nevertheless, we resented that Santa Claus never came to our
house. Until one Christmas Day, we woke up and there were stockings filled with fruits and nuts and candy—and
toys! And best of all, Pa was there. We all demanded in a chorus,
“What happened?”
He told us, very dramatically, that when he had come home the night before, he heard a whirring and a
whirling and he looked up and there was a sled with reindeer racing through the sky and it came and landed on the
roof of our house. He told us that a big, fat man with rosy cheeks and a white beard and a red suit came down the
chimney and said,
“Hullo! Danielovitch?” My father answered,
“Yes!” And Santa Claus left all these things. I remember how we all sat, our eyes wide as we listened to my
father telling us about the one Christmas that Santa didn’t forget us. Those nuts and candy and apples … nothing
had ever seemed so delicious.
That is a rare memory of my father. It hurts. If he could be like that once, why couldn’t he do it more often?
I found a mongrel dog I named Tiger, part Doberman and part hound. He was my friend, big and powerful and
male. I loved him very much, and he loved me. I’ll never forget when I used to come home from school. Way
down the street, I could see his head by the gate, looking for me. As soon as he saw me, he’d race like mad up the
street and knock me down and lick my face while I laughed. He was a wonderful protector. When I played games,
if any of the other boys yelled at me or made threatening gestures, Tiger was there, growling, ready to spring to
my aid.
During the winter, I would hitch him to my “sled”—a trash-can lid, or some barrel staves. Tiger was so
powerful, he would pull me along, much to the envy of the other boys. I loved that dog. And then one day
someone said,
“I think your dog got run over.”
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I couldn’t believe it. I ran up the street and sure enough, Tiger was lying in the gutter, blood coming out of his
mouth. Dead. I was completely indifferent, numb at the loss of my best friend. I felt nothing, shed no tears. Thirty
years later, on a psychiatrist’s couch, I recounted the story and burst out sobbing.
In the spring, we emptied out the frozen manure insulation, which no longer had a smell, and used it for
fertilizer around the house, especially for a large white lilac bush in the front yard. Everyone else on Eagle Street
had purple lilac bushes; we had the only white one. It was the one thing of beauty we had, and I was proud of it.
Bill was a great horse, big and white. When you unhitched him from the wagon, he walked right into the barn.
My father never tied him up. I would feed Bill hay and oats, struggling with both hands to lift his pail of water,
which my father did so easily with just a few fingers.
Sometimes, when my father came home, he would stop by O’Shaughnessey’s Saloon, on the corner of Eagle
Street. He would jump off the wagon and give Bill a slap on the rump. Bill would trot down to the end of the
street, pulling the wagon, turn up our driveway into the yard, and just stand there and wait patiently until my
father was through and could come back to unhitch him and unload the wagon.
On hot summer nights, Bill would go for a walk. He would just walk out of the barn. But he wouldn’t go up
the road. He would walk on the sidewalk—clip-clop—at a very leisurely pace, halfway up the street. People
became accustomed to seeing Bill on the sidewalk. Then he would turn around and stroll back to the barn.
In the winter, my father didn’t work very much, so Bill just stayed in the barn, except for the times he would
walk over to the mill yard next door, race around, roll in the snow, and come back.
One night the barn caught fire. I didn’t do it! My father tried to get Bill out of his stall, but Bill was petrified
and wouldn’t move. Pail after pail of water was useless. My father came out of the barn, coughing from the
smoke, and alone. Bill was engulfed in flames. We heard the crackle of burning horseflesh, but I can’t remember
hearing any sound from Bill.
When the Fire Department finally arrived and put out the fire, it was all over. Bill, the white horse, lay stiff and
charred black.
One night I was playing tag when I fell and split my head open. I was bleeding and crying. The other kids
picked me up and were carrying me home. I looked up and saw my father walking home on the other side of the
street. I was so glad to see Pa. He looked over at me, and said,
“That’s what you get for going out and playing.” I would have given anything if he had come over to me,
leaned down, and said,
“Son, how do you feel? Are you all right?” But he wasn't capable of that.
On one of the rare occasions when my father ate with us, we were all sitting around the table, drinking tea in a
glass, Russian style. Pa held the glass of hot tea in his hand, bit off a hunk of sugar and slurped the tea through the
sugar. He sat there, sullen, so big, so strong, so quiet, ignoring us all. The more I looked at him, the weaker I felt,
until I was sure I would die if I didn’t do something. Suddenly, I found myself taking a spoon and filling it with
hot tea from my glass, David facing Goliath. My sisters were all looking at me, holding their breath. I took the
spoon carefully in my hand, and I flicked it across the table, right into my father’s face. He let out a roar like a
lion, reached across the table and grabbed me, just lifted me up and flung me through a door into the next room. I
landed on a bed. I like to think that he was aware that the bed was there when he threw me. All my family,
including my mother, were petrified.
I was triumphant. I had risked death and I had come out alive. I always look back at that as one of the most
important moments of my life. If I hadn’t done that, it seems to me that I would have drowned, perhaps in that
mass of women I was living with. I know that flicking that teaspoon of tea in his face made me feel different from
my sisters—a man. He couldn’t ignore me. At that moment, he knew I was alive. I have never done anything as
brave in any movie.
I remember Friday nights very well. That was the Sabbath. Friday during the day, my mother worked harder
than usual, putting everything in order, cleaning up the house, kneading and shaping the loaves of sweet egg
challah, decorating the top with clasped hands sculpted from the dough, and painting it all with a shiny egg
varnish. She made chicken soup with egg noodles rolled out and cut by hand and left to dry on clean sheets on the
beds. Sometimes there was fish, a large carp flapping in the bathtub until my mother cooked it. Being an
Orthodox Jew and keeping kosher is a tremendous amount of work for a woman. Meat had to be killed a certain
way and the blood drained out of it. You had to keep two sets of dishes, one for meat products, and one for dairy,
just for daily use. There were a third and fourth set used for nothing but Passover.
On Friday night, my mother would light the candles. I remember those four candle holders. Two of them were
quite tinny, but the other two were very solid-looking, and very old, and were handed down from my mother’s
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mother and who knows how many people before that. Then we would walk to the Orthodox synagogue nearby on
Grove and Liberty streets. I remember watching all the old Jewish men with big beards praying and singing
ancient Hebrew songs. I always had the feeling that God must be a really old, old man, with a big beard, because
they all seemed to be in such close touch with him, and he seemed so far away to me.
The Sabbath was the only time Ma was not in constant motion—washing, ironing, cooking, cleaning.
Saturdays, she sat in a rocking chair with her Hebrew Bible, the only thing she could read, even though she
couldn’t understand the words. On her face was a wonderful serene smile.
Do you realize how much time you spend praying if you are an Orthodox Jew? Every morning I tied
phylacteries, amulets containing scriptural passages, to my forehead and left forearm, and prayed for at least
fifteen to twenty minutes. And that was if I raced through it. Every day after regular school, fighting my way back
and forth to Hebrew School through the gangs—another hour and a half. Every Friday night at the synagogue to
welcome in the Sabbath. Back to the synagogue Saturday morning for another three hours. Sunday morning—
Sunday school. All this for the reward, at thirteen, of becoming Bar Mitzvah.
But what was sometimes a chore for me must have been heaven for Ma—to be able to sit quietly and pray, out
in the open, without having Cossacks gallop by and club you to death. But as much as they enjoyed their religious
freedom in America, Jews like my mother would never think of forcing it on other people. That was what had
been done to them in Russia. That’s something I don’t understand, even today—people pushing to get prayer in
the public schools. If these people are so religious, why don’t they say their prayers at home in the morning with
their families, and let the schools teach what they’re supposed to?
The Bible stories frightened me. Jehovah seemed such a cruel old man. I was afraid of him and didn’t like him.
A thought, needless to say, that I shared with no one. The picture from my Sunday school book is vivid in my
mind. Abraham grasps his son Isaac in one arm; in the other he has a raised knife. He is remonstrating with the
angel, who is trying to stop him from fulfilling God’s commandment—“Sacrifice your son Isaac as a burnt
offering to me.” Isaac’s eyes are open wide with fear. That little kid looked a lot like me. God had to come and
help the angel and reassure Abraham that he was only testing him.
Now, is that any way for a God to act? Don’t you think he’s taking advantage of his position? Don’t you think
he’s cruel? Would my father use the knife that he cut holes in ragbags with to slit my throat if God asked him? It
scared the hell out of me!
I also didn’t like the way God treated Moses, who had a speech impediment and had to have his brother Aaron
speak for him. And yet God insisted that Moses deliver the Jews from the bondage of slavery in Egypt into the
land of milk and honey—Canaan, Israel. It took Moses forty years of wandering. He went to the mountaintop and
saw the face of God when he received the two stone tablets with the ten commandments. When he came down to
deliver them to the people, they were worshipping a golden calf. In a rage, he smashed the tablets. I always
admired that anger in Moses. It made him human. Then he had to go back up the mountain to get another set of
commandments. And what was his reward? To be told that he would not be able to enter the Promised Land.
Why? Because he had seen the face of God. It’s pretty hard to like someone who behaves that way!
It’s tough enough to be a Jew, but it was very tough in Amsterdam. There were constant reminders. No Jews
worked in the carpet mills. No Jews worked on the local newspaper. No Jewish boys delivered the newspaper.
Kids on every street corner beat you up. Why? Who taught them that? Their parents! After school each day, I’d
have to walk about twelve blocks to Hebrew school. I had to run the gauntlet, because every other street had a
gang and they would always be waiting to catch the Jew boy. There was a Lark Street gang, the John Street gang,
the Kline Street gang. They would throw things, so I had to try to go around the street. Sometimes they would
catch me and beat me up. I’ll never forget the first time that I was beaten up by a bunch of kids who kept
punching me, yelling,
“You killed Jesus Christ!” I ran home, my nose streaming blood.
“Ma, what did they do that for? They said I killed Jesus Christ. I don’t even know who he is!”
What a terrible way of life. I resented it, but had to accept it because that's the way it was. And I remember my
mother quietly saying to me,
“As a Jew, you will always have to be twice as good to get ahead in life.”
There were very few Jews in the town of Amsterdam. There was no threat from them. I think that on Eagle
Street there were only two Jewish families, including ours. But still, there was a tremendous hatred of Jews.
The kids weren’t to blame. What do parents say when they’re around the dinner table with their young
children? What remarks do they make about “those kikes,” or “those spics,” or “those wops”? So often, later on,
I’d be talking to people I thought wouldn’t be that way, only to hear them say things like,
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“He tried to Jew me down.”
They learned it from their parents.
And their churches. It was not until 1965 that the Roman Catholic Church declared that Jews could not
collectively be blamed for the death of Jesus, and decided to actually admit the fact that Jesus was Jewish. This
was about the same time they decided that Galileo might have had a point when he said that the planets revolved
around the sun, not the earth, and reconsidered their excommunication of him three centuries earlier.
But what about the local newspaper, the Amsterdam Evening Recorder? My friends had jobs delivering papers
for them, but I couldn’t get a route. It took me a long time to realize why. So I had to take a job delivering the
Schenectady paper, which was much harder. Almost everybody in Amsterdam got the Recorder, so you went up
one street and down the other delivering the papers, and that was your route. But almost nobody took the
Schenectady paper, so I had to cover half the town.
All Jews are lonely. I think we all have hidden scars. I think all Jews go through a period of hating being a Jew.
I did. There was a time when, if someone asked, “Are you a Jew?” I would gulp and say,
“I’m half Jew.”
I would vary the blame—sometimes it was my father who was a Jew, sometimes my mother, but not both.
Being half a Jew did not seem quite as bad as being a whole Jew. How sad.
I think the strongest anti-Semitism sometimes exists among Jews. To this day a German Jew often hates
Russian or Polish Jews. There are German-Jewish clubs around this country that did not allow Russian or Polish
Jews when they first started. Some have relented a little, but not all. I’m sure that when Hitler started, many
German Jews didn’t mind what he did to other Jews. They didn’t expect him to turn on them. Isn’t it ridiculous?
But if anti-Semitism can exist among Jews, why shouldn’t it exist among others?
When I was twelve, I used to chant the Friday evening services at shul,
“L’chu Nerauany, L’adonai, Nariyah, Yshur, Mishenu.”
Before I was even Bar Mitzvah, the people in my synagogue wanted to send me to school to become a rabbi.
This was considered a great opportunity for a poor Jewish boy. But how could I tell those fine Jewish people that I
didn’t want to become a rabbi, I wanted to be an actor.
I have always wanted to be an actor, I believe from the first time I recited a poem in kindergarten about the
Red Robin of Spring. They applauded. I liked that sound. I still do.
In second grade, I played the shoemaker in “The Shoemaker and the Elves.” It was quite an event. Children
from all different schools came to East Main Street School for an evening festival. My mother sewed a little black
apron for my costume. My father seemed to have no interest in any of the things any of his children did. But
without my knowing it, he came in and watched the play from the back of the auditorium. I had no idea that my
father was there; I never expected him to come. But he was there and he saw the show. And after it was over, he
bought me an ice cream cone. He didn’t say much, but he bought me an ice cream cone.
That memory is so vivid. That was the man who had played Santa Claus, years ago. No award I have ever
received has meant more to me than that ice cream cone.
One summer, when I was eleven or twelve, I hitchhiked to Schenectady, fifteen miles away. It was my first
long trip, my first adventure away from Amsterdam. I finally arrived in the metropolis of Schenectady. How large
it was! The streets were so wide! And Proctor’s movie theater was so much bigger than anything in our town.
There was something frightening about being off in another world. I hurried back. And yet I longed for the
ripples in the stream of my life to widen and widen. Would I ever really leave my hometown?
I loved the circus, the carnival, that strange world of people and animals that arrived in town overnight,
changing a quiet, deserted field into a world of exciting lights and noise. I loved watching the hucksters urging
people to try their luck knocking down dolls with three balls. The dolls were heavily fringed with yarn, allowing
the balls to go whizzing through.
I was frightened, but fascinated by the freaks. Once I got into a fight with one of the carnival boys. The boy
bloodied my nose, while the other members of his carnival family urged him on. I felt very alone. No one was
encouraging me. I didn’t want to fight; I wanted to join the carnival boy and become part of his family.
But the carnival always moved on, gone in the middle of the night, just as it had come. I would walk over the
deserted, quiet fields of debris that they left behind. Where did they go? Where are they now?
When I was twelve, I had my tonsils taken out. It was not in a hospital but in a doctor’s office.. He did it all
himself, with no nurse. My mother went with me, but I didn’t want her to be in the room when he was cutting out
my tonsils. The doctor administered the anesthesia, and I remember going to sleep. While I was under, I had a
vivid dream. In it, there were two of me, Izzy and Issur. Izzy was laughing hysterically with contempt at Issur,
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who was frightened, tiny. Issur’s nose was running and he tried to hide. He didn’t like to be laughed at, but Izzy
found him out:
“I see you there, hiding behind the garbage pail. Come on out, come on.”
“Please leave me alone. I don’t want to come out.” But Izzy just kept taunting Issur and laughing hysterically.
When I came to, I saw my mother there. I felt dizzy. The doctor had left the room. I felt I was going to faint
and I asked her to leave me alone.
“Go away, Ma. Please leave me alone.” As I was losing consciousness, I heard her calling for the doctor.
I remember that incident very well. Little Issur has never left me. He is always somewhere within me, often
out of sight, but never too far away. Sometimes I catch glimpses of him scurrying around. He wears a little shirt
and his ass is bare. His face is dirty and smudged by tears. That’s Issur, and he hasn’t changed. Often, I tried to
kill him, but he never dies. I hate him—and yet sometimes I love him, because he has never deserted me.
Thirteen is the age of Bar Mitzvah, when a Jewish boy becomes a man. I recited the Hebrew words, gave a
speech in Yiddish. I got a few gold pieces as presents. Those, added to what I’d saved working, amounted to $313,
a fortune in those days. My father asked to borrow it from me. He wanted to buy up a lot of metal, because the
prices were so cheap, and then sell it at a killing. This was his big chance. My mother pleaded with me not to give
it to him. She knew I was saving it for college. But there was nothing that could have prevented me from giving it
to him. I was proud of it.
The time came for my father to negotiate with scrap-metal dealers to sell all the metal he had collected. Copper
was selling for around twenty-four cents a pound. Unfortunately, it was 1929, and the bottom dropped out of the
scrap-metal market about the same time it dropped out of the entire United States economy. A week later they
said,
“It’s twenty cents a pound.” My father was yelling,
“What do you mean? You were paying twenty-four!” A few days passed, and it was eighteen cents, then
sixteen, fourteen, twelve, eight, four cents a pound. My father finally had to sell the metal for about two cents a
pound. That was what the Depression meant to me, that prices came tumbling down and my father lost my
savings. Our scale of living wasn’t much different before, during, or after.
My older sisters wanted to better our living conditions. Betty, now twenty, had left school in the ninth grade to
work, and had been the major support of the family. We were all working now, had changed the gaslights to
electricity, gotten a telephone. We all chipped in and got Ma some teeth. My mother had been toothless as long as
any of us could remember. It was a shock to see her with her new teeth. Kay ran out of the house crying, “That’s
not Ma!” but the house was still just a dilapidated house next to the mills, and my sisters were going on dates now
and wanted something better.
Bitter arguments developed in the kitchen at 46 Eagle Street. My father didn’t want to move. As I look back, it
seems to me that he was hanging on to some last shred of dignity. Poor Pa, the head of the household, with six
daughters, his wife, and one son.
I never, never heard my father call my mother by her name, Bryna. Instead, he said, “Hey you!” or “Tell the
missus,” or “Where’s the mama?” I rarely remember him having a conversation with my mother, let alone any of
the rest of us. And yet, they slept in the same bed—when he was home. And, with seven kids, they must have had
some kind of communication.
Often, when he was home, he would pace back and forth in the kitchen. Back and forth, endlessly. He would
stop at the window, peer out into the yard. And then, back and forth, the muscles in his jaw twitching. I never took
my eyes off of him. He didn’t seem to know I was there. What was he thinking? About early days in Russia when
he was a balegale, a taxi driver with a horse-drawn sled? Or maybe of his early dreams: America, the land of
opportunity, the land of plenty. Did he consider himself a failure who could not provide for all those mouths? And
now, they were threatening to move away, to a different street, a better house. What should he do? If only Pa had
said,
“Stay with me, son.”
But Pa said nothing. He stormed out of the house, to O’Shaughnessey’s or Boggi’s saloon, a world where men
drank and forgot their problems. And he left me in a world of women.
I left Pa at 46 Eagle Street, pacing the kitchen, and went off with my six sisters and my mother. And I felt as if
I had been circumcised again and a little more of my cock had been cut off. From that day on, until I left
Amsterdam, I was gasping for breath.
As we left the house, my last thought was: it’s Fall. Who will help Pa put the horse manure around the house?
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“You are certainly not college material,” my French teacher told me. That made me feel terrible. Maybe she
was peeved that 1 was the pet of another teacher—tall, patrician Mrs. Louise Livingston, a graduate of Mount
Holyoke College, member of the Daughters of the American Revolution, head of the English Department, a
widow with a son five years older than I.
She changed my life. She introduced me to the world of poetry—Byron, Keats, Shelley. She became my
confessor and listened to the dreams I didn’t dare tell anyone else. I would have been run out of the East End if I
had ever admitted to liking poetry or said out loud,
“I want to be a great actor.”
“To be a great actor,” Mrs. Livingston said, “you have to be a great person. You must be educated. You must be
trained.” Because of her, I sent away for college and drama school catalogues and saved every penny so I could
get there.
Most students, including me, were afraid of Mrs. Livingston. I met her when another teacher sent me to her for
disciplining because I had failed to turn in a book report on David Copperfield. I read the book, but didn’t do the
report. She questioned me thoroughly, was impressed with how much I understood and retained. But she marked
me down for being late with the report.
Mrs. Livingston was cool and detached when she walked into the classroom. She never raised her wellmodulated voice. Emotion crept in only when she read poetry:
God knows ’twere better
To be buried deep
In silk and scented dawn,
Where love throbs out
In blissful sleep.
Pulse nigh to pulse
And breath to breath.

I used to get a funny feeling when she read those lines, and I looked at her in reverence. I composed my first
poem and recited it in class with great feeling:
THE DISCARDED SHIP
by Izzy Demsky
Above me have flown many flags
But now my sails are torn to rags
My bows are white from swirling foam
As o’er the many seas I roam.
But now there’s nothing left for me
I live in days that used to be.

Mrs. Livingston thought I was wonderful. She encouraged me and kept me after school. I liked that. I was late
for work, but I liked being with her. We sat at her desk next to the window, looking out over the beautiful autumn
landscape, in that light that precedes dusk. What a sparkle came into her eyes as she read poem after poem with
me sitting by her side.
Oh, I’m in love with the janitor’s boy
And the janitor’s boy loves me.

Her hand reached under the desk and clutched my hand close to her thigh. The colors of the autumn leaves
raced around in my head. I hoped she couldn’t hear my heart beating. It was so loud. And my hand touching her
thigh was so sweaty. I hoped it didn’t rub off on her thin silk dress. I tried to draw it away, slowly, but she held it
more tightly, as she went on in a reverie:
And he’s going to build me a green isle
A green isle in the sea.

I left, late for work, and as I ran down the school steps littered with leaves, I looked back. She was standing at
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the window watching me. Wow! I must be the janitor’s boy!
I couldn't wait for her to walk into class. Each day, using the words of Keats, Byron, Shelley, we spoke to each
other. I can hear her now:
Beauty is truth, truth beauty—that is
All ye know on earth,
And all ye need to know.

She would call on me to read, and I did, with a little too much emotion.
For thou wast that all to me, love,
For which my soul did pine—
A green isle in the sea, love,
A fountain and a shrine,
All wreathed with fairy fruit and flowers
And all the flowers were mine.

She asked me to come by and help her with some English papers one evening. She lived in what I thought then
was a spacious room on the top floor at 34 Pearl Street, a three-story home that had been converted into a
boardinghouse. She shared the bathroom down the hall with several other schoolteachers who lived there.
That first night, I was sitting on the bed—she kissed me. My lips felt so hot, I thought they would burst into
flames. She held me and wanted to do more, but I was too frightened, just a fumbling schoolboy of fourteen. I
kept saying,
“No, no, no.”
I had never had sex. Oh, I knew about masturbation. That was easy, alone in a dark room with your fantasies.
But this was real. So much white skin, and such a large, dark, bushy spot. So mysterious. My heart pounding hard,
I ran out of the room before I had pierced any mysteries. It wasn’t very late. The streets were quiet, and under the
harvest moon, I never stopped running until I reached home.
I was angry with myself. Why hadn’t I done it? I wanted to. Why was I afraid? All the words of the great poets
didn’t help. I was sure she would never invite me back again.
But she did, many times, and our relationship endured through high school, college, New York, and
Hollywood, even though we saw each other less and less and the letters became fewer as we grew older and I
traveled to different countries making movies. I helped take care of her until she died. I was her “janitor’s boy,”
and she left me a book of poetry that she had written and published, each page a different moment during the
years of our friendship and love.
One of my best friends in high school was Pete Riccio. He was a handsome Italian boy. He didn’t live far from
me, with his mother and eight younger brothers and sisters. He would often joke:
“Of course, you come from a small family of seven kids, so you don’t know the problems of a large family.”
Pete was about five years older than I. He had quit school after junior high, when his father had died, and had
gone to work for five years in the carpet mills, ten hours a day, thirty-five cents an hour. When he came back to
finish school, we were in the same grade.
His mother was a wonderful woman. Often, I had delicious dinners of chicken cacciatore and spaghetti at their
house. I’ve liked pasta ever since. Pete would come to our house and share our dinner, usually eggs scrambled
with water.
Pete and I were together often. On warm evenings, we would spend hours and hours talking and talking. When
other kids were out playing around, we’d go to a park, sit on a bench, and talk. We would exchange dreams. I was
going to be a great Broadway stage actor and he was going to become the governor of the state of New York.
Neither of us attained our dreams.
I had another friend in high school, a girl named Sonya. She was very bright, and pretty, wore no makeup. I
would walk to her house in the evening sometimes, munch on apples, and talk and talk. We have remained friends
through the years, writing back and forth. Sonya has kept track of me better than I have of myself; her scrapbooks
and memory and energy proved to be an enormous help when I set out to rediscover my past by writing this book.
*
Issur would walk along the railroad tracks at five-thirty every morning to meet the train from New York that
dropped off newspapers and magazines. New York City. It was one hundred and eighty miles away. It might as
well have been on another planet, but Issur was more fascinated by the trains that didn’t stop in Amsterdam, like
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the famous Twentieth Century.\fn{The Twentieth Century Limited} Sometimes, when the wind blew in the right
direction, Issur would be hypnotized watching them hurtling silently toward him. Not a sound. And then they
raced past in a ROAR while Issur got a quick glimpse of sparkling white tablecloths, black waiters, gleaming
silverware. Then the thundering roar dissolved back into silence. How Issur longed to be on that train, speeding to
some far-off destination. Where were they rushing?
Maybe California. Issur’s Uncle Morris had gone to California. When Issur asked, “Where’s California?” he
pointed west, where the sun was setting, golden behind pink-streaked clouds.
“What a beautiful place,” Issur thought. “Will I ever get to California?”
*
We loaded the out-of-town and foreign newspapers and magazines into a truck, and delivered them to stores
around town. I was home at seven o’clock, ate a little breakfast, walked two miles to school. Once, I caught my
mother looking at me pensively, sorry for me.
“You work so hard.”
I didn’t think I was working so hard; it was a job that I had to do. I’ve felt that way throughout my lifetime.
Much later in my life, when I was making a movie, my driver was looking at me sort of funny.
“Could I ask you a question, Mr. Douglas?” I said,
“Sure.” He said,
“I just want to know, why does a rich man like you work so hard?”
I thought, what a strange question, how odd that he would equate working hard only with making money, not
with liking your work. Of course, delivering papers wasn’t a job that I particularly wanted to do. But I needed
money to escape to college.
And I wanted to play a musical instrument. I bought a very cheap banjo on the installment plan. For fifty cents
a lesson, I learned to play the banjo—not very well. I missed some payments and wasn’t home when they came
for the little money I still owed. They bullied my sister Kay, threatened to put me in jail, so she handed the banjo
over. I was desolate when I found out.
My junior year, I won the Sanford Prize-Speaking Contest with a very dramatic recitation about a dying
soldier. It was called “Across the Border.” They gave me a gold medal. I had been afraid that I might not win,
since my sister Marion had won two years before. At the time, I was working at Goldmeer’s Wholesale Grocery
Company. That Saturday, Mr. Goldmeer decided that it would be nice for me to recite my winning oration for all
the employees. We all crowded into his office next to the roaring Chuctanunda Creek. I started. The phone rang.
Mr. Goldmeer motioned me to continue as one of his salesmen answered it. I was dramatically depicting this
dying soldier’s last thoughts on the battlefield. The salesman was saying,
“Yes, two hundred pounds of sugar, three cases of beets …”
It almost made me hate winning that gold medal.
One of my classmates took me to his house for lunch, and we had hot cross buns. I had never seen them
before. I ran home.
“Ma, these people eat cake! They eat cake with their meat!”
Ma didn’t believe me. I didn’t tell Ma when I ate one of the many wonderful foods forbidden to Orthodox Jews
—bacon. I was fourteen. It was one of the most terrifying experiences of my life. I expected Old Jehovah with a
long beard to strike me dead. But nothing happened. So I kept eating. I guess from that time, I began to move
away from religious observance.
I’ve been married twice, each time to a shiksa, a non-Jew. My children were brought up to choose their own
religion. But once every year, on Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, I revert to my upbringing. That’s the big
day. That’s when it’s written in the Big Book—and sealed—who shall live and who shall die, who by fire and who
by water. I may not be in the synagogue as a good Jew should, but on that day I know deep down in my guts that
I’m related to slaves who escaped bondage in Egypt, and that the people who are now trying to turn Israel into a
land flowing with milk and honey are my brethren. I hear the lament of Kol Nidre even if I’m riding a horse side
by side with Burt Lancaster, and I hear the shofar blowing in the middle of a love scene with Faye Dunaway.
And I fast. Yes, I’m a Jew. And that feeling lasts me the rest of the year until the next Yom Kippur.
A most wonderful event took place my senior year. Katharine Cornell, first lady of the Broadway stage, was
going on an unprecedented tour of the country with one of her biggest successes, The Barretts of Wimpole Street.
They were going to play in Albany, and I was saving up to go! I was in heaven at the thought of this combination
of great theater and the poetry of Robert and Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Mrs. Schuyler, the drama teacher,
organized our class trip. It was my first real play, and it was perfect. I never suspected that some day I would not
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only know Katharine Cornell, but work with her.
Sometimes during lunch hour we danced in the gymnasium, but I had never been to a school dance in the
evening because I didn’t have the clothes or the money. I was a pretty good dancer, especially with a step called
the glide and dip. But senior year, I decided to save up and go to the Senior Prom. It was a big event to me, my
first prom.
There was a girl, Ann Brown. She was pretty and always wore nice clean dresses. She lived on Market Hill, the
rich part of town. I danced with her sometimes during lunch hour. I felt she liked me. I invited her to go with me.
She said yes!
I was ecstatic, counted my pennies to make sure I had enough for the ticket and a nice corsage. I was going to
press my suit very carefully.
The next day I came to school very happy. I saw her, my date for the prom, and waved. She didn’t wave back.
That’s strange, I thought. I guess she didn’t see me. During lunch hour when people were dancing, I couldn’t quite
seem to get her attention. I didn’t understand. I ran up to her and she turned away. Finally, I trapped her in the
corridor.
“What’s wrong?” She started to stutter, then finally said,
“I can’t go to the prom with you.” My heart sank. I was bewildered. She had seemed so happy about it the day
before.
“Why?” She wouldn't answer. I insisted.
“Why? Have I done something?”
“No.” Long pause.
“My father won’t let me.” I said,
“I’m sure the prom won’t be very late. I’ll get you home whenever he’d like.”
“No, no,” she said. “It’s not that.”
“Well what is it?”
“Because you’re a Jew and your father’s a ragman!”
She ran away.
I just stood there with my mouth open. Certainly it was not new to me to be persecuted for being a Jew. But
somehow I didn’t associate it with this nice, freshly scrubbed American girl with her well-pressed dresses. I
couldn’t believe it. I knew that she came from a wealthy family and her father was a college graduate. I had
always thought that people who hated Jews were like my immigrant neighbors who had come from a tough
background with no education.
The night of the prom arrived. I had already told many people that I was going, and I was expected to go,
because I was on the dance committee. But I didn’t go. I began retreating into my shell.
So often, I had to build a protective shell around me. Usually, it took the form of daydreams or fantasies. Issur
couldn’t deal with the pain. Sometimes, when it was really bad, Izzy couldn’t, either.
I was always looking for some form of escape, even if it was only in my dreams. Every night, before going to
bed, I tried to think of a happy thought, like a dog that has hidden a bone. If I had a pleasant thought during the
day, I would tuck it away with the reminder,
“Oh yes, I must think of that tonight.”
For many nights, I had been using my dreams about going to the Senior Prom. Now, that hope was gone.
The Wilbur H. Lynch High School graduation exercises for the 322 members oftne Class of 1934 were held at
10:00 A.M. on June 27, in the Rialto Theater, a movie house. Years later, many of my films would be shown there.
Pete Riccio was class president and I was treasurer. My mother was there, and all my sisters. I don’t know where
Pa was. But Ma was proud as they called off my name for Best Acting Prize and Best Speech at Commencement.
I also won a prize for my essay, “The Play’s the Thing,” in which I wrote:
“Art can only be obtained through hunger—hunger for beauty or harmony or truth or justice.”
Idealistic, but I still believe it.
Immediately after the graduation exercises, I rushed off to my new job as a janitor across the river at the Fifth
Ward School. I needed that job, and was lucky to get it in the middle of the Depression, at twenty-one dollars a
week. I was a good janitor.
But within a week I was fired. I couldn’t believe it. Louise Livingston told me that Wilbur H. Lynch himself
had me fired. I couldn’t believe that, either. He was such a distinguished man, an educated man, Superintendent of
Schools. The high school was named after him. I had never done anything to him. I didn’t even know him. Why?
I was very anxious to find a good-paying summer job, and decided to try the resort hotels in upstate New York.
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Louise invited me to spend the weekend at her house on Lake George and apply for jobs in the area. I walked and
hitched, hitched and walked from hotel to hotel, turned down for any kind of a job. I passed through Saratoga,
which was just getting ready for the height of its season, hotels crowded with wealthy people. No jobs at any of
them.
It got later and later, and I had no place to stay. I had to spend the night somewhere, and I didn’t have any
money to waste on a hotel room. Someone had mentioned a ranger with a house in the woods. It was night now. I
found my way through the woods by moonlight, walked up the steps to the cabin, knocked on the door. It opened.
The barrel of a .45 was in my nose. At the other end was the inebriated ranger, growling,
“What the hell do you want?” I politely explained that I was looking for a place to sleep. His response was,
“Get out of here or I’ll blow your head off.” I took him at his word, exited his porch precipitously, and spent an
uncomfortable, petrified night under a tree.
The next day was more rejection after rejection. Busboy, bellhop, waiter. Nobody wanted to hire Izzy Demsky.
I thought about this as I walked and hitched some more. By the time I came to a tiny little hotel called the Orchard
House, I swallowed hard and introduced myself as “Don Dempsey.”
I got the job.
The Orchard House was “restricted”—no Jews. There were a few families, but it catered mostly to young
Gentile ladies who had accumulated enough money during the year to come for a two-week vacation at Lake
George hoping to find romance. The woman who ran the hotel was attractive and liked me. She confided in me
often that there was something about Jews she could not stand; she could spot them in a minute, no matter what
their name was or what they looked like. There was a smell about them.
I was a bellhop, the only one there. I was pretty busy. Invariably, my last call before going off duty at night
would be to deliver ice to one of the guests in her room—a guest who had not found romance along the shores of
Lake George and was willing to find it behind a closed door with a bellboy.
As the end of the season approached, the lady proprietor grew more interested in me. I had tried to maintain
my distance. The night before the hotel closed, my lady boss was more attentive than ever. She suggested that we
have a farewell drink in her room. I was certainly aware of the season finale she was planning as I climbed the
stairs to her room. She talked about my coming back the next summer. I thought of all the things she had said this
summer:
“Hitler is right, the Jews should all be destroyed.”
“No Jew will ever set foot in this hotel.”
After a few drinks, we were in bed together. Strange how hate can be such an aphrodisiac. My hate grew into a
tremendous erection and I thrust it inside of her. She was wet and ready, extremely passionate, moaned and
groaned. I made certain that over all of these sounds she could hear me very clearly when I said into her ear,
"THAT IS A CIRCUMCISED JEWISH COCK INSIDE YOU. DO YOU THINK YOU’LL GET
CONTAMINATED? MAYBE EVEN DIE? I AM A JEW. YOU ARE BEING FUCKED BY A JEW!”
I exploded inside her. She said nothing, just breathed heavily and lay there as I left the room.
The next morning I hitchhiked back to Amsterdam. On the way, I stopped off to see Louise Livingston at her
cottage. What a wonderful surprise it would be! I walked for miles around the lake and then down the path that
led to her house. As I went to knock on the door I looked, and there inside I saw my dear friend Wilbur H. Lynch,
that highly respected man who had fired me from my janitor job. Now I understood why. He walked across the
room in his underwear, followed by my dearly beloved in a bathrobe. I walked away and hitchhiked back to
Amsterdam. I never told her.
It was September; kids headed for college. Pete Riccio left for St. Lawrence University. I didn’t have enough
money to get to college. College seemed like such a magic word to me. It was the key: escape from Amsterdam,
six sisters, my mother. It could be an escape from my father, who didn’t seem to want to see me. Yes, and even an
escape from Louise. As I grew cooler, she became fiercely jealous, sometimes coming to where I worked, her
eyes flashing with anger as she questioned where I had been, or what I had done, or with whom, in a low, fierce
voice so that she couldn’t be overheard.
I needed money. My sister Betty got me a job at the M. Lurie Department Store in Men’s Ready-to-Wear. What
a desperate year. I lived most of it in fantasy. I had one suit and a light topcoat. Each night I pressed the pants by
placing a damp cloth over the creases and steaming them with a hot iron. I walked back and forth from home to
the department store, my topcoat neatly folded over one arm. I walked very erect. I don’t know who I was
pretending to be. Anybody but me. How the time dragged. I would try not to look at the clock for as long as I
could. Then I looked: four o’clock. Two more hours before closing. Would six o’clock never come!
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I began to steal, small sums. If someone bought something for $2.98 and gave me three dollars, I made out the
slip for $1.98 and let a dollar fall to the floor and picked it up later. I was frightened. I had never stolen money
before. I caught one of the men in the store eyeing me suspiciously after one of my transactions. I never did it
again.
During that year I played John Barrymore in a little-theater production of The Royal Family.\fn{The Barrymore’s
are a famous American acting family who began their generational life on stage and screen in the 19 th centuy; they were nicknamed “The
Royal Family” in America} I saw how the rest of my life would be, stuck in Amsterdam. In [ ]\fn{ A word seems to have
fallen out of the text at this point }years, I might become the manager of the Men’s Department of M. Lurie and Co. I

would be active in the little-theater group. I might even become a member of the golf club—the one that let Jews
in.
One of the wholesale grocery outfits had offered me a big job taking over their publicity. They promised that in
a short time, I might make as much as a hundred dollars a week. That seemed a fantastic amount. I dreamed of
riding around in a beautiful car, with girls, wearing nice clothes. I often wonder now what it was within me, even
at that young age, that made me say no, that kept me from getting trapped. Somehow my dream of being an actor
must have been more alive than I realized.
Somehow time did pass, a whole year of walking up and down in my neatly pressed pants, still carrying that
light tan topcoat, until another September rolled around. People were going back to college again. Pete Riccio was
returning to St. Lawrence University for his sophomore year and he urged me to go with him.
How could I? All my savings amounted to $163.00, much less than I had had at my Bar Mitzvah, when I had
loaned my father $313.00.
“Take a chance,” he said.
I grabbed all my school records, the prizes I had won, and tucked my $163.00 deep in my pocket. Pete and I
started hitchhiking to St. Lawrence University in Canton, New York, about two hundred miles away, up near the
Canadian border.
My sisters encouraged me, proud that I was going to take the chance. They could have taken the opposite
viewpoint. I was now the only man in the household. We got nothing from Pa. They could have insisted that I stay
home and continue to help support the household. They couldn’t help me, but they let me go.
Thank you Betty, Kay, Marion, Ida, Fritzi, and Ruth.
Ma had tears in her eyes when I left. She didn’t know then that I was never coming back—oh, for a few days
to visit, but never to stay. She kissed me good-bye, and said something softly in Yiddish that startled me:
“A boy is a boy, but a girl is drek (shit).”
Pa had remained alone at 46 Eagle Street. I found him sitting at the kitchen table, rubbing garlic on a slice of
pumpernickel, eating it with a piece of herring. He was dry-eyed and said almost nothing when I went to say
goodbye. He gave me a rough kiss on the mouth and grumbled something that sounded like “good luck.”
I left him in the kitchen.
Pete and I didn’t make it all the way to Canton, New York, that first day. We begged a room at a house near the
road. The next day, our last ride was on a truckload of fertilizer. We crouched on top of the flapping canvas, our
heads bowed against the whipping wind as we sped away from Amsterdam, toward the unknown-college—with
that strong odor that I knew so well.
What about Issur? Leave him behind! I started to feel sorry for him, but I pushed away all compassion. I had to
cut him off. I had to run away. Don’t you understand? I don’t want to go back there. I don’t ever want to go back
there again. I want to keep going. I want to find my “green isle in the sea.”
Horseshit had always played an important part in my life, and I arrIved at college reeking of it.
3
The truck slowed down and drove into the little town of Canton, New York, the home of St. Lawrence
University. Pete and I slid off and yelled “Thanks!” to the driver, who was already on his way. I looked around.
Across the street, on the corner, was a coffee shop and ice cream parlor—the Sugar Bowl. I saw tall young fellows
with pretty girls. Some of the men were wearing sparkling white sweaters with a big scarlet “L” in the middle.
Pete explained to me that they were Letter men, who had earned their letter at some sport. They seemed so
confident as they strutted down the street, hand in hand with their girlfriends, into the Sugar Bowl.
As Pete and I walked in the opposite direction, toward the campus, I wondered if I would ever get to wear a
white sweater with a scarlet “L.” It all seemed so far away. And we had arrived a few days late. The freshman
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class had already had an orientation program to instruct them in the rules and regulations of this mysterious world
of the university, the world that was going to set me free. I was, literally, disoriented.
My first sight of St. Lawrence University was impressive. Large green lawns were covered in varicolored
leaves. The steeple of Gunnison Chapel pierced the sky. Pete pointed out other beautiful buildings: the library, the
chemistry building; in the distance. the dormitory. We were going to the administration building to talk to the
dean, to see if I could get in. I watched the lucky students, who already knew for sure that they were enrolled, as
they walked along leisurely, comfortable in this place. I was frightened. It was a new experience.
Dean Hewlitt had a lined face and steel-gray hair. He peered at me from over his glasses. Laid out on his desk
were all my transcripts and credentials that had been brought in to him by the secretary. My records were good. I
had won lots of prizes, and my grades were high. He looked up at me, and in a gruff voice said,
“So, you want to go to college.”
“Yes, sir,” I answered.
“How much money do you have?”
“A hundred and sixty-three dollars.”
His eyes widened as he studied me. His nose wrinkled as he caught a whiff of the horse manure. He looked at
me for a long time. I felt uncomfortable. It was very quiet. Then, in that gruff voice, he said,
“All right. We’ll take a chance on you. We’ll work out a college loan. My secretary will show you where to go
to register.”
I was a college man!
The first few days, I was permitted to live in the dormitory until I could find some cheaper place to live and get
a job. With that income, added to my loan, I would be able to go to college. I had slept alone on the couch for so
long that I was uncomfortable sharing a room, even with Pete. It was strange to be living in a room with another
person.
That first afternoon, Pete went off to visit friends. I stayed in the room alone, just lying on the bed, thinking
how quickly everything had happened, how quickly the circle of my life had widened, how far away I was from
the kitchen at 46 Eagle Street. It was five o’clock in the autumn afternoon; the chimes from the college chapel
started playing. A melancholy song. I later learned it was the alma mater. I couldn’t push away my thoughts of
Amsterdam; I lay there, overcome by waves of sadness and nostalgia. Why was I homesick for a place that I had
wanted so desperately to leave? Why wasn’t I happy? Instead, tears came to my eyes. I was frightened. I hoped
that I could live up to the high standards of college students. I heard a loud voice in the hallway.
“Fuck off, you asshole!”
I was startled. I couldn’t believe that could be coming from a college student. I thought that when you came to
college, you were very serious and very dignified. I had thought about smoking a pipe. My sister Kay bought me
one to make up for the banjo. You discussed lofty, philosophical llbjects: literature, poetry. I thought of college as
a repository of the noblest literature. I heard an answering voice:
“Up yours, prick!”
Wow. This was worse than the language used by the gangs that had waited to beat me up when I came back
home from Hebrew School.
The deep homesickness stayed with me a long time. It perplexed me, because as long as I could remember, I
had wanted to escape the prison of my hometown, to escape the last house down on Eagle Street, to escape my
family, to rush way and find my identity. Now I had escaped, but I felt like a man who has been in prison for so
long that when the gate finally opens and he walks out into freedom, all he can do is walk back into his cell.
Hunger hounded me. Sometimes in the evening, I’d make the rounds of dormitory rooms, ostensibly to visit
other students, but actually looking for goodies their families might have sent them. One fellow received a bushel
of nuts; he ras amazed at how many I ate. Another might get some fruit, and I would eat apples.
I devised a system of getting food at lunch. I would saunter Ito the cafeteria and sit at one of the tables, waiting
for students to come over after they had gone through the line. Each one gave me something off his tray—a few
string beans, a potato, some turnips. For a while, I managed to eke out a meal this way.
News of my procedure reached the woman in charge of the cafeteria, a tall, thin spinster. One day at lunch,
while I was sitting there eating what I had gleaned from my friends, she came barging toward me, yelling. The
clatter of spoons and forks and cups stopped. In the silence she towered over me.
“How dare you come in here and scrounge food that doesn’t belong to you!”She pointed to the door.
“You get out of here! And don’t you ever let me see you come back again!”
Everyone stared at me. Shamefacedly, my eyes downcast, I slunk out.
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I wanted to belong. Around the campus were the fraternity and sorority houses, very imposing buildings, each
with a distinct personality. Tri Delta was the rich, pretty girls. Another house was the good students. Alpha Tau
Omega was the jock house. They all had secret meetings and handshakes, and special social events, dances and
parties, to which they invited each other. They were a group, a family. They belonged.
During hazing, a freshman had to do whatever any upperclassman told him. Pete would get me to recite poetry
or scenes from Shakespeare, which I could do for hours. This impressed the fraternity brothers; I was invited to
dinner at ATO during Rushing. One of the upperclassmen was going to pick me up at six o’clock and escort me to
the fraternity house, where I would have dinner with all the members and get to know them better. I was very
proud and excited, took a shower and scrubbed myself, borrowed a few things to wear, and sat in my room and
waited as the rest of the students in the freshman dorm went off to other fraternity houses, or went downstairs to
the dining room.
I sat and waited for a long time. It got very quiet. Nobody was on the floor. Nobody came. And nobody called.
I could hear the students starting to come back from dinner downstairs, and still no one came.
I went to bed that night with no dinner, not that unusual for me, but completely perplexed. I later learned that
they had thought I was Polish. When they found out I was Jewish, they just dropped me. No one even made an
attempt to call to say that something had come up, maybe we’d make it some other time—to lie, even. They just
ignored me, said nothing. They never made any reference to it.
That rejection hurt. I had assumed that a university was above anti-Semitism. Not at all, I learned painfully. I
should have remembered Ann Brown’s father. University groups were deeply instilled with all the training they
had received at the dining table at home. The constant cry would be,
“It’s not us, it’s the national charter.”
Freshman year was very difficult. Adjusting, surviving. I had had absolutely no idea of what college life would
be like. Someone suggested that I apply for a scholarship. I had no idea what a scholarship was. But I was granted
one. Still the dormitory was much too expensive. I moved into a house with two of the janitors. Dean Hewlitt had
promised me a job. How ironic that my first job, at twenty-five cents an hour, was as a janitor. Back to being the
janitors boy, pushing the wide broom down the long hallways and dreaming of other things, wondering what
Louise Livingston was thinking, wondering if she was dreaming about her janitor’s boy. It seems to me that most
of my time at college was spent sweeping hallways.
I felt a desperate need to express myself physically. In Amsterdam, I had never had a chance to go out for
sports, because I was always working. I had been a cheerleader, and resented it. I didn’t want to cheer the exploits
of others. I wanted to be the one doing the exploits. I wanted to risk danger. I needed to do something. So even
though I had a rough schedule and worked to support myself, I went out for one of the major sports at St.
Lawrence—wrestling. It was the one sport in which we could compete with much larger schools—Syracuse,
Cornell, Columbia, Rutgers, Princeton—and even defeat them. Now SLU excels at hockey, a sport that was in its
infancy when I was there.
I was very good at wrestling. It was easy for me to make the freshman team based on my ability, but difficult
based on the amount of time it took to practice. I usually wrestled in the 145-pound class. One night, a bunch of
big fellows started to hassle me. One very big fellow, about six foot three, on the football team, kept taunting me.
“So you’re a wrestler, huh?”
“Yeah.”
“O.K. I’ll wrestle you.” He kept pushing me. I said,
“What is it with you?” Finally, it irritated me so much that I felt almost the way I had when I threw the
spoonful of tea in my father’s face. I was being threatened. I had to risk disaster. I said,
“All right.”
Word spread, and a group of students followed us into the attic of the dorm where the mats for wrestling
workouts were.
He was much bigger than I; if he ever got ahold of me, I’d be a goner. My only chance was to get in a position
of advantage immediately. There was a big smirk on his face as he lumbered toward me. I made a feint to his
head, dropped to my knees, and spun around, grabbing his leg and pulling him up, knocking him to the mat. I
quickly put a scissors around his body and rode him, on his back. He was very powerful, but when he bucked, I
hung on to him, my legs wrapped around him. When he rolled, I rolled with him, squeezing his stomach with my
legs. Then he was lying flat out. He started to get up, with me still clinging to his back. I waited until he was on
his knees with both arms straight. With all my strength, I thrust my palms against his elbows. He collapsed. His
face smashed into the mat, his nose ran blood. He became furious, howling and trying to shake me off. I wouldn’t
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let go. He bucked and flailed; I squeezed and squeezed. Finally the pressure on his stomach made him throw up.
That ended the match. I had won. People looked at me with more respect. Especially the fellow I had defeated.
We became friends after that, but we never had any more wrestling matches.
Paul Wolf was a tall, burly, but gentle fellow from Rochester, New York, the son of a Reform rabbi who had
died some time before. We were quite friendly. I say “quite friendly,” but there were always limits to my
friendships, parameters that I imposed. I never had many friends. I was always alone, somehow always outside of
the circle, and yet desperately wanting so much to be a part of it. I never allowed anyone to get too close to the
soft, vulnerable core of me that was Issur.
Paul asked me if I wanted to join Phi Psi, where he had house privileges. It always amused me, this thing
called “house privileges,” which permitted you to pay dues, pay to eat at the fraternity, and attend their social
functions. But you were not permitted to go to the sacrosanct meetings and know the secret handshake. Participate
at the meetings? No, no, no. No Jew was allowed to do that. But when fraternities needed money, they granted
house privileges to Jews. I said “Fuck you” to house privileges. Paul came to me with an idea one day.
“Why don’t we form our own fraternity?” I laughed.
“Why should we form a Jewish fraternity? To keep out the Gentiles? That would make us just as bad as they
are, and we would be doing something for spite. Hell, no! I don’t want any Jewish fraternity.” He didn’t
understand.
“Then why aren’t you a member of the nonfraternity group?”
There was something rather pathetic about everybody wanting to belong to some group. I don’t mean that I
was so strong and independent that I had no need of a group. As a matter of fact, I did. Just as, later, when I was
an independent actor in Hollywood and everybody else belonged to a studio, I was lonely. I envied them as they
bitched about being tied down to a studio, yet every day they had a place to go, somewhere to study and take their
lessons and be looked after. But I also saw the ridiculousness of the situation: if you won’t take me as a member,
I’ll form my own club. So I remained a man who didn’t belong to a fraternity, wouldn’t accept house privileges,
didn’t want to form a Jewish fraternity, and certainly didn’t want to belong to the non-fraternity group. But I still
liked Paul, and I think he was rather unhappy about the compromise he made of accepting house privileges.
The girls’ dormitory was a safe distance from the men’s and had very rigid, restricted hours as to when the
boys could come over to pick up their dates. All the girls had to be back by ten o’clock. How different from
colleges of today. I thought of that when I was helping my son Eric get settled in his dormitory room at Claremont
College, and found that directly across the hall from him was a girl. I was dumbfounded. I hadn’t realized that
things had changed to that extent.
In the little town of Canton there was also another school, an agricultural college which was much less
expensive and had much less rigid standards of conduct. Most of those students boarded in homes around the
campus. Very often, the St. Lawrence boys would have a St. Lawrence girlfriend that they had to bring back at ten
o’clock, and then they would have an Aggie girl that they could date after ten.
I had an Aggie girlfriend named Liz, a tall, buxom, well-built girl that I used to see quite often. I remember one
double date that first fall. A friend of mine had a dilapidated old car, and after ten o’clock, we picked up our Aggie
girls and went for a beer. Not far from St. Lawrence was an old flooded quarry. It was a wonderful swimming
hole. We went there and swam in the moonlight. Then we had blankets and we separated and I took my Aggie girl
up on the side of the mountain. We made love under the stars and cuddled together and stayed there until it started
to get light and we had to rush to get home. I remember that evening, wonderful, warm, and pleasant. I felt so
comfortable, so cozy. I’ve always wanted to let Liz know how much that evening meant to me.
I met a girl at St. Lawrence, Isabella Phelps. A lovely girl, with a peaches-and-cream complexion and beautiful
titian hair.\fn{A reddish-yellow color, so-called because it was used by Titian in his paintings } She was very quiet, with a sweet
smile, and carried herself very erect. She seemed unattainable, like the girls on Market Hill in Amsterdam. She sat
in front of me in German class. I would stare at the back of her beautiful head of red hair while the German
instructor went on, “Ich bin, du bis, er ist,” and I would whisper to myself, “Ich liebe dich, ich lie be dich.” For a
long time, I didn’t dare risk rejection. Then, while sitting behind her, I wrote a poem:
How oft have I behind thee sat
In awe and watched thy titian hair
Resplendent in the rays
Of morning’s golden light,
Which danced about thy head
For joy, a gorgeous sight!
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Each ray thus shaped
A sparkling diadem
Of jewels to crown
You Queen of Beauty over all.
Then happily you turned and looked at me
And changed my humble state to ecstasy.

I slipped her the poem and studied her while she read it. Nothing revealed how she felt. WASPs have such
mechanisms for masking their feelings. My wife always tells me I’m the worst actor she knows. My repertoire
does not include poker face. Anyone can tell immediately what I’m thinking or feeling. This extends to my voice:
she tells me I’m a bust when I try to lie on the telephone.
But something touched Isabel. Soon after that we became very close. We spent a lot of time together, but there
continued to be something enigmatic about her. I never quite knew what she was thinking. But Isabel—they called
her “Izzy,” and they called me “Izzy,” so it was Izzy and Izzy—was a lovely girl. She was a great solace many
times during our college life, and I was grateful for the affection that she had for me. Sometimes I want to call all
the girls in my life who have given me affection, even more than sex, girls that I’ve held close to me, and thank
them.
But I always knew that Isabel would not be a permanent part of my life. There was always a part of me that
was reaching outward, away from Amsterdam, away from college, to the world beyond.
I became friends with a very correct, slim, gentlemanly economics professor with a slight southern accent, who
always sprang to his feet when either a man or a woman entered the room. I never took any courses from him, but
we would talk in his room in the dorm, very often about music. I remember his pointing out to me that one of the
greatest pieces of music is the second movement of Schubert’s Unfinished Symphony. I enjoyed listening to
music and learning.
Every summer he took a trip. The previous summer, he had taken a college student to Europe. How I wished it
had been me. I wanted so much to travel. He promised to take me on a trip to Mexico the next summer, and he
did.
It was a fantastic trip. We drove across the United States to Mexico. Everywhere was new and strange to me,
mind-boggling. I was surprised at the heat and humidity in Washington, D.C. Just driving around the city was
exciting, seeing the Washington Monument and the Lincoln Memorial and the Capitol for the first time—sights
that thrill me even today. As we drove through the South, I was overjoyed the first time I saw a field of cotton. I
made the professor stop. I had to rush out and look at the cotton fields, pick pieces of cotton and think of all those
songs: “I’m Alabamy Bound,” “Mammy,” “Ol’ Man River,” and “Carry Me Back to Old Virginny.” I was excited
about everything. As we drove along a high bank, he said,
“That’s the Mississippi River.”
“Stop the car!”
I rushed up the bank, holding my breath, to see the mighty Mississippi that bisected the United States. I was
disappointed to see a rather calm, narrow river. The Mississippi is very wide in some places, but I happened to
pick a spot where it wasn’t so mighty.
Then the most exciting thing of all: leaving the country, near Laredo, Texas, and entering into Mexico. I had a
Spanish phrase book, and when we were in Monterrey, not quite sure of the road to Mexico City, I said,
“No, no, leave it to me.” I spotted a man, quickly thumbed through the book, and said to him,
“Donde esta el camino a Mexico?” He looked at me and in perfect English said,
“You go straight ahead, then make a left.”
I was chagrined that it was so obvious to him that I was an American, but on second thought I considered the
possibility that if he had answered me in Spanish, I wouldn’t have known what he was saying. But I had
communicated in a foreign language in a foreign country!
We finally arrived in Mexico City, very tired, and went to our hotel. Usually we had a room with twin beds.
Here we had one large bed. He said,
“Let’s rest for a while.” We lay down in bed. Then he turned to me and said,
“Let’s cuddle.”
I leaped out of the bed. I didn’t know how to handle the situation. Homosexuality was something quite new to
me, some vague thing that I had only heard about. Maybe I should have laughed or joked my way out of it, but I
was incensed. And this poor, timid man became terribly upset. There was a pall over the rest of the trip.
From Mexico City we went to Taxco, a beautiful little town on a mountainside, where the stars were low and
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there was guitar music. I went to a bar alone, and spent a wonderful evening with an American girl I met there.
Then I went back to the room that I was sharing with the economics professor. With twin beds.
By then, everything he did annoyed me. If he opened a door for me, I said,
“Will you stop treating me like a woman? I don’t need you opening doors for me!”
He would stiffen and be upset, and that in turn upset me. The whole last part of the trip was unpleasant. Yet I
was grateful to him for the wonderful experience of my first trip outside of America.
Sophomore year, I tried out for the varsity wrestling team. The competition in my weight class was the only
student in the entire university on a wrestling scholarship. He came from a high school where wrestling was a big
sport and he was considered a champion wrestler.
I beat him. The coach was flabbergasted. I beat him out of sheer desperation. He was wrestling for a place on
the varsity team. I was wrestling for my life. When I got into a position of advantage, I held onto him with every
sinew, every muscle. He couldn’t shake me loose.
I wrestled on the varsity team from the first match. He immediately tried out in the 155-pound division, and
won. I was shocked at what I had done. How dare I defeat the only man who had a scholarship for wrestling? I
never beat him again.
Wally Thompson, six feet four, Indian-looking, was a friend of mine at college. I’ll never forget how impressed
I was when I learned (he never told me) that he had gotten into a fight because someone had insulted me. Some
typical “dirty Jew” remark, and he had stuck up for me and fought. I never discussed it with him, but I was always
touched.
Wally ran the cafeteria; he was sort of the maitre d’. He was a wonderful person, and years later, after I left
college, there were very few people from those days that I would think about or want to see. But Wally was one of
them. I always wanted to see him, but I was wrapped up in the constant hectic activity of my own life. He never
wrote to me, either. Was it because he thought I had attained some sort of success that he didn’t want to infringe
on? I don’t know. Then one day I got a letter from his daughter telling me that Wally had died. I felt very bad that
I had never made the effort to write him and thank him, to let him know how grateful I was for the friendship he
gave me at a time that I needed it so badly.
I had another friend at college, briefly. Bob Irwin was much older than the other students, a talented sculptor.
He was friendly, interested in boxing, did odd jobs, like me—a paper route, shoveling snow off sidewalks. I liked
his sculptures, and enjoyed talking to him, but he had a violent temper. He offered to buy me a milkshake one day.
I declined, because he didn’t have much money either, and I figured going Dutch would be better. He insisted
with such vehemence that I backed off and let him buy. He left school a little while later. A few weeks after that,
peaceful little Canton was swarming with detectives and FBI men looking for Robert Irwin in the biggest
manhunt since the Lindbergh baby kidnapping. Three people had been murdered on Easter Sunday, 1937, in New
York City. An artist’s model and her mother had been strangled; their boarder was stabbed with a sculpting tool
similar to an ice pick. Irwin was finally captured, tried, and sent to the state hospital for the criminally insane at
Dannemora. I felt sorry for him, a talented artist at the mercy of incomprehensible forces. When I played Van
Gogh,\fn{In his film, “Lust for Life”} I thought of Bob Irwin.
I needed work the summer after my sophomore year. Paul Wolf suggested Rochester, his home town. I could
live at his house, and work as the gardener. This started out well enough, but his mother and I didn’t get along, so
I decided to look elsewhere in Rochester for work.
It was difficult, in the Depression. I went to many places. I finally found a job in a steel mill that made steel
drums and barrels. The manager was a nice man.
“You sure you want to work here? Because this is what happens.”
He held up his hand. Two of his fingers were missing—a common occurrence in steel mills, which had rather
dilapidated machinery and, I’m sure, nowhere near the safety devices that exist now. But I was desperate for the
job and he gave it to me.
Every morning, we were issued gloves for handling the sheets of steel and rolls of steel wire. I watched,
fascinated, as the workers put their gloves into the cutting machines and chopped off the empty, flopping glove
fingers that corresponded to the missing fingers on their hands. It seemed to me that every other man had at least
one or two fingers missing. That gave me an eerie feeling. I was determined to be very careful about keeping my
hands away from the sharp cutting edges in the machines.
The work was very difficult and for the first week or so I was exhausted when I got home to my little
cubbyhole in a rooming house near the factory. But I enjoyed the physical labor and while I was there I met a
friend of Paul’s, a cute girl named Peggy. She had a very happy disposition and an infectious laugh, was always
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ready with a joke. “Sunny” would best describe Peggy. She was tiny, no more than five feet two, with a bosom
almost too large for her body. Her family was well-off and had a very nice home. Very often I was invited to
dinner and had a wonderful meal.
Food. Food. How else can you keep alive unless you keep stuffing yourself with food?
We had only half an hour for lunch at the mill, and we’d usually eat sitting on the steps outside by the street.
Often, Peggy would drive up in a big Cadillac, wearing a clean, starched dress, and bring me thick sandwiches
wrapped in waxed paper. The other workers would eye me suspiciously as I went across the street, grimy from
working in the mill, to partake of my luncheon with this lovely girl. It was always strange to me that the workers
said very little. They still accepted me. But they never knew—was I the boss’s son, or what? At first I was
embarrassed and discouraged Peggy from coming. But the temptation of those beautiful sandwiches with
mayonnaise was too much, so I let her come almost every day.
I was the youngest one there. In general, they were a nice enough bunch of fellows. One had tattoos of flags
and eagles and whatnot all over his body. I was fascinated by tattoos and am to this day. I’ve always thought about
getting one, don’t know why I never have. If I live long enough, I might still do it. One day, the fellow caught me
staring at him.
“You like tattoos, huh? Come here. I’ll show you a tattoo.”
I followed him into the men’s room. He dropped his pants and showed me his bottom. I was dumbfounded to
see, very artistically done, a wildcat pursuing a rat that was just entering the man’s anus. I couldn’t take my eyes
off it. I asked him how it had been done. He said,
“In the Navy, drunk one night.” He pulled his pants back up.
“The wife nearly killed me. She wants me to have it taken off, but, Jesus, that’s too much trouble.”
From then on, whenever I looked at that man, I thought of him going through life with a cat chasing a rat up
his asshole.
Peggy and I spent almost every evening together. The summer was coming to a close and I was going back to
college. We talked about my plans. She knew that I wanted to go to New York and enter a dramatic school and
study acting. One night, after we’d made love in a secluded spot in a park in Rochester, she turned to me and said,
“Why don’t we get married?” I was startled by her proposal. I said,
“Married? I can’t think of marriage. I have all I can do to try to struggle through to my next meal.”
“But why would you have to struggle?”
“What do you mean?”
“My parents will help us. We could go to New York. They would give us a nice apartment.”
“I couldn’t do that. I don’t want a handout.”
“Don’t think of it as a handout. Think of it as an investment in your career. You would have a comfortable
apartment. Let me take care of you,” she said. “All I want to do is take care of you and make sure that there are no
holes in your socks, make sure that you have enough to eat, and make sure that I can cuddle you when you need
my affection.”
She presented her case most attractively and made me pause and really think about it. I was taken aback and
said,
“Let me think about it.” She didn’t press it. She just said,
“Think about it. But why shouldn’t you be comfortable while you work for what you want?” I thought,
“She’s right. Why not?”
Up to that point, my life had been just a day-to-day struggle for the basics—food, clothes, an education, a job.
The more I thought about Peggy’s offer, the more attractive it became. She was a sexy girl. I thought,
“My God! I’m a lucky guy! This is the answer to everything!” I was completely in agreement with all the
arguments that she advanced for why we should get married. But I thought,
“I don’t know love. I like her, but I don’t think I’m in love with her.”
I look back and wonder what made me realize that we shouldn’t get married. Decisions like that have been the
most crucial and vital in my life, because they came at a time where the temptation was so great, and my
knowledge about myself and life so limited. But there was always an instinct for artistic survival within me that
made me realize that if I accepted the offer, I was doomed. I would be lost.
I politely declined her invitation. But I was always grateful for the wonderful summer that she gave me, and
for the proposal that she made to me out of, I think, real, deep affection. Many times later I wondered if I had
made the right decision.
*
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On the way back to school, Issur stopped off in Amsterdam. Ma and the girls had moved to Schenectady, but
Pa still lived at 46 Eagle Street—alone. Issur walked past the spot in the backyard where Ma had found him in the
gold box, and entered the kitchen. The house was more dilapidated than ever, cats everywhere to keep down the
rat population that nested in the junk and rags that Pa, a packrat himself, hoarded on the second floor.
Pa was sitting at the table, rubbing garlic on a heel of pumpernickel. With the bread, Pa was eating some
herring. He said “Hullo” in a gruff voice and kept on eating. When he was through, he wiped his mouth on the
sleeve of his torn jacket and said,
“Come on.”
Pa and Issur walked up the street to Rimkunas’s Garage. Stan Rimkunas took them in his car, and they went
pub-crawling. Issur was thrilled. When they walked into a bar, Pa would announce,
“Hey, this is my boy. He goes to college.”
And they’d have a drink together. Several drinks. Boilermakers. Issur tried to keep up with Pa, to compress
into one evening all the time he had wanted to spend with him. Issur went from feeling elated into feeling drunk
and sick.
Rimkunas and Pa drove him back to Schenectady. At Ma’s house, Pa dragged Issur to the front door, propped
him up, rang the bell, and left. Ma opened the door to see them drive off. Issur staggered into the bathroom. Ma
cursed Pa in Yiddish while Issur vomited and smiled: he and Pa had been out together.
*
Back at college, I made another crucial decision—not to take any more courses in education. I had been
advised to get a teaching credential so that I would have “something to fall back on.” But I didn’t want to have
something to fall back on. I didn’t want a trap to fall into if getting an acting job was difficult. I was one course—
one easy course—away from the credential.
I didn’t take it. I totally cut off that avenue, deliberately boxed myself in.
My junior year I was selected as one of the candidates for president of the student body, even though I knew
that unaffiliated with any fraternity or other group, I had no chance of winning. But I had some things to say, and I
said them to the assembled student body.
My girlfriend Isabel and I were dancing to a record player in her sorority house when I was told that I had been
elected president. I thought it was ajoke. I was almost numb. A very peculiar situation. When I accepted the gavel
as president, I stood at the podium, looked out across the student body- and had no idea who had voted for me.
For the first time in its history, a student not connected with any fraternity was elected president of the student
body at St. Lawrence University. And he was Jewish.
The alumni were furious, threatening to withhold contributions.
“What’s happening to SLU? A Jew boy president of the student body!”
Obviously, I had many non-Jewish friends at SLU. One was a recent graduate, now an associate professor.
Fred was very bright, interested in drama. We had many talks. One night while we were having a beer, he looked
at me strangely. Suddenly, he curled his lip and said,
“How awful to be a Jew.”
I looked at his cadaverous face, sunken cheeks, misshapen nose. I howled. I became hysterical with laughter. I
was the BMOC—president of the student body, president of the Mummers Club, president of the German Club;
tapped for Kixioc, the senior men’s honor society; had a varsity letter, my big red “L,” for wrestling. My
girlfriend was the campus beauty. I had at my disposal a car that belonged to a Spanish teacher with whom I had
developed a liaison, even though I had never taken a course in Spanish. She lived in a house right behind one of
the fraternity houses. At night, I would sneak in quietly. She would leave the door unlocked; I groped in the dark
until I felt her outstretched arm grab me and pull me into bed. But Fred, an unattractive man who couldn’t get a
girlfriend, found something in me to make him feel superior.
I took off for my summer job. Every year, I would stop in for a brief visit with my mother and sisters. My
mother would look at me with sad eyes and wonder why I didn’t work somewhere nearby so she could see me. I
couldn’t give her a very good answer, but somehow, I think she knew. My father, when I could find him, had very
little to say. Louise and I were still friends; she encouraged me and was proud of my successes.
Wrestling in carnivals was my earliest dramatic training. One of the other SLU wrestlers, a hulk named
“Pinky” Plumadore, was the “Masked Marvel,” huge and intimidating. The barker on the platform outside the tent
would tease and taunt the audience, challenging anyone to dare to go five minutes with the Masked Marvel. I was
the ordinary Joe in the audience who would challenge him. At the right moment, I would leap up amidst a burst of
applause from the spectators, led by Pete Riccio. Tickets were sold as I went in and changed into a pair of trunks.
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Pinky and I came out again, wrapped in blankets, and squared off, looking ready to kill each other. More tickets
were sold.
And then the wrestling match. Five minutes of drama, comedy, grunting, and slamming, at the end of which I
was declared the winner. The crowd went wild. Pinky was enraged, screamed for a rematch. The tent was cleared
out, we got a rest, more tickets were sold. In the wrestling match, Act II (“The Fight to the Death”), Pinky played
dirtier, our looks at each other were more murderous, the wrestling more spectacular. I won again—ten dollars
and a lot of bruises.
I moved on to the Tamarack Playhouse, on Lake Pleasant, New York, in the Adirondack Mountains. But as far
as I was concerned, it was another planet. And I was lucky enough to get a job as a stagehand. At last, I was
working with a professional acting company. The Playhouse had been built by Malcolm Atterbury, heir to a
railroad fortune. He and his wife Ellen played most of the leads. Every day was exciting, intoxicating—even
pounding nails. Everybody chipped in, even a fellow who had started out in the steel town of Gary, Indiana, as
[Karl] Mladen Sekulovich, but who now called himself Karl Malden.
Even then, you could see how talented Karl was. It later pleased me that when my son Michael did his first TV
series, “The Streets of San Francisco,” he worked with Karl. I said,
“Michael, you’re going to learn a lot. You’re never going to be able to keep up with the pace that Karl will
set.”
That was true; those years of working set up a work pattern that’s very often difficult for young actors to
maintain. And Michael admits that he learned an awful lot working with Karl Malden.
Most of the people at Tamarack came from the Goodman School of Theater near Chicago. The ingenue was
sexy, and a bitch. Her boyfriend played smaller roles or worked backstage with scenery, but most of the time he
had to drive a truck. It made him bitter, because he wanted to be an actor, and he had talent. The ingenue found
me attractive. We had sex many times. She would sneak away from her boyfriend. I felt a little guilty about it and
was always surprised how easily she handled it.
After I had had a taste of being on a stage, even playing minor roles, putting together props and building sets,
eating with actors, having the ingenue fall in love with me, I was more desperate thap ever to leave SLU. My
senior year was a strange experience. When I returned to campus that fall, as president of the student body, I was
given a double room all to myself in the men’s dormitory, the only one with a private phone. And I was
undefeated wrestling champion.
Roy Clarkson, the wresting coach, liked his athletes to be completely dedicated to the sport they were engaged
in, and to him. He taught football and wrestling and was obeyed as a slave obeys a master. I had divided loyalties.
My main interest was acting and I was always in the school plays. Very often, rehearsal time conflicted with
workout time, so I’d miss one or the other. Clarkson would yell at me when I missed a workout, because he had
hopes that I might try out for the Olympic wrestling team.
“Goddamn it! What do you want to be—an actor or a wrestler?”
I had to laugh. I had never wanted to be a wrestler. Wrestling was just something that I needed emotionally,
and a way to get that sparkling white sweater with the crimson “L.” I wanted to be an actor.
I wanted to attend a drama school in New York. I had heard that the American Academy of Dramatic Arts was
the best. It was the oldest one in the world; even the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts had been patterned after it.
I had to try to get into a drama school and find a way to live while I attended. Thoughts of Peggy drifted back.
Had I made a mistake? I could have a comfortable apartment, money to pay my tuition. Instead, I had nothing.
I saved up enough to go to New York City for a few days. I wrote letters in advance for appointments at drama
schools. First, I visited the American Academy of Dramatic Arts and gave several readings in the hope of getting a
scholarship. I was told that my reading was very good, and that I showed promise. They would love to have me
attend their school, but they didn’t give scholarships.
I was deeply disappointed; I had my heart set on the Academy. But I was determined to go to drama school,
and gave readings until I found one that would grant me a scholarship. At the same time, I was inquiring about
how I could live in New York and what I could do to eat. Someone told me that the Henry Street Settlement
House and the Greenwich House might be able to help me.
I had an interview at the Greenwich House, and got a job putting on plays and skits with the immigrant
children in the neighborhood. In return, I would get a room and two meals a day, breakfast and dinner.
I began to hate being president of the student body at St. Lawrence. It was draining my energy, because a large
group opposed me. They were always writing editorials in the college paper unfairly attacking me. I have never
sought the presidency of anything since. I am content to work on a committee, to be a troubleshooter. Whatever
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ego trip drove me to become president of this or chairman of that went out of me at St. Lawrence and left me
forever. My wife is the president of my own company.
I wasn’t sorry to be leaving St. Lawrence University. I never felt the gung-ho college spirit that others did.
Everybody else was feeling nostalgic, and looking forward to reunions. For me it was all over. I had warm
feelings about big, tall Wally Thompson with his prominent nose. Before I left for New York, he gave me his
overcoat. It came down to my ankles. Moments like that touch me when I remember them. Paul Wolf, who helped
me get a job in Rochester and introduced me to Peggy, was killed on the beaches of Anzio, a nice boy who died
young. And there was lovely, lovely Isabel, with her enigmatic smile, never asking for anything. I think she
missed me. I think she knew I was going out of her life. I hope she’s happily married now. She was a nice part of
my college life. But I had to get away.
Now, I look back at St. Lawrence with much more warmth, with much more appreciation for what I got out of
my four years there, in making the transition that Louise Livingston wanted me to make, from janitor’s boy to
actor. If I had tried to go directly from Amsterdam to New York, the jump would have been too great.
My last year is very hazy. I can’t even remember graduation day. An old program tells me that it was the 77 th
Annual Commencement, on June 12, 1939. I think the speaker was Mayor La Guardia, but I don’t remember. I
already had one foot firmly planted outside of SLU. Once I left, I didn’t come back until years later, when they
gave me an honorary doctorate degree.
I never stop to savor a victory. When victory is inevitable, I’ve already left. A subconscious part of me does the
mopping up, while the rest of me, like Patton, is already off flanking something else.
I was vaguely aware that something was afoot in the world that summer. Hitler was on the move, taking over
Czechoslovakia and Austria. But all my thoughts were of the theater, drama school, getting a job, Greenwich
Village. New York was the next big ripple in my life, and I couldn’t wait to get there.
I grabbed that diploma the way a runner in a relay race grabs a baton, and I ran for my life….
161.68 A Sound In The Night\fn{by Ruth Margaret Hershberger (1917- )} Philips Manor, Westchester County, New
York, U.S. A. (F) 6
What if my window had faced another direction? It might have faced west or north or east and never down into
the courtyard that belonged to the fat woman. Just this side of the busy Avenue her small court lay, suspended
between two brick buildings and opening by means of a screen door into her cold-water flat. The court was raised
like a stage, set upon the roof of a bakery. She was, by this circumstance, spared the congestion of our other
courtyards, which were crowded together in an abyss below.
The woman was enormous. She was not to be seen on the street, and this particular flat may well have been
selected as a means of giving her a sheltered airing. She was so large, so gigantic in her corpulence; her scarce
dimples, as behind the knee, were dark and immense as caverns. She moved about her small court like an extinct
animal of another time, a rhinoceros of motion whose doubtful legs could scarcely any longer bypass each other
in pursuing her household tasks.
Nevertheless she negligently hung up clothes on the short line, provided a tea party for her little girls, or
strolled as in a familiar pen around her sky-hung court. With hips six feet in girth, and her black dress stretched
tightly around her, each engorged monument of her flesh stood out, curiously and humanly distinct.
For the woman, while a mammoth, had a shape. Her ankles were slender and she possessed grace. But the fat
which spread out, unable to distribute itself properly over a bony structure that lay so far below land level, lopped
uncontrollably down her sides. Bound with that profound excess of tissue, was she not endlessly protected against
the thorns that chafed our own exposed lives? It is no wonder if I regarded with awe this distant and calm
leviathan, moving so slowly and tirelessly in the execution of a lucky and limited life.
Suddenly one pleasant spring, she entered the courtyard with a baby in her arms. I should say she held it in her
hand, for it appeared no larger than her finger. She laid the infant in a carriage that waited there, and as she hung
over the small structure one could not help reflecting that a single misstep could crush it like powder.
This was in April. I saw the baby a few weeks later when it once more lay in its carriage. It was turned on its
stomach, and I could see its tiny nub of a head struggling—I thought for air. When it finally grew quite still and
lay as though asleep or dead, I expected the worst. Needless to say, this was only the beginning of my error.
In the world of the Hollow many sounds drove against us and our separate windows, linking us with a common
world. The snort of the Avenue bus, the whinny of brakes, the trucks that shook us indiscriminately like a box of
blocks, or the private cars which like unimportant mice drew quietly to a stop or started with only a small squeak.
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Among us was a family, normal in other respects, whose delight it was in the emptiness of the night to hurl tin
cans into a huge corrugated washtub four stories below. It was their tub and it stood in their own back yard, along
with a makeshift ailanthus tree. Long after the neon signs had ceased, the bloodcurdling thud would roar out, as a
tin can deployed into the tub, lolling and rolling convulsively about until it came to terms with the cans already
present. Nor did anyone interfere.
When a new and more imperative sound was added, we remained equally unperturbed. Someone began to
quarrel. The racket emerged from one window or another; one could not guess which. A woman off to my right
would leave her stove and lean on the window sill, her ears fairly twitching with excitement. For the grossness of
the lungs, the brusque masculine timbre of the quarrel appalled the listener. The voice was a woman’s. Yet when
she had reached the unnatural volume which enabled us to hear, her speech had become the bellow of a bull. It
confined itself to the pealing out of profane monosyllables, indefinite in all but their venom. The bawl was so
athletic! It is the only way to describe it. Neither shrill nor desperate, it was fierce, forced and brutal.
The worst of it was that a child would begin to cry, not from rage but from terror, shortly after the tirade had
begun. As abruptly, the voice would end, still virile, at a second bawling, the small club of profanity growing,
growing, extending into a meaningless megaphone and winding up with a four-letter burst. It broke off like a cap
pistol, a warning that it could resume at will.
When winter came, it was as always a dark and lonely time. Winter with its early dusk and late dawn, its long
hours of cold and total darkness, froze and blighted us. The window jambs leaked air, and the images on which
one fed would recede and leave one with nothing but oneself and the sounds barely defined through the
unbearable blackness. Yet it was in this hostile and polar setting that a new and mysterious sound dared to become
part of the decor of midnight.
*
The sound began one night; it was a sharp twang, a metallic sound, and after it had struck it died slowly away
in the crisp night air, vibrating in little waves and silently closing into itself. It brought down a terrible and frigid
loneliness, like a lash of ice, and entered the dark midnight without a trace. It was repeated, and again it stole
dramatically into the night, fading with softening reverberation. I thought of The Cherry Orchard: suddenly a
distant sound is heard as if from the sky, the sound of a breaking string which dies sadly away. Lubov asks,
“What’s that?” and Lopakhin replies stupidly, “I don’t know. It may be a bucket fallen down a well. But it’s some
way off.”
It was like that.
I tried feebly to place the strange sound. As I lay awake, staring into the night, my loneliness became
something detached from me, full of volition, an entity, malevolent, that was more than my match. Through
February the sound sporadically went on, always in the latest hours of night.
Toward the middle of March, warm weather suddenly descended. The whole city altered. My windows were
no longer ghastly dragons breathing cold air into a room which desired, above all, to obtain body heat. I fearlessly
flung them open, and they were wide and blue, paneless and smelling of sunlight. Sounds buried in a grave of the
past came freshly to light again. Neighbors that one thought banished forever returned, and their syllables were
familiar and light-hearted as the air warmed up for the first time.
After the winter’s silence, the juke box rose, troubled, from a pizzeria below. Above the fat woman’s court, on
a little ironwork fire escape, sofa cushions of a dark blue substance were placed and a comfortable profusion of
comic magazines scattered about. At night a good-hearted mongrel dog would come out for a spot of air, or halfgrown children would crouch there agreeably reading in the late afternoon.
As if to remind us of the reverse of the coin, the bludgeoning quarrel was resumed, violent with smothered
profanities, cruelness and haste. After a session of this kind, it was peculiarly gratifying to see the fat woman
leaning against her cool wall, her youngest daughter clinging to her waist as to a sheltering barrel. And if then she
took a notion to cross the small court, she appeared as a magnificent ship idling about a bay waiting for cargo. In
her enormity and her wide swaying motion, she was not only the vessel but the vast sea as well, and thus like the
ocean “a diminutive infinite,” as someone has said, especially provided for man’s contemplation in moments of
distressed leisure.
*
While in general the night sounds became warmer and more domestic, the startling twang elicited at midnight
remained a disturbing omen. Existing after most other noises had ceased, thus isolated and holding the stage, it
rasped in undulating waves, a fetish, a spasmodic soughing through imagined trees.
The days grew longer until by late March I was eating my supper by day. On one such mild evening I was
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pleasantly stimulated by hearing the breaking string outside in the Hollow. I went innocently to the window to
examine its source.
All I saw at first was the accustomed scene, the jutting edges of familiar roofs, the Avenue beyond, the traffic
somewhat diminished for twilight, and the sky tinted with violet. The enormous woman was standing quietly at
her court-edge.
But suddenly something in her hand, a huge makeshift tool, flattened, curved, several feet long, a few inches
wide, made of metal with rags wrapped about one end for a handle, was raised, both hands grasping, her feet
parted a bit and braced, and the saber fell on the concrete wall in a bitter voluminous blow.
It spun away; it was the breaking string. At the second stroke I perceived her motive, and as I did so, a cold
stream of fear sprang up and inundated me in a quiet and witless way. In the distance a church bell rang several
quickened strokes, and a raft of pigeons swung off one roof into the sky. The second sound died away. My hands
grew numb, my elbows, and the muscles of my soul.
I strove to withdraw but could not. The dead lilacs in a jar on my sill rattled where I brushed them. She raised
the homemade saber again, and concentrating wholly upon it, brought it down with violent strength and fervor,
then stood with infinite stillness, remarking it thoughtfully, as its vomiting tenor cried out and willfully died.
*
Now when I arrived home in the evening, it was my desire to finish supper as quickly as possible, for fear that
the sound would begin and strangle me where I sat. For as the days grew hot, an uproar began before dusk. The
roaring profanity which for so many years had awakened the curiosity of the woman at my right, and me, sprang
up at suppertime. A baby would begin to cry. Then, while daylight remained but while dusk loitered by, the
enormous woman, swaying as gently and rhythmically as before, would emerge from her screen door, closing it
softly behind her. She would walk to where the rag-handled tong lay on the narrow ledge and take it in her hand.
She struck once, twice, three times, pausing for long periods between.
Dusk as with sheltering intention would clothe her, night slowly hid her shame. For she was aware of her
divergence from the norms of motherhood. I could tell by her occasional glance up and around, seeking visible
taunting eyes. While the cloak of midnight had once been sufficient to her soul, the heat was now badgering her
fatness with gathering irritability. It was all she could do to wait for the first shade of twilight.
How sensitively she grasped the advent of dusk! Pinkish tones lit the final shreds of cloud when she came out,
unwilling or unable to conceal her plight. And the sound, like confirmed slander, rang through the Hollow,
whizzing and singing at our open sills, cruel echo of the empurpled sky.
One memorable night she remained in her court and could not have enough of it. At my window ashamedly
watching, I marked each stroke, terrorized, fall with its own measure. Shaking with fascination, I could neither
bear her suffering nor tear myself from it. The strokes were not distracted; they were slow, methodical assaults
upon fate, carefully timed and unspeakably executed. Each pause was prolonged and rich with an inner
satisfaction. Blow after blow fell hoarsely upon the receiving wall. One’s ears welled. The rag handle must have
torn badly at her hand. If only she would grow frantic, give herself up to a purposeless hysteria that would
alienate her from the rest of us!
But it remained a steady calculated plunge, a breaking string. She would not relent from the thoughtfulness of
her assault.
On this night she struck the breadth of metal flat upon the shelf-like concrete wall that faced, angularly, the
broad Avenue. Then she strolled with the same gracious clumsy gait to a dark corner directly under the little
balcony. This was still filled with its dark blue sofa cushions and its comic books. Raising the weapon high
overhead, she braced her feet and brought it down resiliently.
The happy mongrel dog popped out of the window above and stood on the balcony, barking. The woman
paused, stilled, holding the rag handle in both hands as though frozen. She remained many minutes in the shadows
until the dog sniffed and went back through the happy window. She struck once more and waited. Then she
walked to her own screen door and the light from the kitchen illuminated her. Standing at the threshold with the
saber-stick hanging loosely at her side, she spoke quietly to someone inside. It was the first and only time I heard
what she said.
“George,” she muttered in a mild driving monotone. “What are you doing? George, look out, the floor’s wet,
George.”
The words came all at once; they ran out like a glass of water poured into a sink. Then she turned away, laid
the tong on the wall, and waddled into her home.
I was consumed with curiosity. What was her husband like, now that I might suspect his name was George?
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Who were her children? What did she see from her court, fenced in with its two short walls and the building
opposite her own? Once when I was on the Avenue, I took occasion to look up and gather some facts. To my
surprise I discovered that the wall of the building, which suspended the court on one side, was totally blank
bricked-up, without windows. She was not observed from that vantage point at all. The neighboring building had
turned an impervious side to her court. She was left quite free and solitary as a consequence.
But across the Avenue her gaze would lead to a sorrier sight. She might, of course, content herself with a clean
glimpse down the Avenue itself, for the court sat at an angle; but if she should stare directly across the wide street
there was nothing to meet her glance but a small abandoned gas station. It was plastered with dirty posters; last
year’s circus and the false foamy surf generated at Palisades Park. It was not a sight to elevate the mind or restore
the spirits.
The station may once have been white as milk, for it still wore its red flutted roof in the Spanish mode. But it
resembled at this time nothing so much as a decalcified tooth.
*
The fat woman had two daughters, one about eight, one nine. The elder was thin and wiry and despised her
mother. One night I had watched her slyly enter the court and hide the metal saber in the darkest corner of the
yard. It was a schoolgirl’s trick. Her brisk impertinent little walk betrayed malice and spite.
The younger girl, plump and unresentful, carried within her the torment inflicted by her love. She helped care
for the baby. One seldom saw her in the street. Her pleasant childish face was afflicted with a noticeable pallor, as
though she realized that she had placed her loyalty and devotion in strange hands.
One day the father entered the court. The younger sister was wheeling the baby about the concrete yard when a
small gray-headed man came through the screen door. He picked up the child and juggled it about. This was
George, and he looked like Gogol’s prototype for The Cloak, some poor government official dressed in a striped
shirt, wilted collar, and sweat-stained sleeve garters.
He reminded me that I had had an earlier glimpse of him. Some years before he had been sitting outside the
screen door smoking quietly when the fat woman virtually brushed him back into the house. I had been impressed
because his back was stooped and because she had made him take the chair in with him. I had thought she was
much too rude to her father-in-law.
And yet here he had reappeared in his actual role, as the father of her progeny and the head of her house. In
fact, he could be thought a conqueror of sorts for he had effectively imprisoned her and fertilized her, and he daily
ate meals which she had prepared. No wonder he did not often come out in the courtyard. He was ashamed of
what the neighbors had seen. Was not the court the setting of all her crimes?
Surely the most important member of the family was the baby. It had been a year since I had first seen him, in
infinitesimal form, lying on his newborn cot in the open carriage. He was now frequently seen crawling over the
concrete courtyard, dragging his knees, or staggering upright like a drunken Hop O’ My Thumb.
What could be her attitude toward this child? Now that he was a full year old he was occasionally seen on the
street in company with the younger girl. Yet the mother did not escape. She was confined to her house and
courtyard, day after day, year after year. When her husband and daughters were off for the day, the baby was left
behind. Was it meant to guard her?
Around the fat woman swarmed the busy streets and the Avenue with its train of electrically charged cars and
trucks, a barbed-wire fence, impassable, hazardous. I dare say she could not have found her way home if she had
left her house for an exploring jaunt. The angular streets jut out, rendering multiple corners, confusing the street
signs. She might have been lost.
The notion grew in me that she was a prisoner. If so, was not this child her jailer? Did his wetness, hunger,
thirst, and childish dissatisfactions not clamor eternally at her nerves? When I saw the enmity she must bear the
child, I watched with foreboding and uneasiness, much as I note the wayward mouse in the kitchen, who might
some dark night turn into a large and incorrigible rat. It was perhaps premature, but as I had felt her first blows
directed against her own flesh, deliciously stinging and chastising it, just as I had myself subsequently been seized
by her throes, seized by the throat and shaken like a cat for misrepresenting her in my thoughts, I now guessed
fully and confidently that she and I were but spectators to her frenzy, and that it was her brood, or most of all this
latest and earliest mortal, that drew her ire. Surely it was her home and family that she flailed in the open court.
I became convinced of it. One warm night a bellowing began, the muted harshness and inflections of that toopermanent quarrel. The woman’s voice rose, harsh as a man’s, and as usual nothing but garbled profanities were
heard. Presently a child began to cry, and the fat woman came out of her screen door and drew her saber.
It was hard to believe that the rancorous voice was hers. Once gaining the courtyard, she lost her power of
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speech and remained as immobile and silent as a star. On this night a high waning moon bore down upon the roof,
sailing behind wild white clouds. At her first stroke, the child within the gates let out an echoing shriek. Perhaps
he wished to enter into her dark violence and break open the mystery of it all. Repeatedly she gave him the
dangerous cue, the blow, and with instant acclaim the child repeated his wail. A mild breeze blew into the Hollow
and blew against our sills.
Of all people who suddenly became impatient with the constant twanging in the night, it was the paternal head
of the tin-can family. One night just after twilight she was out on her roof court dressed in black, her hair pulled
soberly back from a central part. Everything was as usual. She lifted her saber and moved to the corner and struck.
She was poised, listening to it drift sadly away. Her head was bowed, and I could not read her expression.
Then what had so long been dreaded occurred, the blasphemy, the jibe of all. A man’s harsh voice, leaning out
of a window level with mine, shouted: Shut up! and repeated with raucousness: Shut up!
When he had shouted, she slowly and effortlessly lifted her head and looked him expressly in the eyes, as his
impatient head projected from the bright window. And still gripping the cloth-wound saber, she parted her lips and
smiled, smiled with Madonna-like stillness at her accuser. I saw, though it was dusk, that her teeth were even and
white, and her smile was broad, beautiful, and especially fearless. Perhaps she thought it was a smile of insolence;
it was not. The miraculous blow had given her strength to defy us all. It had filled her with a sweetness and a
release so rich that we no longer mattered. The man, uneasy but defiantly crude, shouted once more: Shut up! but
it was without heart, and he returned almost immediately indoors and was not heard from again; except for the
cans.
Reading this face of hers with its magnificent appeal, its harmony and transparent lightness, one imagined all
that this rusty instrument meant to her. For after each stroke of the thin resonant metal, she must have experienced
the most delightful mingling of guilt, of ecstasy, of remorse, of longing temptation to repeat the act, of shame, of a
kind of unreflective pity and penitence. But it wore off as the timbre died away, the mixture of emotion palled, she
couldn’t find it any more, it was gone, life was empty and this angered her.
She would raise the tong once more, brace herself and take the necessary steps: the bong (a muscular blow that
sought to catapult her backward, she must lean toward the object), the open noise of it, the going away; then when
the physical concussion had died, the old sensations of guilt, murder, and shame swept over her body and she
bowed her head, smiling there to herself, smiling with a relief and a mischievousness that made her face young
and beautiful. again, smiling with sin and the pure knowledge of sin, which she would pay for in the hereafter if
she were not paying now.
*
One prematurely hot day at the end of March, the air became humid, hazy, and breathless. I went to the
window, seized with a fear of the coming summer and nostalgic for cooler places I had known. The traffic was
light, as though hazy and hot too, and the fat woman was in her court doing nothing. The tong lay on the shelf
unused. She merely leaned against the wall, looking away.
I knew well enough why she was angry at life. Her fat burdened her. Beneath, it was clearly an eager display of
muscle; the tong proved she was an Atlas, not a Bacchus, beneath. Her fat did not shelter or charm her. It heated
her to an unbearable pitch. It was a perpetual burden.
And now summer grew on, today was an omen. Summer and its unrelieved days. No lemonade or lump of ice
would cool even momentarily this huge mass. I allowed myself the impudent thought that she should emerge from
her screen door, not into the dry courtyard, but into a gigantic tank, to plunge like an overheated ox into the
cooling waters of a pool.
In the midst of this thought, some task within the house called her, and she elaborately righted herself from her
posture at the wall, turning as she moved with torturous grace in the direction of the door. She leaned backward
ever so slightly as she went. In one terrible glance the realization struck me: was she pregnant again?
My blood froze in my veins, and the perspiration awakened by the fetid day poured into my eyes. Why had I
been so stupid? It would explain so much. I hoped for an instant that my presentiment was too horrible and could
not survive or that she would disappear in a puff of Mephistophelean smoke. But she reached her door and went
inside. And now a mysterious but determined force would work its will, increasing pound after pound upon her
crucified flesh. She was powerless to halt its gain.
No wonder I seemed to understand her frenzy at last. From now on her fury would be directed against, well,
that baby crawling about the floor, symbol of her awful fertility. What else? With horror I recalled her past shouts
and the baby’s sobs and crying. With awakened dream I saw the stick which as she heaved it in the night elicited
at each whack a piercing and disconnected shriek from the child indoors. There was no violence of which she was
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not capable.
The next days were cold, a reversion to March. The clouds hurtling through the ashen sky looked gnawed,
being scattered, fringed, torn into lights and darks, lying trenchant and close to one another, then tearing at each
other unceasingly as the chilly winds swept them about. I closed my window ana once more saw through a hazy
imperfect pane.
Into this disagreeable climate the large woman ambled slowly, barefooted, wearing nothing but a thin whitish
dress. I had not before seen such squalidness in her. Her hair hung shoulder length, black and even luxurious, but
everything else was begrimed, from the plump feet covered with watery streaks to the bag of a dress, gray and
shapeless. Her face was stained and sodden as a beast’s. She sat on a tiny camps tool, and her cotton dress pressed
breathlessly about her.
But even as I made these observations, she looked up suddenly at the blank brick wall opposite and smiled her
Italian Madonna-smile, comprehensive and beautiful, whilst laughter began to shake her, first a small tremor and
then a growing earthquake. All of her flesh in its inaccessible parts shook guiltlessly. She covered her face with
her hands in order to share more intimately with her secret mirth, and the hysteria went on. Rocking upon the
camp chair, her gigantic mass of fat shook in its transport of joy.
As suddenly, the mood was over. She stopped and her flesh again assumed the quietude of a mountain. She
looked up at the city clothesline above her head. The clothes swung, dark and yellowed, the undershirts stained
with age, collecting the soft coal soot from the chimneys above. And she began to converse with them quietly,
seriously, with animation.
But an image of one of her children, or George, invaded a focus of her mind, and she switched and began
lambasting the far corner of the roof with a subdued termagant’s tongue. Did George’s privilege of catching up
her son and holding him to his cheek arouse a surge of fury in her? She went on declaring, declaiming her
inaudible views to the empty corner.
When this siege was over, an urge to rise moved her and she stood up slowly and with difficulty, turning her
back to the gloomy and inefficient wash and facing the Avenue beyond. A soft motile grace clung to this figure
which now patiently lifted one bare foot and rubbed it against the other. As she clasped her hands behind her at
the waist, I noticed for the first time how clean, sensitive, and well-shaped they were. As she herself was separate
from us, her hands seemed equally unknown to her, grasping, releasing, and stretching themselves there at her
back where she need not look at them. For me, watching, nothing existed at the moment but her two hands, and
the way in which they occupied themselves. She remained quiet, it was only they that moved with instinct and
will, each finger with deliberate constraint delicately stretching itself, in turn and with leisure, reciting its
separateness, moving, alert to its own conflicts, its own need for decision, sensing its brothers there but unable to
take help or nurture from them; for they were, surely, preoccupied with their own desperations.
It was no longer her violence that frightened me, it was her terrible, her ghastly docility.
A scorching heat wave fell upon Easter. One could scarcely breathe as the temperature soared higher and
higher, dampening, deadening, drying, destroying the very corpuscles. Only the bacalao,\fn{The codfish.} lying in
great salt layers outside the groceries, seemed tolerably pleased. The fetid turn of events confined the fat woman
to a slow relentless pacing of her courtyard. The park would have served no better. Its grass was already parched,
and the earth beneath was dry and crumbly. The whole planet, one felt, might suddenly fall apart in fragments like
a weary crater.
Finally, just as we could bear no more, the weather broke, giving way to a dizzying transition, an evening in
which chill met heat and struggled until one and both were vapid and spent. A moist coldness, a sluggish
congestion, filled the hot twilight air. It released a violent mood of loathing in the fat woman, for she entered her
court at dusk and seized the broad tong of her instrument, fairly writhing in anticipation of its cry. Stars were out
now and the sky became bluish black, pointed up by the lamps. Her own court was dark except for a thin light
from her kitchen which painted an unreal oblong on the concrete. I watched her with a peculiar premonition of
terror.
As never before, one felt how visibly she groaned in the spirit even while smiling at the potency of her own
assault. The rod she held overhead and brought down so tremendously upon the wall was powerless and inept,
though it sputtered and stung with her mighty brawn. For no one of her blows was ever strong enough to crack the
staff, no blow could release her from the power it exerted over her, that mesmerized and taunted and tempted her
into the courtyard every night to an inhuman deed hedged by the scorn of neighbors that despised her. She knew
it. Yet a fraction of one of her blows would split the head of an ordinary foe.
She was striking voluminously, with unusual muscular force. Beneath the clouds of tissue which shook on her
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fat arms, strong muscles were flexing at the commencement of each stroke, relaxing needfully at each end. The
bitter night sought to solace and cool her, but found no easy access to a mountain who insisted on generating more
heat, merely because her pain from the day had become monotonous.
*
Then the moment I had dreaded came into being. Through the propped screen door where the light shone, the
little son crawled out. He had only a shirt on, and he crawled with persistence over the threshold, nearer and
nearer his mother’s harshly planted feet. Never before had anyone entered the court when she was actively
mastering it.
Leaning nervously against my sheltering lilacs, I watched the slow breaking thud of her blows; she was as yet
unconscious of the trespasser who paused, there on the floor, and then drew nearer, scraping his knees over the
rough cement. As she gripped the bound end of the metal tong in her hand, she would soon see this morsel below
her, see him clearly, the image of the life burning within her, see him as one further obstacle between her and
freedom, perceive how she was fenced, penned in, by things such as he, breathing creatures who loved her when
hungry, belched her when fed.
I waited, trembling, crouched timidly away from what I would witness, desiring her to see and not to see the
increment that progressively drew near.
Then the mother perceived the child, all in one glance, grasped how it had crawled out in the darkness that
belonged to her, to her alone, crawling out of the lighted protected home into her own dark recess. What was to be
done with this marauder, this thief, this son? O symbol of revolution, fear of the irreparable, gateway to the rude
Untried! Suffering without issue, shame without profit, conscience and cowardice, blight of conformity: make
thick her blood, stop up remorse, and take her milk for gall.
And the child, heedless, crawled on until it arrived a few feet from the gigantic shadow on the brazen court.
The child’s head looked up, soundlessly, to surmise if the gigantic shadow were really what he thought, his profile
blurred by the darkness she cast. She struck the wall with a blow, a breaking string that shattered the air, the ear.
Then turning to the child in earnest, a vessel of habit, a puzzled will, she paused and laid down her paddle with a
weary gesture, without rancor, regretfully. She stooped down, and her fat, stooping with her, made it more
difficult to retrieve her own fallen weight than to lift the infant. She stood the baby gently upon the courtyard
wall.
It was salvation she sensed at hand, and she sought it forcibly. Without hesitation, only labor, she crawled up
onto the steep wall, her skirt tightening and her fat legs struggling against their lethargy. Trucks shook the street
and the buses bawled like steers. There was braying, grunting, kicking, and squealing in the street below. And
how intensely difficult for her, simply to pull one leg up on the ledge, and then the other.
Still farther on, where a second and shorter wall jutted up, she climbed with her child, and there on stone
parapets which must have been chilly and cold to the touch, she straddled the single row of bricks, and
convulsively clutched her baby to her, covering him with more kisses than he wished, but kissing and kissing him
nevertheless. Then she turned him about, and sat him too straddling the wall, facing out and away as she was,
down the Avenue, past one small street and another and another, to the furthest intersection where the road curved
and a building stopped the eye.
There on the diagonal of the rooftops stretched out to an avenue, she let the cars rush toward her endlessly, as
only for her delight. She captured a vision of her own, one that pleased her and pleased the child. Motionlessly
they sat, eternal and content, while I stared through my dried lilacs and wondered when she would thrust them
both over into the street.
But they remained, staring at the flickering, unremitting, reliable stop and go lights, the reds and greens, the
pliant cars, and the monstrous New Jersey bus, he in his little shirt and she with her massive stubborn legs
clasping the brick on either side. A breeze blew heavily upon them.
When I woke, later in the night, it was past twelve and I heard the sound begin again like a taut string, break,
and die slowly away. What was that? But I no longer cared; it was too late. I comforted myself with the
abstraction of sleep and with Lopakhin’s foolish reply: I don't know. It may be a bucket fallen down a well; but
it’s some way off.
160.150 Mr. Costello, Hero\fn{by Theodore Hamilton Sturgeon (1918-1985)} Staten Island, Richmond County, New
York, U.S.A. (M) 13
“Come in, Purser. And shut the door.”
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“I beg your pardon, sir?”
The Skipper never invited anyone in—not to his quarters. His office, yes, but not here.
He made an abrupt gesture, and I came in and closed the door. It was about as luxurious as a compartment on a
spaceship can get. I tried not to goggle at it as if it was the first time I had ever seen it, just because it was the first
time I had ever seen it.
I sat down.
He opened his mouth, closed it, forced the tip of his tongue through his thin lips. He licked them and glared at
me. I’d never seen the Iron Man like this. I decided that the best thing to say would be nothing, which is what I
said.
He pulled a deck of cards out of the top-middle drawer and slid them across the desk.
“Deal.” I said, “I b—”
“And don’t say you beg my pardon!” he exploded.
Well, all right. If the skipper wanted a cozy game of gin rummy to while away the parsecs, far be it from me to
… I shuffled. Six years under this cold-blooded, fish-eyed automatic computer with eyebrows, and this was the
first time that he—
“Deal,” he said. I looked up at him.
“Draw, five-card draw. You do play draw poker, don’t you, Purser?”
“Yes, sir.”
I dealt and put down the pack. I had three threes and couple of court cards. The skipper scowled at his hand
and threw down two. He glared at me again. I said,
“I got three of a kind, sir.”
He let his cards go as if they no longer existed, slammed out of his chair and turned his back to me. He tilted
his head back and stared up at the see-it-all, with its complex of speed, time, position, and distance-run
coordinated. Borinquen, our destination planet, was at spitting distance—only a day or so off—and Earth was a
long way behind.
I heard a sound and dropped my eyes. The Skipper's hands were locked behind him, squeezed together so hard
that they crackled.
“Why didn’t you draw?” he grated.
“I beg your—”
“When I played poker—and I used to play a hell of a lot of poker—as I recall it, the dealer would find out how
many cards each player wanted after the deal and give him as many as he discarded. Did you ever hear of that,
Purser?”
“Yes, sir, I did.”
“You did.”
He turned around. I imagine he had been scowling this same way at the see-it-all, and I wondered why it was
he hadn’t shattered the cover glass.
“Why, then, Purser,” he demanded, “did you show your three of a kind without discarding, without drawing—
without, mister, asking me how many cards I might want?”
I thought about it.
“I—we—I mean, sir, we haven’t been playing poker that way lately.”
“You’ve been playing draw poker without drawing!” He sat down again and beamed that glare at me again.
“And who changed the rules?”
“I don’t know, sir. We just—that’s the way we’ve been playing.” He nodded thoughtfully.
“Now tell me something, Purser. How much time did you spend in the galley during the last watch?”
“About an hour, sir.”
“About an hour.”
“Well, sir,” I explained hurriedly, “it was my turn.”
He said nothing, and it suddenly occurred to me that these galley-watches weren’t in the ship’s orders. I said
quickly,
“It isn’t against your orders to stand such a watch, is it, sir?”
“No,” he said, “it isn’t.”
His voice was so gentle, it was ugly.
“Tell me, Purser, doesn’t Cooky mind these galley-watches?”
“Oh, no, sir! He’s real pleased about it.” I knew he was thinking about the size of the galley. It was true that
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two men made quite a crowd in a place like that. I said,
“That way, he knows everybody can trust him.”
“You mean that way you know he won’t poison you.”
“Well—yes, sir.”
“And tell me,” he said, his voice even gentler, “who suggested he might poison you?”
“I really couldn’t say, Captain. It’s just sort of something that came up. Cooky doesn’t mind,” I added. “If he’s
watched all the time, he knows nobody’s going to suspect him. It’s all right.”
Again he repeated my words. “It’s all right.” I wished he wouldn’t. I wished he’d stop looking at me like that.
“How long,” he asked, “has it been customary for the deck officer to bring a witness with him when he takes
over the watch?”
“I really couldn’t say, sir. That’s out of my department.”
“You really couldn’t say. Now think hard, Purser. Did you ever stand galley-watches, or see deck-officers bring
witnesses with them when they relieve the bridge, or see draw poker played without drawing—before this trip?”
“Well, no, sir. I don’t think I have. I suppose we just never thought of it before.”
“We never had Mr. Costello as a passenger before, did we?”
“No, sir.” I thought for a moment he was going to say something else, but he didn’t, just:
“Very well, Purser. That will be all.”
*
I went out and started back aft, feeling puzzled and sort of upset. The Skipper didn’t have to hint things like
that about Mr. Costello. Mr. Costello was a very nice man. Once, the Skipper had picked a fight with Mr. Costello.
They’d shouted at each other in the day-room. That is, the Skipper had shouted—Mr. Costello never did. Mr.
Costello was as good-natured as they come. A good-natured soft-spoken man, with the kind of a face they call
open. Open and honest. He’d once been a Triumver back on Earth—the youngest ever appointed, they said.
You wouldn’t think such an easygoing man was as smart as that. Triumvers are usually life-time appointees,
but Mr. Costello wasn’t satisfied. Had to keep moving, you know. Learning all the time, shaking hands all around,
staying close to the people. He loved people.
I don't know why the Skipper couldn’t get along with him. Everybody else did. And besides—Mr. Costello
didn’t play poker; why should he care one way or the other how we played it? He didn’t eat the galley food—he
had his own stock in his cabin—so what difference would it make to him if the cook poisoned anyone? Except, of
course, that he cared about us. People—he liked people.
Anyway, it’s better to play poker without the draw. Poker’s a good game with a bad reputation. And where do
you suppose it gets the bad reputation? From cheaters. And how do people cheat at poker? Almost never when
they deal. It’s when they pass out cards after the discard. That’s when a shady dealer knows what he holds, and he
knows what to give the others so he can win. All right, remove the discard and you remove nine-tenths of the
cheaters. Remove the cheaters and the honest men can trust each other.
That’s what Mr. Costello used to say, anyhow. Not that he cared one way or the other for himself. He wasn’t a
gambling man.
*
I went into the dayroom and there was Mr. Costello with the Third Officer. He gave me a big smile and a wave,
so I went over.
“Come on, sit down, Purser,” he said. “I’m landing tomorrow. Won’t have much more chance to talk to you.”
I sat down. The Third snapped shut a book he’d been holding open on the table and sort of got it out of sight.
Mr. Costello laughed at him.
“Go ahead, Third, show the Purser. You can trust him—he’s a good man. I’d be proud to be shipmates with the
Purser.”
The Third hesitated and then raised the book from his lap. It was the Space Code and expanded Rules of the
Road. Every licensed officer has to bone up on it a lot, to get his license. But it’s not the kind of book you
ordinarily kill time with.
“The Third here was showing me all about what a captain can and can’t do,” said Mr. Costello.
“Well, you asked me to,” the Third said.
“Now just a minute,” said Mr. Costello rapidly, “now just a minute.” He had a way of doing that sometimes. It
was a part of him, like the thinning hair on top of his head and the big smile and the way he had of cocking his
head to one side and asking you what it was you just said, as if he didn’t hear so well. “Now just a minute, you
wanted to show me this material, didn’t you?”
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“Well, yes, Mr. Costello,” the Third said.
“You’re going over the limitations of a spacemaster’s power of your own free will, aren’t you?”
“Well,” said the Third, “I guess so. Sure.”
“Sure,” Mr. Costello repeated happily. “Tell the Purser the part you just read me.”
“The one you found in the book?”
“You know the one. You read it out your own self, didn’t you?”
“Oh,” said the Third. He looked at me—sort of uneasily, I thought—and reached for the book. Mr. Costello put
his hand on it.
“Oh, don’t bother looking it up,” he said. “You can remember it.”
“Yeah, I guess I do,” the Third admitted. “It’s a sort of safeguard against letting the Skipper’s power go to his
head, in case it ever does. Suppose a time comes when a Captain begins to act up, and the crew gets the idea that a
lunatic has taken over the bridge. Well, something has to be done about it. The crew has the power to appoint one
officer and send him up to the Captain for an accounting. If the Skipper refuses, or if the crew doesn’t like his
accounting, then they have the right to confine him to his quarters and take over the ship.”
“I think I heard about that,” I said. “But the Skipper has rights, too. I mean the crew has to report everything by
space-radio the second it happens, and then the Captain has a full hearing along with the crew at the next port.”
Mr. Costello looked at us and shook his big head, full of admiration. When Mr. Costello thought you were
good, it made you feel good all over. The Third looked at his watch and got up.
“I got to relieve the bridge. Want to come along, Purser?”
“I’d like to talk to him for a while,” Mr. Costello said. “Do you suppose you could get somebody else for a
witness?”
“Oh, sure, if you say so,” said the Third.
“But you’re going to get someone.”
“Absolutely,” said the Third.
“Safest ship I was ever on,” said Mr. Costello. “Gives a fellow a nice feeling to know that the watch is never
going to get the orders wrong.”
*
I thought so myself and wondered why we never used to do it before. I watched the Third leave and stayed
where I was, feeling good, feeling safe, feeling glad that Mr. Costello wanted to talk to me. And me just a Purser,
him an ex-Triumver.
Mr. Costello gave me the big smile. He nodded toward the door.
“That young fellow’s going far. A good man. You’re all good men here.” He stuck a sucker-cup in the heater
and passed it over to me with his own hands.
“Coffee,” he said. “My own brand. All I ever use.”
I tasted it and it was fine. He was a very generous man. He sat back and beamed at me while I drank it.
“What do you know about Borinquen?” he wanted to know.
I told him all I could. Borinquen’s a pretty nice place, what they call “four-nines Earth Normal”—which means
that the climate, gravity, atmosphere, and ecology come within .9999 of being the same as Earth’s. There are only
about six known planets like that. I told him about the one city it had and the trapping that used to be the main
industry. Coats made of glunker fur last forever. They shine green in white light and real warm ember-red in blue
light, and you can take a full-sized coat and scrunch it up and hide it in your two hands, it’s that light and fine.
Being so light, the fur made ideal space-cargo.
Of course, there was a lot more on Borinquen now—rare isotope ingots and foodstuffs and seeds for the drug
business and all, and I suppose the glunker trade could dry right up and Borinquen could still carry its weight. But
furs settled the planet, furs supported the city in the early days, and half the population still lived out in the bush
and trapped.
Mr. Costello listened to everything I said in a way I can only call respectful. I remember I finished up by
saying,
“I’m sorry you have to get off there, Mr. Costello. I’d like to see you some more. I’d like to come see you at
Borinquen, whenever we put in, though I don’t suppose a man like you would have much spare time.”
He put his big hand on my arm.
“Purser, if I don’t have time when you’re in port, I’ll make time. Hear?”
Oh, he had a wonderful way of making a fellow feel good. Next thing you know, he invited me right into his
cabin. He sat me down and handed me a sucker full of a mild red wine with a late flavor of cinnamon, which was
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a new one on me, and he showed me some of his things.
He was a great collector. He had one or two little bits of colored paper that he said were stamps they used
before the Space Age, to prepay carrying charges on paper letters. He said no matter where he was, just one of
those things could get him a fortune.
Then he had some jewels, not rings or anything, just stones, and a fine story for every single one of them.
“What you’re holding in your hand,” he said, “cost the life of a king and the loss of an empire half again as big
as United Earth.” And:
“This one was once so well guarded that most people didn’t know whether it existed or not. There was a whole
religion based on it-and now it’s gone, and so is the religion.”
It gave you a queer feeling, being next to this man who had so much, and him just as warm and friendly as
your favorite uncle.
“If you can assure me these bulkheads are soundproof, I’ll show you something else I collect,” he said.
I assured him they were, and they were, too.
“If ships’ architects ever learned anything,” I told him, “they learned that a man has just got to be by himself
once in a while.”
He cocked his head to one side in a way that he had.
“How’s that again?”
“A man’s just got to be by himself once in a while,” I said. “So, mass or no, cost or no, a ship’s bulkheads are
built to give a man his privacy.”
“Good,” he said. “Now let. me show you.”
He unlocked a hand case and opened it, and from a little compartment inside he took out a thing about the size
of the box a watch comes in. He handled it very gently as he put it down on his desk. It was square, and it had a
fine grille on the top and two little silver studs on the side. He pressed one of them and turned to me, smiling. And
let me tell you, I almost fell right off the bunk where I was sitting, because here was the Captain’s voice as loud
and clear and natural as if he was right there in the room with us. And do you know what he said? He said,
“My crew questions my sanity-yet you can be sure that if a single man aboard questions my authority, he will
learn that I am master here, even if he must learn it at the point of a gun.”
What surprised me so much wasn’t only the voice but the words—and what surprised me especially about the
words was that I had heard the Skipper say them myself. It was the time he had had the argument with Mr.
Costello. I remembered it well because I had walked into the dayroomjust as the Captain started to yell.
“Mr. Costello,” he said in that big heavy voice of his, “in spite of your conviction that my crew questions my
sanity …” and all the rest of it, just like on this recording Mr. Costello had. And I remember he said, too,
“Even if he must learn it at the point of a gun. That, sir, applies to passengers—the crew has legal means of
their own.” I was going to mention this to Mr. Costello, but before I could open my mouth, he asked me,
“Now tell me, Purser, is that the voice of the Captain of your ship?” And I said,
“Well, if it isn’t, I’m not the Purser here. Why, I heard him speak those words my very own self.”
Mr. Costello swatted me on the shoulder.
“You have a good ear, Purser. And how do you like my little toy?” Then he showed it to me, a little mechanism
on the jeweled pin he wore on his tunic, a fine thread of wire to a pushbutton in his side pocket.
“One of my favorite collections,” he told me. “Voices. Anybody, anytime, anywhere.”
He took off the pin and slipped a tiny bead out of the setting. He slipped this into a groove in the box and
pressed the stud. And I heard my own voice say,
“I’m sorry you have to get off there, Mr. Costello. I’d like to see you some more.”
I laughed and laughed. That was one of the cleverest things I ever saw. And just think of my voice in his
collection, along with the Captain and space only knows how many great and famous people! He even had the
voice of the Third Officer, from just a few minutes before, saying,
“A lunatic has taken over the bridge. Well, something has to be done about it.”
All in all, I had a wonderful visit with him, and then he asked me to do whatever I had to do about his
clearance papers. So I went back to my office and got them out. They are kept in the Purser’s safe during a
voyage. And I went through them with the okays. There were a lot of them—he had more than most people.
I found one from Earth Central that sort of made me mad. I guess it was a mistake. It was a Know All Ye that
warned consular officials to report every six months, Earth time, on the activities of Mr. Costello.
I took it to him, and it was a mistake, all right—he said so himself. I tore it out of his passport book and
adhesed an official note, reporting the accidental destruction of a used page of fully stamped visas. He gave me a
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beautiful blue gemstone for doing it.
When I said, “I better not; I don’t want you thinking I take bribes from passengers,” he laughed and put one of
those beads in his recorder, and it came out, in my voice, “I take bribes from passengers.”
He was a great joker.
*
We lay at Borinquen for four days. Nothing much happened except I was busy. That’s what’s tough about
pursering. You got nothing to do for weeks in space, and then, when you’re in spaceport, you have too much work
to do even to go ashore much, unless it’s a long layover.
I never really minded much. I’m one of those mathematical geniuses, you know, even if I don’t have too much
sense otherwise, and I take pride in my work. Everybody has something he’s good at, I guess. I couldn’t tell you
how the gimmick works that makes the ship travel faster than light, but I’d hate to trust the Chief Engineer with
one of my interplanetary cargo manifests, or a rate-of-exchange table, glunker pelts to V.E. dollars.
Some hard-jawed character with Space Navy Investigator credentials came inboard with a portable voice
recorder and made me and the Third Officer recite a lot of nonsense for some sort of test, I don’t know what. The
SNI is always doing a lot of useless and mysterious things. I had an argument with the Port Agent, and I went
ashore with Cooky for a fast drink. The usual thing.
Then I had to work overtime signing on a new Third—they transferred the old one to a corvette that was due
in, they told me.
Oh, yes, that was the trip the Skipper resigned. I guess it was high time. He’d been acting very nervous. He
gave me the damnedest look when he went ashore that last time, like he didn’t know whether to kill me or burst
into tears. There was a rumor around that he’d gone berserk and threatened the crew with a gun, but I don’t listen
to rumors. And anyway, the Port Captain signs on new skippers. It didn’t mean any extra work for me, so it didn’t
matter much.
We upshipped again and made the rounds. Bootes Sigma and Nightingale and Caranho and Earth-chemical
glassware, black-prints, sho seed and glitter crystals; perfume, music tape, glizzard skins and Aldebar—all the
usual junk for all the usual months. And round we came again to Borinquen.
*
Well, you wouldn’t believe a place could change so much in so short a time. Borinquen used to be a pretty
free-and-easy planet. There was just the one good-sized city, see, and then trapper camps all through the unsettled
area. If you liked people, you settled in the city, and you could go to work in the processing plants or maintenance
or some such. If you didn’t, you could trap glunk ers. There was always something for everybody on Borinquen.
But things were way different this trip. First of all, a man with a Planetary Government badge came aboard, by
God, to censor the music tapes consigned for the city, and he had the credentials for it, too. Next thing I find out,
the municipal authorities have confiscated the warehouses—my warehouses—and they were being converted into
barracks.
And where were the goods—the pelts and ingots for export? Where was the space for our cargo? Why, in
houses—in hundreds of houses, all spread around every which way, all indexed up with a whole big new office
full of conscripts and volunteers to mix up and keep mixed up! For the first time since I went to space, I had to
request layover so I could get things unwound.
Anyway it gave me a chance to wander around the town, which I don’t often get.
You should have seen the place! Everybody seemed to be moving out of the houses. All the big buildings were
being made over into hollow shells, filled with rows and rows of mattresses. There were banners strung across the
streets:

ARE YOU A MAN OR ARE YOU ALONE?
A SINGLE SHINGLE IS A SORRY SHELTER!
THE DEVIL HATES A CROWD!
All of which meant nothing to me. But it wasn’t until I noticed a sign painted in whitewash on the glass front
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of a barroom, saying, TRAPPERS STAY OUT!, that I was aware of one of the biggest changes of all.
There were no trappers on the streets—none at all. They used to be one of the tourist attractions of Borinquen,
dressed in glunker fur, with the long tailwings afloat in the wind of their walking, and a kind of distance in their
eyes that not even spacemen had. As soon as I missed them, I began to see the TRAPPERS STAY OUT! signs just about
everywhere—on the stores, the restaurants, the hotels and theaters.
I stood on a street corner, looking around me and wondering what in hell was going on here, when a Borinquen
cop yelled something at me from a monowheel prowl car. I didn’t understand him, so I just shrugged. He made a
V-turn and coasted up to me.
“What’s the matter, country boy? Lose your traps?” I said,
“What?” He said,
“If you want to go it alone, glunker, we got solitary cells over at the Hall that’ll suit you fine.”
I just gawked at him. And, to my surprise, another cop poked his head up out of the prowler. A one-man
prowler, mind. They were really jammed in there. This second one said,
“Where’s your trap line, jerker?” I said,
“I don’t have a trapline.” I pointed to the mighty tower of my ship, looming over the spaceport. “I’m the Purser
off that ship.”
“Oh, for God’s sakes!” said the first cop. “I might have known. Look, Spacer, you’d better double up or you’re
liable to get yourself mobbed. This is no spot for a soloist.”
“I don’t get you, Officer. I was just—”
“I’ll take him,” said someone.
I looked around and saw a tall Borinquefta standing just inside the open doorway of one of the hundreds of
empty houses. She said,
“I came back here to pick up some of my things. When I got done in here, there was nobody on the sidewalks.
I’ve been here an hour, waiting for somebody to go with.”
She sounded a little hysterical.
“You know better than to go in there by yourself,” said one of the cops.
“I know—I know. It was just to get my things. I wasn’t going to stay.” She hauled up a duffelbag and dangled
it in front of her. “Just to get my things,” she said again, frightened.
The cops looked at each other.
“Well, all right. But watch yourself. You go along with the Purser here. Better straighten him out—he don’t
seem to know what’s right.”
“I will,” she said thankfully.
But by then the prowler had moaned off, weaving a little under its double load.
I looked at her. She wasn’t pretty. She was sort of heavy and stupid. She said,
“You’ll be all right now. Let’s go.”
“Where?”
“Well, Central Barracks, I guess. That’s where most everybody is.”
“I have to get back to the ship.”
“Oh, dear,” she said, all distressed again. “Right away?”
“No, not right away. I’ll go in town with you, if you want.” She picked up her duffelbag, but I took it from her
and heaved it up on my shoulder.
“Is everybody here crazy?” I asked her, scowling.
“Crazy?” She began walking, and I went along. “I don’t think so.”
“All this,” I persisted. I pointed to a banner that said,

NO LADDER HAS A SINGLE RUNG.
“What’s that mean?”
“Just what it says.”
“You have to put up a big thing like that just to tell me—”
“Oh,” she said. “You mean what does it mean!” She looked at me strangely. “We’ve found out a new truth
about humanity. Look, I’ll try to tell it to you the way the Lucilles said it last night.”
“Who’s Lucille?”
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“The Lucilles,” she said, in a mildly shocked tone. “Actually, I suppose there’s really only one—though, of
course, there’ll be someone else in the studio at the time,” she added quickly. “But on trideo it looks like four
Lucilles, all speaking at once, sort of in chorus.”
“You just go on talking,” I said when she paused. “I catch on slowly.”
“Well, here’s what they say. They say no one human being ever did anything. They say it takes a hundred pairs
of hands to build a house, ten thousand pairs to build a ship. They say a single pair is not only useless—it’s evil.
All humanity is a thing made up of many parts. No part is good by itself. Any part that wants to go off by itself
hurts the whole main thing—the thing that has become so great. So we’re seeing to it that no part ever gets
separated. What good would your hand be if a finger suddenly decided to go off by itself?” I said,
“And you believe this—what’s your name?”
“Nola. Believe it? Well, it’s true, isn’t it? Can’t you see it’s true? Everybody knows it’s true.”
“Well, it could be true,” I said reluctantly. “What do you do with people who want to be by themselves?”
“We help them.”
“Suppose they don’t want help?”
“Then they’re trappers,” she said immediately. “We push them back into the bush, where the evil soloists come
from.”
“Well, what about the fur?”
“Nobody uses furs any more!”
So that's what happened to our fur consignments! And I was thinking those amateur red-tapers had just lost
’em somewhere. She said, as if to herself, “All sin starts in the lonesome dark,” and when I looked up, I saw she’d
read it approvingly off another banner.
We rounded a corner and I blinked at a blaze of light. It was one of the warehouses.
“There’s the Central,” she said. “Would you like to see it?”
“I guess so.”
I followed her down the street to the entrance. There was a man sitting at a table in the doorway. Nola gave
him a card. He checked it against a list and handed it back.
“A visitor,” she said. “From the ship.” I showed him my Purser’s card and he said,
“Okay. But if you want to stay, you’ll have to register.”
“I won’t want to stay,” I told him. “I have to get back.” I followed Nola inside.
*
The place had been scraped out to the absolute maximum. Take away one splinter of vertical structure more
and it wouldn’t have held a roof. There wasn’t a concealed corner, a shelf, a drape, an overhang. There must have
been two thousand beds, cots and mattresses spread out, cheek by jowl, over the entire floor, in blocks of four,
with only a hand’s-breadth between them.
The light was blinding—huge floods and spots bathed every square inch in yellow-white fire. Nola said,
“You’ll get used to the light. After a few nights you don’t even notice it.”
“The lights never get turned off?”
“Oh, dear, no!”
Then I saw the plumbing-showers, tubs, sinks and everything else. It was all lined up against one wall. Nola
followed my eyes.
“You get used to that, too. Better to have everything out in the open than to let the devil in for one secret
second. That’s what the Lucilles say.”
I dropped her duffelbag and sat down on it. The only thing I could think of was,
“Whose idea was all this? Where did it start?”
“The Lucilles,” she said vaguely. Then, “Before them, I don’t know. People just started to realize. Somebody
bought a warehouse—no, it was a hangar—I don’t know,” she said again, apparently trying hard to remember.
She sat down next to me and said in a subdued voice,
“Actually, some people didn’t take to it so well at first.” She looked around. “I didn’t. I mean it, I really didn’t.
But you believed, or you had to act as if you believed, and one way or another everybody just came to this.” She
waved her hand.
“What happened to the ones who wouldn’t come to Centrals?”
“People made fun of them. They lost their jobs, the schools wouldn’t take their children, the stores wouldn’t
honor their ration cards. Then the police started to pick up soloists—like they did you.” She looked around again,
a sort of contented familiarity in her gaze. “It didn’t take long.”
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I turned away from her, but found myself staring at all that plumbing again. I jumped up.
“I have to go, Nola. Thanks for your help. Hey—how do I get back to the ship, if the cops are out to pick up
any soloist they see?”
“Oh, just tell the man at the gate. There’ll be people waiting to go your way. There’s always somebody waiting
to go everywhere.”
She came along with me. I spoke to the man at the gate, and she shook hands with me. I stood by the little
table and watched her hesitate, then step up to a woman who was entering. They went in together. The doorman
nudged me over toward a group of what appeared to be loungers.
“North!” he bawled.
I drew a pudgy little man with bad teeth, who said not one single word. We escorted each other two-thirds of
the way to the spaceport, and he disappeared into a factory. I scuttled the rest of the way alone, feeling like a
criminal, which I suppose I was. I swore I would never go into that crazy city again.
*
And the next morning, who should come out for me, in an armored car with six two-man prowlers as escort,
but Mr. Costello himself!
It was pretty grand seeing him again. He was just like always, big and handsome and good-natured. He was not
alone. All spread out in the back comer of the car was the most beautiful blonde woman that ever struck me
speechless. She didn’t say very much. She would just look at me every once in a while and sort of smile, and then
she would look out of the car window and bite on her lower lip a little, and then look at Mr. Costello and not smile
at all.
Mr. Costello hadn’t forgotten me. He had a bottle of that same red cinnamon wine, and he talked over old
times the same as ever, like he was a special uncle. We got a sort of guided tour. I told him about last night, about
the visit to the Central, and he was pleased as could be. He said he knew I’d like it. I didn’t stop to think whether I
liked it or not.
“Think of it!” he said, “All humankind, a single unit. You know the principle of cooperation, Purser?” When I
took too long to think it out, he said,
“You know. Two men working together can produce more than two men working separately. Well, what
happens when a thousand—a million—work, sleep, eat, think, breathe together?” The way he said it, it sounded
fine. He looked out past my shoulder and his eyes widened just a little. He pressed a button and the chauffeur
brought us to a sliding stop.
“Get that one,” Mr. Costello said into a microphone beside him.
Two of the prowlers hurtled down the street and flanked a man. He dodged right, dodged left, and then a
prowler hit him and knocked him down.
“Poor chap,” said Mr. Costello, pushing the Go button. “Some of ’em just won’t learn.”
I think he regretted it very much. I don’t know if the blonde woman did. She didn’t even look.
“Are you the mayor?” I asked him.
“Oh, no,” he said. “I’m a sort of broker. A little of this, a little of that. I’m able to help out a bit.”
“Help out?”
“Purser,” he said confidentially, “I’m a citizen of Borinquen now. This is my adopted land and I love it. I mean
to do everything in my power to help it. I don’t care about the cost. This is a people that has found the truth,
Purser. It awes me. It makes me humble.”
“I—”
“Speak up, man. I’m your friend.”
“I appreciate that, Mr. Costello. Well, what I was going to say, I saw that Central and all. I just haven’t made
up my mind. I mean whether it’s good or not.”
“Take your time, take your time,” he said in the big soft voice. “Nobody has to make a man see a truth, am I
right? A real truth? A man just sees it all by himself.”
“Yeah,” I agreed. “Yeah, I guess so.”
Sometimes it was hard to find an answer to give Mr. Costello.
*
The car pulled up beside a building. The blonde woman pulled herself together. Mr. Costello opened the door
for her with his own hands. She got out. Mr. Costello rapped the trideo screen in front of him. He said,
“Make it a real good one, Lucille, real good. I’ll be watching.”
She looked at him. She gave me a small smile. A man came down the steps and she went with him up into the
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building. We moved off. I said,
“She’s the prettiest woman I ever saw.” He said,
“She likes you fine, Purser.”
I thought about that. It was too much. He asked,
“How would you like to have her for your very own?”
“Oh,” I said, “she wouldn’t.”
“Purser, I owe you a big favor. I’d like to pay it back.”
“You don’t owe me a thing, Mr. Costello!”
We drank some of the wine. The big car slid silently along. It went slowly now, headed back out to the
spaceport.
“I need some help,” he said after a time. “I know you, Purser. You’re just the kind of man I can use. They say
you’re a mathematical genius.”
“Not mathematics exactly, Mr. Costello. Just numbers—statistics—conversion tables and like that. I couldn’t
do astrogation or theoretical physics and such. I got the best job I could have right now.”
“No, you haven’t. I’ll be frank with you. I don’t want any more responsibility on Borinquen than I’ve got, you
understand, but the people are forcing it on me. They want order, peace and order-tidiness. They want to be as
nice and tidy as one of your multiple manifests. Now I could organize them, all right, but I need a tidy brain like
yours to keep them organized. I want full birth—and death—rate statistics, and then I want them projected so we
can get policy. I want calorie-counts and rationing, so we can use the food supply the best way. I want—well, you
see what I mean. Once the devil is routed—”
“What devil?”
“The trappers,” he said grayly.
“Are the trappers really harming the city people?”
He looked at me, shocked.
“They go out and spend weeks alone by themselves, with their own evil thoughts. They are wandering cells,
wild cells in the body of humanity. They must be destroyed.”
I couldn’t help but think of my consignments.
“What about the fur trade, though?”
He looked at me as if I had made a pretty grubby little mistake.
“My dear Purser,” he said patiently, “would you set the price of a few pelts above the immortal soul of a race?”
I hadn’t thought of it that way. He said urgently,
“This is just the beginning, Purser. Borinquen is only a start. The unity of that great being, Humanity, will
become known throughout the Universe.”
He closed his eyes. When he opened them, the organ tone was gone. He said in his old, friendly voice,
“And you and I, we’ll show ’em how to do it, hey, boy?”
I leaned forward to look up to the top of the shining spire of the spaceship.
“I sort of like the job I’ve got. But—my contract is up four months from now …”
The car turned into the spaceport and hummed across the slag area.
“I think I can count on you,” he said vibrantly. He laughed.
“Remember this little joke, Purser?” He clicked a switch, and suddenly my own voice filled the tonneau.
“I take bribes from passengers.”
“Oh that,” I said, and let loose one ha of a ha-ha before I understood what he was driving at.
“Mr. Costello, you wouldn’t use that against me.”
“What do you take me for?” he demanded, in wonderment. Then we were at the ramp. He got out with me. He
gave me his hand. It was warm and hearty.
“If you change your mind about the Purser’s job when your contract’s up, son, just buzz me through the field
phone. They’ll connect me. Think it over until you get back here. Take your time.”
His hand clamped down on my biceps so hard I winced.
“But you’re not going to take any longer than that, are you, my boy?”
“I guess not,” I said.
He got into the front, by the chauffeur, and zoomed away. I stood looking after him and, when the car was just
a dark spot on the slag area, I sort of came to myself. I was standing alone on the foot of the ramp. I felt very
exposed.
I turned and ran up to the airlock, hurrying, hurrying to get near people.
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*
That was the trip we shipped the crazy man. His name was Hynes. He was United Earth Consul at Borinquen
and he was going back to report. He was no trouble at first, because diplomatic passports are easy to process. He
knocked on my door the fifth watch out from Borinquen. I was glad to see him. My room was making me uneasy
and I appreciated his company.
Not that he was really company. He was crazy. That first time, he came busting in and said,
“I hope you don;’t mind, Purser, but if I don’t talk to somebody about this, I’ll go out of my mind.” Then he sat
down on the end of my bunk and put his head in his hands and rocked back and forth for a long time, without
saying anything. Next thing he said was,
“Sorry,” and out he went.
Crazy, I tell you. But he was back in again before long. And then you never heard such ravings.
“Do you know what’s happened to Borinquen?” he’d demand. But he didn’t want any answers. He had the
answers.
“I’ll tell you what’s wrong with Borinquen—Borinquen’s gone mad!” he’d say.
I went on with my work, though there wasn’t much of it in space, but that Hynes just couldn’t get Borinquen
out of his mind. He said,
“You wouldn’t believe it if you hadn’t seen it done. First the little wedge, driven in the one place it might exist
—between the urbans and the trappers. There was never any conflict between them—never! All of a sudden, the
trapper was a menace. How it happened, why, God only knows. First, these laughable attempts to show that they
were an unhealthy influence. Yes, laughable—how could you take it seriously?
“And then the changes. You didn’t have to prove that a trapper had done anything. You only had to prove he
was a trapper. That was enough. And the next thing—how could you anticipate anything as mad as this?”—he
almost screamed—“the next thing was to take anyone who wanted to be alone and lump him with the trappers. It
all happened so fast-it happened in our sleep. And all of a sudden you were afraid to be alone in a room for a
second.
“They left their homes. They built barracks. Everyone afraid of everyone else, afraid, afraid. . .
“Do you know what they did?” he roared. “They burned the paintings, every painting on Borinquen they could
find that had been done by one artist. And the few artists who survived as artists—I’ve seen them. By twos and
threes, they work together on the one canvas.”
He cried. He actually sat there and cried. He said,
“There’s food in the stores. The crops come in. Trucks run, planes fly, the schools are in session. Bellies get
full, cars get washed, people get rich. I know a man called Costello, just in from Earth a few months, maybe a
year or so, and already owns half the city.”
“Oh, I know Mr. Costello,” I said.
“Do you now! How’s that?”
I told him about the trip out with Mr. Costello. He sort of backed off from me.
“You’re the one!”
“The one what?” I asked in puzzlement.
“You’re the man who testified against your Captain, broke him, made him resign.”
“I did no such a thing!”
“I’m the Consul. It was my hearing, man! I was there! A recording of the Captain’s voice, admitting to
insanity, declaring he’d take a gun to his crew if they overrode him. Then your recorded testimony that it was his
voice, that you were present when he made the statement. And the Third Officer’s recorded statement that all was
not well on the bridge. The man denied it, but it was his voice.”
“Wait, wait,” I said. “I don’t believe it. That would need a trial. There was no trial. I wasn’t called to any trial.”
“There would have been a trial, you idiot! But the Captain started raving about draw poker without a draw,
about the crew fearing poisoning from the cook, about the men wanting witnesses even to change the bridgewatch. Maddest thing I ever heard. He realized it suddenly, the Captain did. He was old, sick, tired, beaten. He
blamed the whole thing on Costello, and Costello said he got the recordings from you.”
“Mr. Costello wouldn’t do such a thing!”
I guess I got mad at Mr. Hynes then. I told him a whole lot about Mr. Costello, what a big man he was. He
started to tell me how Mr. Costello was forced off the Triumverate for making trouble in the high court, but they
were lies and I wouldn’t listen. I told him about the poker, how Mr. Costello saved us from the cheaters, how he
saved us from poisoning, how he made the ship safe for us all.
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I remember how he looked at me then. He sort of whispered,
“What has happened to human beings? What have we done to ourselves with these centuries of peace, with
confidence and cooperation and no conflict? Here’s distrust by man for man, waiting under a thin skin to be
punctured by just the right vampire, waiting to hate itself and kill itself all over again …
“My God!” he suddenly screamed at me. “Do you know what I’ve been hanging onto? The idea that, for all its
error, for all its stupidity, this One Humanity idea on Borinquen was a principle? I hated it, but because it was a
principle, I could respect it. It’s Costello—Costello, who doesn’t gamble, but who uses fear to change the poker
rules—Costello, who doesn’t eat your food, but makes you fear poison—Costello, who can see three hundred
years of safe interstellar flight, but who through fear makes the watch officers doubt themselves without a witness
—Costello, who runs things without being seen!
“My God, Costello doesn’t care! It isn’t a principle at all. It’s just Costello spreading fear anywhere,
everywhere, to make himself strong!”
He rushed out, crying with rage and hate. I have to admit I was sort of jolted. I guess I might even have
thought about the things he said, only he killed himself before we reached Earth. He was crazy.
*
We made the rounds, same as ever, scheduled like an interurban line: load, discharge, blastoff, fly, and
planetfall. Refuel, clearance, manifest. Eat, sleep, work.
There was a hearing about Hynes. Mr. Costello sent a spacegram with his regrets when he heard the news. I
didn’t say anything at the hearing, just that Mr. Hynes was upset, that’s all, and it was about as true as anything
could be. We shipped a second engineer who played real good accordion. One of the inboard men got left on
Caranho. All the usual things, except I wrote up my termination with no options, ready to file.
*
So in its turn we made Borinquen again, and what do you know, there was the space fleet of United Earth. I
never guessed they had that many ships. They sheered us off, real Navy, all orders and no information. Borinquen
was buttoned up tight; there was some kind of fighting going on down there. We couldn’t get or give a word of
news through the quarantine. It made the skipper mad and he had to use part of the cargo for fuel, which messed
up my records six ways from the middle. I stashed my termination papers away for the time being.
And in its turn, Sigma, where we layover a couple of days to get back in the rut, and, same as always,
Nightingale, right on schedule again.
And who should be waiting for me at Nightingale, but Barney Roteel, who was medic on my first ship, years
back when I was fresh from the Academy. He had a pot belly now and looked real successful. We got the jollity
out of the way and he settled down and looked me over, real sober. I said it’s a small Universe—I’d known he had
a big job on Nightingale, but imagine him showing up at the spaceport just when I blew in!
“I showed up because you blew in, Purser,” he answered.
Then before I could take that apart, he started asking me questions. Like how was I doing, what did I plan to
do. I said,
“I’ve been a purser for years and years. What makes you think I want to do anything different?”
“Just wondered.” I wondered, too.
“Well,” I said, “I haven’t exactly made up my mind, you might say—and a couple of things have got in the
way—but I did have a kind of offer.”
I told him just in a general way about how big a man Mr. Costello was on Borinquen now, and how he wanted
me to come in with him.
“It’ll have to wait, though. The whole damn Space Navy has a cordon around Borinquen. They wouldn’t say
why. But whatever it is, Mr. Costello’ll come out on top. You’ll see.”
Barney gave me a sort of puckered-up look. I never saw a man look so weird. Yes, I did, too. It was the old
Iron Man, the day he got off the ship and resigned.
“Barney, what’s the matter?” I asked.
He got up and pointed through the glass door-lights to a white monowheel that stood poised in front of the
receiving station.
“Come on,” he said.
“Aw, I can’t. I got to—”
“Come on!”
I shrugged. Job or no, this was Barney’s bailiwick, not mine. He’d cover me. He held the door open and said,
like a mind reader,
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“I’ll cover you.”
We went down the ramp and climbed in and skimmed off.
“Where are we going?”
But he wouldn’t say. He just drove.
*
Nightingale’s a beautiful place. The most beautiful of them all, I think, even Sigma. It’s run by the U.E. one
hundred per cent; this is one planet with no local options, but none. It’s a regular garden of a world and they keep
it that way.
We topped a rise and went down a curving road lined with honest-to-God Lombardy poplars from Earth. There
was a little lake down there and a sandy beach. No people.
The road curved and there was a yellow line across it and then a red one, and after it a shimmering curtain,
almost transparent. It extended from side to side as far as I could see.
“Force-fence,” Barney said and pressed a button on the dash. The shimmer disappeared from the road ahead,
though it stayed where it was at each side. We drove through it and it formed behind us, and we went down the
hill to the lake.
Just this side of the beach was the coziest little Sigma cabana I’ve seen yet, built to hug the slope and open its
arms to the sky. Maybe when I get old they’ll turn me out to pasture in one half as good. While I was goggling at
it, Barney said,
“Go on.”
I looked at him and he was pointing. There was a man down near the water, big, very tanned, built like a
spacetug. Barney waved me on and I walked down there.
The man got up and turned to me. He had the same wide- spaced, warm deep eyes, the same full, gentle voice.
“Why, it’s the Purser! Hi, old friend. So you came, after all!”
It was sort of rough for a moment. Then I got it out.
“Hi, Mr. Costello.”
He banged me on the shoulder. Then he wrapped one big hand around my left biceps and pulled me a little
closer. He looked uphill to where Barney leaned against the monowheel, minding his own business. Then he
looked across the lake, and up in the sky. He dropped his voice.
“Purser, you’re just the man I need. But I told you that before, didn’t I?” He looked around again.
“We’ll do it yet, Purser. You and me, we’ll hit the top. Come with me. I want to show you something.”
He walked ahead of me toward the beach margin. He was wearing only a breech-ribbon, but he moved and
spoke as if he still had the armored car and the six prowlers. I stumbled after him. He put a hand behind him and
checked me, and then knelt. He said,
“To look at them, you’d think they were all the same, wouldn’t you? Well, son, you just let me show you
something.”
I looked down. He had an anthill. They weren’t like Earth ants. These were bigger, slower, blue, and they had
eight legs. They built nests of sand tied together with mucus, and tunneled under them so that the nests stood up
an inch or two like on little pillars.
“They look the same, they act the same, but you’ll see,” said Mr. Costello.
He opened a synthine pouch that lay in the sand. He took out a dead bird and the thorax of what looked like a
Caranho roach, the one that grows as long as your forearm. He put the bird down here and the roach down yonder.
“Now,” he said, “watch.”
The ants swarmed to the bird, pulling and crawling. Busy. But one or two went to the roach and tumbled it and
burrowed around. Mr. Costello picked an ant off the roach and dropped it on the bird. It weaved around and
shouldered through the others and scrabbled across the sand and went back to the roach.
“You see, you see?” he said, enthusiastic. “Look.”
He picked an ant off the dead bird and dropped it by the roach. The ant wasted no time or even curiosity on the
piece of roach. It turned around once to get its bearings, and then went straight back to the dead bird. I looked at
the bird with its clothing of crawling blue, and I looked at the roach with its two or three voracious scavengers. I
looked at Mr. Costello. He said raptly,
“See what I mean? About one in thirty eats something different. And that’s all we need. I tell you, Purser,
wherever you look, if you look long enough, you can find a way to make most of a group turn on the rest.”
I watched the ants.
“They’re not fighting.”
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“Now wait a minute,” he said swiftly. “Wait a minute. All we have to do is let these bird-eaters know that the
roach-eaters are dangerous.”
“They’re not dangerous,” I said. “They’re just different.”
“What’s the difference, when you come right down to it? So we’ll get the bird-eaters scared and they’ll kill all
the roacheaters.”
“Yes, but why, Mr. Costello?”
He laughed.
“I like you, boy. I do the thinking, you do the work. I’ll explain it to you. They all look alike. So once we’ve
made ’em drive out these”—he pointed to the minority around the roach—“they’ll never know which among ’em
might be a roach-eater. They’ll get so worried, they’ll do anything to keep from being suspected of roach-eating.
When they get scared enough, we can make ’em do anything we want.”
He hunkered down to watch the ants. He picked up a roach-eater and put it on the bird. I got up.
“Well, I only just dropped in, Mr. Costello,” I said.
“I’m not an ant,” said Mr. Costello. “As long as it makes no difference to me what they eat, I can make ’em do
anything in the world I want.”
“I’ll see you around,” I said.
He kept on talking quietly to himself as I walked away. He was watching the ants, figuring, and paid no
attention to me.
*
I went back to Barney. I asked, sort of choked,
“What is he doing, Barney?”
“He’s doing what he has to do,” Barney said.
We went back to the monowheel and up the hill and through the force-gate. After a while, I asked,
“How long will he be here?”
“As long as he wants to be.” Barney was kind of short about it. “Nobody wants to be locked up.” He had that
odd look on his face again.
“Nightingale’s not a jail.”
“He can’t get out.”
“Look chum, we could start him over. We could even make a purser out of him. But we stopped doing that
kind of thing a long time ago. We let a man do what he wants to do.”
“He never wanted to be boss over an anthill.”
“He didn’t?” I guess I looked as if I didn’t understand that, so he said,
“All his life he’s pretended he’s a man and the rest of us are ants. Now it’s come true for him. He won’t run
human anthills any more because he will never again get near one.”
I looked through the windshield at the shining finger that was my distant ship.
“What happened on Borinquen, Barney?”
“Some of his converts got loose around the System. That Humanity One idea had to be stopped.” He drove a
while, seeing badly out of a thinking face.
“You won’t take this hard, Purser, but you’re a thick-witted ape. I can say that if no one else can.”
“All right,” I said. “Why?”
“We had to smash into Borinquen, which used to be so free and easy. We got into Costello’s place. It was a
regular fort. We got him and his files. We didn’t get his girl. He killed her, but the files were enough.” After a time
I said,
“He was always a good friend to me.”
“Was he?”
I didn't say anything. He wheeled up to the receiving station and stopped the machine. He said,
“He was all ready for you if you came to work for him. He had a voice recording of you large as life, saying
‘Sometimes a man’s just got to be by himself.’ Once you went to work for him, all he needed to do to keep you in
line was to threaten to put that on the air.”
I opened the door.
“What did you have to show him to me for?”
“Because we believe in letting a man do what he wants to do, as long as he doesn’t hurt the rest of us. If you
want to go back to the lake and work for Costello, for instance, I’ll take you there.”
I closed the door carefully and went up the ramp to the ship. I did my work and when the time came, we
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blasted off.
I was mad. I don’t think it was about anything Barney told me. I wasn’t especially mad about Mr. Costello or
what happened to him, because Barney’s the best Navy psych doc there is and Nightingale’s the most beautiful
hospital planet in the Universe.
What made me mad was the thought that never again would a man as big as Mr. Costello give that big, warm,
soft, strong friendship to a lunkhead like me.
193.144 Excerpt from Live From Golgotha: The Gospel According To Gore Vidal\fn{by Eugune Luther Gore Vidal
(1925-2012)} West Point, Orange County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 13
In the beginning was the nightmare, and the knife was with Saint Paul, and the circumcision was a Jewish
notion and definitely not mine.
I am Timothy, son of Eunice the Jewess and George the Greek. I am fifteen. I am in the kitchen of my family’s
home in Lystra. I am lying stark naked on a wooden table. I have golden hyacinthine curls and cornflower-blue,
forget-me-not eyes and the largest dick in our part of Asia Minor.
The nightmare always begins the way that it did in actual life. I am surrounded by Jews except for my father,
George, and Saint, as I called Saul of Tarsus, better known to the Roman world of which he was born a citizen as
Paul. Of course Saint was a Jew to start with, but he ended up as the second- or third-ranking Christian in those
days, and by those days I mean some fifty years after the birth of Our Savior, which was—for those who are
counting—seventeen years after He was crucified, with a promise to be back in a few days, maybe a week at the
outside.
So I was born a couple of years after Our Lord’s first departure high atop old Golgotha in suburban Jerusalem.
My father converted early to Christianity and then I did, too; it sounded kind of fun and, besides, what else is
there to do in a small town like Lystra on a Sunday?
Little did I realize when I became a Christian and met Saint and his friends, that my body—specifically, my
whang—was to be a: battleground between two warring factions within the infant Christian Church.
It had been Saint’s inspired notion that Jesus had come as the messiah for everyone, Gentiles as well as Jews.
Most Jews still don’t accept this, and of course we pray for them, morning, noon, and night. But the Jews in
Jerusalem—like the oily James, kid-brother-of-Our-Lord, and Peter, known as “The Rock” because of the
absolute thickness of his head—finally accepted Saint’s notion that although the Gentiles were unclean, Jesus was
probably too big an enterprise for just the one tribe, and so they allowed Paul to take the Message—“the good
news,” as we call it—to the Gentiles. Thanks largely to Saint’s persuasive preaching and inspired fund-raising, a
lot of Gentiles couldn’t wait to convert, like my father, George the Greek.
So Saint went sashaying around Asia Minor, setting up churches and generally putting on a great show, aided
by the cousins Barnaby and John Mark. But although the Jerusalem Jews liked the money that Saint kept sending
back to headquarters, they still couldn’t, in their heart of hearts, stomach the Gentiles, and so they refused to eat at
the same table with us, since our huge uncut cocks were always on their minds. Finally, things came to a head
when Saint took a shine to a young convert and stud named Titus and took him down to Jerusalem for a long
weekend of fun. After having drunk too much Babylonian beer, Titus took a leak up against the wall of Fort
Antonia, where the Roman troops were stationed. As luck would have it, his snakelike foreskin was duly noted
with horror by some loitering Jews, who reported to the rabbinate the presence of a Gentile on the premises a
stone’s throw from the Temple. The central office then leaned on James, an employee of the Temple, and James
told Saint that in the future those goyim who became converted to Jesus must be circumcised. That tore it.
When Saint threatened, there and then, to retire as apostle and fund-raiser, the subject was dropped by the
Jerusalem Christians—or Jesists, as they liked to be called—because they were now hooked on the revenues from
Asia Minor. Even so, they still kept the heat on Saint personally to show that he had his heart in the right, or
kosher, place.
Finally, Saint suggested to John Mark that he undergo a public circumcision in order to convince Jerusalem
that Saint was in no way an apostate or self-hating Jew. John Mark split, leaving an opening not only in Saint’s
office staff but sack, too. As an all-Greek Greek boy who wanted to see the world, I figured that Saint’s fussing
around with my bod was a small price to pay, or so I thought when I signed on. It wasn’t as if there wasn’t plenty
of me left over for the girls of Lystra. Also, as secretary and gofer, I was pretty good, if not in John Mark’s league.
The work was never dull. And what a learning experience!
Then came the shock. Saint was denounced by the pillars of the church in Jerusalem: He ate with goyim. He
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christened goyim. He was having carnal knowledge of a teenage Greek with two centimeters of rose-velvety
foreskin, me. This last was only whispered, but it would have been quite enough to get Saint stoned to death by a
quorum of Jews anywhere on earth if James were to give the word.
That explains why I am in the nightmare that I can never get out of once it starts. Only this last time when I
dreamed it, something unusual happened just before I woke up.
The dream's always the same. I am on my back. The room is chilly. I have goose bumps. All around me are
Jews, wearing funny hats. Saint stands beside the table, my joint resting lightly in his hand. Needless to say,
between the cold and the approaching mutilation, my fabled weenie has shrunk considerably.
“Let it be reported by all who presently bear witness that Timothy, our youthful brother in Christ, has now, of
his own free will, undertaken to join the elect of the elect through the act of circumcision.”
At this point I shut my eyes in the dream, an odd thing to do, since a dreamer’s eyes are shut to begin with, but
then dreams have their own funny laws. Anyway, I can no longer see Saint’s huge staring black eyes set in that
round bald head with its fringe of dyed black curls, but I can hear Saint’s deep voice as he says,
“Mohel, do thy business!”
A rough hand seizes my organ of generation. I feel a sharp pull. Then a burning, the knife … I scream, and
wake up.
But last night I did not wake up as I always do at this point in the dream. Instead, cock afire, voices mumbling
all round me in the dark, I had the sense that something was really going wrong. For one thing, I was not back in
my bed in the bishop’s bungalow here in Thessalonika where I am bishop of all Macedonia as well as sometime
titular bishop of Ephesus. I was still lying on the kitchen table in my family’s house in Lystra. I slowly open my
eyes. Salt tears burn the lids.
The room is empty now. I look down at my naked body—my teenage body, which means I am still in the
dream. My aching joint is swathed in linen like an Egyptian mummy. I am sweating like a horse. I sit up. I swing
my legs over the table. I am dizzy. Where is everybody?
Saint is suddenly beside me.
“Timmy”—he bats his eyes at me—“how do you feel?”
“Awful,” I say. “Why hasn’t the dream ended, like it’s supposed to?”
“Dream?” He pretends not to know that we’re in a dream. He acts as if now—my now in Thessalonika—is
really and truly then in Lystra, our common memories unmediated by sleep and time and all the rest, and I am just
coming to, per usual, on the kitchen table.
Carefully, I swing my legs back and forth, aware of the dull ache at the center of my everything. On the
window sill, my mother, Eunice, has left the half-skinned remains of a rabbit, a nice touch dream-wise. Flies are
devouring the rabbit. Eunice is terrible in the kitchen. I feel sick.
Sitting on the edge of the table, I am as mad as I must have been back then at what had been done to me just so
Saint could stay in good with the Jerusalem pillars of salt of the church. Historically, as well as theologically, he
should have made a clean break with the Jews then and there, using the preservation of my perfect dong as a
perfect pretext. Then he should have preached only to the goyim. But I’m afraid that all those years working as a
secret agent for Mossad had made Saint even more devious than the Big Fella in the sky had made him in the first
place.
“Well, yes, honey bun, this is a dream, natch.”
Whenever Saint sounds as if he’s just gargled in chicken fat, I am immediately on guard. Even at fifteen I
knew I was dealing with a con man. “A recurring dream, to be precise—”
“No.” I am nasty. “It is a recurring nightmare.”
Since Saint’s eyebrows meet in a straight line when he frowns, one black furry eyebrow seems to be humping
the other like a couple of black caterpillars. I must write that down in the book of similes that I am keeping since
succumbing to the lure of authorship in first-century A.D. vernacular Greek.
Saint frowns. Caterpillars make love.
“Now, Timmy dearest, all of this happened long ago, though it seems like it was only moments ago that you
were cut up for God.” Aware he is off and running in the wrong direction, Saint changes course; he poses saintlike before the window.
“I am dead and gone to glory.” Black transcendent gaze is aimed at dead rabbit.
“When this is a nightmare, yes, you are long since dead, and the nightmare is supposed to end when 1 wake up
in my bed, with Atalanta, my better half—”
“Hallelujah!” Saint cries. “This is no nightmare, Timmy! We’re in the big league now. This is a vision. There
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has been a dispensation. At last I’ve been allowed to channel into your recurring nightmare, darling boy, to see
how you are—in the pink, obviously, in your rosy teenage succulent pink.”
He reaches for my right titty. I slap his hand. As a stud, I never had the slightest gender confusion. Anyway,
Saint’s hand turns out to be just air, though in the nightmare proper it is real enough. Something’s going wrong,
all right.
“I think I’m going to wake up.” I begin to hear Atalanta’s heavy breathing beside me in the bed where the
nightmare—or vision—is taking place.
“First, a message from our sponsor.” Saint is sonorous. “From God in the three sections. Timmy, these are the
times that are about to try your soul. Yes, 1 am now in Heaven on the left-hand side of God, about twenty souls
from The Elbow. But 1 am also, simultaneously, back here in your recurring nightmare—now promoted to vision
—with a message … a message,” he repeats. He seems to be programmed, and I ponder for a moment if this is
really Saint and not some sort of diabolic vision.
“So what’s the message?” The sight of the dead rabbit and all the flies is making me really sick.
“There has been a systematic erasure of the Good News as recorded in the New Testament, which John Mark
and the others so carefully assembled in order to record once and for all the Greatest Story Ever Told that was told
but now is being untold thanks to this virus which has attacked the memory banks of every computer on earth as
well as in Heaven and limbo, too. We know that it is the work of a single cyberpunk, or Hacker, as he will be
known in the future, but why and how Satan has so disposed this man or woman to eliminate the Gospels—my
own special good news, too—is a mystery as of this dream.”
For me, this was, literally, nonsense.
“I hear you, Saint. But I don’t understand a word you’re saying. I mean, what’s being erased. Let’s start with
that, OK?”
“The story of Our Lord Jesus Christ as told in the three Synoptic Gospels as well as by that creep John.” Saint
never liked John, who was very much a part of the Jerusalem crowd and close to James.
“How do you ‘erase’ all those books?” I ask, wondering, first, what’s a computer? second, a memory bank?
third, a virus?
“This is how.” Saint's noncorporeal hand appears to seize my throbbing linen-swathed joint. “Suppose I had
channeled in an hour ago, and suppose I had stopped the mohel from circumcising you in what is, for the purposes
of the nightmare, your fifteenth year, which always occurs in the fiftieth year since the birth of Our Lord at Las
Vegas—”
“Where?”
“At Bethlehem, state of Israel. I misspoke, I fear.”
Saint starts to gabble, always a sign he’s up to something. Glossolalia—speaking in tongues—was very big
back then, particularly when you had nothing to say.
“During this vision, I could easily have stopped the circumcision, thus changing my relationship with the Jews
and the Greatest Story Now Being Untold. If your foreskin had not been cut off, they would have cut me off, as of
50 A.D., and then there would have been no Christian story worth telling, no Crusades, Lourdes, Oral
Roberts,\fn{Who just died a couple of days ago:H \ December 15, 2009; I am impressed by how time just flies by (12/28/12):H }
Wojtyla. But let us not get sidetracked into what might have been when we are stuck with what is happening this
very minute in the future. The Gospels are being garbled, those that haven’t already vanished, like John Mark’s, a
wonderful secretary, I still say, loyal as I am to you, with those glorious buns—”
“Shut up, Saint!” I am simultaneously both fifteen-year-old village lout and aging bishop in the midst of a
vision-nightmare. “Why is the Hacker garbling the texts and, even if he does, how can all those books vanish?”
“The why is as unclear as the who. But, there is now chaos in the Christian message. Just now, when I
misspoke, I was repeating the latest Hacker-inspired blasphemy about Our Lord’s birth in Las Vegas, and about
his connection with the mob to which former Nevada Senator Laxalt does not—repeat not—belong only …”
I am getting a headache. My loins throb. I stand up. My head swims, and the kitchen seems to be going round.
“I’m losing you!” Saint cries. “Before you fade to black, and I to light, remember this: You must now tell the
Greatest Story Ever to Be Told—by you, alone—Timothy, disciple of me, Saint Paul, and yourself titular bishop
of Ephesus and de facto bishop of Macedonia, to be martyred in the reign of President Bush, I mean the emperor
Domitian—or was it Nerva?—when Greater Israel is in flames. Write it all down, Timmy, because you are the
only witness that the virus cannot get to. You are immune, which means that long after Matt, Mark, Lu-lu, and
John-John are just folk memories, there will be only one absolutely true gospel, and that will be according to Saint
Timothy! You’re all we’ve got, darling. Because everything written about Our Lord before 96 A.D.—you’ll die,
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my angel, in 97—has been erased or distorted by the computer virus that rushes, nay, implodes the channels of
human memory like the myriad photons of Satan, losing quarks to Hell and, worse, to the ultimate black star, that
counterforce where all is mirror-reverse and the unknown Hacker at work in the computer is Satan, and Satan’s
God and you me, Yummy you, Tummy, Timmy, Me … Beware Marvin Wasserstein of General Electric.”
During this dreadful spiel, I slowly dissolved out of that kitchen of nearly a half century ago and into my own
bed where Atalanta, my helpmeet, has met me, post-nightmare, so many times now in the course of a quarter
century of warm mature Christian marriage between two equal-in-Christ, if not in bed, human beings.
I opened my eyes. Atalanta was standing over me, a dishrag in her hand, which she promptly mopped my face
with.
“You were having a nightmare,” she announced. “The usual?”
Heart racing, I took the rag from her and dried the cold sweat from my neck.
“The usual,” I said. “Only this time Saint came to me in the dream, at the end—”
“How was he?” Atalanta had already lost interest in my nightmare. She was now at the window, looking down
on the back courtyard where the maid was hanging up the laundry. Another bright clear day in Macedonia.
“He’s put on weight.”
As usual when I dream of my mutilation, I was aroused. In the old days, I would fall upon my helpmeet, but
now I save what is left of my once extraordinary potency for fun and games at the New Star Baths, which, as
bishop, I have vowed to shut down as a center of impurity. Happily, our Proconsul has shares in the syndicate that
owns all the baths in Thessalonika and so, once again, Caesar and Christ must accommodate each other, and I go
regularly to the baths for the steam and of course the concerts in season.
“He says I am to write down everything because all the Gospels have been destroyed except mine, which isn’t
written yet.”
“Praise God!” Atalanta never listens but then she is, like me, a natural blonde. Of course, she hears everything.
“How were they all destroyed?”
“A computer virus.”
“Oh, yes.” Atalanta looked sad. “Yes. I’ve always been afraid that would happen. Some hacker, just for fun, no
doubt, has punched his way into the memory banks and typed out all the secret code numbers and then—presto!
no more tapes, Jesus, us. We are such stuff as fax are made on and our little tapes are rounded with a thermal sleep
due to Cascade or Fish 6.”
“You are talking in tongues again.”
But, as I always do when she does, I wrote down, phonetically, the strange words that she had just said. Lately,
Atalanta seems not to know whether or not she has left the everyday world for some waking dream of her own.
When I have my nonsense visions—if they are nonsense—I’m asleep, as I was just now with Saint. But, wide
awake and out of nowhere, Atalanta suddenly talks of computer viruses as if she knew what they were.
Now that I am at my desk in the upstairs rumpus room, and Atalanta is off preparing her celebrity auction at
the Proconsul’s palace, I shall follow Saint’s advice and begin the Gospel According to Myself with, as we usually
do, the Word, after first recording last night’s nightmare and this morning’s weird message from Atalanta, the
house glossolalist.
I shall put in Jesus’s genealogy later. Although many gospel writers like to begin with His family, I have
always thought genealogy a great bore even when it’s one’s own. Saint only threw it in because the Jews liked
knowing that Jesus came from one of their better families, but, as I once pointed out to Saint, if He really came
from God then He wasn’t related to anybody human except maybe His mother’s extended family. Saint finessed
that by saying Jesus was related to everyone human as we are all in God’s image since we are His children and so
on and so forth.
Anyway, I shall skip the begats—Mark did, and his book is far more popular than Matthew’s if Publishers
Weekly in Alexandria is to be trusted. Actually, sales figures are often rigged by rival Christian publishing firms.
For instance …
“The men have arrived with the television set.”
Those were the exact words that the maid said to me as I was sitting at this desk, about to describe Saint Paul’s
first meeting with our Lord on the eastbound Jerusalem-Damascus freeway.
*
The most confusing week of my life has come and gone. But not forever. What with rewind and fast forward,
nothing is ever gone. All you have to do is know how to work the machine.
The machine is here beside my desk. It was delivered by two strange men. At first I thought that they were
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Scythians, since they were wearing trousers instead of the all-purpose tunic or cocktail dress that we wear under a
cloak or, if you’re high ranking, a toga. But if they were Scythians, they had the gift of tongues, for they spoke
without accent of any kind. The television set is called Sony, the name, I seem to recall, of a German god of
thunder—or was it metaphysics? The workmen didn’t know what the name signified.
“Mr. Claypoole sent us” was the only information I could get out of them. They kept staring at me, the
furniture, the view from the rumpus room window of downtown Thessalonika on a fine autumn day in 96 A.D.
They were scared shitless.
“Where is your electrical outlet?” was the first and only question they put to me.
“I don’t know what you mean.” Then, remembering that I am a bishop, I said, “I assume that although you are
not from this diocese you are both brothers in Christ.”
“I’m Jewish,” said one of the men, a curious thing to say since it is hardly possible in such a matter to be “ish.”
Either one is a Jew or not, a hacker or not. They put the black shining box on a chest against the wall. Then they
adjusted some metal rods on top of the set.
“That should do it,” said the hacker-ish one, pressing a button. That indeed did it. The screen was filled with
the CNN financial news report, and what appears to be the usual ongoing bad news for the dollar.
“The set is now working on a battery. Guaranteed for one thousand hours of constant viewing pleasure.” Then,
very simply, they vanished.
For a week now, I’ve been unable to stop watching television. Like a madman, I switch from channel to
channel. I cannot get enough of the astonishing electronic world of the future as glimpsed through that small black
window. The sickening yellows and the atrocious pulsing reds are like a never-ending, always-changing yet everthe-same nightmare. I can now say, in life, that I have gazed on Hell, and it is even busier than one had feared.
Atalanta is less hooked on the Sony than I, but she is very partial to Twentieth Century—twenty centuries have
gone by since now!—Fox musical comedies, as well as to the Sunday Hour of Power and Prayer program where
a sort of Christianity is preached by a painted man with false hair, and choir.
For some reason, only we can see or hear anything on the set. When we ask visitors to our home if they can see
pictures on the tube, they look surprised, and congratulate us on what they take to be a particularly valuable chunk
of obsidian, polished to a high gloss.
Since I assume that Saint is behind all this, I do my best to make sense of these weird reports from close to two
thousand years in the future—everything seems to be dated from the year of the birth of Jesus, a dicey business
since it is well known that Our Lord was constantly knocking years off His age in order to appear youthful and
with-it.
“After forty there is no salvation,” He used to say, or so Saint said He said. But then Saint lies about
everything. Maybe Our Lord said, “After thirty-three,” the accepted age for His first return to His Father in
Heaven as well as to the famous, if theologically disputed, three-in-one of Father, Son, Holy Ghost, which is
Satan’s 666 divided by 222. But who is counting? I suppose I am, if I have to write the Sacred Story from scratch.
Question: Is Saint lying now? Have the Gospels really been lost except for this one that I can’t seem to get started
because of all the interruptions? Thus far, facts are few. I list them. In order.
First, Saint enters my recurrent nightmare. Tells me the bad news about the “computer virus.” Although I don’t
know what the phrase means, I get the general drift. The Gospels are being physically erased from books and
“tapes.” But will they also be erased from the memory of those who still remember them? I address this question
to the God Sony. He is silent.
Second, the Sony arrives from the future. No one saw how the men who brought it arrived. More to the point,
who sent it and why?
Third, Saint always said that we were being monitored by people from the future. On principle, I never
believed anything he said. Of course there was the one encounter at Philippi, which I’ll get to. But except for that
mildly weird business, I thought that Saint was just sounding off. Now I know that we have all been watched by a
million eyes from the very beginning of the Greatest Story. I also know that, up ahead, in future time, there are
going to be all sorts of ways to visit the past, which is us.
One way is “channeling,” which is how Saint got into my last nightmare. I don’t know how it’s done but it is
obviously easy to do, at least for someone as pushy as Saint is—you can’t say was anymore since all of time is
just a flat round plate. No, I don’t know what that means either, but that’s what a spokesperson for the Foundation
for Inner Peace said on a talk-show program.
I cling to what sanity I have as I do my best to cope with the invasion—no other word—from the future, which
entered a new phase this morning just after the CNN Hollywood Minute, a favorite of mine, despite longeurs,
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when a rosy-faced young man in what is known as a three-piece suit of polyester stepped out of the television set.
How does a fully grown man step out of a black shining Sony a tenth his size? The same way that Jesus raised
the dead, 1 suppose. In any case, where the program was, there was Chester W. Claypoole, on the screen. Then, as
he stepped out of the television set, he grew larger and larger until he was normal size. Behind him, the picture on
the set went black.
“Good morning,” he said, warmly. “I’m Chester W. Claypoole. I’m Vice President in Charge of Creative
Programming at NBC.”
“Welcome,” I said, remembering my ecumenical manners, “to my humble bishop’s bungalow.” I held out my
hand with the bishop’s ring in such a way that he had the option of kissing the ring like a true believer or shaking
my hand like a sport. He did neither.
“Call me Chet,” he said. “I hope you’re enjoying the TV set I sent you?”
He sat on a stool opposite my chair, and smiled at me the way everyone always smiles on television. 1 suppose
they all smile so much because, for some reason, they have perfect teeth. Back here in 96 A.D. those of us who
still have a few teeth don’t usually like to show them, which is why there isn’t a lot of smiling going on—not that
there is much to smile about, what with high taxes and the crazy Zionists threatening an intifada against the
Romans who are, like it or not, the masters of the world, as the Jews learned twenty years ago when the Romans
tore down the Temple in Jerusalem and wiped out the entire Zionist movement except for the Irgun terrorist gang,
now going strong, setting fire to hotel lobbies.
“It was very kind of you, of course.” I could be as cool as he. “Though I’m still not quite sure why you are so
eager to clue me into late twentieth century A.D. television programming, without first providing me with a
satellite dish for Sky Channel viewing, the sine qua non of ultimate viewing pleasure, not that I am complaining.”
“The dish won’t work back here. But we’ve wired you into our classic broadcasting menu. You get NBC,
natch, CBS, ABC and CNN.”
Suddenly, Chet frowned. He pointed to the set.
“You were to get a special GE set, and this is a Sony … Funny. Well, where was I? Visitors. Yes. You see, I’m
on the lookout for a certain … hacker?” He looked to see if I was at sea or not.
Since I was at sea, I asked him what a hacker was or is. Chet then reminded me of what Saint had told me in
the dream, which proves that Saint and Chet are working together to restore the Christian message through me.
Naturally, I cannot rule out that they are not who they seem to be but agents of Satan.
“We still don’t know who the Hacker is but our resident genius, Dr. Cutler, at General Electric—NBC is a
subsidiary of GE—came up with a Super Sam Intercept which protects this tape from even the most brilliant
hacker or cyberpunk.”
“But not visitors, I see.”
“If anybody from my time frame should drop in on you, I’d appreciate it if you’d give me a buzz on the Z
Channel. I’ll show you how. If I’m out, speak after you hear the electronic blip and I’ll get the message.”
Chet lit a cigarette. There was smoke but I could not smell it. Then he showed me what to push to get the Z
Channel, as well as the intercom phone to NBC and Chet’s direct line. Although I only understood half of what he
was saying, I let him go on. Eventually, things tend to make sense. After all, I’ve been in religion a long time now.
“Your gospel is all-important to Christianity. On the other hand, creative programming is all-important to
General Electric and its subsidiary, NBC. Now we are getting ready for a big technical breakthrough in software.
Any day now we’ll be able to get a camera crew back here, and when we do we’ll be able to tape all sorts of
historical events live—as of then anyway. Which is where you come in.”
I chuckled, a noise that I do rather well.
“Shouldn’t I first get a lawyer?”
Chet gave me a sick smile. I had struck pay dirt.
“It’s a bit soon to be talking deal. But here’s the big plan. We’re going to be the first network to go back to
Golgotha, where we will shoot the actual Crucifixion, Resurrection, the whole ball of wax, live! Now, because
viewer identification is the name of the game, that will mean lots of in-depth interviews not only with the various
notables present but with your average man in the street. Naturally, I don’t want to get your hopes up, but for
anchorperson, you’re the front-runner. So that’s one reasop we’ve got an eye on you—Prime Time on the Big
Time, Tim-san.”
“Then I assume, Chester—“
“Call me Chet.”
“I assume, Mr. Claypoole, that I’ll be having other visits from the other networks and CNN, too—making me
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the same offer. Since this is what we in the church call a competitive situation.”
Chester whistled.
“And they think you saints are all rubes!”
“What’s a rube?”
“A holy man.” Chester was smooth. But, of course, I don’t trust him. “Yes, you may have other offers but I
doubt it. For technological know-how, GE is ahead of everyone else in the field. Dr. Cutler is the greatest genius
since Mr. Moto invented television.”
So the cat was out of the bag, and the deal was on the table. Should I accept the assignment as anchor for Live
from Golgotha? So much would depend, I now know, on the ancillary rights, specifically videocassette. I must get
an unscrupulous lawyer on the case. I jollied Chet along.
“Let me mull it over. Meanwhile, tell me this. Saint Paul was always aware of your presence—or at least that
of other Chesters. So why didn’t you—or they—bring him a TV set?”
“The state of the art was still very new when he was alive—“
“Sorry, Chet. That won’t do. To you, we are both equally defunct. But you are now able to pay me a call,
which means you can drop in on him, too—a while back of course. So why not just press the old rewind? Why not
—what’s the verb? Sony back to him, too?”
“Why do you torment me like this?”
Chet stubbed out his cigarette in the last of Eunice’s red and white Corinthian salad plates. But there was no
ash—like Chet, the cigarette is an illusion.
“We’re not supposed to tell you anything and here you are working out the most advanced technology there is
—”
“You came to me, my son.” I was warmly ecclesiastical. “Come. Make a complete confession. In my hands lies
salvation.”
Chet groaned.
“OK. There are these other tapes of your life. Lots and lots of them. I spliced into this one because it is hackerproof. I never got through to Saint Paul because by the time Dr. Cutler had worked out the technology, the Hacker
had eliminated the Saint Paul tapes.”
“You must have had tapes of Our Lord as well.”
“They were the first to go. But not before a foreign network got through to him—by remote, of course—and
the interviewer nearly talked Him into giving up all that Zionist crap of His and emigrating to Palm Springs where
there’s this Reformed temple with His name on it, along with a brand-new condo thrown in as a highly desirable
extra.”
“Jesus was tempted?”
“I’ll say He was tempted! But, thank Moroni, there’s still no way of transporting you folks fast forward to TVland, while here, in your frame of time, there’s no Palm Springs, hard to believe. But even so, if we had really
convinced Him to retire in mid-messiahhood, He could have moved on to Cyprus, say, and the quiet life and then
there would’ve been no Golgotha, no Saint Paul, no Christianity. Oh, it was a near miss, let me tell you.”
Suddenly a great light dawned in my head. I had always been puzzled by that story of Jesus in the Gethsemane
Botanical Gardens where He had been tempted to give up the whole thing, or so He said later. Well, now we know
just who and what tempted Him. It was not Satan but a TV anchor-person from an unscrupulous foreign network,
which rules out Murdoch, I suppose. Suddenly a lot of things are beginning to fall into place. I need Chester, Chet
…
I picked up this scroll from my desk.
“Thanks to the dream, I’ve been making some notes about my life with Saint Paul, and so on.”
“That’s why I’m here.”
“I thought you were here to make me a firm offer to be the anchorperson during your exclusive Live from
Golgotha program.”
“That, too. That’s the sweetener. But it’s the Gospel According to Saint Timothy that we’re really after. Look at
this.”
Chet showed me a photograph of a hole in the ground with a lot of broken bits of marble and a ton of dirt off to
one side.
“What’s that?”
“That’s your cathedral here in Thessalonika, as of now. My now, that is. Archaeologists have been digging it
up for several years and they’ve just detected—with sonar—a room beneath the high altar.”
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I nodded.
“We keep our cleaning equipment there. Mops, brooms, buckets—and a couple of tombs, of course.”
“At the moment, there’s no particular hurry because they’ve run out of money for the digging. So there’s
plenty of time for you to write your book and plant it. Your time, that is, is our time.” He hummed.
“I am to plant the—”
“—manuscript of the life of Saint Paul and of Jesus, too, of course, as told to Timothy. It would be the
discovery of the millennium! I see an initial print-run of King-size millions while the first-serial rights alone—”
“What good will this do me back here? Or the church?” I remembered to add.
“You will save Christianity. What greater good is there? I say that as a Mormon who, Moroni forgive me,
smokes. Yours will be the only version the future will ever know—of how Jesus is the one child of the Sun … uh,
One God.”
Chet crossed to the TV. He switched to the Z Channel.
“This is where I catch the last train to Westport.”
He gave me a wink. But there was no train to be seen on the TV, only a paper-walled room where a girl in a
kimono was ceremonially pouring cups of tea.
“Why,” I asked, “don’t you just take the manuscript back with you on your next visit?”
“We can’t take anything from here because we’re not really real back here. Let’s say we’re A.C. and you’re
D.C. We can get stuff to you on rewind but not on fast forward. Feel.”
Chet held out his arm. I grabbed him by the wrist—just air, like Saint in the dream.
“You see? I’m what they call a hologram. A sort of three-dimensional picture of myself. Dr. Cutler hasn’t
figured out how to get a person back here without fatally scrambling the molecules. TV sets are less complicated.
Bye now.”
Chet faded into the set. Then as the girl offered him a cup of tea, a commercial took their place.
I have a hunch that Jesus may have got it right the first time around, back in the Gethsemane Botanical
Gardens, when He said that all these electronic visions—whether cable or network—are equally the work of the
Devil.
Now I must return to the Gospel According to Saint Timothy as told to … why did I just write “'as told to”
when I am telling or, rather, writing the story as I recall it? I must remain in full control of myself on this tape.
Kibitzers are everywhere.
*
On the day that I left Lystra, Eunice gave me a new pair of sandals and Dad was all choked up. The Greek girls
looked sad, as well they might. The boys, too. I covered the waterfront way back then in old landlocked Lystra—
what with my flashing cornflower-blue eyes and hyacinthine golden curls. Now I’m bald.
“You’re polymorphic perverse,” Saint would whisper into my curls at night. We always talked Greek in the
sack. But I wasn’t poly-anything for a month after I was put through the grinder in the kitchen. It really hurt and
don’t let anybody tell you otherwise. I was a lot happier before but, let’s face it, if the prepuce was the part that I
had to give up to get out of town and onto the Yellow Brick Road as Saint’s social secretary and lay, it was worth
it. After all, I still had my puce.
On a bright sunny day, Saint, Silas, and me walked down to the seacoast from Lystra. Saint’s gofer, Silas, was
part-Greek with a hernia and a truss; like Saint he was a citizen of Rome. How those two went on and on about
being citizens of Rome! Of course there were times when I wouldn’t have minded being one, too, because if you
were a bona fide citizen of Rome and got busted, you could only be tried in one of the emperor’s courts. Both
Saint and Silas had these fancy passports which they flashed at every frontier—not to mention synagogue.
Because of the old doctrine “to the Jews first,” Saint always made a courtesy call on every synagogue in every
town we came to that had one. At first there would be a lot of chuckles and Call-me-Sols, and a bad lunch. Then
he’d be invited to say a few words and before you could say “Holy Moses!” they would be hitting him over the
head with sticks. They never did buy the bad news that the late Jesus ben Nazareth, known to us Greeks as the
King or Christ, was really the Messiah that the Jews have been hanging around all these years waiting for.
“The point is,” Saint would say when I’d be bandaging him up after one of his sessions with his former coreligionists, “you never know when or where you’ll make a convert.”
Yet when Saint started out, he and James agreed that they would more or less divvy up the mission. Saint
would look after the foreskin set while James, with some help from Peter the Rock-thick, would sell the good
news about Judgment Day to the Jews. Then Peter moved on to Rome where he was a great success socially; he
was even something of a favorite of the emperor Nero, who thought Peter, and I quote the emperor directly, “the
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funniest act ever booked into the Palatine.”
Unfortunately, Saint could never mind his own business, which was converting the Gentiles to Christianity. He
couldn’t pass a synagogue without wanting to go in and spread the good news that the Messiah had actually
entered Jerusalem a few years earlier, on ass-back, where he was promptly denounced by the Jews as a self-hating
Jew and by the Romans as a Zionist terrorist. He was then tacked up on a cross, with some help from the oldguard rabbis, as Saint liked to remind his onetime co-religionists. Then, on the third day, postmortem, Jesus came
back to life and waddled out of the tomb where a number of His personal media staff—secretaries, gofers and so
on—saw Him, thus convincing them that He really was the Messiah and that the Day of Judgment and the
kingdom of God and so on would take place just as soon as He returned from a few days with His Father, God, in
Heaven. Later, we decided He must have meant He’d be back during the present generation. We are still twisting
in the breeze, on tenterhooks.
Naturally I preach all of this every Sunday in my cathedral, which needs a new roof, but as our proconsul here
in Macedonia says,
“Why spend the money when the Messiah’s coming any minute now and this whole wonderful world of ours
gets folded up like a rug?”
He’s a card, the Proconsul.
In a tugboat we crossed from northern Asia Minor to Macedonia because Saint had seen in a dream this
gorgeous blond lout—his type, like me—waving at him from across the water, saying,
“You come on over to Macedonia now and usn’ll show you a real good time.”
Little did I dream then that I’d end up as the bishop of these boondocks. “Hicks” does not begin to describe our
locals. Of course they’re sexy, but then so are the Romans, and if I had my druthers I’d settle for your average
humble waterfront chapel at New Ostia-by-the-Sea. But I was doomed, as Saint would say, to greatness.
Along with a lot of sheep, shepherds and call-girls, we landed at Philippi, a dismal port full of blonds who
never bathe. When Saint asked a passerby where the local synagogue was, Silas, bless him, said,
“If you go anywhere near a synagogue, I’ll personally help them break your fucking neck.”
Saint whined a bit about “O ye of little faith,” but as we hadn’t got over our last beating, he agreed that we—
the O ye, anyway—should probably take a breather, what with Silas’s hernia and all.
We rented a room in a tavern just back of the same small-town forum that you see everywhere in the world
these days, since every place now looks like every other place, which, in turn, looks just like Rome, run-up on the
cheap. But then that’s the whole point to the Roman empire: standardization, and even though local groups, like
the Croats or Kurds, complain about losing their identity, it’s certainly convenient for the rest of us knowing that
no matter where you are you’ll find a forum and an amphitheater and a law court and pizza with fish sauce. Also,
everything is made of sumptuous marble except, of course, with today’s inflation, no one can afford marble so
even our governor’s palace is made of mud mixed with marble dust. Appearances are everything for the empire
just as they are for the church.
We were always on the road because the one thing that Saint could not live without was a live audience. He
didn’t care what he ate or drank or wore. In fact, when he started to smell too high, Silas and I would get him a
new tunic and bum the old one. He never noticed. The crowds, that’s all he cared about.
As a Greek boy, I was spotlessly clean. In fact, the second I hit town, any town, I was off to the baths not only
for fun and frolic but for oil and pumice stone, too. Naturally, next to godliness, Saint hated cleanliness—in
laypersons, that is. For Saint there was only the One God who had sent His only Son to be crucified and
resurrected and then while the rest of us hang around waiting for the end of the world, now slightly overdue
according to Saint’s original timetable, those who had been associates of Our Lord would teach the others how to
live in a state of purity—no sex mostly—until He comes back and everyone has to appear in court where the good
are routed up to Heaven and the rest down to Hell, and so on. It’s really and truly a wonderful religion, cash-flowwise, and I say this now from the heart.
Saint always worked the circuit like there was no tomorrow, preaching, collecting money, and putting together
what was, frankly, the greatest mailing list ever assembled by anyone in the Roman world. Saint had converts
everywhere—donors, too. By the time we hit Rome, Saint had his own bank—of the Holy Ghost, he used to
giggle, because, like the Ghost, you had to have faith before you could see where your money was. Saint also
invented the numbered account as well as installment-paying. Although Moses is credited with the invention of
double-entry bookkeeping, Saint developed so many new wrinkles in accounting that the Roman Internal Revenue
Service was still trying to untangle them at the time of the fall of same, if that movie on the Late Show with Alec
Guinness is to be trusted.
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*
The first night in Philippi we visited the old battlefield. There was all the usual tourist-trap stuff as well as a
meeting of the Brutus Good-Name Society in a big hall close to the Ferris wheel. Needless to say, Saint decided
then and there to put on a show, using as an excuse his lifelong admiration for Brutus, the bastard son of Julius
Caesar, who helped stab his dad to death in the theater of Pompey at Rome, where many years later I was to see
my first Asiatic burlesque show—and I don’t mean Asiatic Minor. This was Major. With yellow girls. A dream.
Anyway, a hundred years ago, Brutus was killed in a big battle here by Marc Antony; and both are now tourist
attractions.
Drafty hall. Full of smoke from cheap resin torches. Wooden stage. Statue of Brutus. Maybe a hundred men.
Apple-knockers mostly. A few women. Your average Macedonian yokels. Heavy smell. Garlic.
“May I say a few words, Mr. Chairperson?” Saint is all simpers and smiles. “I’m Saul of Tarsus. But also Paul,
citizen of Rome.” This always gets a rise in the boondocks, where citizens of Rome are pretty thin on the ground.
“I too am an admirer of Brutus, who fell on this very battlefield, a martyr in man’s never-ending struggle to
preserve slavery.”
The chairperson, a one-eyed rustic, then gives Saint the green light and he’s off and running and in no time at
all he is hitting his stride and I unpack the collection plates.
Saint was not tall, contrary to legend. He was maybe five feet at the most, like Jesus, but where Jesus was
enormously fat with this serious honnonal problem—the so-called parable about the loaves and fishes was just the
fantasy of somebody who could never get enough to eat—Paul’s body was thin and carpeted with short black
hairs like a spider’s except for the big head, which was bald. All he had going for him was this beautiful speaking
voice like the Sunday Hour of Power and Prayer man my wife’s so taken with. And of course how Saint could
lie! I've never known anyone who could make things up so quickly and so plausibly when he was really wired,
and wired he was that night in Philippi, preaching to all those Brutus fans.
After a series of truly inspired improvised anecdotes about Brutus, stories never heard before or since because
Saint had never had the occasion to make them up before, he segues smoothly into his Road to Damascus routine,
and I will say this: as often as I heard this particular rap—ten thousand times?—I never got tired of it. There was
something God-given as we Greeks say—charismatic to you—in Saint’s delivery. Also the Yellow Brick Road
story was never the same twice. I used to think that Saint’s creative changes would be confusing to our flacks—
particularly John Mark, who has to keep feeding his processor with the “true” Jesus story, as opposed to Saint’s
recollections of Jesus, whom he never met except as a sort of ghost on the road to Damascus, but John Mark says
that all the different versions are actually very helpful to him as he puts together the True Story of the Good News
that Jesus brought the world about the end of the world, to be later added to by Saint.(“Call me Sol”) Paul in his
correspondence to yours truly, Timothy, among others. But John Mark—or Saint Mark as he’ll be promoted to
unless the TV people are giving me the runaround—says that Saint’s stories don’t have to make sense because he,
John Mark, is redoing the whole story anyway.
I wonder if Chet has got in touch with John Mark, who is still alive I’m told, not that that makes any difference
if we’re all on tapes and Chet can just do a fast rewind to where Mark is alive and writing his Gospel, a Gospel
which in the time of Chet—way in the future—is being erased by the Hacker—has been erased? I cannot get used
to the tenses now that time has been reduced to a round black plate. Where am I? Am I? Where was I? Where will
I be when the glory comes?
I should note here that everyone connected with this circus has his own axe to grind, which is why I am now
about to grind mine. I think that suppressing Jesus’s weight problem has given us a highly distorted view of lIis
psychology, which was itself distorted—if not downright peculiar. There are also a number of aspects of his
mission to the soon-to-be late great planet Earth that have been completely omitted by Mark and the others. There
is also the Great Embarrassment. Despite His promise, Jesus has not only not come back now, but He has yet to
make His return during the two thousand dismal years that separate me from Chet. I don’t know how you can
keep the Message alive without an Estimated Time of Arrival. It is possible that Judgment Day has come and
gone, but surely Chet would have mentioned it. I mean someone would have had to notice it, wouldn’t they?
Saint’s Philippi version of how he was converted to Christianity, which he hadn’t yet invented, was particularly
vivid as he described seeing the ghost of our founder on the eastbound Jerusalem-Damascus freeway.
“I had been a persecutor, my friends. Yea! Of Brutus. Nay! I mean of Jesus. But then is not each the same in
that he was persecuted for his love of slaves and slavery?"
Saint could make even a slip of the tongue become like a clashing single cymbal.
“I had been hired by Mossad, the dreaded secret service apparatus of the Roman Palestinian Lobby. I had been
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ordered to spy on—and then denounce—all those who wished to make their peace with God who had sent them
his only Son—the only Daughter is for Judgment Day—to show mankind the road to Heaven. So there I was. A
hot day. Palm trees. A mirage shivering in the middle distance. A camel. A pyramid. Your average Middle Eastern
landscape as viewed from the freeway. Complete with burning bush. Suddenly. HE. WAS THERE.”
In that silent smoky hall you could have heard an un- weighted pin drop or the loosest foreskin slide back.
“Wide as He was tall, Jesus waddled toward me.”
To live audiences, Saint often let this sort of detail slip out. But in his writing, never.
“That face. Those luminous eyes hidden somewhere in all that golden fat. The ineffable smile like the first
slice from a honeydew melon. Oh, delight! He held up a hand, a tiny starfish cunningly fashioned of lard. He
spoke, His voice so high, so shrill that only the odd canine ever got the whole message, hence the need for
interpretation and self-consciousness—in short, mega-fiction.”
Saint could make even literary theory sing when he wanted to, and he wanted to that night at Philippi.
“‘Why,’ shrilled the Son of the One God, ‘dost thou persecuteth me-th?’”
Saint always went ye-olde whenever he quoted Our Savior—but savior from what? This has never occured to
me before, and I’m a bishop. Sin, I suppose. But we’ve all given up on that, if the truth be known. Certainly Jesus
wasn’t going to save us from Judgment Day or from Hell either since He Himself is an integral part of the Whole
Judicial Process. I suppose He intends to get His friends and fund-raisers off. One day I must give some real
thought to this particular aspect of Christianity. Like who is saving whom from what?
Anyway, the folks ate up the ye-olde stuff. They also liked the fact that Our Savior, at least according to Saint,
never said anything that your Aunt Minerva wouldn’t have said. They also liked it when Saint dressed up the act a
bit, throwing in miracles galore.
It is no secret that folks everywhere like miracles, and this has certainly been the age of them. Naturally, we
saints have been known to rig the occasional miracle, like raising from the dead someone who’s actually alive but
painted green and so forth. On the other hand, what could be more miraculous than Chet’s recent visit to me or all
those other strange types who’ve been monitoring us over the years?
The first creepy visitor that I ever saw—knew that I saw, of course—was that night at Philippi. I also know
now, if I did not know then, that Saint had many more dealings with these “angels in disguise,” as he called them,
than he ever let on. Who are they? Or, to be precise, who are you?
I shall be frank. I am convinced that every last one of them—or you—you too, Chet—is out to secure, on the
most favorable terms possible, commercial franchises to our product, which means getting in on the ground floor
of this definitely upmarket growth-oriented religion we’ve been constructing on the absolutely true word of the
One God in the three sections, each suitable for worship in part or as a whole and absolutely guaranteed (or your
money back) to dress up any residence or soul tastefully. So now you readers or audiovisual sightseers know that I
am on to you at last, which I wasn’t that first night at Philippi. I. Only once did Saint open up on the subject and
that was a few years after Philippi when we were in Rome, where he was busy seeing lawyers, and I was shacked
up with a rich widow called Flavia on the Aventine.
We were at breakfast. In a loggia. View of bright muddy Tiber. View of cemetery across Tiber. Tiber full of
barges being pulled upstream. By slaves. By oxen. Sun like a round hot … thing. In the sky. Blue sky.
Blue. Saint started in on how blue he was and how unhappy his life had been and how, worst of all, he was a
phony because he’d never bothered to meet Jesus before He died.
“There I was in Tarsus. Practically next door to Jerusalem. People would say, ‘Want to see Jesus?’ I’d say, ‘You
got to be kidding. Who’s got the time? I’m busy.’ Well, I was busy putting out a line of ready-made tents, but what
really kept my nose to the grindstone was my undercover work for Mossad. I was one of their numerous hit men.
Call me Sol. My code name. Remember Stephen, the self-hating Jew? The one who said the law of Moses is
coming to an end because our boy J.C. is the Messiah? ‘Sol baby,’ said Mossad, ‘hit this pigeon.’ And I did. With
rocks yet. We got him like we got Count Bernadotte on the fast forward. Pow! Then I got this order to keep an eye
on the most subversive self-hating Jew of them all, Fat Jesus. But did I? No. Too boring, I thought. Just another
loser, I thought. And a glandular case to boot. Then He meets me on the freeway after He died. Oh, I could kick
myself! I mean when He was alive just about everybody and his brother in Greater Israel had heard and seen Him.
In fact, it is my personal educated guess that, so far, to date, in this frame of time, more than one million have
personally checked Him out and that’s just a fraction of all those outside our present frame who’ll keep on coming
and coming, wanting tickets—cost no object—for the Crucifixion scene at Golgotha, which is the grand finale in
every version—and yet I was never there, to date, that is.”
My head was spinning.
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“There aren’t a million people in Greater Jerusalem even if you were to count the Arabs, which nobody does.”
Saint batted his eyelids at me, an old trick when he was about to lie or change the subject. But I didn’t let up. I
kept at him until finally he said,
“Well, I meant … you know, the kibitzers. The monitors from the future like the one we saw that night at
Philippi. Remember her?”
I did. I do. Saint was in the middle of his Road to Damascus number, playing that Macedon audience like a
twelve-string lute in the hands of a love-mad Lesbian Islander.
“The hand, the hand!” he cried, eyes shut with recollected awe. “In the center of the palm there was this hole
where He had been tacked to the cross by a nail. This was the proof. The proof positive that it was HIM—HE.”
Saint always adjusted his grammar to the audience and never the audience to the grammar. But then we saints
are born knowing the tricks of the trade except that Saint had one trick that nobody else has ever mastered. When
we have to go into all that endless rap about how J.C. is descended from King David and so on, the result is not
only deeply boring but absolutely mystifying for a Gentile audience that doesn’t know the difference between a
Jew and a Chinaman.
So how did Saint get through the dull parts? He invented, all by himself, with no professional guidance of any
kind, tap dancing.
Saint had copper cleats attached to the soles of his sandals. Then when he started with the “begats,” he would
start dancing, back and forth across the stage, the taps preceding and succeeding each “begat” and then, grand
finale, a tap between the “be” and the “gat” until by the time he gets past the begats Abendigo to HIM, he’s like a
simian bowlegged Astaire who my wife adores on the TV. Personally, I wouldn’t put Saint in Astaire’s class, but
he was certainly every bit as good as Dan Dailey, which is high praise.
Well, Saint had those Macedon yokels clapping their hands and tapping their toes as he gave out with the
Message, Hallelujah!
“The form of this world is a-changin’. It’s all a-gonna end real soon. Them’s who worship false gods is in for
eternal torment. But usn’ll be saved. And that’s a promise. If’n you follow Him. ’Cause with Him—He-Hi-Ho!—
the law of Moses got itself crossed out. Crossed out! Get it? That’s the Good News, folks!”
Usually Saint didn’t do Moses-bashing with the goyim on the ground that they wouldn’t know what he was
talking about, but on that hot muggy night in Philippi he was truly inspired, like a drunk spider spinning a wild
web in which every yokel present was a fly trapped.
By the time he got to the “and now a pair of young brothers in the Lord will pass among you with their
collection plates and some literature which is absolutely gratis for an obol” ending, I knew that we had started up
yet another church because that’s how we did it back then. First a Hellfire sermon from Saint. Then the collection.
Then names and addresses for our master Holy Rolodex while Saint would take appointments for baptisms and so
on. Finally, before skipping town, he’d appoint some deacons and deaconesses and lo! and behold the First
Pauline Church of Philippi would open its doors for business.
As Silas and I made our way through that revved-up crowd, accepting donations with the faraway smile Saint
had taught us, I noticed a strange little woman, wearing a black costume that I did not recognize at the time. Of
course since Chet’s arrival at my bungalow with the television, I’ve learned a lot about the different costumes in
the TV part of the world. But in those days everybody in our part of the world just wore his tunic and maybe his
cloak or toga on top of that and that was about it for the guys. The gals wore wraparounds.
Anyway, this particular lady in the black non-wraparound was my very first “angel in disguise.”
Saint, Silas, and I were at the back of the hall behind the stage with no one around and only a couple of smoky
torches for light. Silas and I were busy counting the money while Saint was copying out names to put in the Holy
Rolodex.
Suddenly, the strange little woman reappeared and clutched at Saint’s arm.
“I saw you at Lystra.” She had no accent at all, to my ear anyway. Yet she was certainly not Greek.
“I saw you heal the man with the crippled foot.”
“I know.” Saint was very calm. “I saw you, too. Sit down, madam. Timmy, give her your seat.”
“I’ll stand.” She stared at Saint, eyes like inflamed egg yolks. “Wherever you heal with faith, there I am. Or try
to be. It isn’t always easy to get through.”
“Where there’s a will there’s a way-as He said.”
Saint’s lack of curiosity about who she was—not to mention from where—should have clued me in that he was
on to what I came to think of as the phantom phony folks. After Philippi, there were to be a lot of them,
particularly on important occasions.
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“Do you not agree with me, Saint Paul, that illness is simply a manifestation of a weakening of mind?”
“All things are contained within the single mind of the One True God in His three aspects.”
Saint could dispense this sort of smooth bullshit while taking apart and reassembling a complex Holy Rolodex
machine, which is exactly what he was doing. He was a lousy tentmaker but when it came to any office equipment
that involved paying customers, he had digital dexterity in spades.
“I study you every chance I get,” she said. “Which is not as often as I’d like because I must make myself ill
first, which goes against my whole nature, a perversion, really, of mind itself. But I have no choice. That is why I
deliberately gorge on Welsh rarebit, which I detest. Then I sleep and dream horrid dreams of olden times filled
with hideous people and ghastly smells.”
She was staring with revulsion at Saint’s tunic. Time to burn it, I duly noted.
“Then suddenly I am in the Holy Land, where I behold you in the act of healing through Right Thinking, and it
is worth the rumbling bowels, the acid indigestion, the horrendous hangover next day because, in addition to
Welsh rarebit, let me confess that I imbibe gin neat or even, sometimes, as now, a gin daisy, a tasty cocktail if one
were not, as I am, temperance.”
“So, drunk out of your skull, madam, you are transported to me, here in the olden, golden times. I am flattered.
What is a gin daisy?”
“Three parts gin to one part Cointreau, and a maraschino cherry. Oh, it is vile.”
Apparently, the drunken lady in black had seen Our Lord only the one time when He raised Lazarus from the
dead.
“I had to be there for that caper because it proved my point perfectly: Lazarus was not dead because there is
no death. As death is bad and God is good, and if God is everything and everything is God, then death—which is
not good but bad—cannot exist.”
Well, I’ve heard dumber arguments, and in our own church, too.
“Madam, Lazarus was dead as a mackerel.” Saint was smooth, fingers busy with the Holy Rolodex.
“No. He may have looked to you like the proverbial mackerel but that was only his appearance. There is, of
course, the appearance of death as there is the appearance of evil but these appearances are inside the viewer
when he has been thinking wrong thoughts, negative thoughts, though they don’t exist outside, where God—”
“Three parts of gin to one of vermouth?”
“Cointreau. I’m getting a headache now, and I’ll soon be taking the channel boat home. So I must be quick. I
had no time at Lystra to ask you if you don’t agree that it’s all in the mind? Bad living, bad thoughts, death, illness
—”
“Mind is God. God is mind, of course, dear lady, of course. But to be mackerel-defunct is the exact opposite of
being merry-grig funct and so—”
The lady clapped her hands, eyes aswim with tears.
“You agree! I knew you would. I’ve based so much of my work in the lab on this higher knowledge that I am
now eager for your personal scientific validation. You see, I am, through God, a scientific healer not of souls but
of minds. I am, I like to think, as strictly scientific in my approach as He was that day with the mackerel named
Lazarus. How radiant He was! Slender but strong, He placed His hand on Lazarus’s brow—”
“Slender? Our Lord? I fear He was very fat. You mistook one of the disciples for Him.”
“But He was thin.” She gasped. “You mean Jesus was the other one? The … fat one?”
“Yeah,” said Saint.
She looked crushed.
“I am heartbroken! To think that the first of all doctors and healers could not heal Himself! Fat as a butterball,
He was. Bad color. Short of breath too. I noticed that. Naturally He was obliged to live as a human being. But why
did He have to stuff Himself with codfish cakes and scrod? Boiled beef, baked beans, Indian pudding?”
“Dishes not native to Palestine, I fear—”
“Scrapple. Whatever—”
“Halvah was a weakness of Our Lord, according to tradition. A kilo of mashed beans with olive oil was also a
favorite—usually as a pre-sermon snack. Give Him the carbohydrates and He’d let the proteins go. Naturally, He
was a martyr to flatulence. Even after He was dead when we met on the—”
“I know the story.” She cut Saint short. “There is no I death. It is all in the mind.” She gave a loud belch;
turned pink with embarrassment. “Oh, dear. Forgive me. The Welsh rarebit is repeating.”
“I had not finished,” said Saint mildly. “Let me tell you His own words to me on the freeway. Although a
ghost, He looked just as He did in life except for a certain tendency to let the light shine through Him. ‘How,’ He
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asked me, ‘can I, at this weight, be a convincing Holy Ghost?’ Well, I took the bull by the horns and said, ‘Look,
there’s been talk of splitting you up into three parts—dad, son, ghost. Now if you were to be in the three sections
—“
The lady gave a terrible cry.
“I hate this! I’m nauseated. I’m nauseous, too. Three parts—”
“Of gin to one of Cointreau. You’ve told me twice now. Anyway, I told Jesus, straight from the shoulder, that
although this new doctrine was only on the drawing board, for His own peace of mind He could still go off to
Gaza to this fat farm, run by an old pal of mine from Mossad, Ben-Hur. Remember him? How he beat that Roman
fag in the chariot race by cheating? Well, he’s now in the fat-farm business and, get this! Health food, too. Ben
swears that a gram of locusts and goat-shit a day—”
The lady gave an eldritch scream.
“My card,” she added, opening her reticule and withdrawing what is known in TV-land as a calling card, which
Saint took just as she vanished with the mournful words,
“Oh, my head!”
“I’ll bet she has the mother of all hangovers. Cointreau with gin is a killer.”
“What’s her name?” Silas was moderately interested.
“Mary Baker Eddy,” Saint read from the card. “She’s pastor of the Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston,
wherever that is.”
“Spain,” said Silas who had traveled quite a lot. “Is this the same Christ as ours?”
“I doubt it. But I do think we’re in for a lot of co:pyright infringements.”
Then Paul put her name in the Holy Rolodex. As he used to say, you never know who’s got the money.
“It’s tough trying to hang on to a trademark. James even went so far as to hire this smart Jew lawyer in Rome
who specializes in copyright cases, but so far all he’s been able to do is collect a large fee every quarter. James is a
schmuck because the problem is not how do you copyright the word Christ, which you can’t, but the cross as logo,
which you can. Of course Pauline Christianity might be easier to copyright but”—Saint whinnied happily—“that
would be sacrilege, wouldn’t it?”
Silas and I then jumped him, tore off his tunic, and burned it by the Ferris wheel. Then we dumped the howling
Saint into a nearby river.
Thus it was that we established the First Pauline Church at Philippi, in the presence of Mary Baker Eddy of
Boston, Spain. …
136.47 The Aescaulapians\fn{by Marvin Mandel (1927- )} Rochester, Monroe County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 10
How I—a mathematician scrupulous about keeping the disorderly, the unexpected, the uncontrollable from
worming into my Eden—ever got raveled up with Marcy, I guess I’ll never fully know. Maybe it was my Social
Debt: her father had been killed in the Spanish Civil War before her birth. Maybe it was her breeding: she had
been brought up by what I thought were the Right Principles, that is to say, no principles at all except those of
Mother Nature, who in those days, it seems, had gone into hiding or else got herself arrested somewhere (no
doubt for soliciting!).
Most probably it was her beauty: when I first met her I was taken with her serenity (she was only fourteen);
her mother seemed more the unsettled adolescent in movement and voice, if not in body. Long-faced, skin
glowing from more than summer, large dark eyes sparkling and widely spaced (late summer in those eyes sedately
looking out over a body of early spring ripeness), sensuous but delicately curving lips, hair streaming all the way
down to her thighs, a silky black, a surprisingly broad forehead and a bold chin (Gibraltar guardian to all this
Riviera?)—Marcy stood there before me—I can see her still—a youthful Queen Nefertiti poised before Life. As I
look back over eighteen years now, I remember best the serenity in those dark eyes; I am aware enough of the
restlessness and shiftiness of my own eyes to recognize that hers were self-contained. But oh my soul! What a
lovely and fierce creature beyond this serenity. Her mother pressed my hand very meaningfully that night when I
left, but she didn't seem to mind it when I went after Marcy and not her.
She was too young then, in 1952, or so I thought. Anyway I was. At twenty-five I saw myself as too old to
fumble around with her and too young to initiate anyone else into anything. At that time I was Learning About
Life from an older woman myself. So beyond the deep empty abstractions, the kisses, and the usual vows, nothing
much yet. Once we sort of played around with each other on her couch after returning home from a show, but I
heard a cackle and just knew her mother was nesting around somewhere in the apartment, though she was sure
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she wasn’t. The other time, on Fire Island in September, we lay beneath the stars; but when I undressed her the
moonlight showed me a bruise on her knee—the kind someone gets playing children’s games—and I quit, or, to
be honest, deflected my passion into the sand. That’s it, or all you could call “it.’ By the end of the year, her
mother, chasing or being chased by a lover, took her on her first European jaunt.
They returned two years later, Marcy’s having been a year at A. S. Neill’s Summerhill School and I don’t know
where else, and I soon learned that Things Had Changed. She gave me the key to a Port Authority Terminal locker
and asked me to pick up her luggage. I had no sooner pulled out her suitcases than I found myself hustled into the
men’s room by two fellows, both young, one with an unbearable hair grease, the other with a huge knife, the flat
part pressed against my side, and eyes that told me he wouldn’t hesitate to slice me up and throw me into one of
those lockers.
“Where is she?” Knife asked.
He didn’t need to, since, in shoving me into the men’s room, they ignored the luggage and left it right in the
middle of the busy terminal, which bothered me even though I was a wrist flick away from death. (I’m
courageous with my life, I guess, but I’m squirrellike about not caring to lose things, especially pens and luggage.
Figure it out.)
I gave them the address of that older woman, who had tired of draining me four times a week and had kicked
me out not long before. For one thing, she didn’t know Marcy, and, for another, she could handle anything. I
wonder if they ever found their way out of the Bronx.
That night Marcy showed up at my apartment and I gave her Hell, along with her luggage.
“Why me?” I asked her. “Why did you want me killed?”
She threw back her head and laughed.
“No one wants to kill you.” She rumpled her hair, hiding my eyes from her with a lock. “It’s that darn Gregory.
He just won’t leave me alone. I couldn’t ask anyone else to get my stuff, could 1?” Then, smoothing my hair back
and fixing her big eyes all over my face:
“I trusted you.”
“Why didn’t you at least warn me that I might get murdered? I mean the Port Authority Building isn’t Istanbul.
Why not warn me?”
“But now you got the stuff and you’re here,” she said.
She resisted any effort to drag her into the past and future; she preferred gracefully to skim the light surface of
the present and ignore whenever possible the depths of causation, with its recall of roots and prediction of
blossoms. Then, without asking about Gregory and his friend—just assuming, 1 guess, that they would always be
knifing around for her—she put her arms out to me (or at least in my direction) and dropped her head back to
offer me that long slender neck. For a sixteen-year-old girl she knew which parts of the body to move, which
buttons to press, or rather which buttons to offer to be pressed. We’re all made like that, of course; only most of us
are at least aware of others’ needs, if not of the ways to satisfy them.
Not Marcy. Once we started she never looked at me or spoke to me, never touched me except to hold or to
direct my hands, my mouth, my legs, my penis where they would do her the most good. 1 realize now that in my
inexperience I probably misjudged her then. She was not offering battle when she clawed my back—I can still
feel those nails!—nor when she rammed her jaw and her knee against me: she was a tiger cub holding on against
an energy that must have been swirling through her; her body may then have been too frail for such a force, and,
holding on, she may have been trying to induce me to disarm her. But what did I know of the difference between
subduing and disarming? What did I know of tenderness? When 1 tried to thrust and felt her nails digging into me
and her other two weapons ramming my cheek and my leg, I foolishly fought back. Fought back when I could
have surrendered and triumphed. Our clothes had slid off us, but our muscles stuck fast, and so not much rhythm
grew between us. When I came it must have been as much out of escape from struggle as it was out of pleasure. 1
can’t honestly say if she came. Soon she was on the phone chatting with her mother. Later she showered, picked
up her hard-earned luggage, and went home. I guess she went home. Who knows?
After that night Marcy must have decided to adopt me, for my involvement with her seemed to become
inextricable. Only not sexually: having laid our aces and deuces of expectation and performance out on the table
—or bed!—we saw that we were not Meant For Each Other. What I wanted then—I think in retrospect—was
someone to soften my edge, to anchor me on earth after eight or ten hours flying around in IBM program
abstractions, to give emotional color to my forms. What she wanted—who knows? Beauty, God, maybe Devil?
Perhaps she was shooting for a shore beyond desire. I don’t know, and with my very material needs, fears, and
perceptions, I surely offered her no launching pad for it. But I became useful to her probably because I was her
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only male acquaintance of between thirteen and seventy who did not go knifing around for her, who lent her an
ear and a little money, and who did not presume to judge her—except when she subjected me to mortal risks or
hardships beyond the loss of a peaceful evening. And useful to her because all who live on the precipice of a flat
world of the present need someone who sees things as they are and calls things by their right names. Or tries.
Her mother picked her up again, and, once more goddess-like in pursuit or escape, took her off to East and
West Europe. I didn’t see her again until late 1956. Though her experiences proved to be of the kind that jagged
metal carves out of life’s tissue, she seemed to be unchanged. For a girl who reacted intensely to every look and
gesture to her, she was not very impressionable; she was like one of those little turnabout sailboats which respond
to every puff of wind by nearly capsizing, yet never seem to get anywhere. Maybe she was already there. In East
Berlin she had become involved with a married former boy friend of her mother’s; his knowing a Party official
enabled her to get an abortion. In Budapest she escaped the knife, but two young men, she told me, actually
fought with long knives to see who would join her in bed, where she lay waiting.
“Did you make love … while the other one bled?” I tried to ask dispassionately.
“No, it was nothing like that,” she replied. “Ferenc took off before getting cut.” Then she added: “I hate them
both.”
If she were a man-eater, she could notch one or two, but I don’t honestly think she was. Later you will wonder
at this, but I am convinced that I am correct. It was all too matter of fact. Men died for her, perhaps, but she didn’t
kill them or relish their deaths. If she had animus, she would be easier for me to understand: this recital would be
shorter. It would be easier to put it together and to sound its depths; since I can’t do either coherently, I’m going to
continue telling what I know about Marcy as it happened. Maybe, like Marcy, I’ll end up denying causation,
though I doubt it.
As you may have guessed, Marcy was not political—who was in those days?—but imagine the reaction of her
father, who, I’ve heard, may have been killed by a GPU bullet, had he been alive to hear Marcy’s flippant reply to
my questions about what she knew of the Hungarian revolutionaries who had just been suppressed or murdered
after her return:
“Serves them all right; they’re an evil people.”
But not only people were evil: Marcy suspected snow crystals and cloud formations, among other things. Back
in my undergraduate “Condorcet” days I would have tried to explain such phenomena to her scientifically; but by
1957 I knew a little more about human science. Enough not to try, anyway, and, as I said, that’s why she stuck
with me.
Marcy moved into her own flat on the Lower East Side, although now she saw more of her mother than before,
I think. They killed whatever fun parties had for me in those days because I always suspected them—perhaps
unjustly—of zeroing in on some poor fellow or two; anyway the momma was Marcy’s only worldly care, so that
if she was ditching her appointments with God it would only be in order to help her mother stuff her craw. (Surely
whatever strategy that was used must have been tacit and not even conscious, for Marcy was incapable, as I have
said, of wiliness.) Maybe I’m too hard on middle-aged women’s inability to disguise their hunger; chalk it up to
that one who initiated me.
Around this time Marcy picked up Peter—don’t ask me where. Peter’s the right name for him, too, because it
was on this rock that Marcy established her church (although, in fairness to Peter, his faith in her did not waver in
the usual sense). Peter was more sand than rock, I suppose, but, remember, Marcy, too, was evanescent. Peter
would have done anything for Marcy, and he ended up doing just that. Peter was a Greek seaman who had jumped
ship and then supported himself by washing dishes. I didn’t then know where he lived, but it was easy to find him:
hovering somewhere near Marcy’s flat, a brooding young presence amid all the clothing hucksters—while they
bought and sold, he searched and feared.
Until the last days of her pregnancy, Marcy worked on a job that harvested the maximum amount of suspicion
for a young immigrant dishwasher worried about losing his visa, his girl, and his wits: she became a solo dancer
in Village coffeehouses. Next door to a pizza maker who tossed dough into the air, Marcy slithered through her
“liberating dances,” as she called them, for five or six hours nightly. I went with Peter to see Marcy perform once
and I can understand his fear. What he failed to see, though, was that her dance—whether liberating or not—was
free of the context of the coffeehouse: if her sinuous movement corresponded to what the audience wanted, this
was coincidental. All Marcy’s movements flowed about her but back to her. She was moving in a dimension other
than the audience’s. Old-timers in those places probably think of her now as a precursor of go-go girls. As I have
suggested, there was some flickering—some unsteadiness—in her movements, but this was not the slick,
mechanized bump-and-grind go-go.
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I doubt if any kind of sexual proposition—including that which packaged a Hollywood contract—could have
touched Marcy; but perhaps if some wild fellow were to stagger along and tell her he was the Messenger, that
would do it.
God knows, men tried all the gambits. She refused most, not because of any special loyalty to Peter, I’m sure,
but because of a kind of System she had devolved. An all too simple system: Queen Nefertiti looked into your
eyes; if you were owl-like, you were In, at least for a night, provided Peter didn’t stick you on the way. If you
wore glasses, if your eyes, like most people’s, were narrow or shifty—and don’t ask me how I passed—you, rat,
were Out. Whatever your other Labors or credentials. That key was all Marcy felt she needed to open the vault of
Mother Nature; on such a science did Marcy stake her trust. The trouble was, if your eyes told true and you really
were so simple, or as she said, HONEST, then how were you to get by St. Peter lurking somewhere around the
gate?
Poor Peter’s moony eyes must have been getting bigger and bigger with what he had to look out for. One night
he came to my place to get out of the rain, refused food and drink, and sat in my big chair to weep, tremble, pray,
curse, and sulk.
“Izzat where you … did it … to her?” he asked, pointing to the couch.
Shocked, I didn’t try to deny anything, but just to fend off the other questions, I convinced him that it was not
very successful, that we were not laughing at him at the time, and that neither of us, in fact, had even met him as
yet. All this was true, even though I felt somehow that I was lying. I erred in offering him a bathrobe and blanket,
for he suspected both of being seductive implements. The whole thing felt ironic to me since, despite the fact that
he and not I had had any kind of relationship with her and that she was in all probability carrying his child—
certainly not mine—despite these facts, the only way he could see me was as her seducer. Perhaps he was worried
also that I had more than he and that when her baby arrived she might retreat to my better furnished and more
spacious apartment. I don’t know. He had worried about losing her before she was pregnant, now that she was
pregnant; and he would hold on to his worry until his death. It was this worry that not only transported him to that
death but also somehow buoyed him through life.
If there was another subject to discuss with Peter, I never found it. He sat there in his wet jeans and sweat shirt
and dribbled out his misery, while I—I must admit—alternated between forced sympathy and boredom, with an
occasional twinge at witnessing the possible soiling of my only good chair. When I contemplated being
responsible soon for three of them (her mother had disappeared), I thought of changing my employer, my friends,
and my address and taking out an unlisted number.
Finally I gave up trying to accommodate him one minute and resenting him the next, and I went to bed. At
three I was awakened by the phone and by things slamming to the floor in the other room, where Peter must have
begun scraping around on the first ring.
It was Marcy and she wanted Peter. He groaned an answer before the receiver touched his ear so that I could
hear what she had to say so loudly and matter of factly:
“Peter, I’m with a boyeee.”
Peter could barely get something out. I believe it was in Greek. He also managed to ask her who and where
and received a horrifying little click in response. He started to run out of the room, knocked down an end table
with a lamp whose crash adequately voiced my feelings, then ran back, tried unsuccessfully to dial her number,
finally let me do it, received no reply, and tore out of the apartment. I heard him bounding down the stairs as I was
brushing pieces of glass off my bed. Sleep did not come for over an hour, and, when it did, brought eschatological
terrors which I managed to forget.
It could not have lasted long, either. I woke up upon hearing my name called out and saw Marcy sitting on the
bed beside me.
“You’re hard to wake up,” she said.
I charged out of bed naked and ran to the door.
“Don’t worry,” and she added, smiling, “Peter’s not here.”
“Ow!” I cried. I had stepped on a glass splinter. I wrapped a blanket around myself and got a Band-Aid from
the bathroom. "”Where is he then?”
“Who?”
“Peter, of course, Peter!”
“In the police station.”
“God, what for? What happened? What did he do?”
“He cut Quincy last night with his knife. I signed a warrant for his arrest. He’s crazy if he thinks I won’t testify
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against him, too. I will, I will.”
He had found them together at a friend of Marcy’s place and had knifed him along the thigh. I hate to think of
where his knife would have gone had he had his wish. The fellow was now at Bellevue, although Marcy said she
had been told that he would be released in a day. I looked at the drops of blood I had trailed from the bathroom:
then he was armed last night at my place; I could have been killed by him. Marcy was hungry and went to the
kitchen to fix herself something.
“Marcy, why did you do it?”
“Why did I do it? What are you talking about?”
“Why did you call last night? Why did you have to tell Peter anything?”
“Because I am honest,” she said, as she arranged cheese and fruit on a platter, after having washed them
thoroughly.
“Not true!” I cried out, finally getting her to look at me and then not knowing what to do with those eyes once
they were on me. I looked away.
“Not true! That’s just a mask and you know it. You were cruel to him.”
“Ridiculous!” Marcy said. “I have no reason to be cruel to anybody. Why would I want him to suffer?”
“Marcy, you must know that there is more to you than you know.”
I knew this was hopeless before I had said it. Just as impossible of convincing a child. But I had not prepared
myself for her fury. Marcy strode around to face me; her jaw thrust forward, she was reddening and glowering:
“Who are you to tell me what I am? Your voice sounds like a typewriter. Look at yourself, Mr. Jesus.”
I felt more like crawling back under the covers or protecting myself from those eyes than examining myself,
for Marcy’s fury was burning me and, naked, I felt vulnerable. My Marcy’s eyes are indeed like suns, burning
black suns. I’m a slow riser, never at best in the morning; all this was a shock to my nervous system.
Marcy patted her belly.
“My child is not going to slink around; he is going to be honest with everyone.”
She seemed too childlike herself to be having a child. Who was I to be judging her, anyway, but if this was the
way Mother Nature had designed us, I was glad that I had been let out for adoption so early. When she saw that I
wasn’t going to threaten her any more, she served us some food and asked me in an ordinary voice for bail money
for Peter. She was ready to set things up in the next alley. Testify against him indeed! So much for her toe dips
into the future!
So we sat and ate while I should have been hustling down to the bank to cash a check to spring Poor Peter. I
admit I had other thoughts, too, but nothing came of them. Be disgusted, but don’t judge me unless you’ve sat, dry
as kindling, wrapped in a bathrobe on the edge of the bed a few inches away from a very nice fire. Even while
your mother was dying. She had propped pillows on the bed to make herself comfortable, dangling her legs over
the side. She was wearing a snug beige knitted dress, her most formal clothes, probably because she had just come
from the hospital and the police station. Marcy had no use for bras at least a decade before that became the
fashion, so that when she laughed or moved about, her curves trembled and I kindled. Marcy cupped a plum and
some cherries in the palm of a hand and indolently chewed, using her tongue to roll a piece of fruit along the roof
of her mouth before surrendering it to her teeth. She let cherry juice dribble out onto her chin; then her tongue
swished out, not to wipe it but to play with it, as children do with lollipop smears. It’s a good thing the fruit was
cold enough to douche me, or, when finished, she could have swept me off the bed, a heap of ashes. I touched her
legs, but they stopped moving and stiffened against me. Unsure whether that was part of the love-strife of before,
I turned to her, but her scowl was enough to send me into the other room to dress. She poured herself some milk
and we left.
If Peter was happy to get out, he was careful not to show it.
What an anomaly that to keep Marcy you needed so much cunning that you dared not show in trying to win
her! Maybe her only fit mate would be one of those yogis that could turn his blood pressure and his pulse on and
off. Worried as he was about his job, Peter didn’t want to get off at the restaurant; perhaps he was afraid of leaving
her with him. I wished then that Marcy would find some way to see the rest of her pregnancy through—maybe
three months—without further shafting Peter; but then I remembered what I myself had been Up to an hour or so
earlier, and I quaffed the moralizing. It’s usually the man—isn’t it—who gets Wander Lust during pregnancy?
With Marcy, of course, she followed not a yen but Nature Herself.
“How would you two like to apply for a marriage license?” I asked, perhaps to reassure Peter of my Good
Intentions. Hearing a raucous laugh from Marcy’s side of the back seat, I realized that I had only hurt him more.
Marcy was in a good mood, though, despite the fact that she hated cars and car rides and that I wouldn’t let her
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smash my radio once and for all. I doubt if she was worried about getting any guff from Peter later: for one thing,
she didn’t think much in the future tense, as I have said; and for another, she wasn’t used to taking crap from
anyone, even her mother.
“I gave my love a cherry that had no stone …”
She was singing folk songs—I don’t think she cared for any other music—and once in a traffic tie-up she
hopped out of the car and lightly as a sandpiper skittered atop the hood of the car to dance and sing. Pregnant and
all Marcy could move and move and with so little space, the smallest platform. Her body, frilled by beige knit,
swayed and whirled, never repeated itself, almost made you forget that it rested on arms and legs, that it was tied
to Earth by the same Law that governs us all. For those of us who do not flow so easily with Nature (my sickness,
my sickness), such movement is Grace. The honking increased either to blame her for the jam or to encourage her.
One or two fellows with ideas in their eyes walked over toward us, but Peter shook his fist at them and she finally
returned inside. In the Depression I remember fellows got big pay for toting dynamite.\fn{ Nitroglycerin, actually.}
Here was no Depression, less than no pay, but there I was. I say this, but I felt different: snarled in a jam on
Second Avenue, we—Peter and I—had been given a moment of vision of the Golden Girl. Even though Peter
faced prison because of her.
Nothing came of that, though. We went to Bellevue to ask Quincy not to testify. There was no way of keeping
Peter out of Quincy’s room; I guess he wanted to see just what there was between Marcy and this fellow. As we
walked through the hospital corridors, Marcy seemed to hang on me and Peter asked too many questions. Both
were afraid—of facing Quincy, I thought at first; but after our visit I decided they were afraid of the hospital
itself.
“I’m going to have my baby at home,” Marcy said. “This place is full of sickness.”
Quincy was waiting for an examination so that he could leave. He did not seem alarmed to see Peter; I suppose
he thought apologies were due. How protected these kids are; they think the world is arranged for their own good.
We had no trouble in convincing Quincy not to testify—he was a pacifist and a noncooperator with the
Establishment—but Peter had come for a different purpose: he warned Quincy against seeing Marcy again. Marcy
insisted that it was none of Peter’s business, that she would not be chained down. What struck me was how little
calculation there was in each of these people: Peter didn’t know enough to suppress his threats, at least
temporarily until the charges might be dropped; Quincy didn’t know enough to use the charges as a lever; Marcy
didn’t know enough about promise or threat to gain clear passage for all. I’m not exactly a conniver myself, but
compared to these shiny-eyed children, I was Machiavellian. How to keep them from harm?
A nurse came in to warn us about the noise and henceforth I acted as a liaison between the Outer World and
them, but they paid no more attention to my hushing than to a hissing radiator. Quincy did not mention the attack
or his suffering and seemed not to blame Peter for it all; what bothered him was what bothered Peter—both
accused each other of trying to “fool” Marcy. Marcy scolded them for trying to manacle her with claims of the
male. Finally the inevitable question:
“Who’s better with you?”
Peter asked it. I don’t think Marcy heard.
“Come on, Marcy, let’s go,” I said quickly. “We’ve got to go now.” I got up.
“Shut up,” snarled Peter. “Tell us, Marcy: who’s better with you?”
I held my breath and tried to stop my right eye from twitching. Marcy wouldn’t lie, nor would she twitch.
“Quincy’s more gentle but—”
“Marcy!” I cried out.
“Peter’s more forceful.”
“Who do you come better with?” Peter wouldn’t let go. With his hands he held the rail of the bed; with his eyes
he held Marcy.
I thought this was winged confidence until I saw that the whites widening around the pupils of his eyes were
openings to terror, only terror; the true gambler rides out all the way to a fall.
“It doesn’t matter.”
“Sure it matters! Tell us!” growled Peter.
“I told you: it doesn’t matter who I’m with.”
“You went to pieces with me. That happen with him?”
Quincy sat like me, mouth open, eyes fastened on Marcy, whose jaw was as firm as ours were loose and who
seemed to be dying to stare Peter down, the way kids do. I was too speechless to stop the scene, and I guess
Quincy was too; Peter’s words floated in like surgical jabs, and we must have frozen there, as if anesthetized for
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them.
“Yes, it happened with him.”
We were at least ten flights up. Peter could have dragged both of them to the window and thrown them out,
although, given the equanimity of those two, probably only I considered this possibility; he also could have
jumped out himself. Instead, he shoved the bed with Quincy sitting on it and stumbled out of the room warning
Quincy:
“You better stay way from her. I no kid.”
Not long after, Marcy and I also left, as neither of us could think of anything to say to Quincy. Quincy’s a very
quiet and passive pacifist, I thought on the elevator; either that or he’s drugged. (Yet he must have hung in there
with her that time. Would I have been driven like a leaf before that storm?)
I wish I could leave this narrative here—where my lawyer gets them to drop the charges against Peter—and
skip to the end, where Marcy, as you might guess, falls into the late 60s like a mouse into soft cheese and becomes
a leader of a religious-drug-diet-touch- therapy cult somewhere in California. But I can’t skip the Heavy
Breathing Stuff, as some programmers I know at the office would call it, much as I’d like to.
Seven months pregnant, Marcy gave up her job and, when her mother still did not show, allowed Peter to move
in with her and—I guess—help support her. A midwife delivered Marcy’s boy without complications at home.
Marcy would not permit even the placenta to be thrown away. She wrapped it and kept it in the refrigerator and
gave it to Peter and me to burn only after an artist friend painted it for her.
Whenever I saw them, Marcy was breast-feeding or fondling Didi, one baby who would never die of
marasmus.\fn{Progressive emaciation.} Peter kept—more likely was kept—at a little distance. He looked on with
what I thought was a familiar look: he was jealous. I guess the journey from pride to jealousy is not long. If Didi
cried when you approached him, Marcy would be convinced that he sensed your sickness, your dammed-up
energy, and that he disliked you. I radiated warmth, that is, I never approached him until he had burped.
Marcy threw out, before my eyes, most of a layette that I had bought for Didi during his first week. She would
not confine her baby with pins and diapers. It took me days to convince her of the need to keep Didi clean; I
bought a lot of rubber sheets and Peter spent much time pacing around a laundromat.
For the first time in the six years that I had known her, Marcy lied. She was driven to it by a sensible publichealth nurse who hounded her for over a year for not circumcising, immunizing, or vaccinating Didi. I don’t know
what the woman told her, but Marcy was terrified of losing Didi. She had begun to anticipate, to live in the future.
So finally she invented a past: she convinced the nurse that he had had the shots.
Marcy’s mother was killed in a plane crash. She had never seen Didi: I’m not sure if she knew of his existence.
I rushed over to see Marcy when she phoned. She met me at the door to calm me down and warn me not to upset
Didi. Though self-possessed, she was helpless, as was Peter, about details, so that I stepped in and made funeral
arrangements (there were no remains). All this was wasted motion, however, as I was the only person who
attended the services. I had contracted a babysitter for a few days to no avail: Marcy would have nothing to do
with death. She gave the Salvation Army the trunks her mother had left with her without even opening them and I
doubt if she ever saw the small monument I had put up in the cemetery. I just wish I had been with her when the
airlines insurance adjuster came around. Nothing I had said did any good: she was an easy mark for him—I’m
sure she ended up with the smallest pittance of any of the victims’ heirs. But then money annoyed her as much as
death. Nature’s children must be foolish for they never even see that money that’s soon parted from ordinary
fools.
After a year or so Marcy weaned Didi, got back her dancing jobs, and tossed Peter out into a furnished room
somewhere and on to his usual stalking post by the Orchard Street clothing hucksters, who must have taken him
for a conscientious price watcher from uptown. Marcy often boasted that she had good rapport with the
neighborhood toughs and that, her late hours notwithstanding, she would never be molested by them.
“Girls who get raped are looking for it,” she would say. Marcy took no shit.
Until this time, Marcy had no use for studying or teaching, her formal education having mostly stopped at age
fourteen. (If eye-glasses aroused her suspicions, books confirmed them.) But now she seemed to need a coterie of
adolescent disciples around her, mends of Marcy’s babysitter, kids who had dropped out of school and who either
lived off their families or hustled a living even more marginal than Peter’s or Marcy’s. Education had led them
only to the location of bathrooms, lunchroom, and the assistant principal’s office; on the other hand, for Marcy,
education was merely a citadel against nature, like religion or war. But where the kids had learned only of their
inferiority, Marcy claimed the opposite, and I suppose this drew them together. I don’t know what she taught them
or what they did, except consume many hours smoking pot and probably consoling each other.
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Peter suffered. Once he tried to invade, but never tried again, and resigned himself to being the yo-yo at the
end of Marcy’s finger to return to her only on command. His vigil he intensified, though I don’t know for what
purpose, since he knew they were there. It’s hard for me to imagine Peter eating or working; he must have done
those things mechanically, without using his eyes, which never really became unstrung from his vigil and which
grew more and more vacant and stark.
Early on August 22, 1962, my wife—I was married now—awoke me and gave me the phone. Before taking the
receiver I saw that it was 3:30 A.M. and knew it was Marcy.
“I’m at St. Luke’s Hospital: Can you come? I’d like you to help me.” Her voice trembled.
“Bring a bottle for Didi. Peter’s not well.”
I grabbed some milk, found an all-night drugstore, and really flew to the hospital. People were cramming the
Emergency Ward, but Didi’s cries led me to the right room. Marcy would not talk about anything until she had
settled Didi, some several minutes. Didi was dressed in a hospital gown beneath which I saw bandages; Marcy
appeared unscratched. For a few mad moments, I imagined that Peter had harmed Didi; those moments will
always travel with me, I guess, like deadweights around my not-very-winged vision.
“I just hope Didi’s not scarred for life, or anything. He should have got Didi first.”
Marcy held on to my shoulder as if it were a life preserver. Didi lay on her lap and finally took the bottle,
although Marcy had not been able to get it warmed.
There had been a fire in Marcy’s apartment shortly after her. working hours. Peter saw smoke and came tearing
into the flat. Smoke and heat were so intense that he got Marcy and her young mends—probably stoned although
she didn’t say so—to form a chain, and he led them down three flights of stairs and outside. By this time the Fire
Department had arrived and the whole tenement was spitting fire and screams. Marcy said she rushed up to Peter
and yelled into his ear,
“Didi! Didi!”
Peter charged back into the building and soon appeared with Didi in his arms at a window that he had just
broken.
“I was afraid then that Didi was dead.” Marcy moaned.
The firemen had raised a safety net toward the second floor for other people, but they didn’t see Peter, who,
nevertheless, managed to throw Didi on to it—maybe a fifteen-foot drop I would guess—before collapsing
himself. He never shouted, Marcy said. Some minutes later, firemen pulled a burning beam off his chest and
picked him up. He had been crushed and badly burned—no one knew yet how badly. Now he was in an oxygen
tent, having received first aid from the firemen’s respirator. Marcy , stopped her narrative to buttonhole a doctor,
who angrily shook loose.
“I’ve told you, ma’am, your baby only has minor lacerations—just rope burns. Please, I’m very busy. Can’t
you see?”
Marcy couldn’t see. She sat down again and sputtered her contempt: doctors were pretentious butchers who hid
their incompetence behind their bustling. Suddenly she arose and said,
“I hate this place. I must get out. Help me.”
We strode out without taking the child’s few things and without telling any of the busy staff. When we were
halfway to my place, dawn broke and sort of woke me up.
“What about Peter?” I asked.
“I can’t stand that place,” she said. We would return to see him after she had recuperated. There was nothing
we could do for him now, anyway.
The afternoon paper carried the fire, big news even for New York. Some had already died, many more,
including Peter, were severely burned. The fire began “of undetermined origin” the paper said; to my knowledge,
this was never amended. I had thought Marcy had said the fire had begun in her flat, but she never repeated this,
and I don’t think she really knew any more, if she ever did know. The paper said nothing of Peter’s exploits.
(Days later, hoping that it would somehow help Peter, I related the story to a news editor, who listened but never
used it. The fire was all but forgotten, and I guess everyone’s eyes were on Cuba.)
My wife took over Marcy and Didi, and I returned to the hospital in the evening to find out what I could. I
filled out forms for Peter and finally saw a doctor. I felt myself shrinking within as I heard shock, fractured ribs,
puncture of the lung, internal bleeding, probable brain concussion, extensive third-degree burns of the skin,
possible loss of sight and hearing, on and on.
“God, he would be better off dead.”
The doctor nodded and left.
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That night we sat around the fire—my wife and I drinking gin and smoking too much, Marcy, who never
smoked or drank, nursing a cocoa—and I tried to tell Marcy the Worst in The Best Possible Way. Perhaps I
succeeded too well, for Marcy, no longer trembling, coasted through my stuttering on a rather even keel. Unused
to traveling on the rail, she rights herself quickly, I thought; then I corrected this with the assurance that Nature’s
Child just cannot imagine such carnage unless spang up against it. I was to correct this many times more; I guess
I’ll never find the final revision. Marcy fell asleep and, unable to wake her, I picked her up and gently carried her
over to the bed where her child lay. Seeing her beside Didi, I noticed then that Marcy breathed in short breaths,
just like a child. Had she always? I felt protective.
In the days that they stayed at our apartment, Marcy and Didi clung to each other and whispered to each other
as if setting up their own enclave in foreign parts. I liked the direct way she talked to Didi about everything,
although I admit that I shared my wife’s pique at their eating none of her cooking; they would take only fresh
produce; they would keep their bodies from becoming “chemical factories.” This time when the landlord’s
insurance man came, I managed to handle him and got Marcy at least enough to set up another apartment.
During her stay at our place Marcy did not voice any desire to visit Peter, and neither of us suggested it to her.
I saw him and knew that there was nothing beyond bandages and tubes to see, a sight that would surely frighten
Marcy, who might even feel—who knew?—responsible in some way. They moved Peter, as an indigent, to
Bellevue, where he was pushed from ward to ward and finally brought to rest in the burn ward.
Peter survived. The tent, machines, tubes, a cast, all were gradually removed—all but the bandages. Through
these were visible only his big dark eyes and his mouth. Those eyes no longer searched; it was as if they had
found what they were seeking, and then froze in a flat trance. I was frightened when week after week brought no
change: they expressed nothing, not even recognition. I should have preferred anything—terror or furor—to that
dark flatness. They were like craters of the moon.
Perhaps Marcy could change this, could heal. She must see him. I went over to her new place, near the old, and
we sat down to tea. She knew why I had come and disarmed me by telling me so right off. Her jaw thrust so far
forward that she could almost balance her cup, but her defiance was undercut by a boredom curled around the
corners of her mouth; how tedious it must have been for her to verbalize what she had already decided, to go over
ground already worked.
“What you don’t understand is that I didn’t love Peter before the fire. I wanted him to leave me alone. I didn’t
ask him to keep watch over me.”
“Marcy, aren’t there some things that we don’t ask for but are given to us, things which we must repay? Our
life, for instance?”
“Mr, Jesus, you ought to be a minister,” she said. Then, simply,
“I’ll go.”
Who knows, it may have been the first time she ever weighed anything; if not, it certainly was the first time
she had ever chosen the lighter half of the scale. Then, as if to compensate for being deflected a few millimeters
from her instinct, she growled playfully, pushed me in the face, and wrestled me down to the floor. Did she want
to make love? I think she would have enjoyed pinning me more. Neither happened. She got a babysitter for Didi
and we went to Bellevue.
We walked the two or three miles. Marcy had convinced herself that “machines” had caused the fire and most
other miseries, and she was trying to forswear their use. As soon as we arrived in the lobby and saw stretchers and
wheelchairs and some aides and nurses among the crowd, I must admit that I felt the impulse to bundle my Marcy
out of there. She, too, gave a start when some doctors in green fatigues passed close by; she clenched my hand in
fear, or maybe in reproach. When we reached the elevator she drew back and I thought it was all over, but she
turned toward the stairway and I found myself panting behind her, wondering, as we reached the sixth-floor
landing, whether in all the universe this was the right place for us to be, hoping, as we approached the eighth, that
this gyre we were ascending would spin us into something other than a burn ward. I was a little giddy when we
got to the ward and I fancied that Marcy was floating before me with her streamers of long black silky hair.
Suddenly she stopped. We had arrived at the burn ward. I looked but there was nothing but bandaged patients
to see. Almost everything unpleasant in a hospital is covered up with bandages and linen. Nature reveals;
civilization conceals. No, what stopped her and made her pause to lean on the wall were sounds rather than sights,
sounds I guess I had blocked out in my weeks of visiting, sounds of human agony and helplessness. One voice
kept repeating,
“Kill me, you cowards.”
The rest were not so distinct. I noticed later that every time someone entered the sounds increased, as if every
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visitor or doctor were a god to whom one might communicate some memory or hope, some plea or curse.
I touched her elbow; maybe she thought I was pushing her on rather than trying to help her, for she shook
loose and we entered, her jaw in the lead. I brought her to where Peter had been—we even started talking to the
man—but a nurse who must have recognized me came over and led us to Peter, whom they had moved again.
An aide. was feeding him—he was fed at odd hours, even during the visiting period—and I thought he reared
up a little on seeing Marcy and maybe would have stopped eating but for the fact that all his system had been
geared to keep up with the aide, who was very mechanically feeding him. He had triumphed in shedding some
machines, I thought, only to get hooked on to other ones.
I talked to Peter, or rather at him, for some time while Marcy stood by speechless. I kept watching her, for I
could almost feel this new scene embossing itself upon her consciousness, like acid eating away at something
smooth. I remember wondering then if this horrible scene would at least shake her invincibility, yet—who knows
—maybe it only reinforced it, braced that jaw; for, after all, luck had snatched her from the fire unscratched.
Peter could see and hear and could now move a little; no one knew yet what harm had been done to his brain
or his nervous system. I had been hoping that Marcy would start helping him on his long journey back to life. (I
had so little time myself even for these visits.) But I knew now that she did not have the stuff to live with this. She
might tighten some joints, but she was too inexperienced an armorer to lock out the scene; she would neither
dehumanize herself nor the victim, and how else does one live with this? If she was a nature plant, she was not the
hardiest, so that her lack of civilization guilt would not be compensated for by any toughness of nature. Far from
mobilizing Marcy, this visit might indeed shatter her. I had only to glance at this poor hapless creature in this alien
setting to realize how inadequate I was at programming people.
I talked on and on about Peter’s job and his few belongings that I had taken from his former room to store for
him. I’m the luggage man, remember, the squirrel always ready to save someone a few nuts. People entered and
left the ward, but I waited in vain for Marcy to intervene and announce herself to him. He must have seen her
standing there. I felt I was caught between two trances, so I just kept on talking.
All of a sudden, as if she had been wound up to an unbearable tension, Marcy uncoiled. She sprang out toward
the center of the floor, her hair flashing about her, her arms splaying out. Her long body began bending and
turning, now swooping low to the floor, now spiraling upward, cascading backward, and then swirling around.
Motion flowed into motion. The body delicately fluttered, then flared, became a flame, then just a curve, always
moving, moving.
I had put my hand out to stay her, but that was futile, and somehow she electrified so with her vibrant energy
that the moans, the bandages, all the grotesque setting to her dance receded from my consciousness. I don’t know
how. This was her triumph.
More than that. She was skittering just as lightly as that last time I had seen her perform at the traffic tie-up,
but now instead of gravity she was defying matter itself. It was as if her energy had escaped from its mortal sack
and was streaming out. No unsteadiness, no flickering now, but a shimmering, a radiant shimmering, a glow of the
curve of life and beyond life, the curve of the infinite. The dance had begun by outraging my sensibility with its
inappropriateness; went on to charm me with its youth; and finally had transported me, as if it were a bird of
paradise, to a shore beyond life and death, that shore beyond desire. I who sought only the earthly. I noticed that
there were tears on my face, but I felt lighthearted, healed, and I wiped them away joyfully. Had Andromache
seen the same thing when she smiled through her tears at her baby and her doomed husband? We could live or we
could die, but we could not lose, because at the core flowed all that energy, as the dance had revealed.
Then she disappeared. I suppose she ran out of the ward, but I was too blinded by vision to see. It’s difficult for
me to imagine her negotiating the steps and passing through the revolving door.
I never saw her again. I wonder how Peter and the others under gauze saw the dance, whether it delivered
them, as it did me, from the flesh-coffin or, in fact, charred them more. When he could talk some weeks later,
Peter never mentioned Marcy, yet if I can read eyes at all, that’s all I saw in them; his soul could not hold more
than Marcy, not then, anyway, or for the rest of his life.
Week after week I returned to the hospital. He never liked me, I suppose, but he had no one else. When the
bandages came off—well, that’s another story, but I hung in there, I guess that's what friends are for. No,
moralism aside, Marcy just could not have done this. You could not say that he had a mouth, ears, or a nose, but
he did have those large eyes, no longer haunted or blank but now locked into a permanent, futile yearning. My
wife came with me to visit once and said that she had been prepared for everything except those eyes. (She made
it to the women’s room before she broke down.) Over the years they tried many times to graft, despite the small
area of his body that had not been harmed, and they must have spent as much time on him in Cosmetics as in
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Surgery, giving him a wig, eyelashes, eyebrows, lips, nose, ears, God knows what else. Nevertheless he looked
hideous beyond hope. By late 1965 they would not keep him at Bellevue any longer, though he was to return
semiannually for checkups or more grafts. He did not want to leave the hospital, and I don’t want to tell you the
ruses we used to get him out of there. The only hospital possession of his we took with him to my place was his
identification card, on which his name had been misspelled. He wouldn’t part with it.
It was like sheltering a criminal. He would leave our apartment only at night and only after my wife or I had
guaranteed him that the hallways were clear. The only thing he wanted was a cloak, which I got him from a
theatrical supply store.
Oh, Marcy, if only you could have stayed! We could not interest him in work or in any pastime. I don’t know
what he did at night with no money or friends, but during the day he did nothing, not even read. He cursed life
and wanted to return to Bellevue. We finally acceded—with what relief—but he was admitted to [the] psychiatric
ward. Maybe it was in retaliation for not being allowed back into the burn ward that he began hiding behind Coke
machines and disposal units and then leaping out to frighten people, cloak and all. In August 1966, he was found
on the floor of the men’s room dead. He had managed to slash both wrists with the wire of his identification card.
Could I have healed him? Recently I heard from a hitchhiker that near Big Sur Marcy had set up or found
herself in the center of a drug-diet-touch-therapy cult calling themselves Children of Aesculapius.\fn{ The god of
medicine.}
I wish her well.
114.155 & 1152.43 1. Moon 2. Excerpt from The Promise\fn{by Chaim Potok (1929-2002)} Bronx, Bronx County,
New York, U.S.A. (M) 15
1
Moon Vinten, recently turned thirteen, was short for his age and too bony, too thin. He had a small pale face,
dark angry eyes, and straight jet-black hair. A tiny silver ring hung from the lobe of his right ear, and a ponytail
sprouted below the thick band at the nape of his neck and ran between his angular shoulder blades. The ponytail,
emerging like a waterfall from the flat-combed dark hair, was dyed the clear blue color of a morning sky.
Moon marched into the family den one autumn evening and announced to his parents that he wanted to build a
recording studio for himself and his band.
His parents, short, slender people in their late forties, had been talking quietly on the sofa. Moon’s father,
annoyed by his son’s brusque interruption of the conversation, thought: First, those drums; then the earring and
the ponytail. And now a recording studio? In a restrained tone, he asked, “What, exactly, does that involve?”
“A big table, microphones, stands, extension cords, rugs or carpets for soundproofing, a mixing board,” said
Moon.
“And how will you pay for all that?”
“With the money I got for my birthday.”
Patience is the desired mode here, Moon’s father told himself. “I’ll remind you again. That money has been put
away for your college tuition.”
“The band will make lots of money, Dad.”
“Then buy the equipment with that money.”
“We’ll need money to buy the equipment so we can make really high-quality recordings,” said Moon, trying to
keep himself calm. “We’ll demo the recordings and send them out, and start making money from the gigs we’ll
get. It takes money to make money, Dad.”
Moon’s father turned to Moon’s mother. “Where is he learning these things, Julia?”
“He’s your son, too, Kenneth,” said Moon’s mother. “Why don’t you ask him?” Her mind at that moment was
on another matter: the face of a boy in Pakistan.
“He’s only thirteen years old, for God’s sake,” Moon’s father said.
Moon hated it when they talked about him as if he weren’t there. His parents, who were physicians, spoke
often to each other clinically\fn{ In a detached, distant, dispassionate manner .} about their patients, and at times about
Moon as if he were a patient. It was one more irritant in the list of things that made him angry.
“We shouldn’t attach an ‘only’ to a thirteen-year-old,” said his mother, still seeing the face of the Pakistani boy,
whose photograph had come to her office in the morning mail. “A thirteen-year-old is not a child.”
Moon’s father, a precise man with a dry, intimidating manner, looked at Moon and asked, “Where, exactly, do
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you plan to put all that equipment?”
“In the garage,” Moon replied.
His parents stared at him. Calm is called for, his father thought, and remained silent. Inside Moon’s mother, an
unassuming woman of gentle demeanor, the picture of the gaunt, brown-faced Pakistani boy—dry thin lips, small
straight nose, enormous frightened eyes—abruptly winked out.
She said quietly to Moon, “Dear, we keep our cars in the garage.”
Moon said, “Then I’ll put it in the basement.”
“We’ve been through all that,” said Moon’s father—the clamor erupting from the basement and streaming
through the air ducts and filling the house with that booming drumming twanging pandemonium they call music.
“Let’s talk about it another time.”
“When, Dad?”
“Soon.”
“But when?”
His father said, “Morgan, I have very important calls to make.” Morgan was Moon’s given name, first on the
list of things that made him angry. A jovial older cousin had called him Moon some years ago, for a reason Moon
could no longer remember. His parents and his teachers still called him Morgan.
“I need the phone to call the guys in the band,” said Moon.
“Whoever is on the phone, if an overseas call comes in on call waiting, please tell me immediately,” said
Moon’s mother.
“I need the phone,” said Moon again.
“Don’t you have any homework?” his father asked.
“Dad, I really really really need to talk to the guys in my band,” said Moon.
Moon’s parents sat very quietly on the couch, looking at their son. Even excited or angered, his face retained
its pallid look. But his dark eyes glittered, and his thin lips drew back tight over his small white teeth as if keeping
a seal on a poisonous boil of words.
The telephone rang.
Moon’s father picked up the receiver and said crisply, “Dr. Vinten.” He listened and handed the receiver to
Moon’s mother. “Pakistan,” he said.
Moon, his hands clenched, turned and left the den.
*
He took the carpeted stairs two at a time to the second floor, and as he threw open the door to his room, the
anger erupted. His heart raced, his hands shook. He felt the rage like a scalding second skin. He slammed the door
shut. The large color photograph of the Beatles,\fn{ The most popular and influential rock act of all time, who synthesized early
rock ’n’ roll and transformed it into something original and more exciting; establishing in the process the prototype for the self-contained
rock group that wrote and performed their own material; transforming rock from its blues/R&B-based forms into a style that was equally
visceral, but far more eclectic; and becoming the first British rock group to achieve worldwide prominence, making rock ’n’ roll a truly
international phenomenon. They formed in 1960 and unofficially disbanded in 1970; eventually they comprised Ringo Starr (Richard
Starkey, 1940- , drums), Paul McCartney (James Paul McCartney, 1942- , bass), George Harrison (1943- , lead guitar) and John
Lennon (John Winston Lennon, 1940-1980, rhythm guitar; he was murdered just outside his New York City apartment), with everyone
singing. In the first week of April, 1964, the Beatles had the top five best-selling singles in the United States, the top two slots in the album
charts, and other entries throughout Billboard’s Top 100, dominating the popular music market more than any other group before or since.
The albums they released as a group include Please Please Me (1963), With the Beatles (1963), A Hard Day’s Night (1964), Beatles For
Sale (1964), Help! (1965), Rubber Soul (1965), Revolver (1966), Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967), Magical Mystery Tour
(1967), The Beatles [White Album] (1968), Yellow Submarine (1969), Abbey Road (1969), and Let It Be (1970, but recorded in 1969, prior
to their last recording session in August, 1969).} tacked loosely to the inside of the door, fluttered briefly; the Beatles

seemed to be dancing and undulating in their costumes.
He flopped down on his bed.
Always with the fury came fear. Occasional tantrums had accompanied him through childhood and in recent
years had become too-frequent fits of rage that rose suddenly from deep inside him and sometimes took
possession of his body. He lay on his back, tight and quivering. “When you feel it coming, stop what you’re
doing,” Mrs. Graham, the school counselor, had advised. “Take deep breaths and count slowly.” He counted: One
… two … three … Mrs. Graham was a round-faced, good-hearted woman. “If you feel you’re losing control,
walk out of the classroom. I’ve told your teachers it’s all right for you to do that.” Four … five … six … It was
after his fight with Tim Wesley two weeks before, when they pummeled each other and tumbled down the wide
staircase into the school’s main entrance hall. Seven … eight … nine … Later, Moon couldn’t remember why the
fight had begun. His parents and Mrs. Graham had discussed the possibility of Moon getting help. A therapist, a
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total stranger. Everything he’d say would be written down, probably recorded. Ten … eleven … twelve … Maybe
go up to the third floor and play the drums awhile. But he needed the telephone.
Was that someone at the door?
He got down off the bed and pulled the door open and saw his mother standing in the hallway.
She said gently, “I keep reminding you, if you close your door, we can’t communicate with you. Closed doors
often turn into stone walls.”
His mother’s frequent moralizing was definitely on the list of things that made Moon angry. “Can I use the
phone now?” he asked.
She signed. “I came up to tell you that we’ll be having a guest.”
“Who?” asked Moon.
“A boy from Pakistan.”
Children with rare diseases came to his parents from all over the world for diagnosis and treatment. But always
to the hospital, never to the house.
He asked, “Why is he staying with us if he’s sick?”
His mother said, “He’s not sick, dear. An organization your father and I belong to is bringing him into the
country. You’ll hear about it in school.”
“He’s coming to my school?”
“Yes. Be nice to him, dear.”
But Moon was imagining the boy wandering around the house and coming upon the small room on the third
floor. He took a deep breath and said, “Can I use the phone now, Mom?”
Moon’s mother remembered when her second son had gone off to college the year before. “It’s difficult to let
go, but it’s much worse to hold on,” she had said to Moon’s father, and Moon, listening nearby, had suddenly and
unaccountably run up to his room and slammed his door shut with such force that, to the disquiet of his father, the
paint cracked near the ceiling on the hallway wall. She now gazed sadly at her youngest son, so different from the
ambitious older ones: Andrew in engineering and football; Colin in pre-med and crew.\fn{ I.e., he would be one of a
group of oarsmen manning a racing shell (called a crew; hence the sport is officially called crew-racing.} And Morgan—so edgy and
sullen, so fixed upon himself.
“Yes, dear, you may use the phone,” she said. She was still standing in the hallway, looking at Moon, when he
closed the door.
He sat at his cluttered desk and dialed the telephone.\fn{ It will be a portable telephone, which his mother will have handed
him, a detail is not included in the story, but is somewhat important later on .} Pete’s father answered. “Peter is doing his
homework,” he said.
“This won’t take long, Mr. Weybridge. I promise,” said Moon.
“You just make sure of that,” said Pete’s father.
While waiting for Peter to come to the phone, Moon sat looking at the large photographs on the wall across
from his bed: John Bonham\fn{John Bonham (1948-1980) was backing acts like Joe Cocker, Chris Farlowe and Tim Rose on the
club circuit; and had formed his own group, Band of Joy; but he became the drummer for Led Zeppelin from its inception in 1968 until his
death on September 25, 1980, which also caused the disbanding of Led Zeppelin .} and Stewart Copeland,\fn{ Stewart Copeland
(1952- ) was the drummer for Curved Air (a progressive rock band) when he and Sting met in January, 1977, in London, and began to
form The Police; for which see below .} playing the drums. And at the photographs on the wall near his bed: George and

Paul with their guitars; Ringo at his drums; John singing. He imagined himself sauntering over to them and taking
the sticks from Ringo and starting with a light tik tik tik tik on the Hi-Hat, and then—
“Hey, hey,” came Pete’s voice over the phone. “How you doin’, Moon?”
“We can jam after school tomorrow, Pete.”
“That’s cool.”
“Hey, Pete, there’s a kid from Pakistan who’s going to be staying in my house.”
“He’s stayin’ with you? Hey, that’s real cool!”
“You know about him?”
“Everybody knows.”
“How come I never heard anything about him?”
“Hey, you’re asleep half the time. And the other half, you’re so angry you don’t know what’s happenin’.”
“I need to call Ronnie and John about tomorrow.”
“Stay cool, Moon,” said Pete.
Moon called Ronnie Klein and then John Wood. Just as he was telling John the time of their jam session, he
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heard the beep of the call waiting and told John to hang up. Another item on the list of things that angered him:
the way call waiting broke into his conversations with his only friends, the members of his band. The low beep,
once, twice; most of the calls were for his parents. They wouldn’t give him his own telephone; they didn’t want
him talking on it hours on end; his brothers hadn’t had their own telephones, and neither would he.
“This is Dr. Moraes,” a voice said in a strange accent. “I am phoning from Pakistan for Dr. Julia Vinten.”
“Just a minute, please,” said Moon, and he opened his door and called downstairs. “Mom, it’s for you.”
“Thank you, dear.” His mother’s voice came to him from the den.
When he returned to his desk, he put the receiver to his ear and heard: “Yes, Dr. Vinten, the boy will arrive
early tomorrow. He will no doubt be tired, but he is—”
Moon hung up the telephone.
He had not thought to ask his mother where the boy would sleep. In Andy’s room? In Colin’s room? He feared
the dusky silences in the house that enlarged the absence of his brothers and magnified invisible presences like the
noises the squirrels made scampering inside the walls. Moon imagined he heard his brothers’ voices: they were
teaching him to hold a bat, catch a hardball, throw a football, dribble a basketball; they were teasing him, calling
him the skinny runt of the family; they were helping him with his homework; they were bickering with Mom and
Dad over cars and girls and late nights out. The thought of the boy from Pakistan staying in the room of one of his
brothers …
Feeling an outrage at his very center, Moon began counting. One … two … three … four … He inserted a
Pearl Jam\fn{A Hard Rock/Alternative Pop-Rock/Grunge band, formed in 1990 and still continuing as of this transcription (December,
1998). It consisted originally of Andrew Wood (vocals), Steve “Stone” Gossard (1966- , guitar) and Jeff Ament (1963- , bass); but
adopted its present name in 1991, after the death of Andrew Wood, and new personnel [Eddie Vedder (1964, lead vocals), Mike
McCready (1965- , lead guitar), and Dave Krusen (drums, to be replaced in 1992 by Dave Abbruzzese, himself fired in 1995 and replaced
by Jack Irons). Up to 1996 they had released four albums: Ten (1991), Vs (1993), Vitalogy (1994, the fastest selling album of the year), and
No Code (1996).} CD into his player—five … six … seven—and put on his earphones, then opened one of the

textbooks on the desk. He tapped his index and middle fingers on the desk, doom-d-d-ka-doom-doom-d-ka-doomd-d-ka-doom-doom-d-ka, playing as if he were at a drum and snare. The words in the book flickered and pulsated
in the torrent of drums and music.
*
Moon sat slumped in the seat, dimly aware of the TV cameras and crews in the back of the crowded
auditorium, the empty chairs on the stage, and the whispering among the students and teachers. School assemblies
—almost always full of monotonous, preachy fake talk—were high on the list of things that annoyed Moon and
made him angry.
He was especially angry that morning. Mrs. Woolsten had raked him for not handing in the weekly English
essay. She was a fat, ugly woman, with thick glasses and a voice like ice water. She wanted the essay tomorrow,
and absolutely no excuses. He’d sensed the smirks of his classmates and saw out of the corner of his eye Pete’s
sympathetic look. He hadn’t been able to think of anything to write about and, listening to Mrs. Woolsten’s public
scolding, had felt heat rise to his face. He’s considered walking out of the room, but instead he’d remained at his
desk, counting to himself, fingers tapping silently on his knees … until the assistant principal’s reedy voice came
over the public address system, announcing the special assembly.
The crowd in the auditorium had fallen silent. Moon, still slumped in his seat, watched as some people
emerged from the dark right wing of the stage and walked toward the chairs. The first was Dr. Whatley, the school
principal; then came two men Moon didn’t know, both dressed in dark suits; then a tall, brown-skinned man with
glasses and wearing a baggy light-brown suit, followed by a brown-skinned boy about Moon’s age but an inch or
two shorter than Moon. He looked gaunt. His eyes were dark and enormous. He wore dark trousers and a sky-blue
woolen sweater, a white shirt and a tie. His neck stuck out from the collar of the shirt like the neck of a plucked
bird.
Behind the boy walked Moon’s mother and father.
Moon watched as they all sat down in the chairs on the stage. The boy, looking tense and fearful, seemed not to
know what to do with his hands. He sat on the edge of his chair, leaning forward and staring apprehensively at the
crowded auditorium.
Dr. Whatley approached the podium and began to speak. Moon closed his eyes and wondered how he could
convince his parents to let him build a recording studio. Maybe ask them for an addition to the garage. How much
would that cost? Dr. Whatley droned on, his words amplified.
Moon felt itchy, impatient. There was a scattering of applause and some more talk.
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A moment later, an odd-sounding voice filled the air, small and breathless and high, and Moon opened his eyes
and saw the boy standing behind the podium, only his face and neck visible. Alongside the boy stood the brownskinned man.
Moon vaguely recalled having heard that the boy’s name was Ashraf.
The boy said something in a foreign language, and the man, who had been introduced as Mr. Khan, translated.
The boy spoke again. He was talking about someone named Mr. Malik and the dozen boys who worked in his
carpet factory. He said the boys had been bought by Mr. Malik from their parents.
Bought? thought Moon. Bought?
The boy said that he himself had been bought at the age of five, for twelve dollars. He told of sitting on a
bench fifteen hours a day as a carpet weaver with the others in a long, airless room, two weak lightbulbs burning
from a ceiling fixture and the temperature often over one hundred degrees and the mud walls hot when he put his
hands to them and the single window closed against carpet-eating insects. But that was better than working in a
quarry, hauling and loading stones onto carts for the building of roads, or the sporting goods factory owned by one
of the many nephews of Mr. Malik, making soccer balls by hand eighty hours a week in silence and near darkness.
At the carpet looms, he’d worked from six in the morning to eight at night, and sometimes around the clock, tying
short lengths of thin thread to a lattice of heavy white threads. His fingers often bled, and the blood mixed with
the colors of the threads.
“Look,” he said, thrusting his hands palms upward across the podium, his thin wrists jutting like chicken bones
from the sleeves of his sweater, and Moon—listening to the quavery words of the boy and the deep voice of Mr.
Khan—tried to make out the fingers from across the length of the auditorium and could not, and he gazed at his
own long, bony fingers and tapped them restlessly on his knees.
The audience was silent.
The boy went on talking in his high, breathless voice. Three weeks ago, in the village where he worked, two
men in suits accompanied by two uniformed policemen had entered Mr. Malik’s carpet factory and taken him
away, along with four younger boys and three older ones. What a shouting Mr. Malik had raised! How dare they
take away his workers, his boys? All legally acquired from their parents—he had the papers to prove it,
documents signed and recorded with the proper authorities! The boy paused and then said, Was it right that
children were made to labor at carpet factories, at brick and textile factories, at tanneries and steelworks? He said,
People in America shouldn’t buy the carpets made in his country. If the carpet makers couldn’t sell their carpets,
they wouldn’t have any reason to use children as cheap labor.
He stopped, peering uncertainly at Mr. Khan, who nodded and smiled. The boy thanked the audience for
listening to him and walked back to his chair and sat down. He put his hands on his knees and gazed at the floor.
All the adults on the stage were looking at him.
There was an uneasy stirring in the audience and nervous, scattered applause.
Moon sat very still looking at the boy.
Dr. Whatley stepped to the podium and introduced one of the two strangers, who turned out to be the governor
of the state. The second stranger was the head of the organization that had brought the boy to the United States.
Moon didn’t listen to them. Nor did he pay much attention to the brief talks given by his parents; each said
something about the need to raise the consciousness of Americans. He was watching the boy, who sat on the edge
of his chair, leaning forward and appearing a little lost—and wasn’t it strange how right there on the stage, in
front of everyone, as first the governor and then the head of the organization and then Moon’s parents spoke,
wasn’t it strange how Ashraf had begun to tap with his fingers on his knees, lightly and silently tapping in small
movements to some inner music he seemed to be hearing? Moon watched the rhythm and pattern of Ashraf’s
tapping, a odd sort of tempo, unlike anything Moon had ever seen before, and found himself tapping along with
him. A one one one and a two and a one and a two and …
In the school lunchroom later that day, Moon was at a table with Pete and the two other members of his band
when Ashraf entered with Mr. Khan. He saw them go along the food line and then carry their trays to a table and
sit with some other students. Moon watched Ashraf eating and heard him respond to questions put to him by the
students and translated by Mr. Khan. Where had he been born? What sort of food did he like? Had he ever heard
of McDonald’s\fn{Pioneer of the fast-food chains, the first one being opened April 15, 1955, in Des Plaines, Illinois .} or Walt
Disney\fn{Walter Elias Disney (1901-1966) famous as a pioneer of animated cartoon films [Snow White And The Seven Dwarfs (1935);
Pinocchio (1940); Fantasia (1940); Dumbo (1941); Cinderella (1950); Alice In Wonderland (1951); Peter Pan (1953); and many others];
the creator of a host of cartoon characters (of which Bugs Bunny, Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Elmer Fudd, Daffy Duck, Goofy and Pluto
were only seven of the most famous); the producer of films for television (the Zorro and Davy Crockett series, which were very popular
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with children); and the designer of amusement parks (Disneyland, which opened in 1955; and Walt Disney World, which opened in 1971).}
or Tom Hanks?\fn{Thomas J. Hanks (1956- ), motion-picture actor [Big (1988); The ‘burbs (1989); Turner & Hooch (1989); Forrest
Gump (1994) and many others] and Academy Award winner (Philadelphia, 1993).} Did he like rock and roll?

As the last question was translated, Ashraf’s eyes grew wide and bright, and he nodded. What was his favorite
band? He said radiantly, smiling for the first time, “The Beatles,” pronouncing it “Bee-ah-tles.”
“He says,” Mr. Khan translated, “that someone near the carpet factory played recordings of the Beatles very
often and very loud.” Students crowded around the table, blocking Moon’s view. Someone asked who was
Ashraf’s favorite Beatle, and Moon heard the eager, high-voiced answer: “Ringo.”
Minutes later, the crowd around Ashraf thinned, and Moon saw him drumming lightly on the table surface with
a knife and fork. Next to him sat Mr. Khan, finishing his meal. About a half-dozen students stood near the table,
watching Ashraf’s drumming.
“Hey, man,” Moon heard Pete say. “You talk to your mom and dad about the recording studio?”
“Yeah,” said Moon, looking at Ashraf.
“What’d they say?”
“They’re thinking about it.”
“Man, that’d be so cool,” said Pete. “Our own studio and everything.”
Moon wished Pete would be quiet so he could see and hear more clearly Ashraf’s oddly rhythmed drumming.
*
“What’s up, man?” said Pete into the telephone later that afternoon. “I got one foot out the door.”
“We can’t jam today, Pete,” said Moon.
“What’s happenin’?”
“The kid from Pakistan and his interpreter, they’re in my house, sleeping. We can’t make any noise.”
“He must be tired, man.”
“I don’t like him sleeping in Andy’s bed. And the man, he’s in Colin’s bed.”
“Hey, you know what my dad once said to me? He said, ‘You have your own house, you can decide who sleeps
there.’”
“We’ll jam tomorrow.”
“Tomorrow I got my guitar lesson. The day after.”
“Okay, Pete.”
“Stay cool, man.”
Moon called the other two members of the band. Then he sat at the desk in his room, listening to the silence in
the house. Two hours at the drums—gone. He thought of Ashraf’s head on Andy’s pillow. Did they carry diseases?
Mom would know about that. His parents were at the hospital; and that evening they were to have dinner with
Ashraf and Mr. Khan, along with the governor and the mayor. Moon would eat alone at home, as he did on
occasion. He would put a CD into the stereo player in the den, fill the air with swelling, pounding music that
drove away the ominous silences and muffled the occasional chittering and scurrying of the squirrels inside the
walls of the house.
A noise took him from his thoughts: barely audible voices in the next room. Ashraf and Mr. Khan. Moon rose
and left his room. He walked past his parents’ bedroom to the door at the end of the hallway and climbed the
wooden staircase to the third floor.
The sloping roof of the large stone-and-brick house left space for three small rooms beneath the angled beams:
a cedar closet; a storage area for his parents’ files; and, the third, the room where Moon played his drums and
jammed with his band. There was barely enough space for the chairs and the music stands and the table with the
CD player and the small cassette recorder they used to tape some of their sessions. The crowded room was the
only place in the house where his parents would permit Moon and his band to play.
He removed the covers from his drums, sat down, popped The Police\fn{ An internationally famous New Wave/PopRock (nominally Punk-Rock) London band (1977-1985) consisting of Andy Summer (Andrew Somers, 1942- ,guitar), Stewart Copeland
(1952- , drums, who formed them) and Sting (Gordon Sumner, 1951- , vocals). By 1983 the most popular rock ’n’ roll band in the
world, their albums included Roxanne (1978), Outlandos d’Amour (1978), Regatta de Blanc (1979), Zenyatta Mondatta (1980), Ghost In
The Machine (1981), and Synchronicity (1983).} into the CD player, put on the earphones, and took up his sticks. He knew

by heart Steward Copeland’s stroke and beat, and he played with deft precision. The blue-dyed ponytail moved
from side to side and bobbed on his shoulders and back.
He played for some time, felt himself gliding off into the surge and crash of the drums and lifted into the
cascades of thumping rhythms—and then he sensed an alien presence behind him, and he stopped and turned.
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Ashraf and Mr. Khan were in the room.
Moon stared at them. He turned off the CD player and removed his earphones.
“We apologize if we are disturbing you,” said Mr. Khan very politely.
“It’s okay,” said Moon, trying to keep the anger out of his voice. This was what he had feared most: an
invasion of his most secret place! Slow, deep breaths … One … two …
Mr. Khan said, “Ashraf has asked me to tell you that your walls make sounds. He hears noises that woke him.”
“Those are squirrels,” said Moon. “Sometimes they get inside our walls. Usually we only hear them at night.”
Three … four … five …
Mr. Khan spoke to Ashraf, who nodded and responded.
“He says to tell you the walls of the factory where he worked were filled with insects and sometimes he would
hear them at night.”
Moon said, “We once had a nest of honeybees in one of our walls. My parents had to bring in a man who
raised bees to take away the nest with the bees still in it.” Why am I telling him this? Six ... seven ...
Ashraf listened attentively to the translation, nodding, then spoke softly.
“He says he does not know your name,” said Mr. Khan.
“My name is Moon.”
Mr. Khan looked puzzled.
“M-o-o-n,” said Moon, spelling his name.
“Ah, yes?” said Mr. Khan. “Moon.” He spoke to Ashraf, who responded.
“He asks why you are named Moon.”
“It’s my name, that’s all,” said Moon.
Mr. Khan spoke to Ashraf, who gazed intently at Moon. Dark, glittering pupils inside enormous, curious, eager
eyes.
“Ashraf says he was drawn here by the sound of your drums and asks if he may speak frankly and put certain
—um, how to say it?—personal questions to you.”
“Personal? What do you mean, personal?”
“He says he will not be hurt if you do not answer.”
“What questions?”
“First, he wishes to ask why you wear a ring in your ear.”
“Why I wear the earring? I just do, that’s all.”
“Ashraf says he does not understand your answer.”
“It makes me feel different. You know, not like everyone else.”
“He asks why you dye your long hair blue.”
“I saw it in a magazine.”
“He says if you saw it in a magazine and are doing what others do, how does it make you different?”
Moon felt heat rising to his face. “No one else in my school does it.”
“He asks if he may touch your hair.”
“What?”
“May he touch your hair?”
Moon took a deep breath. All these questions, and now this. Touch my hair. Well, why not? He turned his head
to the side. The ponytail swayed back and forth, dangling blue and loose from its roots of raven hair. Ashraf
leaned forward, ran his fingers gently through the ponytail, touching and caressing the sky-blue strands, a look of
wonder on his thin face. Then he withdrew his hand. Moon saw him examining his fingers and heard him speak
softly to Mr. Khan.
“He says he likes the way your hair looks and feels,” Mr. Khan said to Moon.
Moon looked at Ashraf, who smiled back at him shyly and spoke again to Mr. Khan.
“Now he asks why you play the drums.”
Moon said, after a brief hesitation, “I just like to.”
“He says to tell you that he plays drums because it is sometimes a good feeling to hit something.”
“Yeah, I feel that way, too … sometimes.”
Moon had never before talked about these matters with anyone.
“He says to thank you for your answers.”
“Can I ask a question?”
“Of course.”
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“Why did he work in that factory? Why didn’t he just run away?”
Mr. Khan translated, and Ashraf lowered his eyes as he responded.
“He says there was nowhere to run. He was hundreds of miles from his home and would have starved to death
or been caught and brought back to his master and very severely beaten and perhaps chained to his workbench or
sold off to work in the quarries.”
“Why did his parents sell him?”
Ashraf listened to the translation and seemed to fill with shame.
“They needed the money to feed themselves and their other children.”
“Does he have to go back?”
“Oh, yes. He feels obligated to return. Our organization will send him to school, and he will continue in the
struggle to help other boys like him.”
“Please say that I wish him good luck.”
Mr. Khan translated, and Ashraf replied.
“He thanks you and asks if he may request of you a small favor.”
“Sure.”
“He asks if he may play your drums.”
Moon, surprised, was silent. His drums! No one touched his drums, ever. He looked at Ashraf, who, after a
moment, spoke again.
“He says he will not damage them,” said Mr. Khan.
“Well, okay,” Moon said.
Ashraf’s eyes lit up as he extended his fingers toward Mooon. Moon handed him his sticks and slid off the
chair. Ashraf took the sticks, sat in Moon’s chair, and tapped on Moon’s drums. He tapped on the drums and the
Hi-Hat, a bit awkwardly and with no apparent rhythm, and after a while he put down the sticks and picked up the
bongos from the floor near the Hi-Hat. Holding the bongos between his knees, he began to tap out with his
callused fingers and palms the odd rhythm he had played in the auditorium and lunchroom, a one one one and a
two and a one and a two and …
Moon reached over and switched on the tape recorder.
Ashraf drummed on. Moon, standing next to him, felt the power and pull of the strange rhythm. Ashraf played
for some while, dum dat, dum dat, dum dat, and sweat formed on his brow and beads of sweat flecked off his face
as he played and his fingers became a blur, dum dat, dum dat, dum dat—and abruptly he stopped. His eyes were
like glowing coals. Sweat streamed down his brown face. He placed the bongos on the floor.
Moon switched off the recorder.
There was a silence before Ashraf spoke.
“He thanks you for the opportunity to play your drums,” said Mr. Khan.
“Well, sure, it’s okay, you’re welcome,” said Moon.
“He says you and he will probably never see each other again, but he will remember you.”
Moon looked at Ashraf, who briefly spoke again.
“He says we must now leave and prepare for this evening’s dinner,” said Mr. Khan.
Ashraf extended his hand. Moon took it and was startled by its boniness, its coarse, woodlike callus covering.
Smiling shyly, Ashraf shook Moon’s hand and then turned and left the small room, followed by Mr. Khan.
*
Pete asked, “Hey, you see him on TV?”
“See who?” replied Moon. They were walking up the crowded stairs to their English class.
“That kid, what’s his name, Ashraf.”
“Was he on TV?”
“Man, what planet you livin’ on? He was on the news last night and on the Today show this mornin’.”
“I was writing that essay for Mrs. Woolsten.”
“Is he still at your house?”
“He left before I woke up,” said Moon.
That evening, he sat with his parents in the den, watching a national news report that showed Ashraf speaking
at a high school in Baltimore. He looked small and frightened behind the podium, but he thrust out his hands
defiantly to show his fingers. Mr. Khan stood beside him, translating.
The next evening, Ashraf was seen on television appearing before a committee of Congress. He wore a dark
suit and a tie, and his neck protruded from the shirt collar. He sat at a long table with Mr. Khan. Moon saw
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Ashraf’s fingers tapping silently from time to time on the edge of the table.
One of the congressmen asked a question. Moon saw Ashraf thrust his hands toward the members of the
committee, showing his fingers.
“Spunky kid,” said Moon’s father. “He’s going back to a bad situation.”
“Nothing will happen to him, Kenneth. Too many eyes are watching,” said Moon’s mother.
When Moon came down to breakfast the following morning, he found his father at the kitchen table, tense and
upset. His mother, almost always too cheerful for Moon in the early hours of the day, looked troubled.
“What’s happening?” Moon asked.
“See for yourself,” said his father, and, handing Moon the morning newspaper, pointed to the final paragraph
of an essay titled “Blunt Reply to Crusading Boy,” on the op-ed\fn{ Opinion-editorial.} page.
Moon read the paragraph:
In conclusion, we hold that there is room for improvement in any society. But we feel that the present situation is
acceptable the way it is. The National Assembly must not rush through reforms without first evaluating their impact on
productivity and sales. Our position is that the government must avoid so-called humanitarian measures that harm our
competitive advantages.

The essay was signed by someone named Imram Malik.
Moon asked, “What does it mean, Dad?”
“You’re thirteen years old—what do you think it means?”
“I don’t know,” said Moon, afraid he understood it too well.
“They would not dare harm him,” said his mother.
Moon felt a coldness in his heart, and the impotence that was the prologue to rage.
In the weeks that followed he played the recording often, at times taking it upstairs to the third floor and
listening to it and remembering the darkly glittering blaze in Ashraf’s eyes when he’d played the bongos. And
that’s where Moon was the winter night the portable telephone rang on the table where he’d set it, near the tape
recorder. It was someone from Washington, D.C., calling his mother. His parents weren’t home, he said, and wrote
down an unfamiliar name and number. He turned off the telephone, and immediately it rang again, and a man’s
voice asked for his father. Moon was writing down the man’s name and number when he heard the beep of the
call waiting and felt himself growing angry. What was he, his parents’ secretary or something? He’d come upstairs
to play the drums, not to take their phone calls one after the other like that.
“Hey, Moon.” It was Pete.
“Hey, Pete. What’s up?”
“You heard the news, man?”
“What news?”
“It was just on TV. That Ashraf kid. He’s dead.”
“What?”
“He’s dead, man. Run down on his bike by a truck. Hit and run.”
Moon’s hands began to shake.
“They’re sayin’ it was an accident, but no one believes it for a minute,” said Pete.
A fury was boiling in Moon’s stomach and flaring red in his eyes. Breathe slowly …
“I’m tellin’ you, man, they should’ve burned down all those factories,” Pete said, loud and angry. “Only
language some people understand.”
Moon remained quiet. One … two … three … four …
“Hey, man,” said Pete. “You there?”
“Yeah,” said Moon.
“Your parents home?”
“No.” Five … six … seven …
“You want me to come over?”
“No.”
“You sure you’re okay?”
“Yeah.” Eight … nine … ten …
“I gotta go. It’s late. We’ll talk tomorrow.”
Moon turned off the telephone and the tape recorder and sat for a while in the silent room. He removed the
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tape from the recorder, brought it down to his room, and placed it in his desk drawer. Then he sat a his desk and
began to tap a rhythm on its surface with his hands. He played rudiments and patterns and flams. Right right left
left right right left left … right left right right … left right left left … flamadiddle paradiddle …
Was that someone at his door? He got up and opened the door and saw his parents in the hallway. They were in
dinner clothes.
Moon and his parents looked at one another a moment.
“I see you know what happened,” said his father.
“Pete called me,” said Moon.
“It’s horrible,” his mother said. Her eyes were red, her face was pale.
“Did they really kill him?” asked Moon.
“Our people in Washington are investigating it,” said his father.
“We were up on the third floor together,” said Moon. “I made a tape recording of him playing my bongos.”
“You did?” said his father, looking surprised.
“I liked him,” said Moon.
Moon saw his parents glance at each other.
“Oh, you poor dear,” said his mother.
“We had no idea at all those people would do something that extreme,” said his father.
Moon’s heart pounded and his skin burned. He stepped back into his room, closing the door. The poster of the
Beatles flapped briefly.
The telephone rang twice, and stopped. A moment later someone tapped on his door again.
It was his mother. “Dear, I keep reminding you, if you keep your door closed, we can’t communicate with you.
Your English teacher is on the phone.”
Moon left the door open and went over to the desk and lifted the receiver. “Hello,” he said.
Moon’s English teacher, Mrs. Woolsten, said, “Morgan, the essay you handed in about your meeting wit Ashraf
is very good. You wrote that you made a tape recording of him playing the bongos. Is that right?”
“Yeah,” said Moon.
“Please bring it with you next Monday.”
“Bring the recording to school?”
“Will you do that?”
“Sure,” Moon heard himself say.
“And will you bring your drums?”
“My drums?”
“There will be a memorial service for Ashraf.”
“Well, yeah, sure, I’ll bring my drums,” Moon said.
He sat for a while at the desk, then went downstairs and asked if he could borrow his father’s tape recorder.
Back in his room, he duplicated the tape of Ashraf playing the bongos.
The following Monday morning, he and his father loaded the drums into the car. Moon sat in the back while
his parents rode in front, his father behind the wheel. It was a cold, windy day, the sky ice blue. They said nothing
to one another during the trip to the school.
Pete met them in the parking lot and helped Moon carry his drums into the auditorium and set them up on the
stage near the podium.
Later that morning, the entire school filed silently into the auditorium. From the dark right wing of the stage
emerged Dr. Whatley, followed by the mayor, Moon’s parents, and Moon. They sat down in chairs on the stage.
Dr. Whatley stepped up to the podium and said that they had assembled to honor the memory of the brave boy
named Ashraf who had spoken in their school some weeks before and had been killed in a recent accident in
Pakistan. He talked about how some people left behind records of their lives—books and music, works of art,
deeds. He said that Ashraf had decided to live a life of deeds on behalf of young people his age. He announced
that a special school fund would be set up in his memory.
Moon sat in his chair on the stage, listening.
The mayor spoke; then Moon’s parents. Then, at a nod from Dr. Whatley, Moon went over to his drums and sat
down.
A moment passed, and then over the public address system came the sound of the bongos being played by
Ashraf.
Moon waited a minute or two and then began to play an accompaniment to the bongos inside the spaces of
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Ashraf’s beat, a one e and a two e and a three e. His Hi-Hat played the ands, and the snare did two and four, and
he added ghost notes to the snare, to make it dance, and then added the bell and slipped into the Seattle sound,
doom-do’ak-doom-d’doom-ak, and the bongos went dum dat, dum dat, dum dat, in that strange rhythm, and then
Moon took the drums higher in volume and then was taking them higher still, his sticks beating a frenzied
cadence, a rhythm of scalding outrage, and he was thumping, driving, throbbing, tearing through his instruments,
pouring onto the world a solid waterfall of sound, and he felt the outrage in his arms and shoulders and heart and
the sublime sensation of secret power deep in the very darkest part of his innermost soul.
The bongos fell silent. With a crashing flurry, Moon climaxed the drumming, washed in sweat, strands of his
blue-dyed hair clinging to his face and neck. He sat with his head bowed, breathing hard and feeling an
exhilaration that he knew would be too quickly gone.
A void followed, a gap in time, and utter silence from the audience. Moon, slowly raising his head, saw his
parents staring at him, their faces like suddenly illumined globes. Over the public address system came the hollow
hissing sound that signaled the end of the recording of Ashraf playing the bongos.
2
… The next afternoon, at exactly three thirty, I walked into the small room on the second. floor of the yeshiva
where the smicha examinations\fn{The oral examination for rabbinical ordination. In this passage, Potok defends the science of
Biblical source- or form-criticism by proving its viability against the vitriolic attacks of Orthodox Judiasm (represented in the novel by
Rabbi (rav) Kalman, a teacher at the religious school (yeshiva) where Reuven Malter (the son of Conservative Jews and our protagonist) is
enrolled. Rav Gershenson, another of his teachers mentioned below, is cast as a Conservative, progressive rabbai. The intellectual brilliance
of everybody in the room—including Reuven—is presumed as self-evident. } were to be held. The room contained a long,

polished black-wood table and some chairs. At the head of the table sat the Dean, looking small and chunky and
uncomfortable: To his right sat Rav Gershenson and Rav Kalman, separated by two empty chairs. The walls of the
room were painted a light green and were bare. The table was bare too, except for an ashtray. Overhead a light
bulb burned inside a ceiling fixture. There were no windows.
The door closed behind me with a loud click. I sat down opposite Rav Gershenson and Rav Kalman. The Dean
brought the tips of his fingers together and rested his hands over his vest. He smiled at me, his pink face looking a
little tense. Then he cleared his throat softly and said in Yiddish,
“Let us begin.”
There were no preliminaries. Rav Gershenson smiled behind his grey beard and in a soft voice asked me a
question having to do with a point of law found in the Yoreh Deah, which is a medieval work on Jewish law and
which I was required to know together with the Talmud tractate Chullin and any other tractate of my choice. I was
also required to know the various important commentaries on these works. I was required to know it all by heart.
No other kind of knowing was recognized.
I answered Rav Gershenson’s question, speaking quietly and slowly. It was a simple question and I gave it the
terse and simple answer it needed. He asked me another relatively easy question from the Yoreh Deah, and I
answered it in the same manner as before. He nodded and smiled, then asked me a somewhat more complicated
question, also about the Yoreh Deah, and I cited a number of differences of opinion among various medieval
authorities about the case he had referred to, then gave the accepted and final legal decision.
This went on for about thirty minutes, the Dean sitting in his chair with his fingers over his vest, Rav
Gershenson asking questions on the Yoreh Deah, and Rav Kalman absolutely silent, looking morose and grim and,
I thought, a little tense. Sometime during the first ten minutes of Rav Gershenson’s questions, he had lit a
cigarette. He was on his third cigarette now and still had not said a word.
The questions and answers continued. I was having no difficulty at all and was actually beginning to feel as if I
were alone in the room with Rav Gershenson. Rav Kalman seemed uninterested in what was happening. He
smoked and tugged occasionally at his beard and frowned and stared down at the polished table top. He seemed
impatient; he squirmed; I had the feeling he wanted to get up and pace back and forth. But he sat there, smoking
and frowning, and said nothing.
Three quarters of an hour later I was still answering questions on the Yoreh Deah, and Rav Kalman still had not
said a word, and the Dean was beginning to give him uneasy and embarrassed glances, his pink face looking
apprehensive. Rav Gershenson asked me one more question and I answered it, and then he sat back and nodded
and was quiet, apparently satisfied that I knew the Yoreh Deah.
There was a brief silence. The Dean stared at Rav Gershenson, then at Rav Kalman, then back at Rav
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Gershenson. He looked at his wristwatch. He cleared his throat and shifted uneasily on his chair.
Then, with his eyes still on the table and his face quite grim and a cigarette between the thumb and forefinger
of his right hand, Rav Kalman asked me to explain a passage from Chullin.
I recognized it immediately. It was one of the passages he had asked me to read months ago, a difficult passage
with obscure words which he had insisted over and over again I explain clearly. I cited the passage, explained it,
cited some of the commentaries, and explained them. He asked me again to explain the words. He did not
understand how the words could have the meaning I attributed to them, he said quietly. I told him that was the
meaning most of the Rishonim had attributed to them. He said, his voice rising a little, that he knew what the
Rishonim had said about the text, but was I satisfied with the meaning I had given the words. I told him yes, I was
satisfied. It was a difficult though not an impossible text and I did not know what I could do to improve it, and so
I did nothing.
There was another brief silence. Then Rav Kalman cited a statement in one of the Rishonim I had quoted
earlier, a statement that contained a reference to another tractate in which there was a word similar to one of those
we had been discussing, and he asked me to explain the passage in that tractate.
It was not the tractate I had chosen to take the examination on.
I saw Rav Gershenson give Rav Kalman a sharp look. The Dean’s mouth opened slightly and a hand came off
his vest and he was about to say something when I began to answer Rav Kalman’s question. The Dean looked at
me and his mouth dropped a little further, then he sat back in his chair, shaking his head. Rav Gershenson smiled
into his beard, and listened as I cited the passage and began to explain it.
*
It was one of the passages I had been waiting for. There were others like it scattered all through the Talmud.
Sooner or later I would have managed to steer us on to one, or we would have come across one by ourselves. Now
I was in it and explaining it and knowing exactly what words I would use and seeing it all half a dozen steps in
advance like a chess game.
The passage was from a Mishnah. There are sixty-three tractates of the Mishnah. Orthodox\fn{My italics: H}
Jewish scholars believe that together with the giving of the Written Law on Mount Sinai—the Pentateuch—there
was also given an oral law; the latter is an amplification of the former and was handed down by sages through the
generations together with the teachings of the Written Law. Both are sacred; both comprise what is referred to as
Torah. Thus there is one Torah, and this Torah has two sources: the word of God committed to writing, and the
parallel system of law transmitted orally by the sages of the tradition.
This oral tradition was first set down in writing in the second century of the Common Era\fn{ A term used by many
people to avoid the common terms “BC” and “AD”—popularly called “before Christ” and “after Christ”, meaning “the period of time prior
to the birth of Jesus the Christ, the Messiah, in the world” and “AD”—Anno Domini, after the birth of the Messiah, or all that period of
time up to, including and beyond our own time after that event; and to emphasize the period of time in which the authority of the Jewish
and Christian sacred texts share dominion in the world:H } by a great sage of the Talmudic period. The early written oral

tradition is called the Mishnah, which means, study or oral law, in contradiction to the Mikra, which means
reading and is the term applied to the recitation of a text of Scripture. The Rabbinic discussions of the Mishnah
which took place in the various Jewish academies in Palestine and Babylonia are called Gemara, which means
completion—the complete mastery or study of the Mishnah.
The oral discussions on the Mishnah were ultimately set down in written form. Those oral discussions which
took place in the Palestinian academies were set down in written form, together with the pertinent texts of the
Mishnah, at about the beginning of the fifth century of the Common Era. This is the Palestinian Talmud. The
discussions that occurred in the Babylonian academies were set down in final written form, also together with the
pertinent texts of the Mishnah, in the sixth century. This is the Babylonian Talmud. In matters pertaining to Jewish
religious law, the Babylonian Talmud is regarded as the more authoritative of the two because its teachers lived
later than those mentioned in the Palestinian Talmud and because it was the first of the two Talmuds to reach the
Jewish communities of the Western world.
Many Orthodox Jewish scholars believe that the printed version of the Babylonian Talmud is the fixed and
final depository of the oral tradition and that its teachings are identical in date, origin, and sanctity to the teachings
which are derived from the interpretation of Scripture itself.
*
This was a: position which my father and I found impossible to maintain. There were too many variant
readings, too many obvious scribal errors, too many emendations and substitutions of texts even within the
Talmud itself for us to believe that text was frozen. We saw the Talmud as containing almost a thousand years of
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ideas and traditions that had been in flux; we saw the text of the Talmud as fluid, alive, like a body of rushing
water with many tributaries leading into it and from it. And the Mishnaic passage which Rav Kalman had just led
me to was one example of the nature of that fluidity.
*
I recited the passage by heart, then went on to discuss at great length the many difficulties that the Amoraim,
the Rabbis of the Gemara,\fn{I.e., their collective name, in both the Babylonian and Jerusalem Jewish communities. } saw in that
passage. The resolution of these difficulties was rather difficult in itself, and the medieval commentaries struggled
to make it clear. I cited the commentaries, showed how they had attempted to clarify the discussion, and
concluded by saying that the commentaries were themselves difficult to understand. Then I was silent. I knew
what would come next. But I was silent, and waited.
Rav Kalman leaned across the table and put out his cigarette. Rav Gershenson sat very quietly, his hands on
the table, looking at me intently and smiling. The Dean had been nodding his head all through my long review of
the passage. He was still nodding.
In a very quiet voice, Ray Kalman asked me if I thought I could add anything to our understanding of the
passage.
I told him it seemed to me that the text was very difficult to understand. I did not say it was wrong; I said it
was very difficult to understand. But I used the word “text.”\fn{ As opposed to the word “scripture,” or its equivalent.}
The Dean stopped nodding and opened his eyes very wide. Rav Gershenson did not move. The smile froze a
little on his face.
I emended the text.
There was a long silence in the room. I could feel the silence. It was electric with sudden tension. Rav Kalman
lit another cigarette, the two misshapen fingers jutting sharply outwards from his hand. He put the cigarette
between his lips and stroked his dark beard.
On what did I base my emendation he wanted to know. He used the English word “emendation,” arid there was
sarcasm in his voice.
“On the correct text.”
“Yes?” His voice shook a little. “Where is it found?”
I cited the version of the text as it appears in another tractate of the Babylonian Talmud. This version was clear
and precise and made the entire Amoraic discussion on the previous text unnecessary.
The Dean squirmed in his chair. Rav Gershenson sat very still and said nothing. .
“The discussion in the Gemora is over a wrong Mishnah?” Rav Kalman said sharply. “You are telling us the
Amoraim wasted their time discussing a wrong Mishnah?”
I told him they hadn’t wasted their time; they had been trying to understand the version of the original text that
had been transmitted to them, and had done the best they could with it. It was a minor change, I said, and was
supported by internal evidence in the Talmud itself. Texts had been corrected in this manner by Talmud scholars
all through the centuries, I said. I saw no reason why I could not do it if it helped clarify a difficult passage. I only
used it when it would help me understand a passage that was otherwise unclear, I said. I spoke quietly and
respectfully, and wondered from which of the three the explosion would come. But they sat there, staring at me,
and were silent.
A moment later the Dean rose to his feet and the first of the three examinations came to an end.
*
I went home in a trembling sweat. At the supper table that evening I went over the passage with my father and
he told me he had absolutely no doubt that I had emended it correctly. He also told me that he had received a firm
offer of a professorship in Talmud that afternoon fxom the Zechariah Frankel Seminary.\fn{ In the book, Reuven’s
father also faced persecution in his yeshiva from recently arrived rabbis, ultra-Orthodox survivors of the Holaucaust, whose horriffic
experiences had made them fanatical defenders of a system of belief which did not allow for progress—i.e., for the growth of
understanding:H.}

*
I came into the little room the following afternoon and encountered the grim faces of the Dean and Rav
Kalman. But Rav Gershenson sat looking very relaxed, smiling occasionally, his pointed grey beard moving
slowly back and forth as it accompanied the nodding of his head. Each time I answered a question he nodded and
smiled. Once we spent twenty minutes on a point in Chullin and he tried to dissuade me from an interpretation I
had given a certain passage in the Gemara and in the end I relented, realizing that he was probably right, despite
the fact that his understanding of the passage contradicted that of some of the early commentaries. A few minutes
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later we were deep in a passage of Mishnah and when I cited the variant reading and said it was found in the
Jerusalem Talmud, Rav Kalman suddenly jumped to his feet, almost upsetting his chair.
We stared at him. I could feel my heart beating.
“I know that Yerushalmi,” he almost shouted. “The Mishnah is not as you say it is. I will bring it and show
you.” He stormed out of the room.
The Dean squirmed some more in his chair and threw me angry looks. Rav Gershenson sat quietly, smiling.
We waited in tense silence.
Rav Kalman returned with, one of the huge volumes of the printed Jerusalem Talmud. He had it open to the
Mishnah. He put it down on the desk and, standing over it, read quickly. The text was an exact duplicate of the
one found in the Babylonian Talmud.
“Nu?” he said in angry triumph. “Where is the Mishnah different? How is it different? It is the same!”
“It’s been corrected,” I said.
He stared at me.
“That’s the Vilna Edition. It was corrected according to the Bavli.” (“Bavli” is the Hebrew term for the
Babylonian Talmud.)
“Reuven,” Rav Gershenson said softly. “Is the reading you speak of found in the old Venice Edition of the
Yerushalmi?”
“Yes.”
Rav Kalman straightened and stood stiffly behind the table, staring first at me, then at Rav Gershenson, then
back at me. He closed the volume of the Talmud and went with it out of the room.
There was another tense silence.
The Dean looked at me, opened his mouth to say something, then changed his mind, and was quiet.
Rav Kalman returned. There was a look of bewilderment on his face. He said nothing about the Venice Edition
of the Yerushalmi, which he had no doubt checked for the variant reading. He sat down and asked me to explain a
passage in Sanhedrin, which was the tractate I had chosen to be examined on. I explained the passage. We went
from one passage to another in Sanhedrin, and then we were in the Mishnah which lists ten differences between
cases concerning property and capital cases, and I recited the Mishnah by heart and instead of going directly to
the Gemara that followed the Mishnah, I jumped a few pages to where an Amora questioned the number of items
listed in the Mishnah, claiming that he saw only nine differences. The Gemara resolved the difficulty, but
unsatisfactorily as far as I was concerned.
“The second Amora did not have the exact same Mishnah as the first Amora,” I said, and then was silent,
waiting.
The Dean’s face went from its normal pink to very red. Rav Kalman’s face was pale above the starched white
collar of his shirt. And Rav Gershenson looked at me narrowly.
“Where is the other Mishnah found?” he asked softly. “It is not in the Bavli and it is not in the Yerushalmi.”
“No.”
“Where is it found?”
“In a manuscript.”
“A manuscript,” Rav Gershenson echoed.
“You saw this manuscript?” Rav Kalman asked loudly.
“The manuscript appears in the Napoli Edition of the Mishnah,” I said.
“The Napoli Edition of the Mishnah,” Rav Kalman repeated, staring at me. His entire world of learning was
being challenged. All the mental gymnastics to which he would have subjected that passage of Talmud had been
turned into smoke by a variant reading found in a fifteenth-century edition of the Mishnah.
“Where did you see this edition of the Mishnah?” the Dean asked abruptly, his voice a little high-pitched.
“In the Frankel Seminary Library,” I said.
He gaped at me. I heard a thin sigh escape from between his lips. He sat back heavily in his chair and said
nothing. But his face was now a deeper shade of red than before. Rav Gershenson said, quietly,
“You found this manuscript by yourself, Reuven?”
“Yes.”
“You studied the Gemora and thought there might be a different Mishnah and you went and found it?”
“Yes.”
He nodded heavily. He was no longer smiling. He did not mind emendations that were supported by internal
evidence in the Talmud itself. But to appeal to a reading that was not found anywhere inside the Talmud—that
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was dangerous. That sort of method threatened the authority of the Talmud, for it meant that the Talmud did not
have all the sources at its disposal upon which laws could be based. He shook his head slowly. Rav Kalman sat
stiffly on his chair, his eyes very dark. He seemed not to know what to say or do.
*
I decided then to go all the way.
I had planned to do this tomorrow, for I was working in stages—first emending a text on the basis of a reading
found within the Babylonian Talmud, then clarifying a text on the basis of a reading found outside the Babylonian
Talmud but within the Palestinian Talmud, and finally showing that texts existed which were not found in either
Talmud but which nevertheless had been used by the Amoraim in their discussions.
Now I would show them that there were contradictions even within the existing text of the Bavli, that the text
as we have it could not be regarded as a unity, a coherent whole.
*
I started with an apology. It was not my intention, I said, to cause anyone unhappiness or pain by what I was
doing. Nor was it my intention to defame the Talmud. I was defending the Talmud, not defaming it. I was trying to
add to my understanding of it by going to the original sources of the many statements it contained. I understood
that this method had dangerous implications, I said, but it was the only way I knew to study Talmud. I quoted
from the works of Luria and Perlow and Pineles and Epstein in support of my position.
I cited a passage in the tractate Pesachim where the statement of one Amora is quoted in order to contradict the
words of a second Amora and is then brushed aside by the Gemara with the word beduta—foolishnes—a rather
strong word, which carries the implication that the Amora did not know what he was saying. The Gemara itself
did not know what to do with the contradiction, and so it called the apparently unsupported words of the first
Amora foolish.
But they were not foolish at all, I said, and cited a text in another tractate upon which I felt the Amora had
based his statement. The ones who had brushed that statement aside obviously had had no knowledge of the text
upon which it had been based. The Amora had not been foolish. He had used a legitimate text which had been
unknown to the ones who had later discussed his words.
I wanted to defend this Amora, I said, speaking very quietly and respectfully. I wanted to show that he had not
been foolish at all.
*
Then I cited two Talmudic; discussions in the Gemara of the tractate Ketubot. They dealt with similar
problems; but it was obvious that neither Gemara knew of the other: one based law A upon law B, and the other
based law B upon law A. Yet both discussions used virtuaJly identical words. How was it possible for two
separate discussions to contain the same words?
Only if the discussions originated from the same source, a third source, which originally had contained both
discussions in itself—and I reconstructed that third source.
I was aware of the presumptuousness of my words, for they implied that I knew more than the Gemara had
known. So I kept saying over and over again that I was not trying to be disrespectful to the Gemara but was only
trying to better my understanding of it.
They sat there, staring at me in stonelike silence, not moving, not saying anything, just staring.
I was quiet. My hands were sweating and I could feel beads of sweat on my back. The silence lasted a very
long time. Rav Kalman sat on his chair, swaying slightly back and forth. He had closed his eyes. Rav Gershenson
looked down at the table. The Dean stared at them, glanced at his wristwatch, then stared at them again.
Rav Kalman opened his eyes.
“Malter,” he said quietly. “You will teach Gemora this way to others?”
“Yes,” I said.
He closed his eyes again.
“You use this method on the Five Books of Moses too?” Rav Gershenson asked softly.
“No,” I said.
“And on the rest of the Tanach? On the Prophets and the Writings?”
I did not answer. I was torn over that question and did not yet have an answer to it. But I did not have to
answer it. These were questions of theology and they had no place in a smicha examination, and they all knew it.
So I remained silent. Rav Kalman opened his eyes.
“I have no more questions,” he said. The Dean looked at Rav Gershenson.
“No more questions,” Rav Gershenson echoed in agreement.
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“We will meet again tomorrow,” the Dean said.
“No,” said Rav Kalman. “I have no more questions.” He looked at me as he spoke. “It will not be necessary to
meet tomorrow.”
The Dean stared at him. Then he looked at Rav Gershenson. Rav Gershenson shrugged.
“A meeting tomorrow is unnecessary,” he said, very quietly.
The Dean asked me to leave the room. I rose and very respectfully thanked them for listening to me and for
giving me the examinations. Then I went to the door. As I opened the door, I looked over my shoulder and saw the
three of them sitting fixedly at the table. I closed the door behind me and went home. …
164.14 Excerpt from The Mists Of Avalon\fn{by Marion Zimmer Bradley (1930-1999)} “on a farm,” Albany County,
New York, U.S.A. (F) 11
Even in high summer, Tintagel was a haunted place; Igraine, Lady of Duke Gorlois, looked out over the sea
from the headland. As she stared into the fogs and mists, she wondered how she would ever know when the night
and day were of equal length, so that she could keep the Feast of the New Year. This year the spring storms had
been unusually violent; night and day the crash of the sea had resounded over the castle until no man or woman
within could sleep, and even the hounds whimpered mournfully.
Tintagel—there were still those who believed the castle had been raised, on the crags at the far end of the long
causeway into the sea, by the magic of the ancient folk of Ys. Duke Gorlois laughed at this and said that if he had
any of their magic, he would have used it to keep the sea from encroaching, year by year, upon the shoreline. In
the four years since she had come here as Gorlois’s bride, Igraine had seen land, good land, crumble into the
Cornish sea. Long arms of black rock, sharp and craggy, extended into the ocean from the coast. When the sun
shone, it could be fair and brilliant, the sky and water as brilliant as the jewels Gorlois had heaped on her on the
day when she told him she bore his first child. But Igraine had never liked wearing them. The jewel which hung
now at her throat had been given her in Avalon: a moonstone which sometimes reflected the blue brilliance of sky
and sea; but in the fog, today, even the jewel looked shadowed.
In the fog, sounds carried a long way. It seemed to Igraine, as she stood looking from the causeway back
toward the mainland, that she could hear footfalls of horses and mules, and the sound of voices—human voices,
here in isolated Tintagel, where nothing lived but goats and sheep, and the herdsmen and their dogs, and the ladies
of the castle with a few serving women and a few old men to guard them.
Slowly, Igraine turned and went back toward the castle. As always, standing in its shadow, she felt dwarfed by
the loom of these ancient stones at the end of the long causeway which stretched into the sea. The herdsmen
believed that the castle had been built by the Ancient Ones from the lost lands of Lyonnesse and Ys; on a clear
day, so the fishermen said, their old castles could be seen far out under the water. But to Igraine they looked like
towers of rock, ancient mountains and hills drowned by the ever encroaching sea that nibbled away, even now, at
the very crags below the castle. Here at the end of the world, where the sea ate endlessly at the land, it was easy to
believe in drowned lands to the west; there were tales of a great fire mountain which had exploded, far to the
south, and engulfed a great land there. Igraine never knew whether she believed those tales or not.
Yes; surely she could hear voices in the fog. It could not be savage raiders from over the sea, or from the wild
shores of Erin. The time was long past when she needed to startle at a strange sound or a shadow. It was not her
husband, the Duke; he was far away to the North, fighting Saxons at the side of Ambrosius Aurelianus, High King
of Britain; he would have sent word if he intended to return.
And she need not fear. If the riders were hostile, the guards and soldiers in the fort at the landward end of the
causeway, stationed there by Duke Gorlois to guard his wife and child, would have stopped them. It would take an
army to cut through them. And who would send an army against Tintagel?
There was a time-Igraine remembered without bitterness, moving slowly into the castle yard—when she would
have known who rode toward her castle. The thought held little sadness, now. Since Morgaine’s birth she no
longer even wept for her home.
And Gorlols was kind to her. He had soothed her through her early fear and hatred, had given her jewels and
beautiful things, trophies of war, had surrounded her with ladies to wait upon her, and treated her always as his
equal, except in councils of war. She could have asked no more, unless she had married a man of the Tribes.
And in this she had been given no choice. A daughter of the Holy Isle must do as was best for her people,
whether it meant going to death in sacrifice, or laying down her maidenhood in the Sacred Marriage, or marrying
where it was thought meet to cement alliances; this Igraine had done, marrying a Romanized Duke of Cornwall, a
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citizen who lived, even though Rome was gone from all of Britain, in Roman fashion.
She shrugged the cloak from her shoulders; inside the court it was warmer, out of the biting wind. And there,
as the fog swirled and cleared, for a moment a figure stood before her, materialized out of the fog and mist: her
half-sister, Viviane, the Lady of the Lake, the Lady of the Holy Isle.
“Sister!” The words wavered, and Igraine knew she had not cried them aloud, but only whispered, her hands
flying to her breast. “Do I truly see you here?”
The face was reproachful, and the words seemed to blow away in the sound of the wind beyond the walls.
Have you given up the Sight, Igraine? Of your free will? Stung by the injustice of that, Igraine retorted,
“It was you who decreed that I must marry Gorlois …” but the form of her sister had wavered into shadows,
was not there, had never been there. Igraine blinked; the brief apparition was gone. She pulled the cloak around
her body, for she was cold, ice cold; she knew the vision had drawn its force from the warmth and life of her own
body.
She thought, I didn’t know I could still see in that way, I was sure I could not—and then she shivered, knowing
that Father Columba would consider this the work of the Devil, and she should confess it to him. True, here at the
end of the world the priests were lax, but an unconfessed vision would surely be treated as a thing unholy.
She frowned; why should she treat a visit from her own sister as the work of the Devil? Father Columba could
say what he wished; perhaps his God was wiser than he was. Which, Igraine thought, suppressing a giggle, would
not be very difficult. Perhaps Father Columba had become a priest of Christ because no college of Druids would
have had a man so stupid among their ranks. The Christ God seemed not to care whether a priest was stupid or
not, so long as he could mumble their mass, and read and write a little.
She, Igraine herself, had more clerkly skills than Father Columba, and spoke better Latin when she wished.
Igraine did not think of herself as well educated; she had not had the hardihood to study the deeper wisdom of the
Old Religion, or to go into the Mysteries any further than was absolutely necessary for a daughter of the Holy
Isle. Nevertheless, although she was ignorant in any Temple of the Mysteries, she could pass among the
Romanized barbarians as a well-educated lady.
In the small room off the court where there was sun on fine days, her younger sister, Morgause, thirteen years
old and budding, wearing a loose house robe of undyed wool and her old frowsy cloak about her shoulders, was
spinning listlessly with a drop spindle, taking up her uneven yarn on a wobbly reel. On the floor by the fire,
Morgaine was rolling an old spindle around for a ball, watching the erratic patterns the uneven cylinder made,
knocking it this way and that with chubby fmgers.
“Haven’t I done enough spinning?” Morgause complained. “My fmgers ache! Why must I spin, spin, spin all
the time, as if I were a waiting-woman?”
“Every lady must learn to spin,” rebuked Igraine as she knew she ought to do, “and your thread is a disgrace,
now thick, now thin—your fmgers will lose their weariness as you accustom them to the work. Aching fmgers are
a sign that you have been lazy, since they are not hardened to their task.”
She took the reel and spindle from Morgause and twirled it with careless ease; the uneven yarn, under her
experienced fingers, smoothed out into a thread of perfectly even thickness.
“Look, one could weave this yarn without snagging the shuttle”—and suddenly she tired of behaving as she
ought. “But you may put the spindle away now; guests will be here before midafternoon.”
Morgause stared at her.
“I heard nothing,” she said, “nor any rider with a message!”
“That does not surprise me,” Igraine said, “for there was no rider. It was a Sending. Viviane is upon her way
here, and the Merlin is with her.” She had not known that last until she said it. “So you may take Morgaine to her
nurse, and go and put on your holiday robe, the one dyed with saffron.”
Morgause put away the spindle with alacrity, but paused to stare at Igraine.
“My saffron gown? For my sister?”
Igraine corrected her, sharply.
“Not for our sister, Morgause, but for the Lady of the Holy Isle, and for the Messenger of the Gods!”
Morgause looked down at the patterned floor. She was a tall, sturdy girl, just beginning to lengthen and ripen
into womanhood; her thick hair was reddish like Igraine’s own, and there were splotches of freckles on her skj,n,
no matter how carefully she soaked it in buttermilk and begged the herbwife for washes and simples for it.
Already at thirteen she was as tall as Igraine, and someday would be taller. She picked up Morgaine with an ill
grace and carried her away. Igraine called after her,
“Tell Nurse to put a holiday gown on the child, and then you may bring her down; Viviane has not seen her.”
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Morgause said something ill-tempered to the effect that she didn’t see why a great priestess would want to see
a brat, but she said it under her breath so that Igraine had an excuse to ignore it.
Up the narow stairs, her own chamber was cold; no fires were lighted there except in the dead of winter. While
Gorlois was away, she shared the bed with her waiting-woman Gwennis, and his prolonged absence gave her an
excuse to have Morgaine in her bed at night. Sometimes Morgause slept there too, sharing the fur coverlets
against the bitter cold. The big marriage bed, canopied, curtained against draughts, was more than big enough for
three women and a child.
Gwen, who was old, was drowsing in a corner, and Igraine forbore to wake her, stripping off her workaday
dress of undyed wool and hurrying on her fme gown, laced at the neck with a silk ribbon Gorlois had brought her
as a fairing from Londinium. She put on her fmgers some little silver rings she had had since she was a little girl
—they would go only on her two smallest fingers, now—and hung a necklace of amber which Garlois had given
her about her neck. The gown was dyed rust color, and had an overtunic of green. She found her carven horn
comb, and began to pull it through her hair, sitting on a bench and working her comb patiently through the
tangles.
From another room she heard a loud yelling and decided that Morgaine was having her hair combed by her
nurse and didn’t like it. The yelling stopped suddenly, and she supposed that Morgaine had been slapped into
silence; or perhaps, as sometimes happened when Morgause was in a good temper, Morgause had taken over the
combing herself, with her clever, patient fmgers. This was how Igraine knew that her young sister could spin well
enough when she chose, her hands were so clever at everything else—at combing, at carding, at making Yule pies.
Igraine braided her hair, clasped it on top of her head with a gold clasp, and put her good gold brooch into the
fold of her cloak. She looked at herself in the old bronze mirror her sister Viviane had given her at her wedding,
brought, they said, all the way from Rome. She knew, lacing her gown, that her breasts were once again as they
had been before: Morgaine had been weaned a year now, and they were only a little softer and heavier. She knew
she had her old slimness back, for she had been married in this gown, and now the laces were not strained even a
little.
Gorlois, when he returned, would expect to take her to his bed again. Last time he had seen her, Morgaine had
still been at the breast, and he had yielded to her plea that she might continue to suckle the child through the
summer season when so many little children died. She knew he was discontented because the baby had not been
the son he craved—these Romans counted their lineage through the male line, rather than sensibly through the
mother; it was silly, for how could any man ever know precisely who had fathered any woman’s child? Of course,
these Romans made a great matter of worrying over who lay with their women, and locked them up and spied on
them. Not that Igraine needed watching; one man was bad enough, who would want others who might be worse?
But even though he was eager for a son, Gorlois had been indulgent, letting her have Morgaine in her bed and
continue to suckle her, even keeping away from her and lying nights with her dressing-woman Ettarr so that she
would not get with child again and lose her milk. He too knew how many children died if they were weaned
before they could chew meat and hard bread. Children fed on gruel were sickly, and often there was no goat’s
milk in the summer, even if they would drink it. Children fed on cow’s or mare’s milk often got the vomit and
died, or suffered with the flux in their bowels and died.
So he had left Morgaine at her breast, thus postponing the son he wanted for at least another year and a half.
For that at least she would always be grateful to him, and not murmur, however quickly he got her with child now.
Ettarr had gotten herself a belly from that visit, and gone about preening herself; would she be the one to have
a son by the Duke of Cornwall? Igraine had ignored the girl; Gorlois had other bastard sons, one of whom was
with him now, in the camp of the war duke, Uther. But Ettarr had fallen sick and miscarried, and Igraine had
enough intuition not to ask Gwen why she looked so pleased at the event.
Old Gwen knew too much of herbs for Igraine’s perfect peace of mind. Some day, she resolved, I will make her
tell me exactly what she put into Ettarr’s beer.
She went down to the kitchen, her long skirts trailing on the stone steps. Morgause was there, in her finest
gown, and she had put Morgaine into a holiday dress, dyed saffron, so that the child looked dark as a Pict. Igraine
picked her up, holding her with pleasure. Small, dark, delicately made, so small-boned it was like handling a little
soft bird. How had that child come by her looks? She herself and Morgause were tall and red-haired, earth-colored
like all of the Tribeswomen, and Gorlois, though dark, was Roman, tall and lean and aquiline; hardened from
years of battle against the Saxons, too filled with his Roman dignity to show much tenderness to a young wife,
and with nothing but indifference for the daughter who came in the place of the son she should have borne him.
But, Igraine reminded herself, these Roman men considered it their divine right to have power of life and death
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over their children. There were many, Christians or no, who would have demanded that a daughter not be reared,
so that their wives might be free at once to give them a son. Gorlois had been good to her, he had let her keep her
daughter. Perhaps, though she did not give him credit for much imagination, he knew how she, a woman of the
Tribes, felt about a daughter.
While she was giving orders for the entertainment of guests, for wine to be brought up from the cellars and for
the roasting of meat—not rabbit, but good mutton from the last slaughtering—she heard the squawk and flutter of
frightened hens in the court and knew that the riders had come across the causeway. The servants looked
frightened, but most of them had become resigned to the knowledge that the mistress had the Sight. She had
pretended it, using clever guesses and a few tricks; it was just as well that they should remain in awe of her. Now
she thought,
Maybe Viviane is right, maybe I still have it. Maybe I only believed it was gone-because in those months before
Morgaine was born, I felt so weak and powerless. Now I have come back to myself. My mother was a great
priestess till the day of her death, though she bore several children.
But, her mind answered her, her mother had borne those children in freedom, as a Tribeswoman should, to
such fathers as she chose, not as a slave to some Roman whose customs gave him power over women and
children.
Impatiently, she dismissed such thoughts; did it matter whether she had the Sight or only seemed to have it, if
it kept her servants properly in order? She went slowly out to the courtyard, which Gorlois still liked to call the
atrium, though it was nothing like the villa where he had lived until Ambrosius made him Duke of Cornwall.
She found the riders dismounting, and her eyes went at once to the only woman among them, a woman smaller
than herself and no longer young, wearing a man’s tunic and woolen breeches, and muffled in cloaks and shawls.
Across the courtyard their eyes met in welcome, but Igraine went dutifully and bent before the tall, slender old
man who was dismounting from a raw-boned mule. He wore the blue robes of a bard, and a harp was slung across
his shoulder.
“I bid you welcome to Tintagel, Lord Messenger; you bestow a blessing upon our roof and honor it with your
presence.”
“I thank you, Igraine,” said the resonant voice, and Taliesin, Merlin of Britain, Druid, Bard, clasped his hands
before his face, then extended them to Igraine in blessing.
Her duty done for the instant, Igraine flew to her half-sister and would have bent for her blessing too; but
Viviane bent and prevented her.
“No, no, child, this is a family visit, time enough later to do me honors if you must.” She clasped Igraine close
and kissed her on the mouth.
“And this is the babe? It is easy to see she has the blood of the Old People; she looks like our mother, Igraine.”
Viviane, Lady of the Lake and of the Holy Isle, was at this time in her thirties; eldest daughter of the ancient
priestess of the Lake, she had succeeded to her mother’s holy office. She picked up Morgaine in her arms,
dandling her with the experienced hands of a woman well accustomed to babies.
“She looks like you,” Igraine said, surprised, and then realizing that she should have realized this before. But it
had been four years since she had seen Viviane, and then at her wedding. So much had happened, she had
changed so much, since, a frightened girl of fifteen, she had been given into the hands of a man more than twice
her age.
“But come into the hall, Lord Merlin, sister. Come into the warm.”
Freed of her enwrapping cloaks and shawls, Viviane, Lady of Avalon, was a surprisingly little woman, no taller
than a well-grown girl of eight or ten. In her loose tunic with its wrapped belt, a knife sheathed at her waist, and
bulky woolen breeches, legs wrapped with thick leggings, she looked tiny, a child put into adult clothes. Her face
was small, swarthy and triangular, the forehead low beneath hair dark as the shadows beneath. the crags. Her eyes
were dark, too, and large in her small face; Igraine had never realized how small she was.
A serving-woman brought the guest cup: hot wine, mixed with the last of the spices Gorlois had had sent to her
from the markets in Londinium. Tiviane took it between her hands, and Igraine blinked at her; with the gesture
with which she took the cup, she was suddenly tall and imposing. It might have been the sacred chalice of the
Holy Regalia. She set it between her hands and brought it slowly to her lips, murmuring a blessing. She tasted it,
turned, and laid it in the hands of the Merlin. He took it with a grave bow and put it to his lips. Igraine, who had
barely entered the Mysteries, somehow felt that she too was part of this beautiful ritual solemnity as in turn she
took the cup from her guests, tasted it, and spoke formal words of welcome.
Then she put the cup aside and her sense of the moment dropped away; Viviane was only a small, tired-looking
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woman, the Merlin no more than a stooped old man. Igraine led them both quickly to the fire.
“It is a long journey from the shores of the Summer Sea in these days,” she said, remembering when she had
travelled it, a new-made bride, frightened and silently hating, in the train of the strange husband who, as yet, was
only a voice and a terror in the night.
“What brings you here in the spring storms, my sister and my lady?”
And why could you not have come before, why did you leave me all alone, to learn to be a wife, to bear a child
alone and in fear and homesickness? And since you could not have come before, why do you come at all, when it
is too late and I am at last resigned into submission?
“The distance is indeed long,” Viviane said softly, and Igraine knew that the priestess had heard, as she always
heard, the unspoken words as well as what Igraine had said. “And these are dangerous times, child. But you have
grown into womanhood in these years, even if they have been lonely, as lonely as the years of isolation for the
making of a bard—or,” she added, with the flicker of a reminiscent smile, “the making of a priestess. Had you
chosen that path, you would have found it equally lonely, my Igraine. Yes, of course,” she said, reaching down,
her face softening, “you may come up on my lap, little one.”
She picked up Morgaine, and Igraine watched with wonder; Morgaine was, ordinarily, as shy as a wild rabbit.
Half resentful, half falling again under the old spell, she watched the child settle into Viviane’s lap. Viviane
looked almost too small to hold her securely. A fairy woman, indeed; a woman of the Old People. And indeed
Morgaine would perhaps be very like her.
“And Morgause, how has she prospered since I sent her to you a year ago?” Viviane said, looking up at
Morgause in her saffron gown, where she hung back resentfully in the shadows of the fire. “Come and kiss me,
little sister. Ah, you will be tall like Igraine,” she said, raising her arms to embrace the girl, who came, sullen as a
half-trained puppy, from the shadows. “Yes, sit there at my knee if you want to, child.”
Morgause sat on the floor, leaning her head against Viviane’s lap, and Igraine saw that the sulky eyes were
filled with tears.
She has us all in her hand. How can she have such power over us all? Or is it that she is the only mother
Morgause has ever known? She was a grown woman when Morgause was born, she has always been mother, as
well as sister, to both of us.
Their mother, who had been really too old for childbearing, had died giving birth to Morgause. Viviane had
borne a child of her own, earlier in the year; her child had died, and Viviane had taken Morgause to nurse.
Morgaine had snuggled tightly into Viviane’s lap; Morgause leaned her silky red head on Viviane’s knee. The
priestess held the little one with one arm while her free hand stroked the half-grown girl’s long, silky hair.
“I would have come to you when Morgaine was born,” Viviane said, “but I was pregnant, too. I bore a son that
year. I have put him out to nurse, and I think his foster-mother may send him to the monks. She is a Christian.”
“Don’t you mind his being reared as a Christian?” Morgause asked. “Is he pretty? What is his name?”
Viviane laughed.
“I called him Balart,” she said, “and his foster-mother named her son Balin. They are only ten days apart in
age, so they will be reared as twins, no doubt. And no, I do not mind that he is reared a Christian, his father was
so, and Priscilla is a good woman. You said the journey here was long; believe me, child, it is longer now than it
was when you were wedded to Gorlois. Not longer, perhaps, from the Isle of the Priests, where their Holy Thorn
grows, but longer, far longer, from Avalon.”
“And that is why we came here,” said the Merlin suddenly, and his voice was like the tolling of a great bell, so
that Morgaine sat up suddenly and began to whimper in fright.
“I do not understand,” said Igraine, suddenly uneasy. “Surely the two lie close together—”
“The two are one,” said the Merlin, sitting very erect, “but the followers of Christ have chosen to say, not that
they shall have no other Gods before their God, but that there is no other God save for their God; that he alone
made the world, that he rules it alone, that he alone made the stars and the whole of creation.”
Igraine quickly made the holy sign against blasphemy.
“But that.cannot be,” she insisted. “No single God can rule all things—and what of the Goddess? What of the
Mother—?”
“They believe,” said Viviane, in her smooth low voice, "that there is is no Goddess; for the principle of
woman, so they say, is the principle of all evil; through woman, so they say, Evil entered this world; there is some
fantastic Jewish tale about an apple and a snake.”
“The Goddess will punish them,” Igraine said, shaken. “And yet you married me to one of them?”
“We did not know that their blasphemy was so all-encompassing,” Merlin said, “for there have been followers
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of other Gods in our time. But they respected the Gods of others.”
“But what has this to do with the length of the road from Avalon?” asked Igraine.
“We come, then, to the reason for our visit,” said the Merlin, “for, as the Druids know, it is the belief of
mankind which shapes the world, and all of reality. Long ago, when the followers of Christ first came to our isle, I
knew that this was a powerful pivot in time, a moment to change the world.”
Morgause looked up at the old man, her eyes wide in awe.
“Are you so old, Venerable One?” The Merlin smiled down at the girl and said,
“Not in my own body. But I have read much in the great hall which is not in this world, there the Record of All
Things is written. And also, I was living then. Those who are the Lords of this world permitted me to come back,
but in another body of flesh.”
“These matters are too abstruse for the little one, Venerable Father,” Viviane said, gently rebuking him. “She is
not a priestess. What the Merlin means, little sister, is that he was living when the Christians first came here, and
that he chose, and was allowed, to reincarnate at once, to follow his work through. These are Mysteries, which
you need not try to understand. Father, go on.”
“I knew that this was one of those moments where the history of all mankind would be changed,” the Merlin
said. “The Christians seek to blot out all wisdom save their own; and in that strife they are banishing from this
world all forms of mystery save that which will fit into their religious faith. They have pronounced it a heresy that
men live more than one life—which every peasant knows to be true—”
“But if men do not believe in more than one life,” Igraine protested, shaken, “how will they avoid despair?
What just God would create some men wretched, and others happy and prosperous, if one life were all that they
could have?”
“I do not know,” said the Merlin. “Perhaps they wish men to despair at the harshness of fate, so that they may
come on their knees to the Christ who will take them to heaven. I do not know what the followers of Christ
believe, or what they hope for.”
His eyes were closed for a moment, the lines of his face bitter.
“But whatever it is that they believe, the views they hold are altering this world; not only in the spirit, but on
the material plane. As they deny the world of the spirit, and the realms of Avalon, so those realms cease to exist
for them. They still exist, of course; but not in the same world with the world of the followers of Christ. Avalon,
the Holy Isle, is now no longer the same island as the Glastonbury where we of the Old Faith once allowed the
monks to build their chapel and their monastery. For our wisdom and their wisdom—how much do you know of
natural philosophy, Igraine?”
“Very little,” said the young woman, shaken, looking at the priestess and the great Druid. “I have never been
taught.”
“A pity,” said the Merlin, “for you must understand this, Igraine. I will try to make it simple for you. Look
you,” he said, and took the gold torque from his throat, then drew his dagger.
“Can I put this bronze and this gold into the same place, at once?”
She blinked and stared, not understanding.
“No, of course not. They can be side by side, but not in the same place unless you move one of them first.”
“And so it is with the Holy Isle,” said Merlin. “The priests swore an oath to us, four hundreds of years ago,
before even the Romans came here and tried to conquer, that they would never rise against us and drive us forth
with weapons; for we were here before them, and then they were suppliants, and weak. And they have honored
that oath—so much I must give to them.
“But in spirit, in their prayers, they have never ceased to strive with us for their God to drive away our Gods,
their wisdom to rule over our wisdom. In our world, Igraine, there is room enough for many Gods and many
Goddesses. But in the universe of the Christians—how can I say this?—there is no room for our vision or our
wisdom. In their world there is one God alone; not only must he conquer over all Gods, he must make it as if there
were no other Gods, had never been any Gods but only false idols, the work of their Devil. So that, believing in
him, all men may be saved in this one life. This is what they believe. And as men believe, so their world goes.
And so the worlds which once were one are drifting apart.
“There are now two Britains, Igraine: their world under their One God and the Christ; and, beside it and behind
it, the world where the Great Mother still rules, the world where the Old People have chosen to live and worship.
This has happened before. There was the time when the fairy folk, the Shining Ones, withdrew from our world,
going further and further into the mists, so that only an occasional wanderer now can spend a night within the elfmounds, and if he should do so, time drifts on without him, and he may come out after a single night and fmd that
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his kinfolk are all dead and that a dozen years have gone by.
“And now, I tell you, Igraine, it is happening again. Our world—ruled by the Goddess and the Horned One, her
consort, the world you know, the world of many truths—is being forced away from the mainstream course of
time. Even now, Igraine, if a traveller sets out with no guide for the Isle of Avalon, unless he know the way very
well, he cannot come there, but will fmd only the Isle of the Priests. To most men our world is now lost in the
mists of the Summer Sea.
“Even before the Romans left us, this was beginning to happen; now, as churches cover the whole of Britain,
our world grows further and further away. That is why it took us so long to come here; fewer and fewer of the
cities and roads of the Old People remain for our guide. The worlds still touch, still lie upon one another, close as
lovers; but they are drifting apart, and if they are not stopped, one day there will be two worlds, and none can
come and go between the two—”
“Let them go!” interrupted Viviane angrily. “I still think we should let them go! I do not want to live in a world
of Christians, who deny the Mother—”
“But what of all the others, what of those who will live in despair?” The Merlin’s voice was like a great soft
bell again. “No, a pathway must remain, even if it is secret. Parts of the world are still one. The Saxons raid in
both worlds, but more and more of our warriors are followers of Christ. The Saxons—”
“The Saxons are barbarians, and cruel,” said Viviane. “The Tribes alone cannot drive them from these shores,
and the Merlin and I have seen that Ambrosius is not long for this world, and that his war duke, the Pendragon—is
it Uther they call him?—will succeed him. But there are many in this country who will not rally to the Pendragon.
Whatever may befall our world in the spirit, neither of our worlds can long survive the fire and sword of the
Saxons. Before we can fight the spiritual battle which will keep the worlds from moving further apart, we must
save the very heart of Britain from being ravaged by Saxon fires.
“Not only the Saxons assault us, but Jutes, Scots, all the wild folk who are moving down from the North.
Every place, even Rome itself, is being overpowered; there are so many of them. Your husband has been fighting
all his life. Ambrosius, Duke of Britain, is a good man, but he can command loyalty only from those who once
followed Rome; his father wore the purple, and Ambrosius too was ambitious to be emperor. But we must have a
leader who will appeal to all the folk of Britain.”
“But—Rome remains,” Igraine protested. “Gorlois told me that when Rome had overcome her troubles in the
Great City, the legions would return! Can we not look to Rome for help against the wild folk from the North? The
Romans were the greatest fighters of the world, they built the great wall to the North to hold back the wild raiders
—”
Merlin’s voice took on the empty sound that was like the tolling of a great bell.
“I have seen it in the Holy Well,” he said. “The Eagle has flown, and shall never return to Britain.”
“Rome can do nothing,” Viviane said. “We must have our own leader, one who can command all of Britain.
Otherwise, when they mass against us, all Britain will fall, and for hundreds and hundreds of years, we will lie in
ruins beneath the Saxon barbarians. The worlds will drift irrevocably apart and the memory of Avalon will not
remain even in legend, to give hope to mankind.
“No, we must have a leader who can command loyalty from all the people of both the Britains—the Britain of
the priests, and the world of the mists, ruled from Avalon. Healed by this Great King”—her voice took on the
clear, mystical ring of prophecy—“the worlds shall once again come together, a world with room for the Goddess
and for the Christ, the cauldron and the cross. And this leader shall make us one.”
“But where shall we fmd such a king?” Igraine asked. “Who shall give us such a leader?”
And then, suddenly, she was afraid, felt ice pouring down her back, as the Merlin and the priestess turned to
look at her, their eyes seeming to hold her motionless as a small bird under the shadow of a great hawk, and she
understood why the messenger-prophet of the Druids was called the Merlin.
But when Viviane spoke her voice was very soft. She said,
“You, Igraine. You shall bear this Great King.”
*
There was silence in the room, except for the small crackle of the fire.
At last Igraine heard herself draw a long breath, as if she had just wakened from sleep.
“What is this that you are telling me? Do you mean that Gorlois is to be the father of this Great King?”
She heard the words echoing in her mind and ringing there, and wondered why she had never suspected
Gorlois of so great a destiny. She saw her sister and the Merlin exchange glances, and saw, too, the small gesture
with which the priestess silenced the old man.
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“No, Lord Merlin, a woman must say this to a woman. Igraine, Gorlois is Roman. The Tribes will not follow
any man born to a son of Rome. The High King they follow must be a child of the Holy Isle, a true son of the
Goddess. Your son, Igraine, yes. But it is not the Tribes alone that will fight away the Saxons and the other wild
folk from the North. We will need the support of Romans and Celts and Cymry,\fn{ The Welsh.} and they will
follow only their own war duke, their Pendragon, son of a man they trust to lead them and rule. And the Old
People, too, who seek the son of a royal mother. Your son, Igraine—but the father will be Uther Pendragon.”
Igraine stared at them, understanding, until rage slowly broke through against the numbness. Then she flared at
them.
“No! I have a husband, and I have borne him a child! I will not let you play again at skipping-stones with my
life! I married as you bade me—and you will never know—“ The words choked in her throat. There would never
be any way to tell them of that first year; even Viviane would never know. She could say, I was afraid, or I was
alone and terrified, or Rape would have been easier because I could have run away to die afterward, but any of
those would have been only words, conveying only the smallest part of what she had felt. And even if Viviane had
known the whole, touching her mind and knowing all that she could not say, Viviane would have looked on her
with compassion and even a little pity, but would not have changed her mind or demanded even a little less from
Igraine. She had heard her sister say it often enough when Viviane still believed Igraine would become priestess
of the Mysteries:
If you seek to avoid your fate or to delay suffering, it only condemns you to suffer it redoubled in another life.
So she did not say any of those things, only glared at Viviane with the stifled resentment of the last four years,
when she had done her duty valiantly and alone, submitting to her fate with no more outcry than any woman was
allowed to make. But again? Never, Igraine told herself silently, never. She shook her head stubbornly.
“Listen to me, Igraine,” said the Merlin. “I fathered you, though that gives me no rights; it is the blood of the
Lady which confers royalty, and you are of the oldest royal blood, descended from daughter to daughter of the
Holy Isle. It is written in the stars, child, that only a king who comes of two royalties, one royalty of the Tribes
who follow the Goddess, and one royalty of those who look to Rome, will heal our land of all this strife. A peace
must come when these two lands can dwell side by side, a peace long enough for the cross and the cauldron, too,
to come to such a peace. If there is such a reign as this, Igraine, even those who follow the cross will have the
knowledge of the Mysteries to comfort them in their bleak lives of suffering and sin, and their belief in one brief
life to choose forever between Hell or Heaven for all eternity.
“Otherwise, our world will fade into the mists, and there will be hundreds of years—thousands, perhaps—
where the Goddess and the Holy Mysteries will be forgotten by all mankind except those few who can come and
go between the worlds. Would you let the Goddess and her work fade from this world, Igraine, you who were
born of the Lady of the Holy Isle, and the Merlin of Britain?”
Igraine bent her head, barricading her mind against the tenderness in the old man’s voice. She had always
known, without being told, that Taliesin, Merlin of Britain, had shared with her mother the spark of life which had
made her, but a daughter of the Holy Isle did not speak of such things. A daughter of the Lady belonged only to
the Goddess, and to that man into whose hands the Lady chose to give its care—most often her brother, only very
rarely the man who had begotten it. There was a reason for this: no pious man should claim fatherhood to a child
of the Goddess, and all children born to the Lady were considered so. That Taliesin should use this argument now
shocked her deeply, but it touched her, too. Yet she said stubbornly, refusing to look at him,
“Gorlois might have been chosen Pendragon. Surely this Other cannot be so much beyond all sons of mankind
as that. If you must have such a one, could you not have used your spells so that Gorlois would be acclaimed war
duke of Britain, and Great Dragon? Then, when our son was born, you would have had your High King—”
The Merlin shook his head, but again it was Viviane who spoke, and this silent collusion further angered
Igraine. Why should they act in concert this way against her? Viviane said softly,
“You will bear no son to Gorlois, Igraine.”
“Are you the Goddess, then, that you dispense childbearing to women in her name?” Igraine demanded rudely,
knowing the words childish. “Gorlois has fathered sons by other women; why should I not give him one born in
wedlock, as he desires?”
Viviane did not answer. She only looked directly at Igraine and said, her voice very soft,
“Do you love Gorlois, Igraine?”
Igraine stared at the floor.
“That has nothing to do with it. It is a matter of honor. He was kind to me—” She broke off, but her thoughts
ran on unchecked:
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Kind to me when I had nowhere to turn, when I was alone and deserted, and even you had abandoned me to
my fate. What is love to that?
“It is a matter of honor,” she repeated. “I owe him this. He let me keep Morgaine, when she was all I had in my
loneliness. He has been kind and patient, and for a man of his years it cannot be easy. He wants a son, he believes
it all-important to his life and honor, and I will not deny him this. If I bear a son, it will be the son of Duke
Gorlois, and of no other man living. And this I swear, by fire and—”
“Silence!” Viviane’s voice, like the loud clang of a great bell, shocked Igraine’s words silent.
“I command you, Igraine, swear no oath lest you be forever forsworn!”
“And why should you think I would not keep my oath?” Igraine raged. “I was reared to truth! I too am a child
of the Holy Isle, Viviane! You may be my elder sister and my priestess and the Lady of Avalon, but you shall not
treat me as if I were a babbling child like Morgaine there, who cannot understand a word of what is said to her,
nor knows the meaning of an oath!”
Morgaine, hearing her name spoken, sat bolt upright in the Lady’s lap. The Lady of the Lake smiled and
smoothed the dark hair.
“Do not think that this little one cannot understand. Babes know more than we imagine; they cannot speak
their minds, and so we believe they do not think. As for your babe—well, that is for the future, and I will not
speak of it before her; but who knows, one day she too will be a great priestess—”
“Never! Not if I must become a Christian to prevent it,” Igraine raged. “Do you think I will let you plot against
my child’s life as you have plotted against mine?”
“Peace, Igraine,” said the Merlin. “You are free, as every child of the Gods is free. We came to entreat you, not
to command. No, Viviane,” he said, holding up his hand when the Lady would have interrupted him. “Igraine is
no helpless plaything of fate. Yet I think when she knows all, she will choose rightly.”
Morgaine had begun to fret in the Lady’s lap. Viviane crooned softly to her, stroking her hair, and she quieted,
but Igraine rose and took her child, angry and jealous at Viviane’s almost magical power to quiet the girl. In her
arms Morgaine felt strange, alien, as if the time she had spent in Viviane’s arms had changed her, tainted her,
made her somehow less Igraine’s own. Igraine felt tears burning her eyes. Morgaine was all she had, and now she,
too, was being cut off from her; Morgaine was falling victim, like everyone else, to Viviane’s charm, that charm
which could make everyone into a helpless pawn of her will. She said sharply to Morgause, who was still lying
with her head in Viviane’s lap,
“Get up at once, Morgause, and go to your room; you are almost a woman, you must not behave like a spoilt
child!”
Morgause raised her head, putting back her curtain of red hair from her pretty, sulky face. She said,
“Why should you choose Igraine for your plans, Viviane? She wants no part in them. But I am a woman, and I
too am a daughter of the Holy Isle. Why have you not chosen me for Uther the Pendragon? Why should I not be
the mother of the High King?”
The Merlin smiled.
“Will you fly so recklessly in the face of fate, Morgause?”
“Why should Igraine be chosen and not I? I have no husband—”
“There is a king in your future and many sons; but with that, Morgause, you must be content. No man or
woman can live another’s fate. Your fate, and that of your sons, depends on this great High King. More than that I
cannot say,” said the Merlin. “Enough, Morgause.”
Igraine, standing, Morgaine in her arms, felt more in command. She said in a dead voice,
“I am remiss in hospitality, my sister, my lord Merlin. Let my servants take you to the guest chambers prepared
for you, bring you wine, and water for washing, and at sundown a meal will be prepared.”
Viviane rose. Her voice was formal and correct, and Igraine, for a moment, was relieved; she was again
mistress of her own hearth, not a passive child but the wife of Gorlois, Duke of Cornwall.
“At sunset, then, my sister.” But Igraine saw the glance Viviane exchanged with the Merlin, and she could read
it as clearly as words:
Leave it for now, I will manage her, as I have always done. And Igraine felt her face harden into iron.
That is what she has always done, indeed. But this time it shall not be so. I did her will once, when I was a
child and knew no better. But now I am grown, I am a woman, not so easily led as the child she gave away to be
Gorlois’s bride. Now I will do my own will, and not that of the Lady of the Lake.
Servants took her guests away; Igraine, in her own chamber, laid Morgaine in her bed and fussed around her
nervously, her mind full of what she had heard.
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Uther Pendragon. She had never seen him, but Gorlois was full of the tales of his valor. He was a close
kinsman, sister’s son, of Ambrosius Aurelianus, High King of Britain, but unlike Ambrosius, Uther was a Briton
of Britons, with no taint of Roman blood, so that the Cymry and the Tribes did not hesitate to follow him. There
was little doubt that one day Uther would be chosen High King. Ambrosius was not a young man; that day could
not be so far.
And I would be queen? What am I thinking of? Would I betray Gorlois and my own honor?
Behind her, as she took up the bronze mirror again, she saw her sister in the door. Viviane had taken off the
breeches she wore for riding, and put on a loose gown of undyed wool; her hair hung down, soft and dark as the
wool of a black sheep. She looked small and fragile and aging, and her eyes were the eyes of the priestess in the
cave of initiation, years away and in another world.
Igraine cut off the thought, impatiently. Viviane came close to her, reaching up to touch her hair.
“Little Igraine. Not so little, now,” she said, tenderly. “Do you know, little one, I gave you your name: Grainne,
for the Goddess of the Beltane fires. How long has it been since you did service to the Goddess at Beltane,
Igraine?”
Igraine’s mouth only stretched a little; the smile went no deeper than her teeth.
“Gorlois is a Roman, and a Christian. Do you truly believe his household keeps the rites of Beltane?”
“No, I suppose not,” said Viviane, amused, “though, if I were you, I would not take oath that your servants do
not slip out at Midsummer to burn fires and lie together under the full moon. But lord and lady of a Christian
household cannot do so, not in the sight of their priests and their stern and unloving God.”
Igraine said sharply, “You will not speak so of the God of my husband, who is a God of love.”
“You say so. And yet he has made war upon all other Gods, and slain those who will not worship him,”
Viviane said. “Such love we might well pray to be spared in a God. I could call upon you in the name of vows you
once made, to do what I have asked of you in the name of the Goddess and the Holy Isle—”
“Oh, rare,” Igraine said sarcastically. “Now my Goddess demands of me that I shall play the harlot, and the
Merlin of Britain and the Lady of the Lake will act as panders for me!”
Viviane's eyes blazed; she stepped one step forward, and for a moment Igraine believed the priestess would
strike her in the face.
“How do you dare!” Viviane said, and though her voice was soft, it seemed to raise echoes through the entire
room, so that Morgaine, half asleep beneath Igraine’s woolen plaid, sat up and cried out in sudden fright.
“Now you have wakened my babe,” Igraine said, and sat down on the edge of the bed, hushing the child.
Gradually the angry color receded from Viviane’s face. She sat down beside Igraine and said,
“You have not understood me, Grainne. Do you think Gorlois immortal? I tell you, child, I have sought to read
in the stars the destinies of those who are vital to Britain’s wholeness in the years to come, and I tell you, the
name of Gorlois is not written there.”
Igraine felt her knees weaken and her whole body loosen at the joints.
“Will Uther kill him?”
“I swear to you: Uther will have no part in his death, and when Gorlois dies, Uther will be far away. But think,
child. Tintagel is a great castle; do you believe, when Gorlois can hold it no longer, that Uther Pendragon would
be slow to say, Take the castle, and the woman who holds it, to one of his war dukes? Better Uther than one of his
men.”
Morgaine, what will become of my child, of Morgause, my little sister? Truly, the woman who belongs to any
man must pray that he will live to protect her.
“Can I not return to the Holy Isle, and live out my life in Avalon as priestess?”
“That is not your destiny, little one,” Viviane said. Her voice was tender again. “You cannot hide from your
fate. It is given to you to play a part in the salvation of this land, but the road to Avalon is closed to you forever.
Will you walk the road to your destiny, or must the Gods drag you to it unwilling?”
She did not wait for Igraine’s answer.
“It will not be long. Ambrosius Aurelianus is dying; for many years he has led the Britons, and now his dukes
will meet to choose a High King. And there is none but Uther whom they can all trust. So Uther must be duke of
war and High King, both. And he will need a son.”
Igraine felt as if the walls of a trap were closing around her.
“If you make so much of this, why do you not do this thing yourself? If there is so much power to be gained as
the wife of Britain’s war duke and High King, why do you not seek to attract Uther with your charms, and bear
this ordained king yourself?” To her surprise, Viviane hesitated for a long time before saying,
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“Do you think I had not thought of that? But you have forgotten how old I am, Igraine. I am older than Uther,
and he is not young as warriors go. I was twenty-six when Morgause was born. I am nine-and-thirty, Igraine, and I
am past childbearing.”
In the bronze mirror, somehow still in her hand, Igraine saw her sister’s reflection, distorted, misshapen,
flowing like water, the image suddenly clearing then clouding and vanishing. Igraine said,
“You think so? But I tell you that you will bear another child.”
“I hope not,” Viviane said. “I am older than our mother was when she died in bearing Morgause, and I could
not now hope to escape that fate. This is the last year I shall take part in the rites at Beltane; after this I shall hand
on my office to some woman younger than I, and become as the Ancient One, the wise-woman. I had hoped that
one day I would hand on the place of the Goddess to Morgause—”
“Then why did you not keep her in Avalon and train her to be priestess after you?”
Viviane looked very sad.
“She is not fit. She sees, under the mantle of the Goddess, only power, not the unending sacrifice and suffering.
And so that path is not for her.”
“It does not seem to me that you have suffered,” Igraine said. “You know nothing about it. You did not choose
to walk that path either. I, who have given my life to it, say still it would be simpler to live the life of a peasant
woman, beast of burden and brood mare in season. You see me robed and crowned as the Goddess, triumphant
beside her cauldron; you do not see the darkness of the cave or the depths of the great sea. You are not called to it,
dear child, and you should thank the Goddess that your destiny is laid elsewhere.”
Igraine said silently, Do you think I know nothing of suffering and enduring in silence, after these four years?
but she did not say the words aloud. Viviane had bent over Morgaine, her face tender, stroking the little girl’s
silky-dark hair. .
“Ah, Igraine, you cannot know how I envy you—all my life I have so longed for a daughter. Morgause was
like my own to me, the Goddess knows, but always as alien to me as if she had been born of a stranger, not my
own mother. I longed for a daughter into whose hands I could resign my office.” She sighed.
“But I bore only one girl-child, who died, and my sons are gone from me.” She shuddered.
“Well, this is my destiny, which I shall try to obey as you do yours. I ask nothing of you but this, Igraine, and
the rest I leave to her who is mistress of us all. When Gorlois comes home again, he will go to Londinium for the
choosing of a High King. Somehow you must contrive to go there with him.”
Igraine burst out laughing.
“Only this you ask me, and this is harder than all the rest! Do you truly think that Gorlois would burden his
men with escorting a young wife to Londinium? I would like to go there, indeed, but Gorlois will take me thither
when figs and oranges from the south grow in the garden of Tintagel!”
“Nevertheless, somehow you must contrive to go, and you must look upon Uther Pendragon.”
Igraine laughed again.
“And I suppose you will give me a charm so that he will fall so deep in love with me that he cannot resist it?”
Viviane stroked her curling red hair.
“You are young, Igraine, and I do not think you have any idea how beautiful you are. I do not think Uther will
have need of any charms.”
Igraine felt her body contract in a curious frightened spasm.
“Perhaps I had better have the charm so that I will not shrink from him!”
Viviane sighed. She touched the moonstone about Igraine’s neck. She said,
“This was not Gorlois’s gift to you—”
“No; I had it from you at my wedding, you remember? You said it was my mother’s.”
“Give it to me.” Viviane reached under the curling hair at Igraine’s neck and unfastened the chain. “When this
stone comes back to you, Igraine, remember what I said, and do as the Goddess prompts you to do.”
Igraine looked at the stone in the hands of the priestess. She sighed, but she did not protest. I have promised
her nothing, she told herself fiercely, nothing.
“Will you go to Londinium for the choosing of this High King, Viviane?”
The priestess shook her head.
“I go to the land of another king, who does not yet know that he must fight at the side of Uther. Ban of
Armorica, in Less Britain, is being made High King of his land, and in token, his Druids have told him that he
must make the Great Rite. I am sent to officiate in the Sacred Marriage.”
“I thought Brittany was a Christian land.”
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“Oh, it is so,” Viviane said indifferently, “and his priests will ring their bells, and anoint him with their holy
oils, and tell him that his God has made the sacrifice for him. But the people will not accept a king who is not
himself vowed to the Great Sacrifice.”
Igraine drew a deep breath.
“I know so little—”
“In the old days, Igraine,” Viviane said, “the High King was bound with his life to the fortunes of the land, and
pledged, as every Merlin of Britain is pledged, that if the land comes upon disaster or perilous times, he will die
that the land may live. And should he refuse this sacrifice, the land would perish. I—I should not speak of this, it
is a Mystery, but in your own way, Igraine, you too are offering your life for the healing of this land. No woman
knows, when she lies down to childbirth, whether her life will not be demanded of her at the hands of the
Goddess. I too have lain bound and helpless, with the knife at my throat, knowing that if death took me, my blood
would redeem the land.”
Her voice trembled into silence; Igraine, too, was silent, in awe.
“A part of Less Britain, too, has withdrawn into the mists, and the Great Shrine of Stones cannot now be found.
The avenue leading to the shrine is empty stone, unless the Way to Kamak is known,” Viviane said, “but King
Ban has pledged to keep the worlds from drifting apart, and the gateways open to the Mysteries. And so he will
make the Sacred Marriage with the land, in token that if there is need his very blood will be spilled to feed the
crops. It is fitting that my last service to the Mother, before I take my place among the wise-women, shall be to
bind his land to Avalon, and so I am to be the Goddess to him in this mystery.”
She was silent, but for Igraine the room was filled with the echo of her voice. Viviane bent over and picked up
the sleeping Morgaine in her arms, holding her with great tenderness.
“She is not yet a maiden, and I not yet a wise-woman,” she said, "but we are the Three, Igraine. Together we
make up the Goddess, and she is here present among us.”
Igraine wondered why she had not named their sister Morgause, and they were so open to one another that
Viviane heard the words as if Igraine had spoken them aloud. She said in a whisper, and Igraine saw her shiver,
“The Goddess has a fourth face, which is secret, and you should pray to her, as I do—as I do, Igraine—that
Morgause will never wear that face.” …
135.1 Oh, The Wonder\fn{by Jeremy Larner (1937- )} Olean, Cattaraugus County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 9
On a warm evening in May, Willie McBain telephoned his friend Lickens, who lived not far away on the
Lower East Side of New York City.
“For me the worst time is after supper,” he told Lickens. “It gets worse every minute. I try to keep from
sleeping so I won’t dream, I make sure that even if I do fall out I’ve got the lights and the radio on.”
“But just what is it?” Lickens wanted to know.
“That’s it, that’s it: I don’t know. Nothing! I’m going out of my box!”
“Afraid of getting married?”
“Of course! I’m afraid of everything. Oh the wonder of it, Lickens! Oh the wonder of it all. Life is unbearable.
How can you be alive without going out of your box?”
“There are ways,” Lickens said.
“Not with my stomach. I can’t keep anything inside me, Lickens. I vomit before dinner and I vomit after
dinner. I’m even afraid to go to the docaroony.”
“Then that’s what you’re afraid of.”
“Sure! But the reason I’m afraid is that if I keep talking to him I might really find out what I'm afraid of.”
“So you’re not only afraid, you’re afraid of finding out what you’re afraid of?”
“Oh the wonder of it all!”
“Me, too,” Lickens sighed.
“Lickens?”
“Um?”
“Come over here and go me sock for sock!”
Lickens demurred. His arms had not yet recovered from the last time. He suggested they go for a beer.
“Can’t,” said Willie. “I’ve got to work.”
“But you won’t work. You know that. Take a break and then maybe things will be better.”
“Then maybe things will be tomorrow, that’s all! But why not? No, fuck it, Lickens, this has got to be done
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tonight, so get thee the hell away from me. I’ve got to hang up.”
“Good luck.”
*
Willie McBain was a graduate student in philosophy at Columbia University. He had set aside that night—just
as he had set aside the eleven nights previous—to finish a paper that had been due in January. Within a week his
extensions would be up on two more papers from the Fall semester, and he had not even begun research on one of
them. When those were finished, he would have three fun-packed weeks in which to write his Master’s paper and
pass his language examinations. He complied with the mickey-mouse because he wanted to teach; he thought he
had a new way of teaching.
Willie wanted to account for man’s unpleasant psychology in philosophic terms. Specifically, he was
impressed by the problem of aggression. From all that he felt and saw, he knew that to live was to hurt oneself.
Could the pattern be undone? Could men come to know the score and do what they could for themselves? Or
were his thoughts merely personal? These were the questions he would make his students answer, the very
questions that had been neatly avoided by the spinners of spiritual and political systems. Because they were
afraid: it’s always so much easier to write things out neatly when you don’t have to care how they really are,
Willie was going to make them see. He would hunt them down remorselessly, cutting off every avenue of
transcendental escape. He didn’t have the answers, he knew; but he could make a start by insisting on the real
questions.
But sooner or later he would have to write a book, and for the moment Willie McBain could not even manage
to read a book. He would plot his time and settle carefully in the rubble of his railroad hat, only to find himself
staring for hours at a single page. He could concentrate for a paragraph or two, then twenty minutes would
disappear and he would come back to himself with a start, furious, without the slightest idea where he had been.
The psychiatrist agreed that it was more than a matter of will power. But still it made Willie angry. No matter
what the doctor said, sooner or later he had to control himself, that was what it boiled down to, or else they might
as well start padding the walls and removing sharp objects.
He pawed for the phone, and called Philadelphia where his fiancée was finishing her last year at college.
“I can’t work,” he told her. “I’m like that machine that turns itself off. Why don’t you go out and find someone
worthwhile?”
“Because I’ve got someone,” she said. “Someone who turns me on. Willie, if you could only relax for a while.
It doesn’t make any difference if you can’t do what you want right this minute. You’ll do your work when you’re
really and truly ready, and tearing at yourself won’t help.”
“Sure I’ll do my work! What if I don’t? There’s no law says I will. What’s the difference between me and
thousands of pretentious half-wits in this city who gas about what they are going to do some day?”
“There is a difference; I can’t prove it to you but there is. I know it and so does everyone who ever met you.”
Willie laughed.
“Don’t be a goddam girl-friend!”
She didn't answer.
“What’s the matter?” he said. “Are you hurt?”
“I guess so,” she said. “I’m sorry.”
“Look,” he said. “I’m going to flunk out of school. I’ll be drafted and you’ll never see me again.”
“I wouldn’t like that. I’d go to the Army and make them give you back.”
“What are you doing?” he asked her. “Get anything done tonight?” She giggled.
“Oh, I’m supposed to be studying for my Sosh\fn{ Sociology.} finals tomorrow. But I think I know the material
pretty well—I’ve just been sitting up talking with Francine—”
“Francine! That Haccid ass!”
“Shhhhhhhhh.”
“Don’t shhh me! I thought you promised not to see her anymore.”
“I didn’t promise.”
“Oh, I get it, you just let me think you promised!”
“I can’t talk about it now.”
“Why not, ’cause she’ll hear? Screw that! Who’s more important to you anyway, me or her! Are you going to
waste your whole life on namby-pamby gushing fawning half-wits? People who might challenge you you avoid
like the plague! What’s going to become of you, god-dammit?”
He was nearly out of his box with rage. He shouted at her until she cried. When it was over he felt worse than
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ever. She promised to send Francine away and go back to studying, and he said, choking, that if it didn’t really
matter what she did. He said if only he had her in his bed right that very instant—that was all that could make any
difference. When he hung up he took a dish and slammed it against the wall.
Sarah was really not the girl for him. Perhaps he only loved her because she loved him. She was so utterly
dependent on him, couldn’t make a move without him, no plans, no ambitions, no nothing of her own She wanted
to be pregnant: he had to make damn sure every time that she got her diaphragm in. The ready-made identity! She
would marry him and attach her life to his like a leech. But wasn’t that what a woman was supposed to do? Was it
wrong for a bright young girl to think of nothing but babies? Or was he so far out of his box he couldn’t see
straight?
But how would she become a person? Sarah wanted to think their life together was a lovely-dovey-duckywucky-dreamaroony, and that wasn’t what life was like! Life was too goddam unbearable, you had to be ready to
fight! He, at least, had the guts to go to the doctor.
He paced the room thinking of his prize-fighting days. Maybe he should have turned pro. The new lightheavyweight champ was a punk. Willie had a theory about how he could be set up. He cracked his fists into the
porcelain of the fridgaroony, feeling it dent and spring out again. Neighbors pounded on the thin wall, loosening
bits of plaster, and Willie pounded back, pound for pound, till the ceiling shook and he heard crashes on the other
side.
He heard someone running down the stairs. Maybe the cops would come. Willie had never quite hit a cop. He
coveted that pleasure: to sink a fist in one’s massive blue frontage. He didn’t care if they killed him.
He sat on the bed to watch a movie he had started in his mind. He was putting the slug to one cop after another
while they pumped bullets into him and the whole block poured out to watch in love and fascination. Everyone
loved him, he knew it—no matter if he brought the roach-infested house down. Even Sarah, whose teary face in
the movie gave him a laugh. No babies now. No comfy for Sarah. Bitterly he thought how she would be the only
one to miss the splendor of his gesture. She would feel cheated, and even think him foolish.
The hell with her, he would be dead. He laughed out loud and shook his head. He couldn’t understand why
when he was depressed he thought so little of dying. Normally the fear of death overtook him in every happiness,
ran him down like a wolfhound. He was pondering this when the phone rang. . .
Ten minutes later he phoned Lickens.
“Luscious Louise called,” he reported.
“Um,” said Lickens.
“She wants me to come over. She’s lonely. She wants me to talk to her. Let’s be friends, she says.”
“You going?”
“I shouldn’t. But I was thinking what the hell I can’t work anyway, maybe after this I’ll come back, take a
benny,\fn{Speed; short for “Benzadrine”} stay up all night and it will be all out of my system, see?”
“So why call me?”
“You're supposed to talk me out of it.”
“That's not fair … but if you want; I’ll go in your place.”
“No,” answered Willie, still sad, though the fact was that Lickens’ offer had clinched it for him. “I’m going.
Trouble is, I’ve got this itch in the old groinaroony—”
“And when Ah itches, Ah scratches!” Lickens drawled.
Luscious Louise made it difficult for about half an hour. She really did want to talk. She didn’t know what to
do with herself. She was too bright; she was tired of being a secretary. She had this idea that she would go to law
school and she wanted Willie McBain to love her for it. Willie knew what her trouble was.
“I know what your trouble is,” he said. “You want a penis. But you can’t get one by going to law school. The
only way is to use mine while you have a chance.”
She tried to get on her high horse, but he wouldn’t let her. He knew she wanted to.
“You know you want to,” Willie said.
She sighed.
Making love to Louise was like riding the white horse in the circus. Where was she taking him, slick nervous
antelope with such strange interior muscles?! She could play a tune on him like a piccolo. Sarah was tamer and
didn’t shriek so much—well, why should she? He loved her, she knew it … he wasn’t even thinking of Luscious
Louise except when she … wow! … she was going out of her box … he had never … now why couldn’t Sarah be
more like this!?”
When she saw it was all up with him she snuggled close and closed her eyes in contentment. But Willie lay
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with his fists clenched and teeth jammed together like nails. He couldn’t stand it; he wanted to get up and rush out
on the fire escape and throw himself over. If he relaxed a single muscle he would plunge headfirst down the brickface wall and crunch powerfully through the sidewalk miles deep beneath the candy store.
Louise was clutching at his arms.
“Willie, Willie … baby—”
“Let me go!”
He stood facing her, pathetic in his undershirt, his back against the wall while she made absurd calming
motions.
“Get out of bed and I’ll slam you one!”
She lay where she was. As he pulled on his clothes he heard her sniffling. Only when he was safely down in
the street and running did he realize he had been tearing his hair and ears. He ran six blocks down Avenue B and
thumped three-at-a-time up the wooden steps of Lickens’ tenement. He knocked and from within heard the sounds
of Lickens grumbling and rolling out of bed. Then the striking of a match.
“You!” said Lickens.
“G’moming, silly bastard!”
Willie saw that Lickens’ eyes were not quite open.
“Now Lickens, sorry to wake you, man, just get back in bed, fall out, land of nod, forget and forgive, Lickens,
that’s it, easy there—”
“Peckerhead!” Lickens mumbled, as Willie eased him back onto his mattress. The keys were on the night table
where Willie could palm them without any trouble. He stood for a while watching Lickens drop back to sleep and
right next to him Lickens’ beautiful wife sleeping in a band of moonlight, her face calm and womanly, her long
hair strewn lightly on the pillow. Her features were more relaxed than in her waking hours. And her mouth closed.
He bent close to admire her full lips and long dark lashes. She breathed sweetly as a doe. And look at Lickens
lying there, snorting and twisting! What a jackass to be thumping himself around so and sticking his silly head
under the pillow! Lickens didn’t have any problems. His only problem was he thought he had problems. Lucky
Lickens!
But no luckier than he, Willie McBain, might be! He had no debts, no job, no cancer. Nothing to lose but worry
and time.
The junk-piley Lickensmobile sat right around the corner. Willie unlocked it, started it up and set off for
Philadelphia.
He bit his nails at eighty miles an hour down the New Jersey turnpike. He didn’t know it, but he was worried
that he would arrive to find Sarah gone. Hung around his mind like an albatross was a picture of her with Roger
Stennis. Stennis was the most respected student in Sarah’s graduating class—an alert young man with quick lips
and clean eyes. Stennis was going to be an historian, and one of the best: he had won a fellowship to Oxford and
Willie was certain that Roger would like nothing better than to take Willie’s Sarah along with him.
And it was logical—why shouldn’t she go? Wouldn’t a cottage on the green and a well-bordered life and a
creative, productive, attentive husband be far, far preferable to a stinking slum-hole in New York and a hung-up,
hateful husband off screwing with Luscious Louise and even when with her flailing and cursing, climbing up by
tearing her down, desperately clutching and snapping at every weakness in sight in his last-ditch efforts to punish
the world for his own shortcomings? A sweet, bright girl like her, so long abused? She should have been long
gone already. Without seeing it he saw in his mind a bed with Sarah and Roger Stennis well-sheeted together.
He would never forget what had happened when he took off on his canoe trip the summer before. On principle
he had insisted that Sarah not refuse dates with other men, but when she wrote him she had gone out with Roger
Stennis he nearly went out of his box. Stennis had been in love with her a long time—no doubt about that. Sure,
going out he didn’t mind, but Stennis was a betrayal! He would kill the bastard. He would blast his head open
with a hard right.
There was blood in his mouth from where he had chewed into his cheek. Glancing at his gas gauge, he saw the
needle stuck on empty, and, dressed hurriedly as he was in work shirt and jeans, his rummagings produced a mere
quarter. His headlights picked up a sign announcing a rest stop. He had to think of something. Fifteen minutes
later he found himself sitting over an empty coffee cup in a Howard Johnson’s. He tried to remember the waitress
bringing him the coffee: had she been friendly? Perhaps he had gotten it himself. He was sitting alone at a little
table, and the only other people in the place were a clutch of fifteen-sixteen-year-old boys at the counter.
Damned if they weren't giggling! They were staring at him and trying to puzzle him out and giggling because
they had never seen anything like him in their part of New Jersey.
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Willie glared back with a vicious eyeblast intensity utterly unequal to their intentions and sending them into
gales of laughter. Willie’s standing silenced them, until a brave one voiced the single word they knew for him:
“Hey Mister, you a beatnik or sompin!” Willie said,
“No, are you?” A volcano of giggles.
“What's your name?” Willie said. “You!”
The boy was stumped for a second.
“Puddentane!” he said triumphantly, and put his comrades in convulsions.
“Well look, Puddentane, you look like a beatnik to me, with all that acne and that grease on your hair. How
about it?”
“I’m just a normal American boy,” Puddentane replied. The laughter this time was uneasy; the boys poked
each other, shifted, whispered.
“What do normal American boys do with themselves, Puddentane Hang around Howard Johnson’s all night
and stare at customers?”
“If we feel like it,” said Puddentane. “We’re not big-time like you.”
“Don’t you masturbate?”
The boys giggled in shock and broke out in very loud laughter and finally hoots.
“Oh, brother!” said Puddentane. “You are a weird one!”
“It's weird to talk about sex, isn’t it? You normal American boys don’t like it, do you? It embarrasses you,
huh?”
“Oh sure,” someone said. No one was laughing.
“If it doesn’t embarrass you, why are you turning red, Puddentane?”
Puddentane didn’t know why he was turning red, but he did know, at last, that he had hated Willie’s guts the
moment he saw him. The boys shrunk back like snakes, their eyes fixed on Willie.
“Why don’t you go back to Russia?” one of them inquired.
“You want to fight?” said Willie instantly.
He caught them unprepared. The five of them working together could have taken him, but separately they
couldn’t decide. Time out for consultation.
“I’ll leave you normal American boys to your circle-jerk.”
Willie took his departure. As he went out the door, he heard behind him the shout, “Goodbye, beatnik!”—and
then a chorus of shouts: “Goodbye, Communist, Good-bye, orangoutang, Goodbye, pigpen!”
The five trailed behind as he walked toward the Lickensmobile and came close as he started it, shouting,
jeering, thumping on the fenders and windows.
A mile later Willie remembered his gas gauge. Since traffic was light he was able to back carefully up the
turnpike till he reached the Howard Johnson’s again. There was a souped-up Ford in back which obviously
belonged to the blackhead set. Willie took Lickens’ always-ready rubber tube from the back seat and siphoned off
the gasoline from the jutting Fordaroony into the thirsty tank of the Lickensmobile. As he was finishing the boys
came out and spotted him. The Ford gave hot pursuit and undoubtedly would have caught him had it not run out
of gas in three minutes.
But Willie had forgotten his new-found enemies in two minutes. He was remembering Sarah:
“Roger? Why, he’s only a boy!”
“Did you kiss him?” he had asked.
“Yes,” she had said, flaring up. “I think so. So what?”
“I think so? So what!” How had he put up with her solid brass evasiveness? He was eating on his tongue. It
was obvious she was gone; he knew it now. He was driving full speed ahead into a tunnel that receded as fast as
he came. But if he could encounter anything at all in the tunnel he would destroy it, or destroy himself trying.
He swung into Philadelphia and drove straight to the apartment where Sarah lived with her roommate, charged
up the stairs and knocked three hard knocks at the door. In a matter of seconds he expected to be back in the
Lickensmobile, racing for every last inch of justice he could extract. There was no answer to his knock. But he
had forgotten that it was six o’clock in the morning. He had stormed down two landings when he heard the door
open; he rushed back up and there was the anxious, bewildered, asleep face of his Sarah peering out from behind
the door. There was no question of her not being there; it did not even occur to him.
They sat in the kitchen having breakfast, she delighted and asleep, he at last relaxed. He had not remembered
the depth or the sureness of her brown eyes, the charming rumple of her cotton bathrobe, her little breasts peeping
out at him like baby birds. Relaxed: the new sun rippled on the kitchen wall, toilets flushed, radios came on. The
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dread night had vanished and Willie might curl the warm day around him and sleep.
Sarah tucked him into her bed all odorous of woman and he tumbled down a well, his thoughts behind him. He
was up by noon, before she got back from her last final exam, in time to shower and wash all the Lusciousness of
Louise from his stomach, chest and groin. Sarah’s roommate was up and made bacon-lettuce-and-tomato
sandwiches smothered in mayonnaise and rye bread (because she loved Willie, too, naturally—it was a problem).
Willie ate two huge BLT’s, laughed, joked, drank his beer, pinched Sarah’s ass and the roommate’s too. After
lunch he went into Sarah’s room and into bed with Sarah, quickly, voraciously, because the instant he was through
Willie jumped up and sat down at the typewriter and from memory resumed his paper at the point where he had
left off and finished it without even stopping to hesitate. There was no doubt in his mind, nor of anything else at
the moment. If he did not go out of his box at an early age, he was going to be quite a man.
In only an hour he was through, and out of steam anyway, and collapsed back in bed with Sarah, where for a
full five minutes he watched her sweet, spirited eyes dart back and forth along the book she was reading. Then his
watching was too much for her and she turned to him. Until supper-time they stuck close, each to the other’s skin,
and talked about what they would make of their life together. Willie stretched out as he talked, and watched the
afternoon sun come bouncing off the upturned venetian blinds and sparkle slowly across the ceiling.
More than anything, Sarah wanted to be his and to bear his children. But she had decided to take a degree in
Social Psychology; for she had to be a person in her own right, and this meant having work of her own to last her
whole life long and keep her from bringing to her children that desperate clutch which her own mother even now
could not relax. Willie nodded, basked in her completeness. There was nothing unbeautiful in her, she fitted
together in every part and thought: when he was not out of his box he saw this truly and wondered at his
incredible luck in having her.
What had he done, he whispered, caressing her trim thigh, interrupting her, to deserve someone so perfect? Just
being you, she answered to his most private ear, pulling him close and delighting him with a gesture they had
never before dared or even imagined.
Their final plans, as the light wobbled orange on the ceiling: in the morning they would drive to New York,
take out a license and get married by a justice of the peace. Or why get married at all? he wondered idly—but she
shyly confessed it meant something to her, she still had that much of the middle class in her. Or maybe it really
wasn’t that at all, she insisted, growing more confident, but simply that she wanted to feel him hers, the full
weight of their promise to each other. Promise? Willie laughed, but he was flattered, pleased, touched—she
thought him capable of keeping a promise!
Even so her parents would be shocked, but never mind: they would get over it, and she would never in all
eternity get over him. Her parents would say how can you live? But what did they know about living? Willie and
Sarah would live all right, just watch them.
They did not need the things their parents had needed. They would be too alive for the buying-earning routine
through which they were expected to stumble and excuse their lives away. They had no use for empty jobworking. They would live simply in an old barn in the country, changing it over with the love of their own hands,
making it belong to them and the pulsing life they would bring to it. Life was possible, really possible, for those
who had the gift of loving.
*
Willie came back to himself like an object sucking into a vacuum. Without warning, the room was dark. Night
had pushed the sun down out of the sky and crept over the land looking for Willie. It got worse every minute, as it
had the day before and the day before that, as it did on days when he loved and days when he was removed from
his love. Sarah was sleeping nestled in his shoulder; he looked at her, felt of her … and could not stand her
breathing there. He stroked her hair, trying, trying—he thrust her roughly away. He did not wake her. She looked
like a goddam child. What had she ever done in her life to make him believe she could be a woman? He couldn’t
have a woman, not him, not yet: he was too weak and too young. They made an absurd spectacle, Sarah and he—
two overgrown babies hugging each other and playing big people in a dream world. Disgusting! She was so soft
he could hardly fuck her. Why did he need this? His moment with Luscious Louise seemed infinitely more honest.
It was getting worse and he couldn't face it. Headlights shot into the room and raced across the ceiling. He lay
petrified. He wanted to sleep, to conk out and stay out—but he was afraid of his dreams. His fists clamped tight to
his groin, he tried grimly to focus on the hayloft in that mythical barn, where he would have rigged a punchingbag. Of course there would be no barn. No morning, either, nothing but a grubby, scroungy life of night after
night. The doctor couldn’t cure him—what nonsense for her to count on that! There was nothing to cure him of,
his sickness was life. He was not out of his box; it was just that he could not fool himself. He was not a woman,
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he could not lie all warm and smelly and dream of babies and houses: the night was there and he saw it, and there
was nothing he or anyone could do about it.
If he could not sleep he had to act, to move. Or else it would all be up. He must rise now and turn on the lights
and the radio. Get up, get out of bed, turn on lights and radio. He strained against his body until he broke out in a
violent sweat. Lying paralyzed and unblinking in the soaking sheets he saw himself pulled as if by a magnet,
sucked to the window and through the slats of the venetian blinds, through the shivered glass and through the
crusted streets like so many sheets of paper, cutting clean as a knife-blade into the grave.
He rose at last, lurching heavily, a landlubber coming on deck in a hurricane and stumbling for the rail … arms
stiff as boards, he snapped on the lights, snapped on the radio. Got to the bathroom as his insides came rushing
out, and lay with his head in the toilet-bowl while his lungs and stomach heaved in dry spasms. He was dying,
surely dying, oh merciful God, just let it be quick, he prayed to himself. Later he knew that Sarah must have
woken up; she clung to his back, soothing him, still asleep and moaning for his hurt. With a twitch of his
shoulders he shrugged her away, so that she banged her head on the sink and cried like a little girl. He threw up
again, this time with relief; lay weak with his head in the toilet, purged, subsiding; and he loved her and everyone
with all his heart, mixing his own happy tears with the vomit.
They went out to eat—showered, dressed up, holding hands and feeling large and good as an opera. It should
have worked. The restaurant was something special: linen napkins, silver three-foot menus, two kinds of waiters,
and so many plates there was no room for your elbows. Maybe it was too much for them. They ate extremely
well, but there was nothing to say. Sarah simply sat there. Willie made a few remarks on his work, then hers, and
she made routine answers, but she had nothing to say, nothing to start on her own. She was nervous and did not
want to talk at all, just sit there and enjoy being with him. He saw she felt only for him; it was he who had to
begin any thought that might connect them to the outside world, to life. She was competent to follow; it was up to
him to begin and she would follow wherever he led. Willie saw more clearly than ever that his love for Sarah
could bring him into no new relations with the world. Hardly! Difficult as it was to keep himself alive he would
henceforth be expected to pull for two.
He sat on the back of his neck with his meat and potatoes, bread and tomatoes bombing him to his chair, while
the chair itself sank slowly to the bottom of the ocean. As the depths closed over him he saw her smile,
waveringly. Oh the tentativity of her; she could scarcely keep herself afloat! Her hand drifted toward him
apologetically. Hardly daring to touch, she walked her fingers on the back of his hand.
“You have nothing to say for yourself, do you?” She was hurt.
“Am I on trial?” He belched.
“Oh what the hell!” he said.
“Look, it’s been a long day,” she said, biting her lip. If only she would lose her temper!
“And a hard day?” he needled hopefully.
“A hard day but a very good day,” she said quietly. “Willie, I’m so tired. Please don’t be hard on me.”
He couldn’t even bring himself to look at her.
“I’m not being hard on you,” he muttered. He ordered a globular heap of ice creams, which impacted
themselves together about halfway down.
They walked down one of the streets bordering [the] campus, where all the little stores were still open and
brightly lit. Neat pressed suits could be had, and notebooks. He shoveled through a used-book stack while she
looked on absently, as though all books were alike to her. He walked her rapidly down the street to one of the
movie-houses. They were playing a sophisticated comedy with titillating risque dialogue, the kind of picture he
would see only in an emergency. He stopped with her in front of the posters.
“Well?” he said. She smiled, ready to go either way.
“Do you want to see it?”
“If you do, Willie.”
“The hell with whether I do! You’re a person! This is a movie-either you want to see it, deep down here
(poking her), or you don’t. But don’t do it just for me, baby—don’t let yourself get away with that!”
She stuck her lip out and walked away. He ran after her, grabbed her roughly.
“No, goddammit! I’m not going to let you be hurt. That’s too easy, Sarah. I just want to know a simple, thing:
do you or don’t you want to see the movie? It’s only a decision, baby, it’s got nothing to do with me. You just say
yes or no and it’s all over.”
She tried to jerk away, hatefully, but he held her fast.
“You absolute bastard!” she cried. She began to weep.
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Willie relaxed. She was his small, tender girl, and he wanted only to love her and soothe her hurt. While he
held her and caressed her she blubbered that she didn’t know, didn’t care about the movie—she knew he was
nervous and would be happy doing anything that helped him relax, that’s all, because she loved him. She didn’t
think of going to a harmless movie as a decision, she wasn’t thinking of wasting her valuable time or building her
valuable life. She was with him, and did it make much difference what they did?
Okay, okay, he said. Please don’t cry. Here: he kissed away a tear. She cried happily now, with her head
sniffling on his chest. People were looking.
“I feel so foolish,” she said, “standing like this in the middle of the sidewalk.”
They walked on he couldn’t blame her. It was his twisted-up way of seeing things. But he had nothing left to
say to her. Had they really said all they ever had to say in one afternoon? They walked on in silence past the little
shops and the dressy college people, and Willie wanted desperately to be alone. He felt like dashing up the street
and around the corner. Just standing by himself in his own body would be so free and fine. No little one to tow
along beside him. Just to be himself in his own skin, smelling the night air and doing whatever, moving wherever,
his desires took him. Himself alone.
But that was not to be. They met some friends of Sarah’s on the street and had to stand babbling. Willie said
little—the people were schmucks as far as he was concerned. He watched Sarah; she was giggling of all things,
like a teenager. That was because the people had joked about marriage, and she didn’t know what to say: she was
giggling and looking up at him. He scowled and saw her eyes fill up with hurt. The inquiring young man and
woman, when they got no reply from Sarah and no attention from Willie, smiled as if to shrug, and moved on.
“Maybe next week!” he called after them, like a fool. Once more in a pinch she had lapsed into girlishness and
made him look the brute.
“I only want you to respect yourself,” he said.
She turned in anger—“Must you watch me like that!”—but the anger soon faded into a kind of bewilderment
that was exasperating but really, when he thought about it, did her credit. She knew what he meant, why he was
forced to watch. She was not by any means dead or done.
She took his arm.
“I’m sorry,” she said. “I don’t know what gets into me. My poor Willie, you certainly have a lot to put up with
—”
But it was too late, Roger Stennis was upon them, looking five years older, bolstered by two grinning
sycophants, handsome as the devil and dressed like the Duke of Wales.
“Sarah!” he announced, in his bulletin-board baritone. He shook Willie’s hand with a single pump, European
style. He introduced his entourage, who followed suit.
“Well, old man!” Roger said.
“Well, old man!” mocked Willie.
Roger took the mockery fondly. Good old basically lovable, irascible Willie. We know you.
“How are things down at Columbia? Department all right?”
Okay, Willie guessed.
“Be through in another year, I suppose?”
“Through?”
“PhD, I mean. The old union card.”
“Well, I don’t know,” Willie said, though he knew very well and the answer was no. “Three years would be a
pretty short trip.”
But it seemed that Roger would have it in three. After his year at Oxford on the Fulbright, he would enter the
new three-year program at Harvard. He had an understanding with the department there.
“Nice,” Willie said.
“Yes, but it’s just the externals,” Roger confessed. “What really matters is what you do with it.”"
“Yes.”
There was a difficult pause, as though Roger had inquired what Willie had done with his two years since
college, and Willie had not been able to answer. But Roger didn’t have to ask. Willie would have been almost
brilliant, if he were not so hopelessly hung up …
They all shook hands again.
“I envy you Paris,” said Willie, honestly. What he might not learn in Paris!
“I envy you something more than Paris, Willie.” Roger smiled down at Sarah, the sad, knowing smile of one
who has loved well and lost, but lost only after the loving was finished and he had moved on to better things. Dear
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old Sarah, his smile was saying, how I hope you’ll be happy. I’m really quite fond of you, you know.
And Sarah, to Willie’s horror, was blushing, grinning like a little half-wit, nestling into his lapels!
Roger shook Willie’s hand one more time.
“Good luck, old man … the best.”
He meant it; too, really meant it, and Willie liked him, always had, for at least a full second.
“Oh the wonder of it all!” Willie mumbled inanely, then swung with all his might, smashing Roger Stennis
right in the smile, knocking him off his feet and dribbling blood into his costly tie.
Sarah clung petrified to his right arm as he stood with fists clenched, waiting for Stennis to rise so he could
knock him down again. But Stennis was in no hurry to rise. His friends dragged him away, heels trailing, Stennis
holding a folded handkerchief to his lips and shaking his head groggily at the madness of Willie McBain, who
watched after him ferocious, fists cocked, rigid and trembling in rage.
Willie and Sarah went home weeping and ashamed, and might have been good to one another had it not been
for the cops waiting at the door. It seemed that the maniac Lickens had reported the Lickensmobile stolen, and
suggested that the police might inquire for the thief in Philadelphia. Was this his idea of a joke? As Willie was led
off furious between two brass bellies he thought for a moment of burying his elbows one to a pot and making a
break for it. Alone at last! But why die? Life was awful but he was damned if he would give them the satisfaction.
Betrayed twice over, he stewed two hours in a jail cell before the stately Lickens phoned to confirm his identity.
He was thinking mostly of Sarah by that time, and his thoughts swung round and round on a well-worn track. He
wasn’t sorry about Roger Stennis—why should he be? That had been his first clean act in months. No, it was
Sarah—there was something wrong, deeper than tears could plumb, and this time he meant to have it out with her.
When he got. back she was in her room with the lights out. She was still as stone but he could tell by her
breathing she was not asleep. All the better. He snapped on the light and saw her stare back dry-eyed and cold, not
moving a muscle.
“You’re a coward,” he said.
No answer.
“Well? Have anything to say for yourself? Has it been a long day?”
“It’s been a miserable day.” She was glaring at him as if she’d never seen him before.
“It’s always a miserable day when you have to humiliate yourself at every opportunity.”
“What do you want from me!” she burst out. “Humiliate! Yes, I was humiliated all right. I’ve never been so
humiliated in my life. I was humiliated by a man who can no more control himself … no more … who strikes out
like a little boy!”
“You mean, who strikes out to protect his so-called woman when she lets herself be turned into a ten-year-old
girl, and likes it, revels in it! Is this what I have to expect from you? That every time there’s a test you’ll snuggle
away like a child! Is it? Is it?”
She was crying now and yelling through her tears.
“I a child! I a child! Why I felt sorry for that boy, I felt sorry and embarrassed for him! He was trying his
hardest to impress you, don’t you see, but you thought it was a test. You think everything’s a test. You’re still back
in grade school, taking tests. That’s what you want life to be for me, one test after another. Well I can’t stand it,
you hear? I don’t want that kind of life! I want someone I can love and who loves me and who can live with me
and be proud of me; yes, and take care of me too. I’m a woman, I’m not your boxing-partner!”
“Boxing-partner?! What does that mean? Shit! What in God’s name does that mean? You want someone to be
proud? Listen to me! I’ll be proud of you when you can be proud of yourself. Take care of you, sure, you telling
me I don’t take care of you? But as a man takes care of his woman, not as a father his baby girl! I’ll respect you
when you have something to say for yourself, as one adult to another, when you can stand up and look people in
the eye!”
“You mean punch people in the eye!”
“I MEAN WHAT I SAY! AND THAT’S ALL! I’M UPSET. I’M UPSET, I’M TERRIFICALLY UPSET AND
YOU’RE DISTORTING EVERYTHING I SAY!”
He stepped back. He thought he was through shouting.
“It’s really very simple,” he said. “God, how you upset me …”
She sat on the edge of the bed. She had stopped crying, and sat looking at him, eyes narrowed with hate.
“Get out,” she said. He stopped pacing.
“What’s that?”
“I said get out. I don’t love you anymore. I loathe you. You’re not a man, you’re a bad-tempered little boy. You
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don’t want me as a woman, you want me as a roughneck sidekick to help you bully the other kids on the block.”
“Listen,” he said. “Some of what you say is right. OK. But what I say is very simple. I want you to be yourself.
I want you to be your best. I want you to be proud so I can be proud too, of us. Because I love you. Believe me. I
love you.”
“You love yourself. You’re talking to yourself now, you’ve got it all worked out. Get out of here. You disgust
me.” Suddenly she lost control.
“I LOATHE YOU! I LOATHE YOU! I LOATHE YOU,” she screamed, and fell weeping hysterically to the
floor.
Her hysteria calmed him. He leaned to take her shoulder in his gentle hand and cupping her head smooth her
hair but she screamed
“GET AWAY FROM ME! GET AWAY! I LOATHE YOU! GET AWAY!”
And she twisted from him, squirmed violently, ugly, her face contorted, crawling for the door …
A red screen came down before his eyes.
“DON’T YOU TALK TO ME THAT WAY!” he yelled. “DON’T YOU DARE, DON’T YOU EVER!”
Before he knew he would he hit her, then when he knew hit her again, not out of malice but pure blind rage:
clubbed the crawling girl clumsy blows on the head and, then to the ribs, knocking her over. He leaned back
against the wall and screamed. She lay on the floor and screamed. She got to her feet, flashed him a look of
indomitable hatred, ran to the bathroom and locked herself in. When next he could speak he bellowed
“COME OUT OF THERE OR I’LL KNOCK YOUR GODDAM DOOR IN! At which she shouted, vulgar as a
whore,
“FUCK YOU YOU BASTARD! GO AWAY! I HATE YOU!” And he said, choking,
“How lovely you are!” Then, in a little while, he called to her,
“Please come out, Sarah. I’m sorry. I do love you, very much. I’m sorry for what I said.”
He heard no sound but her desperate weeping.
Methodically, in a cold fury, he began to pummel the wall. And even as he smashed one ruined fist after the
other weeping and swearing he knew she would love him again, she would forgive him, they would love and be
together for the rest of their lives and oh how he would hate her for it.
115.179 Four Summers\fn{by Joyce Carol Oates (1938- )} Lockport, Niagara County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 8
1
It is some kind of special day.\fn{ The story was written in 1967 .} “Where’s Sissie?” Ma says. Her face gets sharp,
she is frightened. When I run around her chair she laughs and hugs me. She is pretty when she laughs. Her hair is
long and pretty.
We are sitting at the best table of all, out near the water. The sun is warm and the air smells nice. Daddy is
coming back from the building with some glasses of beer, held in his arms. He makes a grunting noise when he
sits down.
“Is the lake deep?” I ask them.
They don’t hear me, they’re talking. A woman and a man are sitting with us. The man marched in the parade
we saw just awhile ago; he is a volunteer fireman and is wearing a uniform. Now his shirt is pulled open because
it is hot. I can see the dark curly hair way up by his throat; it looks hot and prickly.
A man in a soldier’s uniform comes over to us. They are all friends, but I can’t remember him. We used to live
around here, Ma told me, and then we moved away. The men are laughing. The man in the uniform leans back
against the railing, laughing, and I am afraid it will break and he will fall into the water.
“Can we go out in a boat, Dad?” says Jerry.
He and Frank keep running back and forth. I don’t want to go with them, I want to stay by Ma. She smells
nice. Frank’s face is dirty with sweat. “Dad,” he says, whining, “can’t we go out in a boat? Them kids are going
out.”
A big lake is behind the building and the open part where we are sitting. Some people are rowing on it. This
tavern is noisy and everyone is laughing; it is too noisy for Dad to think about what Frank said.
“Harry,” says Ma, “the kids want a boat ride. Why don’t you leave off drinking and take them?”
“What?” says Dad.
He looks up from laughing with the men. His face is damp with sweat and he is happy. “Yeah, sure, in a few
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minutes. Go over there and play and I’ll take you out in a few minutes.”
The boys run out back by the rowboats, and I run after them. I have a bag of potato chips.
An old man with a white hat pulled down over his forehead is sitting by the boats, smoking. “You kids be
careful,” he says.
Frank is leaning over and looking at one of the boats. “This here is the best one,” he says.
“Why’s this one got water in it?” says Jerry.
“You kids watch out. Where’s your father?” the man says.
“He’s gonna take us for a ride,” says Frank.
“Where is he?”
The boys run along, looking at the boats that are tied up. They don’t bother with me. The boats are all painted
dark green, but the paint is peeling off some of them in little pieces. There is water inside some of them. We watch
two people come in, a man and a woman. The woman is giggling. She has on a pink dress and she leans over to
trail one finger in the water. “What’s all this filthy stuff by the shore?” she says. There is some scum in the water.
It is colored a light brown, and there are little seeds and twigs and leaves in it.
The man helps the woman out of the boat. They laugh together. Around their rowboat little waves are still
moving; they make a churning noise that I like.
“Where’s Dad?” Frank says.
“He ain’t coming,” says Jerry.
They are tossing pebbles out into the water. Frank throws his sideways, twisting his body. He is ten and very
big. “I bet he ain’t coming,” Jerry says, wiping his nose with the back of his hand.
After awhile we go back to the table. Behind the table is the white railing, and then the water, and then the
bank curves out so that the weeping willow tress droop over the water. More men in uniforms, fro the parade, are
walking by.
“Dad,” says Frank, “can’t we go out? Can’t we? There’s a real nice boat there—”
“For Christ’s sake, get them off me,” Dad says. He is angry with Ma. “Why don’t you take them out?”
“Honey, I can’t row.”
“Should we take out a bot, us two?” the other woman says. She has very short, wet-looking hair. It is curled in
tiny little curls close to her head and is very bright. “We’ll show them, Lenore. Come on, let’s give your kids a
ride. Show these guys how strong we are.”
“That’s all you need, to sink a boat,” her husband says.
They all laugh.
The table is filled with brown beer bottles and wrappers of things. I can feel how happy they all are together,
drawn together by the round table. I lean against Ma’s warm leg and she pats me without looking down. She
lunges forward and I can tell even before she says something that she is going to be loud.
“You guys’re just jealous! Afraid we’ll meet some soldiers!” she says.
“Can’t we go out, Dad? Please?” Frank says. “We won’t fight. …”
“Go and play over there. What’re those kids doing—over there?” Dad says, frowning. His face is damp and
loose, the way it is sometimes when he drinks. “In a little while, okay? Ask your mother.”
“She can’t do it,” Frank says.
“They’re just jealous,” Ma says to the other woman, giggling. “They’re afraid we might meet somebody
somewhere.”
“Just who’s gonna meet this one here?” the other man says, nodding with his head at his wife.
Frank and Jerry walk away. I stay by Ma. My eyes burn and I want to sleep, but they won’t be leaving for a
long time. It is still daylight. When we go home from places like this it is always dark and getting chilly and the
grass by our house is wet.
“Duane Dorsey’s in jail,” Dad says. “You guys heard about that?”
“Duane? Yeah, really?”
“It was in the newspaper. His mother-in-law or somebody called the police, he was breaking windows in her
house.”
“That Duane was always a nut!”
“Is he out now, or what?”
“I don’t know, I don’t see him these days. We had a fight,” Dad says.
The woman with the short hair looks at me. “She’s a real cute little thing,” she says, stretching her mouth. “She
drink beer, Lenore?”
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“I don’t know.”
“Want some of mine?”
She leans toward me and holds the glass by my mouth. I can smell the beer and the warm stale smell of
perfume. There are pink lipstick smudges on the glass.
“Hey, what the hell are you doing?” her husband says.
When he talks rough like that I remember him: we were with him once before.
“Are you swearing at me?” the woman says.
“Leave off the kid, you want to make her a drunk like yourself?”
“It don’t hurt, one little sip. …”
“It’s okay,” Ma says. She puts her arm around my shoulders and pulls me closer to the table.
“Let’s play cards. Who wants to?” Dad says.
“Sissie wants a little sip, don’t you?” the woman says. She is smiling at me and I can see that her teeth are
darkish, not nice like Ma’s.
“Sure, go ahead,” says Ma.
“I said leave off that, Sue, for Christ’s sake,” the man says. He jerks the table. He is a big man with a thick
neck; he is bigger than Dad. His eyebrows are blond, lighter than his hair, and are thick and tufted. Dad is staring
at something out on the lake without seeing it. “Harry, look, my goddamn wife is trying to make your kid drink
beer.”
“Who’s getting hurt?” Ma says angrily.
Pa looks at me all at once and smiles. “Do you want it, baby?”
I have to say yes. The woman grins and holds the glass down to me, and it clicks against my teeth. They laugh.
I stop swallowing right away because it is ugly, and some of the beer drips down on me. “Honey, you’re so
clumsy,” Ma says, wiping me with a napkin.
“She’s a real cute girl,” the woman says, sitting back in her chair. “I wish I had a nice little girl like that.”
“Lay off that,” says her husband.
“Hey, did you bring any cards?” Dad says to the soldier.
“They got some inside.”
“Look, I’m sick of cards,” Ma says.
“Yeah, why don’t we all go for a boat ride?” says the woman. “Be real nice, something new. Every time we get
together we play cards. How about a boat ride?”
“It better be a big boat, with you in it,” her husband says. He is pleased when everyone laughs, even the
woman. The soldier lights a cigarette and laughs. “How come your cousin here’s so skinny and you’re so fat?”
“She isn’t fat,” says Ma. “What the hell do you want? Look at yourself.”
“Yes, the best days of my life are behind me,” the man says. He wipes his face and then presses a beer bottle
against it. “Harry, you’re lucky you moved out. It’s all going downhill, back in the neighborhood.”
“You should talk, you let our house look like hell,” the woman says. Her face is blotched now, some parts pale
and some red. “Harry don’t sit out in his back yard all weekend drinking. He gets something done.”
“Harry’s younger than me.”
Ma reaches over and touches Dad’s arm. “Harry, why don’t you take the kids out? Before it gets dark.”
Dad lifts his glass and finishes his beer. “Who else wants more?” he says.
“I’ll get them, you went last time,” the soldier says.
“Get a chair for yourself,” says Dad. “We can play poker.”
“I don’t want to play poker, I want to play rummy,” the woman says.
“At church this morning Father Reilly was real made,” says Ma. “He said some kids or somebody was out in
the cemetery and left some beer bottles. Isn’t that awful?”
“Duane Dorsey used to do worse than that,” the man says, winking.
“Hey, who’s that over there?”
“You mean that fat guy?”
“Isn’t that the guy at the lumberyard that owes all that money?”
Dad turns around. His chair wobbles and he almost falls; he is angry.
“This goddamn place is too crowded,” he says.
“This is a real nice place,” the woman says. She is taking something out of her purse. “I always liked it, didn’t
you, Lenore?”
“Sue and me used to come here a lot,” says Ma. “And not just with you two, either.”
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“Yeah, we’re real jealous,” the man says.
“You should be,” says the woman.
The soldier comes back. Now I can see that he is really a boy. He runs to the table with the beer before he
drops anything. He laughs.
“Jimmy, your ma wouldn’t like to see you drinking!” the woman says happily.
“Well, she ain’t here.”
“Are they still living out in the country?” Ma says to the woman.
“Sure. No electricity, no running water, no bathroom—same old thing. What can you do with people like that.”
“She always talked about going back to the Old Country,” the soldier says. “Thinks she can save up money and
go back.”
“Poor old bastards don’t know there was a war,” Dad says. He looks as if something tasted bad in his mouth.
“My old man died thinking he could go back in a year or two. Stupid old bastards!”
“Your father was real nice. …” Ma says.
“Yeah, real nice,” says Dad. “Better off dead.”
Everybody is quiet.
“June Dieter’s mother’s got the same thing,” the woman says in a low voice to Ma. “She’s had it a year now
and don’t weigh a hundred pounds—you remember how big she used to be.”
“She was big, all right,” Ma says.
“Remember how she ran after June and slapped her? We were there—some guys were driving us home.”
“Yeah. So she’s got it too.”
“Hey,” says Dad, “why don’t you get a chair, Jimmy? Sit down here.”
The soldier looks around. His face is raw in spots, broken out. But his eyes are nice. He never looks at me.
“Get a chair from that table,” Dad says.
“Those people might want it.”
“Hell, just take it. Nobody’s sitting on it.”
“They might—”
Dad reaches around and yanks the chair over. The people look at him but don’t say anything. Dad is breathing
hard. “Here, sit here,” he says. The soldier sits down.
Frank and Jerry come back. They stand by Dad, watching him. “Can we go out now?” Frank says.
“What?”
“Out for a boat ride.”
“What? No, next week. Do it next week. We’re going to play cards.”
“You said—”
“Shut up, we’ll do it next week.” Dad looks up and shades his eyes. “The lake don’t look right anyway.”
“Lot’s of people are out there—”
“I said shut up.”
“Honey,” Ma whispers, “let him alone. Go and play by yourselves.”
“Can we sit in the car?”
“Okay, but don’t honk the horn.”
“Ma, can’t we go for a ride?”
“Go and play by yourselves, stop bothering us,” she says. “Hey, will you take Sissie?”
They look at me. They don’t like me, I can see it, but they take me with them. We run through the crowd and
somebody spills a drink—he yells at us. “Oops, got to watch it!” Frank giggles.
We run along the walk by the boat. A woman in a yellow dress is carrying a baby. She looks at us like she
doesn’t like us
Down at the far end some kids are standing together.
“Hey, lookit that,” Frank says.
A blackbird is caught in the scum, by one of the boats. It can’t fly up. One of the kids, a long-legged girl in a
dirty dress, is poking at it with a stick.
The bird’s wings keep fluttering but it can’t get out. If it could get free it would fly and be safe, but the scum
holds it down.
One of the kids throws a stone at it. “Stupid old goddamn bird,” somebody says. Frank throws a stone. They
are all throwing stones. The bird doesn’t know enough to turn away. Its feathers are all wet and dirty. One of the
stones hits the bird’s head.
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“Take that!” Frank says, throwing a rock. The water splashes up and some of the girls scream.
I watch them throwing stones. I am standing at the side. If the bird dies, then everything can die, I think. Inside
the tavern there is music from the jukebox.
2
We are at the boathouse tavern again. It is a mild day, a Sunday afternoon. Dad is talking with some men; Jerry
and I are waiting by the boats. Mommy is at home with the new baby. Frank has gone off with some friends of
his, to a stock-car race. There are some people here, sitting out at the tables, but they don’t notice us.
“Why doesn’t he hurry up?” Jerry says.
Jerry is twelve now. He has pimples on his forehead and chin.
He pushes one of the rowboats with his foot. He is wearing sneakers that re dirty. I wish I could get in that boat
and sit down, but I am afraid. A boy not much older than Jerry is squatting on the board-walk, smoking. You can
tell he is in charge of the boats.
“Daddy, come on. Come on.” Jerry says, whining. Daddy can’t hear him.
I have mosquito bites on my arms and legs. There are mosquitoes and flies around here; the flies crawl around
the sticky mess left on tables. A car over in the parking lot has its radio on loud. You can hear the music all this
way. “He’s coming,” I tell Jerry so he won’t be mad. Jerry is like Dad, the way his eyes look.
“Oh, that fat guy keeps talking to him,” Jerry says.
The fat man is one of the bartenders; he has on a dirty white apron. All these men are familiar. We have been
seeing them for years. He punches Dad’s arm, up by the shoulder, and Dad pushes him. They are laughing,
though. Nobody is mad.
“I’d sooner let a nigger—” the bartender says. We can’t hear anything more, but the men laugh again.
“All he does is drink,” Jerry says. “I hate him.”
At school, up on the sixth-grade floor, Jerry got in trouble last month. The principal slapped him. I am afraid to
look at Jerry when he’s mad.
“I hate him, I wish he’d die,” Jerry says.
Dad is trying to come to us, but every time he takes a step backward and gets ready to turn, one of the men
says something. There are three men beside him. Their stomachs are big, but Dad’s isn’t. He is wearing dark pants
and a white shirt; his tie is in the car. He wears a tie to church, then takes it off. He has his shirt sleeves rolled up
and you can see how strong his arms must be.
Two women cross over from the parking lot. They are wearing high-heeled shoes and hats and bright dresses—
orange and yellow—and when they walk past the men look at them. They go into the tavern. The men laugh about
something. The way they laugh makes my eyes focus on something away from them—a bird flying in the sky—
and it is hard for me to look anywhere else. I feel as if I’m falling asleep.
“Here he comes!” Jerry says.
Dad walks over to us, with his big steps. He is smiling and carrying a bottle of beer. “Hey, kid,”: he says to the
boy squatting on the walk, “How’s about a boat?”
“This one is the best,” Jerry says.
“The best, huh? Great.” Dad grins at us. “Okay, Sissie, let’s get you in. Be careful now.” He picks me up even
though I am too heavy for it, and sets me in the boat. It hurts a little where he held me, under the arms, but I don’t
care.
Jerry climbs in. Dad steps and something happens—he almost slips, but he catches himself. With the wet
oar he pushes us off from the boardwalk.
Dad can row fast. The sunlight is gleaming on the water. I sit very still, facing him, afraid to move. The boat
goes fast, and Dad is leaning back and forth and pulling on the oars, breathing hard, doing everything fast like he
always does. He is always in a hurry to get things done. He has set the bottle of beer down by his leg, pressed
against the side of the boat so it won’t fall.
“There’s the guys we saw go out before,” Jerry says. Coming around the island is a boat with three boys in it,
older than Jerry. “They went on the island. Can we go there too?”
“Sure,” says Dad. His eyes squint in the sun. He is suntanned, and there are freckles on his forehead. I am
sitting close to him, facing him, and it surprises me what he looks like—he is like a stranger, with his eyes
narrowed. The water beneath the boat makes me feel funny. It keeps us up now, but if I fell over the side I would
sink and drown.
“Nice out here, huh?” Dad says. He is breathing hard.
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“We should go over that way to get on the island,” Jerry says.
“This goddamn oar has splinters in it,” Dad says. He hooks the oar up and lets us glide. He reaches down to get
the bottle of beer. Though the lake and some trees and the buildings back on shore are in front of me, what makes
me look at it is my father’s throat, the way it bobs when he swallows. He wipes his forehead. “Want to row,
Sissie?” he says.
“Can I?”
“Let me do it,” says Jerry.
“Naw, I was just kidding,” Dad says.
“I can do it. It ain’t hard.”
“Stay where you are,” Dad says.
He starts rowing again, faster. Why does he go so fast? His face is getting red, the way it does at home when he
has trouble with Frank. He clears his throat and spits over the side; I don’t like to see that but I can’t help but
watch. The other boat glides past us, heading for shore. The boys don’t look over at us.
Jerry and I look to see if anyone else is on the island, but no one is. The island is very small. You can see
around it.
“Are you going to land on it, Dad?” Jerry says.
“Sure, okay.” Dad’s face is flushed and looks angry.
The boat scrapes bottom and bumps. “Jump out and pull it in,” Dad says. Jerry jumps out. His shoes and socks
are wet now, but Dad doesn’t notice. The boat bumps; it hurts me. I am afraid. But then we’re up on the land and
Dad is out and lifting me. “Nice ride, sugar?” he says.
Jerry and I run around the island. It is different from what we thought, but we don’t know why. There are some
trees on it, some wild grass, and then bare caked mud that goes down to the water. The water looks dark and deep
on the other side, but when we get there it’s shallow. Lily pads grow there; everything is thick and tangled. Jerry
wades in the water and gets his pants legs wet. “There might be money in the water,” he says.
Some napkins and beer cans are nearby. There is part of a hotdog bun, with flies buzzing around it.
When we go back by Dad, we see him squatting over the water doing something. His back jerks. Then I see
that he is being sick. He is throwing up in the water and making a noise like coughing.
Jerry turns around right away and runs back. I follow him, afraid. On the other side we can look at the
boathouse and wish we were there.
3
Marian and Betty went to the show, but I couldn’t. She made me come along here with them. “And cut out that
snippy face,” Ma said, to let me know she’s watching. I have to help her take care of Linda—poor fat Linda, with
her runny nose! So here we are inside the tavern. There’s too much smoke, I hate smoke. Dad is smoking a cigar. I
won’t drink any more root beer, it’s flat, and I’m sick of potato chips. Inside me there is something that wants to
run away, that hates them. How loud they are, my parents! My mother spilled something on the front of her dress,
but does she notice? And my aunt Lucy and uncle Joe, they’re here. Try to avoid them. Lucy has false teeth that
make everyone stare at her. I know that everyone is staring at us. I cold hide my head in my arms an turn away,
I’m so tired and my legs hurt from sunburn and I can’t stand them any more.
“So did you ever hear from them? That letter you wrote?” Ma says to Lucy.
“I’m still waiting. Somebody said you got to have connections to get on the show. But I don’t believe it. That
Howie Masterson that’s the emcee, he’s a real nice guy. I can tell.”
“It’s all crap,” Dad says. “You women believe anything.”
“I don’t believe it,” I say.
“Phony as hell,” says my uncle.
“You do too believe it, Sissie,” says my mother. “Sissie thinks he’s cute. I know she does.”
“I hate that guy!” I tell her, but she and my aunt are laughing. “I said I hate him! He’s greasy.”
“All that stuff is phony as hell,” says my Uncle Joe. He is tired all the time, and right now he sits with his head
bowed. I hate his bald head with the little fringe of gray hair on it. At least my father is still handsome. His jaws
sag and there are lines in his neck—edged with dirt, I can see, embarrassed—and his stomach is bulging a little
against the table, but still he is a handsome man. In a lace like this women look at him. What’s he see in her? they
think. My mother had her hair cut too short last time; she looks queer. There is a photograph taken of her when
she was young, standing by someone’s motorcycle, with her hair long. In the photograph she was pretty, almost
beautiful, but I don’t believe it. Not really. I can’t believe it, and I hate her. Her forehead gathers itself up in little
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wrinkles whenever she glances down at Linda, as if she can’t remember who Linda is.
“Well, nobody wanted you, kid,” she once said to Linda. Linda was a baby then, one year old. Ma was furious,
standing in the kitchen where she was washing the floor, screaming: “Nobody wanted you, it was a goddamn
accident! An accident!” That surprised me so I didn’t know what to think, and I didn’t know if I hated Ma or not;
but I kept it all a secret … only my girl friends know, and I won’t tell the priest either. Nobody can make me tell. I
narrow my eyes and watch my mother leaning forward to say something—it’s like she’s going to toss something
out on the table—and think that maybe she isn’t my mother after all, and she isn’t that pretty girl in the
photograph, but someone else.
“A woman was on the show last night that lost two kids in a fire. Her house burned down,” my aunt says
loudly. “And she answered the questions right off and got a lot of money and the audience went wild. You could
see she was a real lady. I love that guy. Howie Masterson. He’s real sweet.”
“He’s a bastard,” Dad says.
“Harry, what the hell? You never even seen him,” Ma says.
“I sure as hell never did. Got better things to do at night.” Dad turns to my uncle and his voice changes. “I’m
on the night shift, now.”
“Yeah, I hate that, I—”
“I can sleep during the day. What’s the difference?”
“I hate those night shifts.”
“What’s there to do during the day?” Dad says flatly. His eyes scan us at the table as if he doesn’t see anything,
then they seem to fall off me and go behind me, looking at nothing.
“Not much,” says my uncle, and I can see his white scalp beneath his hair. Both men are silent.
Dad pours beer into his glass and spills some of it. I wish I could look away. I love him, I think, but I hate to be
here. Where would I rather be? With Marian and Betty at the movies, or in my room, lying on the bed and staring
at the photographs of movie stars on my walls—those beautiful people that never say anything—while out in the
kitchen my mother is waiting for my father to come home so they can continue their quarrel. It never stops, that
quarrel. Sometimes they laugh together, kid around, they kiss. Then the quarrel starts up again in a few minutes.
“Ma, can I go outside and wait in the car?” I say. “Linda’s asleep.”
“What’s so hot about the car?” she says, looking at me.
“I’m tired. My sunburn hurts.”
Linda is sleeping in Ma’s lap, with her mouth open and drooling on the front of her dress. “Okay, go on,” Ma
says. “But we’re not going to hurry just for you.” When she has drunk too much there is a struggle in her between
being angry and being affectionate; she fights both of them, and if standing with her legs apart and her hands on
her hips, bracing a strong wind.
When I cross through the crowded tavern I’m conscious of people looking at me. My hair lost its curl because
it was so humid today, my legs are too thin, my figures is flat and not nice like Marian’s—I want to hide
somewhere, hide my face from them. I hate this noisy place and these people. Even the music is ugly because it
belongs to them. Then, when I’m outside, the music gets faint right away and it doesn’t sound so bad. It’s cooler
out here. No one is around. Out back, the old rowboats are tied up. Nobody’s on the lake., Thee’s no moon, the
sky is overcast, it was raining earlier.
When I turn around, a man is standing by the door watching me.
“What’re you doing?” he says.
“Nothing.”
He has dark hair and a tanned face, I think, but everything is confused because the light from the door is
pinkish—there’s a neon sign there. My heart starts to pound. The man leans forward the stare at me. “Oh, I
thought you were somebody else,” he says.
Some people come out the door and he has to step out of their way. I say to him, “Maybe you seen me around
here before. We come here pretty often.”
“You’re not her,” he says.
Some people come out the door and he has to step out of their way. I say to him, “Maybe you seen me around
here before. We come here pretty often.”
“Who do you come with?” He is smiling as if he thinks I’m funny. “Anybody I know?”
“That’s my business.”
It’s a game. I’m not afraid. When I think of my mother and father inside, something makes me want to step
closer to this man—why should I be afraid? I could be wild like some of the other girls. Nothing surprises me.
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We keep on talking. At first I can tell he wants me to come inside the tavern with him, but then he forgets
about it; he keeps talking. I don’t know what we say, but we talk in drawling voices, smiling at each other but in a
secret, knowing way, as if each one of us knew more than the other. My cheeks start to burn. I could be wild like
Betty is sometimes—like some of the other girls. Why not? Once before I talked with a man like this, on the bus.
We were both sitting in the back. I wasn’t afraid. This man and I keep talking and we talk about nothing, he wants
to know how old I am, but it makes my heart pound so hard that I want to touch my chest to calm it. We are
walking along the old boardwalk and I say: “Somebody took me out rowing once here.”
“Is that so?” he says. “You want me to take you out?”
He had a hard, handsome face. I like that face. Why is he alone? When he smiles I know he’s laughing at me,
and this makes me stand taller, walk with my shoulders raised.
“Hey, are you with somebody inside there?” he says.
“I left them.”
“Have a fight?”
“A fight, yes.”
He looks at me quickly. “How old are you anyway?”
“Girls your age are all alike.”
“We’re not all alike!” I arch my back and look at him in a way I must have learned somewhere—where?—with
my lips not smiling but ready to smile, and my eyes narrowed. One leg is turned as if I’m ready to jump from him.
He sees all this. He smiles.
“Say, you’re real cute.”
We’re walking over by the parking lot now. He touches my arm. Right away my heart trips, but I say nothing, I
keep walking. High above us the tree branches are moving in the wind. It’s cold for June. It’s late—after eleven.
The man is wearing a jacket, but I have on a sleeveless dress and there are goose-pimples on my arms.
“Cold, huh?” he says.
He takes hold of my shoulders and leans toward me. this is to show me he’s no kid, he’s grown up, this is how
they do things; when he kisses me his grip on my shoulders gets tighter. “I better go back,” I say to him. My voice
is queer.
“What?” he says.
I am wearing a face like one of those faces pinned up in my room, and what if I lose it? This isnot my face. I
try to turn away from him.
He kisses me again. His breath smells like beer, maybe, it’s like my father’s breath, and my mind is empty; I
can’t think what to do. Why am I here? My legs fell numb, my fingers are cold. The man rubs my arms and says,
“You should have a sweater or something. …”
He is waiting for me to say something, to keep on the way I was before. But I have forgotten how to do it.
Before, I was Marian or one of the older girls; now I am just myself. I am fourteen. I think of Linda sleeping in
my mother’s lap, and something frightens me.
“Hey, what’s wrong?” the man says.
He sees I’m afraid but pretends he doesn’t. He comes to me again and embraces me, his mouth presses against
my neck and shoulder. I feel as if I’m suffocating. “My car’s over here,” he says, trying to catch his breath. I can’t
move. Something dazzling and icy rises up in me, an awful fear, but I can’t move and can’t say anything. He is
touching me with his hands. His mouth is soft but wants too much from me. I think, What is he doing? Do they all
do this? Do I have to have it done to me too?
“You cut that out,” I tell him.
He steps away. His chest is heaving and his eyes look like a dog’s eyes, surprised and betrayed. The lastg thing
I see of him is those eyes, before I turn and run back to the tavern.
4
Jesse says, “Let’s stop at this place. I been here a few times before.”
It’s the Lakeside Bar. That big old building with the grubby siding, and a big pink neon sign in front, and the
cinder driveway that’s so bumpy. Yes, everything the same. But different too—smaller, dirtier. There is a custard
stand nearby with a glaring orange roof, and people are crowded around it. That’s new. I haven’t been here for
years.
“I feel like a beer,” he says.
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He smiles at me and caresses my arm. He treats me as if I were something that might break; in my cheap linen
maternity dress I feel ugly and heavy. My flesh is so soft and thick that nothing could hurt it.
“Sure, honey. Pa used to stop in here too.”
We cross through the parking lot to the tavern. Wild grass grows along the sidewalk and in the cracks of the
sidewalk. Why is this place so ugly to me? I feel as if a hand were pressing against my chest, shutting off my
breath. Is there some secret here? Why am I afraid.
I catch sight of myself in a dusty window as we pass. My hair is long, down to my shoulders. I am pretty, but
my secret is that I am pretty like everyone is. My husband loves me for this but doesn’t know it. I have a pink
mouth and plucked darkened eyebrows and soft bangs over my forehead; I know everything, I have no need to
learn from anyone else now. I am one of those girls younger girls study closely, to learn from. On busses, in fiveand-tens, thirteen-year-old girls must look at me solemnly, learning, memorizing.
“Pretty Sissie!” my mother likes to say when we visit, though I told her now I hate that name. She is proud of
me for being pretty, but thinks I’m too thin. “You’ll fill out nice, after the baby,” she says. Herself, she is fat and
veins have begun to darken on her legs; she scuffs around the house in bedroom slippers. Who is my mother?
When I think of her I can’t think of anything—do I love her or hate her, or is there nothing there?
Jesse forgets and walks ahead of me, I have to walk fast to catch up. I’m wearing pastel-blue high heels—that
must be because I am proud of my legs. I have little else. Then he remembers and turns to put out his hand for me,
smiling to show he is sorry. Jesse is the kind of young man thirteen-year-old girls stare at secretly; he is not a man,
not old enough, but not a boy either. He is a year older than I am, twenty. When I met him he was wearing a navy
uniform and he was with a girl friend of mine.
Just a few people sitting outside at the tables. They’re afraid of rain—the sky doesn’t look good. And how
bumpy the ground is here, bare spots and little holes and patches of crab grass, and everywhere napkins and junk.
Too many flies outside. Has this place changed hands? The screens at the window don’t fit right; you can see why
flies get inside. Jesse opens the door for me and I grow in. All bars smell alike. There is a damp, dark odor of beer
and something indefinable—spilled soft drinks, pretzels getting stale? This bar is just like any other. Before we
were married we went to places like this, Jesse and me and other couples. We had to spend a certain amount of
time doing things like that—and going to movies, playing miniature golf, bowling, dancing, swimming—then we
got married, now we’re going to have a baby. I think of the baby all the time, because my life will be changed
then; everything will be different. Four months from now. I should be frightened, but a calm laziness has come
over me. It was so easy for my mother. … but it will be different with me because my life will be changed by it,
and nothing ever changed my mother. You couldn’t change her! Why should I think? Why should I be afraid? My
body is filled with love for this baby, and I will never be the same again.
We sit down at a table near the bar. Jesse is in a good mood. My father would have liked him, I think; when he
laughs Jesse reminds me of him. Why is a certain kind of simple, healthy, honest man always destined to lose
everything? Their souls are as clean and smooth as the muscular line of their arms. At night I hold Jesse, thinking
of my father and what happened to him—all that drinking, then the accident at the factory—and I pray that Jesse
will be different. I hope that his quick, open, loud way of talking is just a disguise, that really he is someone else
—slower and calculating. That kind of man grows old without jerks and spasms. Why did I marry Jesse?
Someone at the bar turns around, and it’s a man I think I know—I have known. Yes. That man outside, the man
I met outside. I stare at him, my heart ounding, and he doesn’t see me. He is dark, his hair is neatly combed but is
thinner than before; he is wearing a cheap gray suit. But is it the same man? He is standing with a friend and
looking around, as if he doesn’t like what he sees. He is tired too. He has grown years older.
Our eyes meet. He glances away. He doesn’t remember—that frightened girl he held in his arms.
I am tempted to put my hand on Jesse’s arm and tell him about that man, but how can I? Jesse is talking about
trading in our car for a new one. … I can’t move, my mind seems to be coming to a stop. Is that the man I kissed,
or someone else? A feeling of angry loss comes over me. Why should I lose everything? Everything? Is it the
same man, and would he remember? My heart bothers me, it’s stupid to be like this: here I sit, powdered and
sweet, a girl safely married, pregnant and secured to the earth, with my husband beside me. He still loves me. Our
love keeps on. Like my parents’ love, it will subside someday, but nothing surprises me because I have learned
everything.
The man turns away, talking to his friend. They are weary, tired of something. He isn’t married yet, I think, and
that pleases me. Good. But why are these men always tired? Is it the jobs they hold, the kind of men who stop in
at this tavern? Why do they flash their teeth when they smile, but stop smiling so quickly? Why do their children
cringe from them sometimes—an innocent upraised arm a frightening thing? Why do they grow old so quickly?,
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sitting at kitchen tables with bottles of beer? They are everywhere, in every house. All the houses in this
neighborhood and all neighborhoods around here. Jesse is young, but the outline of what he will be is already in
his face; do you think I can’t see it? their lives are like hands dealt out to them in their innumerable card games.
You pick up the sticky cards, and there it is: there it is. Can’t change anything, all you can do is switch some cards
around, stick one in here, one over here … pretend there is some sense, a secret scheme.
The man at the bar tosses some coins down and turns to go. I want to cry out to him, “Wait, wait!” But I
cannot. I sit helplessly and watch him leave. Is it the same man? If he leaves I will be caught here, what can I do?
I can almost hear my mother’s shrill laughter coming in from outside, and some drawling remark of my father’s—
lifting for a moment above the music. Those little explosions of laughter, the slap of someone’s hand on the damp
table in anger, the clink of bottles accidentally touching—and there, there, my drunken aunt’s voice, what is she
saying? I am terrified at being left with them. I watch the man at the door and think that I could have loved him. I
know it.
He has left, he and his friend. He is nothing to me, but suddenly I feel tears in my eyes. What’s wrong with
me? I hate everything that springs upon me and seems to draw itself down and oppress me in a way I could never
explain to anyone. … I am crying because I am pregnant, but not with that man’s child. It could have been his
child, I could have gone with him to his car; but I did nothing, I ran away. I was afraid, and now I’m sitting here
with Jesse, who is picking the label off his beer bottle with his thick squarish fingernails. I did nothing. I was
afraid. Now he has left me here and what can I do?
I let my hand fall onto my stomach to remind myself that I am in love: with this baby, with Jesse, with
everything. I am in love with our house and our life and the future and even this moment—right now—that I am
struggling to live through.
161.50 The Woman Across The Street\fn{by May Dikeman (c.1940- )} Baldwin, Nassau County, New York, U.S.A.
(F) 6
“Somebody is trying to get me” sounded too wild for Rachel to say even to herself, much less tell anyone, least
of all write home to her panicky, all-female family who lived on the outskirts of Boston.
But this was the third night it had happened. Someone was standing in the hall outside the door to her
apartment. She knew he was there by the slight creak on the tile as he shifted his weight, a swallowed cough, and
the blotting of the crack of light that showed along the side of her door. Three times now since she had come to
New York he had stood there, with just enough time lapse inbetween for her almost to put it out of her mind.
She looked at the clock. It was twenty minutes to eleven. She had just washed her hair, which she did every
other night for her job as a college-shop floor model. She had been sitting rubbing it with a towel. Now a drop ran
down her spine inside her terry robe, but she caught the shiver it gave her in order to hold herself motionless, as if
she could defeat the purpose of the man outside by getting rid of herself.
She always felt less vulnerable close to the door, even with the man on the other side of it, and she drew herself
together to get up and slip barefoot into the foyer. But just as she put her foot to the floor, she saw the doorknob
slowly turn. It was an old, oval brass knob outlined with a wreath of hammered protuberances like beads, and its
normal position was horizontal. As Rachel watched, without moving, the blade of light on the knob turned
clockwise till nearly vertical, as if aimed.
For the first time, the man was trying her door.
The turning knob made no sound, but the quiet became pulsatile like a metronome. The thought of the things
that other people, strident, righteously deadpan New York people, would do—call the police, demand through the
door, “Who’s there?”—seemed as jeeringly remote as the drone of the bus down on Third Avenue, only sealing
her isolation. She looked at the telephone, she imagined her voice calling
“Who’s there?”
But what good would it do? She could not get a man locked up for life on her charge that he had tried her door.
Once challenged, he would be her enemy. She felt safer as long as he didn’t know she knew, as long as he stayed
unidentified.
“I’m afraid of vengeance!” her elderly mother always said of any neighborhood trouble, as she might have said
she was afraid of infection, and this phobia about vengeance seemed to thicken the air with another element, more
noxious because it was unspecified and humanly motivated.
At a quarter to eleven, the man went away. His step was so easy that Rachel could not be certain whether he
went down or up the stairs.
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*
She felt it had to be the superintendent. Rachel was contentiously tolerant, and her letters home suggested that
all her New York acquaintances were Puerto Ricans with Ph.D.’s. But actually she was afraid of opaque skin,
tapered, high-instepped male feet in counterless shoes, and the risque music of Spanish. Once, as he brought her
up in the tarnished-gilt manual elevator, which, like the rest of the building, had been ornate and showed stages of
decline through paint parings and detached egg and dart, the superintendent touched her elbow, shrugged
invitingly, and said,
“My wife says she wants a divorce.” And in her fright, Rachel almost said,
“But I’m terribly pro-Puerto Rican!”
Still, just because the case against the superintendent seemed strong, Rachel knew it might be someone else.
Growing up seemed to her to have been chiefly learning that inevitability meant the loopholes in it—mystery gifts
never came from the right person, and betrayals came not from the suspect but from the friend.
She thought of the other men tenants in the building, about whom she had written home very literarily funny
letters. She thought of Good Joe, so-called, although he was a lawyer named Maurice Fischer, because he liked to
be called Joe and because of his continual petty good works in the neighborhood. If it suddenly rained, Joe was
seen helping the newsstand man hoist his tarpaulin. When a driver parked, Joe stood in the street shouting,
“Cut your wheel! You’re OK. Cut your wheel!”
She thought of bald Mr. Einstein, upstairs, who composed scores for juvenile productions. Banging on his
piano, he would sing in a hoarse, terrible bass,
“I don’t want to play today, I don’t want to play; I take my dolls and go away,” or
“Raumschlager, raumschlager, scared to come out!”
Only by improbability itself could it be one of these people. But the possibility now blighted Rachel’s jokes
about them in her letters home, and peopling letters with mad characters was the only real company she had.
As for the store where she modeled, there was Bill, the photographer, a sullen clown in a Tyrolean hat, who
seldom uttered anything but onomatopoeic comments like “Whoosh!” when she or another model swept past him.
And there were the two win- dow dressers, Harold and Schuyler, who were queer.
It seemed to leave only the superintendent. But by its contraction, the shadow of a doubt saturated to a pall
over each of the others. The embarrassment, if it were one of the unlikely ones, seemed more terrible than real
danger. What if it were Good Joe? “Good evening, how do you do, I was trying to fix your doorknob for you, it’s
a fire violation.” Or Mr. Einstein? Would he sing, “Raumschlager, raumschlager, scared to come out”?
In reaction from the fright, Rachel felt light-headedly gay and started to giggle to herself. Then the very fact
that, like many lonely people, she often made up things to laugh at reminded her that when she was a gangling,
solidly red-haired child, everyone had let her alone for a waif. Now that undulations in her height and hair color
had transformed her into a flintily delicate beauty, photographing as shell chips of cheekbones and shoulder
blades, they still let her alone for a snob, except when they did worse.
Even her name had not been the result of the modern caprice by which girls were named Rebecca, Melissa,
and Jennifer. She was named Rachel in naïve good faith, for her grandmother and the Bible. You’re a real Rachel,
she thought, not a piquant Rachel, and it would be easier if everybody still thought so and thought you were too
weird instead of too “stunning.”
She started to cry to herself in outrage as she brushed her hair in front of the mirror, and the electricity of the
hair and the tears in her gray eyes reminded her of how Harold the window dresser had hugged his chest,
shuddering, as he exclaimed,
“But, darling, only the absurdity of such beauty saves one from its terror.”
She thought, only queers dare to say things to me. She threw down her brush and went over to the window.
Brought very close by the stereoptican effect, the lit-up window across the street showed the young couple
whom Rachel often saw this way. Week nights, they were sloppy. Husband-and-wife jeans, thought Rachel. The
boy was lounging on the bed, with one ankle crossed on his knee. He was in sock feet. By the precision of surmise
with which one divines details in a stained-glass picture, Rachel knew the socks were Argyles. His wife would
have knitted them. She was sitting upright, fondling his foot as they talked. Give his foot one more twist, thought
Rachel, and it’ll come unscrewed. Then you can unscrew his head. They would be discussing what to name their
planned, spaced children when they had them: Rebecca, Melissa, and, of course, Rachel.
Both of them had a lot of black hair. This made the boy seem a poet. On the woman, the fluffed effect looked
as if a beautician had told her it would shorten her nose. Rachel saw her as a little thick in the middle, with tootapering legs, a girl who would sign “Save Bleecker Street” petitions, cook with basil, study folk dancing at the
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New School, and have read an editorial apropos of anything said to her.
Why should you have an Argyle ankle to hold? thought Rachel. Why should it be candles on the table for you,
and somebody always breathing next to you?
Jealousy restored Rachel. Her hands were warm and steady as she set her clock and laid out her things for the
morning. She checked the lock and chain on her door again, set a chair under the knob as an extra precaution, and
screwed the bolt on her fire-escape window a little deeper into the sash. Actually, she was perfectly safe. Nobody
could get in as long as she was all locked up, and of course she would always be sure she was.
When she lay back in her bed, the lit-up window of the young couple was out of her sight. But she still thought
about them. Tomorrow night would be Friday, so the woman would suddenly be in black and pearls, holding a
glass and pressing the flat of her hand to her scoop neck in protesting social hilarity (“Oh, no!”), and there would
be too many people to distinguish the husband at all. The next night, Saturday, the window would stay dark.
Saturdays they went out themselves. On Sunday they would give a party again, a cocktail party. Monday, and
through the work week, they would be back in jeans, talking. I suppose it’s my New England conscience, Rachel
said to the imaginary husband she conjured up to talk about other people to, but where does this lead? Her
imaginary husband agreed that it seemed a meaningless life.
And having made their happiness seem their delusion, Rachel forgave them and got to sleep.
*
A few weeks later, Rachel went to a movie by herself and got home later than she expected. It was a paintwater pink night, threatening rain, with tree shapes of mist cowering in the street. Rachel’s building had a portecochere effect in front, casting a pit of darkness of which every gradation was a lurking man. The entrance looked
like a trap no one could get through. Then Rachel saw the superintendent, with his back to her, rolling the cans
into their formation at the area railing. He went down the steps into the basement.
This was her chance. She dashed into the house and ran up the stairs, taking out her apartment key as she went.
On her own landing, just as she started to put her key into her door, she became aware that someone was
waiting on the landing above her. She turned to run back down the stairs. But before she could take a step, the
lights in the hall were blotted out momentarily by something like a flying monster bird.
She screamed wildly. The man had jumped down the whole flight of stairs onto her. Pain shot through her like
electric shock as her kneecap hit the tile floor. She thought he had stabbed her, and she felt hot and oozing in the
middle as if she were bleeding. She screamed the name of a woman neighbor whom she hardly knew.
“Mrs. Hoffman!” she screamed. “Mrs. Hoffman, Mrs. Hoffman!”
Doors crashed and echoing voices filled the stairwell. Terrible apparitions like gigantic mechanical baby dolls
or bunnies, with big springs come loose from their heads, the women tenants in nightclothes and hair rollers,
armed with pop bottles, all lunged for the man.
Rachel caught one flash of his face before he escaped. He was young. He had a lot of black hair, like a poet. As
he dived for the stairs, she looked down and saw, as she knew she would, the Argyle socks of the husband across
the street.
“Stop him!” yelled the women, thundering down the stairs after the man.
Rachel was put on someone’s red-painted kitchen chair underneath an ivy-planter wall clock. A woman wet her
forehead and started braiding her hair tightly. More to avoid having her hair braided than anything else, Rachel
said she wanted to join the chase.
“I’ll need to identify him,” she said. “I’m all right, I’m all right.”
The tenants, all eager to go, were easy to persuade. The hall was full of broken bottles. On every third step,
Rachel saw a big drop of blood.
The superintendent came out of his apartment with no shirt on, his tragic eye-whites suppliant for any news he
could deplore. Why, he’s a sweet little man, thought Rachel. He has a crucifix on.
The evening had come to life in a drizzle that ignited the streets, with Christmas balls and stars shining in the
macadam. Rachel was swept along by two sturdy women in toggle coats over their flannel pajamas, who told her
repeatedly,
“Just so he didn’t harm you.”
Sirens rose like a serenade, and the rain fused the lights of Second Avenue to a beacon. Rachel had never seen
New York so beautiful.
Three women neighbors came out of the big hospital at the corner, hauling Rachel’s attacker, the young
husband who lived in the apartment across the street. They had caught up with him as he tried to hide in a phone
booth of the hospital lobby. Standing at a safe distance on the far side of the Avenue, Good Joe, neatly dressed,
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with his checked wool scarf and fedora on, called,
“Have you got him, girls?”
The officers getting out of the police cars and the women howled with laughter.
Just before the police put him in the car, the man turned to Rachel. Thickened blood like paint was coming out
of his black hair where the bottles had cracked his head.
“I didn’t do anything to you, did I?” he said to her, in an entreating, boyish voice.
*
An hour after she had signed at the hospital that she refused treatment, Rachel’s body started to throb all over.
Besides the bruises that showed, she had a pain in one breast and she found that when she flexed her knees or
lowered her head, a sharp pain paralyzed her spine. The neighbors had stayed with her, vying with each other in
offerings of tea, sherry, and soup, laughing at Good Joe, who had gone promptly to the prisoner’s wife to offer his
legal services and returned home to report to them,
“I can’t make out why that fellow should want to do it. He’s got a wife who’s a good-looking girl. Not
strikingly gorgeous like yourself, but she’s not bad!”
“He’s sick!” Mrs. Hoffman explained to the lawyer.
The :neighbors now insisted on taking Rachel back to the hospital.
“Anything with the breast I don’t like,” said one.
They went and got a cab, and two of the women, still in pajamas and toggle coats, rode with her. Mrs. Hoffman
promised to call the store for Rachel in the morning.
In the emergency ward, a doctor fingered Rachel’s breast and spine at great length, then said,
“I can’t tell anything by manual examination.” Rachel said,
“Well, Doctor, it was a terribly good try.” She had never said anything like that before, and never heard such
applauding laughter.
Rachel was admitted to the hospital for observation and had the best time she had ever had in her life. When
she was in bed, nobody could tell how tall she was, five-ten. They could only see her face. Everybody said over
and over that it was good he hadn't “harmed” her, and she realized that having just escaped “harm” made her more
desirable than anything else that could possibly have happened to her. The doctors grouped around her bed and
said to each other,
“You know, I don’t blame that guy!”
Rachel giggled chidingly in a way she never had before and told them to wait till she was back on her feet and
they found out she was six-foot-three. The house doctor said if she were his girl, he’d never let her get on her feet.
One doctor added musingly,
“I love the name Rachel.”
The store sent flowers. A buyer, wearing what appeared to be a fresh pineapple in her hat, came and told her,
“Usually they only do it for a death!”
Her floorwalker and her section manager came with gifts from the store, expressing thankfulness that she
hadn’t been “harmed,” and Snookie, the junior-sizes model, brought her a black velvet halter hostess gown she
had admired, bought with the 40 percent discount, but still expensive.
“I knew you liked it,” Snookie repeated, contentedly. “So I figured, what the hell.”
Bill the photographer came in, saying “Wheee!”, with his wife, Billie, who brought a mason jar of her bean
and barley soup, which she said was “binding,” and a kit packed with a week’s supply of every possible cosmetic,
including dry shampoo.
Best of all, Harold and Schuyler, the queer window dressers, came bearing a replica of the store, complete with
awning and customers going in (one recognizable as an eccentric rich old lady who wore sneakers and prodded
the models in the stomach with her umbrella), made entirely of flowers. While the patients on the floor flashed
their lights frantically, the whole hospital staff congregated in Rachel’s room to admire Harold and Schuyler’s
flower department store.
“Schuy never stopped wiring mums all night,” Harold boasted fondly, hiccuping with pride. “I spoon-fed him
vodka till dawn.”
The neighbors also visited and reported that Rachel’s attacker had been committed to someplace upstate, while
Good Joe remained nonplussed that the attacker had had a wife who was “not bad” right in his own home.
*
Rachel’s X-rays didn’t show anything, and she was discharged. But even when she was back on her feet, taller
in heels than many of the men, nobody seemed afraid of her and she was not afraid of them. She joked with Good
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Joe, and when she heard Mr. Einstein howling his children’s songs, she laughed and laughed. The superintendent
still told her, shrugging seductively, that his wife wanted a divorce, but she told him firmly that he must preserve
his marriage for the sake of the children, and he subsided with a disappointed air.
But in the apartment across the street, everything was changed.
The first night Rachel glanced from her window, she thought the wife was getting ready to move, which
seemed natural enough. Everything seemed dumped out over everything. A heap of clothes or bedding or curtains
was over the big chair, with a big green thing, possibly a cotton shag rug, draped on top. The ironing board, with
another mountain of things on it, stayed up in the middle of the room. What had been walnut cantilever
bookshelves had become catchalls for boxes and laundry, with stockings hanging.
But as time passed, the woman never packed. The heaps of things only rose higher. The bed was never made.
Apparently it was never even changed. It seemed that the woman was going to go on living there, by herself, but
had stopped doing anything at all. The kitchenette of the one-room studio, also visible through the window, was a
stack of pots, dishes, and rags. The whole place was like a giant laundry hamper.
The woman lay most of the time on the unmade bed. She always had on a speckly black thing that looked as if
it were made of quilting, stiffened by soil. When the woman occasionally sat in the chair holding a magazine, all
Rachel could see of her was one hand flicking a cigarette and a bare foot jerking a loose mule.
*
Rachel decided to give a party, her first party, a small one, and asked Snookie, Bill and Billie, and Harold and
Schuyler. She had been in New York long enough now to know her way around with sour cream, chervil,
artichoke hearts, and vodka. The night of the party, after she had her casserole sprinkled with Parmesan and ready
to run under. the broiler, the avocados mashed for the dip, and the spray of eucalyptus poised to cast an Oriental
shadow on her single dramatic vermilion wall, and had put on her black halter hostess gown, she was so happy
that tears came into her throat. She knew that her life was not factually changed and might never be, but she felt
that she could stand for years posed ready to run casseroles under the broiler in a perpetual glossy print of purest
hospitality, even if nobody came for the rest of her life.
But everybody came, and everybody gave themselves completely to the party. Snookie praised the yummy dip
and the yummy vermilion wall. Bill sat on the rug saying “Swoosh!” when Rachel’s skirt accidentally swept his
head, and Billie attributed long stories to him while everybody stared at him, trying to picture him telling these
stories. Harold and Schuyler had apparently had a minor tiff due to one of them accusing the other of Trotskyist
tendencies, but when Schuyler took off his loafers and skipped softly around the room singing, from
Greensleeves, “Alas, my love, you do me wrong, to treat me thus discourt’ously, when I have loved you so long
—”, it was evident that Harold had melted.
(“They’re kind of cute,” Snookie said, and Billie said, “They are cute. I mean, they are darlings. 1 feel, who
are we to judge?”)
Billie told freakish narrow-escape stories, such as that of a man nearly catching a woman’s ice skate in his
cornea on the subway. Schuyler leaped to the radiator-cover top and sang, “I did but see her passing by, and yet
her ice skate gouged my eye,” and Billie was not offended.
Even the neighbors cooperated unconsciously in the party spirit. Good Joe came up to ask Rachel if her water
pressure was troubling her, and Mr. Einstein sang ferociously that he would take his dolls and go away, and
challenged his raumschlager to come out. Schuyler said,
“How neo-Humperdinck!”
*
The neighbor business led to their talking about the woman across the street. They all went over to the window
and looked.
“Housekeepingwise, she is in mighty bad shape,” said Billie. “What I can’t figure out is what is that big green
thing on the chair?” said Rachel.
She felt guilty, but the woman didn’t know. The woman had not been able to keep her own husband away from
Rachel, and now she was a conversation piece at Rachel’s party, but she couldn’t know, and it couldn’t hurt her.
And they had all had enough vodka so that anything they did seemed cauterized of malice.
“Oof!” said Bill.
“She should pull herself together!”said Snookie.
“Psychologywise, she should take herself in hand,” said Billie.
“The green thing is a sleeping bag!” said Schuyler. “She’s camping in.”
“The voyeur looks into the mirror, merely,” said Harold. “What is that big green thing? What, what is that big
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green thing at the vortex of my being?”
“She sure has let herself go,” said Snookie.
“Floom!”said Bill.
“She should take up something,” said Billie.
“She could pluck chenilles with tweezers!” said Schuyler. “Chenille by chenille she could pluck, in patterns!
Wait. I have a marvelous idea. Billie, may I borrow your brooch? Rachel, may I pierce your coasters?”
“Schuy is opthalmologically sound,” said Harold, belching. “A pinhole reduces virtually to the optic axis,
forming a telescopic lens!”
Stabbing the coasters through the centers with Billie’s pin, Schuyler passed them out for everyone to look
through.
“Oh, Schuy, we shouldn’t,” protested Rachel. “This is so deliberate. The poor creature!”
“We must identify the big green thing!” said Schuyler. “I was wrong. It’s not a sleeping bag. It’s a bolt of
Easter-basket grass. She’s very beforehand, actually. It isn’t Easter for months!”
“Rachel, aren’t others’ windows our looking glass, ultimately?” said Harold. “In every view, every visitation,
don’t we seek to fracture our own image?”
“She needs help,” said Billie.
“Can’t we do something?” said Schuyler. “We could take her a kitten! We could serenade her. '
Dradle, dradle, dradle,
I made it out of clay,
and when it’s dry and ready,
then dradle I shall play!”

“We could take her some Brillo,” said Snookie.
“Oh, nothing abrasive, Snookie,” said Schuyler. “A flowering plant. An azalea with a bow. A sea horse with
guaranteed live delivery. Oh, if we had some fireworks. We could shoot them for her on the fire escape.”
Harold cried with laughter and sat down, spilling his vodka.
“Lose your self-respect, and it’s the end,” said Billie.
“I have a cleaning woman in twice a week,” said Snookie.
“You cannot go to pot,” said Billie.
“There’s such a thing as a fire hazard,” said Snookie.
“Volunteers are always needed,” said Billie. “The hospitals ate always yelling.”
“Even a pay job is better than nothing,” said Snookie.
“Better than nothing, Snookie?” said Harold. “Better than nothing whatsoever, truly better?”
“We could take her a mason jar of bean and barley soup,” said Schuyler. “It’s binding, it’s very binding. We
could all do a play reading. I see her in The Inca of Perusalem.”
“Nothing's wrong with bridge to kill an evening,” said Snookie.
“But nothing, darling!” cried Harold, choking. “Nothing’s wrong with bridge to kill an evening!” He and
Schuyler collapsed, chorusing,
“Nothing’s wrong with bridge to kill an evening!” Snookie said,
“What I’d like to know is, where does she get her dough?”
*
After everybody had gone home and Rachel had set the dishes and glasses in the sink, she was too tired to feel
anything. But the calculations of zeros and figure eights of glass imprints on all the furniture tops left autographs
of life in the room, and the echo of the talk and laughs of her company made her hum as she got out of her
clothes.
When she .went to raise her window, she saw the woman lying asleep on her bed with the lights on, as she
often slept. Her position made Rachel quickly look away. The woman was lying on her face with her legs spread
and feet toed in, a position of abjectness embarrassing even when that of a young child or a big, fallen doll.
“Oh, dear,” murmured Rachel, as she fell asleep.
She got up late, fixed her breakfast, and cleaned up from the party. It was nearly three when she looked out the
window. She thought instantly how they had stuck pinholes in the coasters and aimed their focus at the woman.
Oh, no, she thought. What did we do? Oh, what did we do to you? .
The woman was lying in the exact position she had been in fourteen hours before. She couldn’t be, thought
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Rachel, but she stared till her eyes stung, trying to see some change from last night that showed that the woman
had moved.
But nothing was changed. The woman still lay in the position that did not look any longer like sleep.
But she could have moved around a lot inbetween and just be lying like that again, thought Rachel.
Rachel had to go out to the delicatessen for cigarettes and something for her supper, and she decided to go now
and then see if the woman had moved by the time she came back. She deliberately prolonged her errand, as if to
give the woman an added chance. She bought the papers and hunted for a drugstore open Sundays, where she
might buy stamps.
When she got back, the woman was lying unchanged. Rachel’s heart felt as if it had just started to beat. She
thought of all the possible things to do. The police? The woman superintendent of the building across the street?
The nicety of her own concern that the woman not be found by the police in the position in which she was lying
made Rachel feel close to her.
Then it struck Rachel that she could call the woman and see if the phone roused her. But she had put the name
out of her mind after the attempted attack. She went down to Good Joe’s apartment to ask him the name. But
Good Joe wasn’t home. Rachel went back up. The woman hadn’t moved.
Rachel decided that the thing to do was to go and look at the nameplates in the house across the street. Then
she could look up the number, and phone—unless, of course, it was unlisted.
Rachel was very excited when she worked out this simple plan, but she didn’t act upon it. Agitation gave her
the sense that the right name was flashing around the edges of her thoughts and would light up clearly at any
moment, and for a while she walked around, trying different names to herself.
She was doing this when she passed the window and saw that the disheveled bed was empty. There was the
woman, standing up, then moving slowly through the mess of the room. The late Sunday afternoon light turned
the very color of disappointment, the flaunting flat blue of survival when all had been guaranteed lost, of crisis
ended with nobody’s services needed, and all the watchers thrown back on their routine. This was the feeling
Rachel had when she saw that the woman was not dead.
Held by fright at her feeling, Rachel watched the woman attentively, as if required to do so. She watched the
woman grope through the debris toward the first thing all lost people crawl toward, water. She turned the faucet
and filled a kettle. Certainty colored in every detail for Rachel. The woman struck a match, lighting the cigarette
betweenher lips, then the gas range, and spooned instant coffee into a cup.
Rachel shut her blinds. What she could not lok at was the will, the will that got up at 5 P.M. from a dead-doll
sprawl, that crawled throughthe wreckage of its life to reinstall itself with all the little waking-up supports to meet
an absent poet’s face that pleaded,
“I didn’t do anything to you, did I?”
294.22. 1. The Shepherd’s Watch 2. A Letter of February 9, 2016 3. Excerpt from Pages From A Golden Life 4.
“A Last Tree Standing” 5. All he said was “Yes.” 6. Oh, Those Headaches 7. Return To Church\fn{by Alan De
Wolfe (1941- )} Corning, Steuben County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 13
1
It was a cool night in the ancient land of my father when so many years ago, one of our sheep, a tiny lamb,
slipped off to wander Bethlehem by himself. I was only eight years, but as father often said, old enough to contemplate the tenets of manhood, one of which was to remain vigilant among our small herd of sheep not yet shorn,
but soon to be.
We were not as poor as some herders, for my father had inherited his lot from his father, and he from his, and
so on for many generations. My own father was determined to have his son grow up much differently and one day
study with the learned men of Jerusalem. In that way I could improve the circumstance of our social standing.
As a boy I could say I was willing, but in reality a shepherd’s life was fine with me.
In those former days I always listened to my father as he discerned his wisdom from things I had not yet seen
or done, determining too, at a rather early age that I would do the best I could to make him happy, even to chase a
truant lamb down a hill and into the village on that night long ago. At that time, one did not live as long as we citizens do now being about thirty years earlier, so I wanted the head of my family to be proud of his youngest son
for all his remaining years upon the earth.
On that night of stars and darkness long ago I hurried off to find the little fuzzy one who had decided to tour
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the small town of Bethlehem unescorted. I could see him many reeds away as a miniature spot of white hurrying
down from our upper plateau toward the twinkling village in hopes of finding whatever it was a fleeing lamb
sought when freedom presented itself.
With the night torches shining in my eyes I laughed at his clumsy gait, though I too stumbled over rough and
unlighted terrain punctuating my foot pain more by the minute. The small escapee headed toward a shed at the
back of a lodging place located among many such buildings in a long-stretched line at the town’s edge. I saw
another shepherd I didn’t recognize just entering the dimly lit stable from the far corner and wondered if he would
contest me regarding my little one.
My [loin-cloth] was tied at my waist with grit and dirt all through it, and a pebble slipped under my sandaled
foot just in time to make me cry out for those inside to hear. I couldn’t have known that tomorrow would bring
stories of how angels had appeared that night to other shepherds on the hill with tidings of joy as scholars later
would call it, and that it was the main reason I saw others peering into the shed. They seemed happy, or merely
curious.
It was my hope as I entered the building’s glimmer that the people within would allow me to retrieve my
wayward one and go quickly into the night scolding him lovingly. Nothing could have prepared me for the sight I
saw in the horses’ manger in brightest light against a far wall, for there a newborn babe lay without fear or motion
in a wrapping of swaddle radiating light from the beauty of his face; a lantern amid the contradiction of his
surroundings.
The mother, Mary from Galilee and her husband Joseph, a carpenter, were introduced to me by way of the
whisperings of the few shepherds witnessing the birth and who had other things to say as well. The animals were
unusually still except for a snorting ox and a bleat from the woolly little captive in my arms, though I held him
tightly for the sake of quietude. The lamb squirmed in my embrace when I gazed into Mary's eyes and into the
deep strength of Joseph's sun-dark face.
Among words spoken quietly was the supposition that Mary was a virgin after she’d conceived, and that the
angels which appeared on the hill had known the babe’s name. People seemed shocked, but news of virgins meant
nothing to me. At that moment I was a little boy who in future years came to view her condition as most
auspicious, considering she named the babe Eashoa (Yeshua to us Hebrews, and who knows what in future
generations), according to her instruction by the archangel, and that he was the one rumored to have come to
assemble us Jews and gentiles into the legions of the God in whom our fathers did most profoundly believe.
The importance of this starry night in my land of dust and dryness struck a deep chord in my soul. For a reason
I cannot fathom, I walked to the shining babe and left my lamb as a gift to him, that tiny celestial speck of flesh
who, though still an infant might prove to the one who would someday be king.
King? Wasn’t Herod our king?
I contemplated this rumor night after night as if it were somehow required of me. My father seemed quite
affected by it also.
*
Two years later my parents had business in the same town, which was how I then found myself on a street of
craftsmen and common people searching with my father for a man reputed to be the best builder of stone walls in
the land. Our sheep had become numerous and control over their wanderings had become a problem. My father
saw the need for walls, hoping that with the extra money spent on them the tax collectors would not think us
wealthy. Rome’s long arm had dominated us for at least my short lifetime with no sign of emancipation near.
The evening was hot as always, but breezes rising from the lower lands of Herodium swept the air clean of
dust and were peaceful in their movement. I waited outside the craftsman’s door for my father who had been inside for much time, too long I thought, and noticed a stunning light in the sky.
People said later that it had been there for some time, though now to my own surprise I had just focused on its
brightness. It glowed as a wood ember in the wind. Keeping a perfect halo about itself, the star, as they called it
later, remained low above a house across the way from my location.
As I reflect back on these early moments of my life, I was brought to realize that the light was not a star, but
the light of the Holy Spirit allowing my participation in this amazing story. There was an oddness about the house
that night; a strange importance in the blue of the light.
It was a few minutes later when night deepened that I noticed three bedraggled riders walking their mounts
into the street from the opening some distance away. Shadows of the men lengthened as they drew nearer. A
restless guile claimed their burnt faces, which were weathered and drawn from their probable long desert travel,
the same travel that dirtied one’s clothes and emptied one’s mind. What an odd blend of men, I thought, noticing
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the color of one man who was very dark, an easterner perhaps, or from one of the southern kingdoms, and two
others who were simply tired, dusky and hunched over.
With upturned eyes, the three stopped nearly in front of me observing the brightness above the house. Great
wisdom seemed to show on those special faces lined and furrowed like the plowed earth of a planter’s field. One
bent to his knee mumbling words of thanksgiving, while the one with dark skin knocked upon the door.
In a moment the door opened, and the little boy who stepped out with his father looked immediately at me
standing not well enough cloaked across the way from him. I was quite beyond the men bearing gifts and prostrating themselves in apparent worship of the small child. In my imagination the boy acknowledged my presence
without an audible word, then turned his attention toward the strangers.
His beauty rushed into my eyes as I was blessed by a further glance from him, which told me at once, this was
the little one I’d seen two years before resting in the stable’s manger, the one who’d received the tiny lamb from
me for which I was gently scolded, by a father who had not been among the shepherds visited by the angels that
night. It was the same little Yeshua who’d caused such a stir then and was doing it again by receiving these regal
gentlemen this very evening.
Others were looking on as the boy, then two years old, captured me with an unrelenting magnetism I have yet
at my present mature age to explain. He raised his hand as if to touch me from his location and for a moment, time
seemed to stop. Why I dropped to my knees I couldn’t know, yet there I was, paying homage to a boy much
younger than myself in the company of those I later found to be kings or magi or others of mystery.
I learned that soon after seeing Yeshua the men left quickly for home by different routes, lest King Herod, who
had sent them in the first place, find them and question them about this boy he was trying to locate. It was revealed to me in future days that the child and his family had then fled into Egypt to escape Herod, who was much
displeased that anyone should refer to a small Nazarene as “king” when his own sovereignty was not to be
questioned by any citizen.
Thank goodness I was now ten years upon this earth, for so angered was he that he ordered all children under
the age of two in the Bethlehem area to be killed, thus preventing any boy-child from ascending in the minds of
people to the greatness he might one day see. But that fact was to be known later in our lives.
Tonight the men visiting the child went inside the house and stayed until morning. When they closed the door,
I arose from kneeling, changed forever.
Changed I was without knowing, for after that night, at a stone craftsman’s house, on a partly lit street, in a
town I hardly knew, it came to me almost as a revelation that the next years of learning would be much more
easily absorbed in my eager mind as a result of having been the recipient of the boy’s knowing glance. Did he
transmit his spirit to me in the dark of night?
Beyond that special moment, and as a desire for knowledge was born in me, my family began to prosper with
the metal coins of Caesar Augustus finding their way into our depleted coffers.
Soon after that evening with the kings, Yeshua and his family had left Bethlehem to journey to Egypt until
Herod died and the danger to him was past. After Egypt, they returned to Nazareth in Galilee where it seemed
safer. Surely that night I had seen the boy for the last time.
*
During the following ten years, my mother located a group of insightful men, elders and scribes, perhaps some
rabbis, who taught and declared their philosophies at the temple in Jerusalem. I had become a favorite student of
theirs though I was not allowed into the main group when meetings occurred, instead sitting off to one side with
the other young men hopeful of being among the “learned” one day and, no doubt, doctors and rabbis ourselves.
My father had relocated his herd to outside this city, which was new to us. He was quite proud of his growing
son then approaching twenty years in life.
One day that year as I passed a few steps into the temple to join the other students gathering to hear our schoolars debate, I heard the swelling crowd of onlookers making sounds of amazement all around. I hurried to see what
was happening.
During this time of passover now ending, many believers had come into Jerusalem on pilgrimages of faith, in
particular one family with whom I had some familiarity. That same family I’d remembered from a few years ago
had been leaving the city earlier this day and were nearly a half day’s journey out when they discovered that their
son was not in their company. Where was he?
It’s difficult to stop our sermonizing elders when they get in motion, but the carpenter’s son did it with numbing quickness. The boy was twelve years old now and caused a great sensation among our rabbis. He interrupted
the usual din of scholarship, experience and time-worn philosophies to give those special men epiphanies and un593

answerable erudition.
I looked in from our group and was astonished to hear the youngster challenge the astute prattle usually reserved only for our elders. Who was this mere child among our elegant speakers? Who was this boy of great wisdom?
We had become many and all students crowded the passageway pushing closer and tighter in waves of crushing contact. I lost my breath several times basking in awe of the almost supernatural display of common sense and
compassion imparted by the audacious lad. Standing before men treasured by the people for their superior intelligence, this young man was not intimidated and had no lack of confidence.
As I watched the graceful black-haired youth twist and turn the words of men three times his age into intelligence and worldly knowledge, he suddenly looked into my eyes and smiled.
My knees weakened when I knew it was the same child I had seen years before under that haloed light in Bethlehem. It was Yeshua, the son of Mary and Joseph!
Oh, that face, that smile, how it lit up my insides and turned my convictions to flame!
Was I not a Hebrew? Was I not supposed to convict this boy right along with all the rest of them? He was, after
all, the beacon of light that might undermine everything we slavishly taught ourselves.
In a slight stupor, I continued to be nudged forward by the growing masses of people seeking exposure to the
bright adolescent.
Astounding all, he went into afternoon hours never hesitating, always assertive and well able to back up his
statements with postulations never before having come to our minds. How wonderful it was to see him instruct
our venerable elders!
His parents finally retrieved him after he had tired everyone present yet shown not a trace of exhaustion himself. I shall not forget the importance of that day nor the loveliness of his mother nor his answer to her question as
to why he had let them ride out of town earlier—without him.
“I was about my father’s business,” he said.
His father, we all assumed, was God. His self-assurance made every heart pound. When asked much later by
authorities—“Are you the son of God”—he did not say yes, but wisely never denied it.
The young people of the city loved him, and he seemed to purpose himself kindly to the downtrodden, but dark
thoughts in the back of my mind worried for him, very much.
*
In the following years, his fame rose to great dimensions, far beyond our borders into Persia, Rome and parts
south, even past Egypt. All manner of things were reported about him as he healed various forms of sickness in
regions not easily given to such speculations.
After all, we had our God, the God of Abraham, and even though it was said in old scriptures that a savior
would come, most people dismissed it as unprovable, preferring instead to wait for the clouds to part and the
trumpets to sound when the moment came to take us away to glory.
Yes, that’s what was said, but I, having been given some mystical seat to observe, began to think differently.
Who could be powerful enough to have such acclamation afforded him every place he went? Talk of him was
everywhere. He was in the wilderness forty days and forty nights tempted by Satan and undefiled; he was baptized by John, the one from the wilderness who raved something of “preparing the way,” saying that it must be
done as written.
Yeshua caused fishermen’s nets to be filled by merely casting them off the opposite side of the boat! How
could anyone cleanse a man of leprosy? How often does one see a man take up his bedding and walk away from
death? How could a woman bleeding for twelve years touch a fragment of his robe and be healed?
And how dare he let this John of his call us a generation of vipers (of which I am inclined to agree)?
But so it was with a person of his fame that in the end our beloved Pharisees found him quite threatening with
his amazing healings and talk of being the host of the Holy Spirit and most outrageous of all, never denying he
was the son of God. They had to plot for his removal in any way possible, and plot they did.
In spite of being as pathetic as I was and do remain, and being almost totally ignorant of his purpose, he might
have seemed dangerous to me too if I’d listened to the naysayers, but the spirit in my soul deemed that I should
follow him as far as he wanted me to go. Many of us Hebrews and even gentiles found merit in his existence. We
longed to see more of him and his proofs.
Unfortunately, some ill-wind had whipped the ordinarily good people of my nation into a hate-mongering frenzy bent on undoing him with a dreadful and ghastly death—crucifixion.
Can’t we listen to him a little longer? How would he save me from all this? By intent? By complete trust in his
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name? By goodwill and deed?
How was it that I was privileged to be in the places he appeared when important happenings occurred? Was it
supernatural?
Even now, why does the memory of his smile, which weakens my knees, fill my soul? Why does the thought
of his death grieve me so?
I realized I was always afraid of this, terribly afraid.
*
So many questions flood my mind now at my present age of forty-one and I fear I may never know the
answers, for word of his conviction came to me in the present only yesterday barely giving me time to arrive here
in Jerusalem.
He was judged heretical by the high priests of our disciplines, wrested away from Pilate’s indecisive politic,
and brought to this city mount to be killed. We who were the thinkers among our people knew something was
wrong, but could do little to stop this act that might change history and cause the world to suspect our motives
forever. Even now, after walking near him up Calvary Hill, I’m frightened to see the final hammering of spikes
into him to hang him in shame, our shame not his, on crossed wood.
Why do this to a man of great wisdom? Don’t we need every thinker? How can we justify this arrogance? The
full circle of his life is about to be completed and I am left to stand alone beneath the object of his demise.
Through my tears I must look into that bloodied face and feel the regret of ten lifetimes.
Someone said it wasn’t really him up there, that it was just Satan mocking him in an effort to usurp his fame,
to reduce the impact of his short life, but I knew better. Regardless of how he actually left the earth, I stepped
forward slowly and wondered, did I do anything to help him, to show my love, to consider his words, or change
myself, or …
Here in my personal reflection, after much time has elapsed, the point of his coming started to dawn on me by
his perfect example.
I came to know what a shepherd really was. Moisture suddenly blurred my vision as the ignorant Romans added dreadful pain to his last moments. I looked with disdain at the handful of my people who were perpetrating
this horror and feared for them as never before.
Lost in sick anguish, and staring at the life draining from him, I heard him speak something softly to the two
criminals who were being crucified next to him. Relief lit the face of the one called Barabbas who even at this late
hour received comfort from him.
His final glance fell to me with a faint smile breaking across his face, that same wonderful smile seen on the
babe, the young child, the smart youth in the temple, and the several moments I’d caught sight of him at other
times. There was a bond between us, but it couldn’t stop my tears from flowing like the Nile.
The frenzied masses shouted their anger until suddenly there was quiet.
An ominous darkness fell when at last he sounded his final agony; I sobbed as his ghost left him and I blurted
out,
“God of Israel, what have we done?”
2
After reading about your successes in Albany in our hometown paper (The Corning Leader), I’d like to nominate you and your staff for sainthood.
We here in Corning, NY are a sensible lot, always trying to craft our small city into an exceptional place to
live. A few of us often visit our informal forum, BROWN’S CIGAR STORE to discuss this State of ours and the
hijinks that usually go on in Albany.
As we observe the courage of your and your staff, you get a great big WOW from us! It’s very hard to be corrupt in a town our size because somebody is always watching. But everyone realizes that in Albany, the bad dudes
seem to go on and on even as their corruption is painfully obvious. So, when you went riding into Albany with
your posse and hung the Sword of Damocles above their ignoble necks, a cheer went up for all to hear.
Perhaps the shock wave will cause the remaining dudes to straighten-up and fly right. Our local philosophers
fully understand that yes, there are good guys too, and they probably out-number the bad, but how nice it is to
know you’re watching the scene.
We hope you won’t have to open a branch office and hire more attorneys. Thanks again for doing your jobs
magnificently!\fn{Sent to Mr. Preet Bharara, U.S. Attorney’s Office, 1 St. Andrews Place, New York City, NY 10007 }
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3
When I met Richard in 1986 I was forty-five years old. He was a middle-management supervisor in a General
Electric department responsible for all technical drawings related to jet engines, and I was a “jobshopper” hired in
to help with the work overload. My cheerful attitude seemed to attract him and many good conversations followed
over the course of the five years I remained with GE. Richard talked a lot about Christianity and especially the
bearing on one's life that the Holy Spirit begets if we are just perceptive enough to notice it. He intrigued me with
his calm, assured presence, and he constantly aroused my curiosity. I began to look forward to seeing him. I was,
after all, a Christian already and always on alert for those mystical, enlightening moments. Why not? It's perfectly
fine to seek and question God, but not fine to deny him.
In one of Richard’s sessions with me, he indicated that I had been set aside by God to be his and his alone,
saved lovingly in the purest sense. Of course, I was skeptical, but curiously he coupled it with another thought,
that it was a moment in my life I would probably not remember. He said,
“People think they choose God, but God chooses them. He’ll reveal that special moment to you when the time
comes.”
Sometimes Richard confused me. According to him I had been marked without actually remembering the event
—but when, where, how? And when would I know?
He always used the bible as a handbook, and seldom used it literally. Even then I knew that harping on the
Bible's literal words just brought confusion to the human race, if at the same moment the Holy Spirit is not called
upon to verify those meanings. I suspect this is why we have so many denominations in Christianity—everyone
thinks he’s/she’s the only one who’s right by using literal quotes. This too would have been a good topic for
another time with Richard, and for sure, made deeper than the deepest well, but at that time I only remember
being dazzled by his utterances regarding the marking of me, of all people. I’d heard of people being marked, but
me?
The main thrust of this true story is to announce to anyone who wants to hear my witness, that the other night,
many, many years after my conversation with Richard, I did, as usual offer my sincere supplications to a Lord in
whom I do wholly believe. A sudden notion had come over me to formulate an intelligent question regarding
where and how he had marked me. The “why” never entered my mind for I wondered even then that if in wanting
such a thing I might be considered arrogant.
When I say “the other night” one must glean that this present evening is now much, much later in time, being
about thirty years after Richard's inference. Yes, marked is what he said—physically—to be one of God’s own,
despite my present condition as an ordinary human being and one whose belief in the astounding powers of God
almighty had only recently been finalized. Since my friendship with Richard in Cincinnati, who lovingly
introduced me to the Holy Spirit, I had become good at inquiring of the Holy Spirit, and was now confident that in
this interaction with him, I would not wait long for the answer.
When I finally asked the question, the epiphany which followed stunned me into complete silence, for it is
always and only the movement of the Holy Spirit which so fiercely dumbfounds me. Lying in my bed on this
night, many years after Richard’s conversations, a sudden happening, strong and decisive revealed God's answer
to my current question with all possible dispatch. God’s speed can not be understood unless a believer relies
totally on the Spirit of Jesus Christ, which upon this earth is known to us as the Holy Spirit. Indeed it was a most
auspicious moment when Jesus left the earth in those ancient days of yore after indicating to his deciples that he
would always remain in their presence by leaving his Holy Spirit with them. For them and all others forward of
that moment, it would be just as if he were still personally among them, extending through the years to our
present day and age. Though the answer to my evening request was delivered faster than fast, I shall now state this
happening in the glacial slowness of man's earthly and inadequate word-play.
In 1962, a friend Bob and I often got in my car and headed to Elmira, NY where the YMCA weight room
awaited Bob, and the swimming pool awaited me. Bob rode with me because in those days, neither of us had
much money being poor, low-paid draftsmen at a local company. Though we were superbly healthy cherubs at
twenty-one years each, we considered it a plus to be hard-muscled and physically fit.
Previous to our amicable friendship there was a time in early high school when Bob found it intriguing to bully
me daily, as I was a sweet compliant child wanting nothing to do with his brand of fun. It was my pleasure to stay
well-beyond arms reach from him and all of his bad humors, but walking around high school became a chess
match of now-you-see-me, now-you-don’t. It gave me an elusive talent I retain to this day, and a suspicion of all
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things obvious. But now that we were working for the same company, and in the same room, well, those old
animosities quickly faded into memory. Turns out, he's pretty good pal.
On one of our visits, after changing in the locker room and going our separate ways, I soon stood at one end of
the pool contemplating swimming the distance underwater, which was my favorite task and Bob had begun his
grunting crescendos at the bench-press station. The pool was old and not very lengthy, though long enough to
require judicious use of the air in one’s lungs. One would quickly notice the construction of the pool surfaces, that
is, the sides and floor as being made of small mosaic-style glass squares held in place by grouting which had
seriously eroded after years of exposure to chlorine. Some glass pieces now had a sharp edge and might easily cut
one’s foot or hand at the touch. I was always contemplative when underwater and had pretty good breath
efficiency, if I do say myself. But the fact that everything was constructed with light-colored, one-inch glass
pieces, it was imminently possible for me to lose my bearings in the watery, white blur of underwater solitude. I
needed to surface often to find out where I was.
Beneath the water's surface I often reflected on the supposition that there was indeed a beneficent God whose
existence was omnipresent and whose eye was equally everywhere. Way back then I knew in my heart that he
would one day tell me things too amazing to understand during these halcyon days at the swimming hole. I
learned later when I met Richard that I was being primed in early life for revelations that would have been beyond
comprehension in my tender years. Those special things would seal me to be His forever. There’s something
wonderful about knowing you’re being cared for.
Standing at the pool I finally dove in, getting as much distance out of my dive-speed as possible. The bottom
of the pool touched my belly gently and I glided along with hard, thrust-pulses from my arms, contemplated the
blur ahead of me and reckoned that my course was true. Unfortunately that was an assumption that could take on
disastrous consequences in the mere blink of an eye.
I guessed I was about twenty feet from the far side of the pool when after a mighty thrust forward, my forehead
slammed hard into the wall. In shock, I surfaced and hung on to the pool’s edge to calm my fast spinning head. I
noticed some blood on my hand as I stroked my damaged forehead and figured I’d been victimized by those little
glass pieces. No need to be angry with myself, I concluded. These things happen. Surely the blood flow, which
wasn’t very bad, would seal-over as I kept swimming. It did just that, and the incident was shortly forgotten.
After a good swim I returned to the locker room where Bob was rubbing his sore muscles. I looked at him and
remember thinking,
“He’s not so big. I could have taken him in high school.”
It was good that he was not privy to my thoughts, for there surely would have been some dumb-jock sparring.
Instead he said,
“What happened to you?”
“What do you mean?”
“Look in the mirror.”
I brushed some steam off the mirror and was astonished!
A perfect cross was cut into my forehead!
All my life the Lord has watched over me; all my life he has protected me from anything vicious and mean,
including indiscretions from my old pal Bob in his younger days. Those many years of travel out in a world not fit
to be my friend were always put on-balance because of a profound belief in the shining one who made me:the true
God, the true son and my utter confidence in the Holy Spirit, the one alone who validates, defines and tempers the
scriptures. My journey to the spirit was derived most auspiciously from a fine gentleman I knew in Cincinnati
named Richard. That I received my answer faster than anything ever requested should not have surprised me.
Indeed it did not, and it didn't surprise Richard either when I called him that night, practically breathless. Those
few weeks ago and fully in the moment I laid in bed thanking the Holy Spirit, feeling warm, at ease and more
beautiful than I might have dared feel. How could I be so blessed as to know him this well? Why is it me he has
talked to with his audible voice? And why has he answered every prayer I ever uttered?
According to scripture he does it, because that's what he does. Concurrently he leaves no doubt in my mind, for
as Richard says,
“You know that you know.”
4
It was an object hardly unique in the 1950s. There were more of them in Corning than were easily counted,
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including three that stood in front of my mother’s old residence in Riverside.
They were immense, regal, shady and, unfortunately, dying. It was a shock to see skeletons appear all over
town as we watched them go bare one by one. It was a rude awakening, for sure, but one of those old beauties is
still standing and watching Park Avenue traffic go by as it has for 50 years, probably more.
It is nearly unique, though two smaller ones are nearby. Will Horton of Clearview Tree Service identified it as
a bona fide American Elm. It is Corning’s last great treasure.
The innocent 1950s was a time when we thought we could do anything, as long as it was noble and purifying
and bore no resemblance to the soon to be perpetrated 1960s, which some say ruined our nobility forever. We had
the nerve to think that if we just sprayed our magnificent elms with some deadly elixir, the beetle that burrowed
through the bark and did its dirty work would be dead and our towering beauties would go on undisturbed
throughout time.
How wrong we were. Though it wasn’t the fault of the beetle directly, the deadly fungus on its outer shell
proved much more resilient than we imagined. Once the villain was carried to the elm’s inner layer, the tree was
doomed to a quick death, usually within one growing season.
All over the United States, the attack went on furiously for fewer years than one could believe. The fungus
attached itself to the soft cambium layer just inside the bark and destroyed its ability to feed the tree.
We sprayed and sprayed, but nothing stopped the beetle or the fungus in a scourge fast becoming known as the
Dutch Elm Disease. History would call it one of our nation’s great ecological disasters, eclipsed only by the
American Chestnut blight of 1904.
How sad to finally realize our inadequacy as we struggled to save our beautiful Ulmus americana. Those
mighty elms that canopied high above us and made almedas\fn{Tree-shaded public promenades} out of ordinary
streets were suddenly nothing more than the spindly grave markers of their own demise.
No more would we feel the embrace of the dark green leaves of spring or the yellowed rust of autumn. No
longer would we stroll the summer streets of Corning and not have one bit of sunlight make us hot, and no longer
would craftsmen have an unlimited supply of that fine hardwood.
True to our inadequate thinking, information available from Chemung County Cornell Cooperative’s Master
Gardner Rodney Guisewite reveals the public’s erroneous notion that all elms are gone. Of course they are not,
but that same information spells eventual doom for those special few survivors that inexplicably go on existing
under a harbinger of fates yet to come.
“Eventually, because of old age or disease, these remaining trees will pass away, and the search for a suitable
substitute will have to continue,” the report reads. Several cultivar have shown promise, but in the end it’s the
same old problem. Susceptibility to powdery mildews, cankers (eight varieties), leaf curl, lead spots, elm borer,
tussock moth and a flintier menue of attackers prompted one observer to say,
“I have often wondered why the elms hqve been treated as royalty when they are so fallible.”
So rare are these trees that some communities install plaques on them and enter them in a national elm registry.
Not to worry, Corning. We still have our one great beauty for all to see. Besides the big one, two large saplings are
in the vicinity of the main tree: one about 200 feet south on Park Avenue and the other about a block and a half
west on East First Street. They must certainly be the children of our giant tree currently lifting the sidewalk on the
northwest corner of Conhocton and East First streets.
We should all gaze upon it and know that if this tree has not found the secret to long term survival, it is at least
here now for us to show our children—children who may never see another American Elm.
5
Within these pages, you will often notice a certain man’s name. He is Richard, my Cincinnati friend who was
sent by God almighty to enlighten me on the existence and purpose of the Holy Spirit.
To me, the Holy Spirit had been little more than a vapor living in the steam of the frankincense droplets picked
with utmost care amid the shrubs of Lebanon and burned to distinction by the early Christians. If those little clear
beads are not called upon today to create that wonderful smoky mystery, then a precious tradition has been lost.
This ancient incense originated at a time when camel trains plied the routes of the “Silk Road” and Christianity
was in its infancy.
The trail, which extended from near-Asia to the more familiar Asia we think of far to the east, was heavily
traveled in former days, when children romped upon the backs of patient animals and mankind walked the desert
until he could walk no more. There was no place for the malevolent arthritis experience and no statin drugs to
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improve the body electric.
The early Christians used the smoke to put some shape to an entity they could most certainly not describe—the
spirit of Jesus Christ, which was left by the savior himself to advise and comfort the people of earth when his
celestial body had just been given to him at the right hand of God. Jesus, or more accurately, Yeshuuʕ (in his native Aramaic), is resting in heaven, as well he should after what we put him through. I continue to get subtle
notions that instead of constantly calling upon him who is resting, we should be asking his workhorse, the Holy
Spirit our more important and trivial questions.
What some modern churches may not quite understand is that when our savior left his spirit with us, it became
as if he himself were right here, never having left and omnipresent in any room we might choose to pursue quiet
repose. He is here, therefore we may easily speak to him in person, instead of recklessly applying the literal words
of a bible that was never meant to be more than a handbook. Woe to those who “prove” their postulations by
quoting the bible without asking the Holy Spirit to discern the true meanings from it. It was the true meanings I
sought from those special times with Richard. I wouldn’t have imagined that this mild, kind individual could
author a “show and tell” session that would grab me like it did. What wonderful things he talked about; what
marvelous things I learned. I made up my mind to stick with this guy and get a few more gems and nuggets. His
presence adds spice even to this insufficient narrative.
As a contract worker sent to and from any place in the country, I was hired in to help Richard’s company with
the usual work overloads. In the various companies I serviced I’d known several church people over the years
who had wanted my ear for enthusiastic evangelizing. It seems they were everywhere, all trying to save my handsome, but miserable self from real or imagined dangers to my soul. Richard’s difference was that he seemed to
observe with the eyes of the Holy Spirit, so there was none of that defensive mode I had found necessary with
others. What a genuine fellow. I was amazed by him and continue to be.
The Cincinnati contract continued for five years before management finally realized how much money was
going out the door with their contractors. Coincidentally, computer illustration was now coming into vogue, just
in time to doom those of us who worked on the drawing boards. Our careers were in decline and we knew it. Sure
enough, drawing on a big, tilted table came to an end in 1991 Most of us illustrators just hung up our spurs. Some
bagged groceries, some retired. I drove taxi and ended up in human services for county government in upstate
New York. God has always placed me right where he wants me. Now I solve everybody’s problems and enjoy the
accompanying frustrations thereof.
But in my time at his company Richard shepherded me from the outset. During many good conversations he
revealed that he was informed by the spirit that a person with my first name would be arriving for his careful
tutelage. Let us remember God’s wonderful sense of humor as we ponder Richard’s quandary. Men named Alan
popped up everywhere he looked, but he knew the Spirit would discern the moment for him when necessary. I
was dazzled because evidently I was the Alan he expected. Such is the faith of this guy named Richard. Back
then, all he had to do was remain vigilant and await that special moment of revelation. Turns out he was as Astonished with me as I was with him, and after he knew I was compliant, his candor was unleashed.
The biggest reason I trust Richard has to do with the evening he brought the voice of the spirit to me. Yes, the
audible voice of the Holy Spirit! Nothing else has yet stunned me more than a dark bedroom, a couple of prayers
and then, well …
The event in question happened in the latter moments of a day in 1988 when Richard had been talking about
something a bit off the wall. At least to my thinking it was, even though he always followed scripture unfailingly.
He noticed my skepticism and announced,
“Don’t accept things I say unless you ask the Holy Spirit if you can believe me.” I said,
“Okay, you’re on.”
I mean, who is this guy anyway that I should just accept anything he utters? How can one man know so much?
Why do I tend to believe him wholesale? Indeed, the time was right to ask the spirit if my friend could be believed
as he spoke. I would ask tonight, for sure.
The evening was boring until I laid myself down to sleep. My darkened ceiling glowed with the lights of passing cars and moonlight. I looked straight up, folded my hands and got my long request ready to say: “Lord, I met
this guy Richard at work and for months he has said the most profound statements blah, blah …” and so on. I was
going to ask God my question with the most careful wording ever known to anybody. It was to be a masterpiece
of flowing English and prosy excitement lengthy enough to do the job. I would get the answer without any doubt,
probably later, or be poxed forever with unspeakable ignorance. I imagined that it would take a few days because
my prayers in the past had been answered soon, but always in God’s time, quite apart from the tick-tock of
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Eastern Standard Time. Surely if Richard had set the stage with this thing I was about to do, all would be right. I
arched my hands and said,
“L—”
The first letter of the first word was all I got out of my mouth. The most beautiful voice, audible and perfect
answered me before I asked the question. “YES” was said with a simple loud, yet quiet, intonation that was more
profound than one could ever imagine. My request this evening was going to be a paragraph at least of far too
many words, and I would then hope for an eventual, but soon answer. However before I could finish my first
word, His voice filled my bedroom. All he said was “YES.”
There’s no credible way to tell people about a happening like this. It has to be experienced. And by the way,
can be, by any trusting Christian. Without the Christian faith in your heart, no other “God” in the annals of history
has any pertinence whatsoever. Amen.
I sat up in bed and looked around in the dark without taking a breath! The authority in that voice! My eyes
rolled side to side. Somebody had to be here! A voice doesn’t just come out of the blue. For only a few seconds it
concerned me that someone was fooling me and was in my room, but I began to realize that no voice ever heard
by me was that commanding and beautiful! It was every adjective, inflection, nuance, and feeling the English
language could give it. It caused the greatest comfort to wash through my physiognomy by a sound truly delivered
from heaven. Gentle hands seemed to lay me down and warm me, my body glowed. I turned my head, closed my
eyes and slept the sleep of angels.
My amazement kept going in the morning. I awoke the next day with the night’s experience imprinted on me
forever. My first phone call was to Richard across town who gave it a passing nod.
“No need to get excited,” he said. “These things will happen to you all your life. Remember. You didn’t choose
God, he chose you. You will have many healings to come, at your request. Be ready for great revelations, and a
golden life. But one caution. Most people won’t be quick to believe you. They will see it as beyond their own
abilities and will dismiss it.” I thought,
“Words of wisdom, yes, but if anyone wants to hear me, I will speak in witness as directed.”
Personally I need not care if anyone actually believes me, for I am not called to evangelize. As I found out
later, I am called merely to witness. If my fellow men/women pooh-pooh these words, they’re on their own. God
permits a believer to shake the dust from his shoes and walk away, but it also remains true that any believing
person can experience the voice of God/Holy Spirit by coming “as a child” to the master who will then show the
great wonders of the spirit’s lead. Ask from the heart, and then expect it to happen. Trust God to know that if you
don’t get an answer right away, you will get it later, when he wants to give it. After all, he is God and will please
himself. For me, Richard’s credibility quotient went through the roof, and I must say after checking with the Holy
Spirit, I never doubted anything my Cincinnati friend said again, ever. As he would say,
“You know that you know.”
He himself had experienced all these wonders that seemed to be coming to me. Long before his time with me
he knew that he was special, but never pushed his knowledge on anybody. And this average, ordinary Alan he
introduced to the Holy Spirit was beginning to feel that way too. The result for me has led to incontestable joy and
the bottomless knowledge that one is loved and cared for by simply asking. When this event happened, I said to
the spirit later,
“My faith never needed to have you to do that for me, but I’m glad you did.”
I couldn’t know, several more moments in life would present that welcome, unfathomable voice to this truly
undeserving servant. How they astound me!
To be a Christian who is called to witness, one must do just that, not try to get everyone to come to his church.
It’s difficult to stop talking, because to witness one wants to say so much. But the witness must hold back and let
the person savor the developing experience. If he doesn’t, then no longer is he witnessing, he is evangelizing. If
one is called to evangelize, that’s another thing, but the evangelizing person had better be spirit-led or stand the
possible consequences.
There are those who are called to prophesy, those who evangelize, those who comfort, those who bear pain and
a plethora of other spiritual directions a believer in the God of the Jews can serve, but as for me, my witness is but
to plant the seed.
How it grows is up to the seed.
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My spiritual life began in a sparkling city in the mid-west, Cincinnati. It is where Richard, whom I will
mention profusely in this missive attended me like a new child waiting in the womb. He brought me not only
pristine spiritual discussion, but a knowledge of spiritual wisdom that, when asked for was like an ember in the
wind. His biggest accomplishment was to convince me to actually ask the spirit for the things I needed to know
and then require him to provide them.
Imagine! Requiring our Christian God, the God of the Jews, to provide celestial information to a tiny gnat like
me. Who do I think I am?
One might think I was flirting with disaster until God’s scriptural promises come into play. I know now that I
can stand confidently before God and ask for anything, because he instructs me to do just that. So it is with every
Christian.
Do we humans think be created us to be one big vanilla pudding? He loves to watch us challenge him because
he is the father and we are the children. It humors him to bring us along lovingly with a measure of grace which
none of us can understand. We might actually rebel and dare to go too far, but if we truly love him, he will pull us
back.
We are his children. We are created to enjoy God and the friend that he is. Do we not joust with a friend? Do
we not sometimes fly in anger to clear the air about something? It’s true. He doesn’t want us all to be the same,
except at the reasonable, rational end of intelligent thought, when we’ve finished our dust-up and finally
submitted to his omniscience. He sometimes gives me the biggest laugh when I suddenly stop and realize the fool
I’ve made of myself.
I love him. We laugh all the time. But I’m not so special that all the rest of the human race can’t enjoy him too.
All we have to do is ask—from the heart. In that respect, we’re all the same. Now that it’s finally happened to an
ordinary believer like me, I wonder why more people haven’t done it?
As stated on other pages here, Richard had challenged me in 1987 to ask God if I could believe him [Richard]
as he continually outlined these amazing things to me. To reiterate; on that special evening long ago, I did finally
ask the spirit in the quiet of my room if I could believe Richard's messages to me. When I received the audible
“yes” in the serene blackness of night, my mouth fell open. I had received the audible voice of the spirit himself—
of indeed, God almighty!
That event in ’87 began a litany of special happenings in my life which most individuals who see these pages
will be hard-put to accept. There will be those who’ll throw this narrative down and those who’ll fling it into their
fireplaces, but to the person who seeks the truth, I charge you, do not be hasty. A good number of these golden
pages are the result of a Holy Spirit-led man and a man with a need to know, combining as the right mix for great
understandings of not only the old things of scripture, but the “new” things of these modem-day times we live in.
Remember, Jesus left his spirit to be with mankind as if he himself had never left. That’s a key principle for
modem man in these troubling days. This special combination was the right mix for Richard and me. The lessons
learned from the audible Holy Spirit are available to the entire Christian community. Others will have to work
harder for it.
Here is the second jaw-dropping epiphany the spirit forwarded to my unworthy self.
*
From thirteen to forty-nine years of age I was the unhappy recipient of what some doctors call “suicide
headaches.” Those who endure these painful episodes must realize that it’s nothing we do to ourselves to bring on
this miasma. It is a work of Satan. Doctors will cringe as I say it, but pain like this can only come from the third
circle of hell. Migraines resulting from chocolate, raspberries and other sources of tyramine pale by comparison to
this very special pain. Suicide headaches will take the unfortunate human to the ends of tolerance and possibly,
sanity. By the time I reached my contracted job in Cincinnati, the years of frightful pains had reached their
mightiest crescendo.
When I had a headache, sometimes three per week, it became difficult to navigate the everyday happenings in
a life of pervasive travel and constant adjustment. In my career as a Technical Illustrator the best artworks were
always demanded from whichever company I worked for, or I might not be at that job long. Just a little more
stress in a perfect pressure-cooker, I reckoned.
This was my life as I endured these headaches day after day, year after year. I’d become known to my doctors
as a test specimen for all drugs strong and frightening, and not a little addictive. Between possible addiction and
the barrage of demands from the companies, the pain was catching up with me. How long could I last? One time
in the evening I exclaimed, “I’m only human,” after which I looked at the ceiling in my apartment and screamed,
“What do you want from me!”
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Mind you observer; this was after years upon years of excruciating pain. I was angry with God.
Speaking of these headaches is like describing the impossible. You have to go to the bathroom, but you don’t
have to go to the bathroom. You can’t lie down and you can’t get up. You want to take a walk, but you don’t want
to take a walk. Any light is unacceptable. All food smells good, but makes you sick. A drink with alcohol in it
might bring even more pain. You end up casting about not being able to do anything exactly right. Tears become
never-ending, even your bones ache.
Some people bash their heads against the wall and yes, some try suicide. It is a complete short-circuiting of the
body’s functions. Nothing physical makes sense and nothing makes you feel any better, save morphine. This can
go on for many days. For me, if I could just get to sleep, I might wake up later on the mend. These headaches
were happening during the time I met Richard, but lo and behold, things were about to change.
Richard and his wife Linda had two nice kids who had just left the nest. On any evening I would consult with
Richard in his lower family room for hours at a time while his wife would do other things. He would express what
he called the new things of God, modern ideas which could sound unbelievable, but were perfectly plausible when
applied to the bible with the Spirit’s careful editing. I could feel the Spirit’s presence and I considered these
meetings most auspicious. Richard’s explanations were flawless and delivered with his patented calm. After the
spirit’s affirmation to me on my bed that night in 1987, I never doubted the guy again.
When the Lord speaks, I listen. A more beautiful voice has never graced my willing ears.
*
We had become interested in a thing called the Trinity Network on TV. I don’t know if it’s still on, but it was a
program with different Christian guests. One of the guests was the evangelist Benny Hinn from Florida. The
pastor began to hold our attention because his heritage was middle-eastern and he obviously loved the Christian
Lord. I’d begun to realize that Christianity was “where it’s at” because of the word “yes” given to me that night
on my bed. The Holy Spirit leaves no room for doubt when he speaks. Sometimes a mere nuance from the Spirit
is enough to sit you up and make you listen. We had that feeling about the pastor.
It so happened that Benny Hinn was going to be at the Cincinnati coliseum downtown near the big football
stadium. Richard said,
“Want to go?” I was still a little new to all this profundity Richard was telling me, so I hesitated, but said,
“Well, okay.”
Frankly, my heart wasn’t in it because at that time I wasn’t sure a TV evangelist could tell me much. Supposedly Benny heals people by touching them. It had my attention, but I expected little.
A few days later, when it came time to go to the coliseum, I had really changed my mind. But I had told
Richard I’d meet him there so off I went. I didn’t realize how many people were going to assault the place! There
seemed to be no place to park in the entire city. I circulated around in my car and said,
“I’ll never find a parking spot.”
I passed by the front door and there before me was a perfect spot for the car! Astonished that I could pull into a
bona fide, legal parking spot among all those people, I glommed on to it quickly. But I still had second thoughts
about being there.
“I’ll never find him in there,” I muttered.
I thought I should at least go in and buy something in the lobby—a taped sermon or something—just to let
Richard know I tried to find him. I exited the car into the melee of people trying to get through the jammed-up
doorway. People were standing at the wall with their hands stretched up the wall hoping that by just being there
the spirit would shine favorably and heal them. I was almost the last person to get in the door that evening. The
arena holds a lot of people, but many were not able to get in before the guards closed the door.
I was in, they were out. Now what do I do?
After looking at the sale items, I became curious about the building. It was in a giant horseshoe shape and the
public entered on an aisle way halfway up from the arena floor below. As ! walked out to find Richard, which I
knew was not going to happen, there were seats below me and above me, all with a body in them. About halfway
round the horseshoe I stopped to look down at the stage and heard,
“Alan?”
I almost said, “Is that you, Lord?” remembering that voice in my bedroom.
Richard was right behind me with a saved seat, a very hard thing to do that evening.
Well, now I had to stay. How could I walk away from my friend after the monumental accomplishment of
saving that seat for me? So we settled in, and even though I liked the pastor I was convinced that this wouldn’t be
a very compelling evening.
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Turns out, I enjoyed myself very much.
The pastor talked the same way he did on TV and brought the Spirit into the coliseum that night. He said that it
isn’t him that heals, it’s the Holy Spirit, and when all people in the building are asking, the Spirit will come to us.
We stood and sang How Great Thou Art which pleased me greatly because I love to sing hymns, even if they
aren’t Anglican. I sang that hymn at the very top of my lungs and couldn’t hear myself singing. It was a peculiar
sensation, but everyone drowned me out. I couldn’t hear myself even in my own head! What a nice feeling.
The pastor gave his lively speeches which rang true to me right away. He then invited people to the stage area
and proceeded to touch-heal each one. It was quite a spectacle, but something in my head wouldn’t believe it
wholesale. He asked us to stand for another hymn. After that we remained standing for a prayer or two. He said,
“Put your hand on the place on you that needs healing.” Just then I said to Richard,
“I’ve got to sit down, my feet are killing me.”
While Richard stood for another prayer, I sat down and, being a bit tired, put my head in my hand.
Immediately three hot spots came to be under three of my fingers now resting on the bridge of my nose. I
jumped back from the small jolt and a peculiar sensation occurred in my nasal area.
Later we discussed the great evening we had and found our way out of the building.
After thirty-seven years of abject misery, I never had one of those headaches again.
7
I was brought up as a member of the Anglican Communion, Episcopal, the English Church in America or
however else we can complicate the title. There is no Pope, as from the Reformation’s dictates he is considered
persona non grata and biblically incorrect.
I do not pray to Mary or the other saints to run interference for me with God. I am his and he is mine, and no
dead person can intercede for me with God almighty, Jesus Christ or the Holy Spirit—the three who are one. It’s
me and me alone who stands before God naked and wanting, and these golden pages will show the observer that
he blesses me beyond the limits of my able imaginations.
Others may worship where they please as it is the Christian way, but I, the renewed Anglican was about to get
orders from headquarters, and I never go against a celestial mandate.
The Anglican leaders are local priests, with regional bishops to keep a semblance of order that traditional robes
and ceremony would be lost without. There’s no harm in keeping the way things were in the early moments of
fledgling Christianity.
Let’s go back. More chanting, more smoky incense and a keen eye given toward returning to those innocent
times. It’s what most people long for without realizing it.
Let’s go back to the days before churches began abbreviating their services with Hollywood hype and barebones preaching and egos issuing forth from wannabe preacher-assistants.
Let’s go back to the Holy Catholics before the arrogant Romans took over the word catholic and called it theirs
alone, and no one else’s.
Modern churches don’t give me enough to eat, their substance is nothing but vapor. Their menu seems
dominated by someone on a podium yammering at them and telling them what sinners they are. For heaven’s
sake, THEY KNOW IT! Introduce some substance, please.
Yet back and forth they strut recycling the rhetoric that is particularly their own, captivating their audience of
little sheep who are in search of a trustworthy shepherd.
God gave us knowledge of ceremonial splendor so that we might celebrate his magnificence with the awesome
beauty that must surely be practiced in heaven. We have abandoned it in favor of a single pastor hammering home
his seminary-taught dogma.
Is everyone that anxious to get home for Sunday dinner?
Give the Anglicans credit. In their services, all ceremony originates from, and returns to, silence. The services
regularly stop and become quiet so that one can contemplate a message just put forward by an intelligent leader
whose time in college gave him not only his God-centered knowledge, but a genuine directive for advising us
poor moderns who are unfortunate enough to find ourselves living in the unbelieving twenty-first century.
I rely on the deep education and spiritual strength I hear Sunday after Sunday in a church where God himself
has placed me. Knowledge-transference experienced within its doors are unencumbered by convenient dogma. I
get the feeling that I’m breathing freely and not on a respirator.
*
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Even though I was lost to the church, any church, for thirty years I came back to a God who actually told me
to. The order for me to return to this particular church was manifested in my car in 2014 from the magnificent
voice of that celestial personage my friend Richard introduced me to in the 1980s—the Holy Spirit of God.
The Holy Spirit doesn’t inform by nuance alone. I’m convinced that he uses his audible voice mostly to watch
my lower jaw hit the floor. Is it perhaps a little humor for him? On this particular day I could have run the car up a
tree if he hadn’t been in control of my astonishment.
How I love his surprises! His utterance is sweet beyond any earth-bound descriptor. When he talks to me with
his audible voice, I want to dance—after picking my jaw off the floor, of course. As good as the English language
is, I’m hard-put to find the words to express these experiences to others. Richard says,
“Don’t try. Both wolves and fawns will not be inclined to hear you.”
I’ve recently discovered that my Anglican roots, in spite of brief exposures to many other denominations, are
still exactly what the Spirit ordered for me. How do I know?
The way he told me left no doubt whatsoever in the rational mind he gave me, for when I realized that selfdetermination is an empty bag, I finally permitted the Spirit to have his way. The interested observer will soon see
what I mean.
*
Upstate New York pleases me without qualification because I’m not fond of tornadoes, poisonous snakes,
cockroaches six inches long (and they fly!) and alligators on my front lawn. In my thirty years on the road as a
contractor I was carefully looked-after by the holy hand of God, and was sweetly oblivious to the life experiences
which would come later. In every instance and at every location, those heavenly hosts who serve God shepherded
me and informed me, while I continued to be immersed temporarily in the secular.
Richard would say that God chose me long before I was an adult. What a wonderful display of heavenly
patience that was, for I surely knew little of it. God will take hold of us when he is pleased to do so, not a second
before. And really, what a good friend he was to let me go and make my mistakes, then come rushing in like the
loving father he is! It’s the very definition of grace and who better to display it?
I seldom had opportunity to attend any church during my contracting days, because, like the rest of humanity,
the pursuit of a fine lifestyle tends to blind even the most faithful person. One might say, that despite the Lord’s
patience, I was on hold and spinning my wheels.
But he let me do it, and protected me every minute of the time. He finally sent Richard to me, whose
spirituality helped reclaim my wandering soul. But I digress, as we say these days.
*
Around March of 2012 I was in a city near my hometown doing heaven-knows-what when I decided I’d had
enough cruising around for the day and needed to get back to my apartment. As I left this city, an Anglican church
came into view at my left and loomed larger by the minute. It’s was a Gothic-looking edifice with walls like a
fortress that soared into the mid-day sky. The stage was set for another thrilling moment with the Holy Spirit and
the breathtaking voice I’ve learned to love.
An awareness washed over me the moment the front of the church floated past my vision. The strong, thick
wood of the doors was regaled in sculptured riblets and twisted carvings typical of English churches the world
over. The hinges belied the strength of a hundred years of opening with unlubricated passion to warmly admit any
and all corners to the replenishment of faith.
I had been in the church before to attend a funeral of the mother of a friend from my hometown and remembered the masses of dark wood and shining brass adorning the nave inside. My eyes searched the doors of this
bastion of gray stone elegance as it lingered in the center of my focus. Then the amazing sound happened!
His voice was right in the car with me.
That same wonderful voice from times before said,
“Go in there.”
I exclaimed, “What? Who?” as I tried to control my shock
It made me happy because I’d heard that pristine voice before. What joy for my poor, inadequate brain, and I
must beg any good mind in the human race to help me know this: who am I to be so favored? I’m such a small
speck, unnoticeable among the planets, suns and asteroids of his immense cosmos.
I don’t understand it very well, but I sure do love it!
Can I be as little Oliver and ask the master for more?
*
Doubting the Spirit is never an option, and nothing will stop the Spirit when he wants to tell us something, but
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the most incredible thing is, anyone can hear his marvelous voice just by asking!
We just think we can’t.
Sincere prayer will make it happen.
The truth is, God will give us our lessons in his time, not ours. It is, however, conceivable that even a faithful
person might not hear that lovely voice until his day of passing.
Rest assured, he will hear it then.
*
Well, favored or not, I know when I’ve been given an order.
From that time on, I’ve had perfect attendance at Grace Episcopal Church, Elmira, New York.
The people are uniquely beautiful, particularly one of my fellow ushers.
161.95 Excerpt from Park Lane South, Queens\fn{by Mary Anne Kelly (1949- )} Richmond Hill, Queens County,
New York, U.S.A. (F) 14
There were no stars as thick as bedbugs over Richmond Hill. There was only a moon. All you could hear were
the faraway clunks of the avenue el, the spurt of the radio squad car parked halfway up Bessemer, and the dark,
runny lull of the woods still alive with raccoon.
Eleven miles and ten thousand light years from Manhattan, elderly front porches throned inbred and bigboned
cats who looked up nervously, then yawned with affectation when an ugly black runt-legged dog made his rounds
industriously through the backyards and the tilted streets.
Dubbed by all as the Mayor, the dog patrolled the trestle tracks for female scent, investigated any unlocked
garbage pails along his way, enjoyed a clandestine and cooling drink from Mrs. Dixon’s controversial Roman
birdbath, and then headed north along old Park Lane South, going no farther in than the rim of the woods (there
were things going on in there even he didn’t want to know about}. Finally, back he waddled to his own front
porch, job done, neighborhood checked, home just in time for the blue-bellied dawn climbing over the pin oak.
Claire Breslinsky, slender and still beautiful at thirty, slept soundly in the hammock on the porch. The Mayor
padded over, cocked his head, and watched, deliberating whether or not to jump right up and nestle in. Claire’s
hair, loosened in sleep, was dark as chestnut and the briney bitches of his youth.
He sighed. That was years ago. He’d put on quite a bit of weight since then and doubtless he would wake up
Claire. That wouldn’t do. Although she’d just returned to Queens from ten years overseas and he had only known
her briefly as a pup, he felt a fond attachment to her. Claire’s accent didn’t bother him. He was English bulldogblooded himself. At least a good part of him was. He liked her foreign ways. And at meals she fed him every bit
of her meat beneath the table. Mother and Pop Breslinsky (or Mary and Stan, as he chose to think of them, with
all due respect) said she had spent some years in India to boot. That would explain it.
*
Claire stirred. The first shaft of light had hit her on the face. She looked right at him with those eyes queerly
bright and blue as the Lanergan’s Siberian husky.
“Ah,” her deep voice cracked, “good morning, your honor.”
The Mayor joggled his tail to and fro. He bolted directly onto her breast and slurped her broad mouth with his
tongue. Claire pushed him firmly off her face but let him stay right there, her soft hand buried in the bristly fur of
his fighter’s broad back. She put her leg out onto the porch railing and rocked the two of them back and forth,
back and forth. There was no wind today. It would be hot.
They looked up and watched the garbage truck come lumbering up the block. Mrs. Dixon next door stretched
her terry bathrobe around herself one extra time, slammed down the can lid, and waddled briskly back inside her
house. No garbage men were going to see her front without a sturdy brassiere. Of that they could be sure. Some
things, Claire smiled, never changed. Then a decrepit Plymouth rattled down the broken street from Park Lane
South and turned left onto Myrtle. And back they fell to sleep.
*
The old house was still for just a little while. Mary Breslinsky, up with the birds, was quick in and out of the
shower and down to squeeze oranges, poach eggs, pop the toast in. News radio accompanied her as she went
about with her transistor in one apron pocket, rosary in the other, eyes wide for any international catastrophe
(Claire was finally safe at home, thank God, but still she liked to be the first to hear of any tragedy). The white
braids curled around her neat head would quiver with excitement at just any break in a major criminal event.
She’d clear her throat and store this or that away for announcement at the table. She was Irish, was Mary.
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Before you knew it, she had the marmalades lined up like soldiers: blueberry for her husband Stan, apricot for
raven-haired Carmela (her eldest and her fashion columnist), orange for Claire (her long-lost wandering
photographer come home at last), grape for Zinnie (her good humoured, blond policewoman) and mint (again) for
Michaelaen (Zinnie’s son and his grandma’s own miracle, just four years old and russet-haired like Claire used to
be). Her husband Stan referred to them as his Clairol Group, and so they did look when you got them all together
around the table.
Stan Breslinsky, hardware store proprietor (semi-retired), weapons enthusiast, and passionate lover of opera,
shaved to the strains of Rigoletto. He hummed along. He took his time. He warbled and lingered until the last
pretty notes of La Donna E Mobile came to a halt. Reverently, he put away his SONY tape recorder and
descended the stairs for the kitchen. A spider as big as your thumb scooted down the bannister behind him.
Mary was at the Daily News, checking off her Wingo numbers. She played all the Zingos, Wingos, and Lottos.
Each morning brought another chance to win a million. Her corner of the table by the stove was cluttered with all
kinds of tickets, bingo circulars, crossword puzzles, coupons, and contests for prizes like a fun-filled trip to
Atlantic City. Stan waited for her to be finished with the News and move on to the Post. Then he could have all
his favorite funnies. The Times was lying there unopened (nobody read that thing but Carmela) and so was
Newsday, the one they all read while waiting for the News or the Post to be free.
“Good morning, dear.” He kissed her on the cheek.
“They caught that fellow who was robbing all the 7-Elevens,” Mary said. “About time, too. He’s been busy as
a widow at the fair.” Stan reached into Mary’s apron pocket and switched the news channel of the radio over to
WQXR, the classical station, then took his seat.
“Is today league day?” They bowled together on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, then again with the league every
Friday.
“Sure.” She looked at him over the tops of her reading glasses. “You might want to put your bermudas on.
News says it’s going to be a scorcher.”
“Claire’s bed is empty. She sleep out on the porch again all night?”
“Mmm.” Stan shook his head. He sipped his juice and Mary handed him the News.
“You give it back before Carmela gets it. She’ll do the crossword out from under me.”
In marched Michaelaen, stark naked and transporting a truck in one downy arm.
“Back in your room and don’t come out without your shorts.”
Mary reached for the scissors and began her coupon clipping. Michaelaen returned in a moment wearing nice
plaid bathing trunks. He went out the screen door and into the yard to go check on his rabbits. Zinnie came in, her
short blond curls spilling this way and that and kissed her parents good morning, all the while busily at work with
a nail file. Mary put a glass of juice down in front of her.
“No guns at the table, officer.”
Zinnie removed her pistol and stuck it on top of the refrigerator. She yawned and eyed the News in her father’s
hands. Michaelaen, satisfied that his rabbits had lived through the night (no small feat with all the raccoon about),
returned and climbed onto Zinnie’s lap. She spread his green mint jelly onto a piece of white bread, folded it over,
and pushed it into his little mouth. He cradled his truck and chewed.
Carmela entered crisply, her usual forboding self without her coffee, so no one greeted her yet. Neat as a pin,
her black hair coiled in a knot at the nape of her neck, Carmela buried herself behind the Times. She swallowed a
series of pills: lecithin, rose hips, brewer’s yeast, and silica, a round of B’s, a multi, an E, and an unscented garlic.
(In the winter she included cod liver oil.) She sloshed this parade down with one long gulp of black coffee.
A sirening cop car raced down Eighty-fourth Avenue and up to the woods.
“Gee, that’s close,” said Mary. “I hate sirens.” She loved them, really, but she didn’t think she should.
“Anybody got Dear Abby?” asked Zinnie. A resounding belch from the Times alerted them that Carmela was
now awake, aware, and prepared for verbal exchange.
“Jesus,” she swore at a picture of a rather mannish-looking female politician. “Who the hell does this friggin
upstart think she is.”
“She needs a good slam bam in the thank you, ma’am,” Zinnie agreed. “Is Claire out on the porch? What does
she think, she’s still in the Himalayas? You’d better tell her, Mom. She can’t sleep out there.”
“Why not?” Carmela arched one well-plucked brow. “I’m sure she’s only levitating.”
“Better,” Stan said, “she sleeps on the porch than over there in God knows where with God knows whom.”
“Hear that?” said Zinnie. “Another siren.”
“They both seem to have stopped by the monument,” Stan lifted an ear and strained to look outside.
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“It’s probably crack smokers, again,” Mary decided.
“Too early in the morning for crack smokers,” Zinnie said knowingly. “And anyway, no one wastes sirens on
crack smokers.” She took a bottle of clear nail polish out of her trousers pocket and repaired a chip. “What’s
Claire doing wandering around the woods by herself? Mrs. Dixon says she’s always in the woods.”
“Taking pictures,” Mary sighed. “What else?”
“Well, tell her she can’t just sashay through the woods around here anymore. This neighborhood isn’t what it
used to be.”
“You tell her,” Stan said. “She listens to you.”
“I already told her not to sleep in the hammock. So where is she? Sleeping in the hammock.”
“She does have the dog out there,” Mary pointed out.
“Hah,” Carmela snorted. “A lot of good he’ll do her. He’s off half the night looking for girls.”
“He sure is,” reflected Stan with a touch of pride.
“You wouldn’t think he could still get it up at his age,” Carmela mused out loud.
“Carmela!” Mary waggled her head. “Such thoughts!” Zinnie looked up from her manicure.
“Aw, c’mon ma. We’re grown-up, divorced women.”
“Well, I’m not divorced. Neither is your father and neither is Michaelaen. Majority rules.”
“I am too divorced,” insisted Michaelean.
“Oh, yeah?” Zinnie shook him around on her lap. “Where’s ya papers, huh?”
“Claire’s not divorced, either,” Carmela added, somewhat viciously, for they all knew that Claire had been
“involved” with two different men, neither of whom she’d told them much about.
“The last one was a duke, you know,” Zinnie, still impressed, reminded them.
“That and a token will get you on the subway,” Carmela said. Zinnie helped herself to another poached egg.
“A hell of a lot more interesting than that dip shit accountant you were married to.”
“At least Arnold didn’t live off my money, like hers did.”
“Right. He left you so well off. That’s why he’s got a house in Bayside and you’re back in Richmond Hill with
us.”
“Arnold might be tight,” Carmela smiled, “but he never took it in the kicker.”
“Now, girls.”
“That’s ok, Mom,” Zinnie shrugged. “It wasn’t Freddy’s fault he turned out gay. And it wasn’t mine, either.”
Mary frowned.
“Well, then, at least not in front of Michaelaen.”
“I don’t know why the hell not,” Zinnie buttered her English muffin. “At least when he grows up he’ll know
enough to marry someone who knows what they’re there for.”
“It says here,” Stan interjected, “that they’re thinking of making the old Valencia Theatre into a landmark.”
Mary’s coffee pot suspended in midair.
“I remember going there with my cousin Nancy as a girl. She took the trolley in from Brooklyn and we packed
a lunch and went to the Valencia. This was the country to her, can you imagine?”
“Really, Zinnie,” Carmela snorted. “You talk as though you’d never heard of homosexuality when you married
Freddy.”
“That’s just what I mean. I knew it existed in Greenwich Village, but no one ever spoke of it in normal terms.
Everyone around here whispered about things like that while we were growing up. I never imagined it happened
in normal people, too. What I say is, the more matter of fact you are about something, the less it can hurt you.”
Mary Breslinsky cupped her face and shook her head.
“Well, if anything, this family has become more matter of fact. More coffee, Stan? Stan? Arsenic in your
coffee?”
“Hmmm? Uh. Uh huh.” Stan was lost in Jimmy Breslin’s column.
“See what I mean?” She filled his cup.
“Who does this Breslin think he is?” shouted Stan. “He’s got it in for the entire NYPD!”\fn{ New York Police
Department. Jimmy Breslin (1930- ) was a popular columnist, born in Jamica, Queens County (“Borough” if you come from the City). }
“Just the corrupt ones, Dad,” Carmela spoke with elaborate patience, “and there are enough of them.”
Carmela had exchanged three words with Jimmy Breslin at a press party. Now she was keeper of his every
motive and intention.
“No,” Stan grew agitated. “He accuses the whole force!”
“He’s practically right,” Carmela said.
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“Oh, no he’s not. You’re not, Zinnie. And Michael sure as hell wasn’t.”
Mary Breslinsky didn’t look up then, because Michael was dead and had been for ten years, and it hurt just as
much now as it had then. He was Claire’s twin and he had died at the hands of a young killer he’d tried to talk into
surrendering. He’d looked at the thirteen-year-old, tear-stained kid huddling in the stairwell and he’d taken off his
gun and walked right into the arms of death. Rookie good-hearted, valiant, stupid Michael.
*
The Mayor walked into the kitchen.
“I gotta go to work,” Carmela stood.
“Me too,” said Zinnie, but she didn’t move, she sat there, because she knew that if the Mayor was here, Claire
was coming in, and she loved Claire, loved to look at her face. Claire had Michael’s clear blue eyes, pure as sea
glass, and Zinnie hadn’t had them to look into since she was fifteen. Zinnie had thought she’d lost the both of
them back then, because Claire hadn’t been able to stay home after Michael died.
“If you’re going to put on something cooler,” Mary told Stan, “you’d better get cracking.”
The Mayor, glad to see breakfast coming to such an abrupt halt—there would be that much more leftovers for
the picking—jumped into Stan’s chair to oversee what Mary might unthinkingly discard. There was no sense in
being wasteful. He whimpered at the sight of Carmela’s three quarters of a piece of buttered toast heading for the
bin.
“What, you want that, too?” Mary looked at him skeptically. “I don’t know how you can enjoy it in all this
heat. All right. Take it.”
She finished up most of the dishes (Mary had a dishwasher but was rarely known to use it), left the coffee on
for Claire, took her apron off irritably, and went out into the yard with Michaelaen. He’d help her water the
strawberries. He was the only one who could do it without wetting the leaves.
Mary was annoyed at Stan for bringing up Michael. She knew she shouldn’t be, but she was. She didn’t want
them upsetting Claire so soon after she’d come home and she might very well have been listening. That was the
type she was. Michael had been the talker and she the listener. Gravy and bread. Claire had all but died herself
when Michael was killed, and Mary knew inside herself what kind of suffocating pain Claire felt when she
bumped into some old thing of Michael’s that they still had lying about. A picture. Or Michael’s old copies of
Motor Trend that no one had seen fit to throwaway. What if Claire took off again? What then?
A nervous breeze unsettled the trees. Mary looked up and narrowed her eyes. The white sky glared. With any
luck they’d have a thunder storm.
“Gram?” Michaelaen wrapped his hand around her thumb.
“Mmm?”
“What’s a kicker?”
*
Claire, in her father’s knee-length undershirt, bleary-eyed and mouth still parted from her dreams, came into
the kitchen, tripped quietly over the vacuum cleaner, and dunked her whole face under the faucet. Was the cloth
she dried off with the same as one she remembered from years ago? It smelled the same. Ivory Snow and
Cheerios.
“We have bathrooms here in America for that sort of thing,” Zinnie said.
Claire turned and looked at Zinnie, all grown up and sharp as a tack. When Claire had left New York, Zinnie
had still been wearing braces. Now here she was: married, a mother, divorced. There and back and no scars on the
outside to show for it. But then Zinnie had been the kind of kid who would take a tumble off her bike and laugh
out loud. Hard. Zinnie used to tag along with Claire and Michael all the time back then. She’d been their favorite.
Claire suddenly felt too old for so early in the morning. She poured a cereal bowl half up with coffee and the
other half with milk. Then she lit a cigarette. Zinnie watched the cool blue smoke surround Claire;’s tousled head.
“Whadda ya takin’ pictures in the woods for?”
“Oh. It’s the people.”
“What people?”
“The old people who promenade up there. Half the survivors of Dachau and Auschwitz seem to be living right
up here in the apartments at the end of Park Lane South.”
“And you like that, eh?”
“I like them,” Claire admitted, enjoying her coffee. No one who’d lived in India could ever take a luxurious
cup of well-brewed coffee for granted.
“They fascinate me because they survived what was impossible. They’re very sad and matter of fact and
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somehow not bitter at all. Numbers tattooed on their arms as though they were cattle. They have faces that shrug.”
“So you photograph them.”
“Well, I’m starting to. They’re opening up a little more now that they think I understand Yiddish.”
“Now you speak Yiddish. My sister the Jew.”
“I don’t understand it, really. But it’s not too different from Schweitze-Deutsch-Swiss-German. Between High
German and Swiss, you can pretty much understand.”
“High German, Low German—it’s all Greek to me.”
“Anyway, they have extraordinary faces for black and white.” Zinnie rolled her eyes.
“If you think they’re good, I oughta take you with me on my four to midnights. You want characters, I’ll give
you characters.” Claire looked stung.
“I couldn't do that.”
“Why not?”
“I’m having a hard enough time getting used to the idea of you being a cop … let alone drive around with you
in uniform … and you deliberately conjuring up all sorts of dangerous possibilities just to make my day … even
though I would give anything to photograph the authentic types you must meet up with.”
“I don’t get it. I mean, how can you get so excited about these normal creeps when you’ve been all over the
world? You’ve seen just about everything, and you act all hepped-up and goggly-eyed to photograph the local
riffraff.”
“You’d be enthused, too, if you’d been gone for ten years.”
“I doubt it.”
“Ah, but you would, Zinnie. You’d come back with new eyes. You only can’t see what you’re so used to you
can’t see it.”
“I dunno. You’re the artist in the family. I’ll let you ‘capture’ the neighborhood while I go capture the mutts.”
“The who?”
“The mutts … perps.\fn{Short for “perpetrators (of crime)”} The inmates from our very own concentration camp: Ye
Olde Ghetto.” She stood up and retrieved her gun from the fridge, slipped it into her arm holster, and covered it
with her very best seersucker jacket.
*
The Mayor was rummaging through his toy box. He had a worn out grocery carton that housed his decade of a
lifetime’s accumulation of bones and doggy toys, silly things that people give to animals to chew on: plastic frogs
and purple pussy cats and, in the Mayor’s case, a fine figure of a gnawed up Barbie doll. The Mayor never gave
up on a toy. He might stick it away in the box and forget about it for a year or two, but he was a sentimental old
sod, and out he’d haul the smelly thing, sooner or later, give it a friendly chomp, and rest his snout on it for old
times’ sake. Then he’d fall asleep, its reminiscent odors transcending him to dreams of long ago and far away.
This morning it was a little french fries container, shredded and almost colorless, but a favorite just the same at
times like these, when no one paid him any mind.
Claire leaned back in her chair and watched him. How easy it was, she thought, to love someone or something
that could never hurt you. How wonderful it would be not to know that—to be innocent and still think that the
world offered nothing more than what you wanted to take. She longed, for a moment, for the innocence she’d lost.
Growing up hadn’t solved all of the mysteries. It just pushed them to the back shelf.
Out the window and across the street, an elderly figure in red tottered across her backyard lawn. Even at that
distance, her gash of lipstick was visible. Claire sat up straight.
“Is that Iris von Lillienfeld?:”
“Huh? Oh, sure, that’s her. Who else wears Japanese kimonos and emeralds at seven o’clock in the morning?”
“I can’t believe she’s still alive!”
“Oh, she’s alive all right. To the great dissatisfaction of every real estate agent in town.”
“I’ll bet. That house looks like Rhett Butler will be home any minute.\fn{ An allusion to the Gothic mansion
constructed for Gone With The Wind; Rhett Butler was the film’s hero.} I wonder if she’d let me photograph her?”
“Not likely. That old broad is a recluse from the get go. She thinks she’s Garbo. Ooo, this was funny. Her dog
—she’s got this really themey poodle—well, this dog was in heat and you know how uh … virile the Mayor here
is—”
“Ha!”
“Yeah, he practically lived over there. Wild. She won’t be bothered with people, but the dog didn’t seem to put
her back up too much. At least she didn’t complain. Although how is she gonna complain, when all she bothers to
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speak in is German? Hey! You speak Kraut. Naw, she’d never let you in. She wouldn’t even let the city tree
pruners in—”
“Do you remember, Zinnie,” Claire interrupted, "”how Michael used to love that woman? He used to tell me
she could read the future. Remember how he was the only one not afraid to go into her backyard? We all used to
call her the old witch and throw stones and run away, and Michael used to crawl through the hedge and visit her?
Remember?”
“I don’t know,” Zinnie turned her head away moodily. “I was too young, I guess. No, wait. I do remember him
going over there. There was a nest of baby robins knocked out of the maple in a storm and everyone said that the
cats were sure to get them and that it was too bad because you couldn’t put them in a cage or they would die in
captivity. Michael went over there—I remember he did, because I was scared to death she’d put a spell on him.
Yeah, and then he came back … went into the garage, put the ladder smack in the middle of the backyard, in the
shade but not too close to the trees, made a nest at the top, and popped them in, and he covered, I mean
completely covered, the ladder steps with thorny rose branches so the cats couldn’t climb up.”
“And Mom was furious that half of her rose bushes were destroyed.”
“Right. But those robins, they lived. Remember they lived? He left his little nest open at the top so the parent
robins could go on feeding them from above, and they all lived. Every one of them. And Iris von Lillienfeld gave
Michael that idea.”
They shook their heads fondly at the memory. Claire bubbled with laughter.
“I can still see Pop putting bacon bits on a pole with scotch tape and hoisting it up to them.”
“They ate it, too, the carnivorous little devils. I wonder where Mom and Michaelaen went,” Zinnie bolted back
to the present. “Probably up to the woods to see what all the sirens were about.”
She put the ceiling fan on low. They could hear the strains of Pagliacci from upstairs.
“Zinnie, I wanted to speak to you about Carmela.”
“Oh, yeah? How come?”
“I don’t know. Is she all right?”
“Whadda ya mean? Carmela hasn’t been all right since I’ve known her.”
“Yes, but besides that. She seems so sour.”
“Yeah, well, her divorce was pretty bloody. And he took the house ’cause he supported her while she was
getting her masters.”
“But why did they break up?”
“They fought all the time.”
“So does everyone.”
Zinnie looked left and right.
“Promise you won’t tell anyone? Especially not Mom?”
“Certainly I promise,” Claire crossed her heart. She liked the idea of a secret with Zinnie. Particularly since
Zinnie had come across her twice talking to herself since she’d come home. Zinnie lowered her voice.
“Right when Carmela was working on her finals, she got pregnant. And she got an abortion. Without telling
Arnold.”
“What?”
“Sure. You know nothin’s-gonna-stand-in-my-way Carmela. The only reason I found out was because she
started hemorrhaging afterward and she called me up to take her back to the clinic. He wound up finding out
about it anyway. She hit him with it during one of their famous shouting matches. You know, top of the ninth and
the bases are empty? She just laced it into him ’cause she had nothing else left to hit him with, I guess. Anyhow,
that was the beginning of the end. Now she’s all wrapped up in this therapy shit. Even the people she hangs out
with are these intellectua, overanalytical uptown types.”
“Too much Freud, not enough roast beef?”
“Yup. Exactly. Now she writes about ‘winter- or summer-palette people’ and ‘hemline psychosyndromes’ and
she calls herself a columnist. She makes me sick. I mean, she has such a good mind and it’s all off in the wrong
direction. The divorce just sent her off the deep end, Claire, I swear it did.”
“You and Freddy went through it. And you had Michaelaen. You seem all right.”
“Do I? I was pretty shaken up at the time. But with Freddy and me it was different. We were friends growing
up. I still love him, you know it? I always will, the sap. I mean, behind all the fresh-out-of-the-closet fruitcake,
Freddy’s a stand-up guy … and he pays all of Michaelaen’s bills, without being asked to. He’s got a steady
boyfriend already, can you imagine? They’re opening a restaurant on Queens Boulevard.” She laughed ironically.
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“May they live happily ever after.” Zinnie stretched as though she didn’t give a hoot.
“God, I’m tired,” she moaned. “I just get used to one shift and they put me on another. Say, Claire? Whatever
did happen with that duke guy?”
“Wolfgang? The last time I saw him he was leading some Brahmanic heiress around by the nose.”
“You still hurting?” Claire’s eyes went out the window and all the way up Park Lane South.
“It’s difficult to describe. I feel lighter. After I left Wolfgang in Delhi, I spent six months on my own in the
Himalayas. In a place called Dharam Sala. McLeod Gange, Dharam Sala. It’s a sort of refugee camp for Tibetans.
Anyway, after one sort of difficult but illuminating month, I couldn’t figure out why I’d stayed with him as long
as I had. In Dharam Sala, I started looking at things in a different way, you know?”
“Yeah, I know what you mean. Those Himalayas’ll clean your eyes right out.”
“Aw, c’mon Zinnie. Not you, too.”
“All right, go on. The Himalayas cut your cataracts. And then?”
“And then I decided that as long as I was changing half of my life, I might as well change the rest of it. No
more working for travel brochures or fashion magazines. I didn’t have too much money left over so I sold my
pearls—”
“Those luscious pearls from the German doctor? How could you?!”
“They didn’t exactly go with my life-style anymore,” Claire laughed. “They hadn’t for a long time.” (No sense
mentioning all the other things she’d had to sell.) “Anyway, to make a long story short without Wolfgang’s
expensive tastes to support, I figured I could do what I wanted for a while. You know, the ‘virtue of selfishness’
and all that.”
“That doesn’t sound like you. You usually bolshevize everything.”
“Not any more I don’t. Not after Wolfgang.”
“Tell me something. Did he do coke?”
“Sure he did coke. That’s why his allowance from home was never enough.”
“Did you?”
“Oh, God no. I got high on my mantras.”
“Huh?”
“Meditation.”
“Oh. Well, just don’t go doin’ none a that stuff around here,” Zinnie warned. “Bad enough Mom’s got
Michaelaen going to church with her.” Claire stood up and paced to and fro.
“I don’t pray any more,” she scowled. “I’m so full of self-congratulation when I do that I disgust myself. It’s
like, I’ve done this, so now I deserve a reward … or … or progress, at least. My motives are all egotistical and
self-serving, which is not the point at all, or it shouldn’t be.” She threw her arms up in a hopeless, almost comical
gesture. “I’m much better when I’m not so good.”
They looked at each other.
“And,” she added, “I did used to smoke hashish occasionally. Does that make you feel better?”
“Not really. So then what happened with Wolfgang?”
“I guess I started seeing him for what he was.”
“Yeah, a pimp.”
“I wouldn’t call him a pimp.”
“I would. He sent you out to work and he collected, right?”
“He helped me, Zinnie. I have to say that. He got me lots of clients and he can be very charming. He kept
things running smoothly on the shoots.”
“Like I said. A pimp. What are you defending him for, huh? So you wised up and got him out of your life.
Next?”
“You’re funny. You really are a cop, aren’t you? Okay. I thought I’d start all over, you know? Back to go. I’ve
been trying to get a book together for years. Only my best stuff. When I came home I started looking around me.
Zinnie, the Himalayas are magical, but this is real life. This place is a photographer’s dream.”
“I get the idea. Real life is what you photograph after you’ve photographed all the dreams. But you don’t
wanna go along even on a day tour with me. And how are you going to support yourself while you’re being artsycraftsy?”
“I’ve got enough money saved to pay Mom and Pop rent, and I thought I’d ask Mom if I could make a small
darkroom down in the cellar.”
“In all that junk?”
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“I only need a sink and darkness, Zinnie, not atmosphere.”
“So make a darkroom. Maybe you’ll meet some nice guy in Manhattan\fn{ New York County, officially.} when you
try and sell your pictures.”
Vexed, Claire rummaged through a little bin of blueberries.
“I don’t want to meet anybody,” she said. “I want to stay around here and shoot pictures that tell stories
without words. I want to shoot anything I well please and not what some art director thinks will sell.”
“And the first time you hear someone mention they’re going to clean up Michael’s grave … you’ll hightail it
off to some ashram and not come back for another ten years.” Claire shook her head slowly.
“No, Zin. I came to terms with Michael’s death a long time ago. I carry it always, in my heart, like you do.
New York doesn’t bring me any closer to it.” Zinnie, angry and embarrassed by her own emotion, blurted,
“It’s New Yawk, jerk! This ain’t no David Niven film.”
They laughed together at themselves, relieved not to speak about Michael. Zinnie sighed.
“I don’t know. Maybe this is a David Niven film and I’m the one going off the deep end.” Impulsively, Claire
threw her arms around Zinnie and held her.
“Of all of us, I think you’re the one who’s the most together.”
“That’s not saying a hell of a lot,” Zinnje smiled.
“You’ll be just fine,” Claire said. “Although I’ll never understand how you can be a cop. You’re so beautiful
and smart. You did so well in college. Why don’t you go to law school?”
“I don’t want to, Claire,” Zinnie pulled away. “You’re not the only one who loves what she’s doing, you
know.”
“I know. Those aren’t the reasons why I don’t want you to be a cop, anyhow.”
They watched each other carefully, each checking the other one out for emotional scars from Michael’s death.
Claire knew that a good part of Zinnie’s joining the force had been because of him. She hoped there had not been
too much revenge in her reasoning. Zinnie, on the other hand, remembered just how devastated Claire had been at
the time. She wondered how difficult it was for Claire to watch her go out the door with a gun. Whatever she felt,
that pain would always be there between them as a bond, and there was nothing either of them could, or wanted,
to do about it. Zinnie touched Claire's hair.
“What about you? You wanna come out with me tonight? Do a little trip the light fandango up at Regents
Row?”
“Me? Oh, no, thanks. I’ve had it with men.”
“Is that right? And how do you expect to hold them off, eh?”
“Don’t you worry about me. I’ve got castration toxins leaking out of my eyeballs.”
“I’ll bet” Zinnie sneered.
“Anyway, I’ve got.no time. I want to finish my black-and-white series as soon as possible. The colors around
here are just too tempting in this season. Look at the dog! He’s playing catch all by himself! Look!”
“Oh, he’s just showing off. So. You think this neighborhood is great eh? Let me see. You’ve got the old Jews
and the young Israelis north of the park. You’ve got your mafia fledglings along Lefferts. And you’ve got your
Puerto Ricans, Colombians, and Indians down on Jamaica. You’ve got some taste, kid.”
Claire didn’t say anything then, because she couldn’t describe what she felt when she saw an Indian woman in
a shocking-pink sari gliding past an el train covered with graffiti. She’d have to shoot the scene and show it to
her. Claire’s heart swelled when she thought of all the ideas she had for portraying the neighborhood. She’d show
the standing-stillness in all the flurry of transition. She’d achieve something true. And then maybe Zinnie
wouldn’t look at her with that suspicious, worried face.
“Look, Zinnie,” she said, “I want to get one thing straight. No, listen to me. Don’t look off as if you weren’t
listening. I just want to tell you that I’m not running off again. Not anywhere. And I won’t have you and Mom and
the rest of them pussy-footing around me as if I were a ghost. When I said I was over Michael’s death, I meant it.
Will you tell them that? Will you help me try and make them understand?” Zinnie pried a perfectly good cuticle
up with her teeth and bit it off.
“Sure,” she said. She would have said more, but then Stan came back into the kitchen, lilly-legged in his
bermuda shorts, and announced that he was heading on up to the woods to see what all the commotion was about.
“Wanna come?” he asked. Claire shook her head no.
“I was looking out the bathroom window. They’ve got the brass up there,” he tempted Zinnie.
“Okey-doke,” Zinnie agreed.
I’ll not be left out of this, the Mayor thought, and he hoisted his broad beam up on all fours.
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*
Claire wandered around the old house while they were gone, sipping her bowl of coffee, enjoying the dark
rooms and the full sun blasting against the screens. She sat up in the dining room window seat, always her
favorite place, and felt the house—just her and the house. This was where she’d curled up as a child and pored
through each new issue of National Geographic, struck with wonder at the glossy, important-looking pages alive
with color and exotic cultures. This was where it had all begun for her. The tall-ceilinged rooms were littered with
dusty books and her father’s homemade cannons. All of these things, she thought, so long in their same old spots
that you forgot they were there. She bet nobody in the family ever saw the stained glass window over the pantry
anymore. Well, maybe Michaelaen did.
Michaelaen saw a lot of things the others didn’t. He was an intense child, very involved in his four-year-old
world of animals and mechanics. Michaelaen seemed to have inherited his grandpa’s love of junkyards. That’s
what the two of them would do for fun: visit junkyards and collect “treasure,” odd bits of copper and brass and all
sorts of rubble that could only attract little boys and old men.
It was a good education for the boy, Stan swore. He was learning the value of real resources, he said.
There was some question as to who enjoyed these jaunts to the junkies more, Stan or Michaelaen. The cellar
was so full of their accumulations that a ragged path was all you got when you had to make your way through.
Stan and Michaelaen found enough place to do things down there. They would hammer and fiddle and come up
the stairs all covered with dirt. Stan would dust his knees off proudly and say,
“He’s all boy, that kid.” The only trouble was, he’d say it over and over again, as if he were trying to reassure
himself.
“Shut up, Pop, willya?” Zinnie would finally look up from the TV and snap at him. And Michaelaen would
busy himself with some toy car, pretending not to understand for fear their feelings would be hurt.
Claire smiled to herself. Six days home and already she knew their ways. Any minute now they’d all be back
and full of the news from the park, bubbling and scandalized, each with his or her own private theory, clattering in
and out and filling up the now-still rooms.
White sheets hung on the line in the yard. A small breeze rippled, and the spaces revealed the distant figure of
Iris von Lillienfeld, ruby red across the street in her own very green backyard. Claire froze. Then, like a huntress
stalking her prey, she crept across the room to her camera bag, whispering to herself, “Please, God, don’t let her
move”; and hurriedly, trembling, she attached a zoom lens to her camera, expertly and swiftly loaded a thousand
ASA color film, and turned to wait.
“Come on, God, now give me back that little breeze. Oh, come on, don’t let me down.”
And framed by a sudden ripple of the weightless white and sturdy clothespins was Miss von Lillienfeld, now
close through the magic of zoom, standing still with brittle grace and contemplation and a pigeon on her pillbox
hat.
*
All the mantras and the prayers and even the gange Claire had smoked trying to lose herself, and always her
consciousness had been there, a leering monkey on her back, an ever-present watching, observing her efforts and
plaguing her sincerity. Now here she was doing what she loved, and this was what she couldn’t feel because she
wasn’t there. She was lost in what she was doing, looking out instead of in and only coming to herself when she
was through—when all the frames were full.
Claire was just putting away her camera bag when they came back. Anticipating their excited chatter, she was
surprised when her mother came speedily in gripping Michaelaen, her lips pressed into a hard, drawn line, her
face white as chalk, the Mayor trotting busily behind.
“What’s going on?” asked Claire.
Mary, making a sign that consisted of nothing more than a nod of the head but that meant, “Not now, Claire,”
and “Not in front of Michaelaen,” and “What in God’s name is the world coming to” all in one movement,
marched through the rooms with a determined gait and left her standing open-mouthed and alone once again in
the kitchen.. A moment later Stan came in solemnly, shaking his head as he sat down at the table.
“Gee, Pop … what’s—”
“It was murder, Claire. Up in the woods. Jeez …” He covered his face with a great freckled paw.
“Who—” she whispered. “Who was murdered?” Claire remembered with fresh, cold pain the moment they’d
told her that Michael was dead.
“A boy,” Zinnie answered dully from the doorway. “A little boy. It was really bad, Claire.” Zinnie looked as
though she were going to be ill.
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“Sit down, Zin,” Claire's heart beat with morbid curiosity. “Did you see?”
“Yeah, I saw. The rest of them had to stay down by the monument, but they heard enough. It was up in the pine
forest. An old man found the body. One of your old Jews, Claire. Taking his morning stroll. He was wailing like a
banshee when we got there. They had to take him to the hospital for shock. Christ, that kid was really messed up.”
“Nothing like this ever happened before in this neighborhood,” Stan murmured. “I’ve never heard of anything
like that around here.” Mary came in swiftly.
“Michaelaen’s in his room watching ‘Woody Woodpecker,’” she said to Zinnie. “I don’t want anybody talking
about it in front of him. You got that?”
“Sure, Mom.”
“Of course, dear,” they all nodded in agreement. You didn’t argue with Mary when she meant business, and she
meant it now. She took a frozen fruit bar from the freezer and started to leave, then stopped in her tracks.
“It was drugs, wasn’t it, Stan? Only Colombians murder children for vendettas.”
“It looks like it, Mary,” Stan agreed.
Mary swept out of the room to try to further distract her grandson. They waited until the sound of her footsteps
reached the top of the stairs.
“Not for nothing, Dad,” Zinnie locked eyes with her father, “but that was no Colombian’s revenge.”
“Those Latinos have pretty short fuses, honey.”
“Cut the crap, Pop. I’m on the job, remember? I saw him.”
“I know. I know. Only not in front of your mom. Not one word.”
“That bad?” Claire caught her breath.
“The killer was a maniac.”
“Anybody who would kill a little boy is a maniac,” Stan fumed.
“Yeah, but Pop, this was as sick as they come. It was … evil.”
Claire shuddered. Zinnie’s upper lip was beaded with sweat.
“And he was … uh … abused, you know? Just a little kid. Maybe seven or eight. I used to see him up in the
playground. He was a real good-looking little kid, you know? I think it was him. It was hard to tell.” Zinnie's
voice caught in her throat.
“He was lying there in a clearing of pine needles … he had this look on his face, his … his eyes were open—”
“All right, Zinnie,” Stan patted her on the shoulder.
“I’m okay.” Zinnie brushed his hand away, the way she would when she was truly upset. “The press didn’t get
it. Not yet. They got him out of there and into the body bag quick. You never saw those Queens boys work so
fast.”
“But they’ll get the story from the old man,” said Claire.
“Sure they will. But they’ll keep him sedated so long, he won’t be giving interviews till later. They’ve got to do
a positive ID on the body. At least the press won’t have pictures. They’d have a panic out there.”
“A panic is better than another murder,” Claire said.
“Not until they notify the parents, it ain’t,” Zinnie snapped. “And I don’t want Michaelaen riding his bike up
there with this going on.”
“He’ll come bowling with your mother and me. And we’ll just have to take shifts keeping an eye on him.”
“Listen, Claire,” Zinnie pointed a finger at her, “You’re another one I don’t want up in the park. Not for a
minute, you hear me?”
“Oh, Lord, Zinnie, I wouldn’t even think of going in deep—”
“Not even on the rim, dammit! Don’t you hear what I’m saying?!”
“Okay, okay. I won’t go into the woods till all this blows over, all right, sheriff?”
“Promise!”
“I promise.” Zinnie stood.
“Now I really gotta go.”
“You going to stop in at the one-o-two?” Stan asked her.
“I can’t do that, Pop. You know that. My precinct’s in the city.”\fn{ Local speech; i.e., in Manhattan. As opposed to
Queens, a largely residential area.}
“I know. I know. Just unofficially, I mean.”
“No. They’ve got a whole new staff over there. I don’t know anybody in there anymore, except Furgueson. It’s
all new. And look. You keep Carmela’s nose out of this. You know, ‘Miss Reporter.’ That’s all we need is her
poking her nose around up there and getting into trouble.”
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“God forbid,” agreed Stan.
“So just don’t tell her about it. Let her hear Mom’s version.”
“Fine,” said Claire, feeling all at once as though Zinnie were the elder and she the younger.
Zinnie went to say goodbye to Michaelaen. Then she climbed into her gray Datsun. Claire and Stan sat silently
and watched her drive away. The ceiling fan went slowly round and the sink faucet dripped.
“Pop?”
“Yeah?”
“I’m sure it’s nothing, but early this morning, when I was out in the hammock, I saw this car drive by.”
“So?”
“No, I mean very early. Before the sun was quite up. An old Plymouth came down from the park.” Stan’s eyes
focused on her own.
“You see the driver?”
“No, but I remember part of the license. I remember because it had three numbers from … well, three numbers
or three other numbers. They were either Buddha’s estimated year of ascension or the year of his birth. I don’t
know which of the two it was, now, because I went right back to sleep, but it was definitely either one or the
other.”
“Jesus, Claire, which numbers??!”
“Well, it was either 563 or 473.”
“You’re sure?”
“I don’t remember which, but it was definitely one of those. I’m sure of that.”
“We’d better go over to the precinct.”
“Oh no, Dad, not me. I don’t want any part of detectives. You go. You tell them, all right? Don’t get me
involved.”
“I understand.” He put his big hand on top of her small one. “I’ll go. And not a word to your mother. Tell her I
just ran over to the store. Tell her I went to look in on how the new kid is doing and I’ll be back in half an hour.
She’ll fall for it.”
“Pop?”
“Yuh?”
“Don’t bring any cops home, all right? I don’t want to go through it.”
She stood on the back stoop and watched him until he was out of sight. When she turned to go back in the
kitchen she could have sworn she saw Iris von Lillienfeld looking dead at her from a half-closed window across
the street.
*
Michaelaen sat quietly on his bed. He listened.
Grandma was down in the cellar putting in the laundry. Aunt Claire would not come walking in without
knocking. He shook his head to himself. She acted like he was a grown-up. Michaelaen went into his closet
bottom, carefully moved his folder of Spider Man stickers, and pulled out the tackle box Grandpa had given him
for his very own. He carried the box back to the bed. For a moment he just sat there and held the box fondly. Then
he blew on it.
A nice powder of dust made a storm in the sunshine. He watched it settle on the wooden floor and then opened
the box.
There was Daddy’s fine school ring, safe and sound. There was the ivory elephant Aunt Claire had sent from
India, the insect corpses he loved best, a magic blue jay feather, an abacus from Chinatown, and a cat’s eye
marble. It was the best cat’s eye marble he had ever seen. Probably worth a lot of money. Ah, there it was. The
cuff- link. A genuine roulette wheel. He gave it a good spin and his eyes lit up to follow the golden ball round and
around. Eleven. Red.
He laughed out loud. It was a shame he couldn’t show it off. But he had sworn he’d never tell, right before
Miguel had pressed it into his hand. That was the deal. He wouldn’t tell what they were up to, looking at those
pictures and all, and Miguel would let him keep the cufflink. Only he must never tell. No matter what.
*
Johnny Benedetto parked the silver Triumph Stag on the hill behind the pizza place. It was still broiling at
three PM. He loosened his tie and removed his jacket. A large big-jointed man, he never felt comfortable in a suit
and there were days he forgot he wasn’t still wearing a uniform. Johnny took off his shoulder strap and slipped his
gun into the Velcro holder in his sock. He needed a shave. His thick black hair curled onto his collar. The sharp
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hazel green eyes caught sight of himself in the rearview mirror. That was another thing. A haircut.
Swiftly and with a thin-waisted grace for one so broad and hulkish as himself, Johnny sprang from the car and
headed for the Row. He hadn’t eaten since yesterday and this wasn’t the kind of man who took his appetite lightly.
There came a point when he had to eat.
Regents Row was dark and cool, was reasonably priced, served magnificent steaks, and catered to the force.
Not that you were treated special in there, mind you. You waited your turn for a table no matter who you were.
Hizzy ran that place the same way Captain Furgueson ran the station house: no favors for no one, no freebies. And
Hizzy never forgot your name. Johnny respected that, too. It showed control.
He slung his jacket over one shoulder and crossed the street, oblivious to the admiring glances of the
housewives coming and going from the supermarket and the Homestead Deli. His shin was throbbing like a
bastard but he hardly noticed. One more medal from Nam that congratulated him every time rain was expected.
Johnny opened the door and his heart sank. The bar was filled with women, church social women, waiting to
be seated for their Rosary Society lunch. Hizzy came right over and extended his plump hand.
“How ya been, Johnny?” Johnny gave him one of his rare, disarming smiles.
“Yourself?”
“Hey, I’m fine,” Hizzy pumped his hand, then waved in a broad, all-encompassing sweep. “Sorry about all
this. Every month, like a clock. You can’t get ’em seated and then you can’t get ’em to leave.” He squinted at
Johnny.
“Bad doings up in the park, huh?”
Johnny looked at his feet and said nothing. Hizzy knew better than that.
“I gotta go, Hizzy. Good to see ya an all but I gotta get something to eat real quick and then get some sleep.”
“Why doncha come back in the kitchen and I’ll have Irwin fix you up a couple a sandwiches to go … how bout
it?”
“That’s okay, Hizzy. Next time. I’ll get something at the pizza place. Short and sweet.”
He knew Hizzy was dying to get some inside dope on the murder. So it had spread this far that quick, eh?
Terrific. Nice can a worms this was gonna be. He left as fast as he’d come in and walked across the hot white
boulevard.
Johnny slapped himself in the head. He must be punchy. He’d told Furgueson he'd try and check out that
crackpot license number story. Furgueson had said it was probably a waste of time but Johnny had said he’d look
into it anyway. It could wait until he’d had some sleep. It was gonna have to.
The pizza place was pretty empty; at least it was cool and shaded under the canopy on the street. He ordered
three slices and a large Coke and sat down at one of the little tables outside. Johnny rubbed his eyes with both
hands and looked down the street. He wished the weather would make up its mind. One minute dark clouds
threatened and the next you thought you should be at the beach. He was tired. Real tired. He’d just been going off
duty when this whole mess had started, and this was the first moment he’d had to sit down and think.
A group of young paisan, the criminal sort with nothing much to do with their daylight hours, cavorted like
Gay Parisians at the next two tables. Coke spoons dangled from 18 karat gold chains and silk shirts were opened
the obligatory four buttons.
Each passing female was graded with uproarious detail. Plans were made for Saturday night’s rent-a-limo. A
blond flight attendant’s phone number changed hands.
They didn’t know who Johnny was (what cop drove a 1972 Triumph Stag?) and so they spoke openly,
sometimes in Sicilian, among themselves. He understood most of what they said and on another day would have
been remarking every word. As it was, he had other things on his mind, some sort of psychopathic, childmolesting monster whose evil he could still see in his mind’s eye and probably always would, and he wasn’t
paying them much mind.
The boy came out. with his pizza and Johnny inhaled two of them, swallowed his entire Coke, ordered another,
then sat back and enjoyed the third slice. God, he loved good pizza. In all his thirty-three years he must have
consumed seven thousand pizzas. Nobody cooked for him, that was for sure. Nobody ever had.
Johnny Benedetto had no family to speak of, unless you counted his old friend Red Tomeo. He’d had a wife
for about four months. She was lucky she was still alive. He’d found her in bed with her hairdresser. Jesus. He’d
put all his clothes in one lousy suitcase while the two of them cowered in the bed like the little pieces of shit that
they were, and he’d walked out and he’d never gone back. The next time he’s seen her, and the last, had been at
the divorce hearing six months ago. That was it.
Johnny played a hard game of handball, racquets, anything that would keep his massive frame in check and his
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mind from exploding. He didn’t drink much—once in a while, but not too often. He knew he had to watch his
temper. When he was younger, he had often found himself out of control. There were plenty of broken noses
walking around New York thanks to him as it was.
What Johnny loved, what made him really tick, were cars. Or, more precisely, engines. Lately he hadn’t even
had time for that. Nowadays when he got home to his apartment after work he had all he could do just to climb
into bed, roll over, and drift off to sleep, all-encompassing sleep, far away in the land of nod, where there were no
murders, no body bags, and no ten-year-old broken bodies, no bodies at all … just the vapor-held swell of a finetuned machine doing ninety and the cut-and-dry hum of perfection.
Johnny was a born mechanic, and when he had a problem or just wanted to wind down, that’s what he’d do, go
down to Jojenny’s Garage and work on a wreck. If he had nothing of his own to work on, he’d work on somebody
else’s. By the time he’d have the thing running, he’d usually have his own problem sorted out in his head.
As a matter of fact, if Johnny hadn’t met Red Tomeo as a kid, that’s probably what he would have been, a
mechanic.
Red Tomeo had been a cop in Bensonhurst, where Johnny’d grown up. Red was a “big brother,” a term used
for men who donated their spare time to fatherless kids in the neighborhood. Although Johnny had hated Red with
a passion at the beginning, Red had kept after him long after another man would have figured good riddance to
bad rubbish, for that was the sort of riffraff Johnny had chosen to hang out with and emulate in his street corner
days. Red had taken a real interest, bringing Johnny down to the precinct garage when he’d recognized Johnny’s
potential as a mechanic.
Though he’d hated to admit it, Johnny was happy. Covered in grease, he’d found acceptance among the “hair
bags,” or old-timers, once they’d noticed that suddenly, their crummy cars were running without a hitch. For the
first time in his short life, Johnny had had a family of sorts. Red had thought that Johnny was the best damn
mechanic he’d ever known, and it’d knocked him for a loop when he’d found out through the desk sergeant that
Johnny was taking the police academy test.
The more he’d thought about it, though, the more sense it had made. Johnny was the kind of guy you might
call extreme, or fanatic, depending on your point of view. Once he made a decision, it was absolute. Better he
should stay on this side of the law than the other.
Red was prouder than he’d cared to admit. He liked his beer and he liked to go fishing, so when he’d retired
he’d opened up a little bar by the docks down in Sheepshead Bay. Christmas and Easter, Johnny always showed
up. Where else did he have to go? That little tramp Johnny had married wasn’t around anymore, thank God, but
he’d known from the start that that wouldn’t work out. He hadn’t said nothing, but he’d known. She wasn’t good
enough to shine Johnny’s shoes. Johnny had been so broken up at the end that Red had thought he might go under.
Only he hadn’t. Not Johnny. He was pretty much over it already, from the scuttlebutt … working the graveyard
shift and anything else he could get his hands on. Now that he’d made detective Johnny would be all right.
Maybe. He hadn’t been around to see Red in a couple of months.
*
Johnny Benedetto looked over at the lowlifes at the next table and thought of Red. Shit. If it hadn’t a been for
Red, that would probably be exactly where he’d be sitting. Dealing coke. Forget the mechanic idea. If it hadn’t a
been for Red, he wouldn’t have even had the cars to work on, let alone persuade to performance, enjoy for a
couple of months, and then sell—for the next wreck to work on. If it hadn’t been for Red, he’d more likely be
stealing them. After they cleaned up this case he was gonna take a ride down to Sheepshead Bay and pay him a
visit. What the hell.
*
Claire had to buy some film. She was reluctant to go all the way into the city to the lab. It would take too much
time and she wanted to be back for Michaelaen when her parents returned from their bowling at four. She liked
Michaelaen. He reminded her a little bit of … oh, well, he was himself. She liked him for himself. There was a
camera store up on Lefferts where she could go. Twice the price, but that couldn’t be helped. Tomorrow she’d
take the train and pick up the chemicals she’d need for her lab. All morning she’d been clearing away years of
junk from one corner of the cellar, unburying equipment that was dusty but almost certainly still good. This way
her mother couldn’t say,
“Of course you can have a corner in the basement for your lab. One day, when we get around to clearing away
all that stuff …”
Now it was done and there was nothing Mom could do about it. Heh heh.
Claire helped herself to a clean, fluffy towel and went into the shower. You couldn’t beat hot-and-cold-running
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water. Claire arched her brown back and met the needling shower spray head on. It was like music, strong, steady
music, and she gave herself up to it, flooded in steam, pouring baby shampoo all over her body, turning this way
and that till the stretching coiled backward and forth in some dance of her own graceful rhythm. No. Claire
stopped herself from reaching. It would do no good. Not really. Tales of blindness hadn’t sprung from vision itself
but from something deeper … more spiritual in its sightlessness. She’d come too far to go back to that, no matter
how much it seemed to want to leap out of her. Her dreams would quake inside of her and wake her up but she
wouldn’t return to that solitary loneliness she’d used to substitute for fulfillment all during her last relationship.
She left the shower dripping, wiped the fogged-up mirror with the heel of her hand, and looked into her eyes.
Yes, it was true. There was a power there that came from overstepping weakness. She winked at her image and
busied herself with the hair dryer, now wondering what sort of consciousness the murderer of that small boy must
live in. Did he know what he had done? Did he remember? Did he justify his rage? What on earth had made him
that way? She remembered the lumbering weight of that rusty gold Plymouth this morning. Could the murderer
have been in there, sated and wary?
Oh, for goodness sakes, no, she shuddered and laughed to herself. Life was good. She was home. And she
mustn’t let her imagination run away with her.
Claire put on a pair of her gauzy white pantaloons from Jaipur and a matching long shirt. In the fall she would
have to buy herself some western clothes. The Indians had the right idea about clothes in this weather, though.
Too see-through for the neighborhood, she covered herself with a brocaded ivory vest from Kashmir. Claire didn’t
put on any makeup, just lined her blue eyes automatically with kajal, not bothering to look in the mirror.
She put her small silk purse across her shoulder, locked the door, and walked down the steps, engulfed all at
once by the hot afternoon air.
Claire stopped.
She had the eerie feeling of being watched. Quickly she looked toward the von Lillienfeld house but no one
was there, just a heavy Siamese calmly licking his paws. The murder had her unreasonably jumpy. Halfway down
the block she turned again and noticed the Mayor following her. She threw back her fine head of dark hair and
laughed.
“All right, your honor. I suppose you can take care of yourself in traffic if anybody can. And probably me, too,
hmm? Are you coming along to look after me?”
Of course he was coming along to look after her, the Mayor snorted to himself. Why else did she think he’d
hung around the house? And this the fish store’s biggest day.
Together they made their long way up the hill. Claire grudgingly kept to the opposite side of the street on Park
Lane South. She would have liked to take the woods path but she didn’t dare. She didn’t know which she feared
more: the murderer (who was most likely long gone) or Zinnie’s fiery wrath, should she find out, and so she
stayed on the other side which was actually very pleasant, lined with mansions from another era and walled in
luxurious privet hedging, thick with the unfenceable scents of late wisteria and roses.
Claire told the Mayor all about India as she walked, her memory jogged from the broad yellow heat and the
smells and the comfortable shade of the trees. Her sandals made small cushy sounds on the slate and the Mayor’s
long nails scratched along. She told him things she’d never tell the others. They would just laugh or shake their
heads or not believe her anyway.
The street was crowded up on Metropolitan; they pushed along past the piles of Korean vegetables, neat and
brilliant in their tropical rows, then past the antique shops, up Lefferts, by the Jewish temple, and past the cluster
of apartment houses until finally they came to the village, old-fashioned and European in style with Tudor walls
and crockety red tile roofs. The Homestead Deli, with its good-looking wursts necklacing the lead-paned
windows, might just as well have been a village shop in Munich or Zurich. And Regents Row resembled any pub
in England.
It was a potpourri and charming layout, Claire decided, delighted with the mixture of old world and new, the
modern supermarket and the oriental music leaking from the Pakistani Spice Shop. One really could settle down
here, so near and yet so far from anything-can-happen Manhattan. Why couldn’t the murder have happened there,
where it would seem to belong, instead of here, so close to her family? Hadn’t they been through enough as it
was? The dry dead face of Michael in his coffin came back to her in a rush and her mood was ruined. It was too
hot after all, she’d just run into the camera shop and hurry back home. Now where on earth was the Mayor?
A clattering of voices and the beginnings of shouts near the corner jolted her out of her reverie. It was … good
God, it was the Mayor tug-of-warring a kosher chicken from a scull-capped, aproned shopkeeper! The Italian
louts who held court in front of the pizzeria were howling with laughter and—what else?—rooting for the dog.
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Claire, fleet-footed and all business, flew down to the hubbub and yanked the tooth-dented chicken from the
fangs of the Mayor.
“Bravo!” the Italians whistled and applauded, “Bravo, bella signorina!”
The shopkeeper, highly offended, flailed his arms and whined and yelled a Yiddish tirade. Truly sorry,
embarrassed, and angry at the Mayor to boot, Claire reached into her purse and hauled out ten dollars.
“So fine scheisse!” the shopkeeper droned on and on, “Schauen Sie mal was der verdammte Hund mit meinem
Laden gemacht hat!”
A small crowd had gathered. Claire peered into the cool darkness of the shop and saw, indeed, that the sawdust
had been strewn with torn gizzards and three or four other hens, good as new.
She reached back into her purse and pulled out the last of what she had on her, a twenty dollar bill. The shopkeeper, sweat and dandruff glistening from his voluminous neck folds, yammered on in his guttural tongue.
“Tya!” he wailed. “What good is that little bit of geld when my entire store was kaputt?” He went on to inform
his audience that Claire was a “Schikse pipi miidchen” with a “shit dog.”
That was it for Claire, who’d understood each nasty word.
“Is that right?!” she threw the chicken into the street and the contents of her purse right after it.
“This is what I think of your store that has been so totally disheveled! You’re not only an exaggerator, you’re
… you’re without resiliency! My dog is not a ‘shit’ as you so loudly proclaim, he happens to be the mayor of this
town. And I am no Schiksa floozie but an American who finds you extremely constipated!”
Well, this was all too much for the crew of Italians. Claire’s rage was just too magnificent. They collapsed into
peals of laughter and a barrage of lewd Sicilian expletives. Infuriated, Claire whirled around and yelled,
“Stati zita, imbecile!” right in Johnny Benedetto’s minding-his-own-business face.
“Listen, honey—” Johnny protested.
“Don’t call me ‘honey’!” hollered Claire and she snapped away, tripped, and flew over the chicken, marched
past the astonished shopkeeper, and hurried down the hill, her knees still trembling with indignation and the face
of that … that thoroughly obnoxious Italian.
Mollified by all of this off-with-their-heads, the Mayor followed at a respectful distance, his tail muscled down
between his legs in solemn retribution, his snout a neat mask of the called-for chagrin.
But, by jove, he was pleased …
161.56 Breed\fn{by John Thomas Sayles (1950- )} Schenectady, Schenectady County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 12
Brian woke on the lee side of a hill with a buffalo licking his face. At first he was only aware of the tongue,
sticky and thick as a baby’s arm, lapping down to sample his ears and cheeks. He had laid his sleeping bag out in
the dark, snuggling it at the foot of what he took to be a drift fence, to have at least some shelter from the gritblasting Wyoming wind. If it was still Wyoming; he hadn’t been awake enough during the last part of the ride to
look out for signs.
As he squirmed away from whatever the big thing mopping at his face was he glimpsed through half-sleep that
each of the posts in the fence was painted a different color. Cherry-red, lime-green, lemon-yellow. He was in a
carny-colored corral with a live bull bison.
No. He tried to go back under, thinking it was only the effects of the three-day power-hitch across the country
from New Jersey, all that coffee and all those miles talking with strangers. But then the rich brown smell dawned
on him and he knew. He knew. He had never seen a live buffalo before but he was sure this was what they smelled
like. It smelled like The West.
The buffalo retreated a few steps when Brian sat up, fixing him with swimming brown walleyes. There were
bare patches worn in the wool of its flanks and hump, shiny black leather showing through. Its beard was sugared
with dust and meal of some kind, and Brian could hear the flop of its tail chasing flies.
“Morning, Buffalo.”
The animal snorted through its flat nose for an answer, made munching quivers with its jaw. Brian fingered
matter from his eyes and peered out over the fence to where he remembered the road. There were cut-out letters
hung from a crossbar like the ranches he’d seen in southern Wyoming had. Brian read them backward. CODY
SPRAGUE’S WILD WEST BUCKIN’ BISON RIDE, it said, FOOD—GAS—SOUVENIRS. Brian didn’t understand how he
could have missed the sign and the flapping pennants strung from it, even in the dark.
The buffalo licked its nose.
Brian pulled on his sweat-funky road clothes and packed his sleeping bag away. The buffalo had lowered its
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eyelids to half-mast, no longer interested. Brian stood and walked around it. A shifting cloud of tiny black flies
shadowed its ass, an ass cracked and black as old inner-tube rubber. There was something not quite real about the
thing, Brian felt as if stuffing or springs would pop out of the seams any moment. He eased his hands into the
hump wool. Coarse and greasy, like a mat for scuffing your feet clean on. The buffalo didn’t move but for the
twitching of its rump skin as insects lit on it. Brian gave it a couple of gentle, open-palmed thumps on the side,
feeling the solid weight like a great warm tree stump.
“Reach for the sky!”
Brian nearly jumped on the animal’s, back as a cold cylinder pressed the base of his neck.
“Take your mitts off my buffalo and turn around.” Brian turned himself around slowly and there was a little
chicken-necked man pointing an empty Coke bottle level with his heart. “One false move and I’ll fizz you to
pieces.” The little man cackled, showing chipped brown teeth and goosing Brian with the bottle.
“Scared the piss outa you, young fella. I seen you there this morning, laid out. Didn’t figure I should bother to
wake you till you woke yourself, but Ishmael, he thought you was a bag a meal. He’s kind of slow, Ishmael.”
The buffalo swung its head around to give the man a tentative whiff, then swung back. The man was wearing a
fringed buckskin jacket so stained it looked freshly ripped off the buck. He had a wrinkle-ring every other inch of
his long neck, a crooked beak of a nose, and dirty white hair that shot out in little clumps. Of the three of them,
the buffalo seemed to have had the best sleep.
Brian introduced himself and stated his business, which was to make his way to whatever passed for a major
highway out here on the lone prairie. Thumbing from East Orange to the West Coast. He had gotten a bum steer
from a drunken oil-rigger the other night and was dumped out here.
“Cody Sprague,” said the little man, extending his hand. “I offer my condolences and the use of my privy.
Usually don’t open till nine or ten,” he said, “but it don’t seem to make a difference either whichway.” He led
Brian across the road to where there was a metal outhouse and an orange-and-black painted shack about the size
of a Tastee-Freeze.
“People don’t want to come,” he said. “They don’t want to come. Just blow by on that Interstate. That’s what
you’ll be wantin’ to get to, isn’t but five miles or so down the way. They finished that last stretch a couple years
back and made me obsolete. That’s what they want me. Obsolete.”
Sprague clucked away at Brian’s elbow, trotting a little to stay close as if his visitor would bolt for freedom
any second. He called through the door of the little Sani-Port as Brian went in to wash and change to fresh
clothes.
“You got any idee what it costs to keep a full-grown American bison in top running condition? Not just a
matter of set him loose to graze, oh no, not when you’ve got a herd of one. Got to protect your investment, the
same with any small businessman. Dropping like flies they are. That’s an endangered species, the small
businessman. Anyhow, you don’t let him out there to graze. Don’t know what he might pick up. You got five
hundred head, you can afford to lose a few to poisnin, a few to varmint holes, a few to snakes and whatnot. Don’t
make a dent. But me, I got everything I own riding on Ishmael. He don’t dine on nothin but the highest-protein
feed. He’s eaten up all my savings and most of the last bank loan I’m likely to get. You ever ridden a buffalo?”
“No,” said Brian over the running water inside, “I’ve never even been on a horse.”
“Then you got a treat coming, free a charge. You’ll be my icebreaker for the weekend, bring me luck. I’d offer
you breakfast, but confidentially speakin’, the grill over here is out of commission. They turned off my ’lectricity.
You might of noticed the lamp in there don’t work. How they expect a buffalo to keep up its health without
’lectricity I’ll never understand. It’s that kind of thinking put the species on the brink of extinction.”
*
Brian came out with fresh clothes and his teeth finger-brushed, and Cody Sprague hustled him back into the
corral with Ishmael.
“Is there a saddle or anything? Or do I just get on?”
“Well, I got a blanket I use for the little girls with bare legs if it makes them nervous, but no, you don’t need a
thing. Like sitting on a rug. Just don’t climb up too high on the hump is all, kind of unsteady there. Attaboy, hop
aboard.”
The buffalo didn’t seem to mind, didn’t seem to notice Brian crawling up on its back. Instead it lifted its head
toward a bucket nailed to a post on the far side of the corral.
“How do I make him go?” asked Brian. There was no natural seat on a buffalo’s back, he dug his fingers deep
in the wool and pressed his knees to its flanks.
“That’s my job, making him go, you just sit tight.”
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Sprague scooted out of the corral, then returned with a half-empty sack of meal. He poured some in the far
bucket, then clanged it with a stone, Ishmael began to move. He was in no hurry.
“Ridem cowboy!” yelled Sprague.
Brian felt some movement under him, distantly, a vague roll of muscle and bone. He tried to imagine himself
as an eight-year-old kid instead of seventeen, and that helped a little. He tried to look pleased as the animal
reached the bucket and buried its nose in the feed.
“This part of the ride,” said Cody apologetically, “is where I usually give them my little educational spiel about
the history of the buffalo and how the Indians depended on it and all. Got it from the library up to Rapid. Got to
have something to keep them entertained at the halfway point while he’s cleaning out that bucket. You know the
Indian used every part of the beast. Meat for food, hide for clothes and blankets, bone for tools, even the waste
product, dried into buffalo chips, they used that for fuel. There was a real, real affinity between the buffalo and the
Plains Indian. Their souls were tied together.”
He looked to Brian and waited.
“He sure is big.” Brian threw a little extra enthusiasm into it. “I didn’t realize they were this big.”
Sprague spat on the ground, sighing, then looked up to see what was left. in the bucket.
“Pretty sorry attraction, that’s what you mean, isn’t it?”
“Well, I wouldn’t say—”
“I mean isn’t it? If he don’t eat he don’t move.” Cody shook his head. “The kids, well, they pick up on it right
away. Least they used to before that Interstate swept them all off. What kind of ride is it where the animal stops
and chows down for five minutes at a time? Got so bad he’d commence to drool every time he seen a human
under twelve years of age. Feed, that’s all they understand. Won’t mind kindness and he won’t mind cruelty but
you talk straight to his belly and oh Lord will he listen. That’s how they got extincted in the first place, they seen
their colleagues droppin’ all around them but they were too involved with feeding their faces to put two and two
together. They’d rather be shot and scalped than miss the next mouthful. Plain stupid is all.”
He gave Ishmael a thump in the side.
“You’d just as soon name a rock or a lump of clay as give a title to this old pile of gristle.” He squatted slightly
to look the buffalo in the face.
“A damn sorry attraction, aren’t you? A damn sorry fleabag of an attraction.” He straightened and hefted the
meal.
“Might as well be stuffed, I figure. Put him on wheels. The few people I get anymore all want to snip a tuft of
wool offen him for a souvenir. I had to put a stop to it, wouldn’t of been a thing left. Cody Sprague’s Bald Buckin
Bison.”
Ishmael lifted his head and flapped his tongue in the air a couple of times.
“Got to fill the other bucket now. He expects it. Took me the longest time to figure the right distance, long
enough so it’s two bits’ worth of ride but not so long that the thoroughbred here thinks it’s not worth the hike. The
kids can tell though. I never been able to fool them. They feel left out of it, feel gypped. Umm, if you don’t mind,
would you stay on him for the rest of the ride?” Cody was hustling across the corral toward another hanging
bucket, with Ishmael swinging a liquid eye after him. “He needs the exercise.”
Brian sat out the slow plod across the corral and slid off when it reached the bucket. He brushed his pants and
got a stick to scrape his sneakers clean of the buffalo stool he’d stepped in. The rich brown smell was losing its
charm.
“You’ll be going now, I suppose,” said Sprague coming up behind him.
“Uh, yeah. Guess so.” It was a little creepy, the multicolored corral in the middle of all that open range.
“Thanks for the ride, though.”
“Nothing to keep you here, Lord knows.” He was forcing a smile. “S’almost nine now, business should pick
up. Ought to build a fire, case anybody stops for a hot dog.” He gave a weak cackle. “I could use it for part of my
pitch—frankfurters cowboy style. Call em prairie dogs.”
“Yuh.”
“You’ll be wantin that Interstate I suppose, get you out of here. Five miles or so north on the road and you’ll
smack right into it."
“Thanks.” Brian shouldered his duffel bag. “Hope the trade improves for you.”
“Oh, no worry, no worry. I’ll make out. Oh, and here, take one of these.” He fished an aluminum star from his
pocket and presented it to Brian. “Souvenir for you and good advertising for me.”
“Deputy Sheriff,” said the badge. “Issued at Cody Sprague’s Wild West Buckin’ Bison Ride.”
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There was a picture of a cowboy tossed high off the back of an angrily kicking buffalo. Brian pinned it on his
shirt and Cody brightened a bit.
“Who knows,” he said, “maybe today’s the day. Maybe we’ll get discovered by the tourist office today and be
written up. You get your attraction in one of those guidebooks and you got a gold mine. Wall-to-wall customers,
turn ’em away at the gate. I could save up an maybe afford an opposite number for Ishmael. Don’t know if or
what buffalo feel but I suppose everything gets lonely for its own kind, don’t you?”
“I suppose.”
“Say, I wasn’t kidding about that fire. If you’re hungry I could whip us up a late breakfast in no time. There’s
stock I got to use before it goes bad so it’d be on the house.”
“I really got to get going. Sorry.”
“Well, maybe you brought me luck. Yessir, maybe today will be the day.”
Brian left him waving from the middle of the corral, buckskin fringes blowing in the quickening breeze.
When he was out of sight around the bend he unpinned the aluminum star and tossed it away, it dug into his
chest too much. Then the signs appeared, the backs of them first, then the messages as he passed by and looked
behind. Every thousand yards there was another, starting with WHOA! HERE IT IS! and progressing to more distant
warnings. When Brian got to FOR THE RIDE OF YOUR LIFE, STOP AT CODY SPRAGUE’S he couldn’t hold out
anymore, he dropped his bag and trotted back to where he’d chucked the star. He found it without too much
trouble and put it in his back pocket.
*
He went through the lana of blue-green sage clumps, leaning into the wind whipping over low hills, walking
alone. There weren’t any cars or people. More sage, more hills, more wind, but no human trace but the road
beneath him like a main street of some vanished civilization. Open range, there were no fences or water tanks. He
looked at his Road Atlas and guessed that he was a little ways up into South Dakota, a little below the Bear in the
Lodge River with the Rosebud Indian Reservation to the east and the Pine Ridge to the north. He tried to
remember who it was he’d seen in the same situation. Randolph Scott?\fn{ American actor (1898-1987).} Audie
Murphy?\fn{American actor (1924-1971).} Brian checked the sun’s position to reassure himself that he was heading in
the right direction.
There was nothing else to tell by. A patch of hill suddenly broke free into a butternut cluster of high-rumped
antelope, springing away from him. He was in The West.
He had been walking on the road for over an hour when an old Ford pickup clattered to a halt next to him. A
swarthy, smooth-faced man wearing a green John Deere cap stuck his head out.
“Who you workin’ for?” he called.
“Huh?”
“Who you workin’ for? Whose place you headed?”
“I’m not working for anybody,” said Brian. “I’m trying to hitch west.”
“Oh, I thought you were a hand. S’gonna give you a ride over to whatever outfit you’re headed for.”
Brian tried not to look too pleased. Thought he was a hand.
“No, I’m just hitching. I was walking up to the Interstate.”
“You got a hell of a walk. That’s twenty miles up.”
“But the guy said it was only five.”
“What guy?”
“The old guy back there. He’s got a buffalo.”
“Sprague? You can’t listen to him, son. A nice fella, but he’s a little bit touched. Got a sign up on Ninety, says
it’s only five miles to his place. Figured nobody’s gonna bother, they know the real story, and he’s right. Guess
he’s started to believe his own publicity.”
“Oh.”
“But you hop in anyway. I’m goin’ up that area in a while.” Brian tossed his duffel bag in the back and got in
with the man.
“J.C. Shangreau,” he said, offering his hand. “I’ll get you north surer than most anything else you’re likely to
catch on this road. If you don’t mind a few side trips.” Brian had to kick a shotgun wrapped in burlap under the
seat to make room for his legs.
“Don’t mind at all.”
“Got to pick up some hands to help me work my horses.” Shangreau had quite a few gold teeth in his mouth
and very bloodshot eyes. “Got me a couple sections\fn{ Land divisions; they are called “sections,” according to the verbiage in
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up there. I run
seventy-five head. Gonna have ourselyes a cuttin bee if I can roust out enough of these boys.”
They turned off left on one of the access roads and began to pass clusters of small trailer houses propped on
cinder block. Shangreau stopped at one, went to the door and talked a bit, then came back alone.
“Hasn’t recovered from last night yet. Can’t say as I have either. There was nothing to celebrate, ’cept it being
another Friday, but I did a job of it. You know when your teeth feel rubbery in the morning?”
Brian wasn’t used to adults asking him hangover questions.
“Yeah.”
“That’s the kind of bag I got on. Rubber-toothed.”
He stopped at another trailer with no luck. This one hadn’t come home overnight.
“Hope he’s feelin good now, cause there’s an ambush waitin at home for him. I had a big one like that in the
kitchen I’d think twice about carryin’ on. She’ll just squeeze all the good time right out of that man.”
“Many of these people around here Indian?”
Brian asked it noncommittally, fishing. The drill-rigger the night before had gone on and on about how the
Indians and the coyotes should have been wiped out long ago.
“Oh sure,” said Shangreau, “most of ’em. Not many purebred though, things being what they are. Most of
these boys I’m after is at least half or more Indian. You got your Ogalala around here, your Hunkpapa and the rest.
I’m a good quarter Sioux myself. Old Jim Crow who we’re headin’ after now is maybe seven-eighths, fifteensixteenths, something like that. It’s hard to keep count. Jim has got three or four tribes to start with, his mother
was part Flathead as I recall, and then he’s got white and I wouldn’t be surprised if one of them buffalo soldiers
didn’t slip in a little black blood way back when, But you won’t see too many purebred, less we catch Bad Heart
at home, and he’s another story altogether. What are you?”
“Irish.”
“Me too, a good quarter. Monaghans.”
They came to a pair of trailer houses that had been butted up together. A dozen fat little children wearing
glasses ran barefoot out front. An older fat boy with extra-thick glasses and a silver-sprayed cowboy hat chased
them, tossing a lasso at their legs. Brian got out of the pickup with Shangreau and a round, sad-looking man met
them at the door to the first trailer.
“I see you’re bright-eyed an bushy-tailed as everone else is this mornin’,” said J.C. “Them horses don’t have
much competition today, it looks like. Jim Crow, this here’s Brian.”
“Hey.”
Jim Crow nodded. He was wearing nothing but flannel pajama bottoms and his belly hung over. His slant eyes
and mournful expression made him kind of Mongoloid-looking.
“You know anyone else could join us? Couple of my possibilities crapped out on me.”
“My brother-law’s here from over the Rosebud. Sam. I’ll ask him. And Raymond could come along.
Raymond!”
The boy in the silver cowboy hat turned from where he had just cut a little sister out from the herd.
“You’re coming along with us to work J.C.’s horses. Go tell your ma.”
Raymond left the little sister to untie herself and ran off looking happy.
*
Sam was a little older and a little heavier than Jim Crow and had blue eyes. Brian sat in front between J. C. and
Crow while Raymond and Sam were open in the back. Raymond’s hat blew off almost immediately and they had
to stop for him to run get it. His father told him to sit on it till they got to J.C.’s.
They stopped next at a lone trailer still on its wheels to pick up a young man called Jackson Blackroot. All the
men got out and went to the door to try to catch a glimpse of Blackroot’s new wife, who was supposed to be a
looker. She obliged by coming out to say Hello boys and offer to make coffee. They turned it down, suddenly shy.
She was dark and thin and reasonably pretty though Brian didn’t see anything outstanding. Jackson was a friendly
young guy with a big white smile who looked like an Italian. He shook Brian’s hand and said he was pleased to
meet him.
Bad Heart’s trailer was alone too, a little box of a thing sitting on a hill. J.C. stopped out front and honked
once.
“Be surprised if he’s there,” whispered Crow. “If he is I be surprised if he shows himself.”
They waited for a few minutes with the motor running and Shangreau had the pickup in gear when a short,
pock-scarred man emerged from the trailer and hopped in the rear without a greeting.
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It was a long bumpy way up to Shangreau’s ranch and he did most of what little talking went on. The other
men seemed to know each other and about each other but weren’t particularly comfortable riding together.
“Brian,” asked J.C., “you in any big hurry to get up there?”
Brian shrugged.
“I mean if you’re not you might’s well stop for lunch with us, look on when we work the horses. Hell, you can
join the party if you’re careful, can always use an extra hand when we’re cuttin’.”
“Sure.”
Brian was willing to follow just about anything at this point if there was food in ito He hadn’t eaten since
yesterday morning. He wondered exactly what cutting was going to be.
*
The J.C. Ranch wasn’t much. A side-listing barn surrounded by a wood-and-wire corral and a medium-sized
unpainted shack in a couple of thousand acres of dry-looking open range. The shack squatted on a wood platform,
there was a gas tank and a hot water heater on the front porch. J.C. explained that this was the working house,
they had another aluminum-sided place farther west on the property. There were wide cracks in the floorboard
inside, blankets hung to separate the rooms. Shangreau’s broad-faced wife grunted a hello and went back to
pouring cornstarch into her stewpot. She had the biggest arms Brian had ever seen on a woman.
The men took turns washing their hands in a pail and sat around the kitchen table. Lunch was a tasteless boiled
beef and potato stew that the men loaded with salt and shoveled down. There was little talk at the table.
“Well now,” said J.C., pushing back in his chair when everyone seemed finished, “let’s get at them horses.”
The men broke free into work. They readied their ropes and other gear while Brian and Raymond collected
wood, old shack boards, and dead scrub for the branding fire. They built up the fire in a far corner of the corral,
Jim Crow nursing it with a scuffed old hand bellows. When there were bright orange coals at the bottom and the
irons were all laid out, the men spread with ropes in hand, forming a rough circle around the narrow chute that led
into the corral from the barn, what Shangreau called the squeezer.
“And now, pilgrim,” he said waving Brian back a little, “you gonna see some ’masculatin.”
Raymond went up and started the first horse out through the squeezer and things began to happen fast, Brian
struggling to keep up. The horse was not so huge, its back about chin-high to Brian, but it was thick and barrelchested, its mottled gray sides working fast with suspicion. Raymond flapped his hat and clucked along the chute
rail beside it till it was in the open and the men were swinging rope at its hooves, not picture-book lassoing but
dropping open nooses on the ground and jerking up when it stepped in or near them. It took a while, plenty of
near misses and times when the horse kicked free or the rope just slipped away, and Bad Heart was closest to
Brian cursing a constant chant low on his breath, fuckin horse, goddamn horse, hold ’im, bust the fucker, and
Raymond was in the corral trying to get his rope untangled and join the fun and Brian was hustling not to be
trampled or roped.
“Bust ’im! Bust ’im!” J.C. was yelling and the stocky horse wheeled and crow-hopped but was met in every
direction by another snapping rope. Finally Sam forefooted him cleanly and Jim jumped in quick to slip one over
the head and jumped back to be clear as they hauled the animal crashing down onto its side.
“Choke ’im down! Choke ’im down!” yelled J. C. and they held its head into the ground with the rope while
Bad Heart, cursing louder now and grimacing, wrestled its hind legs bent, one at a time, and strapped them back
against its belly. They held it on its back now, writhing and lathered, eyes bugged hugely and nostrils wide, the
men adding a rope here and there to help them muscle it still. Shangreau motioned Brian up with his head and
handed him a rope end.
“Choke ’im,” he said, “don’t let him jerk. You let him jerk he’s gonna hurt himself.”
J.C. went to where the tools were laid out on a tarp and returned with a long, mean-looking jack-knifey thing.
The horse rested between spurts of resistance now, its huge chest heaving, playing out in flurries like a hooked
fish. The men used the pauses to dig in their heels and get a stronger grip. J.C. waved the blade through the
branding fire a few times, then knelt between the stallion’s pinioned legs.
“Hold him tight, boys, they’re comin off!”
The horse farted and screamed and shot a wad of snot into the blanket. Bad Heart held its head with all at once,
its spine arched clear off the ground and whumped back down, but J.C. had them in his fist and wouldn’t be
shook. He aimed and he hacked and blood covered his wrists till they cut free in his hands, a loose, sticky mess
that he heaved into the far corner of the corral. He wasn’t through. The horse rested quivering and Brian shifted
the rope from where it had scored its image in his palms and J. C. brought what he had pointed out before as the
’masculator, a pair of hedge clippers that gripped at the end instead of cut.
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“Ready?” he called, and when they were straining against the horse he worked the ’masculator inside and
grabbed it onto what he wanted and yanked. There was blood spurting then, flecking the horse and the men and
staining solid one leg of J.C.’s work pants.
The rest was relatively easy, the branding and the tail-bobbing, the horse too drained to do much more than try
to wave its head under Bad Heart’s knee. With the smell of burned flesh and fear around them, the men shortened
their holds, worked in toward the horse, quiet now, Bad Heart’s stream of abuse almost soothing. Each man
grabbed a rope at some strategic point on the horse, J.C. taking over for Brian, and when each nodded that he was
ready, they unlooped and jumped back in one quick motion.
The horse lay still on its back for a moment, as if it had fallen asleep or died, then slowly rolled to its side and
worked its legs underneath. It stood woozily at first, snorted and shook its head a few times, groin dripping thinly
into the dirt, and then Raymond opened the corral gate to the range beyond and hat-flapped it out. It trotted a
hundred yards off and began to graze.
“Forget he ever had ’em in a couple minutes,” said J.C. He thumped Brian on the back, his hand sticking for a
moment.
“Gonna make a cowboy out of you in no time.”
*
The men sat near each other, leaning on the corral slats, resting.
“What’s it for?” Brian decided there was no cause to try to seem to know any more than he did. “Why can’t
you leave them like they are?”
“It’s a matter of breed.” J.C. was working a little piece of horse from the ’masculator jaws.
“You leave them stallions be, they don’t want a thing but fight and fuck all day long. You don’t want your herd
to inbreed. Let them inbreed and whatever it is strange in them comes to the surface, gets to be the rule rather than
the exception.”
Bad Heart sat alone across the corral from them, over by where the genitals had been thrown. Raymond tried
to do tricks with his rope.
“Don’t want ’em too wild,” said Jackson Blackroot.
“Or too stunted and mean,” said Sam. “Or too high-strung.”
“And you don’t want any candy-assed little lap ponies. Like I said, it’s a matter of breed. We keep one, maybe
two stallions isolated, and trade them between outfits to crossbreed. You stud my herd, I’ll stud yours. What we
want is what you call your hybrid vigor. Like all the different stock I’ve got in me. Irish and Indian and whatnot.
Keeps one strain from takin over and going bad.”
“But you do keep a stud horse?”
“Oh yeah. Now I know what you’re thinking, these sodpounders up here haven’t heard of artificial
insemination. We know all right, it’s a matter of choice. I been up to county fairs and whatnot, seen the machines
they got. The mechanical jack-off machine and the dock syringe and all that. If that’s your modern rancher, well
you can have him. If God meant beasts to fuck machines he would of given ’em batteries. It’s like that
A.S.P.C.A.\fn{American Society for the Preservation of Cruelty to Animals. } bunch, always on our backs about the modern
rancher and the proper way to ’masculate. Now there isn’t but one way to do it. Ours. Horses know they been
cut.”
Cutting and branding and bobbing took about a half hour per horse. It was tense, hard work and Brian got
numbed to where only the burned-hair smell when the brand was seared on bothered him. He liked the shouting
and sweating and the physical pull against the animals, and supposed the rest, the cutting and all, was necessary.
They didn’t seem to mind much after it was done.
The men seemed to loosen and touch more often as they got deeper into work, breaks between cuttings grew
longer and more frequent. They sat on a little rise to the side of the corral passing dripping ice-chest beers and a
bottle of Johnnie Walker J.C. had provided, gazing over at the string of fresh-cut geldings. Gimme a hit a that
coffin varnish, they would say, and the bottle would be passed down, bloody hand to bloody hand, all of them
half-shot with liquor but soon to work it off on the next horse.
“Must be some connection with their minds,” said Sam. “Once you lop their balls off, whatever part of their
mind that takes care of thinkin’ on the fillies must turn off too. So they don’t even remember, don’t even think like
a stallion anymore. They forget the old ways.”
“They turn into cows, is what. Just strong and dumb.”
“But you got to do it,” said J.C. “Otherwise you might’s well let them run wild, run and fuck whenever they
want, tear down all the fences and keep territory all to themselves. No sir, it’s got to be done.”
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The afternoon wore on in tugs and whinnies. Raymond fore-footed a big roan all by himself and Brian caught a
stray hoof in his thigh that spun him around. One of the horses, a little scab-colored animal, turned out to be a real
bad one, kicking all red-eyed and salty, running at the men instead of away until Bad Heart up with a branding
iron, swinging at its head and spitting oaths but only managing to herd it right on out of the half-open corral door.
It scampered up the rise with the others, kicking its heels and snorting.
“Raymond, dammit!” yelled Jim Crow. “You ’sposed to latch that damn gate shut!”
“I did!” Raymond had the look of the falsely accused. He took his silver hat off to plead his innocence. “I
closed it right after that last one.”
“Then how’d it get open?”
“It wasn’t me.”
“Don’t worry about it,” said J.C. “We’ll have to go catch him tomorra. He’s a tricky sum bitch to bring in. Just
a wrong-headed animal, is all. That’s the one you give me,” he said to Bad Heart, “pay back that loan.”
Bad Heart grunted.
*
It was turning to evening when they finished. A cloud of fat black flies gloated over the heap of testicles in the
corner. Brian had a charley-horse limp where he’d been kicked. They sprawled on the rise and pulled their boots
off, wiggled red, sick-looking toes in the air, and sucked down beer in gasping pulls. Still-warm sweat came tangy
through their denim, they knocked shoulders and knees, compared injuries, and debated over who would be sorest
in the morning. Bad Heart coiled the rope he had brought and lay down alone in the back of the pickup. They
pondered on what they should do next.
“The way I see it,” said Jim Crow, “it’s a choice between more of Minnie’s cooking and goin’ out for some
serious drinking.”
They were silent then, it was up to J.C. to pass the verdict on his wife’s cooking.
“Sheeit,” he said, “if that’s all that’s keepin’ us here let’s roll. What’s open?”
“Not much. Not much legal, anyways. There is that whatsisname’s place, up to Interior.”
“Then let’s get on the stick. Brian, you a drinkin’ man?”
“I suppose.”
“Well you will be after tonight. Interior, what’s that, fifty mile or so? Should be able to get there afore dark and
then it’s every man for himself. No need to change but we’ll have to go round and tell the women. Let’s ride,
fellas.”
In the pickup they talked about horses and farm machinery and who used to be a bad hat when they were
young and who was still capable of some orneriness on a full tank and about drunks they’d had and horses they’d
owned and about poor old Roger DuPree whose woman had the roving eye. They passed liquor front seat to truckbed, taking careful, fair pulls of the remaining Johnnie Walker and the half-bottle of Mogen David. J.C. had
stashed under the barn floor. Brian closed one eye the way he did when he drank so they wouldn’t cross and Bad
Heart carefully wiped the neck when it was his turn. They banged over the yellow-brown land in the long plains
twilight, holding the bottles below sightline as they stopped at each trailer to say they wouldn’t be out too late.
Raymond started to protest when it was time for him to be left off, but Jim Crow said a few growling words and
his mournful face darkened even sadder; it would just kill him if he had to smack the boy. Raymond didn’t want a
scene in front of the guys and scooted off flapping the rump of an imaginary mount with his silver hat. The liquor
ran out and Sam’s belly began to rumble so they turned out of their way to hunt some food.
They reached a little kitchen emporium just before it closed up and J.C. sprang for a loaf of Wonder Bread and
some deviled ham spread. The old woman in the store wore a crucifix nearly half her size and wouldn’t sell
alcoholic beverages. FOR PEACE OF MIND, said a faded sign over the door, INVESTIGATE THE CATHOLIC FAITH.
“Sonsabitches damn well ought to be investigated,” said Jim Crow. “Gotten’ so I can’t but give a little peep of
colorful language around the house and she’s off in the bedroom on her knees mumbling an hour’s worth of
nonsense to save my soul. What makes her think I’d trust that bunch with my soul escapes me.”
“Now they mean well enough, Jim, it’s just they don’t understand Indian ways. Think they dealin’ with a
bunch of savages up here that haven’t ever heard of religion. Think that somebody’s got to get theirselves nailed
to a tree before you got a religion.”
“Fuck religion!” shouted Bad Heart from the back, and that ended the conversation.
A sudden rain hit them with a loud furious slap, drenching the men in the back instantly and smearing the
windshield so thick that J.C. lost sight and the pickup sloughed sideways into the shoulder ditch. It only added to
their spirits, rain soothing them where the sweat had caked itchy, not cold enough to soak through their layer of
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alcohol. It gave them a chance to show they didn’t give a fart in a windstorm how the weather blew, to pile out
and hunker down in the mud and slog and heave and be splattered by the tires when the pickup finally scrambled
up onto the road. The flash downpour cut dead almost the moment the truck was free, just to make its point clear.
J.C. spread a blanket over the hood and the men stood together at the side of the road waiting for Jackson
Blackroot to slap them down a sandwich with his brand-new Bowie knife. The ham spread was a bit watery but
nobody kicked, they hurried to stuff a little wadding down to soak up more liquor. They pulled wet jeans away
from their skin and stomped their boots free of mud on the road pavement.
J.C. came over to Brian.
“Don’t you worry about the delay, son. We’ll show you a real cowboy drunk soon enough.”
“No rush.”
“Damn right there’s no rush. Got time to burn out here. Time grows on trees. Well, bushes anyway, we’re a
little short on trees. There isn’t a picture show or a place with live music in some hundred miles, the Roman
Church is about the only organization has regular meetings and you can have that. Isn’t much cause for people to
get together. Workin’ horses like we done is something though. A little excitement, even if it is work. Hell, it’s
better that it is work, you feel good about it even after it’s over, not like a drunk where it takes a couple years of
selective memory to make it into something you like to talk about.”
“Doesn’t seem so bad.”
“Oh, there’s worse, I’m sure. But I see you’re passing through, not staying. Nobody lives here unless they were
born here and can’t hack it anywhere else. It’s why most of the land around here was made into reservation,
nobody else wanted it. Oh, the Badlands, up by Interior, they’re striking to look at so the Park Service took them
for the tourists, but the rest—hell, even the migrating birds don’t come back anymore.”
“Where you traveling to, Brian?” It was Old Sam that asked.
“California.”
He frowned.
“You best be careful. That California is wild. Had a brother was killed there.”
“I’ll watch myself.”
“I’d steer clear of it if it was me. They say it’s wild.” J.C. laughed.
“When was this brother killed, Sam?”
“Just around the start of the war. Got himself caught in something called the Zoot Suit Riots and that was all
she wrote. Just plain wild.”
“You know where I found Brian?” said J.C. “He was walkin’ up Six-Hat Road there by Petrie’s, sayin’ he’s
gonna walk to the Innerstate. Seems he got his directions from old Cody Sprague there.”
The men laughed.
“Be better off getting’ ’em from the buffalo,” said Jackson Blackroot, “at least he’s a native.”
“Sprague isn’t from around here?”
“He come out from some city back east, what was it, Philadelphia?”
“Pittsburgh.”
“Right. He come out from Pittsburgh on his vacation one summer and he sees all these roadside attractions up
there on Ninety, the prairie dog village, reptile farms, Wall Drug Store, all that, and he thinks he’s found his
calling. He worked in some factory all his life and always had something about bein’ his own boss, owning his
own business. So he takes his savings, which couldn’t of been much, and buys himself two acres down on SixHat, the most worthless two acres in the whole state probly, and somewhere he gets ahold of that animal. Gonna
build a dude ranch with the money he makes selling rides. Well it’s been six, seven years now and I don’t know
how the hell he survives but he still hasn’t got but them two acres and that animal.”
“He’s a nice old guy though,” said J.C. “Talk your ear off, a little crazy, but a nice old guy.”
“He’s a character all right,” said Jackson.
“He’s an asshole.” Bad Heart climbed into the rear of the pickup.
*
They had eaten all the bread and were talking about Sam’s brother getting killed in Los Angeles when Jackson
remembered something.
“Hey,” he said, “what we gonna do about that wake they’re having over there for Honda Joe? Suppose we
ought to go?”
“Just slipped my mind,” said J.C. “Live just five mile away from us, no way I can’t make an appearance, and it
slipped my mind. Listen, as long as there’s all of us together and we got the truck—”
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“I suppose we ought to go.”
“Damn shame it is, young kid like that. Goes through all that Vietnam business with hardly a scratch, gets
himself a Silver Star, then comes back to smash hisself up on a goddamn motorsickle. Young kids like that seem
bent on it. I remember I couldn’t talk my brother out of his plan for all the world, nosir, he had to have his
California.”
“It wasn’t this it would of been some other,” said Jackson. “If it wasn’t the bike maybe he would of drunk
hisself to death like some others around here.”
“No, I don’t think so. Honda Joe was always in a hurry to get there.”
“Well he got there all right. In a couple pieces maybe, but he got there.”
“We ought to go look in on him, for his mother’s sake. What say, fellas?”
“I never liked Honda Joe,” said Bad Heart.
“Well then, dammit, you can stay in the truck.”
“If there’s one thing I can’t stand,” said Jim Crow very quietly when they were on their way to Honda Joe’s
wake, “it’s a sulky Indian.”
It was still twilight when they passed by the access road to J.C.’s place again. He didn’t offer to drop Bad
Heart home before they went on. They crossed Six-Hat Road, Brian was just able to make out one of Cody
Sprague’s signs to the right, and then a half mile farther along they were stopped by a horse standing in the middle
of the road, facing them.
J.C. turned on the headlights and they saw it was the scab-colored one that had escaped in the afternoon.
“The hell’s he doin’ out here?” said J.C.
He turned the engine off and got out quietly. He left the door open and walked slowly toward the horse, talking
soft.
“Good horse,” he said, “nice horse. Come to papa. Attaboy.”
The horse stood for a moment, nostrils wide open, then bolted off the road and out of sight. J.C. slammed back
into the truck. Only Bad Heart dared laugh.
*
The trailer was alone and far away from the blacktop, far even from the oiled road that serviced most of the
other places around. It sat as if run aground next to the dry streambed that cut through a gently sloping basin.
Young men’s cars, Pintos and Mavericks, Mustangs and Broncos, surrounded it, parked every whichway. To the
rear was an orderly block where the family men had pulled in their Jeeps and pickups. J.C. slipped in among these
and the men eased out. They had sobered, what with the food and the surprise rain and the knowledge of the work
cut out ahead of them. They shuffled and stuffed their hands in their pockets, waiting for J.C. to lead. The mud
and blood had stiffened again on their clothes, they tried to get all their scratching done before they had to go in.
Bad Heart stretched out in the rear, glaring out into space. J.C. sighed and fished under the seat, behind the
shotgun, and came out with a pint of gin.
“I was saving this for an emergency,” he said, and tossed it to Bad Heart. “Entertain yourself.”
They were met at the door by two dark old Indians wearing VFW hats. Evening, gentlemen, glad you could
come. There was a visitor’s book to sign and no place to sit, the trailer was crammed to its aluminum gills. There
were nods and hullos from the men already inside, crop and stock and weather conversations to drift into, and
woman-noise coming from back in the bedrooms. Drink was offered and declined, for the moment anyway.
A knot of angry-looking young men leaned together against one wall, planning to make yet another wine-run
up to Interior and back. Suspicious eyes lingered on Brian, coming hardest and hairiest from the young men.
Brian felt extra uncomfortable in his sun-lightened hair and three-day road stubble in the midst of all the smooth,
dark people. He was glad for the stains of horse-cutting left on him, as if having shared that gave him some right
of entry.
Mrs. Pierce was on them before they could get their bearings. She smelled of tears and Four Roses and
clutched at their elbows like she was drowning.
“J.C.,” she said, “you come, I knew you would. And Jim. Boys. I knew you’d all come, I knew everybody’d
come for my Joey.”
She closed one eye when she had to focus on somebody. She squinted up to Brian.
“Do I know you?”
“This is Brian, Mrs. Pierce,” said J.C. “He’s been working horses over to my place.”
“Well Brian,” she said sober-faced, talking slow as if explaining house rules to a new kid in the neighborhood,
“you just make yourself at home. Joey had him a lot of white friends, he was in the Army.”
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The woman had straight black hair with streaks of iron-gray, she stood up to Brian’s shoulders, her face flat
and unwrinkled. She could have been anywhere from thirty-five to fifty. She was beautiful. Brian told her not to
worry about him.
“You come to stay a while, J.C.? You have something to drink? We got plenty, everybody brang for my Joey.
We’ll go right through the night into tomorrow with him. Will you stay, J.C.?”
“Well, now, Mrs. Pierce, we’d really like to, we all thought high of young Joseph there, but like I said we been
working horses all day and these boys are just all in. I promised their women I’d get them home early and in one
piece. You know how it is.”
The woman gave a little laugh.
“Oh, I do, I surely do. We’ll get him home in one piece, that’s what the recruiters said, come onto Rosebud
when we were over there. Make a man of him and send him back in better shape than when he left. Well, he’s
back, I suppose. Least I know where he is, not like some that are missing or buried over there. Don’t figure
anyone’ll want to borrow him anymore.”
She stopped a moment and turned something over in her mind with great effort, then looked to J.C. again.
“We’re havin’ a service Tuesday over to the Roman. Appreciate it if you all could be there.”
“We’ll make every effort, Ma’am. And if there’s anything you need help with in the coming weeks—”
“Oh no, J.C., save your help. Won’t need it. After the service I’ll just hitch up and drive on out of here. Go up
north, I got people. I put two husbands and four sons in this country now and I’ll be damned if it gets a drop more
outen me. No, I’m to go up north.”
“It’s hard livin up there, Mrs. Pierce.”
“Well it aint no bed a goddamn roses down here neither, is it?”
*
The men hung on in the main room a bit more for courtesy, swapping small talk and trying to remember which
of the wild Pierce boys had been responsible for which piece of mischief, trying to keep out of the way of the
women, who seemed to know what they were there for. Mrs. Pierce weaved her way through the somber crowd
assuring and being assured that her poor Joey was a good boy and would be sorely missed by all. Brian noticed
she was wearing the boy’s Silver Star on a chain around her neck.
It took a good hour to get through the crowd, the people didn’t seem to see much of each other and there was a
lot of catching up to do, but they were herded steadily, inevitably, toward the bedroom where they knew Honda
Joe would be laid out. They shied and shuffled at the doorway a little, but there was no avoiding it. A steady,
humming moan came from within, surrounded by other, soothing sounds. J.C. took a deep breath and led the way.
Whoever did the postmortem on Honda Joe must have learned the trade by mail. The corpse, tucked to the chin
under an American flag, looked more like it should have been leaning against a stuffed pony at the Wall Drug
Store than like something that had lived and breathed. The skin had a thick look to it and a sheen like new leather,
and even under the flag you could tell everything hadn’t been put back where it belonged. The men went past the
Murphy bed on both sides, up on their toes as if someone was sleeping. They clasped their hands in front of them
and tried to look properly mournful. Jackson Blackroot muttered a few words to the corpse. Brian took his turn
and concentrated on a spot on the boy’s hairline till he felt he’d put in his time. He was moving away when he
heard the whooping from outside.
“Yee-haaaaa!” somebody was yelling. “Yipyipyeeeeee!”
There was the sound of hooves then, and the whooping grew distant. The men emptied out into the night range
to see what it was.
“Yeow! Yeow! Yeow!” called a voice over to the left. Someone was riding a horse out there in the pitch black,
someone pretty loaded from the sound of him.
“Goddamn Indians,” grumbled one of the old men wearing a VFW hat. “Got no sense a dignity.”
“Yee-hahaaaaa!” called the rider as a gray shape galloped by on the right.
“Sounds a bit like Bad Heart,” said J.C. “Sounds a whole lot like him.”
They went to J.C.’s pickup and Bad Heart was gone. There was some gear missing too, some rope, a bridle.
They checked in the front. J.C.’s shotgun was still there but Jackson’s bowie knife was gone.
“He loses it I’ll wring his god damn neck,” said Jackson.
The men all got in their cars and pickups then and put their headlights on. The beams crisscrossed out across
the little basin, making eerie pockets of dark and light.
“Yah-haaaaa!”
A horse and rider appeared at the far edge of the light, disappeared into shadow, then came into view again. It
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was Bad Heart, bareback on the little scab-colored stallion. It strained forward as if it were trying to race right out
from under him. There was something tied with rope to its tail, dragging and flopping behind, kicking up dust that
hung in the headlights’ arc. Bad Heart whacked its ribs and kneed it straight for the dry streambed. It gathered and
leaped, stretching out in the air, and landed in perfect stride on the far bank.
“Fucker can ride,” said Jim Crow.
“Fucker could always ride,” said J.C. “Nobody ever denied that. Like he’s born on horseback.”
Bad Heart lay close to the line of the stallion’s back, seemed to flow with its every muscle. With the day’s
blood staining his old tan Levis and the scabby red-brown of the horse it was hard to tell where one began and the
other left off.
“Yee-yeeheeeeeeee!”
Bad Heart circled the trailer a few more times before a couple of the young men commandeered Jeeps and lit
out after him. It was a good chase for a while, the Jeeps having more speed but the little stallion being able to cut
and turn quicker. They honked and flicked their lights and kept Bad Heart pinned in view of the trailer but
couldn’t land him till he tried to make the horse jump the streambed one time too many. It just pulled up short and
ducked its head, sending him flying over, tumbling through the air till he hit halfway up the opposite bank.
The horse trotted off out of all the lights and Bad Heart lay wailing. He was pretty scraped up when they got to
him, one side of his face all skinned and his left leg bent crooked from midway up the thigh. He cursed as they
made a splint from a rake handle, cursed as they carried him in on a blanket, cursed when they laid him out on the
Murphy bed next to Honda Joe.
“Wait’ll the fucker wakes up in the mornin,” he kept saying while they tried to calm him down. “Gonna have a
big surprise. Wait’ll he wakes up. Big fuckin’ surprise.”
Jackson found his bowie knife tucked in Bad Heart’s boot when they pulled it off. The knife was bloody up to
the hilt.
Brian went out with J. C. and Jackson to see about the horse. Everyone had turned their headlights off so J.C.
got his flashlight from the pickup. They walked out in the dark a bit and then they heard whuffing up ahead and
J.C. shined at it.
The stallion held its head up high, eyes shining back amber in the beam, bridle dangling, chest and sides
lathered and heaving. It stood and looked at them as Jackson whispered his way up and took the bridle.
J.C. came up and took the bowie knife from Jackson. He cut the rope free from the stallion’s tail. Brian went
back with him to see what had been dragging behind.
It was a blood-sticky hide. The hair coarse and greasy, like something you’d scuff your feet clean on. It had a
sad, lonely smell. It smelled like The West.
J.C. played the light off away fromit.
“I suppose we best take this thing over, break the news to old Sprague. You wanna come along for the ride?”
“’Spose we’ll call it a night after that. Get you up to Ninety in the morning.”
He turned the flashlight on the stallion, limping a bit as it followed Jackson toward the trailer.
“There isn’t all that much to do in Interior anyways.”
135.86 Queen Wintergreen\fn{by Alice Fulton (1952- )} Troy, Rensselaer County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 4
Margaret Merns was on her knees in the front yard, picking dandelions for wine, when she spotted a snowy
mystery on the ground. Jarvis Fitzgerald’s sight was surer than her own. Yet she had to call his attention to the
crumpled whiteness. Jarvis picked it up and settled spectacles on his face. Although the temperature was over
eighty at seven A.M., he wore his best heavy coat with no tatters at the cuffs and a vest smooth as a new sail.
There must be some high fussing on him to send him into his holiday clothes, she thought. I suppose he thinks
we’re keeping company. But it must be a brother and sister state of affairs at our age. He curled the wire
spectacles like tiny ram’s horns around his ears and read the white circular aloud:
“Americans who believe in the demands of Ireland that they be allowed to govern themselves will hold a
meeting the night of July 1, 1919, at St. Comin’s Hall.”
Peg Merns didn’t listen. He is here again, as he is every morning, she thought. He is here, reading to me with
the vast gaze in his granite blue eyes. Since the girls in her hamlet weren’t sent to school, she’d never learned to
read. Was it just three years since her husband Michael had read to her the accounts of the Irish and the Strangers?
Although she was tired of the Troubles, she would have liked to read on her own about the girls of the city
fighting shoulder to shoulder with the boys.
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Jarvis braced his feet apart like a horse in rough country as he concluded, “… so cognizant of their rights, and
so determined to remain what God made them—a distinct and independent nation.”
He folded the flier and put down the sack he’d been holding for her.
“Except for the shoes on your feet, you could be a pilgrim circling the stone beds of St. Patrick’s Purgatory,”
he said. “Get yourself up from the dirt, and we’ll have a word.”
Her straightening was hampered by the arthritis, the shingles and the bee buzz in her head. These days she had
no pluck in her limbs to walk without a hard blackthorn stick. The heat weighed like a basket of wet seaweed on
her back. Peg Merns had never lived far from water. First the sea, so full of itself; now the state waterway calm
and contained as a pint of bitter behind their house. Addled, she’d lately mistaken this canal for Irish water.
“Dandelion wine, is it?” Jarvis said, steadying her elbow. “I’ll hold in big esteem the man that gets a great
country to take the pledge.”
She knew the tale of the king who had another head darned with blond wool inside his skull. All her life she’d
felt there was another, arguing head sewn within her own. And lately she’d begun to see glowing stitches on the
outside of things. There was a wreath of rubbery shimmer around each yellow flower, and Port Schuyler, New
York, had taken on the cloud colors of Ireland. America, once so brashly bright, was getting dim as a chapel.
They sat on the stoop. Peg separated the roots from the greens in her apron, and Jarvis began to fill his pipe.
“On my soul, if it’s not good to yourself you are,” she said. He hesitated. “The appearance of desire is on your
face. Go on, put fire to your pipe.”
But he planked it down on the step. At this hour the kitchen was full of her son’s family launching themselves
on another day of dust. It hadn’t rained in over a month. With so many bodies inside, the house would be close
and hot. And her son’s wife, Dolly, had nerves. Still, Peg felt sorry for Jarvis, who had no people. She could well
imagine his rented room with its cracked shaving mug and yellowed brush, the pictures of Thomas Ashe and the
heroes of 1916 on the walls.
“I’d say come in, but the children would be in a hundred pieces around us,” she told him.
“How are you this Saturday morning, Peg Merns?” he said, and he wasn’t one for pleasantries. She had sized
him up as a direct man with no mischief in him. Straight as the hands on a clock.
“Ailing I am, and wasting. It’s a grief to be old.”
“And a sorrow.” He glanced at her. “But you’ve still got a fine physique. Will you be at the freedom meeting
tonight?” He gestured with the circular.
“Oh, it’s the Cause you’ve come for, is it?” There’s little taste of Gaelic in his language, she thought. If I said
some, he wouldn’t know but it was Latin I spoke. Jarvis hooked a thumb in each lapel.
“I have more than the one Cause today. But every Irishman wants her to remain a distinct and independent
nation. This notice is signed by the men and the Fathers. I know you’ll take an interest in their manly and
dignified stand.”
She secretly believed that Ireland was a bad-luck country, where people were sent to dine on rocks and hope.
As a girl she’d looked at the messy stone fences full of voids and thought they should turn the place into a
tombstone quarry. She’d stood on the point to watch the ships coming home in a lather, the ghost of a mountain in
every wave.
“I wish them well, indeed I do. But a woman isn’t welcome when the talk is of the Troubles. A woman has no
vote nor did she ever.”
She watched a rivulet of sweat run down his neck, which was long and clean as a gander’s. He laced his
fingers together over his vest.
“Now, Peg, if women got the vote the Blessed Mother would blush.”
“It’s only a man who’d think that Mary Mother of Sorrows would care at all about such a thing after losing the
idol of her heart.”
There was a spark on his small finger. A diamond pinkie ring. Holiday clothes! Isn’t that the spit for the
venison and the deer not yet killed, thought the head inside her own.
“If Irish freedom don’t interest you, there’s another wonder in town you’ll want to see. The flying boat is
coming. It gave an exhibition and raced with a train, and tonight it stops in the water.” He fiddled with his watch
chain. “Will you come along with me to see it?”
A flying boat! exclaimed the royal voice inside. What would such a thing resemble at the departing of day for
night? Would it have the two sails set and a nice following wind? Would it have wings?
“‘Come along,’ he says to a woman with the gait of a three-legged horse, the third leg being a cane,” she said.
“Then let me be the fourth,” Jarvis said. There was a small gap in his smile so you could tell it was not store631

bought. She was reminded of the spaces her son Tom, a train conductor, punched in tickets. Jarvis took the flat cap
off his head and revolved it in his hands. She’d wondered whether he had hair underneath, but there it was, calm
as carded wool.
“Peg, we understand each other. You’re a bold woman, and I like that. As for myself, I don’t spit or wipe my
mouth on my sleeve. It would be an honor and a pleasure—”
“Not to come before you in your speech, but can I fetch you a cup of cold milk? I’m sure that’s what you’re
after asking.”
Jarvis paused. His collar had dug a ring into his neck, and he touched the red brand.
“Like I said, you’re a woman full of sport, and I get a fit on my heart when I think of you.” He tapped his toe
on each word. “It would be an honor and a pleasure if you’d consider this an offer of matrimony. I’ve been
meaning this while back to ask you.”
Thank the Lord for faces to cover what you felt, though it caper behind the smile or frown, she thought. A vain
bit of her warmed to think of Jarvis’s words. It was a triumph to be proposed to at the age of sixty-five by a man
not given to drinking or fisticuffs, neither God-beset nor from a family of soupers—those who’d turned in their
religion for broth during the famine years—a man, what’s more, without the ringworm or the twitch, neither a
brute nor a murderer.
A fine physique, he’d said. He must be touched in the head to want me, she thought and thought, I’ll not have
him anyway. Don’t be a gloat, she told her triumphant self and felt shamed in advance at the scandal. The scorn of
the world her wedding would bring upon her family! And she wasn’t about to give up her pleasures. She had a
clay pipe to smoke on the sly and no wish to serve a husband like a Christ on earth. A wife must sit to the side of
the fire and let her husband warm his vamps in front. She could still hear her children cry
“Oh, Ma, Daddy is coming and Katey has taken his newspaper!”
In the pinch times, she’d said she’d already eaten so Michael could have his plenty. He had passed away a year
ago.
“I’m not the one to hold a man to a rash word. To think of a wedding at our age! Wouldn’t that be the grand
occasion—with none to hand me over but my own son and the neighbors lined up to laugh on either side. No, I
had the one good man, and one is all I’ll have. I’ll lay it down flat. Even if I were an airy girl again I’d not be the
one for you who wants a female mild as turnip water. Have sense,” she told him.
He knocked the fresh tobacco from his pipe.
“You misjudge me, Peg. A man alone is a great pity, but a wife is company. I’ll pray you change your mind.”
In a pig’s rump I will, said the voice in her skull’s vault.
“Then pray to Saint Jude who loves a lost cause,” she said aloud. A long straying on you, said the voice, as
Jarvis Fitzgerald, a fine, well-standing figure of a man got smaller in her sight.
*
She stood toiling with her hair before the little mirror in her room, sick to her soul of the body: the constant
caring for it and its constant complaints. The shingles illness stung like a bodice of briars. Soon she’d get soft in
the head, and they’d have to lead her on a leash to the state home. A fine physique. Well, what did he know. In the
long ago she’d stood tall as a guarding goat. She’d had hair the yellow of Indian meal. Now it is as the psalm
says, she thought,
“My moisture is turned into the drought of summer.”
She’d pulled down the shades to make a cool night season. Her room was a welter of feathery doilies, china
figurines, and patterned fabrics. She had three clocks, counting her lavaliere watch, and each told a different hour.
There was a small fireplace of marble, its hearth blocked by a piece of green tin. Scapulars hung from the lamp,
and you had to walk a slim path around the iron bed to get somewhere. On the dresser she kept an altar to the
Virgin, a jar of pennies for the Missions, and a heap of bone jewelry. She stood toiling with her hair, remembering
the long-ago when the sea bashed the cliffs by the cottage where they’d lived.
She was born in 1854, six years after the famine. She’d heard tales of that time—the people living on barnacles
and nettles, the coffin ships sent out with sacred medals and holy water fastened to their prows. Her father swore
he’d never trust Ireland to feed them again. She’d gone into service under an English gentlewoman when she was
fourteen. Behind the diamond windows of the rich she’d learned there was nothing worse than being under the
hand of other people. And she’d learned about the secret yearnings of men.
She attributed the worse vices to the English. As a domestic she’d learned that the jerky walk and glandular
madness of certain old men stemmed from their wild ways as boys. Some of them believed that if they sinned
with a virgin they’d be cured. Her employer’s second cousin had come into her room one night, and she’d poured
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the washbowl’s water over his head. The next morning she gave her notice. By that time she was sixteen, and her
father had saved enough money for the trip to America. They piled their belongings behind them in the wagon,
and Peg turned to fix the West country in her head. She saw a woman walking with a load of brushwood on her
back like a pair of raveling wings. In the distance, the ashen water and a figure sitting on the sea wall with her
head in her hands.
In her day, girls were raised to be pure and not transgress. Then, my sorrow! she thought, some learned all the
mortifications of the saints at their husband’s hands. Not that Jarvis would expect wifely duties of that kind. He
was as godly as De Valera.\fn{ Eamon De Valera (1882-1975), first Prime Minister of Ireland (1937-1948, also 1951-1954 and 19571959) and President of Ireland (1959-1973) .} She knew he’d not tamper with her. Like herself, he’d believe the act was
for procreation—or sin. Still she didn’t want his flannel breeches on her bedside chair, his skin next to her
sleeping skin, a crescent of hair oil on her pillows, a bedful of tobacco sweat. Her own smell of camphor and
wintergreen was a place to live.
Not once had Michael told her to belt up or had a rod onto her. He was a gent. On their wedding night he had
dropped to his knees and prayed before entering the high iron frame and coarse sheets. That first time she was
reminded of a visit from the dentist: the screech along the nerves and the duty to open against your deepest
instinct. She had no good words but the Irish for the body and what happened in the marriage bed. Gaelic was
more direct, less soiled than English. A month before a niece gave birth, the young woman had asked Peg where
the baby would come out, and Peg hadn’t the words to make her much the wiser.
And the things she knew how to tell in English wouldn’t have comforted the girl. Many a strong tough woman
I’ve seen laid low in the anguish, bellowing to Mary, and some never came to themselves again, she thought.
Wasn’t God far from the words of their roaring!
In some houses, the men sat round the fire nice and chatty wondering why didn’t the woman stir herself and
pass the babe in a mad rush, getting the release from her task. Or a husband would run in and cry, Oh, God be
with us stop, his blood shaking from the sound. Her Michael had always gone to his brother’s house when her
time came, which suited Peg nicely. She’d put a tea towel between her teeth, so her courage might be firm as
Queen Maeve’s of long ago. It wasn’t the pain down in the bowels but the fiery needle of no heed sewing through
your spine that put the amazement on you. Each time was different except for her thinking this time I’m at the end
of my soul! This time I’ll be cliff grass when it’s over!
Now some women were more nicely formed. But for her the family way meant the toothache, the leg cramps,
the vomiting, the dropsy and the jaundice. One infant was born yellow, and Peg’s hands swelled fat as cream
crocks, so she could hardly haul water from the well to wash the baby’s clothes. She’d had three girls and three
boys. Once the doctor had used instruments to pull from her a dead child, black and blue, her skin peeling off in
places. Only the baby’s fingers had their natural color. They said that once you touched a dead person you
wouldn’t have any loneliness in you, But stroking that sweet and goodly girl had put the solitude of the world in
her. And then Joseph had died at two—of empyema, the doctor said.
Well, she had always feared God and done her duty. Now she had four grandchildren, each more afraid of her
than the other, all of them too shy to give sharp ear to her marvels. And that is a shame, she thought, for it is as the
psalm says, “My tongue is the pen of a ready writer.” A woman didn’t tell hero stories, after all, only ghost stories.
Hers were so potent the children ran when they saw her coming, though she gave them Mary Janes and more at
Christmas.
*
“I hear you had a visitor this morning,” her son Tom said from the doorway.
He was in his suspenders and rolled-up shirtsleeves. Peg stopped sorting her baubles into groups on the bed
and began knitting to put the appearance of work upon her.
“A gentleman caller.”
“You wouldn’t mean Jarvis Fitzgerald.” Tom’s Dolly must have been listening from the kitchen. Peg could
imagine her picking with her ears by the window, her hair in rags around her Temperance Lady face, to hear what
Jarvis had to say. Dolly has the spite in her nose for me; she’d give me the ropes side of the house if she had her
way, thought the head inside Peg’s head.
“Is that who it was?”
Tom sat himself down on the spread. He was her pet son, a boy of fun and tricks. It was years since she had
seen him clearly. She remembered him dressed finely on his days off, his hat at an angle. And there were spokes
of blue and gray in his glance, which she had memorized. His eyes had rays in them like a dartboard’s. Even as a
child he wouldn’t flinch when things hit him. No matter how hot the day, Tom Merns would assure you the breeze
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would soon be in from the river, people said. People said he’d stake his last dollar against the sun’s setting. And
she couldn’t deny his liking for a wager. But those people hadn’t heard his fine wide laugh. She thought he looked
always as if he should have an accordion strapped to his chest, so ready for happiness he was. It wasn’t true either
that he was bone-lazy. He worked as a train conductor five days a week, but she’d seen his Dolly place a quarter
of a pound of butter out for tea, squandering his pay. And didn’t she, his mother, eat out of his pocket, pushing
him to the poorhouse with every bite?
“What did you and Mr. Fitzgerald discuss, might I ask?” Tom said.
He toyed with a coral necklace, staring idly into nothing. Then he removed a small pad of paper from his
pocket.
“Home rule.” Her eyes fell on a garnet ring given her by Michael.
“Ah. And I heard he touched on matters of the heart. I heard he asked you to be his lady wife.”
Tom scribbled on the pad. Toting up his bill with the turf accountant, she thought.
“At his great age he’ll be wanting a lady nurse. You’d have to buy a pair of wheelbarrows to roll us to the altar.
That would be a sweet sight for the parish, indeed. But I’ll not shame your father’s memory with such talk.”
He smiled.
“What’s wrong with old Fitz? The man has no vices that I know of. And he’s here every morning, so don’t say
you don’t like his company.”
“Would you have your own mother marry a stranger? You get the award.”
“He couldn’t be more of a stranger than Dad was when you married. You’d only known him a day,
remember?”
“God rest him.” She kissed the crucifix she wore on a chain, thinking we were a made match. When I die, will
the dust praise him? “And what are you composing as we speak?” she asked.
“Young Michael has a touch of the croup. I’m just reminding myself to buy mustard for a plaster. But to return
to our subject, Mr. Fitzgerald is a decent, God-fearing citizen. Well-spoken, too.”
Tom grinned, and put the pad away. Jarvis was famous for his earnest sermons on political matters.
“His talk is like a peat fire. Lovely at first, but it chokes you after a while. Your father and I were as close as
the Shannon and the Suck.”
“Jarvis is a widower himself, isn’t he?”
“So he’s not of a queer nature,” she conceded. “Oh, he’s a good enough creature. But I’d sooner walk naked
through the streets than take a husband at my age.”
Here she’d been thinking how ashamed they’d be to have her marry, yet it seemed the very thing Tom wanted.
And why wouldn’t he? Didn’t he have the full of the house of croupy children, and she and Dolly in each other’s
haircombs all day?
“Wasn’t he married to Mary Hurlehey?” Tom asked.
His hands flew over the tobacco he was rolling. He didn’t once look down.
“Now there was a ramblin’ rose. He might as well have put a roof of stone on a house of thatch.”
If she left, they’d have room for the children, and she wouldn’t be pushing in on them. But she’d be on the
shift for shelter, living like a tink in the weather unless she married. And if she stayed, she’d have to hide in her
room or have on her conscience the spoiling of a home.
“I just wanted to point out that a man has his pride. He picked up the garnet ring and studied it. “If you offend
him he’ll be without a wife forever before he’ll have you. You’re a stubborn woman, but don’t be too hasty in
saying no to a fair offer.”
“Your father said, ‘Peg, I might as well argue with the wind that strokes the water as with yourself.’ A rare man
he was!”
Tom sighed and rose to leave. Then he hesitated.
“What’s that noise? Hear it? In the chimney?”
“The chirping and scratching? I heard it but was afraid to say aught in case it was the imagination of the ears.”
“It sounds as if some animal’s caught there. I don’t see how it got in with the flue sealed.”
“The flue sealed, is it! This morning after Jarvis left I was down to the canal with a sack like a picaroon.\fn{ A
rogue.} Didn’t I trap a seagull and put it up the chimney because yourself said it needed cleaning and so we
couldn’t use it. Last winter I wished for a good blaze.”
There hadn’t been a fire in the hearth since she and Michael were young. Tom’s broad face furrowed in a
scowl.
“Oh, Ma, you didn’t! Jesus, Mary and Joseph! Have you taken leave of your senses? How did you ever sneak
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the bird past Dolly?”
He continued, greatly stirred, saying he would buy her a stove if she felt chilly. And how could she remember
winter on a ninety-degree day? At last he left to get the long-handled broom. She would put her hair in a snood,
take her shawl and go to Edward McWilliams’s wake. Then Tom’s family could have the house to themselves for
a while.
How wearisome it must be to live with an old woman who brought livestock in the building. She was shaking
with humiliation. Hadn’t she raised Tom from a tiny mite only to find the back of his hand given her now? He had
said Jarvis was proud. She knew the Fitzgeralds had been the most spoken-of family in Western Ireland. Even
during the famine they’d had a budgetful of yellow gold and sauce with their potatoes,
“Well, he’s cold poor now,” she said aloud. Though he thought he’d be a mouthful in this country, he’d never
advanced beyond foreman at the mill. As for those who whispered of a fortune hidden in his house, let them try to
live on whispers. His lady wife! As if she’d be rich and wear white stockings. She’d planned on having safe
moorings here for the rest of her life. But when a person thinks it’s nice ’tis how it’s a mocking trick, she thought,
overcome with self-pity.
Tom hurried in with his stern face on.
“A seagull! You’d sell your shawl rather than do anything the normal way.”
He opened the flue and pushed the straw end of the broom up the chimney. The beating stopped, and his face
cleared.
“I think it's gone. Are you going to see the hydroairplane? I hear it’s docked in the canal.”
“I am not.” She selected an earring from the trinkets on the spread and held it out to him.
“Would you be giving this to your Dolly from myself? It’s lost its mate, but it’ll make a lovely brooch.”
*
Edward McWilliams was stretched in the front parlor with eleven lit candles at his head and feet. The twelfth
candle went unlit to stand for Judas. A lamp glowed red in the corner of the room, and the air hung thick as a
blanket of flowers. People stood around chatting or sat in rows before the casket, waiting for the lovely young
priest to say a prayer. None of the women could do enough for the young Father. They at least would stay until he
spoke. Jarvis was there, looking ill at ease since the afternoon mourners were mostly female. Peg waited until he
stood alone, then went over.
“Did you know Edward McWilliams well?” he asked.
“Not at all,” she admitted.
“Then why are you here to pay respects?”
“They say death makes your praying more sincere,” she said with a flick of her shawl. Putting her hand to her
mouth she added,
“I heard it was the cancer killed him. But whisper! I have a recipe for that.” She had to get someone to write
down her cancer cure before she cleared off.
“I heard his last words were ‘Show me the mercy you’d show a beast and shoot me,’” Jarvis whispered back.
“He was a great dramatist then, was he?”
“The despair runs in that family,” he told her. “They’re from the West Country, you know. His father died after
leaping in a holy well, may they be safe where it’s told.”
“They say a holy death is a happy death,’ she noted piously. ‘But to die without penance, or anointing rites,
without the Host!” Jarvis sighed. “And didn’t he change his mind after the leap and come up with the moss in his
hair. And Jim Boyle, staggering home on a toot, shot him for the anti-Christ.”
“It is short until we join him on high,” she said sweetly.
“There’s nothing but a while in this life for anyone,” Jarvis agreed. After a bit he added,
“I’ve heard that heaven’s a yard and a half above the height of a man.”
“Wouldn’t that be the way of it,” she said. “To be just out of reach.”
The subqueen in her mind wondered why people feared death if death meant entering forever to bright
welcomes from your darling dear ones. But she held her tongue.
“I was after coming to inquire for you tonight. I don’t suppose you’ve considered the story I opened this
morning?”
So he’d still want her, though she poured a hundred discouragements on his head!
“I have,” she said.
“Well, let it to me, woman. Has your answer changed?”
“It has.” She wouldn’t dig her heels in any longer. Jarvis brightened.
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“Then the matter is right. God never failed the patient heart.”
“Patient, is it? It’s been all of the eight hours since you honored me with your attentions, my good gentleman.”
“You’re right, Peg,” he said. “It’s well late for us to be patient.”
She would have to do for him for the rest of his life. The thought made her want to flee the fuzzy, red-lit room.
Talking with Jarvis was like trying to sit still on a prickly horsehair couch, she thought.
She went home and told them right before supper. Then, entering the little room off the kitchen where they ate,
she saw that Tom’s Dolly had set out enough cutlery for courses. And a fruitcake left from Christmas, jeweled
with candied fruit like a dark crown, sat on the sideboard. They had to eat in shifts or suffer bruised elbows at the
table. Usually she took a tray of tea to her room, but tonight Tom insisted she join them. The babies would eat in
the parlor. But when Tom’s Dolly placed a chop before her she found she had no edge on her teeth.
“I thought you were partial to lamb,” Dolly chided.
“I’ll have a tomato with a whiff of sugar on it. I have the liking of the world for that,” she said.
“Why didn’t you invite Jarvis over to see his new home?” Tom asked.
“When a woman marries she goes to her husband,” Peg said.
She thought of Jarvis’s rented room, the hunks of sun falling through its windows and herself perishing with
the heat. What wouldn’t she give for a hole of her own! A steady hut on a stump of land out of the water, an old
boat turned upside down as hens would live in.
“Nonsense!” said Tom. “You have to stay here with your family, with all of your things.”
“You really must live with us, Mother,” Dolly added. “This was your house before we moved in.”
Why is it my nose would bleed if I met her without warning in the dark, Peg thought. You can’t hate a woman
because she has no complexion on her. Isn’t it that when I sit with her for thirty minutes I feel I’ve been dead and
buried that full half hour? How it must distress Tom, the two women raking each other! But what if she’d been
wrong, and her son had no grudge against her living here? There was still no going against the promise she’d
made Jarvis. And she’d never bring a husband into their crowded lot, another someone to bump into on the backstairs.
Later, as her room grew dark, Tom came up with a bottle he’d stashed before Prohibition became law.
“What if herself finds out you’ve been drinking?” Peg asked. “She’ll Carry Nation you for a week.”
“A man has a right to celebrate his mother’s wedding.”
They had a glass and laid into talk with each other. Peg said a psalm that went, “The king’s daughter is all
glorious within: her clothing is of wrought gold,” having learned it by heart from her mother. And Tom told her of
the great events he’d read in the evening’s paper. Does it not seem Tom would like me to stay, she thought.
“It’s much I admire those people whose lives would make books you’d need two hands to lift,” she told him. It
would be grand to do one bold, soul-gambling deed before she died. But a wedding! The ancient bride and groom
hobnobbing with the gossiping guests … that was never it. Who would dance on the table to The Hard Summer?
Then to live with Jarvis Fitzgerald’s worryings until the end day of her life. And wouldn’t he seem the wisp in
place of the brush whenever she thought of Michael?
“It’s close in here. I’m thinking I need a breath of air. I won’t be long,” she said.
It was a dusky nine o’clock by then, and the evening was made dimmer by her fading eyes. She walked along
the towpath near the canal until she saw a new shape near the opposite shore.
Was. this the flying thing? She moved closer to the water to get a better look. It was moored next to a grove of
gas lamps and hallowed by their churchly yellow glow. The canal was tall and dark as a priest’s gown; the
Northern locks must be open wide, she thought. It was a perfect night: calm and desolate.
Since there was no one to see, she sat down on the bank, dangling her feet over the darkness like a girl. She let
one foot, then the other, dip into the water, brogues and all. It was the first cool she’d felt in weeks. She set down
her cane, and slid forward a bit so that the waves reached up her shins, wetting the dense black lisle of her
stockings.
She’d never understood why a person was urged to pray for the souls of the faithful departed. The subqueen
inside said to pray for the unfaithful: tinker, hawker, gypsy, Protestant and Jew.
Oh my God, I am heartfully sorry, she said, easing herself into the state waterway, which at first felt coldly
foreign, then as her skirts turned to fetters, warmer, more familiar.
175.127 1. Excerpt from When You Are Engulfed In Flames: “The Smoking Section” 2. Excerpt from Holidays
On Ice: “SantaLand Diaries”\fn{by David Sedaris (1956- )} Binghamton, Broome County, New York, U.S.A. (M)
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1
I was in a coffee shop looking through the want ads when I read,
Macy’s Herald Square, the largest store in the world, has big opportunities for outgoing, fun-loving people of all
shapes and sizes who want more than just a holiday job! Working as an elf in Macy’s SantaLand means being at the
center of the excitement …

I circled the ad and then I laughed out loud at the thought of it. The man seated next to me hemed on his stool,
checking to see if I was a lunatic. I continued to laugh, quietly. Yesterday I applied for a job at UPS.\fn{ United
Parcel Service} They are hiring drivers’ helpers for the upcoming Christmas season and I went to their headquarters
filled with hope. In line with three hundered other men and women my hope diminished. During the brief
interview I was asked why I wanted to work for UPS and I answered that I wanted to work for UPS because I like
the brown uniforms. What did they expect me to say?
“I’d like to work for UPS because, in my opinion, it’s an opportunity to showcase my substantial leadership
skills in one of the finest private delivery companies this country has seen since the Pony Express!”
I said I liked the uniforms and the UPS interviewer turned my application face down on his desk and said,
“Give me a break.”
I came home this afternoon and checked the machine for a message from UPS but the only message I got was
from the company that holds my student loan, Sallie Mae. Sallie Mae sounds like a naïve and barefoot hillbilly
girl but in fact they are a ruthless and aggressive conglomeration of bullies located in a tall brick building
somewhere in Kansas. I picture it to be the tallest building in that state and I have decided they hire their
employees straight out of prison. It scares me.
*
The woman at Macy’s asked,
“Would you be interested in full-time elf or evening and weekend elf?” I said,
“Full-time elf.”
I have an appointment next Wednesday at noon.
I am a thirty-three-year-old man applying for a job as an elf. I often see people on the streets dressed as objects
and handing out leaflets. I tend to avoid leaflets but it breaks my heart to see a grown man dressed as a taco. So, if
there is a costume involved, I tend not only to accept the leaflet, but to accept it graciously, saying, “Thank you so
much,” and thinking, You poor, pathetic son of a bitch. I don’t know what you have but I hope I never catch it.
This afternoon on Lexington Avenue I accepted a leaflet from a man dressed as a camcorder. Hot dogs, peanuts,
tacos, video cameras, these things make me sad because they don’t fit in on the streets. In a parade, maybe, but
not on the streets. I figure that at least as an elf I will have a place; I’ll be in Santa’s Village with all the other
elves. We will reside in a fluffy wonderland surrounded by candy canes and gingerbread shacks. It won’t be quite
as sad as standing on some street corner dressed as a french fry.
*
I am trying to look on the bright side. I arrived in New York three weeks ago with high hopes, hopes that have
been challenged. In my imagination I’d go straight from Penn Station to the offices of One Life to Live, where I
would drop off my bags and spruce up before heading off for drinks with Cord Roberts and Victoria Buchannon,
the show’s greatest stars. We’d sit in a plush booth at a tony cocktail lounge where my new celebrity friends
would lift their frosty glasses in my direction and say,
“A toast to David Sedaris, the best writer this show has ever had!!!” I’d say,
“You guys, cut it out.”
It was my plan to act modest. People at surrounding tables would stare at us, whispering,
“Isn’t that …? Isn’t that …?”
I might be distracted by their enthusiasm and Victoria Buchannon would lay her hand over mine and tell me
that I’d better get used to being the center of attention.
But instead I am applying for a job as an elf. Even worse than applying is the very real possibility that I will
not be hired, that I couldn’t even find work as an elf. That’s when you know you’re a failure.
*
This afternoon I sat in the eighth-floor SantaLand office and was told,
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“Congratulations, Mr. Sedaris. You are an elf.”
In order to become an elf I filled out ten pages’ worth of forms, took a multiple choice personality test,
underwent two interviews, and submitted urine for a drug test. The first interview was general, designed to
eliminate the obvious sociopaths. During the second interview we were asked why we wanted to be elves. This is
always a problem question. I listened as the woman ahead of me, a former waitress, answered the question,
saying,
“I really want to be an elf? Because I think it’s about acting? And before this I worked in a restaurant? Which
was run by this really wonderful woman who had a dream to open a restaurant? And it made me realize that it’s
really really … important to have a … dream?”
Everything this woman said, every phrase and sentence, was punctuated with a question mark and the
interviewer never raised an eyebrow.
When it was my turn I explained that I wanted to be an elf because it was one of the most frightening career
opportunities I had ever come across. The interviewer raised her face from my application.
“And?”
I’m certain that I failed my drug test. My urine had roaches and stems floating in it, but still they hired me
because I am short, five feet five inches. Almost everyone they hired is short. One is a dwarf. After the second
interview I was brought to the manager’s office, where I was shown a floor plan. On a busy day twenty-two
thousand people come to visit Santa, and I was told that it is an elfs lot to remain merry in the face of torment and
adversity. I promised to keep that in mind.
*
I spent my eight-hour day with fifty elves and one perky, well-meaning instructor in an enormous Macy’s
classroom, the walls of which were lined with NCR\fn{ National Cash Register} 2152s. A 2152, I have come to
understand, is a cash register. The class was broken up into study groups and given assignments. My group
included several returning elves and a few experienced cashiers who tried helping me by saying things like,
“Don’t you even know your personal ID code? Jesus, I had mine memorized by ten o’clock.”
Everything about the cash register intimidates me. Each procedure involves a series of codes: separate numbers
for cash, checks, and each type of credit card. The term Void has gained prominence as the filthiest four-letter
word in my vocabulary. Voids are a nightmare of paperwork and coded numbers, everything produced in triplicate
and initialed by the employee and his supervisor.
Leaving the building tonight I could not shake the mental picture of myself being stoned to death by restless,
angry customers, their nerves shattered by my complete lack of skill. I tell myself that I will simply pry open my
register and accept anything they want to give me—beads, cash, watches, whatever. I’ll negotiate and swap. I’ll
stomp their credit cards through the masher, write “Nice Knowing You!” along the bottom of the slip and leave it
at that.
All we sell in SantaLand are photos. People sit upon Santa’s lap and pose for a picture. The Photo Elf hands
them a slip of paper with a number printed along the top. The form is filled out by another elf and the picture
arrives by mail weeks later. So really, all we sell is the idea of a picture. One idea costs nine dollars, three ideas
cost eighteen.
My worst nightmare involves twenty-two thousand people a day standing before my register. I won’t always be
a cashier, just once in a while. The worst part is that after I have accumulated three hundred dollars I have to
remove two hundred, fill out half a dozen forms, and run the envelope of cash to the drop in the China
Department or to the vault on the balcony above the first floor. I am not allowed to change my clothes beforehand.
I have to go dressed as an elf. An elf in SantaLand is one thing, an elf in Sportswear is something else altogether.
*
This afternoon we were given presentations and speeches in a windowless conference room crowded with
desks and plastic chairs. We were told that during the second week of December, SantaLand is host to “Operation
Special Children,” at which time poor children receive free gifts donated by the store. There is another morning
set aside for terribly sick and deformed children. On that day it is an elfs job to greet the child at the Magic Tree
and jog back to the house to brace our Santa:
“The next one is missing a nose;” or “Crystal has third-degree bums covering 90 percent of her body.”
Missing a nose. With these children Santa has to be careful not to ask,
“And what would you like for Christmas?”
*
We were given a lecture by the chief of security, who told us that Macy’s Herald Square suffers millions of
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dollars’ worth of employee theft per year. As a result the store treats its employees the way one might treat a felon
with a long criminal record. Cash rewards are offered for turning people in and our bags are searched every time
we leave the store. We were shown videotapes in which supposed former employees hang their head and rue the
day they ever thought to steal that leather jacket. The actors faced the camera to explain how their arrests had
ruined their friendships, family life, and, ultimately, their future. One fellow stared at his hands and sighed,
“There’s no way I’m going to be admitted into law school. Not now. Not after what I’ve done. Nope, no way.”
He paused and shook his head of the unpleasant memory.
“Oh, man, not after this. No way.” A lonely, reflective girl sat in a coffee shop, considered her empty cup, and
moaned,
“I remember going out after work with all my Macy’s friends. God, those were good times. I loved those
people.” She stared off into space for a few moments before continuing,
“Well, needless to say, those friends aren’t calling anymore. This time I’ve really messed up. Why did I do it?
Why?”
Macy’s has two jail cells on the balcony floor and it apprehends three thousand shoplifters a year. We were told
to keep an eye out for pickpockets in SantaLand.
*
Interpreters for the deaf came and taught us to sign,
MERRY CHRISTMAS! I AM SANTA’S HELPER.
They told us to speak as we sign and to use bold, clear voices and bright facial expressions. They taught us to
say,
“YOU ARE A VERY PRETTY BOY/GIRL! I LOVE YOU! DO YOU WANT A SURPRISE?”
My sister Amy lives above a deaf girl and has learned quite a bit of sign language. She taught some to me and
so now I am able to say,
“SANTA HAS A TUMOR IN HIS HEAD THE SIZE OF AN OLIVE. MAYBE IT WILL GO AWAY
TOMORROW BUT I DON’T THINK SO.”
*
This morning we were lectured by the SantaLand managers and presented with a Xeroxed booklet of regulations titled The Elfin Guide. Most of the managers are former elves who have worked their way up the candycane
ladder but retain vivid memories of their days in uniform. They closed the meeting saying,
“I want you to remember that even if you are assigned Photo Elf on a busy weekend, YOU ARE NOT
SANTA’S SLAVE.”
In the afternoon we were given a tour of SantaLand, which really is something. It’s beautiful, a real
wonderland, with ten thousand sparkling lights, false snow, train sets, bridges, decorated trees, mechanical
penguins and bears, and really tall candy canes. One enters and travels through a maze, a path which takes you
from one festive environment to another.
The path ends at the Magic Tree. The Tree is supposed to resemble a complex system of roots, but looks
instead like a scale model of the human intestinal tract. Once you pass the Magic Tree, the light dims and an elf
guides you to Santa’s house. The houses are cozy and intimate, laden with toys. You exit Santa’s house and are
met with a line of cash registers.
We traveled the path a second time and were given the code names for various posts, such as “The Vomit
Corner,” a mirrored wall near the Magic Tree, where nauseous children tend to surrender the contents of their
stomachs. When someone vomits, the nearest elf is supposed to yell “VAMOOSE,” which is the name of the
janitorial product used by the store.
We were taken to the “Oh, My God, Corner,” a position near the escalator. People arriving see the long line
and say “Oh, my God!” and it is an elf’s job to calm them down and explain that it will take no longer than an
hour to see Santa.
*
On any given day you can be an Entrance Elf, a Water Cooler Elf, a Bridge Elf, Train Elf, Maze Elf, Island Elf,
Magic Window Elf, Emergency Exit Elf, Counter Elf, Magic Tree Elf, Pointer Elf, Santa Elf, Photo Elf, Usher Elf,
Cash Register Elf, Runner Elf, or Exit Elf. We were given a demonstration of the various positions in action,
performed by returning elves who were so animated and relentlessly cheerful that it embarrassed me to walk past
them. I don’t know that I could look someone in the eye and exclaim,
“Oh, my goodness, I think I see Santa!” or
“Can you close your eyes and make a very special Christmas wish?”
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Everything these elves said had an exclamation point at the end of it! It makes one’s mouth hurt to speak with
such forced merriment. I feel cornered when someone talks to me this way. Doesn’t everyone? I prefer being
frank with children. I’m more likely to say,
“You must be exhausted,” or
“I know a lot of people who would kill for that little waistline of yours.”
I am afraid I won’t be able to provide the grinding enthusiasm Santa is asking for. I think I’ll be a low-key sort
of an elf.
*
Today was elf dress rehearsal. The lockers and dressing rooms are located on the eighth floor, directly behind
SantaLand. Elves have gotten to know one another over the past four days of training but once we took off our
clothes and put on the uniforms everything changed.
The woman in charge of costuming assigned us our outfits and gave us a lecture on keeping things clean. She
held up a calendar and said,
“Ladies, you know what this is. Use it. I have scraped enough blood out from the crotches of elf knickers to
last me the rest of my life-. And don’t tell me, ‘I don’t wear underpants, I’m a dancer.’ You’re not a dancer. If you
were a real dancer you wouldn’t be here. You’re an elf and you’re going to wear panties like an elf.”
*
My costume is green. I wear green velvet knickers, a yellow turtleneck, a forest-green velvet smock, and a
perky stocking cap decorated with spangles. This is my work uniform.
My elf name is Crumpet. We were allowed to choose our own names and given permission to change them
according to our outlook on the snowy world.
*
Today was the official opening day of SantaLand and I worked as a Magic Window Elf, a Santa Elf, and an
Usher Elf. The Magic Window is located in the adult “Quick Peep” line. My job was to say,
“Step on the Magic Star and look through the window, and you can see Santa!” I was at the Magic Window for
fifteen minutes before a man approached me and said,
“You look so fucking stupid.”
I have to admit that he had a point. But still, I wanted to say that at least I get paid to look stupid, that he gives
it away for free. But I can’t say things like that because I’m supposed to be merry. So instead I said,
“Thank you!”
“Thank you!” as if I had misunderstood and thought he had said, “You look terrific.”
“Thank you!”
He was a brawny wise guy wearing a vinyl jacket and carrying a bag from Radio Shack. I should have said,
real loud,
“Sorry, man, I don’t date other guys.”
*
Two New Jersey families came together to see Santa. Two loud, ugly husbands with two wives and four
children between them. The children gathered around Santa and had their picture taken. When Santa asked the
ten-year-old boy what he wanted for Christmas, his father shouted,
“A WOMAN! GET HIM A WOMAN, SANTA!”
These men were very rude and irritating, constantly laughing and jostling one another. The two women sat on
Santa’s lap and had their pictures taken and each asked Santa for a KitchenAid brand dishwasher and a decent
winter coat. Then the husbands sat on Santa’s lap and, when asked what he wanted for Christmas, one of the men
yelled,
“I WANT A BROAD WITH BIG TITS.”
The man's small-breasted wife crossed her arms over her chest, looked at the floor, and gritted her teeth. The
man’s son tried to laugh.
*
Again this morning I got stuck at the Magic Window, which is really boring. I’m supposed to stand around and
say,
“Step on the Magic Star and you can see Santa!” I said that for a while and then I started saying,
“Step on the Magic Star and you can see Cher!”
And people got excited. So I said,
“Step on the Magic Star and you can see Mike Tyson!”
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Some people in the other line, the line to sit on Santa’s lap, got excited and cut through the gates so that they
could stand on my Magic Star. Then they got angry when they looked through the Magic Window and saw Santa
rather than Cher or Mike Tyson. What did they honestly expect? Is Cher so hard up for money that she’d agree to
stand behind a two-way mirror at Macy’s?
The angry people must have said something to management because I was taken off the Magic Star and sent to
Elf Island, which is really boring as all you do is stand around and act merry. At noon a huge crowd of retarded
people came to visit Santa and passed me on my little island. These people were profoundly retarded. They were
rolling their eyes and wagging their tongues and staggering toward Santa. It was a large group of retarded people
and after watching them for a few minutes I could not begin to guess where the retarded people ended and the
regular New Yorkers began.
Everyone looks retarded once you set your mind to it.
*
This eyening I was sent to be a Photo Elf, a job I enjoyed the first few times. The camera is hidden in the
fireplace and I take the picture by pressing a button at the end of a cord. The pictures arrive by mail weeks later
and there is no way an elf can be identified and held accountable but still, you want to make it a good picture.
During our training we were shown photographs that had gone wrong, blurred frenzies of an elfs waving arm,
a picture blocked by a stuffed animal, the yawning Santa. After every photograph an elf must remove the
numbered form that appears at the bottom of the picture. A lazy or stupid elf could ruin an entire roll of film,
causing eager families to pay for and later receive photographs of complete, beaming strangers.
Taking someone’s picture tells you an awful lot, awful being the operative word. Having the parents in the
room tends to make it even worse. It is the SantaLand policy to take a picture of every child, which the parent can
either order or refuse.
People are allowed to bring their own cameras, video recorders, whatever. It is the multimedia groups that
exhaust me. These are parents bent over with equipment, relentless in their quest for documentation. I see them in
the Maze with their video cameras instructing their children to act surprised.
“Monica, baby, look at the train set and look back at me. No, look at me. Now wave. That’s right, wave hard.”
The parents hold up the line and it is a Maze Elfs job to hurry them along.
“Excuse me, sir, I’m sorry but we’re sort of busy today and I’d appreciate it if you could maybe wrap this up.
There are quite a few people behind you.”
The parent then asks you to stand beside the child and wave. I do so. I stand beside a child and wave to the
video camera, wondering where I will wind up. I picture myself on the television set in a paneled room in
Wapahanset or Easternmost Meadows. I imagine the family fighting over command of the remote control, hitting
the fast-forward button. The child’s wave becomes a rapid salute. I enter the picture and everyone in the room
entertains the same thought:
“What’s that asshole doing on our Christmas Memory tape?”
The moment these people are waiting for is the encounter with Santa. As a Photo Elf I watch them enter the
room and take control.
“All right, Ellen, I want you and Marcus to stand in front of Santa and when I say, “now,” I want you to get
onto his lap. Look at me now. Look at Daddy until I tell you to look at Santa.”
He will address his wife, who is working the still camera, and she will crouch low to the ground with her light
meter and a Nikon with many attachments. It is heavy and the veins in her arms stand out. Then there are the
multimedia families in groups, who say,
“All right, now let’s get a shot of Anthony, Damascus, Theresa, Doug, Amy, Paul, and Vanity—can we squeeze
them all together? Santa, how about you let Doug sit on your shoulders, can we do that?”
During these visits the children are rarely allowed to discuss their desires with Santa. They are too busy being
art-directed by the parents.
“Vanity and Damascus, look over here, no, look here.”
“Santa, can you put your arm around Amy and shake hands with Paul at the same time?”
“That’s good. That’s nice.”
I have seen parents sit their child upon Santa’s lap and immediately proceed to groom: combing hair, arranging
a hemline, straightening a necktie. I saw a parent spray their child’s hair, Santa treated as though he were a false
prop made of cement, turning his head and wincing as the hair spray stung his eyes.
Young children, ages two to four, tend to be frightened of Santa. They have no interest in having their pictures
taken because they don’t know what a picture is. They’re not vain, they’re babies. They are babies and they act
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accordingly—they cry.
A Photo Elf understands that, once a child starts crying, it’s over. They start crying in Santa’s house and they
don’t stop until they are at least ten blocks away. When the child starts crying, Santa will offer comfort for a
moment or two before saying,
“Maybe we’ll try again next year.”
The parents had planned to send the photos to relatives and place them in scrapbooks. They waited in line for
over an hour and are not about to give up so easily. Tonight I saw a woman slap and shake her sobbing daughter,
yelling,
“Goddamn it, Rachel, get on that man’s lap and smile or I’ll give you something to cry about.”
I often take photographs of crying children. Even more grotesque is taking a picture of a crying child with a
false grimace. It’s not a smile so much as the forced shape of a smile. Oddly, it pleases the parents.
“Good girl, Rachel. Now, let’s get the hell out of here. Your mother has a headache that won’t quit until you’re
twenty-one.”
*
At least a third of Santa’s visitors are adults: couples, and a surprising number of men and women alone. Most
of the single people don’t want to sit on Santa’s lap; they just stop by to shake his hand and wish him luck. Often
the single adults are foreigners who just happened to be shopping at Macy’s and got bullied into the Maze by the
Entrance Elf, whose job it is to hustle people in. One moment the foreigner is looking at china, and the next thing
he knows he is standing at the Magic Tree, where an elf holding a palm-sized counter is asking how many in his
party are here to see Santa.
“How many in your party?” The foreigner answers,
“Yes.”
“How many in your party is not a yes or no question.”
“Yes.” Then a Santa Elf leads the way to a house where the confused and exhausted visitor addresses a bearded
man in a red suit, and says,
“Yes, OK. Today I am good.” He shakes Santa’s hand and runs, shaken, for the back door.
*
This afternoon a man came to visit Santa, a sloppy, good-looking man in his mid-forties., I thought he was
another confused European, so I reassured him that many adults come to visit Santa, everyone is welcome. An
hour later, I noticed the same man, back again to fellowship with Santa. I asked what he and Santa talk about, and
in a cracked and puny voice he answered,
“Toys. All the toys.”
I noticed a dent in the left side of his forehead. You could place an acorn in a dent like this. He waited in line
and returned to visit a third time. On his final visit he got so excited he peed on Santa’s lap.
*
So far in SantaLand, I have seen Simone from General Hospital, Shawn from All My Children, Walter
Cronkite, and Phil Collins. Last year one of the elves was suspended after asking Goldie Hawn to autograph her
hand. We have been instructed to leave the stars alone.
Walter Cronkite was very tall, and I probably wouldn’t have recognized him unless someone had pointed him
out to me. Phil Collins was small and well groomed. He arrived with his daughter and an entourage of three. I
don’t care about Phil Collins one way or the other but I saw some people who might and I felt it was my duty to
tap them on the shoulder and say,
“Look, there’s Phil Collins!”
Many of Santa’s visitors are from out of town and welcome the opportunity to view a celebrity, as it rounds out
their New York experience. I’d point out Phil Collins and people would literally squeal with delight. Seeing as it
is my job to make people happy, I didn’t have any problem with it. Phil Collins wandered through the Maze,
videotaping everything with his camcorder and enjoying himself. Once he entered the Magic Tree, he was no
longer visible to the Maze audience, so I began telling people that if they left immediately and took a right at the
end of the hall, they could probably catch up with Phil Collins after his visit with Santa. So they did. People left.
When Phil Collins walked out of SantaLand, there was a crowd of twenty people waiting for autographs. When
the managers came looking for the big mouth, I said,
“Phil Collins, who’s he?”
*
I spent a few hours in the Maze with Puff, a young elf from Brooklyn. We were standing near the Lollipop
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Forest when we realized that Santa is an anagram of Satan. Father Christmas or the Devil—so close but yet so far.
We imagined a SatanLand where visitors would wade through steaming pools of human blood and feces before
arriving at the Gates of Hell, where a hideous imp in a singed velvet costume would take them by the hand and
lead them toward Satan. Once we thought of it we couldn’t get it out of our minds. Overhearing the customers we
would substitute the word Satan for the word Santa.
“What do you think, Michael? Do you think Macy’s has the real Satan?”
“Don’t forget to thank Satan for the Baby Alive he gave you last year.”
“I love Satan.”
“Who doesn’t? Everyone loves Satan.”
*
I would rather drive upholstery tacks into my gums than work as the Usher Elf. The Usher stands outside
Santa’s exit door and fills out the photo forms. While I enjoy trying to guess where people are from, I hate
listening to couples bicker over how many copies they want.
It was interesting the first time I did it, but not any more. While the parents make up their minds, the Usher has
to prevent the excited children from entering Santa’s back door to call out the names of three or four toys they had
neglected to request earlier.
When things are slow, an Usher pokes in his head and watches Santa with his visitors. This afternoon we were
slow and I watched a forty-year-old woman and her ancient mother step in to converse with Santa. The daughter
wore a short pink dress, decorated with lace—the type of dress that a child might wear. Her hair was trained into
pigtails and she wore ruffled socks and patent leather shoes. This forty-year-old girl ran to Santa and embraced
him, driving rouge into his beard. She spoke in a baby voice and then lowered it to a whisper. When they left I
asked if they wanted to purchase the photo and the biggest little girl in the world whispered something in her
mother’s ear and then she skipped away.
She skipped. I watched her try and commune with the youngsters standing around the register until her mother
pulled her away.
*
This morning I spent some time at the Magic Window with Sleighbell, an entertainer who is in the process of
making a music video with her all-girl singing group. We talked about one thing and another, and she told me that
she has appeared on a few television shows, mainly soap operas. I asked if she has ever done One Life to Live, and
she said, yes, she had a bit part as a flamenco dancer a few years ago when Cord and Tina remarried and traveled
to Madrid for their honeymoon.
Suddenly I remembered Sleighbell perfectly. On that episode she wore a red lace dress and stomped upon a
shiny nightclub floor until Spain’s greatest bullfighter entered, challenging Cord to a duel. Sleighbell intervened.
She stopped dancing and said to Cord,
“Don't do it, Señor. Yoot be a fool to fight weeth Spain’s greatest boolfighter!”
Sleighbell told me that the honeymoon was filmed here in the New York studio. That surprised me as I really
thought it was shot in Spain. She told me that the dancing scene was shot in the late morning and afterwards there
was a break for lunch. She took her lunch in the studio cafeteria and was holding her tray, when Tina waved her
over to her table. Sleighbell had lunch with Tina! She said that Tina was very sweet and talked about her love for
Smokey Robinson. I had read that Tina had driven a wedge between Smokey and his wife, but it was thrilling to
hear it from someone who had the facts.
Later in the day I was put on the cash register where Andrea, one of the managers, told me that her friend
Caroline was the person responsible for casting on One Life to Live. It was Caroline who replaced the old Tina
with the new Tina. I loved the old Tina and will accept no substimtes, but I told Andrea that I liked the new Tina a
lot, and she said,
“I’ll pass that along to Caroline. She’ll be happy to hear itl”
We were talking when Mitchell, another manager, got involved and said that he’d been on One Life to Live
seven times. He played Clint’s lawyer five years ago when the entire Buchannon family was on trial for the
murder of Mitch Laurence. Mitchell knows Victoria Buchannon personally and said that she’s just as sweet and
caring in real life as she is on the show.
“She’s basically playing herself, except for the multiple personality disorder,” he said, pausing to verify a
check on another elfs register. He asked the customer for another form of ID, and while the woman cursed and
fished through her purse, Mitchell told me that Clint tends to keep to himself but that Bo and Asa are a lot of fun.
I can’t believe I’m hearing these things. I know people who have sat around with Tina, Cord, Nicki, Asa, and
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Clint. I’m getting closer, I can feel it.
*
This evening I was working as a Counter Elf at the Magic Tree when I saw a woman unzip her son’s fly,
release his penis, and instruct him to pee into a bank of artificial snow. He was a young child, four or five years
old, and he did it, he peed. Urine dripped from the branches of artificial trees and puddled on the floor.
*
Tonight a man proposed to his girlfriend in one of the Santa houses. When Santa asked the man what he
wanted for Christmas, he pulled a ring out of his pocket and said he wanted this woman to be his wife. Santa
congratulated them both and the Photo Elf got choked up and started crying.
*
A spotted child visited Santa, climbed up on his lap, and expressed a wish to recover from chicken pox. Santa
leapt up.
*
I’ve met elves from all walks of life. Most of them are show business people, actors and dancers, but a
surprising number of them held real jobs at advertising agencies and brokerage firms before the recession hit.
Bless their hearts, these people never imagined there was a velvet costume waiting in their future. They’re the
really bitter elves. Many of the elves are young, high school and college students. They’re young and cute and one
of the job perks is that I get to see them in their underpants. The changing rooms are located in the employee
bathrooms behind SantaLand. The men’s bathroom is small and the toilets often flood, so we are forced to stand
on an island of newspapers in order to keep our socks dry. The Santas have a nice dressing room across the hall,
but you don’t want to see a Santa undress. Quite a few elves have taken to changing clothes in the hallway, beside
their lockers. These elves tend to wear bathing suits underneath their costumes—jams, I believe they are called. I
don’t like jams.
The overall cutest elf is a fellow from Queens named Snowball. Snowball tends to ham it up with the children,
sometimes literally rumbling down the path to Santa’s house. I tend to frown on that sort of behavior but
Snowball is hands down adorable—you want to put him in your pocket. Yesterday we worked together as Santa
Elves and I became excited when he started saying things like,
“I’d follow you to Santa’s house any day, Crumpet.”
It made me dizzy, this flirtation. By mid-afternoon I was running into walls. At the end of our shift we were in
the bathroom, changing clothes, when suddenly we were surrounded by three Santas and five other elves—all of
them were guys that Snowball had been flirting with.
Snowball just leads elves on, elves and Santas. He is playing a dangerous game.
*
This afternoon I was stuck being Photo Elf with Santa Santa. I don’t know his real name; no one does. During
most days, there is a slow period when you sit around the house and talk to your Santa. Most of them are nice
guys and we sit around and laugh, but Santa Santa takes himself a bit too seriously. I asked him where he lives,
Brooklyn or Manhattan, and he said,
“Why, I live at the North Pole with Mrs. Claus!” I asked what he does the rest of the year and he said,
“I make toys for all of the children.” I said,
“Yes, but what do you do for money?”
“Santa doesn’t need money,” he said.
Santa Santa sits and waves and jingles his bell sash when no one is there. He actually recited The Night Before
Christmas, and it was just the two of us in the house, no children. Just us. What do you do with a nut like that? He
says,
“Oh, Little Elf, Little Elf, straighten up those mantel toys for Santa.” I reminded him that I have a name,
Crumpet, and then I straightened up the stuffed animals.
“Oh, Little Elf, Little Elf, bring Santa a throat lozenge.” So I brought him a lozenge.
Santa Santa has an elaborate little act for the children. He’ll talk to them and give a hearty chuckle and ring his
bells and then he asks them to name their favorite Christmas carol. Most of them say Rudolph, the Red-Nosed
Reindeer. Santa Santa then asks if they will sing it for him. The children are shy and don’t want to sing out loud,
so Santa Santa says,
“Oh, Little Elf, Little Elf! Help young Brenda to sing that favorite carol of hers.”
Then I have to stand there and sing Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer, which I hate. Half the time young
Brenda’s parents are my age and that certainly doesn’t help matters much.
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*
This afternoon I worked as an Exit Elf, telling people in a loud voice,
“THIS WAY OUT OF SANTALAND.”
A woman was standing at one of the cash registers paying for her idea of a picture, while her son lay beneath
her kicking and heaving, having a tantrum. The woman said,
“Riley, if you don’t start behaving yourself, Santa’s not going to bring you any of those toys you asked for.”
The child said,
“He is too going to bring me toys, liar, he already told me.” The woman grabbed my arm and said,
“You there, Elf, tell Riley here that if he doesn’t start behaving immediately, then Santa’s going to change his
mind and bring him coal for Christmas.”
I said that Santa no longer traffics in coal. Instead, if you’re bad he comes to your house and steals things. I
told Riley that if he didn’t behave himself, Santa was going to take away his TV and all his electrical appliances
and leave him in the dark.
“All your appliances, including the refrigerator. Your food is going to spoil and smell bad. It’s going to be so
cold and dark where you are. Man, Riley, are you ever going to suffer. You’re going to wish you never heard the
name Santa.” The woman got a worried look on her face and said,
“All right, that’s enough.” I said,
“He’s going to take your car and your furniture and all the towels and blankets and leave you with nothing.”
The mother said,
“No, that’s enough, really.”
*
I spend all day lying to people, saying,
“You look so pretty,” and,
“Santa can’t wait to visit with you. You’re all he talks about. It’s just not Christmas without you. You’re
Santa’s favorite person in the entire tri-state area.” Sometimes I lay it on real thick:
“Aren’t you the Princess of Rongovia? Santa said a beautiful Princess was coming here to visit him. He said
she would be wearing a red dress and that she was very pretty, but not stuck up or two-faced. That’s you, isn’t it?”
I lay it on and the parents mouth the words
“Thank you” and
“Good job.” To one child I said,
“You’re a model, aren’t you?” The girl was maybe six years old and said,
“Yes, I model, but I also act. I just got a second callback for a Fisher-Price commercial.” The girl’s mother
said,
“You may recognize Katelyn from the My First Sony campaign. She’s on the box.”
I said yes, of course.
All I do is lie, and that has made me immune to compliments.
*
Lately I am feeling trollish and have changed my elf name from Crumpet to Blisters. Blisters—I think it’s cute.
*
Today a child told Santa Ken that he wanted his dead father back and a complete set of Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles. Everyone wants those Turtles.
*
Last year a woman decided she wanted a picture of her cat sitting on Santa’s lap, so she smuggled it into
Macy’s in a duffel bag. The cat sat on Santa’s lap for five seconds before it shot out the door, and it took six elves
forty-five minutes before they found it in the kitchen of the employee cafeteria.
*
A child came to Santa this morning and his mother said,
“All right, Jason. Tell Santa what you want. Tell him what you want.” Jason said,
“I … want … Prokton and … Gamble to … stop animal testing.” The mother said,
“Procter, Jason, that’s Procter and Gamble. And what do they do to animals? Do they torture animals, Jason? Is
that what they do?”
Jason said, “Yes, they torture.” He was probably six years old.
*
This week my least favorite elf is a guy from Florida whom I call “The Walrus.” The Walrus has a handlebar
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mustache, no chin, and a neck the size of my waist. In the dressing room he confesses to being “a bit of a ladies’
man.”
The Walrus acts as though SantaLand were a singles bar. It is embarrassing to work with him. We’ll be
together at the Magic Window, where he pulls women aside, places his arm around their shoulders, and says.
“I know you’re not going to ask Santa for good looks. You’ve already got those, pretty lady. Yes, indeed,
you’ve got those in spades.”
In his mind the women are charmed, dizzy with his attention. I pull him aside and say,
“That was a mother you just did that to, a married woman with three children.” He says,
“I didn’t see any ring.” Then he turns to the next available woman and whistles,
“Santa’s married but I’m not. Hey, pretty lady, I’ve got plenty of room on my knee.”
*
I Photo Elfed all day for a variety of Santas and it struck me that many of the parents don’t allow their children
to speak at all. A child sits upon Santa’s lap and the parents say,
“All right now, Amber, tell Santa what you want. Tell him you want a Baby Alive and My Pretty Ballerina and
that winter coat you saw in the catalog.”
The parents name the gifts they have already bought. They don’t want to hear the word “pony,” or “television
set,” so they talk through the entire visit, placing words in the child’s mouth. When the child hops off the lap, the
parents address their children, each and every time, with,
“What do you say to Santa?” The child says,
“Thank you, Santa.”
It is sad because you would like to believe that everyone is unique and then they disappoint you every time by
being exactly the same, asking for the same things, reciting the exact same lines as though they have been handed
a script. All of the adults ask for a Gold Card or a BMW and they rock with laughter, thinking they are the first
person brazen enough to request such pleasures. Santa says,
“I’ll see what I can do.” Couples over the age of fifty all say,
“I don’t want to sit on your lap, Santa, I’m afraid I might break it!”
How do you break a lap? How did so many people get the idea to say the exact same thing?
I went to a store on the Upper West Side. This store is like a Museum of Natural History where everything is
for sale: every taxidermic or skeletal animal that roams the earth is represented in this shop and, because of that, it
is popular. I went with my brother last weekend. Near the cash register was a bowl of glass eyes and a sign
reading
DO NOT HOLD THESE GLASS EYES UP AGAINST YOUR OWN EYES:
THE ROUGH STEM CAN CAUSE INJURY
I talked to the fellow behind the counter and he said,
“It’s the same thing every time. First they hold up the eyes and then they go for the horns. I’m sick of it.”
It disturbed me that, until I saw the sign, my first impulse was to hold those eyes up to my own. I thought it
might be a laugh riot.
All of us take pride and pleasure in the that that we are unique, but I’m afraid that when all is said and done the
police are right: it all comes down to fingerprints.
*
There was a big Sesame Street Live extravaganza over at Madison Square Garden, so thousands of people
decided to make a day of it and go straight from Sesame Street to Santa. We were packed today, absolutely
packed, and everyone was cranky. Once the line gets long we break it up into four different lines because anyone
in their right mind would leave if they knew it would take over two hours to see Santa.
Two hours—you could see a movie in two hours. Standing in a two-hour line makes people worry that they’re
not living in a democratic nation. People stand in line for two hours and they go over the edge.
I was sent into the hallway to direct the second phase of the line. The hallway was packed with people, and all
of them seemed to stop me with a question: which way to the down escalator, which way to the elevator, the Patio
Restaurant, gift wrap, the women’s rest room, Trim-A-Tree. There was a line for Santa and a line for the women’s
bathroom, and one woman, after asking me a dozen questions already, asked,
“Which is the line for the women’s bathroom?”
I shouted that I thought it was the line with all the women in it. She said,
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“I’m going to have you fired.” I had two people say that to me today, “I’m going to have you fired.” Go ahead,
be my guest. I’m wearing a green velvet costume; it doesn’t get any worse than this. Who do these people think
they are? “I’m going to have you fired!” and I wanted to lean over and say,
“I’m going to have you killed.”
*
In the Maze, on the way to Santa’s house, you pass spectacles—train sets, dancing bears, the candy-cane
forest, and the penguins. The penguins are set in their own icy wonderland. They were built years ago and they
frolic mechanically. They stand outside their igloo and sled and skate and fry fish in a pan. For some reason
people feel compelled to throw coins into the penguin display. I can’t figure it out for the life of me—they don’t
throw money at the tree of gifts or the mechanical elves, or the mailbox of letters, but they empty their pockets for
the penguins. I asked what happens to that money, and a manager told me that it’s collected for charity, but I don’t
think so. Elves take the quarters for the pay phone, housekeeping takes the dimes, and I’ve seen visitors, those
that aren’t throwing money, I’ve seen them scooping it up as fast as they can.
*
I was working the Exit today. I’m supposed to say, “This way out of SantaLand,” but I can’t bring myself to
say it as it seems like I’m rushing people. They wait an hour to see Santa, they’re hit up for photo money, and then
someone’s hustling them out. I say,
“This way out of SantaLand if you’ve decided maybe it’s time for you to go home.” [Or,]
“You can exit this way if you feel like it.” We’re also supposed to encourage people to wait outside while the
parent with money is paying for a picture. “If you’re waiting for someone to purchase a photo, wait outside the
double doors.” I say,
“If you’re waiting for someone to purchase a picture, you might want to wait outside the double doors where it
is pleasant and the light is more flattering.”
I had a group of kids waiting this afternoon, waiting for their mom to pay for pictures, and this kid reached into
his pocket and threw a nickel at me. He was maybe twelve years old, jaded in regard to Santa, and he threw his
nickel and it hit my chest and fell to the floor. I picked it up, cleared my throat, and handed it back to him. He
threw it again. Like I was a penguin. So I handed it back and he threw it higher, hitting me in the neck. I picked up
the nickel and turned to another child and said,
“Here, you dropped this.”
He examined the coin, put it in his pocket, and left.
*
Yesterday was my day off, and the afflicted came to visit Santa. I Photo Elfed for Santa Ira this afternoon, and
he told me all about it.
These were severely handicapped children who arrived on stretchers and in wheelchairs. Santa couldn’t put
them on his lap, and often he could not understand them when they voiced their requests. Still, though, he made it
a point to grab each child’s hand and ask what they wanted for Christmas.
He did this until he came to a child who had no hands. This made him self-conscious, so he started placing a
hand on the child’s knee until he came to a child with no legs.
After that he decided to simply nod his head and chuckle.
*
I got stuck with Santa Santa again this afternoon and had to sing and fetch for three hours. Late in the
afternoon, a child said she didn’t know what her favorite Christmas carol was. Santa said,
“Rudolph? Jingle Bells? White Christmas? Here Comes Santa Claus? Away in the Manger? Silent Night?” The
girl agreed to Away in the Manger, but didn’t want to sing it because she didn’t know the words. Santa Santa said,
“Oh, Little Elf, Little Elf, come sing Away in the Manger for us.”
It didn’t seem fair that I should have to solo, so I told him I didn’t know the words. Santa Santa said,
“Of course you know the words. Come now, sing!”
So I sang it the way Billie Holliday might have sung it if she’d put out a Christmas album.
“Away in the manger, no crib for a bed, the little Lord, Jesus, lay down his sweet head.”
Santa Santa did not allow me to finish.
*
This afternoon we set a record by scooting fourteen hundred people through SantaLand in the course of an
hour. Most of them were school groups in clots of thirty or more. My Santa would address them, saying,
“All right, I’m going to count to three, and on three I want you all to yell what you want and I need you to say
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it as loud as you can.”
Then he would count to three and the noise was magnificent. Santa would cover his ears and say,
“Okay, then—one by one I want you to tell me what you’re planning to leave Santa on Christmas Eve.” He
would go around the room and children would name different sorts of cookies, and he would say,
“What about sandwiches? What if Santa should want something more substantial than a cookie?”
Santa’s thrust this afternoon was the boredom of his nine-year relationship. He would wave the children goodbye and then turn to me, saying.
“I want an affair, Goddamn it—just a little one, just something to get me through the next four or five years.”
*
Some of these children, they get nervous just before going in to visit Santa. They pace and wring their hands
and stare at the floor. They act like they’re going in for a job interview. I say,
“Don’t worry, Santa’s not going to judge you. He’s very relaxed about that sort of thing. He used to be
judgmental but people gave him a hard time about it so he stopped. Trust me, you have nothing to worry about.”
*
I was Photo Elf tonight for the oldest Santa. Usually their names are written on the water cups they keep
hidden away on the toy shelf. Every now and then a Santa will call out for water and an elf will hold the cup while
his master drinks through a straw. I looked on the cup and saw no name. We were busy tonight and I had no time
for an introduction.
This was an outstanding Santa, wild but warm. The moment a family leaves, this Santa, sensing another group
huddled upon his doorstep, will begin to sing. He sings, A pretty girl is like a melody. The parents and children
enter the room, and if there is a girl in the party, Santa will take a look at her, hold his gloved hands to his chest,
and fake a massive heart attack - falling back against the cushion and moaning with a combination of pleasure and
pain. Then he slowly comes out of it and says,
“Elf, Elf, are you there?”
“Yes, Santa, I’m here.”
“Elf, I just had a dream that I was standing before the most beautiful girl in the world. She was right here, in
my house.” Then I say,
“It wasn’t a dream, Santa. Open your eyes, my friend. She’s standing before you.” Santa rubs his eyes and
shakes his head as if he were a parish priest, visited by Christ.
“Oh, heavenly day,” he says, addressing the child. “You are the most beautiful girl I have seen in six hundred
and seventeen years.”
Then he scoops her into his lap and flatters every aspect of her character. The child is delirious. Santa gestures
toward the girl’s mother, asking,
“Is that your sister I see standing there in the corner?”
“No, that’s my mother.” Santa calls the woman over close and asks if she has been a good mother.
“Do you tell your daughter that you love her? Do you tell her every day?” The mothers always blush and say,
“I try, Santa.”
Santa asks the child to give her mother a kiss. Then he addresses the father, again requesting that he tell the
child how much he loves her. Santa ends the visit, saying,
“Remember that the most important thing is to try and love other people as much as they love you.”
The parents choke up and often cry. They grab Santa’s hand and, on the way out, my hand. They say it was
worth the wait. The most severe cases open their wallets and hand Santa a few bucks. We’re not supposed to
accept tips, but most Santas take the money and wink, tucking it into their boot. This Santa looked at the money as
if it were a filthy Kleenex. He closed his eyes and prepared for the next family.
With boys, this Santa plays on their brains: each one is the smartest boy in the world.
The great thing about this Santa is that he never even asks what the children want. Most times he involves the
parents to the point where they surrender their urge for documentation. They lay down their video recorders and
gather round for the festival of love.
*
I was the Pointer Elf again this afternoon, one of my favorite jobs. The Pointer stands inside the Magic Tree
and appoints available Santa Elves to lead parties of visitors to the houses. First-time visitors are enthusiastic,
eager that they are moments away from Santa. Some of the others, having been here before, have decided to leave
nothing to chance.
Out of all the Santas, two are black and both are so light-skinned that, with the beard and makeup, you would
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be hard-pressed to determine their race. Last week, a black woman became upset when, having requested a “Santa
of color,” she was sent to Jerome. After she was led to the house, the woman demanded to speak with a manager.
“He’s not black,” the woman complained. Bridget assured this woman that Jerome was indeed black. The
woman said,
“Well, he isn’t black enough.”
Jerome is a difficult Santa, moody and unpredictable. He spends a lot of time staring off into space and tallying
up his paycheck for the hours he has worked so far. When a manager ducks in, encouraging him to speed things
up, Jerome says,
“Listen up, I’m playing a role here. Do you understand? A dramatic role that takes a great deal of preparation,
so don’t hassle me about ‘Time.’”
Jerome seems to have his own bizarre agenda. When the children arrive, he looks down at his boots and
lectures them, suggesting a career in entomology.
“Entomology, do you know what that is?” He tells them that the defensive spray of the stink bug may contain
medicinal powers that can one day cure mankind of communicable diseases.
“Do you know about holistic medicine?” he asks.
The Photo Elf takes a picture of yawning children.
The other black Santa works during weeknights and I have never met him but hear he is a real entertainer,
popular with Photo Elves and children.
The last time I was the Pointer Elf, a woman approached me and whispered,
“We would like a traditional Santa. I’m sure you know what I’m talking about.”
I sent her to Jerome. Yesterday Snowball was the Pointer and a woman pulled him aside, saying,
“Last year we had a chocolate Santa. Make sure it doesn’t happen again.”
I saw it all today. I was Pointer Elf for all of five minutes before a man whispered,
“Make sure we get a white one this year. Last year we were stuck with a black.” A woman touched my arm and
mouthed,
“White—white like us.”
I address a Santa Elf, the first in line, and hand these people over. Who knows where they will wind up? The
children are antsy, excited—they want to see Santa. The children are sweet. The parents are manipulative and
should be directed toward the A&S Plaza, two blocks away. A&S has only two Santas working at the same time—
a white Santa and a black Santa, and it’s very clear-cut: whites in one line and blacks in another.
I’ve had requests from both sides. White Santa, black Santa: a Pointer Elf is instructed to shrug his shoulders
and feign ignorance, saying,
“There’s only one Santa.”
*
Today I experienced my cash register nightmare. The actual financial transactions weren’t so bad—I’ve gotten
the hang of that. The trouble are the voids. A customer will offer to pay in cash and then, after I have arranged it,
they examine their wallets and say,
“You know what, I think I’ll put that on my card instead.”
This involves voids and signatures from the management. I take care of the paperwork, accept their photo
form, and staple it to the receipt. Then it is my job to say,
“The pictures taken today will be mailed January twelfth.”
The best part of the job is watching their faces fall. These pictures are sent to a lab to be processed; it takes
time, all these pictures so late in the season. If they wanted their pictures to arrive before Christmas, they should
have come during the first week we were open. Lots of people want their money back after learning the pictures
will arrive after Christmas, in January, when Christmas is forgotten. Void.
We were very crowded today and I got a kick out of completing the transaction, handing the customer a
receipt, and saying,
“Your photos will be mailed on August tenth.”
August is much funnier than January. I just love to see that look on someone’s face, the mouth a perfect O.
*
This was my last day of work. We had been told that Christmas Eve is a slow day, but this was the day a week
of training was meant to prepare us for. It was a day of nonstop action, a day when the managers spent a great deal
of time with their walkie-talkies.
I witnessed a fistfight between two mothers and watched while a woman experienced a severe, crowd-related
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anxiety attack: falling to the floor and groping for breath, her arms moving as though she were fighting off bats. A
Long Island father called Santa a faggot because he couldn’t take the time to recite The Night Before Christmas to
his child. Parents in long lines left disposable diapers at the door to Santa’s house. It was the rowdiest crowd I
have ever seen, and we were short on elves, many of whom simply did not show up or called in sick. As a result
we had our lunch hours cut in half and had to go without our afternoon breaks.
Many elves complained bitterly, but the rest of us found ourselves in the moment we had all been waiting for.
It was us against them. It was time to be a trouper, and I surrendered completely. My Santa and I had them on the
lap, off the lap in forty-five seconds flat. We were an efficient machine surrounded by chaos. Quitting time came
and went for the both of us and we paid it no mind. My plane was due to leave at eight o’clock, and I stayed until
the last moment, figuring the time it would take to get to the airport.
It was with reservation that I reported to the manager, telling her I had to leave. She was at a cash register,
screaming at a customer. She was, in fact, calling this customer a bitch. I touched her arm and said,
“I have to go now.” She laid her hand on my shoulder, squeezed it gently, and continued her conversation,
saying,
“Don’t tell the store president I called you a bitch. Tell him I called you a fucking bitch, because that’s exactly
what you are. Now get out of my sight before I do something we both regret.”
2
The first time someone hit me up for a cigarette I was twenty years old and had been smoking for all of two
days. This was in Vancouver, British Columbia. My friend Ronnie and I had spent the previous month picking
apples in Oregon, and the trip to Canada was our way of rewarding ourselves. We stayed that week in a cheap
residence hotel, and I remember being enchanted by the Murphy bed, which was something I had heard about but
never seen in person. During the time we were there, my greatest pleasure came in folding it away and then
looking at the empty spot where it had been. Pull it out, fold it away, pull it out, fold it away. Over and over until
my arm got tired.
It was in a little store a block from our hotel that I bought my first pack of cigarettes. The ones I’d smoked
earlier had been Ronnie’s—Pall Malls, I think—and though they tasted no better or worse than I thought they
would, I felt that in the name of individuality I should find my own brand, something separate. Something me.
Carltons, Kents, Alpines: it was like choosing a religion, for weren’t Vantage people fundamentally different from
those who’d taken to Larks or Newports? What I didn’t realize was that you could convert, that you were allowed
to. The Kent person could, with very little effort, become a Vantage person, though it was harder to go from
menthol to regular, or from regular-sized to ultralong. All rules had their exceptions, but the way I came to see
things, they generally went like this: Kools and Newports were for black people and lower-class whites. Camels
were for procrastinators, those who wrote bad poetry, and those who put off writing bad poetry. Merits were for
sex addicts, Salems were for alcoholics, and Mores were for people who considered themselves to be outrageous
but really weren’t. One should never loan money to a Marlboro menthol smoker, though you could usually count
on a regular Marlboro person to pay you back. The eventual subclasses of rnilds, lights, and ultralights would not
only throw a wrench into the works, but make it nearly impossible for anyone to keep your brand straight, but that
all came later, along with warning labels and American Spirits.
The pack I bought that day in Vancouver were Viceroys. I’d often noticed them in the shirt pockets of gas
station attendants, and no doubt thought that they made me appear masculine, or at least as masculine as one
could look in a beret and a pair of gabardine pants that buttoned at the ankle. Throw in Ronnie’s white silk scarf,
and I needed all the Viceroy I could get, especially in the neighborhood where this residence hotel was.
It was odd. I’d always heard how clean Canada was, how peaceful, but perhaps people had been talking about
a different part, the middle maybe, or those rocky islands off the eastern coast. Here it was just one creepy drunk
after another. The ones who were passed out I didn’t mind so much, but those on their way to passing out—those
who could still totter and flail their arms—made me afraid for my life.
Take this guy who approached me after I left the store, this guy with a long black braid. It wasn’t the gentle,
ropy kind you’d have if you played the flute, but something more akin to a bullwhip: a prison braid, I told myself.
A month earlier I might have simply cowered, but now I put a cigarette in my mouth, the way one might if he
were about to be executed. This man was going to rob me, then lash me with his braid and set me on fire—but no.
“Give me one of those,” he said, and he pointed to the pack I was holding. I handed him a Viceroy, and when
he thanked me, I smiled and thanked him back.
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It was, I later thought, as if I’d been carrying a bouquet, and he’d asked me for a single daisy. He loved
flowers, I loved flowers, and wasn’t it beautiful that our mutual appreciation could transcend our various
differences and somehow bring us together? I must have thought too that had the situation been reversed, he’d
have been happy to give me a cigarette, though my theory was never tested. I may have been a.Boy Scout for only
two years, but the motto stuck with me forever: Be Prepared. This does not mean “Be Prepared to Ask People for
Shit,” but “Think Ahead, and Plan Accordingly, Especially in Regard to Your Vices.”
*
When I was in the fourth grade, my class took a field trip to the American Tobacco plant in nearby Durham.
There we witnessed the making of cigarettes and were given free packs to take home to our parents. I tell people
this, and they ask me how old I am, thinking, I guess, that I went to the world’s first elementary school, one where
we wrote on cave walls and hunted our lunch with clubs. I date myself again when I mention the smoking lounge
at my high school. It was out-doors, but still, you’d never find anything like that now, not even if the school was
in a prison.
I recall seeing ashtrays in movie theaters\fn{ They were floor models, with sand mounded in the tray on top } and grocery
stores, but they didn’t make me want to smoke. In fact, it was just the opposite. Once I drove an embroidery
needle into my mother’s carton of Winstons, over and over, as if it were a voodoo doll. She then beat me for
twenty seconds, at which point she ran out of breath and stood there panting,
“That’s … not … funny.”
A few years later, while sitting around the breakfast table, she invited me to take a puff. I did. Then I ran to the
kitchen and drained a carton of orange juice, drinking so furiously that half of it ran down my chin and onto my
shirt. How could she, could anyone, really, make a habit of something so fundamentally unpleasant? When my
sister Lisa started smoking, I forbade her to enter my bedroom with a lit cigarette. She could talk to me, but only
from the other side of the threshold, and she had to avert her head when she exhaled. I did the same when my
sister Gretchen started.
It wasn’t the smoke but the smell of it that bothered me. In later years I wouldn’t care so much, but at the time
I found it depressing: the scent of neglect is how I thought of it. It wasn’t so noticeable in the rest of the house, but
then again, the rest of the house was neglected. My room was clean and orderly, and if I’d had my way it would
have smelled like an album jacket the moment you removed the plastic. That is to say, it would have smelled like
anticipation.
*
At the age of fourteen I accompanied a classmate to a Raleigh park. There we met with some friends of his and
smoked a joint by the light of the moon. I don’t recall being high, but I do recall pretending to be high. My
behavior was modeled on the whacked-out hippies I’d seen in movies and on TV, so basically I just laughed a lot,
regardless of whether anything was funny. When I got home I woke my sisters and had them sniff my fingers.
“Smell that?” I said. “It’s marijuana, or ‘grass,’ as we sometimes call it.”
I was proud to be the first in my family to smoke a joint, but once I had claimed the title, I became vehemently
anti-drug and remained that way until my freshman year of college. Throughout the first semester, I railed against
my dorm mates: Pot was for losers. It pickled your brain and forced you into crummy state universities like this
one.
I’d later think of how satisfying it must have been to them—how Biblical, almost—to witness my complete
turnaround. The reverend mother becomes the town slut, the prohibitionist a drunkard, and me a total pothead,
and so quickly! It was just like you’d see in a made-for-TV movie:
FRIENDLY FELLOW FROM DOWN THE HALL: Oh, come on. One puff’s not going to hurt you.
ME: The heck it won’t! I’ve got some studying to do.
HANDSOME ROOMMATE OF THE FRIENDLY FELLOW DOWN THE HALL: Just let me give you a shotgun.
ME: A shotgun? What's that?
AGAIN THE HANDSOME ROOMMATE: You lie back while I blow smoke into your mouth.
ME: Where do you want me to lie?

I remember returning to my room that night and covering my lamp with a silk scarf. The desk, the bed, the
heavy, misshapen pottery projects: nothing was new, but everything was different; fresh somehow and worthy of
interest. Grant a blind person the ability to see, and he might have behaved the way I did, slowly advancing across
the room and marveling at everything before me: a folded shirt, a stack of books, a piece of corn bread wrapped in
foil. “Amazing.” The tour ended with the mirror, and me standing in front of it with a turban on my head. Well,
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hello there, you, I thought.
I let a college kid give me a shotgun, and for the next twenty-three years my life revolved around getting high.
It was pot, in fact, that led me to smoking tobacco. Ronnie and I were by the side of the highway, making our way
to Canada, and I was whining about having no marijuana. The sameness of everything was getting on my nerves,
and I asked if cigarettes made you feel any different.
Ronnie lit one and thought for a minute.
“I guess they leave you sort of light-headed,” she told me.
“You mean, like, nauseous?”
“A little,” she said. And I decided that was good enough for me.
*
As with pot, it was astonishing how quickly I took to cigarettes. It was as if my life was a play, and the prop
mistress had finally shown up. Suddenly there were packs to unwrap, matches to strike, ashtrays to fill and then
empty. My hands were at one with their labor, the way a cook’s might be, or a knitter’s.
“Well, that’s a hell of a reason to poison yourself,” my father said.
My mother, however, looked at the bright side.
“Now I’ll know what to put in your Christmas stocking!”
She put them in my Easter basket as well, entire cartons. Today it might seem trashy to see a young man
accepting a light from his mom, but smoking didn’t always mean something. A cigarette wasn’t always a
statement. Back when I started, you could still smoke at work, even if you worked in a hospital where kids with
no legs were hooked up to machines. If a character smoked on a TV show, it did not necessarily mean that he was
weak or evil. It was like seeing someone who wore a striped tie or parted his hair on the left—a detail, but not a
telling one.
I didn’t much notice my fellow smokers until the mid-eighties, when we began to be cordoned off. Now there
were separate sections in waiting rooms and restaurants, and I’d often look around and evaluate what I’d come to
think of as “my team.” At first they seemed normal enough—regular people, but with cigarettes in their hands.
Then the campaign began in earnest, and it seemed that if there were ten adults on my side of the room, at least
one of them was smoking through a hole in his throat.
“Still think it’s so cool?” the other side said.
But coolness, for most of us, had nothing to do with it. It’s popular to believe that every smoker was
brainwashed, sucked in by product placements and subliminal print ads. This argument comes in handy when you
want to assign blame, but it discounts the fact that smoking is often wonderful. For people like me, people who
twitched and jerked and cried out in tiny voices, cigarettes were a godsend. Not only that, but they tasted good,
especially that first one in the morning, and the seven or eight that immediately followed it. By late afternoon,
after I’d finished a pack or so, I’d generally feel a heaviness in my lungs, especially in the 1980s, when I worked
with hazardous chemicals. I should have worn a respirator, but it interfered with my smoking, and so I set it aside.
I once admitted this to a forensic pathologist. We were in the autopsy suite of a medical examiner’s office, and
he responded by handing me a lung. It had belonged to an obese, light-skinned black man, an obvious heavy
smoker who was lying on a table not three feet away. His sternum had been sawed through, and the way his chest
cavity was opened, the unearthed fat like so much sour cream, made me think of a baked potato.
“So,” the pathologist said. “What do you say to this?”
He’d obviously hoped to create a moment, the kind that leads you to change your life, but it didn’t quite work.
If you are a doctor and someone hands you a diseased lung, you might very well examine it and consequently
make some very radical changes. If, on the other hand, you are not a doctor, you’re liable to do what I did, which
was to stand there thinking, Damn, this lung is heavy.
*
When New York banned smoking in restaurants, I stopped eating out. When they banned it in the workplace I
quit working, and when they raised the price of cigarettes to seven dollars a pack, I gathered all my stuff together
and went to France. It was hard to find my brand there, but no matter. At least twice a year I returned to the United
States. Duty-free cartons were only twenty dollars each, and I’d buy fifteen of them before boarding the plane
back to Paris. Added to these were the cigarettes brought by visiting friends, who acted as mules, and the ones I
continued to receive for Christmas and Easter, even after my mom died. Ever prepared for the possibility of fire or
theft, at my peak I had thirty-four cartons stockpiled in three different locations.
“My inventory,” I called it, as in, “The only thing standing between me and a complete nervous breakdown is
my inventory.”
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It is here that I’ll identify myself as a Kool Mild smoker. This, to some, is like reading the confessions of a
wine enthusiast and discovering midway through that his drink of choice is Lancers, but so be it. It was my sister
Gretchen who introduced me to menthol cigarettes. She’d worked at a cafeteria throughout high school and had
gotten on to Kools by way of a line cook named Dewberry. I never met the guy, but in those first few years,
whenever I found myself short of breath, I’d think of him and wonder what my life would be like had he smoked
Tareytons.
People were saying that Kools had fiberglass in them, but surely that was just a rumor, started, most likely, by
the Salem or Newport people. I’d heard too that menthols were worse for you than regular cigarettes, but that also
seemed suspect. Just after she started chemotherapy, my mom sent me three cartons of Kool Milds.
“They were on sale,” she croaked.
Dying or not, she should have known that I smoked Filter Kings, but then I looked at them and thought, Well,
they are free.
For people who don’t smoke, a mild or light cigarette is like a regular one with a pinhole in it. With Kools it’s
the difference between being kicked by a donkey and being kicked by a donkey that has socks on. It took some
getting used to, but by the time my mother was cremated, I’d converted.
*
Over the years, I’ve had quite a few essays reprinted in textbooks. When the students are high schoolers or
younger, the editors will sometimes ask if they can replace or eliminate a certain filthy word or phrase, which
makes sense, I suppose. What didn’t make sense, at least to me, was a similar request to eliminate a cigarette, to
essentially blank it out. The same is done with photographs now, and the effect is disconcerting. Here is Marlene
Dietrich in repose, her fingers spread apart for no reason, her eyes staring at the burning tip of nothing.
This particular textbook was for tenth graders. Horizons, it was called, or maybe Perspectives. The line that the
editors wanted to erase did not glamorize smoking. In fact it was just the opposite. The cigarette in question
belonged to my mother and was referred to as an irritant, something invasive that had given me a headache. I
suppose I could have replaced the irritating Winston with an irritating Roman candle, but the story was supposed
to be true, and my mother never sat around with fireworks in her mouth. The point I argued is that certain people
smoke. It’s part of what makes them who they are, and though you certainly don’t have to like it, altering
someone’s character seems a bit harsh, especially when that someone is your mother, and picturing her without a
cigarette is unimaginable.
”It’s like she was a windup toy and that was her key,” I said.
It seems crazy to cut smoking mothers out of textbooks, but within a few years they won’t be allowed in
movies either. A.woman can throw her newborn child from the roof of a high-rise building. She can then retrieve
the body and stomp on it while shooting into the windows of a day care center, but to celebrate these murders by
lighting a cigarette is to send a harmful message. There are, after all, young people watching, and we wouldn’t
want them to get the wrong idea.
We’re forever being warned about secondhand smoke, but if it’s really as dangerous as they claim it is, I’d
have been dead before my first birthday. My brother and sisters would be dead as well, or maybe we’d never have
lived to begin with, our mother having been snuffed out by her own parents’ cigarettes.
My grandparents on my father’s side didn’t smoke, but as owners of a newsstand and tobacco shop, they
profited from other people doing it. My dad started smoking when he went to college, but he quit when my older
sister and I were still young.
“It’s a filthy, stinking habit.”
He said this fifty times a day, not that it did any good. Even before the warnings were printed, anyone could
see that smoking was bad for you. My mother’s sister, Joyce, was married to a surgeon, and every time I stayed at
their house I was awoken at dawn by my uncle’s hacking, which was mucky and painful-sounding and suggested
imminent death. Later, at the breakfast table I’d see him with a cigarette in his mouth and think, Well, he’s the
doctor.
Uncle Dick died of lung cancer, and a few years later my mother developed a nearly identical cough. You’d
think that being a woman, hers would be softer, a delicate lady’s hack, but no. I remember lying in bed and
thinking with shame, My mom coughs like a man.
By the time my embarrassment ripened to concern, I knew there was no point in lecturing her. I had become a
smoker myself, so what could I say, really? Eventually she dropped her Winstons in favor of something light and
then ultralight.
“It’s like sucking on a straw,” she’d complain. “Give me one of yours, why don’t you?”
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My mother visited twice when I lived in Chicago. The first time was when I graduated from college, and the
second was a few years later. She had just turned sixty, and I remember having to slow down when walking with
her. Climbing to the elevated train meant stopping every fifth step or so while she wheezed and sputtered and
pounded her chest with her fist.
Come on, I remember thinking. Hurry it up.
Toward the end of her life, she managed two weeks without a cigarette.
“That’s half a month, practically,” she said to me on the phone. “Can you believe it?”
I was in New York at the time and tried to imagine her going about her business: driving to the bank, putting in
a load of laundry, watching the portable TV in the kitchen, nothing in her mouth besides her tongue and her teeth.
At that time in her life, my mother had a part-time job at a consignment shop. Easy Elegance, the place was
called, and she was quick to remind me that they didn’t take just anything.
“It has to be classy.”
The owner didn’t allow smoking, so once every hour my mother would step out the back door. I think it was
there, standing on gravel in the hot parking lot, that she came to think of smoking as unsophisticated. I’d never
heard her talk about quitting, but when she called after two weeks without a cigarette, I could hear a tone of
accomplishment in her voice.
“It’s hardest in the mornings,” she said. “And then, of course, later on, when you’re having your drink.”
I don't know what got her started again: stress, force of habit, or perhaps she decided that she was too old to
quit. I’d probably have agreed with her, though now, of course, sixty-one, that’s nothing.
There would be other attempts to stop smoking, but none of them lasted more than a few days. Lisa would tell
me that Mom hadn’t had a cigarette in eighteen hours. Then, when my mother called, I’d hear the click of her
lighter, followed by a ragged intake of breath.
“What’s new, pussycat?”
*
Somewhere between my first cigarette and my last one, I became a business traveler. The business I conduct is
reading out loud, but still I cover a lot of territory. At first I was happy to stay in any old place, be it a Holiday Inn
or a Ramada near the airport. Bedspreads were usually slick to the touch, and patterned in dark, stain-concealing
colors. Parked here and there on the hallway carpets were any number of cockeyed trays, each with a hamburger
bun or a crust of French toast on it. Room service, I’d think. How fancy can you get?
It didn’t take long to become more discriminating. It seems that when you’re paying for yourself, any third-rate
chain will do. But if someone else is footing the bill, you sort of need the best. The places that made me the
insufferable snob I am today ranged from the fine to the ridiculously fine. Sheets had the snap of freshly minted
money, and there was always some little gift waiting on the coffee table: fruit, maybe, or a bottle of wine. Beside
the gift was a handwritten note from the manager, who wanted to say how pleased he was to have me as a guest.
“Should you need anything, anything at all, please phone me at the following number,” he would write.
The temptation was to call and demand a pony—“and be quick about it, man, this mood of mine won’t last
forever”—but of course I never did. Too shy, I guess. Too certain that I would be bothering someone.
More than a decade into my snobitude, I’m still reluctant to put anyone out. Once someone sent a cake to my
room, and rather than call downstairs and ask for silverware I cut it with my credit card and ate the pieces with my
fingers.
When I first started traveling for business, it was still possible to smoke. Not as possible as it had been in the
eighties, but most places allowed it. I remember complaining when, in order to have a cigarette, I had to walk to
the other end of the terminal, but in retrospect that was nothing. As the nineties progressed, my life grew
increasingly difficult. Airport bars and restaurants became “clean-air zones,” and those few cities that continued to
allow smoking constructed hideous tanks.
The ones in Salt Lake City were kept in good condition, but those in St. Louis and Atlanta were miniature,
glass-walled slums: ashtrays never emptied, trash on the ground, air ducts exposed and sagging from the caramelcolored ceiling.
Then there were the people. My old friend with the hole in his throat was always there, as was his wife, who
had a suitcase in one hand and an oxygen tank in the other. Alongside her were the servicemen from Abu Ghraib,
two prisoners handcuffed to federal agents, and the Joad family.\fn{ The shabbily-dressed lower-class farm family, one of
whose sons was a protagonist in John Steinbeck’s Depression-Era novel, The Grapes of Wrath}It was a live antismoking
commercial, and those passing by would often stop and point, especially if they were with children.
“See that lady with the tube taped to her nose? Is that what you want to happen to you?”
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In one of these tanks, I sat beside a woman whose two-year-old son was confined to a wheelchair. This drew
the sort of crowd that normally waves torches, and I admired the way the mother ignored it. After hot-boxing
three quarters of her Salem, she tossed the butt in the direction of the ashtray, saying,
“Damn, that was good.”
As nasty as the tanks could be, I never turned my back on one. The only other choice was to go outside, which
became increasingly complicated and time-consuming after September 11. In a big-city airport, it would likely
take half an hour just to reach the main entrance, after which you’d have to walk ten, then twenty, then fifty yards
from the door. Cars the size of school buses would pass, and the driver, who was most often the only person on
board, would give you that particular look, meaning,
“Hey, Mr. Puffing on Your Cigarette, thanks a lot for ruining our air.”
As the new century advanced, more and more places went completely smoke-free. This included all the
Marriott hotels. That in itself didn’t bother me so much—Screw them, I thought—but Marriott owns the RitzCarltons, and when they followed suit I sat on my suitcase and cried.
Not just businesses, but entire towns have since banned smoking. They’re generally not the most vital places
on the map, but still they wanted to send a message. If you thought you could enjoy a cigarette in one of their bars
or restaurants, then think again, and the same goes for their hotel rooms. Knowing that a traveler would not be
smoking while sitting at his desk at the Palookaville Hyatt: I guess this allowed the townspeople to sleep a little
easier at night. For me it marked the beginning of the end.
I don’t know why bad ideas spread faster than good ones, but they do. Across the board, smoking bans came
into effect, and I began to find myself outside the city limits, on that ubiquitous commercial strip between the
waffle restaurant and the muffler shop. You may not have noticed, but there’s a hotel there. It doesn’t have a pool,
yet still the lobby smells like chlorine, with just a slight trace of French fries. Should you order the latter off the
room service menu, and find yourself in need of more ketchup, just wipe some off your telephone, or off the knob
to the wall-mounted heating and air-conditioning unit. There’s mustard there too. I’ve seen it.
The only thing worse than a room in this hotel is a smoking room in this hotel. With a little fresh air, it
wouldn’t be quite so awful, but, nine times out of ten, the windows have been soldered shut. Either that, or they
open only a quarter of an inch, this in case you need to toss out a slice of toast. The trapped and stagnant smoke is
treated with an aerosol spray, the effectiveness of which tends to vary. At best it recalls a loaded ashtray, the butts
soaking in a shallow pool of lemonade. At worst it smells like a burning mummy.
The hotels I found myself reduced to had posters hanging in the elevators. “Our Deep Dish Pizza Is
Pantastic!!!” one of them read. Others mentioned steak fingers or “appeteazers,” available until 10:00 at
Perspectives or Horizons, always billed as “The place to see and be seen!” Go to your room, and there are more
pictures of food, most in the form of three-dimensional flyers propped beside the telephone and clock radio. If it’s
rare to find a really good photograph of bacon, it’s rarer still to find one on your bedside table. The same is true of
nachos. They’re just not photogenic.
When my room is on the ground floor, the view out my window is of a parked eighteen-wheel truck, but if I’m
higher up I can sometimes see the waffle restaurant parking lot, and beyond that the interstate. The landscape is
best described as “pedestrian hostile.” It’s pointless to try to take a walk, so I generally just stay in the room and
think about shooting myself in the head. In a decent hotel there’s always a bath to look forward to, but here the
tub is shallow and made of fiberglass. When the stopper is gone—and it usually is—I plug the drain with a balledup plastic bag. The hot water runs out after three minutes or so, and then I just lie there, me and a bar of biscuitsized soap that smells just like the carpet.
I told myself that if this was where I needed to stay in order to smoke, then so be it. To hell with the RitzCarltons and the puritanical town councils. I’d gone without decent sheets for close to forty years, and now I
would do so again. My resolve lasted through the autumn of 2006 but was never terribly strong. By the time I
found a wad of semen on the buttons of my remote control, I had already begun to consider the unthinkable.
*
If the first step in quitting was to make up my mind, the second was to fill my eventual void. I hated leaving a
hole in the smoking world, and so I recruited someone to take my place. People have given me a lot of grief, but
I’m pretty sure that after high school, this girl would have started anyway, especially if she chose the army over
community college.
After crossing “replacement” off my list, I moved on to step three. According to the experts, the best way to
quit smoking is to change your environment, shake up your routine a little. For people with serious jobs and
responsibilities, this might amount to moving your sofa, or driving to work in a rental car. For those with less
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serious jobs and responsibilities, the solution was to run away for a few months: new view, new schedule, new
lease on life.
As I searched the atlas for somewhere to run to, Hugh made a case for his old stomping grounds. His first
suggestion was Beirut, where he went to nursery school. His family left there in the midsixties and moved to the
Congo. After that, it was Ethiopia, and then Somalia, all fine places in his opinion.
“Let’s save Africa and the Middle East for when I decide to quit living,” I said.
In the end, we settled on Tokyo, a place we had gone the previous summer. The city has any number of things
to recommend it, but what first hooked me was the dentistry. People looked as if they’d been chewing on rusty
bolts. If a tooth was whole, it most likely protruded, or was wired to a crazy-looking bridge. In Ametica I smile
with my mouth shut. Even in France and England I’m self-conscious, but in Tokyo, for the first time in years, I
felt normal. I loved the department stores too and the way the employees would greet their customers.
“Irrasshimase!”
They sounded like cats, and when a group would call out in unison, the din was fantastic. When I looked back
on our short, three-day visit, I thought mainly of the curiosities: a young woman dressed for no reason like Bo
Peep, a man riding a bike while holding a tray. It had a bowl of noodles on it, and though the broth went right up
to the rim, he hadn’t spilled so much as a drop.
I’d thought of Japan as a smoker’s paradise, but, like everywhere else, it had gotten more restrictive. In most
areas of Tokyo, it is illegal to walk the streets with a lit cigarette in your hand. This doesn’t mean that you can’t
smoke, just that you can’t move and smoke at the same time. Outdoor ashtrays have been set up, and while
they’re not as numerous as one might wish, still they exist. Most are marked with metal signs, the Japanese and
English messages accompanied by simple illustrations:
“Please mind your manners.” “Don’t throw butts into the street.” “Use portable ashtrays in consideration of
others around you.”
At a smoking station in the neighborhood of Shibuya, the messages were more thought-provoking, as were the
pictures that accompanied them:
“I carry a low-degree fire in my hand with people walking all around me!” “Before I pass gas, I look behind
me, but I don’t bother when I’m smoking.” “A lit cigarette is held at the height of a child’s face.”
All of the messages were related to civics. Smoking leads to litter. Smoking can possibly burn or partially blind
those around you. There was none of the finger wagging you see in America, none of the “shouldn’t you know
better?” and the “how could you?” admonitions that ultimately ignite more cigarettes than they extinguish. When
it came to restrictions, Japan was just the opposite of everywhere else. Instead of sending its smokers out- doors,
it herded them inside where there was money to be made. In coffee shops and restaurants, in cabs and offices and
hotel rooms, life was like a black-and-white movie.. Compared to the United States, it was shocking, but
compared to France it seemed fairly normal, the most telling difference being the warning labels on the sides of
the packs. In France they read, SMOKING WILL KILL YOU, the letters so big they can be read from space. In Japan
both the writing and the message were more discreet: “Be careful of how much you smoke so as not to damage
your health.”
There was no mention of cancer or emphysema and certainly no pictures of diseased organs. They do that in
Canada, and while I don’t know that it encourages people to quit, 1 do know that it makes for one ugly package.
What with all the indoor smoking, Japan was something of a throwback. It might seem the place to start rather
than stop, but when I finally thought of quitting, I thought of Tokyo. Its foreignness would take me out of myself,
I hoped, and give me something to concentrate on besides my own suffering.
*
We decided on Tokyo in early November, and before I could back out, Hugh found us an apartment in the
neighborhood of Minato-ku. The building was a high-rise, and most of the tenants were short term. The real estate
agent sent pictures, and I viewed them with mixed feelings. Tokyo I was excited about, but the idea of not
smoking—of actually going through with this—made me a little sick. The longest I’d ever gone without a
cigarette was twelve hours, but that was on an airplane so it probably didn’t count.
On an average day I’d smoke around a pack and a half, more if I was drunk or on drugs, and more still if I was
up all night, working against a deadline. The next morning I’d have what amounted to a nicotine hangover, my
head all stuffy, my tongue like some filthy sandal crammed into my mouth—not that it prevented me from starting
all over again the moment I got out of bed. I used to wait until I had a cup of coffee in my hand, but by the early
1990s, that had gone by the wayside. The only rule now was that I had to be awake.
In preparing myself to quit, I started looking at this or that individual cigarette, wondering why I’d lit it in the
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first place. Some you just flat-out need—the ones you reach for after leaving the dentist’s office or the movie
theater—but others were smoked as a kind of hedge.
“Only if I light this will my bus appear,” I’d tell myself. “Only if I light this will the ATM give me small bills.”
There were cigarettes lit because the phone was ringing, because the doorbell was ringing, even a passing
ambulance was an excuse. There would certainly be bells and sirens in Tokyo, but I doubted that anyone would
come to our door. What with the time difference, I wasn’t expecting many calls either. When not panicking, I
could sometimes congratulate myself on what was actually a pretty decent plan.
*
In the summer of 2006, shortly before our three-day trip to Tokyo, I bought a japanese-language CD. It was
just the basics: “Good morning,” “May I have a fork?” that type of thing. The person giving the English
translation spoke at a normal pace, but the one speaking Japanese, a woman, was remarkably slow and hesitant.
“Koooonniiiichiii waaa,” she’d say. “Ooooohaaaayooooo goooooo zaimasssssuuu.”
I memorized everything she said and arrived in Japan feeling pretty good about myself. A bellman escorted
Hugh and me to our hotel room and, without too much trouble, I was able to tell him that I liked it.
“Korrree gaaa sukiii dessssu.” The following morning I offered a few pleasantries to the concierge, who
politely told me that I was talking like a lady, an old, rich one, apparently.
“You might want to speed it up a little,” he suggested.
A lot of people laughed at my Japanese on that trip, but I never felt that I was being made fun of. Rather, it was
like I’d performed a trick, something perverse and unexpected, like pulling a sausage out of my ear. When I first
came to France, I was afraid to open my mouth, but in Tokyo, trying was fun. The five dozen phrases I’d
memorized before coming served me in good stead, and I left the country wanting to learn more.
This led me to a second, much more serious instructional program—forty-five CDs as opposed to just one. The
speakers were young, a guy and a girl, and they didn’t slow down for anybody. The idea here was to listen and
repeat—no writing whatsoever—but that, to me, sounded too good to be true. It wasn’t advised, but at the end of
each lesson I’d copy all the new words and phrases onto index cards. These allowed me to review, and, even
better, to be quizzed. Hugh has no patience for that sort of thing, so I had my sisters Amy and Lisa do it. The two
of them came to Paris for Christmas, and at the end of every day I’d hand one or the other of them my stack of
cards.
“All right,” Lisa might say. “How do you ask if I’m a second-grade reading teacher?”
“I haven’t learned that yet. If it’s not written down, I don’t know how to say it.”
“Oh, really?” She’d then pull a card from the stack and frown at it. “All right, say this: ‘As for this afternoon,
what are you going to do?’”
“Gogo wa, nani o shimasu ka.”
“‘What did you do this afternoon?’ Can you say that in Japanese?”
“Well no …”
“Can you say that you and your older sister saw a bad movie with a dragon in it? Can you at least say
‘dragon’?”
“No.”
“I see,” she said, and as she reached for another card, I felt a mounting hopelessness. It was even worse when
Amy quizzed me.
“How do you ask someone for a cigarette?”
“I don’t know.”
“How do you say, ‘I tried to quit, but it’s not working’?”
“I have no idea.”
“Say ‘I’ll give you a blow job if you’ll give me a cigarette.’”
“Just stick to the index cards.”
“Say ‘Goodness, how fat I’ve become! Can you believe how much weight I’ve gained since I quit smoking’?”
“Actually,” I said, “I think I’ll just do this on my own.”
*
In the months preceding our trip to Tokyo, I spoke to quite a few people who had either quit smoking or tried
to. A number of them had stopped for years. Then their step-grandmother died or their dog grew a crooked tooth,
and they picked up where they’d left off.
“Do you think you were maybe looking for a reason to start again?” I asked.
All of them said no.
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The message was that you were never really safe. An entire decade without a cigarette, and then … wham! My
sister Lisa started again after six years, and told me, as had others, that quitting was much more difficult the
second time around.
When asked how they made it through the first few weeks, a lot of people mentioned the patch. Others spoke
of gum and lozenges, of acupuncture, hypnosis, and some new drug everyone had heard about but no one could
remember the name of. Then there were the books. The problem with most so-called quit lit is that there are only
so many times you can repeat the words “smoking” and “cigarettes.” The trick is to alternate them, not to reach
for your thesaurus. It bothers me to read that so-and-so “inhaled a cancer stick,” that he “sucked up a coffin nail.”
I don’t know anyone who refers to tobacco as “the evil weed.” People in the UK genuinely say “fags,” but in
America it’s just embarrassing and self-consciously naughty, like calling a cat a pussy.
The book I was given used all of these terms and more. I read the first hundred pages and then offered Hugh
the following summary:
“The guy says that choking down lung busters is a filthy, disgusting habit.”
“No it’s not,” he said. After years of throwing open the windows and telling me I smelled like a casino, it
seemed that Hugh didn’t want me to quit. “You just need to cut back a little,” he told me.
Not being a smoker himself, he didn’t understand how agonizing that would be. It had been the same with
alcohol; easier to stop altogether than to test myself every day. As far as getting wasted was concerned, I was
definitely minor league. All I know is that I drank to get drunk, and I succeeded every night for over twenty years.
For the most part, I was very predictable and bourgeois about it. I always waited until 8:00 p.m. to start drinking,
and I almost always did it at home, most often at the typewriter. What began at age twenty-two as one beer per
night eventually became five, followed by two tall Scotches, all on an empty stomach and within a period of
ninety minutes. Dinner would sober me up a little and, after eating, I’d start smoking pot.
Worse than anything was the dullness of it, night after night the exact same story. Hugh didn’t smoke pot, and
though he might have a cocktail, and maybe some wine with dinner, he’s never seemed dependent on it. At 11:00
you could talk to him on the phone, and he’d sound no different from the way he would at noon. Call me at 11:00,
and after a minute or so I’d forget who I was talking to. Then I’d remember, and celebrate by taking another bong
hit. Even worse was when I placed the call.
“Yes,” I’d say. “May I please speak to … oh, you know. He has brownish hair? He drives a van with his name
written on it?”
“Is this David?”
“Yes.”
“And you want to speak to your brother, Paul?”
“That’s it. Could you put him on, please?”
Most often I’d stay up until 3:00, rocking back and forth in my chair and thinking of the things I could do if I
weren’t so fucked up. Hugh would go to bed at around midnight, and after he’d fallen asleep I would have dinner
all over again. Physically I couldn’t have been hungry. It was just the pot talking.
“Fry me an egg,” it would demand. “Make me a sandwich.” “Cut a piece of cheese and smear it with
whatever’s on that shelf there.” We couldn’t keep a condiment for longer than a week, no matter how horrid or
ridiculous it was.
“Where’s that Nigerian tica-tica sauce Oomafata brought us from Lagos last Tuesday?” Hugh would ask, and
I’d say,
“Tica-tica sauce? Never saw it.”
In New York I got my marijuana through a service. You called a number, recited your code name, and twenty
minutes later an apple-cheeked NYU\fn{ New York University} student would show up at your door. In his knapsack
would be eight varieties of pot, each with its own clever name and distinctive flavor. Getting high on Thompson
Street was the easiest thing in the world, but in Paris, I had no idea where to find such a college student. I knew a
part of town where people lurked in the shadows. The way they whispered and beckoned was familiar, but as a
foreigner I didn’t dare risk getting arrested. Then too, they were most likely selling moss, or the innards of
horsehair sofas. The things I’ve bought from strangers in the dark would curl your hair.
You don’t withdraw from marijuana the way you do from speed or cocaine. The body doesn’t miss it, but the
rest of you sure does.
“I wonder what this would look like stoned.” I said this to myself twenty times a day, referring to everything
from Notre Dame to the high-beamed ceiling in our new apartment. Pot made the normal look ten times better, so
I could only imagine what it did to the extraordinary.
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If I survived in Paris without getting high, it was only because I still had drinking to look forward to. The
bottles in France are smaller than they are in the States, but the alcohol content is much higher. I’m no good at
math but figured that five American beers equaled nine French ones. This meant I had to be vigilant about the
recycling. Skip a day, and it would look like I’d had Belgium over.
In time I knew that my quota would increase, and then increase again. I wanted to quit before that happened,
but practical concerns kept getting in the way. When drinking and working went hand in hand, it was easy to sit at
your desk every night. Without it, though, how could a person write? What would be the incentive? Then there
was the mess of quitting: the treatment center with the chatterbox roommate, the AA meetings where you’d have
to hold hands.
In the end, I stopped on my own. One night without a drink became two nights, and so on and so on. The first
few weeks were kind of shaky, but a lot of it was just me being dramatic. As for the writing, I simply changed my
schedule and worked in the daytime rather than in the evening. When other people drank, I tried to be happy for
them, and when they got drunk and fell down, I found that I didn’t have to try. My happiness was genuine and
unforced. Look at what I’m missing, I’d think.
Turn down a drink in the United States, and people get the message without your having to explain.
“Oh,” they say, ashamed of themselves for presuming otherwise. “Right. I should probably … quit too.”
In Europe, though, you’re not an alcoholic unless you’re living half-naked on the street, drinking antifreeze
from a cast-off shoe. Anything shy of this is just “fun-loving” or “rascally.” Cover your glass in France or
Germany—even worse, in England—and in the voice of someone who has been personally affronted, your host
will ask why you’re not drinking.
“Oh, I just don’t feel like it this morning.”
“Why not?”
“I guess I’m not in the mood?”
“Well, this’ll put you in the'mood. Here. Drink up.”
“No, really, I’m OK.”
“Just taste it.”
“Actually, I’m sort of … well, I sort of have a problem with it.”
“Then how about half a glass?”
I was at a French wedding a few years back, and when it came time to toast the couple, the bride’s mother
approached me with a bottle of Veuve Clicquot.
“That’s all right,” I told her, “I’m happy with my water.”
“But you have to have champagne!”
“Really,” I said, “I’m fine the way I am.”
“But …”
Just then the toast was delivered. I raised my glass into the air, and as I was bringing it to my lips someone
jabbed a champagne-soaked finger into my mouth. It was the bride’s mother.
“I’m sorry,” she said, “but those are the rules. You’re not supposed to toast with Perrier.”
In America I’m pretty sure you could sue somebody for this. But the woman had meant well, and at least her
nails had been short. In the years since the wedding, I’ve learned to accept the glass of champagne. It’s easier to
take it, then quietly pass it to Hugh, than it is to make a big deal about it. Other than that, I don’t give much
thought to alcohol any more. I don’t think about drugs, either, not unless something new comes along, something
I never got a chance to try. The point, I guess, is that I was able to quit. And if I was able to quit drinking and
taking drugs, perhaps I’d be able to quit smoking as well. The trick was not to get all sensitive about it, lest you
give abstinence a worse name that it already has.
*
My last cigarette was smoked in a bar at Charles de Gaulle Airport. It was January 3, a Wednesday morning,
and though we would be changing planes in London and would have a layover of close to two hours, I thought it
best to quit while I was still ahead.
“All right,” I said to Hugh. “This is it, my final one.”
Six minutes later I pulled out my pack and said the same thing. Then I did it one more time.
“This is it. I mean it.”
All around me, people were enjoying cigarettes: the ruddy Irish couple, the Spaniards with their glasses of
beer. There were the Russians, the Italians, even some Chinese. Together we formed a foul little congress: the
United Tarnations, the Fellowship of the Smoke Ring. These were my people, and now I would be betraying
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them, turning my back just when they needed me most. Though I wish it were otherwise, I’m actually a very
intolerant person. When I see a drunk or a drug addict begging for money, I don’t think, There but for the grace 9f
God go I, but, I quit, and so can you. Now get that cup of nickels out of my face.
It’s one thing to give up smoking, and another to become a former smoker. That’s what I would be the moment
I left the bar, and so I lingered awhile, looking at my garish disposable lighter, and the crudded-up aluminum
ashtray. When I eventually got up to leave, Hugh pointed out that I still had five cigarettes left in my pack.
“Are you just going to leave them there on the table?”
I answered with a line I’d gotten years ago from a German woman. Her name was Tini Haffmans, and though
she often apologized for the state of her English, I wouldn’t have wanted it to be any better. When it came to verb
conjugation she was beyond reproach, but every so often she’d get a word wrong. The effect was not a loss of
meaning, but a heightening of it. I once asked if her neighbor smoked, and she thought for a moment before
saying,
“Karl has … finished with his smoking.”
She meant, of course, that he had quit, but I much preferred her mistaken version. “Finished” made it sound as
if he’d been allotted a certain number of cigarettes, three hundred thousand, say, delivered at the time of his birth.
If he’d started a year later or smoked more slowly, he might still be at it, but as it stood he had worked his way to
the last one, and then moved on with his life. This, I thought, was how I would look at it. Yes, there were five
more Kool Milds in that particular pack, and twenty-six cartons stashed away at home, but those were extras, an
accounting mistake. In terms of my smoking, I had just finished with it.
*
The first time we flew to Tokyo, I ran outside immediately after clearing customs. I had just gone half a day
without a cigarette, and the one I would light out on the curb would leave me so woozy I’d come close to toppling
over. To most people, this sounds unpleasant, but to a smoker it’s about as good as it gets—the first cigarette in
the morning times ten. This was always my reward for traveling, and without it I wasn’t sure what to do with
myself. After clearing customs on this most recent flight, I set down my suitcase and turned to Hugh.
“What happens next?” I asked. And with no fanfare, he led us toward the train.
That was yesterday morning, which seems like months ago. It’s been thirty-eight hours since my last cigarette,
and I have to say that while it hasn’t been completely painless, neither is it as ghastly as I thought it would be. I
expected a complete meltdown, but strangely it’s Hugh who’s become moody and irritable. If I’m no different
than ever, it might have something to do with the patch I applied three hours into our flight. I hadn't planned on
buying any, but a few days ago, while passing a pharmacy, I changed my mind and got eighty of them. If I’d never
used one in the past, it’s because I’d thought of smoking as just that—an activity that produces smoke. Patches
don’t satisfy the urge to stick something in your mouth and set it on fire, but they are oddly calming. While I was
at it, I also bought five boxes of nicotine lozenges. I haven’t opened them yet, but knowing they’re available—
perhaps that calms me as well.
More than my products, I think it helps that everything is so new and different: our electric toilet, for instance.
There’s a control panel attached to the seat, and on it are a dozen buttons. Each is labeled in Japanese and marked
with a simple illustration. What looks like a lowercase w is a bottom. A capital Y is a vagina. If you have both,
you can occupy yourself for hours, but even for guys there’s a lot to have done.
“May I wash that for you?” the toilet silently asks. “Regarding the water, would you prefer the steady stream
or the staccato burst? What temperature? Might I offer my blow-dry service as well?” On and on.
Along with everything else in the apartment, the electric toilet was pointed out by the building manager. Supersan, I call him. The man is a few inches shorter than me and seems to speak no English other than “hello.” Two
months of instructional CDs allowed me to confidently introduce both myself and Hugh, and to comment on the
pleasant weather as we boarded the elevator to the twenty-sixth floor.
ME: Ii o tenki desu ne?
HIM: So desu ne!

Just inside our door, Super-san pulled off his loafers. Hugh did the same and then he kicked me with his
stockinged foot.
“No shoes allowed.”
“But it’s our apartment,” I whispered.
“It doesn’t matter.”
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At the end of the short entryway, just where the carpet begins, there’s a low metal tree with slippers hanging
off it. They’re brand-new, a mix of men’s and women’s, and all of them still have price tags on the soles. Supersan stepped into the smallest pair and then gave us a tour of what will be our home for the next three months.
I knew how to say that the apartment was big, and good, but not that it smelled new and reminded me of one of
those mid-level residence hotels. In the living room are two framed pictures. They look like the color samples you
get at the paint store, nameless, though, and matted in white. These hang above an empty console that faces an
empty bookshelf. There’s an empty, glass-doored cabinet as well, along with two sofas, a table and chairs, and a
complicated-looking TV.
While the apartment itself is unremarkable, outside it’s a wonderland. Off the living room there’s a shallow
balcony, and from it we can see the Tokyo Tower. There’s a balcony in the bedroom as well, and it overlooks a
network of canals, some with little boats in them. Then there’s a train yard and, beyond that, a sewage treatment
plant. I said to Super-san,
“Good. Good. Our place is good.”
When he smiled, we smiled. When he bowed, we bowed. When he left, we took his slippers and hung them on
the low metal tree.
*
Our high-rise is on a busy but not unpleasant street lined with similar tall buildings, some business and others
residential. There’s a post office on one side of us, and a chain restaurant on the other. Outside our front door there
are trees decorated with festive lights, and across the street there’s a convenience store called Lawson. When
writing a foreign word, the Japanese use the katakana alphabet, but this sign, just like the one at the 7-Eleven, is
in English. They sell my brand of cigarettes at Lawson, but if I wanted them even quicker I could get them at the
Peacock, a good-sized supermarket located in the basement of our building. Their sign is also in English, but I
don’t know why. If you’re catering to Westerners, the first thing you need are the Westerners. There are Hugh and
me, but other than us, I haven’t seen a single one, not on the streets, and certainly not at the Peacock.
We went there twice yesterday and found ourselves completely lost. The milk I recognized by the red carton
and by the little silhouette of the cow, but how do you find soy sauce when everything on the shelves looks like
soy sauce? How do you differentiate between sugar and salt, between regular coffee and decaf?
In Paris the cashiers sit rather than stand. They run your goods over a scanner, tally up the price, and then ask
you for exact change. The story they give is that there aren’t enough euros to go around.
“The entire EU is short on coins.”
And I say, “Really?” because there are plenty of them in Germany. I’m never asked for exact change in Spain
or Holland or Italy, so I think the real problem lies with the Parisian cashiers, who are, in a word, lazy.
Here in Tokyo they’re not just hardworking but almost violently cheerful. Down at the Peacock, the change
flows like tap water. The women behind the registers bow to you, and I don’t mean that they lower their heads a
little, the way you might if passing someone on the street. These cashiers press their hands together and bend from
the waist. Then they say what sounds to me like
“We, the people of this store, worship you as we might a god.
*
A Japanese woman we’d met in Paris came to the apartment yesterday and spent several hours explaining our
appliances. The microwave, the water kettle, the electric bathtub: everything blinks and bleeps and calls out in the
middle of the night. I’d wondered what the rice maker was carrying on about, and Reiko told us that it was on a
timer and simply wanted us to know that it was present and ready for duty. That was the kettle’s story as well,
while the tub was just being an asshole and waking us up for no reason.
*
I peeled away my patch last night and was disgusted by the cruddy shadow it left. It feels like I’ve been
wearing a bumper sticker, so instead of replacing the one I took off, I think I’ll just go without and see what
happens. As for my three hundred dollars’ worth of lozenges, I still haven’t opened them, and don’t think I’m
going to. What I’ve been doing instead is rolling index cards into little tubes. I put one in my mouth when I sit
down to write, and then I slowly chew it to a paste and swallow it. I’m now up to six a day and am wondering if I
should switch to a lighter, unlined brand.
*
In the grocery section of Seibu department store, I saw a whole chicken priced at the equivalent of forty-four
dollars. This seemed excessive until I went to another department store and saw fourteen strawberries for fortytwo dollars. They were pretty big, but still. Forty-two dollars—you could almost buy a chicken for that.
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*
I dropped by a Japanese-language school to ask about classes, and the woman at the front desk suggested that
as long as I was there, I might as well take the placement exam.
“Why not?” she said. “This a good a time as any!”
I hadn’t planned on staying that long, but I liked how fun and easy she made it sound. A test! In Japanese! I
was just thinking the exact same thing!
A minute later I was seated behind a closed door in a small white room.
Q: Veno koen ___ ______ desu ka?
A: Asoko desu!

I had been fine all morning—in the apartment, on the subway, standing in line at the post office. It wasn’t as if
I had never smoked, but I was able to put not smoking on a back burner. Now, though, under pressure to answer a
dozen and a half test questions, I’d have gladly traded one of my eyes for a cigarette, even one that was not my
brand. I’ve found that it helps to gently chew on my tongue, but that works only during standard cravings. For this
one I needed to chew on someone else’s tongue—until it came off.
Sitting there in that hot little room, I wished I’d taken the advice of my friend Janet, who filled a baby food jar
with an inch of water and a half-dozen butts. This she carried around in her purse, and whenever she wanted a
cigarette, she’d just unscrew the lid and take a whiff of what even the most enthusiastic smoker has to admit is
pretty damn nasty. In times of weakness, it’s easy to forget why you ever wanted to quit. That’s why I should have
kept that remote control. Even when the semen dried and flaked off, I think it would have served as a good
reminder.
Breathe in. Breathe out. It took a few minutes, but eventually I calmed down and realized that, thanks to my
instructional CDs, I knew quite a few of these answers, at least in the fill-in-the-blank section. Then came the
multiple-choice part, and I found myself blindly guessing. Capping it all off was an essay question, the subject
being, “My Country, an Introduction.”
“I am American, but now I live in other places sometimes,” I wrote.\fn{ In Japanese} “America is big and not
very expensive.”
Then I sat with my hands folded until an instructor came and led me back to the lobby. My test was graded in
less than a minute, and when the woman behind the counter assigned me to the beginner’s class, I tried to act
flattered, as if there was a sub-beginner’s class, and it had just been decided that I was too good for it.
*
In terms of stress and its connection to smoking, language school is probably not the best idea in the world. I
thought of this yesterday morning as I headed to my first class. Our session ran from 9:00 to I2:45, and during that
time we had two different teachers, both women and both remarkably kind. With Ishikawa-sensei we began at the
beginning: Hello. Nice to meet you. I am Lee Chung Ha, Keith, Matthieu, and so on. Out of ten students, four are
Korean, three are French, two are American, and one is Indonesian. I was luckily not the oldest person in the
room. That’s a distinction that went to Claude, a history professor from Dijon.
It’s sad, really. Put me in a classroom, and within five minutes it all comes back: the brownnosing, the
jealousy, the desire to be the best student, and the reality that I’ve never been smart enough.
“Stop talking,” I write in my notebook. “It’s only the first day. Don’t exhaust people yet.”
I like Sang Lee, the seventeen-year-old Korean girl who sits in the second row. Actually, “like” is probably not
the right word. More than that, I need her, need someone who’s worse than I am, someone I can look down on.
Because this class is for beginners, I didn’t think that anyone would know the hiragana alphabet. A character or
two, maybe, but certainly not the entire thing. When it turned out that everyone knew it, everyone but me and this
little idiot Sang Lee, I was devastated.
“Where did you learn this?” I asked one of the French students. And he said, very matter-of-factly,
“Oh, I just picked it up.”
“A flu is something you ‘just pick up,’” I told him. “The words to a song in Spanish. But a forty-six character
alphabet isn’t learned unless you specifically sit down and stuff it inside your head.”
“Picked it up,” indeed. I know two characters. That’s it. Only two. This puts me two ahead of that lovable
nitwit, Sang Lee, but still, it’s not much of a lead.
*
As school continues, so does the parade of new teachers. We had two different ones yesterday, Ayuba-sensei
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and Komito-sensei. Both were patient and enthusiastic, but neither could match the exuberance of Thursday’s
Miki-sensei. At one point, she asked me how to say the number six. I hesitated a little too long, and out of the
corner of her mouth, she whispered,
“Roku.”
“Come again?”
She whispered it a second time, and when I successfully repeated after her, she applauded with what looked
like genuine sincerity and told me I had done really, really well.
*
Just before 3:00 a.m. I awoke to find our bed moving.
“Earthquake!” I yelled.
Hugh sat up at the sound of my voice, and together we gawked at the gently swaying curtains. There was no
time to stand, much less run for cover, but I remember thinking how unfair it would be to die two weeks after I
quit smoking.
*
I was in the school break room with Christophe-san yesterday, and the two of us got to talking about vending
machines, not just the ones before us, but the ones outside as well.
“Can you believe it?” he asked. “In the subway station, on the street, they just stand there, completely
unmolested.”
“I know it,” I said.
Our Indonesian classmate came up, and after listening to us go on, he asked what the big deal was.
“In New York or Paris, these machines would be trashed,” I told him.
The Indonesian raised his eyebrows.
“He means destroyed,” Christophe said. “Persons would break the glass and cover everything with graffiti.”
The Indonesian student asked why, and we were hard put to explain.
“It’s something to do?” I offered.
“But you can read a newspaper,” the Indonesian said.
“Yes,” I explained, “but that wouldn’t satisfy your basic need to tear something apart.” Eventually, he said,
“Oh, OK,” the way I do when moving on seems more important than understanding. Then we all went back to
class.
I reflected on our conversation after school, as I hurried down a skyway connecting two train stations.
windows flanked the moving sidewalks, and on their ledges sat potted flowers. No one had pulled the petals off.
No one had thrown trash into the pots or dashed them to the floor. How different life looks when people behave
themselves—the windows not barred, the walls not covered with graffiti-repellent paint. And those vending
machines, right out in the open, lined up on the sidewalk like people waiting for a bus.
*
In my how-to-quit-smoking book, the author writes that eating is not a substitute for cigarettes. He repeats this
something like thirty times, over and over, like a hypnotist.
“Eating is not a substitute for smoking. Eating is not a substitute for smoking …”
I repeat it myself while looking through the refrigerator and grimacing at the crazy stuff Hugh brought home
yesterday: things like pickled sticks, or at least that’s what they look like. Everything is dark brown, and floating
in murky syrup. Then there’s this fish wrapped up in paper. It’s supposed to be dead, but I can’t shake the feeling
that it’s simply been paralyzed.
My new thing is the Cozy Corner, a Western-style coffee shop next to the Tamachi train station. I pointed to
something in the bakery case last Saturday, and the woman behind the counter identified it as shotokeki. This, I’ve
come to realize, is Japanese for shortcake.
*
We were given a dictation quiz yesterday, and I found mysrlf wanting to cry. It’s not just that I’m the worst
student in the class, it’s that I’m clearly the worst student in the class, miles behind that former dope, Sang Lee.
What makes it that much harder to bear is the teacher’s kindness, which has come to feel like pity.
“You can keep your book open,” Miki-sensei told me, but even that didn’t help. Instead of kyoshi I wrote
quichi. Instead of Tokyo, I wrote doki, as in tokidoki, which means “sometimes.”
“It’s all right,” Miki-sensei said. “You’ll get it eventually.”
After dictation we opened our books and read out loud. Mae Li breezed right along, as did Indri and Claude.
Then came my turn.
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“Who … whose … book … is …”
“This,” Sang Lee whispered.
“Whose book is this?” I continued.
“Good,” the teacher said. “Try the next line.” I could hear the rest of the class groan.
“Is … it … you … your book …”
Buying a bottle of shampoo and discovering later that it’s actually baby oil is bad, but at least that’s a private
humiliation. This is public, and it hurts everyone around me.
Don’t call on David-san, don’t call on David-san, I can feel my classmates thinking. When we team up for
exercises, I see that look, meaning,
“But it’s not fair. I had to be with him last time.”
I went through this with French school but never knew how easy I had it. Certain letters might not be
pronounced, but at least it’s the same alphabet. I was younger then, too, and obviously more resilient. I left
yesterday’s class with one goal—to find a secluded place, sit down, and treat myself to a nice long cry.
Unfortunately, this is Tokyo, and there is no secluded place—no church to duck into, no park bench hidden in the
shadows.
It didn’t help any that I got off the subway at Shin-juku. Two million people a day pass through the station.
Then they scatter to office towers and department stores, to clogged streets and harshly lit underground malls. I’m
always wanting to compare an area to Times Square. Then I walk a mile or so, and come to another, even more
crowded area. On and on, and with each new neighborhood I feel ever more insignificant. It’s like looking at a sky
full of stars and knowing for a fact that each one is not just inhabited, but overpopulated, the message being: you
are less than nothing.
It’s probably for the best that I didn’t cry. A lot of people feel that smoking and drinking go together. “The two
are inseparable,” they insist. I guess I feel the same way about tears. Unless you can follow a good weep with a
cigarette, there’s really no use doing it.
*
Every so often I forget that I’ve quit smoking. I’ll be on the subway or in a store and think, Ah, a cigarette,
that should solve everything. Then I’ll put my hand to my pocket and, after the panic that comes with finding
nothing, I’ll remember that I’ve given it up, and I’ll feel a crushing little blow. It’s like being told some piece of
horrible news, but on a smaller scale, not “the baby is going to die,” but “not all of the baby’s hair is going to
make it.” Ten times a day this happens. I forget and then I remember.
*
“If you want to quit smoking, you have to return to the person you were before you started.”
Someone told me this a few months ago, and I assumed that he was joking. Now I see that, like it or not, I am
reverting to my twenty-year-old self, at least scholastically. Yesterday morning we took a hiragana test. Out of a
possible 100 points, I received 39. It was the worst grade in the class, but still the teacher decorated my paper with
a fanciful sticker and the message,
“Cheers up!!!”
“That’s a very bad score,” Claude-san told me. He himself had received a perfect 100, and as he headed off to
celebrate with a cigarette, I looked at him and thought, Loser.
*
According to the book I read, after three weeks without smoking, I’m supposed to feel elation.
Yippee, I should be thinking. I’m free! Yesterday marked my three-week anniversary, but instead of feeling
joyful I felt weak and opened my mind to the possibility of having a cigarette.
Just one, I thought. Just to prove that they’re not as good as I remember them being.
Then I thought of the supermarket in the basement, and of the convenience store across the street. I could buy a
pack of Kool Milds, take just one, and throw the rest away. Imagining how it would taste—the almost medicinal
punch at the back of my throat—literally made my mouth water, and for the first time since quitting I saw the
hopelessness of it.
A person gives up smoking, and then what? Spends the rest of his miserable life wanting a cigarette? It wasn’t
like that with drinking, but then again, I have a life to lead, things to do, and being drunk kept getting in the way.
Unlike alcohol, a cigarette casts no immediate shadow. Smoke one, smoke five or twenty, and you can not only
function, you can function better, unless, I mean, you’re chopping down trees or resuscitating someone, two
things I hardly ever do any more.
Just one cigarette, I thought. Just one.
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It’s embarrassing, but what got me through my moment of weakness was the thought of the Four Seasons in
Santa Barbara. Its regular rooms are pretty swank, but even better are the private cottages. I stayed in one once,
back when you could still smoke, and was struck by how comfortable it felt, how much like a real home. Most
hotels are fairly spartan. Anything not nailed down is likely to be stolen, so it’s just the bed, the desk, the mindless
abstract print bolted to the wall: the basics. These cottages, though, they look like little houses lived in by gentle
rich people. Cashmere lap blankets, Arts and Crafts bowls—it’s not exactly my taste, but who cares? My cottage
had a fireplace, and, if I remember correctly, there was an iron poker and a pair of tongs hanging from a rack
beside the hearth. It’s such a faggy thing to think about—the fireplace tongs at the Four Seasons in Santa Barbara
—but there you have it. I thought of them for a minute or two, and then I was fine, the craving had passed, which
is another thing they told me in the book I read: just hold on.
*
It’s hard to put a finger on our neighborhood. Crammed between the office towers are a good number of
apartment buildings. I just can’t figure out who lives in them. Are the people wealthy? Middle class? A woman
can wear a tattered dress over two pairs of pants, and it looks to me like Comme des Garçons, last season maybe,
but still smart and expensive. Along the canals there are simple two- and three-story houses. Were they in
America, you could casually peep through the windows, but here, on the off chance that the curtains are open,
you’re likely.to see the back side of a dresser or bookshelf. Even in homes facing the park, people have their
windows obscured. Either that, or the glass is textured. I noticed the same thing when we went to the country.
Here’s a village of twenty houses, and you can’t look into a single one of them.
Likewise, people cover their books with patterned, decorative jackets so you can’t see what they’re reading. In
the rest of the world, if you’re curious about someone, all you have to do is follow him for a while. Within a few
minutes his cell phone will ring, and you’ll learn more than you ever wanted to know. Here, of course, there’s a
considerable language barrier, but even if I were fluent it wouldn’t help me any. After three weeks I have yet to
see a single bus or subway passenger talking on a cell phone. People do it on the street sometimes, but even there
they whisper and cover their mouths with their free hands. I see this and wonder,
What are you hiding?
*
It might be different for actual Japanese people, but as a visitor I am regularly overwhelmed by how kind and
accommodating everyone is. This woman at our local flower shop, for I instance. I asked her for directions to the
monorail, and after she patiently gave them to me I decided to buy a Hello Kitty bouquet. What it basically
amounts to is a carnation with pointed ears. Add two plastic dots for the eyes and one more for the nose, and
you’ve got a twenty-dollar cat.
“Cute,” I said, and when the florist agreed, I supersized the compliment to “very cute.”
“You speak with skill,” she told me.
Drunk with praise, I then observed that the weather was nice. She said that it certainly was, and after paying I
headed for the door. Anywhere else I’d say good-bye when exiting a shop or restaurant. Here, though, I use a
phrase I learned from my instructional CD.
“Now I am leaving,” I announce, and the people around me laugh, perhaps because I am stating the obvious.
*
Following yesterday’s midmorning break, the teacher approached me in the hallway.
“David-san,” she said, “I think you homework chotto …”
This means “a little” and is used when you don’t want to hurt someone’s feelings.
“You think it’s chotto what?” I asked. “Chotto bad?”
“No.”
“Chotto sloppy? Chotto lazy?”
The teacher pressed her hands together and regarded them for a moment before continuing.
“Maybe, ah, maybe you don’t understand it so much,” she said.
I used to laugh at this Japanese indirectness, but now I see that there’s a real skill, not just to using it, but to
interpreting it. At 11:00 we changed teachers. Miki-sensei walked in carrying her books and visual aids and went
on to explain how to ask for things. If you want, for example, to borrow some money, you ask the other person if
he or she has any. If you want to know the time, you ask if the other person has a watch.
I raised my hand.
“Why not just ask for the time?”
“Too much directness,” Miki-sensei said.
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“But the time is free.”
“Maybe. But in Japan, not a good idea.”
After school I went to the Cozy Corner with Akira, who spent many years in California and now works as a
book translator. We both ordered shotokeki, and as we ate he observed that, as opposed to English, Japanese is a
listener’s language.
“What’s not being mentioned is usually more important than what is.”
I asked him how I’d compliment someone on, say, his shirt.
“Do I say, ‘I like the shirt you’re wearing’ or ‘I like your shirt’?”
“Neither,” he told me. “Instead of wasting time with the object, you’d just say ‘I like,’ and let the other person
figure out what you’re talking about.”
Our teachers offer much the same advice. Give them a sentence, and they’ll immediately trim off the fat.
“No need to begin with I, as it is clear that you are the one talking,” they’ll say.
The next session of Japanese class begins on February 8, and I’ve just decided not to sign up for it. Should I
announce this in advance, I wonder, or would that be too wordy and direct? Maybe it’s best just to walk out the
door and never return. I’ll feel guilty for a day or two, but in time I’ll get over it. The way I see it, I came here to
quit smoking. That’s my first priority, and, as long as I don’t start again, I can consider myself, if not a success,
then at least not a complete failure.
*
Four weeks without a cigarette. Given the state of my Japanese it seems unfair to criticize some of the English
I’ve been seeing. A sign outside a beauty parlor reads “Eye Rash Tint,” and instead of laughing, I should give
them credit for at least coming close. What gets me are the mass-produced mistakes, the ones made at Lawson, for
example. A huge, nationwide chain of convenience stores, and this is what’s printed on the wrappers of their
ready-made sandwiches:
“We have sandwiches which you can enjoy different tastes. So you can find your favorite one from our
sandwiches. We hope you can choose the best one for yourself.”
It’s not that horribly off the mark, but still you’d think that someone, maybe someone in management, might
say,
“I’ve got a cousin who lives in America. What do you say I give him a call and run this by him before we slap
it on tens of millions of wrappers?”
But no.
Among Hugh’s birthday gifts were two handmade tea-cups I bought at Mitsukoshi, a department store.
Included in the box was a profile of the craftswoman, who has, for many years, been enchanted by “the warmth of
Cray.” I thought that this was another craftsperson, the beloved Cray-san, but Hugh figured out that what they
meant to say was “clay.” The sentence, in its entirety, reads,
With being enchanted by the warmth of Cray and the traditional of pottery over the period so far she is playing
active parts widely as a coordinator who not only produce and design hers own pottery firstly but suggest filling
Human’s whole life with fun and joyful mind.

*
Beside the Imperial Palace, there’s a park, with a big koi-filled pond in it. Hugh and I were just nearing the
gate yesterday when a pair of young men approached, saying,
“Yes. Hello. A minute please?”
Both were students at a local university and were wondering if they might show us the sights.
“Not for money,” explained the larger of the two, “but to help improve our Engarish.”
“I don’t think so,” Hugh told him, and the young man who had spoken, and whose name turned out to be
Naomichi, turned to his friend.
“He is saying to us, ‘No, thank you.’” Then I piped up.
“Oh, what the heck,” I said to Hugh. “Come on, it’ll be fun.”
“Are you saying, ‘Yes, please’?” Naomichi asked. And I told him that I was.
For the first five minutes of our guided tour, we talked about the ruined buildings.
“If this is the shell of the guard-house, where’s the place the guards were guarding?” I asked.
“Burned down,” Student No.2 told me. Except for a few walls, it seemed that everything had burned.
“Why didn’t you build stuff with stone?” I asked, this as if I were scolding one of the three pigs. “If fires were
a problem, and they obviously were, why not move on to fireproof.”
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“Not our way,” Naomichi said.
“We did not then have the skills,” his friend added.
It was here that we lost interest in the park and began asking the students about their lives. “What’s your
major?” “Do you live with your parents?” “How long have you been studying English?” While Hugh and
Naomichi talked about the declining popularity of sumo wrestling, Student No.2 and I discussed the majesty of
nature.
“What wild animals do you have in Tokyo?” I asked.
“Wild animal?”
“Do you have squirrels?”
No response. I pretended to fill my cheeks with nuts, and the young man said, \
“Ah, sukaworra!” I then moved on to snakes and asked if he was afraid of them.
“No. I think that they are very cute.”
Surely, I thought, he’s misunderstood me.
“Snake,” I repeated, and I turned my arm into a striking cobra. “Horrible. Dangerous. Snake.”
“No,” he said. “The only thing I am afraid of is moutha.”
“The snake’s mouth?”
“No,” he said, “moutha. I maybe saying it wrong, but moutha. Moutha.”
I was on the verge of faking it when he pulled out an electronic dictionary and typed in the word he was
looking for, ga, which translates, strangely enough, to “moth.”
“You’re afraid of moths?”
He nodded yes and winced a little.
“But nobody’s afraid of moths.”
“I am,” he whispered, and he looked behind us, as if afraid that one might be listening.
“Are you afraid of butterflies too?” I asked.
The young man cocked his head.
“Butterfly,” I said, “colorful cousin of the moth. Are you afraid that he too will attack?” Hugh overheard me
saying this and turned around.
“What the hell are you two talking about?” And Student No.2 said,
“The wildness.”
*
I thought before coming here that every afternoon I would grab my iPod and my index cards and take a long
walk. It’s what I did in Paris, and, as a result, whenever I use a particular phrase, I recall where I was when I
learned it. Yesterday morning, for instance, I ran into Super-san, and when I asked how many children he had, I
thought of the Boulevard Daumesnil, just as it reaches the Viaduct des Arts. It had rained heavily the day I learned
Lesson No. 13, and the last leaves of the season, russet-colored and as big as pot holders, stuck to the sidewalk as
if they had been glued down and covered with varnish. I walked for two hours that afternoon, and the phrases I
learned stayed learned, or at least they have so far. I think it helped that I was smoking. Back in December, I could
light a cigarette without thinking. Now I don’t light it and think so hard about what I’m missing that there isn’t
room for anything else.
A bigger problem is that it’s difficult to walk here, at least in the way that I can in London or Paris. Take Ginza,
a neighborhood of fancy shops and department stores. It’s the sort of place I feel guilty for liking, the sort that
offers menus in English. There’s a stand there that sells black ice cream and another that sells pizza in a cone. On
Sunday afternoons, the main street is closed to traffic and beautifully dressed people parade about in their finery.
Ginza is a mile from our apartment, and in order to reach it I have to cross umpteen lanes of traffic, often using
pedestrian bridges. Then there are the elevated highways and overhead train tracks, the off-ramps and construction
sites. It’s not just in this neighborhood, but everywhere I go. The arrangement of buildings is higglety-pigglety as
well, the mirrored cube between the high-rise and the one-story house made of cobbled-together planks.
As a child I once found an ant, running a crazy path across my family’s basement. I meant to open the door and
herd the thing out, but then I got a better idea and dropped him through the ventilation grate in the back of our TV.
What the ant saw then and what I see now are likely very similar: a chaotic vision of the future, heavy on marvels,
but curiously devoid of charm. No lake, no parkland, no leafy avenues, and it stretches on forever.
*
I tried on a swimsuit at one of the Ginza department stores and made the mistake of walking fully dressed into
the carpeted changing room. The saleswoman saw me and called out in the only shrill voice I’ve heard since my
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arrival.
“Stop. Wait! Your shoes!”
It hadn't occurred to me that I needed to remove them, but after all this time I suppose that it should have. At a
small shop I went to last weekend, I had to change into slippers in order to look into the display case. Then I put
my shoes back on and had to remove them again to climb the stairs to the second level, which was designated as a
sock-only zone.
Then there was our recent visit to the Asakura Choso Museum, the restored home and studio of the late, noted
sculptor. Upon entering, you change into slippers, which are then exchanged for other slippers if you want to step
onto the patio. Slippers are removed entirely for the second floor, but put back on for the third, and then changed
again for the rooftop garden. The artist’s sculptures were displayed throughout the house, and though there were
quite a few of them he could have completed twice as many if he hadn’t had to change his goddamn shoes every
three minutes.
*
Yesterday was my last day of school, and once again I had second thoughts about defecting. Our first teacher
was Ayuba-sensei, one of my favorites. With her we spend a lot of time repeating things, which is fine by me.
Talking is the only part I’m any good at, and she’ll occasionally reward me with a little “Ii desu,” meaning
“Good.”
At the end of the session, she moved her fingers down her cheeks, imitating tears. I started to think that I was
making a terrible mistake, but then we had our break, followed by two hours with Miki-sensei. She’s a lovely
woman, but I died a little when she handed out lined sheets of paper and asked us to write an essay titled “Watashi
No Nihon No Seikatsu” (My Japanese Life).
My final product was fairly simple, but it involved no cheating and it was all written in hiragana.
“My Japanese life is entertaining but very busy. My place is tall—28 stories—and all the time I am riding on the
elevator. Sometimes I go to the movies with my friend Hugh-san. Every day I do homework but always I make bad
tests. Now I will go to England and talk English. Maybe later I will study Japanese.”

To celebrate the end of school, Hugh and I went out to dinner. I ordered the tasting menu, which consisted of
eight courses, none of them large enough to fill a saucer. The second—a stunted radish carved to resemble a
flower, a bit of fish, a potato the size of a marble—was served in a deep wooden box and accompanied by a handcalligraphed sign. The presentation was beautiful, each plate a different size, a different shape, a different texture.
The food was good too. There just wasn’t enough of it.
We ate at the counter, not far from a man who was just finishing a. bottle of wine.
“Do you mind if I light a cigarette?” he asked, and I told him to go ahead. “Have three, why don’t you, and
blow the smoke this way?”
I think he read my remark as sarcasm, but I was being completely sincere. Back when I was smoking myself, I
was often irritated by the smell of other people’s cigarettes. Now for some reason, I love it. Especially when I’m
eating.
*
Late yesterday morning, Hugh and I took our new swimsuits and headed to a nearby municipal building.
There, on the seventh floor, is an Olympic-sized pool. I liked that I could see our apartment from the floor-toceiling windows behind the lifeguard stand. I liked the dressing room and the quiet way people moved about. The
only thing I didn’t care for was the actual swimming.
As opposed to Hugh, who’s always had a bathing cap and a pair of goggles drying in the bathroom, I haven’t
attempted a lap in over thirty years. Bike riding I can manage, but three strokes in the water and I feel as if my
heart might burst. It took a while, but I eventually got from one end of the pool to the other. Then I did it again
and again, each length terminating in an extended howl. While groaning and panting, I gripped the edge of the
pool and screwed my eyes shut, looking, I imagine, like a half-dead monkey. Out of everyone in that room, I was
the only person with hair on his chest. This was bad enough, but to have it on my back as well—I could actually
feel myself disgusting people.
*
I quit smoking only six weeks ago, but already my skin looks different. It used to be gray, but now it’s gray
with a little pink in it. I also notice how much easier it is to move around, to climb stairs, to run for a bus. I’ve
often heard cigarettes compared to friends. They can’t loan you money, but they are, in a sense, there for you,
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these mute little comfort merchants always ready to lift your spirits. It’s how I now feel about macadamia nuts,
and these strange little crackers I’ve been buying lately. I can’t make out the list of ingredients, but they taste
vaguely of penis.
*
It is now official: there is no place on earth where you will not find a Peruvian band. Leaving Tamachi Station
last night, I heard the familiar sounds of Simon and Garfunkel’s El Condor Pasa. Up the escalator, and there they
were: five men in ponchos, blowing the pipes of Pan into cordless microphones.
“Didn’t I just see you in Dublin?” I wanted to ask. “Or, no, wait, maybe it was Hong Kong, Oxford, Milan,
Budapest, Toronto, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.”
*
On my way home from the park yesterday, I decided to stop and get my hair cut. The barber was just sitting
around watching TV when I entered, and he invited me to set my bags on one of his three empty chairs. He then
gestured for me to sit. I did, and as he covered me with a cloth I came to realize that the man had shit on his
hands, a swipe or whatever, most likely on the palm. The smell was unmistakable, and every time he raised the
scissors I recoiled. Spotting it would have set my mind to rest, but because he was busy, and most often gripping
something, it was hard to get a good look. Then too I was preoccupied by our conversation, which required a great
deal of concentration.
Shit on his hands or no shit on his hands, you couldn’t deny that he was a remarkably friendly barber, and a
talented one to boot. Early in his career he’d won some sort of a competition. I know this because he showed me a
photo: him, fifty years younger, being presented with a medal.
“Number one-o champ,” he said, and as he held up his index finger. I bent forward and squinted at it.
“Not number two-o?”
He knew, by my count, eight words of English, and after he had used them, we spoke exclusively in Japanese.
“Last night for dinner I ate pork,” I told him. “What did you have?”
“Yakitori,” he said, and I wondered how I might ask if some of that yakitori, the digested version, might not
have come back to haunt him.
“Mimi,” I said, and I pointed to my ear.
“Very good.” And he pointed to his own ear. “Mimi.” I then touched the tip of my nose,
“Hana.”
“That’s right, hana,” the barber said, and he touched his own.
Next I raised my hand, fanned out the fingers, and slowly turned it this way and that, as if it were modeling
jewelry on the shopping channel.
“Te.”
“Excellent,” the barber said, but rather than displaying his own hand, he simply raised it a little. It went on like
this for twenty minutes, and when he had finished cutting my hair, the barber covered my head with a damp towel.
He then proceeded to punch me about the ears.
I’ve gone back and forth on this, wondering if “punch” is too strong a word, but I really don’t think it is. He
didn’t fracture my skull or break any of his knuckles, he never actually drew back his arm, but it really did hurt.
“Hey,” I said, but he just laughed and landed another blow above my right mimi. Luckily the towel was there,
or in addition to the pain I’d have obsessed about the shit he was pounding into my new haircut. Of course I
washed it anyway, twice as a matter of fact. Hugh had his hair cut a few weeks ago, and so I asked if his barber
had punched him in the head as well.
“Sure did,” he said. So at least that part was normal.
*
According to Amy’s friend Helen Ann, it takes thirty days to break a habit and forty-five to break an addiction.
On my forty-fifth day without a cigarette, I was in Kyoto and didn’t think about smoking until we left a temple
and came across a group of men gathered around an outdoor ashtray. This was at about 4:00 in the afternoon,
during a brief break in the rain.
Our weekend trip was a package deal—train fare and two nights in a slightly shabby hotel. I don’t know if it’s
common or not, but all of the bellhops were women. Not one of them weighed over ninety pounds, so it felt very
strange to hand over my suitcase. It also felt weird not to offer a tip, but, according to Reiko, that’s never done.
The hotel wasn’t very busy, and its relative emptiness made it all the more depressing. Our Western-style
breakfast was served on the ground floor, in a plain, harshly lit banquet room. It was there that I saw a Japanese
woman eat a croissant with chopsticks. The food was self-serve, and I wonder who they consulted before deciding
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on the menu. Eggs and sausage made sense, as did toast, cereal, and fruit. But who eats a green salad for
breakfast? Who eats mushroom soup, corn chowder, or steamed broccoli?
On our second morning we went to an equally sad room and had the Japanese breakfast, which was served by
women in kimonos. This, too, was something of a nightmare, and while shuddering I imagined a mother scolding
her son.
“Oh, no you don’t,” she might say. “This is the most important meal of the day, and you’re not going anywhere
until you finish your pickles. That’s right, and your seaweed too. Then I want you to eat your cold poached egg
submerged in broth and at least half of that cross-eyed fish.”
*
Lying in bed this morning, I realized that since leaving Paris I have not seen a single person on Rollerblades.
Neither have I seen anyone on one of those push-along scooters that were a five-minute fad for the rest of the
world but remain inexplicably popular in France. The problem here is bikes, which people ride on the sidewalks
rather than in the streets. Elsewhere this is done with a sense of entidement—“Get out of my way, you”—but the
cyclists of Tokyo seem content to slowly, silently creep along behind you, “Don’t mind me” being the general
attitude. I also notice that of the hundreds of bikes parked outside the subway station, hardly any of them are
locked. This makes me wonder if people lock their cars or the front doors to their apartments.
*
Every time I return from the basement supermarket, Hugh asks me what music was playing. I wondered why
he wanted to know, and then I started paying attention and realized that it’s a really good question. A few days
ago, I stood in line and listened to an English rendition of For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow. Since then I’ve heard
Rock-a-bye Baby, Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious, The Bear Went Over the Mountain, and what may well be
the Mormon Tabernacle Choir singing Heigh-ho, heigh-ho, it’s home from work we go.
*
In the spotless restroom of the Tamachi station, I noticed that beside each urinal there’s a hook for your
umbrella. It’s just another of those personal touches that keep you coming back.
*
In the lobby of our building, there are four leather sofas and two coffee tables. People occasionally sit down
there, but not too often.
“Maybe because of this,” Hugh said yesterday, and he pointed to a sheet of rules written in Japanese.
“No smoking” was clear enough, just a cigarette with a slash through it. Then there was “no drinking milk
from a carton” and what was either “no eating candy hearts” or “no falling in love.”
*
I’d always thought of myself as a careful smoker, but last night, while watching a burning building on the
evening news, I remembered the afternoon I started a fire in a hotel room. What happened was that I’d emptied
my ashtray too soon. One of the butts must have been smoldering, and it ignited the great wads of paper in my
trash can. Flames licked the edge of my desk and would have claimed the curtains had I not acted quickly.
Then there was the time I was taking a walk in Normandy, and the tip of my lit cigarette brushed the cuff of
my jacket. One moment my wrist felt hot, and the next thing I knew I was like the Scarecrow in The Wizard of
Oz. Flames leapt from my sleeve and I jumped from foot to foot, batting at them and calling out for help.
In all the excitement, my half-smoked cigarette dropped from my hand and rolled to the edge of the road. Once
the fire was out and I’d halfway regained my composure, I picked it up, brushed off the dirt, and stuck it back in
my mouth, just happy to be alive.
*
I took the train to Yokohama yesterday and was at Shinagawa Station when a couple got on with their young
son, who was maybe a year and a half old. For the first few minutes the boy sat on his mother’s lap. Then he
started fussing and made it clear that he wanted to look out the window. The father said something that sounded,
in tone, like,
“You just looked out the window two days ago.”
Then he sighed and bent forward to remove his son’s shoes. The mother, meanwhile, went through her bag and
pulled out a small towel, which she then spread upon the seat. The boy stood upon it in his stocking feet, and as he
considered the passing landscape he smacked his palms against the glass.
“Ba,” he said, and I wondered if that was a word or just a sound. “Ba, ba.”
We all rode along for a pleasant ten minutes, and, shortly before the train reached their stop, the father put the
boy’s shoes back on. His wife returned the towel to her purse, and then, using a special wipe, she cleaned her
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son’s fingerprints off the glass. Coming from France where people regularly put their feet on the train seats, and
from America where they not only pound the windows, but carve their initials into them, the family’s display of
consideration was almost freakish.
Ba, I’ve since decided, is Japanese for “Watch carefully, and do what we do.”
*
Four hours into Yoshitsune and the Thousand Cherry Trees, and I wondered how I had survived all these many
years without Kabuki. It helped, I think, that we rented those little radio transmitters. Hugh’s and mine were in
English, and Akira’s was in Japanese. The play was in Japanese as well, but the stylized manner in which people
spoke made them very difficult to underst;ind. The equivalent, in English, might be Margaret Hamilton as the
Wicked Witch of the West\fn{The part she played in The Wizard of Oz} calling out that she’s melting, only slower, and
with frequent pauses.
If I hadn’t had the radio transmitter, I would have been perfectly happy watching the sets and the elaborately
costumed actors. I would have noticed that most of the women were on the homely side, some of them strikingly
so, but I wouldn’t have known that these roles were played by men, which is one of the rules, apparently: no girls
allowed, just like in Shakespeare’s day.
The story of Yoshitsune and the Thousand Cherry Trees was both simple and complicated. Simple in that
things never change: people are consistently jealous or secretive or brave-hearted. As for the rest, it all came down
to a series of misunderstandings, the type that could happen to anyone, really. You assume that the sushi bucket is
full of gold coins, but instead it’s got Kokingo’s head in it. You think you know everything about your faithful
follower, but it turns out that he’s actually an orphaned fox who can change his shape at will. It was he who spoke
my favorite line of the evening, five words that perfectly conveyed just how enchanting and full of surprises this
Kabuki business really is:
“That drum is my parents.”
There was a lot of sobbing in last night's presentation. Lots of teeth gnashing, lots of dying. Our transmitters
explained that the playwrights wanted to end on a dramatic note, so at the close of act six, after kakuhan reveals
himself as Noritsune and vows to one day meet Yoshitsune on the field of battle, he climbs a two-step staircase,
turns to the audience, and crosses his eyes. What with his fist clenching and a hairstyle that might be best
described as a Beefeater shag, you had to laugh, but at the same time you couldn’t help being moved. And that, I
think, is pretty much the essence of a good show.
*
Riding the high-speed train—the Shinkansen—to Hiroshima, I supposed that to the untrained eye, all French
cities I might look alike, as might all German and American ones. To a Japanese person, Kobe and Osaka might
be as different as Santa Fe and Chicago, but I sure don’t see it. To me it’s just concrete, some gray and some
bleached a headachy white. Occasionally you’ll pass a tree, but rarely a crowd of them. The Shinkansen moves so
fast you can’t really concentrate on much. It’s all a whoosh, and before you know it one city is behind you and
another is coming up.
If the world outside the train is fast and bleak, the world inside is just the opposite. I like the girl in uniform
who pushes the snack cart down the aisle and the two girls in brighter, shorter uniforms who come by every so
often and cheerfully collect your trash. Nobody talks on his cell phone, or allows music to bleed from an iPod.
You don’t see any slobs either. On the first leg of our trip, we sat across from a man I guessed to be in his midfifties. His lower face was obscured by a mask, the type people wear when they have a cold. But his hair was
oiled and carefully combed. The man wore a black suit, matching black shoes, and canary yellow socks that
looked to be made of wool rather than cotton. It was such a small thing, these socks, but I couldn’t take my eyes
off them.
“Hugh,” I said. “Do you think I would look good in yellow socks?”
He thought for a moment before saying, “No,” this without a trace of doubt, as if I asked if I’d look good in a
body stocking.
*
Having written that so many Japanese cities look alike, I couldn’t help noticing that Hiroshima was clearly
different: greener, more open. We caught a cab at the station, and after telling the driver where we were going I
explained that my friend and I were Europeans, visiting from our home in Paris.
“Oh,” the driver said. “That’s far.”
“Yes it is,” I agreed.
The trip to the hotel took maybe ten minutes, and Hugh and I spent most of it speaking French. We did this a
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lot during our time in Hiroshima, especially at the memorial museum, which was torturous. Just when you’d think
that it couldn’t get any sadder, you’d come upon another display case, one in particular with a tag reading, “Nails
and skin left by a twelve-year-old boy.”
This boy, we learned, was burned in the blast, and subsequently grew so thirsty that he tried to drink the pus
from his infected fingers. He died, and his mother kept his nails and the surrounding skin to show to her husband,
who’d gone off to work the day the bomb was dropped but never came home.
The museum was full of stories like this, narratives that I ended with the words “But he died / but she died.”
This came to seem like something of a blessing, especially after we passed the diorama. The figures were lifesized and three-dimensional, a ragged group of civilians, children mainly, staggering across a landscape of rubble.
The sky behind them was the color of glowing embers, and burnt skin hung in sheets from their arms and faces.
You couldn’t fathom how they could still be upright, let alone walking. One hundred forty thousand people were
killed in Hiroshima, and more died later of hideous diseases.
There were a dozen or so displays devoted to the after-effects of radiation, and in one of them a pair of twoinch-long black rods—curled, and the circumference of a pencil—sat on a pedestal. It seemed that a young man
had his arm out the window when the bomb went off, and that some time later, after most of his wounds had
healed, these rods grew from his fingertips and took the place of his nails. Worse still is that they had blood
vessels inside of them, and when they broke off they hurt and bled and were ultimately replaced by new rods. The
narrative was fairly short, no more than a paragraph, so a lot of my questions went unanswered.
The museum was crowded during our visit, and nobody spoke above a whisper. I spotted two Westerners
standing before a photograph of charred bodies, but because they were speechless, I have no idea where they were
from. After leaving the main exhibit, we exited into a sunny hallway filled with drawings and video monitors. The
drawings were done by survivors and were ultimately more haunting than any of the melted bottles or burnt
clothing displayed in the previous rooms.
“Jr. High Students’ Corpses Stacked Like Lumber” was the title of one of them.
*
A booklet in our hotel room includes a section on safety awkwardly titled Best Knowledge of Disaster Damage
Prevention and Favors to Ask of You. What follows are three paragraphs, each written beneath a separate,
boldfaced heading: “When you check in the hotel room,” “When you find a fire,” and, my favorite, “When you
are engulfed in flames.”
Further weird English from our trip: On an apron picturing a dog asleep in a basket:
“I’m glad I caught you today. Enjoy mama.” On decorative paper bags a person might put a gift in:
“When I think about the life in my own way I need gentle conversations.” On another gift bag:
“Today is a special day for you. I have considered what article of present is nice to make you happy. Come to
open now, OK? On yet another gift bag:
“Only imflowing you don’t flowing imflowing.” (This last one actually gave me a headache.)
*
Saturday night’s dinner included small pieces of raw horse meat served on chipped ice. It wasn’t the first time
I’ve eaten horse, or even raw horse, for that matter, but it was the first time I’ve done it while dressed in a
traditional robe, two robes actually, the first one amounting to a kind of slip. The woman who served us was a
little on the heavy side, young, with big crooked teeth. After showing us to our table on the floor, she handed us
steaming towels and then looked from Hugh to me and back again.
“He is you brother?” she asked, and I recalled Lesson 8 of my instructional CD.
“He is my friend,” I told her.
This same thing happened last month at a department store.
“Brothers traveling together?” the clerk had asked.
Westerners often think all Asians look alike, and you don’t see the ridiculousness of it until it’s turned in
reverse. Back home, Hugh and I couldn’t even pass for stepbrothers.
*
It was cold yesterday, and after lunch, armed with an out-of-date guidebook, Hugh and I went to Shinjuku
Station and. then changed trains. The neighborhood we wound up in was supposed to be packed with antique
stores, but that, most likely, was back in the eighties. Now there was just a handful of places, most selling stuff
from France and Italy: pitchers with “Campari” written on them, that type of thing. Still, it was well worth the
trip. Few of the buildings were more than three stories tall. Architecturally, they weren’t that interesting, but their
scale gave the area a cozy, almost familiar feeling.
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We wandered around until it started getting dark and were heading back toward the subway station when we
came upon what looked like a garage. The door was open, and leaning against a counter was a naïve painting of a
beaver, not the kind you’d see on all fours, building a dam or whatever, but breezy and cartoonish, wearing a shirt
and trousers. I had just stepped forward to admire it when a man appeared and held an electronic wand to his
throat. The voice it created was completely flat, never varying in tone or volume. Robotic, I guess you’d call it.
Otherworldly. It’s how movie aliens used to sound when they asked to be taken to our leader.
The man was so difficult to understand that for the first minute, I couldn’t tell if he was speaking English or
Japanese. I sensed that he was asking a question, though, and, not wanting to offend him, I agreed in both
languages.
“Yes,” I said. “Hai.”
I’d guess the guy was about seventy, but youthful-looking. He wore a baseball cap and a collarless leather coat
that left his throat unobstructed and open to the cold. I pointed once more to the painting, and after I said how
much I liked it, he brought me a brochure. On its cover was this same cartoon beaver, only smaller and less
charming. This time I said,
“Ahhh. OK.”
It was hard to tell what this shop was all about. One entire wall was open to the street, and most of the shelves
were lined with what looked like junk: used newspapers, grocery bags, a championship cup made out of plastic.
“My daughter,” the man droned in English, and he held the cup aloft and gave it a little shake. “She win.” I
was then shown a photo of a smiling fat guy with his hair in a bun.
“Amateur sumo champion,” the shopkeeper told me. And I said, in Japanese,
“He is a big boy.” The man nodded, and as he returned the photo to its shelf, I asked him what he sold.
“Ah,” he said. “Yes. My business.” Then he led me to the street and pointed to the roof, where a handmade
sign read
CANCER OUT TEA
“I have cancer,” he announced.
“And you cured it with tea?” He made a face I took to mean
“Well … kind of.”
I was going to ask what kind of cancer he had, but then I thought better of it. When my mom got sick, people
would often push for details. It was their way of setting her at ease, of saying, “Look, I’m acknowledging it. I’m
not freaked out.” But when they learned that she had lung cancer, the mood tended to change, the way it wouldn’t
have if the tumor was in her breast or brain.
Because of the electronic wand, I assumed the man had cancer of the larynx. I also assumed, perhaps unfairly,
that it was prompted by smoking. What shocked me, standing in that ice-cold garage, was my certainty that the
same thing will not happen to me. It’s so queer how that works. Two months without a cigarette, and I’m
convinced that all the damage has reversed itself. I might get Hodgkin’s disease or renal cell carcinoma, but not
anything related to smoking. The way I see it, my lungs are like sweatshirts in a detergent commercial, the before
and after so fundamentally different that they constitute a miracle. I never truly thought that I would die the way
my mother did, but now I really, really don’t think it. I’m middle-aged, and, for the first time in thirty years, I feel
invincible.
*
On the return flight from Tokyo, I pulled out my notebook and did a little calculating. Between the plane
tickets, the three-month apartment rental, the school tuition, and the unused patches and lozenges, it had cost close
to twenty thousand dollars to quit smoking. That’s 2 million yen and, if tbings keep going the way they have been,
around 18 euros.
Figuring that I bought most of my cigarettes duty-free, and annually paid about twelve hundred dollars for
them, in order to realize any savings I’d have to live for another seventeen years, by which time I’d be sixty-eight
and clinging to life by a thread. It’s safe to assume that by 2025, guns will be sold in vending machines, but you
won’t be able to smoke anywhere in America. I don’t imagine Europe will allow it either, at least not the western
part. During the months I’d been gone, France had outlawed smoking in public buildings. In a year’s time it
would be forbidden in all bars and restaurants, just as it was in Ireland. Italy, Spain, Norway; country by country,
the continent was falling.
Hugh and I flew British Airways to Tokyo and back. Most of the flight attendants were English, and as one of
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them roamed the aisle with the duty-free cart, I flagged her down.
“Ordinarily I’d be buying cigarettes,” I told her. “This time I’m not, though, because I quit.”
“Oh,” she said. “Well, that’s all right then.” As she turned to leave, I stopped her again.
“For three decades I smoked. Now I don’t any more.”
“Lovely.”
“Cold turkey, that’s how I did it.” Then she said, “Brilliant,” and hurried off down the aisle.
“Why did you do that?” Hugh asked.
“Do what?” I said, and I turned back to the movie I’d been watching. The truth, of course, is that I’d wanted
some praise. I’d denied myself. I’d done something hard, and now I wanted everyone to congratulate me. It was
the same in 2000 when I lost twenty pounds.
“Notice anything different?” I’d say—this to people who had never seen me before.
*
It was one thing to be a quitter, but I didn’t have to call myself a nonsmoker—to formally define myself as one
—until I returned to the United States. By the time I landed, I hadn’t had a cigarette in exactly three months,
almost an entire season. My hotel had been booked in advance and, upon my arrival, the desk clerk confirmed the
reservation, saying,
“That’s ‘King Nonsmoking,’ right?”
The first word referred to the size of the bed, but I chose to hear it as a title. Adjusting my imaginary crown, I
said,
“Yes, that’s me.”
Now when I travel, I like the hotel to have a pool, or, better yet, a deal with the local YMCA. That’s been one
thing to come out of this: a new hobby, something to replace my half-hearted study of Japanese. Though I haven’t
yet learned to enjoy the actual swimming part, I like all the stuff around it. Finding a lap pool, figuring out the
locker system. Then there’s the etiquette of passing someone, of spending time alongside them in the water. In
Tokyo once I complimented a fellow Westerner on the gracefulness of his backstroke.
“It’s like you were raised by otters,” I said, and the way he nodded and moved into the next lane suggested that
I had overstepped some fundamental boundary.
It’s the same in the locker room, apparently. Someone can have a leech stuck to his ass, but unless it’s a talking
one, and unless it personally asks you a question, you should say nothing. I was in El Paso one afternoon,
changing out of my swimsuit, and a young man said,
“Excuse me, but aren’t you …”
When I say I was changing out of my swimsuit, I mean that I had nothing on. No socks, no T-shirt. My
underpants were in my hand. I guess the guy recognized me from my book jacket photo. The full-length naked
one on the back cover of my braille editions.
My other bad experience took place in London, at a community pool I used to go to. It was a Saturday
afternoon and very crowded. I’d just reached the end of my lane and was coming up for air when I heard the
sound of a whistle and noticed that I was the only one left in the water.
“What’s the problem?” I asked, and the lifeguard said something I couldn’t quite understand.
“What?”
“Poo,” he repeated. “Everybody out while we clean the water.”
As I walked toward the changing room, a second lifeguard fished out the turds. There were four of them, each
the size and shape of a cat’s hair ball.
“Third time today that’s happened,” the person at the desk told me.
*
At the pool I currently go to, one of the regulars is a woman with Down syndrome. She’s fairly heavy and
wears an old-fashioned swimsuit, the sort with a ruffled skirt. Then there’s this bathing cap that straps beneath her
chin and is decorated with rubber flowers. Odd is the great satisfaction I take whenever I beat her from one end to
the other.
“I won three out of four,” I told Hugh the first time she and I swam together. “I mean I really creamed her.”
“Let me get this straight,” he said. “She’s obese. She’s as old as you are. And she has Down syndrome?”
“Yes, and I beat her. Isn’t that great!”
“Did she even know you were having a race?”
I hate it when he gets like this. Anything to burst my bubble.
I no longer tell him about the old people I defeat. Older than I am, I mean—women in their late seventies and
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eighties. Then there are the children. I was in Washington State, at a small-town YMCA, when a boy wandered
into the lap lane and popped his head, seal-like, out of the water. I would later learn that he was nine, but at the
time he was just this kid, slightly pudgy, with a stern haircut. It’s like he went to a barber shop with a picture of
Hitler, that’s how severe it was. We got to talking, and when I told him I wasn’t a very good swimmer, he
challenged me to a race. I think he assumed that, like most adults, I’d slow down and intentionally let him win,
but he didn’t know who he was dealing with. I need all the confidence I can get, and one victory is just as good as
any other. Thus I swam for my very life and beat the pants off him. I thought this was it—he’d accept his defeat
and move on with his life—but five minutes later he stopped me again and asked if I believed in God.
“No,” I told him.
“Why?”
I thought for a second.
“Because I have hair on my back, and a lot of other people, people who kill and rob and make life miserable,
don’t. A real God wouldn’t let that happen.” I was happy to leave it at that, but before I could resume he blocked
my path.
“It was God who let you win that race,” he said. “He touched you on the leg and made you go faster, and that’s
how come you beat me.” He really looked like Hitler then, eyes blazing like two little coals.
“If God knows that I don’t believe in him, why would he go out of his way to help me?” I asked. “Maybe
instead of making me win, God reached down and made you lose. Did you ever think of that?”
I continued my swimming but was stopped once again at the end of the next lap.
“You’re going to go to Hell,” the boy said.
“Is this still about me winning that race?”
“No,” he told me. “It’s about God, and if you don’t believe in Him you’re going to burn for the rest of
eternity.”
I thanked him for the tip and then I went back to my laps, grateful that at the church I had attended, the service
was entirely in Greek. My sisters and I had no idea what the priest was saying, and when you’re young that’s
probably for the best. Lil’ Hitler was only in the third grade, and already he was planning for his afterlife. Even
worse, he was planning for mine. While changing out of my suit, it occurred to me that I probably shouldn’t have
contradicted him. It’s insane to discuss religion with a child. Especially at the Y. What bugged me was his
insistence that I’d had unfair help, that God had stepped in and pushed me over the finish line. I mean, really. Can
I not beat a nine-year-old on my own?
*
When I look back on my many years of smoking, the only real regret I have is all the litter I generated, all
those hundreds of thousands of butts crushed underfoot. I was always outraged when a driver would empty his
ashtray onto the asphalt.
“What a pig!” I’d think.
But he only did in bulk what I did piecemeal. In a city you tell yourself that someone will clean it up, someone
who wouldn’t have a job unless you dropped that butt onto the sidewalk. In that respect you’re good, you’re
helping. Then too, it never felt like real litter, like tossing down, say, a broken lightbulb. No one was going to cut
his foot on a cigarette butt, and because of its earthy color it pretty much disappeared into the landscape, the way
a peanut shell might. This made it “organic” or “biodegradable”—one of those words that meant “all right.”
I didn’t stop dirowing my cigarette butts down until, at the age of forty-eight, I was arrested for it. This was in
Thailand, which makes it all the more embarrassing. Tell someone the police picked you up in Bangkok, and they
reasonably assume that, after having sex with the eight-year-old, you turned her inside out and roasted her over
hot coals, this last part, the cooking without a permit, being illegal under Thai law. “Anything goes,” that’s the
impression I had, and so it surprised me when, out of nowhere, two policemen approached. One took my right
arm, the other took my left, and they led me toward a brown tent.
“Hugh!” I called, but as usual he was twenty paces ahead of me and wouldn’t notice I was gone for another ten
minutes. The officers seated me at a long table and made a motion for me to stay put. They then walked away,
leaving me to wonder what I had possibly done to offend them.
Before my run-in with the police, Hugh and I had visited the criminology museum, a sad sort of homemade
affair, its highlight being a dead man suspended in a glass box and dripping amber-colored fluid into a shallow
enameled pan. The sign, which was written in Thai and translated into English, read, simply
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RAPIST AND MURDERER
It was the way they’d mark a stuffed or pickled cobra at a natural history museum, a way of saying,
“This is what this creature looks like. Keep your eyes peeled.”
Except for the amber fluid, the rapist-murderer was actually quite pleasant-looking, a lot like the policemen
who’d picked me off the street and the man who’d sold us our lunch. It was only 300 degrees outside, so after
leaving the criminology museum Hugh thought we might eat some piping-hot soup cooked in what amounted to a
roving cauldron. There were no tables, so we lowered ourselves onto overturned buckets and put the scalding
bowls in our laps.
“Let’s sit in the blistering sun and burn the skin off our tongues!” That’s a Hamrick’s idea of a good time.
From there we’d gone to a grand palace. It wasn’t my sort of thing, but I hadn’t complained or insulted the
royal family. Nothing had been stolen or written on with Magic Marker, so, again, what was the problem?
When the officers returned, they handed me a pen and placed a sheet of paper before me. The document was in
Thai, a language that looks like cake decoration to me.
“What did I do?” I asked, and the men pointed behind me, where a sign announced a thousand- baht fine for
littering.
“Littering?” I said, and one of the officers, the more handsome of the two, took an invisible cigarette from his
mouth, and threw it to the ground.
I wanted to ask if, instead of paying the fine, he could maybe cane me, but I think that’s done in Singapore, not
Thailand, and I didn’t want to come off as unsophisticated. In the end I signed my name, handed over the
equivalent of thirty dollars, and stepped outside to look for my cigarette butt, which I eventually found lying in
the gutter between a severed duck head and a fly-covered plastic bag half full of coconut milk.
That’s right, I thought. Fine the Westerner.
Really, though, wasn’t I just as guilty as these other litterers? You either trash up the landscape, or you don’t,
and I was clearly a member of Group A, a crowd I’d always viewed, perhaps unfairly, as foreign or uneducated.
This was a notion I picked up from my Greek grandmother. Yiayia lived with us while I was growing up and was
hands down the worst litterbug I had ever seen. Cans, bottles, fat Sunday newspapers, anything that could fit
through the car window was thrown through the car window.
“What the hell are you doing?” my father would shout. “Throwing crap onto the road, we don’t do that in this
country.”
Yiayia would blink at him through her thick-lensed glasses. Then she’d say, “Oh,” and do it again two minutes
later, this as if the grocery receipt was litter but the Time magazine wasn’t. I think she actually saved her used
tissues and empty medicine bottles, stuck them in her purse until she was back in the moving station wagon.
“That’s a Greek for you,” our mother would say, adding that her mother would never throw anything from a
car window. “Not even a peach pit.”
During the period that our grandmother lived with us, litter was very much on our minds, in part the result of
TV. The “Keep America Beautiful” commercials featured a crying Indian, his composure shattered by the sight of
a trash-strewn creek bed.
“See that?” I’d say to Yiayia. “All that garbage and stuff in the water, that’s wrong.”
“Awwww, you’re wasting your time,” Lisa would say. “She doesn’t even get that the guy is an Indian.”
Our father worried that our grandmother was setting a bad example, but, actually, it worked the other way.
None of us would ever think of throwing something out a car window, unless, of course, it was a cigarette butt,
which is not just trash, but red-tipped, flaming trash.
“Shame about that forest fire,” we’d say. “You really have to wonder about people who do things like that. It’s
a sickness of the mind.”
I can’t say that after leaving Bangkok I never again crushed a cigarette underfoot. I can say, though, that I
never did it comfortably. If a trash can was around, I’d use it, and if not, I’d either tuck the butt into the cuff of my
pants or try to hide it under something, a leaf, maybe, or some bit of paper cast down by somebody else, as if the
shade would allow it to disintegrate faster.
Now that I’ve quit, I’ve started collecting trash—not tons, but a little bit every day. If, for example, I see a beer
bottle left on a park bench I’ll pick it up and toss it into the nearest garbage can, which is usually no more than a
few feet away. Then I say,
“Stupid lazy asshole couldn’t be bothered to throw away his own fucking bottle.”
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I wish I could do my penitence with grace, but I doubt that will happen any time soon. People see me picking
up garbage and figure, with reason, that I’m being paid for it. They wouldn’t want to put me out of a job, so
instead of throwing their plastic fork away, they drop it, leaving me with even more to clean up. Empty bags that
used to hold French fries, paper cups, used bus tickets … it’s funny, but the only thing I won’t pick up are
discarded butts. It’s not their germs that put me off. I’m simply afraid that on taking one between my fingers, I’ll
somhow snap to and remember, with clarity, just how good a cigarette would taste right now.
161.74 You’re Ugly, Too\fn{by Marie Lorina Moore (1957- )} Glen Falls, Warren County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 10
You had to get out of them occasionally, those Illinois towns with the funny names: Paris, Oblong, Normal.
Once, when the Dow Jones dipped two hundred points, a local paper boasted the banner headline NORMAL MAN
MARRIES OBLONG WOMAN. They knew what was important. They did! But you had to get out once in a while,
even if it was just across the border to Terre Haute for a movie.
Outside of Paris, in the middle of a large field, was a scatter of brick buildings, a small liberal-arts college by
the improbable name of Hilldale-Versailles. Zoe Hendricks had been teaching American history there for three
years. She taught The Revolution and Beyond to freshmen and sophomores, and every third semester she had the
senior seminar for majors, and although her student evaluations had been slipping in the last year and a half—
Professor Hendricks is often late for class and usually arrives with a cup of hot chocolate, which she offers the
class sips of—generally the department of nine men was pleased to have her. They felt she added some needed
feminine touch to the corridors—that faint trace of Obsession and sweat, the light, fast clicking of heels. Plus they
had had a sex-discrimination suit, and the dean had said, well, it was time.\fn{ To hire a female teaching personnel in the
department.}
The situation was not easy for her, they knew. Once, at the start of last semester, she had skipped into her
lecture hall singing Getting to Know You—all of it. At the request of the dean, the chairman had called her into his
office, but did not ask her for an explanation, not really. He asked her how she was and then smiled in an
avuncular way. She said, “Fine,” and he studied the way she said it, her front teeth catching on the inside of her
lower lip. She was almost pretty, but her face showed the strain and ambition of always having been close but not
quite. There was too much effort with the eyeliner, and her earrings, worn, no doubt, for the drama her features
lacked, were a little frightening, jutting out the sides of her head like antennae.
*
“I’m going out of my mind,” said Zoe to her younger sister, Evan, in Manhattan. Professor Hendricks seems to
know the entire soundtrack to The King and I. Is this history? Zoe phoned her every Tuesday.
“You always say that,” said Evan, “but then you go on your trips and vacations and then you settle back into
things and then you’re quiet for a while and then you say you’re fine, you’re busy, and then after a while you say
you’re going crazy again, and you start all over.”
Evan was a part-time food designer for photo shoots. She cooked vegetables in green dye. She propped up beef
stew with a bed of marbles and shopped for new kinds of silicone sprays and plastic ice cubes. She thought her
life was O.K. She was living with her boyfriend of many years, who was independently wealthy and had an
amusing little job in book publishing. They were five years out of college, and they lived in a luxury midtown
high rise with a balcony and access to a pool.
“It’s not the same as having your own pool,” Evan was always sighing, as if to let Zoe know that, as with Zoe,
there were still things she, Evan, had to do without.
“Illinois. It makes me sarcastic to be here,” said Zoe on the phone. She used to insist it was irony, something
gently layered and sophisticated, something alien to the Midwest, but her students kept calling it sarcasm,
something they felt qualified to recognize, and now she had to agree. It wasn’t irony.
“What is your perfume?” a student once asked her.
“Room freshener,” she said. She smiled, but he looked at her, unnerved.
Her students were by and large good midwesterners, spacey with estrogen from large quantities of meat and
eggs. They shared their parents’ suburban values; their parents had given them things, things, things. They were
complacent. They had been purchased. They were armed with a healthy vagueness about anything historical or
geographic. They seemed actually to know very little about anything, but they were good-natured about it.
“All those states in the East are so tiny and jagged and bunched up,” complained one of her undergraduates the
week she was lecturing on The Turning Point of Independence: The Battle at Saratoga.
“Professor Hendricks, you’re from Delaware originally, right?” the student asked her.
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“Maryland,” corrected Zoe.
“Aw,” he said, waving his hand dismissively. “New England.”
Her articles—chapters toward a book called Hearing the One About: Uses of Humor in the American
Presidency—were generally well received, though they came slowly for her. She liked her pieces to have
something from every time of day in them—she didn’t trust things written in the morning only—so she reread and
rewrote painstakingly. No part of a day—its moods, its light—was allowed to dominate. She hung on to a piece
for a year sometimes, revising at all hours, until the entirety of a day had registered there.
The job she’d had before the one at Hilldale-Versailles had been at a small college in New Geneva, Minnesota,
Land of the Dying Shopping Mall. Everyone was so blond there that brunettes were often presumed to be from
foreign countries. Just because Professor Hendricks is from Spain doesn’t give her the right to be so negative
about our country.
There was a general emphasis on cheerfulness. In New Geneva you weren’t supposed to be critical or
complain. You weren’t supposed to notice that the town had overextended and that its shopping malls were
raggedy and going under. You were never to say you weren’t “fine, thank you—and yourself?”
You were supposed to be Heidi. You were supposed to lug goat milk up the hills and not think twice. Heidi did
not complain. Heidi did not do things like stand in front of the new IBM photocopier saying,
“If this fucking Xerox machine breaks on me one more time, I’m going to slit my wrists.”
*
But now in her second job, in her fourth year of teaching in the Midwest, Zoe was discovering something she
never suspected she had: a crusty edge, brittle and pointed. Once she had pampered her students, singing them
songs, letting them call her at home even, and ask personal questions, but now she was losing sympathy. They
were beginning to seem different. They were beginning to seem demanding and spoiled.
“You act,” said one of her senior-seminar students at a scheduled conference, “like your opinion is worth more
than everyone else’s in the class.”
Zoe’s eyes widened.
“I am the teacher,” she said. “I do get paid to act like that.”
She narrowed her gaze at the student, who was wearing a big leather bow in her hair like a cowgirl in a TV
ranch show.
“I mean, otherwise everybody in the class would have little offices and office hours.”
Sometimes Professor Hendricks will take up the class’s time just talking about movies she’s seen. She stared at
the student some more, then added,
“I bet you’d like that.”
“Maybe I sound whiny to you,” said the girl, “but I simply want my history major to mean something.”
“Well, there’s your problem,” said Zoe, and, with a smile, she showed the student to the door. “I like your
bow,” she said.
Zoe lived for the mail, for the postman—that handsome blue jay—and when she got a real letter with a real
full-price stamp from someplace else, she took it to bed with her and read it over and over. She also watched
television until all hours and had her set in the bedroom—a bad sign.
Professor Hendricks has said critical things about Fawn Hall, the Catholic religion, and the whole state of
Illinois. It is unbelievable.
At Christmastime she gave twenty-dollar tips to the mailman and to Jerry, the only cabbie in town, whom she
had gotten to know from all her rides to and from the Terre Haute airport, and who, since he realized such rides
were an extravagance, often gave her cut rates.
*
“I’m flying in to visit you this weekend,” announced Zoe.
“I was hoping you would,” said Evan. “Charlie and I are having a party for Halloween. It’ll be fun.”
“I have a costume already. It’s a bonehead. It’s this thing that looks like a giant bone going through your head.”
“Great,” said Evan. “It is, it’s great.”
“All I have is my moon mask from last year and the year before. I’ll probably end up getting married in it.”
“Are you and Charlie getting married?” Zoe felt slightly alarmed.
“Hmmnnno, not immediately.”
“Don’t get married.”
“Why?”
“Just not yet. You’re too young.”
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“You’re only saying that because you’re five years older than I am and you’re not married.”
“I’m not married? Oh, my God,” said Zoe, “I forgot to get married.”
*
Zoe had been out with three men since she’d come to Hilldale-Versailles. One of them was a man in the
municipal bureaucracy who had fixed a parking ticket she’d brought in to protest and then asked her out for
coffee. At first, she thought he was amazing—at last, someone who did not want Heidi! But soon she came to
realize that all men, deep down, wanted Heidi. Heidi with cleavage. Heidi with outfits. The parking-ticket
bureaucrat soon became tired and intermittent. One cool fall day, in his snazzy, impractical convertible, when she
asked him what was wrong he said,
“You would not be ill served by new clothes, you know.”
She wore a lot of gray-green corduroy. She had been under the impression that it brought out her eyes, those
shy stars. She flicked an ant from her sleeve.
“Did you have to brush that off in the car?” he said, driving. He glanced down at his own pectorals, giving first
the left, then the right, a quick survey. He was wearing a tight shirt.
“Excuse me?”
He slowed down at an amber light and frowned.
“Couldn’t you have picked it up and thrown it outside?”
“The ant? It might have bitten me. I mean, what difference does it make?”
“It might have bitten you! Ha! How ridiculous! Now it’s going to lay eggs in my car!”
The second guy was sweeter, lunkier, though not insensitive to certain paintings and songs, but too often, too,
things he’d do or say would startle her. Once, in a restaurant, he stole the garnishes off her dinner plate and waited
for her to notice. When she didn’t, he finally thrust his fist across the table and said, “Look,” and when he opened
it, there was her parsley sprig and her orange slice crumpled to a wad. Another time, he described to her his recent
trip to the Louvre.
“And there I was in front of Delacroix’s\fn{ Ferdinand Victor Eugène Delacroix (1799?-1863) French Revolutionary artist. }
The Barque of Dante, and everyone else had wandered off, so I had my own private audience with it, all those
agonized shades splayed in every direction, and there’s this motion in that painting that starts at the bottom,
swirling and building up into the red fabric of Dante’s hood, swirling out into the distance, where you see these
orange flames …”
He was breathless in the telling. She found this touching, and smiled in encouragement.
“A painting like that,” he said, shaking his head. “It just makes you shit.”
*
“I have to ask you something,” said Evan. “I know every woman complains about not meeting men, but really,
on my shoots I meet a lot of men. And they’re not all gay, either.” She paused. “Not anymore.”
“What are you asking?”
*
The third guy was a political science professor named Murray Peterson, who liked to go out on double dates
with colleagues whose wives he was attracted to. Usually, the wives would consent to flirt with him. Under the
table sometimes there was footsie, and once there was even kneesie. Zoe and the husband would be left to their
food, staring into their water glasses, chewing like goats.
“Oh, Murray,” said one wife, who had never finished her master’s in physical therapy and wore great clothes,
“You know, I know everything about you: your birthday, your license-plate number. I have everything memorized.
But then that’s the kind of mind I have. Once, at a dinner party, I amazed the host by getting up and saying
goodbye to every single person there, first and last names.”
“I knew a dog who could do that,” said Zoe with her mouth full.
Murray and the wife looked at her with vexed and rebuking expressions, but the husband seemed suddenly
twinkling and amused. Zoe swallowed.
“It was a talking Lab, and after about ten minutes of listening to the dinner conversation this dog knew
everyone’s name. You could say, ‘Take this knife to Murray Peterson,’ and it would.”
“Really,” said the wife, frowning, and Murray Peterson never called again.
*
“Are you seeing anyone?” said Evan. “I’m asking for a particular reason. I’m not just being like Mom.”
“I’m seeing my house. I’m tending to it when it wets, when it cries, when it throws up.”
*
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Zoe had bought a mint-green ranch house near campus, though now she was thinking that maybe she shouldn’t
have. It was hard to live in a house. She kept wandering in and out of the rooms, wondering where she had put
things. She went downstairs into the basement for no reason at all except that it amused her to own a basement. It
also amused her to own a tree.
Her parents, in Maryland, had been very pleased that one of their children had at last been able to afford real
estate, and when she closed on the house they sent her flowers with a congratulations card. Her mother had even
UPS’d a box of old decorating magazines saved over the years—photographs of beautiful rooms her mother used
to moon over, since there never had been any money to redecorate. It. was like getting her mother’s pornography,
that box, inheriting her drooled-upon fantasies, the endless wish and tease that had been her life. But to her
mother it was a rite of passage that pleased her.
“Maybe you will get some ideas from these,” she had written. And when Zoe looked at the photographs, at the
bold and beautiful living rooms, she was filled with longing. Ideas and ideas of longing.
Right now Zoe’s house was rather empty. The previous owner had wallpapered around the furniture, leaving
strange gaps and silhouettes on the walls, and Zoe hadn’t done much about that yet. She had bought furniture,
then taken it back, furnishing and unfurnishing, preparing and shedding, like a womb. She had bought several
plain pine chests to use as love seats or boot boxes, but they came to look to her more and more like children’s
coffins, so she returned them.
And she had recently bought an Oriental rug for the living room, with Chinese symbols on it she didn’t
understand. The salesgirl had kept saying she was sure they meant “Peace” and “Eternal Life,” but when Zoe got
the rug home she worried. What if they didn’t mean “Peace” and “Eternal Life”? What if they meant, say, “Bruce
Springsteen”? And the more she thought about it, the more she became convinced she had a rug that said “Bruce
Springsteen,” and so she returned that, too.
She had also bought a little baroque mirror for the front entryway, which, she had been told by Murray
Peterson, would keep away evil spirits. The mirror, however, tended to frighten her, startling her with an image of
a woman she never recognized. Sometimes she looked puffier and plainer than she remembered. Sometimes shifty
and dark. Most times she just looked vague.
“You look like someone I know,” she had been told twice in the last year by strangers in restaurants in Terre
Haute. In fact, sometimes she seemed not to have a look of her own, or any look whatsoever, and it began to
amuse her that her students and colleagues were able to recognize her at all. How did they know? When she
walked into a room, how did she look so that they knew it was she? Like this? Did she look like this? And so she
returned the mirror.
*
“The reason I’m asking is that I know a man I think you should meet,” said Evan. “He’s fun. He’s straight.
He’s single. That’s all I’m going to say.”
“I think I’m too old for fun,” said Zoe.
She had a dark bristly hair in her chin, and she could feel it now with her finger. Perhaps when you had been
without the opposite sex for too long, you began to resemble them. In an act of desperate invention, you began to
grow your own.
“I just want to come, wear my bonehead, visit with Charlie’s tropical fish, ask you about your food shoots.”
She thought about all the papers on Our Constitution: How It Affects Us she was going to have to correct. She
thought about how she was going in for ultrasound tests on Friday, because, according to her doctor and her
doctor’s assistant, she had a large, mysterious growth in her abdomen. Gallbladder, they kept saying. Or ovaries or
colon.
“You guys practice medicine?” asked Zoe, aloud, after they had left the room. Once, as a girl, she brought her
dog to a vet, who had told her,
“Well, either your dog has worms or cancer or else it was hit by a car.”
She was looking forward to New York.
“Well, whatever. We’ll just play it cool. I can’t wait to see you, hon. Don’t forget your bonehead,” said Evan.
“A bonehead you don’t forget,” said Zoe.
“I suppose,” said Evan.
The ultrasound Zoe was keeping a secret, even from Evan.
“I feel like I’m dying,” Zoe had hinted just once on the phone.
“You’re not dying,” said Evan, “you’re just annoyed.”
*
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“Ultrasound,” Zoe now said jokingly to the technician who put the cold jelly on her bare stomach. “Does that
sound like a really great stereo system or what?”
She had not had anyone make this much fuss over her bare stomach since her boyfriend in graduate school,
who had hovered over her whenever she felt ill, waved his arms, pressed his hands upon her navel, and drawled
evangelically,
“Heal! Heal for thy Baby Jesus’ sake!” Zoe would laugh and they would make love, both secretly hoping she
would get pregnant. Later they would worry together, and he would sink a cheek to her belly and ask whether she
was late, was she late, was she sure, she might be late, and when after two years she had not gotten pregnant they
took to quarreling and drifted apart.
“O.K.,” said the technician absently.
The monitor was in place, and Zoe’s insides came on the screen in all their gray and ribbony hollowness. They
were marbled in the finest gradations of black and white, like stone in an old church or a picture of the moon.
“Do you suppose,” she babbled at the technician, “that the rise in infertility among so many couples in this
country is due to completely different species trying to reproduce?”
The technician moved the scanner around and took more pictures. On one view in particular, on Zoe’s right
side, the technician became suddenly alert, the machine he was operating clicking away.
Zoe stared at the screen.
“That must be the growth you found there,” suggested Zoe.
“I can’t tell you anything,” said the technician rigidly. “Your doctor will get the radiologist’s report this
afternoon and will phone you then.”
“I’ll be out of town,” said Zoe.
“I’m sorry,” said the technician.
Driving home, Zoe looked in the rearview mirror and decided she looked—well, how would one describe it? A
little wan. She thought of the joke about the guy who visits his doctor and the doctor says,
“Well, I’m sorry to say, you’ve got six weeks to live.”
“I want a second opinion,” says the guy. You act like your opinion is worth more than everyone else’s in the
class.
“You want a second opinion? O.K.,” says the doctor. “You’re ugly, too.”
She liked that joke. She thought it was terribly, terribly funny.
She took a cab to the airport. Jerry the cabbie was happy to see her.
“Have fun in New York,” he said, getting her bag out of the trunk. He liked her, or at least he always acted as if
he did. She called him Jare.
“Thanks, Jare.”
“You know, I’ll tell you a secret: I’ve never been to New York. I’ll tell you two secrets: I’ve never been on a
plane.” And he waved at her sadly as she pushed her way in through the terminal door.
“Or an escalator!” he shouted.
The trick to flying safely, Zoe always said, was to never buy a discount ticket and to tell yourself you had
nothing to live for anyway, so that when the plane crashed it was no big deal. Then, when it didn’t crash, when
you had succeeded in keeping it aloft with your own worthlessness, all you had to do was stagger off, locate your
luggage, and, by the time a cab arrived, come up with a persuasive reason to go on living.
*
“You’re here!” shrieked Evan over the doorbell, before she even opened the door. Then she opened it wide.
Zoe set her bags on the hall floor and hugged Evan hard. When she was little, Evan had always been affectionate
and devoted. Zoe had always taken care of her—advising, reassuring—until recently, when it seemed Evan had
started advising and reassuring her. It startled Zoe. She suspected it had something to do with her being alone. It
made people uncomfortable.
“How are you?”
“I threw up on the plane. Besides that, I’m O.K.”
“Can I get you something? Here, let me take your suitcase. Sick on the plane. Eeeyew.”
“It was into one of those sickness bags,” said Zoe, just in case Evan thought she’d lost it in the aisle. “I was
very quiet.”
The apartment was spacious and bright, with a view all the way downtown along the East Side.\fn{ They are in
New York County, which vulgar people call Manhattan. } There was a balcony, and sliding glass doors.
“I keep forgetting how nice this apartment is. Twenty-first floor, doorman …”
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Zoe could work her whole life and never have an apartment like this. So could Evan. It was Charlie’s
apartment. He and Evan lived in it like two kids in a dorm, beer cans and clothes strewn around. Evan put Zoe’s
bag away from the mess, over by the fish tanks.
“I’m so glad you’re here,” she said. “Now what can I get you?”
Evan made them lunch—soup from a can and saltines.
“I don’t know about Charlie,” she said after they had finished. “I feel like we’ve gone all sexless and middleaged already.”
“Hmm,” said Zoe.
She leahed back into Evan’s sofa and stared out the window at the dark tops of the buildings. It seemed a little
unnatural to live up in the sky like this, like birds that out of some wrongheaded derring-do had nested too high.
She nodded toward the lighted fish tanks and giggled.
“I feel like a bird,” she said, “with my own personal supply of fish.”
Evan sighed.
“He comes home and just sacks out on the sofa, watching fuzzy football. He’s wearing the psychic cold cream
and curlers, if you know what I mean.”
Zoe sat up, readjusted the sofa cushions.
“What’s fuzzy football?”
“We haven’t gotten cable yet. Everything comes in fuzzy. Charlie just watches it that way.”
“Hmm, yeah, that’s a little depressing,” Zoe said. She looked at her hands. “Especially the part about not
having cable.”
“This is how he gets into bed at night.” Evan stood up to demonstrate. “He whips all his clothes off, and when
he gets to his underwear he lets it drop to one ankle. Then he kicks up his leg and flips the underwear in the air
and catches it. I, of course, watch from the bed. There’s nothing else. There’s just that.”
“Maybe you should just get it over with and get married.”
“Really?”
“Yeah. I mean, you guys probably think living together like this is the best of both worlds, but”—Zoe tried to
sound like an older sister; an older sister was supposed to be the parent you could never have, the hip, cool mom
—“but I’ve always found that as soon as you think you’ve got the best of both worlds”—she thought now of
herself, alone in her house, of the toad-faced cicadas that flew around like little men at night and landed on her
screens, staring; of the size-fourteen shoes she placed at the doorstep, to scare off intruders; of the ridiculous,
inflatable blowup doll someone had told her to keep propped up at the breakfast table—“it can suddenly twist and
become the worst of both worlds.”
“Really?” Evan was beaming.
“Oh, Zoe. I have something to tell you. Charlie and I are getting married.”
“Really.” Zoe felt confused.
“I didn’t know how to tell you.”
“Yeah, I guess the part about fuzzy football misled me a little.”
“I was hoping you’d be my maid of honor,” said Evan, waiting. “Aren’t you happy for me?”
“Yes,” said Zoe, and she began to tell Evan a story about an award-winning violinist at Hilldale-Versailles—
how the violinist had come home from a competition in Europe and taken up with a local man who made her go
to all his summer softball games, made her cheer for him from the stands, with the wives, until she later killed
herself. But when Zoe got halfway through, to the part about cheering at the softball games, she stopped.
“What?” said Evan. “So what happened?”
“Actually, nothing,” said Zoe lightly. “She just really got into softball. You should have seen her.”
*
Zoe decided to go to a late afternoon movie, leaving Evan to chores she needed to do before the party—“I have
to do them alone, really,” she’d said, a little tense after the violinist story. Zoe thought about going to an art
museum, but women alone in art museums had to look good. They always did. Chic and serious, moving
languidly, with a great handbag. Instead, she walked down through Kips Bay, past an earring boutique called Stick
It In Your Ear, past a hair salon called Dorian Gray. That was the funny thing about “beauty,” thought Zoe. Look it
up in the yellow pages and you found a hundred entries, hostile with wit, cutesy with warning. But look up
“truth”—Ha! There was nothing at all.
Zoe thought about Evan getting married. Would Evan turn into Peter Pumpkin Eater’s wife? Mrs. Eater? At the
wedding, would she make Zoe wear some flouncy lavender dress, identical with the other maids’? Zoe hated
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uniforms, had even in the first grade refused to join Elf Girls because she didn’t want to wear the same dress as
everyone else. Now she might have to. But maybe she could distinguish it. Hitch it up on one side with a
clothespin. Wear surgical gauze at the waist. Clip to her bodice one of those pins that say in loud letters Shit
Happens.
At the movie—Death by Number—she bought strands of red licorice to tug and chew. She took a seat off to
one side in the theater. She felt strangely self-conscious sitting alone, and hoped for the place to darken fast. When
it did, and the coming attractions came on, she reached inside her purse for her glasses. They were in a Baggie.
Her Kleenex was also in a Baggie. So were her pen and her aspirin and her mints. Everything was in Baggies.
This was what she’d become: a woman alone at the movies with everything in a Baggie.
*
At the Halloween party, there were about two dozen people. There were people with ape heads and large hairy
hands. There was someone dressed as a leprechaun. There was someone dressed as a frozen dinner. Some man
had brought his two small daughters: a ballerina and a ballerina’s sister, also dressed as a ballerina. There was a
gaggle of sexy witches—women dressed entirely in black, beautifully made up and jeweled.
“I hate those sexy witches. It’s not in the spirit of Halloween,” said Evan.
Evan had abandoned the moon mask and dolled herself up as hausfrau, in curlers and an apron, a decision she
now regretted. Charlie, because he liked fish, because he owned fish and collected fish, had decided to go as a
fish. He had fins, and eyes on the sides of his head.
“Zoe! How are you! I’m sorry I wasn’t here when you first arrived!”
He spent the rest of his time chatting up the sexy witches.
“Isn’t there something I can help you with here?” Zoe asked her sister. “You’ve been running yourself ragged.”
She rubbed her sister’s arm, gently, as if she wished they were alone.
“Oh, God, not at all,” said Evan, arranging stuffed mushrooms on a plate. The timer went off, and she pulled
another sheetful out of the oven. “Actually, you know what you can do?”
“What?” Zoe put on her bonehead.
“Meet Earl. He’s the guy I had in mind for you. When he gets here, just talk to him a little. He’s nice. He’s fun.
He’s going through a divorce.”
“I’ll try,” Zoe groaned. “O.K.? I’ll try.”
She looked at her watch.
*
When Earl arrived, he was dressed as a naked woman, steel wool glued strategically to a body stocking, and
large rubber breasts protruding like hams.
“Zoe, this is Earl,” said Evan.
“Good to meet you,” said Earl, circling Evan to shake Zoe’s hand. He stared at the top of Zoe’s head.
“Great bone.” Zoe nodded.
“Great tits,” she said.
She looked past him, out the window at the city thrown glittering up against the sky; people were saying the
usual things: how it looked like jewels, like bracelets and necklaces unstrung. You could see the clock of the Con
Ed building, the orange-and-gold-capped Empire State, the Chrysler like a rocket ship dreamed up in a
depression. Far west you could glimpse Astor Plaza, with its flying white roof like a nun’s habit.
“There’s beer out on the balcony, Earl. Can I get you one?” Zoe asked.
“Sure, uh, I’ll come along. Hey, Charlie, how’s it going?”
Charlie grinned and whistled. People turned to look.
“Hey, Earl,” someone called from across the room. “Va-va-va-voom!”
They squeezed their way past the other guests, past the apes and the sexy witches. The suction of the sliding
door gave way in a whoosh, and Zoe and Earl stepped out onto the balcony, a bonehead and a naked woman, the
night air roaring and smoky cool. Another couple were out there, too, murmuring privately. They were not
wearing costumes. They smiled at Zoe and Earl.
“Hi,” said Zoe. She found the plastic-foam cooler, dug in and retrieved two beers.
“Thanks,” said Earl. His rubber breasts folded inward, dimpled and dented, as he twisted open the bottle.
“Well,” sighed Zoe anxiously. She had to learn not to be afraid of a man, the way, in your childhood, you
learned not to be afraid of an earthworm or a bug. Often, when she spoke to men at parties, she rushed things in
her mind. As the man politely blathered on, she would fall in love, marry, then find herself in a bitter custody
battle with him for the kids and hoping for a reconciliation, so that despite all his betrayals she might no longer
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despise him, and, in the few minutes remaining, learn, perhaps, what his last name was and what he did for a
living, though probably there was already too much history between them. She would nod, blush, turn away.
“Evan tells me you’re a history professor. Where do you teach?”
“Just over the Indiana border into Illinois.”
He looked a little shocked.
“I guess Evan didn’t tell me that part.”
“She didn’t?”
“No.”
“Well, that’s Evan for you. When we were kids we both had speech impediments.”
“That can be tough,” said Earl. One of his breasts was hidden behind his drinking arm, but the other shone low
and pink, full as a strawberry moon.
“Yes, well, it wasn’t a total loss. We use to go to what we called peach pearapy. For about ten years of my life,
I had to map out every sentence in my mind, way ahead, before I said it. That was the only way I could get a
coherent sentence out.”
Earl drank from his beer.
“How did you do that? I mean, how did you get through?”
“I told a lot of jokes. Jokes you know the lines to already. You can just say them. I love jokes. Jokes and
songs.”
Earl smiled. He had on lipstick, a deep shade of red, but it was wearing off from the beer.
“What’s your favorite joke?”
“Uh, my favorite joke is probably—O.K., all right. This guy goes into a doctor’s office, and—”
“I think I know this one,” interrupted Earl, eagerly. He wanted to tell it himself. “A guy goes into a doctor’s
office, and the doctor tells him he’s got some good news and some bad news—that one, right?”
“I’m not sure,” said Zoe. “This might be a different version.”
“So the guy says, ‘Give me the bad news first,’ and the doctor says, ‘O.K. You’ve got three weeks to live.’ And
the guy cries, ‘Three weeks to live! Doctor, what is the good news?’ And the doctor says, ‘Did you see that
secretary out front? I finally fucked her.’”
Zoe frowned.
“That’s not the one you were thinking of?”
“No.” There was accusation in her voice. “Mine was different.”
“Oh,” said Earl. He looked away and then back again. “What kind of history do you teach?”
“I teach American, mostly—eighteenth- and nineteenth-century.” In graduate school, at bars the pickup line
was always, “So what’s your century?”
“Occasionally, I teach a special theme course,” she added. “Say, Humor and Personality in the White House.
That’s what my book’s on.” She thought of something someone once told her about bowerbirds, how they build
elaborate structures before mating.
“Your book’s on humor?”
“Yeah, and, well, when I teach a theme course like that I do all the centuries.” So what’s your century?
“All three of them.”
“Pardon?” The breeze glistened her eyes. Traffic revved beneath them. She felt high and puny, like someone
lifted into heaven by mistake and then spurned.
“Three. There’s only three.”
“Well, four, really.” She was thinking of Jamestown, and of the Pilgrims coming here with buckles and witch
hats to say their prayers.
“I’m a photographer,” said Earl. His face was starting to gleam, his rouge smearing in a sunset beneath his
eyes.
“Do you like that?”
“Well, actually, I’m starting to feel it’s a little dangerous.”
“Really?”
“Spending all your time in a dark room with that red light and all those chemicals. There’s links with
Parkinson’s, you know.”
“No, I didn’t.”
“I suppose I should wear rubber gloves, but I don’t like to. Unless I’m touching it directly, I don’t think of it as
real.”
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“Hmmm,” said Zoe. Alarm buzzed mildly through her.
“Sometimes, when I have a cut or something, I feel the sting and think, Shit. I wash constantly and just hope. I
don’t like rubber over the skin like that.”
“Really.”
“I mean, the physical contact. That’s what you want, or why bother?”
“I guess,” said Zoe. She wished she could think of a joke, something slow and deliberate with the end in sight.
She thought of gorillas, how when they had been kept too long alone in cages they would smack each other in the
head instead of mating.
“Are you—in a relationship?” Earl suddenly blurted.
“Now? As we speak?”
“Well, I mean, I’m sure you have a relationship to your work.” A smile, a little one, nestled in his mouth like
an egg. She thought of zoos in parks, how when cities were under siege, during world wars, people ate the
animals.
“But I mean, with a man.”
“No, I’m not in a relationship with a man.”
She rubbed her chin with her hand and could feel the one bristly hair there.
“But my last relationship was with a very sweet man,” she said. She made something up. “From Switzerland.
He was a botanist—a weed expert. His name was Jerry. I called him Jare. He was so funny. You’d go to the
movies with him and all he would notice was the plants. He would never pay attention to the plot. Once, in a
jungle movie, he started rattling off all these Latin names, out loud. It was very exciting for him.”
She paused, caught her breath.
“Eventually, he went back to Europe to, uh, study the edelweiss.” She looked at Earl. “Are you involved in a
relationship? With a woman?”
Earl shifted his weight and the creases in his body stocking changed, splintering outward like something
broken. His pubic hair slid over to one hip, like a corsage on a saloon girl.
“No,” he said, clearing his throat. The steel wool in his underarms was inching down toward his biceps. “I’ve
just gotten out of a marriage that was full of bad dialogue like ‘You want more space? I’ll give you more space!’
Clonk. Your basic Three Stooges.”
Zoe looked at him sympathetically.
“I suppose it’s hard for love to recover after that.”
His eyes lit up. He wanted to talk about love.
“But I keep thinking love should be like a tree. You look at trees and they’ve got bumps and scars from tumors,
infestations, what have you, but they’re still growing. Despite the bumps and bruises, they’re—straight.”
“Yeah, well,” said Zoe, “where I’m from they’re all married or gay. Did you see that movie Death by
Number?”
Earl looked at her, a little lost. She was getting away from him.
“No,” he said. One of his breasts had slipped under his arm, tucked there like a baguette. She kept thinking of
trees, of parks, of people in wartime eating the zebras. She felt a stabbing pain in her abdomen.
*
“Want some hors d’oeuvres?”
Evan came pushing through the sliding door. She was smiling, though her curlers were coming out, hanging
bedraggled at the ends of her hair like Christmas decorations, like food put out for the birds. She thrust forward a
plate of stuffed mushrooms.
“Are you asking for donations or giving them away?” said Earl wittily. He liked Evan, and he put his arm
around her.
“You know, I’ll be right back,” said Zoe.
“Oh,” said Evan, looking concerned.
“Right back. I promise.”
Zoe hurried inside, across the living room into the bedroom, to the adjoining bath. It was empty; most of the
guests were using the half-bath near the kitchen. She flicked on the light and closed the door. The pain had
stopped, and she didn’t really have to go to the bathroom, but she stayed there anyway, resting. In the mirror
above the sink, she looked haggard beneath her bonehead, violet-grays showing under the skin like a plucked and
pocky bird’s. She leaned closer, raising her chin a little to find the bristly hair. It was there, at the end of the jaw,
sharp and dark as a wire. She opened the medicine cabinet, pawed through it until she found some tweezers. She
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lifted her head again and poked at her face with the metal tips, grasping and pinching and missing. Outside the
door, she could hear two people talking low. They had come into the bedroom and were discussing something.
They were sitting on the bed. One of them giggled in a false way. Zoe stabbed again at her chin, and it started to
bleed a little. She pulled the skin tight along the jawbone, gripped the tweezers hard around what she hoped was
the hair, and tugged. A tiny square of skin came away, but the hair re- mained, blood bright at the root of it. Zoe
clenched her teeth.
“Come on,” she whispered.
The couple outside in the bedroom were now telling stories, softly, and laughing. There was a bounce and
squeak of mattress, and the sound of a chair being moved out of the way. Zoe aimed the tweezers carefully,
pinched, then pulled gently, and this time the hair came, too, with a slight twinge of pain, and then a great flood of
relief.
“Yeah!” breathed Zoe.
She grabbed some toilet paper and dabbed at her chin. It came away spotted with blood, and so she tore off
some more and pressed hard until it stopped. Then she turned off the light, opened the door, and rejoined the
party.
“Excuse me,” she said to the couple in the bedroom. They were the couple from the balcony, and they looked
at her, a bit surprised. They had their arms around each other, and they were eating candy bars.
*
Earl was still out on the balcony, alone, and Zoe rejoined him there.
“Hi,” she said.
He turned around and smiled. He had straightened his costume out a bit, though all the secondary sex
characteristics seemed slightly doomed, destined to shift and flip and zip around again any moment.
“Are you O.K.?” he asked. He had opened another beer and was chugging.
“Oh, yeah. I just had to go to the bathroom.” She paused. “Actually, I have been going to a lot of doctors
recently.”
“What’s wrong?” asked Earl. “Oh, probably nothing. But they’re putting me through tests.”
She sighed.
“I’ve had sonograms. I’ve had mammograms. Next week I’m going in for a candygram.”
He looked at her, concerned.
“I’ve had too many gram words,” she said.
“Here, I saved you these.”
He held out a napkin with two stuffed mushroom caps. They were cold and leaving oil marks on the napkin.
“Thanks,” said Zoe, and pushed them both in her mouth. “Watch,” she said with her mouth full. “With my luck
it’ll be a gallbladder operation.”
Earl made a face.
“So your sister’s getting married,” he said, changing the subject. “Tell me, really, what you think about love.”
“Love?” Hadn’t they done this already? “I don’t know.” She chewed thoughtfully and swallowed. “All right.
I’ll tell you what I think about love. Here is a love story. This friend of mine—”
“You’ve got something on your chin,” said Earl, and he reached over to touch it.
“What?” said Zoe, stepping back. She turned her face away and grabbed at her chin. A piece of toilet paper
peeled off it, like tape.
“It’s nothing,” she said. “It’s just—it’s nothing.”
Earl stared at her.
“At any rate,” she continued, “this friend of mine was this award-winning violinist. She traveled all over
Europe and won competitions; she made records, she gave concerts, she got famous. But she had no social life. So
one day she threw herself at the feet of this conductor she had a terrible crush on. He picked her up, scolded her
gently, and sent her back to her hotel room. After that, she came home from Europe. She went back to her old
home town, stopped playing the violin, and took up with a local boy. This was in Illinois. He took her to some Big
Ten bar every night to drink with his buddies from the team. He used to say things like ‘Katrina here likes to play
the violin,’ and then he’d pinch her cheek. When she once suggested that they go home, he said, ‘What, you think
you’re too famous for a place like this? Well, let me tell you something. You may think you’re famous, but you’re
not famous famous.’ Two famouses. ‘No one here’s ever heard of you.’ Then he went up and bought a round of
drinks for everyone but her. She got her coat, went home, and shot a bullet through her head.”
Earl was silent.
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“That’s the end of my love story,” said Zoe.
“You’re not at all like your sister,” said Earl.
“Oh, really,” said Zoe. The air had gotten colder, the wind singing minor and thick as a dirge.
“No.” He didn’t want to talk about love anymore. "You know, you should wear a lot of blue—blue and white—
around your face. It would bring out your coloring.” He reached an arm out to show her how the blue bracelet he
was wearing might look against her skin, but she swatted it away.
“Tell me, Earl. Does the word ‘fag’ mean anything to you?”
He stepped back, away from her. He shook his head in disbelief.
“You know, I just shouldn’t try to go out with career women. You’re all stricken. A guy can really tell what life
has done to you. I do better with women who have part-time jobs.”
“Oh, yes?” said Zoe. She had once read an article entitled Professional Women and the Demographics of Grief.
Or, no, it was a poem.
If there were a lake, the moonlight would dance across it in conniptions.

She remembered that line. But perhaps the title was The Empty House: Aesthetics of Barrenness. Or maybe Space
Gypsies: Girls in Academe. She had forgotten.
Earl turned and leaned on the railing of the balcony. It was getting late. Inside, the party guests were beginning
to leave. The sexy witches were already gone.
“Live and learn,” Earl murmured.
“Live and get dumb,” replied Zoe. Beneath them on Lexington there were no cars, just the gold rush of an
occasional cab. He leaned hard on his elbows, brooding.
“Look at those few people down there,” he said. “They look like bugs. You know how bugs are kept under
control? They’re sprayed with bug hormones—female bug hormones. The male bugs get so crazy in the presence
of this hormone they’re screwing everything in sight—trees, rocks, everything but female bugs. Population
control. That’s what’s happening in this country,” he said drunkenly. “Hormones sprayed around, and now men
are screwing rocks. Rocks!”
In the back, the Magic Marker line on his buttocks spread wide, a sketchy black on pink, like a funnies page.
Zoe came up, slow, from behind, and gave him a shove. His arms slipped forward, off the railing, out over the
street. Beer spilled out of his bottle, raining twenty stories down to the street.
“Hey, what are you doing!” he said,. whipping around. He stood straight and readied, and moved away from
the railing, sidestepping Zoe.
“What the hell are you doing?”
“Just kidding,” she said. “I was just kidding.”
But he gazed at her, appalled and frightened, his Magic Marker buttocks turned away now toward all of
downtown, a naked pseudo-woman with a blue bracelet at the wrist, trapped out on a balcony with—with what?
“Really, I was just kidding!” Zoe shouted.
The wind lifted the hair up off her head, skyward in spines behind the bone. If there were a lake, the moonlight
would dance across it in conniptions. She smiled at him and wondered how she looked.
164.1 Excerpt from Speak\fn{by Laurie Halse Anderson (1961- )} Potsdam, St. Lawrence County, New York, U.S.A.
(F) 13
It is my first morning of high school. I have seven new notebooks, a skirt I hate, and a stomach-ache.
The school bus wheezes to my corner. The door opens and I step up. I am the first pickup of the day. The driver
pulls away from the curb while I stand in the aisle. Where to sit? I’ve never been a back seat wastecase. If I sit in
the middle, a stranger could sit next to me. If I sit in the front, it will make me look like a little kid, but I figure it’s
the best chance I have to make eye contact with one of my friends, if any of them have decided to talk to me yet.
The bus picks up students in groups of four or five. As they walk down the aisle, people who were my middleschool lab partners or gym buddies glare at me. I close my eyes. This is what I’ve been dreading. As we leave the
last stop, I am the only person sitting alone.
The driver downshifts to drag us over the hills. The engine clanks, which makes the guys in the back holler
something obscene. Someone is wearing too much cologne. I try to open my window, but the little latches won’t
move. A guy behind me unwraps his breakfast and shoots the wrapper at the back of my head. It bounces into my
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lap—a Ho-Ho.
We pass janitors painting over the sign in front of the high school. The school board has decided that
“Merryweather High—Home of the Trojans” didn’t send a strong abstinence message, so they have transformed
us into the Blue Devils. Better the Devil you know than the Trojan you don’t, I guess. School colors will stay
purple and gray. The board didn’t want to spring for new uniforms.
Older students are allowed to roam until the bell, but ninth-graders are herded into the auditorium. We fall into
clans: Jocks, Country Clubbers, Idiot Savants, Cheerleaders, Human Waste, Eurotrash, Future Fascists of
America, Big Hair Chix, the Marthas, Suffering Artists, Thespians, Goths, Shredders.
I am clanless. I wasted the last weeks of August watching bad cartoons. I didn’t go to the mall, the lake, or the
pool, or answer the phone. I have entered high school with the wrong hair, the wrong clothes, the wrong attitude.
And I don’t have anyone to sit with.
I am Outcast.
There is no point looking for my ex-friends. Our clan, the Plain Janes, has splintered and the pieces are being
absorbed by rival factions. Nicole lounges with the Jocks, comparing scars from summer league sports. Ivy floats
between the Suffering Artists on one side of the aisle and the Thespians on the other. She has enough personality
to travel with two packs. Jessica has moved to Nevada. No real loss. She was mostly Ivy’s friend, anyway.
The kids behind me laugh so loud I know they’re laughing about me. I can’t help myself. I turn around. It’s
Rachel, surrounded by a bunch of kids wearing clothes that most definitely did not come from the East Side Mall.
Rachel Bruin, my ex-best friend. She stares at something above my left ear. Words climb up my throat. This was
the girl who suffered through Brownies with me, who taught me how to swim, who understood about my parents,
who didn’t make fun of my bedroom. If there is anyone in the entire galaxy I am dying to tell what really
happened, it’s Rachel. My throat burns.
Her eyes meet mine for a second.
“I hate you,” she mouths silently. She turns her back to me and laughs with her friends. I bite my lip. I am not
going to think about it. It was ugly, but it’s over, and I’m not going to think about it. My lip bleeds a little. It tastes
like metal. I need to sit down.
*
I stand in the center aisle of the auditorium, a wounded zebra in a National Geographic special, looking for
someone, anyone, to sit next to. A predator approaches: gray jock buzz cut, whistle around a neck thicker than his
head. Probably a social studies teacher, hired to coach a blood sport. Mr. Neck:
“Sit.”
I grab a seat. Another wounded zebra turns and smiles at me. She’s packing at least five grand worth of
orthodontia, but has great shoes.
“I’m Heather from Ohio,” she says. “I’m new here. Are you?”
I don’t have time to answer. The lights dim and the indoctrination begins.
THE FIRST TEN LIES THEY TELL YOU IN HIGH SCHOOL
1. We are here to help you.
2. You will have enough time to get to your class before the bell rings.
3. The dress code will be enforced.
4. No smoking is allowed on school grounds.
5. Our football team will win the championship this year.
6. We expect more of you here.
7. Guidance counselors are always available to listen.
8. Your schedule was created with your needs in mind.
9. Your locker combination is private.
10. These will be the years you look back on fondly.

My first class is biology. I can’t find it and get my first demerit for wandering the hall. It is 8:50 in the
morning. Only 699 days and 7 class periods until graduation.
*
My English teacher has no face. She has uncombed stringy hair that droops on her shoulders. The hair is black
from her part to her ears and then neon orange to the frizzy ends. I can’t decide if she had pissed off her
hairdresser or is morphing into a monarch butterfly. I call her Hairwoman.
Hairwoman wastes twenty minutes taking attendance because she won’t look at us. She keeps her head bent
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over her desk so the hair flops in front of her face. She spends the rest of class writing on the board and speaking
to the flag about our required reading. She wants us to write in our class journals every day, but promises not to
read them. I write about how weird she is.
*
We have journals in social studies, too. The school must have gotten a good price on journals. We are studying
American history for the ninth time in nine years. Another review of map skills, one week of Native Americans,
Christopher Columbus in time for Columbus Day, the Pilgrims in time for Thanksgiving. Every year they say
we’re going to get right up to the present, but we always get stuck in the Industrial Revolution. We got to World
War I in seventh grade—who knew there had been a war with the whole world? We need more holidays to keep
the social studies teachers on track.
My social studies teacher is Mr. Neck, the same guy who growled at me to sit down in the auditorium. He
remembers me fondly.
“I got my eye on you. Front row.”
Nice seeing you again, too. I bet he suffers from post-traumatic stress disorder. Vietnam or Iraq—one of those
TV wars.
*
I find my locker after social studies. The lock sticks a little, but I open it. I dive into the stream of fourth-period
lunch students and swim down the hall to the cafeteria.
I know enough not to bring lunch on the first day of high school. There is no way of telling what the acceptable
fashion will be. Brown bags—humble testament to suburbia, or terminal geek gear? Insulated lunch bags—hip
way to save the planet, or sign of an overinvolved mother? Buying is the only solution. And it gives me time to
scan the cafeteria for a friendly face or an inconspicuous corner.
The hot lunch is turkey with reconstituted dried mashed potatoes and gravy, a damp green vegetable, and a
cookie. I’m not sure how to order anything else, so I just slide my tray along and let the lunch drones fill it. This
eight-foot senior in front of me somehow gets three cheeseburgers, French fries, and two Ho-Hos without saying a
word. Some sort of Morse code with his eyes, maybe. Must study this further. I follow the Basketball Pole into the
cafeteria.
I see a few friends-people I used to think were my friends—but they look away. Think fast, think fast. There’s
that new girl, Heather, reading by the window. I could sit across from her. Or I could crawl behind a trash can. Or
maybe I could dump my lunch straight into the trash and keep moving right on out the door.
The Basketball Pole waves to a table of friends. Of course. The basketball team. They all swear at him—a
bizarre greeting practiced by athletic boys with zits. He smiles and throws a Ho-Ho. I try to scoot around him.
Thwap!
A lump of potatoes and gravy hits me square in the center of my chest. All conversation stops as the entire
lunch-room gawks, my face burning into their retinas. I will be forever known as “that girl who got nailed by
potatoes the first day.” The Basketball Pole apologizes and says something else, but four hundred people explode
in laughter and I can’t read lips. I ditch my tray and bolt for the door.
I motor so fast out of the lunchroom the track coach would draft me for varsity if he were around. But no, Mr.
Neck has cafeteria duty. And Mr. Neck has no use for girls who can run the one hundred in under ten seconds,
unless they’re willing to do it while holding on to a football. Mr. Neck:
“We meet again.” Me:
Would he listen to “I need to go home and change,” or “Did you see what that bozo did”? Not a chance. I keep
my mouth shut. Mr. Neck:
“Where do you think you’re going?” Me:
It is easier not to say anything. Shut your trap, button your lip, can it. All that crap you hear on TV about
communication and expressing feelings is a lie. Nobody really wants to hear what you have to say. Mr. Neck
makes a note in his book.
“I knew you were trouble the first time I saw you. I’ve taught here for twenty-four years and I can tell what’s
going on in a kid’s head just by looking in their eyes. No more warnings. You just earned a demerit for wandering
the halls without a pass.”
*
Art follows lunch, like dream follows nightmare. The classroom is at the far end of the building and has long,
south-facing windows. The sun doesn’t shine much in Syracuse, so the art room is designed to get every bit of
light it can. It is dusty in a clean-dirt kind of way. The floor is layered with dry splotches of paint, the walls
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plastered with sketches of tormented teenagers and fat puppies, the shelves crowded with clay pots. A radio plays
my favorite station.
Mr. Freeman is ugly. Big old grasshopper body, like a stilt-walking circus guy. Nose like a credit card sunk
between his eyes. But he smiles at us as we file into class.
He is hunched over a spinning pot, his hands muddy red.
“Welcome to the only class that will teach you how to survive,” he says. “Welcome to Art.”
I sit at a table close to his desk. Ivy is in this class. She sits by the door. I keep staring at her, trying to make her
look at me. That happens in movies—people can feel it when other people stare at them and they just have to turn
around and say something. Either Ivy has a great force field, or my laser vision isn’t very strong. She won’t look
back at me. I wish I could sit with her. She knows art.
Mr. Freeman turns off the wheel and grabs a piece of chalk without washing his hands.
“SOUL” he writes on the board. The clay streaks the word like dried blood.
“This is where you can find your soul, if you dare. Where you can touch that part of you that you’ve never
dared look at before. Do not come here and ask me to show you how to draw a face. Ask me to help you find the
wind.”
I sneak a peek behind me. The eyebrow telegraph is flashing fast. This guy is weird. He must see it, he must
know what we are thinking. He keeps on talking. He says we will graduate knowing how to read and write
because we’ll spend a million hours learning how to read and write. (I could argue that point.) Mr. Freeman:
“Why not spend that time on art: painting, sculpting, charcoal, pastel, oils? Are words or numbers more
important than images? Who decided this? Does algebra move you to tears?” (Hands raise, thinking he wants
answers.)
“Can the plural possessive express the feelings in your heart? If you don’t learn art now, you will never learn to
breathe!!!”
There is more. For someone who questions the value of words, he sure uses a lot of them. I tune out for a while
and come back when he holds up a huge globe that is missing half of the Northern Hemisphere.
“Can anyone tell me what this is?” he asks.
“A globe?” ventures a voice in the back. Mr. Freeman rolls his eyes.
“Was it an expensive sculpture that some kid dropped and he had to pay for it out of his own money or they
didn’t let him graduate?" asks another. Mr. Freeman sighs.
“No imagination. What are you, thirteen? Fourteen? You’ve already let them beat your creativity out of you!
This is an old globe I used to let my daughters kick around my studio when it was too wet to play outside. One
day Jenny put her foot right through Texas, and the United States crumbled into the sea. And voila—an idea! This
broken ball could be used to express such powerful visions—you could paint a picture of it with people fleeing
from the hole, with a wet-muzzled dog chewing Alaska—the opportunities are endless. It’s almost too much, but
you are important enough to give it to.”
Huh?
“You will each pick a piece of paper out of the globe.” He walks around the room so we can pull red scraps
from the center of the earth.
“On the paper you will find one word, the name of an object. I hope you like it. You will spend the rest of the
year learning how to turn that object into a piece of art. You will sculpt it. You will sketch it, papier-mache it,
carve it. If the computer teacher is talking to me this year, you can use the lab for computer-aided designs. But
there’s a catch—by the end of the year, you must figure out how to make your object say something, express an
emotion, speak to every person who looks at it.”
Some people groan. My stomach flutters. Can he really let us do this? It sounds like too much fun. He stops at
my table. I plunge my hand into the bottom of the globe and fish out my paper.
“Tree.”
Tree? It’s too easy. I learned how to draw a tree in second grade. I reach in for another piece of paper. Mr.
Freeman shakes his head.
“Ah-ah-ah,” he says. “You just chose your destiny, you can’t change that.”
He pulls a bucket of clay from under the pottery wheel, breaks off fist-sized balls, and tosses one to each of us.
Then he turns up the radio and laughs.
“Welcome to the journey.”
*
My Spanish teacher is going to try to get through the entire year without speaking English to us. This is both
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amusing and useful—makes it much easier to ignore her. She communicates through exaggerated gestures and
play-acting. It’s like taking a class in charades. She says a sentence in Spanish and puts the back of her hand to
her forehead.
“You have a fever!” someone from class calls out.
She shakes her head no, and repeats the gesture.
“You feel faint!” No. She goes out to the hall, then bursts through the door, looking busy and distracted. She
turns to us, acts surprised to see us, then does the bit with the back of the hand to the forehead.
“You’re lost!”
“You’re angry!”
“You’re in the wrong school!”
“You’re in the wrong country!”
“You’re on the wrong planet!”
She tries one more time and smacks herself so hard on the forehead she staggers a bit. Her forehead is as pink
as her lipstick. The guesses continue.
“You can’t believe how many kids are in this class!”
“You forgot how to speak Spanish!”
“You have a migraine!”
“You’re going to have a migraine if we don’t figure it out!”
In desperation, she writes a sentence in Spanish on the board:
Me sorprende que estoy tan cansada hoy.
No one knows what I it says. We don’t understand Spanish—that’s why we’re here. Finally, some brain gets
out the Spanish-English dictionary. We spend the rest of the period trying to translate the sentence. Wen the bill
rings, we have gotten as far as “To exhaust the day to surprise.”
*
I make it through the first two weeks of school without a nuclear meltdown. Heather from Ohio sits with me at
lunch and calls to talk about English homework. She can talk for hours. All I have to do is prop the phone against
my ear and “uh-huh” occasionally while I surf the cable. Rachel and every other person I’ve known for nine years
continue to ignore me. I’m getting bumped a lot in the halls. A few times my books were accidentally ripped from
my arms and pitched to the floor. I try not to dwell on it. It has to go away eventually.
At first, Mom was pretty good about preparing dinners in the morning and sticking them in the fridge, but I
knew it would end. I come home to a note that says,
“Pizza. 555-4892. Small tip this time.” Clipped to the note is a twenty-dollar bill.
My family has a good system. We communicate with notes on the kitchen counter. I write when I need school
supplies or a ride to the mall. They write what time they’ll be home from work and if I should thaw anything.
What else is there to say?
Mom is having staff problems again. My mother manages Effert’s, a clothing store downtown. Her boss
offered her the branch at the mall, but she didn’t want it. I think she likes watching the reaction when she says she
works in the city.
“Aren’t you afraid?” people ask. “I would never work there in a million years.” Mom loves doing the things
that other people are afraid of. She could have been a snake handler.
But the downtown location makes it hard to find people to work for her. Daily shoplifters, bums peeing on the
front door, and the occasional armed robbery discourage job seekers. Go figure. We are now two weeks into
September and she’s already thinking Christmas. She has plastic snowflakes and red-felt-wearing Santas on the
brain. If she can’t find enough employees for September, she’ll be in deep doo-doo when the holiday season hits.
I order my dinner at 3:10 and eat it on the white couch. I don’t know which parent was having seizures when
they bought that couch. The trick to eating on it is to turn the messy side of the cushions up. The couch has two
personalities: “Melinda inhaling pepperoni and mushroom” and “No one ever eats in the family room, no
ma’am.” I chow and watch TV until I hear Dad’s Jeep in the driveway. Flip, flip, flip—cushions reversed to show
their pretty white cheeks, then bolt upstairs. By the time Dad unlocks the door, everything looks the way he wants
to see it, and I have vanished.
My room belongs to an alien. It is a postcard of who I was in fifth grade. I went through a demented phase
when I thought that roses should cover everything and pink was a great color. It was all Rachel’s fault. She
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begged her mom to let her do her room over, so we all ended up with new rooms. Nicole refused to put the stupid
little skirt around her nightstand and Ivy had gone way over the top, as usual. Jessica did hers in a desert ‘n’
cowdudes theme.
My room was stuck in the middle, a bit stolen from everyone else. The only things that were really mine were
my stuffed-rabbit collection from when I was a little kid and my canopy bed. No matter how much Nicole teased
me, I wouldn’t take the canopy down. I’m thinking about changing the rose wallpaper, but then Mom would get
involved and Dad would measure the walls and they would argue about paint color. I don’t know what I want it to
look like, anyway.
Homework is not an option. My bed is sending out serious nap rays. I can’t help myself. The fluffy pillows and
warm comforter are more powerful than I am. I have no choice but to snuggle under the covers.
I hear Dad turn on the television. Clink, clink, clink—he drops ice cubes in a heavy-bottomed glass and pours
in some booze. He opens the microwave—for the pizza, I guess—slams it closed, then beep-beeps the timer. I
turn on my radio so he’ll know I’m home. I won’t take a real nap. I have this halfway place, a rest stop on the road
to sleep, where I can stay for hours. I don’t even need to close my eyes, just stay safe under the covers and
breathe.
Dad turns up the volume on the TV. The news-team anchor-dude bellows,
“Five dead in house fire! Young girl attacked! Teens suspected in gas station holdup!”
I nibble on a scab on my lower lip. Dad hops from channel to channel, watching the same stories play over and
over. I watch myself in the mirror across the room. Ugh. My hair is completely hidden under the comforter. I look
for the shapes in my face. Could I put a face in my tree, like a dryad from Greek mythology? Two muddy-circle
eyes under black-dash eyebrows, piggy-nose nostrils, and a chewed-up horror of a mouth. Definitely not a dryad
face. I can’t stop biting my lips. It looks like my mouth belongs to someone else, someone I don’t even know.
I get out of bed and take down the mirror. I put it in the back of my closet, facing the wall.
*
I’m hiding in the bathroom, waiting for the coast to clear. I peek out the door. Principal Principal spots another
errant student in the hall. Principal Principal:
“Where’s your late pass, mister?” Errant Student:
“I’m on my way to get one now.” PP:
“But you can’t be in the hall without a pass.” ES:
“I know, I’m so upset. That’s why I need to hurry, so I can get a pass.”
Principal Principal pauses with a look on his face like Daffy Duck’s when Bugs is pulling a fast one. PP:
“Well, hurry up, then, and get that pass.”
Errant Student races down hall, waving and smiling. Principal Principal walks the other way, replaying the
conversation in his mind, trying to figure out what went wrong. I ponder this and laugh.
*
Gym should be illegal. It is humiliating.
My gym locker is closest to the door, which means I have to change my clothes in a bathroom stall. Heather
from Ohio has the locker next to mine. She wears her gym clothes under her regular clothes. After gym she
changes out of her shorts but always leaves an undershirt on. It makes me worry about the girls in Ohio. Do they
all have to wear undershirts?
The only other girl I know in gym is Nicole. In our old clan, we had never been very close. She almost said
something to me when school started, but instead looked down and retied her Nikes. Nicole has a full-length
locker in a discreet, fresh-smelling alcove because she’s on the soccer team. She doesn’t mind changing her
clothes in public. She even changes bras, wearing one sports bra to regular class and another to gym class. Never
blushes or turns around to hide herself, just changes her clothes. Must be a jock thing. If you’re that strong, you
don’t care if people make comments about your boobs or rear end.
It’s late September and we’re starting our field hockey unit. Field hockey is a mud sport, played only on wet,
cloudy days when it feels like snow. Who dreamed up this one? Nicole is unstoppable at field hockey. She motors
downfield so fast she creates a wake of flowing mud that washes over anyone who gets in her way. She does
something with her wrist, then the ball is in the goal. She smiles and jogs back to the center circle.
Nicole can do anything that involves a ball and a whistle. Basketball, softball, lacrosse, football, soccer, rugby.
Anything. And she makes it look easy. Boys watch her to learn how to play better. It doesn’t hurt that she’s cute.
She chipped her tooth this past summer at some kind of jock camp. Makes her look even cuter.
The gym teachers have a special place in their hearts for Nicole. She shows Potential. They look at her and see
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future State Championships. Pay raises. One day she scored 35 goals before my team threatened to walk off the
field. The gym teacher made her the referee. Not only did my team lose, but four girls went to the nurse with
injuries. Nicole doesn’t believe in the concept of fouling. She comes from the “play till death or maiming” school
of athletics.
If it weren’t for her attitude, it would be easier to deal with all this. The crappy locker I have, Heather geeking
around me like a moth, cold mornings in the mud watching Nicole, Warrior Princess, listening to the coaches
praise her—I could just accept it and move on. But Nicole is so friendly. She even talks to Heather from Ohio.
She told Heather where to buy a mouth guard so her braces wouldn’t cut up her lips if she got hit with a ball.
Heather now wants to buy a sports bra.
Nicole is just not a bitch. It would be so much easier to hate her if she were.
*
Rachel is with me in the bathroom. Edit that. Rachelle is with me in the bathroom. She has changed her name.
Rachelle is reclaiming her European heritage by hanging out with the foreign-exchange students. After five weeks
in school, she can swear in French. She wears black stockings with runs and doesn’t shave under her arms. She
waves her hand in the air and you find yourself thinking of young chimpanzees.
I can’t believe she was my best friend.
I’m in the bathroom trying to put my right contact lens back in. She’s smudging mascara under her eyes to
look exhausted and wan. I think about running out so she can’t pull the evil eye on me again, but Hairwoman, my
English teacher, is patrolling the hall and I forgot to go to her class. Me:
“Hi.” Rachelle:
“Mmm.”
Now what? I’m going to be completely, totally cool, like nothing has happened. Think ice. Think snow. Me:
“How’s it going."”I try to put in my contact, and poke myself in the eye. Very cool. Rachelle:
“Eehn.” She gets mascara in her eye and rubs smearing mascara across her face.
I don’t want to be cool. I want to grab her by the neck and shake her and scream at her to stop treating me like
dirt. She didn’t even bother to find out the truth—what kind of friend is that? My contact folds in half under my
eyelid. Tears well in my right eye. Me:
“Ouch.” Rachelle: [Snorts. Stands back from mirror, turns head from side to side to admire the black mess that
looks like goose poop across her cheekbones]
“Pas mal.” She puts a candy cigarette between her lips. Rachelle wants desperately to smoke, but she has
asthma. She has started a new Thing, unheard of in a ninth-grader. Candy cigarettes. The exchange students love
it. Next thing you know, she’ll be drinking black coffee and reading books without pictures.
An exchange student flushes and comes out of the stall. This one looks like a supermodel with a name like
Greta or Ingrid. Is America the only country with dumpy teenagers? She says something foreign and Rachelle
laughs. Right, like she understood. Me:
Rachelle blows a candy cigarette smoke ring at my face. Blows me off. I have been dropped like a hot Pop Tart
on a cold kitchen floor. Rachelle and Greta-Ingrid glide out of the bathroom. Neither one of them has toilet paper
stuck to her boots. Where is the justice?
I need a new friend. I need a friend, period. Not a true friend, nothing close or share clothes or sleepover giggle
giggle yak yak. Just a pseudo-friend, disposable friend. Friend as accessory. Just so I don’t feel and look so stupid.
My journal entry for the day: “Exchange students are ruining our country.”
*
As we ride home on Heather's bus, she tries to bully me into joining a club. She has a Plan. She wants us to
join five clubs, one for every day of the week. The tricky part is choosing the clubs that have the Right People.
Latin Club is out of the question, as is Bowling. Heather actually likes bowling—it was a big thing in her old
school—but she has seen our bowling lanes and she could tell that no Right Person would set foot in there.
When we get to Heather’s house, her mother meets us at the door. She wants to hear all about our day, how
long I’ve lived in town, and asks little sideways questions about my parents, so she can figure out if I’m the kind
of friend she wants for her daughter. I don’t mind. I think it’s nice that she cares.
We can’t go in Heather’s room because the decorators aren’t finished. Armed with a bowl of orange popcorn
and diet sodas, we retreat to the basement. The decorators finished that first. You can hardly tell it’s a basement.
It’s covered in carpeting nicer than we have in our living room. A monster TV glows in a corner, and there’s a
pool table and exercise equipment. It doesn’t even smell like a basement.
Heather hops on the treadmill and resumes scheming. She isn’t finished with her survey of Merryweather’s
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social scene, but she thinks the International Club and the Select Chorus will be a good place to start. Maybe we
can try out for the musical. I turn on the television and eat her popcorn. Heather:
“What should we do? What do you want to join? Maybe we should tutor at the elementary school.” She
increases the speed of the treadmill. “What about your friends from last year? Don’t you know Nicole? But she
does all those sports, doesn’t she? I could never do sports. I fall down too easy. What do you want to do?” Me:
“Nothing. The clubs are stupid. Want some popcorn?”
She edges up the treadmill speed and breaks into a sprint. The treadmill is so loud I can hardly hear the
television. Heather I wags her finger at me. Hanging back is a common mistake most ninth-graders make, she
says. I shouldn’t be intimidated. I have to get involved, become a part of the school. That’s what all the popular
people do. She turns down the treadmill and wipes her brow with a thick towel that hangs off the side of the
machine. After a few minutes of cooling down, she hops off.
“A hundred calories,” she crows. “Want to try?”
I shudder and hold out the popcorn bowl to her. She reaches right past me and takes a pen topped with a
Merryweather Purple ball of fluff off'the coffee table.
“We must make plans,” she says solemnly. She draws four boxes, one for each marking period, then writes
GOALS in each box. “We won’t get anywhere without knowing our goals. Everyone always says that and it is so
true.” She opens her soda.
“What are your goals, Mel?”
I used to be like Heather. Have I changed that much in two months? She is happy, driven, aerobically fit. She
has a nice mom and an awesome television. But she’s like a dog that keeps jumping into your lap. She always
walks with me down the halls chattering a million miles a minute.
My goal is to go home and take a nap.
*
Yesterday Hairwoman yanked me from study hall and forced me to make up my “missing” homework in her
room. (She made fluttering noises of concern and mentioned a meeting with my parents. Not good.) Nobody
bothered to tell me that study hall was being held in the library today. By the time I find it, the period is almost
over. I’m dead. I try to explain to the librarian, but I keep stuttering and nothing comes out right. Librarian:
“Calm down, calm down. It’s OK. Don’t get upset. You are Melinda Sordino, right? Don’t worry. I’ll mark you
present. Let me show you how it works. If you think you’re going to be late, just ask a teacher for a late pass.
See? No need for tears.”
She holds up a small green pad—my get-out-of-jail-free cards. I smile and try to choke out a “thank you,” but
can’t say anything. She thinks I’m overcome with emotion because she didn’t bust me. Close enough. There’s not
enough time for a nap, so I check out a stack of books to make the librarian happy. I might even read one.
I don’t come up with my brilliant idea right then and there. It is born when Mr. Neck tracks me through the
cafeteria, demanding my Twenty Ways the Iroquois Survived in the Forest homework. I pretend that I don’t see
him. I cut through the lunch line, loop around a couple making out by the door, and start down a hall. Mr. Neck
stops to break up the PDA. I head for the Seniors’ Wing.
I am in foreign territory where No Freshman Has Gone Before. I don’t have time to worry about the looks I’m
getting. I can hear Mr. Neck. I turn a corner, open a door, and step into darkness. I hold the doorknob, but Mr.
Neck doesn’t touch it. I hear his footsteps lumber down the hall. I feel the wall next to the door until I find a light
switch.
I haven’t stumbled into a classroom; it is an old janitor’s closet that smells like sour sponges. The back wall
has built-in shelves filled with dusty textbooks and a few bottles of bleach. A stained armchair and an oldfashioned desk peek from behind a collection of mops and brooms. A cracked mirror tilts over a sink littered with
dead roaches crocheted together with cobwebs. The taps are so rusted they don’t turn. No janitor has chilled in
this closet for a very long time. They have a new lounge and supply room by the loading dock. All the girls avoid
it because of the way they stare and whistle softly when we walk by. This closet is abandoned—it has no purpose,
no name. It is the perfect place for me.
I steal a pad of late passes from Hairwoman’s desk. I feel much, much better.
*
Not only is the Homecoming pep rally going to spring me from algebra, it will be a great time to clean up my
closet. I brought some sponges from home. No need to goof off in filth. I want to smuggle in a blanket and some
potpourri, too.
My plan is to walk toward the auditorium with the rest of the crowd, then duck in a bathroom until the coast is
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clear. I would have made it past the teachers with no problem, but I forgot to factor in Heather. Just as the Escape
Bathroom comes into sight, Heather calls my name, runs up, and grabs my arm. She is bursting with
Merryweather Pride, all perk and pep and purple. And she assumes I am just as happy and excited as she is. We
troop down for the brainwashing and she can’t stop talking. Heather:
“This is so exciting—a pep rally! I made extra pom-poms. Here, have one. We’ll look great during the Wave. I
bet the freshman class has the most spirit, don’t you? I’ve always wanted to go to a pep rally. Can you imagine
what it must be like to be on the football team and have the whole school supporting you? That is so powerful. Do
you think they’ll win tonight? They will, I just know they will. It’s been a hard season so far, but we’ll get them
going, won’t we, Mel?”
Her enthusiasm makes me itch, but sarcasm would go right over her head. It won’t kill me to go to the rally. I
have someone to sit with—that counts as a step up on the ladder of social acceptability. How bad could a rally be?
I want to stand by the doors, but Heather drags me up into the freshman section of the bleachers.
“I know these guys,” she says. “They work with me on the newspaper.”
The newspaper? We have a newspaper?
She introduces me to a bunch of pale, zitty faces. I vaguely recognize a couple; the rest must have gone to the
other middle school. I curve up the corners of my mouth without biting my lips. A small step. Heather beams and
hands me a pom-pom. I relax an eensy bit. The girl behind me taps me on the shoulder with her long black nails.
She had heard Heather introduce me.
“Sordino?” she asks. “You’re Melinda Sordino?”
I turn around. She blows a black bubble and sucks it back into her mouth. I nod. Heather waves to a
sophomore she knows across the gym. The girl pokes me harder.
“Aren’t you the one who called the cops at Kyle Rodgers’s party at the end of the summer?”
A block of ice freezes our section of the bleachers. Heads snap in my direction with the sound of a hundred
paparazzi cameras. I can’t feel my fingers. I shake my head. Another girl chimes in.
“My brother got arrested at that party. He got fired because of the arrest. I can’t believe you did that. Asshole.”
You don’t understand, my head-voice answers. Too bad she can’t hear it. My throat squeezes shut, as if two
hands of black fingernails are clamped on my windpipe. I have worked so hard to forget every second of that
stupid party, and here I am in the middle of a hostile crowd that hates me for what I had to do. I can’t tell them
what really happened. I can’t even look at that part myself. An animal noise rustles in my stomach.
Heather moves to pat my pom-pom, but pulls her hand back. For a minute she looks like she’ll defend me. No,
no, she won’t. It might interfere with her Plan. I close my eyes. Breathe breathe breathe. Don’t say anything.
Breathe.
The cheerleaders cartwheel into the gym and bellow. The crowd stomps the bleachers and roars back. I put my
head in my hands and scream to let out the animal noise and some of that night. No one hears. They are all quite
spirited. The band staggers through a song and the cheerleaders bounce. The Blue Devil mascot earns a standing
ovation by back-flipping right into the principal. Principal Principal smiles and aw-shucks us. It has only been six
weeks since the beginning of school. He still has a sense of humor.
Finally, our own Devils hulk into the gym. The same boys who got detention in elementary school for beating
the crap out of people are now rewarded for it. They call it football. The coach introduces the team. I can’t tell
them apart. Coach Disaster holds the microphone too close to his lips, so all we hear is the sound of his spitting
and breathing.
The girl behind me jams her knees into my back. They are as sharp as her fingernails. I inch forward in my seat
and stare intently at the team. The girl with the arrested brother leans forward. As Heather shakes her pom-poms,
the girl yanks my hair. I almost climb up the back of the kid in front of me. He turns and gives me a dirty look.
The coach finally hands the wet microphone back to the principal, who introduces us to our very own
cheerleaders. They slide into synchronized splits and the crowd goes nuts. Our cheerleaders are much better at
scoring than the football team is.
*
There are twelve of them: Jennie, Jen, Jenna, Ashley, Aubrey, Amber, Colleen, Kaitlin, Marcie, Donner,
Blitzen, and Raven. Raven is the captain. Blondest of the blondes.
My parents didn’t raise me to be religious. The closest we come to worship is the Trinity of Visa, MasterCard,
and American Express. I think the Merryweather cheerleaders confuse me because I missed out on Sunday
School. It has to be a miracle. There is no other explanation. How else could they sleep with the football team on
Saturday night and be reincarnated as virginal goddesses on Monday? It’s as if they operate in two realities
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simultaneously. In one universe, they are gorgeous, straight-teethed, long-legged, wrapped in designer fashions,
and given sports cars on their sixteenth birthdays. Teachers smile at them and grade them on the curve. They
know the first names of the staff. They are the Pride of the Trojans. Oops—1 mean Pride of the Blue Devils.
In Universe #2, they throw parties wild enough to attract college students. They worship the stink of Eau de
Jocque. They rent beach houses in Cancun during Spring Break and get group-rate abortions before the prom.
But they are so cute. And they cheer on our boys, inciting them to violence and, we hope, victory. These are
our role models-the Girls Who Have It All. I bet none of them ever stutter or screw up or feel like their brains are
dissolving into marshmallow fluff. They all have beautiful lips, carefully outlined in red and polished to a shine.
When the pep rally ends, I am accidentally knocked down three rows of bleachers. If I ever form my own clan,
we’ll be the Anti-Cheerleaders. We will not sit in the bleachers. We will I wander underneath them and commit
mild acts of mayhem.
*
For a solid week, ever since the pep rally, I’ve been painting watercolors of trees that have been hit by
lightning. I try to paint them so they are nearly dead, but not totally. Mr. Freeman doesn’t say a word to me about
them. He just raises his eyebrows. One picture is so dark you can barely see the tree at all.
We are all floundering. Ivy pulled “Clowns” as her assignment. She tells Mr. Freeman she hates clowns; a
clown scared her when she was a little girl and it put her into therapy. Mr. Freeman says fear is a great place to
begin art. Another girl whines that “Brain” is just too gross a subject for her. She wants “Kittens” or “Rainbows.”
Mr. Freeman throws his hands in the air.
“Enough! Please turn your attention to the bookshelves.”
We dutifully turn and stare. Books. This is art class. Why do we need books?
“If you are stumped, you may take some time to study the masters.” He pulls out an armful.
“Kahlo, Monet, O’Keeffe. Pollock, Picasso, Dali. They did not complain about subject, they mined every
subject for the root of its meaning. Of course, they didn’t have a school board forcing them to paint with both
hands tied behind their backs, they had patrons who understood the need to pay for basic things such as paper and
paint.”
We groan. He’s off on the school-board thing again. The school board has cut his supply budget, telling him to
make do with the stuff left over from last year. No new paint, no extra paper. He’ll rant for the rest of the period,
forty-three minutes. The room is warm, filled with sun and paint fumes. Three kids fall dead asleep, eye twitches,
snores, and everything.
I stay awake. I take out a page of notebook paper and a pen and doodle a tree, my second-grade version.
Hopeless. I crumple it into a ball and take out another sheet. How hard can it be to put a tree on a piece of paper?
Two vertical lines for the trunk. Maybe some thick branches, a bunch of thinner branches, and plenty of leaves to
hide the mistakes. I draw a horizontal line for the ground and a daisy popping up next to the tree. Somehow I
don’t think Mr. Freeman is going to find much emotion in it. I don’t find any. He started out as such a cool
teacher. Is he going to make us thrash around with this ridiculous assignment without helping us?
*
We get a day off for Columbus Day. I go to Heather’s house. I wanted to sleep in, but Heather “really, really,
really” wanted me to come over. There’s nothing on television, anyway. Heather’s mom acts very excited to see
me. She makes us mugs of hot chocolate to take upstairs and tries to convince Heather to invite a whole group for
a sleepover.
“Maybe Mellie could bring some of her friends.”
I don’t mention the possibility that Rachel would slit my throat on her new carpet. I show my teeth like a good
girl. Her mother pats my cheek. I am getting better at smiling when people expect it.
Heather’s room is finished and ready for viewing. It does not look like a fifth-grader’s. Or a ninth-grader’s.It
looks like a commercial for vacuum cleaners, all fresh paint and vacuum cleaner lines in the carpet. The lilac
walls have a few artsy prints on them. Her bookcase has glass doors. She has a television and a phone, and her
homework is neatly laid out on her desk. Her closet is opened just a tad. I open it farther with my foot. All her
clothes wait patiently on hangers, organized by type—skirts together, pants hanging by their cuffs, her sweaters
stacked in plastic bags on shelves. The room screams Heather.
Why can’t I figure out how to do that? Not that I want my room screaming “Heather!”—that would be too
creepy. But a little whisper of “Melinda” would be nice.
I sit on the floor flipping through her CDs. Heather paints her nails on her desk blotter and blathers. She is
determined to sign up for the musical. The Music Wingers are a hard clan to break into. Heather doesn’t have
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talent or connections—I tell her she is wasting her time to even think of it. She thinks we should tryout together. I
think she has been breathing too much hairspray. My job is to nod or shake my head, to say “I know what you
mean,” when I don’t, and “That is so unfair,” when it isn’t.
The musical would be easy for me. I am a good actor. I have a whole range of smiles. I use the shy, look-upthrough-the-bangs smile for staff members, and the crinkly-eye smile with a quick shake of my head if a teacher
asks me for an answer. If my parents want to know how school went, I flash my eyebrows upward and shrug my
shoulders. When people point at me or whisper as I walk past, I wave to imaginary friends down the hall and
hurry to meet them. If I drop out of high school, I could be a mime.
Heather asks why I don't think they would let us in the musical. I sip my hot chocolate. It burns the roof of my
mouth. Heather:
“How can you say that? Why does everyone have that attitude? I don’t understand any of this. If we want to be
in the musical, then they should let us. We could just stand onstage or something if they don’t like our singing. It’s
not fair. I hate high school.”
She pushes her books to the floor and knocks the green nail polish on the sand-colored carpet.
“Why is it so hard to make friends here? Is there something in the water? In my old school I could have gone
out for the musical and worked on the newspaper and chaired the car wash. Here people don’t even know I exist.
I get squished in the hall and I don’t belong anywhere and nobody cares. And you’re no help. You are so negative
and you never try anything, you just mope around like you don’t care that people talk about you behind your
back.”
She flops on her bed and bursts into sobs. Big boohoos, with little squeals of frustration when she punches her
teddy bear. I don’t know what to do. I try to soak up the nail polish, but I make the stain bigger. It looks like algae.
Heather wipes her nose on the bear’s plaid scarf. I slip out to the bathroom and come back with another box of
tissues and a bottle of nailpohsh remover. Heather:
“I am so sorry, Mellie. I can’t believe I said those things to you. It’s PMS, don’t pay any attention to me. You
have been so sweet to me. You are the only person I can trust.” She blows her nose loudly and wipes her eyes on
her sleeve.
“Look at you. You’re just like my mom. She says ‘No use crying, just get on with your life.’ I know what we’ll
do. First, we’ll work our way into a good group. We’ll make them like us. By next year, the Music Wingers will
be begging us to be in the musical.”
It is the most hopeless idea I have ever heard, but I nod and pour the remover on the carpet. It lightens the
polish to a bright vomit green and bleaches the carpet surrounding it. When Heather sees what I have, done, she
bursts into tears again, sobbing that it isn’t my fault. My stomach is killing me. Her room isn’t big enough for this
much emotion. I leave without saying goodbye.
*
The Parents are making threatening noises, turning dinner into performance art, with Dad doing his Arnold
Schwarzenegger imitation and Mom playing Glenn Close in one of her psycho roles. I am the Victim. Mom:
[creepy smile]
“Thought you could put one over on us, did you, Melinda? Big high school student now, don’t need to show
your homework to your parents, don’t need to show any failing test grades?” Dad: [Bangs table, silverware
jumps]
“Cut the crap. She knows what’s up. The interim reports came today. Listen to me, young lady. I’m only going
to say this once. You get those grades up or your name is mud. Hear me? Get them up! [Attacks baked potato.]
Mom: [annoyed at being upstaged]
“I'll handle this. Melinda. [She smiles. Audience shudders] We’re not asking for much, dear. We just want you
to do your best. And we know your best is much better than this. You tested so well, dear. Look at me when I talk
to you.” [Victim mixes cottage cheese into applesauce. Dad snorts like a bull. Mom grasps knife.] Mom:
“I said look at me!” [Victim mixes peas into applesauce and cottage cheese. Dad stops eating.] Mom:
“Look at me now!”
This is the Death Voice, the Voice that means business. When I was a kid, this Voice made me pee in my pants.
It takes more now. I look Mom square in the eye, then rinse my plate and retreat to my room. Deprived of Victim,
Mom and Dad holler at each other. I turn up my music to drown out the nnise.
*
After last night’s interrogation, I try to pay attention in biology. We are studying cells, which have all these tiny
parts you can’t see unless you look at them under a microscope. We get to use real microscopes, not plastic Kmart
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specials. It’s not bad.
Ms. Keen is our teacher. I feel kind of sad for her. She could have been a famous scientist or doctor or
something. Instead, she’s stuck with us. She has wooden boxes all over the front of the room that she climbs on
when she talks to us. If she’d cut back on the doughnuts, she’d look like a tiny grandmother doll. Instead, she has
a gelatinous figure, usually encased in orange polyester. She avoids basketball players. From their perspective, she
must look like a basketball.
I have a lab partner, David Petrakis. Belongs to the Cyber-genius clan. He has the potential to be cute when the
braces come off. He is so brilliant he makes the teachers nervous. You’d think a kid like that would get beat up a
lot, but the bad guys leave him alone. I have to find out his secret. David ignores me mostly, except when I almost
ruined the $300 microscope by twisting the knob the wrong way.
That was the day Ms. Keen wore a purple dress with bright blue roses. Baffling. They shouldn’t let teachers
change like that without some kind of Early Warning Alert. It shakes up the students. That dress was all anyone
talked about for days. She hasn’t worn it since.
*
I slide into my desk with ten minutes left in algebra class. Mr. Stetman stares at my late pass for a long time. I
pull out a clean sheet of paper so I can copy the problems off the board.
I sit in the back row, where I can keep my eye on everyone, as well as whatever is going on in the parking lot. I
think of myself as the Emergency Warning System of the class. I plan disaster drills. How would we escape if the
chemistry lab exploded? What if an earthquake hit Central New York? A tornado?
It is impossible to stay focused on algebra. It’s not that I’m bad at math. I tested at the top of the class last year
—that’s how I got Dad to pay for my new bike. Math is easy because there is no room for debate. The answer is
right or it is wrong. Give me a sheet of math problems and I’ll get 98 percent of them right.
But I can’t get my head around algebra. I knew why I had to memorize my multiplication tables.
Understanding fractions, and decimals, and percentages, and even geometry—all that was practical. Toolz eye kan
youz. It made so much sense I never thought about it. I did the work. Made honor roll.
But algebra? Every single day, someone asks Mr. Stetman why we have to learn algebra. You can tell this
causes him great personal pain. Mr. Stetman loves algebra. He is poetic about it, in an integral-number sort of
way. He talks about algebra the way some guys talk about their cars. Ask him why algebra and he launches into a
thousand and one stories why algebra. None of them makes sense.
Mr. Stetman asks if anyone can explain the wangdiddler’s role in the negative hotchka theorem. Heather has
the answer. She is wrong. Stetman tries again. Me? I shake my head with a sad smile. Not this time, try me again
in twenty years. He calls me to the board. Mr. Stetman:
“Who wants to help Melinda understand how we work our way through this problem? Rachel? Great.”
My head explodes with the noise of fire trucks leaving the sta- tion. This is a real disaster. Rachel/Rachelle
clogs up to the board, dressed in an outrageous Dutch/Scandinavian ensemble. She looks half-cute, halfsophisticated. She has red laser eyes that burn my forehead. I wear basic Dumpster togs—smelly gray turtleneck
and jeans. I just this minute remember that I need to wash my hair.
Rachelle’s mouth moves and her hand glides over the board, drawing funny shapes and numbers. I pull my
lower lip all the way in between my teeth. If I try hard enough, maybe I can gobble my whole self this way. Mr.
Stetman drones something and Rachelle flutters her eyelids. She nudges me. We are supposed to sit down. The
class giggles as we walk back to our seats. I didn’t try hard enough to swallow myself. .
My brain doesn’t think we should spend any time hanging around algebra. We have better things to think
about. It’s a shame. Mr. Stetman seems like a nice guy.
*
My parents declare that I am too old to go trick-or-treating. I’m thrilled. This way I don’t have to admit that no
one invited me to go with them. I’m not about to tell Mom and Dad that. To keep up appearances, I stomp to my
room and slam the door.
I look out my window. A group of little creatures is coming up the walk. A pirate, a dinosaur, two fairies, and a
bride. Why is it that you never see a kid dressed as a groom on Halloween? Their parents chat at the curb. The
night is dangerous, parents are required—tall ghosts in khakis and down jackets floating behind the children.
The doorbell rings. My parents squabble about who will answer it. Then Mom swears and opens the door with
a high-pitched
“Ooooh, who do we have here?”
She must have handed out only one mini-chocolate bar to each creature—their thank-yous do not sound
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enthusiastic. The kids cut through the yard to the next house and their parents follow in the street.
Last year, our clan all dressed up as witches. We went to Ivy’s house because she and her older sister had
theatrical makeup. We traded clothes and splurged on cheap black wigs. Rachel and I looked the best. We had
used baby-sitting money to rent black satin capes lined in red. We rocked. It was an unusually warm, wicked
evening. We didn’t need long underwear and the sky was clear. The wind kicked up, skimming clouds over the
surface of the full moon, which was hung just to make us feel powerful and strong. We raced through the night, a
clan of untouchable witches. I actually thought for a moment that we could cast spells, could turn people into
frogs or rabbits, to punish the evil and reward the good. We ended up with pounds of candy. After Ivy’s parents
went to bed, we lit a candle in the totally dark house. We held it in front of an antique mirror at midnight to see
our futures. I couldn’t see anything.
This year Rachelle is going to a party thrown by one of the exchange students’ host families. I heard her talk
about it in algebra. I knew I wouldn’t get an invitation. I would be lucky to get an invitation to my own funeral,
with my reputation. Heather is walking with some of the little kids in her neighborhood so their mothers can stay
home.
I am prepared. I refuse to spend the night moping in my room or listening to my parents argue. I checked out a
book from the library, Dracula, by Bram Stoker. Cool name. I settle into my nest with a bag of candy corn and the
blood-sucking monster.
*
In a post-Halloween frenzy, the school board has come out against calling us the Devils. We are now the
Merryweather Tigers. Roar.
The Ecology Club is planning a rally to protest the “degrading of an endangered species.” This is the only
thing talked about at school. Especially during class. Mr. Neck has a steroid rage, screaming about Motivation and
Identity and Sacred School Spirit. We won’t even make it to the Industrial Revolution at this rate.
I get hosed in Spanish. “linda” means “pretty” in Spanish. This is a great joke. Mrs. Spanish Teacher calls my
name. Some stand-up comic cracks,
“No, Melinda no es linda.”
They call me Me-no-linda for the rest of the period. This is how terrorists get started, this kind of harmless fun.
I wonder if it’s too late to transfer to German.
I just thought of a great theory that explains everything. When I went to that party, I was abducted by aliens.
They have created a fake Earth and fake high school to study me and my reactions. This certainly explains
cafeteria food. Not the other stuff, though. The aliens have a sick sense of humor.
*
Heather has found a clan—the Marthas. She is a freshman member on probation. I have no idea how she did it.
I suspect money changed hands. This is part of her strategy to make a place for herself at school. I am supposed to
be tagging along. But the Marthas!
It’s an expensive clan to run with; outfits must be coordinated, crisp, and seasonally appropriate. They favor
plaid for autumn with matching sweaters in colors named after fruit, like apricot and russet apple. Winter calls for
Fair Isle sweaters, lined wool pants, and Christmas hair ornaments. They haven’t told her what to buy for spring. I
predict skirts with geese and white blouses with embroidered ducks on the collar.
I tell Heather she should push the fashion envelope just a teeny bit to be an ironic reflection of the 1950s, you
know, innocence and apple pie. She doesn’t think the Clan Leaders, Meg ‘n’ Emily ‘n’ Siobhan, understand irony.
They like rules too much.
Marthas are big on helping. The name of their group came from somebody in the Bible (the original Martha
Clan Leader became a missionary in Los Angeles). But now they follow the Other Martha, Saint Martha of the
Glue Gun, the lady who writes books about cheery decorations. Very Connecticut, very prep. The Marthas tackle
projects and perform good deeds.
This is ideal Heather work. She says they run the canned-food drive, tutor kids in the city, host a walkathon, a
danceathon, and a rockingchairathon to raise money for I don’t know what. They also Do Nice Things for
Teachers. Gag.
Heather’s first Martha Project is to decorate the faculty lounge for a Thanksgiving party/faculty meeting. She
corners me after Spanish and begs me to help her. She thinks the Marthas have given her a deliberately impossible
job so they can dump her.
I’ve always wondered what the staff room looks like. You hear so many rumors. Will it have a cot for teachers
who need naps? Economy-sized boxes of tissues for emotional meltdowns? Comfortable leather chairs and a
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private butler? What about the secret files they keep on all the kids?
The truth is nothing more than a small green room with dirty windows and a lingering smell of cigarettes, even
though it has been illegal to smoke on school property for years. Metal folding chairs surround a battered table.
One wall has a bulletin board that hasn’t been cleared off since Americans walked on the moon. And I look, but I
can’t find any secret files. They must keep them in the principal’s office. .
I’m supposed to make a centerpiece out of waxed maple leaves, acorns, ribbon, and a mile of thin wire.
Heather is going to set the table and hang the banner. She babbles on about her classes while I ruin leaf after red
leaf. I ask if we can trade before I cause permanent damage to myself. Heather gently untangles me from the wire.
She holds a bunch of leaves in one hand, twists the wire around the stem-one-two-hides the wire with ribbon and
hot-glues the acorns into place. It’s spooky. I hurry to finish the table. Heather:
“What do you think?” Me:
“You are a decorating genius.” Heather: [eyes rolling]
“No, silly. What do you think about this! Me! Can you believe they’re letting me join? Meg has been so sweet
to me, she calls me every night just to talk.”
She walks around the table and straightens the forks I just set.
“You are going to think this is ridiculous, but I was so upset last month I asked my parents to send me to
boarding school. But now I have friends, and I know how to open my locker, and [she pauses and scrunches her
face up] it’s just perfect!”
I don’t have to choke out an answer because Meg ‘n’ Emily ‘n’ Siobhan march in, carrying trays of minimuffins and apple slices dipped in chocolate. Meg raises an eyebrow at me. Me:
“Thanks for the homework, Heather. You are so helpful.”
I scoot out the door, leaving it open a crack to watch what happens next. Heather stands at attention while our
handiwork is inspected. Meg picks up the centerpiece and examines it from every angle. Meg:
“Nice job.”
Heather blushes. Emily:
“Who was that girl?” Heather:
“She’s a friend. She was the first person to make me feel at home here.” Siobhan:
“She’s creepy. What’s wrong with her lips? It looks like she’s got a disease or something.”
Emily holds out her watch (the watchband matches the bow in her hair). Five minutes. Heather has to leave
before the teachers arrive. Part of being on probation means she’s not allowed to take credit for her work.
I hide in the bathroom until I know Heather’s bus has left. The salt in my tears feels good when it stings my
lips. I wash my face in the sink until there is nothing left of it, no eyes, no nose, no mouth. A slick nothing.
*
I see IT in the hallway. IT goes to Merryweather. IT is walking with Aubrey Cheerleader. IT is my nightmare
and I can’t wake up. IT sees me. IT smiles and winks. Good thing my lips are stitched together or I’d throw up.
*
My Repot Card
------------------Plays Nice B
Lunch D
Clothes C
Social Studies C
Biology B
English C
Spanish C
Algebra C+
Gym C+
Art A

134.135 Forever Overhead\fn{by David Foster Wallace (1962- )} Ithaca, Thompkins County, New York, U.S.A. (M)
3
Happy birthday.
Your thirteenth is important. Maybe your first really public day. Your thirteenth birthday is the chance for
people to recognize that important things are happening to you.
And things have been happening to you for the past half year. You have seven hairs in your left armpit now.
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Twelve in your right. Hard dangerous spirals of brittle black hair. Crunchy, animal hair. There are now more of the
hard curled hairs around your privates than you can count without losing track.
Other things. Your voice is rich and scratchy and moves between octaves without warning or pattern, Your face
has begun to get shiny when you don’t wash it. And two weeks of a deep and frightening ache this past spring left
you with something dropped down from inside: your sack is now full and vulnerable, a commodity to be
protected. Hefted and strapped in tight supporters that stripe your buttocks red. You have grown into a new
fragility.
And dreams. For months past, there have been dreams like nothing before: moist and busy and distant, full of
yielding curves, frantic pistons, soft warmths and great fallings; and you have awakened through fluttering lids to
a rush and a gush and a toe-curling scalp-snapping jolt of feeling from an inside deeper than you knew you had,
spasms of a deep sweet hurt, the streetlights through your window blinds cracking into sharp stars against the
black bedroom ceiling, and on you a dense white jam that lisps between trembling legs, trickles and sticks, cools
on you, hardens and clears until there is nothing but gnarled knots of pale solid animal hair in the morning
shower, and in the wet tangle a clean sweet smell you can’t believe comes from anything you made inside you.
*
The smell is, more than anything, like this swimming pool: a bleached sweet salt detergent, a flower with
chemical petals. The pool has a strong clear blue smell, though you know the smell is never as strong when you
are actually in the blue water, as you are now, all swum out, resting back along the shallow end, the hip-high
water lapping at your locus of change.
Around the deck of this old public pool on the western edge of Tucson is a cyclone fence, the color of pewter,
decorated with a bright tangle of locked bicycles. Beyond this a hot black parking lot full of white lines and
glittering cars. A dull field of dry grass and hard weeds, old dandelions’ downy heads exploding and snowing up
in a rising wind. And past all this, reddened by a round slow September sun, are mountains, jagged, their tops’
sharp angles darkening into definition against a deep red tired light. Against the retreating red their sharp
connected tops form a spiked line, a graph, an electrocardiogram of a dying day.
The clouds are taking on color by the rim of the sky. The water is bright spangles off soft blue, five-o’clock
warm, and the pool’s smell, like the other smell, connects with a chemical haze inside you, an interior dimness
that bends light to its own ends, softens the difference between what leaves off and what begins.
Your party is tonight. This afternoon, on your birthday, you have asked to come to the pool. You wanted to
come alone, but a birthday is a family day, your family wants to be with you. This is nice, and you can’t talk about
why you wanted to come alone, and really truly maybe you didn’t want to come alone, so they are here. Sunning.
Both your parents sun. Their deck chairs have been marking time all afternoon, rotating, tracking the sun’s curve
across a desert sky heated to an eggy film. Your sister plays Marco Polo near you in the shallows with a group of
loud thin girls from her grade. She is being blind now, her Marco’s being Polo-ed. She is shut-eyed, twirling to
calls, spinning at the hub of a wheel of shrill girls in bathing caps. Her cap has raised rubber flowers. There are
limp old pink petals that shake as she lunges at blind sound.
There at the other end of the pool is the diving tank and the high board’s tower. Back on the deck behind is the
SNACK BAR, and on either side, bolted above the cement entrances to dark wet showers and lockers, are gray
metal bullhorn speakers that send out the pool’s radio music, the jangle flat and tinny thin.
Your family likes you. You are bright and quiet, respectful to elders—though you are not without spine. You
are largely good. You look out for your little sister. You are her ally. You were six when she was zero and you had
the mumps when they brought her home in a soft yellow blanket; you kissed her hello on her feet out of concern
that she not catch your mumps and your pain. Your parents say that this augured well. That it set the tone. They
now feel they were right. In all things they are proud of you, satisfied, and they have retreated to the warm
distance from which pride and satisfaction travel. You all get along well.
*
Happy Birthday. It is a big day, big as the roof of a whole Southwest sky. You have thought it over. There is the
high board. They will want to leave soon. Climb out and do the thing.
Shake off blue clean. You’re half-bleached, loose and soft, tender, pads of fingers gently wrinkled. The mist of
the too-clean smell is in your eyes; it breaks light into gentle color. Knock your head with the heel of your hand.
One side has a flabby echo. Cock your head to the side and hop: sudden heat in your ear, delicious, and brainwarmed water turns cold on the soft nautilus of your ear’s outside. You can hear harder tinnier music, closer
shouts, much movement in much water.
The pool is crowded late. Here are thin children. Hairy animal men. Disproportionate boys, all legs and necks
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and knobby joints, shallow-chested, vaguely birdlike. Like you. Here are old people moving tentatively through
shallows on stick legs, feeling at the water with their hands, out of several elements at once.
And girl-women, women, evokers of wows, curved like fruit or instruments, skin burnished brown-bright as
staircases of old wonder, suit tops held by delicate knots of fragile colored string against the pull of soft
mysterious weights, suit bottoms riding low over the gentle juts of hips totally unlike your own, immoderate
swells and swivels that melt in light into a surrounding space that cups and accommodates the soft curves as
things precious. You almost understand.
The pool is a system of event. Here now there are: laps, splash fights, divings, corner tag, sharks and minnows,
Marco Polo (your sister still the blind player, halfway to tears, the game teetering on the edge of cruelty, odd man
out, not your business to save or embarrass). Two clean little bright-white boys, caped in cotton towels, run along
the pool-side with tiny steps until the guard stops them dead with a shout through his bullhorn. The guard is as
brown as a tree, blond hair in a vertical line on his stomach, his head in a jungle explorer hat, his nose a white
triangle of cream. A girl has an arm around a leg of his little tower. He’s bored.
Get out now and go past your parents, who are sunning and reading, not looking. Forget your towel. Stopping
for the towel means talking, and talking means thinking. You have decided that being scared is caused mostly by
thinking. Go right by, toward the tank at the deep end. Over the tank is a great iron tower of dirty white. A board
protrudes from the top of the tower like a tongue. The pool’s concrete deck is rough and hot against your soft
bleached feet. Each of your footprints is thinner and fainter. Each shrinks behind you on the hot stone and
disappears.
*
Lines of plastic wieners bob around the tank, which is its own field, empty of the rest of the pool’s convulsive
ballet of heads and arms. The tank is as blue as energy, small and deep and perfectly square, flanked by lap lanes
and SNACK BAR and rough hot deck and the bent late shadow of the tower and board. The tank is quiet and still
and healed between fallings.
There is a rhythm to it. Like breathing. Like a machine. The line for the board curves back from the tower’s
ladder. The line moves in its curve, straightens as it nears the ladder. One by one, people reach the ladder and
climb. One by one, spaced by the beats of hearts, they reach the tongue of the board at the top. And once on the
board they pause, exactly the same tiny heartbeat pause. And their legs take them to the end, where they all give
the same stomping hop, arms curving out as if to describe something circular, total; they come down heavy on the
edge of the board and make it throw them up and off.
It’s a swooping machine, lines of stuttered movement in a sweet late bleach mist. You can watch from the deck
as they hit the cold blue sheet of the tank. Each falling makes a white that plumes and falls into itself and spreads
and fizzes. Then blue clean comes up from the deep in the middle of the white and spreads like thick smooth
pudding, making it all new. The tank heals itself. Three times as you go by.
You are in line. Look around. Look bored. Few talk in the line. Everyone seems by himself. Most look at the
ladder, look bored. You almost all have crossed arms, chilled by a late dry rising wind on the constellations of
blue-clean chlorine beads that cover your backs and shoulders. Beside you is the edge of the tower’s shadow, the
tilted black tongue of the board’s image. The system of shadow is huge, long, off to the side, joined to the tower’s
base at a sharp late angle.
Almost everyone in line for the board watches the ladder. Older boys watch older girls’ bottoms as they go up.
The bottoms are in soft thin cloth, tight nylon plastic stretch. The good bottoms move up the ladder like
pendulums in soft liquid, a gentle uncrackable geometric code. The girls’ legs make you think of deer. Look
bored.
Look past it. Look across. You can see so well. Your mother is in her deck chair, reading, squinting, her face
tilted up to get light on her cheeks. She hasn’t looked to see where you are. She sips something sweet out of a
bright can. Your father is on his big stomach, back like the hint of a hump of a whale, shoulders curling with
animal spirals, skin oiled and soaked red-brown with too much sun. Your towel is hanging off your chair and a
corner of the cloth now moves—your mother hit it as she waved away a sweat bee that likes what she has in the
can. The bee is back right away, seeming to hang motionless over the can in a blurred sweet air. Your towel is one
big face of Yogi Bear.
At some point there got to be more line behind you than in front of you. Now no one in front except three on
the slender ladder. The woman right before you is on the low rungs, looking up, wearing a tight black nylon suit
that is all one piece. She climbs. From above there is a falling, then a plume and a healing. Now two on the ladder.
The pool rules say one on the ladder at a time, but the guard never shouts about it. The guard makes the rules by
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shouting or not shouting.
This woman above you should not wear a suit as tight as the suit she is wearing. She is as old as your mother,
and as big. She is too big and too white. Her suit is full of her. The backs of her thighs are squeezed by the suit
and look like cheese. Her legs have abrupt little squiggles of cold blue shattered vein under the white skin, as if
something were broken, hurt, in her legs. Her legs look like they hurt to be squeezed, full of curled Arabic lines of
cold broken blue. Her legs make you feel like your legs hurt.
*
The rungs are very thin. It’s unexpected. Thin round iron rungs laced in slick wet Safe-T felt. You taste metal
from the smell of wet iron in shadow. Each rung presses into the bottoms of your feet and dents them. The dents
feel deep and they hurt. You feel heavy. How the big woman over you must feel. The hand bars along the ladder’s
sides are also so thin. It’s like you might not hold on. You’ve got to hope the woman holds on, too. And of course
it looked like fewer rungs from far away. You are not stupid.
Get halfway up, in the open, big woman placed above you, and a solid bald muscular man on the ladder
underneath your feet. The board is still high overhead, invisible from here. But it rumbles, and flaps, and a boy
you can see for a few contained feet through the thin rungs falls in a flash of a line, a knee held to his chest, doing
a splasher. There is a huge exclamation point of foam into your field of sight, then scattered claps into a great
fizzing. Then the silent sound of the tank healing to new blue.
More thin rungs. Hold on tight. The radio is loudest here, one speaker at ear level over a concrete locker room
entrance. Grab the thin bars tight and twist and look down behind you and you can see people buying snacks
below. You can see down into it: the clean white top of the vendor’s billed cap, tubs of ice cream, steaming brass
freezers, scuba tanks of soft drink syrup, snakes of soda hose, bulging boxes of salty popcorn kept hot in the sun.
Now that you’re overhead you can see the whole thing.
There’s wind. It’s windier the higher you get on the ladder. The wind is thin; through the shadow it’s cold on
your wet white skin. It makes a shivered whistle in your ears. Four more rungs to the top of the white tower. The
rungs hurt your feet very much. They are thin and let you know just how much you weigh. You have real weight
on the ladder. The ground wants you back.
Now you can see just over the top of the ladder. You can see the board. The woman is there. There are two
ridges of red, hurt-looking callused skin on the backs of her ankles. She stands at the beginning of the board, your
eyes on her ankles. The solid man under you is looking through the rungs into the contained space the woman’s
fall will pass through.
She pauses for just that beat of a pause. There’s nothing slow about it at all. It makes you cold. In no time she’s
at the end of the board, up, down on it, it bends low like it doesn’t want her. Then it flaps and throws her up and
out, away, her arms opening out to inscribe that circle, and gone. She disappears in a dark blink. And there’s time
before you hear the hit below.
Listen. It does not seem good, the way she disappears into a time that passes before she sounds. Like a stone
down a well. But you think she did not think so. She was part of a rhythm that excludes thinking. And you have
made yourself part of it, too. The rhythm seems blind. Like ants. Like a machine.
You decide this needs to be thought about. It may, after all, be all right to do something scary without thinking,
but not when the scariness is the not thinking itself. Not when not thinking turns out to be wrong. Here
wrongnesses have piled up blind: affected boredom, weight, thin rungs, hurt feet, space cut into laddered parts
that melt together only in a disappearance that takes time. The wind on the ladder not what anyone would expect.
When it all turns out to be different you should get to think. It should be required.
The ladder is full behind you. It is fed by a solid line that stretches away and curves into the dark of the tower’s
skewed shadow. People's arms are crossed. It is a machine that moves only forward.
*
You climb up onto the thing’s tongue. The board turns out to be long. As long as the time you stand. Time
slows. It thickens around you as your heart gets more and more beats out of every second, every movement in the
system below you.
The board is long. From where you stand it stretches into a nothing. It is a flatness covered with a rough white
plastic stuff. The rough white surface is freckled and lined with pale watered red drops of pool water that are
catching low light over sharp mountains. The rough white stuff of the board is wet. And cold. Your feet are hurt
from the thin rungs and have a great ability to feel. They feel your weight. There are handrails running above the
beginning of the board. They are set low, and you almost have to bend over to hold on to them. They are just for
show, no one holds them. Holding on shakes the rhythm of the machine.
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It is a long cold rough white plastic fiberglass board, veined with the sad pink color of old candy.
But at the end of the white board, the edge, where you go off, there are two areas of darkness. Two flat
shadows in the broad light. Two vague black ovals. The end of the board has two dirty spots.
They are from people before you. Your feet as you stand here are tender and soft and dented, hurt by the rough
wet surface, and you see that the two dark spots are from people’s skin. They are skin, abraded from feet by the
violence of the disappearance of people with weight. More people than you could count without losing track. The
suddenness of their disappearing leaves little bits of soft tender feet behind, bits and shards and curls of skin that
dirty and darken and tan as they lie tiny and smeared in the sun at the end of the board. They pile up and get
smeared and mixed together. They get dark in circles.
No time is passing outside you at all. It is amazing. The late ballet below is slow motion, the broad movements
of mimes in blue jelly. If you wanted you could really stay here forever, vibrating so fast you float still and magic
in time, like a bee over something sweet.
But they should clean the board. Anybody who thought about it for even a second would think that they should
clean the board of people’s skin, of two black collections of what’s left of before, spots that look like eyes, like
blind cross-eyed eyes.
Where you are now is still and quiet. Wind radio shouting splashing nowhere. No time and no real sound but
your blood squeaking wild in your head.
Overhead here means sight and smell. The smells are intimate, newly clear. The smell of bleach’s special
flower, but out of it other things rise to you like a weed’s seeded snow. You smell deep yellow popcorn. Sweet tan
oil, hot coconut, a shiny sugared memory. Either hot dogs or corn dogs. A thin, cruel hint of dark Pepsi in paper
cups. And the unique smell of tons of water off tons of heated skin, rising like steam off a new bath. Animal heat.
From overhead it is more real than anything.
See it all. You can see the whole thing, blue and white and brown and white, soaked in a watery spangle of
deepening red. Everyone. This is a view. And you knew that from below you wouldn’t look nearly so high
overhead. You know now how high you are. You knew from underneath no one could tell.
He says it behind you, his eyes around your ankles, the solid bald man,
“Hey kid. They want to know. Do your plans up here involve the whole day or what exactly is the story. Hey
kid are you okay?”\fn{I have restored the quotation marks: H}
There’s been time this whole time. You can’t kill time with your heart. Everything takes time. Bees have to
move to stay still.
“Hey kid,” he says. “Hey kid are you okay.”
Metal flowers bloom on your tongue. No more time for thinking. Now that there is time you don’t have time.
“Hey.”
Slowly now, across everything, there’s a watching that spreads like silent energy pudding. Watch it. Your
sighted sister and her thin white pack, pointing. Your mother looks to the shallows where you used to be, then
makes a visor of her hand. The whale stirs and jiggles. The guard looks up, the girl around his leg looks up, he
reaches for his horn.
Forever below is rough deck, snacks, thin metal music, where you used to be; the line is solid and has no
reverse gear; and the water, of course, is only soft when you’re inside it. Look. Now it moves in sun, full of hard
coins of light that shimmer red as they stretch away into a mist that is your own sweet salt. The coins crack into
early moons, long pins of light from the hearts of sad stars. The square tank is a cold blue sheet. Cold is just a
kind of hard. A kind of blind. You have been taken off guard.
Happy Birthday. Did you think it over. Yes and no.
“Hey kid.”
Two black spots, violence, and disappear into a well of time. Height is not the problem. It all changes when
you get back down. With your weight.
But so which is the lie? Hard or soft? Silence or time?
The lie is that it’s one or the other. A still, floating bee is moving faster than it can think. From overhead the
sweet drives it crazy.
The board will nod and you will go, and black eyes of skin can cross blind into a cloud-blotched sky,
punctured light emptying behind sharp stone that is forever. That is forever. Step into the skin and disappear.
Hello.
264.230 1. What of Fame 2. The Unanswerable? 3. The Tears in Cupid’s Eyes 4. Cupid’s Smile II 5. Untitled 6.
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From First Glance 7. Or My Soul 8. When I Do Kiss U 9. The Sun and the Moon 10. So I Say GOODBYE 11.
Forever and Today 12. The Rose That Grew from Concrete 13. IF I Fail 14. The Power of a Smile 15.
Government Assistance or My Soul 16. A River That Flows Forever 17. Tears of a Teenage Mother 18. Things
that Make Hearts Break 19. No-Win 20. Carmencita of the Bronx! 21. Wife 4 Life 22. Life Through My Eyes 23.
The Eternal Lament 24. What Is It That I Search 4 25. Black Woman 26. And Still I Love U 27. Elizabeth 28.
Tears from a Star 29. March 1st—The Day After April 30. Love Within a Storm 31. Jada 32. 2 People with 1 Wish
33. Hours Pass By 34. For Mrs. Hawkins 35. Can U C the Pride in the Panther 36. The Promise 37. In The Event
of My Demise 38. God 39. What Can I Offer Her? 40. Sometimes I Cry 41. STARRY Night 42. The Fear in the
Heart of a Man 43. If There Be Pain … : Forty-three Poems\fn{by Tupac Amaru Shakur (1971-1996)} East Harlem,
New York County, New York City, New York State, USA (M) 10
1
everyone knows ure Face
The world screams ure name
Never again R u alone
2
QUESTION:
WHEN WILL THERE BE PEACE ON EARTH?
ANSWER: WHEN THE EARTH FALLS 2 PIECES!!
3
The day u chose 2 leave me
it rained constantly outside
In truth I swore the rain 2 be
The tears in Cupid’s eyes
4
I ran outside 2 feel the rain
and I stayed outside awhile
when the rain was done along came the sun
and this was Cupid’s smile!
5
Strength is overcome by weakness
Joy is overcome by Pain
The night is overcome by Brightness
and Love—it remains the same
6
From first glance I know exactly what would Be
u and I have perfect hearts destined one day 2 Be
The circumstances don’t even matter because my heart never lies
And if u don’t admit 2 this it is u who will be surprised
7
The choice is no stranger 2 poverty
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your soul or Government Assistance
I’m 18 in a country with no path
4 a young unaddicted Black youth with a Dream
Instead I am giving the Ultimatum.
8
I haven’t yet for reasons of your own
But soon I’m sure you’ll tire from being alone
u haven’t recovered from the pain of the past
So u show me affection behind the wall of glass
But when I do finally kiss u
u will realize at last my heart was true
9
Your ways R similar 2 the rays of the sun
Warm 2 many but 2 strong 4 some
The more u R needed the brighter u shine
Watched 4 2 long and your brilliance will blind
The eyes of mortal men who threaten u with doom
They regret 2 c u set but it is time 4 the moon
10
I’m going in2 this not knowing what I’ll find
but I’ve decided 2 follow my heart and abandon my mind
and if there be pain I know that at least I gave my all
and it is better 2 have loved and lost than 2 not love at all
In the morning I may wake 2 smile or maybe 2 cry
but first 2 those of my past I must say goodbye
11
U say that u’ll love me forever but what about today
As the dusks become dawns and the years pass on will you love me the same way
if so let us rejoice and bathe in constant pleasure
if not spare my heart today and I shall recover before forever
And if my doubts and ?’s upset u, forgive my fragile heart
I just wanted 2 know if you’d love me forever
before today would start!
12
Did u hear about the rose that grew from a crack
in the concrete
Proving nature’s laws wrong it learned 2 walk
without having feet
Funny it seems but by keeping its dreams
it learned 2 breathe fresh air
Long live the rose that grew from concrete
when no one else even cared!
13
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If in my quest 2 achieve my goals
I stumble or crumble and lose my soul
Those that knew me would easily co-sign
There was never a life as hard as mine
No father—no money—no chance and no guide
I only follow my voice inside
if it guides me wrong and I do not win
I’ll learn from mistakes and try 2 achieve again.
14
The power of a gun can kill
and the power of Fire can Burn
The power of wind can chill
and the power of the mind can learn
The power of anger can rage
inside until it tears u apart
But the Power of a Smile
especially yours can heal a frozen Heart
15
It would be like a panther
asking a panther hunter
4 some meat, all
High school dropouts R not DUMB
All unemployed aren’t lazy
and there R many days I hunger
But I would go hungry and homeless
Before the American Government gets my soul
16
As long as some suffer
The River Flows Forever
As long as there is pain
The River Flows Forever
As strong as a smile can be
The River will Flow Forever
And as long as u R with me
we’ll ride the River Together
17
He’s bragging about his new Jordans
the Baby just ran out of milk
He’s buying gold every 2 weeks
the Baby just ran out of Pampers
He’s buying clothes for his new girl
& the Baby just ran out of medicine
u ask for money for the Baby
the Daddy just ran out the Door
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18
pretty smiles
deceiving laughs
and people who dream with their eyes open
lonely children
unanswered cries
and souls who have given up hoping
The other things that breaks hearts
R fairy tales that never come true
and selfish people who lie 2 me
selfish people just like u
19
Backed into a corner
alone and very confused
Tired of running away
My manhood has been abused
Not my choice 2 be so blunt
But u must fight fire with flame
I allowed myself 2 run once
and was haunted by the shame
if I must kill I will and if I must do it again
I would but the situation is a no-win
20
u saw innocence at its best
I wanted u more than I wanted me
I remember my last thought at night was of u
and my first thought in the morning was of u
It has been a long time since I’ve actually
sat and adored u but every once in awhile
your beautiful smile guides me through a day
I hear u R with another and u R expecting
I wish u good luck he is lucky 2 be able
2 wake up 2 u each morning
c u in heaven!
21
I hope u heard me when I asked
u that night 2 be my wife
Not for this year or next
But mine for all your life
2 accept me when I sin
and understand me when I fail
Not 2 mention standing the rain
which comes down as hard as hail
I am not the best of men
My faults could scare the night
But my heart is always pure 2 my wife 4 life
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22
Life through my bloodshot eyes
would scare a square 2 death
poverty, murder, violence
and never a moment 2 rest
Fun and games R few
but treasured like gold 2 me
cuz I realize that I must return
2 my spot in poverty
But mock my words when I say
my heart will not exist
unless my destiny comes through
and puts an end 2 all of this
23
From my mind 2 the depths of my soul
I yearn 2 achieve all of my goals
And all of my free time will be spent
On the 1’s I miss I will lament
*
I am not a perfectionist
But still I seek perfection
I am not a great romantic
But yet I yearn 4 affection
*
Eternally my mind will produce
Ways 2 put my talents 2 use
And when I’m done no matter where I’ve been
I’ll yearn 2 do it all again.
24
I know not what I search 4
But I know I have yet 2 find it.
Because it is invisible 2 the eye
My heart must search 4 it blinded
*
And if by chance I find it,
Will I know my mission is achieved?
Can one come 2 conclusions,
Before the question is conceived?
*
Just as no one knows
what lies beyond the shore,
I will never find the answer 2
What it is that I search 4
25
The day I met u I saw strength
qnd I knew from that point on
that u were pure woman 2 me
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possessing a spirit that was strong
*
I want smiles 2 replace the sorrow
that u have encountered in the past
and since it was strength that attracted me 2 u
it will take strength 2 make it last
*
My negative side will attempt 2 change u
but please fight that with your all
it will be your strength that keep us both standing
while others around us fall
26
I don’t have everything
as a matter of fact I don’t have anything
except a dream of a better day
and you 2 help me find my way
Being a man I am sure 2 make mistakes
but 2 keep u I would do all it takes
and if it meant my love was really true
I’d gladly die and watch over u
I wish u knew how much I cared
u’d see my love is true by the life we’d share
even if u changed your mind and said our love was thru
I’d want 2 die continuously cry and still I’d love u
27
I remember when u were LOST
and your soul was in the wind
It was at this awkward moment
that u and I became friends
But then your soul was found
and u discovered celibacy
But with this u forgot about me
and our bond was a memory
And now I c u felt it
the bond we made before
I pray 2 God it stands
and severs never more
28
My tears they fall with passion
Like tears conceived from stars
Full of brightness & energy
Seen only from afar
Tonight these tears are
full of pain but also I can feel
relief from my heart
Because the stigma is revealed
unfaithful and unforgiven
I cannot bear 2 let this be
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So I must be pure
2 only her for eternity
29
Today I wake and feel even lonelier
But I c positive potential
My heart shook much like the quake
Then the pain was gone
The arctic breeze formed the fortress
Barricading my fragile heart from Pain
*
It is not that I don’t love u
and it was because I did love u
that I must move on
as long as I breathe
I will remember
“WE AS 2”
30
We made love within a storm
in the midst of passion and chaos
somewhere, somehow our true bond
of friendship was lost
*
In the eye of the storm
The rain always falls harder
Those who prevail this trauma
will learn 2 bring their love farther
*
But now the storm has passed
and the seas of our friendship R calm
But as long as I live I will remember
the love within the storm
31
u R the omega of my Heart
The foundation 4 my conception of Love
When I think of what a Black woman should be
it’s u that I First think of
*
u will never fully understand
How Deeply my Heart feels 4 u
I worry that we’ll grow apart
and I’ll end up losing u
*
u bring me 2 climax without sex
and u do it all with regal grace
u R my Heart in Human Form
a Friend I could never replace
32
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There were 2 people with one wish
2 live a Life filled with Love
2 GOD they would pray that 2gether they’d stay
under the stars above
But someone else made a wish
at the same time on the same breath
And although the wish 4 love was granted
so was this evil wish 4 Death
Now I make a wish
sealed with tears and laughter
It is my wish that these 2 loves
R reunited in the hereafter
33
I think of u in my arms
and what it would be like 2 make love
I think of u raising my SEED
and what they’d be made of
I think of how alone I was
before u came 2 be
I think of the joy I felt
when u said u thought of me
I’m proud 2 be the heart u
chose 2 make a Friend
Hours pass by and cupid cries
until we meet again
34
This poem is addressed 2 Mrs. Hawkins
who lost her son 2 a racist society
I’m not out 2 offend the positive souls
only the racist dogs who lied 2 me
An American culture plagued with nights
like the night Yusef was killed
if it were reversed it would be the work
of a savage but this white killer was just strong-willed
But Mrs. Hawkins as sure as I’m a Panther
with the blood of Malcolm in my veins
America will never rest
if Yusef dies in vain!
35
Can u c the pride in the pantha
as he glows in splendor and grace
Toppling OBSTACLES placed in the way
of the progression of his race
*
Can u c the pride in the Pantha
as she nurtures her young all alone
The seed must grow regardless
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of the fact that it’s planted in stone
*
Can’t u c the pride in the panthas
as they unify as one
The flower blooms with brilliance
and outshines the rays of the sun
36
“I will give u liberty, but first give me ure spirit,
This I must confiscate because the evil fear it.”
I too would be afraid of passion governed by reason
An open mind 2 trying times when corruption is in season
The promise that they claim
2 be completely true
is hypocrisy at its finest
A trick 2 silence u
never will I believe a promise
from the masters of the Art
Trickery does not succeed
with those with Honest hearts
37
In the event of my Demise
when my heart can beat no more
I Hope I Die For A Principle
or a Belief that I had lived 4
I will die Before my Time
Because I feel the shadow’s Depth
So much I wanted to accomplish
Before I reached my Death
I have come 2 grips with the possibility
and wiped the last tear from my eyes
I Loved All who were Positive
In the event of my Demise.
38
when I was alone and had nothing
I asked 4 a friend 2 help me bear the
pain no one came except … GOD
*
when I needed a breath 2 rise
from my sleep no one could
help me except … GOD
*
when all I saw was sadness
and I needed answers no one
heard me except … GOD
*
so when I am asked who I
give my unconditional love 2
look for no other name
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except … GOD!
39
All of my life I dreamed of meeting one
with immense beauty, and once I found her
I would charm her and she’d be mine
forever.
*
I have found her and indeed she is all
I wished for and more but she is
not charmed nor intrigued. Then I
think 2 myself “What can I offer her?”
The tears warm my eyes and blur my
vision. I stick 2 my stance of bravado
and give her the same uninterested look
she gave me. She was so beautiful
But what can I offer her.
40
Sometimes when I’m alone
I cry because I’m on my own
The tears I cry R bitter and warm
They flow with life but take no form
I cry because my heart is torn
and I find it difficult 2 carry on
If I had an ear 2 confide in
I would cry among my treasured friends
But who do u know that stops that long
to help another carry on
The world moves fast and it would rather pass u by
than 2 stop and c what makes u cry
It’s painful and sad and sometimes I cry
and no one cares about why.
41
a creative heart, obsessed with satisfying
This dormant and uncaring society
u have given them the stars at night
and u have given them Bountiful Bouquets of Sunflowers
But 4 u there is only contempt
and though u pour yourself into that frame
and present it so proudly
this world could not accept your masterpieces
from the heart
*
So on that starry night
u gave 2 us and
u took away from us
The one thing we never acknowledged
Your Life
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42
against an attacker I will boldly take my stand
because my heart will show fear 4 no man
but 4 a broken heart I run with fright
scared 2 be blind in a vulnerable night
I believe this fear is in every man
some will acknowledge it others will fail 2 understand
there is no fear in a shallow heart
because shallow hearts don’t fall apart
but feeling hearts that truly care
are fragile 2 the flow of air
and if I am 2 be true then I must give
my fragile heart
I may receive great joy or u may return it
ripped apart
43
If there be pain,
all u need 2 do
is call on me 2 be with u
And before u hang up the phone
u will no longer be alone
Together we can never fall
because our love will conquer all
*
If there be pain,
reach out 4 a helping hand
and I shall hold u wherever I am
Every breath I breathe will be into u
4 without u here my joy is through
my life was lived through falling rain
so call on me if there be pain
164.109 Excerpt from Pushing 30\fn{by Whitney Gaskell (1972- )} Syracuse, Onondaga County, New York, U.S.A.
(F) 8
The one thing you should know about me is this: I’m the consummate Good Girl. I wash my makeup off every
night, no matter how tired I am. I mail out my Christmas cards every Thanksgiving weekend without fail, and
thank-you notes are written and posted within three days of receipt of any gift. I’ve only called into work sick
once when it wasn’t really true, and even then I spent the entire day too racked with guilt to enjoy it. I’m an
extremely loyal and dependable friend, and have never cheated on a boyfriend or tried to steal a man away from
another woman.
And I never ever say yes when a friend asks me if she looks fat, particularly if in the throes of a heartbreak
she’s been hitting the Haagen-Dazs pretty hard, because girlfriends should stick together and not make each other
feel self-conscious about their weight.
But the problem with being a Good Girl is this—I’m terrible at conflict. Absolutely hate it, am terrified of it,
will do anything to avoid it. When it comes to the fight-or-flight phenomenon, my fight is nonexistent, as wimpy
as Popeye, pre-spinach.
Luckily, I am a world-class sprinter, when it comes to running away from everything having to do with
anything that even remotely resembles strife. Which is why, as I sat in the wood-paneled bar of McCormick &
Schmick’s on K Street nursing a glass of merlot, I was dreading the arrival of my soon-to-be ex-boyfriend, Eric
Leahy.
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After weeks of dodging his phone calls, I was resolved to finally end the relationship. And unlike every other
breakup I had ever muddled with my pathetic timidity, this time I had a plan: I would tell Eric gently, but firmly,
that it was over, and at all costs preserve our dignity. I was a career woman, an attorney (a career you might—as
my friends do—find amusing for me to have stumbled into, considering my above-mentioned aversion to
conflict), and there was no reason why I couldn’t end this relationship gracefully. No matter what, there would not
be a messy emotional scene, nor would I allow myself to be guilted into giving it a second chance or entering into
couples counseling. I had let this relationship drag on for far too long, and just like with a Band-Aid, it’s better to
rip it off all at once.
Of course, as I sat there, hunched up on a hard wooden chair that was putting my butt to sleep, while dipping
pieces of pita into a pot of lemony hummus, I didn’t feel cool or dignified; I felt sick to my stomach.
I’d come to the bar directly from the office, and I had that end-of-the-workday feel-grimy and sweaty, my feet
tired from walking the five blocks to the bar from my office in my three-inch stacked loafers, the waistband of my
favorite black pantsuit digging into my skin. It was August, and far too hot to be wearing a suit, even one made
out of lightweight wool crepe that was supposed to be “seasonless,” but which felt as heavy as a mink coat in the
city heat. I’d tried to perk up the otherwise dull, buttoned-up look with a hot-pink shell which I had thought
looked great that morning, but as soon as I got to my office I dribbled some iced mochacchino on it, leaving
brown spots splattered all over my top, and was forced to button my jacket up over the stain.
I hadn’t sweltered in my office, which was kept year-round at just above freezing, but as soon as I ventured
back out into the damp heat of Washington, D.C., in August, I began to melt. My foundation dripped from my
face, my mascara was smeared around my eyes, and my wavy hair, normally beaten into submission with a vast
battery of anti-frizz products, had rebelled, and began wisping up into a Brillo-pad mess. I didn’t feel elegant and
composed; I was sticky and weary, and dreading what was sure to be an unavoidably messy scene.
*
Eric arrived. I caught sight of his affable, smiling face as he waved at me and headed toward the table I
claimed, cutting through the after-work crowd of yuppies gathered in the bar. He collapsed in the empty chair I’d
been fighting to keep for him, and kissed me on the cheek.
“Ellie,” he said. “You look beautiful.”
Considering how grubby I both looked and felt, I knew he was lying. But as far as lies go, it was a sweet one.
And Eric was always saying things like that—heaping compliments on me, telling me how wonderful he thaught I
was. It was a very appealing trait in a man, one that had kept me from breaking up with him before.
It wasn’t that Eric was unattractive—he had glossy black hair, ruddy cheeks, and bright blue eyes, and looked
sort of like a pudgy Crew model. And while he was a little chunky, and dressed in stodgy three-piece suits and
shirts with cufflinks (both of which looked pretentious on a thirty-two-year-old man), he was gentle and
thoughtful. Not funny exactly—well, no, not funny at all. He tried to crack jokes now and again, but they were
always the kind that had obvious punch lines, and he usually mangled the telling of the joke so badly you couldn’t
even laugh at the sheer silliness of it.
But he was a good man. A kind man. Exactly the kind of boyfriend the Good Girl aspires to, and nearly
identical in appearance and personality to my last four boyfriends. We even had cutsie, matching names-Ellie and
Eric, E & E.
But, just like my previous four boyfriends—Alec, Peter, Winston, and Jeremy—Eric bored me to tears. All he
wanted to talk about was his job—something having to do with international finance (although I still wasn’t
exactly sure what, even though he’d explained it to me more times than I cared to recount)—or whatever
football/basketball/ baseball/cricket game ESPN had broadcast the night before. I’m not one of those women who
pretend to like sports in order to snag a guy; in fact, I’m pretty up-front about how I couldn’t care less about
grown men cavorting around on fake grass in short pants with a ball tucked under one arm.
But despite explaining my lack of interest to Eric pretty much every time he started a conversation with “You
wouldn’t believe what happened in the game last night,” he persisted in boring me to tears with a play-by-play
analysis. Spending dinner with him was pleasant as long as I could coax him into talking about something else,
and the sex was tolerable, if not predictable. But just the idea of something more permanent, of lying beside him
in bed every night and waking up to his face every morning, made me feel like I was being buried alive.
And besides, Eric just didn’t smell right. It wasn’t that he had b.o., or that funky ripe odor some men get when
they’re sweaty. He was very clean and deodorized, but there was something about the way he smelled when I
wrapped my arms around him and breathed in deeply that was just … off. And his cologne—Polo, just as Winston
and Alec had worn (Peter wore Dakkar Noir, and Jeremy, who had spent a semester studying in Paris, wore
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Hermes)—which he practically showered in, was overpowering and artificial smelling. Surely the man I was
meant to spend my life with would smell sexy and good and safe, and not like a cheesy club promoter.
*
“I’m so glad you called,” Eric said, after ordering a martini.
Why is everyone in my generation always ordering martinis? Is it a desperate attempt to try to return the world
to the days before the Boomers came along and wrecked everything with their self-indulgent Me Generation crap?
As though a single cocktail can undo the sixties, I thought, forgetting about the impending breakup just long
enough to get annoyed by Eric, who had a tendency to be pompous, and then promptly feeling a flood of guilt
when I remembered what I was there to do.
“I’ve been wanting to talk to you about something,” he said, stirring his drink, and spearing the olive on a
toothpick.
Oh, good, I thought, relieved. He’s probably sick of the way I’ve been acting—ducking his phone calls,
avoiding sex, snapping at him when he launches into one of his insufferably long diatribes about the yen—and
wants to dump me. It will make this so much easier. He’ll try to let me down easy, and I’ll try to look a little
stricken, but say of course, I understand, I’ve been so caught up at work (ha ha!) that I haven’t devoted enough
time to the relationship. A dignified, understanding split, and I’d be mercifully spared from having to do it myself.
“Oh?” I said, and smiled at him encouragingly. “I’ve been wanting to talk to you, too.”
“Okay. What about?”
“No, you go first.”
“Well,” Eric said, and then ducked his head shyly, a nervous smile playing on his thin lips. “I want you to
move in with me.”
What? Move in. With him. As in not breaking up. As in living together.
I thought I was going to be sick. No, no, no, this can’t be happening, I thought. This is the part where he’s
supposed to say something like “I never meant to hurt you,” or “We’ve been growing apart for a long time.” Eric
—obviously misreading my hesitation—said,
“I don’t mean without other plans. We could get engaged first. Maybe over Labor Day weekend we could take
the train to Manhattan, go ring shopping, maybe see The Lion King”—and then, seeing my stricken face—“What
is it? What’s wrong?”
“It’s just … umm … is the air conditioner working in here?” I asked.
The bar had become so hot and stuffy I could barely breathe, much less think clearly. Eric’s words“engagement,” “plans,” “move in together”—were jumbling around my brain. A minute ago I thought we were
nicely on our way to a collegial breakup, and now all of a sudden he wanted to live together forever, buy a house
in the suburbs and have babies and minivans.
What was it with men, anyway? Why is it that when the woman wants a commitment, they panic and flee the
jurisdiction, but grow a little distant and suddenly they’re out shopping for diamond solitaires and monogrammed
guest towels?
“What were you going to say?” he asked.
“God, it’s hot in here. Do you think it’s hot in here? I’m burning up,” I blathered, and chugged a glass of ice
water.
“No, it feels fine to me. Are you okay?”
“Oh. Yes, yes. Just hot,” I said gaily, shrugging off my jacket, no longer caring about the stain on my top.
*
Eric had a strange look on his face.
“What were you going to say?” he asked again.
“I was going to say … well, I don’t think we should move in together,” I said weakly.
“You don’t? Why not?”
Why not indeed. If I had been incapable of a brisk “It’s over. Let’s be friends,” before, now, in the face of his
proposal, I had no idea where to start.
“Well … I was thinking that maybe we should think about, well, you know … maybe think about taking it a
little more slowly.”
“Slowly. But I thought this is what you wanted, to get engaged, to move forward. I thought you’d be happy,”
Eric said.
“Um,” I said.
“What do you mean by taking it slower? I mean, you still want to see each other, don’t you?" he continued.
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“Er,” I said.
“You don’t want to see other people, do you?” he asked, in an incredulous tone.
This was just the break I was looking for. I nodded eagerly, and said,
“Well, yes, we could do that. See other people. That might be a good idea,” I said, as though it was his idea,
and I was just going along with it. Encouraging his sound judgment.
But I don’t think Eric bought it. Instead, he looked startled, with that deer-in-the-headlishts expression people
always talk about (although since I don’t commune with nature, I’ve never come that close to running over
Bambi).
“See other people,” he repeated, and as he absorbed my words his face fell like a child who’s just been told
that there’s no such thing as Santa. “You mean, instead of being exclusive. But you don’t want to break up, do
you? Not entirely? I mean, you still want us to see each other, right?”
Again, typical male reaction-complete and utter shock at the very suggestion that they somehow fall short of
your ideal. And it’s not just the smart, handsome, successful, rich men—the stupid, ugly, losers are equally
flabbergasted that a woman could find them anything less than highly desirable. But when a woman gets dumped,
she immediately starts moaning about how if only her thighs were thinner or if she had only been more willing to
engage in nightly fellatio, if she could only have been more perfect, then he wouldn’t have left. This is a universal
female reaction, no matter how brilliant and smart and wonderful the woman in question happens to be, nor how
much of a reject the boyfriend is.
“Oh, no. No. Well, I mean, we could see each other,” I hastened to say, and then, remembering my resolve
about Band-Aids, whispered, “as friends.”
*
Eric just sat there, holding his martini, his head bowed forward. He looked … sick. I felt sick. This wasn’t
going well at all. Why did I do this? Why hadn’t I gone first, said my piece, and avoided the whole
engagement/move-in-together thing? Why? Why?
Eric still didn't say anything. He just got all droopy, and sniffly, and for a horrible moment I thought he was
going to cry. He looked at me with wide, wet, dog-being-dumped-in-the-country-because-he’s-no-ionger-a-cutefluffy-puppy eyes. And I felt dreadful, worse than a dog deserter-more like a monster who’d just finished
gleefully decapitating a nest of fuzzy baby bunnies.
I couldn’t bear the silence any longer.
“I’m so sorry. I had no idea that you thought … that you’d been thinking … I didn’t know,” I finished lamely.
“I noticed that you’d been distant. At first I thought it was just your work or something, but then you never
wanted to get together, so then I thought that you were getting annoyed that we weren’t making plans for the
future. I thought that you wanted a commitment.
“But I guess that wasn’t it at all,” Eric said, shooting me another reproachful, teary look. “I thought that we
were in love.”
*
And just like that, my resolve wavered. He thought that I loved him. It was such a terrible, terrible thing to tell
someone who thinks that he is loved that no, sorry, you aren’t. I didn’t want to be that person, the one who takes
what’s all warm and cozy-winter afternoon mugs of cocoa, Saturday night video rentals, Sunday morning
crossword puzzles over pancakes—and rips it to shreds.
And the part of me that didn’t want to be the heartbreaker was pulling way ahead of the side of me that wanted
to shake Eric out of my life. I couldn’t stand his desolate, reproachful gaze. I was willing to do anything—maybe
even go ring shopping-to make it end.
“Oh, Eric,” I said, my will collapsing. If at that moment he had said one more word about love, or wanting to
give it another try, I would have done it. Knowing all the while that five years later when we’d married and had
babies, and I was having lustful fantasies about the neighbor’s teenage son who cut our grass, we’d be able to
trace all of the marital discord right back to this very moment.
But thankfully, it didn’t come to that. Eric pulled himself together. He took a deep breath, drew his shoulders
up and his chest out, lifted his chin, and moved from lovelorn victim to Gloria Gaynor singing I Will Survive. He
smiled bravely and stood up, thrusting his balled-up fists into the pockets of his wool Brooks Brothers suit pants
with a certain resolute dignity, and stood for a minute at the edge of the table.
“Well. Bye. Maybe I’ll call you later?” he asked.
I nodded encouragingly and said, “Oh, yes, please do,” while my conscience was screaming,
No! Tell him not to call! Like the Band-Aid! Tell him about ripping off the Band-Aid, and how even if it seems
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worse now it’s actually much, much better in the long run.
*
After Eric left, I sat in the bar and finished my wine, which felt like battery acid churning around in my
stomach. When I was sure that he’d had enough time to get a taxi, so I wouldn’t have to bump into him on the
street, I dug my cell phone out of my bag and called my best friend, Nina, and asked her if I could come over.
“I need to talk. It’s an emergency,” I said. And then, before leaving McCormick & Schmick’s, I went to the
ladies’ room and managed to make it to a stall just before I puked up all of the hummus and pita bread.
It was exactly five months until my thirtieth birthday.
*
A few nights after the botched breakup, I turned my hair pink. Not on purpose, but rather in a desperate
attempt to avoid paying the ridiculous amount my styalist, Gino, charges for highlights. Of course, every time I
attempt home coloring, I end up turning my hair red, or pink, or even ink black once, and end up at the salon
anyway, only now paying for color correction, for which Gino—well aware of what a pink-haired woman
desperate to return to her normal mousy brown color will pay—charges what’s surely equal to a house down
payment in less-populated areas of the country.
Nina always tells me to call her when I’m contemplating home color, promising she’ll talk me down from it,
and if necessary come over and show me old photos of me with bad hair color. But despite these dire experiences,
I went ahead and started to slap the color on, cheerfully forgetting all of my past bad experiences with home
bleaching kits. It was a little like drinking too much—you have a vague memory that it’s something you might
later regret, and yet it seems like such a good idea at the time you uncork the bottle.
This time the hair disaster was my mother’s fault. I had no sooner pulled my hair through the highlighting cap
—a plastic bonnet reminiscent of the fifties, with chin straps and a visor—and dumped the bleach on my head,
when the phone rang.
My mother. Crap. The one time I pick the phone up on the first ring instead of screening through my answering
machine, and there was Gloria on the other end. With a sigh, I slumped onto the closed toilet seat and braced
myself for the onslaught of maternal guilt.
*
“Ellie? Is that you?” she asked. As though still unsure of my voice after nearly thirty years of acquaintance.
And as though anyone else would be in my apartment answering my phone.
“Mother,” I said wearily. “Of course it’s me.”
“Daddy and I are going to one of those boring fund-raisers they insist the judges attend, and I was going to
wear my black dress made out of that stretchy material, but then I was thinking that maybe I should wear my red
silk suit instead. What do you think?”
“I have no idea. I’ve never seen you in either outfit,” I said, breathing deeply and counting to five.
“Well, just imagine what they look like. The black one is long and form-fitting, and the red suit is shortsleeved, very tailored, but with a sexy short skirt,” she said.
“Hmmmm,” I said.
“What do you think?”
“The black dress,” I said, mainly because it sounded like something I would wear, whereas I wouldn’t be
caught dead in a red silk dinner suit that likely had big gold buttons running down the front and enormous, 1985era shoulder pads.
“But the red one shows off my legs, which you have to admit are pretty sexy, especially for a woman my age.
Buddy Johnson was just telling me the other day how sexy he thought they were, and that he wished Mary had
kept her figure like I have,” Mother preened.
“Mom, I can’t really talk now,” I began, already tiring of the conversation and its familiar “aren’t I the most
beautiful, intelligent, and sexy woman in the world” theme.
“And Dr. Patel patted me on the ankle the other day during my checkup, which was of course flattering, but
then again, probably not very professional. And you know he always feels my breasts every time I go in,” Mother
continued, completely oblivious to me.
“He’s a gynecologist,” I pointed out. “They always check your breasts. For lumps. To make sure you don’t
have breast cancer.”
“Not every time,” my mother insisted.
“Yes. Every single time,” I said, exasperated. “Don’t be silly. Dr. Patel is the only doctor I have who touches
my breasts. I’m not saying he’s hitting on me, but I think it’s obvious that he finds me attractive. You just find it
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hard to view your mother as a sexual creature. So, what day are you coming home?” she asked, smoothly
transitioning the conversation.
*
I know that not everyone’s mother drives them crazy. I know women—seemingly sane, happy women—who
purport to be on the best of terms with their mothers. They go shopping together, and have high tea at ritzy hotels,
and sometimes even vacation together, and proclaim with healthy, nondysfunctional gaiety that their mother is
their best friend.
I am not one of those women. Whenever I’m around my mother, I revert to a sullen fifteen-year-old girl,
slouching, snapping my gum, and rolling my eyes skyward and groaning, “Moth-errrrr.” My mother is one of
those moms who, when you’re growing up, your friends think is cool. They loved her hip clothes, that she would
confide in them as if they were her adult contemporaries, and the way she would shimmy around the kitchen, her
hips gyrating, to our modern, eighties pop music.
I did not love any of these traits. Nor did I appreciate her off-the-wall sense of humor (for example, telling my
tenth-grade math teacher that he looked like a penis—although there was a certain unmistakable bald-bulbheadedness about him), her narcissistic preening, nor her screaming confrontations with my bewildered father,
who, as he does whenever facing anything remotely personally messy, would retreat to the solitude of his office.
I have also never appreciated her blatant emotional manipulation of me. She doesn’t just push my buttons—she
installed each and everyone of them, and operates me with the slick ease of a seasoned pro.
*
“You are coming home for Daddy’s birthday, aren’t you? Your brothers are coming, and we’re going out to the
lake for the weekend. And you didn’t come last year,” she said accusingly. “Your father was crushed.”
The blatant guilt trip had its immediate and intended effect on me. Even though I knew my father probably still
hadn’t noticed I moved out of the house twelve years ago to go to college, I still felt terrible for not wanting to go
home to the crazy house. But knowing that she was just manipulating me, I tried to fight the feeling of guilt
bubbling up inside me.
“I don’t think I can,” I said, with forced nonchalance.
“I told Nana that you were coming,” Mother said triumphantly, thrusting her secret weapon—a dagger of
grand-maternal guilt—through my heart.
It worked: I felt horrible for having neglected my poor father and cranky grandmother, and pissed off at my
mother for imposing it all on me.
“Well, ah, that commercial storage case is going to trial in September, and my boss pretty much said not to
make too many plans between now and then,” I fibbed wildly.
My mother paused and lit a cigarette, her lighter making the familiar clicking sound. I could hear a long
exhale, and imagined the cloud of smoke exiting through her nostrils, dragon style.
“But your brothers are coming home,” Mother said.
*
I sensed a note of defeat in her voice. The only thing she’d concede was more important than enduring another
family get-together nightmare was my job. Mom, who’d always been bitter about never living out her fantasy of
having a high-powered career, loved that I was an attorney working for a successful D.C. law firm. Unlike my
friends, she didn’t see any incongruity between my aversion to conflict and my career as a litigator. Or else she
was too consumed with her illusion of me as a glamorous career woman to care that my profession made me
miserable.
It wasn’t as though I had set out to be a litigator—hell, I hadn’t set out to be an attorney. Law school just
seemed to be a highly appropriate next step for a poli-sci major-not to mention that my father is a judge, and was
heartbroken when neither of my older brothers chose to go to law school—and I am nothing if not appropriate. I’d
signed on with the Snow & Druthers litigation section after graduation because I wanted to live in the District,
and it was the only firm that extended me an offer.
Frankly, I hated my job. It was dull work, and I spent most days going blind on a mountain of boring contracts.
But my mother thinks that she missed out on something by being a part-time stay-at-home mom, part-time
teacher, and had a lot invested in my living out her fantasy of black Dior power suits and Chanel red lipstick,
striding around the office in Prada heels and snapping orders at terrified paralegals.
Every once in a while I make an attempt to enlighten her on the reality of an associate’s life-long hours, decent
but by no means the extraordinary pay needed to buy designer clothes, and a lot of groveling to shitty partners
whom, if they were accidentally run over by a car, I wouldn’t spill tears over. But Gloria would hear none of it—
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she rarely lets reality interfere with her fantasies.
*
“Well, Mark and Brian both live in Syracuse, and so all they have to do is drive for ten minutes to visit you. I
have an eight-hour car ride or a six-hour train ride. It’s not really the same,” I reminded her.
As I had over and over again before. It was like convincing her that I wasn’t actually ever awake at 5:30 A.M.,
and that every time she called that early for one of her little chats, she was in fact waking me up.
“Well, I suppose you can see everyone at Thanksgiving,” she said, feinting and then throwing a surprise punch.
Damn, how did she do that? Stealing my victory of avoiding Dad’s birthday by sentencing me to a horrific fourday weekend with them. But one of the key characteristics of any Good Girl is a knack for repressing resentment
and putting on a happy face.
“Great,” I said without much enthusiasm. “Thanksgiving.”
*
“Did you hear that Beth is getting married?”
Oh, crap. I'd forgotten about Beth’s wedding. It was probably a mental block against seeing the last of my
single high school friends married. Leaving me as the last one standing. The old maid. Even worse, I was going to
have to go home for the wedding anyway, and now Thanksgiving, too. Shit, shit, double shit.
“Of course, Mother. She’s one of my oldest friends. I got an invitation in the mail yesterday.” I sighed in
defeat.
“Her fiance is an orthodontist,” Mother said approvingly. “Maybe he has a friend he can set you up with.”
“I don’t need to be set up with anyone,” I said, trying to keep my voice pleasant through gritted teeth.
Beth’s. fiance, Seth, was prematurely bald and—according to her—during sex poked at her clitoris like it was a
button on the television remote. He was one of those people whom you look at and immediately know what he’ll
be like in forty years—his eyebrows will thicken and his jowls will droop, his belly will expand over his golf
pants, and he’ll give dirty looks to the teenagers necking in the back of the movie theater.
“Of course you don’t. You have Eric. You’ll bring him home for Thanksgiving and Christmas, of course,” my
mother said smoothly, thus neatly doubling the holidays my presence would be required for without a chance for
contradiction.
“Eric and I broke up.”
My mother actually gasped, and I pictured her on the other end of the line swooning, grasping the butcherblock kitchen island for support.
“He dumped you!” she cried.
Irritation pricked at me, and I had to take a few long breaths so as not to snap. My-mother read my hesitation
as sorrow.
“It will be all right, honey. Maybe you can talk to him, get him to go to counseling with you. Are you
exercising, keeping yourself trim? You know what happened to you in college when you were eating that greasy
food all the time, and put on all that weight and your skin broke out. You didn’t have a boyfriend for two years.”
“Mom! God! I’m not overweight, and my complexion is fine. And I broke up with Eric, not the other way
around,” I grumped.
“What happened?” she demanded, and wasn’t satisfied until I relayed the entire story to her, omitting the part
about the strange, artificial way Eric smelled, since I knew that in a million years she wouldn’t understand that.
By the time I assured her that yes, I had done the right thing, and no, it wasn’t too late for me to get married at
some point, and yes, I was very sure that Eric was not The One, and finally hung up the phone, I realized that the
bleach on my hair had passed the lovely medium-beige blonde stage and turned into a color that was dirty and
faded, but unmistakably pink.
*
“Oh, fuck,” I said to my reflection.
I stared at my head in the mirror, willing the straggles of hair peeking up through the plastic hat to go back to
lovely beige-blonde, or even its original boring light brown, anything other than strawberry pink. All the while
trying hard not to think about the $300 Gino had charged me for a color correction the last time I turned my hair
pink. Why did I do this over and over? Why not just pay the $150 he charged for highlights and emerge from the
salon with tasteful, elegant, Jodi Foster-colored hair, rather than paying twice as much for the bland brownish
color he would have to turn me into just to cover the pink? Why? It was like a kind of amnesia, the way I
continued to forget, time and time again, that the drugstore stuff never worked.
Ah, but maybe I could fix it. If I went to the twenty-four-hour drugstore, picked up a box of the ultra721

lightening super-blonde bleach, I could at least bleach the pink to colorless white. It would be a little more drastic
than I had planned, but what else could I do? It was Saturday, the salon wouldn’t open until Tuesday, and I
couldn't go to work Monday with pink hair.
The larger problem was how was I going to get to the drugstore with the highlighting cap on my head? The oftcolored hair was segregated from the rest of my head by the cap, and if I took it off, I would never be able to
target the pink strands with the super bleach. I would have to bleach all of my hair, and end up looking like I
should live in a West Texas trucking town, slopping plates of lumpy chili in front of road-weary truckers.
I dug through my closet for a hat. The only one I could find was one Nina had given me as a joke that had the
word “Cocks” embroidered across the top in scarlet letters (short for “Gamecocks,” the mascot for the University
of South Carolina). I shoved it on my head and did the best I could to tuck the chin straps of the highlighting cap
up under the baseball cap. The sides were still barely visible, but there was nothing I could do, save tie a big
woolen scarf around my head, and since it was August, that would look stranger than the highlighting cap. I said a
little prayer that I wouldn’t see anyone I knew, hooked up my churlish pug, Sally, in her halter and leash (and was
growled at for my trouble—Sally has a strong sense of what she does and does not like, and taking walks
definitely falls into the latter category), and we headed out the door.
*
The drugstore was only two blocks away from my postage-stamp-sized Dupont Circle apartment. I walked as
fast as I could, dragging Sally, who was moaning about the forced exercise, behind me. The drugstore was within
sight, its blue fluorescent sign blinking in the night, when a flash of something white darted by, scampered around
us, and then threw itself on top of Sally. It was a dog—a scrappy mix of some sort, and it was happily humping at
Sally with the enthusiasm of a horny frat boy.
Sally, not one to tolerate anything she finds unpleasant, and who possesses no fear of letting her feelings be
known—really, she’s a role model to me—let out a high-pitched shriek, bit her would-be suitor on the nose, and
then threw herself into my arms, panting dramatically at her ordeal.
I was more concerned about the canine Romeo, who despite a clear set of fang marks on his tender nose,
looked as cheerful and interested in Sally as ever. In fact, more so now that she had let him know he wasn’t fit for
butt sniffing.
Men, they’re all the same, I thought, bending over and petting the little fellow. Sally simultaneously growled at
the masher and swooned in my arms, practically throwing one paw over her brow like a silent film actress.
“Oscar!” A shout, followed by quickly approaching footsteps.
“There you are. Have you been bothering this lady? Come here.”
It was a man. An older man, tall with graying yet still full hair. His features were terribly handsome, yet not
perfect—the nose a little crooked, the green eyes a little squinty, the narrow lips unforgiving—in a perfect way.
He had a lean, athletic body that was still substantial, particularly through his broad shoulders, and he was
beautifully dressed. I know just enough about men’s clothes to recognize that you couldn’t buy such a perfectly
tailored shirt and trousers at the local Gap. I guessed that they were custom-made, and with expensive fabrics. I
wondered if he was a politician—he had that well-groomed, appealing look—although as he cuffed the energetic
Oscar and hooked him back on his leash, there was something sardonic about his expression that most slick,
successful politicians would be careful to hide.
“I hope he didn’t scare you,” the man said.
“Oh, no, of course not. Although I don’t know if Sally here is going to get over it,” I said, lifting the pug
slightly so he could see her. She was still in wounded victim mode, although she perked up once she saw the
handsome stranger. Sally has a thing for men—whenever she gets near one, she throws herself on her back, all
four legs splayed apart, and presents her belly for stroking. She’s something of a pug slut.
“Well, let’s hope she makes a full recovery,” the man said, and then he was reaching toward me, and for a
confused second I wondered if he was trying to grab me, or maybe even kiss me—why I thought this, I don’t
know, maybe I’d spent too many hours luxuriating in bubble baths with romance novels—but instead he just
stroked Sally on her silky, wrinkled forehead, while she preened.
“She's very pretty.”
“As she well knows,” I said, and nodded toward Oscar. “And Oscar here is an appealing little guy. Is he a
terrier? Or a beagle?”
“Yes and yes, I think, although his origins are unknown. He just showed up on my doorstep one day, and
adopted me,” he said, looking down at Oscar. I thought he sounded a little embarrassed to admit to such a
sentimental gesture.
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Stories like this always make me feel guilty. Instead of adopting a pathetic yet deserving canine bundle from
the local SPCA who would forever thank me for the gesture by years of faithful friendship, I had shelled out four
hundred dollars for Sally. Four hundred dollars to enslave myself to a twenty-pound dictator, who let me know at
all times that my care of her—gourmet pet food, bottled, water, a faux-fur leopardskin bed and a fetching plaid
coat from Coach—did not meet her expectations. I wondered whether Sally might be the reincarnation of Pol Pot,
that is if there was such a thing as reincarnation, and if there was a chance that a brutal dictator could come back
as a spoiled, pampered lap dog, and not a cockroach or slug.
“So. Well. I suppose Oscar and I should get home. I’m Ted Langston, by the way,” he said.
“Ellie. Ellie Winters,” I said, and smiled at him.
He smiled back, and I felt a ping in my stomach, a warm tightening that I hadn’t felt in a long time. A long,
long time. I’d certainly never felt it for Eric. There was something about this man, this Ted Langston. He was
certainly attractive, and although there was no doubt that he was quite a bit older, he had a quality of strength and
virility that gave me a heightened awareness of just how close we were standing to each other. As Ted looked my
way, his green eyes sharp and appraising, I wondered if he I was feeling the same attraction.
“Um. I think that … Oh. Well,” he said.
Was he about to ask me for a cup of coffee? Or for my phone number? I wondered hopefully. I returned his
smile, in what I hoped was a flirty, open way. But then, ever so tactfully, he pointed at my head.
“There’s something stuck to your hat,” he said, and I reached up to pat the “Cocks” cap.
Oh. Fucking. Shit. The highlighting cap had popped out of one side of the baseball cap, and the chin strap was
flapping in the hot summer breeze. I had no doubt that it looked exactly like a plastic version of the tinfoil hats
that crazy people wear to prevent aliens from sending mind-controlling radiation signals to them. Here I was
imagining that this elegant, impressive man might be interested in me, while I was dressed in the stretched-out
and faded gray sweat suit I always wear when coloring my hair, had no makeup on, and was wearing a plastic
highlighting bonnet under a crass baseball hat. I was lucky that he wasn’t trying to track down the police to haul
me off to the nearest loony bin.
I flushed bright red, and fervently wished that the ground would open up and swallow me into it. When the
earth failed to move beneath my feet, I took the only other course of action I could—I ran.
“Nice to meet you,” I mumbled, and fled, dragging Sally, now on the ground again, grumpily behind me. I
could hardly believe my bad luck. The first non-Eric—and for that matter, non-Alec, non-Peter, non-Winston, and
non-jeremy—man I had met in forever, and I was in the middle of a freaky pink-haired crisis. Lovely. …
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1
“Go, Lydia, go!”
My classmates shouted. I was climbing the rope-swing in P.E. class, and I was determined to make it to the
top. My P.E. teacher said barely anyone made it all the way. I love challenges like these. I’m bold, and some
people call me a daredevil.
I was two feet from the top, one, and I’d made it! I felt proud and excited as I slid down the rope. Everybody in
my class was clapping, except Anthony Roberts. For some reason, he had always seemed to be my rival.
At recess that day, red-headed Anthony walked up to me with a glare on his face.
“So, Lydia, if you’re so great, I dare you to climb up on the roof of school on Monday, and put up a sign that
says, ‘Fifth graders rule!’” Other students had been listening to his remark, and they shouted,
“Do it, Lydia, do it!”
But I didn’t know what to think. All weekend, I brooded over the dare. Should I do it, or not? I wanted to be
safe, and not get into trouble, but I also wanted to show everyone, especially Anthony, that I could do it. On
Sunday night, after dinner, I was pacing in my room when my mom knocked on my door.
“Come in,” I said. She sat down on my bed, with her big blue eyes gazing at me, and said,
“Honey, you seemed distracted all weekend. Is there anything wrong?”
She seemed very worried about me, so I just had to tell her about Anthony and the dare. While I explained, I
could tell she was listening. Once I had finished talking, I asked,
“So, what should I do?” My mom thought for a moment, and then said,
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“Well, if you did the dare, would it be unsafe? I mean, could you or your classmates get hurt?”
“Yes,” I replied, “and I could get into trouble.”
“Exactly. So be smart!” My mom smiled at me.
“Thanks, Mom!’
I hugged her and fell asleep with a smile on my face. Monday morning was bright and sunny. I was sad that I
had wasted a perfectly good weekend because of decision making, but I was glad that I had made up my mind. On
the bus, I planned over and over in my head what I was going to say to Anthony. I had different responses
according to his reactions. I will be polite, but firm, I thought to myself.
Coincidentally, Anthony and I got off of our buses at the same time. We were starting to walk up the steps to
the school when he asked slyly,
“So, Lydia, are you going to do the dare?”
We stopped walking and faced each other. I took a deep breath and said,
“No. I am not going to climb up on the roof here and hang a sign that says ‘Fifth grader[s] rule!’ It’s unsafe and
unkind. I could fall down and break my neck! Plus, I could get into some serious trouble, which I certainly don’t
want. So, no!”
I didn't exactly know what Anthony would say to this retort, but I thought he’d at least say something. Instead,
he sighed and was silent. Finally, he said,
“You’re right. I’ve been thinking about it all weekend, and, well, the dare was kind of stupid. I probably
shouldn’t have even dared you in the first place, right?”
“Well, uh, I guess,” I stammered.
I couldn’t believe it: Anthony Roberts was actually agreeing with me! My parents have told me that if anything
like this ever happened to me, just smile. So I half-grinned weakly at Anthony, who, to my astonishment, smiled
back.
“Come on,” I said. “Let’s go down to the classroom, or we’ll be late.”
So we walked down the hall, and I could feel a huge smile creeping on to my face.
2
“And five, six, seven, eight! Arabesque, down and point, leap, leap!”
Miss Lara was teaching us a new section in a dance we were learning in our Thursday night ballet class. It was
an especially sweltering summer evening, but then, Florida is always hot.
“Very good, class! Someday this will be worked to perfection!”
Yeah, I thought, that’ll take a while.
But Miss Lara—or just “Lara,” as some of the older dancers called her—was the best teacher in my town of
Coconut Creek, so I knew that with her help, our dance could become awesome. Plus, we all seemed to have a
special connection with Miss Lara. She treated us like adults, and since everyone in my ballet class had acquired a
pair of Pointe shoes, we really felt like it.
“Let’s try that again,” said Miss Lara, so we went by twos from the corner. I paired up with my best friend in
the whole world, Savannah Moriston. We’d been in ballet class together since we were five, but we’d gone to
different elementary schools because I lived on the western side of Coconut Creek, and she on the eastern. There’s
only one middle school here, so starting last year we finally got to attend the same school and see each other
every single school day. Savannah loved ballet as much as I did, and we were both very excited about the
upcoming ballet of Sleeping Beauty in which we were taking part.
“Violet!” Savannah poked me in the shoulder, her long blond hair swinging around her.
“It’s our turn!”
We did an arabesque, and my Pointe shoe seemed to give way. My foot made a thunk as it landed back on the
ground. It wasn’t very graceful, but I kept going. Coming back down from my leap, however, was even worse. I
slid across the floor, and when I tried to go up en Pointe, the shoes wouldn’t hold me. I felt as though they had
split in half.
“Yep,” said Miss Lara, coming over to me. “Those shoes are done with. Completely broken. You’ll have to go
down to Miami this weekend and get a new pair. Those were getting too small, anyway, weren’t they?”
“Yeah,” I said, twirling my auburn hair around my finger. “But wait! We have to perform Sleeping Beauty in
three weeks! I can’t break in my new toe shoes in only three weeks, can I?”
“I think you should be able to, with all the rehearsals I have planned, and your regular classes. They should be
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fine if you go and get them this Saturday, preferably. Sunday is a practice, so you’ll want them then.”
“Uh-huh,” I agreed and then sat out the rest of the class.
That night, when I was walking from Coconut Creek Dance Center (or CCDC as we all called it), I noticed a
wet wind in the air. It was refreshing, because I was still sweating a lot from dance class, but it was also a bit
scary. This was hurricane season, after all, and I did live in Florida. But I pushed the ideas of a hurricane out of
my head and ran the last block home, my dance bag swinging in the wind.
“Mom!” I called after I opened the door to my brightly painted green, built-in-the 40s, small cottage-style
house.
“Mom,” I called again up the stairs, kicking off my flip flops. “I need new toe shoes!” I said. I pulled my pair
out of my dance bag as my mom came down the stairs.
“Hi, honey. What did you say?” asked Mom.
“I said, ‘I need new Pointe shoes.’ These,” I wiggled my pair in front of her face, “are completely broken. I
can’t wear them anymore. We have to go down to Miami this Saturday, go to Dance Gear and get a new pair,” I
said dramatically.
My mom looked a bit taken aback.
“Well, honey, that was pretty short notice. You know, you can’t just expect me to drop everything else and
drive down to Miami to get your toe shoes.” She sighed. “Do you really need to get them this Saturday? I had
other things planned, but—”
“Yes!” I pleaded. “Remember Sleeping Beauty? I need them. I’m sorry.”
“It’s okay,” my mom replied and she turned around to walk back up the stairs. As she trudged up the stairs, I
heard her mutter,
“Oh, the sacrifices I make for my daughter.”
The next morning, the wind was much stronger. On TV, there were reports of a tropical storm building up out
in the ocean. Its name was apparently “Tropical Storm Penelope,” and by 5 pm the latest reports were that it was
headed toward Florida.
Luckily, my parents had always kept a “hurricane kit” somewhere in the house complete with emergency
medical supplies, blankets, clothes and non-perishable food. I hoped that we wouldn’t need it; Penelope wasn’t
even considered a hurricane yet. And who said that it had to whirl itself directly around Coconut Creek like the
tornado spun itself right around Dorothy’s home in The Wizard of Oz? I wasn’t afraid.
Mostly I worried about my new toe shoes. It was Friday, and I was supposed to go to Miami the very next day.
If I didn’t get my Pointe shoes in time, would I not get to dance in Sleeping Beauty? If only I could get the toe
shoes handed over to me as easily as Dorothy got her ruby slippers from Glinda. But things aren’t that easy in real
life.
I went to bed that night anxious and scared, hearing nothing but the howling wind, anticipating the day to
come. If I had watched the early morning news, I would have seen that “Penelope” was now officially considered
a hurricane and it was heading toward Florida’s eastern coast at precisely Coconut Creek’s latitude. But there was
no need to watch the news. I knew everything I needed to know soon after I woke up.
As soon as I opened my eyes, I closed them again and pulled the covers over my head to drown out the noise
of the rain and wind. My heart was beating wildly, so I took deep breaths and tried to calm down. That didn’t
really work, however, because my dad came running into my room and screamed,
“Violet! Get out of bed. Now! Put something warm on! We’re going downstairs! Violet!”
Even though I knew he was screaming, his voice was barely audible over the wind, which was the fiercest
wicked witch cackle I could imagine. I jumped out of my warm bed, stuffed my feet into my slippers, grabbed a
sweatshirt, and followed my dad downstairs. We kept close to the wall and moved very slowly, crouching down
on our hands and knees and always staying near to each other.
“Where’s Mom?” I screamed.
“Down in the office! I came back up to get you!” he bellowed. “Don’t go near that window, Violet!” as he
tugged my sleeve. We had made it down the stairs and I was about to use the front window for support as we
turned into the kitchen.
“Sorry,” I whispered, but of course, he couldn’t hear me. We crept past the fridge and freezer down the hall and
into my dad’s home office. My mom was sitting on the floor there with part of the hurricane kit in her lap.
“Violet!” she said as she pulled me close. “Thank goodness. Todd, shut the door.”
My dad closed the door and he joined us on the floor.
“We are staying in here,” he explained, “because it is the most central part of the house and it doesn't have
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windows. We will be safer in here.”
I could still hear the roaring wind and the driving rain, but I did feel more secure. I relaxed a bit. Mom smiled
and reached into the box on her lap.
“How about some breakfast?” she asked.
The rest of the day was pretty boring, but also, in a weird way, fun. There was something about being cooped
up in the office with my parents that made me want to start singing—which, in fact, we did a lot. I also learned
that my dad could do cool voices, especially while singing “My Bonnie Lies over the Ocean.” But, despite the
silliness, we never could quite forget what was going on outside.
At times during the day I would think about my toe shoes. I knew it would be ridiculous to ask my mom about
going to Miami. We couldn’t get out of the house, let alone drive 40 miles! I would then wonder about the
Sleeping Beauty production: would I have to wear regular ballet slippers for my role? Would I not get to perform
at all? But then I would hear a particularly horrifying gust of wind, and my mind would be blown back to the
hurricane.
That night, we slept in the office. Luckily, we had lots of blankets, but the bare floor was still uncomfortable.
Sunday was pretty similar to Saturday. I thought more about Sleeping Beauty and also about Savannah. I
hadn’t talked to her in about three days. I hoped that she and her family were okay. Late on Sunday evening, the
rain slowed and the winds died down.
We trooped out of the office and checked out the inside of the house. Everything looked okay, even the
windows. My parents seemed very relieved. They decided that it was safe to sleep upstairs. When we got upstairs,
I asked if I could call Savannah. My mom said that she doubted that I would get through. She was right: all I got
was a recorded message that said, “Due to the hurricane in the area, your call could not be completed as dialed.”
Great message, I thought with sarcasm, like I had to be reminded about the hurricane. But, I resolved to try calling
Savannah again first thing the next morning and I climbed into my soft bed.
Monday morning was bright and clear. Still half asleep, I got out of bed, yawned, and opened my curtains.
After seeing what was all over the lawn, driveway, and street, my mind suddenly cleared and I was wide awake.
Debris of every shape and size littered the ground. Downstairs I found my parents, who had already eaten and
were dressed in work clothes. They were headed outside and I planned to follow. I gulped down breakfast and
then dialed Savannah, but I got the same message as before.
Frustrated, I went outside. Everything was soaking wet. My mom and dad were working on cleaning the lawn,
wearing gloves and putting debris into plastic bags and the garbage cans. I started to help. Eventually, all the
neighbors were out. Like the office adventure, this work was also fun in its own way. This was my first time doing
community service and I felt useful.
After a quick break for lunch, I begged my mom to use her cell phone to call Savannah. I needed to call her
because I wanted her to know that I didn’t have my new toe shoes yet and to sympathize with me. Everyone else
was too busy with hurricane clean-up to care about ballet, but I knew that Savannah would understand. This was
really important to me, and what mattered to me mattered to her!
Mom agreed that I could call.
“Hello?” I asked. “Hi Savannah, it’s me, Violet!”
“Hi, Violet. I’ve wanted to talk to you for days now.”
She sounded different.
“What, did something happen?” I asked. "Did the hurricane—”
“Yeah. You know the palm tree by my window? The one that we could see coconuts on from my bedroom?”
“Yeah …” I waited.
“Well, it fell over onto the roof and smashed through my window. The funny thing is that I now have a coconut
sitting in the middle of my bedroom, surrounded by shards of glass. I’m not allowed to go in there until the
insurance guy comes and well … the garage got damaged too … and …”
I didn’t know what to say.
“Oh my, wow, gosh, I—I’m sorry, Savannah!” I sputtered. Thinking to myself, what did Savannah do to
deserve this?
“Yeah, thanks. So why did you call? Anything happen to your house?” asked Savannah.
“Uh, no,” I replied weakly.
Suddenly, the Pointe shoes didn’t seem such a big deal. I felt embarrassed about my reason for calling. I
wanted Savannah to make me feel better. Now I knew that, if anything, I should be sympathizing with her. So I
asked her to tell me more about what happened at her house and we talked some more about the storm. When I
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hung up I thought, Oh my gosh, that could have happened to any old house, including mine. Poor Savannah. My
life will go on. I’ll get my toe shoes eventually. Savannah has a bigger problem.
But she’ll get through it, I thought. I know she will. And I will help her.
And with that thought, I danced back outside to help with the immense job of cleaning up.
3
Piper Haulken slowly and forlornly trudged down the sidewalk. The harsh February weather was depressing,
and she had about five hours of homework waiting for her. The dirty slush that lay around her feet and the heavy
load that lay on her back were causing each step that she took to become slower than the last one.
But Piper abruptly stopped when she saw what lay across the street. Big moving vans were parked on the side
of the road and in the driveway of the McMartian’s old house. Piper gasped.
People are actually moving into the McMartians’ haunted house! She thought. I need to warn the people
moving in that their new house is haunted with two ghosts! That will certainly give them quite a shock! But I know
that it is my duty to do so, because nobody else believes that it is haunted.
Piper had half a mind to go over there right then, but another moving truck was headed down the street, so she
turned the other way and began to run up her driveway, on the way thinking (once again) about her theory that the
McMartians haunted their old house.
Craig and Beth McMartian moved into the house across the street from Piper about a year ago. All the
neighbors tried to be friendly and brought over baked goods, but they soon found out that the McMartians kept to
themselves and didn’t usually answer their door. Then, six months after they had come, all the neighbors were
informed that the McMartians didn’t live there anymore. No one knew what had happened, where they had gone,
or why.
Piper, being the dramatic eleven-year-old that she was, came up with a theory that Craig and Beth McMartian
were murdered in their home, and their ghosts haunted the place. Nobody to whom she confided her suspicion
believed that they were killed, and they certainly didn’t believe that their ghosts haunted their house. But Piper
still believed strongly in her hypothesis, and would continue to do so until she found out what had really
happened.
“Mom!” Piper yelled up the stairs as she threw off her heavy backpack and kicked off her soaking sneakers.
“Mom! There are moving vans in the driveway of the McMartians’ old house! That means that people are actually
moving into that haunted place! Can I go over and warn—well, and meet them, please???” Piper’s mom, a tall
woman with short, wavy, auburn hair, came down the stairs and said,
“Hi, sweetie! I couldn’t hear a word you just said. So please, repeat that again!”
Piper sighed, but retold the story of the moving vans in the McMartians’ driveway and asked if she could go
over and meet the people moving in.
“Well, don’t you have homework?” asked Piper’s mom. “If you finish, maybe you can meet the people, but I
don’t know. They are probably really busy with all the moving trucks and unpacking. So, Piper, not right now.
Start on some homework, okay?”
Piper groaned at the mention of homework.
“Ugh,” she said, “I have tons. Listen, Mom: 40 long-division problems for math, a two-page worksheet in
science, an essay, Mom, for humanities, and, um, oh yeah, a short story in language arts! Really, what are my
teachers thinking?”
“I really don’t know, honey, but you better get started!” replied Mom.
From that point on, Piper had no free time to visit her new neighbors. The next day was the same, but finally
on Saturday, Piper and her mom walked across the street to meet the people moving in. The moving vans were
gone, but Piper thought that it would probably be even more chaotic and hectic for the neighbors now that they
were unpacking and moving things around. Her guess seemed to be correct, because the woman who opened the
door looked frazzled and sleep-deprived, but gave her visitors a big smile and welcomed them in, anyway.
“Hello!” started Piper's mom, “I am Janette Haulken, and this is my daughter Piper! Welcome to the
neighborhood!” She smiled and shook the lady’s hand.
“Thank you; I’m Maria Van Laugheran, nice to meet you!” said the new neighbor.
The two women began talking about various things, but Piper looked around to see if anything near her looked
suspicious, as if suggesting that ghosts lived there. Everything looked normal, however. Normal for just having
moved in.
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Piper tuned into the grown-ups conversation when she took notice of Maria Van Laugheran saying she had a
daughter, Tina, who was 15. Piper heard her mom say,
“Oh, that’s nice. If only Piper was a bit younger, Tina could baby-sit her.”
“Oh, yes, Tina is an experienced baby-sitter,” answered the women. “Hang on—she’s up in her new room.
Tina, please come down! We have guests!”
A grungy fifteen-year-old girl whose long tawny hair fell messily around her shoulders came sauntering down
the stairs. She had on jeans and a sweatshirt that read HIGH RIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL SOCCER CAMP. The girl,
Tina, looked around at Piper and her mom, smiled, and said,
“Hi.”
“Tina, introduce yourself,” said her mother while giving Piper’s mom an apologetic glance.
“Hi, I’m Tina. I’m 15, in the 9th grade.”
Tina extended her hand to Janette Haulken. She didn’t even look at Piper, so Piper decided to take the next step
up. With a flip of her hair, and what she hoped was a business-like smile, she reached her hand out to Tina and
spoke,
“Hello, I am Piper G. Haulken, 11 years old and in the 6 th grade. Well, there is quite an age gap between us,
isn’t there? But that won’t keep us from being friends!”
Tina looked taken aback, but awkwardly shook Piper’s hand. The response from Mrs. Van Laugheran,
however, was exactly what Piper was hoping for.
“Oh, how sweet! Tina, why don’t you take Piper outside to the back porch? You’ll have to step around about a
thousand boxes, but once you get there, it will be nicer than standing in here!”
Yes, thought Piper, my plan is working!
She and Tina sat down on wooden chairs on the back deck.
Maybe this is where the McMartians spent their time, thought Piper. I didn’t even know they had a back deck!
Tina looked at Piper, then out at the sky. Piper knew that if she was going to say anything, now would be the
time.
“Uh, Tina, just to tell you, I’m not really like that … you know, what I was saying back there?” she said
awkwardly. Piper thought she saw Tina mouth the word
“Good!”
“But, um, Tina … there is something that I need to tell you; you really need to know this. I hope you believe
me … well, I think that your new house, this house, is haunted, by the people who used to live here.”
Tina covered her mouth with her hand. Piper thought that the cause was shock, but soon realized that Tina was
actually giggling.
“You don’t believe me?!” Piper asked.
“NOOO!!! You’re kidding, right?” was the response. But when Tina saw Piper’s truly crestfallen face, she
added scornfully,
“It isn’t haunted! That’s just silly. And weird. Totally weird.” And she walked back into the house.
“Waitl” Piper called. She took a scrap of paper from her pocket. “Here’s—my phone number, just in case you
do hear or see anything … weird.”
Piper sighed. Deep down, she knew that she had kind of been expecting this reaction. No one else had believed
her, why should Tina? Besides, saying that something is “totally weird” is one of the few things you could expect
a fifteen-year-old girl to say. So Piper just resolved to try harder.
*
For the next few days, Piper didn't see any of Tina or her mom. But by the next Friday, she had gotten an idea
of how to check out the house and try (again) to convince Tina about the ghosts living there.
“Hello?”
“Hi, um, this is your neighbor, Piper Haulken, and um, I was wondering if I could maybe come over for a
sleepover … tonight?”
Tina was greatly affronted by Piper’s blunt and rather rude request. She almost answered “No!” but something
inside of her made her response be,
“Um, I doubt that you want to, because of all the mess and stuff, but if you want to … sure, I guess.”
“Thanks!” Piper began to pack.
“Honey! Why on earth are you packing? Are you running away?” asked a bewildered mom.
“Oh, uh, Tina invited me over for a sleepover, tonight!”
“Really? That’s almost too kind! And to think they just moved in! Well, have a good time, and don’t forget: be
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polite!!”
It was 9:40 pm, and Piper had begun to regret even asking. She and Tina had watched some creepy sitcoms on
Tina’s TV right out of the box. Then, Tina’s mom told them to get ready for bed. Now Piper and Tina lay in
sleeping bags in Tina’s room, trying to fall asleep. Piper lay awake, thinking about how this whole scheme was a
waste, and nothing scary would happen. She sighed and rolled over.
Just then, Tina poked Piper in the shoulder.
“Did you hear that?”
“What?”
“Just listen.”
Piper closed her eyes, lay still, and heard … nothing, silence.
But then, the wooosh, wooosh of the wind filled her ears. Piper looked around in the darkness and was
horrified to see the newly-hung curtains fluttering, even though the windows were closed. Both girls bolted
upright in their sleeping bags and shivered as a cold wind wrapped around them. They both were too scared to
move, too scared to cry for help.
Despite their frantic heartbeats, cool wind, and fluttering curtains, Tina and Piper managed to fall asleep.
Sunshine blinded Piper as she opened her eyes. Rolling over, she saw Tina standing at her bureau, already
dressed.
“Hey,” said Piper, getting out of the sleeping bag and walking over to Tina. “Hey, uh, shouldn’t we tell your
mom what happened last night? I mean, we need to; she has to know.”
Without meeting Piper’s gaze, Tina grew stiff and turned pale. Nevertheless, she replied,
“I have no idea what you are talking about. If something happened, I wasn’t aware of it.”
“What?! Thought Piper, How could she not remember? “But, don’t you know what I mean?”
“No.”
So Piper went home mystified, scared, but also very frustrated at Tina for not understanding what she meant.
Later, Piper realized that Tina had been lying when she saw Tina’s mom put up a FOR SALE sign in their new
yard.
4
Chantooga Springs, North Dakota, was a tiny little town in the middle of nowhere. I, Lena Claebom, had lived
there my whole life. Now, at age 18, I was ready to get out into the world. I had graduated high school and was
ready for college. But college didn’t start until fall, and I needed to get a summer job to help pay for my tuition. I
knew there had been an opening at the post office for some months now, so I took my civil service exam, passed
it, and applied to the post office. Soon, I got a reply that I was hired and would begin the next week.
I had walked past the Chantooga Springs Post Office every day going to school. It was an old, brick building,
with dirty windows and a leaf-filled gutter; not very well taken care of, much like the rest of Chantooga Springs. I
had always thought it uninteresting, so when I applied for the job, I thought that my work behind the desk would
be just as dull.
It turns out that my employment at. the Chantooga Springs Post Office was much more interesting than I had
first anticipated.
My first. day on the job, I drove my 1977 Oldsmobile to the back parking lot of the post office—a tiny slab of
cracking asphalt—and strode inside, confident in my clunky high heels and new pin-striped pantsuit. I was to be
working behind the main desk, sending and weighing packages, selling money orders, and doing various other
jobs having to do with mail.
It was 6:30 AM, and no one was in the post office. I hung up my coat, ran my fingers through my hair, and
took a deep breath, smelling an odd, spicy, unidentifiable smell along with the regular dusty, musky air of the dark
room: I made a mental note to remember some air freshener the next day.
A bit later, I heard the back door open, followed by heavy footsteps. A few seconds later, a tall, big boned,
middle age woman came into view. Her thick dark hair was piled onto the top of her head with what looked like a
lot of effort and hairspray, and her large lips were bright red with layers of lipstick. I also noticed that her nails
were manicured a shiny hot pink. She looked surprised to see me, then seemed to remember.
“Ah, yes, the new gal. They said you’d be comin’. And here you are, a bright-faced young-un’, fresh out of
high school, by the looks of it. Hi, honey!” She laughed.
“Oh, I love that pretty blonde hair you have! I always wanted to have blonde hair an’ blue eyes! I guess I’ve
forgotten to mention, my name’s Vicki Varson. Nice to meet ’cha!”
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I introduced myself, then, too, and we started chatting. By the end of that first day, we had grown to like one
another, and soon, we were good friends.
For many days thereafter, Vicki and I kept each other company while working the long, boring hours away.
She’d been at the post office for quite a few years, and she knew a lot about it. She shared that information with
me, and soon I knew as much about the Chantooga Springs Post Office as I did about the whole town!
Once, I asked Vicki how there came to be an opening at the post office. She had just been laughing at a story of
mine, but her face quickly hardened and she pursed her lips, as if determining the best way to answer.
“Well, Lena, honey, I used to work with a man named Tobey Wilson. He was a kind man, a bit odd, but kind.
He was the manager here, like I am now. He had all these rituals he had to follow, like coming in every day at
exactly 6:00 AM, and for the first half hour before I came, doing some mysterious thing he was always up to. I
never found out what he was doing all those mornings, nor do I think I want to! Personally, I think poor Tobey
was going a bit crazy. Crazy, but nice all the same.”
“What happened to him?” I asked, intrigued. “Was he old, did he …”
“Nah, Tobey was just a bit older than me. 50 or so. Anyway, that’s the question, isn’t it? What did happen to
him? It’s still a mystery to me.” When she saw I looked befuddled, she continued.
“Well, last winter, I went on a vacation to Florida with my brother, Rob, for two weeks, just to get away from
the North Dakota winter, ya’ know? Anyway, when I left, Tobey was here. When I came back, he was gone.”
“Gone!” I exclaimed. “But h—”
At that point, a customer came in with a package under one arm. We had to help her, but I was itching to hear
more of Vicki’s story. Once the woman left, I leaned in closer and said,
“How was he gone?”
“He up and left. Left Chantooga Springs—for good.”
“I don’t understand.”
“I don’t, either, hon. I mean, I told him I was going to Florida. I even sent him a letter with a picture of my
brother Rob and me at Disneyworld! All I know is, when I came back, I got a call from the county saying Tobey
wasn’t going to be workin’ at this post office any more. That’s it; no details.”
“Wow. I wonder where he went.”
“Ah, lots of rumors. Some say South Dakota, some say South Carolina.”
A few days after our discussion, I was thinking about what Vicki had said. Tobey … I wanted to know more
about him. I needed to have a picture of him in my mind. I asked Vicki what he looked like, and she replied,
“Well, he was tall, thin, with green eyes and thick, round glasses. He musta’ had bad eyesight! Oh, and he
always smelled like cologne—like he was trying to impress me. Trying too hard.”
Other than that, I couldn’t get any more information about Tobey. I decided to let the case rest, and I didn’t
think about it anymore for a long while.
Then, one day in late July, I woke up to the sound of loud, beating rain, like horses trotting on cobblestone. I
thought nothing of it; it had rained many a time before, so I followed my usual morning routine and got to the post
office at my usual time. When I stepped over the threshold into the post office, I noticed that the same faint,
unidentifiable smell that was in the room when I first came had intensified into a strong, spicy aroma that was
neither good nor bad. I just couldn’t place what it was, but I knew I had smelled it before.
When Vicki came in, I could tell that she smelled it as well. She stopped in her tracks, and said,
“Oh, Lena, this smell. It’s been haunting me ever since Tobey left. Actually, even when he was still here,
sometimes. I don’t know what it is, but I think it might have something to do with Tobey.”
“Could it have to do with the mysterious thing Tobey was doing in the mornings before you came, Vicki?” I
asked.
“It might. I have no idea. Lena, let’s just try to ignore it for now.”
So we assisted two customers, both of whom commented on the smell. Vicki and I held grim smiles and said,
“Yes, we're sorry. It’s an insulation problem.” And all the while, I couldn’t help but notice that it kept raining
harder and harder.
It was about 11 AM when it happened. Vicki and I were bored; we were absentmindedly humming songs under
our breath. Suddenly, there was the flash of lightning, the boom of thunder, and the unmistakable sound of
cracking wood.
We screamed, and dove under the desk. Our hearts were beating as fast as hummingbirds, it seemed. The
cracking sound stopped.
“It’s the roof!” Vicki whispered. “It musta’ been struck by lightning!”
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We cautiously peered up from under the desk, and gasped. The tiled ceiling had caved downward in one spot,
and had a crack in another.
“Ohhh!” I sighed. “Imagine how much this’ll cost to repair—”
“Blood!” Screamed Vicki, and she pointed to the crack in the ceiling.
There was indeed red liquid seeping out of the fracture, and onto my shoe. I pulled it away, and ran my fmger
through the reddish-orange soupy mess.
“It’s not blood,” I said.
“Yes it is, it’s Tobey, it’s his body up there!” Vicki cried, almost in hysterics now.
“No, Vicki,” I held the red juice on my fmger. Slowly, I brought it to my nose, and sniffed.
“This is what we’ve been smelling all this time,” I said in awe.
“What is it?” Asked Vicki, who had calmed down a bit.
“It’s …”
I closed my eyes, and I let the scent carry my thoughts back to the days I had spent with my mother in the
kitchen. This smell was the same smell I had perceived when I stood on my tiptoes and looked down into the big
pot of stew. . .
“Tomato juice!” I yelled, finally recognizing the scent. “It’s tomato juice!”
“It is, isn’t it?” Vicki said softly. “But why?”
“That’s what I plan to fmd out,” I replied.
I started toward the back stairs leading up to the attic, where the tomato juice must have come from.
“Lena, hon, don’t go up there! It’s too dangerous! The roof could’ve fallen in.”
“Yeah, I know, but I’ve got to.” I couldn’t let this half-solved mystery remain that way. “I’m going up.”
I carefully climbed the stairs, opened the door, and peered out across the attic. There was a jagged hole in the
roof, and the wood that had come out had fallen onto the floor, creating the crack. I warily put my left foot out and
made my way across the attic, making sure to avoid the wood that had fallen. When I was near the crack, I bent
low to the floor and inched closer. I reached out, and felt around the area with my hands. At last, my hands closed
around a glass jar, then I felt another, which was on its side, and was partly broken, laying directly over the crack.
That must have been where the juice came from, I thought. I grabbed the jars, and in the semi-darkness, I could
just barely see a piece of paper flutter to the floor. I picked it up, and since it was impossible to read, I carefully
edged back across the attic and down the stairs. Vicki was anxiously waiting, wringing her hands.
“Here are two jars of tomato juice,” I said. “And here’s this piece of paper. It was right next to the jars.”
I handed Vicki the piece of paper, which I could now see was folded in half. She opened it and slowly read
aloud:
Dear Vicki ,
I am writing this in anguish on my last day working here at the post office. I will be leaving shortly, and I wanted
you to understand. I have loved you ever since you began working here. I admit I was a bit shy and not as
straightforward as maybe I should have been, but I thought that by now, you would have realized my feelings for you. I
tried to make this job as pleasant as it could be for you by not telling you about the skunks in the attic of the post office,
for there has been a skunk problem for as long as I’ve worked here. They’ve always been a nuisance that I didn’t want
you to have to deal with, so I kept it a secret. If you’ve found this note, you’ve most likely also found the jars of tomato
juice. They were for covering up the skunks’ stench.
This winter, the skunks have been a bigger problem than before. I have gotten very frustrated. On top of that, you
sent me that letter with the picture of you and that other man at Disneyworld. You looked so happy together; that’s
when I knew that we could never be together. That was the last straw, Vicki. The only reason I stayed in Chantooga
Springs was because I thought there was a possibility of you and me being together. Now 1 know that dream is utterly
and completely lost. I am leaving. The skunk problem is yours to deal with.
Your secret admirer,
Tobey Wilson

There was silence as Vicki finished reading. Then 1 noticed a tear running down her cheek.
“I never—never thought …” she said.
“He wasn’t crazy,” I replied soberly.
“No. Poor Tobey … and over my brother, too!”
“What about the skunks? I guess they are our problem to deal with, aren’t they?”
“Yes, but we can finally get it out in the open and call a pest remover.”
And we did. In a few weeks, the post office was free of and never again would be a home to skunks. We also
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had the roof repaired and the ceiling sealed up to look like it had never encountered lightning.
The rest of my days working at the Chantooga Springs Post Office were relatively uneventful, and soon, I had
to leave Chantooga Springs for college.
My last day on the job was bittersweet, for Vicki and 1 had grown to be great friends. When we hugged
goodbye, Vicki whispered in my ear,
“Remember, Lena, keep your ears and eyes open. We often miss the clues that are right under our nose!” She
laughed, proud of the pun she just made.
I remembered her words, and to this day, I have always remembered my time working at that little post office
in Chantooga Springs, North Dakota.
*NORTH CAROLINA*
106.145 Excerpts from Incidents In The Life Of A Slave Girl\fn{by Harriet Ann Jacobs (1813/15-1897)} “nr.
Edenton,” Chowan County, North Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 10
1
… During the first years of my service\fn{ Harriet Jacobs was a slave, sold by will (bequeathed as property) to a three year old
child, Mary Matilda Norcom, James Norcom’s daughter .} in Dr. Flint’s\fn{His real name was Dr. James Norcom; Jacobs changed all
the proper names in her book (including her own) in order to protect herself and those who helped her from reprisals .} family, I was
accustomed to share some indulgences with the children of my mistress. Though this seemed to me no more than
right, I was grateful for it, and tried to merit the kindness by the faithful discharge of my duties. But I now entered
on my fifteenth year—a sad epoch in the life of a slave girl. My master began to whisper foul words in my ear.
Young as I was, I could not remain ignorant of their import. I tried to treat them with indifference or contempt.
The master’s age, my extreme youth, and the fear that his conduct would be reported to my grandmother, made
him bear this treatment for many months. He was a crafty man, and resorted to many means to accomplish his
purposes. Sometimes he had stormy, terrific ways, that made his victims tremble sometimes he assumed a
gentleness that he thought must surely subdue. Of the two, I preferred his stormy moods, although they left me
trembling. He tried his utmost to corrupt the pure principles my grandmother had instilled. He peopled my young
mind with unclean images, such as only a vile monster could think of. I turned from him with disgust and hatred.
But he was my master. I was compelled to life under the same roof with him—where I saw a man forty years my
senior daily violating the most sacred commandments of nature.\fn{ Norcom was actually about thirty-five years older than
Jacobs.} He told me I was his property; that I must be subject to his will in all things. My soul revolted against the
mean tyranny. But where could I turn for protection? No matter whether the salve girl be as black as ebony or as
fair as her mistress. In either case, there is no shadow of law to protect her from insult, from violence, or even
from death; all these are inflicted by fiends who bear the shape of men. The mistress, who ought to protect the
helpless victim, has no other feelings towards her but those of jealousy and rage. The degradation, the wrongs, the
vices, that grow out of slavery, are more than I can describe. They are greater than you would willingly believe.
Surely, if you credited one-half the truths that are told you concerning the helpless millions\fn{ According to the
census of 1860, there were 3,950,512 slaves in the United States, and 26,975,579 free white citizens. In 1850, there were in what was to
become the Confederate States of America, 238,187 free black citizens; I am unable to discover the number of free black citizens in the
Free States of the Union at this time .} suffering in this cruel bondage, you at the north would not help to tighten the

yoke. You surely would refuse to do for the master, on your own soil, the mean and cruel work which trained
bloodhounds and the lowest class of whites do for them at the south.\fn{ The Fugitive Slave Law (1850) forbade anyone
anywhere in the United States from helping a fugitive slave in any way and empowered federal officers to require all citizens to aid in
enforcing the law.}

Everywhere the years bring to all enough of sin and sorrow; but in slavery the very dawn of life is darkened by
these shadows. Even the little child who is accustomed to wait on her mistress and her children will learn, before
she is twelve years old, why it is that her mistress hates such and such a one among the slaves. Perhaps the child’s
own mother is among those hated ones. She listens to violent outbreaks of jealous passion, and cannot help
understanding what is the cause. She will become prematurely knowing in evil things. Soon she will learn to
tremble when she hears her master’s footfall. She will be compelled to realize that she is no longer a child. If God
has bestowed beauty upon her, it will prove her greatest curse. That which commands admiration in the white
woman only hastens the degradation of the female slave. I know that some are too much brutalized by slavery to
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feel the humiliation of their position; but many slaves feel it most acutely, and shrink from the memory of it. I
cannot tell how much I suffered in the presence of these wrongs, nor how I am still pained by the retrospect. My
master met me at every turn, reminding me that I belonged to him, and swearing by heaven and earth that he
would compel me to submit to him. If I went out for a breath of fresh air, after a day of unwearied toil, his
footsteps dogged me. If I knelt by my mother’s grave, his dark shadow fell on me even there. The light heart
which nature had given me became heavy with sad forebodings. The other slaves in my master’s house noticed
the change. Many of them pitied me; but none dared to ask the cause. They had no need to inquire. They knew too
well the guilty practices under that roof; and they were aware that to speak of them was an offence that never
went unpunished.
I longed for someone to confide in. I would have given the world to have laid my head on my grandmother’s
faithful bosom, and told her all my troubles. But Dr. Flint swore he would kill me if I was not as silent as the
grave. Then, although my grandmother was all in all to me, I feared her as well as loved her. I had been
accustomed to look up to her with a respect bordering upon awe. I was very young, and felt shamefaced about
telling her such impure things, especially as I knew her to be very strict on such subjects. Moreover, she was a
woman of a high spirit. She was usually very quiet in her demeanor; but if her indignation was once roused, it was
not very easily quelled. I had been told that she once chased a white gentleman with a loaded pistol, because he
insulted one of her daughters. I dreaded the consequences of a violent outbreak; and both pride and fear kept me
silent. But though I did not confide in my grandmother, and even evaded her vigilant watchfulness and inquiry,
her presence in the neighborhood was some protection to me. Though she had been a slave, Dr. Flint was afraid of
her. He dreaded her scorching rebukes. Moreover, she was known and patronized by many people; and he did not
wish to have his villainy made public. It was lucky for me that I did not live on a distant plantation, but in a
town\fn{Edenton, North Carolina; population (1960) 4,458.} not so large that the inhabitants were ignorant of each other’s
affairs. Bad as are the laws and customs in a slaveholding community, the doctor, as a professional man, deemed
it prudent to keep up some outward show of decency.
O, what days and nights of fear and sorrow that man caused me! Reader, it is not to awaken sympathy for
myself that I am telling you truthfully what I suffered in slavery. I do it to kindle a flame of compassion in your
hearts for my sisters who are still in bondage, suffering as I once suffered.
I once saw two beautiful children playing together. One was a fair white child; the other was her slave, and
also her sister. When I saw them embracing each other, and heard their joyous laughter, I turned sadly away from
the lovely sight. I foresaw the inevitable blight that would fall on the little slave’s heart. I knew how soon her
laughter would be changed to sighs. The fair child grew up to be a still fairer woman. From childhood to
womanhood her pathway was blooming with flowers, and overarched by a sunny sky. Scarcely one day of her life
had been clouded when the sun rose on her happy bridal morning.
How had those years dealt with her slave sister, the little playmate of her childhood? She, also, was very
beautiful; but the flowers and sunshine of love were not for her. She drank the cup of sin, and shame, and misery,
whereof her persecuted race are compelled to drink.
In view of these things, why are ye silent, ye free men and women of the north? Why do your tongues falter in
maintenance of the right? Would that I had more ability! But my heart is so full, and my pen is so weak! There are
noble men and women who plead for us, striving to help those who cannot help themselves. God bless them! God
give them strength and courage to go on! God bless those, everywhere, who are laboring to advance the cause of
humanity!
2
After my lover\fn{A free black carpenter had courted Jacobs and wanted to buy her freedom; but Norcom forbade their marriage .}
went away, Dr. Flint contrived a new plan. He seemed to have an idea that my fear of my mistress was his greatest
obstacle. In the blandest tones, he told me that he was going to build a small house for me, in a secluded lace, four
miles away from the town. I shuddered; but I was constrained to listen, while he talked of his intention to give me
a home of my own, and to make a lady of me. Hitherto, I had escaped my dreaded fate by being in the midst of
people. My grandmother had already had high words, with my master about me. She had told him pretty plainly
what she thought of his character, and there was considerable gossip in the neighborhood about our affairs, to
which the open-mouthed jealousy of Mrs. Flint contributed not a little. When my master said he was going to
build a house for me, and that he could do it with little trouble and expense, I was in hopes something would
happen to frustrate his scheme; but I soon heard that the house was actually begun. I vowed before my Maker that
I would never enter it. I had rather toil on the plantation from dawn till dark; I had rather live and die in jail, than
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drag on, from day to day, through such a living death. I was determined that the master, whom I so hated and
loathed, who had blighted the prospects of my youth, and made my life a desert, should not, after my long
struggle with him, succeed at last in trampling his victim under his feet. I would do anything, everything, for the
sake of defeating him. What could I do? I thought and thought, till I became desperate, and made a plunge into the
abyss.
And now, reader, I come to a period in my unhappy life which I would gladly forget if I could. The
remembrance fills me with sorrow and shame. It pains me to tell you of it; but I have promised to tell you the
truth, and I will do it honestly, let it cost me what it may. I will not try to screen myself behind the plea of
compulsion from a master; for it was not so. Neither can I plead ignorance or thoughtlessness. For years, my
master had done his utmost to pollute my mind with foul images, and to destroy the pure principles inculcated by
my grandmother and the good mistress of my childhood.\fn{ Jacobs grandmother had been freed in middle age, owned her
house, and made her living as a baker; and the woman who had owned her and her child taught the little girl to read and write, and treated
her kindly: but she refused to free her upon her death .} The influences of slavery had had the same effect on me that they

had on other young girls; they had made me prematurely knowing, concerning the evil ways of the world. I knew
what I did, and I did it with deliberate calculation.
But, O, ye happy women whose purity has been sheltered from childhood, who have been free to choose the
objects of your affection, whose homes are protected by law, do not judge the poor desolate slave girl too
severely! If slavery had been abolished, I, also, could have married the man of my choice; I could have had a
home shielded by the laws; and I should have been spared the painful task of confessing what I am now about to
related; but all my prospects had been blighted by slavery. I wanted to keep myself pure; and, under the most
adverse circumstances, I tried hard to preserve my self-respect; but I was struggling alone in the powerful grasp of
the demon Slavery; and the monster proved too strong for me. I felt as if I was forsaken by God and man; as if all
my efforts must be frustrated; and I became reckless in my despair.
I have told you that Dr. Flint’s persecutions and his wife’s jealousy had given rise to some gossip in the
neighborhood. Among others, it chanced that a white unmarried gentleman had obtained some knowledge of the
circumstances in which I was placed. He knew my grandmother, and often spoke to me in the street. He became
interested in me, and asked questions about my master, which I answered in part. He expressed a great deal of
sympathy, and a wish to aid me. He constantly sought opportunities to see me, and wrote to me frequently. I was a
poor slave girl, only fifteen years old.
So much attention from a superior person was, of course, flattering; for human nature is the same in all. I also
felt grateful for his sympathy, and encouraged by his kind words. It seemed to me a great thing to have such a
friend. By degrees, a more tender feeling crept into my heart. He was an educated and eloquent gentleman; too
eloquent, alas, for the poor slave girl who trusted in him. Of course I saw whither all this was tending. I knew the
impassable gulf between us; but to be an object of interest to a man who is not married, and who is not her master,
is agreeable to the pride and feelings of a slave, if her miserable situation has left her any pride or sentiment. It
seems less degrading to give one’s self, than to submit to compulsion. There is something akin to freedom in
having a lover who has no control over you, except that which he gains by kindness and attachment. A master
may treat you as rudely as he pleases, and you dare not speak; moreover, the wrong does not seem so great with
an unmarried man, as with one who has a wife to be made unhappy. There may be sophistry in all this; but the
condition of a slave confuses all principles of morality, and, in fact, renders the practice of them impossible.
When I found that my master had actually begun to build the lonely cottage, other feelings mixed with those I
have described. Revenge, and calculations of interest, were added to flattered vanity and sincere gratitude for
kindness. I knew nothing would enrage Dr. Flint so much as to know that I favored another; and it was something
to triumph over my tyrant even in that small way. I thought he would revenge himself by selling me, and I was
sure my friend, Mr. Sands,\fn{Mr. “Sands” was a lawyer whose real name was Samuel Tredwell Sawyer, to whom Jacobs bore two
children.} would buy me. He was a man of more generosity and feeling than my master, and I thought my freedom
could be easily obtained from him. The crisis of my fate now came so near that I was desperate. I shuddered to
think of being the mother of children that should be owned by my old tyrant. I knew that as soon as a new fancy
took him, his victims were sold far off to get rid of them; especially if they had children. I had seen several
women sold, with his babies at the breast. He never allowed his offspring by slaves to remain long in sight of
himself and his wife. Of a man who was not may master I could ask to have my children well supported; and in
this case, I felt confident I should obtain the boon. I also felt quite sure that they would be made free. With all
these thoughts revolving in my mind, and seeing no other way of escaping the doom I so much dreaded, I made a
headlong plunge. Pit me, and pardon me, O virtuous reader! You never knew what it is to be a slave; to be entirely
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unprotected by law or custom; to have the laws reduce you to the condition of a chattel, entirely subject to the will
of another. You never exhausted your ingenuity in avoiding the snares and eluding the power of a hated tyrant;
you never shuddered at the sound of his footsteps, and trembled within hearing of his voice. I know I did wrong.
No one can feel it more sensibly than I do. The painful and humiliating memory will haunt me to my dying day.
Still, in looking back, calmly, on the events of my life, I feel that the salve woman ought not to be judged by the
same standards as others.
The months passed on. I had many unhappy hours. I secretly mourned over the sorrow I was bringing on my
grandmother, who had so tried to shield me from harm. I knew that I was the greatest comfort of her old age, and
that it was a source of pride to her that I had not degraded myself, like most of the slaves. I wanted to confess to
her that I was no longer worthy of her love; but I could not utter the dreaded words.
As for Dr. Flint, I had a feeling of satisfaction and triumph in the thought of telling him. From time to time he
told me of his intended arrangements, and I was silent. At last, he came and told me the cottage was completed,
and ordered me to go to it. I told him I would never enter it. He said, “:I have heard enough of such talk as that.
You shall go, if you are carried by force; and you shall remain there.”
I replied, “I will never go there. In a few months I shall be a mother.”
He stood and looked at me in dumb amazement, and left the house without a word. I thought I should be happy
in my triumph over him. But now that the truth was out, and my relatives would hear of it, I felt wretched.
Humble as were their circumstances, they had pride in my good character. Now, how could I look them in the
face? My self-respect was gone! I had resolved that I would be virtuous, though I was a slave. I had said, “Let the
storm beat! I will brave it till I die.” And now, how humiliated I felt!
I went to my grandmother. My lips moved to make confession, but the words stuck in my throat. I sat down in
the shade of a tree at her door and began to sew. I think she saw something unusual was the matter with me. The
mother of slaves is very watchful. She knows there is no security for her children. After they have entered their
teens she lives in daily expectation of trouble. This leads to many questions. If the girl is of a sensitive nature,
timidity keeps her from answering truthfully, and this well-meant course has a tendency to drive her from
maternal counsels. Presently, in came my mistress, like a mad woman, and accused me concerning her husband.
My grandmother, whose suspicions had been previously awakened, believed what she said. She exclaimed, “O
Linda! Has it come to this? I had rather see you dead than to see you as you now are. You are a disgrace to your
dead mother.” She tore from my fingers my mother’s wedding ring and her silver thimble. “Go away!” she
exclaimed, “and never come to my house, again.” Her reproaches fell so hot and heavy, that they left me no
chance to answer. Bitter tears, such as the eyes never shed but once, were my only answer. I rose from my seat,
but fell back again, sobbing. She did not speak to me; but the tears were running down her furrowed cheeks, and
they scorched me like fire. She had always been so kind to me! So kind! How I longed to throw myself at her feet,
and tell her all the truth! But she had ordered me to go, and never to come there again. After a few minutes, I
mustered strength, and started to obey her. With what feelings did I now close that little gate, which I used to open
with such an eager hand in my childhood! It closed upon me with a sound I never heard before.
Where could I go? I was afraid to return to my master’s. I walked on recklessly, not caring where I went, or
what would become of me. When I had gone four or five miles, fatigue compelled me to stop. I sat dpown on the
stump of an old tree. The stars were shining through the boughs above me. How they mocked me, with their
bright, calm light! The hours passed by, and as I sat there alone a chilliness and deadly sickness came over me. I
sank on the ground. My mind was full of horrid thoughts. I prayed to die; but the prayer was not answered. At
last, with great effort I roused myself, and walked some distance further, to the house of a woman who had been a
friend of my mother. When I told her why I was there, she spoke soothingly to me; but I could not be comforted. I
thought I could bear my shame if I could only be reconciled to my grandmother. I longed to open my heart to her.
I thought if she could know the real state of the case, and all I had been bearing for years, she would perhaps
judge me less harshly. My friend advised me to send for her. I did so; but days of agonizing suspense passed
before she came. Had she utterly forsaken me? No. She came at last. I knelt before her, and told her the things that
had poisoned my life; how long I had been persecuted; that I saw no way of escape; and in an hour of extremity I
had become desperate. She listened in silence. I told her I would bear anything and do anything, if in time I had
hopes of obtaining her forgiveness. I begged of her to pity me, for my dead mother’s sake. And she did pity me.
She did not say, “I forgive you”; but she looked at me lovingly, with her eyes full of tears. She laid her old hand
gently on my head, and murmured, “Poor child! Poor child!”
3
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Not far from this time Nat Turner’s insurrection broke out; and the news threw our town into great
commotion.\fn{Nat Turner (1800-1831) was the black leader of a slave insurrection in Southampton County, Virginia, about forty miles
from Edenton. Between the night of August 21, 1831 and about noon the following day (when they were scattered by a small force of
hastily assembled whites and hunted down by troops, they avenged themselves on their oppressors, sparing no one and massacring in all 13
men, 18 women and 24 children. Turner was captured on October 30; he and 19 of his associates were hanged, and a further 12 were sent
out of the state. He began his revolt with just seven men; ultimately they numbered about 60. He claimed from his childhood to be able to
see visions and hear voices. He had been a Baptist preacher of great influence among his fellow slaves; and in 1828 he confided to a few
companions that a voice from heaven had announced that “the last shall be first,” which was interpreted to mean that the slaves should
control. His was the bloodiest slave uprising in American history .} Strange that they should be alarmed, when their slaves

were so “contented and happy”! But so it was.
It was always the custom to have a muster every year.\fn{ As it was in many areas of the country at this period, that the
state militias might be assembled at least once, to impress upon the citizens the necessity of defending the homeland against those who
would wish to overthrow the Republic by armed violence .} On that occasion every white man shouldered his musket. The

citizens and the so-called country gentlemen were military uniforms. The poor whites took their places in the
ranks in everyday dress, some without shoes, some without hats. This grand occasion had already passed; and
when the slaves were told there was to be another muster, they were surprised and rejoiced. Poor creatures! They
thought it was going to be a holiday. I was informed of the true state of affairs, and imparted it to the few I could
trust. Most gladly would I have proclaimed it to every slave; but I dared not. All could not be relied on. Mighty is
the power of the torturing lash.
By sunrise, people were pouring in from every quarter within twenty miles of the town. I knew the houses
were to be searched; and I suspected it would be done by country bullies and the poor whites. I knew nothing
annoyed them so much as to see colored people living in comfort and respectability; so I made arrangements for
them with especial care. I arranged everything in my grandmother’s house as neatly as possible. I put white quilts
on the beds, and decorated some of the rooms with flowers. When all was arranged, I sat down at the window to
watch. Far as my eye could reach, it rested on a motley crowd of soldiers. Drums and fifes were discoursing
martial music. The men were divided into companies of sixteen, each headed by a captain. Orders were given, and
the wild scouts rushed in every direction, wherever a colored face was to be found.
It was a grand opportunity for the low whites, who had no Negroes of their own to scourge. They exulted in
such a chance to exercise a little brief authority, and show their subserviency to he slaveholders; not reflecting that
the power which trampled on the colored people also kept themselves in poverty, ignorance, and moral
degradation. Those who never witnessed such scenes can hardly believe what I know was inflicted at this time on
innocent men, women, and children, against whom there was not the slightest ground for suspicion. Colored
people and slaves who lived in remote parts of the town suffered in an especial manner. In some cases the
searchers scattered powder and shot among their clothes, and then sent other parties to find them, and bring them
forward as proof that they were plotting insurrection. Everywhere men, women, and children were whipped till
the blood stood in puddles at their feet. Some received five hundred lashes; others were tied hands and feet, and
tortured with a bucking paddle, which blisters the skin terribly. The dwellings of the colored people, unless they
happened to be protected by some influential white person, who was nigh\fn{ Close.} at hand, were robbed of
clothing and everything else the marauders thought worth carrying away. All day long these unfeeling wretches
went round, like a troop of demons, terrifying and tormenting the helpless. At night, they formed themselves into
patrol bands, and went wherever they chose among the colored people, acting out their brutal will. Many women
hid themselves in woods and swamps, to keep out of their way. If any of the husbands or fathers told of these
outrages, they were tied up to the public whipping post, and cruelly scourged for telling lies about white men. The
consternation was universal. No two people that had the slightest tinge of color in their faces dared to be seen
talking together.
I entertained no positive fears about our household, because we were in the midst of white families who would
protect us. We were ready to receive the soldiers whenever they came. It was not long before we heard the tramp
of feet and the sound of voices. The door was rudely pushed open; and in they tumbled, like a pack of hungry
wolves. They snatched at everything within their reach. Every box, trunk, closet, and corner underwent a thorough
examination. A box in one of the drawers containing some silver change was eagerly pounced upon. When I
stepped forward to take it from them, one of the soldiers turned and said angrily, “What d’ye foller us fur? D’ye
s’pose white folks is come to steal?”
I replied, “You have come to search; but you have searched that box, and I will take it, if you please.”
At that moment I saw a white gentleman who was friendly to us; and I called to him, and asked him to have the
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goodness to come in and stay till the search was over. He readily complied. His entrance into the house brought in
the captain of the company, whose business it was to guard the outside of the house, and see that none of the
inmates left it. This officer was Mr. Litch, the wealthy slaveholder whom I mentioned, in the account of
neighboring planters, as being notorious for his cruelty. He felt above soiling his hands with the search. He merely
gave orders; and, if a bit of writing was discovered, it was carried to him by his ignorant followers, who were
unable to read.
My grandmother had a large trunk of bedding and tablecloths. When that was opened, there was a great shout
of surprise; and one exclaimed, “Where’d the damned niggers git all dis sheet an’ table clarf?”
My grandmother, emboldened by the presence of our white protector, said, “You may be sure we didn’t pilfer
’em from your houses.”
“Look here, mammy,” said a grim-looking fellow without any coat, “you seem to feel mighty gran’ cause you
got all them ’ere fixens. White folks oughter have ’em all.”
His remarks were interrupted by a chorus of voices shouting, “We’s got ’em! We’s got ’em! Dis ’ere yaller
gal’s got letters!”
There was a general rush for the supposed letter, which, upon examination, proved to be some verses written to
me by a friend. In packing away my things, I had overlooked them. When their captain informed them of their
contents, they seemed much disappointed. He inquired of me who wrote them. I told him it was one of my
friends. “Can you read them?” he asked. When I told him I could, he swore, and raved, and tore the paper into
bits. “Bring me all your letters!”: said he, in a commanding tone. I told him I had none. “Don’t be afraid,” he
continued, in an insinuating way. “Bring them all to me. Nobody shall do you any harm.” Seeing I did not move
to obey him, his pleasant tone changed to oaths and threats. “Who writes to you? half free niggers?” inquired he. I
replied, “O, no; most of my letters are from white people. Some request me to burn them after they are read, and
some I destroy without reading.”
An exclamation of surprise from some of the company put a stop to our conversation. Some silver spoons
which ornamented an old fashioned buffet had just been discovered. My grandmother was I the habit of
preserving fruit for many ladies in the town, and of preparing suppers for parties; consequently she had many jars
of preserves. The closet that contained these was next invaded, and the contents tasted. One of them, who was
helping himself freely, tapped his neighbor on the shoulder, and said, “Wal done! Don’t wonder de niggers want
to kill all de white folks, when dey live on ’sarves” [meaning preserves]. I stretched out my hand to take the jar,
saying, “You were not sent here to search for sweetmeats.”
“And what were we sent for?” said the captain, bristling up to me. I evaded the question.
The search of the house was completed, and nothing found to condemn us. They next proceeded to the garden,
and knocked about every bush and vine, with no better success. The captain called his men together, and, after a
short consultation, the order to march was given. As they passed out of the gate, the captain turned back, and
pronounced a malediction on the house. He said it ought to be burned to the ground, and each of its inmates
receive thirty-nine lashes. We came out of this affair very fortunately; not losing anything except some wearing
apparel.
Towards evening the turbulence increased. The soldiers, stimulated by drink, committed still greater cruelties.
Shrieks and shouts continually rent the air. Not daring to go to the door, I peeped under the window curtain. I saw
a mob dragging along a number of colored people, each white man, with his musket upraised, threatening instant
death if they did not stop their shrieks. Among the prisoners was a respectable old colored minister. They had
found a few parcels of shot in his house, which his wife had for years used to balance her scales. For this they
were going to shoot him on Court House Green. What a spectacle was that for a civilized country! A rabble,
staggering under intoxication, assuming to be the administrators of justice!
The better class of the community exerted their influence to save the innocent, persecuted people; and in
several instances they succeeded, by keeping them shut up in jail till the excitement abated. At last the white
citizens found that their own property was not safe from the lawless rabble they had summoned to protect them.
They rallied the drunken swarm, drove them back into the country, and set a guard over the town.
The next day, the town patrols were commissioned to search colored people that lived out of the city; and the
most shocking outrages were committed with perfect impunity. Every day for a fortnight, if I looked out, I saw
horsemen with some poor panting Negro tied to their saddles, and compelled by the lash to keep up with their
speed, till they arrived at the jail yard. Those who had been whipped too unmercifully to walk were washed with
brine, tossed into a cart, and carried to jail. One black man, who had not fortitude to endure scourging, promised
to give information about the conspiracy. But it turned out that he knew nothing at all. He had not even heard the
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name of Nat Turner. The poor fellow had, however, made up a story, which augmented his own sufferings and
those of the colored people.
The day patrol continued for some weeks, and at sundown a night guard was substituted. Nothing at all was
proved against the colored people, bond or free. The wrath of the slaveholders was somewhat appeased by the
capture of Nat Turner. The imprisoned were released. The slaves were sent to their masters, and the free were
permitted to return to their ravaged homes. Visiting was strictly forbidden on the plantations. The slavers betted
the privilege of again meeting at their little church in the woods, with their burying ground around it. It was built
by the colored people, and they had no higher happiness than to meet there and sing hymns together, and pour out
their hearts in spontaneous prayer. Their request was denied, and the church was demolished. They were permitted
to attend the white churches, a certain portion of the galleries being appropriated to their use. There, when
everybody else had partaken of the communion, and the benediction had been pronounced, the minister said,
“Come down, now, my colored friends.” They obeyed the summons, and partook of the bread and wine, in
commemoration of the meek and lowly Jesus, who said, “God is your Father, and all ye are brethren.”\fn{ An
adaptation of Matthew XXIII:8—But you are not to be called rabbi, for you have one teacher, and you are all brothers .}
4
After the alarm caused by Nat Turner’s insurrection had subsided, the slaveholders came t the conclusion that
it would be well to give the slaves enough of religious instruction to keep them from murdering their masters. The
Episcopal clergyman offered to hold a separate service on Sundays for their benefit. His colored members were
very few, and also very respectable—a fact which I presume had some weight with him. The difficulty was to
decide on a suitable place for them to worship. The Methodist and Baptist churches admitted them in the
afternoon; but their carpets and cushions were not so costly as those at the Episcopal church. It was at last decided
that they should meet at the house of a free colored man, who was a member.
I was invited to attend, because I could read. Sunday evening came, and, trusting to the cover of night, I
ventured out. I rarely ventured out by daylight, for I always went with fear, expecting at every turn to encounter
Dr. Flint, who was sure to turn me back, or order me to his office to inquire where I got my bonnet, or some other
article of dress. When the Rev. Mr. Pike came, there were some twenty persons present. The reverend gentleman
knelt in prayer, then seated himself, and requested all present, who could read, to open their books, while he gave
out the portions he wished them to repeat or respond to.
His text was, “Servants, be obedient to them that are your masters according to the flesh, with fear and
trembling, in singleness of your heart, as unto Christ.”\fn{ Ephesians VI:5. The verse, in my New Revised Standard Version
(1991) reads: Slaves, obey your earthly masters with fear and trembling, in singleness of heart, as you obey Christ;. The institution of
slavery was assumed as part of the natural order of things by the Ancient World; nor did Christ Himself condemn it—at least, in any of the
words reported to be His. But in this particular case, we have to do with a letter that may not be by Paul, but (in the words of its
Introduction) “by a follower of Paul, who had at hand a collection of Paul’s letters, and who interpreted the mind of Paul to the church of a
slightly later day”; though, in any case, we have here to do, as in all the letters ascribed to Paul, with testimony written down by one who
did not even see Christ in the flesh, a former persecutor of Christians, the details of whose three conversion stories do not at many points
agree, and are therefore suspect.}

Pious Mr. Pike brushed up his hair till it stood upright, and, in deep, solemn tones, began: “Hearken, ye
servants! Give strict heed unto my words. You are rebellious sinners. Your hearts are filled with all manner of evil.
’Tis the devil who tempts you. God is angry with you, and will surely punish you, if you don’t forsake your
wicked ways. You that live in town are eye-servants behind your master’s back. Instead of serving your masters
faithfully, which is pleasing in the sight of your heavenly Master, you are idle, and shirk your work. God sees you.
You tell lies. God hears you. Instead of being engaged in worshipping him, you are hidden away somewhere,
feasting on your master’s substance; tossing coffee-grounds with some wicked fortuneteller, or cutting cards with
another old hag. Your masters may not find you out, but God sees you, and will punish you. O, the depravity of
your hearts! When your master’s work is done, are you quietly together, thinking of the goodness of God to such
sinful creatures? No; you are quarreling, and tying up little bags of roots to bury under the door-steps to poison
each other with. God sees you. You men steal away to every grog shop to sell your master’s corn, that you may
buy rum to drink. God sees you. You sneak into the back streets, or among the bushes, to pitch coppers. Although
your masters may not find you out, God sees you; and he will punish you. You must forsake your sinful ways, and
be faithful servants. Obey your old mistress. If you disobey your earthly master, you offend your heavenly Master.
You must obey God’s commandments. When you go from here, don’t stop at the corners of the streets to talk, but
go directly home, and let your master and mistress see that you have come.”
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The benediction was pronounced. We went home, highly amused at brother Pike’s gospel teaching, and we
determined to hear him again. I went the next Sabbath evening, and heard pretty much a repetition of the last
discourse. At the close of the meeting, Mr. Pike informed us that he found it very inconvenient to meet at the
friend’s house, and he should be glad to see us, every Sunday evening, at his own kitchen.
I went home with the feeling that I had heard the Reverend Mr. Pike fort the last time. Some of his members
repaired to his house, and found that the kitchen sported two tallow candles; the first time, I am sure, since its
present occupant owned it, for the servants never had anything but pine knots. It was so long before the reverend
gentleman descended from his comfortable parlor that slaves left, and went to enjoy a Methodist shout. They
never seem to happy as when shouting and singing at religious meetings. Many of them are sincere, and nearer to
the gate of heaven than sanctimonious Mr. Pike, and other long-faced Christians, who see wounded Samaritans,
and pass by on the other side.\fn{ An allusion to Luke X:33-37: But a Samaritan while traveling came near him; and when he saw
him, he was moved with pity. He went to him and bandaged his wounds, having poured oil and wine on them. Then he put him on his own
animal, brought him to an inn, and took care of him. The next day he took out two denarii, gave them to the innkeeper, and said, ‘Take care
of him; and when I come back, I will repay you whatever more you spend.’ Which of these three, do you think, was a neighbor to the man
who fell into the hands of the robbers?” He said, “The one who showed him mercy.” Jesus said to him, “Go and do likewise.” }

The slaves generally compose their own songs and hymns; and they do not trouble their heads much about the
measure. They often sing the following verses:
Old Satan is one busy ole man;
He rolls dem blocks all in my way;
But Jesus is my bosom friend;
He rolls dem blocks away.
If I had died when I was young,
Den how my stam’ring tongue would have sung;
But I am ole, and now I stand
A narrow chance for to tread dat heavenly land.

I well remember one occasion when I attended a Methodist class meeting. I went with a burdened spirit, and
happened to sit next a poor, bereaved mother, whose heart was still heavier than mine. The class leader was the
town constable-— man who bought and sold slaves, who whipped his brethren and sisters of the church at the
public whipping post, in jail or out of jail. HE was ready to perform that Christian office anywhere for fifty cents.
This white-faced, black-hearted brother came near us, and said to the stricken woman, “Sister, can’t you tell us
how the Lord deals with your soul? Do you love him as you did formerly?”
She rose to her feet, and said, in piteous tones, “My Lord and Master, help me! My load is more than I can
bear. God has hid himself from me, and I am left in darkness and misery.” Then, striking her breast, she
continued, “I can’t tell you what is in here! They’ve got all my children. Last week they took the last one. God
only knows where they’ve sold her. they let me have her sixteen years, and then—O! O! Pry for her brothers and
sisters! I’ve got nothing to live for now. God make my time short!”
She sat down, quivering in ever limb. I saw that constable class leader become crimson in the face with
suppressed laughter, while he held up his handkerchief, that those who were weeping for the poor woman’s
calamity might not see his merriment. Then, with assumed gravity, he said to the bereaved mother, “Sister, pray to
the Lord that every dispensation of his divine will may be sanctified to the good of your poor needy soul!”
The congregation struck up a hymn, and sang as though they were as free as the birds that warbled round us,—
Ole Satan thought he had a mighty aim;
He missed my soul, and caught my sins.
Cry Amen, cry Amen, cry Amen to God!
He took my sins upon his back;
Went muttering and grumbling down to hell.
Cry Amen, cry Amen, cry Amen to God!
Ole Satan’s church is here below.
Up to God’s free church I hope to go.
Cry Amen, cry Amen, cry Amen to God!

Precious are such moments to the poor slaves. If you were to hear them at such times, you might think they
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were happy. But can that hour of singing and shouting sustain them through the dreary week, toiling without
wages, under constant dread of the lash?
The Episcopal clergyman, who, ever since my earliest recollection, had been a sort of god among the
slaveholders, concluded, as his family was large, that he must go where money was more abundant. A very
different clergyman took his place. The change was very agreeable to the colored people, who said, “God has sent
us a good man this time.” They loved him, and their children followed him for a smile or a kind word. Even the
slaveholders felt his influence. He brought to the rectory five slaves. His wife taught them the read and write, and
to be useful to her and themselves. As soon as he was settled, he turned his attention to the needy slaves around
him. He urged upon his parishoners the duty of having a meeting expressly for them every Sunday, with a sermon
adapted to their comprehension. After much argument and importunity, it was finally agreed that they might
occupy the gallery of the church on Sunday evenings. Many colored people, hitherto unaccustomed to attend
church, now gladly went to hear the gospel preached. The sermons were simple, and they understood them.
Moreover, it was the first time they had ever been addressed as human beings. It was not long before his white
parishioners began to be dissatisfied. He was accused of preaching better sermons to the Negroes than he did to
them. He honestly confessed that he bestowed more pains upon those sermons than upon any others; for the slaves
were reared in such ignorance that it was a difficult task to adapt himself to their comprehension. Dissension arose
in the parish. Some wanted he should preach to them in the evening, and to the slaves in the afternoon. In the
midst of these disputings his wife died, after a very short illness. Her slaves gathered round her dying bed in great
sorrow. She said, “I have tried to do you good and promote your happiness; and if I have failed, it has not been for
want of interest in your welfare. Do not weep for me; but prepare for the new duties that lie before you. I leave
you all free. May we meet in a better world.” Her liberated slaves were sent away, with funds to establish them
comfortably. The colored people will long bless the memory of that truly Christian woman. Soon after her death
her husband preached his farewell sermon, and many tears were shed at his departure.
Several years after, he passed through our town and preached to his former congregation. In his afternoon
sermon he addressed the colored people. “My friends,” said he, “it affords me great happiness to have an
opportunity of speaking to you again. For two years I have been striving to do something for the colored people of
my own parish; but nothing is yet accomplished. I have not even preached a sermon to them. Try to live according
to the word of God, my friends. Your skin is darker than mine; but God judges men by their hearts, not by the
color of their skins.” This was strange doctrine from a southern pulpit. It was very offensive to slaveholders. They
said he and his wife had made fools of their slaves, and that he preached like a fool to the Negroes.
I knew an old black man, whose piety and childlike trust in God were beautiful to witness. At fifty-three years
old he joined the Baptist church. He had a most earnest desire to learn to read. He thought he should know how to
serve God better if he could only read the Bible. He came to me, and begged me to teach him. He said he could
not pay me, for he had no money; but he would bring me nice fruit when the season for it came. I asked him if he
didn’t know it was contrary to law; and that slaves were whipped and imprisoned for teaching each other to read.
This brought the tears into his eyes. “Don’t be troubled, Uncle Fred,” said I. “I have no thoughts of refusing to
teach you. I only told you of the law, that you might know the danger, and be on your guard.” He thought he could
plan to come three times a week without its being suspected. I selected a quiet nook, where no intruder was likely
to penetrate, and there I taught him his A, B, C.\fn{ Taught him how to read; teaching somebody their ABC’s is a common
pseudonym.} Considering his age, his progress was astonishing. As soon as he could spell in two syllables he
wanted to spell out words in the Bible. The happy smile that illuminated his face put joy into my heart. After
spelling out a few words, he paused, and said, “Honey, it ’pears when I can read dis good book I shall be nearer
to God. White man is got all de sense. He can larn easy. It ain’t easy for old black man like me. I only wants to
read dis book, dat I may know how to live; den I hab no fear ’bout dying.”
I tried to encourage him by speaking of the rapid progress he had made. “Hab patience, child,” he replied. “I
larns slow.”
I had no need of patience. His gratitude, and the happiness I imparted, were more than a recompense for all my
trouble.
At the end of six months he had read through the New Testament, and could find any text in it. One day, when
he had recited unusually well, I said, “Uncle Fred, how do you manage to get your lessons so well?”
“Lord bress you, chile,” he replied. “You nebber gibs me a lesson dat I don’t pray to God to help me to
understan’ what I spells and what I reads. And he does help me, chile. Bress his holy name!”
There are thousands, who, like good Uncle Fred, are thirsting for the water of life;\fn{ Revelation XXII:17d—Let
anyone who wishes take the water of life as a gift .} but the law forbids it, and the churches withhold it. They send the Bible
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to heathen abroad, and neglect the heathen at home. I am glad that missionaries go out to the dark corners of the
earth; but I ask them not to overlook the dark corners at home. Talk to American slaveholders as you talk to
savages in Africa. Tell them it is wrong to traffic in men. Tell them it is sinful to sell their own children, and
atrocious to violate their own daughters. Tell them that all men are brethren, and that man has no right to shut out
the light of knowledge from his brother. Tell them they are answerable to God for sealing up the Fountain of Life
from souls that are thirsting for it.\fn{Psalms XXXVI:9—For with You is the fountain of life; in Your light we see light.}
There are men who would gladly undertake such missionary work as this; but, alas! their number is small.
They are hated by the south, and would be driven from its soil, or dragged to prison to die, as other have been
before them. The field is ripe for the harvest, and awaits the reapers.\fn{ Revelation XIV:15b—“Use your sickle and reap,
for the hour to reap has come, because the harvest of the earth is fully ripe.” } Perhaps the great grandchildren of Uncle Fred
may have freely imparted to them the divine treasures, which he sought by stealth, at the risk of the prison and the
scourge.
Are doctors of divinity blind, or are they hypocrites? I suppose some are the one, and some the other; but I
think if they felt the interest in the poor and the lowly that they ought to feel, they would not be so easily blinded.
A clergyman who goes to the south, for the first time, has usually some feeling, however vague, that slavery is
wrong. The slaveholder suspects this, and plays his game accordingly. He makes himself as agreeable as possible;
talks on theology, and other kindred topics. The reverend gentleman is asked to invoke a blessing on a table
loaded with luxuries. After dinner he walks round the premises, and sees the beautiful groves and flowering vines,
and the comfortable huts of favored household slaves. The southerner invites him to talk with these slaves. He
asks them if they want to be free, and they say, “O, no, massa.” This is sufficient to satisfy him. He comes home
to publish a South-Side View of Slavery, and to complain of the exaggerations of abolitionists. He assures people
that he had been to the south, and seen slavery for himself; that it is a beautiful “patriarchal institution”; that the
slaves don’t want their freedom; that they have hallelujah meetings, and other religious privileges.\fn{ An allusion to
a book published by one Nehemiah Adams [A South-Side View of Slavery; or, Three Months in the South in 1854 (1854)], in which Rev.
Adams, a Boston clergyman, defended the institution. It does not seem he was much listened to. In that same year (May 26, 1854) “a
Boston mob led by a Unitarian minister tried to rescue a fugitive slave from the courthouse where he was detained for examination. They
did not succeed. Anthony Burns, the slave, was identified by his master, and escorted to the wharf by a battalion of United States artillery,
four platoons of marines, and the sheriff’s posse, through streets lined with hissing and groaning spectators, who were held back by 22
companies of state militia. It cost the United States some $40,000 to return that slave to his master; and he was the last to be returned from
Massachusetts.” (Samuel Eliot Morison and Henry Steele Commager. The Growth of the American Republic (vol I). New York, Oxford
university Press, 1962, p. 647).}

What does he know of the half-starved wretches toiling from dawn till dark on the plantations? of mothers
shrieking for their children, torn from their arms by slave traders? of young girls dragged down into moral filth?
of pools of blood around the whipping post? of hounds trained to tear human flesh? of men screwed into cotton
gins to die? The slaveholder showed him none of these things, and the slaves dared not tell of them if he had
asked them.
There is a great difference between Christianity and religion at the south. If a man goes to the communion
table, and pays money into the treasury of the church, no matter if it be the price of blood, he is called religious. If
a pastor has offspring by a woman not his wife, the church dismiss him, if she is a white woman; but if she is
colored, it does not hinder his continuing to be their good shepherd.
When I was told that Dr. Flint had joined the Episcopal church, I was much surprised. I supposed that religion
had a purifying effect on the character of men; but the worst persecutions I endured from him were after he was a
communicant. The conversation of the doctor, the day after he had been confirmed, certainly gave me no
indication that he had “renounced the devil and all his works.”\fn{ Part of the confession common to all Christian admission
ceremonies.} In answer to some of his unusual talk, I reminded him that he had just joined the church. “Yes, Linda,”
said he. “It was proper for me to do so. I am getting in years, and my position in society requires it, and it puts an
end to all the damned slang.\fn{Gossip.} You would do well to join the church, too, Linda.”
“There are sinners enough in it already,” rejoined I. “If I could be allowed to live like a Christian, I should be
glad.”
“You can do what I require; and if you are faithful to me, you will be as virtuous as my wife,” he replied.
I answered that the Bible didn’t say so.
His voice became hoarse with rage. “How dare you preach to me about your infernal Bible!” he exclaimed.
“What right have you, who are my Negro, to talk to me about what you would like, and what you wouldn’t like? I
am your master, and you shall obey me.”
No wonder the slaves sing,—
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Ole Satan’s church is here below;
Up to God’s free church I hope to go. …

106.162 Taking The Census\fn{by Johnson Jones Hooper (1815-1862)} Wilmington, New Hanover County, North
Carolina, U.S.A. (M) 2
The collection of statistical information concerning the resources and industry of the country, by the assistant
marshals who were employed to take the last census,\fn{ The Census of 1840 is meant.} was a very difficult work. The
popular impression, that a tremendous tax would follow the minute investigation of the private affairs of the
people, caused the census-taker to be viewed in no better light than that of a tax-gatherer; and the consequence
was, that the information sought by him was either withheld entirely, or given with great reluctance. … Bitter
were the taunts, threats, and abuse which they received on all hands, but most particularly from the old women of
the country. The dear old souls could not bear to be catechised about the products of their looms, poultry yards,
and dairies; and when they did “come down” upon the unfortunate inquisitor, it was with a force and volubility
that were sure to leave an impression. We speak from experience, and feelingly, on this subject; for it so
happened, that the Marshal of the Southern District of Alabama, “reposing especial confidence” in our ability,
invested us one day with all the powers of assistant Marshal; and arming us with the proper number of blanks,
sent us forth to count the noses of all the men, women, children, and chickens resident upon those nine hundred
square miles of rough country which constitute the county of Tallapoosa.\fn{ Located in east-central Alabama; according to
the 1960 census, there were 35,007 people living there .} Glorious sport, thought we; but it didn’t turn out so. True, we
escaped without any drubbings, although we came unpleasantly near catching a dozen … but then we were
quizzed, laughed at, abused and nearly drowned. Children shouted “Yonder goes the chicken man!” Men said,
“Yes, d—n him, he’ll be after the taxes soon”;—and the old women threatened, if he came to inquire about their
chickens, “to set the dogs on him,” while the young women observed “they didn’t know what a man wanted to be
so pertic’lar about gals’ ages for, without he was agwine a-courtin’.” …
We rode up one day to the residence of a widow rather past the prime of life—just that period at which nature
supplies most abundantly the oil which lubricates the hinges of the female tongue—and hitching to the fence,
walked into the house.
“Good morning, madam,” said we, in our usual bland, and somewhat insinuating manner.
“Mornin’,” said the widow gruffly.
Drawing our blanks from the case, we proceeded—“I am the man, madam, that takes the census, and—”
“The mischief you are!” said the old termagant. “Yes, I’ve hearn of you; Parson W. told me you was coming,
and I told him jist what I tell you, that if you said ‘cloth,’ ‘soap,’ ur ‘chickens’ to me, I’d set the dogs on ye.—
Here, Bull! Here, Pomp!” Two wolfish curs responded to the call for Bull and Pomp, by coming to the door,
smelling our feet with a slight growl, and then laid down on the steps. “Now,” continued the old savage, “them’s
the severest dogs in the country. Last week Bill Stonecker’s two-year-old steer jumped my yard fence, and Bull
and Pomp tuk him by the throat, and they killed him afore my boys could break ’em loose, to save the world.”
“Yes, ma’am,” said we, meekly. “Bull and Pomp seem to be very fine dogs.”
“You may well say that; what I tell them to do they do—and if I was to sick them on your old horse yonder,
they’d eat him up afore you could say Jack Roberson. And it’s jist what I shall do, if you try to pry into my
consarns. They are none of your business, nor Mr. Van Buren’s nuther, I reckon. Oh, old Van Buren!\fn{ Martin Van
Buren (1782-1862), eighth President of the United States (1837-1841) .} I wish I had you here, you old rascal. I’d show you
what—I’d—I’d make Bull and Pomp show you how to be sendin’ out men to take down what little stuff people’s
got, jist to tax it, when it’s taxed enough a’ready!”
All this time we were perspiring through fear of the fierce guardians of the old widow’s portal. At length, when
the widow paused, we remarked that as she was determined not to answer questions about the produce of the
farm, we would just set down the age, sex and complexion of each member of the family.
“No sich a thing—you’ll do no sich a thing,” said she; “I’ve got five in the family, and that’s all you’ll git from
me. Old Van Buren must have a heap to do, the dratted old villyan, to send you to take down how old my children
is. I’ve got five in the family, and they are all between five and a hundred years old; they are all a plaguey sight
whiter than you are, and whether they are he or she, is none of your consarns.”
We told her we would report her to the Marshal, and she would be fined; but it only augmented her wrath.
“Yes! send your marshal, or your Mr. Van Buren here, if you’re bad off to—let ’em come—let Mr. Van Buren
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come—” looking as savage as a Bengal tigress—“Oh, I wish he would come”—and her nostrils dilated, and her
eyes gleamed—“I’d cut his head off!”
“That might kill him,” we ventured to remark, by way of a joke.
“Kill him! kill him—on—if I had him here by the years I reckon I would kill him. A pretty fellow to be eating
his vittils out’n gold spoons that poor people’s taxed for, and raisin’ an army to get him made king of Ameriky—
the oudacious, nasty, stinking old scamp!” She paused a moment, and then resumed, “And now, mister, just put
down what I tell you on that paper, and don’t be telling no lies to send to Washington City. Jest put down ‘Judy
Tompkins, ageable woman, and four children.’”
We objected to making any such entry, but the old hag vowed it should be done, to prevent any
misrepresentation of her case. We, however, were pretty resolute, until she appealed to the couchant whelps, Bull
and Pomp. At the first glimpse of their teeth, our courage gave way and we made the entry in a bold hand across a
blank schedule—“Judy Tompkins, ageable woman and four children.” …
Our next adventure was decidedly a dangerous one. Fording the Tallapoosa River, where its bed is extremely
uneven, being formed of masses of rock full of fissures, and covered with slimy green moss, when about two
thirds of the way across, we were hailed by Sol Todd from the bank we were approaching. We stopped to hear him
more distinctly.
“Hellow! little squire, you a-chicken hunting today?”
Being answered affirmatively, he continued—“You better mind the holes in them ere rocks—if your horses’
foot gits ketched in ’em you’ll never git it out. You see that big black rock down to your right? Well, there’s good
bottom down below that. Strike down thar, outside that little riffle—and now cut right into that smooth water and
come across!”
We followed Sol’s directions to the letter, and plunging into the smooth water, we found it to be a basin
surrounded with steep ledges of rock, and deep enough to swim the horses we rode. Round and round the poor old
black toiled without finding any place where he could effect a landing, so precipitous were the sides. Sol
occasionally asked us “if the bottom wasn’t first rate,” but did nothing to help us. At length we scrambled out, wet
and chilled to the bone—for it was a sharp, September morning—and continued our journey, not a little annoyed
by the boisterous, roaring laughter of the said Solomon, at our picturesque appearance.
We hadn’t more than got out of hearing of Sol’s cachinatory explosions, before we met one of his neighbors,
who gave us to understand that the ducking we had just received, was but the fulfillment of a threat of Sol’s, to
make the “chicken-man” take a swim in the “Buck Hole.” He had heard of our stopping on the opposite side of
the river the nigh previous, and learning our intention to ford just where we did, fixed himself on the bank\fn{ The
text has: back.} to insure our finding the way into the “Buck Hole.”
This information brought our nap\fn{Hackles.} right up, and requesting Bill Splawn to stay where he was till we
returned, we galloped back to Sol’s, and found that worthy, rod on shoulder, ready to leave on a fishing excursion.
“Sol, old fellow,” said we, “That was a most unfortunate lunge I made into that hole in the river—I’ve lost
twenty-five dollars in specie out of my coat pocket, and I’m certain it’s in that hole, for I felt my pocket get light
while I was scuffling about in there. The money was tied up tight in a buckskin pouch, and I must get you to help
me get it.”
This, of course, was a regular old-fashioned lie, as we had not seen the amount of cash mentioned as lost, in a
“coon’s age.” It took, however, pretty well; and Sol concluded, as it was a pretty cold spell of weather for the
season, and the water was almost like ice, that half the contents of the buckskin pouch would be just about fair for
recovering it. After some chaffering, we agreed that Sol should dive for the money “on shares,” and we went
down with him to the river, to point out the precise spot at which our pocket “grew light.” We did so with anxious
exactness, and Sol soon denuded himself and went under the water in the Buck Hole “like a shuffler duck with is
wing broke.”
Puff! puff! as he rose to the surface. “Got it Sol?”
“No dang it, here goes again,” and Sol disappeared a second time. Puff! puff! And a considerable rattle of teeth
as Sol once more rose into “upper air.”
“What luck, old horse?”
“By jings, I felt it that time, but somehow it slid out of my fingers.” Down went Sol again, and up he came
after the lapse of a minute, still without the pouch.
“Are you right sure squire, that you lost it in this hole,” said Sol, getting out upon a large rock, while the
chattering of his teeth divided his words into rather more than their legitimate number of syllables.
“Oh perfectly certain Sol, perfectly certain. You know twenty-five dollars in hard money weighs a pound or
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two. I didn’t mention the circumstance when I first came out of the river, because was so scared and confused that
I didn’t remember it. …”
Thus reassured, Sol took the water again, and, as we were in a hurry, we requested him to bring the pouch and
half the money to Dadeville,\fn{Pop. 2,940 in 1960.} if his diving should prove successful. …
Our next encounter was with an old lady notorious in her neighborhood for her garrulity and simplemindedness. … She was interested in quite a large chancery suit which had been “dragging its slow length along”
for several years, and furnished her with a conversational fund which she drew upon extensively. …
Striding into the house, and drawing our papers—
“Taking the census, ma’am!” quoth we.
“Ah! well! yes! bless your soul, honey, take a seat. Now do! Are you the gentleman hat Mr. Van Buren has sent
out to take the sensis? I wonder! well, good Lord look down, how was Mr. Van Buren and family when you seed
him?”
We explained that we had never seen the president; didn’t “know him from a side of sole leather”; and we had
been written to, to take the census.
“Well, now, thar agin! Love your soul! Well, I s’pose Mr. Van Buren writ you a letter, did he? No? Well, I
suppose some of his officers done it—bless my soul? Well, God be praised, there’s mighty little here to take down
—times is hard, God’s will be done; but looks like people can’t git their jest rights in this country; and the law is
all for the rich and none for the poor, praise the Lord. Did you ever hear tell of that case my boys has got agin old
Simpson? Looks like they never will git to the eend on it; glory to His name. … Did you ever see Judge B——?
Yes? Well, the Lord preserve u! Did you ever hear him say what he was agwine to do in the boys’ case again
Simpson? No! Good Lord! Well, squire, will you ax him the next time you see him, and write me word; and tell
him what I say; I’m nothing but a poor widow, and my boys has got no larnin’, and old Simpson tuk ’em in. …”
Here we interposed and told the old lady that our time was precious—that we wished to take down the number
of her family, and the produce raised by her last year, and be off. After a good deal of trouble we got through with
the descriptions of the members of her family, and the “statistical table” as far as the article “cloth.”
“How many yards of cotton cloth did you weave in 1840, ma’am?”
“Well, now! The Lord have mercy!—less see! You know Sally Higgins used to live down in the Smith
settlement? She was a powerful good hand to weave, and I did think she’d help me a power. … Well, arter she’d
been here awhile, her baby hit took sick, and olf Miss Stringer she undertuk to help it—she’s a powerful good
hand, old Miss Stringer, on roots, and yearbs, and sich like! … She made a sort of tea, as I was a-sayin’, and she
git it to Sally’s baby, but it got wuss—the poor creeter—and she gin it tea, and gin it tea, and looked like, the more
she gin it tea, the more—”
“My dear madam, I am in a hurry—please tell me how many yards of cotton cloth you wove in 1840. I want to
get through with you and go on.”
“Well, well, the Lord-a-mercy! who’d a thought you’d ’a bin so snappish! Well, as I was a-sayin’, Sal’s child
hit kept a gittin’ wuss, and old Miss Stringer, she kept on a givin’ it the yearb tea twell at last the child hit looked
like hit would die anyhow. And ’bout the time the child was at its wust, old Daddy Sykes he come along, and he
said if we’d get some night-shed berries, and stew ’em with a little cream and some hog’s lard—now old Daddy
Sykes is a mighty fine old man, and he gin the boys a heap of mighty good counsel about that case—boys, says
he, I’ll tell what you do; you go—”
“In God’s name, old lady,” said we, “tell about your cloth, and let the sick child and Miss Stringer, Daddy
Sykes, the boys, and the law suit go to the devil. I’m in a hurry!”
“Gracious bless your dear soul! don’t get aggrawated. I was jist a tellin’ you how it come I didn’t weave no
cloth last year.”
107.203 A Municipal Report\fn{by William Sidney Porter (1862-1910)} Greensboro, Guilford County, North Carolina,
U.S.A. (M) 7
The cities are full of pride,
Challenging each to each—
This from her mountainside,
That from her burthened beach.
—Kipling
Fancy a novel about Chicago or Buffalo, let us say, or Nashville, Tennessee! There are just three big cities in the
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United States that are “story cities”—New York, of course, New Orleans and, best of the lot, San Francisco.
—Frank Norris

East is east, and west is San Francisco, according to Californians. Californians are a race of people; they are
not merely inhabitants of a State. They are the Southerners of the West. Now, Chicagoans are no less loyal to their
city; but when you ask them why, they stammer and speak of lake fish and the new Odd Fellows\fn{ The
International Order Of Odd Fellows.} Building. But Californians go into detail.
Of course they have, in the climate, an argument that is good for half an hour while you are thinking of yhour
coal bills and heavy underwear. But as soon as they come to mistake your silence for conviction, madness comes
upon them, and they picture the city of the Golden Gate as the Baghdad of the New World. So far, as a matter of
opinion, no refutation is necessary. But dear cousins all (from Adam and Eve descended), it is a rash one who will
lay his finger on the map and say “In this town there can be no romance—what could happen here?” Yes, it is a
bold and a rash deed to challenge in one sentence history, romance, and Rand and McNally.\fn{ Printers of one of the
finest examples of the world atlas ever made.}
NASHVILLE—A city, port of delivery, and the capital of the State of Tennessee, is on the Cumberland River and on
the N. C. & St. L. and the L. & N.\fn{North Carolina and St. Louis and Louisville and Nashville.} railroads. This city is
regarded as the most important educational center in the South.

I stepped off the train at 8 P.M. Having searched the thesaurus in vain for adjectives, I must, as a substitution,
hie me to comparison in the form of a recipe.
Take of London fog 30 parts; malaria 10 parts; gas leaks 20 parts; dewdrops gathered in a brick yard at sunrise,
25 parts; odor of honeysuckle 15 parts. Mix.
The mixture will give you an approximate conception of a Nashville drizzle. It is not so fragrant as a moth-ball
nor as thick as pea soup; but ’tis enough—’twill serve.\fn{ To paraphrase Mercutio in Hamlet, when talking about his deathwound: “’Tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a church door, but ’tis enough; twill serve.” }
I went to a hotel in a tumbrel.\fn{ The text has: tumbril.} It required strong self-suppression for me to keep from
climbing to the top of it and giving an imitation of Sidney Carton.\fn{ Hero of Dicken’s Tale Of Two Cities, in which the
victims of the Revolution (Carton included) are drawn to the guillotine in tumbrels .} The vehicle was drawn by beasts of a
bygone era and driven by something dark and emancipated.\fn{ A freed slave is meant.}
I was sleepy and tired, so when I got to the hotel I hurriedly paid it the fifty cents it demanded (with
approximate lagniappe, I assure you). I knew its habits; and I did not want to hear it prate about its old “marster”
or anything that happened “befo’ de wah.”
The hotel was one of the kind described as “renovated.” That means $20,000 worth of new marble pillars,
tiling, electric lights and brass cuspidors in the lobby, and a new L. & N. timetable and a lithograph of Lookout
Mountain\fn{From which strongly entrenched Confederate forces were drive .} in each one of the great rooms above. The
management was without reproach, the attention full of exquisite Southern courtesy, the service as slow as the
progress of a snail and as good-humored as Rip Van Winkle. The food was worth traveling a thousand miles for.
There is no other hotel in the world where you can get such chicken livers en brochette.\fn{On a small spit.}
At dinner I asked a Negro waiter if there was anything doing in town. He pondered gravely for a minute, and
then replied: “Well, boss, I don’t really reckon there’s anything at all doin’ after sundown.”
Sundown had been accomplished: it had been drowned in the drizzle long before. So that spectacle was denied
me. But I went forth upon the streets in the drizzle to see what might be there.
It is built on undulating grounds; and the streets are lighted by electricity at a cost of $32,400 per annum.

As I left the hotel there was a race riot. Down upon me charged a company of freedmen, or Arabs, or Zulus,
armed with—no, I saw with relief that they were not rifles, but whips. And I saw dimly a caravan of black, clumsy
vehicles; and at the reassuring shouts, “Kyar you anywhere in the town, boss, fuh fifty cents,” I reasoned that I
was merely a “fare” instead of a victim.
I walked through long streets, all leading uphill. I wondered how those streets ever came down again. Perhaps
they didn’t until they were “graded.” On a few of the “main streets” I saw lights in stores here and there; saw
street cars go by conveying worthy burghers hither and yon; saw people pass engaged in the art of conversation,
and heard a burst of semi-lively laughter issuing from a soda-water and ice-cream parlor. The streets other than
“main” seemed to have enticed upon their borders houses consecrated to peace and domesticity. In many of them
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lights shone behind discreetly drawn window shades, and in a few pianos tinkled orderly and irreproachable
music. There was, indeed, little “doing.” I wished I had come before sundown. So I returned to my hotel.
In November, 1864, the Confederate General Hood advanced against Nashville, where he shut up a National force
under General Thomas. The latter then sallied forth\fn{ December 27.} and defeated the Confederates in a terrible
conflict.\fn{General Thomas inflicted on the traitors in the Battle of Nashville the most smashing defeat of the war .}

All my life I have heard of, admired, and witnessed the fine marksmanship of the South in its peaceful
conflicts in the tobacco-chewing regions. But in my hotel a surprise awaited me. There were twelve bright, new,
imposing, capacious brass cuspidors in the great lobby, tall enough to be called urns and so wide-mouthed that the
crack pitcher of a lady baseball team should have been able to throw a ball into one of them at five paces distant.
But, although a terrible had raged and was still raging, the enemy had not suffered. Bright, new, imposing,
capacious, untouched, they stood. But, shades of Jefferson Brick! the tile floor—the beautiful tile floor! I cold not
avoid thinking of the battle of Nashville, and trying to draw, as is my foolish habit, some deductions about
hereditary marksmanship.
Here I first saw Major (by misplaced courtesy) Wentworth Caswell. I knew him for a type the moment my eyes
suffered from the sight of him. A rat has no geographical habitat. My old friend, A. Tennyson, said, as he so well
said almost everything:
Prophet, curse me the blabbing lip,
And curse me the British vermin, the rat.

Let us regard the word “British” as interchangeable ad lib.\fn{Ad libitum: without restraint.} A rat is a rat.
This man was hunting about the hotel lobby like a starved dog that had forgotten where he had buried a bone.
H e had a face of great acreage, red, pulpy, and with a kind of sleepy massiveness like that of Buddha. He
possessed one single virtue—he was very smoothly shaven. The mark of the beast is not indelible upon a man
until he goes about with a stubble. I think that if he had not used his razor that day I would have repulsed his
advances, and the criminal calendar of the world would have been spared the addition of one murder.
I happened to be standing within five feet of a cuspidor when Major Caswell opened fire upon it. I had been
observant enough to perceive that the attacking force was using Gatlings instead of squirrel rifles, so I sidestepped
so promptly that the major seized the opportunity to apologize to a non-combatant. He had the blabbing lip. In
four minutes he had become my friend and had dragged me to the bar.
I desire to interpolate here that I am a Southerner. But I am not one by profession or trade. I eschew the string
tie, the slouch hat, the Prince Albert,\fn{ A style of beard.} the number of bales of cotton destroyed by Sherman, and
plug chewing. When the orchestra plays “Dixie” I do not cheer. I slide a little lower on the leather-cornered seat
and, well, order another Würzburger and wish that Longstreet\fn{ Probably General James Longstreet; the wish being that
General Lee had taken his advice not to directly attack the strongest part of the Union center with Pickett’s, Pettigrew’s, and Trimbele’s
divisions during the Battle of Gettysburg.} had—but what’s the use?
Major Caswell banged the bar with his fist, and the first gun at Fort Sumter\fn{ The first battle of the American Civil
War.} re-echoed. When he fired the last one at Appomattox\fn{ Where the armistice ending the American Civil War was
signed.} I began to hope. But then he began on family trees, and demonstrated that Adam was only a third cousin

of a collateral branch of the Caswell family. Genealogy disposed of, he took up. To my distaste, his private family
matters. He spoke of his wife, traced her descent back to Eve, and profanely denied any possible rumor that she
may have had relations in the land of Nod.
By this time I began to suspect that he was trying to obscure by noise the fact that he had ordered the drinks,
on the chance that I would be bewildered into paying for them. But when they were down he crashed a silver
dollar loudly upon the bar. Then, of course, another serving was obligatory. And when I had paid for that I took
leave of him brusquely; for I wanted no more of him. But before I had obtained my release he had prated loudly
of an income that his wife received, and showed a handful of silver money.
When I got my key at the desk the clerk said to me courteously: “If that man Caswell has annoyed you, and if
you would like to make a complaint, we will have him ejected. He is a nuisance, a loafer, and without any known
means of support, although he seems to have some money most of the time. But we don’t seem to be able to hit
upon any means of throwing him out legally.”
“Why, no,” said I, after some reflection; “I don’t see my way clear on making a complaint. But I would like to
place myself on record as asserting that I do not care for his company. Your town,” I continued, “seems to be a
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quiet one. What manner of entertainment, adventure, or excitement, have you to offer to the stranger within your
gates?”
“Well, sir,” said the clerk, “there will be a show here next Thursday. It is—I’ll look it up and have the
announcement sent up to your room with the ice water. Good-night.”
After I went up to my room I looked out the window. It was only about ten o’clock, but I looked upon a silent
town. The drizzle continued, spangled with dim lights, as far apart as currants in a cake sold at the Ladies’
Exchange.
“A quiet place,” I said to myself, as my first shoe struck the ceiling of the occupant of the room beneath mine.
“Nothing of the life here that gives color and good variety to the cities of the East and West. Just a good, ordinary,
hum-drum, business town.”
Nashville occupies a foremost place among the manufacturing centers of the country. It is the fifth boot and shoe
market in the United States, the largest candy and cracker manufacturing city in the South, and does an enormous
wholesale dry-goods, grocery, and drug business.

I must tell you how I came to be in Nashville, and I assure you the digression brings as much tedium to me as
it does to you. I was traveling elsewhere on my own business, but I had a commission from a Northern literary
magazine to stop over there and establish a personal connection between the publication and one of its
contributors, Azalea Adair.
Adair (there was no clue to the personality except the handwriting) had sent in some essays (lost art!) and
poems that had made the editors swear approvingly over their one o’clock luncheon. So they had commissioned
me to round up said Adair and corner by contract his or her output at two cents a word before some other
published offered her ten or twenty.
At nine o’clock the next morning, after my chicken livers en brochette (try them if you can find that hotel), I
strayed out into the drizzle, which was still on for an unlimited run. At the first corner I came upon Uncle Cæsar.
He was a stalwart Negro, older than the pyramids, with gray wool\fn{ Hair.} and a face that reminded me of
Brutus, and a second afterwards of the late King Cettiwayo. He wore the most remarkable coat that I ever had
seen or expect to see. It reached to his ankles and had once been a Confederate gray in colors. But rain and sun
and age had so variegated it that Joseph’s coat, beside it, would have faced to a pale monochrome. I must linger
with that coat, for it has to do with the story—the story that is so long in coming, because you can hardly expect
anything to happen in Nashville.
Once it must have been the military coat of an officer. The cape of it had vanished, but all adown its front it
had been frogged\fn{Ornamentally braided for fastening the front of a garment; consisting of a button and a loop through which it
passes.} and tasseled magnificently. But now the frogs and tassels were gone. In their stead had been patiently
stitched (I surmised by some surviving “black mammy”) new frogs made of cunningly twisted common hempen
twine. This twine was frayed and disheveled. It must have been added to the coat as a substitute for vanished
splendors, with tasteless but painstaking devotion, for it followed faithfully the curves of the long-missing frogs.
And, to complete the comedy and pathos of the garment, all its buttons were gone save one. The second button
from the top alone remained. The coat was fastened by other twine strings tied through the buttonholes and other
holes rudely pierced in the opposite side. There was never such a weird garment so fantastically bedecked and of
so many mottled hues. The lone button was the size of a half-dollar, made of yellow horn and sewed on with
coarse twine.
This Negro stood by a carriage so old that Ham himself might have started a hack line with it after he left the
Ark with the two animals hitched to it. As I approached he threw open the door, drew out a feather duster, waved
it without using it, and said in deep, rumbling tones:
“Step right in, suh; ain’t a speck of dust in it—jus’ got back from a funeral, suh.”
I inferred that on such gala occasions carriages were given an extra cleaning. I looked up and down the street
and perceived that there was little choice among the vehicles for hire that lined the curb. I looked in my
memorandum book for the address of Azalea Adair.
“I want to go to 861 Jessamine Street,” I said, and was about to step into the hack. But for an instant the thick,
long, gorilla-like arm of the Negro barred me. On his massive and saturnine face a look of sudden suspicion and
enmity flashed for a moment. Then, with quickly returning conviction, he asked, blandishingly: “What are you
gwine there for, boss?”
“Whgat is that to you?” I asked, a little sharply.
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“Nothin’, suh, jus’ nothin’. Only it’s a lonesome kind of part of town and few folks ever has business out there.
Step right in. The seats is clean—jes’ got back from a funeral, suh.”
A mile and a half it must have been to our journey’s end. I could hear nothing but the fearful rattle of the
ancient hack over the uneven brick paving; I could smell nothing but the drizzle, now further flavored with coal
smoke and something like a mixture of tar and oleander blossoms. All I could see through the streaming windows
were two rows of dim houses.
The city has an area of 10 square miles; 181 miles of streets, of which 137 miles are paved; a system of waterworks that
cost $2,000,000, with 77 miles of mains.

Eight-sixty-one Jessamine Street was a decayed mansion. Thirty yards back from the street it stood, outmerged
in a splendid grove of tress and untrimmed shrubbery. A row of box bushes overflowed and almost hid the paling
fence from sight; the gate was kept closed by a rope noose that encircled the gate post and the first paling of the
gate. But when you got inside you saw that 861 was a shell, a shadow, a ghost of former grandeur and excellence.
But in the story, I have not yet got inside.
When the hack had ceased from rattling and the weary quadrupeds came to a rest I handed my jehu his fifty
cents with an additional quarter, feeling a glow of conscious generosity as I did so. He refused it.
“It’s two dollars, suh,” he said.
“How’s that?” I asked. “I plainly heard you call out at the hotel. ‘Fifty cents to any part of the town.’”
“It’s two dollars, suh,” he repeated obstinately. “It’s a long ways from the hotel.”
“It is within the city limits and well within them,” I argued. “Don’t think that you have picked up a greenhorn
Yankee. Do you see those hills over there?” I went on, pointing toward the east (I could not see them, myself, for
the drizzle); “well, I was born and raised on their other side. You old fool nigger, can’t you tell people from other
people when you see ’em?”
The grim face of King Cettiwayo softened. “Is you from the South, suh? I reckon it was them shoes of yourn
fooled me. They is somethin’ sharp in the toes for a Southern gen’l’man to wear.”
“Then the charge is fifty cents, I suppose?” said I, inexorably.
His former expression, a mingling of cupidity and hostility, returned, remained ten seconds, and vanished.
“Boss,” he said, “fifty cents is right; but I needs two dollars, suh; I’m obleeged to have two dollars. I ain’t
demandin’ it now, suh; after I knows whar you’s from; I’m jus sayin’ that I has to have two dollars tonight and
business is mighty po’.”
Peace and confidence settled upon his heavy features. He had been luckier than he had hoped. Instead of
having picked up a greenhorn, ignorant of rates, he had come upon an inheritance.
“You confounded old rascal,” I said, reaching down to my pocket, “you ought to be turned over to the police.”
For the first time I saw him smile. He knew; he knew; HE KNEW.
I gave him two one-dollar bills. As I handed them over I noticed that one of them h ad seen parlous times. Its
upper right-hand corner was missing, and it had been torn through in the middle, but joined again. >A strip of blue
tissue paper, pasted over the spl;it, preserved its negotiability.
Enough of the African bandit for the present: I left him happy, lifted the rope, and opened the creaky grate.
The house as I said, was a shell. A point brush had not touched it in twenty years. I cold not see why a strong
wind should not have bowled it over like a house of cards until I looked again at the trees that hugged it close—
the trees that saw the battle of Nashville and still drew their protecting branches around it against storm and
enemy and cold.
Azalea Adair, fifty years old, white-haired, a descendant of the cavaliers, as thin and frail as the house she
lived in, robed in the cheapest and cleanest dress I ever saw, with an air as simple as a queen’s, received me.
The reception room seemed a mile square, because there was nothing in it except some rows of books, on
unpainted white-pine bookshelves, a cracked marble-topped table, a rag rug, a hairless horsehair sofa, and two or
three chairs. Yes, there was a picture on the wall, a colored crayon drawing of a cluster of pansies. I looked around
for the portrait of Andrew Jackson and the pine-cone hanging basket but they were not there.
Azalea Adair and I had conversation, a little of which will be repeated to you. She was a product of the old
South, gently nurtured in the sheltered life. Her learning was not broad, but was deep and of splendid originality
in its somewhat narrow scope. She had been educated at home, and her knowledge of the world was derived from
inference and by inspiration. Of such is the precious, small group of essayists made. While she talked to me I kept
brushing my fingers, trying, unconsciously, to rid them guiltily of the absent dust from the half-calf backs of
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Lamb, Chaucer, Hazlitt, Marcus Aurelius, Montaigne, and Hood.\fn{ Charles Lamb (1775-1834), English essayist and critic;
Geoffrey Chaucer (1340?-1400), English poet; William Hazlitt (1778-1830), English essayist; Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (121-180),
Roman Emperor (from 161); Michel Eyquem de Montaigne (1522-1592), French essayist; Thomas Hood (1799-1845), English poet .} She

was exquisite, she was a valuable discovery. Nearly everybody nowadays knows too much—oh, so much too
much—of real life.
I could perceive clearly that Azalea Adair was very poor. A house and a dress she had, not much else, I fancied.
So, divided between my duty to the magazine and my loyalty to the poets and essayists who fought Thomas in the
valley of the Cumberland, I listened to her voice which was like a harpsichord’s, and found that I could not speak
of contracts. In the presence of the nine Muses and the three Graces one hesitated to lower the topic to two cents.
There would have to be another colloquy after I had regained my commercialism. But I spoke of my mission, and
three o’clock of the next afternoon was set for the discussion of the business proposition.
“Your town,” I said, as I began to make ready to depart (which is the time for smooth generalities), “seems to
be a quiet, sedate place. A home town, I should say, where few things out of the ordinary every happen.”
It carries on an extensive trade in stoves and hollow ware with the West and South, and its flouring mills have a daily
capacity of more than 2,000 barrels.

Azalea Adair seemed to reflect.
“I have never thought of it that way,” she said, with a kind of sincere intensity that seemed to belong to her.
“Isn’t it in the still, quiet places that things do happen? I fancy that when God began to create the earth on the first
Monday morning one could have leaned out one’s window and heard the drops of mud splashing from His trowel
as He built up the everlasting hills. What did not noisiest project in the world—I mean the building of the tower of
Babel—result in finally? A page and a half of Esperanto in the North American Review.”
“Of course,” said I, platitudinously, “human nature is the same everywhere; but there is more color—er—more
drama and movement and—er—romance in some citiese than in others.”
“On the surface,” said Azalea Adair. “I have traveled many times around the world in a golden airship wafted
on two wings—print and dreams. I have seen (on one of my imaginary tours) the Sultan of Turkey bowstring with
his own hands one of his wives who had uncovered her face in public. I have seen a man in Nashville tear up his
theater tickets because his wife was going out with her face covered—with rice powder. In San Francisco’s
Chinatown I saw the slave girl Sing Yee dipped slowly, inch by inch, in boiling almond oil to make her swear she
would never see her American lover again. She gave in when the boiling oil had reached three inches above her
knee. At a euchre party in East Nashville the other night I saw Kitty Morgan cut dead by seven of her schoolmates
and lifelong friends because she had married a house painter. The boiling oil was sizzling as high as her heart; but
I wish you could have seen the fine little smile that she carried from table to table. Oh, yes, it is a humdrum town.
Just a few miles of red brick houses and mud and stores and lumber yards.”
Some one had knocked hollowly at the back of the house., Azalea Adair breathed a soft apology and went to
investigate the sound. She came back in three minutes with brightened eyes, a faint flush on her cheeks, and ten
years lifted from her shoulders.
“You must have a cup of tea before you go,” she said, “and a sugar cake.”
She reached and shook a little iron bell. In shuffled a small Negro girl about twelve, barefoot, not very tidy,
glowering at me with thumb in mouth and bulging eyes.
Azalea Adair opened a tiny, worn purse and drew out a dollar bill, a dollar bill with the upper right-hand corner
missing, torn in two pieces and pasted together again with a strip of blue tissue paper. It was one of those bills I
had given the piratical Negro—there was no doubt of it.
“Go up to Mr. Baker’s store on the corner, Impy,” she said, handing the girl the dollar bill, “and get a quarter of
a pound of tea—the kind he always sends me—and ten cents’ worth of sugar cakes. Now, hurry. The supply of tea
in the house happens to be exhausted,” she explained to me.
Impy left by the back way. Before the scrape of her hard, bare feet had died away on the back porch, a wild
shriek—I was sure it was hers—filled the hollow house. Then the deep, gruff tones of an angry man’s voice
mingled with the girl’s further squeals and unintelligible words.
Azalea Adair rose without surprise or emotion and disappeared. For two minutes I heard the hoarse rumble of
the man’s voice; then something like an oath and a slight scuffle, and she returned calmly to her chair.
“This is a roomy house,” she said, “and I have a tenant for part of it. I am sorry to have to rescind my
invitation to tea. It is impossible to get the kind I always use at the store. Perhaps tomorrow Mr. Baker will be able
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to supply me.”
I was sure that Impy had not had time to leave the house. I inquired concerning street-car lines and took my
leave. After I was well on my way I remembered that I had not learned Azalea Adair’s name. But tomorrow would
do.
The same day I started in on the course of iniquity that this uneventful city forced upon me. I was in the town
only two days, but in that time I managed to lie shamelessly by telegraph, and to be an accomplice—after the fact,
if that is the correct legal term—to a murder.
As I rounded the corner nearest my hotel the Afrite coachman of the polychromatic, nonpariel coat seized me,
swung open the dungeony door of his peripatetic sarcophagus, flirted his feather duster and began his ritual: “Step
right in, boss. Carriage is clean—jus’ got back from a funeral. Fifty cents to any—“
And then he knew me and grinned broadly. “’Scuse me, boss; you is de gen’l’man what rid out with me dis
mawnin’. Thank you kindly, suh.”
“I am going out to 861 again tomorrow afternoon at three,” said I, “and if you will be here, I’ll let you drive
me. So you know Miss Adair?” I concluded, thinking of my dollar bill.
“I belonged to her father, Judge Adair, suh,” he replied.
“I judge that she is pretty poor,” I said. “She hasn’t much money to speak of, has she?”
For an instant I looked again at the fierce countenance of King Cettiwayo, and then he changed back to an
extortionate old Negro hack driver.
“She ain’t gwine to starve, suh,” he said, slowly, “She has reso’ces, suh; she has reso’ces.”
“I shall pay you fifty cents for the trip,” said I.
“Dat is puffeckly correct, suh,” he answered, humbly. “I jus’ had to have dat two dollars dis mawnin’, boss.”
I went to the hotel and lied by electricity. I wired the magazine: “A. Adair holds out for eight cents a word.”
The answer that came back was: “Give it to her quick, you duffer.”
Just before dinner “Major” Wentworth Caswell bore down upon me with the greetings of a long-lost friend. I
have seen few men whom I have so instantaneously hated, and of whom it was so difficult to be rid. I was
standing at the bar when he invaded me; therefore I could not wave the white ribbon in his face. I would have paid
gladly for the drinks, hoping thereby to escape another; but he was one of those despicable, roaring, advertising
bibbers who must have brass bands and fireworks attend upon every cent that they waste in their follies.
With an air of producing millions he drew two one-dollar bills from a pocket and dashed one of them upon the
bar. I looked once more at the dollar bill with the upper right-hand corner missing, torn through the middle, and
patched with a strip of blue tissue paper. It was my dollar again. It could have been no other.
I went up to my room. The drizzle and the monotony of a dreary, eventless Southern town had made me tired
and listless. I remember that just before I went to bed I mentally disposed of the mysterious dollar bill (which
might have formed the clue to a tremendously fine detective story of San Francisco) by saying to myself sleepily:
“Seems as if a lot of people here own stock in the Hack-Drivers’ Trust. Pays dividends promptly, too. Wonder if
—” Then I fell asleep.
King Cettiwayo was at his post the next day, and rattled my bones over the stones out to 861. He was to wait
and rattle me back again when I was ready.
Azalea Adair looked paler and cleaner and frailer than she had looked on the day before. After she had signed
the contract at eight cents per word she grew still paler and began to slip out of her chair. Without much trouble I
managed to get her up on the antediluvian horsehair sofa and then I ran out to the sidewalk and yelled to the
coffee-colored pirate to bring a doctor. With a wisdom that I had not suspected in him, he abandoned his team and
struck off up the street afoot, realizing the value of speed. In ten minutes he returned with a grave, gray-haired,
and capable man of medicine. In a few words (worth much less than eight cents each) I explained to him my
presence in the hollow house of mystery. He bowed with stately understanding, and turned to the old Negro.
“Uncle Cæsar,” he said, calmly, “run up to my house and ask Miss Lucy to give youa cream pitcher full of
fresh milk and half a tumbler of port wine. And hurry back. Don’t drive—run. I want you to get back sometime
this week.”
It occurred to me that Dr. Meriman also felt a distrust as to the speeding powers of the land-pirate’s steeds.
After Uncle Cæsar was gone, lumberingly, but swiftly, up the street, the doctor looked me over with great
politeness and as much careful calculation until he had decided that I might do.
“It is only a case of insufficient nutrition,” he said. “In other words, the result of poverty, pride, and starvation.
Mrs. Caswell has many devoted friends who would be glad to aid her, but she will accept nothing except from that
old Negro, Uncle Cæsar, who was once owned by her family.”
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“Mrs. Caswell!” said I, in surprise. and then I looked at the contract and saw that she had signed it Azalea
Adair Caswell.”
“I thought she was Miss Adair,” I said.
“Married to a drunken, worthless loafer, sir,” said the doctor. “It is said that he robs her even of the small sums
that her old servant contributes toward her support.”
When the milk and wine had been brought the doctor soon revived Azelea Adair. She sat up and talked of the
beauty of the autumn leaves that were then in season and their height of color. She referred lightly to her fainting
seizure as the outcome of an old palpitation of the heart. Impy fanned her as she lay on the sofa. The doctor was
due elsewhere, and I followed him to the door. I told him that it was within my power and intentions to make a
reasonable advance of money to Azalea Adair on future contributions to the magazine, and he seemed pleased.
“By the way,” he said, “perhaps you would like to know that you have had royalty for a coachman. Old
Cæsar’s grandfather was a king in the Congo. Cæsar himself has royal ways, as you may have observed.”
As the doctor was moving off I heard Uncle Cæsar’s voice inside: “Did he git bofe of dem two dollars from
you, Mis’ Zalea?”
“Yes, Cæsar,” I heard Azalea Adair answer, weakly. And then I went in and concluded business negotiations
with our contributor. I assumed the responsibility of advancing fifty dollars, putting it as a necessary formality in
binding our bargain. And then Uncle Cæsar drove me back to the hotel.
Here ends all of the story as far as I can testify as a witness. The rest must be only bare statements of facts.
A about six o’clock I went out for a stroll. Uncle Cæsar was at his corner. He threw open the door of his
carriage, flourished his duster, and began his depressing formula: “Step right in, suh. Fifty cents to anywhere in
the city—hack’s puffickly clean, suh—jus’ got back from a funeral—”
And then he recognized me. I think his eyesight was getting bad. His coat had taken on a few more faced
shades of color, the twine strings were more frayed and ragged, the last remaining button—the button of yellow
horn—was gone. A motley descendant of kings was Uncle Cæsar!
About two hours later I saw an excited crowd besieging the front of the drug store. In a desert where nothing
happens this was manna; so I wedged my way inside. On an extemporized couch of empty boxes and chairs was
stretched the mortal corporeality of Major Wentworth Caswell. A doctor was testing him for the mortal ingredient.
His decision was that it was conspicuous by its absence.
The erstwhile Major had been found dead on a dark street and brought by curious and ennuied citizens to the
drug store. The late human being had been engaged in terrific battle—the details showed that. Loafer and
reprobate though he had been, he had been also a warrior. But he had lost. His hands were yet clinched so tightly
that his fingers could not be opened. The gentle citizens who had known him stood about and searched their
vocabularies to find some good words, if it were possible, to speak of him. One kind-looking man said, after much
thought: “When ‘Cas’ was bout fo’teen he was one of the best spellers in the school.”
While I stood there the fingers of the right hand of “the man that was,” which hung down the side of a white
pine box, relaxed, and dropped something at my feet. I covered it with one foot quietly, and a little later on I
picked it up and pocketed it. I reasoned that in his last struggle his hand must have seized that object unwittingly
and held it in a death grip.
At the hotel that night the main topic of conversation, with the possible exceptions of politics and prohibition,
was the demise of Major Caswell. I heard one man say to a group of listeners:
“In my opinion, gentlemen, Caswell was murdered by some of these no-account niggers for his money. He had
fifty dollars this afternoon which he showed to several gentlemen in the hotel. When he was found the money was
not on his person.
I left the city the next morning at nine, and as the train was recrossing the bridge over the Cumberland River I
took out of my pocket a yellow horn overcoat button the size of a fifty-cent piece, with frayed ends of coarse
twine hanging from it, and cast it out of the window into the slow, muddy waters below.
I wonder what’s doing in Buffalo!
133.100 1. Belling The Buzzard 2. Grandma Goes Crazy 3. The Dry Birth 4. Why My Nose Is Squashed 5.
Becoming A Two-Head 6. Return Of My Mother From The Dead 7. A Dream Of Mother 8. My Conversion 9.
Buried Treasure And Hants 10. The Witch Store Robber 11. The Cat-Witch 12. Hunting Possum On Sunday 13.
The Snake And The Baby 14. Buzzard’s Grease 15. Grandmother Whipped 16. The Prison Farm 17. The Man
Who Sold His Wife For Beef 18. Dies After Bath 19. The One-Legged Grave Robber 20. Young Man In The
Morning: Twenty Folktales\fn{by Mary Richardson (1874- )} “between Wilson and Selma on a farm,” North
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1
My father belled a buzzard way back in slavery time. He told us that. Him and some more boys were in the
woods one Sunday, and they found a buzzard’s nest. And they ’cided they’d go to the house and get one of the
little turkey bells—kind of like a breakfast bell, little bitty old bell. And so they crawled up in the old hollow log
and pulled the buzzard out. (They had a nasty job.) And took this bell and tied the bell to the buzzard’s neck. Then
they turned him loose.
The buzzard was setting on some eggs, and the bell made her leave the nest. I reckon it drove her crazy. She
flew from North Carolina to South Carolina. And the people heard the buzzard and saw him, and it was such a
’stonishing thing to see a buzzard with a bell on, they put it in the papers. That’s how my father knowed that that
buzzard had gone so far.
2
Well, my grandmother went down to see her son’s wife one day, and said,
“Bea, why don’t you patch your husband’s pants? Let me show you how to put a patch on there so it won’t
pucker.”
And Bea got mad with the mother-in-law for going down there, bossing her around in her house. Her own
mother was said to be an old cunjer, and give Bea a dose of little rags, to put in grandma’s bedtick (a feather
mattress, sewed up all the way around).
So my grandmother took a spell, and crawled up the wall, and set a-straddle of the j’ice.\n{ Joist.} In them old
log houses the ceiling wasn’t hid; the j’ices wasn’t covered; they went from wall to wall. My grandmother set up
there, and sang, and my Daddy took me down to see her, ’cause they all thought she was going to die. And she
sung a little old song about
The old gray horse
Come out the wilderness,
Come out the wilderness.

Just a crazy song. I was thrilled. They put pants on her, she clung so, clung like a wreck, just anywhere, all
over the house. So they decided she was poisoned, or hoodooed. (Some object I didn’t never believe in. They can
put poison in you, but I didn’t believe nobody could plant nothing for me to step over, or lay on, and it would take
effect.) So there was a old hoodoo man, a little white man, told my Daddy:
“You go on back home, and she’ll be resting pretty good when you get there. The first somebody comes there,
that’s the one fixed the dose and give it to her. Don’t let nobody in that house till I get there.”
And sure enough, my grandma had dozed off to sleep, Papa said, when he got there. So the hoodoo man come,
and they waited, and who was the first one that come to the house? It was her son. His wife fixed up the dose,
give it to her husband; he took it down to his mother’s house and put it in the corner of the bed mattress—and she
slept on it till she done lost her mind.
I call her crazy. And the brothers wanted to kill him—my Daddy, and my Uncle Zeke, and Uncle Benny, and
Uncle Jake—they wanted to kill him, because he’d put the does in their mother’s bedtick, to please his wife. The
old hoodoo found it, and took it off her, and she come normal, and act like a woman that had some sense.
3
This is an old hoodoo tale but it’s true, too true to be a story.
I was living on King and Annison’s place, out from Oarksdale, Mississippi, and I was cleaning off the yard,
digging the grass off, under the steps. And I dug up a little skillet, a little round skillet, with three legs to it. And
under that skillet was a half pint bottle, corked up good and tight, and looked like clear water inside. I opened it
and smelled it, and it didn’t smell like whiskey.
Well, I wanted a little skillet to cook on the fireplace; so I carried that in, and throwed the bottle out in the
yard, in the weeds—I thought it might have been some old poison medicine in it. Mrs. Balmo, who lived next
door to me, come to my pump to get some water. I said,
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“Look here, what a pretty little skillet I found under the bottom step, buried level, and the skillet turned over a
bottle.” She said,
“That was Nora’s skillet; she used to stay here.”
But she was more interested in the bottle than in the skillet. She went out in the weeds and found it, and carried
it to the doctor, and had it tested. And do you know what she told me that. was? It was the dead woman’s water.
Mrs. Balmo told me there was a man and wife living in my house, before me, and the man took in a
sweetheart. The sweetheart put Nora’s urine in the bottle, and set the bottle under the steps, ’cause she wanted the
husband—and she got him too. Nora stepping over the bottle dried up her bladder, till there was no water. She
couldn’t pass water; and her baby couldn’t pass either.
The doctor announced it was a dry birth, and Nora couldn’t deliver. And she and the baby both died.
4
I got a dose of that hoodoo stuff. It all started on the Fourth of July, 1881, on Richmond Plantation, three miles
from Clarksdale, Mississippi. We had just moved in March, from Tennessee. (My father read in the paper where
Mississippi land was so rich you didn’t have to manure it; so he sold out and emigrated.)
Our neighbor, Mrs. Smith, who lived in the next house about a hundred yards away, liked my elder brother,
Jesse. Jesse used to take the mule up to the white folks’ lot, or barn—Mr. Richmond had over two hundred head of
stock. And on the way he would stop by her house and talk with her; she'd ask him questions. If Mr. Smith was at
home she wouldn’t stop him.
Jesse was about eighteen, and she was a young woman. My mother told him,
“If you want to go courting go up to the quarters where the young girls are, stop standing around talking with
that man’s wife.” She told him she’s going to take a stick and break his neck if he don't quit talking with that
woman.
So after that Jesse changed his route, and went across the field to the lot, instead of passing her house. That
made Mrs. Smith mad. She didn’t have no words about it; she asked the boy why he quit coming around, and he
told her,
“It’s my mama made me quit coming.” So that’s what made Mrs. Smith mad with my mother.
White people had a knack of giving all their labor a free picnic on the Fourth of July. That was the system in
that country. Mrs. Smith went, but my father didn’t approve of picnics—and besides we all had chills. We were
taking the climate of the country, the doctor said. So nobody from our home went.
Mrs. Smith brought back the barbecue; she pretended she was so kind, and made us a present of three or four
pounds of barbecue. My mother wouldn’t let us eat it, and when Mrs. Smith left she throwed it away, out in the
weeds. We could have used it—we didn’t have any chickens or pigs or milk or butter—nothing but what we
bought.
Next thing she gave was a half of a baked cake, cooked on a skillet on a fireplace. (Only rich people had stoves
then.) My mother throwed that in the bushes, at the edge of the woods.
Then Mrs. Smith got mad (the hoodoo woman told us later), and decided to give someone else some trouble,
because my mother was so smart. She planned mother would have a sick child to trouble with, the balance of her
life. One day she was at our house visiting, and said to me,
“Mary, if you run back over home and look on the bureau, and bring my snuffbox, I’ll go to town Saturday and
bring you something pretty.” I was only seven then; I didn’t monkey with that hoodoo business, so I ran over and
got it and brought it back.
On Saturday she gave me a yard of ribbon to make a bow for my hair—deep blue—and a little white
handkerchief with red flowers around the border. I put the ribbon in a bowl of starch to make it stiff, because it
was slazey cotton ribbon; it wasn’t silk or it could have stood up. The starch must have killed the poison, or it
would have eaten my neck till it met my nose, and my head fell off; she’d a-got me. When I took the ribbon out of
the starch it was faded, just a light blue. But I didn’t do anything to the handkerchief, just used it till it got dirty.
That was in August when she done give me the gift. In September little pimples begin to break out, on my
nose. It just spreaded, and couldn’t be cured. My parents began to carry me to different doctors, to find out what
the trouble was. Some said it was cancer, some said it was poison ivy, and some said it was scarflow. There comes
a knot on you wherever it breaks out; there comes a rising and it busts and flows; it’s oncurable. Some people say
it’s bad blood. But none couldn’t cure what I had. The bone in my nose was eat out; that bridge is plumb gone.
I reckon colored folks has big noses anyhow, but that’s the reason mine is so flat. I was scorned by children
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and grown people too. Other children wouldn’t play with me. Nobody would drink behind me, out of the same
cup, for ’fraid they would get it. But it wasn’t catching.
5
Have you ever seen a rattlesnake? They live to be thirty, forty years old, and get about as thick through as that
coffee can, and eight to ten feet long. And the rattlers grows on the tip end of the tail. I’ve busted them open with
a stick and examined them good. The inside is just like snuff, dry and dusty. They say if it gets in your eyes it puts
your eyes out. Mrs. Smith had put some of that powder in the handkerchief.
My pimples had scabs on them, and when I broke them off there were seeds inside, and that rattlesnake dust.
But no blood—they didn’t bleed, there’s no blood in a rattlesnake’s tail, only meat and rattles. It saps the blood
outa the flesh, a rattlesnake’s rattle does.
But the doctors didn’t know that;.they weren’t dealing in hoodoo stuff.
Seven years later a friend told my mother she thought there was a woman could cure me, if she could get me to
her. This woman lived in Dogwood, about fifteen miles from us. We drove there with a horse and buggy. She was
a heavy-set, dark woman. She said she’d been waiting for us for three days. But we’d never met her. She told us
everything that had happened about the family, how many children my mother had, how the business started, how
many dopes Mrs. Smith had tried to give. She made up some medicine that cured me like you see. She said that
Mrs. Smith’s grandfather was two-headed, and she was getting that dope fixed up from him. She asked my
mother,
“Do you want me to put the stuff on her, or on a dog, or on a tree?”
When she took it off, it seems she had to put it on something. My mother told her,
“Put it on a tree; don’t put it on nothing alive.”
One thing in the medicine was cockleburs boiled in sweet milk. I took a tablesspoonful of it three times a day.
And the other mess I don’t know what it was. She gave mama three kinds of medicine. And the scabs dried up and
shed off, and my nose become well. .
Mrs. Smith died seven or eight years after. She died cussing! The neighbors told me so. They couldn’t hold her
in the bed. She did so many evil things until she couldn’t face death in peace.
People in those days called them smart ones hoodoos and cunjers. They call ’em mediums now. This hoodoo
told us that Mrs. Smith had fixed the handkerchief up with rattlesnake dust. You see I didn’t wash the
handkerchief like I did the ribbon.
Now that[‘s a true story. But it was a mystery to me how she could tell us all that about ourselves. And ain’t
nobody told her—we lived too far away.
I heard my father say there was a man was teaching another man how to be a hoodoo. He told him,
“Throw nine grains of corn in the creek before sunrise; then go back the ninth morning and wish your soul was
as far in hell as the water was that hit the grains of corn.”
And the devil then would come and teach him how to be a hoodoo. The devil would tell him anything he
wanted to know, how to make poison, and drive people crazy.
That’s the way hoodoos come about, they tell me; they learn it from the Devil.
6
Yes, I’ve seen dead people come back. I saw my mother when I was eleven. She had died and left a little baby
boy. The next morning after birthing it she died about nine o’clock. The fourth day after, I was laying down in bed
—it was about ten o’clock. I had put the baby’s nightclothes on, and gave it its milk bottle and laid it on my arm,
just like I’d seen mother do it. There wasn’t nothing burning but a little tin lamp, and I had blowed it, and that
made the house dark.
Then mother came in and looked at the mantelpiece, as if she was looking for some medicine. Her robe she
had on—you could call it a dress but it reached the floor—was so white it lit up the house just like as if I had the
lamp on. That’s what made me look, to see what it was lit up the house so bright; her back was to me, but I could
tell her shape. It scared me so I hollered like something was killing me, and got out and into the bed with my
grandmother and my little cousin—I just slided right down between. them, like a rat.
Soon as I hollered the light went out. I reckon she discovered she had frightened me to death.
Mother come back after that baby. It died the next day. It got to foaming at the mouth and couldn’t take its
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little bottle. My grandmother told me it was dying.
Grandma saw the light as it went out. She told me it was her Annie come back to see about the baby. Mother
knew we couldn’t raise it—it was too much of a burden to us that year; I didn’t have no experience. Wasn’t
nobody to take care of it but me and my daddy.
You don’t hardly never see a spirit’s face. You know him by his voice or his shape or by what he’s doing; he
does what he was in the custom of doing before he died. I’ve seen several spirits, but sleeping or awake, I never
saw one in the face.
7
I never saw my mother that way again, but I saw her in a dream. She was at a long table, near across the room,
white as the drippings of snow, and what they put on it glittered just like the snow does when the sun shines on it,
like it had little diamonds in it. And what they were dipping off the stove, serving it in plates, foamed like a plate
of good heavy soapsuds, just bubbled, like cream.
I recognized my mother; she was marching about that table in her long white robe. All the people had extra
long dresses. Everything in that room was white, even the floor, wasn’t nothing dirty in it. I didn’t know a soul
there, only my mother, and she didn’t pay me no attention—that’s what grieved me so. I just stood in the door and
looked at them, until I left her; I wanted to taste that white cream, but no one didn’t ask me to have a spoonful.
I figured it was because I was a sinner. I wasn’t worthy of eating what they had.
About two years after, when I was around sixteen, I became converted, at the New Hope Baptist Church in
Clarksdale, Mississippi. But I never had the dream again.
8
Well, I prayed, and went to church, and one day the Spirit got hold of me. I was in a path traveling, and I came
to a mountain. And I climbed up on top of that hill. My holt\fn{ Hold.} broke and I slid back, rolled back down. I
climbed up again, and it happened the same way. Then a voice spoke to me and said,
“Why don’t you pray?”
And I prayed, while I rolled down there. And I got up, and He opened the door and walked with me through
that house. It was a house instead of a hill I was trying to get over. And whiles we walked through the house He
told me:
“I’m too wide, you can’t go round me. I’m too deep, you can’t go under me. And I’m too high, you can’t go
over me.. If you come up any other way except by me, you come as a thief and a robber. Lie, and the truth is not
in you.”
And He picked me up, and took off my shoes, and carried me up, up on a mountain. And He stood out in the
air and told me my sins were forgiven and my soul was set free.
9
There was a jackleg\fn{The informant says: “That means one who is licensed but not ordained.” } preacher rented forty
acres of land on what was called the old Key place. This was three miles out of Friar’s Point, in Mississippi. His
name was Paul Chillus. He had him two horses, and he decided he was going to make the crop with those horses.
So he had planted his cotton and he was plowing around it. And he hired another man’s wife to help his wife
chop some cotton. His plow struck something in the ground like a rock, and the horses got scared of the noise, and
tried to run away. So after he got ’em quieted down, they went to see what his plow struck, it rang so, made such a
noise.
And he saw a square chist, an iron chist looked like a suitcase, but it was made out of iron, or steel. So he
decided it was money in the chist. He just scraped the top of it with his plow. Then he told his wife,
“We’ll come back tonight and dig it up.”
About a little before sundown he got his shovel, spade, and Bible, and him and his wife went back to where his
plow struck this chist. He sang a hymn—some old familiar church hymn—and prayed a prayer and read a verse in
the Bible. Then he started to dig around, digging the dirt off’n the top of this chist. And when he got the top clear,
then he went to digging around the sides. He told us,
“Something come across the cotton patch—whooooo—like a whirlwind.”
His wife squatted down, and covered the lantern to keep the light from going out. (They had a lantern to see to
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dig the hole down.) The next thing he saw was a black dog come trotting up to the hole he was digging in. The
dog jarred the earth as it was traveling ’cross and come by the hole and looked in. Still he wouldn’t quit; he said
them things was trying to run him away from the hole, and make him go in the house, but he was ’termined to get
the chist up before he left, to see what was in it
The next thing came was a bull, come ’cross the field, and as he breathed, sparks of fire come out of each
nostril—huh, huh. By that time his wife was getting very frightened. So they decided to let the hole alone till
tomorrow night. They went to the house, and a few minutes after they had got there and was sitting down on the
porch, six men came to the gate of the yard and walked up to the steps. They had on black robes, and they asked
him,
“Paul, I heard you found a hidden treasure.” Paul says,
“Wasn’t no hidden treasures I know of. The horses plowed up a hornet’s nest and tried to run off.”
But they didn’t believe what he said, because this woman that he hired had went home and told her husband,
‘You know, Paul found a treasure in the field this afternoon.’ So he got on his mule and rode uptown to Friar’s
Point, and told the white folks that Paul had found some money but it was too heavy, he couldn’t dig it up. So
that’s why them six white men in the black robes came there and asked him where was that treasure he found.
They went on through his yard and down into the field with flashlights, until they found the hole where he had
dug, trying to get the treasure up. So they got it up, and prized that treasure out of the ground. (No hants didn’t get
after them—nobody’s scared of hants but colored folks.) They had about thirty or forty yards to carry it before
they got to the fence at the end of the field where the road run. And they put the box on the back of a buggy, and it
was so heavy it broke one of the wheels off the buggy, so it wouldn’t roll.
So the gang stayed there and one went back to town and got a two-horse wagon, with two mules hitched to it,
and took it uptown. The wagon held up and they carried the chist in. They busted it open and counted the money,
and then wrote the colored man a letter, and brought it down there the next night or two, and put it under the
bottom step of his doorstep, with an old double-barreled Dunger pistol—don’t shohot but two times. In the letter,
they told him to hush his mouth, there wasn’t but $30,000 in the chist, and some notes, and business papers. And
if he didn’t hush his mouth about what he found, he’d get what was in that pistol. He hushed too.
The people that got the chist, they knowed who lived there and who owned that place, and that Mr. Key buried
it there, back in slavery times. They say it’s a sin to bury money, and so the hants watch over it.\fn{ Mr. Richardson
intervened here and said: “They kill a cat or a dog and bury it.” }
No, if anybody helps to bury it, they kills him and buries him with it, so he won’t tell, and that makes the
money hanted.
10
Now this was told for the truth. (Folks used to sit around and tell about hants and witches till I was ’fraid to go
to bed. I’d run jump up in the bed so hard the slats ud fall out.)
This widder lived in a house herself with her two children, two little boys. It was an old log house with a dirt
chimley. (Them chimleys were made out of sticks and mud daubed on them, so the back was built up slanting side
them sticks.) She would lay a bottle of grease up the chimley, and at night she’d ramble and steal for her living,
after the kids had gone to bed. She was a witch. She gets her bottle of grease, and greases herself from her head to
her heels. And while she’s greasing, she says,
Over the thick and th’ough the thin
Way I go in the win’.

(That meant she could fly over the thick bushes, and walk through the thin places.) After she greased she flew
through the keyhole, like a shadow (she still has her shape but has no bones in her), and flies to the store. And
when she got to the store, she went inside through that keyhole. She went to getting down from the shelves what
she wanted to eat.
Now when she piled her groceries on the counter, that she was going to take home—monkey junk I calls it,
crackers and cookies—her little boy walked in. She said, very surprised,
“How did you get here?”
He told her he greased himself like she did, till he got all swizzled up, and could go through the keyhole. So
she give him a cooky, and he was eating it, and he cried out,
“Lord God, Mama, ain’t this good?” And she told him,
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“Don’t call the Lord’s name.”
And out the keyhole she went; she just lit out before she turned back natural, ’cause she didn’t have her grease,
and left him in there. And he turned natural, too, and couldn’t get out through the locked door.
Next morning the storekeeper found him sitting there like a rat, and asked him how he got in there. He said he
greased in his mother’s grease and follered her. And they asked him who was his mother, and he told. And they
went and got her, and staked her, tied her to an iron stob, and tarred her and bumt her, set her on fire for being a
witch. That was the custom of killing witches when they caught one..
11
This happened in slavery times, in North Carolina. I’ve heard my grandmother tell it more than enough.
My grandmother was cook and house-girl for this family of slaveowners—they must have been Bissits, ’cause
she was a Bissit. Well, Old Marster had sheep, and he sheared his sheep and put the wool upstairs. And Old Miss
accused the cook of stealing her wool.
“Every day my wool gets smaller and smaller; somebody’s taking my wool.”
She knowed nobody could get up there handy but the house-girl. So they took her out and tore up her back
about the wool, and Old Marster give her a terrible whipping.
When grandma went upstairs to clean up, she’d often see a cat laying in the pile of wool. So she thought the
cat laying there packed the wool, and made it look small. And she said to herself, she’s going to cut off the cat’s
head with a butcher knife, if she catches her again. And sure enough she did. She grabbed the cat by her foot, her
front foot, and hacked her foot with the knife, and cut it off. And the cat went running down the stairs, and out.
So she kilt the foot she cut off, and it turned natural, it turned to a hand. And the hand had a gold ring on the
finger, with an initial in the ring. My grandmother carried the hand down to her Mistress, and showed it to her.
Grandma could not read nor write, but Old Miss could, and she saw the initial on the ring.
So it was an outcry; they begin to talk about it, like people do in a neighborhood, and they look around to see
who lost her hand. And they found it was this rich white woman, who owned slaves, and was the wife of a young
man hadn’t been long married. (Witches don’t stay long in one place; they travel.)
Next morning she wouldn’t get up to cook her husband’s breakfast, ’cause she didn’t have but one hand. And
when he heard the talk, and saw the hand with his wife’s gold ring, and found her in bed without a hand, he knew
she was the cat-witch. And he said he didn’t want her no longer.
So it was a custom of killing old witches. They took and fastened her to an iron stake, they staked her, and
poured tar around her, and set her afire, and burnt her up. She had studied witchcraft, and she wanted that wool,
and could get places, like the wind, like a hant. She would slip out after her husband was in bed, go through
keyholes, if necessary be a rat—they can change—and steal things, and bring them back.
Grandma told that for the truth.
12
There was a man had a habit of going hunting every night. He went Monday night, Tuesday night, Wednesday
night, Thursday night, Friday night, Saturday night, and Sunday night too he went to hunting.
So the dogs treed a possum one Sunday night. He shot the possum and it fell out the tree on the ground. The
possum got up like a woman, and begin to talk to him. The huntsman got scared, and started to run. So the woman
told the huntsman,
“You hunt every night.” And he was running as fast as he could, and the woman kept walking along by his
side. And the man says,
“I sure is tired.” The possum says,
“I am too.” And he says,
“I’ll be glad when I git to the house.” And the possum says,
“And so will I.” When he got to the house he fell against the door. His wife opened the door and he told her,
“No more hunting for me.”
He didn’t never go a-hunting again. He got home safe by his wife opening the door for him, but that hunt
scared him out the woods.
13
I heard of a woman working in the field, and left her baby at the house. Down in the South. When she came
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back she found the snake in the crib with the baby.
The snake was laying with the baby to lick its mouth, they decided; it liked the smell of breast milk. She killed
the snake, and the baby got poor and sick and weak, and dried up—wasn’t nothing they could do for it.
The snake had been coming there every day—they could see signs of it. It would crawl out and hide when he
heard the mother walking on the porch. He’d crawl out the crib from the baby. Oh, the baby was about six or
seven months old.
They must have been partners. The snake took up with the baby. They should have let them grow up together,
until the baby outgrowed the snake.
14
They say you rub buzzard’s grease on you and you’ll be just as soople\fn{ Supple.} as a buzzard. I reckon it
would be the way you’d stink.
My sister’s husband’s mother got a farmer to kill her a buzzard, and she buried it for three days, and then dug it
up and plucked the feathers off. She heard it was good for rheumatism. So she boiled the meat and took off the
grease and put it in a bowl.
And her son come in and thought it was bacon grease; so he took him some out of the bowl and sopped it in
syrup and ate it. He throwed it all up.
Well, my sister’s mother-in-law tried it, and said it was a pure cure. I been in mind to try it myself, if I could
get some one to kill a buzzard. It was against the law in my state to kill a buzzard.
15
That was way back yonder in old slavery times. I heard my grandparents talk about it—I wouldn’t took all they
took, I’d a-took the grave.
My grandmother was working in a field (in North Carolina). They grubbed up all the ground instead of
plowing it, they dug it up with grub-hoes. And she couldn’t keep her breath up, she couldn’t keep up with the
gang, because she was pregnant. (They ought a left her at home.) And Marster took her hoe and dug a hole in the
ground and laid .her face foremost in the hole, and whipped her with a cat-o’-nine tails (a piece of leather split in
nine parts, and every time they hit they hit you nine times) .
He dug the hole so he wouldn’t lose his little nigger. He didn’t want to damage her but he wanted her to keep
up with the gang. But she couldn’t keep up; they had to help her at each end.
16
They had a colored prisoner farm at Walter Clark’s place, three miles out of Oarksdale, Mississippi. I was the
cook’s helper, and saw some of what went on.
Every time a prisoner came they whipped him, called it ’nitiating him, to let him know where his whipping
post was; and they whipped him again before he went out to work, picking cotton or cleaning up woods. Prisoners
got twenty-five cents a day and board till their fine was paid.
They’d give him an extra gift for his work, though. They would make him lay on his stomach crost a barrel,
and some would hold his head and the others his feet. And the whipping boss, a white man, would whip him with
a strap of leather with round holes cut in it, to make blisters on the skin.
I seen them whip one man to death. He was a slim, skinny man, and they whipped him ’cause he couldn’t pick
two hundred pounds—that was his task and he couldn’t never get it. So they whipped him morning and night until
he couldn’t work at all, just lay in his cage. The prisoners all slept in one room with double-deck beds ’side the
walls. He couldn’t even get out of bed to get his food.
The feeder wasn’t allowed to unlock the door, and each man had to come and get his pan; so he’d leave the
sick man’s in the window. I’d take the bread and roll it up in a piece of paper and throw it to his bunk, like a
puppy. They told me I’d get prison for life if they found that out.
He died and they buried him in the farm cemetery, just like he was; didn’t wash or change him. ’Cause the hole
was too short they stomped on him, mashed, tramped, bent him down in there, and threw dirt on him.
17
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Now this ain’t no joke. It happened in Clarksdale, Mississippi, when I was about sixteen—I’m seventy-one
now. This man worked on share-crop on a plantation. And he was always beating his wife. Any time he’d get
fretted with her, he’d beat her and run the kids off; he’d get his neck up, and want to kill ’em all. And they knew
it; they’d cut out and leave the house.
So this one night he decided he’d kill her, he’d finish her off. He was jealous mad that she didn’t do things she
didn’t have time to do, or ought to have did. He was a liquor-head, a whiskey-headed man.
So he pulled her head back in the chair and cut her throat from one ear to the other, with his pocketknife, and
left her head in the back of the chair and her feet against the wall. And then he lit out after the kids. He couldn’t
find them—they ran to the neighbors for the night—so he came back and decided to make steak out of her, to get
him a dollar or two. So he skinned her and put the bony parts in a sack and buried it in the smokehouse—the
hands and feet, the head, the parts that would have betrayed it was a human. But the blood ran down on the floor,
and the woman what the kids spent the night with saw that next morning when she brought them home. He cut up
the hips, the fleshy part, and laid them in his little springwagon, and went on down the road hollering,
“Fresh beef.”
When he’d get to a house, a woman’d come out and buy a pound or two, and put it on for dinner. (They
thought it was cow meat.) But it wouldn’t cook done enough to eat for dinner; it swole and toughened. Some of
’em made gravy or soup from it, and left it on for supper.
Everybody that eat it was sick, vomiting, about heaving themselves to death. They had to have the doctor.
There was one doctor for the whole plantation, about three hundred families, close to a thousand head of people.
Since he kept hearing the same thing, he decided to examine the meat to see what it was making so many people
sick. He tested it, and said it was human flesh. Then they started looking for this man.
He’d disappeared. And they couldn’t find his wife. He’d told his nearest neighbor she was visiting her mother.
It wasn’t three days before they had their hands on him. Then he told what he’d did with her. Damnation pushed it
out of him. (When they get through with you in that jail, with the sweatbox, the hotbox, you’re glad to tell. They
put you in a dark dungeon, chain you down:, punish you till you come to your milk.)
They put him in jail, and hung him. After they hung him they buried him at Mt.. Avery Church, not in a casket,
just in a little hole in the ground. And they didn’t put enough dirt on him, so the dogs scratched him, and the odor
was so bad the people didn’t want to pass the cemetery. They had to go put more dirt on him, to hold the odor
down.
18
This is the truth.
An old man named Ollie Knight lived on King and Annison’s place, about three miles from Friar’s Point,
Mississippi. He hadn’t had a bath in so long, his feet was rusty and had scales, and his foot wouldn’t hardly bend.
He got married to a girl named Charlotte who wasn’t very brith, didn’t have much sense. She was about
seventeen, a stout, healthy-looking ox girl, and he was in his sixties or seventies. His neighbors came in and give
him a shave, a bath, a haircut, for the wedding. And before day he was dead.
The boys on the place all said when he got the dirt off him he froze to death.
She lost him ’for she got him.
19
Old Mistress died, and when they carried her to the cemetery they put a watch on her, and a gold ring on her
finger. And too they put some money in there to pay her fare across Jerdan’s River. Well, there was a one-legg’d
man lived with the white people and worked in the yard, he wanted the jewelry, but he couldn’t get down there on
his one leg. And there was a two-legg’d man stayed on the place who wanted it too, but he was afraid to go alone
to the cemetery. So he said to the one-legg’d man:
“Come on go with me. I’ll wheelbarrow you down there tonight, and we’ll dig her up and get that jewelry offa
her. You don’t have to do nothing but just sit in the wheelbarrow; I’ll do the digging.” So the other says,
“All right.”
Come night, the two-legg’d man wheelbarrowed him down back of the field, where his old mistress was
buried. So he said,
“You just sit there; I’ll dig the dirt offa her, get down to the coffin, and I’ll open it.”
He taken the dirt off the top of the coffin, and got down to where the box was nailed on top. So he said:
“Phew, I’m about here, about got to her. I just believe I’ll rest some now, and then we’ll lift her out again, and
set her up, and take the jewelry off her.”
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So he sits down on the coffin. But they hadn’t driv all the nails down right good, and when he aimed to get up,
his pants caught a nail. The one-legg’d man standing up on the top said,
“What’s the matter, John, is she got you?”
John didn’t say nothing. He tried to get up again, and the nail caught again and pulled tight. So the one-legg’d
man repleats,
“Is she got you?” John said,
“I don’t know whether she got me or no, but when I get loose I ain’t got time to fool with that wheelbarrow.”
So the one-legg’d man says,
“Well, I’ll go on.”
And he gets outa the wheelbarrow and starts to the house on his hands and one foot, and he beat the two-legg’d
man to the house. They ran off so fast, they left the cemetery open, and left the wheelbarrow down at Old Miss’s
grave.
So the two-legg’d man crept down there next morning to get it—the wheelbarrow would have betrayed them.
And they never got the gold or jewelry off her. But the one-legg’d man beat the two-legg’d man to the house.
20
An old lady lived in the country was anxious to get married, but was too old, like me. And there was a young
man come through the yard mornings, who she wanted to marry. So he told her,
“If you wet your sheet and wrap it around you, and stay on the roof all night tonight, I’ll marry you in the
morning.”
And she was fool enough to try it. She wrapped the wet sheet around her and went upon the roof, and sat there
and shivered. The young man stayed in the house to make sure she stayed on the roof. Through the night he could
hear her shivering and saying:
Oooooh, oooooh,
Young man in the morning.

She meant she’d just make it till morning, if she didn’t freeze. (She sure was dumb.) Every time she said it
she’d get weaker. So about three o’clock in the morning the sheet was ice, and the young man heard her rolling
off the roof of the house and hit the ground in the yard, froze stiff. And when she landed he says,
“What a blessing. No old woman for me.”
198.134 The Gift\fn{by Sandra Alexander aka Mildred Alexander Lewis (1888- )} North Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 9
The sun came up around the bend of the river. The top of it, huge and misshapen, had just cleared the mass of
juniper and swamp myrtle when Annie Sherrod opened the kitchen door and came down the rickety back steps
into the yard. She carried in one hand a bucket of clabber for the pigs and in the other a tin pail full to the brim
with a stirring of corn meal and sweet milk for the chickens. As she reached the chicken coop the sun shook away
the dark myrtle and gave its red reflection to the river. The water tugged and pulled it out of shape as it flowed on
by to the sound. The river and the dried mud along its banks shone brightly, but the woman noticed none of this
red glory of sunrise. She scattered the meal and emptied the sour milk in the pig trough, and then filled the empty
bucket with the dark water and gave it to the chickens to drink.
The sun had now risen so high that the reflection spread like burnished copper on the face of the water, and
Annie shaded her eyes as she looked down at the fish trap anchored close to the bank. The fish trap was made of
two hoops of seine and two dugouts. The hoops were balanced upon a greased pole between the dugouts. The
faintest puff of wind caused the top hoop to dip down until it was caught by the current and dragged under. As it
came up the opposite hoop was pushed down. The hoops qipped and turned endlessly in the river current and
sometimes brought up fish. When the hoops reached the top of their circle the fish fell out and down into the
dugouts, sometimes to the right, sometimes to the left.
“Lazy man fishin'’” they called the trap on the river.
There were plenty of fish this morning, silver river herrings, and Annie gathered them up and carried them
back to the house. She busied herself with breakfast and when it stood smoking hot on the stove, she went down
the hall to a room at the front of the house.
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“Henry,” she called, outside the closed door, “it’s time to get up—breakfast’s ready.” A voice answered her and
she went on to the next room, opened the door and entered.
It was dark in there and the air smelled of stale bedding. Annie propped up a window and pushed open a
broken shutter. The sun threw a broad streak of light across a bed in the corner which held a sleeping man. He
roused himself, shivered, and threw one protecting arm across his eyes to shut out the sudden glare.
“Can’t you let me be?” he said. Annie did not look at him:
“Breakfast’s done,” she said and went out.
The table stood under the window in the kitchen. She wiped the oilcloth top with a damp cloth and set it with
thick china plates and cups. She “dished up” the smoking food, filled the cups with coffee and put the pot back on
the stove. Then she sat down at one end of the table and stared in front of her.
Her brooding face was lifeless in its repose. There was no thought going on back of the woman’s dulled eyes.
She sat, heavy and relaxed, a little forward in the chair, and stared straight in front of her. Mechanically she lifted
a hand now and then to frighten away the swarms of flies that hovered over the food before her. The sound of a
tapping stick and carefully placed feet in the hall roused her. She sagged to her feet and went to the door. A man
with a cane in one hand and the other spread out before him stopped beside her.
“Annie,” he said inquiringly.
“Here I be,” she said, catching hold of his hand to guide him to the table.
“I smell fish this morning,” the blind man said cheerfully, as he spread his hands to touch the knife and fork at
his place.
“Yes, we got fish.” Annie speared one with a fork and took out the backbone. She put milk and sugar in his
coffee, cut up a piece of fat pork and put the plate down in front of him.
“There you air!” She helped her own plate and sat down again.
They ate in silence. Down the hall a door slammed.
“Will’s late,” the blind man said.
“Yeah—he wuz drunk agin las’ night!”
The blind man made soft clucking noises, his tongue against his closed teeth. Will came through the kitchen,
glancing at the table as he went by on his way to the back porch. There was a sound of water poured in a tin basin.
“Ain’t there a towel ’round here some place?” he called.
Annie got up, took a towel from the cupboard drawer out to him, and came back to her breakfast. In a little
while he came in, sat down between them and helped himself to food.
*
The two men were brothers, Henry and William Sherrod. The blind man was stout, his sandy hair thin on his
round head. William was slim in build and the bones of his face prominent. His hair was thick and the color of
Henry’s. His eyes were blue and quick with impatience. Henry’s were blue and flat with the vacancy of blindness.
Will leaned forward and took another fish from the heaped plate in front of him.
“Got in purtty late las’ night, didn’t you, Will?” Henry had finished his breakfast, and sat leaning back in his
chair, his pale eyes staring in the direction of his brother. Will did not lift his head from his plate.
“Uh-huh,” he said.
“Who’d you see up town?” Henry went on.
“Nobody much. I”—he cleared his mouth of the fish bones—“I went to the movin’ picher place.”
“Oh, you did, did you?”
There was an eager interest in Henry’s voice. He leaned forward and waited for Will to go on. Then he
prompted him:
“Ain’t you goin’ to tell us what you saw? Annie here wants to know—don’t you, Annie?” Annie roused herself
from the stupor, she had fallen into.
“I ain’t pertikler,” she said.
Will suddenly scowled at the blind man. He paid no attention to Annie.
“It warn’t so much. Jest one o’them regler pichers. L’s see”—he ran his hand through his thick hair in the effort
to think. “Thar was a woman an’ two men—an’—an’ she liked purtty things an’—an’ all. An’ one man was poor
an’ tother was rich—so she runned away with him—an’ then he did something crooked—bet on a horse or sumpin
like that—an’ so her husban’ come an’ got her. It was like thatl” Henry sighed when Will had finished.
“It must er been a real good picher. Minds me er one I saw onct over to Adamton.”
“Yeah! Everything ’minds you er somethin’ you seen over to Adamton. It’s right bad you cain’t go back over
there.”
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Henry dropped his head at the sound of Will’s voice. Annie had not looked up from her plate or seemed to
listen to Will’s recital, but now she stared straight at him, and under the scorn in her gaze he hesitated.
“You lay off’n Henry,” she said.
“What you got to do with it? You better dry up yerself!”
But as she still stared at him, his eyes wavered and he returned to his breakfast. Almost paralyzed by this
exchange between husband and wife, not because it was new or the first time he had heard it, but because he so
keenly realized his helplessness, Henry’s hands fumbled with his knife and fork. They made outlandish noises
against his empty plate.
“Have some more fish, Henry?” Annie lowered her voice as she spoke to him.
“Believe I had aplenty, Annie.”
“Gimme ’nother cup er coffee.”
Will held his cup back toward the stove without turning. Annie filled it for him. She had finished her breakfast
and she went slowly about the kitchen, testing the water in the iron kettle and scraping the dishes clean. She
gathered them into a pile and carried them to a table nearer the stove. Henry tilted back his chair and lighted a
pipe. Will sucked noisily at his second cup of coffee, his arms propped on the table, one hand supporting his head.
“Going to do Four Acre?” Henry asked presently in a voice he meant to be conciliating.
“Yeah.”
“It sure is goin’ to be a hot day.”
“You’re dam’ right!”
“Can’t yer put it off?” Henry went on.
“Naw!” Will got up and stood with his hands on the back of his chair, looking down at him. “You got a purtty
sof’ snap sittin’ ’round all day doin’ nothin’.”
“Trade you!” Henry said quickly.
“Like hell you would!” He gave the chair a sudden push that sent it against the table. “Whar’s them milk
buckets?”
Annie pointed to them and he took the two empty pails and went out. There was a little space of silence as
Anpie poured the greasy dish water out through the open window on the ground, where it ran off in a rainbow
streak down the slope of the yard.
“Will oughter milk before breakfast,” she said to Henry as she hung the pan on its nail.
“Well, it’s purtty hard on him, doing all the work for bothen us.” Henry shook his head solemnly.
“You can’t help it!” Annie said fiercely.
She went through the door carrying a bucket of scraps—more food for the pigs. When she came back she
swept the kitchen, took the ashes from the cooling stove and covered the table with a cloth, then she darkened the
room and went out. She swept the two bedrooms, beat the knobs out of the shuck mattresses and spread them with
yellow sheets, yellow from having been washed in river water. When all this was done she returned to the kitchen,
strained and set away the milk Will had left for her on the table. She carried it out to the wire-covered box nailed
high up on the porch, to keep away the swarming flies. Then she put on a slat bonnet, took a knife and basket and
went out into the garden.
*
The Sherrod house stood on a rise of ground above the river. The spring freshets never reached it, not even the
famous one of ’98. The front of the house faced the long red dirt track that led up to the crossroads, and the back
of it looked down on the river. The house had never been painted, the clapboards had weathered an even gray, and
here and there patches of green moss clung to the roof and the chimney bricks. Henry and William owned it
jointly, together with the sixty-acre farm on either side of it.
Henry knew nothing of farming. When he was in his teens he had gone away to work on one of the river
steamers. In those days, twenty years ago, steamers ran from across the sound, and up the river as far as
Jamesville, the town below the Sherrod place. There were no steamboats on the river now. The railroad had built a
long trestle across the sound and put them all out of business. The old Plymouth, that Henry had gone out on, was
lying, a rotting hulk, at Adamton. The boat’s trip from Adamton across the sound and up the river to Jamesville
had required a day. Then she was tied up at the dock until next morning when her captain backed her around and
headed her downstream and again across the sound to Adamton. The railroad now hauled the cotton and tobacco,
and an occasional crop of peanuts from Jamesville to Adamton in three hours.
Henry had been fat even as a young man. He had a jolly laugh and took life pretty much as he found it. He
knew a lot of drummer jokes,\fn{Traveling salesmen jokes} collected from travelers on the Plymouth. He told them to
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the old folks and to Will—whenever he came to the farm to spend a night. Will listened to them with ill grace and
Henry was forced to believe Will jealous of him. He wooed Will with presents bought in the superior stores of
Adamton, and if he discovered Will was “courting” a town girl, he stopped going to see her himself.
He had a long talk with Will when the old people died. He said if Will wanted him to he would give up his job
and come home, but Will said he didn’t need any river man around. So Henry had kept on with the Plymouth.
The farm was a lonely place and Will’s fine enthusiasm for farming by himself soon wore itself out. He
decided to get married and went “courting” Annie Spruill, the daughter of a neighboring farmer. He drove to her
house in a shiny new buggy and a suit of clothes Henry had bought for him over in Adamton. Will had intended
painting the house and making many improvements when he brought Annie home, but the spring freshet in the
river ruined his corn that year; and afterwards he never seemed to get around to it.
Annie had been a pretty girl when Will married her. In those days she had bright brown eyes and black hair,
but the eyes dimmed and ceased to sparkle after a few years on the farm with Will. The work was heavy, and Will,
his disposition never good, fretted with his seeming ill-luck, rarely provided her with any of the things women
like. He had drunk corn whiskey, and as Annie lost her good looks and became a drab creature who rarely spoke,
he drank worse. His unfaithfulness to her was known throughout the county.
Annie’s children died at birth. They were thin infants, old beyond the knowledge of mortals. She had wept
noisily for the first and a little less for the second. She was carrying the third when Henry came home to stay. A
doctor in Adamton had told him he was losing his eyesight. Will said he had been “kicked out of his job.”
Annie was glad to have him. He never lost his temper and he helped her around the house until the blindness
was upon him. He was resigned and at first made a joke of his affliction. He sat in his rocking chair, never
seeming to care whether he moved again or not. He told Annie all the drummer jokes and made her laugh long
and loudly. He learned to knit and he sent away to a mail order house for a fiddle. He taught himself to play “Pop
Goes the Weasel.”
Annie’s third child was born. Henry held it in his arms until the tiny overburdened heart ceased beating in
thumps. He could not see the age-old little face, nor the coppery spots on its forehead, but he knew something was
wrong.
Doctor White in Jamesville told Will that he and Annie must not have any more children, and that he was to
come to town for treatment. Will listened to him in sulky silence—and never went.
Farm labor became harder to get. A great many farm hands had gone north, lured by rumors of higher wages.
Will rented out part of the farm to a negro tenant. This man had a still down in the hollow and Will bought
molasses for him and sold the finished “monkey rum” in Jamesville. It was only a small business, for Will had no
money to buy off the county officers and run the still on a large scale, but it was quite big enough to furnish him
with all he and his town friends wanted to drink. Three or four times a week he drove into town with a jug under
the seat of the buggy and, after he had disposed of it, spent the evening lounging around the drug store and talking
to the girls from the tobacco stemmery. He spent his money buying them silk stockings and cheap perfume.
During all this time Henry sat on at the farm, moving only when necessity drove him. He grew stouter. He
rarely told a drummer joke; Annie knew them all, so there was no need. His clothes were worn and shiny with
grease from the food he spilled upon them. He had put his fiddle away. He told Annie he had heard that people
born on the river came home to die on it.
*
It was twelve o’clock and Will carne in from the field. The perspiration streamed down his face and the top of
his overalls was wet with it. Annie put dinner on the table. She had cooked a piece of smoked hog jowl and boiled
some collards in the liquor, and there was a pudding of yellow corn. At Will’s place stood a pitcher of milk,
covered with a cloth to keep the flies out. Will washed his hands and sat down; Henry was already in his
accustomed place. A cat came in and curled its sleek sides around the table leg. Will kicked at it and the cat
jumped in a great arch through the kitchen door.
“I’m going to kill ’at cat,” he said.
No one answered him, no one spoke throughout the meal. The kitchen was stifling hot. When Will had finished
he carried his chair out on the porch. A little breeze was stirring, he propped the chair against the side of the
house, sat down and closed his eyes. In a minute more he was fast asleep.
Annie washed the dishes and set the kitchen to rights. As she crossed the porch on her way to the house she
leaned over and shook him awake:
“Ain’t you ever goin’ to work?” she said. He stretched himself and stood up:
“’Tain’t none of yore business, ifn’t I don’t!” he told her as he crammed his hat on his head and went down the
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back steps to the field.
He came in early, long before sunset, and asked for a towel and hot water. He took the bucket Annie gave him
to their bedroom and whistled as he washed and put on clean clothes. He joined them at supper in his best suit of
clothes and ate his food in a great hurry.
“Goin’ to town again tonight, Will?” Henry asked.
“None er yore business!”
“Well,” Henry said mildly, “you needn’t take a feller’s head off when he asks you a question.” Will’s eyes were
red as he looked up.
“Who ast you to put in? You mind your own business—if you don’t, you know what’s good for you! I guess I
got a right to go to town when I dam’ please! Who does all the work aroun’ here—you tell me that—”
“I didn’t mean nothin’,” Henry said.
“No, an’ you better not neither!”
Will got up from his place. He turned toward Annie.
“An’ you needn’t leave no light burnin’ for me!”
Annie did not look at him. In a minute or two they heard him drive out of the yard. He would be gone all night
and in the morning would appear, sober and sleepy, to spend the whole day lying in a stupor on a pallet at the end
of the porch, sleeping away the effects of the raw liquor he had drunk.
Henry tapped his way out to the porch and sat down in a rocking chair. When Annie had put up the supper
dishes she came out and joined him. It was cooler out there. The sun had long since gone down and the river had
lost its look of parchedness. The water was black as it hurried by to the sound. There were black shadows under
the myrtle and willows on the opposite bank, but the trees waved green higher up where the light struck them. The
sky back of them was soft with a scattering of white clouds. Night flew close to the water. A crane’s broad wings
circled and went on downstream. The frogs began their nightly singing.
Henry's hands rested on his knees. Annie sat tense and drawn in her chair, her hands on the arms and her head
back against the high, broad top of it. They were both rocking. Suddenly Henry’s chair ceased rocking and he
turned to Annie.
“You ain’t right well, are you, Annie?” Annie did not answer him at once and he went on:
“Seems to me like you been ailin’ quite a spell. You don’t never say nothin’, but I kin feel you moving ’round
slow like. What’s the matter with you?”
His slow tones were anxious. Annie rocked all the harder.
“’Tain’t nothin’,” she said briefly.
“Well, I’m right glad to hear it. Maybe you need a dost of quinine—that’ll put you right in a jiffy—”
“It’ll be a long time afore I’m right agin!” Annie said passionately.
The full meaning of it sank into Henry’s mind in the long pause that followed. He cleared his throat helplessly,
and his voice, as he questioned her, had a quaver in it:
“You don’t mean you’re goin’ to—to have another young-un?”
“Yes, I do, an’ I wish I was dead! I been thinkin’ I’d better go down and jump in that river—”
“Now, Annie, don’t talk like that!” Henry put out a hand and felt for her in the dark. “That kind of talk ain’t
right. You know what the Bible says about takin’ your own life. It ain’t right. You ought not to even think it …”
He lapsed into silence.
“Maybe you made a mistake—maybe it ain’t so,” he said after a little.
“Yes, maybe!” Annie’s voice was bitter.
“Does—does Will know?”
“I ain’t told him, but he knows well enough—” She broke off and suddenly stood up.
“I—I forgot, I ain’t fed the cat.”
She went swiftly into the house. Through the blinds back of him Henry heard her fling herself down on the bed
and smother her sobs in the quilts. He rocked violently, his fat, helpless hands around the knobs of the armchair.
“It ain’t right! It ain’t right!” He repeated it to himself over and over.
The stars were out when Annie stole back to her place beside him. The sky was powdery with them. Crickets
chirped in the yard and the frogs cried loudly out of the swamp. Annie’s chair began to move. At first it went
slowly back and forth and then it struck its gait. Henry’s rocker kept time to it.
“I been sittin’ here thinkin’ while you was gone, Annie. I been thinkin’ somethin’ mighty curious—about us—
an’ how things is fixed in this world. It ain’t right, some of it. Now here’s us—Will all time runnin’ after them
girls in town—an’ drinkin’. An’ then there’s you—you has to work too hard. Will don’t work hardly enough—he
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reely ain’t able too—maybe if’n he was to stop drinkin’ he might—“
“He won’t!” Annie interrupted.
“No, I don’t guess he will. It’s a pity. I seen a lot of it up an’ down the river in the old days—it don’t never lead
to no good end. If you was to have somebody to help do the cookin’—an’ was to go to meetin’ now and then—an’
git some pretty clothes—”
“Huh!” Annie’s rocker stopped. “Where you think we goin’ to get all them things? I ain’t been to meetin’ in
months—that’s how I git to meetin’!”
“I wasn’t sayin’ you was goin’ to git ’em. I was just thinkin’,” Henry’s voice rebuked her.
“Huh!” The rocking chair took up its accustomed gait again.
“Maybe—maybe when yore time come—” Henry’s voice went on out of the darkness, “maybe yore baby
would live—and you could raise it up to be a comfort to you.”
Annie said nothing.
“Then ther’s me. All my life long I took good care of myself. I never had nothin’ much to do with girls—never
drunk much—a toddy now an’ then, that’s all—but look at me?” There was no bitterness in Henry’s voice. “But
here I am—a big lump—good for nothin’—I jest sit aroun’ an’ make a lot of work for you.”
“You’re a sight o’ company, Henry,” Annie interrupted.
“Well, thank you, Annie, but I’ll never be good for nothin’ again. An’ what I got to look forward to—just tell
me that? ’Tain’t like I got married an’ had some children—it wouldn’t matter so much then—I wouldn’t keer—I’d
be more resigned like.”
Annie stopped rocking. Henry went on.
“I sometimes sits an’ thinks about it for a good spell. We don’t know if what the preacher says is true. We ain’t
certain ’bout that kingdom up in the sky—leastways I ain’t …” Henry paused uncertainly. “It may be agin’ the
Scripters, but sometimes I think all we got is right here on the earth—an’ it don’t seem right that some of us gits
so little.” Annie sat still under the weight of it.
“No, it don’t, Henry,” she said at last.
“I lived pretty good. I didn’t miss much when I was on the river—but I wish I’d got married. I wish I’d got a
boy or girl to take keer of me now.” He heaved a deep sigh.
“Well, it’s like that—but don't guess it does any good to talk about it much.”
“I never knowed you cared nothin’ ’bout children,” Annie's voice held a wondering interest.
“No, I don’t reckon you did. I ain’t never talked about it to nobody before.” There was a long pause broken
only by the creak of the boards under the two swaying chairs.
“Henry,” Annie began again, and her voice was solemn, “if’n I was to take keer of myself—same as Doctor
White tole me last time—drink a lot of milk and let some of the heavy work go—do you ’spose this baby what’s
comin’ would live?”
“Maybe it would, Annie.” She leaned forward and touched him on the arm.
“An’ if ’n it does live, Henry,” she said in sudden excitement, “it’s goin’ to be yore chile!”
Henry stopped rocking.
“What you mean, Annie?”
“I mean I’m goin’ to give it to you—to grow up an’ be a comfort to you. It’s going to be named Henry Sherrod
—an’ you is goin’ to raise it—”
“But how can you do that, Annie—you can’t give Will’s child away?”
“Can’t I?” the same scornful laugh was in Annie’s voice. “Will hadn’t ought to have no children—the doctor
done said so—an’ anyway he shan’t tech it—”
“But what’ll he say?”
“He won’t say noth’n—you leave that to me!”
“But look here, Annie.” Henry leaned toward her in the darkness, his voice betraying his earnestness.
“Supposen you did—people would think it kinder queer—”
“Let ’em! Nobody never comes down here no more. When he gits big we’ll go away.”
“Where’ll we go?”
“I dunno—some place!”
Annie leaned back, relaxed. Her voice was full of ease and happiness.
“We’ll go away all right. Some place where there’s movin’ pichers an’ ’lectric lights. He kin go to school—pay
school. I ain’t goin’ to sen’ my chile to no free school! Maybe he’ll have a tobacco warehouse when he gits grown
—”
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“Maybe he’ll be captain of a steamboat—” Henry’s voice took up the chant.
“Yes, an’ we’ll have a parlor an’ a organ—”
“Maybe he’ll read the newspaper to me—“ Henry’s voice was wistful.
Once more the rockers rocked in cadence. It was cooler now, a little wind blew from across the river and
brought the steady “flop-flop” of the fish trap as it dipped down in the current. Henry loosed himself from the
dream first.
“It’s getting’ kinder late,” he said. “I reckon we all better be getting’ to bed.” Annie drew a long breath.
“Maybe it won’t live,” she said.
“Maybe so.”
Henry too seemed to have lost interest. He shuffled across the porch and through the doorway, the tap of his
stick preceding him down the hall to his room. Annie sat on, her hands gripped tightly together in her lap.
“Oh, God,” she prayed, “I got to have somethin’—I got to have somethin’ …”
*
October was on the river. Swamp maples flaunted a blare of color as far as eye could reach. The slim dagger
leaves of the willows, already yellow, fell to eddy in the current before the river swept them away. Pokeberries
were as black as ink. Green holly was swelling, turning red for winter. Up in the bare branches of the gum trees
mistletoe, in round full bunches, swayed with every passing wind, the milky berries gleaming against gray-green
leaves.
Annie Sherrod was jellying. She stood over the kitchen table pouring the crimson juice of wild grapes into
tumblers and sealing them with round pieces of white paper dipped in rum and white of egg. Propped against the
door in a split bottom chair, Henry was skimping through the strains of “Pop Goes the Weasel,” on his fiddle. His
head was bent low, only the thin, reddish hair brushed carefully across the top was visible to Annie as she looked
across at him.
“It sure is gran’ jelly!” she told him. Henry lowered the fiddle.
“I can tell that jest by smellin’,” he said. Annie wiped her hands on her big checked apron.
“I’m goin’ to git you some in a saucer to taste in a minute. I never did see the beat of it for jellyin’. Most times
you has to wait ’till it gits cole—or set it in the sun—but this-here—”
She dug her fingers in the cooling stuff and lifted a mass of it high. It dropped with a soft “slosh,” heard
plainly across the room. Annie laughed.
“Did you hear it?” she said.
“Sure did!”
“I got nine glasses,” Annie went on. “I aim to pick some more grapes next week an’ do up a even dozen ’fore I
stops.”
Henry returned to his fiddling. The kitchen glowed in the afternoon light. The stove shone red through the
cracks and the kettle on it poured out its song of steam. There was a red cloth on the eating table and a bunch of
goldenrod stuck in a tumbler decorating the center of it. Over all, hung the rich, spicy aroma of the fox grapes.
Annie brought a saucer half full of jelly over to Henry.
“Here, taste it!”
She filled a spoon and put it in his hand. She stood over him as he sampled it, her hands akimbo on her hips.
“Umm!” Henry smacked his lips noisily. “It sure is good stuff!”
“Tomorro’ is Sattiday. You an’ me is goin’ to hitch up and drive to town right after breakfast and do some
tradin’ at Latham’s. I already done washed your other vest—it was terrible greasy. You got to stop dribblin’ things
on yourself, Henry Sherrod. If’n you don’t”—Annie's voice was mocking, she threatened him with a flourish of
the now empty saucer—“if’n you don’t I’m goin’ to tie you up in one er my apruns!”
She threw back her head and laughed.
“Huh! Huh!” Henry laughed with her.
“You all seem mighty happy in here.”
Will stood in the doorway. He carried his gun slung across his shoulder. The laughter stopped in mid-air. Henry
returned to fingering his fiddle. Annie picked up the tray of jelly glasses and carried them out on the back porch,
passing Will in the doorway, where he grudgingly made way for her. Coming back she took off her apron and,
smoothing her new calico dress down over her full hips, got out the big pasteboard box she used for sewing.
All this time Will stood glowering in the doorway. No one had spoken to him. He seemed uncertain what to do,
but as Annie fitted on her thimble and lifted a tiny shirt from the garments in the box, and began to stitch with fine
stitches upon it, he turned and banged the door behind him.
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“Huh!” Annie laughed, “Will don’t feel right comfortable ’roun’ me no more. He ain’t forgot that piece er my
mind I give him.”
“You best not be too hard on him, Annie.” Henry lowered his fiddle.
“If that ain’t jes’ like you, Henry Sherrod! Now you takin’ up for Will!”
“No, I ain’t,” Henry protested.
“It’ll do him good. I notice he’s been stayin’ home pretty regular nights lately.”
“Yes, he has, an’ it’s a good sign—”
“Time’ll tell.”
Annie stitched on in silence. The needle moved methodically in and out. Presently she began to hum under her
breath. Then she interrupted herself:
“Henry,” she said, “why is it ducks’ eggs don’t bring as much as hens’ eggs, can you tell me that?”
“Seems to me you ought to git more for ’em.”
“Well, you don’t! I got a lot of ’em, too, but they don’t bring much. I believe I’m goin’ to do all my cookin’
with duck eggs and sell every one of them hen eggs.”
“That would be a good thing to do.”
“Tomorro’ I aim to buy a cake of that pink soap to the drug store. It’s real pretty.”
Henry nodded his head at her. He was busy with the fiddle again.
*
The river was rising. Already the banks were lost by the engulfing water. The fish trap had been hauled high up
the slope of the yard out of harm’s way. Myrtle and sassafras drowned, while the topmost branches of the willows,
heavy with raindrops, dipped in the ever rising flood. It was a sign of spring.
The river roared through its channel and every day a broader expanse of water covered the.swamp bottoms and
flowed sullenly outward over the young corn planted in the bottom lands. Wild things sought higher land. The
surface of the water bore strange fruit. Here an old log, turning over and over, on its way downstream, and there a
young tree, uprooted and swept along, its faint green leaves haIf submerged in the red flood. A chicken coop rode
its strangely dignified way downstream.
Water cut off the Sherrod farm from the highroad. Will had taken the horse and buggy and escaped to town. He
gave as his excuse that somebody had to tell Doctor White to come out at the end of the week.
Rain set in again the night Annie’s son was born. It started at supper time. Cold fingers tapped on all the
windowpanes. Aunt Julia, the negro midwife, climbed the attic stairs and stuffed rags in all the broken
windowpanes. In the intervals when she could draw her breath a little more easily, Annie lay and listened to it.
She was afraid. She was horribly afraid the doctor wouldn’t get there in time. She asked continually if they had
not heard him drive into the yard.
“Jes’ de win’, honey!” the old negro woman would reply, placing her wrinkled brown hand on Annie’s tossed
hair. “Yo’ res’ easy, he’ll sho’ be here bimeby.”
Henry sat outside the door and heard her cries. He wrung his soft, helpless hands. Tears ran down and splashed
on his clean coat front, the coat Annie had washed for him just a few days before.
The old woman moved about the room, placing basins and folding cloths, she trimmed the lamp and put it
close beside the bed where it would be most needed. She tested the water in the big kettle on the hearth, brought
in pine logs to feed the ravenous fire, and then eased her rheumatic old body into the low rocker beside Annie.
“Mammy,” Annie reached out and clutched her with straining fingers, “don’t you reckon the doctor will be
gittin’ here purtty soon now—Will must er told him how bad 1 needed him—”
“Yes, honey, he’ll come. Jes’ you res’ easy now. Hole yore breaf when you feels the pains—hole yore breaf and
bear down—”
“He ain’t comin’—I know he ain’t!” Annie wailed. “Will ain’t never told him!”
This went on for hours, Annie wailing and begging for the doctor and the old woman comforting her as best
she could. Henry alternately dozed and wrung his hands in the cold outside the door. Toward morning Annie
suddenly lifted up her voice and called him:
“Yes, Annie. He’s coming—Will sure told him—”
“Henry, you listen to me—I don’t care no more. I don’t care if he gits here or not, but I want you to promise
me that if’n I dies Will don’t lay hand on this child—you promise?”
“You ain’t goin’ die, Annie—”
“Promise!”
“I—I promise.” Annie lay down quietly.
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“I’m goin’ to be all right now—1 ain’t goin’ to holler no more.” But even as she spoke the final agony came:
“Help!” she cried in a voice that brought Henry to his feet and the old woman scufflIng across the room.
*
The river began to go down the third day after Annie’s son was born. It was a good sign, the old colored
woman said, and she said, too, that Annie’s baby was the finest baby in the world. Annie lay and listened to her
with a smile. She uncovered the plump little body and saw for herself that it was perfect. She lay smiling as she
nursed it at her breast.
This child would live. She had given it to Henry—God couldn’t let it die like the others.
Will was still in town, and the doctor had not come; there was no need now, Annie and the baby were both
doing well. Henry tapped up and down with his stick, a smile always hovering about his soft lips.
“If I just could see him.” He sat with the child in his lap.
“If the Lord would just give in once and let me see him, I wouldn’t never ask for nothin’ else.”
Annie raised herself in the bed on one elbow and lay looking at them.
“He’s like you, Henry, mor’n he is like Will.”
“He’s goin’ to be a big man,” Henry said.
The child’s curling fingers clung tightly to his thumb. It was night. Aunt Julia nodded in the slat-bottomed
rocker before the fireplace. . . .
“I’m goin’ give him pot-licker an’ black-eyed peas—make him grow,” Annie crooned, her fingers poking the
baby under the arm. It gurgled and they both laughed.
“He called yore name; Henry.” Annie prepared to lie down again in bed.
“I’ll betcher he’s smilin’ ain’t he Annie?”
“You know he ain’t, he’s too little yit—yessir, his mammy’s goin’ to give this baby pot-licker an’ peas—”
“Hold the lamp here, Aunt Julia,” Henry called. “We got to see what this baby’s doin’.” The old woman came
to herself with a start and rubbed her eyes,
“Sho’ is smilin’—it’s de bes’ young un—” She pattered over for the lamp, lifted off the shield of cardboard and
brought it close to the bed.
“Look, Annie, ain’t I right?” Annie raised herself once more.
“Hold it closer, Mammy.”
“Gwine burn my chile, the old woman grumbled as she obeyed.
“No, we ain’t, the idea of such a thing,” Annie half laughed, and then she drew herself quickly higher up in the
bed and leaned closer to the baby.
“Look, Mammy, what makes him do like that?”
“Do lak whut?” Annie passed her hand rapidly across the child’s face.
“He don’t close his eyes like he ought when I do like that!” There was the beginning of panic in Annie’s voice.
“Bless God Almighty!”
The woman put down the lamp and lifted the child from Henry’s lap. It wailed feebly at being so suddenly
disturbed.
“What’s the matter with its eyes?” Annie’s voice was shrill with fear. “Tell me! Make her tell—” she appealed
to Henry.
Henry struggled to his feet, his knees grown suddenly weak and unresponsive. He clutched at the woman’s
shoulder.
“What is it? What’s wrong with that baby’s eyes?” he demanded in a choked whisper.
The old colored woman held the child against her breast. She made no effort to avoid Henry’s hand.
“What is it?” Annie cried again. The woman shook off Henry’s hand and drew herself upright.
“Dis chile,” she said with strange dignity, “is bline.”
“Blind!” Annie screamed. “Tain’t so—you’re lying! ’Tain’t so, Henry—”
“No, I ain’t tellin’ no lie. Dis chile is bline.”
As she spoke the child’s thin wails filled the room. She clutched it again to her flat breast, hushing its cries
against her.
“No! No! I won’t have it blind—”
“Hush, honey, don’t you carry on so. Yo’ got to git yo’ stren’th back.” She attempted to push Annie down upon
the bed.
“I don’t care! I don’t care!”
Annie evaded her. She struggled to her knees and sat swaying back and forth, her hands clutching in
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desperation at the mass of tangled hair that fell about her face.
Henry had fallen back into his chair and now he sat, his fat hands twisting and untwisting about the arms of it,
his loose mouth uttering words that died away before they passed his lips. The old woman carried the child across
the room. She wrapped it in a piece of blanket and seated herself in the slat-bottomed rocker as before. Slowly she
rocked back and forth, patting the little round back with her skinny brown hand.
“Hush, chile, go to sleep,” she crooned to it.
Slower and slower went the rocker. Annie’s cries had ceased. Henry’s head had dropped upon his breast; his
hands were still.
A log fell apart on the hearth. The old woman did not get up to replace it. The tick of the clock on the
mantelpiece was the only sound in the room.
They slept. They slept the peace of exhaustion … the peace of acceptance.
1920
110.157 An Angel On The Porch\fn{by Thomas Clayton Wolfe (1900-1938)} Ashville, Buncombe County, North
Carolina, U.S.A. (M) 4
Late on an afternoon in young summer Queen Elizabeth came quickly up into the square past Grant’s marble
shop. Surrounded by the stones, the slabs, the cold carved lambs of death, the stonecutter leaned upon the rail and
talked with Jannadeau, the faithful burly Swiss who, fenced in a little rented place among Grant’s marbles, was
probing with delicate monocled intentness into the entrails of a watch.
“There goes the Queen,” said Grant, stopping for a moment their debate.
“A smart woman. A pippin\fn{A highly admired person.} as sure as you’re born,” he added with relish.
He bowed gallantly with a sweeping flourish of his great-boned frame of six feet five. “Good evening,
madam.”
She replied with a bright smile of friendliness which may have had in it the flicker of old memory, including
Jannadeau with a cheerful impersonal nod. For just a moment more she paused, turning her candid stare upon
smooth granite slabs of death, carved lambs and cherubim within the shop, and finally on an angel stationed
beside the door upon Grant’s little porch. Then, with her brisk, firm tread, she passed the shop, untroubled by the
jeweler'’ heavy stare of wounded virtue, as he glowered up from his dirty littered desk, following her vanishing
form with a guttural mutter of distaste.
They resumed their debate.
“And you may mark my words,” proceeded Grant, wetting his big thumb, as if he had never been interrupted,
and continuing his attack upon the Democratic party, and all the bad weather, fire, famine, and pestilence that
attended its administration, “if they get in again we’ll have soup-kitchens, the banks will go to the wall, and your
guts will grease your backbone before another winter’s over.”
The Swiss thrust out a dirty hand toward the library he consulted in all disputed areas—a greasy edition of The
World Almanac, three years old—saying triumphantly, after a moment of dirty thumbing, in strange wrenched
accent: “Ah—just as I thought: the muni-cip-al taxation of Milwaukee under Democ-ratic administration in 1905
was two dollars and twenty-five cents the hundred, the lowest it had been in hears. I cannot ima-gine why the total
revenue is not given.”
Judiciously reasonable, statistically argumentative, the Swiss argued with animation against his Titan, picking his
nose with blunt black fingers, his broad yellow face breaking into flaccid creases, as he laughed gutturally at
Grant’s unreason, and at the rolling periods of his rhetoric.
Thus they talked in the shadow of the big angel that stood just beyond the door upon Grant’s porch, leering
down upon their debate with a smile of idiot benevolence. Thus they talked, while Elizabeth passed by in the cool
damp of Grant’s fantastical brick shack, surrounded by the stones, the slabs, the cold carved lambs of death. And
as they talked the gray and furtive eyes of the stonecutter, which darkened so seldom now with the shade of the
old hunger—for stone and the cold wrought face of an angel—looked out into the square at all the little
pullulation of the town, touched, as that woman passed his door with gallant tread, by a memory he thought had
died forever. The lost words. The forgotten faces. Where? When?
He was getting on to sixty-five, his loping, erect body had settled, he stooped a little. He spoke of old age
often, and he wept in his tirades now because of his great right hand, stiffened by rheumatism, which once had
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carved so cunningly the dove, the lamb, the cold joined hands of death (but never the soft stone face of an angel).
Soaked in pity, he referred to himself as “The poor old cripple who has to provide for the whole family.”
That proud and sensual flesh was on its way to dust.
The indolence of age and disintegration was creeping over him. He rose now a full hour later, he came to his
shop punctually, but he spent long hours of the day extended on the worn leather couch of his office, or in gossip
with Jannadeau, bawdy old Liddell, Cardiac, his doctor, and Fagg Sluder, who had salted away his fortune in two
big buildings on the square, and was at the present moment tilted comfortably in a chair before the fire
department, gossiping eagerly with members of the ball club, whose chief support he was. It was after five
o’clock, the game was over.
Negro laborers, grisly with a white coating of cement, sloped down past the shop on their way home. The
draymen dispersed slowly, a slouchy policeman loafed down the steps of the city hall picking his teeth, and on the
market side, from high grilled windows, there came the occasional howls of a drunken negress. Life buzzed
slowly like a fly.
The sun had reddened slightly, there was a cool flowering breath from the hills, a freshening relaxation over
the tired earth, the hope, the ecstasy, of evening in the air. In slow pulses the thick plume of fountain rose, fell
upon itself, and slapped the pool in lazy rhythms. A wagon rattled leanly over the big cobbles; beyond the
firemen, the grocer Bradly wound up his awning with slow, creaking revolutions.
Across the square at its other edge the young virgins of the eastern part of town walked lightly home in
chattering groups. They came to town at four o’clock in the afternoon, walked up and down the little avenue
several times, entered a shop to purchase small justifications, and finally went into the chief drugstore, where the
bucks of the town loafed and drawled in lazy, alert groups. It was their club, their brasserie,\fn{ Hangout.} the
forum of the sexes. With confident smiles the young men detached themselves from their group and strolled back
to booth and table.
“Hey theah! Wheahd you come from?”
“Move ovah theah, lady. I want to tawk to you.”
Gant looked and saw. His thin mouth was tickled by a faint sly smile. He wet his big thumb quickly.
While his fugitive eyes roved over the east end of the square, Gant talked with Jannadeau. Before the shop the
comely matrons of the town came up from the market. From time to time they smiled, seeing him, and he bowed
sweepingly. Such lovely manners!
“The king of England,” he observed, “is only a figurehead. He doesn’t begin to have the power of the President
of the United States.”
“His power is severely limited,” said Jannadeau gutturally, “by custom but not by statue. In actuality he is still
one of the most powerful monarchs in the world.” His thick black fingers probed carefully into the viscera of a
watch.
“The late King Edward, for all his faults,”\fn{ Edward VII; he died in 1910, enjoying to the last the discreet freedom of
fondling other men’s wives.} said Gant, wetting his thumb, “was a smart man. This fellow they’ve got now is a
nonentity and a nincompoop.” He grinned faintly, with pleasure, at this ghost of his old rhetoric, glancing
furtively at the Swiss to see of the big words told.
His uneasy eyes followed carefully the stylish carriage of Queen Elizabeth’s well-clad figure as she came
down by the shop again. She smiled pleasantly, bound homeward for her latticed terrace. He bowed elaborately.
“Good evening madam,” he said.
She disappeared. In a moment she came back decisively and mounted the broad steps. He watched her
approach with quickened pulses. Twelve years.
“How’s the madam?” he said gallantly as she crossed the porch. “Elizabeth, I was just telling Jannadeau you
were the most stylish woman in town."
“Well, that’s mighty sweet of you, Mr. Gant,” she said in her cool, poised voice. “You’ve got a good word for
every one.”
She gave a bright, pleasant nod to Jannadeau, who swung his huge scowling head ponderously around and
muttered at her.
“Why, Elizabeth,” said Gant, “you haven’t changed an inch in fifteen years. I don’t believe you’re a day older.”
She was thirty-eight and cheerfully aware of it.
“Oh, yes,” she said laughing. “You’re only saying that to make me feel good. I’m no chicken any more.”
She had a pale, clear skin, pleasantly freckled, carrot-colored hair, and a thin mouth live with humor. Her
figure was trim and strong—no longer young. She had a great deal of energy, distinction, and elegance in her
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manner.
“How are all the girls, Elizabeth?” he asked kindly.
Her face grew sad. She began to pull her gloves off.
“Yes,” said Gant gravely. “I was sorry to hear of that.”
“She was the best girl I had,” said Elizabeth. “I’d have done anything in the world for her. We did everything
we could,” she added. “I’ve no regrets on that score. I had a doctor and two trained nurses by her all the time.”
She opened her black leather handbag, thrust her gloves into it, and pulling out a small blue-bordered
handkerchief began to weep quietly.
“Huh-huh-huh-huh-huh,” said Gant, shaking his head. “Too bad, too bad, too bad. Come back to my office,”
he said. They went back to the dusty little room and sat down. Elizabeth dried her eyes.
“What was her name?” he asked.
“We called her Lily—her full name was Lilian Reed.”
“Why, I knew that girl,” he exclaimed. “I spoke to her not over two weeks ago.” He convinced himself
permanently that this was true.
“Yes,” said Elizabeth, “she went like that—one hemorrhage right after another. Nobody ever knew she was sick
until last Wednesday. Friday she was gone.” She wept again.
“T-t-t-t-t-t,” he clucked regretfully. “Too bad, too bad. She was pretty as a picture.”
“I couldn’t have loved her more, Mr. Gant,” said Elizabeth, “if she had been my own daughter.”
“How old was she?” he asked.
“Twenty-two,” said Elizabeth, beginning to weep again.
“What a pity! What a pity!” he agreed. “Did she have any people?”
“No one who would do anything for her,” Elizabeth said. “Her mother died when she was thirteen—she was
born out here on the Beetree Fork—and her father,” she added indignantly, “is a mean old devil who’s never done
anything for her or any one else. He didn’t even come to her funeral.”
“He will be punished,” said Gant darkly.
“As sure as there’s a God in heaven,” Elizabeth agreed, “he’ll get what’s coming to him in hell. The dirty old
crook!” she continued virtuously, “I hope he rots!”
“You can depend upon it,” he said grimly. “He will. Ah, Lord.” He was silent a moment while he shook his
head with slow regret.
“A pity, a pity,” he muttered. “So young.” He had the moment of triumph all men have when they hear some
one has died. A moment, too, of grisly fear—sixty-four.
“I couldn’t have loved her more,” said Elizabeth, “if she’d been one of my own. A young girl like that with all
her life before her.”
“It’s pretty sad when you come to think of it,” he said. “By God it is!”
“And she was such a fine girl, Mr. Gant,” said Elizabeth, weeping softly. “She had such a bright future before
her. She had more opportunities than I ever had, and I suppose you know”—she spoke modestly—“what I’ve
done.”
“Why,” he exclaimed, startled, “you’re a rich woman, Elizabeth—damned if I don’t believe you are. You own
property all over town.”
“I wouldn’t say that,” she answered, “but I’ve got enough to live on without ever doing another lick of work.
I’ve had to work hard all my life. From now on I don’t intend to turn my hand over.”
She looked at him with a shy, pleased smile, and touched a coil of her fine hair with a small competent hand. He
looked at her attentively, noting with pleasure her firm uncorseted hips, molded compactly into her tailored suit,
and her cocked comely legs tapering to graceful feet, shod in near little slippers of tan. She was firm, strong,
washed, and elegant—a faint scent of lilac hovered over her. He looked at her candid eyes, lucently gray, and saw
that she was quite a great lady.
“By God, Elizabeth,” he said, “you’re a fine-looking woman!”
“I’ve had a good life,” she said. “I’ve taken care of myself.”
They had always known each other—since first they met. They had no excuses, no questions, no replies. The
world fell away from them. In the silence they heard the pulsing slap of the fountain, the high laughter of bawdry
in the square. He took a book of models from the desk and began to turn its slick pages. They showed modest
blocks of Georgia marble and Vermont granite.
“I don’t want any of these,” she said impatiently. “I’ve already made up my mind. I know what I want.”
He looked up surprised. “What is it?”
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“I want the angel out front.”
His face was startled and unwilling. He gnawed the corner of his thin lip. No one knew how fond he was of the
angel. Publicly he called it his white elephant. He cursed it and said he had been a fool to order it. For six years it
had stood on the porch weathering in all the wind and rain. It was now brown and fly-specked. But it had come
from Carrara in Italy,\fn{Home of a finely grained white marble, prized for statuary .} and it held a stone lily delicately in
one hand. The other had was lifted in benediction, it was poised clumsily upon the ball of one phthisic\fn{ Wasted.}
foot, and its stupid white face wore a smile of soft stone idiocy.
In his rages Gant sometimes directed vast climaxes of abuse at the angel. “Fiend out of hell,” he roared, “you
have impoverished me, you have ruined me, you have cursed my declining years, and now you will crush me to
death—fearful, awful, and unnatural monster that you are.”
But sometimes when he was drunk he fell weeping o his knees before it, called it Cynthia, the name of his first
wife, and entreated its love, forgiveness, and blessing for its sinful but repentant boy. There was from the square
laughter.
“What’s the matter?” said Elizabeth. “Don’t you want to sell it?”
“It will cost you a good deal, Elizabeth,” he said evasively.
“I don’t care,” she answered positively. “I’ve got the money. How much do you want?”
He was silent, thinking for a moment of the place where the angel stood. He knew he had nothing to cover or
obliterate that place—it left a barren crater in his heart.
“All right,” he said finally. “You can have it for what I paid for it—four hundred and twenty dollars.”
She took a thick sheaf of bank notes from her purse and counted the money out for him. He pushed it back.
“No. Pay me when the job’s finished and it has been set up. You want some sort of inscription, don’t you?”
“Yes. There’s her full name, age, place of birth, and so on,” she said, giving him a scrawled envelope. “I want
some poetry, too—something that suits a young girl taken off like this.”
He pulled his tattered little book of inscriptions from a pigeonhole and thumbed its pages, reading her a
quatrain here and there. To each she shook her head. Finally he said:
“How’s this one, Elizabeth?” He read:
She went away in beauty’s flower
Before her youth was spent,
Ere life and love had lived its hour
God called her, and she went.
Yet whispers Faith upon the wind:
No grief to her was given.
She left your love and went to find
A greater one in heaven.

“Oh, that’s lovely—lovely!” she said. “I want that one.”
“Yes,” he agreed. “I think that’s the best one.”
In the musty, cool smell of his little office they got up. Her gallant figure reached his shoulder. She buttoned
her kid gloves over the small pink haunch of her palms and glanced about her. His battered sofa filled one wall,
the line of his long body was printed in the leather. She looked up at him. His face was sad and grave. They
remembered.
“It’s a long time, Elizabeth,” he said.
They walked slowly to the front through aisled marbles. Sentineled just beyond the wooden doors the angel
leered vacantly down. Jannadeau drew his great head turtle-wise a little farther into the protective hunch of his
burly shoulders. They went out into the porch.
The moon stood already like its own phantom in the clear-washed skies of evening. A little boy with an empty
paper delivery-bag swung lithely by, his freckled nostrils dilating pleasantly with hunger and the fancied smell of
supper. He passed, and for a moment, as they stood at the porch edge, all life seemed frozen in a picture: the
firemen and Fagg Sluder had seen Gant, whispered, and were now looking toward him; a policeman, at the high
side-porch of the police court, leaned on the rail and stared; at the near edge of the central plot below the fountain
a farmer bent for water at a bubbling jet, rose dripping, and stared; from the tax collector'’ office, city hall,
upstairs, Yancy, huge, meaty, shirtsleeved, stared.
And in that second the slow pulse of the fountain was suspended, life was held, like an arrested gesture, in
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photographic abeyance, and Gant felt himself alone move deathward in a world of seemings as, in 1910, a man
might find himself again in a picture taken on the grounds of the Chicago Fair, when he was thirty, and his
moustache black; and, noting the bustled ladies and the derbied men fixed in the second’s
pullulation,\fn{Germination.} remember the dead instant, seek beyond the borders for what (he knew) was there. Or
as a veteran who finds himself upon his elbow near Ulysses Grant,\fn{ Ulysses Simpson Grant (1822-1885), commander in
chief of the Union armies during the Civil War .} before the march, in pictures of the Civil War, and sees as dead man on a
horse. Or I should say, like some completed Don, who finds himself again before a tent in Scotland in his youth,
and notes a cricket-bat long lost and long forgotten; the face of a poet who had died, and young men and the tutor
as they looked that Long Vacation when they read nine hours a day for greats.
Where now? Where after? Where then?
47.163 The Game\fn{by Frances Gray Patton (1906-2000)} Raleigh, Wake County, North Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 9
“Now, if we had religion …” Lillian Duncan began.
Thoughtfully, as though removing the wrapping from an idea, she lifted the cozy off her blue-and-white teapot.
(She had cultivated a fussy perfectionism about tea; although she hot-watered it and milked and sugared it from
silver jugs, she brewed it in stoneware—and she hoped her guest understood this, instead of supposing her silver
tea set incomplete.)
“I mean if we really did, you know,” she began again. “Shall we have a little rum in this cup, Maria? In
weather like this, one needs a liquor stronger than tea to bathe one’s veins in the knowledge of spring.”
She flushed, because the way she was talking—flying off at a tangent from a solemn subject, and using those
“ones” and that tortured literary allusion—sounded to her like lines from a play and certainly wasn’t at all the way
she was accustomed to talk. At least, she hadn’t talked so for a long time until this afternoon, when she had
chanced upon Maria Hopwood at a hosiery counter in Hutzler’s and had been caught cp again in the pattern of an
old girlhood intimacy.
“Dear me, yes,” Maria said. Her tone, lightly imitative of Lillian’s, showed her to be aware that the other
woman’s airiness was studied and in the nature of a lark. (That had always been the comfortable charm of Maria’s
company, Lillian reflected; in it you were safe and free. You could assume any whimsical attitude that struck your
fancy, or indulge in that hyperbole of the moment that is the leaven of conversation, without the danger of being
held to account later.)
“Remember, Lil, when we were kids and first heard of rum in tea? We couldn’t find any rum in Tryon’s Neck,
of course, but Woody was an acolyte, so he sneaked us some sacramental wine.”
“Darling Woody! What a card he was!” Lillian exclaimed, allowing her voice to be as stagy as it would,
“When I picture him in holy orders—”
“He’s still a darling and still a card,” Maria said dryly of Woody, who was her husband. “But that wine in that
tea! We drank it in the bathroom with the door locked. Woody had his in Papa’s shaving mug, and you and I used
toothbrush glasses. The tap water was rusty and not very hot, and the whole thing tasted like an infusion of rotten
grape leaves. We felt so wordly and so witty and so sick!”
“Well, my Newburyport won’t do as much for our wit as those vine leaves of the past,” Lillian said. “It can’t,
because it’s legal.”
“Oh, I don’t think our wit needs a thing,” Maria said. “I think we’re being brilliant as Jupiter and all his moons.
Every time you open your mouth, you release an epigram.” She tucked herself deeper into the corner of the sofa.
“But those wintry veins you men tioned could use a dram.”
Lillian smiled at her old friend, who was settled, at home as a cat, with her feet tucked up under her on the
Chippendale sofa.
True, Maria had taken her shoes off—they sat side by side on the carpet, looking as degage as their owner—
but even so, no one else, to Lillian’s knowledge, had presumed to put foot, shod or unshod, upon that sofa. She
wondered if Maria had an inkling of what the damask of the upholstery would fetch by the yard (if, indeed, such
material were any longer obtainable), or of the fact that its age, which had faded it to a subtle shade of green, like
weathered copper, had increased rather than diminished its value. But she did not resent Maria’s feet; the odd and
moving thing—the thing that reassured Lillian about her own unshrunken capacity for friendship—was that she
considered her fine sofa honored by their presence.
The green damask, though lovely, wasn’t a flattering background for Maria. Against it, her pale complexion
had a wan cast, and her brown hair, going gray in a shadowy way, had no luster. Maria was a slight-built woman,
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beginning to be angular, who had lost more prettiness than is usual, these days, at thirty-seven. (Persons wishing
to speak pleasantly of her said that she had character in her face, or that her bones were good.) But, curiously
enough, the falling away of beauty had left Maria a look of youngness—a clarity of brow and features—that she
mightn’t\fn{Might not.} otherwise have had. She appeared distinctly younger than Lillian, who was within a month
of her age and who, in the obvious things like figure, hair, and skin, had yielded little to the passage of time.
Lillian perceived this without rancor and with tenderness. She rose.
“I keep a bottle of rum in the bookshelf,” she said. “I do it for old times’ sake, because I always admired your
fathe’'s keeping his flask of peach brandy in his.”
“Behind Tristram Shandy,” said Maria.\fn{A novel by the English novelist Laurence Sterne (1713-1768)—it’s full title is The
Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman—which he brought out in nine volumes between 1759 and 1767.}
“Mine’s behind Lord Byron,”\fn{I.e., behind the works of George Gordon Noel Byron, Sixth Baron Byron (1788-1824), commonly known as Lord Byron .} Lillian said. “I’ll never forget Judge Ballou downing his digestive, neat, before Sunday
dinner. And your mother used to purse her mouth at your little brothers and say, ‘Tch, tch! Poor Papa has to take
his horrid medicine!’”
Lillian crossed to the bookshelves that filled one entire wall of the small, square, high-ceilinged room. As she
did, she experienced, for perhaps the thousandth time, a faintly intoxicated pleasure in the colors of the old
Aubusson carpet—the various blues and roses and turquoises, soft and miraculously fresh—and a familiar
satisfaction in all the furnishings of the room. That satisfaction was nearly as poignant as passion; it was like the
stabs of feeling that had shaken her years before when she gazed down upon her sleeping child, serene and perfect
in infancy. For everything around her—absolutely everything—was perfect. The sofa, of course, and the rug, and
the lamps; the ormolu\fn{Gilded bronze.} clock on the mantel, the Hepplewhite tables,\fn{ After George Hepplewhite
(d.1786), English cabinet-maker.} and the Sheraton desk;\fn{ After Thomas Sheraton (1751-1806), English furniture designer .} the
carved rosewood chair with the velvet-covered medallion back she had been sitting in, and even the overstuffed
armchairs (for there was something vulgar about a sitting room that contained nothing but showpieces)—every
last thing was the best of its kind. The calm landscape over the fireplace and the pencil sketch of a nude girl in an
awkward posture over the desk were authentic Corot and Degas.\fn{ Jean Baptiste Camille Corot (1796-1875) and Hilaire
Germain Edgar Degas (1834-1917), French artists .} The books on the shelves, as well as those that lay scattered about with
old letters stuck in them as if to mark a place, were good books in content and binding; most of them were brown,
because brown was the color Lillian favored for books and because it blended with the mellowed walnut paneling
of the walls. Yes, Lillian was proud of her possessions and of the way she had assembled them. But what made
her love them was that they were expensive. They had cost her so much money.
Lillian Duncan was married to a generous man of means and position, and while she relished the by-products
of this connection—the consequence and security and material comfort—she thought them trivial beside the sheer
fact of wealth itself. Just as the imaginations of some people expand to music, of others to chess, and of still
others—among them her husband—to black beef cattle in a pale-green field, so her imagination did to money. To
Lillian the value of money was intrinsic and its beauty palpable to the senses. She was particularly fond of it in
paper that had grown soft and wrinkled with much exchange. When an old bill came her way, she was likely to
caress it with her fingertips, as one might stroke down the feathers of a frightened bird, thinking, Oh, my pet, you
have lit at last in the hand of your n@at!\fn{ Imperfect scan.} Then she would lay it in the shallow secret drawer of
her desk. When the drawer was stuffed full, and not before, she spent its contents. And when she had swapped her
hoard for some precious object—suffering, in the transaction, as though flesh were being torn from her body—she
felt obliged to project toward her new acquisition part of the emotion she’d lavished upon what she had
relinquished for its sake.
As Lillian removed the volume of poems from the shelf and seized the squat bottle it had concealed, she
wished she might disclose to Maria the true romance of her life. Heaven knew she had already been open to the
point of rashness with Maria. She had told her what had happened (with none of the humiliating details glossed
over, either) between herself and Bill Ferebee, the man to whom she’d been engaged before she left for Baltimore.
She had told her how, later, she’d caught Harold Duncan: and what she thought of his mother’s intellect, and how,
a good deal of the time, he bored her to the limit of her endurance. She had even told her about the mess young
Sally had got into at school. And yet she hadn’t been able to look straight at her friend, dropping all reserve, and
say, quite simply:
“Maria, I’m rich.”
That fact, as honorable as it was exquisite, she could attempt to convey only by indirection.
Lillian’s attempt had been valiant. She had begun it by referring to her pretty town house—two centuries old
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and famous for its balanced proportions—as a “little old pied-a-terre” where she and Harold “camped” when
business or society compelled them to desert their farm in Green Spring Valley. She had added, in a pious, wifely
tone, that she thought every man ought to live on a farm—it kept his blood pressure down—and didn’t Maria
agree? And Maria, evidently imagining a resemblance between the Duncan’s gentleman’s estate and the rundown, cotton-bled farm a few miles inland from Tryon’s Neck, North Carolina, that her own mother, Mrs. Ballou,
had inherited and kept out of respect for a piece of ancestral land and regard for the Negro tenants who managed
to scratch a living from its impoverished soil—Maria then, had said she reckoned so, if a man’s taste ran to the
rustic, but that the country could get abysmally dull, and it was nice to have a retreat in town.
Next, Lillian had pinned her hopes upon the effect of Brooks, her butler. Surely Maria, seeing him—a lean,
gray-haired mulatto with the chiseled features and aloof presence of a Roman senator—couldn’t fail to be
somewhat awed. Awe, however, was not in Maria’s nature. Letting Brooks take her damp coat, she had made to
him the sort of pleasant remark about the weather that manners down in Tryon’s Neck would have required one to
make to the Ballous’ old “Uncle” Admire or any other elderly servant.
Lillian had made one more try. Before tea was ready she had led Maria into the dining room to show her
Sally’s portrait.
“An Augustus John,”\fn{Augustus Edwin John (1878-1961), English artist.} she had murmured.
But Maria either hadn’t caught the name or hadn’t cared. She had stood in silence before the likeness of the
yellow-haired girl in the pink hunting coat, observing the arrogant lines of the young body, the stubborn,
imperious mouth, and the eyes whose carefully opaque expression could not quite disguise the look of the startled
fawn. Then she had said:
“Who was the poet who wrote about ‘beauty like a tightened bow’?”
And Lillian, grateful for the flattering question, because it released in her a rush of sympathy for her daughter,
had found herself relating the unhappy tale of Sally’s disgrace.
The child had been whisked off to Coventry, socially speaking, she informed Maria, and was now up in
Pennsylvania at one of those wholesome coeducational Quaker academies. For two years previously, she had been
a pupil at Green Valley Country Day (really the most desirable girls’ school in Maryland; people fought and bled
to get their daughters on its list!), but she had been requested to withdraw, on account of a letter she wrote to one
of its few male instructors. The letter had been incredible. In it, SaJly had declared her hopeless passion for the
teacher and announced her plan to seek peace in a nunnery.
“And it wasn’t as if he’d been the riding master!” Lillian cried. “The little man taught her English Literature!”
“At fifteen, anything enchants,” Maria said. “Poetry as well as horseflesh.”
“It was infinitely disagreeable. We had to take her to a psychiatrist, and I hate to imagine the questions he must
have asked her,” Lillian said. She added crossly, “And what Sally may have told him about me!”
“What did he say about her?”
Lillian laughed. Somehow, now that she’d spoken of the sad fiasco and it hadn’t shocked Maria, she saw its
humorous aspect.
“He said she was quite normal. She wasn’t even oyersexed,” Lillian replied. “He said she’d just fallen in love!”
“Well, at least now you know she can. They say some people can’t,” Maria said. She touched Lillian’s arm.
“It’s easy, though, for me to be objective. In your place I’d have been frantic.”
At that point, comforted, Lillian had almost let good taste go hang and told Maria in unequivocal words what
she yearned to make certain she knew. No, not in my place, Maria, she’d been tempted to explain. In my place
there is something to keep calamity at a certain remove. You see, I have plenty of money.
Of course, she hadn’t actually said it. She had ushered Maria into the sitting room and given her tea from the
Sheffield tray\fn{After the so-called “Sheffield silver,” a process of plating silver discovered c.11742 by Thomas Boulsover of
sheffield, england, by which silver and copper could be fused and worked as a single metal, and which made possible an enormous variety
of complicated designs.} that had been brought in presently by the lofty Brooks. (“Isn’t that silver waiter too heavy for

the old boy?” Maria had said after the butler left them.) In this particular room, Lillian was persuaded, with its
elegant simplicity that came so much dearer than ornateness, the delightful truth would seep into Maria’s
consciousness.
But more than an hour had passed and Lillian had observed no sign of seepage. There Maria sat, as easy and
oblivious as if she were down in Tryon’s Neck in the shabby, artless, anomalous room that the Ballous had always
gatherd in and had called the “the library.” She dug her stockinged heels into the sofa. She glanced at the Corot as
coolly and politely as she might have glanced at a landscape executed by somebody’s untalented grandmother.
She doubtless believed (if she considered the matter at all) that Lillian’s teapot was made of domestic clay and
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had been purchased for three-ninety-eight at a department store.
Lillian and Maria and Maria’s husband had been children together in Tryon’s Neck, an old town on an arm of
one of the sounds that stretch all along the coast of North Carolina. Tryon’s Neck was a town that the world had
moved away from and that families, it would seem, continued to dwell in from habit alone. There was no stir of
change, or desire for change, in its quiet air, and its business section was only a cluster of dingy shops, a movie
theatre, and a café called the Busy Bee. But the town had its charms. Its few large houses had widow’s walks on
their roofs and, over their doorways, great fanlights, which were chinked in places and stopped up with paper to
prevent the ingress of bats but were very graceful in design all the same. It had an eighteenth-century church with
a cock, commemorative of poor Saint Peter’s moment of moral panic,\fn{ Proably the moment when he is alleged to have
denied knowledge of Jesus, whereupon a cock crowed, in fulfilment of prophecy .} on the steeple; its main street, called
Captain’s Lane, was paved with cobblestones, and its trees were everywhere, softening with perpetual shade even
the dreadful papier-mache lobster in the window of the Busy Bee. The trees, live oaks and sweet bays, all listed to
leeward; their leafy crowns were shaved flat by the wind off the water, and morning and evening the oblique
beams of the low sun laid a trim of gold lacquer on them, so that they looked like trees in the middle distance of
an Italian painting.
The two girls and the Hopwood boy had grown up in houses on the same block. Maria had lived in the middle
house, which had the finest widow’s walk in town. Woody had lived in a house that was haunted and neglected
and decayed, and would obviously be condemned before it was much older. Lillian, orphaned in infancy, had
lived with her great-aunt, Miss Imogene Archer, in the house with the most elaborate fanlight. Miss Imogene had
been kind but harassed by a fear of germs—she had refused, for instance, to touch money or to permit her niece to
touch it unless it was in coin and had been boiled in a kettle for tweny minutes—and Woody’s stepmother had
been a peevish woman, so Lillian and Woody had escaped, whenever they could, into the bosom of the Ballou
family.
They and Maria Ballou had been inseparable. The three had shared their innermost thoughts and had woven an
esoteric pattern of make-believe, which they called “the game.” When they were alone together, they liked to
pretend to be grown up and to be meeting again, after a long separation, in some exotic spot like an oasis in the
Sahara Desert or a hostel in the Alps, and they entertained one another for hours with recitals of the adventures
incident to their imaginary pasts. The game did not quite end with the end of childhood. After the players were in
their teens—even after they’d been off to boarding school—they were likely to drop back, without warning, into
fantasy.
“This,” Woody might say, drawing Judge Ballou’s ivory paper knife from its tooled-leather sheath, “is the
dagger my Spanish dancing girl wore in her garter.”
The girls would take their cue from him and speak of their personal triumphs in the Russian ballet, their
careers as spies for the diplomatic corps, or the visions they’d seen in the opium dens of Peking. They laughed at
themselves, but the game gave their lives a sort of continuity that kept them from being afraid of the future. And
then—quite suddenly, it seemed—reality had reared its invulnerable head.
Mrs. Ballou had fallen victim to a lingering illness, which absorbed her daughter’s attention. Woody, having
decided to become a gentleman of the cloth, had departed for a seminary in Tennessee. Lillian, emotionally
entangled with Bill Ferebee, who had treated her badly, had wished to die.
Lillian hadn’t died, of course, but her aunt had, leaving her the house and a thousand dollars in a savings
account. The house had been heavily mortgaged; Lillian had let it go without a whimper. She had withdrawn the
money from the bank, and with the bills, unboiled, in her pocketbook, she had set out for Baltimore, where she
had some prosperous cousins who would be obliged by common decency to offer a show of protection to a young
and lonely kinswoman.
“I am burning my bridges!” she had said to Maria, suiting action to the boast by flinging a snapshot of Bill
Ferebee into the fire. “I am going to seek my fortune!”
And shortly thereafter, at the table of one of the Baltimore cousins, she had taken the fancy of Harold Duncan,
and her fortune had been found.
At first, Lillian and Maria had maintained a desultory correspondence, but it soon languished. Maria, distressed by her mother’s discomfort and eventual death, had not been inspired to compose entertaining letters, and
later, when she married Woody and had babies, she had been too busy. To Lillian, moving in a new and buoyant
element, the life she had left seemed as remote as the beach and the timid baskers on it seem to a bather floating
on the swells beyond the breakers. Then, this afternoon, she had found Maria Hopwood, and the whole scene of
her youth, complete with its sounds and sights and the texture of its prevailing mood, had emerged from the
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recesses of her mind. Nothing was changed. The light lay on the trees, the gulls mewed in the harbor, and her old
feeling for her friend was exactly the same.
Lillian had recognized Maria instantly. She’d had no reason to think that Maria was anywhere near Baltimore,
she hadn’t seen her for seventeen years, and Maria’s apppearance was sadly altered—the delicate, mobile brilliance suggestive of prisms depending from a lamp was gone from her face—and yet Lillian had known her! It was
her heart that had recognized Maria, Lillian felt. That thought had warmed her, for of late, in bleak, pinched
moments, she had wondered if her comprehensions were more than surface-deep.
Lillian had been shopping, for no good reason, drifting from store to store as a method of passing idle time on
a mild, bright day in May, when the weather changed without warning. A cold rain, spearheaded by a
thunderstorm, had blown into town on a gusty east wind, and she had ducked into Hutzler’s to wait out the
violence. Once inside, Lillian, who was not above the practice of petty economics, had been attracted to a counter
where nylon stockings were “on special” at eighty-seven cents a pair, and before the woman standing beside her
spoke or turned her head, Lillian had known who she was.
“Maria,” Lillian had said.
“Lil,” Maria had responded.
Neither had exclaimed. It had seemed very natural to be standing there together.
Maria, Lillian learned, had been in town for a week and was leaving at ten that evening. Her eldest child, a boy
of thirteen, had undergone an operation at the Hopkins. It had been an anxious business, Maria had said, a bone
tumor on the kneecap, but the tumor had been benign and removable and Judge (“He’s named John, but
everybody calls him Judge because he’s the image of Papa”) would not even limp.
“Why didn’t you call me?” Lillian had asked reproachfully.
“I forgot,” Maria had replied with disarming frankness. “I was so scared about Judge that I forgot you existed.”
She had gone on to say that she’d found a room with a semi-private bath in a tourist home near the hospital.
She'd scarcely stirred from it except to visit her son and consult with surgeons, but that day one of the internes (“a
boy from North Carolina”) had had a half day off and had driven Judge, whose leg was in a walking-cast, to
Washington to visit the Smithsonian.
“So I have time off, too,” she finished.
“My, you look smart, Lil! Just the same, only svelter, more urbane.”
Suddenly, Lillian had regretted being caught hovering over bargain stockings.
“My car’s parked in the garage here; let’s get it and go home for some tea,” she'd suggested. “Harold and I live
in the country most of the time, but we do keep this little old pied-a-terre in town.”
The car was a British import, finished in black. Maria, settling herself against its tan leather cushions, inquired
innocently:
“What make of automobile is this, Lil? An old Hudson?”\fn{ Apropos the Hudson Motor Car Company, now long
defunct.}
“It’s a little Jaguar,” Lillian said.
“Oh,” Maria murmured. “I never heard of that kind.”
“And it doesn’t look in the least like a Hudson, old or new,” Lillian said, torn between exasperation and
amusement. “You can’t tell one car from another and never could. It’s like being tone. deaf.”
“I know. It infuriates Judge,” Maria said affably.
A few minutes later, as they drove up Charles Street through the still dripping and grumbling elements, she
clapped her hands.
“Lil, this is uncanny,” she said. “This is like the game. You know, the farewell ritual we went through when we
had to stop for supper. We’d join hands and chant, ‘When shall we three meet again, in thunder, lightning, or in
rain?’”
“Why, yes,” Lillian said. “Yes, it is.”
“Remember the last time we were together in a real storm?” Maria asked. “We were trolling for rock—you and
Woody and me—and Uncle Admire was along because Papa wouldn’t let us take the boat beyond the Point
without him. Remember?”
“Vaguely,” Lillian said.
“That was the summer Woody was an atheist,” Maria reminded her. “We were out in the open sound when the
squall sprang out of nowhere. Lightning came straight down like a twisted rope of fire and—”
“How could I ever forget!” Lillian cried. “Woody stood up in the boat and shook his fist at the sky and said, ‘O
God—if there is a God—strike this boat!’”
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“And the way old Admire knelt down in the bow and commenced praying!” Maria put in. “‘O sweet Jesus,
don’t listen to him! He ain’t nothin’ but a po’ damn fool! Don’t listen to him, Lord! Listen to me!’”
“I was terrified,” Lillian said, “but I never laughed so hard in my life.”
“And afterwards Admire apologized to Woody for having called him a bad name,” Maria said, “and you told
him he’d used admirable restraint.”
“He had, too,” Lillian said. “How is Admire now?”
“Dead,” said Maria. “He died last winter, in his little house in the yard—gently, from plain old age. I nursed
him by day and Woody by night, and just before the end he thought he saw Mamma playing on a golden harp.”
“Perhaps he did,” Lillian said. “Who knows?”
“Perhaps, but even in Heaven I don’t believe Mamma could pick out a tune,” said Maria. She sighed. “There’s
been a lot of passing away since you left. Mamma and Papa, of course, and old Mr. Merriman, and Bill Ferebee—
he had cirrhosis. Your Auntie’s house is a funeral parlor now and there’s a huge electric clock where the fanlight
was. Woody sets his watch by it and calls it Old Mortality.”
“Tell me, does the town look the same in general?” Lillian asked. “Is the rooster still on the steeple?”
“Oh, yes,” Maria said. “And the state Society for the Preservation of Antiquities has restored the church.
Scraped the paint off the floor and laid red carpet in the aisle and taken out those awful memorial windows.
Remember the one with the lamb that looked like a tomcat?”
Lillian giggled. “And the boot?” Maria looked puzzled.
“What boot?”
“You know the boot!” Lillian insisted. “The rubber wading boot that hung right over Captain’s Lane to weight
the telephone wire so it wouldn't flap in the wind.”
“It’s gone,” Maria told her. “It’s been gone so long I’d forgotten it. The Lane is paved with asphalt now, and
the trees for two blocks each way from the center of the business section have been cut down.”
“The trees!” Lillian cried.
“Bill Ferebee had them cut when he was mayor,” Maria said. “He claimed a town couldn’t have progress
without a white way, and couldn’t have a white way with trees. He was always an ass, rest his soul.”
“What did I see in him, dead or alive?” Lillian asked rhetorically as she drew to the curb in front of her house.
Young Bill Ferebee’s reckless, handsome face, with the indefinably bruised look that had both repelled and drawn
her, passed across her mind’s eye. She waited to feel a fleeting pain leap in the arteries at her wrists, but the pain
didn’t come.
“He was a good dancer when he was sober,” Maria said absently. “Is this your little brick house, Lil? It’s cute.”
So they had gone in. Over their tea they had rattled on—reminiscing, philosophizing, gossiping of weddings
and deaths and scandals in North Carolina. The curtains were drawn, a log burned in the fireplace with the tawny
marble facing, and the snug room seemed immune to harshness and chill. But Lillian knew it was the quality of
Maria’s society, more than material comfort, that held the world at bay. Maria’s perceptions were acute, her irony
was delicate, and she had a sense of comedy so irrepressible that even when her tales were pathetic, it flitted
through them, the way a stray sunbird, coming through the crack of a closed blind, dances upon a wall in a house
of mourning.
“It’s difficult to imagine being grown up in Tryon’s Neck,” Lillian said. “What do you do there?”
“We talk,” Maria said. She looked reflectively down into her cup. “We’ve remained at the Neck somewhat
longer than we intended,” she continued. She had an air of detachment, as if she were discussing the affairs of
chance acquaintances. “Mr. Merriman was gathered to his fathers shortly after Woody was ordained, and Woody
succeeded him in order to oblige the bishop—nobody else would. Besides, I had the house, and it seemed rather
touching for Woody to begin his priesthood in the church where he’d been christened. But we didn’t consider it
permanent.”
Lillian nodded. She tried and failed to imagine the Hopwoods in another town.
“Three years ago, Woody missed a plum,” Maria said. “A flourishing parish in a suburb of Richmond made
overtures to him: but just then Woody preached a sermon about sin.”
“Why not? That’s an ancient and honorable custom of ministers,” Lillian said. “Don’t they know about the
Devil in Virginia?”
“Well, Woody approached the subject from an original angle.” Maria said. “You see, it was this way. The
fishing community at Larkin’s Pass, over on the banks, is really a part of our parish. Those people can’t attend our
services regularly—Woody goes to them at intervals and baptizes babies and sees that such courting couples as
ought to get married have the matter called to their attention—but now and then they all get in boats and come to
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Tryon’s Neck.”
“I remember the bankers,” Lillian said. “They said, ‘hoy toide’, and had ruddy faces and blue eyes and a wonderful dash in their bearing. Especially the men. The women shriveled early. But 1 never saw them in church.”
“Mr. Merriman made them feel gauche,” Maria said. “He was such a ladylike man.”
She went on then to describe, with sympathy and many anecdotal embellishments, which weren’t true digressions, because they deepened the meaning of her story, the nature of life on the outer banks. She explained how
the fortunes of the fisherfolk were mortgaged to fuel-oil companies and at the mercy of winds and tides; how
when the fish didn’t run the children at Larkin’s Pass went hungry, and how when they ran too well the market
was glutted and the whole catch (“mountains of mackerel and blues and big red snappers”) had to be dumped
back into the sea, and how on rare occasions (“as in life and love,” she said) everything ran smooth—the nets
were heavy, the market was right, and the men returned to their homes with money in their pockets.
“Ah!” Lillian sighed.
“But success goes fast to a fisherman’s head,” Maria said. “The men strut across the sand like lords of creation,
and they say the things that go on in the dunes on a night after a big catch—the roistering and drinking and carrying-on with pretty girls—are very improper indeed! And, of course, when the liquor’s all drunk up at last, and the
girls get coy again, and the wives are outraged, the men’s tempers turn sour and they begin to fight among themselves. As soon as enough heads are broken, remorse sets in. The following Sunday, the flotilla comes to Tryon’s
Neck.”
“They must love Woody,” Lillian said.
“Woody loves them,” said Maria. “And you know his temperament—he can’t stand to see anyone discouraged.
So that morning when he watched them trooping up the aisle—the women all tight-lipped and sort of shooing the
children away from their fathers, and the men in their stiff, dark Sunday suits, with their arms in slings or with
court plaster on their faces, and looking so hangdog and woebegone—his impulse was to revive their pride. He
told them to quit moping and to magnify the Lord like the ‘whales that move in the waters.’ (We always sing that
canticle when the fishermen come.) He said that Christians must bear their sense of sin with grace and fortitude,
and that remorse was worse than sin, anyhow, because it mortified the spirit.”
She paused.
“Naturally, he phrased it better than that. It was a charming sermon.”
“Did the sinners understand it?”
“Perfectly. They’re very shrewd and sensitive,” Maria said. “But there was a journalist in our midst. He’d
come to do a story on the restoration of the church and instead he did one on Woody. His feature article appeared
in several of the leading state papers. It was headed:

Man Bites Dog in Tryon’s Neck As Parson Comes Out for Sin
She shrugged.
“We heard no more from Richmond.”
“Oh dear,” said Lillian.
“We’d have missed blue water and the rooster,” Maria said. She held out her cup. “Is there a drop left in the
pot?” Her composure was so unruffled that Lillian couldn’t decide whether her story was meant to be sad or
funny.
“Plenty,” Lillian said. Then, since she hadn’t wished to change the current of conversation so abruptly as to
suggest either pity or indifference, she had introduced her fragmentary observation upon the possession of religious faith and had let that trail off, to be lost, she hoped, in chatter about bottled spirits. Now she returned to her
chair. She poured the tea, lacing it stoutly with rum. Maria tasted hers.
“This is better than our bathroom brew,” she said. “You spoke of religion?”
“I did,” Lillian admitted, sorry she had. “I was going to say—”
She hesitated. What was she going to say, now or ever, upon that abstruse subject?
“I mean if we really had it,” she began lamely, “the way Admire did when he saw dear Mrs. Ballou with her
harp. The way the penitent fishermen did when they rowed across the sound to Woody—”
“They came in motor launches,” said Maria.
“But they came,” Lillian said, starting to enjoy herself. “If we had that faith, how simple life would be! I think
I had it once, back in my youth, but I laid it down and forgot where. Careless of me.”
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“It was easy to mislay,” Maria said. “There were all those bright boys who wrote for the Carolina Magazine
and told us how sophisticated disillusionment was. Even Woody that summer—”
“It wasn’t an intel)ectual revolt with me,” Lillian said. “I just lost it.” She waved her hand. “As lightly as I lost
my—”
“If you intend to say what I think, don’t,” Maria warned her. “It would be a lie. You were far from light about
that. You’re beginning to play the game.”
“Why shouldn’t I?”
“The rules are too intricate for us,” Maria said. “As we grow older, we grow less astute at distinguishing
between fact and fiction.”
“We’ve been playing at something, off and on, all afternoon,” said Lillian.
“Attitudes. Harmless even to adults,” Maria said. “But to return to our enthralling topic—Woody’s in a
turmoil. He’s not convinced he’s consecrated. He says he may switch to banking.”
“He’d be dandy in a bank,” Lillian said. “He’d never refuse a loan.”
Maria laughed, but on a note of constraint, and Lillian was sorry she had spoken flippantly of Woody. After all,
Maria could hardly be expected to view him with objectivity; as his wife, she must find it offensive to hear him
treated, however affectionately, as a figure of fun. Lillian lifted the bottle of Newburyport.
“Guess why I chose Byron’s works to hide this behind?” she said, picking her way back to safe ground.
“Because of two lines in Don Juan:
There’s nought, no doubt, so much the spirit calms
As rum and true religion.

“The shipwreck canto,” Maria said promptly. “Woody read some of Dan Juan\fn{Written between 1818 and 1823; it
is a satire on English society in 16 cantos.} aloud to us, and Mamma was mad. Remember?”
“She objected to the passage where a maiden was compared to a poultice,” Lillian said. “She told us that if we
understood the reference—which she was sure we didn’t—we’d see that it wasn’t a polite thing for a boy to read
to girls.”
“And now that I have daughters, I quite agree with Mamma,” said Maria.
“With Sally in mind, I’m against all poetry in mixed company,” Lillian said.
“And we are shipwrecked, I suppose, like all humanity,” Maria said gaily. “But under such happy auspices!
Getting slightly oiled and bewailing our want of true religion!”
“At least there’s plenty of rum,” Lillian said. “Let me—”
“No more, thanks.”Maria stretched, untucked her legs, and stuck her feet into her shoes. She rose.
“I must go. Judge will be back and my packing’s yet to do.”
“Stay a little longer,” Lillian begged her. “There’s so much we haven’t settled.” And she thought that she could
not allow Maria to leave without telling her everything. There was no taint of snobbery in her desire, she insisted
to herself. It was not that she wished rumors of her opulence to be bruited about Tryon’s Neck. It was only that
between her and Maria—the alter ego of her youth—nothing would do but candor.
“It’s been wonderful, Lil. It's been as if we'd never been separated—like picking up a conversation just where
we’d left it off,” Maria said. “But time and tide, you know!”
“I have an early engagement—a silly cocktail party before a dinner—or I’d run you down myself,” Lillian
said. “Brooks will call a cab.”
Maria parted the brocade window curtains and peered out.
“No. The rain’s stopped,” she said. “I’ll walk a ways and then take a bus.” She hushed Lillian’s protests. “I find
it refreshing to walk in a tity. And don’t bother Brooks. I saw where he put my coat.”
“I’ll get it,” Lillian said, stepping into the hall.
She brought the wrap, a full blue corduroy garment with a school-girlish hood attached and held it for Maria.
“This coat belongs to my Ellen,” Maria said. “She won’t be twelve till June and she’s as tall as I am.”
“Children grow. Time passes,” Lillian said vaguely, for the sake of saying something.
“We mustn’t let so much time pass before we resume this conversation,” Maria said. “Come down home soon
and I’ll show you all the changes and all the things that never will change, Lord help them!” She spread out her
hands, palms up, in an inclusive gesture.
“Ah, Lill. Your perfectly charming room!”
“You do like it?” said Lillian. :
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“It reminds me of our old library,” Maria said. “That’s a room of the past now, you know. We rent the west
wing out to teachers. Of course, this is more elegant than ours ever pretended to be, but it’s so unfixy, and then
you use your good things, like Mamma did hers. I have a silver tablespoon—an heirloom—that’s lopsided from
her stirring custard with it.”
“I knew that spoon,” Lillian said. “But even Mamma wouldn’t have made a casual cup of tea in a
Straffordshire salt-glazed pot!”
Maria continued, gazing down at the tea set. Almost reverently she touched the lid of the pot with her finger.
“You ought to keep this under glass, Lil. It's a museum piece.”
Happiness burned behind Lillian’s breastbone. Its wannth rose into her throat and cheeks, increasing until she
thought it must surely burst her skin.
“Maria, dear Maria!” she cried. “How can I bear to lose you again? Listen. I’ll renege on both my parties. I’ll
—”
Maria said no. She was taking the nice interne out to dinner and afterward he was driving her and her son to
the train. It was arranged.
“Are you positive you don’t want a cab?” Lillian asked. “Is there nothing I can do for you?”
“Well—“ said Maria. She looked, with a speculative air, about the room. Her glance rested upon the Degas
sketch, upon the ormolu clock, and upon a small compote of Waterford glass,\fn{ A fine type of leaded glass, first
manufactured in Waterford, Ireland, in the late 18 th century.} and then it returned to the teapot. She lifted her head and
smiled at Lillian. Her smile was engaging, unembarrassed, and slightly amused.
“Can you let me have a hundred dollars?” said Maria.
Lillian caught her breath. She could feel her features stiffening into a mask, to cover her astonishment.
“Why—why yes!” she cried. She spun on her heels and fairly hurled herself across the room to the desk.
Maria laughed.
“I’m not in that big a hurry,” she said. “Take your time.”
But time for deliberation was precisely what Lillian dared not take. Only haste and heat would serve her now.
She pressed a panel of the desk. The concealed drawer slid open. In it Jay the neat stacks of green money that she
had saved and stroked so lovingly. Often, on wakeful nights, she had counted those bills in her mind, as some
insomniacs count sheep. Often she had anticipated the torments of parting with them, almost hating the object
(perhaps a Sheraton caddy-and-blender or a portrait of herserf before she faded) that would someday tear them
from her.
“How will you have it, Maria?” Lillian asked. “Twenties? Tens?”
“It doesn’t signify,” said Maria.
Lillian selected three twenties, three tens, and two fives.
“Wouldn’t you like a bit more?” she said, marveling at the control in her own voice. “A hundred and fifty?
Two hundred?”
“No, thank you,” Maria said, as calmly as if she were declining a :second slice of cake. “A hundred is what 1
need.”
Lillian closed the drawer. She returned to Maria.
“Here you are, then,” she said.
Maria took the money and thrust it, bunched, into her purse.
“'Now 1 can breathe again,” she said. “By the way, 1 have no notion when 1 can pay it back.”
“'You must never try to,” Lillian said. “And don’t insult me with gratitude, either.”
“I won’t,” Maria promised. “I may not even write you. You know how stupid my letters are.”
The two women walked together to the front door. They embraced briefly, letting their cheeks touch. Then
Maria was gone.
Lillian came back into the sitting room. The atmosphere of the room had a curiously hollow feeling, as if it still
held, barely below the threshold of audibility, the echo of voices and laughter. Natually, I’m glad 1 gave it to her,
Lillian told herself fiercely. She imagined Maria as she must look now, walking down a city street in the
opalescent twilight with that loose, unsuitable coat blowing in the wind. (“I can breathe again,” Maria had said.)
She thought of the boy with his leg in a cast and of Woody, pure in heart and absurd and marked for unsuccess. Of
course I’m glad!
But a hundred dollars! honesty compelled her to add. A hundred .dollars and nothing to show for it, Not even
a tax-deduction slip. She gasped. Was she a monster? Nothing to show for it! And was an old friendship nothing?
Lillian shook her head. That wasn’t for show and she hadn’t bought it. She’d had that already, free.
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She moved to the table and poured a small amount of rum into ner empty cup.
“To true religion,” she murmured tentatively, hoping to recapture the heady mood she had so lately enjoyed.
But the words sounded inane and pretentious and even impious. She .dashed the contents of the cup into the fire.
The log hissed and spurted blue flames, like a Christmas pudding.
Lillian sat down on the sofa where Maria had sat with her feet up. She trembled, because she felt disassociated
in an ignoble way, from life, because her private, sell-contained worlds had collided, like planets run amok, and
had not merged but had done each other injury, and because she had nothing perfectly pure and beautiful left to
love. From now on, whenever she saw children playing games of the imagination and was reminded of Maria, she
would wince for the money that was gone. And whenever she held money in her hand, sighing over its bloom, she
would think how even the past was not inviolate; how the air and light of Tryon’s Neck were contaminated—and
had always been contaminated—by the mundane troubles of ordinary human existence. Then she remembered
that the trees in the heart of the town had been destroyed, and she began to weep. .
After a while, Brooks entered the room. If he had been Admire he would have said:
“Oh, Missy! Tell me where yo’ mis’ry’s at!”
But Brooks knew his place. He appeared to notice nothing strange in Lillian’s distress. Noiselessly, he put the
cups, with the other tea things, on the tray, and took the tray in his hands.
“Be careful of the teapot, Brooks,” Lillian said. “It’s irreplaceable.”
“Yes, madam,” Brooks said, in a tone so correct and uninflected that it verged upon contempt. “I know.”
He went out, leaving her alone.
148.81 The Motion Of Forgetfulness Is Slow\fn{by Charles Edward Eaton (1917-1997)} Winston-Salem, Forsyth
County, North Carolina, U.S.A. (M) 4
They met at the Atlantico, one of Rio’s most popular night clubs. They knew from the beginning why they
were sitting next to each other, and this enabled them to dispense with the stiff and tedious preliminaries of
conversation and be almost immediately easy and informal.
Their hostess, Jacqueline Laurent, was a garrulous, masculine Frenchwoman of forty-five, a refugee,
somewhat bitter about life, but still a great arranger of romance, an authority on the principles of life, although she
had no lover at the moment, and it was doubtful whether she would ever have one again. Some said she was a
Lesbian, but that was probably untrue since it would have been too easy and almost natural for her, and she was a
woman who enjoyed what was most difficult for her to do. Her preoccupation with love had made her widely and
ardently social, and she was a familiar figure of café society. Though people feared her, knowing that she could be
vicious or benevolent according to whim, they were always glad to be entertained by her because she was never
dull. With her love of intrigue, she never gave a party that did not have its implications of the destruction or
arousal of a liaison between at least one of the couples present.
She had chosen the proper time for this particular conspiracy. A few weeks later, and it might never have
happened. But tonight, success was probable. She knew it, they knew it, and as a consequence, the surface of the
evening moved rapidly. Since she liked them both so well, she had gone to some trouble to inform and prepare
them carefully beforehand so that nothing would go amiss. Ingrid Lombard was an old friend from the pre-war
days in Paris, and Robert Atherton, a young journalist with the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs. had won her sympathy not only through his personal charm but because he was a type which she liked,
very blondly and brightly American, evoking sentimental memories of her life in the United States when she
toured the country on the old Keith vaudeville circuit singing French songs.
Jacqueline knew, and she was satisfied now that they knew what she called the “circumstances.” A week
before, Ingrid’s husband, Monsieur Charles Lombard, had left for Paris, recently occupied by the American army,
and it was understood that he would not return. Monsieur Lombard was a handsome man of fifty, a painter of
minor talent but much ego, possessed of the aloofness and confidence that are often so attractive to women. Ingrid
had met him ten years before when she had come from Sweden to study art in France. Out of her respect and need
for love she had made of him, in her mind, something he was not, but something she could love, and they lived
rather happily together until his selfish possession of her was sated. Now at thirty-nine it was hard for her to lose
him, and for the moment she had almost ceased to exist since she realized that the world of her invention, of
which he was the center, had really never had any validity at all. There is nothing lonelier than living among the
ruins of belief and because she could not bear this loneliness she had come to Jacqueline’s party.
Robert Atherton had not known much about love when he came to Brazil. Like many young Americans of
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thirty, he had slept with a girl or two, but the relationship had always been of short duration, rather frantically and
hectically physical—the kind of experience that later enabled him to understand what a Brazilian friend meant
when he said that love in America was usually a matter of athletics. The girls he had known at the University had
been wholesome, usual in opinion and attitude, pretty but sexually rather dull, and he had lost interest in them
quickly. Not long after his arrival in Brazil, he met Yvonne Vautier, who had come to Rio to visit friends and been
stranded there by the outbreak of war. She was urban in manner and outlook, small, unathletic but firm and trim of
figure, and had a very intense color of red-gold hair and brilliant blue eyes. She was two years older than himself,
had been married once and in love several times. She liked Robert, understood him quickly, and became his
mistress after six weeks. They had a garconniere together, and Robert went through a complete experience of
love, beyond the merely sensual, beyond the spirit of youthful adventure, and knew for the first time what
Europeans meant by falling in love mentally as well as physically. Jacqueline, who was a close friend of Yvonne,
had enjoyed every stage of the affair, thinking it a perfect union of Old World-New World. She foresaw what
would happen to Robert when Yvonne found it necessary to return to her aging parents in Paris, was ready with
comfort after the departure and, finally, the party and meeting with Ingrid.
They knew, and yet they had come, were studying, and were going through with it. They knew it was one of
Jacqueline’s little amusements, and that it might be desperate for them, but there was a chance it might not be, and
nothing was worse than shutting the door completely and admitting that it was over, that one had been loved and
now was not loved and might not love again since love was miraculous and even haphazard and accidental and
not to be expected more than once in a lifetime. No, it was better to pretend that the door was still open in a place
where self-deception was possible, where there were people, music, and motion—pretend, at least for tonight, that
circumstances were still fluid, that it should and would happen again, that it might happen more beautifully than
before.
The party of six couples, all foreigners, was masterfully engineered by Jacqueline, although she was not really
interested in any of them except Ingrid and Robert who were the nerves in the body of the group. It was their
presence alone that excited and stimulated her and enabled her to play with skill the part of the gracious hostess,
knowing that the whole elaborate social texture of eating and drinking, gesture and small talk had a purpose and
center of intensity, a covert drama which was of her own instigation. As they talked, they were conscious of the
fact that through the sound and action of others present, in intrusions and withdrawals, the unpredictable pattern
and direction of reciprocal speech, the sudden close-knit vocal unanimity, Jacqueline was listening to them with a
focus of attention, central and direct beneath its superficial digressiveness.
They knew that they were being used, and they did not care. They knew that Jacqueline was increasing the
sense of her own power by finding them, for the moment, at least, pliant in her hands. If things worked out as she
intended, she would never let them forget it. No, she would never let go of them. But sometimes it is better to be
used than to remain inert since movement is life, and in both of them there had been a great and sudden slowing
down, so that memory receded into the past hardly at all and the present was stagnant, as if the means of
extending feeling had been shut off within the blood, leaving in the heart neither the possibility of death nor birth.
Jacqueline promised to unlock this rigidity. So being used was moving and better than being still at the point
where one could not move voluntarily, the point where someone outside had to play Fate and free the congealing
of circumstance.
Inside where there were music and light, and whisky had loosened the tightness of thought, it was possible to
feel the surface of life moving, not quickly yet, but mobile again and moving toward the old rapidity. It was
possible to believe this even more securely, knowing that Jacqueline was helping it happen. Jacqueline, too, from
the outside believed, and it is the viewpoint beyond the personal which supports confidence. Yes, she was very
sure. When they left at midnight their sense of identity which had been hard and stopped was fluid again,
lightened and diluted in the hazy but swirling suspension which alcohol makes in the mind. The past did not
weigh as much as it did, so that they felt that they could move through it or around it and that it was not anymore
oneself lying in a closed small place.
And Jacqueline was standing there, telling them goodbye, sure of it, smiling and solicitous like an accomplice.
The last thing they saw was her mouth with the heavy black down on the upper lip, smiling and obscene in the
foreground, and if it had not been for the whisky they would have been embarrassed.
Then in the cab they were not so sure of motion, although the physical movement was there in the rolling of
the wheels along the Avenida Atlantica, down the damp curve of the beach in the phantom-dim light. Through the
open windows the rawness of the sea came in. The apartment houses were all dark and like a huge cliff on one
side, and there was heaviness again everywhere. By contrast, the sea was loose and flatulent, having no thrust and
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incisiveness where it struck the ponderous earth, pouring on the sand a white spray without power. They said
nothing and sat apart, strange and stiff, on either side of the seat. It was not a long drive, but it felt long and
stretched out as though the pace of the moments had shifted again and was going slower and slower and might
stop altogether. The driver sat at the wheel, rigid, tense, non-communicative, strangely so far for a member of his
trade, and seemed to lean with intensity on the gas feed like a man who kept his feelings distended in order that
they might remain fluent at all in a night of thickening dross.
Ingrid had an apartment in the hills above the city. Most of the foreigners lived there because of the long open
view of the sea, the lighter air, and the feeling of being above the tropic languor of the beaches. But tonight the
fog and sea-mist were reaching up into the higher air and were curdling around the tops of the hills, and it was
hard to imagine that morning would ever open the sky again and that the harbor would lie there below in a
rippling scarf of blue, fluid with outward going ships and racing light.
When the cab stopped at the top of the hill before the entrance of the apartment, laboriously and massively as
though the functions of the engine had finally been choked with night, Ingrid said to Robert quietly,
“Come in. Come in and have a drink.”
“All right," he said, and they went into the dark entrance without looking to see whether the cab moved on.
Inside it was better with the rawness of the damp air leaving their skin and the warm interior light, and they
could forget a little the strange solidification of the drive up the hills away from the music and movement of the
nightclub and Jacqueline, glowing triumphant, transmitting impulse and impulse as though her body were the
channel for the current. But now it was better again, although the house was not cheerful. It was furnished as a
foreigner might furnish a house, thinking of home. There were things that recalled Sweden and Paris, and they
looked dead and rootless here, as they would have in any of the fashionable apartments of the city where one
always sensed beneath the structure of modernity the jungle earth, unreceptive to anything that was superimposed
and of its own. But more than this, the living room where they were sitting was cheerless because of the things
that were missing, little things that had indicated two were living here, closely and intimately, and whose absence
now said one, and one alone, one, now and perhaps forever, alone.
She had nothing in the house but gin, and it was bad to mix it with the whisky, but there had to be somewhere
to start from and this was not like the nightclub at all but a sliding backward to a point where the emotions were
once more constricted, and they would not have been able to start again without something to drink. But as the gin
awakened the ebbing, warm radiance in their bodies, they wanted to talk and to knit the nightclub feeling and the
feeling of now together. And he began to see her for the first time through his own eyes, not remembering very
much of what Jacqueline had told him to think, and he wondered whether she was seeing him similarly.
The reddish hair and the blue eyes, he was thinking. Like Yvonne, and yet not like her, not like her at all. The
red hair and blue eyes of Sweden. Not Paris. No, not from Paris. Not delicate and very slender—compact. Not
small of shoulder and breast. Not the small mouth and the blue eyes with a film of the sea across them. But very
kind and generous like her body, filling the sofa with abundance and the wish to give it and the feeling that her
abundance lies fallow and unclaimed.
And now, perhaps she was thinking—still remembering partly what Jacqueline had said, not being able to
forget the other one, the one before, as women are never able to forget the other one wholly— he is thinking of
her. And is needing not to think of her, not to remember because it hurts, but to touch and be touched, finding the
under-depth and the inner, healing, pain-forgetting heart of touch. Wanting to forget, being young, and not yet alldespairing. Remembering and not wanting to remember how love suffers. But remembering and still
remembering. Being young, uncynical, and what I would have wanted of love.
Then they were speaking aloud, but it was difficult for Jacqueline was not there, transmitting impulse and
impulse, joining their diffidence through the force and confidence of her personality. It was difficult because there
was a feeling of guilt beneath their being together. A feeling of betrayal and shame at trying to forget too soon,
and yet, undyingly the wanting and willingness to love, the furtive hope of filling the image in the heart with
another image, of blending form, gesture, and word upon the memory of another form, other gestures, words that
were now a consummation and a death, inert and final, forcing upon the mind the recognition of not-love, the fear,
hardest to bear, that love lies in a compartment of the soul severed from current-consciousness, suspended and
immobile in the enslavement of memory.
The music of the samba came in through the open window, primitive, simply melodic, without rhythmic
sophistication, unabashedly and unashamedly sensual. In the night that had seemed to be going solid and
weighted it was a cry that said the darkness had not died, that the body of the night had heart-life still.
“There’s a batuque,” she said, singing the refrain. “Quero chorar, nao tenho lagrimas. I want to cry, but I have
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no tears.
“That’s Brazil,” he said. “More deeply Brazil than anything else I know.”
“Yes,” she said. “I’ll miss it when I leave. I won’t miss much else—not any longer. There was a time when I
would have, but not now. How I hate the gran finos and their silly floating-flower lives, the false-front of the
Copacabana, like a stage setting imported from Europe. And how I hate myself for ever thinking I wanted it all.”
She paused and listened to the music once more.
“But I want to remember that crying. I don’t ever want to forget that.”
“They laugh so much here,” he said. “No wonder in their music they want to cry and don’t have any tears.”
The women’s voices carried the words, soaring and quivering, seeming to fall back into the deep and resonant
under-boom of the talking, wanting to listen to the music.
“When Charles and I first arrived, I liked it better here than any place I had ever known,” she said finally.
“Somewhere in the back of the mind, all of us dream of a country that is love’s. Perhaps it is because in the fairy
stories we read when we are children love makes everything beautiful. The witch is really only a princess in
disguise, the Beast a Prince Charming. And, of course, where they live happily ever after is the most beautiful
country on earth. We will always remember this country. It is the one place we can never forget. I suppose I
thought I had found it once and for all when we came to Brazil. The mountains, the sea, the clear blue of the sky,
were fabulous, the perfect background for what I was feeling. Finally, the landscape was not background but part
of the feeling itself as though there was nothing antipathetic in the world and I could reach out and touch a rock, a
flower, a tree, and know it to be love’s. Now I don’t feel that way any more, and I can’t really see Brazil at all. I
suppose that is why I want to leave it. I don’t like hospitality, and I want to see again.”
She spoke now without pausing, without even waiting for the conventional linking sentences that he might
have inserted. It was not a monologue of self-absorption or indifference but of intense awareness of his presence,
of an urgent sense of the need for fluency between them which she, being on the surface at least less constricted
and diffident than he, must supply. Consequently, she talked steadily, intimately, and inclusively lest a silence
occur, as in the car on the way to the apartment, and an intangible thickness coagulate and make communication
slow to a laborious stop.
“When Charles told me four months ago that he wanted to go back to Paris, I knew he would not take me with
him,” she said. “He did not say so then, but I knew that he would expect me to understand in time, and that I
would not go. He was French all the way through, very passionate, very complete in love, and very sure when it
was over. My use was a thing of time, neatly measured so as not to last one day beyond boredom.
“To be the lover who does not lose it takes precision in judging others and the incapacity for regret, and
Charles always saw things with a terrible precise clearness. He was very afraid of growing old, and I had begun to
remind him of the fact that he would. No man wants to live in a museum of what he was. He can go back there in
memory but not live there. Charles saw the future clearly. It. was my fault that I kept it vague and undefined.”
He was glad that she was talking, since he himself was not ready to talk, being closer to memory, and he knew
that she would come, as she had, to that point in the past where the rupture was, the point from which they must,
if ever, proceed. He was thankful for the flow of her words. The ample talkativeness of women, he thought, is
often a thing to be thankful for. In a moment of tension, it will do its best to push remembering forward into notremembering or spread it horizontal and thin like water on a dry field to be slacked up and lost from sight. Silence
is the cause of much of our suffering, the keeping of grief within us, acute, perpendicular, unreleased, and women,
he felt, know this better than men.
But, though he had not spoken, he knew that she was aware of the intensity of his response. It was she,
ostensibly, who was moving them toward a starting point but the tempo and extension of her conversation would
not have been possible without his sympathy. Her words were the surface motion, but a hidden current, intuitive
and deep, like a belt under a revolving tableau of figures and scenes, was moving them into conjunction.
When she paused at last for breath, they were once again, for a moment, silent, but the silence was not empty
or formal but quivering with the reverberations of her words. She sat loosely against the sofa, her figure nowhere
strict and taut, not fat but well-rounded, the body of a woman, who, without fear of falling into excess, could
stretch the sweetness of her sense a little beyond denial.
There are no rough edges in her, he thought. She is gentle and hurt. Hurt and not able to hurt in return. The
muscle of her heart is rich and strong but tired from loving, enduring, and not wanting to hurt. Now she is
missing, needing, the serenity of affection. Can I open in her the sealed up power of touch again? Can I kiss her,
touch her, taking the darkness of sensation into another darkness until there is warmth and the denial of
darkness? To do this, to need to, to want to love again, to try in a passionate wanting.
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He moved very close to her, and put his arms around her. He did not look into her eyes because of his
embarrassment and because he was ashamed of his desperation, of his desire to commit so soon a betrayal, of his
wish to flood his loneliness with sensuous oblivion. Suddenly he was hearing,
“Slowly, Robert. Not so fast. Wait a little.” Said gently, tenderly resistive, at the same time that she rose and
went into the other room.
Before they lay down, she lit a candle and placed it on the table beside the bed. At first, he was shy about the
light, but then he was not, for it left them visible to each other and yet indistinct, hardly familiar at all, more like
dream-figures, even strange to themselves, and perhaps this was better and easier for not remembering. The
candle had been used before and was encrusted with its own wax flesh and relic-weeping, and he thought that
everywhere you looked in the world, at any hour, there was something broken, torn, crying, or frozen in an
attitude where the crying had stopped. It was right that she had lit the candle, alive again now and liquid with
fresh tear-form droppings, gleaming through all its cylindrical shape, dully so at the base, tipped with a tiny,
molten self-destroying crater where the flame, like an element antipathetic to the entombing wax, was almost
disembodied from the wick. Without this light and its training it would have been impossible, at first, to have
stayed in the room. The night would have been too dense and they would not have been able to endure the
muffling darkness without the wavering, shadow-shimmering flare of the candle whose almost incorporeal
lucence moved, probing and pliantly caressive over the walls, bed, table, over them where they lay, as though to
enter once more the thingness, the body, that it would but finally, death-fearing, could not leave.
She did not undress entirely but lay there partially hidden from the candle-glow like one who knew light and
the absence of light, not calculating the risks, being incapable of doing so, but not rushing toward them either,
knowing the pitiless price one pays for wanting to possess the beautiful whose possession always quivers with
not-possession, bringing the final soulless wish not to have possessed at all.
As he looked at her, very quiet and waiting, with the light on her reddish hair, everywhere on the broad surface
of her face except the recesses of her eyes which were dark and closed, he knew that he would always remember
her saying,
“Slowly, Robert. Not so fast. Wait a little.” Not harshly spoken, but gently admonitive, as those who have
suffered will admonish others who have also suffered but not so greatly as they.
Then she put out the light, and there was a moment of strange waiting and perilous equipoise in the darkness,
And when he touched her, the touch of another was there. And when he kissed her, it was illusive and unreal since
he could not kiss through memory, since he could not touch her really at all, suddenly in the darkness
remembering, not being able to forget, feeling that forgetting, in a lifetime, would hardly move fast enough or far
enough to leave behind in silence one word of all that remembering.
And where his hand, his physical hand, reached—but without feeling—to accomplish the touch, he could
imagine that she, too, would put her hand into another hand, and that their past lives were locked in a trance out of
which they looked, as from imprisoned sleep, into the outrageous, shame-haunted, pent-eruptive world of dream
to see the fictive motions of their present lives.
It was then that he remembered—as memory will always make you remember a clear indestructible moment of
the past just when the present struggles toward freedom—the departure and final passage of the boat seen from
the window of his hotel, the boat, white, compact, poised like a bird on the water. The realization and shockvision that within the boat was the other form, the other face, the absolute evidence of love. Within the boat
moving, at first, slowly, almost laboriously and reluctantly, then quicker, more quickly, quicker, more quickly,
quickly, quickly, quickly, until the sky at the far end of the harbor cracked open and, in a moment and forever, the
boat drained out of consciousness.
Afterwards, it was very quiet in the room. They lay there silently, unstirringly, as though in the darkness they
were being watched hostilely from above. It was a long time before he dressed, and he began to wonder why she
said nothing. But then he knew that her quietness was not anger, not silent reproach, not exclusiveness, not
indifference, but deep patient waiting, the acceptance of not-possessing the recognition of the vastness between
one life and another.
At the door she kissed him softly, without passion, and he wanted to cry out and shake his body for its
obtuseness and his heart for its backward looking, but he did not. He could not. The sidewalk toward the city was
steep and damp, and he had to walk down through the thick fog slowly, very slowly, to keep from falling.
135.59 Send Me To The Electric Chair\fn{by Clyde Carlyle Edgerton (1944- )} Durham, Durham County, North
Carolina U.S.A. (M) 4
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Two other events happened that same summer Mrs. Toomey killed her son Paul’s kitty, Inky, with a baseball
bat to put him out of his misery.
One of the other two big events started a few weeks later, when Mrs. Toomey was putting on lipstick, getting
ready to take Paul up to see the electric chair for the first time. She thought about Terry Daniels. Terry was about
Paul’s age—six. She would take him along too. The Danielses lived two houses down, and Mrs. Daniels had
started going to church some. They were poorer than the Toomeys, but Mrs. Toomey told herself that shouldn’t
make a difference.
When Mrs. Toomey and Paul stopped by to get Terry, Terry’s mother squinted through the door screen like she
might be afraid, but as Mrs. Toomey explained the purpose of the trip, Mrs. Daniels considered the dress Mrs.
Toomey was wearing, a white dress with big blue flowers. And Mrs. Toomey’s hair had nice waves in it, and little
Paul was so neat, his hair pushed back in front with what, water? or maybe some of that Jew gel that pushed up a
crew cut in front.
As Mrs. Toomey talked, Mrs. Daniels began to take it in, to understand, that what Mrs. Toomey was about to
do was exactly right for Terry at that time in his life. She said,
“Terry, go get on some pants and shoes.”
“We’ll just wait out here in the swing,” said Mrs. Toomey.
In the swing, Paul held his mother’s hand. His legs didn’t reach the porch floor. He looked over at the gas
station across the road. There was a man drinking a beer, turning up a dark bottle with a long swelled neck. He
knew to take his eyes away. If he kept looking, his mother might ask him what he was looking at. Inside the
Danielses’ house—through the window screen near his elbow—he saw the foot of a bed, a rumpled sheet. He’d
never seen an unmade bed in the daytime. It made the room seem wild. Inside, Mrs. Daniels, following Terry into
the room, said,
“Where’s ’at other sock?”
“I ’on’ know."
“Didn’t you have it on yesterday?”
“No.”
“Do you want me to whip you?”
“No.”
“You say no ma’am.”
“No ma’am.”
“You say no ma’am to Mrs. Toomey, you hear?”
“Yes ma’am.”
“She’s taking you to see the electric chair, and if you don’t behave, when you grow up that’s where you’ll end
up. Just like she said.”
Mrs. Toomey let Paul and Terry sit in the back seat together. That way they could kind of talk and she could
kind of hear what they talked about.
“Did you know Mr. Riggs has a electric paddle?” Terry asked Paul. Mrs. Toomey said,
“Honey, I don’t think that’s true about a electric paddle. I think somebody made that up.”
“That’s what Leland said. Said he had one in his office.”
“Well, I know, but I don’t believe that’s true. That’s a rumor.”
Paul rolled a little red metal car up and down his leg.
“Can I play with that?” asked Terry.
Mrs. Toomey stretched her neck, looked in the rearview mirror. The strong, acrid odor from the fertilizer
factory came in through the open windows.
“Paul. Let Terry play with the car.” Paul handed the car to Terry and said,
“I got about five more.”
“I got a wood one that’s bigger.”
They drove past the Dairy DeeLight, where Mrs. Odum, the Toomeys’ next-door neighbor, worked part time.
Mrs. Toomey decided they might stop by on the way back from the prison for a little reward if Paul and Terry
behaved. She wasn’t above getting a little reward for herself, either.
“Now, the reason we’re doing this,” she said, "is so you-all can see what will happen if you ever let the devil
lead you into a bad sin. If you commit a bad crime they’ll put you in the electric chair and electrocute you. And
little crimes can lead up to big crimes.”
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“Leland said it burns your tongue out,” said Terry. “He said he knew a man went to the electric chair.”
“I don’t know about that,” said Mrs. Toomey. “I think somebody made that up.”
They drove past red clay road-banks, past green pastures with cows, wood outbuildings, fishing ponds, some
pastures holding a line or two of thick, dark cedar trees. When they parked, Mrs. Toomey said,
“See how big the building is? That’s because there’s so many prisoners.”
Along the walkway, Paul reached for his mother’s hand.
“See up there?” said Mrs. Toomey. “If they try to escape, that guard will shoot them. That’s a shotgun he’s
got.” The guard at the gate said,
“Yes ma’am. What can I do for you? Hey boys.”
“I called ahead to see about showing these boys the electric chair.”
“Oh, yeah. We got a note about that.” He opened one gate, then another. “There’s a door buzzer at that second
door over there. Just push it and they’ll let you in.” As the boys walked by, the guard said,
“How old are you boys?”
“Seven,” said Terry.
“Six,” said Paul.
“This one’s mine,” said Mrs. Toomey.
A man in a gray guard outfit let them in the building.
“What’d she say?” the guard on the tower asked the gate guard.
“Show them boys the electric chair.” He shook a Lucky Strike up out of a pack, lit it with a flip-top lighter that
had a rising sun on the side.
“They won’t but six and se’em year old.”
“I wish I’d brought Buck up here once a year or so from the time he was six or seven. Maybe he’d a stayed in
school and made something out of hisself.”
“You can’t ever tell. When did he drop out?”
“Eleventh … tenth. Somewhere in there.”
Inside, a guard led Mrs. Toomey and the boys through a jail door, several other doors, and finally to a small
room with a large metal door. The door had an eye-level window about the size of a saltine cracker box.
“You boys come over here and I’ll show you the switch first. My name’s Floyd. Here it is. There’s the white,
which is off. The green means ready. And the red is zap. You see, the executioner can’t see the prisoner. Here, let
me get you boys a stool. Mrs. Toomey, you can look through that little window there, if you want to, to see it.”
Mrs. Toomey looked. Paul went next. He saw a chair made of dark shiny wood, not as big as he thought it
would be, on a low platform. Straps hung to the chair arms and legs, and a light-colored canvas bag hung from the
top of the chair back.
“What’s that bag?”
“Tha’'s what you put over his head so you don’t see his face when the charge hits him. That’s something you
don’t want to see.”
“Let me see,” said Terry.
“Let’s let Terry see,” said Mrs. Toomey. She placed her hands under her son’s arms, lifted him and set him on
the floor. Terry stepped up.
“Where’s the paddle?” said Terry. “The electric paddle.”
“Oh, they just got them at school,” said Floyd. He looked at Mrs. Toomey and winked.
“Now, this chair though. Our bad people up here use this chair twiced—first time and last time.” He winked at
Mrs. Toomey again.
“I don’t think you can teach them too soon,” said Mrs. Toomey.
*
Mrs. Odum stood waiting behind the small open serving window at the Dairy DeeLight. It seemed to Paul as if
her large, sad, moon-shaped face with the dark eye circles filled up the entire little window.
“Hi y’all,” Mrs. Odum said, very slowly. Her whole body seemed sloped downward somehow—lines out from
her eyes, her mouth, her shoulders, all sloped downward.
“Just fine, Mrs. Odum, how you doing today?” Mrs. Toomey placed her purse on the counter.
“Oh, I’m doing all right, I reckon.”
“We want to order three banana splits. These boys have been real good today.”
Mrs. Odum pulled three bananas from a bunch in a fruit bowl and turned to begin her work. She picked up her
lit Pall Mall from a Miami, Florida, ashtray and took a deep draw. The cigarette tip was orange, then gray. She
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moved slowly, as if she were underwater.
“Where y’all been?”
“We been up to see the electric chair.”
“Oh?”
“I don’t think you can start teaching them too young.”
“About electricity?”
“Right and wrong. About right and wrong.”
“Oh yes. Well, one thing is for sure—you just can’t beat the electric chair for putting a mean man to death.”
“I guess that’s right.”
The boys seated themselves at a table. Terry watched Paul roll his car up his arm. Mrs. Toomey stood at the
order window, waiting, talking to Mrs. Odum. Mrs. Odum smoked and worked, and in a few minutes she placed
three banana splits on the counter at the window.
“Oh, my,” said Mrs. Toomey. At the table, Paul asked his mother,
“What do prisoners get to eat?” A glob of whipped cream stuck to his lower lip. Mrs. Toomey wiped it off with
her napkin.
“They eat bread and water. Maybe a few vegetables.”
*
The last big event that summer started when Paul stood holding a grocery sack of loaf bread and a quart of
milk, watching Terry Daniels and Leland Pendergrass dig for fishing worms out behind Mr. Pendergrass’s auto
shop. Leland dug up a hunk of black dirt and Terry shook it apart for worms.
Paul understood something, he wasn’t sure what, about the difference between Terry and Leland. Leland was
mean and Terry was mostly scared. Terry was back in there somewhere. When you looked at him or when he
talked, it seemed like the real him was back in there somewhere, usually not saying what he was thinking. Leland,
on the other hand, was always outside himself, doing something bad, saying exactly what he wanted to say, doing
something to a dog or cat or somebody littler than him.
The hoe blade was sharpened until it shined—sharp as a razor. Leland hoed up a clump of black dirt, Terry
picked it up and shook it, checked it for worms. Paul was just standing there watching. Leland and Terry were
working well together—hoe up dirt, can the worm, hoe up dirt, no worm, hoe up dirt, no worm, hoe up dirt, can
the worm, hoe up dirt—when half a worm dropped out of a clump of dirt and landed wriggling. Paul saw it and
Terry must have seen it because he reached for it. Leland didn’t see. The hoe commenced its powerful arc
downward, razor edge glinting in the sun, the blade cutting down so fast it made a swish sound, a sound like a
burning rag through the air, and the angle of strike was a full ninety degrees at the meeting place of the hoe blade
and the thumb—just on the outside of the thumb’s big joint.
Terry drew his hand back as if he’d touched fire, as if he could get the hand back to his breast quickly enough
to undo the violence, as if he could save it—as he drew it back he realized something was horribly wrong. He
stopped his hand in midair and the thumb swung back and forth, dangling, and Paul’s refusing-to-believe eyes saw
hanging there, not a severed thumb, but instead a greatly enlarged worm, bunched into a little sausage, running
blood all over itself. A bloodworm. And the news that Terry's thumb was cut off came to the boys in a terrible
silent two seconds—thousand one, thousand two.
Terry’s scream, threaded with hysteria, got the attention of all people within hearing distance. He started
running toward his house, toward his mama and daddy.
It was a Saturday, the day his daddy would be home drinking because it was by God the end of the week and
he deserved a little relaxation and relief from his business of bringing in money to support a wife and daughter
and a boy who got on his nerves awful because he couldn’t learn things as quick as—my God Almighty, what the
hell was that God-awful screaming about? Goddamn.
Paul and Leland, walking, followed Terry. Paul looked at the hoe propped on Leland’s shoulder, like a soldier
carries a rifle. Leland stopped, held out the hoe and looked at it himself, dropped it.
“I got to go to the bathroom,” he said.
Terry, holding his thumb to his shirt, had disappeared around the back corner of the auto shop.
Paul wondered if maybe he had to go to the bathroom, too. But the lure of the chopped thumb drew him
toward the Danielses’ house, and as he rounded the corner he saw Mr. Daniels walk unsteadily to meet Terry, ask
him something, and before Terry could answer, hit him with his open hand on the butt hard enough to propel Terry
forward toward the house. Terry had placed the thumb back and was holding it there, thinking it would maybe
stick back and hold, that the blood would work like the glue in school, and dry, and in so doing fasten the thumb
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back the way it had been—with nothing to show but a thin red line.
Inside the house, Mr. Daniels hollered something, and Mrs. Daniels screamed.
Paul thought of Terry’s presence, his being, the way he was—always far back inside himself, looking out as if
he were afraid. And in a sweat, in a heat that suddenly covered his head and ears, Paul wanted somebody to rescue
Terry, somebody to go in there and get him out and take him to the hospital. He would run tell his mother. A man
over at the service station called out,
“What happened, son?”
“Terry cut his thumb just about off. It’s just hanging by a little piece of skin.”
And with that, two men sitting on the bench over there stood. Paul felt compelled to stand there and watch as
the first man crossed the road, walked up the steps, and knocked on the Danielses’ door.
Cheryl, Terry's sister, rode up on her bicycle, leaned it against the steps, and walked into the house, past the
man waiting on the porch.
Paul stood there in the narrow front yard of the Danielses’ house, the porch pretty high up off the ground, as
Mr. Reddings, the man who owned the service station, drove his black ’39 Ford sedan into that little yard, and the
two or three men from the gas station bench now stood by the porch to get a better look at the thumb as the
Daniels family came down the steps. Terry had stopped crying, and his right hand was wrapped in a pillowcase,
bloodied. He looked a little pale.
Around the side of the house came the entire Pendergrass family—Leland and his mama and daddy. Mrs.
Pendergrass had gotten the word and sort of put two and two together and figured she needed to do the right thing
by getting on over there with Leland. She’d asked her husband to come along in case Mr. Daniels was drunk.
Mr. Daniels held Terry’s elbow as they came down the high front-porch steps. When Mr. Daniels saw Leland
he stopped, still holding to Terry.
“What happened, Leland?” he said. He stared at Leland with hard eyes.
“I didn’t do nothing,” said Leland. He pointed—pointed past everybody—at Paul.
“Paul done it,” he said.
Heads turned. The service-station man nearest Paul stepped back a step to give the world room enough to look
on him, and then the attention of all the people swung back to Terry, standing with his free hand holding the
bloody pillowcase wrapped around his other hand.
Paul felt something collapsing, imploding in his chest like those old buildings that blow up from the inside,
collapsing into themselves. He knew, in spite of his scant experience in the world, what was coming.
Terry raised both hands, one holding the other, and pointed his index finger.
“Paul done it,” he said.
The electric chair floated up into Paul’s view, the shiny wood, the straps, the white, green, and red paint
beneath the switch.
He turned, ran home, and in the kitchen told his mother what had happened, all of it, as fast as he could,
crying, trying to get his breath. She led him to the front door, knelt down, put her hands on his shoulders, and told
him that there were times in life when you had to do the right thing. He had to go back down there by himself and
tell those people the truth. All those people. Jesus would go with him. She stood and pushed him on out the door.
In the yard he slowed down, stopped, looked back. Mrs. Toomey walked out to him, knelt down again, placed
her hands on his shoulders.
“You got to do the right thing,” she said. “You can’t let people lie and you not do nothing. Jesus will be with
you. And God, too. Now, go on like I told you.”
Paul felt as if he were walking toward a firestorm. When he passed the hedgerow and saw the Danielses’ porch
and yard empty except for Cheryl sitting on the steps, he decided with lifted spirits to go on down and tell Cheryl
the truth.
As they sat on the steps together, Cheryl listened, nodding her head, agreeing, understanding, believing him.
Then they talked about her bicycle, about the difference between a girl’s bike and a boy’s bike, and then for a
while she talked about the atomic bomb, about all the people it killed, and how America had called Japan on the
telephone before they dropped it, so they could get all the little children out of town.
49.48 Billy Goats\fn{by Jill McCorkle (1958- )} Lumberton, Robeson County, North Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 4
We used to all come outside when the streetlights came on and prowl the neighborhood in a pack, a herd of
kids on banana-seat bikes and minibikes. The grownups looked so silly framed in their living room and kitchen
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windows. They complained about their days and sighed deep sighs of depression and loss. They talked about how
spoiled and lucky children are these days.
We will never be that way, we said, we will never say those things.
We popped wheelies in pursuit of the mosquito truck, which was a guarantee on humid summer nights. We
rode behind the big gray truck, our laughter and screams lost in the grinding whir of machinery, our vision blurred
by the cloud of poison. We were lightheaded as we cruised our town—the dark deserted playground of the
elementary school, the fluorescent-lit gas stations out on the service road of the interstate that scarred the rural
landscape, past the rundown apartment complex where transient military families lived, past houses that were
identified by histories of death, divorce, disaster. Sometimes we rode up to the hospital, a three-story red brick
building that stayed lit throughout the night. We hid in the shrubbery of what was known as the lawyers’ parking
lot, a spot near the courthouse rumored to be the scene of many late-night rendezvous between people you would
be shocked to see—mothers and fathers you would never suspect doing such things while their spouses and
children lay asleep in their beds.
We rode way out past the tobacco warehouses and the railroad tracks, past the small footbridge where we used
to play Billy Goats Gruff, our idea of who was scary enough to be the troll ever changing. We rode on, out to the
local kennel, where one imitation bark could set off a satisfying round of howls that continued long after we’d
ridden off in the direction of Bell’s Econo Lodge, where we slipped fully clothed into the warm green water of the
fenced-in pool, our cutoffs and T-shirts weighing us down as we bobbed and paddled back and forth. Sometimes
we just floated there, buoyed by the constant rush of cars on the interstate and the still patterns of stars overhead.
One night we stopped and sat in a circle under the streetlight on my corner. We avoided the gaping storm drain
across from us, home of many lost baseballs and bracelets and shoes. Only a few of us had ever been brave
enough to go down into the dark muddy box in search of lost items. Those who did surfaced with vows never to
do it again. This night we talked about Laugh-In and took turns imitating the stars: “sock it to me” and “one ringydingy” and “verrry interesting.”
One boy, tall with a freckled complexion and ears that stuck out from his head, was a bit of an outcast at the
junior high school. But here in the neighborhood where he had lived his entire life, he fit in. This night, he told
how he had ridden his bike to the emergency room earlier in the day and seen a woman whose face was torn
away, a child with a broken leg that dangled from its hip like a bruised banana, another woman who had tried to
kill herself on aspirin and failed. He said he heard them pump her stomach. He heard her vomiting and begging to
die behind a curtain meant for child patients, its little farm animals in primary colors swaying back and forth with
the movement of the tall oscillating fan in the corner.
“It was so weird,” he told all of us, who hung on his every word. “The incongruity of it all.”
His acute observations and large vocabulary, which brought laughter and scorn in the classroom, were accepted
—really expected—by the neighborhood crowd. We counted on him to bring us the kind of news that left us weak
in the knees and too nervous to sleep.
One girl was planning to stay out this whole night. Her parents were out of town and her older brother didn’t
give a damn what she did as long as she didn’t tell that his girlfriend was going to sleep upstairs in his lower bunk.
If she wanted to, she could smoke cigarettes and rummage through her parents’ drawers for signs of their sex life.
She could drink some wine and watch TV all night, go door-to-door at dawn stealing the milk and the Krispy
Kreme doughnuts that were delivered to doorsteps.
We talked that night, as usual, about the murder-suicide house, which was just two blocks away, a tidy brick
colonial with a bricked-in herb garden—long untended—complete with a sundial. Some nights we dared to creep
into the ~d\fn{Imperfect scan.} and collect sprigs of mint and lavender, which we would rub and sniff for a long
time after. We knew all the details of the house’s story even though everything had happened a whole generation
before, when our parents were growing up here. There was the murdered woman, an accomplished violinist. It
had been her desire to teach the violin, but when there was no real interest in town (who, after all, actually owned
a violin?), she taught voice and piano lessons. There was her husband, the suicide man, who had once lived in
Chicago, a detail that was always included to mark him as an outsider no matter how many years he had lived in
town. There was their one son, who came back from his home in California to bury them both in an expensive
mausoleum at the center of Hollydale Cemetery. Before the son left town, never to be heard from again, he told
people that his parents had made a suicide pact. We were left wondering which was worse: to have one parent a
murderer or to have both parents choose to depart this earth without a thought about how it might affect your life.
Theirs were not the only suicides in our town; there were more than we would ever have guessed, but we took
turns telling what we knew about reported hunting accidents and accidental overdoses, whispering as if the
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deceased might suddenly step from the thick pine woods behind us.
We also talked about the famous Hank Carter, said to have been a genius who “crossed the line.” None of the
parents explained exactly what the line was or how crossing it happened or if there were warning signs. All we
knew was that Hank was proof you could go from being a clean, well-dressed high school student who solved
difficult calculus problems and aspired to be a NASA engineer to being a disheveled, bearded man who wore a
cowboy hat and boots and rode around on a moped with a pistol and other weaponry attached to his belt and a
Bible tied to the handlebars. Sometimes Hank threatened to shoot dogs and cats and the tires of expensive cars,
and other times he preached, though no church in town had ever claimed him as one of its own.
We were discussing it all this night in July 1970, the summer of the Jeffrey MacDonald hearing. Jeffrey
MacDonald was the man charged with murdering his whole family—two little girls and a pregnant wife—on the
army base nearby. He claimed to have seen a band of hippies enter his darkened home. He said he heard them
saying things like acid is groovy and kill the pigs just before performing an atrocious reenactment of the Manson
Family murders. It had happened back in February and it was what the grownups discussed over their highballs
and cigarettes, coffee and jell-o, and Saturday night T-bones ever since. Had this good-looking surgeon, brilliant
enough to have gone to Princeton, really butchered his young family? Was it possible that someone so smart and
skillful could lose his mind, just snap and go into a bloodbath frenzy? To tell the truth, many kids had not slept
through a night since February. Our minds were full of images of the beautiful young and blond Mrs. MacDonald
and of her babies and with the bits of gory detail the adults stopped describing whenever we passed through a
room.
“My God,” the tall freckled boy said. “Like we don’t read the newspapers too.” And then he recited newspaper
accounts of the state of the bodies, leaving us more lightheaded than the mosquito truck had.
“Hank Carter has crossed over; he might snap even more,” one of us inevitably said, and though the whole
town had proclaimed Hank harmless, there being no reports whatsoever of his ever hurting any person or pet, I
could never look him in the eye, even when he yelled in a booming, slow-as-molasses voice:
“I say, girl, have you got the correct Eastern Standard Time?”
Back then, when I wanted the time, I went to the phone and dialed 739-3241 and a man would say:
The correct time is eight-oh-two P.M. and forty seconds.
I must have called him twenty times a day. He became a security blanket of sorts. Even now, almost thirty
years later, I can close my eyes and hear every beat of his mechanical voice.
*
We were too old for kick-the-can and too young to make out. We were restless. We had learned a lot about
murder that year. We knew that most of the time a person knows the person killing them. We had learned that
alcohol and cigarettes would begin to kill off people we loved. Some of the grown ups who sheltered us were
disappearing from their windows like fade-outs, images lifted from the earth in poofs of smoke, puddles of drink.
We were learning that to be lost, a brain didn’t have to be blown out all over a ceiling like in the murder-suicide
house at the edge of town. We knew people whose brains were slipping down a long easy slope. There was a
teacher we loved who got us confused with our parents. There was a man well loved in town for entertaining at
children’s birthday parties (a mediocre magician with an aging pet monkey) who had ended his own life.
“He was queer,” said some older boys who had taken to hanging out in our neighborhood. “He was an old
cocksucker.”
These were the same older boys who, one dark night that very summer, forced the freckle-faced boy to go
down on them and then told us about it. They called him queer and they called him cocksucker and it didn’t seem
to occur to them that they were the ones who had demanded the act of him, that they were the ones who had
pulled his serious young face into their damp bitter crotches and issued their orders.
Did it occur to us?
*
So we did have to wonder about death. The slow poisoning of lungs and livers and brains. The pact a couple
might make to end it all. The savage stabbing a man might fly off and commit. A kid—never the hunter, always
the prey—whose only crime was that he was scared and too tired to fight back and who, when he could no longer
live with the pressure building up in his mind, chose to treat himself with a gun barrel forced down his throat. But
the boys who promised to share a beer with him out in the dark woods near the highway probably didn’t make
that connection. They probably grew up to drink their own highballs while their own children played outdoors,
riding their bikes past the latest sites of domestic unrest.
As grown ups, you have to stop and wonder what people are thinking, or not thinking. Do those boys, grown
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into the bodies of men, carry that death around in their pockets? Do they ever, at the height of sexual climax, see
that boy there, his sad eyes pleading Let me go?
And the suicide-pact story, who knows if it was true? There was the note the son found, but how do we know
the son didn’t write it himself as a way to protect his dead parents? Or maybe the husband wrote it after he killed
her. Maybe it was a murder of hatred, a murder of passion, and then he left behind a legacy of mutual love and
decision. We will never know.
*
There was another house in town, a beautiful Victorian with a little circular tower. It was surrounded by an
ornate fence, each iron picket the shape of an arrow. I loved the house and its fence until I heard that there had
once been a terrible car crash on the corner. A young passenger, a boy, was thrown through the windshield and
onto those iron arrows. It had happened twenty years earlier, when my parents were teenagers, back when the
interstate didn’t exist, back when people didn’t know the danger of smoking the very tobacco that so many had
helped to harvest. I tried to get the image of the speared boy out of my mind, but I was never able to pass that
house without seeing him pinned there under the blue sky of a beautiful October afternoon.
That image, and the one of the middle-aged woman, violin in hand, son living elsewhere, begging for her life,
hang on in my imagination. Sometimes the violinist’s face gets confused with that of Mrs. Colette MacDonald.
The stories of one person begging, another taking, run parallel. It is said the MacDonald house remained vacant
and untouched for years. The food in the freezer, the valentines out on display. I could not imagine my father in
such a fit of rage, but some of my friends said they could imagine theirs that way. Some kids had seen their
parents drunk. All of us had overheard at least one really bad argument. Most of us had seen our parents cry, and
even for those who glimpsed only the briefest losses of control, the memories remained vivid. Our parents were as
vulnerable as we were. Anyone, grownups and children alike, could die at any minute. They could disappear as
quickly as a car crashed into a tree, or a trigger was pulled, an overdose or undetected cancer cell flowed through
the bloodstream; their hearts, livers, or lungs might shut down, some with warnings, others without.
We all had experienced the desire for breath, the burning ache of our lungs when we shot up from the deep end
of the motel pool to the surface of light and gasped for air, when we tumbled from our bikes, dizzy and high, to
roll in someone’s front yard and spit out the taste of mosquito poison. The wonder of that first full breath. Jeffrey
MacDonald claimed in his trial to have given mouth-to-mouth to his wife. He claimed that he could hear the
breath exit through her chest as quickly as he delivered it. Too late.
*
The last time I ever saw Hank Carter he was directing traffic around an accident at an intersection near the
high school. We all stopped to watch him there, cowboy hat pulled low, beard long and unkempt, billy club
swinging from his belt. He wore mirrored sunglasses and moved quickly, pushing bystanders over toward the curb
as he tried to make the two men involved in the fender-bender sit down and breathe into paper bags. When he was
dismissed from his post by a policeman, he reluctantly returned to his motorbike, which a crowd of us stood
around. It was old and rusty. Ropes, flashlights, and fast-food bags were crammed in the basket on the back along
with the Bible, yellowed and swollen from exposure to the weather.
“What’s doin’ Hank?” one of the boys yelled in a slow mimic. “Shot anything lately?”
Traffic was moving by then, and we were . ready to move on ourselves. We were in high school. We had afternoon jobs and study dates. We had a prom to plan and decorate.
“Nothin’ but some old mean blue jays,” he called back, mounting his bike as if it were a horse. “There weren’t
nothin left but a few feathers and some bird gut.”
He pulled a blue feather from his back pocket and waved it back and forth, laughing until he began to cough
and wheeze, a cigarette burning to ash between two fingers of his waving hand.
The boys liked to keep Hank talking. They liked to get him riled up over some topic far removed from the
moment. They wanted his ranting and raving but not directed at them. It was a fine line they walked; a minefield
of topics guaranteed to set him off. He hated dogs that barked when he rode past them. He’d like to see their vocal
cords tied up into knots. That would leave them silent.
“I hate a damn barking dog,” he said. “I hate ’em like I hate a communist. I’d shoot me some dog if the law
would allow it. They should'’ve let me loose in Vietnam.”
He didn’t believe that men had gone to the moon. He said all that stuff was filmed right down near the coast.
“Down where you girls strip naked and grease your bodies to get that tan. The Lord would not like that.”
He laughed and shook his head.
“The Lord would not like that one damn bit.”
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He thought that women should not be allowed to drive cars, especially the really young women and the really
old women and the foreign women.
“A woman is good for one thing,” he said, and the boys egged him on. “Not for cooking,” he said, and adjusted
his mirrored sunglasses, which made it hard to know what he was staring at. “Though I’d not turn myself down a
meal of fried chicken and mashed potatoes. Don’t need one for cleaning, neither,” he said. “I can operate me a
Hoover as good as any old woman. Got me a Hoover so goddamned powerful 1 can use it to rake up yards if I
take a notion.”
“So, you got yourself a woman, Hank?” one of the boys asked.
Asking this kind of question was like playing Russian roulette. He might laugh, but he was just as likely to fire
his pistol into the air and command some goddamn respect for the weaker sex. He often preached about Adam and
Eve, which was exactly what the boys were hoping for. He could go on for hours about how that naked harlot was
put there in the garden for one thing and one thing only until she took up with that devil snake and got it in her
evil mind that she wanted herself some knowledge other than making some babies to populate the earth.
“She was nothing but a rib,” he said, “and Adam had every right to kick her ass.”
He said, “The great and almighty plan was not supposed to take such a turn.”
Everyone knew that as a high school student he had dated Emma Mosby, a girl who grew up to marry another
town boy, one who went off to school and then to the Korean War and then back to school and became a surgeon
and then chief of staff at the hospital. They lived in an old house in the center of town, a block Hank circled
endlessly. He was dating Emma Mosby when he began to cross over. One day he was telling her how much he
loved her and explaining how suspension bridges are built, and the very next week he arrived at her house suited
up like someone going to a rodeo and complained of all the racket the dogs were making, those cussing
belligerent damned dogs. Emma Mosby’s time in love with Hank Carter was something that everyone knew about
but no one discussed.
“Emma doesn’t deserve to have that dredged up,” the grownups would say.
But that day at the accident was the last time 1 ever saw him. The boys hoped for an angry answer, but Hank
just shook his head and laughed.
“For me to know and you to find out,” he said. “You find out and I’m likely to reward you with a dollar bill or
two.” He mounted his bike, and the group cleared a path for him.
“Hey there, girl,” he drawled when he saw me standing there. “Do I know you?” He lifted his sunglasses to
reveal clear blue, much younger-looking eyes than I would ever have expected. “Are you the one been calling up
to my house and hanging up? Or asking is my Frigidaire running or have I got Prince Albert in the can?”
I shook my head, my face hot. I wanted to look away from him, but I was afraid of making him mad.
“Not me,” I said, while a chorus of boys behind me sang out things like Yeah right. Sure. You want us to
believe that?
“If that’s what she says, then that’s what she means, you bunch of stupid boys.”
He turned on them then, patted the big gun strapped to his hip.
“You all look like a pack of mean old junkyard dogs to me. Damn Nazi mongrels.”
Everyone froze while he twirled his gun and then eased it back into the holster on his belt, alongside his big
silver flashlight and the billy club.
“The good Lord hates the Nazis and the commies and the ignoramuses, and I’ve been put here to keep a watch.
Ain’t nobody getting’ by me.”
He laughed his loud laugh and then turned back to me.
“I’ve known you forever, girl,” he said. “I know your whole life like a book. I always have and I always will.”
He shook his head and dropped his glasses back in place.
“Don’t you ever forget that.”
He made a clicking sound from the corner of his mouth, the kind of sound that someone might use to
accompany a wink, though now his pale blue young eyes were hidden again. I nodded. No one spoke until he
cranked his bike and rode well past the intersection as he headed out toward the service road.
*
I was a senior in college when I got word that Hank Carter had died. I was two hours and light-years away; I
was in a place where my memories were something I could bend and shape into a suitable representation of who I
was. I hung out at an old house at the edge of campus where there was always a gathering of students listening to
music and drinking beer, discussing philosophy and religion and the fate of the world. My hometown paper said
Hank died of a heart attack. Those among the huge outpouring of viewers said he looked small lying in his coffin
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without his hat and boots, his face shaved smooth. They said he looked like a normal person. Receding hairline.
Wrinkles around his eyes and on his pale white throat that had always been protected by a red bandanna and the
scraggly beard. They said he died at twelve noon, and for several months after that, when the bell of the Methodist
church chimed the hour, people would pause over their lunches to comment how they missed seeing Hank riding
through town. Until he died, they hadn’t taken into account how many times a week they saw him helping at
accidents or collecting litter along the highway or just riding his motorbike through town.
*
As a child, I had a contest with myself to see how many times I could call the time service before the minute
lapsed. It was a reassuring thing to do. And now other numbers I called often crowd my mind like secret codes:
3642 and 5756. If I could be in a Twilight Zone episode, it would be the one where the phone line has fallen down
onto a grave so that calls are placed from beyond. If I could write my own episode, it would involve a phone line
that could connect us back to those old places. Just dial and you get your grandfather in his wheelchair, his tired
old collie curled beside him; your grandmother in her kitchen with Mason jars sterilized and ready to receive
tomatoes and pear preserves; the neighbor saving her mail so when you got home from kindergarten you could
use her jewel-handled letter opener—razor sharp—to slit the white envelopes of her bills and the pale ones of
letters; the old aunt who kept a jar of peppermints for children and who always spoke with her hand covering poor
dental work, her head tilted just slightly; fathers walking up from the eighteenth hole on late Sunday afternoons
while mothers bundled their children into big warm towels as they stepped from the pool, eyes red and stinging
from the chlorine; the freckle-faced boy, waiting on his bike, ready to race through the summer night with the
sound of an ambulance on the highway.
Won’t one of you please, please, please go with me?
*
I would call the people I knew growing up who have since died. I would ask-how life had taken them there.
Did they beg or did they pass in silence? Did they embrace life or reject it? Were there memories that at the very
last minute filled their minds and swaddled their fears? And like a director, I would call for lights to come on in
every house in town and for every person who had ever lived there to step outside and take a long deep breath on
this average summer night.
*NORTH DAKOTA*
200.17 Excerpt from Letters of John B. Flannagan\fn{by John Bernard Flannagan (1895-1942)} Fargo, Cass County,
North Dakota, U.S.A. (M) 23
May 11, 1929, from Woodstock, New York, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
Here’s wishing you well.
It’s fine up here now, but when the crowd begins to come up it probably will be very different.
I have been working hard in spite of the handicaps imposed by the character of the stone up here. It’s
altogether different than what I used to find around New City and hardly any of it suitable for carving, and
certainly none of it in my “back yard.” I am coming into town next week and I may bring in a few small things.
I realize the approach of the slack time of the year, but even so: they are (I think) very attractive and I should
be very glad to get anything at all for them. Do you think you could do anything with them? If not, perhaps I’d
better wait till fall. It’s just the old, old problem of the artist, and if anything at all is sold during the summer—
there would be a chance.
I was very glad you did so well for Adolf.\fn{ Adolf Dehn, whom Flannagan met in the art school at Minneapolis } Please
say Hello to him for me and tell him I shall drop him a note soon.
Cordially,
John Flannagan
*
1929, from Woodstock, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
I’m making a couple of trips to town this month and need some money to do so. I believe I still have $50.
coming—if so would you please be so very kind and have it sent.
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Nothing much happening up here—except that I hate it and shan’t live here anymore. Too many intellectual
Rip Van Winkles still in the Catskills.
Everyone is excited just now over an impending visit of the Dowager Queen and the Crown Prince otherwise
Mrs. Force and Forbes Watson.
See you next week.
John Flannagan
*
1929, from Woodstock, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
Just received your card. I suppose it relates to Checkerboard so: Can’t you just say born in this country April 7,
1896. I have so completely dropped out of sight as to relatives and would so prefer to remain, but if you must,
Woburn, Mass.
May I throw you a few notes. My aim is to produce a sculpture feeling as direct and swift as a drawing, a
sculpture with such ease, freedom and simplicity that it hardly feels carved, but rather to have always been that
way. That accounts for the preference for field stone. Its very rudeness seems to me more in harmony with simple
direct statement. There are often necessary compromises, but the shape of the stone does not determine the design.
More often the design dictates the choice of the stone because I like to have them appear as rocks left quite
untouched—and natural. You once called it “inevitable.” Such qualities of humor or the grotesque or whatever
you find are accidental and very subordinate to a conception originally “purely sculptural.”
I have come to hate the sight of woodblock. Hope you can find it in your heart to remit my sentence to only
“one art.”
Here are a few reviews. Only a few because as a rule they only interest me when they seem to have hit close to
what I’m driving at—which, if I may say so myself, isn’t nearly as “easy” as I want it to look.
I just got my hands on some swell rock—show you later. Bessie Poor wrote me today—Henry is on a painting
spree and I guess they have covered a lot of territory, but are now settled down near Marseilles.
See you soon
John F.
*
Winter, 1929-1930, from Woodstock, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
I’m sorry I haven’t been able to get in before. It’s been something like hell working under various
disadvantages and only able to do that at certain times. However it’s just about all over. I’m going to throw out a
couple of the things I brought in, replacing them with what I’m doing now.
As yet I haven’t turned in anything to the Whitney Galleries, but I shall next week after talking with you. I saw
Mrs. Force. She was very enthusiastic about my going away. Anyway she thinks it’s just the right thing for me at
this time, etc. In the course of the talk I told her of courst that Mr. Weyhe was making it possible. She was very
pleased—so much so that she said she would come in there soon to personally speak of what a “generous and
sporting” thing it is. That is very interesting to me, because I’m anxious to see you sell my things whether they
belong to you or to me—eventually I benefit. So I suggested that if she felt that way she could do me a very real
favor by interesting anyone she could (in my stuff) and passing them on to you. She said she could and would.
Also I was told I was “ripe” (whatever that is) for a show over there. She assures me she can arrange
exhibitions in Paris and London. However, pointing out to me the likelihood of not selling much of anything over
there, but would gain through the prestige and attendant publicity here which she can arrange. At first I thought all
this rather business-like for me but now I don’t know and I shall be rather nervous until I see you. I may be overanxious to make the most of this chance?
I’ve got a number of other strings out, but nothing definite has happened yet—but they will.
About showing—if you can conveniently, make mine sometime in April. Wouldn’t that be a better time for
garden things, and probably just as good for the small things as well?
I hope you can make something out of this missive—I’ve been so up in the air I don;t seem to think straight—
if I ever did.
Looking up some geologic data in the Museum of Natural History, I saw some beautiful stones quarried in
Ireland—including a marble just as black (or to be Irish about it black-er) as that Belgian black.
John F.
P .S. We are assured of the sale of whatever we turn in to the Whitney Show.
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J. F.
*
June 22, 1930, from Clifden, Ireland, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
This comes from the rocky wilds of Connemara and these hills are a sculptor’s dream—or nightmare—I still
don’t know which. Stone-stone-green-white-black marble-granites including my black. None of it being quarried
—you find it in the fields and fences. Ireland is the most beautiful country I’ve ever seen and that’s said with no
sentiment. I’m tempted to paint again—so don’t be surprised if I fall.
This should have happened long ago. I feel like a different person. It was a case of going stale before I left, but
now I find there is still something eager left in me—so much so, that I don’t even feel the need of a drink any
more, but feel more intensely just one steady, abiding purpose such as it is—to make images out of rock.
There is here a certain quiet I have sought for a long time. There is peace in the unhurried and simple existence
of life here, so that I, in relishing it feel out of place in the highly mechanized drift of our time and have found
where I belong. I’d sell my soul to stay on here always and just carve.
If there is anywhere an animal’s country this is surely it. So much of the traffic on the streets of even a city like
Cork is cattle. Here if we leave the house for even a half hour we must close the doors or find an inquisitive cow
when we return. In the mountains where there isn’t stone there are sheep. I’ll warn you—you’re bound to get from
me at least one Connemara Ram.
You may think I’ve kissed the Blarney Stone (I didn’t dare—Grace did) when I tell you that we have daylight
until almost 11 at night and the sun rises between 3:30 and 4. A good long day—praise God. We had a very
difficult time getting settled, going from place to place hunting. The dingiest hotels and lodgings are very
expensive, so it was immediately obvious to us that our only chance would be to get a cottage, inasmuch as by
buying our own food etc. living can be very cheap. So we tried Galway (now a summer resort) and Limerick and
small places thereabouts but couldn’t find a thing. At last I think it must have been my “Guardian Angel” led me
into the thick of the stone country and into the most charming little house I shall ever live in probably.
Incidentally the only one to be had here. However to get it we had to pay a year’s rent. It needed repairs and the
owner of course wasn’t interested in doing them for a possibly short period rent. He soaked us 30 pounds a year,
but by doing whatever I could of the work myself I got it for 25 pounds. Now my rent is paid until next July, and
we shall be able to live extremely cheap from now on. We had to spend nearly $75 to fit it out. So with rent,
furniture and travelling (as cheap as we could) we are in an extremely precarious state, and very worried over
being so in a strange place. Would you please send us $150 just as soon as you get this—urgent—and rearrange
my allowance this way: send us $300 the last of Aug., $250 the next quarter, $200 the last quarter.
I have plans covering my passage back but I hope I don’t have to come back. Grace is going to have a child in
Sept. and that is why I’d like the usual $300 then and have this $150 charged off later. I’ll make a return to you by
sending you some things that will surprise you, especially now that I can pick up stone in my back yard and a
field full of models in front of me.
I bought this dinky camera to photograph my things now and then. I can have the pictures enlarged and send
them to you from time to time. I’m sending you some pictures of our place. We shall be spending almost all our
time alone—working or walking the hills—so I hope to come by the art of letter writing and I hope you’ll write to
us. There isn’t a cinema here—we don’t miss it.
I enjoyed Droll Peter\fn{by Felix Timmermans} more than any book I‘ve read in a very long time. The vividness
of its recreation of the physical (social-religious) aspects of Breughel’s time seems to give me, at least, a deeper
understanding of the Gothic than volumes of erudite exposition and criticism. The dance of Siva\fn{ by G. Ananda
Goomaraswamy} I knew and rather liked. Faure\fn{ Elie Faure, History of Art} gives me a pain in the neck. His whole
book to my mind is built upon an idea that could be better (because more concisely) stated in ten pages, and his
rhetorical flights become tiresome.
This is an awful long letter for me.
Yours,
John Flannagan
*
July 30, 1930, from Clifden, Ireland, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
Having anxiously awaited your essay on Latin-American culture, we find nothing for us but to inflict one upon
you on Anglo-Irish culture—such as it is—chiefly agriculture (Bromide). Agriculture like everything else here is
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only half done—with a beautiful blithe carelessness that ought to come off swell in the arts (Improvisation). Poor
old Ireland is beautiful but she certainly deserved better than the Irish. All of which leads up to a mutual
disillusionment both on your part and ours. In spite of my last happy letter, though still remaining just as cheerful,
we may have to leave this place for France or some less wild place—(if any) where one can get tools and medical
attention properly, minimizing the function of Providence in both.
I spoke in my last letter of Grace’s condition and now may I say (after Casanova) “To correct the mistakes of
fortune” please be very sure—in case of any eventualities—that our next check is here by the middle of August
even if you have to cable it, which you probably shall. Grace is due about the first of September and we want to
be prepared. By the way, cable it in American money at our expense because the pound is low right now and the
cost of the cable would just about compensate us for the difference in exchange. Please do this at once.
I just missed Mrs. Force in London last week and ran into some bad luck all around even in Dublin in finding
Padraic Colum in France, Lennox Robinson lecturing in America, Sean O’Casey in England, Stevens in France.
However, all those things I shall pick up later. More to the point I shall be shipping you six or seven things within
the next two weeks.
Dublin is very depressing. Being a too abrupt transition from one very small part of the city which is extremely
nice to the major portion of the city which is an appalling slum. O’Connell Street (Sackville St.) seems to a
stranger a parade of monuments (one every fifty feet) so much so that you needn’t be surprised if later you
receive from me a regular Vanity Fair essay, a typical article upon the Futility of Monuments, as per example
Nelson’s Pillar (which is really the center of Dublin) whose sheer shrieking height and bulk makes the little onearmed image it holds aloft symbolically important—because from our experience a thing blind in one eye and
minus one arm can rub its dominance into all the rest of Ireland—the irony of a base subordinating the crippled
hero it supports.
We are just as enthusiastic about living in this country as we were in my last letter. We relish its loneliness and
its wildness—but the combined cost of living and the cost of carving makes it harder and harder. For this poor
little misguided country has itself so thoroughly taxed beyond its own means and ours that we are dubious.
Yours,
John F.
*
September 1930, from Clifden, Ireland, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
After 4 weeks of anxiety it’s all over. By the “Grace of God” or the other fella I have a daughter—one Moira. I
find myself human enough to be crazy about her and—a little bit—sorry for her.
The Dr. said she was the “dead spit” of me—which is a bad start for her, (but auspicious or suspicious) she has
the hands of an artist. I didn’t have the nerve to do otherwise than go to a very good Dr. and a hospital and that
meant Seamount Galway—50 miles away, the nearest. My caution may be explained when I tell you of reading in
the current papers of a patient dying from an operation he didn’t need—or at least not that particular operation.
They operated for hemorrhoids when it should have been gallstones. Also when I tell you of an intelligent (for
Clifden) woman telling Grace (just before we decided on a Dr.) of a man who had died that morning. The nurse
by mistake gave him the whole box of pills. Says our friend however,
“It was too bad, the poor man, but then he would have died anyway.”
How’s that for pragmatism? These people have charm and humanity of a sort that is sometimes lovable—and
sometimes in their very casualness—maddening. They will do most anything for you, but rarely do it well.
This sounds suspiciously as though I didn’t like Ireland because there were too many other Irishmen here. But
I do like it—it’s still marvelous only not practical for a sculptor. Swell for painters. It seemed funny to have run
off here from a nest of painters (Woodstock) and then to pass old Augustus John on the road in a very sporty
roadster that hardly became his beard. Later I learned that quite a number of English painters come here. All this
leads up to a confession. For the most part at night and when too tired to carve I have perpetrated a lot of
watercolors. There are about 35 of them and I was about to send you the lot, but got “cold feet” and mailed a few
samples. I don’t know what to think of them. If they interest you do anything you can with them and I’ll send on
the rest. I went out a few times and tried to work direct, but caught myself sizing up rocks mostly. A sure
indication I suppose that after all I’m only a sculptor. If not direct they are however, very characteristic of the
countryside. The one of the two donkeys bumming along the road one sees constantly. They always make me
think of the sailors on shore leave spending it in a Central Park rowboat. All the goats in those drawings I have
carved (but not as bad as they are painted) except the standing one. The one with the tall horns. I’m going to do
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him, but will have to give him a pair of wrought-iron horns. The colt also is done. I’m afraid I’ll be sending you a
herd of cattle, mostly so far goats and asses, but the goat has such a decorative quality, and then there’s the
thoughtful sadness of the ass.
I rapped myself on the finger this afternoon and this letter is being written (?) with a bandaged finger. It is too
a purely personal note, because there are so many details I should like to take up with you that I shall write
another entirely on business and try to get it out on the same mail.
Before going to sleep for awhile I want to thank you for the promptness (and that unquestioningly) with which
you have sent money.
Cordially,
John F.
I tore off an unnecessary P .S. If you see Adolf—give him my regards. Tell him he has a relative in Dublin. The
German minister Von Dehn.
J. F. P .S.
If you feel like writing and care to answer this personal note I would be glad to hear from you. It’s very lonely
here—we never see anyone except the tradespeople.
*
September 1930, from Clifden, Ireland, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
This is the business note.
First I want to thank you for the response to the cable. The adjustment mentioned means nothing more than
that I realize—and am somewhat reconciled to the possible shortening of my time here. I am half finished now
and somehow shall have 37 things for you before Dec. and if necessary use the last check to come back on.
Until Grace had to go away I’ve worked harder than I ever had and now that it’s over I’ve got the ball and
chain on again. It seems the only way to keep from being worried to death.
You told me the last time I saw you that if I keep to the level of the last stuff I turned in I had nothing to worry
about. Well I’ve got the finest lot of stuff I’ve ever done and you know I’m not given to over-confidence.
There is no photographer nearer than Galway. You have to go to Galway for everything. I tried to get some
with my “toy,” but it was too small and they were just nothing. Today I tried over, having secured a portrait
attachment, and I’ll send you what comes out as soon as they are developed. Therefore you need not reply to this
until you know what they are like, because I should like you to be able to tell me whether to send them on at once,
or wait until I have them all. I should prefer the latter. That would allow me to carry on without the interruption
incident to getting them crated and shipped, etc. I’m very anxious to get done and the responsibility off my mind.
Also I should like some shipping instructions. The only shipping from Galway is the passenger boats that call
there. I haven’t been able to ascertain there whether they would take a shipment of this sort. These lines are the
Hamburg-American N. German-Lloyd and the Cunard. Would you call up their N. Y. offices and find out. How
should they be packed? How about insurance?
I spoke before of missing Mrs. Force in London, but wasn’t terribly disappointed because I had gotten an
estimate or two on shipping costs (rail rates are damn high) and knew I simply couldn’t swing it financially.
I feel now that I made a great mistake in coming here so far-off from everything. Despite the wealth of very
beautiful stone—conditions practically are all against a sculptor. The mere matter of tools alone is heart-breaking.
I have to ship them to Galway to get them properly sharpened. They cost me a shilling apiece to sharpen. Working
entirely in granite or marble just as hard and at the rate I’ve been going I send down 40 a week. Sculpture is
hardly an art for a poor man so sculptors shouldn’t have children. This is not in any sense a complaint but rather
an endeavor to show you why I have found it necessary to call on you for money. This is all my own funeral, but
I’ve got one great thing since I’ve come and that is a certain sort of assurance as to the future. I mean by that I’m
dead sure of the things I do now. In short I feel capable, and I think, touched a sculptural secret that is real. So I
suppose the future will take care of itself, at any rate I’m not worrying about it as much as I used to, even so, with
a new responsibility there are times when I feel uneasy.
The above I’m afraid isn’t very coherent. I couldn’t sleep—so I got up and am still using the same sore finger.
I shall wait for daylight now and go on working. That reminds me of something strange that happened to me in
Galway while Grace was in the hospital. It was a dream, one of those startlingly vivid ones that seem more real
than reality. I had just dropped off to sleep and dreamt—I was in a very dark room—it was impossible to see—yet
I felt another presence standing over me—I was startled and in order to find out whether I was seeing things—or
whether it was a being—I suddenly jumped up and grasped what seemed to be a real person—holding him by the
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hands I shouted—who are you? With a strange laugh the calm answer was—I AM YOU and he was gone. This
seemed to happen over and over and always the same I AM YOU—I AM YOU YOURSELF. I hardly slept at all
the rest of the time in Galway. Yet the thing felt more mocking than sinister. I suppose you think I’m going mad.
To me it seems to explain my persistent insomnia as psychically being afraid of one’s own subconsciousness. I’d
like to ask an analyst. The damn dream itself sounds like Kahlil Gibran.
Well I’ll write you again as soon as I get the pictures.
John F.
*
November 17, 1930, from Clifden, Ireland, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
These few pictures are the only successful results I've achieved out of several different attempts, using up a
couple of rolls each time. One can't get them developed in a hurry as they are sent to Dublin for that-so I may as
well not wait for any more of them, but send you these few. I don’t like to in a way because I’m disappointed in
them. They seem uninteresting and somehow futile in conveying the impression of the real carving. After all I
suppose a picture of a carving is just as inadequate as a written description of a picture, a defining of one art in the
medium of another.
The “Goats” and the “Ram” are fairly large—suitable for out-of-doors. The others are of a medium size, being
neither too large for a room nor too small for a garden. Further descriptions are noted on the back of each picture
and I hope you can sort of “sense” what they are actually like.
I was glad to get your letter—I had surmised that you were very busy.
The bad news of the rotten state of things makes me somewhat uneasy: not being one of those who seem to
turn the old wolf howling at the door into a fur overcoat. I can see myself back there in some such job as
messenger boy.
I’ve been working day and night, but in a little too much haste and a little too much economy of sharp tools. I
broke several things (and my so-called heart each time) just short of completion so I’m going a little cautiously
just now. However I can be all finished during December. I shall let you know in advance just when. As soon as
they are all done I’ll get them started moving to you.
I would like very much to stay on for awhile and would feel agreeable to any arrangement whatever that would
make it possible, so please do all you can and I’ll reciprocate by giving you just so much better things. As it is,
finishing (next month) the lot called for in our agreement, I’d be only too glad to have some more to do as I find
necessity of getting them done a very effective impetus to keep working. However you may feel it best to defer
the discussion until you see them which ought to be during January. I could tell you so much of what I think of
my present work and how sure of it I am, but knowing well that futility of things being ever so fine and still
remaining so very hard to sell. If shipping costs come to very much I’ll throw in a couple extra to cut down the
average.
I’ll send some more pictures when I get a few good ones, but for the time being I’m too broke to indulge in
anything but tools. I’ll need some money the first of the month as it is.
Reverting to the pictures: although they are not selective, at least not a selection of carvings they are picked
photos, and are somewhat representative of the lot of stuff I have done. I find myself looking forward to a
showing of them and with any luck at all they really should go.
I started out to write a long letter. There are so many things I’d like to tell you. Everything seems so changed
with me, and for the better in that I’m a little more at peace with myself (if not with the rest of the world) which is
only to be desired in that it makes for a more consistent and complete absorption in working out a dubious
salvation in stone. However having labored all night with that “concentration of the arrow-maker” I’m all in, so
I’ll have to let this go as just a note to accompany the pictures, to which I warn you again, you’ll have to add
some of your imagination.
I’ll write you again very soon and tell you more about Moira, and what I’m learning from her. She is so
stimulating (spiritually rather than sentimentally) and in that way helping me so much as to be worth the
responsibility many times over.
John F.
P. S.
That wop who inquired of me is a crook—he’s trying to “pull a fast one.” I don’t owe him any such sum of
money and he’d have gotten the little I do owe him if he hadn’t been a crook which I found out too late. Tell him
nothing. I’ll take care of him.
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*
January 23,1930, from Clifden, Ireland, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
I was somewhat stale during December—your letter however gave me a new lease on life. I’ve been very busy
ever since, trying to get things arranged and deferred writing from day to day until I could tell you something
definite. But as all my inquiries have had to be referred to London or Liverpool or Hamburg it’s been
exasperatingly slow; however here’s the dope. I’ve taken up the matter with the consul in Dublin. I swear out a
“declaration of originality” and as the things are sold and valued at more than $100 I have to have a “consular
invoice.” I’ve asked, but he says nothing of any charges so the only expense indicated would be that of a trip (as I
have to appear personally) and photographs. The pictures I’ll manage somehow with my toy camera, as I need
prints for the Insurance Co. also and I think it more of a mere formality than anything else. …\fn{ Follows explanation
about shipment possibilities and costs}
I have plans of my own. As soon as I get this shipment off my hands we’re going to France. In the first place
the time the Irish Government (after months) allowed us to stay in Ireland expires March 20. It was not until
October that this bit of stupid red tape was over with—after my papers going interminably back and forth from
here to Dublin. The copy of our agreement you gave me was dated March 20 so they finally felt safe in allowing
us here that long. The bickering unsure nature of the whole affair has left a bad taste in my mouth and I don’t
want to go through it again to get an extension.
Conditions are so much of a strain here too. Tools etc. being too much of an expense.
I can move my family to Paris for not much more than $50—so I think it the best thing I can do. As I said
before just as soon as I get your stuff off we shall leave so that I can get back to work again as soon as possible.
The possibility of staying a little longer making it worth while to get back into the middle of things revives the
ambitions I came over here with. I’m writing to Mrs. Force at once, and I shall try to go through with a show over
here. I’m still convinced it would help. I’d feel secure enough in Paris as it’s almost certain she’ll commission me
with something for her English place. That is what I really missed last summer as I had counted on it to help me
over Grace’s doctor and hospital bill. If the worst came to pass I think I could do some part time labor grinding
stone or polishing bronze for some prosperous sculptor like Davidson. I may have a few incomplete things to take
with me (as excess baggage) to form the nucleus of a new collection. With this extra six months and if I only send
you 25 things—I’ll be owing you 24.
Moira is delightful—very quiet etc. and no trouble at all. She is already making a great effort to talk but that I
suppose comes of being born here. Most logical thing about Ireland is the presence of the Blarney stone. It was
certainly placed in the right country.
I had a funny dream the other night. I dreamt we were still in art school and the whole gang were playing “hide
and seek.” Miss Cheney was “it” and Adolf was hiding in the men’s toilet.
John
*
April 1, 1931, from Clifden, Ireland, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
I’m still here—had to go to Dublin and get a thirty day extension. I shall never again stop anywhere if it is
difficult to ship from.
Everything waits upon the word of the S. S. Co’s. and I’ll surely know something definite in a day or so and
I’ll let you know at once. I hate to be so late in getting them over there, but I simply can’t help it.
This is just a note to acknowledge the receipt of the money. Thanks. I should be very glad indeed to make the
new agreement twelve months.
I’ve had enough (for awhile) of the simple life, or rather I think I could live the simple life just as well in Paris
for awhile.
Here are a few more pictures.
I shall write you at length as soon as I hear something definite.
Cordially,
John F.
*
December 1934, from White Plains, N. Y., Bloomingdale Hospital, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
… I absolutely cannot stand this unwilling incarceration any longer …\fn{ After his return from Ireland in June 1933,
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Flannagan went through a period of strain which resulted in a breakdown and confinement in Bloomningdale Hospital from September
1934 until March 1935} This being shut up and herded around is giving me claustrophobia—rather than any possible

benefit. It’s a dread repetition of a thwarted prisoned childhood that has already hurt too much. One is not even
treated as competent to discuss one’s own carcass—just the victim. I’ve lost all my teeth and probably my tonsils
should be extracted, but that’s discussed with Grace—not me.
There are actually more legal safeguards for a felon than checks on the psychiatrist to whom civil liberty is a
joke.
I can’t work here. Before I came I had been assured that I could—assured glibly. The little and broken up time
that I get (with no privacy and constant interruption and distraction) makes impossible that consecutive quality of
feeling so important to me. Here however, nothing should be important—if it is—it’s too important. Psychiatric
sophistry finds I’ve been too interested in my work—it should have a less dominant place in my life—and my life
no longer seems my own. What a travesty. My confusion is more significant than a system that is a sop to
mediocrity in being a mere limiting of the capacity of feeling and experience by a damning bourgeois
regimentation. But—and this is very very serious to me—the result of trying to work here is just a daily ordeal of
frustration. It would be easier on one’s feelings not to try at all—but I can’t not try. This daily laceration and
frustration of a creative impulse, a creative sensibility, carried on even a little while, can and surely will, with me
I’m afraid, end with complete artistic impotence.
Also—I recognize that the artist of today makes use (perhaps subconsciously) of psychological material, but at
the same time I resent deeply, that work, to which in the fullest sense I have dedicated my life, being pawed over
for traces of aberration. It’s stupid and offensive. I was ordered to bring before the staff here pictures of things
I’ve done, which they weren’t fitted to analyze in the first place.
It’s such an obvious example of the old smug defensive evasion of the herd to consider almost any
accomplishment in the arts or what they do not want to understand as neurotic—decadent.
The revenge of the bourgeoisie. ...
I’ve made a searching examination of my artistic conscience—a turning, I suppose in the direction of middle
age. I no longer have any allusion about how completely I’ve fallen down in the use of the human figure, but not
since I first came out of art school have I had such a veritable flood of ideas. All I can do about it is carry them
around—sort of furtively drawn on little slips of paper and hope I can spiritually hang on to them and not let them
go stale and sour.
The psychiatrist who tricked me here says there was no intention of confining me for even as long as I have
been.
Anyway I’ve had enough. I’ve suffered through four bleak months—more than unhappiness—utter misery and
I’ve been punished enough. If I am to be punished any further, I may as well be transferred to a state institution or
Grace can bring me a small amount of money for carfare and I’ll watch for a chance to get over the fence and
have to stay out of New York State.
Sorry to use you as a Father Confessor—I’m in despair.
John
*
Winter 1934-1935, from White Plains, Bloomingdale Hospital, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
I just got your letter—and have failed several times in trying to answer. Everything I feel like saying could be
construed as an indication that I’m not well—and perhaps because I have had a dazed look at myself as I really
am, I don’t care for the evasion of illness. Illness is a nice word for it.
That fate can often be malignant and love cruel—is paranoiac. All the Irish are paranoiacs.
I’m writing just to indicate that I don’t refuse to listen, and that I appreciate the spirit in which you wrote.
I had resolved never again to ask anything of anyone—but am breaking it already. Would you please be so very
kind and send marked to Grace and Moira a bunch of bud roses. Grace should know what is meant—and I know
of no other way to do it—and some day I’ll send you something in return.
John
*
February 1935, from White Plains, Bloomingdale Hospital, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
Thanks ever so much for the silver—I couldn’t think of any way else to get it promptly. I sort of felt that unless
the thing was cast at once something would happen—and sure enough it did. The mould was knocked over and
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cracked by a dumb porter, but I may be able to pull the thing thru nevertheless. I hope so. I’m learning to “take it.”
I am quite excited over developing this method of doing things in metal. It’s so artistically right when the artist
himself can carry his work on thru the various processes alone. It’s pretty definitely certain I can do things about
the size of those small bronzes Maillol has done—say six or eight inches tall. I’m using silver just now because
it’s easy to handle. I’m experimenting with various silver alloys—working for color—it’s handsome stuff and I
hope to carry on with brass and aluminum as well. Bronze may be too difficult without equipment for it. This
scheme seems practical at last—such things should be very saleable.
I was told of a chap who has spoken to you of an electro-plating method. It can be done—why not try him. Have
you still got the “Acrobats”? That was originally sort of conceived as metal—and I really think it would be a swell
thing done that way and then plated with chromium and chromium plating is now being done so extensively that
it’s become very cheap. As I visualize that little thing, it would be stunning done so.
I am sending in some drawings. I’m curious to know what you think of them. I don’t know myself. They seem
to me very sensitive, but lacking that indefinable thing of the spirit that makes for a really passionate expression.
There is in them quite an indication of the almost infinite patience that is the only way to bear the present—that
patience seems in these drawings to tend toward a precision that sometimes I feel, comes near the realization that
I possess an instrument—so delicately keyed to my psyche.
I shall send on some more soon—whenever you find one that you like, please let me present it to you.
Thanks again for the trouble you took to get that precious silver—it’s to be used to good purpose.
Always,
John
*
Winter 1934-1935, from Mite Plains, Bloomingdale Hospital, to Carl Zigrosser
Note on the “Rag Doll”
I’ve used a smooth finish in order to emphasize the form and because it’s truer to the character of the metal.
Bronzes lately seem a little inclined to a tricky clay texture. An obvious contradiction. Finally, the theme itself, I
felt, demanded a suave-touch.
The doll is introduced principally to enrich the linear composition, by allowing a bit of the grotesque to
dramatize the charm of the childish figure. Further, the juxtaposition of the child and this inanimate mass of the
doll, should vivify the main phase of the motif—the child.
The work should feel easy, unstudied and natural: carried out definitely within the limits of and utilizing to the
utmost, the quality peculiar to the material used.
*
Spring 1935, from White Plains, Bloomingdale Hospital, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
May I borrow the “Acrobats.” I’d like to try something with it. You could hand it to Grace.
Did she show you the little silver figure? It’s not entirely finished and of course an experimental piece of work
—I like it very much.
When I can work again I’d like to borrow also that limestone of two children and refinish it. I think that would
improve it greatly.
I lose my tonsils tomorrow. At the present rate of extraction and throat cutting there won’t be much left to bury
when I die.
J. F.
*
July 21, 1935, from Woodstock, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
I’ve been working very hard, haven’t seen anyone nor gone anywhere except in search of stone—so I’m
getting along pretty well working intensely and fast. The stone has been somewhat difficult as most of the stuff
around is unworkable, but I’m managing to find enough although it’s usually too far away to carry so I get a
nearby farmer to haul it. So far it’s all bluest one and granite.
The idea of coming up here was a good one. I feel like a new person physically. Eating very well, sleeping
naturally, a sound feeling, calm, determined and capable. The feeling of accomplishing is giving me the first
peace I’ve known in what seems like a long time. I think I’ll stay a little longer—an extra week to be exact
coming back August 2 or 3 with 10 things—and devote the rest of the summer and early autumn to some fairly
large things in granite.
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I’m becoming somewhat elated in beginning to feel that I’m gradually crawling on top. Problems enough God
knows but no conflicts.
Oh! Yes—if you intend going on your vacation in August I shall miss seeing you, but can look forward to your
return when I shall have so much to show you. Hope you have one as completely satisfactory as mine. Also would
you arrange to have my check sent to Charlton St. to reach me Fridays. Well—back to work.
Always,
John
*
August 1935, from New York, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
Margherita tells me she intends going in there tomorrow, so as I shall be extremely busy I’m sending along a
note.
The dreaded job of turning over the big figure came off surprisingly easy and only three of us. I am finishing
up the field stone pieces and find them uncommonly handsome when cleaned up and rubbed down. Too bad you
saw them in their rough state. The standing figure is completed and I think came out very fine.
So the work here in the studio is pretty well cleaned up, and now fortunately I've been offered a chance to go
off on a stone hunt with Sam Eskin in his car. I feel temporarily fed up with sandstone and hope to get enough
granite to keep me going for some time. I had hoped to see you before you go away, but this chance will keep me
away all week, coming back next Monday or Tuesday. Incidentally, I shall stop at Woodstock and bring in the rest
of my stuff from there.
He plans to get off today or tomorrow morning … it’s a break for me as I do need stone. Among other places, I
shall see that fellow in Closter-snake-stone?
I shall have need of this week’s check especially as I won’t be back until next week. Would you send it by
Margherita.
I’ll have lots of things to show you when you get back.
John
*
November 22,1935, from Boston, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
You are apt to find this a rather inarticulate effort of a letter as it’s so hard to write just what I[‘d like to say.
This past summer has been one of constant strain—a tension that has kept me drawn as taut as a violin string
and believe me, I’m trying but am not always successful. Always I’m seeing with the vividness of a hallucination,
the wraith-like figure of a child that seems irrevocably lost, and the only way I see to dissipate my own feeling of
being equally lost myself is to give you a show expressing everything I have to say just now. After that I’m safe.
Being in a state, even more than usual, susceptible to an awful inchoate dread that I find it hard to shake—I’m
staying on another week or so. However here is what I’m doing. I’ve taken a shack right next to a pile of granite
and I am trying to get as much done as possible, even just blocking out or roughing out some stuff to finish in
town. So with what I can do in a frantic week of work and the couple of rather large blocks of Quincy granite I’m
sending—I’m recovering considerable confidence. If it were a mere matter of getting a show together it would be
easy, but I feel so intensely about the matter it’s got to be something more—and it will be, because with all the
weakness there is too a little of something indomitable in me.
Too, I am at last forcing myself to a real effort toward writing an article or two—this in the evenings.
Being under some supervision, I’m eating and sleeping. Eating like a horse as a matter of fact and sleeping
naturally—so I’m recovering something of the physical condition this damn mouth helped to deprive me of. With
the physical recovery and the stone I mentioned before, I find an improvement in morale. So I’ll carry on—and
get there in the end.
Would you please be so very kind as to mail Mrs. Force one of your prints of the “Mother and Child.” I’m
writing her. I can give you a whole lot of photos when I get back, they don’t seem to help me any—people just
bum them from one.
Please send next week’s check on so to reach me Monday if you can and I’ll be very grateful.
I’m trying to cultivate the letter writing habit—(not, however, to write letters to the papers, we’ll leave that to
Gutzon Borglum) so I’ll give you a fuller report in a day or so.
Thank you very much for all you’ve done.
John
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*
December 6, 1935, from Boston, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
Have been working very hard and got five fine things in granite. One a very interesting Mother and Child in
black granite.
I feel fine for having accomplished these things.
Will be back next week so please send check for me to come back on.
Did you send the photo to Mrs. Force? I wrote her at length and outlined my position regarding the Mother and
Child—definitely.
With these things I have here, I feel I have things pretty well in hand now. I really feel so good over having
caught a very fine quality in them—wait and see.
Cordially,
John
*
March 30, 1936, from Boston, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
For two weeks I’ve been trying to write you. I’m rather alarmed at the possibility of being no longer glib. So
much so that I find myself envying articulate people like, well say Willie Seabrook, who seem to possess a squidlike faculty of being able to lose even Bloomingdale in a cloud of ink.
It seems that reviews and reviewers sometimes fulfill a less dubious purpose than they usually do, because that
Mumford article in the New Yorker, ironically enough, recalled me to someone I haven’t heard from in a long
time. He in turn has put me in contact with someone valuable I think. I’ll tell you about it when I see you which
will be next Monday, unless I hear something from Philadelphia before then.
I’ve met quite a few people here lately, chiefly thru the Edsalls. There seems to be quite a lot of certain
enthusiasm that I think and hope will be contagious enough to cause a sculpture plague here in Boston. I just
missed meeting your friend Seidenberg. Alas.
I’ve been thinking over the show and maintaining an optimistic attitude, yet it is strange that all thru the years
when things seemed so hopeless one had a certain sureness, perhaps as compensation.
Ironically when things at last look hopeful one is seemingly no longer sure, or at least less so.
I see the things I’m doing now as perhaps more human thru a closer union of the organic with pure abstraction
and of course more mature. It is a maturity that is yet somewhat of a retreat from a point of view that perhaps was
more profound, but possibly less workable. That point of view is stated exactly as I’ve always felt it.
“Where, for the sake of the eternal character of stone he occupies himself with sculpture, he attempts—by
means of the most simple and unambiguous demonstration of surface relations, by means of the greatest possible
preservation of the cubic compactness, by means of a modelling that excludes all spatial, evasive, chance aspects
—to overcome the confusion that cubic figures oppose to coherent apprehension. An approximation to the
abstract, cubical elementary forms results from this stylistic intention that shuns every approach to life. Thus,
again the artistic representation of the organic and living even in the case of sculpture, shifts into the higher
domain of an abstract, lifeless order and becomes instead of the likeness of what is conditioned, the symbol of
what is unconditioned, invariable.”
Of course from this it would seem that one has been trying to carve a textbook aesthetique. I wonder. There
was always a warmth often the result of quick spontaneous execution that I felt took the deathly edge off of what
might have been cold abstraction. It seems however that a universal sort of cultish worship of the display of
obvious skill, leaves no chance for anything but an overdone imitation of the surface aspects of what is called
reality.
I’m afraid this is tending to get all tangled up—so enough of it for the time being.
Waiting very keenly for word from Philadelphia.
More than ever too, I am certain that whatever I can make out of it shall go into getting a farm and flee the
havoc of the town to make one’s peace somewhere in the country. Quiet without quietism.
I hope your wife is feeling better, and also that you are all right.
I don’t quite feel that I’ve said half of what I wanted to convey to you, but I’ll try again in a day or so.
Margherita sends her very best wishes and says, as I do,
Arrivederci
John
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*
April, 1936, from Woodstock, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
This is to us a very exciting letter. . . carrying, we hope, some equally exciting news to you. It’s uncanny that
after thinking about a place in the country for years we should suddenly have come across the very one we have
dreamed about. Not being impulsive but rather terribly in earnest, I feel so supremely satisfied with the place that
I would be willing to hock the rest of my life to get it. It is an old colonial Dutch stone house built in 1790 and
since the same family has occupied it all these years it is in perfect condition. One could move in tomorrow
without it being necessary to make any repairs whatsoever which is an important thing to consider when one has
work to do. There are two spacious barns, also in good condition, either of which could be turned into a studio
large enough to do even my Philadelphia commission. Eighty acres of land, most of which is being rented out to
neighboring farmers which would bring in enough to pay one’s taxes each year. There is both a creek and a river
running through the place, fruit trees, and the whole lay of the land is so ideal that it almost makes me want to
paint again.
We are afraid, it being such a beautiful place, that someone will come along and snatch it before we have a
chance, and if humanly possible, this is one thing I want to achieve. It is perfectly obvious that this would make a
tremendous difference in one’s whole psyche, to be finally fixed to one spot that is your own and to carry on and
work the rest of your life.
The original price was $5400, but after some judicious diplomacy on Margherita’s part we got the price down
to $4300, with a cash payment of $2300 … the rest to be on a first mortgage. We would ordinarily be content to
wait until the Philadelphia contract is signed, but strangely enough, Father Divine wants the place very badly and
is willing to pay cash any time the old people consent to sell it to him. So far, they are hanging on in consideration
of their neighbors … but they are very hard up and we are afraid of their weakening.
The moment the Philadelphia contract is signed I’d feel that I had in my hands a negotiable instrument that
would enable me to raise the necessary cash. The whole matter however, seems to me URGENT in its tremendous
importance. Important, because it is after all laying out your whole future life.
If Mr. Weyhe would see us through the immediate steps of this deal, I would repay him the moment the
Philadelphia contract is signed, and in the meantime, protect him with a life insurance policy in his favor. Of
course you know, and I hope Mr. Weyhe does, that I would never consider dealing with any other with my work.
Incidentally, I am working having found what Lewis Mumford calls that beautiful Hudson River bluestone. We
spent, on arriving, some very luxurious days with the Tomes Pennings, but are now characteristically ensconced
in a log cabin without plumbing!
I wish I could convey to you just how much becoming interested in this place has meant to me, in that one
finds one’s self with a more forward looking zest for life than ever. I find myself now planning to do things that
will even overwhelm myself … even very happy if you can believe it!
Waiting impatiently to hear from you and hoping you have sold the rest of the show in the meantime, with very
best wishes from Margherita and me.
John F.
P. S.
Don’t be alarmed, the house is not in Woodstock, but sixteen miles away in Mount Merion.
*
May 29, 1936, from Woodstock, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
… I have been very elated over the last thing I have done. It’s the figure of a nun and really comes off to me as
a religious, or better still as an expression of the abstract idea of fervor along with being a really tender little
human thing. It would seem that the deep associational emotions of boyhood have given the thing a curious
richness. I have shown it to a few people who have all been tremendously enthusiastic and moved by it.
Psychologically, the response is a little bit startling in that everyone who has seen it has immediately said in a sort
of astonished way,
“Je . . . sus Christ!”
The last person was Seabrook, who after staring at the thing for about half an hour with “Jesus Christ, Jesus
Christ, Jesus Christ,” said,
“I know just the person I can sell this to positively.” Gertrude Stein. He wants a picture of it to send her. He
was probably thinking of “Saint Theresa Not Interested.” I had thought of getting Dreiser’s permission to call it
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“Sister Carrie.” It would be something of a unique literary competition … Dreiser versus Stein over what is to me
just a little nun.
Seabrook was tremendously interested in the picture of the “Monkey and Young” which he took away with
him probably to show to his wife. It seems he knows a lot of Vassar people and is taking a whole car full of them
to commencement to see my stuff. He wanted me to try and drive down at the same time … in what?
Would you please let me know what they have there and if they will be there commencement time so that I can
let him know. If they aren’t, he would go down before when they can be seen.
I was very glad to learn of the unique geographical adventure of “Full Hands.” It’s quite a sculptural feat to
whack a rock from the Atlantic seaboard to the mid-Pacific. Have you sold anything else and why not?
I have been doing some more drawings. By the way, how did you like the ones I sent in? I’ve also been
working very hard and very effectively carving. I have been so happy working that I don’t give much of a damn
just now about whether I get a farm or anything else. That sounds fatalistic and it is. Perhaps I was becoming a
little over ambitious in the way of Worldly Goods. However, I can wait until the Philadelphia thing comes through
if it ever does, and do things then. It did serve as a means of bringing to a head and clarifying my domestic
situation which believe me, Carl, is a tremendous if poignant relief.
About the car, I won’t be broken hearted if you think it’s too much. I don’t feel that I can ask them to hold it
much longer and if there is nothing for me in the mail here tomorrow morning, why then, don’t bother. We only
considered it for the reasons pointed out in my letter to you. I’ve somehow got to go stone hunting pretty soon.
What I’ve been using so far is mostly b1uestone and as always, would like to keep my material somewhat
diversified. I’ll probably take a bus off to some quarry somewhere and have it shipped by rail.
Margherita’s very well. I’ve been working her very hard grinding … or in other words making use of the “fine
Italian hand.” I shall ask her to come to the machine for a minute and speak for herself. Dear Carl, John might
think he is “working me to the bone,” but truly I am having a lot of fun … We lost our dog, alas … but it has been
located now and we shall get her. You can’t imagine what grief she caused us by going and getting swiped! Since
I can’t compete with John’s eloquence today, arrivederci and love from us … Margherita.
We have to close this thing in haste to get it in the mail. Arrivederci again from John.
P. S.
Excuse please the pencil—no ink. The “Nun” is about 18 inches and is made of bluestone. I just remembered
that is the stone Asmussen is so good at duplicating.
John
P. P. S.
Missed the mail with this. Anyway had a perfectly rotten day—everything going wrong—so am making the
most of it and going to bed tonight and at least get a rest out of it. So to get going early and hope for something
even better than the “Nun;” also to see how far I can whack an Ulster County fieldstone.
John
*
May 29, 1936, from Woodstock, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
Enclosed find a letter I wrote you yesterday. We have the car sheerly by accident.
The Robinsons have been away and the postman knowing my name, mail addressed to me came there all right,
but he didn’t know the name La Centra so the check lay in the Robinsons’ box all the time, while the fellow
selling the car was getting impatient for a definite decision as he had another buyer for the car. This morning—no
mail so I went down to the Robinson’s (who returned last night) to use their phone to call it off. The 1936
Flannagan luck was still running however in finding your so prompt response. Carl we both thank you more than I
can tell you.
It’s a good investment or we wouldn’t have considered it. For one thing it establishes a credit record with a
finance company, useful when we get down to the business of the farm. Also it is another responsibility toward
you which is having a profound effect upon me—keeping me on my toes. Perhaps because of that, I’ve never in
my life functioned more keenly as an artist than I have lately. Even before the mail—I had been up early this
morning after a very good rest which seems to have dissipated the slight staleness of yesterday, and everything
started clicking again. So I’m sure I am off on another good streak.
I’m still deadly in earnest about the farm, but less impatient, so I’ve settled on a concentrated effort toward
earning some money, and I can. Seabrook was saying the other day that he feels he has only lived since
Bloomingdale. Well—he got a very profitable book out of it. I feel and have felt—ever since the show seemed to
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go off—that I have only begun to live this spring.
I’ll try and run you in some of the new stuff before long. I’d like Asmussen to cast the “Nun.”
John
*
May 26, 1937, from Ridgefield, Conn., to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
The country as a change from a too familiar bedroom seems grand. This yankee terrain so appropriately strewn
with granite is a tonic stimulus just now—ironically when I need so little stimulation. If only one didn’t tire so
much and so easily. Perhaps I’m trying too hard and in too great haste to recover time. Anyway, so many things
that in town (or perhaps it was being literally on my back) seemed harrassing and worrisome have evaporated in a
cloud of stone dust. Brummer, I think, is who I should point for—so I must at any cost get a whole lot of stuff
done this summer to show him the very first thing in the autumn. So all I have to do is hack away and already I
have a good start, considering.
Well, to come down out of that cloud of stone dust, how are you? I think you are the one that should have a
rest although I’d hardly recommend my way or maybe you wouldn’t throw all the calcium to the skull. I know
now what they mean by “thick-headed Irish.” I wonder though, just where a dutchman would put it. Lacking
fortitude, I seem to be indulging a dubious sense of humor lately. I’ve just completed for example, a rocky version
of “Jonah and the Whale” greatest of all fish stories, and only hope that sculpturally, I’ve lied as well. At least
Margherita has been talking about fishiness of fish—whale of a fish etc. She sends you her very tender regards—
she says “love.” She is sitting here saying lots of other things so I’ve just told her to write herself, which she has
been threatening anyway.
Is the book going along? We of course wish you the best of luck with it. By the way, did your friend Kent do
anything about that gravestone? Do you still have around that paper treating with ethyl silicate? If you have it
convenient would you send it to me so I can experiment with it, after which I shall report the result to you in case
you care to treat the things in the gallery.
The Fausets have been ordered out so we at least just escaped being homeless. Both Psyche and Margherita
seem to have been quite strangely affected by the country which along with Stiff Brown’s ebullience is very well,
very.
We miss seeing you so much and please believe always that I’m profoundly grateful for your constant
thoughtfulness and loyalty. Frankly I do not want to let our relationship slip and will do everything possible to
preserve it as one of the very few things I really value. This last winter has taught me much of what I suppose I
should have learned long ago.
As soon as I have a few more things done you will probably get a real long letter all about them all. In the
meantime, arrivederci.
John
*
May 28, 1937, from Ridgefield, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
… Getting these few items (bills) cleaned up is an investment in peace of mind. The balance will pay for what
I hope is to be the last X-ray next week. If this next picture is good, this cumbersome cast can be removed from
my leg.
I’m working away only wishing for enough stamina to bear up better under fatigue, but I suppose that will
come.
Shortly before leaving town, Padraic Colum came to see me. That being the first time I’ve seen him in some
time. Amiable as usual, a little rounder and redder, he was interesting talking about a novel he is suffering with. It
has to do with a sculptor—he wanted to write about an artist and as nothing ever happens to a writer, he made it a
sculptor because “anyway sculpture is the most heroic of the arts.” So we talked of sculpture generally. Since I’ve
been meditating a little about sculpture as something of a discovery of the occult fossil as though the form finally
realized were all the time just bound up in the particular rock awaiting release. Oh well. I feel that rather intensely
just now in the complete feeling of identification with which I take up each stone to work upon it. The result is as
though wrought by a charm. You will rightly gather from this that I am finding tremendous surcease after the lost
time, in spite of becoming haunted by the idea “lost time.” Perhaps it’s growing older …
Margherita sends her deepest regards as do I.
John F.
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*
June 1937, from Ridgefield, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
Just got your letter. Thanks very much for your goodness. We realize thoroughly just how busy and rushed you
are. Even so, perhaps we can arrange to have dinner together before I go to Philadelphia. I’ll let you know well in
advance when I learn when I shall be going. So here’s hoping—and looking forward.
Rubens is a sour example after a winter with Miller pupils to whom he is the ultimate in art and life etc.
Personally I don’t react to him very much. For one thing, there’s his notable inability to do anything with the
figure of Christ, which seems to me to indicate a banal inability to grasp the spiritual essential, much less a
spiritual abstraction.
Getting away (and as far as pos- sible) from speculative aesthetics—this is Jonah and the Whale. It stands
about three feet tall. Bluestone. I have taken considerable liberties with the literal, but I think that in that deeper
verity of the symbolic it is right.
Went looking at stone yesterday. It was a hair-raising ride, what with “flighty” driving and these Connecticut
roads. The devious yankee even in making a highway seems unable to go either “straight” or on the level.
Margherita drove off to Boston this morning and is coming back tomorrow with a couple of rocks I hope.
Steve Brown says to send you his regards so here they are for whatever they are worth.
It’s so broiling hot here today I don’t envy you (in town) much. I’ve been working very hard—too hard
because I get over-tired and unable to sleep. Maybe though, it’s rather an inability to calm down the excitement of
the work and stop thinking of the heady necessity to get things done and so fast so to go on to the next thing and
the next and next.
Again thanks ever so much. As always,
John F.
P. S.
Again Jonah, like all fish stories, of course it feels infinitely longer and bigger than I can stretch or reach or
even than it looks.
J. F.
*
July 4, 1937, from Ridgefield, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
I got the silicate paper. Thanks a lot. I shall try it out soon and let you know.
Perhaps these snapshots of three of the new things would interest you. The best quality of the Head\fn{Wichita
Art Museum, Kansas} is the particularly beautiful stone. It’s a reddish sort of orange colored granite, very coarse and
sparkling texture. The Jonah, so appropriate this luckless year, is still further appropriate in being Bluestone. The
still-born “Bird”\fn{The Triumph of the Egg, Museum of Modern Art, New York} is in grey-white granite.
I think after this week I shall be back in New York to stay and work down in the studio until something breaks,
hoping that it does before I do. I shall take a rock or two in with me and carry on.
Margherita sends her regards and we both hope that things go well with you.
John F.
*
Winter 1938-1939, from New York, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
I’m sending in a granite piece—I like it very much—it’s a beautiful rock—and too I like the feeling—as
though the stone “were just awakening.:” Hope you like it.
I had hoped to have something else ready—but even working like a dog I couldn’t quite make it. Hence I’m
sending Margherita with one—while I work on two more, both of which (but surely one) should be done by
tomorrow morning. One is that composition of a horse’s head and a woman’s\fn{ Woman and Horse, Collection of Green
Acres School, Silver Springs, Maryland} so-called head that you liked the drawing of. So if it’s possible I’d like to get a
hundred dollar check to take care of Moira’s long overdue bill. The check could be made out to “Green Acres
School”—for $100.
I shall be in tomorrow myself with the others. Regards,
John
*
December 27,1938, from New York, to Carl Zigrosser
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Dear Carl:
Would that I could properly baptise this instrument in a stream of words … articulately. I say instrument
because that is precisely what I shall make of it. My bluff seems to be called and I shall at last have to assume the
onus of verbal responsibility. I now regret my neglect in not kissing the Blarney stone. Perhaps, come to think of
it, that was but an expression of that animus toward rock that keeps me tearing it to pieces. I do hope however that
this thing shall be somewhat different from stone in that when I bang it—it will talk back and not always gently or
softly.
The only fault of the machine I feel is its inability to write between the lines. There is though that old bromide
about those who “have eyes to see” so perhaps you, who have very keen eyes can see to read much that I am not
adequate to write.
We hope to see you this week. I’ll give you a ring in a day or so. Cheerio,
John
*
May I939, from Boston, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
I hope everything is all right with you. As for me, this blue paper doesn’t reflect a state of mind although I am
somewhat worried about being absent from New York. Please tell Adolph\fn{Adolph Dioda} to please keep an
eye on the studio and that I have just written him some instructions care of the Brooklyn address he gave me.
I had planned being back before but stayed longer in order to see Saltonstall. It came to pass this morning. It’s
very promising. “He has always desired something of mine and now he has a place for sculpture” meaning a new
house in the country to which we have been invited. He is also very anxious that I have a one-man show in Boston
this fall if possible.
I am also trying to make a deal with the Grace Horne Galleries so I can’t leave before Friday night. However
I’ll see you Saturday mornmg.
Margherita sends her very best regards. She is, alas, somewhat emotionally upset just now—the loss of her
father and the home, etc. Altogether I feel optimistic about things. It’s just a matter of getting settled somewhere
and to work.
See you soon.
Luck
John
*
January 1940, from Boston, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
I got the bronze at last and finished it and sent it off. It turned out quite beautiful—perhaps because it was a lot
of work. However, getting it off and incidentally putting some more work into the caster’s hands makes one feel
as though some progress is being made which helps to shake the inevitable and rather profound depression the
surgeon warned me I’d have to go through. Mentioning the surgeon reminds me: Would you please be so very
kind (as usual) and mail that print, you remember that one of the two big shots in consultation and the patient who
is going to die anyway. I think that would be good for him especially as they were saying the same thing of me.
I am working very hard but damn it I tire too easy, which is discouraging because there was a time when one
didn’t. Perhaps my interest should be more alive than it is just now. I miss stone very much, which makes the
switch to such a different medium disconcerting. However, we’ll take that medium too in our stride. Don’t get the
impression from this all too short note that I’m discouraged. Because since this last year I’m more than ever
confident that I have something very real to say if I can only say it quick enough.
I wish it were possible of course to come back there which is vain I suppose as vain as hating this place. All the
more reason for losing one’s self completely in working out the bronze problem. Ah well—I know I’m doing
something with metal as valid in its own way as stone was.
Cheerio,
John
*
February 4, 194o, from Boston, to Carl Zigrosser
This is to convey the dubious news that I shall be seeing you very soon. I am glad to say I have got to get to
work. I know now why I couldn’t die last summer. I’ve realized since that it was only because I couldn’t quit
without finishing what I started out to do. My head is racked with a veritable riot of all the things that I not only
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have to do but rather must do. The result of a questioning search of what I once set out to do. I could have been
something of an artist if I had ever had a break but that’s beside the point. My present aim is to produce a mature
expressive and rounded survey of a lifetime so to speak, in other words, a truly retrospective show. Sometime this
year if possible. The hell of it is, to be representative of that fullness of perception that is “growing older,” I feel
the need of quite a number of bronzes unsuitable for stone and yet possessed of a certain logic in a metallic
medium. I say the hell of it because of the cost of the medium which leaves me aghast. So I must draw on some of
the curious stamina possessed by the small boy who carefully saved bits of tin to painfully sharpen to a cutting
edge on the cement sidewalk in order to whittle saints and the saviour out of any stray scraps of wood.\fn{ This
hearkens back to his time spent as a boy in an orphanage; the knife he used to whittle with was confiscated by the authorities there, so he
made a chisel on the sly and hid it on his person } Poor Christ! The same boy, who, growing somewhat older and finding

quarried stone and even wood beyond his means, nevertheless had enough native craft and a so-compelling
creative impulse as to contrive something, that not infrequently was genuinely artistic expression, with any
material at hand even the stones of the field. I say even the stones of the field not forgetting that very often it was
not so much even, but because of the stones of the field. I still think there was about this, call it opportunism—I’d
rather call it logic—a rightness in utilizing anything and everything within your grasp. This meditative strain is
the result of wondering what the hell I am going to do for a living when I come back. It behooves me to think very
earnestly of some way of staying alive, a job, because I have to get something.
Do you know anything about Forrest Grant, director of New York City’s Art Bureau? After all, there must be
something to do. I do, or ought to, after a lifetime’s experience, know something of art, and I am not altogether
inarticulate. I wonder.
John
*
November 28,1940, from New York, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
I dropped everything else to work the bronze. I was working the metal cold, but this morning I got a blow
torch which anneals it swell. The piece works fine and already promises to be everything I want it to be.
John
Here’s one for the book. It takes an artist to be a really good craftsman … all these shop-trained guys know is
things one can’t do, but we say can do with imagination.
John
*
December 13, 1940, from New York, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
Brevity has to be the soul of wit this once. Pach tells me the Met is interested in the “Goat” and advises me to
allow it to go through—so of course I say yes—so I do pragmatically, but as an Irishman it’s all for the sake of a
phrase. It deserves a headline “Met gets Flannagan’s Goat.”\fn{ Walter Pach, as chairman of the Alexander Shilling Fund,
recommended the purchase of a sculpture by Flannagan to be allocated to the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The Museum sdected the
granite “Figure of Dignity” (Irish Mountain Goat)}

I shall write you at length tonight.
Always,
John
*
December 18, 1940, from New York, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
The enclosed letters from Pach tell a story better than even I could. Personally I neither know what to do and
for once what to say. Whatever you decide is acceptable to me entirely. If the check is not sufficient recompense
—I’d be glad to make it up in works.
I’ve been working day and night with not a minute of peace. I shall be able to feel however that this month I
“beat three deadlines.” The strain of it along with the demented experience of the past months is getting too much
and I’ve been “sick on top” again lately so when I can, it would be wise to take a bus and go to the Massachusetts
General at least for an Xray.
This is a hell of a letter, but I wish I could see you … maybe sometime.
Ever,
John\fn{From this point on, I have included every letter published for the year 1941. He committed suicide on January 6, 1942:H }
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*
January 14,1941, from Boston, to Curt Valentin
Dear Curt Valentin:
Acknowledge receipt of your check which was forwarded to me here. Thank you for your promptness, and of
course it is very helpful at the moment. As a matter of fact, I should have photographed my stuff myself, but we
were so broke that it was not possible.
I have been working under considerable pressure even though in need of medical attention, so finally had to
take both a rest and consult the surgeon who worked on my head two summers ago here in Boston. It will be
necessary for me to have a very thorough check-up, the which will take more time than I had expected to stay
here.
Do you know that the Metropolitan has recently acquired one of my things through the Alexander Shilling
Award? It is not set up yet, since it is still on exhibition at the Carnegie Institute, from whence it comes to New
York in early March. Which reminds me that I should co-operate with you by sending you a complete list of my
museum representation. I shall do that at once.
Your check has done a lot toward helping me gain a little more needed confidence. Should you want to get in
touch with me, I shall be here until February. As soon as I do get back, I shall come in to see you. With kind
regard,
Sincerely,
John B. Flannagan
*
January 20, 1941, from Boston, to Curt Valentin
Dear Curt Valentin:
Received your letter this morning and am very glad to hear that the exhibition\fn{ “American Sculpture of Today,” at
the Buchholz Gallery, January, 1941} went off in such a way as to make you feel, as I felt after seeing it, that it was very
much worth while.
Of course you can keep the two pieces and the drawings for as long as there is any possibility of doing
something with them. As a matter of fact I am glad to have them in such competent hands.
I shall be back in New York soon, and shall come in to see you then. Meanwhile I send a museum list and a list
of a few private collectors who have things of mine. We can take that up more fully when I see you. With kind
regard,
Sincerely,
Johnb B. Flannagan
*
February 18, 1941, from Boston, to Curt Valentin
Dear Curt Valentin:
I received your letter and the check. Of course, a check is always good news. But apart from that I am very
glad if has passed into other, and I am sure, good hands.
I shall do another cast as soon as I possibly can, so I shall get my working cast (plaster) all ready for the
founder and then get an estimate on the cost of casting and if it is within my limited means, have it cast as soon as
possible. Then I finish it by hand. As a matter of fact, on the cast you sold, and any others I might do, there is
considerable work to be done even on the cast, because I really, to a certain extent, model directly on the metal by
pushing the metal here and there over the complete piece. But I shall try to get you another cast as soon as it’s
humanly possible. This week I am finishing up a lot of drawings which I shall also send on as soon as I can.
Believe me, I appreciate your prompt action on the bronze.
Sincerely yours,
John B. Flannagan
*
March 12, 1941, from Boston, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
Please excuse the unseemly delay. So much has been happening psychologically sort of. I’d like to talk with
you. I’ve decided to see my feckless “Gold Miner” this coming Sunday the 16 th. If you care to mail me a post card
with a telephone number, I’ll give you a ring. The three year old kid whose first drawing happened to be a “waterwagon” was prophetic.
Of course my story is I’ve been scared into it. I have though, been putting springs on the old wagon, one spring
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being that “slap-stick” humor of mine—(it’s become “beaucoup philosophe”) another, an adult masculine realism.
No more “La Boheme attitude” mostly because it’s just that, an attitude and all the romantic a mere flight from
reality. There is no escape for me.
I shall watch for that card.
Always,
John
*
March 1941, from Boston, to Walter Pach
Dear Walter Pach:
It is fitting that my piece should come to the Met—now in the Bock season. A few words concerning it as
being an expression of a life-long Assisi point of view—meaning simply a feeling embracing all of life as a
whole, a fundamental unity that can find an image of dignity even in the figure of a goat.
So often in seeking that ultimate order that is dynamic design, especially in its most direct moments, it is
necessary to take a liberty or so with surface aspects—which liberty with the human figure seems to provoke a
response of some psychological pain—but if the figure be that of some other animal, we condescendingly find it
acceptable.
The simplicity of the work is a wholly austere concern with purely essential sculptural values. The rude rock is
partly protest against Art as mere ornament, and rather an affirmation of vigour.
Kind regards to you and Mrs. Pach from Margherita and myself.
Sincerely,
John B. Flannagan
*
March 14, 1941, from Boston, to Paull. Sachs
Dear Dr. Sachs:
Has my piece been placed yet? If not please permit me just a word before it is set.
This sculpture is variously called “Mother and Child Group” or “Design for a Skyscraper Court” (I explained
the purpose to Dr. Forbes). I think the design can convey itself even though the immediate setting be not too
metropolitan—all the more attractive by way of contrast.
Considering the essential nature of the piece and its intention, I’d suggest a base or footing of 18 inches height
—no more, as it shouldn’t feel “formally mounted,” but rather should belong as part of the earth, which is, after
all, its simple intent. This rock should be an intimate part of the terrain and in the whole conception there is
nothing of that “flight from reality”—the so-called romantic. I leave the escapists to Walt Disney.
I send along my cordial best regards.
Sincerely,
John B. Flannagan
*
April 7, 1941, from Boston, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
On this day quite awhile ago I kept my Mother from Mass, the fitting start of an evil existence. The Judge gave
me the limit—“life sentence.” Today I’ve served 46 years of it—and with time off for bad behaviour, it shall pass.
I have only just now learned precisely of this, but that’s another story.
It’s appropriate—being born in the Bock season and further fitting that the Metropolitan should get my goat
during the Bock season—especially now that there is for me no more “moaning at the bar.”
John F.
*
June 5, 1941, from New York, to Curt Valentin
Dear Curt:
After leaving you the other day I called on the caster and gave him the check as things are coming along well.
Enclosed is a receipt from him. It may be wise to continue the job in my name as I’m sure he priced low, because
he knows from hearsay that I’m broke. He is a good fellow and also a very good craftsman—the best for bronze.
My electric current is being changed to AC\fn{ Alternating Current, as oppsed to Direct Current} so I was lucky and
borrowed a machine—carving now shall be done with more speed and done better. I shall hurry to complete and
turn over to you—a couple of stone pieces, one is that “Maternal Bird” which is 2 inches taller than the
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Grasshopper. I too would like to earn a little necessary money if possible sometime soon to return what you
advanced and also to do something for my kid and not worry so much that I cannot. However this note is not
written to discuss personal problems but to tell you I spoke to Margherita about your suggestion and hearing your
music. We look forward to it very much as we’ve been starved for music. I have learned so much of art from
music such as Beethoven’s when he is not too grandiose. More from that “Gothic” Bach. I think I’ve done some
things that feel like his work notably the “Mother and Child” group now in the Fogg at Harvard. Most of all we
hope you have something of the work of the fellow-artist to whom I feel closest and to whom I’ve long felt that
great homage of working in a similar way—Erik Satie. We have the same freedom from the Romantic and
Traditional, are simple—straightforward—intimate—not caring for the impressive, oratorical and heroic. We
value quiet, gentleness, sincerity and directness of statement—intimate art.
Seeing the “Rag Doll” the other day. I like the lacquer so I shall not remove it nor change it.
I think we must borrow from Weyhe the Stone “Jonah” and the circular Alligator. I shall write to you stating
fully and clearly why—I know these two stones are profound.
Always,
John F.
*
June 15, 1941, from New Yort to Curt Valentin
Dear Curt:
You are helping me in more than you know. I’m grateful and will assist you always in any way I can in your
part of our relation—I want you to make money on my stuff. I’m writing a note to Kaufmann to indicate my
delight and something of the meaning of the apparently little things I do. I carve them big however—bigger than
they are. Read the Kaufmann note and if you approve, address it and mail—or keep and hand to him whenever
you see him again—as you think best. It has been my experience, our fellow human beings can be a good lot, all
of them. They do appreciate even such effortless little things of courtesy and interest as this. It’s also my
experience, courtesy and interest are potent.
Long ago—I had a job, a good one and carved and painted all the nights. That was “amateur.” So I quit the job
to compel myself to live by art alone. I’ve done a lot of starving since, but I had always a completely professional
point of view and still have—a good one. That’s why I speak truly of “turning stones into bread,” but alas, no
matter how fast one labors, carving by hand is pathetically slow when trying to make at least a bare living by it.
So I think of an air compressor to help. After all we must forever do our “thinking by hand.” With a compressor I
can always make a living—that way it will be “making our bread from (air) wind and stones.” At this moment I’m
trying to find the best and cheapest way to get one. When I’ve found the most moderate way I’ll let you know. It
must be the most inexpensive way as obligations worry me too much. I brought in another little bronze head,
please try to do something with it—price $300. Any money that comes from it is not for me, but will free me from
a lot of worry. A chance to keep working constantly, to make just enough money to do so and live and pay off
obligations and I’m content. I am content and working hard now and want no more.
The Stone-cutter is timeless and haunted by old human dreams; so old—prehistoric; yet the Artist does
remember. The Alligator called the “Dragon Motif” carved by a chisel that thinks and feels fascinated by the
wonder and terror that must have made the fear—some phantasy that was the “Monster Motif Phantasy.” The
great longing of the wishful-re-birth phantasy that is in “Jonah.” These things are not conscious, may be
unconscious, thought only by hand and just now I realize the fish (as in Jonah) is the very ancient symbol of the
Female Principle. So “Jonah and the Whale the Re- birth Motif."
Margherita sends her best regard, so do I, of course.
Anytime you feel like it please come and see us work.
John F.
*
June I5, I94I, from New York, to Edgar Kaufmann
Dear Mr. Kaufmann:
I’m glad to hear from Valentin, my carved rock “Little Creature” has passed on into your, I’m sure, good
hands. That is our best recompense—we who must of necessity, turn stones not only to bread, but sometimes into
records of the human spirit.
Robert Burns could feel for the intimate and little creatures so sincerely that they become bigger than even the
artist’s heart, and are grand and simple things beyond heroic attitudes and never become the mock-heroic.
I’m sure the grasshopper has some of that in common with the many animal motifs I’ve wrought, not as mere
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sentiment, but rather out of the deeper pantheistic urge of Kinship with all of Life. No statement of intellectual
purpose; sculptors think only by hand, and it’s all said thus, in and to the “Little Creature.” Good luck with it, it
was a vital experience to me as I knew it.
Sincerely,
John B. Flannagan
*
June 21,1941, from New York, to Curt Valentin
Dear Curt:
It was a delight to see you last evening even for such a little time—please come again and stay longer.
I have done the best I could about the compressor and it’s for the rest of my life. I have to return the one I
rented. I’ll tell you why when I see you. I must be careful about depression both as a working measure because I
must constantly be confident with some feeling of “well being.” About the new one, mine—I can pledge you six
pieces at least of stone like the “Bird” I’m working on. Also the new version of “Triumph of Egg” which will be
superior to Modern Museum one. Also the new “Dragon Motif” which I regard likewise and three other works of
about similar size and general idea. The size is about right for most people. All these things—with aid of the
compressor will be done this summer easily and to make this all clear I now owe you $100, then too, the
compressor so I could trade for that at least six works approved by you—all to be in your hands prior to Sept. 1 st.
To sum up you will have the six things for compressor and obligation. Also the three bronzes. The two bigger
stones I’m working on now, and if I have the aid of compressor, more all by Sept. Also the completed plaster
working model for maternal thing I showed you called “Beginning”—it’s a future bronze. I’ll do something about
Jonah anytime you say …
This sounds like a damn business letter but you know I’m always
John F.
*
June 26,1941, from New York, to Curt Valentin
Dear Curt:
The wonder machine is coming but it requires the guidance of a “Miracle Man” the Artist. We’ll see. Here is
my credo—some week-end reading—I hope it reads well—it has clarity for those with the effort toward
intelligence.\fn{Edited version in “The Image in the Rock,” Magazine of Art, March 1940; Original version in The Sculpture of John B.
Flannagan, Museum of Modern Art, 1942 } For the others the “Escapists” have their comic strip and Walt Disney. This
statement has nothing of that “flight from reality” the “romantic” and neither have I.
There are many things about our life that get my goat but none more so than that other escape, fashionably the
Charlie Chaplin attitude. The escape into Slapstick to make a defensive farce of those moments of profound
disquiet we will not face.
Yours always,
John
*
August 7,1941, from New York, to Curt Valentin
Dear Curt:
Thanks for Donatello and everything else. This may be a business arrangement yet I’m grateful nonetheless.
I’m settled and know this (studio-machine-etc) is the nearest ever to content or happiness especially in those
moments—such as this—of blissful fatigue following a good day’s accomplishment. So I abandon defeatism for
an effort to hold my studio for long, after all it was so long in commg.
I learn with misgiving that you are not well—please have a good rest and be careful. For next year is to be a
big one for both of us. The artist is sometimes a prophet—I know because at three years I was found drawing (the
first) the picture of a “Water-Wagon”—prophetic—so you’re not going broke either—quite the contrary.
We are living with simple austerity diverted only with work-study-and WQXR. I couldn’t die in Boston
because I felt so much still to be done, so there is no time for anything save the doing. The machine is such a great
aid there are to be two more granites—ready—good size—to be in your hands before Xmas, along with the two
pieces here now and the work I’m modelling (nights). When you return you’ll have the bronzes and the stones for
the machine. I suppose and hope the travelling show can go to the Institute of Modern Art in Boston? I have
prospects there and others to talk over with you when you return.
The Pelican—title “Long Bird”—might do for G. It is 18 inches tall and carries so well from a distance as to
be effective outside. That varied surface produces a stimulating play of light—it sparkles. That by the way is what
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Rodin was trying to do. Anent G., the Grasshopper can always be done larger—and then I learn there is to be a
bronze Jonah.
I’m well but I should rest now to stay well.
Margherite sends her very best regards—as do I.
Always,
John
P. S.
Don’t mind anything of the time just prior to the time you left. I was overwrought—and too distraught. Thanks
for everything Curt.
John
*
August 8, 1941, from New York, to Dorothy Miller
Dear Miss Miller
May I call to the attention of the Modern Museum, the sculpture of Adolph Dioda who carved the work, photos
of which are attached. My interest is quite impersonal and is just—that I know he has great native ability—also in
leaving a job in the steel mills to carve, he arrived at Art the “hard way”—as I did.
There are a lot of his things at Weyhe’s, 794 Lexington Ave.
The last I heard of him was the Army so I feel like giving this typical one of our own youngsters (as he is)
something even a little encouraging to come back to.
Sincerely—thanks,
John B. Flannagan
*
September 1941, from New York, to Moira Flannagan
My Dear Moira:
Please forgive me. I’m still working on the “Lizard” and the “Frog.” They are so difficult I would not do them
for anyone but you. You see the stones are very hard and small and it’s the small things that are hard to do,
because you have to hold them and carve them at the same time. They should have been for your birthday—if you
are disappointed I shall have to make up for it somehow.
I send a photo of a Monkey “Mother and Little One.” Do you remember it? I carved it in Ireland when you
were just a little girl.
Also I send a picture by an old friend whom I have known since we were in art school together—years ago.
How is school?
I have to work very hard to get an exhibition done—rather enough pieces of sculpture for a big exhibition or
show as we call it. I hope it will give me a “show.” Like once in Ireland—I was carving—you were running
around like all little children do—so I said, “Moira, please give me a break,” and you scurried about looking all
over the place. Grace said “What are you looking for Moira?” You said, “A break for John.”
Always your father,
John
*
September 12, 1941, from New York, to Curt Valentin\fn{A picture postcard of the “Maverick Horse”}
Dear Curt:
This is my first monument (it’s 18 feet). It was also the occasion of the most sincere and honest criticism I’ve
ever had when a native (Woodstock) said: Well I thought I could handle an ax but I wouldn’t try that for a
thousand dollars—that’s “some chore.”
John
*
September 28,1941, from New York, to Curt Valentin
Dear Curt:
I’ll be in Monday to speak to you and of course bring in what I can, but only what I can complete without
undue haste, because we cannot have any things that feel hasty either in feeling or execution. I’m working like H-.
I think I judge a real sculptor by the sensitivity of tactile surface, like texture etc., because to get it one must love
stone—I’ll see you.
John
*
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October 28,1941, from New York, to Curt Valentin
Dear Curt:
It was good to see you on your feet. You are thin and perhaps not yet completely well, be careful. The cigars
help in this mouth ordeal which is probably just punishment for all the awful stories I’ve told, but even so it’s hard
for a “Mick” to have mouth trouble.
Always,
John
*
November 17, 1941, from New York, to Margherita Flannagan
My Dear Margherita:
Thanks for the letter. This morning I brought in the “Pieta” stone, not with foreboding but with gladness, a step
toward freedom and release because “Pieta” and “Crouching Male” finish up my work. Then and only then to be
free at any time to go for my heritage—the only bit of earth I shall ever have—or desire. Send me the drawing
(Pieta) at once.
John
*
November 21,1941, from New York, to Margherita Flannagan
My Dear Margherita:
It is consummated—“Beginning” is done as an act of gratitude—perhaps not full-bellied but my kind of feast.
I’m glad—another step—next “Pieta” and the figure, they are a stride in this the year of completion.
Who is gloomy? There is nothing gloomy about the inexorably ultimate of what I said and do say—anyway
I’m only speaking of being prepared. There is no tragedy in going when it is felt that it is only the passing of an
identity. The spirit survives always and please God the work of that spirit likewise if great lives on wanting no
name identity to be a part of the vast reservoir just as the soul is. Jesus and Gautama both whisper that to me.
Mystic Liberation. After that spring show I shall never exhibit more—and perhaps it’s time to go—and this is
foreboding when the spirit is tired—sure sign that the work is done. Until then we have tools and stones—and my
pipe—these have not betrayed.
John
*
November 21,1941, from New York, to Curt Valentin
Dear Curt:
As my Thanksgiving feast I completed another work to celebrate with a full-heart rather than a belly-full. The
other morning I brought into the studio the stone for “Pieta” so I can start on it also a granite Male Figure.
I’m putting everything I ever had into the work for this forthcoming show. All my life has been but a
preparation—not for the show, but its works, notably “Pieta.” Then and only then I’m finished—perhaps. I wrote
you once before that I couldn’t die in Boston because I couldn’t feel free to go with my work undone—or
incomplete and it was sheer “will-to-live” that made me recover even when it was attempted suicide, because I
was not yet ready for that mystic liberation—not ready for rest. My foreboding is it’s time to go when the spirit is
tired, that sure sign the work is done—and until then I go on with the companionship of tools and stones and my
pipe. These have never betrayed.
Always,
John
*
November 21, 1941, from New York, to Carl Zigrosser
Dear Carl:
I’ve just spent a grateful day by completing in clay that old opus of birth “Beginning.”
That card I sent you on my birthday should have read—Sentence “Life in Solitary.” Even so I have tools and
stones and my pipe and want no more.
Ever,
John
*
November 28,1941, from New York, to Curt Valentin
Dear Curt:
This is an expression of gratitude. Thanks for suggesting the litho’s as I find the mere change of medium seems
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to relieve the strain. And I needed that relief. I shall do them at once, two intimate sketches of the artist himself in
his better moments—at work in his lair. They shall go to the printer Monday. You said editions of 25?
John
1920
131.26 & 200.40 1. Scales 2. Knives 3. Snares 4. Fuck With Kayla And You Die: Four Short Stories\fn{by Louise
Erdrich (1954- )} Whapeton, Richland County, North Dakota, U.S.A. (F) 22
1
I was sitting before my third or fourth jellybean—which is anisette, grain alcohol, a lit match, and a small, wet
explosion in the brain. On my left sat Gerry Nanapush of the Chippewa Tribe. On my right sat Dot Adare of the
has-been, of the never-was, of the what’s-in-front-of-me people. Still in her belly and tensed in its fluids coiled the
child of their union, the child we were waiting for, the child whose name we were making a strenuous and lengthy
search for in a cramped and littered bar at the very edge of that Dakota town.
Gerry had been on the wagon for thirteen years. He was drinking a tall glass of tonic water in which a crescent
of soiled lemon bobbed, along with a maraschino cherry or two. He was thirty-six years old and had been in
prison, or out of prison and on the run, for exactly half of those years. He was not in the clear yet nor would he
ever be, that is why the yellow tennis player’s visor was pulled down to the rim of his eyeglass frames. The bar
was dimly lit and smoky; his glasses were very dark. Poor visibility must have been the reason Officer Lovchik
saw him first.
Lovchik started toward us with his hand on his hip, but Gerry was over the backside of the booth and out the
door before Lovchik got close enough to make a positive identification.
“Siddown with us,” said Dot to Lovchik when he neared our booth. “I’ll buy you a drink. It’s so dead here. No
one’s been through all night.”
Lovchik sighed, sat, and ordered a blackberry brandy.
“Now tell me,” she said, staring up at him, “honestly. What do you think of the name Ketchup Face?”
*
It was through Gerry that I first met Dot, and in a bar like that one, only denser with striving drinkers,
construction crews in town because of the highway. I sat down by Gerry early in the evening and we struck up a
conversation, during the long course of which we became friendly enough for Gerry to put his arm around me.
Dot entered at exactly the wrong moment. She was quick-tempered anyway and being pregnant (Gerry had gotten
her that way on a prison visit five months previous) increased her irritability. It was only natural then, I guess, that
she would pull the barstool out from under me and threaten my life. Only I didn’t know she was threatening my
life at the time. I didn’t know anyone like Dot, so I didn’t know she was serious.
“I’m gonna bend you out of shape,” she said, flexing her hands over me.
Her hands were small, broad, capable, with pointed nails. I used to do the wrong thing sometimes when I was
drinking, and that time I did the wrong thing even though I was stretched out on the floor beneath her. I started
laughing at her because her hands were so small (though strong and determined looking, I should have been more
conscious of that). She was about to dive on top of me, five-month belly and all, but Gerry caught her in mid-air
and carried her, yelling, out the door.
The next day I reported for work. It was my first day on the job, and the only other woman on the construction
site besides me was Dot Adare.
*
The first day Dot just glared toward me from a distance. She worked in the weigh shack and I was hired to
press buttons on the conveyor belt. All I had to do was adjust the speeds on the belt for sand, rocks, or gravel, and
make sure it was aimed toward the right pile. There was a pyramid for each type of material, which was used to
make hot-mix and cement. Across the wide yard, I saw Dot emerge from the little white shack from time to time. I
couldn’t tell whether she recognized me and thought, by the end of the day, that she probably didn’t. I found out
differently the next morning when I went to the company truck for coffee.
She got me alongside of the truck somehow, away from the men. She didn’t say a word, just held a buck knife
out where I could see it, blade toward me. She jiggled the handle and the tip waved like the pointy head of a pit
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viper. Blind. Heat-seeking. I was completely astonished. I had just put the plastic cover on my coffee and it
steamed between my hands.
“Well I’m sorry I laughed,” I said.
She stepped back. I peeled the lid off my coffee, took a sip, and then I said the wrong thing again.
“And I wasn’t going after your boyfriend.”
“Why not!” she said at once. “What’s wrong with him!”
I saw that I was going to lose this argument no matter what I said, so, for once, I did the right thing. I threw my
coffee in her face and ran. Later on that day Dot came out of the weigh shack and yelled,
“Okay then!”
I was close enough to see that she even smiled. I waved. From then on things were better between us, which
was lucky, because I turned out to be such a good button presser that within two weeks I was promoted to the
weigh shack, to help Dot.
*
It wasn’t that Dot needed help weighing trucks, it was just a formality for the State Highway Department. I
never quite understood, but it seems Dot had been both the truck weigher and the truck weight inspector for a
while, until someone caught wind of this. I was hired to actually weigh the trucks then, for the company, and Dot
was hired by the state to make sure I recorded accurate weights. What she really did was sleep, knit, or eat all day.
Between truckloads I did the same. I didn’t even have to get off my stool to weigh the trucks, because the arm of
the scale projected through a rectangular hole and the weights appeared right in front of me. The standard back
dumps, belly dumps, and yellow company trucks eased onto a platform built over the arm next to the shack. I
wrote their weight on a little pink slip, clipped the paper in a clothespin attached to a broom handle, and handed it
up to the driver. I kept a copy of the pink slip on a yellow slip that I put in a metal file box—no one ever picked
up the file box, so I never knew what the yellow slips were for. The company paid me very well.
It was early July when Dot and I started working together. At first I sat as far away from her as possible and
never took my eyes off her knitting needles, although it made me a little dizzy to watch her work. It wasn’t long
before we came to an understanding though, and after this I felt perfectly comfortable with Dot. She was nothing
but direct, you see, and told me right off that only three things made her angry. Number one was someone flirting
with Gerry. Number two was a cigarette leech (someone who was always quitting but smoking yours). Number
three was a piss-ant. I asked her what that was.
“A piss-ant,” she said, “is a man with fat buns who tries to sell you things, a Jaycee, an Elk, a Kiwanis.”
I always knew where I stood with Dot, so I trusted her. I knew that if I fell out of her favor she would threaten
me and give me time to run before she tried anything physical.
By mid-July our shack was unbearable, for it drew heat in from the bare yard and held it. We sat outside most
of the time, moving around the shack to catch what shade fell, letting the raw hot wind off the beet fields suck the
sweat from our armpits and legs. But the seasons change fast in North Dakota. We spent the last day of August
jumping from foot to numb foot before Hadji, the foreman, dragged a little column of bottled gas into the shack.
He lit the spoked wheel on its head, it bloomed, and from then on we huddled close to the heater—eating, dozing,
or sitting blankly in its small radius of dry warmth.
By that time Dot weighed over two hundred pounds, most of it peanut-butter cups and egg salad sandwiches.
She was a short, broad-beamed woman with long yellow eyes and spaces between each of her strong teeth. When
we began working together, her hair was cropped close. By the cold months it had grown out in thick quills—
brown at the shank, orange at the tip. The orange dye job had not suited her coloring. By that time, too, Dot’s
belly was round and full, for she was due in October. The child rode high, and she often rested her forearms on it
while she knitted. One of Dot’s most peculiar feats was transforming that gentle task into something perverse. She
knit viciously, jerking the yarn around her thumb until the tip whitened, pulling each stitch so tightly that the little
garments she finished stood up by themselves like miniature suits of mail.
But I thought that the child would need those tight stitches when it was born. Although Dot, as expecting
mother, lived a fairly calm life, it was clear that she had also moved loosely among dangerous elements. The
child, for example, had been conceived in a visiting room at the state prison. Dot had straddled Gerry’s lap, in a
corner the closed circuit TV did not quite scan. Through a hole ripped in her panty hose and a hole ripped in
Gerry’s jeans they somehow managed to join and, miraculously, to conceive. When Dot was sure she was
pregnant, Gerry escaped from the prison to see her. Not long after my conversation with Gerry in the bar, he was
caught. That time he went back peacefully, and didn’t put up a fight. He was mainly in the penitentiary for
breaking out of it, anyway, since for his crime (assault and battery when he was eighteen) he had received three
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years and time off for good behavior. He just never managed to serve those three years or behave well. He broke
out time after time, and was caught each time he did it, regular as clockwork.
Gerry was talented at getting out, that’s a fact. He boasted that no steel or concrete shit barn could hold a
Chippewa, and he had eel-like properties in spite of his enormous size. Greased with lard once, he squirmed into a
six-foot-thick prison wall and vanished. Some thought he had stuck there, immured forever, and that he would
bring luck like the bones of slaves sealed in the wall of China. But Gerry rubbed his own belly for luck and
brought luck to no one else, for he appeared, suddenly, at Dot’s door and she was hard-pressed to hide him.
She managed for nearly a month. Hiding a six-foot-plus, two hundred and fifty pound Indian in the middle of a
town that doesn’t like Indians in the first place isn’t easy. A month was quite an accomplishment, when you know
what she was up against. She spent most of her time walking to and from the grocery store, padding along on her
swollen feet, astonishing the neighbors with the size of what they thought was her appetite. Stacks of pork chops,
whole fryers, thick steaks disappeared overnight, and since Gerry couldn’t take the garbage out by day sometimes
he threw the bones out the windows, where they collected, where dogs soon learned to wait for a handout and
fought and squabbled over whatever there was.
The neighbors finally complained, and one day, while Dot was at work, Lovchik knocked on the door of the
trailer house. Gerry answered, sighed, and walked over to their car. He was so good at getting out of the joint and
so terrible at getting caught. It was as if he couldn’t stay out of their hands. Dot knew his problem, and told him
that he was crazy to think he could walk out of prison and then live like a normal person. Dot told him that didn’t
work. She told him to get lost for a while on the reservation, any reservation, to change his name and although he
couldn’t grow a beard to at least let the straggly hairs above his lip form a kind of mustache that would slightly
disguise his face. But Gerry wouldn’t do that. He simply knew he did not belong in prison, although he admitted it
had done him some good at eighteen, when he hadn’t known how to be a criminal and so had taken lessons from
professionals. Now that he knew all there was to know, however, he couldn’t see the point of staying in a prison
and taking the same lessons over and over. “A hate factory,” he called it once, and said it manufactured black
poisons in his stomach that he couldn’t get rid of although he poked a finger down his throat and retched and tried
to be a clean and normal person in spite of everything.
Gerry’s problem, you see, was he believed in justice, not laws. He felt he had paid for his crime, which was
done in a drunk heat and to settle the question with a cowboy of whether a Chippewa was also a nigger. Gerry
said that the two had never settled it between them, but that the cowboy at least knew that if a Chippewa was a
nigger he was sure also a hell of a mean and low-down fighter. For Gerry did not believe in fighting by any rules
but reservation rules, which is to say the first thing Gerry did to the cowboy, after they squared off, was kick his
balls.
It hadn’t been much of a fight after that, and since there were both white and Indian witnesses Gerry thought it
would blow over if it ever reached court. But there is nothing more vengeful and determined in this world than a
cowboy with sore balls, and Gerry soon found this out. He also found that white people are good witnesses to
have on your side since they have names, addresses, social security numbers, and work phones. But they are
terrible witnesses to have against you, almost as bad as having Indians witness for you.
Not only did Gerry’s friends lack all forms of identification except their band cards, not only did they
disappear (out of no malice but simply because Gerry was tried during powwow time), but the few he did manage
to get were not interested in looking judge or jury in the eye. They mumbled into their laps. Gerry’s friends, you
see, had no confidence in the United States Judicial System. They did not seem comfortable in the courtroom, and
this increased their unreliability in the eyes of judge and jury. If you trust the authorities, they trust you better
back, it seems. It looked that way to Gerry anyhow.
A local doctor testified on behalf of the cowboy’s testicles, and said his fertility might be impaired. Gerry got a
little angry at that, and said right out in court that he could hardly believe he had done that much damage since the
cowboy’s balls were very small targets, it had been dark, and his aim was off anyway because of three, or maybe
it was only two, beers. That made matters worse, of course, and Gerry was socked with a heavy sentence for an
eighteen-year-old, but not for an Indian. Some said he got off lucky.
Only one good thing came from the whole experience, said Gerry, and that was maybe the cowboy would not
have any little cowboys, although, Gerry also said, he had nightmares sometimes that the cowboy did manage to
have little cowboys, all born with full sets of grinning teeth, Stetson hats, and little balls hard as plum pits.
*
So you see, it was difficult for Gerry, as an Indian, to retain the natural good humor of his ancestors in these
modern circumstances. He tried though, and since he believed in justice, not laws, Gerry knew where he belonged
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(out of prison, in the bosom of his new family). And in spite of the fact that he was untrained in the honest life, he
wanted it. He was even interested in getting a job. It didn’t matter what kind of job.
“Anything for a change,” Gerry said.
He wanted to go right out and apply for one, in fact, the moment he was free. But of course Dot wouldn’t let
him. And so, because he wanted to be with Dot, he stayed hidden in her trailer house even though they both
realized, or must have, that it wouldn’t be long before the police came asking around or the neighbors wised up
and Gerry Nanapush would be back at square one again.
So it happened. Lovchik came for him. And Dot now believed she would have to go through the end of her
pregnancy and the delivery all by herself.
Dot was angry about having to go through it alone, and besides that, she loved Gerry with a deep and true love
—that was clear. She knit his absence into thick little suits for the child, suits that would have stopped a truck on a
dark road with their colors—bazooka pink, bruise blue, the screaming orange flagmen wore.
The child was as restless a prisoner as his father, and grew more anxious and unruly as his time of release
neared. As a place to spend a nine-month sentence in, Dot wasn’t much. Her body was inhospitable. Her skin was
slack, sallow, and draped like upholstery fabric over her short, board-like bones. Like the shack we spent our days
in, she seemed jerrybuilt, thrown into the world with loosely nailed limbs and lightly puttied joints. Some
pregnant women’s bellies look like they always have been there. But Dot’s stomach was an odd shape, almost
square, and had the tacked-on air of a new and unpainted bay window. The child was clearly ready for a break and
not interested in earning his parole, for he kept her awake all night by pounding reasonlessly at her inner walls, or
beating against her bladder until she swore.
“He wants out, bad,” poor Dot would groan. “You think he might be premature?”
From the outside, anyway, the child looked big enough to stand and walk and maybe even run straight out of
the maternity ward the moment he was born.
The sun, at the time, rose around seven and we got to the weigh shack while the frost was still thick on the
gravel. Each morning I started the gas heater, turning the nozzle and standing back, flipping the match at it the
way you would feed a fanged animal. Then one morning I saw the red bud through the window, lit already. But
when I opened the door the shack was empty. There was, however, evidence of an overnight visitor—cigarette
stubs, a few beer cans crushed to flat disks. I swept these things out and didn’t say a word about them to Dot when
she arrived.
She seemed to know something was in the air, however; her face lifted from time to time all that morning. She
sniffed, and even I could smell the lingering odor of sweat like sour wheat, the faint reek of slept-in clothes and
gasoline. Once, that morning, Dot looked at me and narrowed her long, hooded eyes.
“I got pains,” she said, “every so often. Like it’s going to come sometime soon. Well all I can say is he better
drag ass to get here, that Gerry.”
She closed her eyes then, and went to sleep. Ed Rafferty, one of the drivers, pulled in with a load. It was
overweight, and when I handed him the pink slip he grinned. There were two scales, you see, on the way to the
cement plant, and if a driver got past the state-run scale early, before the state officials were there, the company
would pay for whatever he got away with. But it was not illicit gravel that tipped the wedge past the red mark on
the balance. When I walked back inside I saw the weight had gone down to just under the red. Ed drove off, still
laughing, and I assumed that he had leaned on the arm of the scale, increasing the weight.
“That Ed,” I said, “got me again.”
But Dot stared past me, needles poised in her fist like a picador’s lances. It gave me a start, to see her frozen in
such a menacing pose. It was not the sort of pose to turn your back on, but I did turn, following her gaze to the
door that a man’s body filled suddenly.
Gerry, of course it was Gerry. He’d tipped the weight up past the red and leapt down, cat-quick for all his mass,
and silent. I hadn’t heard his step. Gravel crushed, evidently, but did not roll beneath his tight, thin boots.
*
He was bigger than I remembered from the bar, or perhaps it was just that we’d been living in that doll house
of a weigh shack so long I saw everything else as huge. He was so big that he had to hunker one shoulder beneath
the lintel and back his belly in, pushing the door frame wider with his long, soft hands. It was the hands I watched
as Gerry filled the shack. His plump fingers looked so graceful and artistic against his smooth mass. He used them
prettily. Revolving agile wrists, he reached across the few inches left between himself and Dot. Then his littlest
fingers curled like a woman’s at tea, and he disarmed his wife. He drew the needles out of Dot’s fists, and
examined the little garment that hung like a queer fruit beneath.
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“’S very, very nice,” he said, scrutinizing the tiny, even stitches. “’S for the kid?”
Dot nodded solemnly and dropped her eyes to her lap. It was an almost tender moment. The silence lasted so
long that I got embarrassed and would have left, had I not been wedged firmly behind his hip in one corner.
Gerry stood there, smoothing black hair behind his ears. Again, there was a queer delicacy about the way he
did this. So many things Gerry did might remind you of the way that a beautiful woman, standing naked before a
mirror, would touch herself—lovingly, conscious of her attractions. He nodded encouragingly.
“Let’s go then,” said Dot.
Suave, grand, gigantic, they moved across the parking lot and then, by mysterious means, slipped their bodies
into Dot’s compact car. I expected the car to belly down, thought the muffler would scrape the ground behind
them. But instead they flew, raising a great spume of dust that hung in the air a long time after they were out of
sight.
I went back into the weigh shack when the air behind them had settled. I was bored, dead bored. And since one
thing meant about as much to me as another, I picked up her needles and began knitting, as well as I could
anyway, jerking the yarn back after each stitch, becoming more and more absorbed in my work until, as it
happened, I came suddenly to the end of the garment, snipped the yarn, and worked the loose ends back into the
collar of the thick little suit.
*
I missed Dot in the days that followed, days so alike they welded seamlessly to one another and took your
mind away. I seemed to exist in a suspension and spent my time sitting blankly at the window, watching nothing
until the sun went down, bruising the whole sky as it dropped, clotting my heart. I couldn’t name anything I felt
anymore, although I knew it was a kind of boredom. I had been living the same life too long. I did jumping jacks
and push-ups and stood on my head in the little shack to break the tedium, but too much solitude rots the brain. I
wondered how Gerry had stood it. Sometimes I grabbed drivers out of their trucks and talked loudly and quickly
and inconsequentially as a madwoman. There were other times I couldn’t talk at all because my tongue had rusted
to the roof of my mouth.
*
Sometimes I daydreamed about Dot and Gerry. I had many choice daydreams, but theirs was my favorite. I
pictured them in Dot's long tan and aqua trailer house, both hungry. Heads swaying, clasped hands swinging
between them like hooked trunks, they moved through the kitchen feeding casually from boxes and bags on the
counters, like ponderous animals alone in a forest. When they had fed, they moved on to the bedroom and settled
themselves upon Dot’s king-size and sateen-quilted spread. They rubbed together, locked and unlocked their parts.
They set the trailer rocking on its cement-block and plywood foundation and the tremors spread, causing cups to
fall, plates to shatter in the china hutches of their more-established neighbors.
But what of the child there, suspended between them? Did he know how to weather such tropical storms? It
was a week past the week he was due, and I expected the good news to come any moment. I was anxious to hear
the outcome, but still I was surprised when Gerry rumbled to the weigh shack door on a huge and ancient, rustpocked, untrustworthy-looking machine that was like no motorcycle I’d ever seen before.
“She asst for you,” he hissed. “Quick, get on!”
I hoisted myself up behind him, although there wasn’t room on the seat. I clawed his smooth back for a
handhold and finally perched, or so it seemed, on the rim of his heavy belt. Fly-like, glued to him by suction, we
rode as one person, whipping a great wind around us. Cars scattered, the lights blinked and flickered on the main
street. Pedestrians swiveled to catch a glimpse of us—a mountain tearing by balanced on a toy, and clinging to the
sheer northwest face, a young and scrawny girl howling something that dopplered across the bridge and faded out,
finally, in the parking lot of the Saint Francis Hospital.
*
In the waiting room we settled on chairs molded of orange plastic. The spike legs splayed beneath Gerry’s
mass, but managed to support him the four hours we waited. Nurses passed, settling like field gulls among reports
and prescriptions, eyeing us with reserved hostility. Gerry hardly spoke. He didn’t have to. I watched his ribs and
the small of his back darken with sweat, for that well-lighted tunnel, the waiting room, the tin rack of magazines,
all were the props and inevitable features of institutions.
From time to time Gerry paced in the time-honored manner of the prisoner or expectant father. He made
lengthy trips to the bathroom. All the quickness and delicacy of his movements had disappeared, and he was only
a poor weary fat man in those hours, a husband worried about his wife, menaced, tired of getting caught.
The gulls emerged finally, and drew Gerry in among them. He visited Dot for perhaps half an hour, and then
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came out of her room. Again he settled; the plastic chair twitched beneath him. He looked bewildered and silly
and a little addled with what he had seen. The shaded lenses of his glasses kept slipping down his nose. Beside
him, I felt the aftermath of the shock wave, traveling from the epicenter deep in his flesh, outward from part of
him that had shifted along a crevice. The tremors moved in widening rings. When they reached the very surface of
him, and when he began trembling, Gerry stood suddenly.
“I’m going after cigars,” he said, and walked quickly away.
His steps quickened to a near-run as he moved down the corridor. Waiting for the elevator, he flexed his nimble
fingers. Dot told me she had once sent him to the store for a roll of toilet paper. It was eight months before she
saw him again; for he’d met the local constabulary on the way. So I knew, when he flexed his fingers, that he was
thinking of pulling the biker’s gloves over his knuckles, of running. It was perhaps the very first time in his life he
had something to run for.
It seemed to me, at that moment, that I should at least let Gerry know it was all right for him to leave, to run as
far and fast as he had to now. Although I felt heavy, my body had gone slack, and my lungs ached with smoke, I
jumped up. I signaled him from the end of the corridor. Gerry turned, unwillingly turned. He looked my way just
as two of our local police officers—Lovchik and Harriss—pushed open the fire door that sealed off the staircase
behind me. I didn’t see them, and was shocked at first that my wave caused such an extreme reaction in Gerry.
His hair stiffened. His body lifted like a hot-air balloon filling suddenly. Behind him there was a wide, tall
window. Gerry opened it and sent the screen into thin air with an elegant, chorus-girl kick. Then he followed the
screen, squeezing himself unbelievably through the frame like a fat rabbit disappearing down a hole. It was three
stories down to the cement and asphalt parking lot.
Officers Lovchik and Harriss gained the window. The nurses followed. I slipped through the fire exit and took
the back stairs down into the parking lot, believing I would find him stunned and broken there.
But Gerry had chosen his window with exceptional luck, for the officers had parked their car directly
underneath. Gerry landed just over the driver’s seat, caving the roof into the steering wheel. He bounced off the
hood of the car and then, limping, a bit dazed perhaps, straddled his bike. Out of duty, Lovchik released several
rounds into the still trees below him. The reports were still echoing when I reached the front of the building.
I was just in time to see Gerry Nanapush, emboldened by his godlike leap and recovery, pop a wheelie and
disappear between the neat shrubs that marked the entrance to the hospital.
*
Two weeks later Dot and her boy, who was finally named Jason like most boys born that year, came back to
work at the scales. Things went on as they had before, except that Jason kept us occupied during the long hours.
He was large, of course, and had a sturdy pair of lungs he used often. When he cried, Jason screwed his face into
fierce baby wrinkles and would not be placated with sugar tits or pacifiers. Dot unzipped her parka halfway,
pulled her blouse up, and let him nurse for what seemed like hours. We could scarcely believe his appetite. Dot
was a diligent producer of milk, however. Her breasts, like overfilled inner tubes, strained at her nylon blouses.
Sometimes, when she thought no one was looking, Dot rose and carried them in the crooks of her arms, for her
shoulders were growing bowed beneath their weight. .
The trucks came in on the hour, or half hour. I heard the rush of air brakes, gears grinding only inches from my
head. It occurred to me that although I measured many tons every day, I would never know how heavy a ton was
unless it fell on me. I wasn’t lonely now that Dot had returned. The season would end soon, and we wondered
what had happened to Gerry.
*
There were only a few weeks left of work when we heard that Gerry was caught again. He’d picked the wrong
reservation to hide on—Pine Ridge.\fn{ Home of the Oglala Sioux, not his tribe} At the time it was overrun with Federal
Agents and armored vehicles. Weapons were stashed everywhere and easy to acquire. Gerry got himself a
weapon. Two men tried to arrest him. Gerry would not go along and when he started to run and the shooting
started Gerry shot and killed a clean-shaven man with dark hair and light eyes, a Federal Agent, a man whose
picture was printed in all the papers.
They sent Gerry to prison in Marion, Illinois. He was placed in the control unit. He receives his visitors in a
room where no touching is allowed, where the voice is carried by phone, glances meet through sheets of
Plexiglas, and no children will ever be engendered.
*
Dot and I continued to work the last weeks together. Once we weighed baby Jason. We unlatched his little knit
suit, heavy as armor, and bundled him in a light, crocheted blanket. Dot went into the shack to adjust the weights.
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I stood there with Jason. He was such a solid child, he seemed heavy as lead in my arms. I placed him on the ramp
between the wheel sights and held him steady for a moment, then took my hands slowly away. He stared calmly
into the rough, distant sky. He did not flinch when the wind came from every direction, wrapping us tight enough
to squeeze the very breath from a stone. He was so dense with life, such a powerful distillation of Dot and Gerry,
it seemed he might weigh about as much as any load.
But that was only a thought, of course. For as it turned out, he was too light and did not register at all.
2
He is fine boned, slick, agreeable, and dressed to kill in his sharp black suit, winy vest, knotted brown tie. His
hair is oiled. His lips are fevered and red as two buds. For a long while he stands there, eyeing me, before he
opens his mouth.
“You’re not pretty,” are the first words he speaks. And I, who have never bit off my words even to a customer,
am surprised into a wounded silence, although I don’t look in the mirror for pleasure, but only to take stock of the
night’s damage.
I work for Mary, who learned the butcher’s trade and keeps a run-down shop on the edge of Argus, a town in
which I’ve found no hope of marriage. I get along with men. I work right beside them in the cutting room and
keep a long tally of the card debts they owe me. But this is not romance. In the novels I read at night, I experience
with no satisfaction the veiled look, the guarded approach, the hungers I’ve come to live with in my thirties. I get
heavier each year that no one sweeps me off my feet, so that now I outweigh most men. And perhaps I am too
much like them, too strong and imposing when I square my shoulders, and used to taking control.
I am standing on a stool, changing the prices I chalk above the counter each week on a piece of slate.
Blutwurst. Swedish sausage. Center-cut chops. Steak. I keep writing and do not give him the satisfaction of an
answer. He stands below me, waiting. He has the patience of a cat with women. When I finish, there is nothing
left for me to do but climb down.
“But pretty’s not the only thing,” the man continues smoothly, as though all my silence has not come between.
I cut him off.
“Tell me what you want,” I say. “I’m closing shop.”
“I bet you never thought I’d come back,” he says.
He steps close to the glass counter full of meats. I can see, through the false, bright glare inside the case, his
dumbbell-lifting chest. His sharp, thick hands. Even above the white pepper and sawdust of the shop, I can smell
the wild-root, tobacco, penetrating breath mint.
“I never saw you the first time,” I tell him. “I’m closing.”
“Look here,” he says, “Mary—”
“I’m not Mary.” He goes rigid, puts his hand to the back of his skull, pats the hair in place thoughtfully.
“Who are you then?”
“Celestine,” I say, '”as if it’s any of your business.”
I have to ring out the register, secure the doors, set the alarm on the safe before I can walk home. Around that
time of early evening the light floods through the thick block-glass windows, a golden light that softens the
shelves and barrels. Dusk is always my time, that special air of shifting shapes, and it occurs to me that, even
though he says I am not pretty, perhaps in the dusk I am impossible to resist. Perhaps there is something about me,
like he says.
“Adare. Karl Adare.”
He introduces himself without my asking. He crosses his arms on the counter, leans over, and deliberately
smiles at my reaction. His teeth are small, shiny, mother-of-pearl.
“This is something,” I say. “Mary’s brother.”
“She ever talk about me?”
“No,” I have to answer, “and she’s out on a delivery right now. She won’t be back for a couple of hours.”
“But you’re here.”
I guess my mouth drops a little. Me knowing who he is has only slightly diverted what seems like his firm
intentions, which are what? I can’t read him. I turn away from him and make myself busy with the till, but I am
fumbling. I turn to look at Karl. His eyes are burning holes and he tries to look right through me if he can. This is,
indeed, the way men behave in the world of romance. Except that he is slightly smaller than me, and also Mary’s
brother. And then there is his irritating refrain.
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“Pretty’s not everything,” he says to me again. “You’re built …”
He stops, trying to hide his confusion. But his neck reddens and I think maybe he is no more experienced at
this than I.
“If you curled the ends at least,” he says, attempting to recover, “if you cut your hair. Or maybe it’s the apron.”
I always wear a long white butcher’s apron, starched and swaddled around my middle with thick straps. Right
now, I take it off, whip it around me, and toss it on the radiator. I decide I will best him at his game, as I have
studied it in private, have thought it out.
“All right,” I say, walking around the counter, “Here I am.”
Because of the market visit I am wearing a navy blue dress edged in white. I have a bow at my waist, black
shoes, and a silver necklace. I have always thought I looked impressive in this outfit, not to be taken lightly. Sure
enough, his eyes widen. He looks stricken and suddenly uncertain of the next move, which I see is mine to make.
“Follow me,” I say, “I’ll put a pot of coffee on the stove.”
It is Mary’s stove, of course, but she will not be back for several hours. He does not follow me directly, but
lights a cigarette. He smokes the heavy kind, not my brand any more. The smoke curls from his lips.
“You married?” he asks.
“No,” I say. He drops the cigarette on the floor, crushes it out with his foot, and then picks it up and says,
“Where shall I put this?”
I point at an ashtray in the hall, and he drops the butt in. Then, as we walk back to Mary’s kitchen, I see that he
is carrying a black case I have not noticed before. We are at the door of the kitchen. It is dark. I have my hand on
the light switch and am going to turn on the fluorescent ring, when he comes up behind me, puts his hands on my
shoulders, and kisses the back of my neck.
“Get away from me,” I say, not expecting this so soon. First the glances, the adoration, the many conversations
must happen.
“How come?” he asks. “This is what you want.”
His voice shakes. Neither one of us is in control. I shrug his hands off.
“What I want.”
I repeat this stupidly. Love stories always end here. I never had a mother to tell me what came next. He steps in
front of me and hugs me to himself, draws my face down to his face. I am supposed to taste a burning sweetness
on his lips, but his mouth is hard as metal.
I lunge from his grip, but he comes right with me. I lose my balance. He is fighting me for the upper hand,
straining down with all his might, but I am more than equal to his weight-lifting arms and thrashing legs. I could
throw him to the side, I know, but I grow curious. There is the smell of corn mash, something Mary has dropped
that morning. That’s what I notice even when it happens and we are together, rolling over, clasped, bumping into
the legs of the table. I move by instinct, lurching under him. We’re held in my mind as in a glass, and I see my
own face, amused, embarrassed, and relieved. It is not so complicated, not even as painful, as I feared, and it
doesn’t last long either. He sighs when it is over, his breath hot and hollow in my ear.
“I don’t believe this happened,” he says to himself.
That is, oddly, when I lash out against his presence. He is so heavy that I think I might scream in his face. I
push his chest, a dead weight, and then I heave him over so he sprawls in the dark away from me, so I can
breathe. We smooth our clothing and hair back so carefully, in the dark, that when we finally turn the light on and
blink at the place where we find ourselves, it is as though nothing has happened. We are standing up, looking
anyplace but at each other.
“How about that coffee?” he says.
I turn to the stove. And then, when I turn around again with the coffeepot, I see that he is unlatching a
complicated series of brass fittings that unfold his suitcase into a large stand-up display. He is absorbed, oneminded, not too different from the way he was down on the floor. The case is lined in scarlet velvet. Knives gleam
in the plush. Each rests in a fitted compartment, the tips capped so as not to pierce the cloth, the bone handles tied
with small strips of pigskin leather.
I sit down. I ask what he is doing but he does not answer, only turns and eyes me significantly. He holds out a
knife and a small rectangle of dark wood.
“You can slicem” he begins, “through wood, even plaster, with our serrated edge. Or”—he produces a pale
dinner roll from his pocket—“the softest bread.” He proceeds to demonstrate, sawing the end off the block of
balsa wood with little difficulty, then delicately wiggling the knife through the roll so it falls apart in transparent,
perfect ovals.
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“You could never butter those,” I hear myself say, “they’d fall apart.”
“It’s just as good with soft-skinned vegetables,” he says to the air. “Fruits. Fish fillets.” He is testing the edge
of the knife.
"Feel," he says, holding the blade toward me. I ignore him.
One thing I know is knives and his are cheap-john, not worth half the price of the fancy case. He keeps on with
his demonstration, slicing bits of cloth, a very ripe tomato, and a box of ice cream from Mary’s freezer. He shows
each knife, one after the other, explaining its usefulness. He shows me the knife sharpener and sharpens all Mary’s
knives on its wheels. The last thing he does is take out a pair of utility shears. He snips the air with them as he
speaks.
“Got a penny?” he asks.
Mary keeps her small change in a glass jar on the windowsill. I take out a penny and lay it on the table. And
then, in the kitchen glare, Karl takes his scissors and cuts the penny into a spiral. So, I think, this is what happens
after the burning kiss, when the music roars. Imagine. The lovers are trapped together in a deserted mansion. His
lips descend. She touches his magnificent thews.\fn{ Muscles}
“Cut anything,” he says, putting the spiral beside my hand. He begins another. I watch the tension in his
fingers, the slow frown of enjoyment. He puts another perfect spiral beside the first. And then, since he looks as
though he might keep on going, cutting all the pennies in the jar, I decide that I now have seen what love is about.
“Pack up and go,” I tell him.
But he only smiles and bites his lip, concentrating on the penny that uncoils in his hands. He will not budge. I
can sit here watching the man and his knives, or call the police. But neither of these seems like a suitable ending.
“I’ll take it,” I say, pointing at the smallest knife.
In one motion he unlatches a vegetable parer from its velvet niche and sets it between us on the table. I dump a
dollar in change from the penny-ante jar. He snaps the case shut. I handle my knife. It is razor sharp, good for
cutting the eyes from potatoes. But he is gone by the time I have formed the next thought.
In my stories they return as a matter of course. So does Karl. There is something about me he has to follow. He
doesn’t know what it is and I can’t tell him either, but not two weeks go by before he breezes back into town, still
without ever having seen his sister. I see my brother Russell all the time. I live with him. Russell looks outside
one morning and sees Adare straddling the chubstone walk to our house.
“It’s a noodle,” says Russell. I glance out the window over his shoulder, and see Karl.
“I’ve got business with him,” I say.
“Answer the door then,” Russell says. “I’ll get lost.”
He walks out the back door with his tools. The bell rings twice. I open the front door and lean out.
“I can’t use any,” I say.
The smile falls off his face. He is confused a moment, then shocked. I see that he has come to my house by
accident. Maybe he thought that he would never see me again. His face is what decides me that he has another
thing coming. I am standing there in layers of flimsy clothing with a hammer in my hand. I can tell it makes him
nervous when I ask him in, but he thinks so much of himself that he can’t back down. I pull a chair out, still
dangling the hammer, and he sits. I go into the kitchen and fetch him a glass of the lemonade I have been
smashing the ice for. I half expect him to sneak out, but when I return he is still sitting there, the suitcase humbly
at his feet, an oily black fedora on his knees.
“So, so,” I say, taking a chair beside him.
He has no answer to my comment. As he sips on the lemonade, however, he glances around, and seems slowly
to recover his salesman’s confidence.
“How’s the paring knife holding out?” he asks. I just laugh.
“The blade snapped off the handle,” I say. “Your knives are duck-bait.”
He keeps his composure somehow, and slowly takes in the living room with his stare. When my ceramics,
books, typewriter, pillows, and ashtrays are all added up, he turns to the suitcase with a squint.
“You live here by yourself?” he asks.
“With my brother.”
“Oh.”
I fill his lemonade glass again from my pitcher. It is time, now, for Karl to break down with his confession that
I am a slow-burning fuse in his loins. A hair trigger. I am a name he cannot silence. A dream that never burst.
“Oh well,” he says.
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“What’s that supposed to mean?” I ask.
“Nothing.”
We sit there for a while collecting dust until the silence and absence of Russell from the house grows very
evident. And then, putting down our glasses, we walk up the stairs. At the door to my room, I take the hat from his
hand. I hang it on my doorknob and beckon him in. And this time, I have been there before. I’ve had two weeks to
figure out the missing areas of books. He is shocked by what I’ve learned. It is like his mind darkens. Where
before there was shuffling and silence, now there are cries. Where before we were hidden, now the shocking
glare. I pull the blinds up. What we do is well worth a second look, even if there are only the squirrels in the box
elders. He falls right off the bed once, shaking the whole house. And when he gets up he is spent, in pain because
of an aching back. He just lays there.
“You could stay on for supper,” I finally offer, because he doesn’t seem likely to go.
“I will.”
And then he is looking at me with his eyes in a different way, as if he cannot figure the sum of me. As if I am
too much for him to compass. I get nervous.
“I’ll fix the soup now,” I say.
“Don’t go.” His hand is on my arm, the polished fingernails clutching. I cannot help but look down and
compare it with my own. I have the hands of a woman who has handled too many knives, deep-nicked and
marked with lines, toughened from spice and brine, gouged, even missing a tip and nail.
“I’ll go if I want,” I say. “Don’t I live here?”
And I get up, throwing a housecoat and sweater over myself. I go downstairs and start a dinner on the stove.
Presently, I hear him come down, feel him behind me in the doorway, those black eyes in a skin white as veal.
“Pull up a chair,” I say.
He settles himself heavily and drinks down the highball I give him. When I cook, what goes into my soup is
what’s there. Expect the unexpected, Russell always says. Butter beans and barley. A bowl of fried rice. Frozen
oxtails. All this goes into my pot.
“God almighty,” says Russell, stepping through the door. “You still here?”
There is never any doubt Russell is my brother. We have the same slanting eyes and wide mouth, the same long
head and glaring white teeth. We could be twins, but for his scars and that I am a paler version of him.
“Adare,” says the salesman, holding out his perfect hand. “Karl Adare. Representative at large.”
“What’s that?” Russell ignores the hand and rummages beneath the sink for a beer. He makes it himself from a
recipe that he learned in the Army. Whenever he opens that cupboard I stand back, because sometimes the brew
explodes on contact with air. Our cellar is also full of beer. In the deepest of summer, on close, hot nights, we
sometimes hear the bottles go smashing into the dirt.
“So,” says Russell, “you’re the one who sold Celestine here the bum knife.”
“That’s right,” Karl says, taking a fast drink.
“You unload many?”
“No.”
“I’m not surprised,” Russell says.
Karl looks at me, trying to gauge what I’ve told. But because he doesn’t understand the first thing about me, he
draws a blank. There is nothing to read on my face. I ladle the soup on his plate and sit down across the table. I
say to Russell,
“He’s got a suitcase full.”
“Let’s see it then.”
Russell always likes to look at tools. So again the case comes out, folding into a display. While we eat Russell
keeps up a running examination of every detail a knife could own. He tries them out on bits of paper, on his own
pants and fingers. And all the while, whenever Karl can manage to catch my eye, he gives a mournful look of
pleading, as if I am forcing this performance with the knives. As if the apple in Russell’s fingers is Karl’s own
heart getting peeled. It is uncomfortable. In the love magazines, when passion holds sway, men don’t fall down
and roll on the floor and lay there like dead. But Karl does that. Right that very evening, in fact, not long after the
dinner when I tell him he must go, he suddenly hits the floor like a toppled statue.
“What’s that?”
I jump up, clutching Russell’s arm, for we are still in the kitchen. Having drunk several bottles in the mellow
dusk, Russell isn’t clear in the head. Karl has drunk more. We look down. He is slumped beneath the table where
he’s fallen, passed out, so pale and still I fetch a mirror to his pencil-mustache and am not satisfied until his breath
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leaves a faint silver cloud.
The next morning, the next morning after that, and still the next morning Karl is here in the house. He pretends
to take ill at first, creeping close to me that first night in order to avoid deadly chills. The same the night after, and
the night after that, until things begin to get too predictable for my taste.
Sitting at the table in his underwear is something Karl starts doing Once he feels at home. He never makes
himself useful. He never sells any knives. Every day when I leave for work the last thing I see is him killing time,
talking to himself like the leaves in the trees. Every night when I come home there he is, taking up space like one
more piece of furniture. Only now, he’s got himself clothed. Right away, when I enter the door, he rises like a
sleepwalker and comes forward to embrace me and lead me upstairs.
“I don't like what’s going on here,” says Russell after two weeks of hanging around on the outskirts of this
affair. “I’ll take off until you get tired of the noodle.”
So Russell goes. Whenever things heat up at home he stays up on the reservation with Eli, his half brother, in
an old house that is papered with calendars of naked women. They fish for crappies or trap muskrats, and spend
their Saturday nights half drunk, paging through the long years on their wall. I don’t like to have him go up there,
but I’m not ready to say good-bye to Karl.
*
I get into a habit with Karl and don’t look up for two months. Mary tells me what I do with her brother is my
business, but I catch her eyeing me, her gaze a sharp yellow. I do not blame her. Karl has gone to her only once
for dinner. It was supposed to be their grand reunion, but it fell flat. They blamed each other. They argued. Mary
hit him with a can of oysters. She threw it from behind and left a goose egg, or so Karl says. Mary never tells me
her side, but after that night things change at work. She talks around me, delivers messages through others. I even
hear through one of the men that she says I’ve turned against her.
Meanwhile, love wears on me. Mary or no Mary, I am tired of coming home to Karl’s heavy breathing and
even his touch has begun to oppress me.
“Maybe we ought to end this while we’re still in love,” I say to him one morning. He just looks at me.
“You want me to pop the question?”
“No.”
“Yes you do,” he says, edging around the table.
I leave the house. The next morning, when I tell him to go away again, he proposes marriage. But this time I
have a threat to make.
“I’m calling the state asylum,” I say. “You’re berserk.” He leans over and spins his finger around his ear.
“Commit me then,” he says, “I’m crzy with love.”
Something in all this has made me realize that Karl has read as many books as I, that his fantasies always
stopped before the woman came home worn out from cutting beef into steaks with an electric saw.
“It’s not just you,” I tell him. “I don’t want to get married. With you around I get no sleep. I’m tired all the
time. All day I’m giving wrong change and I don’t have any dreams. I’m the kind of person that likes having
dreams. Now I have to see you every morning when I wake up and I forget if I dreamed anything or even slept at
all, because right away you’re on me with your hot breath.”
He stands up and pushes his chest, hard, against mine, and runs his hands down my back and puts his mouth on
my mouth. I don’t have a damn thing to defend myself with. I push him down on the chair and sit, eager, in his
lap. But all the while, I am aware that I am living on Karl’s borrowed terms. They might as well cart me off in a
wet sheet too, I think.
“I’m like some kind of animal,” I say; when it is over.
“What kind?” he asks, lazy. We are laying on the kitchen floor.
“A big stupid heifer.”
He doesn’t hear what I say though. I get up. I smooth my clothes down and walk off to the shop. But all day, as
I wait on customers and tend fire in the smoke room, as I order from suppliers and slice the head-cheese and peg
up and down the cribbage board, I am setting my mind hard against the situation.
“I’m going home,” I say to Mary, when work is done, “and getting rid of him.”
We are standing in the back entry alone; all the men are gone. I know she is going to say something strange.
“I had an insight,” she says. “If you do, he’ll take his life.” I look at the furnace in the corner, not at her, and I
think that I hear a false note in her voice.
“He’s not going to kill himself,” I tell her. “H’s not the type. And you”—I am angry now—“you don’t know
what you want. At the same time you’re jealous of Karl and me, you don’t want us apart. You’re confused.”
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She takes her apron off and hangs it on a hook. If she wasn’t so proud, so good at hardening her heart, she
might have said what kind of time this had been for her alone. But she turns and sets her teeth.
“Call me up when it’s over,” she says, “and we’ll drive out to the Brunch Bar.”
This is a restaurant where we like to go on busy nights when there is no time for cooking. I know her saying
this has taken effort, so I feel sorry.
“Give me one hour, then I’ll call you,” I say.
As usual, when I get home, Karl is sitting at the kitchen table. The first thing I do is fetch his sample case from
the couch where he parks it, handy for when the customers start pouring in. I carry it into the kitchen, put it down,
and kick it across the linoleum. The leather screeches but the knives make no sound inside their velvet.
“What do you think I’m trying to tell you?” I ask.
He is sitting before the day’s dirty dishes, half-full ashtrays, and crumbs of bread. He wears his suit pants, the
dark red vest, and a shirt that belongs to Russell. If I have any hesitations, the shirt erases them.
“Get out,” I say.” But he only shrugs and smiles.
“I can’t go yet,” he says. “It’s time for the matinee.”
I step closer, not close enough so he can grab me, just to where there is no chance he can escape my gaze. He
bends down. He lights a match off the sole of his shoe and starts blowing harsh smoke into the air. My mind is
shaking from the strain, but my expression is still firm. It isn’t until he smokes his Lucky to the nub, and speaks,
that I falter.
“Don’t chuck me. I’m the father,” he says.
I hold my eyes trained on his forehead, not having really heard or understood what he said. He laughs. He puts
his hands up like a bank clerk in a holdup and then I give him the once-over, take him in as if he was a stranger.
He is better looking than I am, with the dark eyes, red lips, and pale complexion of a movie actor. His drinking
has not told on him, not his smoking either. His teeth have stayed pearly and white although his fingers are stained
rubbery orange from the curling smoke.
“I give up! You’re the stupidest woman I ever met.” He puts his arms down, lights another cigarette from the
first.
“Here you’re knocked up,” he says suddenly, “and you don’t even know it.” I suppose I look stupid, knowing
at that instant what he says is true.
“You’re going to have my baby,” he says in a calmer voice, before I can recover my sense.
“You don’t know.”
I grab his suitcase and heave it past him through the screen door. It tears right through the rotten mesh and
thumps hard on the porch. He is silent for a long time, letting this act sink in.
“You don’t love me,” he says.
“I don’t love you,” I answer.
“What about my baby?”
“There’s not a baby.”
And now he starts moving. He backs away from me toward the door, but he cannot go through it.
“Get going,” I say.
“Not yet.” His voice is desperate.
“What now?”
“A souvenir. I don’t have anything to remember you.”
If he cries, I know I’ll break down, so I grab the object closest to my hand, a book I’ve had sitting on the top of
the refrigerator. I won it somewhere and never opened the cover. I hold it out to him.
“Here,” I say.
He takes the book, and then there is no other excuse. He edges down the steps and finally off at a slow walk
through the grass, down the road. I stand there a long time, watching him from the door, before he shrinks into the
distance and is gone. And then, once I feel certain he has walked all the way to Argus, maybe hopped a bus, or
hitched down Highway 30 south, I put my head down on the table and let my mind go. The first thing I do once I
am better is to dial Mary’s number.
“I got rid of him,” I say into the phone.
“Give me ten minutes,” she says, “I’ll come and get you.”
“Just wait,” I say. “I have to have some time off.”
“What for?”
“I went and got myself into the family way.”
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She says nothing. I listen to the silence on her end before I finally hear her take the phone from her ear, and put
it down.
*
In the love books a baby never comes of it all, so again I am not prepared. I do not expect the weakness or the
swelling ankles. The tales of burning love never mention how I lie awake, alone in the heat of an August night,
and panic. I know the child feels me thinking. It turns over and over, so furiously that I know it must be wound in
its cord. I fear that something has gone wrong with it. The mind is not right, just like the father’s. Or it will look
like the sick sheep I had to club. A million probable, terrible things will go wrong. And then, as I am lying there
worrying into the dark, bottles start going off under the house. Russell’s brew is exploding and all night, with the
baby turning, I keep dreaming and waking to the sound of glass flying through the earth.
3
It began after church with Margaret and her small granddaughter, Lulu, and was not to end until the long days
of Lent and a hard-packed snow. There were factions on the reservation, a treaty settlement in the agent’s hands.
There were Chippewa who signed their names and there were Chippewa who saw the cash offered as a flimsy
bait. I was one and Fleur Pillager, Lulu’s mother, was another who would not lift her hand to sign. It was said that
all the power to witch, harm, or cure lay in Fleur, the lone survivor of the old Pillager clan. But as much as people
feared Fleur, they listened to Margaret Kashpaw. She was the ringleader of the holdouts, a fierce, one-minded
widow with a vinegar tongue.
Margaret Kashpaw had knots of muscles in her arms. Her braids were thin, gray as iron and usually tied strictly
behind her back so they wouldn’t swing. She was plump as a basket below and tough as roots on top. Her face
was gnarled around a beautiful sharp nose. Two shell earrings caught the light and flashed whenever she turned
her head. She had become increasingly religious in the years after her loss, and finally succeeded in dragging me
to the Benediction Mass, where I was greeted by Father Damien, from whom I occasionally won small sums at
dice.
“Grandfather Nanapush,” he smiled, “at last.”
“These benches are a hardship for an old man,” I complained. “If you spread them with soft pine-needle
cushions I’d have come before.” Father Damien stared thoughtfully at the rough pews, folded his hands inside the
sleeves of his robe.
“You must think of their unyielding surfaces as helpful,” he offered. “God sometimes enters the soul through
the humblest parts of our anatomies, if they are sensitized to suffering.”
“A god who enters through the rear door,” I countered, “is no better than a thief.”
Father Damien was used to me, and smiled as he walked to the altar. I adjusted my old bones, longing for some
relief, trying not to rustle for fear of Margaret’s jabbing elbow. The time was long. Lulu probed all my pockets
with her fingers until she found a piece of hard candy. I felt no great presence in this cold place and decided, as
my rear door ached and my shoulders stiffened, that our original gods were better, the Chippewa characters who
were not exactly perfect but at least did not require sitting on hard boards.
When Mass was over and the smell of incense was thick in all our clothes, Margaret, Lulu, and I went out into
the starry cold, the snow and stubble fields, and began the long walk to our homes. It was dusk. On either side of
us the heavy trees stood motionless and blue. Our footsteps squeaked against the dry snow, the only sound to hear.
We spoke very little, and even Lulu ceased her singing when the moon rose to half, poised like a balanced cup.
We knew the very moment someone else stepped upon the road.
We had turned a bend and the footfalls came unevenly, just out of sight. There were two men, one mixed-blood
or white from the drop of his hard boot soles, and the other one quiet, an Indian. Not long and I heard them
talking close behind us. From the rough, quick tension of the Indian’s language, I recognized Lazarre. And the
mixed-blood—must be Clarence Morrissey. The two had signed the treaty and spoke in its favor to anyone they
could collar at the store. They even came to people’s houses to beg and argue that this was our one chance, our
good chance, that the government would withdraw the offer. But wherever Margaret was, she slapped down their
words like mosquitoes and said the only thing that lasts life to life is land. Money burns like tinder, flows off like
water. And as for government promises, the wind is steadier. It is no wonder that, because she spoke so well,
Lazarre and Clarence Morrissey wished to silence her. I sensed their bad intent as they passed us, an unpleasant
edge of excitement in their looks and greetings. They went on, disappeared in the dark brush.
“Margaret,” I said, “we are going to cut back.”
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My house was close, but Margaret kept walking forward as if she hadn’t heard. I took her arm, caught Lulu
close, and started to turn us, but Margaret would have none of this and called me a coward. she grabbed the girl to
her. Lulu, who did not mind getting tossed between us, laughed, tucked her hand into her grandma’s pocket, and
never missed a step. Two years ago she had tired of being carried, got up, walked. She had the balance of a little
mink. She was slippery and clever, too, which was good because when the men jumped from the darkest area of
brush and grappled with us half a mile on, Lulu slipped free and scrambled into the trees.
*
They were occupied with Margaret and me, at any rate. We were old enough to snap in two, our limbs dry as
dead branches, but we fought as though our enemies were the Nadouissouix kidnappers of our childhood.
Margaret uttered a war cry that had not been heard for fifty years, and bit Lazarre’s hand to the bone, giving a
wound which would later prove the death of him. As for Clarence, he had all he could do to wrestle me to the
ground and knock me half unconscious. When he’d accomplished that, he tied me and tossed me into a
wheelbarrow, which was hidden near the road for the purpose of lugging us to the Morrissey barn.
I came to my senses trussed to a manger, sitting on a bale. Margaret was roped to another bale across from me,
staring straight forward in a rage, a line of froth caught between her lips. On either side of her, shaggy cows
chewed and shifted their thumping hooves. I rose and staggered, the weight of the manger on my back. I planned
on Margaret biting through my ropes with her strong teeth, but then the two men entered.
I’m a talker, a fast-mouth who can’t keep his thoughts straight, but lets fly with words and marvels at what he
hears from his own mouth. I’m a smart one. I always was a devil for convincing women. And I wasn’t too bad a
shot, in other ways, at convincing men. But I had never been tied up before.
“Boozhoo,” I said. “Children, let us loose, your game is too rough!” They stood between us, puffed with their
secrets.
“Empty old windbag,’ said Clarence.
“I have a bargain for you,” I said, looking for an opening. “Let us go and we won’t tell Pukwan.” Edgar
Pukwan was the tribal police. “Boys get drunk sometimes and don’t know what they’re doing.” Lazarre laughed
once, hard and loud.
“We’re not drunk,” he said. “Just wanting what’s coming to us, some justice, money out of it.”
“Kill us,” said Margaret. “We won’t sign.”
“Wait,” I said. “My cousin Pukwan will find you boys, and have no mercy. Let us go. I’ll sign and get it over
with, and I’ll persuade the old widow.”
I signaled Margaret to keep her mouth shut. She blew air into her cheeks. Clarence looked expectantly at
Lazarre, as if the show were over, but Lazarre folded his arms and was convinced of nothing.
“You lie when it suits, skinny old dog,” he said, wiping at his lips as if in hunger. “It’s her we want, anyway.
We’ll shame her so she shuts her mouth.”
“Easy enough,” I said, smooth, “now that you’ve got her tied. She’s plump and good-looking. Eyes like a doe!
But you forget that we’re together, almost man and wife.”
This wasn’t true at all, and Margaret’s face went rigid with tumbling fury and confusion. I kept talking.
“So of course if you do what you’re thinking of doing you’ll have to kill me afterward, and that will make my
cousin Pukwan twice as angry, since I owe him a fat payment for a gun which he lent me and I never returned. All
the same,” I went on—their heads were spinning—“I’ll forget you bad boys ever considered such a crime,
something so terrible that Father Damien would nail you on boards just like an the example on the wall in
church.”
“Quit jabbering.” Lazarre stopped me in a deadly voice.
It was throwing pebbles in a dry lake. My words left no ripple. I saw in his eyes that he intended us great harm.
I saw his greed. It was like watching an ugly design of bruises come clear for a moment and reconstructing the
evil blows that made them. I played my last card.
“Whatever you do to Margaret you are doing to the Pillager woman!” I dropped my voice.
“The witch, Fleur Pillager, is her own son’s wife.”
Clarence was too young to be frightened, but his mouth hung in interested puzzlement. My words had a
different effect on Lazarre, as a sudden light shone, a consequence he hadn’t considered. I cried out, seeing this,
“Don’t you know she can think about you hard enough to stop your heart?”
Lazarre was still deciding. He raised his fist and swung it casually and tapped my face. It was worse not to be
hit full on.
“Come near!” crooned Margaret in the old language. “Let me teach you how to die.”
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But she was trapped like a fox. Her earrings glinted and spun as she hissed her death song over and over,
which signaled something to Lazarre, for he shook himself angrily and drew a razor from his jacket. He stropped
it with fast, vicious movements while Margaret sang shriller, so full of hate that the ropes should have burned,
shriveled, fallen from her body. My struggle set the manger cracking against the barn walls and further confused
the cows, who bumped one another and complained. At a sign from Lazarre, Clarence sighed, rose, and smashed
me. The last I saw before I blacked out, through the tiny closing pinhole of light, was Lazarre approaching
Margaret with the blade.
When I woke, minutes later, it was to worse shock. For Lazarre had sliced Margaret’s long braids off and was
now, carefully, shaving her scalp. He started almost tenderly at the wide part, and then pulled the edge down each
side of her skull. He did a clean job. He shed not one drop of her blood.
And I could not even speak to curse them. For pressing my jaw down, thick above my tongue, her braids,
never cut in this life till now, were tied to silence me. Powerless, I tasted their flat, animal perfume.
*
It wasn’t much later, or else it was forever, that we walked out into the night again. Speechless, we made our
way in fierce pain down the road. I was damaged in spirit more so than Margaret. For now she tucked her shawl
over her naked head and forgot her own bad treatment. She called out in dread each foot of the way, for Lulu. But
the smart, bold girl had hidden till all was clear and then run to Margaret’s I house.
We opened the door and found her sitting by the stove in a litter of scorched matches and kindling. She had not
the skill to start a fire, but she was dry eyed. Though very cold, she was alert and then captured with wonder when
Margaret slipped off her shawl.
“Where is your hair?” she asked. I took my hand from my pocket.
“Here’s what’s left of it. I grabbed this when they cut me loose.” I was shamed by how pitiful I had been,
relieved when Margaret snatched the thin gray braids from me and coiled them round her fist.
“I knew you would save them, clever man!” There was satisfaction in her voice.
I set the fire blazing. It was strange how generous this woman was to me, never blaming me or mentioning my
failure. Margaret stowed her braids inside a birchbark box and merely instructed me to put it in her grave, when
that time occurred. Then she came near the stove with a broken mirror from beside her washstand and looked at
her own image.
“My,” she pondered, “my.” She put the mirror down.
“I’ll take a knife to them.”
And I was thinking too. I was thinking I would have to kill them. But how does an aching and half-starved
grandfather attack a young, well-fed Morrissey and a tall, sly Lazarre? Later, I rolled up in blankets in the corner
by Margaret’s stove, and I put my mind to this question throughout that night until, exhausted, I slept. And I
thought of it first thing next morning, too, and still nothing came. It was only after we had some hot
galette\fn{Thin, round cakes of bread} and walked Lulu back to her mother that an idea began to grow.
Fleur let us in, hugged Lulu into her arms, and looked at Margaret, who took off her scarf and stood bald, face
burning again with smoldered fire. She told Fleur all of what happened, sparing no detail. The two women’s eyes
held, but Fleur said nothing. She put Lulu down, smoothed the front of her calico shirt, flipped her heavy braids
over her shoulders, tapped one finger on her perfect lips. And then, calm, she went to the washstand and scraped
the edge of her huntmg krnfe keen as glass. Margaret and Lulu and I watched as Fleur cut her braids off, shaved
her own head, and folded the hair into a quilled skin pouch. Then she went out, hunting, and didn’t bother to wait
for night to cover her tracks.
I would have to go out hunting too. I had no gun, but anyway that was a white man’s revenge. I knew how to
wound with barbs of words, but had never wielded a skinning knife against a human, much less two young men.
Whomever I missed would kill me, and I did not want to die by their lowly hands.
In fact, I didn’t think that after Margaret’s interesting kindness I wanted to leave this life at all. Her head,
smooth as an egg, was ridged delicately with bone, and gleamed as if it had been buffed with a flannel cloth.
Maybe it was the strangeness that attracted me. She looked forbidding, but the absence of hair also set off her
eyes, so black and full of lights. She reminded me of that queen from England, of a water snake or a shrewd
young bird. The earrings, which seemed part of her, mirrored her moods like water, and when they were still
rounds of green lights against her throat I seemed, again, to taste her smooth, smoky braids in my mouth.
I had better things to do than fight. So I decided to accomplish revenge as quickly as possible. I was a talker
who used my brains as my weapon. When I hunted, I preferred to let my game catch itself.
*
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Snares demand clever fingers and a scheming mind, and snares had never failed me. Snares are quiet, and best
of all snares are slow. I wanted to give Lazarre and Morrissey time to consider why they had to strangle. I thought
hard. One- or two-foot deadfalls are required beneath a snare so that a man can’t put his hand up and loosen the
knot. The snares I had in mind also required something stronger than a cord, which could be broken, and finer
than a rope, which even Lazarre might see and avoid. I pondered this closely, yet even so I might never have
found the solution had I not gone to Mass with Margaret and grown curious about the workings of Father
Damien’s pride and joy, the piano in the back of the church, the instrument whose keys he breathed on, polished,
then played after services, and sometimes alone. I had noticed that his hands usually stayed near the middle of the
keyboard, so I took the wires from either end.
*
In the meantime, I was not the only one concerned with punishing Lazarre and Clarence Morrissey. Fleur was
seen in town. Her thick skirts brushed the snow into clouds behind her. Though it was cold she left her head bare
so everyone could see the frigid sun glare off her skull. The light reflected in the eyes of Lazarre and Clarence,
who were standing at the door of the pool hall. They dropped their cue sticks in the slush and ran back to
Morrissey land. Fleur walked the four streets, once in each direction, then followed.
The two men told of her visit, how she passed through the Morrissey house touching here, touching there,
sprinkling powders that ignited and stank on the hot stove. How Clarence swayed on his feet, blinked hard, and
chewed his fingers. How Fleur stepped up to him, drew her knife. He smiled foolishly and asked her for supper.
She reached forward and trimmed off a hank of his hair. Then she stalked from the house, leaving a taste of cold
wind, and chased Lazarre to the barn.
She made a black silhouette against the light from the door. Lazarre pressed against the wood of the walls,
watching, hypnotized by the sight of Fleur’s head and the quiet blade. He did not defend himself when she
approached, reached for him, gently and efficiently cut bits of his hair, held his hands, one at a time, and trimmed
the nails. She waved the razor-edged knife before his eyes and swept a few eyelashes into a white square of flour
sacking that she then carefully folded into her blouse.
For days after, Lazarre babbled and wept. Fleur was murdering him by use of bad medicine, he said. He
showed his hand, the bite that Margaret had dealt him, and the dark streak from the wound, along his wrist and
inching up his arm. He even used that bound hand to scratch his name from the treaty, but it did no good.
I figured that the two men were doomed at least three ways now. Margaret won the debate with her Catholic
training and decided to damn her soul by taking up the ax, since no one else had destroyed her enemies.
I begged her to wait for another week, all during which it snowed and thawed and snowed again. It took me
that long to arrange the snare to my satisfaction, near Lazarre’s shack, on a path both men took to town.
I set it out one morning before anyone stirred, and watched from an old pine twisted along the ground. I waited
while the smoke rose in a silky feather from the tiny tin spout on Lazarre’s roof. I had to sit half a day before
Lazarre came outside, and even then it was just for wood, nowhere near the path. I had a hard time to keep my
blood flowing, my stomach still. I ate a handful of dry berries Margaret had given me, and a bit of pounded meat.
I doled it out to myself and waited until finally Clarence showed. He walked the trail like a blind ghost and
stepped I straight into my noose.
It was perfect, or would have been if I had made the deadfall two inches wider, for in falling Clarence
somehow managed to spread his legs and straddle the deep hole I’d cut. It had been invisible, covered with snow,
and yet in one foot-pedaling instant, the certain knowledge of its construction sprang into Clarence’s brain and
told his legs to reach for the sides. I don’t know how he did it, but there he was poised. I waited, did not show
myself. The noose jerked enough to cut slightly into the fool’s neck, a too-snug fit. He was spread-eagled and on
tiptoe, his arms straight out. If he twitched a finger, lost the least control, even tried to yell, one foot would go, the
noose constrict.
But Clarence did not move. I could see from behind my branches that he didn’t even dare to change the
expression on his face. His mouth stayed frozen. in shock. Only his eyes shifted, darted fiercely and wildly, side
to side, showing all the agitation he must not release, searching desperately for a means of escape. They focused
only when I finally stepped toward him, quiet, from the pine.
We were in full view of Lazarre’s house, face-to-face. I stood before the boy. Just a touch, a sudden kick,
perhaps no more than a word, was all that it would take. But I looked into his eyes and saw the knowledge of his
situation. Pity entered me. Even for Margaret’s shame, I couldn’t do the thing I might have done.
I turned away and left Morrissey still balanced on the ledge of snow.
*
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What money I did have, I took to the trading store next day. I bought the best bonnet on the reservation. It was
black as a coal scuttle, large, and shaped the same.
“It sets off my doe eyes,” Margaret said and stared me down.
She wore it every day, and always to Mass. Not long before Lent and voices could be heard:
“There goes Old Lady Coal Bucket.”
Nonetheless, she was proud, and softening day by day, I could tell. By the time we got our foreheads crossed
with ashes, she consented to be married.
“I hear you’re thinking of exchanging the vows,” said Father Damien as I shook his hand on our way out the
door.
“I’m having relations with Margaret already,” I told him, “that’s the way we do things.” This had happened to
him before, so he was not even stumped as to what remedy he should use.
“Make a confession, at any rate,” he said, motioning us back into the church.
So I stepped into the little box and knelt. Father Damien slid aside the shadowy door. I told him what I had
been doing with Margaret and he stopped me partway through.
“No more details. Pray to Our Lady.”
“There is one more thing.”
“Yes?”
“Clarence Morrissey, he wears a scarf to church around his neck each week. I snared him like a rabbit.” Father
Damien let the silence fill him.
“And the last thing,” I went on. “I stole the wire from your piano.” The silence spilled over into my stall, and I
was held in its grip until the priest spoke.
“Discord is hateful to God. You have offended his ear.” Almost as an afterthought, Damien added,
“And his commandment. The violence among you must cease.”
“You can have the wire back,” I said.
I had used only one long strand. I also agreed that I would never use my snares on humans, an easy promise.
Lazarre was already caught.
*
Just two days later, while Margaret and I stood with Lulu and her mother inside the trading store, Lazarre
entered, gesturing, his eyes rolled to the skull. He stretched forth his arm and pointed along its deepest black vein
and dropped his jaw wide. Then he stepped backward into a row of traps that the trader had set to show us how
they worked.
Fleur’s eye lit, her white scarf caught the sun as she turned. All the whispers were true. Fleur had scratched
Lazarre’s figure into a piece of birchbark, drawn his insides, and rubbed a bit of rouge up his arm until the red
stain reached his heart. There was no sound as he fell, no cry, no word, and the traps of all types that clattered
down around his body jumped and met for a long time, snapping air.
4
Roman Baker stood in the bright and crackling current of light that zipped around in patterned waves
underneath the oval canopy entrance to the casino. He wasn’t a gambler. The skittering brilliance didn’t draw him
in and he was already irritated with the piped-out carol music. A twenty, smoothly folded in his pocket, didn’t itch
him or burn his ass one bit. He had come to the casino because it was just a few days before Christmas and he
didn’t know how to celebrate. Maybe the electronic-bell strum of slot machines would soothe him, or watching
the cards spreading from the dealer’s hands in arcs and waves. He took a step to the left, toward the cliffs of glass
doors.
As he opened his hand to push at the door’s brass plate and enter, a white man of medium height and wearing a
green leather coat pressed his car keys into Roman’s palm. Without waiting for a claim ticket, without even
looking at Roman beyond the moment it took to ascertain that he was brown and stood before the doors of an
Indian casino, the man walked off and was swallowed into the jingling gloom.
Roman waited before the doors, holding the keys. All of the valets were occupied. He held up the keys. A few
seconds later, he put down his hand and clutched the keys in his fist. No-one had seen this happen.
Roman turned away from the doors, opened his hand, and saw that one shining key among the other keys
belonged to a Jeep Cherokee. Immediately, he spotted the white Cherokee parked idling just beyond the lights of
the canopy. An amused little voice in his head said go for it. He I didn’t think it out, just walked over to the car,
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got in, and drove away.
You couldn’t call this stealing, since the guy gave me the keys, Roman told himself, but we are on a slippery
slope. He checked the lighted gauge of the Cherokee, and saw that the tank was nearly empty. There was a
Superstop handy, just down the road. Roman drove up to the bank of pumps and inserted the hose into the
Cherokee’s gas tank.
Eight dollars worth should do it, he thought, and then he wondered. Do what? In the store, he decided he
should be methodical, buy something to eat or drink. Afterward, he would know what to do. The complicated bar
of coffee machines drew him, and he stepped up to the grooved aluminum counter, chose a tall white insulated
cup, and placed it under a machine’s hose labeled “French Vanilla.” He held the button until the cup was threequarters full, and let the nozzle keep drizzling sweet foam on top. Then he figured out which plastic travel lid
matched his cup and pressed it on, over the froth. So as not to burn his hand, he fitted the cup into a little
cardboard sleeve. He paid for everything out of his twenty, and walked outside.
It was a warm winter night in the middle of a thaw. Bits of moisture hung glittering in the gas-smelling air.
There was a very light dust of sparkling fresh snow sinking into the day’s brown slush.
“A white Christmas, huh?” said a woman’s voice, just to the left.
“Yes, it will be enchanting,” Roman answered.
He was the kind of person people spoke to in situations that could easily stay completely impersonal. His face
was round, his nose pleasantly blunt, his eyes wide and friendly. His smile was genuine, he had been told. Yet
women never stayed with him. Perhaps he was too comfortable, too nurturing, and reminded them of their
mothers. Desperate mothers who wanted their children home before dark or wouldn’t let them out of sight. Now,
in addition to being motherly, plus the kind of person people spoke to on the streets or while pumping their gas, he
was the type into whose comfortable palm strange white men trustingly pressed their car keys.
And house keys, too, and other keys. Roman jingled the set before his eyes and then fit the correct car key into
the lock. He got into the car and carefully set the cappuccino into the cup holder before he drove to the edge of the
parking lot. There, he turned on the dome light and opened the glove compartment. He found the car’s
registration, folded in a clear plastic sleeve, and the proof of insurance, too, with numbers to call. The owner’s
name was Torvil J. Morson and his address was 2272 West 195 th Street, in the closest suburb. Roman took another
drink of the milky, sweet, deadly-tasting cappuccino. Then he put the cup back into the holder and drove carefully
out of the lot.
The casino was prosperous because it was just far enough from the city to be considered a Destination Resort,
and yet close enough so only an hour’s quickly diminishing farmland, pine woods, and snowy fields stood
between the reservation boundaries and the long stretch of little towns that had blended via strip malls and
housing developments into the biggest population center in that part of the Midwest. Roman knew approximately
how far he was from 195th Street, and it took him exactly the forty-five minutes he’d imagined to get there, find
the house, and pull into the driveway, which he wouldn’t have done unless he’d seen already that the windows
were dark. The house was a small one-story ranch-style painted the same drab green as the jacket of the man who
had given Roman the car keys.
Roman got out of the car, walked up to the front door, used the key. Just like that, he entered. Once in, he shut
the door behind him and wiped his feet on a rough little welcome mat. The house had its own friendly smell—
slightly stale smoke, cinnamon buns, wet dried sour wool. A powerful street light cast a silvery glow through the
front picture window. As his eyes adjusted, Roman stepped onto grayish wall-to-wall carpet and padded silently
across the living room. His heart slowed. The carpeting soothed him. He went straight across the room to the
kitchen, divided off by only a counter, and opened the freezer section of the refrigerator. He’d heard that people
often kept their jewelry and cash there in case of a burglary or fire. There was a coffee can in the freezer, but it
only held ground coffee. A few promising Tupperware containers held nothing but old stew, alas. Roman shut the
insulated door and rubbed his hands together to strike the chill from his fingers. Then he walked down the hill. He
stepped into a bedroom, turned on the light. Posters of pop stars, stuffed animals, pencil drawings, and dried
flowers were taped to the walls. A teenage girl’s room. Nothing. He turned out the light and found the master
bedroom, the one closest to the bathroom. He was just about to turn on the light when the sound of breathing, or
the sense of it, anyway, in the room, stopped his hand.
Then it didn’t sound like breathing, but something else, sighing and watery. A fish tank, Roman thought. He
listened a bit longer, then switched on the light and saw, on a table next to a window, a small plug-in fountain. The
water coursed endlessly over an arrangement of smooth, black stones. Roman thought this must belong to the
man’s wife. He frowned at himself in the dressing room mirror, and adjusted the lapel of his jacket. The wife, or
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the teen, or another member of the family might return while he was standing in the lighted bedroom. Yet Roman
had no prickles up his back, no darts of fear, no sense of apprehension. In fact, he felt as much at home as if he
lived in this house himself. He was even tempted to lie down on the big queen-size bed neatly made up with a
purple quilt and pillows arranged upon pillows. Where had he read about this? Goldilocks! This bed looked
comfortable. He thought of the three bears. There was a Mrs. Morson for sure, thought Roman. He pictured a bear
meditating by the fountain. A meditator probably wasn’t the type who would own gold and diamond jewelry, but
he still had to check. There was not a safe on the closet floor, or even a velvety box on the top of the dresser or in
the drawer that held underwear, No, there was only underwear, and it was decent, fresh cotton.
What am I doing, thought Roman, with my hands in Mrs. Morson’s underwear? He shut the drawer firmly and
sat on the edge of the bed.
I’m not going to find any cash, he decided. Mr. Morson has taken it to the casino.
Treading down the hall and back across the soft carpet, he felt cheated. What had happened wjth the car keys
was a once-in-a-lifetime thing. Roman had never before done anything that was strictly criminal. But this breakin, where he hadn’t had to actually break in, this was given to him. It was as though Mr. Morson had invited him
to travel to his house and look for valuables. And nothing there! The house was very still now, the street outside
utterly deserted, the neighboring houses dim and shut.
Roman sat down on the couch, wishing that he had the rest of his cappuccino, but he’d left the cup in the car.
There was a tremendous energy to the quiet, it seemed to him, a seething quality. He felt that he should do
something bold, or important, with this piece of fate that he’d been handed. As he was thinking of what he might
do, someone knocked on the door.
Roman's first instinct was not to answer. But the expectant quality of the silence was too much for him. He
went to the door and opened it. There stood a woman and a man, both in coats but wearing no scarves or hats. The
woman held a wrapped gift. The man carried a crockpot out of which there issued a faint and delicious, smoky,
bean-soup scent.
“Oh, thank God!” The woman stepped into the entryway, the man also, both exuding an air of conspiratorial
excitement.
“Very clever, keeping the lights off,” said the man. “But isn’t that his car?”
“He gave me the keys and I just drove it here,” Roman told him. The man gave a scratchy laugh that turned
into a cough.
“Where should I put this?” He lifted the crockpot slightly.
“In the kitchen?” said Roman.
“Let’s put his presents in there, too,” said the woman. “You must work with T.J. Have we met?”
“I’m Roman Baker.”
“You look like an Indian,” said the woman.
“People tell me that,” said Roman.
“Okay, and I’m Willa and that’s Buzz with the seven-bean soup. It’s his specialty. Just the countertop lights!
No overhead!”
“Right!” Buzz sounded gleeful. “Is Zola back yet? Did she get the cake?”
“I think so,” said Roman. His skull suddenly felt tight, his eyes scratchy and shifty in their sockets.
“I feel bad,” he mumbled. “I don’t have a gift. Maybe I should go out for sodas or beer.”
“Oh, T.J. won’t notice. T.J. will have a shit fit. I think we should all hide behind the counters and the couch.
Will you get the door, Roman?”
“Come on in,” said Roman, as he opened the door. “Wipe your feet.”
Two young men and an older woman stood on the steps. One man carried a neatly foil-covered bowl. The other
held a large, pale, tissue-wrapped gift.
“We brought Mom,” one of the young men squealed. “She’s drunk. She’s such a hoot!”
“I drank a strawberry wine cooler. I’m loaded,” said the elderly lady in a prim and sober voice. “Let me in so I
can ditch these two idiots. Does he suspect?” She eyed Roman with a flare of exasperation, her scarlet mouth
down-twisted.
“Not in the slightest,” Roman told her. He helped her out of her coat while the two young men settled their
things in the kitchen.
“Very clever, all the lights out,” the lady muttered. “Zola says he’ll pee his pants.”
“That’s pretty much what Willa says, too,” Roman told the lady. Steering her toward the couch, he decided
he’d better leave.
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“They’re sending me out for more strawberry wine coolers,” he said. He patted the woman’s hand. .
“You’re an Indian,” she said, severely and as if imparting information to him.
“A big one,” said Roman.
The others in the kitchen were whooping with secretive anticipation. Roman touched the keys in his pocket,
walked out the door. As he neared the white Cherokee two more people stepped into the driveway, asked him in
low and enthralled voices if anybody else was there.
“Go on in,” Roman told them. “Willa and Buzz are organizing everybody.”
“Oh god!” said the woman. “I saw his car! I thought he’d got home already. Zola’s following us. She’ll be here
any minute with the cake.”
*
Roman jumped into the car, backed down the driveway, and drove the opposite way down the street from the
way he guessed Zola would arrive.
*
Back on the turnoff to the highway, he thought, right or left! But it was inevitable. He headed toward the
casino. The cappuccino was still warm and on the way there he finished it. He started to feel good. Yes, he had
been given the Morsons’ keys, the keys to their life, and he’d visited that life. Enough. Nothing had happened
after all. He hadn’t taken anything except this car—for a drive. As he neared the vast casino parking lot he slowed
and carefully reconnoitered, watching for extra security or flashing lights in case the Cherokee had been reported
stolen. But all was bright and calm. Gamblers were walking to and fro, those who had self-parked. Others were
waiting with their claim tickets on the swirl patterned carpet in the lobby underneath the lighted canopy. Roman
eased the car into a marked space cautiously, far from the activity, and took his empty cappuccino cup with him
before he locked the car’s door.
That was your little adventure, he told himself. Now what!
But he knew what. He walked back to the casino entrance and walked through, into the icy bells and plucking,
continual ring that did predictable and pleasurable things to his central nervous system. He breathed faster in
excitement. Possibly, the sound depressed left brain action. He felt connected to an irrational and urgent universe
of lucky chance. His fingers twitched. First things first. He scanned the seated players looking for the green
leather jacket, which was all he remembered about Morson. He decided to make a sweep, starting at the far end of
the casino, checking the men’s room first. He went up each row and down each row, passed behind each glazed,
ghostly player. It took so long that he thought of giving up and simply turning the keys in at the lost and found.
But then, there was T. J. Morson, green jacket slung behind him, staring into the lighted tumble of little pirate
cove symbols on his machine’s curved torso.
Roman tapped his shoulder and Morson waved him off, not to be bothered. Roman watched the man shove in
three more quarters and hold his breath. Then sit back, dazed, rub his hand over his face. Roman touched his
shoulder again.
“Happy Birthday.”
Morson turned and focused on him. His face was clean cut and perfectly square, a solid Norwegian jawline,
pale eyes, hair already white and thin, a little tousled. He was falling into heaviness around the neck and then
below, like Roman, it was pretty close to a lost cause. Roman dangled the keys.
“You dropped these, I think?” Morson slapped the pockets of his pants.
“For god sakes, thought I had it parked!”
Roman gave him the keys and turned to go, but he couldn’t, not quite. He took a last look at Mr. Morson and
saw that something was very wrong with him. T. J. Morson was sitting there with his mouth open, staring at the
car keys. Not moving.
“Hey,” Roman bent toward him, then waved his hand before the man’s eyes, “you okay?”
“No,” said Mr. Morson.
He shut his mouth and then slowly, like a very old man, stood and shrugged on his jacket. He dropped the
keys, picked them up. Sat back down and stared once more at the machine. Slowly, from his pants pocket, he
drew a bit of change. Held it out questingly to Roman, who rummaged in his own pocket and exchanged what Mr.
Morson offered for a quarter. Morson held it a moment, then played it. Nothing.
“You okay?” Roman asked again. But Morson was staring vacantly before him. His mouth was open and his
hands were shaking.
“Not all right, not all right,” he muttered.
“Hey,” said Roman, “come on. Get up. Let’s go sit in the café. I’ll buy you a coffee.”
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“What I need is a drink.”
“Yeah, well, maybe.”
Roman helped steady Mr. Morson. They walked down the aisle of light and sound, along a short hallway, and
into a small interior restaurant where the waitress gave them a booth for two and poured their coffee.
“Cream. Lots of it. Thanks,” Roman told her. She left the pot and a bowl of tiny plastic servings of flavored
half-and-half.
“Thank you,” said T. J. Morson, staring at the brown pottery cup.
“And thank you for returning my car keys.”
His voice was heavy as a pour of concrete. The syllables seemed to harden as they fell from his mouth.
“Well,” he looked up, scanned the country-themed room, “this is it.”
“What are you talking about?” asked Roman. Morson put his face in his hands and then slowly pushed his
hands up his face and over his hair.
“That was it,” he said again.
“Listen.” Roman was beginning to feel alarmed. “It’s your birthday. You should be heading home.” He thought
of all the excited people waiting in the living room of the Morson house, crouched behind the sofa and chairs and
kitchen counters, the lights off. “Weren’t you supposed to be home a while ago?”
Mr. Morson looked at Roman, frowning now, momentarily distracted.
“Who are you?”
“I’m a friend of Buzz and Willa,” Roman told him. “Look, I’m going to let you in on something that’s going to
cheer you up. You’ve got to go home now. I’m not supposed to say a thing about it, but they’re planning a surprise
party in your honor. Zola’s got the cake. Even as we speak, they are in your house, waiting for you. They have
presents.”
Telling this to Morson was surprisingly difficult. Roman felt the bleeding sensation of envy when he imagined
stepping onto the warm, thick carpet. The blast of noise from friends. The bean soup. Beer. Cake. Mr. Morson said
nothing.
“You can’t just leave them waiting there.”
Roman heard a note of accusing desperation in his voice. Morson shook his head now, as though his misery
was a fall of water washing over him. His brilliant white hair lifted in the staticky air. Roman felt like reaching
over and patting it down, but he kept his hand curled around his coffee cup.
“Fuck’s sake, I can’t go back there,” said Morson wearily. “They don’t know. Zola has no idea about this.” He
waved his hand toward the casino through the glass doors of the restaurant.
“I play when she’s at work, when I’m supposed to be at work, except I don’t have a job, see. That’s over. She
doesn’t know I put a second mortgage on our house, a line of credit, then topped it. Cleaned out everyone of our
accounts.” He stared fiercely, disconnectedly, at Roman.
“There’s nothing,” he said.
His mouth was suddenly and frighteningly sharklike, an impersonal black hungry V. A bubble of spit formed at
either corner.
“They’ll take the house and then my car. They’ll take her car. And Kayla …oh god.”
*
Morson dropped his face into the bowl of his hands. Roman thought he might either break down and sob or
leap up and rake his fingers down the wallpaper. Which would it be? He was feeling oddly disconnected. Maybe
this was the way a shrink felt, listening to the woes of a client from behind a clear shield of therapeutic immunity.
With a thick, jerky movement, T. V. Morson struck his hands together.
“I don’t even smoke,” he said as though appealing to Roman. “I don’t drink. But …” Again he waved at the
lights and bells outside the door.
“I think, I know, I had the vision or whatever, that because it was my birthday I could turn it all around if I had
just, say, a couple hundred. And I knew where to get it. So today after Zola went to work and Kayla was at school,
I sneaked back to the house and I searched Kayla’s room. She has this little passbook savings account with me as
her co-signer. But where does she keep the passbook? So I dug through the stuff in her drawers, her closets. Can
you imagine this?” Roman’s mouth opened.
Better than you know, he thought. But Morson went on quickly,
“I found her secret things. They were under the bed, in this cigar box she had covered on top with a piece of
paper. You wouldn’t believe this knowing how sweet Kayla is, what a good girl. The box was labeled with a
purple marker ‘Fuck with Kayla and You Die.’ Here she’s a good little student, all A’s or B’s, never given anybody
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whatsoever any trouble in her life before. So this tough little message … I mean …” Morson stopped and drank
some coffee.
“It got to you,” said Roman.
“Yeah,” said Morson. “Anyway, I took the passbook. Withdrew two hundred and eighteen dollars worth of
babysitting money.”
Roman nodded, poured another coffee for himself and stirred in three creamers. And yet, he thought,
Here is a man for whom people will give a surprise party. Roman tapped the sugar packets, drank the rest of
the coffee, put the money down on top of the check.
“I have to get out of here,” he said to Morson, who stared at him for a moment, then widened his eyes and
broke the look off with a cunning little grin.
T. V. Morson followed Roman out the door of the café. On the way past the banks of moving lights and bells
and trilling knockers, he said,
“C’mon. I hit, we’ll split.”
Roman kept walking. Morson grabbed the sleeve of his jacket.
“Please,” he said.
Roman started at the sight of him. Morson’s eyes were rolled back so the whites showed. His lips were drawn
away from his gums in a guilty snarl. Roman felt in his pocket, flipped out a quarter. Morson opened the hand that
held the car keys. Roman took the keys and gave the quarter to Morson, who played it. The two men watched the
rolling tabs of symbols spin over and over, whirling, clicking into place in a disparate row.
“Okay, you satisfied?” said Roman.
Morson wiped his hands slowly on his hips and then followed Roman out the doors, acrbss the gleaming, wet
parking lot, over to the Cherokee. Roman still had the keys. He opened the doors and got into the driver’s side.
Passive, concentrating on something invisible just before him, Morson got into the passenger’s seat and shut his
eyes. But suddenly, as Roman pulled out of the parking space onto the highway, Morson mumbled, “Thanks
anyway,” and opened his door to jump out. Roman managed to hook his hand in the collar of Morson’s slippery
jacket, and as he brought the car to a halt on the shoulder, he yanked the man back toward him with such
surprising force that Morson’s face smashed into the side of the steering wheel. There was an instant and
surprising amount of blood.
“Don’t worry,” said Morson, his nose behind his hands, “I get these things real bad.”
There was a girl’s striped knit stocking cap in his door’s side pocket. Morson grabbed it and put it to his face.
Then he said,
“Look, I’ll just go clean up.” He jumped out the door with the cap on his face, and was gone..
Roman pulled ahead about thirty feet into a blind driveway and shut off the engine. He found the lever next to
the seat that dropped it backward a few inches. He rested. A peaceful energy flowed through him. He nearly slept.
Fifteen minutes, then half an hour passed. Traffic flowed by, snarled behind him, flowed again. A few people
crossed before him at the far edge of an overflow lot. They swiftly entered their cars and drove away. Roman
dozed another ten minutes and then he suddenly snapped to. He started the car and drove off.
As he pulled back onto the highway a screeching ambulance barreled past. The casino was filled with senior
citizens and Roman imagined a whole scenario—a big payout, an old man elated, then clutching at his heart. This
fantasy gave him the idea, as he drove toward Morson’s house, of something he could say to get Morson off the
hook. It wasn’t that he liked Morson, but his friends were so eager, so well-meaning.
*
Roman arrived at the house and parked in the driveway—still empty in order to fool Morson into thinking that
the house was deserted. Yet all the lights were on. The little house was blazing. Roman walked up the steps and
then tentatively eased the door open and poked his head around the side. He nearly jumped back out. All of the
people he’d met before were standing or sitting at attention in the living room. They returned his look with
identical stares.
“We know already,” said the terse old lady who’d been drinking strawberry wine coolers. “He had his ID right
on him, phone number. Kyle took Zola to the emergency room. Zola just called two seconds ago.”
“Come on in,” said Buzz. “Take a load off. I’ll get you a beer. In fact,” he said, “let’s eat. It’s some kind of
custom that we all should eat together at a time like this.”
*
Roman sat down on one end of the couch, leaned back into a stiff pillow. He looked down at his knees, then
accepted a bowl of bean soup when it appeared in his line of vision. The bowl was warm and pleasant in his
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hands.
“They told Zola that he’d crossed the casino’s main intersection, running. What is that, two lanes? Not so far,
really.”
“Four lanes,” said Roman.
“Oh,” said someone, “then.”
The phone rang. Buzz picked up and listened.
“Okay,” he said.
He took a deep breath before he put the phone down. Then he frowned at the phone before he spoke,
addressing everyone.
“Zola said he was not quite DOA,” said Buzz, “but next thing to it. There just wasn’t a thing they could do.”
There was silence. Eventually, things picked up again. Soon everyone had bowls of soup, and bread, and were
busily arranging themselves, patting napkins onto their knees, balancing coffee cups, offering butter around the
group.
“We shouldn’t eat the cake.”
“I agree,” said Willa. “We should have his cake at the funeral dinner.”
“Are you going to go?” She addressed Roman. He looked at her.
“It can’t be true!” Willa apologized.
“I’ve never been much for denial. I go straight to acceptance. That’s just me.”
“You don’t need to think that far ahead,” said Buzz. He touched Roman’s arm. “In fact, don’t think ahead at
all.”
Buzz put down his bowl of soup and sank forward, elbows on his knees. He cupped his hands over his head
and leaned over like someone about to be sick. He stayed that way, motionless. Willa put her hand on his back and
patted him with slow, regular beats. She looked over at Roman.
“Go on, eat your soup,” she whispered. It’s okay.”
Roman placed a spoonful of the soup in his mouth. A moment passed before he realized that the taste was
unusually good. Something gave depth to the taste. Roman looked at Buzz, still hunched over. His specialty, he
remembered. Maybe Buzz simmered his beans with garlic, or wine, or some kind of herb. Maybe it was the
sorrow, or the strangeness. Perhaps Buzz had added a few drops from a vial of Liquid Smoke. Then again a ham
bone. Or the fact that these beans were all different types. Roman finished the bowl and put it down.
“You want another?” said Willa.
“It’s good,” Roman nodded.
She got up to refill the bowl and Roman took over patting Buzz on the back, slow and regular, two or three
pats to each of his sighing breaths. He kept feeling the wrench when he’d pulled Morson toward him, in the car,
the way Morson had twisted, striking the bridge of his nose. There was the weight of Morson off-balance, in his
arms, the smell of his hair tonic, aftershave, and the smoke of the casino and the coffee on his breath.
*
Now here he was eating Morson’s bean soup with Morson’s friends and no doubt in two or three days he
would be tasting Morson’s cake. Roman shut his eyes. His thoughts flickered.
“I’ll be right back.”
He set the beer down, got up, walked down the hall just like an old friend who knew the place. He opened the
door to Kayla’s room, walked in, shut the door behind him and knelt on the floor beside her bed. Reaching
underneath, he groped for and found the box that he could see, once he turned on her little homework lamp, was
indeed labeled “Fuck with Kayla and You Die.” He handled it carefully.
You shouldn’t have fucked with Kayla. Psychic time bomb for the girl, though, wasn’t it?
Morson had replaced her little passbook. Roman flipped to the last page, then tore out a deposit slip. Same
bank as his. Anyone could make a transfer, he supposed. He put the passbook back, lay the cigar box on the floor
and slid it back underneath the bed. He walked to the living room, passed behind an intense discussion of who
should go now to the hospital, who was needed, what arrangements. In the kitchen, he paused at the sink for a
drink of warmish, chemical-tasting suburb water. He set the keys to the Cherokee on the counter. Then slipped out
the back door.
*OHIO*
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149.87 1. To an unnamed British authority (c.1810) 2. To the Osage (1811) 3. To the Choctaws and Chickasaws:
Three Speeches\fn{by Tecumseh (“Cougar-crouching-for-his-prey”), Chief of the Shawnee (1768-1813)} nr. the site of what
would become Springfield, Clark County, Ohio, U.S.A. (M) 3
1
Father, listen to your children! You have them now all before you.
The war before this,\fn{The Revolutionary War.} our British father gave the hatchet to his red children, when our
old chiefs were alive. They are now dead.
In the war, our father was thrown on his back by the Americans, and our father took them by the hand without
our knowledge; and we are afraid that our father will do so again this time. Summer before last, when I came
forward with my red brethren, and was ready to take up the hatchet in favor of our British father, we were told not
to be in a hurry that he had not yet determined to fight the Americans.
Listen! When war was declared, our father stood up and gave us the tomahawk and told us that he was then
ready to strike the Americans; that he wanted our assistance; and that he would certainly get our lands back,
which the Americans had taken from us.
Listen! You told us, at that time, to bring forward our families to this place; and we did so; and you promised
to take care of them; and they should want for nothing, while the men would go out and fight the enemy; that we
ne~d not trouble ourselves about the enemy's garrisons; that we knew nothing about them, and that our father
would attend to that part of the business. You also told your red children that you would take good care of your
garrison here which made our hearts glad.
Listen! When we were last at the Rapids it is true we gave you little assistance. It is hard to fight people who
live like groundhogs.
Father, listen. Our fleet has gone out. We know they have fought. We have heard the great guns but we know
nothing of what has happened to our father with that arm. Our ships have gone one way and we are much
astonished to see our father tying up everything and preparing to run away the other, without letting his red
children know what his intentions are. You always told us to remain here and take care of our lands. It made our
hearts glad to hear that was your wish. Our great father, the king, is the head, and you represeent him. You always
told us that you. would never draw your foot off British ground; but now, father, we see you are drawing back and
we are sorry to see our father doing so without seeing the enemy. We must compare our father’s conduct to a fat
dog, that carries its tail upon its back but when afrighted it drops it between its legs and runs off.
Father, Listen! The Americans have not yet defeated us by land. Neither are we sure that they have done so by
water. We therefore wish to remain here and fight our enemy, should they make their appearance. If they defeat
us, we will then retreat with our father.
At the battle of the Rapids, last war, the Americans certainly defeated us, and when we retreated to our father’s
fort at that place the gates were shut against us. We were afraid that it would now be the case; but instead of that
we now see our British father preparing to march out of his garrison.
Father! You have got the arms and ammunition which our great father sent for his red children. If you have an
idea of going away, give them to us and you may go and welcome for us. Our lives are in the hands of the Great
Spirit. We are determined to defend our lands, and if it be his will, we wish to leave our bones upon them.
2
Brothers: We all belong to one family; we are all children of the Great Spirit; we walk in the same path; slake
our thirst at the same spring; and now affairs of the greatest concern lead us to smoke the pipe around the same
council fire!
Brothers: We are friends; we must assist each other to bear our burdens. The blood of many of our fathers and
brothers has run like water on the ground, to satisfy the avarice of the white men. We, ourselves, are threatened
with a great evil; nothing will pacify them but the destruction of all the red men.
Brothers: When the white men first set foot on our grounds, they were hungry; they had no place on which to
spread their blankets, or to kindle their fires. They were feeble; they could do nothing for themselves. Our fathers
commiserated their distress, and shared freely with them whatever the Great Spirit had given his red children.
They gave them food when hungry, medicine when sick, spread skins for them to sleep on, and gave them
grounds, that they might hunt and raise corn.
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Brothers: The white people are like poisonous serpents: when chilled, they are feeble, and harmless, but
invigorate them with warmth, and they sting their benefactors to death. The white people came among us feeble;
and now we have made them strong, they wish to kill us, or drive us back, as they would wolves and panthers.
Brothers: The white men are not friends to the Indians: at first, they only asked for land sufficient for a
wigwam; now, nothing will satisfy them but the whole of our hunting grounds, from the rising to the setting sun.
Brothers: The white men want more than our hunting grounds; they wish to kill our warriors; they would even
kill our old men, women and little ones.
Brothers: Many winters ago, there was no land; the sun did not rise and set: all was darkness. The Great Spirit
made all things. He gave the white people a home beyond the great waters. He supplied these grounds with game,
and gave them to his red children; and he gave them strength and courage to defend them.
Brothers: My people wish for peace; the red men all wish for peace; but where the white people are, there is no
peace for them, except it be on the bosom of our mother.\fn{ I.e., until they are dead and lie upon the ground.}
Brothers: The white men despise and cheat the Indians; they abuse and insult them; they do not think the red
men sufficiently good to live. The red men have borne many and great injuries; they ought to suffer them no
longer. My people will not; they are determined on vengeance; they have taken up the tomahawk; they will make
it fat with blood; they will drink the blood of the white people.
Brothers: My people are brave and numerous; but the white people are too strong for them alone. I wish you to
take up the tomahawk with them. If we all unite, we will cause the rivers to stain the great waters with their blood.
Brothers: If you do not unite with us, they will first destroy us, and then you will fall an easy prey to them.
They have destroyed many nations of red men because they were not united, because they were not friends to
each other.
Brothers: The white people send runners amongst us; they wish to make us enemies, that they may sweep over
and desolate our hunting grounds, like devastating winds, or rushing waters.
Brothers: Our Great Father,\fn{George III.} over the great waters, is angry with the white people, our enemies.
He will send his brave warriors against them; he will send us rifles, and whatever else we want—he is our friend,
and we are his children.
Brothers: Who are the white people that we should fear them? They cannot run fast, and are good marks to
shoot at: they are only men; our fathers have killed many of them; we are not squaws, and we will stain the earth
red with their blood.
Brothers: The Great Spirit is angry with our enemies; he speaks in thunder, and the earth swallows up villages,
and drinks up the Mississippi. The great waters will cover their lowlands; their corn cannot grow; and the Great
Spirit will sweep those who escape to the hills from the earth with his terrible breath.
Brothers: We must be united; we must smoke the same pipe; we must fight each other’s battles; and more than
all, we must love the Great Spirit; he is for us; he will destroy our enemies, and make his red children happy.
3
In view of questions of vast importance, have we met together in solemn council tonight. Nor should we here
debate whether we have been wronged and injured, but by what measures we should avenge ourselves; for our
merciless oppressors, having long since planned out their proceedings, are not about to make, but have and are
still making attacks upon our race who have as yet come to no resolution.
Nor are we ignorant by what steps, and by what gradual advances, the whites break in upon our neighbors.
Imagining themselves to be still undiscovered, they show themselves the less audacious because you are
insensible. The whites are already nearly a match for us all united, and too strong for any one tribe alone to resist;
so that unless we support one another with our collective and united forces; unless every tribe unanimously
combines to give check to the ambition and avarice of the whites, they will soon conquer us apart and disunited,
and we will be driven away from our native country and scattered as autumnal leaves before the wind.
But have we not courage enough remaining to defend our country and maintain our ancient independence?
Will we calmly suffer the white intruders and tyrants to enslave us? Shall it be said of our race that we knew not
how to extricate ourselves from the three most dreadful calamities—folly, inactivity and cowardice?
But what need is there to speak of the past? It speaks for itself and asks, Where today is the Pequod? Where the
Narragansetts, the Mohawks, Pocanokets, and many other once powerful tribes of our race? They have vanished
before the avarice and oppression of the white men, as snow before a summer sun. In the vain hope of alone
defending their ancient possessions, they have fallen in the wars with the white men.
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Look abroad over their once beautiful country, and what see you now? Naught but the ravages of the pale face
destroyers meet our eyes.
So it will be with you Choctaws and Chickasaws! Soon your mighty forest trees, under the shade of whose
wide spreading branches you have played in infancy, sported in boyhood, and now rest your wearied limbs after
the fatigue of the chase, will be cut down to fence in the land which the white intruders dare to call their own.
Soon their broad roads will pass over the grave of your fathers, and the place of their rest will be blotted out
forever. The annihilaion of our race is at hand unless we unite in one common cause against the common foe.
Think not, brave Choctaws and Chickasaws, that you can remain passive and indifferent to the common
danger, and thus escape the common fate. Your people, too, will soon be as falling leaves and scattering clouds
before their blighting breath. You, too, will be driven away from your native land and ancient domains as leaves
are driven before the wintry storms.
Sleep not longer, “ Choctaws and Chickasaws, in false security and delusive hopes. Our broad domains are fast
escaping from our grasp. Every year our white intruders become more greedy, exacting, oppressive and
overbearing. Every year contentions spring up between them and our people and when blood is shed we have to
make atonement whether right or wrong, at the cost of the lives of our greatest chiefs, and the yielding up of large
tracts of our lands.
Before the palefaces came among us, we enjoyed the happmess of unbounded freedom, and were acquainted
with neither riches, wants nor oppression. How is it now? Wants and oppression are our lot; for are we not
controlled in everything, and dare we move without asking, by your leave? Are we not being stripped day by day
of the little that remains of our ancient liberty?
Do they not even kick and strike us as they do their blackfaces? How long will it be before they will tie us to a
post and whip us, and make us work for them in their corn fields as they do them? Shall we wait for that moment
or shall we die fighting before submitting to such ignominy?
Have we not for years had before our eyes a sample of their designs, and are they not sufficient harbingers of
their future determinations? Will we not soon be driven from our respective countries and the graves of our
ancestors? Will not the bones of our dead be plowed up, and their graves be turned into fields? Shall we calmly
wait until they become so numerous that we will no longer be able to resist oppression? Will we wait to be
destroyed in our turn, without making an effort worthy of our race? Shall we give up our homes, our country,
bequeathed to us by the Great Spirit, the graves of our dead, and everything that is dear and sacred to us, without a
struggle?
I know you will cry with me: Never! Never! Then let us by unity of action destroy them all, which we now can
do, or drive them back whence they came. War or extermination is now our only choice. Which do you choose?
I know your answer. Therefore, I now call on you, brave Choctaws and Chickasaws, to assist in the just cause
of liberating our race from the grasp of our faithless invaders and heartless oppressors. The white usurpation in
our common country must be stopped, or we, its rightful owners, be forever destroyed and wiped out as a race of
people.
I am now at the head of many warriors backed by the strong arm of English soldiers. Choctaws and
Chickasaws, you have too long borne with grievous usurpation inflicted by the arrogant Americans. Be no longer
their dupes. If there be,one here tonight who believes that his rights will not sooner or later be taken from him by
the avaricious American pale faces, his ignorance ought to excite pity, for he knows little of the character of our
common foe.
And if there be one among you mad enough to undervalue the growing power of the white race among us, let
him tremble in considering the fearful woes he will bring down upon our entire race, if by his criminal
indifference he assists the designs of our common enemy against our common country.
Then listen to the voice of duty, of honor, of nature and of your endangered country. Let us form one body, one
heart, and defend to the last warrior our country, our homes, our liberty, and the graves of our fathers.
Choctaws and Chickasaws, you are among the few of our race who sit indolently at ease. You have indeed
enjoyed the reputation of being brave, but will you be indebted for it more from report than fact? Will you let the
whites encroach upon your domains even to your very door before you will assert your rights in resistance? Let no
one in this council imagine that I speak more from malice against the pale face Americans than just grounds of
complaint. Complaint is just toward friends who have failed in their duty; accusation is against enemies guilty of
injustice. And surely, if any people ever had, we have good and just reasons to believe we have ample grounds to
accuse the Americans of injustice; especially when such great acts of injustice have been committed by them upon
our race, of which they seem to have no manner of regard, or even to reflect.
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They are a people fond of innovations, quick to contrive and quick to put their schemes into effectual
execution no matter how great the wrong and injury to us; while we are content to preserve what we already have.
Their designs are to enlarge their possessions by taking yours in turn; and will you, can you longer dally, O
Choctaws and Chickasaws?
Do you imagine that that people will not continue longest in the enjoyment of peace who timely prepare to
vindicate themselves, and manifest a determined resolution to do themselves right whenever they are wronged?
Far otherwise. Then haste to the relief of our common cause, as by consanguinity of blood you are bound; lest the
day be not far distant when you will be left single-handed and alone to the cruel mercy of our most inveterate foe.
1819
107.65 The Coup de Grâce\fn{by Ambrose Gwinett Bierce (1842-1914?)} Horse Cave Creek, Megis County, Ohio,
U.S.A. (M) 2
The fighting had been hard and continuous, that was attested by all the senses. The very taste of battle was in
the air. All was now over; it remained only to succor the wounded and bury the dead—to ‘tidy up a bit’, as the
humorist of a burying squad put it. A good deal of ‘tidying up’ was required. As far as one could se through the
forest, between the splintered trees, lay wrecks of men and horses. Among them moved the stretcher-bearers,
gathering and carrying away the few who showed signs of life. Most of the wounded had died of exposure while
the right to minister to their wants was in dispute. It is an army regulation that the wounded must wait; the best
way to care for them is to win the battle. It must be confessed that victory is a distinct advantage to a man
requiring attention, but many do not live to avail themselves of it.
The dead were collected in groups of a dozen or a score, and laid side by side in rows while the trenches were
dug to receive them. Some, found at too great a distance from these rallying points, were buried where they lay.
There was little attempt at identification, though in most cases, the burying parties being detailed to glean the
same ground which they had assisted to reap, the names of the victorious dead were known and listed. The
enemy’s fallen had to be content with counting. But of that they got enough; many of them were counted several
times, and the total, as given in the official report of the victorious commander, denoted rather a hope than a
result.
At some little distance from the spot where one of the burying parties had established its ‘bivouac of the dead’,
a man in the uniform of a Federal officer stood leaning against a tree. From his feet upward to his neck his attitude
was that of weariness reposing; but he turned his head uneasily from side to side; his mind was apparently not at
rest. He was perhaps uncertain in what direction to go; he was not likely to remain long where he was, for already
the level rays of the setting sun struggled redly through the open spaces of the wood, and the weary soldiers were
quitting their task for the day. He would hardly make a night of it alone there among the dead. Nine men in ten
whom you meet after a battle inquire the way to some fraction of the army—as if anyone could know. Doubtless
this officer was lost. After resting himself a moment, he would follow one of the retiring burial squads.
When all were gone, he walked straight away into the forest toward the red west, its light staining his face like
blood. The air of confidence with which he now strode along showed that he was on familiar ground; he had
recovered his bearings. The dead on his right and on his left were unregarded as he passed. An occasional low
moan from some sorely stricken wretch whom the relief parties had not reached, and who would have to pass a
comfortless night beneath the stars with his thirst to keep him company, was equally unheeded. What, indeed,
could the officer have done, being no surgeon and having no water.
At the head of a shallow ravine, a mere depression of the ground, lay a small group of bodies. He saw, and,
swerving suddenly from his course, walked rapidly toward them. Scanning each one sharply as he passed, he
stopped at last above one which lay at a slight remove from the others, near a clump of small trees. He looked at it
narrowly. It seemed to stir. He stooped and laid his hand upon its face. It screamed.
The officer was Captain Downing Madwell, of a Massachusetts regiment of infantry, a daring and intelligent
soldier, an honorable man.
In the regiment were two brothers named Halcrow—Caffal and Creede Halcrow. Caffal Halcrow was a
sergeant in Captain Madwell’s company, and these two men, the sergeant and the captain, were devoted friends. In
so far as disparity of rank, difference in duties, and considerations of military discipline would permit, they were
commonly together. They had, indeed, grown up together from childhood. A habit of the heart is not easily broken
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off. Caffal Halcrow had nothing military in his taste or disposition, but the thought of separation from his friend
was disagreeable; he enlisted in the company in which Madwell was second lieutenant. Each had taken two steps
upward in rank, but between the highest non-commissioned and the lowest commissioned officer the social gulf is
deep and wide, and the old relation was maintained with difficulty and a difference.
Creede Halcrow, the brother of Caffal, was the major of the regiment—a cynical, saturnine man, between
whom and Captain Madwell there was a natural antipathy which circumstances had nourished and strengthened to
an active animosity. But for the restraining influence of their mutual relation to Caffal, these two patriots would
doubtless have endeavored to deprive their country of one another’s services.
At the opening of the battle that morning, the regiment was performing outpost duty a mile away from the main
army. It was attacked and nearly surrounded in the forest, but stubbornly held its ground. During a lull in the
fighting, Major Halcrow came to Captain Madwell. The two exchanged formal salutes, and the major said:
“Captain, the colonel directs that you push your company to the head of this ravine and hold your place there until
recalled. I need hardly apprise you of the dangerous character of the movement, but if you wish, you can, I
suppose, turn over the command to your first lieutenant. I was not, however, directed to authorize the substitution;
it is merely a suggestion of my own, unofficially made.”
To this deadly insult Captain Madwell coolly replied:—
“Sir, I invite you to accompany the movement. A mounted officer would be a conspicuous mark, and I have
long held the opinion that it would be better if you were dead.”
The art of repartée was cultivated in military circles as early as 1862.
A half hour later Captain Madwell’s company was driven from its position at the head of the ravine, with a loss
of one-third its number. Among the fallen was Sergeant Halcrow. The regiment was soon afterward forced back to
the main line, and at the close of the battle was miles away. The captain was now standing at the side of his
subordinate and friend.
Sergeant Halcrow was mortally hurt. His clothing was deranged; it seemed to have been violently torn apart,
exposing the abdomen. Some of the buttons of his jacket had been pulled off and lay on the ground beside him,
and fragments of his other garments were strewn about. His leather belt was parted, and had apparently been
dragged from beneath him as he lay. There had been no very great effusion of blood., The only visible wound was
a wide, ragged opening in the abdomen. It was defiled with earth and dead leaves. Protruding from it was a
lacerated end of the small intestine. In all his experience Captain Madwell had not seen a wound like this. He
could neither conjecture how it was made nor explain the attendant circumstances-—he strangely torn clothing,
the parted belt, and besmirching of the white skin. He knelt and made a closer examination. When he rose to his
feet, he turned his eyes in various directions as if looking for an enemy. Fifty yards away, on the crest of a low,
thinly wooded hill, he saw several dark objects moving about among the fallen men—a herd of swine. One stood
with its back to him, its shoulders sharply elevated. Its forefeet were upon a human body, its head was depressed
and invisible. The bristly ridge of its chine\fn{ Backbone.} showed black against the red west. Captain Madwell
drew away his eyes and fixed them again upon the thing which had been his friend.
The man who had suffered these monstrous mutilations was alive. At intervals he moved his limbs; he moaned
at every breath. He stared blankly into the face of his friend, and if touched screamed. In his giant agony he had
torn up the ground on which he lay; his clenched hands were full of leaves and twigs and earth. Articulate speech
was beyond his power; it was impossible to know if he were sensible to anything but pain. The expression of his
face was an appeal; his eyes were full of prayer. For what?
There was no misreading that look; the captain had too frequently seen it in eyes of those whose lips had still
the power to formulate it by an entreaty for death. Consciously or unconsciously, this writing fragment of
humanity, this type and example of acute sensation, this handiwork of man and beast, this humble, unheroic Prometheus,\fn{An allusion to the torture inflicted upon the god who, according to the Greek poet Hesiod (fl.c.700BC.) was condemned by
Zeus to be chained naked to bare rock, his liver to be torn every morning of his immortal life from his living body, for the crime of giving
fire to man.} was imploring everything, all, the whole non-ego, for the boon of oblivion. To the earth and the sky

alike, to the trees, to the man, to whatever took form in sense or consciousness, this incarnate suffering addressed
its silent plea.
For what indeed?—For that which we accord to even the meanest creature without sense to demand it, denying
it only to the wretched of our own race: for the blessed release, the rite of uttermost compassion, the coup de
grâce.
Captain Madwell spoke the name of his friend. He repeated it over and over without effect until emotion
choked his utterance. His tears plashed upon the livid face beneath his own and blinded himself. He saw nothing
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but a blurred and moving object, but the moans were more distinct than ever, interrupted at briefer intervals by
sharper shrieks. He turned away, struck his hand upon his forehead, and strode from the spot. The swine, catching
sight of him, threw up their crimson muzzles, regarding him suspiciously a second, and then, with a gruff,
concerted grunt, raced away out of sight. A horse, its foreleg splintered horribly by a cannon shot, lifted its head
sidewise from the ground and neighed piteously. Madwell stepped forward, drew his revolver and shot the poor
beast between the eyes, narrowing observing its death struggle, which, contrary to his expectation, was violent
and long; but at last it lay still. The tense muscles of its lips, which had uncovered the teeth in a horrible grin,
relaxed; the sharp, clean-cut profile took on a look of profound peace and rest.
Along the distant thinly wooded crest to westward the fringe of sunset fire had now nearly burned itself out.
The light upon he trunks of the trees had faded to a tender gray; the shadows were in their tops, like great dark
birds aperch. The night was coming and there were miles of haunted forest between Captain Madwell and camp.
Yet he stood there at the side of the dead animal, apparently lost to all sense of his surroundings. His eyes were
bent upon the earth at his feet; his left hand hung loosely at his side, his right still held the pistol. Suddenly he
lifted his face, turned it toward his dying friend, and walked rapidly back to his side. He knelt upon one knee,
cocked the weapon, placed the muzzle against the man’s forehead, turned away his eyes and pulled the trigger.
There was no report. He had used his last cartridge for the horse. The sufferer moaned and his lips moved
convulsively. The froth that ran from them had a tinge of blood.
Captain Madwell rose to his feet and drew his sword from the scabbard. He passed the fingers of his left hand
along the edge from hilt to point. He held it out straight before him as if to test his nerves. There was no visible
tremor of the blade; the ray of bleak skylight that it reflected was steady and true. He stooped, and with his left
hand tore away the dying man’s shirt, rose, and placed the point of the sword just over the heart. This time he did
not withdraw his eyes. Grasping the hilt with both hands, he thrust downward with all his strength and weight.
The blade sank into the man’s body—through his body into the earth; Captain Madwell came near falling forward
upon his work. The dying man drew up his knees and at the same time threw his right arm across his breast and
grasped the steel so tightly that the knuckles of the hand visibly whitened. By a violent but vain effort to withdraw
the blade, the wound was enlarged; a rill of blood escaped, running sinuously down into the deranged clothing. At
that moment three men stepped silently forward from behind the clump of young trees which had concealed their
approach. Two were hospital attendants and carried a stretcher.
The third was major Creede Halcrow.
91.17 & 199.112 1. The Stirring Off 2. Pontiac’s Lookout: Two Short Stories\fn{by Mary Hartwell Catherwood (18471902)} Luray, Fayette County, Ohio, U.S.A. (F) 13
1
Davis’s boys said to all the young men at singing-school,
“Come over to ’t sugar-camp Saturday night; we’re goin’ to stir-off.”
The young men, siting on the fence to watch horses were tied in dusky rows, playfully imitated the preacher
when he gave out appointments, and replied they would be there, no preventing Providence, at early candlelighting.
Jane Davis, attended by her cousin, also circulated among the girls in the school-house during that interval in
singing-school called recess, and invited them to the stirring-off.
The Davises, though by no means the richest, were the most hospitable family in the Swamp. They came from
Virginia. Their stable swarmed with fine horses, each son and daughter owning a colt; and the steeds of visiting
neighbors often crowded the stalls until these looked like a horse-fair. .
The Davises entertained every day in the year. Their house was unpretending even for those times, being of
unpainted wood, with a bedroom at each side of the porch, a sitting-room where guns and powder-horns hung
over the fireplace, a kitchen, and a loft. Yet here sojourned relations from other counties, and even from over the
mountains. Here on Christmas and New Year’s days were made great turkey-roasts. Out of it issued Jane Davis to
the dances and parties where she was a belle, and her brothers, ruddy, huge-limbed, black-eyed, and dignified as
any young men in Fairfield County.
They kept bees, and raised what were called noble turnips. Their farm appeared to produce solely for the use of
guests. In watermelon season they kept what might be termed open field. Their cookery was celebrated, and their
cordiality as free as sunshine. No unwelcome guest could alight at Davis’s. The head of the family, Uncle Davis
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was a “general,” and this title carried as much social weight as that of judge. About their premises hung an
atmosphere of unending good times. On Sunday afternoons late in November all the raw young men of the
neighborhood drew in a circle to Davis’s fireplace, scraping turnips or apples. Now the steel knives moved in
concert, and now they jarred; the hollow wall of a turnip protested against the scrape, and Aunt Davis passed the
heaping pan again. Or cracked walnuts and hickory nuts were the offerings. Then every youth sat with an
overflowing handkerchief on his lap, and the small blade of his knife busy with the kernels, backlog and forestick
being bombarded with shells which burned in blue and crimson.
So when the Davises were ready to stir-off in their sugar-camp, it was the most natural thing in the world for
them to invite their neighbors to come and eat the sugar, and for their neighbors to come and do so.
*
The camp threw its shine far among leafless trees. Three or four iron kettles steamed on a pole over the fire. In
a bark lodge near by, Aunt Davis had put a lunch of pies and cakes before she went home to be handed around at
the stirring-off. It was a clear starry night: the withered sod crisp underfoot with the stiffness of ice. Any group
approaching silently could hear the tapped maples dripping a liquid nocturne into trough or pan.
But scarcely any groups approached silently. They were heard chatting in the open places, and their calls raised
echoes.
John and Eck Davis had collected logs and chunks and spread robes and blankets until the seating capacity of
the camp was nearly equal to that of George’s Chapel. Some of the girls took off their wraps and hung them in the
bark house. One couple carried away a bucket for more sugar-water to cool a kettle, and other couples sauntered
after them. There were races on the spongy dead leaves, and sudden squalls of remonstrance.
Jane Davis stood in the midst of her company, moving a long wooden stirrer in the kettle about to sugar-off.
Though her beauty was neither brown nor white, nor, in fact, positive beauty of any kind, it cajoled everybody.
Her hair was folded close to her cheeks. There was innocent audacity in the curving line of every motion she
made. The young men were so taken by the spell of her grace that she was accused of being unrighteously
engaged to three at once, and about to add her cousin Tom Randall to the list.
Tom Randall was a Virginian, spending the winter in Ohio. He was handsome, merry as Mercutio, and so easy
in his manners that the Swamp youths watched him with varying emotions. He brought his songs over the
mountains: one celebrated the swiftness of the electric telegraph in flashing news from Baltimore to Wheeling;
another was about a Quaker courtship, and set all the Swamp girls to rattling the lady’s brisk response”
What care I for your rings or money,
Faddle-a-ding, a-ding, a-day;
I want a man that will call me honey,
Faddle-a-ding, a-ding, a-day!

Tom Randall sat close to the fire, hanging his delicate hands, which had never done a day’s chopping, over his
knees. He looked much of a gentleman, Nora Waddell remarked aside to Philip Welchammer. To all the girls he
was a central figure, as Jane was a central figure to the young men.
But Philip claimed that Virginians were no nearer perfection than out-and-out Swamp fellows.
“I didn’t say he was a perfect gentleman,” said Nora, with cautious moderation, “for I wouldn’t say so of any
man.”
“He ain’t proud,” admitted Philip. “He’s free to talk with everybody.”
“Humph!” remarked Mary Thompson, sitting at the other side of Philip; “he ought to be. Folks in Georger
Chapel neighborhood is just as good as anybody.”
“Well, anyhow, I know he ain’t a prettier dancer than Jane,” sighed Nora, whose folks would not allow her to
indulge in the godless motion which the music of a fiddle inspires. While Jane stirred and chatted, she was
swaying and taking dance-steps, as if unable to refrain from spinning away through the trees.. In this great woods
drawing-room, where so many were gathered, it was impossible for her to hear any comment that went on.
“Jane makes a good appearance on the floor,” responded Philip, who, being male, could withstand the general
denunciations of the preacher and his mother’s praying at him in meeting. “I like to lead her out to dance.”
“Uncle and Aunt Davis are just as easy with Jane as if they wasn’t perfessors of religion,” sighed Nora
Waddell.
“And their boys thinks so much of her,” added Mary Thompson. “John can’t go anywhere unless she ties his
neck-han’ketcherer for him. I’ve knowed him, when Jane was sick, to come and lean over her to get it fixed.”
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“If she’s to leave them,” said Philip, “I wonder how they’d do without her?”
“She’s goin’ to marry Cousin Jimmy Thompson, that I know,” said Mary.
“She’s engaged to Dr. Miller in Lancaster,” insisted Nora. “I’ve saw voluntines he’s sent her.”
“Dick Hanks thinks he’s goin’ to get her,” laughed, Philip. “He told me she’s as good as promised him. And
Dick’s a good feller, if he wasn’t such a coward.”
“I don’t believe Jane wants anybody,” said Nora Waddell. “She’s light-minded, and likes to enjoy herself.”
Dick Hanks stood by Jane and insisted on helping her to move the stirrer. His hair enclosed his head in the
shape of a thatch, leaving but narrow eaves of forehead above his eyebrows, though his expression was open and
amiable. He looked like one of Bewick’s\fn{ Thomas Bewick (1753-1828), English wood engraver.} cuts of an English
carter. The Hankses, however, were a rich family, and, in spire of their eccentricities, a power in the county. Old
Jimmy Hanks so dreaded the grave that he had a marble vault hewed, watching its progress for years, and getting
himself ready to occupy it a few weeks after its completion. Lest he should be buried alive; his will decreed that
the vault should be unlocked and the coffin examined at intervals. The sight of a face floating in alcohol and
spotted with drops from the metal casket not proving grateful to his heirs, the key was soon conveniently lost.
His son Dick, hearty in love and friendship and noble in brawn, so feared the dark that he would not go into
an unlighted room. When left by himself at the parting of roads after a night’s frolic, he galloped his horse through
brush and mire, and it was told that he had more than once reached home without a whole stitch to his back.
But in spite of the powers of darkness, Dick was anxious to take Jane Davis under his protection. The fire and
the noisy company kept him from lifting his eyes to the treetops swaying slowly overhead, and the lonesome
stars. All through the woods winter-night sounds and sudden twig cracklings could be heard. Dick, however,
meant to take Jane Davis home, whether he could persuade one of the Davis boys to go home with him afterward
or not.
In those days neighborhoods were intensely local. The people knew what historians have not yet learned about
the value of isolated bits of human life. These young folks in the sugar-camp knew nothing of the events and
complications of the great world, but they all felt more or less interested in the politics of Jane Davis’s
entanglements.
Her brother kept dipping a long spoon into the kettle she stirred, and dropping the liquid into a tin cup of cold
sugar-water. As long as the hot stuff twined about in ropy arms, it was syrup; but as soon as it settled to the
bottom in a clear mass, it was wax, and the change from wax to the grain of sugar is a sudden one.
When Eck Davis announced, “It’s waxed,” the kettle was slung off in haste, and everybody left the tree which
had propped his back, or the robe on which he had leaned, and the graining sugar was served in saucers and
handed around. It could be eaten with spoons or “worked” into crackling ropes. Davis’s boys took off the syrup
kettles and covered them up in the bark lodge. They would be emptied into stone jars when the more important
business of entertaining company was over. The fire now shone redder. Jane was cutting up pies and cakes in the
bark house, all this warm light focused on her lowered eyelids, when more of her suitors arrived.
“I knowed the entire posse would be out,” said Philip Welchammer in a laughing undertone to the girls sitting
beside him. “Davises never misses invitin’ anybody.”
“You’re too late, Jimmy Thompson,” called Jane’s elder brother before he noticed the preacher was in the
party. “Your sheer’s et.”\fn{You’re share is eaten.}
When, however, Dr. Miller from Lancaster also came forward, John stood up stiffly and put on his company
grandeur. He held the town-man in some awe, and was bound to be constrained by the preacher.
Jimmy Thompson, having met Jane with awkward heartiness, said he would make the young folks acquainted
with Brother Gurley. They all knew Brother Gurley; but Jimmy was a wild young man, and his audacity in
“brother”-ing the preacher was more delicious than home-made sugar. He afterward explained that the preacher
had been turned onto the old folks for Sunday, and he asked him along to the frolic without suspicionin’ he’d
come, but the preacher, he took a-holt as if that was the understandin’.
Jane met Brother Gurley and Dr. Miller with equal ease. A hush fell upon the company, and they ate and
watched her serve the newcomers and appear to balance such formidable individuals in her hands. Affectation was
in that region the deadliest sin a girl could commit against her own popularity, and Jane’s manner was always
beautifully simple.
The preacher had a clean-shaven, large face, huge blue eyes, and laughing white teeth, and a sprinkling of fine,
indefinitely tinted hair. His figure was vigorous, and well made to bear the hardships of a Methodist circuit-rider.
His presence had the grasp of good fellowship and power, and rather dwarfed Dr. Miller, whom all the girls
thought a very pretty man. Dr. Miller wore side-whiskers, and a Lancaster suit of clothes finished by a fine round
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cloak hooked under his chin. When he took off his hat to bow, two curls fell over his forehead. The woman who
would not take Dr. Miller if he wanted her must expect to have the pick of creation, and maybe she would miss it
after all. He talked to Jane and ate maple sugar with the greatest of Lancaster ease, telling her he had put up with
his cousin in Millersport and borrowed a horse to ride to camp. John Davis at once said the folks at home
expected him to put up with them over Sunday, and the other young men resented the doctor’s prompt acceptance
of Davis’s hospitality.
The preacher, holding his saucer of sugar in his left hand, was going around and giving the right hand of
fellowship to every young person in camp. This was the proper and customary thing for him to do. A preacher
who went into company anywhere on the circuit without shaking hands and pushing and strengthening his
acquaintance would be a worse stumbling-block than a backslider given up to superfluous clothing and all kinds
of sinful levity, or a new convert with artificials in her bonnet. But there was a tingling quality in Brother Gurley’s
grasp which stirred the blood; and his heavy voice was as prevailing in its ordinary tones as in the thunders of the
pulpit.
“Did you bring your wife with you, Brother Gurley?” simpered Tabitha Gill, a dwarfish, dark old maid, devout
in church and esteemed for her ability to make a good prayer.
Mary Thompson whispered behind her back, “Tabitha Gill’s always for findin’ out whether a preacher’s
married or not before anybody else does.”
“Not this time,” replied Brother Gurley, warming Sister Gill’s heart with a broad, class-meeting smile. “But I
expect to bring her with me when I come around again.”
“Do,” said Tabitha; “and stop at our house.”
“I’m obliged to you, Sister Gill,” replied the preacher. “You have a fine community of young people here.”
“But they ain’t none of ’em converted. There’s a good deal of levity in Georger Chapel neighborhood. Now,
Jane, now—Jane Davis—she’s a girl nobody can help likin’, but many’s the night that she’s danced away in sinful
amusement. I wish you’d do somethin’ for her soul, Brother Gurley.”
“I’ll try,” responded the preacher heartily. He looked with a tender and indulgent eye at Jane, who was dividing
her company into two parts, to play one innocent play before the camp broke up.
“Come away from here,” whispered Philip Welchammer to the girl beside him, seceding from the preacher’s
group and adding himself to Jane’s. “Tabitha Gill will be haulin’ us all up to the mourners’ bench pretty soon.”
They played “clap-out,” the girls sitting in their wraps all ready to depart, and the young men turning up their
collars and tying on their comforters while waiting a summons. Jane was leader, and with much tittering and
secrecy each young lady imparted to Jane the name of the youth she wished to have sit beside her. Dick Hanks
was called first, and he stood looking at the array from which he could take but one choice, his lips dropping apart
and his expression like that he used to display under the dunce-cap at Gum College. During this interval of silence
the drip of sugar-water into troughs played a musical phrase or two, and the stirring and whinnying of the horses
could be heard where they were tied to saplings. No rural Ohioan ever walked a quarter of a mile if he had any
kind of beast or conveyance to carry him.
Then Dick of course sat down by the wrong girl, and was clapped out, and Dr. Miller was called. Dr. Miller
made a pleasing impression by hesitating all along the line, and when he sat down by Mary Thompson her
murmur of assent was a tribute to his sagacity. Cousin Tom Randall was summoned, and sung two or three lines
of the Quaker’s Courtship before throwing himself on the mercy of Nora Waddell. He was clapped out, and said
he always expected it. West of the Alleghanies was no place for him; they were even goin’ to clap him out up at
uncle’s. Then the preacher came smiling joyfully, and placed himself by Tabitha Gill, where he was tittered over
and allowed to remain; and one by one the seats were filled, the less fortunate men making a second trial with
more success when their range was narrowed.
Everybody rose up to go home. But a great many “good-nights,” and reproaches for social neglect, and
promises of future devotion to each other, had first to be exchanged. Then Jimmy Thompson, who had driven in
his buggy expressly to take Jane Davis home, and was wondering what he should do with the preacher, saw with
astonishment that Brother Gurley had Jane upon his own arm and was tucking her shawl close to her chin. Her
black eyes sparkled within a scarlet hood. She turned about with Brother Gurley, facing all the young associates
of her life, and said,
“We want you all to come to our house after preachin’ tomorrow. The presidin’ elder will be there.”
“I don’t care nothin’ about the presidin’ elder,” muttered Jimmy Thompson.
“Goin’ to be a weddin’, you know,” explained John Davis, turning from assisting his brother Eck to empty the
syrup kettles, and beaming warmly over such a general occasion. “The folks at meeting will all be invited, but
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Jane said she wanted to ask the young people separate tonight.”
“And next time I come around the circuit,” said Brother Gurley, gathering Jane’s hand in his before the
company, “I’ll bring my wife with me.”
They walked away from the campfire, Jane turning her head once or twice to call “Good-night, all,” as if she
still clung to every companionable hand.
The party watched her an instant in silence. Perhaps some were fanciful enough to see her walking away from
the high estate of a doctor’s wife in Lancaster, from the Hanks money, and Jimmy Thompson’s thrift, into the
constant change and unfailing hardships of Methodist itinerancy. The dancing motion would disappear from her
gait, and she who had tittered irreverently at her good mother’s labors with backsliders at the mourners’ bench
would come to feel an interest in such sinners herself.
“Dog’d if I thought Jane Davis would ever marry a preacher!” burst out Jimmy Thompson, in sudden and hot
disapproval.
“Don’t it beat all!” murmured Tabitha Gill. “And her an unconverted woman in the error of her ways! Jane’s
too young for a preacher’s wife.”
“Jane’s fooled us all,” owned Philip Welchammer heartily. To keep intended nuptials a family secret until a day
or a few hours before the appointed time was as much a custom of the country as was prying into and spying out
such affairs. Surprising her friends by her wedding was, therefore, adding to Jane’s social successes; but only Dr.
Miller could perceive her true reason for assembling her suitors at the last moment. While discarding them all, her
hospitable nature clung to their friendship; she wished to tell them in a group the change she contemplated, so that
no one could accuse her of superior kindness to another. Her very cruelties were intended mercies.
“That’s the way the pretty girls go,” sighed Cousin Tom Randall, seizing hold of Jane’s younger brother: “the
preachers get ’em. Come on, Eck; I have to be helped home.”
“I don’t see when he courted her,” breathed Dick Hanks, closing his lips after many efforts.
“Preachers is chain-lightnin’,” laughed Jimmy Thompson. “He’s been around often enough, and always
stoppin’ there.”
“Tomorrow after preachin’,” said John impressively, as he came forward after hastily covering the jars. “We’re
goin’ to have a turkey- dinner, and we want you all to be sure to come. And next time Brother Gurley and Jane
makes the circuit, we’ll have the infair at our house, too.”
“That’s just like Davises,” exclaimed one of the dispersing group in the midst of their eager promises; “they
wouldn’t be satisfied unless they give the weddin’ and the infair both, and invited all quarterly meetin’ to set down
to the table. I thought there was doin’s over at their house; but then they’re always bakin’ and fussin’.”
They could all picture a turkey-roast at Davis’s: the crisp, brown turkeys rising from their own dripping
squares of pone as yellow as buttercups, and biscuits calculated to melt whitely with honey from glass dishes of
sweet-smelling combs. There would be every kind of vegetable grown in the Swamp, and game from the banks of
the Feeder and Reservoir, pies and cakes and coffee, and at least eight kinds of preserves. Jane Davis and the
preacher would stand up in front of the fireplace, and after the ceremony there would be a constant rattle of jokes
from the presiding elder and his assistants. And over the whole house would hang that happy atmosphere which
makes one think of corn ripening on a sunny hillside in still September weather. A dozen times the long tables
would be replenished and supplied with plates, all the usual features of a turkey-roast at Davis’s being exaggerated by the importance of the occasion; and Aunt Davis would now and then forget to urge a guest while she
hurriedly wiped her eyes and replied to some expression of neighborly sympathy, that they had to lose Jane some
time, and it was a good thing for a girl to get a religious man.
Then about dusk the preachers and their congregation would start again to chapel, and Jane, in Millersport
clothes, would shine on the front seats as a bride certain of an ovation when the after-meeting handshaking came.
It would be a spite if she sat where tallow candles could drip on her from one of the wooden chandeliers, but she
would enjoy hearing her bridegroom exhort, and he would feel like exhorting with all his might.
“Well, Doc,” said John Davis, turning from the deserted camp and sinking fire to place himself by the bridle of
the young man from Lancaster.
“No,” answered Dr. Miller, “I’m obliged to you, John; but I’ll ride back to Millersport tonight.”
“You don’t feel put out?” urged John, conscious of a pang because all the good fellows who courted Jane could
not become his brothers-in-law.
“No; oh, no,” protested Dr. Miller with chagrin. “She’d a right to suit herself. I’ll be around some other day.”
“We’d take it hard if you didn’t,” said John.
“But just now,” concluded the doctor, “I feel what a body might call stirred-off.”
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Dick Hanks was riding up close to Jimmy Thompson, while Jimmy unblanketed his mare and prepared for a
deliberate departure.
“John, now,” remarked Jimmy, “he brothered the preacher right up, didn’t he? They’ll be makin’ a class-leader
o’ John yet, if they can git him to quit racin’ horses.”
“Which way you goin’ home, Jimmy?” inquired Dick Hanks anxiously.
“The long way, round by Georger Chapel, where I can look at the tombstones for company. Want to go along?
We can talk over the weddin’, and you’re only two mile from home at our woods’ gate.”
“I guess I’ll take the short cut through the brush,” said Dick.
Jimmy drove through the clearing and fence-gap, where John Davis was waiting to lay up the rails again.
“What’s that?” said John, and they both paused to listen.
It was a sound of crashing and scampering, of smothered exclamation and the rasping and tearing of garments.
Dick Hanks was whipping his steed through the woods, against trees, logs, and branches, as if George’s Chapel
graveyard, containing the ghastly vault of his father and George’s Chapel preacher, waving Jane Davis in one
victorious hand, were both in merciless pursuit of him.
2
Jenieve Lalotte came out of the back door of her little house on Mackinac beach. The front door did not open
upon either street of the village; and other domiciles were scattered with it along the strand, each little homestead
having a front inclosure palisaded with oaken posts. Wooded heights sent a growth of bushes and young trees
down to the pebble rim of the lake.
It had been raining, and the island was fresh as if new made. Boats and bateaux drawn up in a great semicircle
about the crescent bay had also been washed but they kept the marks of their long voyages to the Illinois Territory,
or the Lake Superior region, or Canada. The very last of the winterers were in with their bales of furs, and some of
these men were now roaring along the upper street in new clothes, exhilarated by spending on good cheer in one
month the money it took them eleven months to earn. While in “hyvernements,” or winter quarters, and on the
long forest marches, the allowance of food per day, for a winterer, was one quart of corn and two ounces of tallow.
On this fare the hardiest voyageurs ever known threaded a pathless continent and made a great traffic possible.
But when they returned tor the front of the world—that distributing point in the straits—they were fiercely
importunate for what they considered the best the world afforded.
A segment of rainbow showed over one end of Round Island. The sky was dull rose, and a ship on the eastern
horizon turned to a ship of fire, clean-cut and poised, a glistening object on a black bar of water. The lake was
still, with blackness in its depths. The American flag on the fort rippled, a thing of living light, the stripes
transparent. High pink clouds were riding down from the north, their flush dying as they piled aloft. There were
shadings of peacock colors in the shoal water. Jenieve enjoyed this sunset beauty of the island, as she ran over the
rolling pebbles, carrying some leather shoes by their leather strings. Her face was eager. She lifted the shoes to
show them to three little boys playing on the edge of the lake.
“Come here. See what I have for you.”
“What is it?” inquired the eldest, gazing betwixt the hairs scattered on his face; he stood with his back to the
wind. His bare shins reddened in the wash of the lake, standing beyond its rim of shining gravel.
“Shoes,” answered Jenieve, in a note triumphant over fate.
“What’s shoes?” asked the smallest half-breed, tucking up his smock around his middle.
“They are things to wear on your feet,” explained Jenieve; and her red-skinned half-brothers heard her with
incredulity. She had told their mother, in their presence, that she intended to buy the children some shoes when
she got pay for her spinning; and they thought it meant fashions from the Fur Company’s store to wear to mass,
but never suspected she had set her mind on dark-looking clamps for the feet.
“You must try them on,” said Jenieve, and they all stepped experimentally from the water, reluctant to submit.
But Jenieve was mistress in the house. There is no appeal from a sister who is a father to you, and even a
substitute for your living mother.
“You sit down first, François, and wipe your feet with this cloth.”
The absurdity of wiping his feet before he turned in for the night tickled François, though he was of a strong
aboriginal cast, and he let himself grin. Jenieve helped him struggle to encompass his lithe feet with the clumsy
brogans.
“You boys are livIng like Indians.”
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“We are Indians,” asserted François.
“But you are French, too. You are my brothers. I want you to go to mass looking as well as anybody.”
Hitherto their object in life had been to escape mass. They objected to increasing their chances of churchgoing. Moccasins were the natural wear of human beings, and nobody but women needed even moccasins until
cold weather. The proud look of an Iroquois taking spoils disappeared from the face of the youngest, giving way
to uneasy anguish. The three boys sat down to tug, Jenieve going encouragingly from one to another. François lay
on his back and pushed his heels skyward. Contempt and rebellion grew also in the faces of Gabriel and
Toussaint. They were the true children of François Iroquois, her mother’s second husband, who had been wont to
lounge about Mackinac village in dirty buckskins and a calico shirt having one red and one blue sleeve. He had
also bought a tall silk hat at the Fur Company’s store, and he wore the hat under his blanket when it rained. If
tobacco failed. him, he scraped and dried willow peelings, and called them kinnickinnick.
ThIs worthy relatIon had worked no increase in Jenieve’s home except an increase of children. He frequently
yelled around the crescent bay, brandishing his silk hat in the exaltation of rum. And when he finally fell off the
wharf into deep water, and was picked out to make another mound in the Indian burying-ground, Jenieve was so
fiercely elated that she was afraid to confess it to the priest.
Strange matches were made on the frontier, and Indian wives were commoner than any other kind; but through
the whole mortifying existence of this Indian husband Jenieve avoided the sight of him, and called her mother
steadily Mama Lalotte. The girl had remained with her grandmother, while François Iroquois carried off his wife
to the Indian village on a western height of the island. Her grandmother had died, and Jenieve continued to keep
house on the beach, having always with her one or more of the half-breed babies, until the plunge of François
Iroquois allowed her to bring them all home with their mother.
There was but one farm on the island, and Jenieve had all the spinning which the sheep afforded. She was the
finest spinner in that region. Her grandmother had taught her to spin with a little wheel, as they still do about
Quebec. Her pay was small. There was not much money then in the country, but bills of credit on the Fur
Company’s store were the same as cash, and she managed to feed her mother and the Indian’s family. Fish were to
be had for the catching, and she could get corn-meal an etables for her soup pot in partial exchange for her labor.
The luxuries of life on the island were air and water, and the glories of evening and morning. People who could
buy them got such gorgeous clothes as were brought by the Company. But usually Jenieve felt happy egough
when she put on her best red homespun bodice and petticoat for mass or to go to dances. She did wish for shoes.
The ladies at the fort had shoes with heels which clicked when they danced. Jenieve could dance better, but she
always felt their eyes on her moccasins, and came to regard shoes as the chief article of one’s attire.
Though the joy of shoeing her brothers was not to be put off, she had not intended to let them keep on these
precious bits of civilization while they played beside the water. But she suddenly saw Mama Lalotte walking
along the street near the lake with old Michel Pensonneau. Beyond these moving figures were many others, of
engagés and Indians, swarming in front of the Fur Company’s great warehouse. Some were talking and laughing;
others were in a line, bearing bales of furs from bateaux just arrived at the log-and-stone wharf stretched from the
centre of the bay. But all of them, and curious women peeping from their houses on the beach, particularly Jean
Bati’ McClure’s wife, could see that Michel Pensonneau was walking with Mama Lalotte.
This sight struck cold down Jenieve’s spine. Mama Lalotte was really the heaviest charge she had. Not twenty
minutes before had that flighty creature been set to watch the supper pot, and here she was, mincing along, and
fixing her pale blue laughing eyes on Michel Pensonneau, and bobbing her curly flaxen head at every word he
spoke. A daughter who has a marrying mother on her hands may become morbidly anxious; Jenieve felt she
should have no peace of mind during the month the coureurs-de-bois remained on the island. Whether they
arrived early or late, they had soon to be off to the winter hunting-grounds; yet here was an emergency.
“Mama Lalotte!” called Jenieve. Her strong young fingers beckoned with authority.
“Come here to me. I want you.” The giddy parent, startled and conscious, turned a conciliating smile that way.
“Yes, Jenieve,” she answered obediently, “I come.”
But she continued to pace by the side of Michel Pensonneau. Jenieve desired to grasp her by the shoulder and
walk her into the house; but when the world, especially Jean Bati’ McClure’s wife, is watching to see how you
manage an unruly mother, it is necessary to use some adroitness.
“Will you please come here, dear Mama Lalotte? Toussaint wants you.”
“No, I don’t!” shouted Toussaint. “It is Michel Pensonneau I want, to make me some boats.”
The girl did not hesitate. She intercepted the couple, and took her mother’s arm in hers. The desperation of her
act appeared to her while she was walking Mama Lalotte home; still if nothing but force will restrain a parent, you
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must use force.
Michel Pensonneau stood squarely in his moccasins, turning redder and redder at the laugh of his cronies
before the warehouse. He was dressed in new buckskins, and their tawny brightness made his florid cheeks more
evident. Michel Pensonneau had been brought up by the Cadottes of Sault Ste. Marie, and he had rich relations at
Cahokia, in the Illinois Territory. If he was not as good as the family of François Iroquois, he wanted to know the
reason why. It is true, he was past forty and a bachelor. To be a bachelor, in that region, where Indian wives were
so plenty and so easily got rid of, might bring some reproach on a man. Michel had begun to see that it did. He
was an easy, gormandizing, good fellow, shapelessly fat, and he never had stirred himself during his month of
freedom to do any courting. But Frenchmen of his class considered fifty the limit of an active life. It behooved
him now to begin looking around; to prepare a fireside for himself. Michel was a good clerk to his employers.
Cumbrous though his body might be, when he was in the woods he never shirked any hardship to secure a
specially fine bale of furs.
Mama Lalotte, propelled against her will, sat down, trembling, in the house. Jenieve, trembling also, took the
wooden bowls and spoons from a shelf and ladled out soup for the evening meal. Mama Lalotte was always
willing to have the work done without trouble to herself, and she sat on a three-legged stool, like a guest. The
supper pot boiled in the centre of the house, hanging on the crane which was fastened to a beam overhead. Smoke
from the clear fire passed that richly darkened transverse of timber as it ascended, and escaped through a hole in
the bark roof. The Fur Company had a great building with chimneys; but poor folks were glad to have a cedar hut
of one room, covered with bark all around and on top. A fire-pit, or earthen hearth, was left in the centre, and the
nearer the floor could be brought to this hole, without danger, the better the house was.
On winter nights, fat French and half-breed children sat with heels to this sunken altar, and heard tales of
massacre or privation which made the family bunks along tht wall seem couches of luxury. It was the aboriginal
hut patterned after his Indian brother’s by the Frenchman; and the succession of British and American powers had
not yet improved it. To Jenieve herself, the crisis before her, so insignificant against the background of that
historic island, was more important than massacre or conquest.
“Mama,”—she spoke tremulously—“I was obliged to bring you in. It is not proper to be seen on the street with
an engagé. The town is now full of these bush-lopers.”
“Bush-lopers, mademoiselle!” The little flaxen-haired woman had a shrill voice. “What was your own father?”
“He was a clerk, madame,” maintained the girl’s softer treble, “and always kept good credit for his family at
the Company’s store.”
“I see no difference. They are all the same.”
“François Iroquois was not the same.”
As the girl said this she felt a powder-like flash from her own eyes. Mama Lalotte was herself a little ashamed
of the François Iroquois alliance, but she answered,
“He let me walk outside the house, at least. You allow me no amusement at all. I cannot even talk over the
fence to Jean Bati’ McClure’a wife.”
“Mama, you do not. understand the danger of all these things, and I do. Jean Bati’ McClure’s wife will be
certain to get you into trouble. She is not a proper woman for you to associate with. Her mind runs on nothing but
match-making.”
“Speak to her, then, for yourself. I wish you would get married.”
“I never shall,” declared Jenieve. “I have seen the folly of it.”
“You never have been young,” complained Mama Lalotte. “You don’t know how a young person feels.”
“I let you go to the dances,” argued Jenieve. “You have as good a time as any woman on the island. But old
Michel Pensonneau,” she added sternly, “is not settling down to smoke his pipe for the remainder of his life on
this doorstep.”
“Monsieur Pensonneau is not old.”
“Do you take up for him, Mama Lalotte, in spite of me?” In the girl’s rich brunette face the scarlet of the
cheeks deepened. “Am I not more to you than Michel Pensonneau or any other engagé? He is old; he is past forty.
Would I call him old if he were no more than twenty?”
“Everyone cannot be only twenty and a young agent,” retorted her elder; and Jenieve’s ears and throat
reddened, also.
“Have I not done my best for you and the boys? Do you think it does not hurt me to be severe with you?”
Mama Lalotte flounced around on her stool, but made no reply. She saw peeping and smiling at the edge of the
door a neighbor’s face, that encouraged her insubordinations. Its broad, good-natured upper lip thinly veiled with
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hairs, its fleshy eyelids and thick brows, expressed a strength which she had not, yet would gladly imitate.
“Jenieve Lalotte,” spoke the neighbor, “before you finish whipping your mother you had better run and whip
the boys. They are throwing their shoes in the lake.”
“Their shoes!” Jenieve cried, and she scarcely looked at Jean Bati’ McClure’s wife, but darted outdoors along
the beach.
“Oh, children, have you lost your shoes?”
“No,” answered Toussaint, looking up with a countenance full of enjoyment.
“Where are they?”
“In the lake.”
“You didn’t throw your new shoes in the lake?”
“We took them for boats,” said Gabriel freely. “But they are not even fit for boats.”
“I threw mine as far as I could,” observed François. “You can’t make anything float in them.”
She could see one of them stranded on the lake bottom, loaded with stones, its strings playing back and forth in
the clear water. The others were gone out to the straits. Jenieve remembered all her toil for them, and her denial of
her own wants that she might give to these half-savage boys, who considered nothing lost that they threw into the
lake.
She turned around to run to the house. But there stood Jean Bati’ McClure’s wife, talking through the door, and
encouraging her mother to walk with coureurs-de-bois. The girl’s heart broke. She took to the bushes to hide her
weeping, and ran through them towards the path she had followed so many times when her only living kindred
were at the Indian village. The pine woods received her into their ascending heights, and she mounted towards
sunset.
Panting from her long walk, Jenieve came out of the woods upon a grassy open cliff, called by the islanders
Pontiac’s Lookout, because the great war chief used to stand on that spot, forty years before, and gaze southward,
as if he never could give up his hope of the union of his people. Jenieve knew the story. She had built playhouses
here, when a child, without being afraid of the old chief’s lingering influence; for she seemed to understand his
trouble, and this night she was more in sympathy with Pontiac than ever before in her life.
She sat down on the grass, wiping the tears from her hot cheeks, her dark eyes brooding on the lovely straits.
There might be more beautiful sights in the world, but Jenieve doubted it; and a white gull drifted across her
vision like a moving star.
Pontiac’s Lookout had been the spot from which she watched her father’s bateaux disappear behind Round
Island. He used to go by way of Detroit to the Canadian woods. Here she wept out her first grief for his death; and
here she stopped, coming and going between her mother and grandmother. The cliff down to the beach was
clothed with a thick growth, which took away the terror of falling, and many a time Jenieve had thrust her bare
legs over the edge to sit and enjoy the outlook.
There were old women on the island who could remember seeing Pontiac. Her grandmother had told her how
he looked. She had heard that, though his bones had been buried forty years beside the Mississippi, he yet came
back to the Lookout every night during that summer month when all the tribes assembled at the island to receive
money from a new government. He could not lie still while they took a little metal and ammunition in their hands
in exchange for their country. As for the tribes, they enjoyed it: Jenieve could see their night fires begin to twinkle
on Round Island and Bois Blanc, and the rising hubbub of their carnival came to her like echoes across the strait.
There was one growing star on the long hooked reef which reached out from Round Island, and figures of Indians
were silhouetted against the lake, running back and forth along that high stone ridge. Evening coolness stole up to
Jenieve, for the whole water world was purpling; and sweet pine and cedar breaths, humid and invisible, were all
around her.
Her trouble grew small, laid against the granite breast of the island, and the woods darkened and sighed behind
her. Jenieve could hear the shout of some Indian boy at the distant village. She was not afraid, but her shoulders
contracted with a shiver. The place began to smell rankly of sweetbrier. There was no sweetbrier on the cliff or in
the woods, though many bushes grew on alluvial slopes around the bay. Jenieve loved the plant, and often stuck a
piece of it in her bosom. But this was a cold smell, striking chill to the bones. Her flesh and hair and clothes
absorbed the scent, and it cooled her nostrils with its strange ether, the breath of sweet-brier, which always before
seemed tinctured by the sun.
She had a sensation of moving sidewise out of her own person; and then she saw the chief Pontiac standing on
the edge of the cliff. Jenieve knew his back, and the feathers in his hair which the wind did not move. His head
turned on a pivot, sweeping the horizon from St. Ignace, where the white man first set foot, to Round Island,
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where the shameful fires burned. His hard, set features were silver color rather than copper, as she saw his profile
against the sky. His arms were folded in his blanket. Jenieve was as sure that she saw Pontiac as she was sure of
the rock on which she sat. She poked one finger through the sward to the hardness underneath. The rock was
below her, and Pontiac stood before her. He turned his head back from Round Island to St. Ignace. The wind blew
against him, and the brier odor, sickening sweet, poured over Jenieve.
She heard the dogs bark in Mackinac village, and leaves moving behind her, and the wash of water at the base
of the island which always sounded like a small rain. Instead of feeling afraid, she was in a nightmare of sorrow.
Pontiac had loved the French almost as well as he loved his own people. She breathed the sweetbrier scent, her
neck stretched forward and her dark eyes fixed on him; and as his head turned back from St. Ignace his whole
body moved with it, and he looked at Jenieve.
His eyes were like a cat’s in the purple darkness, or like that heatless fire which shines on rotting bark. The
hoar-frosted countenance was noble even in its most brutal lines. Jenieve, without knowing she was saying a
word, spoke out:
“Monsieur the chief Pontiac, what ails the French and Indians?”
“Malatat,” answered Pontiac. The word came at her with force.
“Monsieur the chief Pontiac,” repeated Jenieve, struggling to understand, “I say, what ails the French and
Indians?”
“Malatat!”
His guttural cry rang through the bushes. Jenieve was so startled that she sprung back, catching herself on her
hands. But without the least motion of walking he was far westward, showing like a phosphorescent bar through
the trees, and still moving on, until the pallor was lost from sight.
Jenieve at once began to cross herself. She had forgotten to do it before. The rankness of sweetbrier followed
her some distance down the path, and she said prayers all the way home.
*
You cannot talk with great spirits and continue to chafe about little things. The boys’ shoes and Mama Lalotte’s
lightness were the same as forgotten. Jenieve entered her house with dew in her hair, and an unterrified freshness
of body for whatever might happen. She was certain she had seen Pontiac, but she would never tell anybody to
have it laughed at. There was no candle burning, and the fire had almost died under the supper pot. She put a
couple of sticks on the coals, more for their blaze than to heat her food. But the Mackinac night was chill, and it
was pleasant to see the interior of her little home flickering to view. Candles were lighted in many houses along
the beach, and amongst them Mama Lalotte was probably roaming—for she had left the door open towards the
lake—and the boys’ voices could be heard with others in the direction of the log wharf.
Jenieve took her supper bowl and sat down on the doorstep. The light cloud of smoke, drawn up to the roofhole, ascended behind her, forming an azure gray curtain against which her figure showed, round-wristed and fullthroated. The star-like campfires on Round Island were before her, and the incessant wash of the water on its
pebbles was company to her. Somebody knocked on the front door.
“It is that insolent Michel Pensonneau,” thought Jenieve. “When he is tired he will go away.” Yet she was not
greatly surprised when the visitor ceased knocking and came around the palisades.
“Good evening, Monsieur Crooks,” said Jenieve.
“Good evening, mademoiselle,” responded Monsieur Crooks, and he leaned against the hut side, cap in hand,
where he could look at her. He had never yet been asked to enter the house. Jenieve continued to eat her supper.
“I hope monsieur your uncle is well?”
“My uncle is well. It isn’t necessary for me to inquire about madame your mother, for I have just seen her
sitting on McClure’s doorstep.”
“Oh,” said Jenieve.
The young man shook his cap in a restless hand. Though he spoke French easily, he was not dressed like an
engage, and he showed through the dark the white skin of the Saxon.
“Mademoiselle Jenieve,”—he spoke suddenly—“you know my uncle is well established as agent of the Fur
Company, and as his assistant I expect to stay here.”
“Yes, monsieur. Did you take in some fine bales of furs today?”
“That is not what I was going to say.”
“Monsieur Crooks, you speak all languages, don’t you?”
“Not all. A few. I know a little of nearly every one of our Indian dialects.”
“Monsieur, what does malatat mean?”
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“‘Malatat’? That’s a Chippewa word. You will often hear that. It means ‘good for nothing.’”
“But I have heard that the chief Pontiac was an Ottawa.” The young man was not interested in Pontiac.
“A chief would know a great many dialects,” he replied. “Chippewa was the tongue of this island. But what I
wanted to say is that I have had a serious talk with the agent. He is entirely willing to have me settle down. And
he says, what is the truth, that you are the best and prettiest girl at the straits. I have spoken my mind often
enough. Why shouldn’t we get married right away?” Jenieve set her bowl and spoon inside the house, and folded
her arms.
“Monsieur, have I not told you many times? I cannot marry. I have a family already.” The young agent struck
his cap impatiently against the bark weather-boarding.
“You are the most offish girk ever saw. A man cannot get near enough to you to talk reason.”
“It would be better if you did not come down here at all, Monsieur Crooks,” said Jenieve. “The neighbors will
be saying I am setting a bad example to my mother.”
“Bring your mother up to the Fur Company’s quarters with you, and the neighbors will no longer have a
chance to put mischief into her head.” Jenieve took him seriously, though she had often suspected, from what she
could see at the fort, that Americans had not the custom of marrying an entire family.
“It is really too fine a place for us.”
Young Crooks laughed. Squaws had lived in the Fur Company’s quarters, but he would not mention this fact to
the girl. His eyes dwelt fondly on her in the darkness, for though the fire behind her had again sunk to embers, it
cast up a little glow; and he stood entirely in the star-embossed outside world. It is not safe to talk in the dark: you
tell too much. The primitive instinct of truth-speaking revives in force, and the restraints of another's presence are
gone. You speak from the unseen to the unseen over leveled barriers of reserve. Young Crooks had scarcely said
that place was nothing and he would rather live in that little house with Jenieve than in the Fur Company’s
quarters without her, when she exclaimed openly,
“And have old Michel Pensonneau put over you!”
The idea of Michel Pensonneau taking precedence of him as master of the cedar nut was delicious to the,
American, as he recalled the engagé’s respectful slouch while receiving the usual bill of credit.
”One may laugh, monsieur. I laugh myself; it is better than crying. But it is the truth that Mama Lalotte is more
care to me than all the boys. I have no peace except when she is asleep in bed.”
“There is no harm in Madame Lalotte.”
“You are right, monsieur. Jean Bati’ McClure’s wife puts all the mischief in her head. She would even learn to
spin, if that woman would let her alone.”
“And I never heard any harm of Mimel Pensonneau. He is a good enough fellow, and he has more to his credit
on the Company’s books than any other engagé now on the island.”
“I suppose you would like to have him sit and smoke his pipe the rest of his days on your doorstep?”
“No, I wouldn’t,” confessed the young agent. “Michel is a saving man, and he uses very mean tobacco, the
cheapest in the house.”
“You see how I am situated, monsieur. It is no use to talk to me.”
“But Michel Pensonneau is not going to trouble you long. He has relations at Cahokia, in the Illinois Territory,
and he is fitting himself out to go there to settle.”
“Are you sure of this, monsieur?”
“Certainly I am, for we have already made him a bill of credit to our correspondent at Cahokia. He wants very
few goods to carry across the Chicago portage.”
“Monsieur, how soon does he intend to go?”
“On the first schooner that sails to the head of the lake; so he may set out any day. Michel is anxious to try life
on the Mississippi, and his three years’ engagement with the Company is just ended.”
“I also am anxious to have him try life on the Mississippi,” said Jenieve, “and she drew a deep breath of relief.
“Why did you not tell me this before?”
“How could I know you were interested in him?”
“He is not a bad man,” she admitted kindly. “I can see that he means very well. If the McClures would go to
the Illinois Territory with him—but, Monsieur Crooks,” Jenieve asked sharply, “do people sometimes make
sudden marriages?”
“In my case they have not,” sighed the young man. “But I think well of sudden marriages myself. The priest
comes to the island this week.”
“Yes, and I must take the children to confession.”
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“What are you going to do with me, Jenieve?”
“I am going to say good-night to you, and shut my door.” She stepped into the house.
“Not yet. It is only a little while since they fired the sunset gun at the fort. You are not kind to shut me out the
moment I come.” She gave him her hand, as she always did when she said good- night, and he prolonged his hold
of it.
“You are full of sweetbrier. I didn’t know it grew down here on the beach.”
“It never did grow here, Monsieur Crooks.”
“You shall have plenty of it in your garden, when you come home with me.”
“Oh, go away, and let me shut my door, monsieur. It seems no use to tell you I cannot come.”
“No use at all. Until you come, then, good-night.”
*
Seldom are two days alike on the island. Before sunrise the lost dews of paradise always sweeten those scented
woods, and the birds begin to remind you of something you heard in another life, but have forgotten. Jenieve
loved to open her door and surprise the east. She stepped out the next morning to fill her pail. There was a lake of
translucent cloud beyond the water lake: the first unruffled, and the second wind-stirred. The sun pushed up, a
flattened red ball, from the lake of steel ripples to the lake of calm clouds. Nearer, a schooner with its sails down
stood black as ebony between two bars of light drawn across the water, which lay dull and bleak towards the
shore. The addition of a schooner to the scattered fleet of sailboats, bateaux, and birch canoes made Jenieve laugh.
It must have arrived from Sault Ste. Marie in the night. She had hopes of getting rid of Michel Pensonneau that
very day. Since he was going to Cahokia, she felt stinging regret for the way she had treated him before the whole
village; yet her mother could not be sacrificed to politeness. Except his capacity for marrying, there was really no
harm in the old fellow, as Monsieur Crooks had said.
The humid blockhouse and walls of the fort high above the bay began to glisten in emerging sunlight, and
Jenieve determined not to be hard on Mama Lalotte that day. If Michel came to say good-by, she would shake his
hand herself. It was not agreeable for a woman so fond of company to sit in the house with nobody but her
daughter.
Mama Lalotte did not love the pine woods, or any place where she would be alone. But Jenieve could sit and
spin in solitude all day, and think of that chill silver face she had seen at Pontiac’s Lookout, and the floating away
of the figure, a phosphorescent bar through the trees, and of that spoken word which had denounced the French
and Indians as good for nothing. She decided to tell the priest, even if he rebuked her. It did not seem any stranger
to Jenieve than many things which were called natural, such as the morning miracles in the eastern sky, and the
growth of the boys, her dear torments. To Jenieve’s serious eyes, trained by her grandmother, it was not as strange
as the sight of Mama Lalotte, a child in maturity, always craving amusement, and easily led by any chance hand.
The priest had come to Mackinac in the schooner during the night. He combined this parish with others more
or less distant, and he opened the chapel and began his duties as soon as he arrived. Mama Lalotte herself offered
to dress the boys for confession. She put their best clothes on them, and then she took out all her own finery.
Jenieve had no suspicion while the little figure preened and burnished itself, making up for the lack of a mirror by
curves of the neck to look itself well over. Mama Lalotte thought a great deal about what she wore. She was
pleased, and her flaxen curls danced. She kissed Jenieve on both cheeks, as if there had been no quarrel, though
unpleasant things never lingered in her memory. And she made the boys kiss Jenieve; and while they were
saddened by clothes, she also made them say they were sorry about the shoes.
By sunset, the schooner, which had sat in the straits all day, hoisted its sails and rounded the hooked point of
the opposite island. The gun at the fort was like a parting salute, and a shout was raised by coureurs-de-bois
thronging the log wharf. They trooped up to the fur warehouse, and the sound of a fiddle and the thump of softshod feet were soon heard; for the French were ready to celebrate any occasion with dancing. Laughter and the
high excited voices of women also came from the little ball-room, which was only the office of the Fur Company.
Here the engagés felt at home. The fiddler sat on the top of the desk, and men lounging on a row of benches
around the walls sprang to their feet and began to caper at the violin’s first invitation. Such maids and wives as
were nearest the building were haled in, laughing, by their relations; and in the absence of the agents, and of that
awe which goes with making your cross-mark on a paper, a quick carnival was held on the spot where so many
solemn contracts had been signed.
An odor of furs came from the packing-rooms around, mixed with gums and incense-like whiffs. Added to this
was the breath of the general store kept by the agency.. Tobacco and snuff, rum, chocolate, calico, blankets, wood
and iron utensils, fire-arms, West India sugar and rice—all sifted their invisible essences on the air. Unceiled joists
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showed heavy and brown overhead. But there was no fireplace, for when the straits stood locked in ice and the
island was deep in snow, no engagé claimed admission here. He would be a thousand miles away, toiling on
snowshoes with his pack of furs through the trees, or bargaining with trappers for his contribution to this month of
enormous traffic.
Clean buckskin legs and brand-new belted hunting-shirts whirled on the floor, brightened by sashes of crimson
or kerchiefs of orange. Indians from the reservation on Round Island, who happened to be standing, like statues,
in front of the building, turned and looked with lenient eye on the performance of their French brothers. The
fiddler was a nervous little Frenchman with eyes like a weasel, and he detected Jenieve Lalotte putting her head
into the room. She glanced from figure to figure of the dancers, searching through the twilight for what she could
not find; but before he could call her she was off. None of the men, except a few Scotch-French, were very tall,
but they were a handsome, muscular race, fierce in enjoyment, yet with a languor which prolonged it, and gave
grace to every picturesque pose. Not one of them wanted to pain Lalotte’s girl, but, as they danced, a joyful fellow
would here and there spring high above the floor and shout,
“Good voyage to Michel Pensonneau and his new family!”
They had forgotten the one who amused them yesterday, and remembered only the one who amused them
today. Jenieve struck on Jean Bati’ McClure’s door, and faced his wife, speechless, pointing to the schooner
ploughing southward.
“Yes, she’s gone,” said Jean Bati’ McClure’s wife, “and the boys with her.” The confidante came out on the
step, and tried to lay her hand on Jenieve’s shoulder, but the girl moved backward from her.
“Now let me tell you, it is a good thing for you, Jenieve Lalotte, You can make a fine match of your own
tomorrow. It is not natural for a girl to live as you have lived. You are better off without them.”
“But my mother has left me!”
“Well, I am sorry for you; but you were hard on her.”
“I blame you, madame!”
“You might as well blame the priest, who thought it best not to let them go unmarried. And she has taken a
much worse man than Michel Pensonneau in her time.”
“My mother and my brothers have left me here alone,” repeated Jenieve; and she wrung her hands and put
them over her face. The trouble was so overwhelming that it broke her down before her enemy.”
“Oh, don’t take it to heart,” said Jean Bati’ McClure’s wife, with ready interest in the person nearest at hand,
“Come and eat supper with my man and me tonight, and sleep in our house if you are afraid.”
Jenieve leaned her forehead against the hut, and made no reply to these neighborly overtures.
“Did she say nothing at all about me, madame?”
“Yes; she was afraid you would come at the last minute and take her by the arm and walk her home. You were
too strict with her, and that is the truth. She was glad to get away to Cahokia. They say it is fine in the Illinois
Territory. You know she is fond of seeing the world.”
The young supple creature trying to restrain her shivers and sobs of anguish against the bark house side was
really a moving sight; and Jean Bati’ McClure’s wife, flattening a masculine upper lip with resolution, said
promptly:
“I am going this moment to the Fur Company’s quarters to send young Monsieur Crooks after you.”
At that Jenieve fled along the beach and took to the bushes. As she ran, weeping aloud like a child, she
watched the lessening schooner; and it seemed a monstrous thing, out of nature, that her mother was on that little
ship, fleeing from her, with a thoughtless face set smiling tbwards a new world. She climbed on, to keep the
schooner in sight, and made for Pontiac’s Lookout, reckless of what she had seen there.
The distant canvas became one leaning sail, and then a speck, and then nothing. There was an afterglow on the
water which turned it to a wavering pavement of yellow-pink sheen. In that clear, high atmosphere, mainland
shores and islands seemed to throw out the evening purples from themselves, and thus to slowly reach for one
another and form darkness. Jenieve had lain on the grass, crying,
“O Mama, François, Toussaint, Gabriell”
But she sat up at last, with her dejected head on her breast, submitting to the pettiness and treachery of what
she loved. Bats flew across the open place. A sudden rankness of sweetbrier, taking her breath away by its icy
puff, reminded her of other things, and she tried to get up and run.
Instead of running she seemed to move sidewise out of herself, and saw Pontiac standing on the edge of the
cliff. His head turned from St. Ignace to the reviving fires on Round Island, and slowly back again from Round
Island to St. Ignace. Jenieve felt as if she were choking, but again she asked out of her heart to his,
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“Monsieur the chief Pontiac, what ails the French and Indians ?”
He floated around to face her, the high ridges of his bleached features catching light; but this time he showed
only dim dead eyes. His head sunk on his breast, and Jenieve could see the fronds of the feathers he wore traced
indistinctly against the sky. The dead eyes searched for her and could not see her; he whispered hoarsely to
himself,
“Malatat!”
The voice of the living world calling her name sounded directly afterwards in the woods, and Jenieve leaped as
if she were shot. She had the instinct that her lover must not see this thing, for there were reasons of race and
religion against it. But she need not have feared that Pontiac would show himself, or his long and savage
mourning for the destruction of the red man, to any descendant of the English. As the bushes closed behind her
she looked back: the phosphoric blur was already so far in the west that she could hardly be sure she saw it again.
And the young agent of the Fur Company, breaking his way among leaves, met her with both hands; saying gayly,
to save her the shock of talking about her mother:
“Come home, come home, my sweetbrier maid. No wonder you smell of sweetbrier. I am rank with it myself,
rubbing against the dewy bushes.”
96.1 The Scapegoat\fn{by Paul Laurence Dunbar (1872-1906)} Dayton, Montgomery County, Ohio, U.S.A. (M) 5
The law is usually supposed to be a stern mistress, not to be lightly wooed, and yielding only to the most
ardent pursuit.
But even law, like love, sits more easily on some natures than on others.
This was the case with Mr. Robinson Asbury. Mr. Asbury had started life as a bootblack in the growing town of
Cadgers. From this he had risen one step and become porter and messenger in a barbershop. This rise fired his
ambition, and he was not content until he had learned to use the shears and the razor and had a chair of his own.
From this, in a man of Robinson’s temperament, it was only a step to a shop of his own, and he placed it where it
would do the most good.
Fully one-half of the population of Cadgers was composed of Negroes, and with their usual tendency to
colonize, a tendency encouraged, and in fact compelled, by circumstances, they had gathered into one part of the
town. Here in alleys, and streets as dirty and hardly wider, they thronged like ants.
It was in this place that Mr. Asbury set up his shop, and he won the hearts of his prospective customers by
putting up the significant sign:

Equal Rights Barbershop
This legend was quite unnecessary, because there was only one race about, to patronize the place. But it was a
delicate sop to the people’s vanity, and it served its purpose.
Asbury came to be known as a clever fellow, and his business grew. The shop really became a sort of club and,
on Saturday nights especially, was the gathering-place of the men of the whole Negro quarter. He kept the
illustrated and race\fn{I.e., racetrack, for betting on horse-racing.} journals there, and those who cared neither to talk nor
listen to someone else might see pictured the doings of high society in very short skirts or read in the Negro
papers how Miss Boston had entertained Miss Blueford to tea on such and such an afternoon. Also, he kept the
policy returns, which was wise, if not moral.
It was his wisdom rather more than his morality that made the party managers after a while cast their glances
towards him as a man who might be useful to their interests. It would be well to have a man—a shrewd, powerful
man—down in that part of the town who could carry his people’s vote in his vest pocket, and who at any time its
delivery might be needed, could hand it over without hesitation. Asbury seemed that man, and they settled upon
him. They gave him money, and they gave him power and patronage. He took it all silently and he carried out his
bargain faithfully. His hands and his lips alike closed tightly when there was anything within them. It was not long
before he found himself the big Negro of the district and, of necessity, of the town. The time came when, at a
critical moment, the managers saw that they had not reckoned without their host in choosing this barber of the
black district as the leader of his people.
Now, so much success must have satisfied any other man. But in many ways Mr. Asbury was unique. For a
long time he himself had done very little shaving—except of notes, to keep his hand in. His time had been
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otherwise employed. In the evening hours he had been wooing the coquettish Dame Law, and wonderful to say,
she had yielded easily to his advances.
It was against the advice of his friends that he asked for admission to the bar. They felt that he could do more
good in the place where he was.
“You see, Robinson,” said old Judge Davis, “it’s just like this: if you’re not admitted, it’ll hurt you with the
people; if you are admitted, you’ll move uptown to an office and get out of touch with them.”
Asbury smiled an inscrutable smile. Then he whispered something into the judge’s ear that made the old man
wrinkle from his neck up with appreciative smiles.
“Asbury,” he said, “you are—you are—well, you ought to be white, that’s all. When we find a black man like
you we send him to State’s prison. If you were white, you’d go to the Senate.”
The Negro laughed confidently.
He was admitted to the bar soon after, whether by merit or by connivance is not to be told.
“Now he will move uptown,” said the black community. “Well, that’s the way with a colored man when he
gets a start.”
But they did not know Robinson Asbury yet. He was a man of surprises, and they were destined to
disappointment. He did not move uptown. He built an office in a small open space next to his shop, and there
hung out his shingle.
“I will never desert the people who have done so much to elevate me,” said Mr. Asbury. “I will live among
them and I will die among them.”
This was a strong card for the barber-lawyer. The people seized upon the statement as expressing a nobility of
an altogether unique brand. They held a mass meeting and endorsed him. They made resolutions that extolled
him, and the Negro band came around and serenaded him, playing various things in varied time. All this was very
sweet to Mr. Asbury, and the party managers chuckled with satisfaction and said,
“That Asbury, that Asbury!”
Now there is a fable extant of a man who tried to please everybody, and his failure is a matter of record.
Robinson Asbury was not more successful. But be it said that his ill success was due to no fault or shortcoming of
his.
For a long time his growing power had been looked upon with disfavor by the colored law firm of Bingo &
Latchett. Both Mr. Bingo and Mr. Latchett themselves aspired to be Negro leaders in Cadgers, and they were
delivering Emancipation Day orations and riding at the head of processions when Mr. Asbury was blacking boots.
Is it any wonder, then, that they viewed with alarm his sudden rise? They kept their counsel, however, and treated
with him, for it was best. They allowed him his scope without open revolt until the day upon which he hung out
his shingle. This was the last straw. They could stand no more. Asbury had stolen their other chances from them,
and now he was poaching upon the last of their preserves. So Mr. Bingo and Mr. Latchett put their heads together
to plan the downfall of their common enemy.
The plot was deep and embraced the formation of an opposing faction made up of the best Negroes of the
town. It would have looked too much like what it was for the gentlemen to show themselves in the matter, and so
they took into their confidence Mr. Isaac Morton, the principal of the colored school, and it was under his
ostensible leadership that the new faction finally came into being.
Mr. Morton was really an innocent young man, and he had ideals which should never have been exposed to the
air. When the wily confederates came to him with their plan he believed that his worth had been recognized, and
at last he was to be what nature destined him for—a leader.
The better class of Negroes—by that is meant those who were particularly envious of Asbury’s success—
flocked to the new man’s standard. But whether the race be white or black, political virtue is always in a minority,
so Asbury could afford to smile at the force arrayed against him.
The new faction met together and resolved. They resolved, among other things, that Mr. Asbury was an enemy
to his race and a menace to civilization. They decided that he should be abolished; but as they couldn’t get out an
injunction against him, and as he had the whole undignified but still voting black belt behind him, he went
serenely on his way.
“They’re after you hot and heavy, Asbury,” said one of his friends to him.
“Oh, yes,” was the reply, “they’re after me, but after a while I’ll get so far away that they’ll be running in
front.”
“It’s all the best people, they say.”
“Yes. Well, it’s good to be one of the best people, but your vote only counts one just the same.”
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The time came, however, when Mr. Asbury’s theory was put to the test.
The Cadgerites celebrated the first of January as Emancipation Day. On this day there was a large procession,
with speechmaking in the afternoon and fireworks at night. It was the custom to concede the leadership of the
colored people of the town to the man who managed to lead the procession. For two years past this honor had
fallen, of course, to Robinson Asbury, and there had been no disposition on the part of anybody to try conclusions
with him.
Mr. Morton’s faction changed all this. When Asbury went to work to solicit contributions for the celebration,
he suddenly became aware that he had a fight upon his hands. All the better-class Negroes were staying out of it.
The next thing he knew was that plans were on foot for a rival demonstration.
“Oh,” he said to himself, “that’s it, is it? Well, if they want a fight they can have it.”
He had a talk with the party managers, and he had another with Judge Davis.
“All I want is a little lift, Judge,” he said, “and I’ll make ’em think the sky has turned loose and is vomiting
niggers.”
The judge believed that he could do it. So did the party managers. Asbury got his lift. Emancipation Day came.
There were two parades. At least, there was one parade and the shadow of another. Asbury’s, however, was not
the shadow. There was a great deal of substance about it—substance made up of many people, many banners, and
numerous bands. He did not have the best people. Indeed among his cohorts there were a good many of the
pronounced ragtag and bobtail. But he had noise and numbers. In such cases, nothing more is needed. The success
of Asbury’s side of the affair did everything to confirm his friends in their good opinion of him.
When he found himself defeated, Mr. Silas Bingo saw that it would be policy to placate his rival’s just anger
against him. He called upon him at his office the day after the celebration.
“Well, Asbury,” he said, “you beat us, didn’t you?”
“It wasn’t a question of beating,” said the other calmly. “It was only an inquiry as to who were the people—the
few or the many.”
“Well, it was well done, and you’ve shown that you are a manager. I confess that I haven’t always thought that
you were doing the wisest thing in living down here and catering to this class of people when you might, with
your ability, be much more to the better class.”
“What do they base their claims of being better on?”"
“Oh, there ain’t any use discussing that. We can’t get along without you, we see that. So I, for one, have
decided to work with you for harmony.”
“Harmony. Yes, that’s what we want.”
“If I can do anything to help you at any time, why you have only to command me.”
“I am glad to find such a friend in you. Be sure, if I ever need you, Bingo, I’ll call on you.”
“And I’ll be ready to serve you.”
Asbury smiled when his visitor was gone. He smiled, and knitted his brow.
“I wonder what Bingo’s got up his sleeve,” he said. “He’ll bear watching.”
It may have been pride at his triumph, it may have been gratitude at his helpers, but Asbury went into the
ensuing campaign with reckless enthusiasm. He did the most daring things for the party’s sake. Bingo, true to his
promise, was ever at his side ready to serve him. Finally, association and immunity made danger less fearsome;
the rival no longer appeared a menace.
With the generosity born of obstacles overcome, Asbury determined to forgive Bingo and give him a chance.
He let him in on a deal, and from that time they worked amicably together until the election came and passed.
It was a close election and many things had had to be done, but there were men there ready and waiting to do
them. They were successful, and then the first cry of the defeated party was, as usual, “Fraud! Fraud!” The cry
was taken up by the jealous, the disgruntled, and the virtuous.
Someone remembered how two years ago the registration books had been stolen. It was known upon good
authority that money had been freely used. Men held up their hands in horror at the suggestion that the Negro vote
had been juggled with, as if that were a new thing. From their pulpits ministers denounced the machine and bade
their hearers rise and throw off the yoke of a corrupt municipal government. One of those sudden fevers of reform
had taken possession of the town and threatened to destroy the successful party.
They began to look around them. They must purify themselves. They must give the people some tangible
evidence of their own yearnings after purity. They looked around them for a sacrifice to lay upon the altar of
municipal reform. Their eyes fell upon Mr. Bingo. No, he was not big enough. His blood was too scant to wash
the political stains. Then they looked into each other’s eyes and turned their gaze away to let it fall upon Mr.
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Asbury. They really hated to do it. But there must be a scapegoat. The god from the Machine commanded them to
slay him.
Robinson Asbury was charged with many crimes—with all that he had committed and some that he had not.
When Mr. Bingo saw what was afoot he threw himself heart and soul into the work of his old rival’s enemies. He
was of incalculable use to them.
Judge Davis refused to have anything to do with the matter. But in spite of his disapproval it went on. Asbury
was indicted and tried. The evidence was all against him, and no one gave more damaging testimony than his
friend Mr. Bingo. The judge’s charge was favorable to the defendant, but the current of popular opinion could not
be entirely stemmed. The jury brought in a verdict of guilty.
“Before I am sentenced, Judge, I have a statement to make to the court. It will take less than ten minutes.”
“Go on, Robinson,” said the judge kindly.
Asbury started, in a monotonous tone, a recital that brought the prosecuting attorney to his feet in a minute.
The judge waved him down, and sat transfixed by a sort of fascinated horror as the convicted man went on. The
before-mentioned attorney drew a knife and started for the prisoner’s dock. With difficulty he was restrained. A
dozen faces in the courtroom were red and pale by turns.
“He ought to be killed,” whispered Mr. Bingo audibly.
Robinson Asbury looked at him and smiled, and then he told a few things of him. He gave the ins and outs of
some of the misdemeanors of which he stood accused. He showed who were the men behind the throne. And still,
pale and transfixed, Judge Davis waited for his own sentence.
Never were ten minutes so well taken up. It was a tale of rottenness and corruption in high places told simply
and with the stamp of truth upon it.
He did not mention the judge’s name. But he had torn the mask from the face of every other man who had been
concerned in his downfall. They had shorn him of his strength, but they had forgotten that he was yet able to bring
the roof and pillars tumbling about their heads.
The judge’s voice shook as he pronounced sentence upon his old ally—a year in State’s prison.
Some people said it was too light, but the judge knew what it was to wait for the sentence of doom, and he was
grateful and sympathetic.
When the sheriff led Asbury away the judge hastened to have a short talk with him.
“I’m sorry, Robinson,” he said, “and I want to tell you that you were no more guilty than the rest of us. But
why did you spare me?”
“Because I knew you were my friend,” answered the convict.
“I tried to be, but you were the first man that I’ve ever known since I’ve been in politics who ever gave me any
decent return for friendship.”
“I reckon you’re about right, Judge.”
In politics, party reform usually lies in making a scapegoat of someone who is only as criminal as the rest, but
a little weaker. Asbury’s friends and enemies had succeeded in making him bear the burden of all the party’s
crimes, but their reform was hardly a success, and their protestations of a change of heart were received with
doubt. Already there were those who began to pity the victim and to say that he had been hardly dealt with.
Mr. Bingo was not of these; but he found, strange to say, that his opposition to the idea went but a little way,
and that even with Asbury out of his path he was a smaller man than he was before. Fate was strong against him.
His poor, prosperous humanity could not enter the lists against a martyr.
Robinson Asbury was now a martyr.
*
A year is not a long time. It was short enough to prevent people from forgetting Robinson, and yet long enough
for their pity to grow strong as they remembered. Indeed, he was not gone a year. Good behavior cut two months
off the time of his sentence, and by the time people had come around to the notion that he was really the greatest
and smartest man in Cadgers he was at home again.
He came back with no flourish of trumpets, but quietly, humbly. He went back again into the heart of the black
district. His business had deteriorated during his absence, but he put new blood and new life into it. He did not go
to work in the shop himself but, taking down the shingle that had swung idly before his office door during his
imprisonment, he opened the little room as a news- and cigar-stand. Here anxious, pitying customers came to him
and he prospered again. He was very quiet. Uptown hardly knew that he was again in Cadgers, and it knew
nothing whatever of his doings.
“I wonder why Asbury is so quiet,” they said to one another. “It isn’t like him to be quiet.” And they felt
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vaguely uneasy about him.
So many people had begun to say, “Well, he was a mighty good fellow after all.”
Mr. Bingo expressed the opinion that Asbury was quiet because he was crushed, but others expressed doubt as
to this. There are calms and calms, some after and some before the storm. Which was this?
They waited a while, and, as no storm came, concluded that this must be the after-quiet. Bingo, reassured,
volunteered to go and seek confirmation of this conclusion.
He went, and Asbury received him with an indifferent, not to say impolite, demeanor.
“Well, we’re glad to see you back, Asbury,” said Bingo patronizingly. He had variously demonstrated his
inability to lead during his rival’s absence and was proud of it. “What are you going to do?”\
“I’m going to work.”
“That’s right. I reckon you’ll stay out of politics.”
“What could I do even if I went in?”
“Nothing now, of course; but I didn’t know …”
He did not see the gleam in Asbury’s half-shut eyes. He only marked his humility, and he went back swelling
with the news.
“Completely crushed—all the run taken out of him,” was his report.
The black district believed this, too, and a sullen, smoldering anger took possession of them. Here was a good
man ruined. Some of the people whom he had helped in his former days—some of the rude, coarse people of the
low quarter who were still sufficiently unenlightened to be grateful—talked among themselves and offered to get
up a demonstration for him. But he denied them. No, he wanted nothing of the kind. It would only bring him into
unfavorable notice. All he wanted was that they would always be his friends and would stick by him.
They would to the death. There were again two factions in Cadgers. The schoolmaster could not forget how
once on a time he had been made a tool of by Mr. Bingo. So he revolted against his rule and set himself up as the
leader of an opposing clique. The fight had been long and strong, but had ended with odds slightly in Bingo’s
favor.
But Mr. Morton did not despair. As the first of January and Emancipation Day approached, he arrayed his
hosts, and the fight for supremacy became fiercer than ever. The schoolteacher brought the schoolchildren in for
chorus singing, secured an able orator, and the best essayist in town. With all this, he was formidable.
Mr. Bingo knew that he had the fight of his life on his hands, and he entered with fear as well as zest. He, too,
found an orator, but he was not sure that he was good as Morton’s. There was no doubt but that his essayist was
not. He secured a band, but still he felt unsatisfied. He had hardly done enough, and for the schoolmaster to beat
him now meant his political destruction.
It was in this state of mind that he was surprised to receive a visit from Mr. Asbury.
“I reckon you’re surprised to see me here,” said Asbury, smiling.
“I am pleased, I know.” Bingo was astute.
“Well, I just dropped in on our business.”
“To be sure, to be sure, Asbury. What can I do for you?”
“It’s more what I can do for you that I came to talk about,” was the reply.
“I don’t believe I understand you.”
“Well, it’s plain enough. They say that the schoolteacher is giving you a pretty hard fight.”
“Oh, not so hard.”
“No man can be too sure of winning though. Mr. Morton once did me a mean turn when he started the faction
against me.”
Bingo’s heart gave a great leap, and then stopped for the fraction of a second.
“You were in it, of course,” pursued Asbury, “but I can look over your part in it in order to get even with the
man who started it.”
It was true, then, thought Bingo gladly. He did not know. He wanted revenge for his wrongs and upon the
wrong man. How well the schemer had covered his tracks! Asbury should have his revenge and Morton would be
the sufferer.
“Of course, Asbury, you know that I did what I did innocently.”
“Oh, yes, in politics we are all lambs and the wolves are only to be found in the other party. We’ll pass that,
though. What I want to say is that I can help you to make your celebration an overwhelming success. I still have
some influence down in my district.”
“Certainly, and very justly, too. Why I should be delighted with your aid. I could give you a prominent position
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in the procession.”
“I don’t want it; I don’t want to appear in this at all. All I want is revenge. You can have all the credit, but let
me down my enemy.”
Bingo was perfectly willing, and with their heads close together, they had a long and close consultation. When
Asbury was gone, Mr. Bingo lay back in his chair and laughed.
“I’m a slick duck,” he said.
From that hour Mr. Bingo’s cause began to take on the appearance of something very like a boom. More bands
were hired. The interior of the State was called upon and a more eloquent orator secured. The crowd hastened to
array itself on the growing side.
With surprised eyes, the schoolmaster beheld the wonder of it, but he kept to his own purpose with dogged
insistence, even when he saw that he could not turn aside the overwhelming defeat that threatened him. But in
spite of his obstinacy, his hours were dark and bitter. Asbury worked like a mole, all underground, but he was
indefatigable. Two days before the celebration time everything was perfected for the biggest demonstration that
Cadgers had ever known. All the next day and night he was busy among his allies.
On the morning of the great day, Mr. Bingo, wonderfully caparisoned, rode down to the hall where the parade
was to form. He was early. No one had yet come. In an hour a score of men all told had collected. Another hour
passed, and no more had come. Then there smote upon his ear the sound of music. They were coming at last.
Bringing his sword to his shoulder, he rode forward to the middle of the street. Ah, there they were.
But—but—could he believe his eyes?
They were going in another direction, and at their head rode—Morton!
He gnashed his teeth in fury. He had been led into a trap and betrayed. The procession passing had been his—
all his. He heard them cheering, and then, oh! climax of infidelity, he saw his own orator go past in a carriage,
bowing and smiling to the crowd.
There was no doubting who had done this thing. The hand of Asbury was apparent in it. He must have known
the truth all along, thought Bingo. His allies left him one by one for the other hall, and he rode home in a
humiliation deeper than he had ever known before.
Asbury did not appear at the celebration. He was at his little newsstand all day.
In a day or two the defeated aspirant had further cause to curse his false friend. He found that not only had the
people defected from him, but that the thing had been so adroitly managed that he appeared to be in fault, and
three-fourths of those who knew him were angry at some supposed grievance. His cup of bitterness was full when
his partner, a quietly ambitious man, suggested that they dissolve their relations.
His ruin was complete. The lawyer was not alone in seeing Asbury’s hand in his downfall. The party managers
saw it too, and they met together to discuss the dangerous factor which, while it appeared to slumber, was so
terribly awake. They decided that he must be appeased, and they visited him.
He was still busy at his newsstand. They talked to him adroitly, while he sorted papers and kept an impassive
face. When they were all done, he looked up for a moment and replied:
“You know, gentlemen, as an ex-convict I am not in politics.”
Some of them had the grace to flush.
“But you can use your influence,” they said.
“I am not in politics,” was his only reply.
And the spring elections were coming on. Well, they worked hard, and he showed no sign. He treated with
neither one party nor the other.
“Perhaps,” thought the managers, “he is out of politics,” and they grew more confident.
It was nearing eleven o’clock on the morning of election when a cloud no bigger than a man’s hand appeared
upon the horizon. It came from the direction of the black district. It grew, and the managers of the party in power
looked at it, fascinated by an ominous dread. Finally it began to rain Negro voters, and as one man they voted
against their former candidates. Their organization was perfect. They simply came, voted, and left, but they
overwhelmed everything. Not one of the party that had damned Robinson Asbury was left in power save old
Judge Davis. His majority was overwhelming.
The generalship that had engineered the thing was perfect. There were loud threats against the news dealer. But
no one bothered him except a reporter. The reporter called to see just how it was done. He found Asbury very
busy sorting papers. To the newspaperman’s questions he had only this reply:
“I am not in politics, sir.”
But Cadgers had learned its lesson.
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54.114 Excerpt from The Painted Pig\fn{by Elizabeth Morrow (1873-1955)} Cleveland, Cuyahoga County, Ohio,
U.S.A. (F) 1
… He was painted yellow, with pink roses on his back and a tiny rosebud on his tail. He looked fat, but he was
fed nothing at all. In his side was a small slit where you were supposed to put pennies, but his little mistress never
had a centavo to drop into the hole; so his savings-bank stomach remained permanently empty.
His mistress was a little Indian girl who lived in Mexico between the smoking mountains and the cactus with
red flowers. Her full name was Guadalupe Faustina Jovita Chimalpopoca, but everybody called her Pita, which is
much shorter, prettier and just as good.
She was only ten years old, but she wore a long blue scarf and a long skirt like her mother and also big gold
earrings and a gold necklace. Her hair was parted in the middle, and the two braids at the back were tied together
with a brown shoestring.
Pita’s brother was eight years old. His name was Felipe Camerino Victoriano Tlaxochimaco. If you say that
correctly, it makes your whole tongue and all your teeth work. Like Pita he had another name not so long and
wide. Most people called him Pedro.
He wore brown sandals, no stockings, a red shirt, and long white trousers. His coat was a blue and white
blanket with a hole in the middle where he stuck his head. His hat was big as an umbrella, so he always had to put
it on after the blanket; it would never have squeezed through the hole. It was made of bright yellow straw, and the
brim had pictures on it worked in green and white wool.
Pedro always liked his sister’s playthings better than his own. He had a toy general, made of glass, riding on a
rooster. It was the third general his mother had given him, but glass generals are brittle and go to pieces easily.
After the soldier was broken, Pedro never cared for the little rooster left crowing without him.
He had a yellow jumping jack besides and two dogs. But the dogs looked like reindeer and their heads were a
little twisted. Pedro used to beg Pita to let him play with her painted pig.
“But you will break him,” she said.
“Oh, no! I promise to be very careful.”
“But you broke your general,” his sister reminded him.
“Yes, but he wasn’t strong.”
“My pig isn’t strong.”
“Yes, he is,” cried Pedro. “A pig is always strong. And I like the rosebud on his tail. My dogs have such plain
tails!”
“I’m afraid you will rub the roses off with your dirty fingers,” Pita objected.
“My fingers aren’t dirty.”
“Why don’t you play with your wiggly man?”
“I don’t want my wiggly man. I want your pig.”
Then after Pedro had begged and begged like this, Pita would run away from him and pretend not to see him or
hear him wail. She would tease him by singing:
I ride on my pig,
I gallop and jig,
I jounce and I bounce,
I prance and I dance,
I leap and I creep,
I jump and I stump!

One day when they were tired of quarreling, Pita thought of going to Pancho, the toy-maker, and asking him to
make Pedro a pig of his very own.
It was a long time before Pancho made a pig for Pedro. But at last he did, and Pedro thought it a much more
beautiful pig than Pita’s. Pedro’s pig was painted yellow, with blue circles on his back and a large blue dot behind
each ear. When the children saw him, they danced for joy. …
1.181 T.B.\fn{by Fannie Hurst (1889-1968)} Hamilton, Butler County, Ohio, U.S.A. (F) 24
The figurative underworld of a great city has no ventilation, housing or lighting problems. Rooks and crooks
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who live in the putrid air of crime are not denied the light of day, even though they loathe it. Cadets, social
skunks, whose carnivorous eyes love darkness, walk in God’s sunshine and breathe God’s air. Scarlet women turn
over in wide beds and draw closer velvet curtains to shut out the morning. Gamblers curse the dawn.
But what of the literal underworld of the great city? What of the babes who cry in fetid cellars for the light and
are denied it? What of the Subway track-walker, purblind from gloom; the coal-stoker, whose fiery tomb is the
boiler room of a skyscraper; sweatshop workers, a flight below the sidewalk level, whose faces are the color of
dead Chinese; six-dollar-a-week salesgirls in the arc-lighted sub-cellars of six-million-dollar corporations?
This is the literal underworld of the great city, and its sunless streets run literal blood—the blood of the babes
who cried in vain; the blood from the lungs of the sweat-shop workers whose faces are the color of dead Chinese;
the blood from the cheeks of the six-dollar-a-week sales-girls in the arc-lighted sub-cellars. But these are your
problems and my problems and the problems of the men who have found the strength or the fear not to die rich.
The babes mother, who had never known else, could not know that her cellar was fetid; she only cried out in her
anguish and hated vaguely in her heart.
Sara Juke, in the bargain basement of the Titanic Department Store, did not know that lint from white goods
clogs the lungs, and that the air she breathed was putrefied as from a noxious swamp. Sometimes a pain, sharp as
a hatpin, entered between her shoulder blades. But what of that? When the heart is young the heart is bold, and
Sara could laugh upward with the musical glee of a bird.
There were no seasons, except the spring and fall openings and semi-annual clearing sales, in the bargain
basement of the Titanic store. On a morning when the white goods counter was placing long-sleeve, high-neck
nightgowps in its bargain bins, and knit underwear was supplanting the reduced muslins, Sara Juke drew her little
pink knitted jacket closer about her narrow shoulders and shivered—shivered, but smiled. “Br-r-r! October never
used to get under my skin like this.”
Hattie Krakow, roommate and co-worker, shrugged her bony shoulders and laughed; but not with the upward
glee of a bird—downward rather, until it died in a croak in her throat. But then Hattie Krakow was ten years older
than Sara Juke; and ten years in the arc-lighted sub-cellar of the Titanic Department Store can do much to muffle
the ring in a laugh.
“Gee, you’re as funny as your own funeral—you are! You keep up the express pace you’re going and there
won’t be another October left on your calendar.”
“That’s right; cheer me up a bit, dearie. What’s the latest style in undertaking?”
“You’ll know sooner’n me if—“
“Aw, Hat, cut it! Wasn’t I home in bed last night by eleven?”
“I ain’t much on higher mathematics.”
“Sure I was. I had to shove you over on your side of the bed; that’s how hard you was sleeping.”
“A girl can’t gad round dancing and rough-housing every night and work eight hours on her feet, and put her
lunch money on her back, and not pay up for it. I’ve seen too many blue-eyed dolls like you get broken. I—“
“Amen!” Sara Juke rolled her blue eyes upward, and they were full of points of light, as though stars were
shining in them; and always her lips trembled to laugh.
“There ain’t nothing funny, Sara.”
“Oh, Hat, with you like a owl!”
“If I was a girl and had a cough like I’ve seen enough in this basement get; if I was a girl and my skirtband was
getting two inches too big; and I had to lie on my left side to breathe right, and my nightie was all soaked round
the neck when I got up in the morning—I wouldn’t just laugh and laugh. I’d cry a little—I would.”
“That’s right, Hat; step on the joy bug like it was a spider. Squash it!”
“I wouldn’t just laugh and laugh, and put my lunch money on my back instead of eggs and milk inside of me,
and run round all hours to dance halls with every sporty Charley-boy that comes along.”
“You leave him alone! You just cut that! Don’t you begin on him!”
“I wouldn’t get overheated, and not sleep enough; and—”
“For Pete’s sake, Hat! Hire a hall!”
“I should worry! It ain’t my grave you’re digging.”
“Aww, Hat.”
“I ain’t got your dolly face and your dolly ways with the boys; but I got enough sense to live along decent.”
“You’re right pretty, I think, Hat.”
“Oh, I could daub up, too, and gad with some of that fast gang if I didn’t know it don’t lead nowheres. It ain’t
no cinch for a girl to keep her health down here, even when she does live along decent like me, eating regular and
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sleeping regular, and spending quiet evenings in the room, washing-out and mending and pressing and all. It ain’t
no cinch even then, lemme tell you. Do you think I’d have ever asked a gay bird like you to come over and room
with me if I hadn’t seen you begin to fade, like a piece of calico, just like my sister Lizzie did?”
“I’m taking that iron-tonic stuff like you want and spoiling my teeth—ain’t I, Hat? I know you been swell to
me and all.”
“You ain’t going to let up until somebody whispers T.B. in your shell-pink ear; and maybe them two letters
will bring you to your senses.”
“T.B.?”
“Yes—T.B.”
“Who’s he?”
“Gee, you’re as smart as a fish on a hook! You oughtta bought a velvet dunce cap with your lunch money
instead of that brown poke bonnet. T.B. was what I said—T.B.”
“Honest Hat I dunno—”
“For heaven’s sake! Too Berculosis is the way the exhibits and the newspapers say it L-u-n-g-s is another way
to spell it. T.B.”
“Too Berculosis!” Sara Juke’s hand flew to her little breast. “Too Berculosis! Hat, you—you don’t—”
“Sure I don’t. I ain’t saying it’s that—only I wanna scare you up a little. I ain’t saying it’s that; but a girl that
lets a cold hang on like you do and runs round half the night,. and don’t eat right, can make friends with almost
anything, from measles to T.B.”
Stars came out once more in Sara Juke’s eyes, and her lips warmed and curved to their smile. She moistened
with her forefinger a yellow spit curl that lay like a caress on her cheek. “Gee, you oughtta be writing scare heads
for the Evening Gazette!”
Hattie Krakow ran her hand over her smooth salt-and-pepper hair and sold a marked-down flannellette
petticoat.
“I can’t throw no scare into you so long as you got him on your mind. Oh, lud! There he starts now—that
quickstep dance again!”
A quick red ran up into Miss Juke’s hair and she inclined forward in the attitude of listening as the lively air
continued.
“The silly! Honest, ain’t he the silly? He said he was going to play that for me the first thing this morning. We
dance it so swell together and all. Aww, I thought he’d forget. Ain’t he the silly—remembering me?”
The red flowed persistently higher. “Silly; ain’t no name for him, with his square, Charley-boy face and
polished hair; and—”
“You let him alone, Hattie Krakow! What’s it to you if—”
“Nothing—except I always say October is my unlucky month, because it was just a year ago that they moved
him and the sheet music down to the basement. Honest, I’m going to buy me a pair of earmuffs! I’d hate to tell
you how unpopular popular music is with me.”
“Huh! You couldn’t play on a side comb, much less play on the piano like Charley does. If I didn’t have no
more brains than some people—honest, I’d go out and kill a calf for some!”
“You oughtta talk! A girl that ain’t got no more brains than to gad round every night and every Sunday in foulsmelling, low-ceilinged dance halls, and wear paper-soled slippers when she oughtta be wearing galoshes, and
cheesecloth waists that ain’t even decent instead of wool undershirts! You oughtta talk about brains—you and
Charley Chubb!”
“Yes, I oughtta talk! If you don’t like my doings, Hattie Krakow, there ain’t no law says we gotta room
together. I been shifting for myself ever since I was cash-girl down at Tracy’s, and I ain’t going to begin being
bossed now. If you don’t like my keeping steady with Charley Chubb—if you don’t like his sheet-music playing
—you gotta lump it! I’m a good girl, I am; and if you got anything to insinuate; if—”
“Sara Juke, ain’t you ashamed!”
“I’m a good girl, I am; and there ain’t nobody can cast a reflection on—on—”
Tears trembled in her voice and she coughed from the deep recesses of her chest, and turned her head away, so
that her profile was quivering and her throat swelling with sobs.
“I—I’m a good girl, I am.”
“Aww, Sara, don’t I know it? Ain’t that just where the rub comes? Don’t I know it? If you wasn’t a good girl
would I be caring?”
“I’m a good girl, I am!”
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“It’s your health, Sara, I’m kicking about. You’re getting as pale and skinny as a goop; and for a month already
you’ve been coughing, and never a single evening home to stick your feet in hot water and a mustard plaster on
your chest.”
“Didn’t I take the iron tonic and spoil my teeth?”
“My sister Lizzie—that’s the way she started, Sara; right down here in this basement. There never was a
prettier little queen down here. Ask any of the old girls. Like you in looks and all; full of vim too. That’s the way
she started, Sara. She wouldn’t get out in the country on Sundays or get any air in her lungs walking with me
evenings. She was all for dance halls, too, Sara. She—she—ain’t I told you about her over and over again? Ain’t
I?”
“Sh-h-h! Don’t cry, Hat. Yes, yes; I know. She was a swell little kid; all the old girls say so. Sh-h-h!”
“The—the night she died I—I died too; I—”
“Sh-h-h, dearie!”
“I ain’t crying, only—only—can’t help remembering.”
“Listen! Thats the new hit Charley’s playin: Up to Snuff! Say, ain’t that got some little swing to it? Dum-dumtum-tee-tum-m-m! Some little quick-step, ain’t it? How that boy reads off by sight! Looka, will you? They got
them left-over ribbed undervests\fn{ Undershirts.} we sold! last season for forty-nine cents out on the grab table for
seventy-four. Looka the mob fighting for ’em! Dum-dum-tum-tee-tum-m-m!”
The day’s tide came in. Slowly at first, but toward? noon surging; through aisles and round bins, upstairs and
downstairs—in, round and out. Voices straining to be heard; feet shuffling in an agglomeration of discords—the
indescribable roar of humanity, which js like an army that approaches but never arrives. And above it all, insistent
as a bugle note, reaching the basement’s breadth, from hardware to candy, from human hair to white goods, the
tinny voice of the piano—gay, rollicking.
At five o’clock the patch of daylight above the red-lighted exit door turned taupe, as though a gray curtain had
been flung across it; and the girls, with shooting pains in their limbs, braced themselves for the last hour.
Shoppers, their bags bulging and their shawls awry, fumbled in bins for a last remnant; hatless, sway-backed
women, carrying children, fought for mill ends. Sara Juke stood first on one foot and then on the other to alternate
the strain; her hands were hot and dry as flannel, but her cheeks were pink—very pink.
At six o’clock Hattie Krakow untied her black alpaca apron, pinned a hat as nondescript as a bird’s nest at an
unrakish angle and slid into a warm gray jacket.
“Ready, Sara?”
“Yes, Hat.” But her voice came vaguely, as through fog.
“I’m going to fix us some stew tonight with them onions Lettie brought up to the room when she moved—
mutton stew, with a broth for you, Sara.”
“Yes, Hat.”
Sara’s eyes darted out over the emptying aisles; and, even as she pinned on her velveteen poke bonnet at a tooswagger angle, and fluffed out a few carefully provided curls across her brow, she kept watch and, with obvious
subterfuge, slid into her little unlined silk coat with a deliberation not her own.
“Coming, Sara?”
“Wait, can’t you? My—my hat ain’t on right.”
“Come on; you’re dolled up enough.”
“My—my gloves—I—I forgot ’em. You—you can go on, Hat.” And she must burrow back beneath the
counter.
Miss Krakow let out a snort, as fiery with scorn as though flames were curling on her lips.
“Hanging round to see whether he’s coming, ain’t you? To think they shot Lincoln and let him live! Before I’d
run after any man living, much less the excuse of a man like him! A shiny-haired, square-faced little rat like him!”
“I ain’t neither, waiting. I guess I got a right to find my gloves. I—I guess I gotta right. He’s as good as you
are, and better. I—I guess I gotta right.”
But the raspberry red of confusion dyed her face.
“No, you ain’t waiting! No, no; you ain’t waiting,” mimicked Miss Krakow, and her voice was like autumn
leaves that crackle underfoot. “Well, then, if you ain’t waiting here he comes now. I dare you to come on home
with me now, like you ought to.”
“I—you go on! I gotta tell him something. I guess I’m my own boss. I got to tell him something.”
Miss Krakow folded her well-worn hand bag under one arm and fastened her black cotton gloves.
“Pf-f-f! What’s the use of wasting breath!”
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She slipped into the flux of the aisle, and the tide swallowed her and carried her out into the bigger tide of the
street and the swifter tide of the city—a flower on the current, her blush withered under the arc-light substitution
for sunlight, the petals of her youth thrown to the muddy comers of the city streets.
Sara Juke breathed inward, and under her cheaply pretentious lace blouse a heart, as rebellious as the pink in
her cheeks and the stars in her eyes, beat a rapid fantasia; and, try as she would, her lips would quiver into a smile.
“Hello, Charley!”
“Hello yourself, Sweetness!”
And, draping himself across the white-goods counter in an attitude as intricate as the letter S, behold Mr.
Charley Chubb! Sleek, soap-scented, slim—a satire on the satyr and the haberdasher’s latest dash. “Hello,
Sweetness!”
“How are you, Charley?”
“Here, gimme your little hand. Shake.”
She placed her palm in his, quivering.
You of the classes, peering through lorgnettes into the strange world of the masses; spare that shrug. True,
when Charley Chubb’s hand closed over Sara Juke’s she experienced a flash of goose flesh; but, you of the
classes, what of the Van Ness ball last night? Your gown was low, so that your neck rose out from it like white
ivory. The conservatory, where trained clematis vines met over your heads, was like a bower of stars; music; his
hand, the white glove off, over yours; the suffocating sweetness of clematis blossoms; a fountain throwing fine
spray; your neck white as ivory, and—what of the Van Ness ball last night?\fn{ Nor should anyone believe that this is not
authentic, very well crafted English language dialect of the period. People did actually talk this way in downtown New York City—white
people anyway. Everything is authentic.}
Only Sara Juke played her poor little game frankly\fn{ I.e., without flirtation or pretence.} and the cards of her heart

lay on the counter.
“Charley!” Her voice lay in a veil.
“Was you getting sore, Sweetness?”
“All day you didn’t come over.”
“Couldn’t, Sweetness. Did you hear me let up on the new hit for a minute?”\fn{ Charlie plays the piano; many of these
big-city department store used to have piano-men—shifts of them—doing what piped-in music does now: entertain the customer out of his
hard-earned cash, and create the illusion of bustle. It’s an old trick .}

“It’s swell, though; Charley; all the girls was humming it. You play it like lightning too.”
“It must have been written for you, Sweetness. That’s what you are, Up to Snuff, eh, Queenie?” He leaned
closer, and above his tall, narrow collar dull red flowed beneath the sallow, and his long white teeth and slickbrushed hair shone in the arc light.
“Eh, Queenie?”
“I gotta go now, Charley. Hattie’s waiting home for me.”
She attempted to pass him and to slip into the out-going stream of the store, but with a hesitation that belied
her.
“I—I gotta go, Charley.”
He laughed, clapped his hat slightly askew on his polished hair and slid his arm into hers.
“Forget it! But I had you going—didn’t I, sister? Thought I’d forgot about tonight, didn’t you? and didn’t have
the nerve to pipe up. Like fun I forgot!”
“I didn’t know, Charley; you not coming over all day and all. I thought maybe your friend didn’t give you the
tickets like he promised.”
“Didn’t he? Look I See if he didn’t!”
He produced a square of pink cardboard from his waistcoat pocket and she read it, with a sudden lightness
underlying her voice:

HIBERNIAN MASQUE AND HOP:
Supper & Wardrobe Free
Admit Gent and Lady 50¢
“Oh, gee, Charley! And me such a sight in this old waist and all. I didn’t know there was supper too.”\fn{ The
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“wardrobe free” referred to in the ticket refers to a special place where hats and coats were checked in by their owners. It was presided over
by a hat-check girl, who normally took a small tip for her services .}

“Sure! Hurry, Sweetness, and we’ll catch a Sixth Avenue car. We wanna get in on it while the tamales are hot.”
And she must grasp his arm closer and worm through the sidewalk crush, and straighten her velveteen poke so
that the curls lay pat; and once or twice she coughed, with the hollow resonance of a chain drawn upward from a
deep well.
“Gee, I bet there’ll be a jam!”
“Sure! There’s some live crowd down there.”
They were in the street car, swaying, swinging, clutching; hemmed in by frantic, home-going New York, nose
to nose, eye to eye, tooth to tooth. Round Sara Juke’s slim waist lay Charley Chubb’s saving arm, and with each
lurch they laughed immoderately, except when she coughed.
“Gee, ain’t it the limit? It’s a wonder they wouldn’t open a window in this car!”
“Nix on that. Whatta you wanna do—freeze a fellow out?”
Her eyes would betray her.
“Any old time I could freeze you, Charley.”
“Honest?”
“You’re the one that freezes me all the time. You’re the one that keeps me guessing and guessing where I stand
with you.”
A sudden lurch and he caught her as she swayed.
“Come, Sweetness, this is our corner. Quit your coughing there, hon; this ain’t no T.B. hop we’re going to.”
“No what?”
“Come along; hurry! Look at the crowd already.”
“This ain’t no—what did you say, Charley?”
But they were pushing, shoving, worming into the great lighted entrance of the hall. More lurching, crowding,
jamming.
“I’ll meet you inside, kiddo, in five minutes. Pick out a red domino; red’s my color.”
“A red one? Gee! Looka; mine’s got black pom-pons on it. Five minutes, Charley; five minutes!”
Flags of all nations and all sizes made a galaxy of the Sixth Avenue hall. An orchestra played beneath an arch
of them. Supper, consisting of three-inch-thick sandwiches, tamales, steaming and smelling in their buckets,
bottles of beer and soda water, was spread on a long picnic table running the entire length of the balcony.
The main floor, big as an armory, airless as a tomb, swarmed with dancers.
After supper a red sateen Pierrette, quivering, teeth flashing beneath a saucy half mask, bowed to a sateen
Pierrot, whose face was as slim as a satyr’s and whose smile was as upturned as the eye slits in his mask.
“Gee, Charley, you look just like a devil in that costume—all red, and your mouth squinted like that!”
“And you look just like a little red cherry, ready to bust.”
And they were off in the whirl of the dance, except that the close-packed dancers hemmed them in a swaying
mob; and once she fell back against his shoulder, faint.
“Ain’t there an upstairs somewheres, Charley, where they got air? All this jam and no windows open! Gee,
ain’t it hot? Let’s go outside where it’s cool—let’s.”
“There you go again! No wonder you got a cold on you—always wanting air on you! Come, Sweetness; this
ain’t hot. Here, lemme show you the dip I get the girls crazy with. One, two, three—dip! One, two, three—dip!
Ugh!”
“Gee, ain’t it a jam, though?”
“One, two, three!”
“That’s swell, Charley! Quit! You mustn’t squeeze me like that till—till you’ve asked me to be engaged,
Charley. We—we ain’t engaged yet, are we, Charley?”
“Aww, what difference does that make? You girls make me sick—always wanting to know that.”
“It—it makes a lot of difference, Charley.”
“There you go on that Amen talk again. All right, then; I won’t squeeze you no more, Stingy!”
Her step was suddenly less elastic and she lagged on his arm.
“I—I never said you couldn’t, Charley. Gee, ain’t you a great one to get mad so quick. Touchy! I only said not
till we’re engaged.”
He skirted the crowd, guiding her skillfully.
“Stingy! Stingy! I know ’em that ain’t so stingy as you.”
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“Charley!”
“What?”
“Aww, I’m ashamed to say it.”
“Listen! They’re playin’ the new one—Up to Snuff! Faster! Don’t make me drag you, kiddo. Faster!”
They were suddenly in the center of the maze, as tight- packed as though an army had conspired to close round
them. She coughed and, in her effort at repression, coughed again.
“Charley, I—honest, I—I’m going to keel. I—I can’t stand it packed in here like this.”
She leaned to him, with the color drained out of her face; and the crowd of black and pink and red dominos,
gnomes gone mad, pressed, batted, surged.
“Look out, Sweetness! Don’t give out in here! They’ll crush us out. Ain’t you got no nerve? Here; don’t give
out now! Gee! Watch out, there! The lady’s sick. Watch out! Here; now sit down a minute and get your wind.”
He pressed her shoulders downward and she dropped whitely on a little camp chair hidden underneath the
balcony.
“I gotta get out, Charley; I gotta get out and get air. I feel like I’m going to suffocate in here. It’s this old cough
takes the breath out of me!”
In the foyer she revived a bit and drank gratefully of the water he brought; but the color remained out of her
cheeks and the cough would rack her.
“I guess I oughtta go home, Charley!”
“Aww, cut it! You ain’t the only girl I’ve seen give out. Sit here and rest a minute and you’ll be all right. Great
Scott! I came here to dance!”
She rose to her feet a bit unsteadily, but smiling.
“Fussy! Who said I didn’t?”
“That’s more like it!”
And they were off again to the lilt of the music but, struggle as she would, the coughing and the dizziness and
the heat took hold of her and at the close of the dance she fainted quietly against his shoulder.
And when she finally caught at consciousness, as it passed and repassed her befuddled mind, she was on the
floor of the cloak room, her head pillowed on the skirt of a pink domino.
“There, there, dearie; your young man’s waiting outside to Jake you home.”
“I—I’m all right!”
“Certainly you are. The heat done it. Here; lemme help you out of your domino.”
“It was the heat done it.”
“There; you’re all right now. I gotta get back to my dance. You fainted right up against him, dearie; and I seen
you keel.”
“Gee, ain’t I the limit!”
“Here; lemme help you on with your coat. Right there he is, waiting.”
In the foyer Sara Juke met Charley Chubb shamefacedly.
“I spoilt everything, didn’t I?”
“I guess you couldn’t help it. All right?”
“Yes, Charley.”
She met the air gratefully, worming her little hand into the curve of his elbow.
“Gee! I feel fine now.”
“Come; here’s a car.”
“Let’s walk up Sixth Avenue, Charley; the air feels fine.”
“All right.”
“You ain’t sore, are you, Charley? It was so jammed dancing, anyway.”
“I ain’t sore.”
“It was the heat done it.”
“Yeh.”
“Honest, it’s grand to be outdoors, ain’t it? The stars and—and chilliness and—and—all!”
“Listen to the garden stuff!”
“Silly!”
She squeezed his arm and drew back, shamefaced. His spirits rose.
“You’re a right loving little thing when you wanna be.”
They laughed in duet; and before the plate-glass window of a furniture emporium they must stop and regard
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the monthly-payment display, designed to represent the $49.50 completely furnished sitting room,\fn{Living
room.} parlor\fn{Where guests were “received”, the deceased were “laid out”, poetry was “read”, and the family
dog slept; it has disappeared from most homes.} and dining room of the home felicitous—a golden-oak room,
with an incandescent fire glowing right merrily in the grate; a lamp redly diffusing the light of home; a plaster-ofParis Cupid shooting a dart from the mantelpiece; and, last, two figures of connubial. bliss, smiling and waxen, in
rocking chairs, their waxen infant, block-building on the floor, completing the picture.
“Gee, it looks as snug as a bug in a rug! Looka what it says too: ‘You Get the Girl; We’ll Do the Rest!’ Some
little advertisement, ain’t it? I got the girl all right—ain’t I, hon?”
“Aww!”
“Look at the papa—slippers and all! And the kid! Look at the kid, Sweetness.”
Her confusion nearly choked her and her rapid breath clouded the window glass.
“Yeh, Charley! Looka the little kid! Ain’t he cute?”
An elevated train\fn{Known as the El; gone now.} crashed over their heads, drowning out her words; but her smile,
which flickered like light over her face, persisted and her arm crept back into his. At each shop window they must
pause, but the glow of the first one remained with her.
“Look, Sweetness—Red Swag, the Train King! Performance going on now. Wanna go in?”
“Not tonight. Let’s stay outside.”
“Anything your little heart de-sires.”
They bought hot chestnuts, city harbingers of autumn, from a vender and let fall the hulls as they walked. They
drank strawberry ice-cream soda, pink with foam. Her resuscitation was complete; his spirits did not wane.
“I gotta like a queen pretty much not to get sore at a busted evening like this. It’s a good thing the ticket didn’t
cost me nothing.”
“Ain’t it, though?”
“Look! What’s in there—a exhibit?”
They paused before a white-lighted store front and he read laboriously:

FREE TUBERCULOSIS EXHIBIT
TO EDUCATE PEOPLE
HOW TO PREVENT CONSUMPTION
“Oh!”
She dragged at his arm.
“Aww, come on, Sweetness; nothing but a lot of T.B.’s.”
“Let’s—lets go in. See, it’s free. Looka—it’s all lit up and all; see, pictures and all.”
“Say, ain’t I enough of a dead one without dragging me in there? Free! I bet they pinch you for something
before you get
out.”
“Come on, Charley; I never did see a place like this.”
“Aww, they’re all over town.”
He followed her in surlily enough and then, with a morbid interest, round a room hung with photographs of
victims in various emaciated stages of the white plague.
“Oh! Oh! Ain’t it awful? Ain’t it awful? Read them symptoms. Almost with nothing it—it begins. Night sweats
and losing weight and coughing, and—oh—”
“Look! Little kids and all! Thin as matches.”
“Aww, see, a poor little shaver like that! Look! It says sleeping in that dirty room without a window gave it to
him. Ugh, that old man! ‘Self-indulgence and intemperance.’ Looka that girl in the tobacco factory. Oh! Oh! Ain’t
it awful! Dirty shops and stores, it says: dirty saloons and dance halls—weak lungs can’t stand them.”
“Let’s get out of here.”
“Aww, look! How pretty she is in this first picture; and look at her here—nothing but a stack of bones on a
stretcher. Aww! Aww!”
“Come on!”
“Courage is very important, it says. Consumptives can be helped and many are cured. Courage is—”
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“Come on; let's get out of this dump. Say, it’s a swell night for a funeral.”
She grasped at his coat sleeve, pinching the flesh within it, and he drew away half angrily.
“Come on, I said.”
“All right!”
A thin line filed past them, grim-faced, silent. At the far end of the room, statistics in red inch-high type ran
column wise down the wall’s length. She read, with a gasp in her throat:

1 - Ten thousand people died from tuberculosis in the city of New York
last year.
2 - Two hundred thousand people died from tuberculosis in the United
States last year.
3 - Records of the Health Department show that there are 31,631 living
cases of tuberculosis in the city of New York.
4 - Every three minutes some one in the United States dies from
consumption.
“Oh, Charley, ain’t it awful!”\fn{At the height of the tuberculosis epidemic in the United States (about 1904, only eleven years
before this story appeared for the first time in print), this highly contagious disease—which still exists throughout the world—killed
approximately 25% of those infected by it. Some 600 tuberculosis sanitoriums in this country alone were built between 1885 and 1930,
with a total of 84,000 beds. That fact alone is enough to prove how widespread public consciousness was about the infection .}
At a desk a young man, with skin as pink as though a strong wind had whipped it into color, distributed
pamphlets to the outgoing visitors—a thin streamlet of them; some cautious, some curious, some afraid.
“Come on; let’s hurry out of here, Sweetness. My lung’s hurting this minute.”
They hurried past the desk; but the young man with the clear pink skin reached over the heads of an
intervening group, waving a long printed booklet toward the pair.
“Circular, missy?” Sara Juke straightened, with every nerve in her body twanging like a plucked violin string;
and her eyes met the clear eyes of the young clerk.
Like a doll automaton she accepted the booklet from him; like a doll automaton she followed Charley Chubb
out into the street, and her limbs were trembling so she could scarcely stand.
“Gotta hand it to you, Sweetness. Even made a hit on the fellow in the lung shop! He didn’t hand me out no
literature. Some little hit!”
“I gotta go home now, Charley.”
“It’s only ten.”
“I better go, Charley. It ain’t Saturday night.”
At the stoop of her rooming house they lingered. A honey-colored moon hung like a lantern over the blocklong row of shabby-fronted houses. On her steps and to her fermenting fancy the shadow of an ash can sprawled
like a prostrate human being.
“Charley!”
She clutched his arm.
“Whatcha scared about, Sweetness?”
“Oh, Charley, I—I feel creepy tonight.”
“That visit to the Morgue was enough to give anybody the blind staggers.”
Her pamphlet was tight in her hand.
“You ain’t mad at me, Charley?”
He stroked her arm, and the taste of tears found its way to her mouth.
“I’m feeling so silly-like tonight, Charley.”
“You’re all in, kiddo.”
In the shadow he kissed her.
“Charley, you—you mustn’t, unless we’re—engaged.” But she could not find the strength to unfold herself
from his arms. “You mustn’t, Charley!”
“Great little girl you are, Sweetness—one great little girl!”
“Aww, Charley!”
“And, to show you that I like you, I’m going to make up for this tomorrow night. A real little Saturday-night
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blow! And don’t forget Sunday afternoon—two o’clock for us, down at Crissey’s Hall. Two o’clock.”
“Two o’clock.”
“Good!”
“Oh, Charley, I—”
“What, Sweetness?”
“Oh, nothing; I—I’m just silly tonight.” Her hand lay on his arm, white in the moonlight and light as a leaf;
and he kissed her again, scorching her lips.
“Good night, Sweetness.”
“Good night, Charley.”
Then up four flights of stairs, through musty halls and past closed doors, their white china knobs showing
through the darkness, all up to the fourth-floor rear, and then on tiptoe into a long, narrow room, with the moonlight flowing in.
Clothing lay about in grotesque heaps—a woman’s blouse was flung across the back of a chair and hung
limply; a pair of shoes stood beside the bed in the attitude of walking—tired-looking shoes, run down at the heels
and skinned at the toes. And on the far side of the three-quarter bed the hump of an outstretched figure, face
turned from the light, with sparse gray-and-black hair flowing over the pillow.
Carefully, to save the slightest squeak, Sara Juke undressed, folded her little mound of clothing across the
room’s second chair, groping carefully by the stream of moonlight. Severe as a sibyl in her straight-falling nightdress, her hair spreading over her shoulders, her bare feet pattered on the cool mattjng. Then she slid into bed
lightly, scarcely raising the covers. From the mantelpiece the alarm clock ticked with emphasis.
An hour she lay there. Once she coughed, and smothered it in her pillow. Two hours. She slipped from under
the covers and over to the littered dresser. The pamphlet lay on top of her gloves; she carried it to the window and,
with her limbs trembling and sending ripples down her night robe, read it. Then again, standing there by the
window in the moonlight, she quivered so that her knees bent under her.
After a while she raised the window slowly and without a creak, and a current of cool air rushed in and over
her before she could reach the bedside.
On her pillow Hattie Krakow stirred reluctantly, herweary senses battling with the pleasant lethargy of sleep;
but a sudden nip in the air stung her nose and found out the warm crevices of the bed. She stirred and half opened
her eyes.
“For Gawd’s sake, Sara, are you crazy? Put that window down! Tryin’ to freeze us out? Opening a window
with her cough and all! Put it down! Put it down!”
Sara Juke rose and slammed it shut, slipping back into the cold bed with teeth that clicked. After a while she
slept; but lightly, with her mouth open and her face upturned. And after a while she woke to full consciousness all
at once, and with a cough on her lips. Her gown at the yoke was wet; and her neck, where she felt it, was damp
with cold perspiration.
“Oh-oh-Hattie! Oh-oh!”
She burrowed under her pillow to ease the trembling that seized her. The moon had passed on, and darkness,
which is allied to fear, closed her in—the fear of unthinking youth who knows not that the grave is full of peace;
the fear of abundant life for senile death; the cold agony that comes in the night watches, when the business of the
day is but a dream and Reality visits the couch.
Deeper burrowed Sara Juke, trembling with chill and night sweat.
Drowsily Hattie Krakow turned on her pillow, but her senses were too weary to follow her mind’s dictate.
“Sara! Smatter, Sara? Smatter?” Hattie’s tired hand crept toward her friend; but her volition would not carry it
across and it fell inert across the coverlet. … “Smatter, dearie?”
“N-nothin.” … Smat-ter, dear-ie?” … N-nothin.”
*
In the watches of the night a towel flung across the bedpost becomes a gorilla crouching to spring; a tree
branch tapping at the window an armless hand, beckoning. In the watches of the night fear is a panther across the
chest sucking the breath; but his eyes cannot bear the light of day, and by dawn he has shrunk to cat size. The
ghastly dreams of Orestes perished with the light; phosphorus is yellowish and wax-like by day.
So Sara Juke found new courage with the day, and in the sub-basement of the Titanic store the morning
following her laughter was ready enough. But when the midday hour arrived she slipped into her jacket, past the
importunities of Hattie Krakow, and out into the sun-lashed noonday swarm of Sixth Avenue.
Down one block—two, three; then a sudden pause before a narrow store front liberally placarded with
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invitatory signs to the public, and with a red cross blazoning above the doorway. And Sara Juke, whose heart was
full of fear, faltered, entered.
The same thin file passed round the room, halting, sauntering, like grim visitors in a grim gallery. At a front
desk a sleek young intern, tilted in a swivel chair, read a pink sheet through horn-rimmed glasses. Toward the rear
the young man whose skin was the wind-lashed pink sorted pamphlets and circulars in tall, even piles on his desk.
Round and round the gallery walked Sara Juke; twice she read over the list of symptoms printed in inch-high
type; her heart lay within her as though icy dead, and her eyes would blur over with tears. Once, when she passed
the rear desk, the young man paused in his stacking and regarded her with a warming glance of recognition.
“Hello!” he said. “You back?”
“Yes.” Her voice was the thin cry of a quail.
“You must like our little picture gallery, eh?”
“Oh! Oh!” She caught at the edge of his desk and tears lay heavy in her eyes.
“Eh?”
“Yes; I—I like it. I wanna buy it for my yacht.”
Her ghastly simulacrum of a jest died in her throat; and he said quickly, a big blush suffusing his face:
“I was only fooling, missy. You ain’t got the scare, have you?”
“The scare?”
“Yes; the bug? You ain’t afraid you've ate the germ, are you?”
“I—I dunno.”
“Pshaw! There’s a lot of ’em comes in here more scared than hurt, missy. Never throw a scare till you’ve had a
examination. For all you know you got hay fever, eh! Hay fever!” And he laughed as though to salve his words.
“I—got all them things on the red-printed list, I tell you. I—I got ’em all, night sweats and all. I—I got ’em.”
“Sure you got ’em, missy; but that don’t need to mean nothin’ much.”
“I got ’em, I tell you.”
“Losin’ weight?”
“Feel.”
He inserted two fingers in her waistband. “Huh!”
“You a doctor?”
He performed a great flourish.\fn{He bowed to her in an elaborate manner.}
“I ain’t in the profesh,\fn{Profession.} missy. I’m only chief clerk and bottle washer round here; but—”
“Where is the doctor? That him reading down there? Can I ask him—I—Oh! Ain’t I scared!”
He placed his big, cool hand over her wrist and his face had none of its smile.
“I know you are, little missy. I seen it in you last night when you and—and—”
“My—my friend.”
“—your friend was in here. There’s thousands come in here with the scare on, and most of ‘em with a reason;
but I picked you out last night from the gang. Funny thing, but right away I picked you. ‘A pretty little thing like
her’—if you’ll excuse me for saying it—‘a pretty little thing like her,’ I says to myself. ‘And I bet she ain’t got
nobody to steer her!’”
“Honest, did you?”
“Gee, it ain’t none of my put-in; but when I seen you last night—funny thing—but when I seen you, why, you
just kinda hit me in the eye; and, with all that gang round me, I says to myself: ‘Gee, a pretty little thing like her,
scared as a gazelle, and so pretty and all; and no one to give her the right steer!’”
“Aww, you seen me?”
“Sure! Wasn’t it me reached out the pamphlet to you? You had on that there same cutey little hat and jacket and
all.”
“Does it cost anything to talk to the doctor down there?”
“Forget it! Go right down and he’ll give you a card to the Victoria Clinic. I know them all over there and
they’ll look you over right, little missy, and steer you. Aww, don’t be scared; there ain’t nothing much wrong with
you—maybe a sore spot, that’s all. That cough ain’t a double-lunger. You run over to the clinic.”
“I gotta go back to the store now.”
“After store, then.”
“Free?”
“Sure! Old Doc Strauss is on after five too. If I ain’t too nervy I’m off after six myself. I could meet you after
and we could talk over what he tells you—if I ain’t too nervy?”
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“I—”
“Blaney’s my name—Eddie Blaney. Ask anybody round here about me. I—I could meet you, little missy, and
—”
“I can’t tonight, Mr. Blaney. I gotta go somewheres.”
“Aww!”
“I gotta.”
“Tomorrow? Tomorrow’s Sunday, little missy. There’s a swell lot of country I bet you ain’t never seen, and Old
Doc Strauss is going to tell you to get acquainted with it pretty soon.”
“Country?”
“Yes. That’s what you need, outdoors; that’s what you need, little missy. You got a color like all indoors—
pretty, but putty.”\fn{Dr. Edward Trudeau, an American physician, was infected by the disease twice, in 1873 and 1876. When he
thought he was dying, he traveled to Saranac Lake in the Adirondack Mountains of New York to spend his final days; and upon finding his
symptoms eventually cured, he attributed his healing to the fresh air of the mountains. In 1885 Trudeau built the first American sanatorium.
It later became a model for the many sanatoriums that became the mainstay of TB treatment in the late 19th century and early 20th century .
Trudeau also established the Trudeau Laboratory, which during the following 50 years, was responsible for training most physicians versed
in the treatment of TB.}

“You—you don’t think there’s nothing much the matter with me, do you, Mr. Blaney?”
“Sure I don’t. Why, I got a bunch of Don’ts for you up my sleeve that’ll color you up like drug-store daub.”
Tears and laughter trembled in her voice.
“You mean that the outdoor stuff will do it, Mr. Blaney?”
“That's the talk!”
“But you—you ain’t the doctor.”
“I ain’t, but I ain’t been deaf and dumb and blind round here for three years. I can pick ’em every time. You’re
taking your stitch in time, little missy. You ain’t even got a wheeze in you. Why, I bet you ain’t never seen red!”
“No!” she cried, with quick comprehension.
“Sure you ain’t!”
More tears and laughter in her voice.
“I’m going tonight, then—at six, Mr. Blaney.”
“Good! And tomorrow? There’s a lot of swell country and breathing space round here I’d, like to introduce you
to. I bet you don’t know whether Ingleside Woods is kindling or a breakfast food—now do you?”
“No.”
“Ever had a chigger on you?”
“Huh?”
“Ever sleep outdoors in a bag?”
“Say, whatta you think I am?”\fn{Very few people at this time in the United States were what were called in the parlance of the
day “outdoor enthusiasts.” Polite society—of which this young lady believes herself to be a member—thought of camping out as largely
the past-time of the homeless, vagrants, bums, and “sexual deviants”—or, as they would have said, “down-and-outters” or “anti-social
types”—and would have shunned them. As my own grandmother said once: “One just didn’t do that sort of thing.” }

“Ever seen the sun rise, or took the time to look up and see several dozen or a couple of thousand or so stars
glittering all at once?”
“Aww, come off! We ain’t doing teamwork in vaudeville.”
“Gee, wouldn’t I like to take you out and be the first one to make you acquainted with a few of the things that
are happening beyond Sixth Avenue—if I ain’t too nervy, little missy?”
“I gotta go somewheres at two o’clock tomorrow afternoon, Mr.—Mr. Blaney; but I can go in the morning—if
it ain’t going to look like I’m a freshie.”\fn{A “fresh air fiend” is meant; or as some of us might say, “a health nut.” }
“In the morning! Swell! But where—who—” She scribbled on a slip of paper and fluttered it into his hand.
“Sara Juke! Some little name.”
“Gee! I know right where you live. I know a lot of cases that come from round there. I used to live near there
myself, round on Henry Street. I’ll call round at nine, little missy. I’m going to introduce you to the country, eh?”
“They won’t hurt at the clinic, will they, Mr. Blaney? I’m losing my nerve again.”
“Shame on a pretty little thing like you losing her nerve! Gee! I’ve seen ’em come in here all pale round the
gills and with nothing but the whooping cough. There was a little girl in here last week who thought she was
ready for Arizona on a canvas bed; and it wasn’t nothing but her rubber skirt-band had stretched. Shame on you,
little missy! Don’t you get scared! Wait till you see what I’m going to show you out in the country tomorrow—
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leaves turning red and all. We’re going to have a heart-to-heart talk out there—eh? A regular lung-to-lung talk!”
“Aw, Mr. Blaney! Ain’t you killing!” She hurried down the room, laughing.
*
At Sharkey’s on Saturday night the entire basement cafe and dance hall assumed a hebdomadal air of
expectancy; extra marble-topped tables were crowded about the polished square of dancing space; the odor of
hops and sawdust and cookery hung in visible mists over the bar.
Girls, with white faces and red lips and bare throats, sat alone at tables or tete-a-tete with men too old or too
young, and ate—but drank with keener appetite.
A self-playing piano\fn{These, too, are largely unknown now. They were commonly called “player-pianos”; in fact, they were the
ancestors of the modern juke-box. One inserted a nickel into a slot mounted on the otherwise unassuming upright piano, and the music was
produced from punched rolls. They still exist as collector’s items .} performed beneath a large painting of an undraped Psyche;

a youth with yellow fingers sang of Love. A woman whose shame was gone acquired a sudden hysteria at her lone
table over her milky-green drink, and a waiter hustled her out none too gently.
In the foyer at seven o’clock Sara Juke met Charley Chubb, and he slid up quite frankly behind her and kissed
her on the lips. At Sharkey’s a miss is as good as her kiss!
“You—you quit! You mustn’t!” She sprang back, quivering, her face cold-looking and blue; and he regarded
her with his mouth quirking.
“Huh! Hoity-toity, ain’t you? Hoity-toity and white-faced and late, all at once, ain’t you? Say, them airs don’t
get across with me. Come on! I’m hungry.”
“I didn’t mean to yell, Charley—only you scared me. I thought maybe it was one of them fresh guys that hang
round here; all of ‘em look so dopey and all. I—you know I never was strong for this place, Charley.”
“Beginning to nag, are you?”
“No, no, Charley. No, no!”
They drew up at a small table.
“No fancy keeling act tonight, kiddo. I ain’t taking out a hospital ward, you know. Gad, I like you, though,
when you’re white-looking like this! Why’d you dodge me at noon today and tonight after closing? New guy? I
won’t stand for it, you know, you little white-faced Sweetness, you!”
“I hadda go somewheres, Charley. I came near not coming tonight, neither, Charley.”
“What’ll you eat?”
“I ain’t hungry.”
“Thirsty, eh?”
“No.”
He regarded her over the rim of the smirchy bill of fare.
“What are you, then, you little white-faced, big-eyed devil?”
“Charley, I—I got something to—to tell you; I—”
“Bring me a lamb stew and a beer, light. What’ll you have, little white-face?”
“Some milk and—”
“She means with suds on, waiter.”
“No—no; milk, I said—milk over toast. Milk toast—I gotta eat it. Why don’t you lemme talk, Charley? I gotta
tell you.”
He was suddenly sober.
“What’s hurting you? One milk toast, waiter; tell them in the kitchen the lady’s teeth hurt her. What’s up,
Sweetness?” And he must lean across the table and imprint a fresh kiss on her lips.
“Don’t—don’t—don’t! For Gawd’s sake, don’t!”
She covered her face with her hands; and such a trembling seized her that they fell pitifully away again and
showed her features, each distorted.
“You mustn’t, Charley! Mustn’t do that again, not—not for three months—you—you mustn’t.”
He leaned across the table; his voice was like sleet-cold, thin, cutting:
“What’s the matter—going to quit?”
“No-no-no!”
“Got another guy you like better?”
“Oh! Oh!”
“A queenie can’t quit me first and get away with it, kiddo. I may be a soft-fingered sort of fellow, but a queenie
can’t quit me first and get away with it. Ask ’em about me round here; they know me. If anybody in this little duet
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is going to do the quitting act first it ain’t going to be you. What’s the matter? Out with it!”
“Charley, it ain’t that—I swear it ain’t that!”
“What’s hurting you, then?”
“I gotta tell you. We gotta go easy for a little while. We gotta quit doing the rounds for a while till—only for a
little while. Three months he said would fix me. A grand old doc he was!
“I been to the clinic, Charley. I hadda go. The cough—the cough was cuttin’ me in two. It ain’t like me to go
keeling like I did. I never said much about it; but, nights and all, the sweats and the cough and the shooting pains
was cutting me in two. We gotta go easy for a while, Charley; just—”
“You sick, Sara?” His fatty-white face lost a shade of its animation. “Sick?”
“But it ain’t, Charley. On his word he promised it ain’t A grand old doc, with whiskers—he promised me that. I
—I am just beginning; but the stitch was in time. It ain’t a real case yet, Charley. I swear, on my mother’s curl of
hair,\fn{Which she would have kept folded up in a small piece of wax paper in that place where she kept her treasures .} it ain’t.”
“Ain’t what? Ain’t what?”
“It ain’t. Air, he said, right living—early hours and all. I gotta get out of the basement. He’ll get me a job. A
grand old man! Windows open; right living. No—no dancing and all, for a while, Charley. Three months only,
Charley; and then—”
“What, I say—”
“It ain’t, Charley! I swear it ain’t. Just one—the left one—a little sore down at the base—the bottom. Charley,
quit looking at me like that! It ain’t a real case—it ain’t; it ain’t!”
“It ain’t what?”
“The—the T.B. Just the left one; down at—”
“You—you—”
An oath as hot as a live coal dropped from his lips and he drew back, strangling.
“You—you got it, and you’re letting me down easy. You got it, and it’s catching as hell I You got it, you white
devil, and—and you’re tryin’ to lie out of it—you—you—”
“Charley, Charley!”
“You got it, and you been letting me eat it off your lips! You devil, you! You devil, you! You devil, you!”
“Charley, I—”
“I could kill you! Lemme wash my mouth! You got it; and if you got it I got it! I got it! I got it! I—I—”
He rushed from the table, strangling, stuttering, staggering; and his face was twisted with fear.\fn{ This is no
exaggeration of the popular apprehension. I remember similar outbursts from my mother and father over another scourge—polio—during
the late 1940’s. Even my little town in Western New York state was affected by this invisible terror—every summer, it seemed, some child
wound up in an iron lung, his life ruined, his family impoverished.}

For an hour she sat there, waiting, her hands folded in her lap and her eyes growing larger in her face. The dish
of stew took on a thin coating of grease and the beer died in the glass. The waiter snickered. After a while she paid
for the meal out of her newly opened wage envelope and walked out into the air.
Once on the street, she moaned audibly into her handkerchief. There is relief in articulation. Her way lay
through dark streets, where figures love to slink in the shadows. One threw a taunt at her and she ran. At the stoop
of her rooming house she faltered, half fainting and breathing deep from exhaustion, her head thrown back and
her eyes gazing upward.
Over the narrow street stars glittered, dozens and myriads of them.
*
Literature has little enough to say of the heartaches and the heartburns of the Sara Jukes and the Hattie
Krakows and the Eddie Blaneys. Medical science concedes them a hollow organ for keeping up the circulation.
Yet Mrs. Van Ness’ heartbreak over the death of her Chinese terrier, Wang, claims a first-page column in the
morning edition; her heartburn—a complication of midnight terrapin and the strain of her most recent role of
corespondent—obtains her a suite de luxe in a private sanitarium.
Vivisectionists believe the dog is less sensitive to pain than man; so the social vivisectionists, in problem plays
and best sellers, are more concerned with the heartaches and heartburns of the classes. But analysis would show
that the sediment of salt in Sara Juke’s and Mrs. Van Ness’ tears is equal.
*
Indeed, when Sara Juke stewed out of the street car on a golden Sunday morning in October, her heart beat
higher and more full of emotion than Mrs. Van Ness could find at that breakfast hour, reclining on her fine linen
pillows, an electric massage and a four-dollar-an-hour masseuse forcing her sluggish blood to flow.
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Eddie Blaney gently helped Sara to alight, cupping the point of her elbow in his hand; and they stood huddled
for a moment by the roadway while the car whizzed past, leaving them in the yellow and ocher, saffron and
crimson countryside.
“Gee! Gee-whiz!”
“See! I told you. And you not wanting to come when I called for you this morning—you trying to dodge me
and the swellest Indian summer Sunday on the calendar!”
“Looka!”
“Wait! We ain’t started yet, if you think this is swell.”
“Oh! Let’s go over in them woods. Let’s.”
Her lips were apart and pink crept into her cheeks, effacing the dark rims of pain beneath her eyes. “Let’s
hurry.”
“Sure; that’s where we’re going—right over in there, where the woods look like they’re on fire; but, gee, this
ain’t nothing to the country places I know round here. This ain’t nothing. Wait!”
The ardor of the inspired guide was his, and with each exclamation from her the joy of his task doubled itself.
“If you think this is great, wait—just you wait. Gee, if you like this, what would you have said to the farm?
Wait till we get to the top of the hill.”\fn{It should be understood that, in 1915, New York City was still surrounded by
countryside, some farmland, and a token amount of wilderness .}
Fallen leaves, crisp as paper, crackled pleasantly under their feet; and through the haze that is October’s veil
glowed a reddish sun, vague as an opal. A footpath crawled like a serpent through the woods and they followed it,
kicking up the leaves before them, pausing, darting, exclaiming.
“I—Honest, Mr. Blaney, I—“
“Eddie!”
“Eddie, I—I never did feel so—I never was so—so—aww, I can’t say it.” Tears sprang to her eyes.
“Sure, you never was. I never was, neither, before—before—”
“Before what?”
“Before I had to.”
“Had to?”
“Yeh; both of them. Bleedin’ all the time. Didn’t see nothing but red for ’leven months.”
“You!”
“Yeh; three years ago. Looked like Arizona on a stretcher for me.”\fn{ It was thought at one time that the Arizona
climate, being peculiarly dry and arrid, was just the right sort to inhibit the growth of Mycobacterium tuberculosis.}
“You—so big and strong and all!”
He smiled at her and his teeth flashed.
“Gad, little girl, if you got a right to be scared, whatta you think I had? I seen your card over at the clinic last
night, and you ain’t got no right to have that down-and-out look on you had this morning. If you think you got
something to be scared at you looka my old card at the clinic some day; they keep it for show. You oughtta seen
me the day I quit the shipping room, right over at the Titanic, too, and then see whether you got something to be
scared at.”
“You—you used to work there?”
“Six years.”
“I—I ain’t scared no more, Eddie; honest, I ain’t!”
“Gee, I should say not! They ain’t even sending you up to the farm.”
“No, no! They’re going to get me a job. A regular outdoor, on-the-level kind of a job. A grand old doc, with
whiskers! I ain’t a regular one,\fn{A badly infected patient.} Eddie; just the bottom of one lung don’t make a regular
one.”
“Well, I guess not, poor little missy. Well, I guess not.”
“Three months he said, Eddie. Three months of right livin’ like this, and air and all, and I’ll be as round as a
peach, he said. Said it hisself, without me asking—that’s how scared I was. Round as a peach!”
“You can’t beat that gang over there at the clinic, little missy. They took me out of the department when all the
spring water I knew about ran out of a keg. Even when they got me out on the farm—a grown-up guy like me—
for a week I thought the crow in the rooster was a sidewalk faker. You can’t beat that, little missy.”
“He’s a grand old man, with whiskers, that’s going to get me the job. Then in three months I—”
“Three months nothing! That gang won’t let you slip back after the three months. They took a extra shine to
me because I did the prize-pupil stunt; but they won’t let anybody slip back if they give ’em half a chance. When
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they got me sound again, did they ship me back to the shipping department in the sub-basement? Not much!
Looka me now, little missy! Clerk in their biggest display; in three months a raise to ninety dollars. Can you beat
it? Ninety dollars would send all the shipping clerks of the world off in a faint.”
“Gee, it—it’s swell!”
“And—”
“Look! Look!”
“Persimmons!” A golden mound of them lay at the base of a tree, piled up against the bole, bursting, brown.
“Persimmons! Here; taste one, little missy. They’re fine.”
“Eat ’em? "
“Sure!”
She bit into one gently; then with appetite.
“Mmmm! Good!”
“Want another?”
“M-m-m-my mouth! Ouch! My m-mouth!”
“Gee, you cute little thing, you! See, my mouth’s the same way too. Feels like a knot. Gee, you cute little
thing, you—all puckered up and all.”
And he must link her arm in his and crunch-crunch over the brittle leaves and up a hillside to a plateau of rock
overlooking the flaming country; and from the valley below, smoke from burning mounds of leaves wound in
spirals, its pungency drifting to them. ,
“See that tree there? It’s a oak. Look; from a little acorn like this it grew. See, this is a acorn, and in the start
that tree wasn’t no bigger than this little thing.”
“Quit your kiddin’!” But she smiled and her lips were parted sweetly; and always unformed tears would glaze
her eyes. .
“Here, sit here, little lady. Wait till I spread this newspaper out. Gee! Don’t I wish you didn’t have to go back
to the city by two o’clock, little lady! We could make a great day of it here, out in the country; lunch at a farm and
see the sun set and all. Some day of it we could make if—”
“I—I don’t have to go back, Eddie.”
His face expanded into his widest smile.
“Gee, that’s great! That’s just great!”
Silence.
“What you thinking of, little lady, sitting there so pretty and all?”
“N-nothing.”
“Nothing? Aww, surely something!”
A tear formed and zigzagged down her cheek.
“Nothing, honest; only I—I feel right happy.”
“That’s just how you oughtta feel, little lady.”
“In three months, if—aww, ain’t I the nut?”
“It’ll be a big Christmas, won’t it, little missy, for both of us? A big Christmas for both of us; you as sound and
round as a peach again, and me shooting up like a skyrocket on the pay roll.”
A laugh bubbled to her lips before the tear was dry.
“In three months I won’t be a T.B., not even a little bit.”
“Sh-h-h! On the farm we wasn’t allowed to say eventhat. We wasn’t supposed to even know what them letters
mean.”
“Don’t you know what they mean, Eddie?”
“Sure I do!” He leaned toward her and placed his hand lightly over hers.
“T.B.—True Blue—that’s what they mean, little lady.”
She could feel the veins in his palm throbbing.
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Helen turned it on very low so that nobody else in the house would know she was listening (she’d sworn
before them all never to listen again, because they had kidded her about it), and then as soon as she’d heard the
score she turned it off and sat staring at the back yard.
The score was five to two in favor of the Cubs and it was only the last half of the third inning with the Reds at
bat—who was batting? Lombardi? Lombardi was a good hitter, you couldn’t tell what they were going to do now
… of course the Reds would lose, they always lost, they did so many completely stupid things just when they got
you all excited about how good they were that you wanted to throw the radio out of the window. Who was batting
anyhow? She turned on the radio again, very softly, and listened, leaning forward in her rocker.
“Lombardi on second, Harry Craft at bat with one ball and two strikes—”
Lombardi on second! She leaned forward to listen.
“All right,” said the announcer, “Bill Lee is ready—”
And the black-eyed buxom girl rocked back and forth in the rocker before the radio. She was ready too, it was
evident, she was waiting for whatever was sure to come. She just had no faith at all in the Reds any more, they
lost yesterday and they’d lose today, they weren’t going to be leading the League for much longer … like what
happened yesterday, they were winning until the first of the ninth, then that Johnny Vander Meer let the bases get
full by walking so many, and Hartnett came in to pinch-hit and made a home run. and that was the end of your old
ball game. That was the way they always did—got you all worked up then betrayed you.
“—hits a long fly ball into right field—and he’s out!”
“Oh my God,” Helen said, and snapped the radio off. She went to the kitchen, got herself a glass of water, then
came back into the dining-room. She sat stiffly in her rocker, staring out at the back yard. She wouldn’t turn it on
for ten minutes, then she’d see what happened. Not that she expected anything good to happen.
But all the radios up and down Hutton Street were blaring forth the game, and before three minutes were up
she couldn[‘t resist, she switched it on.
“—and the Reds are out in front again! Now let me turn you over to Dick Bray who has a few words to say
about the Breakfast of Champions …”
She’d missed the best part—the score and everything. There was that Dick Bray talking away in his tenor
voice about Wheaties, the Breakfast of Champions—he wouldn’t tell it.
“Shut up about your Wheaties and tell us the score,” she said out loud. “We know all about your Wheaties, just
shut up and tell us something we want to know.”
But no, he just wouldn’t. Finally Red Barber\fn{ Aka Walter Lanier Barber (1908-1992), American baseball radio
broadcaster; member of the Baseball Hall of Fame (1978) .} came on to announce the first half of the fourth, and she found
out the Reds were leading six to five.
Well, that was better than nothing—she rocked away in her rocker. They’d lose it anyhow, though. They
always did something good then went ahead and lost it anyhow. They didn’t care how hard you rooted.
She’d certainly done her part—been here by her radio—since the opening game in spring, shouting at the
announcer, getting angry when the Reds fumbled, furious when the Giants or Cards or Phillies made a run.
Anyhow the Reds were leading the League, even if they wouldn’t win the pennant. It was the last of July,
everybody else on that street was sure they were going to be champions and play in the World Series, but she
laughed at that, you never could depend on them just when you thought they were so good. That was when they
always lost.
“Well, the Reds are out in front now with that one-run margin,” Red Barber said, “but we still have six-longinnings to go and—”
“Six long innings is true,” Helen said right back. “And don’t kid yourself that plenty can’t happen between
now and then.”
She sure did know, this was her second year listening and they sure made plenty of mistakes. Of course she
wanted them to win—tuned in even on Sunday when the club officials wouldn’t let the game be broadcast in
detail because it hurt attendance. She read the papers in front of the radio then—and waited for the pause in the
recorded music when Red Barber gave the runs, hits and errors.
Seven days out of the week she was here, but she didn’t care. People could just leave her alone to sit here, they
could mind their own business. Her mother never told her to go out and get a job or anything, but she knew that
was what they were all thinking and she didn’t care. Her brother Tom would make some remark to her, and she’d
tell him off. just let me alone, just go away and never speak to me.
She didn’t care if she never went out of the house again. She almost never did either, except to go downtown to
the library. She hated clothes, she hated getting all dressed up. She felt so conspicuous on the streetcar. Wearing
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those silly gloves.
They didn’t understand, nobody else had anything wrong with them. They didn’t have to wear silly gloves
when they went out. Tom thought he was smart and could do anything he wanted, go anywhere he wanted. He
was a boy seventeen, a year younger than she was—she’d wanted a sister anyhow.
Well, yesterday she’d told off her mother all right. Her mother had said,
“Why do’'t you ever go out any more? Why don’t you and some of your girl friends go to the movies?” She’d
told her mother then.
“Because of my hand, that’s why. Because I’m crippled,” she’d said right out.
Her mother had begun crying and Helen hadn’t even felt sorry.
“Now you know, so just stop crying. I’m not ever going anywhere again, so just don’t bother me. I’m not ever
going to go out and get all dressed up and wear those silly gloves again.”
They could all just leave her alone, she was happy. She was glad she was all through with high school- glad
she had no friends—glad she didn’t have anything to do but listen to the baseball game—glad she was crippled. If
anybody didn’t like it they could just not look at her, that was all. She knew she was ugly and they could just all
stay away.
Baseball was more interesting anyhow. She’d never seen a game but that didn’t matter, she didn’t want to. She
knew all the players, she read the papers and listened to all the sports broadcasts and she liked the players better.
than any people she knew. Paul Derringer was the best of them—he was tall and slender and always going out to
the night clubs so sometimes he couldn’t play the next day. She liked little Eddie Joost too—he was like a gradeschool boy, never failing to do something crazy like fumbling the ball when it was an easy play. Ernie Lombardi
supported a lot of his relatives out in California and she felt he played awfully serious—not like Frank
McCormick who was good-looking and so sure of himself.
Her mother asked once how could she know what a ball game looked like if she’d never seen one, and she’d
got mad and told her mother she didn’t want to know. But she knew all right—she could picture Harry Craft
“shifting his chaw of tobacco from the left side of his mouth to the right and stepping up to the plate” or Whitey
Moore “pounding his fist in the palm of his glove and glancing over at first.” Red Barber was a really good
announcer, he could say funny things about the players and make it all humorous. Of course he made a lot of
mistakes too, sometimes got so excited he forgot what he was saying, and you had to wait till he calmed down to
find out if it was a hit or an out.
Well, here we go into the first of the ninth, she thought. Cubs at bat. The Reds better watch out with their old
one-run lead—they always were leading up to the last inning just to throw the game away by making errors. Who
was batting anyhow?
“Quit talking about last inning and tell us who’s batting,” she said to Red Barber, and he answered by saying:
“Wham-bot It’s a hard bouncing ball down to Joost at third—and Joost fumbles! He makes the throw to first—
but too late!—and Wilson is tucked away there safely with—”
“Did you do those dishes?”
She turned scarlet and whirled around on her mother standing in the doorway.
“Let me alone!” Helen shouted. “Can’t you see I’m listening?”
“If you don’t do them I’ll do them,” her mother said. “They’ve been around here all afternoon and I’m sick of
seeing them.”
Her face was toward her mother but her plump body was bent eagerly toward the radio.
“Just tell me—” her mother began again, but Helen really turned on her then:
“Now you made me miss who was next at bat! Don’t bother me! I’ll do them! Just let me alone!”
It was a long fly ball—Craft would never catch it—going, back, back, the sun in his eyes—oh, he caught it!
She looked around then, and her mother was gone. The rest of the inning was nothing, a ground ball and a strikeout so the Reds won and they were lucky they did.
She turned the radio off and rocked away. She had to admit that she wanted them to win even if she didn’t
really believe in them—days they won she felt so good.
Her brother came into the room from outside.
“What’d they do today, lose?”
She felt her hand clench.
“Well, they almost did but they didn’t,” she said. “It was a crazy game—the Cubs got five runs in the third
inning, then the Reds got three more runs and it was six to five. So the Cubs couldn’t do anything till the first of
the ninth and Wilson got on first—that crazy Eddie Joost had a ground ball and he fumbled it. The next batter up
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hit a long fly and I thought Craft would never catch it—he had to go all the way back to the stands. So they won
all right—but I bet they’re still shaking in their boots!”
“That’s all right,” Tom said, “just so they won. It won’t be long till they have the pennant clinched, if they just
keep winning.”
“Well, they better do better than they’re doing if they’re going to beat out St. Louis,” Helen said. “All the
fumbles they’ve been making. Wait’ll the series next week when they meet the Cards. Johnny Mize made two
home runs yesterday.”
“That don’t mean anything,” Tom said. “How about Lombardi yesterday? He made a home run and a double.”
“Yes, he has to hit a home run or not get anything, he’s so slow! Red Barber said that double yesterday would
have been a triple if Bill Werber or Craft had hit it. The other team makes fumbles and everything and they still
get old Lombardi out.”
“How about Goodman?” Tom asked. “He made a triple yesterday.”
“Goodman!” she shouted. “Don’t talk to me about Goodman! Today when he came up to the plate in the first
the crowd was clapping and everything because of that triple and all he did was stand there while Bill Lee
whizzed three of them over and he went back to sit down. The crowd was so stunned it didn’t know what to say.
All Red Barber said was, ‘Well, that’s the way it goes’—Red Barber says such dumb things sometimes.”
She was feeling all warmed up, the way she always did whenever she talked about baseball. Her brother was
the only one in the family who really knew anything about it. He’d played on the Turkey Bottoms Blues when
he’d been in grade school, so she always liked to hear what he had to say. Sometimes she would even flatter him
by asking his opinion on something.
“I feel like going sometime,” Tom said. “I haven’t seen them play all this season.”
“It costs too much,” Helen said. “It costs a dollar and ten cents just for regular seats.”
She felt him looking at her intently, but she wouldn’t look back at him. She never did know what he was
thinking.
“Let’s get tickets and go to the World Series if the Reds win,” he said.
Helen’s hand clenched up tight and the color all drained out of her face. She couldn’t answer, maybe he was
making fun of her because she just sat here all day, she looked at one of the Gruber fox terriers smelling at
something in the back yard.
“I think Cokie Myers’ father can get me tickets, he works at the park,” Tom said. “Should we go if 1 can get
them?”
“You can’t get them,” she said loudly. “So just don’t bother me!”
“I can get them.”
“Just don’t bother me!” she said. “You can’t get them so just don’t even talk to me about it!”
“I tell you I can get them!” he said, getting mad too. “Will you go if 1 get them?” She jumped up from the
chair, her face white, her hair all mussed.
“Just leave me alone!” she shouted at him. “Just quit making fun of me and leave me alone!” And she went out
into the kitchen and turned on the hot water for the dishes.
*
At the supper table that night she got so mad, her mother and her brother were so optimistic about the Reds and
they didn’t know anything about it. When they said some of the things they did, she just couldn’t help but shout at
them. They always thought the Reds were going to win.
“They’re not going to win tomorrow,” she shouted. “They always lose on Friday. Joe Aston in the sports page
yesterday analyzed how many times they lost on Friday, and it turned out to be eight or ten times.”
“That doesn’t mean anything,” Tom said, breaking a piece of white bread and mopping up gravy with it.
“They’re in a winning streak now and they’re going to keep on going. I bet you they win tomorrow.”
She just got furious, she waved her hand and could hardly speak he made her so mad.
“Why? Why?” she demanded, leaning forward, her black eyes jumping out of her head, her hair flying all over.
“How can you say they’re going to win tomorrow?”
“Because of Derringer, that’s why.”
“Yeah, yeah, Derringer!” Helen stopped eating altogether and sat back in her chair. “Look what he did in his
last game—got knocked out of the box in the second inning by the Boston Bees! Derringer! Don’t talk to me
about Derringer!”
“Well, Derringer is good,” her mother put in innocently. “He’s a good pitcher,” she added. Helen turned on her
mother with a fixed expression of horror, her left hand clenched in close to her and her right thrown out as if to
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defend herself.
“Good pitcher! Yes! Good pitcher! He pitches good when he wants to, but that’s only about twice a month! I
know him!”
For five minutes there was silence while her mother and brother ate, but she could hardly eat anything, they
made her so mad. Then she turned on Tom suddenly when he was just about to put a forkful of peas into his
mouth and said:
“You should have heard the booing the crowd gave Joost today when he dropped that bunt! Boy!”
*
She liked to sit in the dark like this—the kitchen light was on but it didn’t shine on her rocker by the radio at
all. The Round the Town program had been a disappointment—Dick Bray and Red Barber hadn’t had time to do
anything but give their opinions on the Reds’ pennant chances, and she always knew what their opinions were,
they were so optimistic.
There was just dance music now and she didn’t feel like dialing around. She was tired, she’d been so keyed up
all day.. Sbe was glad her mother was upstairs lying down and her brother was out to Ray’s Place. Sometimes she
just didn’t want to be with anybody at all, she just wanted to be alone. She only felt natural when she was alone,
and they didn’t like her anyhow. She didn’t care, they could just leave her alone if they didn’t like her. Well, her
father would be down soon—she heard her mother up now, waking him.
“Come on, William, get up—it’s ten o’clock.”
She went out to the kitchen and poured herself a glass of milk. She began to feel better, thinking about the
day’s game—wait till her father heard what almost happened in the ninth inning!
“Hello, Helen,” he said—he was still sleep-dazed, she hardly felt he saw her out of his eyes. It was funny,
when he got up in the evening he seemed about a foot smaller than when he came home from work in the
morning. He was dressed in his blue work shirt buttoned at the collar and his brown whipcord pants. He was a
small man with a potbelly and arms too thin and long for his body. She always felt strange with him, maybe
because he looked so different—his face was altogether different from hers, he had a strong nose with a little bend
in it and small gray eyes under gray eyebrows. A kind of bony face. She looked like her mother—round like her
mother, with large dark eyes and full lips.
“Old Bucky Walters thought he was so good today!” she said as he went to the icebox and brought out a large
plate of sliced tomatoes and cucumbers and a bottle of beer. “He had to go and let the Cubs get three hits in the
first inning, and everybody thought the Reds were sunk.” He poured salt and pepper over the salad and opened the
beer.
“Yeah?” he said, sitting at the table.
“Then they got two more runs in the seoond, and we got two runs. That made it five to two. You should have
heard the crowd booing the umpire when he called Frey out at third in the fourth inning! That was when Werber
singled and it looked like we were going to get some runs. The umpire was the only guy who believed old Frey
was out. Roger Baker said it was the worst booing he’d heard in years.”
He drank the beer and wiped the foam off his mouth. He was always so quiet when he was sleepy—he only
really talked a lot when he came home tanked up from Ray’s Place in the afternoon.
“Well, who won?” he asked finally.
“Oh, we won,” Helen said, hating to tell him the end of the game first. “But it’s a wonder. Roger Baker almost
threw a fit when Joost fumbled in the ninth inning and the Cubs had Wilson on first. We were only leading by one
run—six to five. But then Goodman did something good for a change—he made a one-handed catch all the way
back to the stands with the sun in his eyes and, boy, the crowd really cheered then, I thought the radio was coming
apart. Then there was a ground ball and a strike-out and that was all. Oh I forgot to tell you, they put in Gene
Thompson to pitch in the eighth inning.”
“Gene Thompson?” he said. “I didn’t know he was playing with the Reds any more.”
“Sure he is. They always talk about trading him but they never do. He did pretty good too, except for that last
inning. If Goodman hadn’t been awake for a change Thompson would just have another loss on his record.”
She followed him out in the hall, where he put on his blue work coat.
“Tomorrow the Giants come to town, then we’ll see! Carl Hubbell is supposed to pitch—and after what he did
to the Reds last time they better be lying awake tonight thinking about it.”
She followed him back into the kitchen—he stuffed lots of kitchen matches into his pockets for his stogies. She
watched him, trying to think of something else to say, as he took out his gold pocket watch and noted the time.
She always felt desperate when he was leaving in the evening, she hadn’t told him half of what happened.
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“Ten forty,” he said. “Got to get down there.”
She followed him to the front door.
“Everybody’s so sure they’re going to win the pennant,” she said, “but I’m not so sure. If they can take two
games out of three from the Giants they’ll be all right.”
“Oh, they’ll win,” he said. “Good night.”
She watched him through the window, lighting a stogie on the front porch, and then she turned and went
upstairs. She didn’t feel tired now, she felt all excited again. But she thought she might as well go to bed anyhow,
there was nothing else to do.
*
She went right on through August with them, never missing a game, and she never gave them the benefit of the
doubt but they kept winning anyhow, she didn’t know how because they did so many things wrong. She still
wouldn’t believe they were going to be champions even when they were within two games of clinching it. They’ll
do something, she kept thinking, they always do. And besides Johnny Vander Meer has a sore arm and can’t pitch.
But then they took a game from Philadelphia and they were only one game away from the pennant and she was
so nervous the next day because they didn’t play, they were on their way back to Cincinnati to meet St. Louis, and
that was the hardest team of all—St. Louis had all the batters, Johnny Mize, Enos Slaughter, all of them.
She didn’t talk back to Red Barber very much during that St. Louis game, she just sat there, her heart high in
her chest, both her hands clenched, listening to every play.
It was the last half of the ninth and Frey was on second, the score was still nothing to nothing and she wasn’t
making a sound. Jimmy Ripple was coming up to the plate and Red Barber gave a long description of everything
he did—dusted his hands with dirt, picked up the bat, stepped over to the plate. She was leaning forward, her head
almost touching the radio, her teeth tight together, when suddenly the scream of the crowd hit her full in the face
—
“It’s a smashing line drive into left field and Frey is rounding third—”
He was scoring, he was scoring!
She couldn’t sit down, she jumped up and walked around the room, her mouth open, her eyes blazing, her hand
clutched in tight against her breast.
“—and the Cincinnati Reds are now—”
All of Hutton Street was screaming, Mrs. Must next door was screaming to her husband, Allen, who was out in
the back yard:
“Allen, Allen, they did it—”
She stood very still in the middle of the room, no longer hearing the radio, her body full and free, all her
doubts gone. Should I go up and wake him? she thought, but instead she ran out on the front porch where her
mother and Tom were sitting in the swing.
“They—“ she said, but they already knew, they were both standing up shouting something to Mr. Keager
across the street and here came Mrs. Gruber over from next door.
“What’s the matter?” Mrs. Gruber asked.
“The Reds just won the pennant,” Tom said.
“My God, I thought war was declared or something.”
Helen’s mother was beaming.
“Tom’s going to get tickets and take you,” she said.
“What?” Helen asked, looking from Tom to her mother.
“Tom’s getting tickets from Mr. Myers to one of the World Series games and he’s going to take you.”
She felt like crying—she hated them, they were always making fun of her.
“You leave me alone,” she said, the tears popping into her eyes. She began to scream:
“All of you just leave me alone, I’m happy the way I am so just leave me alone!” She ran off the porch around
to the back yard.
*
“I don’t care!” she said. “I’m not going!”
Tom had the tickets in his hand.
“You want me to tear them up,?” he asked. “Just say tear them up and I’ll do it right now.”
She didn’t know what to say—she knew why he’d gone and got them, just because she didn’t want him to. He
was always making fun of her, she listened to the game all the time and he thought she was silly. That’s why he’d
got the tickets, just to show her up.
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“You can go by yourself!” she shouted and ran out on the front porch.
She just wanted to get away, she hated them. But they were at her day and night, they acted as if they couldn’t
understand why she wouldn’t go. As if she wanted to get all dressed up and wear those silly gloves! Her mother
kept pounding away at her till she thought she’d go crazy.
“It would be so nice for the two of you to go out together once in a while,” her mother said, and that almost
made her burst a blood vessel.
“Nice!” she said. “Nice! Do you think I want to go out with him? He doesn;t like me and I know it! He can just
go out by himself whenever he wants to.”
“Why don’t you go with Tom?” her father said one evening while he was eating his snack. “He got those
tickets and now you won’t go with him.”
Somehow she never really got angry with her father, he didn’t talk at her like her mother did. But now she felt
so emotional she couldn’t answer him, and she left the room. They were all the same—none of them understood.
None of them would leave her be. They all had to keep picking on her.
The day before the game she found her mother pressing her blue dress.
“You can do all that you want,” Helen said, “but I’m not going!”
Her mother didn’t answer her—just went on pressing. And Helen sat down and watched her mother working,
wishing she’d argue.
“Tom doesn’t want to take me anyhow—he just did it because you made him.”
But still her mother didn’t answer and Helen got up and left the kitchen.
*
The sun wasn’t even up—she looked at the alarm clock beside her bed. Five twenty. And then she
remembered, this was the day! Today we’ll see, she thought. Today we’ll know whether they’re any good or not.
Derringer was going to pitch—she wished it were Bucky Walters. Derringer was more brilliant sometimes, but
Bucky could really be depended on more.
She wondered if Tom would try to make her go—well, she wasn’t going, he could put that in his pipe and
smoke it. All of them could try to make her go but she wouldn’t.
She couldn’t stay in bed, she was too excited, she’d never been so excited about anything in her life before.
She got up and dressed and went downstairs. There were some peaches in the icebox so she ate them and drank a
glass of milk. Then she went out on the front porch and Hutton Street looked so strange, the air smelled good and
the street was quiet, deserted. Just Mr. Timpkins’ car parked down the street and none of the kids who were
always around. Wait a minute—here came Mr. Kobble up the street. She dashed back into the house, she didn’t
want him to see her.
At eleven she was sitting on the front porch reading the Ladies’ Home Journal but not really getting anything
out of the story because she was so excited, when Tom came out. She wouldn’t look up at him but he came over to
her anyhow.
“You better get dressed,” he said.
She still didn’t look at him, there was a strange feeling in her chest. She surprised herself when she jumped up.
“All right then, I will.” And she went into the house and up the stairs.
When she was all dressed she stared at herself in the mirror. I don’t look so fat when I’m fixed up, she thought.
She wore her blue dress with the little white collar, and on her head was the hat she’d got last spring—a white hat
that sat back from her face and had a black bow on it. She hadn’t been out for three months—she’d almost
forgotten how neat and clean it felt to be all dressed up with her girdle on and everything.
“You can wear your new gloves,” her mother said when she arrived down in the kitchen.
And she didn’t get mad, she just took the gloves from her mother and started working the left one on. She had
a hard time, the hand always persisted in clenching up hard whenever she wanted to do anything with it, but
finally she got it and then worked the right one on by using the edge of the kitchen table. Tom and her mother did
not watch her. Tom was looking out of the back door and her mother was washing a skillet at the sink.
She wished her mother wouldn’t come out on the porch with them, but she didn’t say anything. She felt so
strange all dressed up, she just knew that people were staring out of their windows at her as she came down off
the porch steps behind Tom—for a moment she almost decided to dash back into the house but then they were on
their way, going past Mrs. Must’s. Tom turned once at the top of the street and waved to his mother, but she didn’t
want to even look at that house, besides it was silly.
They climbed the footbridge over the railroad tracks and then they were standing side by side at the car stop on
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Eastern Avenue. She couldn’t resist glancing at Tom as they stood there—he did look handsome in his brown suit
and his tie. She got car tickets out of her handbag.
“Here, drop these,” she said, as the trolley came swaying toward them from the end of the line. And then they
were on the car, bumping against each other as they sat on the straw seat.
*
Part of a swarm, she moved forward toward the high wall that was the ball park, Tom somewhere behind her,
but she didn’t look around. She felt that life had caught her and was dragging her along toward something she
must know … something so inevitable she could not escape now even if she struggled. She was carried in through
a doorway cut in the green wall, Tom was handing the tickets, then they were free again, going up the ramp into
the grandstand. And suddenly she thought: is this the day I’ve been waiting for for two years? The struggle she
had put up against coming certainly did seem ridiculous now that she was here—nobody noticed her, they all just
rushed along, nobody stopped and laughed at her and stared at her gloved hands.
They were following an usher down to their seats and she was so busy watching her step she didn’t get a good
look at the field till she sat down—and then she looked, and she could not believe it.
It was little!
It was a dozen times smaller than she’d expected—she looked at the center field wall over which Lombardi
had hit so many home runs and it did not seem any distance at all. She looked at the diamond itself—the distance
between the bases was so short. And she had not known about the signs out there surrounding the outfiefd—signs
advertising insurance, loans, suits of clothes, ham. They made everything so commercial.
Tom bought two bottles of Coke.
“Did they really charge you fifteen cents each for these?” she asked. Everywhere were men in white suits
selling things to the crowd—popcorn, Cracker-Jacks, score cards, souvenir pins. Red Barber had never mentioned
all of this.
But the players didn’t have anything to do with it, she thought. These were just a lot of people trying to make.
Well, it wouldn’t be long now, the groundkeepers were smoothing out the infield. She watched them, trying to feel
the excitement she always had at home just before the game, but she couldn’t—two men on her left were
discussing Florida and in front of her a Spanish-looking fellow was pressing kisses on the cheek of a little blonde.
Wasn’t anybody interested in the game?
“Where’s the broadcasting booth?” she asked Tom.
“It’s up above us, you can’t see it,” he said. “But look down there, there’s Dick Bray interviewing people.”
“Fans in the Stands,”she said—but Dick Bray was lost in a knot of people, she couldn’t see him.
Then the band was playing—The Star-Spangled Banner—and everyone was standing. Why did she always feel
so silly standing—feeling everyone would look at her?
“There’s the Reds!” Tom said, nudging her.
She started, she strained toward them, even bending forward a little. They came stringing out on the field from
their dugout, tiny loping men, each one like the other way down there—and she didn’t know them!
She didn’t know a single one of them.
Had she been foolish enough to think they would be bigger than life, that she could actually see and know each
one? They were all alike in their white suits with the big numbers on the back—just miniature men, who seemed
to have nothing to do with her or the rest of the crowd.
And here came Derringer out to the mound—but it was not really Derringer at all, Derringer was taller than
Gary Cooper, Derringer was nonchalant, masterful, and this was just a tiny man in a white suit.
The game was starting—Derringer threw to Wilson. But she couldn’t see the ball. She realized, as the first
inning progressed and Detroit had men on base, that the game itself was just like the park—it was all in miniature,
it wasn’t like the game she’d imagined at all. They were just a lot of little men down there standing around, and
she didn’t know any of them. Even when the ball was hit nobody seemed to do very much—one man out in the
field ran around a little and then there was someone on first or second, Derringer had the ball again and was
throwing to the plate.
Detroit was making runs but she didn’t care—she didn’t know any of those men, she didn’t care what they did.
The crowd was screaming because Detroit was scoring again but she felt disgusted—she felt unclean. It isn’t mine
at all, she thought, it belongs to everybody and it isn’t anything.
*
It was the second inning but she wasn’t even watching any longer, she wasn’t even trying to identify the
players … she could not even look at them, she studied the ads on her score card. Her stomach was swimming in
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her, she felt she would drown if she had to stay the whole game, her head was bursting. Just to get out of here, to
run away from here she didn’t care where ….
“Tom,” she said, but he didn’t hear her, he was shouting something down at the players.
She stood up and someone behind her pushed her shoulder and said, “Sit down!” but she kept on going,
stumbling over people, rushing to the aisle.
When she got to the exit Tom was beside her.
“You going?” he asked.
She didn’t answer, she walked on.
“You can’t leave now—”
She saw the sign LADIES REST ROOM, and she rushed toward it, not even looking around at him. Nobody
inside at all, that was good. She slumped down in an armchair, it was over. The crowd was screaming out there
but she didn’t care—she didn’t care whether the Reds won or lost.
And suddenly she saw herself as she had been—in that sloppy house dress, sitting by the radio for two years. It
was a dream, she thought, it wasn’t real. I made it all up myself. There is no such person as Paul Derringer, Bucky
Walters and Lonnie Frey and Bill Werber—they are all just people I made up. No one has ever seen them but me.
I have just told lies, that’s all, she thought. I lied to myself every day of the week. It’s all really a silly game,
with nothing important happening in it, but I made it the most important thing in the world. I acted as if they were
playing just for me, and here they were playing for everybody.
They would not know me if they saw me, and I did not know them.
Really it was just a silly dream.
Thinking this she began to feel better. She’d been sick, that was it. And after you’d been sick for two years you
wanted to wash yourself clean and never be sick again.
These silly gloves, she said to herself, working off the left-hand one, these silly gloves that I’ve been wearing
all my life. She had to use her mouth to pull off the other. Then she pushed up her sleeves and began. She washed
her crippled hand last and most thoroughly.
Finished, she dried with a paper towel.
So it was all over. It wasn’t real and I don’t want it. Now I will just have to change, that’s all. I will have to be
someone different.
She picked up her handbag and started to reach for the gloves, then turned quickly and hurried to the door.
148.12 Recitatif\fn{by Toni Morrison (1931- )} Lorain, Lorain County, Ohio, U.S.A. (F) 9
My mother danced all night and Roberta’s was sick. That’s why we were taken to St. Bonny’s. People want to
put their arms around you when you tell them you were in a shelter, but it really wasn’t bad. No big long room
with one hundred beds like Bellevue. There were four to a room, and when Roberta and me came, there was a
shortage of state kids, so we were the only ones assigned to 406 and could go from bed to bed if we wanted to.
And we wanted to, too. We changed beds every night and for the whole four months we were there we never
picked one out as our own permanent bed.
It didn't start out that way. The minute I walked in and the Big Bozo introduced us, I got sick to my stomach. It
was one thing to be taken out of your own bed early in the morning—it was something else to be stuck in a
strange place with a girl from a whole other race. And Mary, that’s my mother, she was right. Every now and then
she would stop dancing long enough to tell me something important and one of the things she said was that they
never washed their hair and they smelled funny. Roberta sure did. Smell funny, I mean. So when the Big Bozo
(nobody ever called her Mrs. Itkin, just like nobody ever said St. Bonaventure)—when she said, “Twyla, this is
Roberta. Roberta, this is Twyla. Make each other welcome,” I said,
“My mother won’t like you putting me in here.”
“Good,” said Bozo. “Maybe then she’ll come and take you home.”
How’s that for mean? If Roberta had laughed I would have killed her, but she didn’t. She just walked over to
the window and stood with her back to us.
“Turn around,” said Bozo. “Don’t be rude. Now Twyla. Roberta. When you hear a loud buzzer, that’s the call
for dinner. Come down to the first floor. Any fights and no movie.” And then, just to make sure we knew what we
would be missing:
“The Wizard of Oz.”
Roberta must have thought I meant that my mother would be mad about my being put in the shelter. Not about
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rooming with her, because as soon as Bozo left she came over to me and said,
“Is your mother sick too?”
“No,” I said. “She just likes to dance all night”
“Oh.” She nodded her head and I liked the way she understood things so fast. So for the moment it didn’t
matter that we looked like salt and pepper standing there and that’s what the other kids called us sometimes. We
were eight years old and got F’s all the time. Me because I couldn’t remember what I read or what the teacher
said. And Roberta because she couldn’t read at all and didn’t even listen to the teacher. She wasn’t good at
anything except jacks, at which she was a killer: pow scoop pow scoop pow scoop.
We didn’t like each other all that much at first, but nobody else wanted to play with us because we weren’t real
orphans with beautiful dead parents in the sky. We were dumped. Even the New York City Puerto Ricans and the
upstate Indians ignored us. All kinds of kids were in there, black ones, white ones, even two Koreans. The food
was good, though. At least I thought so. Roberta hated it and left whole pieces of things on her plate: Spam,
Salisbury steak—even Jell-O with fruit cocktail in it, and she didn’t care if I ate what she wouldn’t. Maryls idea of
supper was popcorn and a can of Yoo-Hoo. Hot mashed potatoes and two weenies was like Thanksgiving for me.
It really wasn’t bad, St. Bonny’s. The big girls on the second floor pushed us around now and then. But that
was all. They wore lipstick and eyebrow pencil and wobbled their knees while they watched TV. Fifteen, sixteen,
even, some of them were. They were put-out girls, scared runaways most of them. Poor little girls who fought
their uncles off but looked tough to us, and mean. God, did they look mean. The staff tried to keep them separate
from the younger children, but sometimes they caught us watching them in the orchard where they played radios
and danced with each other. They’d light out after us and pull our hair or twist our arms. We were scared of them,
Roberta and me, but neither of us wanted the other one to know it. So we got a good list of dirty names we could
shout back when we ran from them through the orchard. I used to dream a lot and almost always the orchard was
there. Two acres, four maybe, of these little apple trees. Hundreds of them. Empty and crooked like beggar
women when I first came to St. Bonny’s but fat with flowers when I left. I don’t know why I dreamt about that
orchard so much. Nothing really happened there. Nothing all that important, I mean. Just the big girls dancing and
playing the radio. Roberta and me watching.
Maggie fell down there once. The kitchen woman with legs like parentheses. And the big girls laughed at her.
We should have helped her up, I know, but we were scared of those girls with lipstick and eyebrow pencil.
Maggie couldn’t talk. The kids said she had her tongue cut out, but I think she was just born that way: mute. She
was old and sandy-colored and she worked in the kitchen. I don’t know if she was nice or not. I just remember her
legs like parentheses and how she rocked when she walked. She worked from early in the morning till two
o’clock, and if she was late, if she had too much cleaning and didn’t get out till two-fifteen or so, she’d cut
through the orchard so she wouldn’t miss her bus and have to wait another hour. She wore this really stupid little
hat—a kid’s hat with ear flaps—and she wasn’t much taller than we were. A really awful little hat. Even for a
mute, it was dumb—dressing like a kid and never saying anything at all.
“But what about if somebody tries to kill her?” I used to wonder about that. “Or what if she wants to cry? Can
she cry?”
“Sure,” Roberta said. “But just tears. No sounds come out:”
“She can’t scream?”
“Nope. Nothing.”
“Can she hear?”
“I guess.”
“Let’s call her,” I said. And we did.
“Dummy! Dummy!” She never turned her head.
“Bow legs! Bow legs!”
Nothing. She just rocked on, the chin straps of her baby-boy hat swaying from side to side. I think we were
wrong. I think she could hear and didn’t let on. And it shames me even now to think there was somebody in there
after all who heard us call her those names and couldn’t tell on us.
We got along all right, Roberta and me. Changed beds every night, got F’s in civics and communication skills
and gym. The Bozo was disappointed in us, she said. Out of 130 of us state cases, 90 were under twelve. Almost
all were real orphans with beautiful dead parents in the sky. We were the only ones dumped and the only ones
with F’s in three classes including gym. So we got along—what with her leaving whole pieces of things on her
plate and being nice about not asking questions.
I think it was the day before Maggie fell down that we found out our mothers were coming to visit us on the
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same Sunday. We had been at the shelter twenty-eight days (Roberta twenty-eight and a half) and this was their
first visit with us. Our mothers would come at ten o’clock in time for chapel, then lunch with us in the teachers’
lounge. I thought if my dancing mother met her sick mother it might be good for her. And Roberta thought her
sick mother would get a big bang out of a dancing one. We got excited about it and curled each other’s hair. After
breakfast we sat on the bed watching the road from the window. Roberta’s socks were still wet. She washed them
the night before and put them on the radiator to dry. They hadn’t, but she put them on anyway because their tops
were so pretty—scalloped in pink. Each of us had a purple construction-paper basket that we had made in craft
class. Mine had a yellow crayon rabbit on it. Roberta’s had eggs with wiggly lines of color. Inside were
cellophane grass and just the jelly beans because I’d eaten the two marshmallow eggs they gave us. The Big Bozo
came herself to get us. Smiling she told us we looked very nice and to come downstairs. We were so surprised by
the smile we’d never seen before, neither of us moved.
“Don’t you want to see your mommies?”
I stood up first and spilled the jelly beans all over the floor. Bozo’s smile disappeared while we scrambled to
get the candy up off the floor and put it back in the grass.
She escorted us downstairs to the first floor, where the other girls were lining up to file into the chapel. A
bunch of grown-ups stood to one side. Viewers mostly. The old biddies who wanted servants and the fags who
wanted company looking for children they might want to adopt. Once in a while a grandmother. Almost never
anybody young or anybody whose face wouldn’t scare you in the night. Because if any of the real orphans had
young relatives they wouldn’t be real orphans.
I saw Mary right away. She had on those green slacks I hated and hated even more now because didn’t she
know we were going to chapel? And that fur jacket with the pocket linings so ripped she had to pull to get her
hands out of them. But her face was pretty—like always—and she smiled and waved like she was the little girl
looking for her mother, not me.
I walked slowly, trying not to drop the jelly beans and hoping the paper handle would hold. I had to use my last
Chiclet\fn{Chewing-gum.} because by the time I finished cutting everything out, all the Elmer’s\fn{ Elmer’s glue.} was
gone. I am left-handed and the scissors never worked for me. It didn’t matter, though; I might just as well have
chewed the gum. Mary dropped to her knees and grabbed me, mashing the basket, the jelly beans, and the grass
into her ratty fur jacket.
“Twyla, baby. Twyla, baby!”
I could have killed her. Already I heard the big girls in the orchard the next time saying, “Twyyyyyla, baby!”
But I couldn’t stay mad at Mary while she was smiling and hugging me and smelling of Lady Esther dusting
powder. I wanted to stay buried in her fur all day.
To tell the truth I forgot about Roberta. Mary and I got in line for the traipse into chapel and I was feeling
proud because she looked so beautiful even in those ugly green slacks that made her behind stick out. A pretty
mother on earth is better than a beautiful dead one in the sky even if she did leave you all alone to go dancing.
I felt a tap on my shoulder, turned, and saw Roberta smiling. I smiled back, but not too much lest somebody
think this visit was the biggest thing that ever happened in my life. Then Roberta said,
“Mother, I want you to meet my roommate, Twyla. And that’s Twyla’s mother:”
I looked up it seemed for miles. She was big. Bigger than any man and on her chest was the biggest cross I’d
ever seen. I swear it was six inches long each way. And in the crook of her arm was the biggest Bible ever made.
Mary, simpleminded as ever, grinned and tried to yank her hand out of the pocket with the raggedy lining—to
shake hands, I guess. Roberta’s mother looked down at me and then looked down at Mary too. She didn’t say
anything, just grabbed Roberta with her Bible-free hand and stepped out of line, walking quickly to the rear of it.
Mary was still grinning because she’s not too swift when it comes to what’s really going on. Then this light bulb
goes off in her head and she says “That bitch!” really loud and us almost in the chapel now. Organ music whining;
the Bonny Angels singing sweetly.
Everybody in the world turned around to look. And Mary would have kept it up—kept calling names if I
hadn’t squeezed her hands as hard as I could. That helped a little, but she still twitched and crossed and uncrossed
her legs all through service. Even groaned a couple of times. Why did I think she would come there and act right?
Slacks. No hat like the grandmothers and viewers, and groaning all the while. When we stood for hymns she kept
her mouth shut. Wouldn’t even look at the words on the page. She actually reached in her purse for a mirror to
check her lipstick. All I could think of was that she really needed to be killed. The sermon lasted a year, and I
knew the real orphans were looking smug again.
We were supposed to have lunch in the teachers’ lounge, but Mary didn’t bring anything, so we picked fur and
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cellophane grass off the mashed jelly beans and ate them. I could have killed her. I sneaked a look at Roberta. Her
mother had brought chicken legs and ham sandwiches and oranges and a whole box of chocolate-covered
grahams. Roberta drank milk from a thermos while her mother read the Bible to her.
Things are not right. The wrong food is always with the wrong people. Maybe that’s why I got into waitress
work later—to match up the right people with the right food. Roberta just let those chicken legs sit there, but she
did bring a stack of grahams up to me later when the visit was over. I think she was sorry that her mother would
not shake my mother’s hand. And I liked that and I liked the fact that she didn’t say a word about Mary groaning
all the way through the service and not bringing any lunch.
Roberta left in May when the apple trees were heavy and white. On her last day we went to the orchard to
watch the big girls smoke and dance by the radio. It didn’t matter that they said, “Twyyyyyla, baby.” We sat on
the ground and breathed. Lady Esther. Apple blossoms. I still go soft when I smell one or the other. Roberta was
going home. The big cross and the big Bible was coming to get her and she seemed sort of glad and sort of not. I
thought I would die in that room of four beds without her and I knew Bozo had plans to move some other dumped
kid in there with me. Roberta promised to write every day, which was really sweet of her because she couldn’t
read a lick so how could she write anybody? I would have drawn pictures and sent them to her but she never gave
me her address. Little by little she faded. Her wet socks with the pink scalloped tops and her big serious-looking
eyes—that’s all I could catch when I tried to bring her to mind.
*
I was working behind the counter at the Howard Johnson’s on the Thruway just before the Kingston exit. Not a
bad job. Kind of a long ride from Newburgh, but okay once I got there. Mine was the second night shift, eleven to
seven. Very light until a Greyhound checked in for breakfast around six-thirty. At that hour the sun was all the
way clear of the hills behind the restaurant. The place looked better at night—more like shelter—but I loved it
when the sun broke in, even if it did show all the cracks in the vinyl and the speckled floor looked dirty no matter
what the mop boy did.
It was August and a bus crowd was just unloading. They would stand around a long while: going to the john,
and looking at gifts and junk-for-sale machines, reluctant to sit down so soon. Even to eat. I was trying to fill the
coffee pots and get them all situated on the electric burners when I saw her. She was sitting in a booth smoking a
cigarette with two guys smothered in head and facial hair. Her own hair was so big and wild I could hardly see her
face. But the eyes. I would know them anywhere. She had on a powder-blue halter and shorts outfit and earrings
the size of bracelets. Talk about lipstick and eyebrow pencil. She made the big girls look like nuns. I couldn’t get
off the counter until seven o’clock but I kept watching the booth in case they got up to leave before that. My
replacement was on time for a change, so I counted and stacked my receipts as fast as I could and signed off. I
walked over to the booth, smiling and wondering if she would remember me. Or even if she wanted to remember
me. Maybe she didn’t want to be reminded of St. Bonny’s or to have anybody know she was ever there. I know I
never talked about it to anybody. I put my hands in my apron pockets and leaned against the back of the booth
facing them.
“Roberta? Roberta Fisk?” She looked up.
“Yeah?”
“Twyla.” She squinted for a second and then said,
“Wow.”
“Remember me?”
“Sure. Hey. Wow.”
“It’s been a while,” I said, and gave a smile to the two hairy guys.
“Yeah. Wow. You work here?”
“Yeah,” I said. “I live in Newburgh.”
“Newburgh? No kidding?”
She laughed then, a private laugh that included the guys but only the guys, and they laughed with her. What
could I do but laugh too and wonder why I was standing there with my knees showing out from under that
uniform. Without looking I could see the blue-and-white triangle on my head, my hair shapeless in a net, my
ankles thick in white oxfords. Nothing could have been less sheer than my stockings. There was this silence that
came down right after I laughed. A silence it was her turn to fill up. With introductions, maybe, to her boyfriends
or an invitation to sit down and have a Coke. Instead she lit a cigarette off the one she’d just finished and said,
“We’re on our way to the Coast. He’s got an appointment with Hendrix.” She gestured casually toward the boy
next to her.
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“Hendrix? Fantastic,” I said. “Really fantastic. What’s she doing now?”
Roberta coughed on her cigarette and the two guys rolled their eyes up at the ceiling.
“Hendrix. Jimi Hendrix, asshole. He’s only the biggest—Oh, wow. Forget it.” I was dismissed without anyone
saying good-bye, so I thought I would do it for her.
“How’s your mother?” I asked.
Her grin cracked her whole face. She swallowed.
“Fine,” she said. “How’s yours.”
“Pretty as a picture,” I said and turned away. The backs of my knees were damp. Howard Johnson’s really was
a dump in the sunlight.
*
James is as comfortable as a house slipper. He liked my cooking and I liked his big loud family. They have
lived in Newburgh all of their lives and talk about it the way people do who have always known a home. His
grandmother has a porch swing older than his father and when they talk about streets and avenues and buildings
they call them names they no longer have. They still call the A&P Rico’s because it stands on property once a
mom-and-pop store owned by Mr. Rico. And they call the new community college Town Hall because it once
was. My mother-in-law puts up jelly and cucumbers and buys butter wrapped in cloth from a dairy. James and his
father talk about fishing and baseball and I can see them all together on the Hudson in a raggedy skiff. Half the
population of Newburgh is on welfare now, but to my husband’s family it was still some upstate paradise of a time
long past. A time of ice houses and vegetable wagons, coal furnaces and children weeding gardens. When our son
was born my mother-in-law gave me the crib blanket that had been hers.
But the town they remembered had changed. Something quick was in the air. Magnificent old houses, so
ruined they had become shelter for squatters and rent risks, were bought and renovated. Smart IBM people moved
out of their suburbs back into the city and put shutters up and herb gardens in their backyards. A brochure came in
the mail announcing the opening of a Food Emporium. Gourmet food, it said—and listed items the rich IBM
crowd would want. It was located in a new mall at the edge of town and I drove out to shop there one day—just to
see. It was late in June. After the tulips were gone and the Queen Elizabeth roses were open everywhere. I trailed
my cart along the aisle tossing in smoked oysters and Robert’s sauce and things I knew would sit in my cupboard
for years. Only when I found some Klondike ice cream bars did I feel less guilty about spending James’s
fireman’s salary so foolishly. My father-in-law ate them with the same gusto little Joseph did. Waiting in the
checkout line I heard a voice say,
“Twyla!”
The classical music piped over the aisles had affected me and the woman leaning toward me was dressed to
kill. Diamonds on her hand, a smart white summer dress.
“I’m Mrs. Benson;” I said.
“Ho. Ho. The Big Bozo,” she sang.
For a split second I didn’t know what she was talking about. She had a bunch of asparagus and two cartons of
fancy water.
“Roberta!”
“Right.”
“For heaven’s sake. Roberta.”
“You look great,” she said.
“So do you. Where are you? Here? In Newburgh?”
“Yes. Over in Annandale.” I was opening my mouth to say more when the cashier called my attention to her
empty counter.
“Meet you outside.” Roberta pointed her finger and went into the express line. I placed the groceries and kept
myself from glancing around to check Roberta’s progress. I remembered Howard Johnson’s and looking for a
chance to speak only to be greeted with a stingy “Wow.” But she was waiting for me and her huge hair was sleek
now, smooth around a small, nicely shaped head. Shoes, dress, everything lovely and summery and rich. I was
dying to know what happened to her, how she got from Jimi Hendrix to Annandale, a neighborhood full of
doctors and IBM executives.
Easy, I thought. Everything is so easy for them. They think they own the world.
“How long,” I asked her. “How long have you been here?”
“A year. I got married to a man who lives here. And you, you’re married too, right? Benson, you said.”
“Yeah. James Benson.”
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“And is he nice?”
“Oh, is he nice?”
“Well, is he?” Roberta’s eyes were steady as though she really meant the question and wanted an answer.
“He’s wonderful, Roberta. Wonderful.”
“So you’re happy.”
“Very.”
“That’s good,” she said and nodded her head. “I always hoped you’d be happy. Any kids? I know you have
kids.”
“One. A boy. How about you?”
“Four.”
“Four?” She laughed. “Step kids. He’s a widower.”
“Oh.”
“Got a minute? Let’s have a coffee.”
I thought about the Klondikes melting and the inconvenience of going all the way to my car and putting the
bags in the trunk. Served me right for buying all that stuff I didn’t need. Roberta was ahead of me.
“Put them in my car. It’s right here.” And then I saw the dark blue limousine.
“You married a Chinaman?”
“No.” She laughed. “He’s the driver.”
“Oh, my. If the Big Bozo could see you now.”
We both giggled. Really giggled. Suddenly, in just a pulse beat, twenty years disappeared and all of it came
rushing back. The big girls (whom we called gargirls—Roberta’s misheard word for the evil stone faces described
in a civics class) there dancing in the orchard, the ploppy mashed potatoes, the double weenies, the Spam with
pineapple. We went into the coffee shop holding on to one another and I tried to thInk why we were glad to see
each other this time and not before. Once, twelve years ago, we passed like strangers. A black girl and a white girl
meeting in a Howard Johnson’s on the road and having nothing to say. One in a blue-and-white triangle waitress
hat, the other on her way to see Hendrix. Now we were behaving like sisters separated for much too long. Those
four short months were nothing in time. Maybe it was the thing itself. Just being there, together. Two little girls
who knew what nobody else in the world knew—how not to ask questions. How to believe what had to be
believed. There was politeness in that reluctance and generosity as well. Is your mother sick too? No, she dances
all night. Oh—and an understanding nod.
We sat ina booth by the window and fell into recollection like veterans.
“Did you ever learn to read?”
“Watch.” She picked up the menu. “Special of the day. Cream of corn soup. Entrees. Two dots and a wriggly
line. Quiche. Chef salad, scallops …” I was laughing and applauding when the waitress came up.
“Remember the Easter baskets?”
“And how we tried to introduce them?”
“Your mother with that cross like two telephone poles.”
“And yours with those tight slacks.”
We laughed so loudly heads turned and made the laughter hard to suppress.
“What happened to the Jimi Hendrix date?” Roberta made a blow-out sound with her lips.
“When he died I thought about you.”
“Oh, you heard about him finally?”
“Finally. Come on. I was a small-town country waitress.”
“And I was a small-town country dropout. God, were we wild. I still don’t know how I got out of there alive.”
“But you did.”
“I did. I really did. Now I’m Mrs. Kenneth Norton.”
“Sounds like a mouthful.”
“It is.”
“Servants and all?” Roberta held up two fingers.
“Ow! What does he do?”
“Computers and stuff. What do I know?”
“I don’t remember a hell of a lot from those days, but Lord, St. Bonny’s is as clear as daylight. Remember
Maggie? The day she fell down and those gargirls laughed at her?” Roberta looked up from her salad and stared at
me.
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“Maggie didn’t fall,” she said.
“Yes, she did. You remember.”
“No, Twyla. They knocked her down. Those girls pushed her down and tore her clothes. In the orchard.”
“I don’t—that’s not what happened.”
“Sure it is. In the orchard. Remember how scared we were?”
“Wait a minute. I don’t remember any of that.”
“And Bozo was fired.”
“You’re crazy. She was there when I left. You left before me.”
“I went back. You weren’t there when they fired Bozo.”
“What?”
“Twice. Once for a year when I was about ten, another for two months when I was fourteen. That’s when I ran
away.”
“You ran away from St. Bonny’s?”
“I had to. What do you want? Me dancing in that orchard?”
“Are you sure about Maggie?”
“Of course I’m sure. You’ve blocked it, Twyla. It happened. Those girls had behavior problems, you know.”
“Didn’t they, though. But why can’t I remember the Maggie thing?”
“Believe me.lt happened. And we were there.”
“Who did you room with when you went back?” I asked her as if I would know her. The Maggie thing was
troubling me.
“Creeps. They tickled themselves in the night.”
My ears were itching and I wanted to go home suddenly. This was all very well but she couldn’t just comb her
hair, wash her face, and pretend everything was hunky-dory. After the Howard Johnson’s snub. And no apology.
Nothing.
“Were you on dope or what that time at Howard Johnson’s?” I tried to make my voice sound friendlier than I
felt.
“Maybe, a little. I never did drugs much. Why?”
“I don’t know, you acted sort of like you didn’t want to know me then.”
“Oh, Twyla, you know how it was in those days: black-white. You know how everything was.”
But I didn’t know. I thought it was just the opposite. Busloads of blacks and whites came into Howard
Johnson’s together. They roamed together then: students, musicians, lovers, protesters. You got to see everything
at Howard Johnson’s, and blacks were very friendly with whites in those days. But sitting there with nothing on
my plate but two hard tomato wedges wondering about the melting Klondikes it seemed childish remembering the
slight. We went to her car and, with the help of the driver, got my stuff into my station wagon.
“We’ll keep in touch this time,” she said.
“Sure,” I said. “Sure. Give me a call.”
“I will,” she said, and then, just as I was sliding behind the wheel, she leaned into the window.
“By the way. Your mother. Did she ever stop dancing?” I shook my head.
“No. Never.” Roberta nodded.
“And yours? Did she ever get well?” She smiled a tiny sad smile.
“No. She never did. Look, call me, okay?”
“Okay,” I said, but I knew I wouldn’t. Roberta had messed up my past somehow with that business about
Maggie. I wouldn’t forget a thing like that. Would I?
*
Strife came to us that fall. At least that’s what the paper called it. Strife. Racial strife. The word made me think
of a bird—a big shrieking bird out of 1,000,000,000 B.C. Flapping its wings and cawing. Its eye with no lid
always bearing down on you. All day it screeched and at night it slept on the rooftops. It woke you in the morning,
and from the Today show to the eleven o’clock news it kept you an awful company. I couldn’t figure it out from
one day to the next. I knew I was supposed to feel something strong, but I didn’t know what, and James wasn’t
any help. Joseph was on the list of kids to be transferred from the junior high school to another one at some farout-of-the-way place and I thought it was a good thing until I heard it was a bad thing. I mean I didn’t know. All
the schools seemed dumps to me, and the fact that one was nicer looking didn’t hold much weight. But the papers
were full of it and then the kids began to get jumpy. In August, mind you. Schools weren’t even open yet. I
thought Joseph might be frightened to go over there, but he didn’t seem scared so I forgot about it, until I found
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myself driving along Hudson Street out there by the school they were trying to integrate and saw a line of women
marching. And who do you suppose was in line, big as life, holding a sign in front of her bigger than her mother’s
cross? MOTHERS HAVE RIGHTS TOO! it said.
I drove on and then changed my mind. I circled the block, slowed down, and honked my horn.
Roberta looked over and when she saw me she waved.
I didn’t wave back, but I didn’t move either. She handed her sign to another woman and came over to where I
was parked.
“Hi.!
“What are you doing?”
“Picketing. What’s it look like?”
“What for?”
“What do you mean, ‘What for?’ They want to take my kids and send them out of the neighborhood. They
don’t want to go.”
“So what if they go to another school? My boy’s being bussed too, and I don’t mind. Why should you?”
“It’s not about us, Twyla. Me and you. It’s about our kids.”
“What’s more us than that?”
“Well, it is a free country.”
“Not yet, but it will be.”
“What the hell does that mean? I’m not doing anything to you.”
“You really think that?”
“I know it.”
“I wonder what made me think you were different.”
“I wonder what made me think you were different.”
“Look at them,” I said. “Just look. Who do they think they are? Swarming all over the place like they own it.
And now they think they can decide where my child goes to school. Look at them, Roberta. They’re Bozos.”
Roberta turned around and looked at the women. Almost all of them were standing still now, waiting. Some
were even edging toward us. Roberta looked at me out of some refrigerator behind her eyes.
“No, they’re not. They’re just mothers.”
“And what am I? Swiss cheese?”
“I used to curl your hair.”
“I hated your hands in my hair.”
The women were moving. Our faces looked mean to them of course and they looked as though they could not
wait to throw themselves in front of a police car or, better yet, into my car and drag me away by my ankles. Now
they surrounded my car and gently, gently began to rock it. I swayed back and forth like a sideways yo-yo.
Automatically I reached for Roberta, like the old days in the orchard when they saw us watching them and we had
to get out of there, and if one of us fell the other pulled her up and if one of us was caught the other stayed to kick
and scratch, and neither would leave the other behind. My arm shot out of the car window but no receiving hand
was there.
Roberta was looking at me sway from side to side in the car and her face was still. My purse slid from the car
seat down under the dashboard. The four policemen who had been drinking Tab in their car finally got the
message and strolled over, forcing their way through the women. Quietly, firmly they spoke,
“Okay, ladies. Back in line or off the streets.”
Some of them went away willingly; others had to be urged away from the car doors and the hood. Roberta
didn’t move. She was looking steadily at me. I was fumbling to turn on the ignition, which wouldn’t catch
because the gearshift was still in drive. The seats of the car were a mess because the swaying had thrown my
grocery coupons all over and my purse was sprawled on the floor.
“Maybe I am different now, Twyla. But you’re not. You’re the same little state kid who kicked a poor old black
lady when she was down on the ground. You kicked a black lady and you have the nerve to call me a bigot.”
The coupons were everywhere and the guts of my purse were bunched under the dashboard. What was she
saying? Black? Maggie wasn’t black.
“She wasn’t black,” I said.
“Like hell she wasn’t, and you kicked her. We both did. You kicked a black lady who couldn’t even scream.”
“Liar!”
“You’re the liar! Why don’t you just go on home and leave us alone, huh?”
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She turned away and I skidded away from the curb.
*
The next morning I went into the garage and cut the side out of the carton our portable TV had come in. It
wasn’t nearly big enough, but after a while I had a decent sign: red spray-painted letters on a white background—
AND SO DO CHILDREN****. I meant just to go down to the school and tack it up somewhere so those cows on
the picket line across the street could see it, but when I got there, some ten or so others had already assembled—
protesting the cows across the street. Police permits and everything. I got in line and we strutted in time on our
side while Roberta’s group strutted on theirs. That first day we were all dignified, pretending the other side didn’t
exist. The second day there was name calling and finger gestures. But that was about all. People changed signs
from time to time, but Roberta never did and neither did I. Actually my sign didn’t make sense without Roberta’s.
“And so do children what?” one of the women on my side asked me.
Have rights, I said, as though it was obvious.
Roberta didn’t acknowledge my presence in any way, and I got to thinking maybe she didn’t know I was there.
I began to pace myself in the line, jostling people one minute and lagging behind the next, so Roberta and I could
reach the end of our respective lines at the same time and there would be a moment in our turn when we would
face each other. Still, I couldn’t tell whether she saw me and knew my sign was for her. The next day I went early
before we were scheduled to assemble. I waited until she got there before I exposed my new creation. As soon as
she hoisted her MOTHERS HAVE RIGHTS TOO I began to wave my new one, which said, HOW WOULD YOU
KNOW?
I know she saw that one, but I had gotten addicted now. My signs got crazier each day, and the women on my
side decided that I was a kook. They couldn’t make heads or tails out of my brilliant screaming posters.
I brought a painted sign in queenly red with huge black letters that said, IS YOUR MOTHER WELL? Roberta
took her lunch break and didn’t come back for the rest of the day or any day after. Two days later I stopped going
too and couldn’t have been missed because nobody understood my signs anyway.
It was a nasty six weeks. Classes were suspended and Joseph didn’t go to anybody’s school until October. The
children—everybody’s children—soon got bored with that extended vacation they thought was going to be so
great. They looked at TV until their eyes flattened. I spent a couple of mornings tutoring my son, as the other
mothers said we should. Twice I opened a text from last year that he had never turned in. Twice he yawned in my
face. Other mothers organized living room sessions so the kids would keep up. None of the kids could
concentrate, so they drifted back to The Price Is Right and The Brady Bunch. When the school finally opened
there were fights once or twice and some sirens roared through the streets every once in a while. There were a lot
of photographers from Albany. And just when ABC was about to send up a news crew, the kids settled down like
nothing in the world had happened. Joseph hung my HOW WOULD YOU KNOW? sign in his bedroom. I don’t
know what became of AND SO DO CHILDREN****. I think my father-in-law cleaned some fish on it. He was
always puttering around in our garage. Each of his five children lived in Newburgh, and he acted as though he had
five extra homes.
I couldn’t help looking for Roberta when Joseph graduated from high school, but I didn’t see her. It didn’t
trouble me much what she had said to me in the car. I mean the kicking part. I know I didn’t do that, I couldn’t do
that. But I was puzzled by her telling me Maggie was black. When I thought about it I actually couldn’t be certain.
She wasn’t pitch-black, I knew, or I would have remembered that. What I remember was the kiddie hat and the
semicircle legs. I tried to reassure myself about the race thing for a long time until it dawned on me that the truth
was already there, and Roberta knew it. I didn’t kick her; I didn’t join in with the gar girls and kick that lady, but I
sure did want to. We watched and never tried to help her and never called for help. Maggie was my dancing
mother. Deaf, I thought, and dumb. Nobody inside. Nobody who would hear you if you cried in the night. Nobody
who could tell you anything important that you could use. Rocking, dancing, swaying as she walked. And when
the gar girls pushed her down and started roughhousing, I knew she wouldn’t scream, couldn’t—just like me—
and I was glad about that.
*
We decided not to have a tree, because Christmas would be at my mother-in-law’s house, so why have a tree at
both places? Joseph was at SUNY New Paltz and we had to economize, we said. But at the last minute, I changed
my mind. Nothing could be that bad. So I rushed around town looking for a tree, something small but wide. By
the time I found a place, it was snowing and very late. I dawdled like it was the most important purchase in the
world and the tree man was fed up with me. Finally I had it tied onto the trunk of the car. I drove away slowly
because the sand trucks were not out yet and the streets could be murder at the beginning of a snowfall.
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Downtown the streets were wide and rather empty except for a cluster of people coming out of the Newburgh
Hotel. The one hotel in town that wasn’t built out of cardboard and and Plexiglas. A party, probably. The men
huddled in the snow were dressed in tails and the women had on furs. Shiny things glittered from underneath their
coats. It made me tired to look at them. Tired, tired, tired. On the next corner was a small diner with loops and
loops of paper bells in the window. I stopped the car and went in. Just for a cup of coffee and twenty minutes of
peace before I went home and tried to finish everything before Christmas Eve.
“Twala?”
There she was. In a silvery evening gown and dark fur coat. A man and another woman were with her, the man
fumbling for change to put in the cigarette machine. The woman was humming and tapping on the counter with
her fingernails. They all looked a little bit drunk.
“Well. It’s you.”
“How are you?” I shrugged.
“Pretty good. Frazzled. Christmas and all.”
“Regular?” called the woman from the counter.
“Fine,” Roberta called back and then, “Wait for me in the car.”
She slipped into the booth beside me.
“I have to tell you something, Twyla. I made up my mind if I ever saw you again, I’d tell you.”
“I’d just as soon not hear anything, Roberta. It doesn’t matter now, anyway.”
“No,” she said. “Not about that.”
“Don’t be long,” said the woman. She carried two regulars to go and the man peeled his cigarette pack as they
left.
“It’s about St. Bonny’s and Maggie.”
“Oh, please.”
“Listen to me. I really did think she was black. I didn’t make that up. I really tought so. But now I can’t be
sure. I just remember her as old, so old. And because she couldn’t talk—well, you know, I thought she was crazy.
She’d been brought up in an institution like my mother was and like I thought I would be too. And you were right.
We didn’t kick her. It was the gar girls. Only them. But, well, I wanted to. I really wanted them to hurt her. I said
we did it, too. You and me, but that’s not true. And I don’t want you to carry that around. It was just that I wanted
to do it so bad that day—wanting to is doing it.”
Her eyes were watery from the drinks she’d had, I guess. I know it’s that way with me. One glass of wine and I
start bawling over the littlest thing.
“We were kids, Roberta.”
“Yeah. Yeah. I know, just kids.”
“Eight.”
“Eight.”
“And lonely.”
“Scared, too.”
She wiped her cheeks with the heel of her hand and smiled. “Well, that’s all I wanted to say.”
I nodded and couldn’t think of any way to fill the silence that went from the diner past the paper bells on out
into the snow. It was heavy now. I thought I’d better wait for the sand trucks before starting home.
“Thanks, Roberta.”
“Sure.”
“Did I tell you? My mother, she never did stop dancing.”
“Yes. You told me. And mine, she never got well.”
Roberta lifted her hands from the tabletop and covered her face with her palms. When she took them away she
really was crying.
“Oh, shit, Twyla. Shit, shit, shit. What the hell happened to Maggie?”
48.108 The Burning\fn{by Jack Andrew Cady (1932-2004)} Columbus, Franklin County, Ohio, U.S.A. (M) 5
Sunlight gleamed as Singleton and I walked down the hill to the charred wreckage of what had been a truck.
Gates was dead, and the breeze lifted sooty material that mixed with the valley smells of weeds, flowers, and
diesel stink. Manny was in jail. Nothing more could be done for Gates, but now Manny was sitting in his own fire.
burning because he was kind, because he was gentle.
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Traffic was moving as usual on the long slopes; only an occasional car slowed, its occupants looking over the
scene of last night’s fire. The truck drivers would know all about the trouble, and they did not want to see.
Besides, there was a hill to climb on either side of the valley. They could not afford to lose speed. I knew that by
now the word of the burning had spread at least a hundred miles. As far as Lexington, drivers would be leaning
against counters listening, with wildness spreading in them. Singleton and I had not slept through the long night.
We revisited the scene because we felt it was the final thing we could do for both men.
Close-up the sunlight played on bright runs of metal where someone had pulled the cab apart hoping to recover
enough of Gates’s remains for burial. An oil fire, when the oil is pouring on a man, doesn’t leave much. Only the
frame and other heavy structural members of the truck remained.
“If he had only been knocked out or killed before the fire got to him …”
We were both thinking the words. Either might have said them.
“His company’s sending an investigator,” Singleton told me. “But since we’re here, let’s go over it. They’ll be
sure to ask.”
“Are you going to pull?”
“No.” He shook his head and ran his hand across his face. “No. Next week maybe or the week after. I’m not
steady. I called for three drivers. That’s one for your rig too.”
“Thanks. I’ve got vacation coming. I’m taking it.”
The road surface along the wreck was blackened, and the asphalt waved and sagged. It was a bad spot. The
state should have put up signs. Forty-seven feet of power and payload; now it seemed little there in the ditch, its
unimportance turning my stomach. I wanted to retch. I felt lonely and useless.
We walked to the far hill to look at the tire marks. Narrow little lines which swung wide across the other lane
and then back in, suddenly breaking and spinning up the roadway. Heavy black lines were laid beside them where
the driver of the car being passed had ridden his brakes and then gone on up the hill. Coming down were the
marks Gates made, and they showed that he had done what a trucker is supposed to do. He had avoided at all
costs. The marks ran off the road.
I never knew him. Manny, tall, sandy-haired, and laughing, was my good friend, but I did not know Gates. I
did not know until later that Singleton knew him.
We had picked Gates up twenty miles back on the narrow two-lane that ran through the Kentucky hills. We
rode behind him figuring to pass when he got a chance to let us around. It was early, around 3 A.M., but there was
still heavy vacation-season traffic. Manny was out front behind Gates. My rig was second behind him, and Singleton was behind me. Our three freights were grossing less than fifty thousand so we could go.
Gates’s tanker must have scaled at around sixty thousand. Even with that weight you can usually go, but his
gas-powered tractor was too light.
It slowed us to be laying back, but there was no reason to dog it. He was making the best time he could. He
topped the hill by June’s I-Stop and ran fast after he crested on the long slope down. He had Manny by maybe two
hundred yards because Manny had signaled into June’s.
When he signaled I checked my mirrors. Singleton kept pulling so I kept pulling. When he saw us coming on,
Manny canceled the signal and went over the top behind Gates. It allowed enough of a lag for Gates to get out
front, and it kept Manny from being killed.
We took the hill fast. You have to climb out the other side. I was a quarter mile back, running at forty-five and
gaining speed, when I saw the headlights of the little car swing into the lane ahead of Gates’s tanker. The driver
had incorrectly estimated the truck’s speed or the car’s passing power.
It was quick and not bad at first. The tanker went into the ditch. The car cut back in, broke traction, and spun
directly up the roadway. It came to a stop next to Manny’s rig, almost brushing against his drive axle and not even
bending sheet metal, a fluke. The car it had passed went onto the shoulder and recovered. The driver took it on up
the hill to get away from the wreck and involvement.
Manny was closer. He had perhaps a second more to anticipate the wreck. He had stopped quicker than I
believed possible. It was about a minute before the fire started. I was running with my extinguisher when I saw it,
and knew I would be too late.
“I wish he’d exploded,” Singleton said. He kicked up dust along the roadway. He was too old for this, and he
was beat-out and shaken. The calmness of resignation was trying to take him, and I hoped it would. I wondered to
myself if those clear eyes that had looked down a million and a half miles of road had ever looked at anything like
this.
“Exploded? Yes, either that or got out.”
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“He was hurt. I think he was hurt bad.” He looked at me almost helplessly. “No sense wishing; let’s go back
up.”
After the wreck Singleton had backed his rig over the narrow two-lane, following the gradual bend of the road
in the dark. He had taken the two girls from the small car into his cab. I had stayed a little longer until Gates’s
burning got really bad. Then I brought the little car in, feeling the way I feel in any car: naked, unprotected, and
nearly blind. I was shaking from weakness. The road was blocked above. There was no oncoming beyond the pot
flares.\fn{Road-flares shaped like a small, covered metal pot with a flaming wick sunk in a gassy-tar mixture; you rarely see them any
more, stick-flares having taken their place .} The cop with the flashlight had arrived ten or fifteen minutes after the wreck.
Behind me the fire rose against the summer blackness and blanketed the valley with the acrid smell of numbertwo diesel. Because of the distance, Manny’s rig seemed almost in the middle of the fire and silhouetted against
the burning, though I knew he had stopped nearly fifty yards up the roadway. My own rig was pulled in behind
him; its markers stood pale beside the bigger glow. As I was about to go past the cop, he waved me over.
“Where you taking it?”
“Just to the top,” I told him. “The girls were pretty shaken up. Don’t worry, they won’t go anywhere.”
“Think they need an ambulance?” He paused, uncertain. “Christ,” he said. “Will that other cruiser ever get
here?”
“What about Manny?” I asked.
“In there.” He nodded to where Manny sat in the cruiser. The lights were out inside. He could not be seen.
“I’ll take a statement at the top. You’ll see him at the top.”
I wanted to call to Manny, but there was nothing I could do. I took the car on to June’s Stop. Rigs were starting
to pile in, even stacking up along the roadway. Cars were parked around and between them, blacked out and
gleaming small and dull in the lights from the truck markers. Most of the guys had cut their engines. It would be a
long wait.
Singleton’s truck was down by:the restaurant. Inside around the counter, which formed a kind of box, drivers
were sitting and talking. A few were standing around. They were excited and walked back and forth. I wanted
coffee, needed it, but I could not go in. At least not then. A driver came up behind me.
“You Wakefield?” he asked. He meant did I drive for Wakefield. My name is Arnold. I told him yes.
“Your buddy took the girls to Number Twelve. He said to come.”
“As if we didn’t have enough trouble …
“He’s got the door open.” The guy grinned. He was short with a light build and was in too good a mood. I
disliked him right away. “Listen,” he said. “They say there’s going to be a shakedown.”
“Who says?”
“Who knows? That’s just the word. If you left anything back there, you’d better get it out. Check it with June.”
He meant guns and pills. A lot of companies require them in spite of the law. A lot of guys carry them on their
own, the guns I mean. Pills are Benzedrine, Bennies, or a stronger kind called footballs. Only drivers who don’t
know any better use them to stay awake or get high on.
“I’ve got it right here,” I told him, and patted my side pocket. “I’ll hang onto it myself.”
“Your funeral,” he said, grinning. He gave me a sick feeling. He was a guy with nose trouble, one who spreads
his manure up and down the road, a show-off to impress waitresses.
“Thanks,” I said, and turned to go to the motel room.
“Hey,” he yelled, “what do you think will happen to him?”
“You figure it out.” I went over to the motel, found Twelve, and went inside.
The room had twin beds. Singleton was sitting on one, facing the two girls on the other. One was kind of
curled up. The other was leaning forward still crying. Vassar, I thought. No, nothing like that on 25 South;
University of Kentucky likely, but the same sorry type. I edged down beside Singleton.
“Why do you bother?” I asked him. “To hell with them.”
The girl bawling looked up hard for a moment and started bawling worse.
“I had room,” she bawled.
We were all under a strain. The diesel smell was bad, but the other smell that I would never forget had been
worse. Even away from the fire I seemed still to smell it.
“You thought you had room!” I yelled at her.
“No, really. I was all right. I had room.” She was convinced, almost righteous. At some other time she might
have been pretty. Both were twenty or twenty-one. The curled-up one was sort of mousy-looking. The one who
was bawling was tall with long hair. I thought of her as a thing.
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“No—really,” I yelled at her; “you had no room, but keep lying to yourself. Pretty soon that’ll make everything
OK.”
“Leave it, Arn,” Singleton told me. “You’re not doing any good.” He went to the sink to wet a towel, bringing
it to the girl. “Wipe your face,” he told her. Then he turned to me.
“Did you bring their car?”
“I brought it—just a minute. You can have them in just a minute.” I was still blind angry.
“Old, young, men, women, we’ve seen too many of their kind. I just want to say it once.” I looked directly at
her.
“How much have you driven?”
For a moment it didn’t take; then she understood.
“Five years.”
“Not years. Miles.”
“Why—I guess—I don’t know. Five years.”
“Five thousand a year? Ten thousand? That would be plenty; you haven’t driven that much. Five years times
ten is fifty thousand. That’s six to eight months’ work for those guys down there. You had no room!”
I bit it out at her. She just looked confused, and I felt weak.
“I’m ready to leave it now,” I told Singleton. “I should have known. Remember, we’ve got a friend down
there.”
“I’ve got two.”
He looked different than ever before. He sat slouched on the bed and leaned forward a little. His hands were in
his lap, and the lines and creases in his face were shadowed in the half-light from the floor lamp.
“Who was he?” I asked. :He looked at me. I realized with a shock that he had been fighting back tears, but his
eyes were gray and clear as always. The silver hair that had been crossed with dark streaks as long as I had known
him now seemed a dull gray. The hands in his lap were steady. He reached into a pocket.
“Get coffee.” He looked at the girls. “Get two apiece for everybody.”
“Who was it, Singleton?”
“Get the coffee. We’ll talk later.” He looked at the girl who was curled up. “She’s not good.”
“Shock?”
“Real light. If it was going to get worse, I think it would have. Maybe you’d better bring June.”
He got up again and tried to straighten the curled-up girl. He asked her to turn on her back. She looked OK.
She tried to fight him.
“Help him,” I told the one who had been bawling.
The restaurant was better than a hundred yards off. A hillbilly voice was deviling a truck song. June was in the
kitchen. I told her I needed help, and she came right away. Business is one thing, people are another. She has
always been that way. She brought a Silex\fn{ Brand-name of a type of coffeepot still common to roadside restaurants; full name
is Proctor-Silex.} with her, and we walked back across the lot. In the distance there was the sound of two sirens
crossing against each other.
“The other police car.”
“That and a fire truck,” she told me.
June is a fine woman, once very pretty but now careless of her appearance and too heavy. It is always sad and a
little strange to see a nice-looking woman allow herself to slide. There must be reasons, but not the kind that bear
thinking about. She had a good hand with people, a good way. She ran a straight business. When we came to the
room, she asked us to leave and started mothering the girls. We went outside with the coffee and sat on the step.
“I’m sorry,” I told him. “I shouldn’t have blown up, but for a minute I could have killed them. I hate every fool
like them.”
“It’s their road too.”
“I know.”
“Everybody makes mistakes. You—me—nobody has perfect judgment.”
“But not like that.”
“No. No, we’re not like that, but she won’t ever be again either. She has to live with that.”
I understood a little more about him. He was good in his judgments. It was suddenly not a matter for us to
forgive. There was the law. It had nothing to do with us.
“Manny never held those brakes against you,” he told me. Once I had checked his truck for him, and he had a
failure. I wanted to say that it was different.
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We sat listening to the muffled sounds from the room behind us. Soon, off at the downhill corner of the lot,
headlights appeared coming from the wreck. The state car cruised across the lot. It stopped at the end of the motel
row. Singleton stood up and motioned to him. The car moved toward us, rolling in gently. The cop got out. Manny
was sitting in the back seat. He was slumped over and quiet. When the cop slammed the door, he did not look up.
He was an older cop, too old to be riding a cruiser. In the darkness and excitement there had been no way to
tell much about him. He was tired and walked to us unofficially. We made room for him on the step. He sat
between us, letdown, his hands shaking with either fatigue or nervousness.
“Charles,” he said to Singleton, “who was he?”
“You’d better have some coffee,” Singleton told him. He reached over and put his hand on the cop’s shoulder. I
poured coffee from the Silex, and he drank it fast.
“Gates,” said Singleton. “Island Oil. When Haber went broke, I pulled tanks for two years.” He stopped as if
reflecting. “He was pretty good. I broke him in.”
The cop pointed to the car.
“Him?”
“Manley, Johnny Manley.”
“You’re taking him in,” I said. “What’s the charge?”
“I don’t know,” the cop told me. “I wouldn’t even know what would stick. His rig’s half out in one lane. If
you’re going to say I need a charge, then I’ll take him in for obstructing the road.”
“I didn’t mean that. I’m not trying to push you. I just wanted to see how you felt.”
“Then ask straight out. I don’t know what I think myself till I get the whole story.”
Singleton walked to the car. He leaned through the window to call softly to Manny. Manny did not move, and
Singleton leaned against the car for a little while as the cop and I sat and watched. A couple of drivers came by,
curious but respectfully silent, and the cop ran them off. June came out with a chair and sat beside the steps. The
two girls came out and stood quietly. I looked at them. They were both young, pretty, and in the present circumstances useless and destructively ignorant. I could no longer hate them.
“Is that him?” one of them whispered.
“Yes.” I felt like whispering myself. It seemed wrong to be talking about him when he was no more than ten
yards off, but I doubted that he was listening to anyone. He was looking down, his long body slumped forward
and his hair astray. His face, which was never very good-looking, was drawn tight around his fixed eyes, and his
hands were not visible. Perhaps he held them in his lap.
“They can’t prove nothing,” the cop said. “I bet he gets off.” He stood up. “Let’s get it over with; we’ve wasted
time.” Singleton came back then.
“Tell me,” the cop said to him.
“He won’t be driving again. I don’t know what the law will do, but I know what Manny can’t do. He won’t
take another one out. You can take her statement on the accident”—he pointed at one of the girls—“and his”—he
pointed at me. “I was just over the crest—couldn’t see it very well. What I can tell you about is afterward, but”—
he turned to the girls—“I want to tell you something first because maybe you ought to know. I’ve known that man
yonder seven, eight years. He’s a quiet guy. Doesn’t say much; really not hard to get to know. He likes people, has
patience with them. Sometimes you think he’d be more sociable if he just knew how to start.”
He hesitated as if searching for words.
“I don’t know exactly how to tell it. Instead of talking, he does nice things. Always has extra equipment to
spare if the scales are open and the ICC’s checking, or maybe puts a bag of apples in your cab before you leave
out. Kid stuff—yes, that’s it, kid stuff a lot of the time. Sometimes guys don’t understand and joke him.
“When he finally got married, it was to a girl who started the whole thing, not him. She was wild. Silly, you
know, not especially bad but not the best either. She worked at a stop in Tennessee and quit work after she married
instead of going back like she planned. The guy has something. He did good for that girl. I don’t know what’s
going to happen to them now, and it’s none of our business I guess, but I just thought you ought to know.”
He turned back to the cop.
“I came over the crest and saw Manny’s and Arnie’s stoplights and saw Arnie’s trailer jump and pitch sideways
till he corrected and got it stopped. I pulled in behind them, and they were both already out and running. Before I
got there, I saw the fire. He could tell you more about how it started.”
He looked at me. I was thinking about it. I nodded for him to go on because it was very real to me, still
happening. I wondered if maybe I could get out of having to describe it. I knew there would have to be a
corroborative statement, so as Singleton told it I thought along with him.
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He did a good job of the telling. He had gotten there only a minute or so after Manny and I were on the scene.
Manny jumped from his cab, dodged around the car with the girls in it, and ran to the wreck. I took only enough
time to grab my extinguisher. When I got there, Manny was on top of the wreck trying to pull Gates out and
holding the door up at the same time.
The tanker had gone in hitting the ditch fast but stretching out the way you want to try to hit a ditch. It had
made no motion to jackknife. The ditch had been too deep, and instead it had lain over on its side. All along there
—for that matter, all through those hills—the roadside is usually an outcropping of limestone, slate, and coal. In
the cuts and even in the valleys there is rock. Until the truck was pulled off, there would be no way to know. It
was likely that the tank and maybe his saddle tank had been opened up on an outcrop of rock. There was a little
flicker of fire forward of the cab. Gasoline, I had thought, but it did not grow quick like gasoline. The diesel from
his tank was running down the ditch and muffled it some at first.
I went for it with the extinguisher, but it was growing and the extinguisher was a popgun. Manny started
yelling to come help him, and I whirled and climbed up over the jutting wheel. Singleton was suddenly there,
grabbing me, boosting me up. I took the cab door and held it up, and Gates started to yell.
Manny had him under the shoulders pulling hard, had him about halfway out, but he was hung up. I believe
Gates’s leg was pinched or held by the wheel. Otherwise Manny would not have gotten him out that far. Manny
knew though. He knelt down beside him starring into the wrecked cab.
The fire was getting big behind me, building with a roar. It was flowing down the ditch but gaining backward
over the surface rapidly. I gave Manny a little shove and closed the door over Gates’s head so we could both reach
him through the window. He was a small chunky man—hard to grasp. We got him under the arms and pulled hard,
and he screamed again. The heat was close now. I was terrified, confused. We could not pull harder. There was no
way to get him out.
Then I was suddenly alone. Manny jumped down, stumbling against Singleton, who tried to climb up and was
driven back, his face lined and desperate in the fire glow. Manny disappeared running into the darkness. Where I
was above the cab, the air was getting unbearably hot. The fire had not yet worked in under the wreck. I tugged
hopelessly until I could no longer bear the heat and jumped down and rolled away. Singleton helped me up and
pulled me back just as the screams changed from hurt to fear; high, weeping, desperate and unbelieving cries as
the heat but not the fire got to him.
I was held in horrified disbelief of what was happening. Outside the cab and in front of it were heavy oil
flames. Gates, his head and neck and one hand outside the window, was leaning back away from them, screaming
another kind of cry because the fire that had been getting close had arrived. The muscles of his neck and face were
cast bronze in the fire glow, and his mouth was a wide black circle issuing cries. His eyes were closed tight, and
his straining hand tried to pull himself away.
Then there was a noise, and he fell back and disappeared into the fire, quietly sinking to cremation with no
further sound, and we turned to look behind us. Manny was standing helplessly, his pistol dropping from his
shaking hand to the ground, and then he too was falling to the ground, covering his eyes with his hands and
rolling on his side away from us.
“If I’d known, I wouldn’t have stopped him,” Singleton told the cop. “Of all the men I know, he’s the only one
who could have done that much.”
He hesitated, running his hand through his graying hair.
“I didn’t help, you understand—didn’t help.” He looked pleading. “Nothing I could do, no use—Arn didn’t
help. Only Manny.”
The girls and June were sobbing. The sky to the eastward was coming alive with light. The cop who was too
old to be riding a cruiser looked blanched and even older in the beginning dawn. I felt as I had once felt at sea
after battling an all-night storm. Only Singleton seemed capable of further speech, his almost ancient features
passive but alive.
He looked at the patrol car where Manny still slumped.
“They can’t prove he killed a man. There’s nothing to prove it with. They can’t even prove the bullet didn’t
miss, and in a way that’s the worst thing that can happen. You see, I know him. You think maybe he’ll change
after a while—maybe it will dull down and let him live normal. It won’t. I sat with him before you came and did
what I could, and it was nothing. Do they electrocute in this state or use gas? If they were kind, the way he is
kind, they’d do one or the other.”
148.25 1. The Zulus 2. Under The Rose: Two Short Stories\fn{by Rita Frances Dove (1952902

)} Akron,

Summit

County, Ohio, U.S.A. (F) 4
1
Like their name, they soared on the dark edges of adventure and superstition—young men on heavy Japanese
machines, custom-made leather jackets rippling over their chests and across the backs, at the shoulders the biker’s
name and their trademark, a flaming spear and a skull, stitched in silver and crimson. They poured through the
streets of a dying city, honking and shouting to the uninitiated behind curtains. Where were you when the lights
went out? they sang, in Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland; Chi-town, Motown, Gary Indiana … for they had been to
all these places which belched along the glittery soiled neckline of North America.
They were high-school age, though some had dropped out. Parents warned their daughters away: if nothing
else, think of your family. The members of the High School Honor Society officially shunned them. Girls tittered
nervously whenever one of them sauntered down the corridor.
Which was why, when I heard that Swoop had asked Caroline Mosley to the Prom, I laughed. Actually, I
snorted. It was absurd. His real name was Leander Swope, but everybody called him Swoop because that’s the
sound the basketball net made whenever he was there for the handoff; like a kiss, his shots were perfect. Swoop!
The crown went wild.
Leander Swope may have been a thing of beauty on the court, but in classes he was just another beetle-browed
athlete, dim-witted and sullen. Rumor had it that the two diagonal gouges on his left cheek were dug there by a
girl’s fingernails as she tried to defend herself. But I knew those scars were the marks of dishonor—the brand for
those brave enough to undergo the initiation into the Zulus.
And Caroline? Caroline was beyond reproach. When everyone in fourth grade had to give a demonstration
speech, Caroline brought in a mop and dustcloths and explained how one cleaned a house. As the youngest
daughter of a broken home, I guess she had had lots of practice. She was dimpled and was fun to be around;
although she had lots of boyfriends they all spoke well of her. The girls liked her, too.
“The men in this town are spoiled,” she would say. “Somehow they got it into their heads that they’re a
blessing to us all, and they run around with their noses in the stratosphere. Have you ever heard of a guy
expecting the girl to call him up before? They’ll stand there bold as day and scribble their phone number on a
greasy slip of paper. And when another girl tries to steal him, he expects you to fight for him! Look at them—a
bunch of the sorriest mangy dogs around. When are these gals going to do something for themselves? Look at the
women in this town—aren’t they some of the prettiest women you’ve ever seen?”
We looked around. It was true. And when her father discovered Black Power and moved into an apartment
where he could put up his H. Rap Brown posters and entertain turbanned sisters under black lights, Caroline went
on as if nothing had happened. And we followed her lead. After all, we knew nothing about divorces and too
many children. We were friends, but we never spoke much about personal matters.
So when I heard about Swoop and Caroline, I didn’t ask her if it was true. I waited … and when Prom night
came, watched with the others in amazement as the band opened with a fanfare of saxes and Swoop and Caroline
appeared in matching baby blue, looking like the plastic dolls on a wedding cake.
It is not to be comprehended, but we didn’t have time to ponder. We had to pack for college. We were already
in the world of Shetland sweaters and meal tickets.
The summer after our first year at college, we saw Caroline again. She was working at Pittsburgh Plate Glass;
Swoop had lost his job at the potato chip factory. She hadn’t changed at all—she laughed at our descriptions of
the “educated turkeys” we’d dated and gave us an update on the exploits of our former Homecoming queen. She
giggled as she told us how her mother nearly caught her and Lee buck naked on the leather E-Z chair in the
basement. We had all lost our virginity that year, so we tried not to make a big deal of it, but inside we were
shocked. It was something you didn’t talk about.
In August the announcement came: a garden wedding. DeeDee, Caroline’s older sister, met three of us in a
movie and offered the services of her boyfriend—a tall dark-skinned dude with a diamond stud in one ear—for
driving us to the wedding, since it was on the north side of town. DeeDee was what we called “fast”. She had very
fine features and slightly slanted black eyes set in a heart-shaped face the color of pale coffee, and it seems
everything she wore was calculated to hide her beauty—she tacked on false eyelashes and fake clover-leafed
“beauty marks”, she dyed her hair a different shade every month (this time it was the color of sherry) and poked
heavy gold hoops through her ears.
On the day of the wedding a blossom-white convertible spun into the driveway and out he unfolded, long
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limbs resplendent in royal blue with a lavender silk shirt. He arranged us with all due courtesy in the leather
upholstery and spun off again. After a year with no opportunity to dress up, we had outdone ourselves—there
were even white gloves tucked in the side pockets of our purses. But our hair! DeeDee’s friend’s convertible had
no mercy. In collective dismay we felt our upsweep tugged loose, the curls swept from a pageboy, a silk gardenia
flapping indignantly on the last bobby pin.
The garden was nothing more than a hastily mown lawn. Folding chairs had been set up in the back yard and
the side lot, surrounded by a latticed fence, bordered on a dead-end street. The path between the folding chairs led
up to a wicker arbor laced with vines and studded with blue carnations.
We took our places on the side designated for “friends of the bride” and waited for the music. A quarter of an
hour passed. People began to whisper: Lee was mad because he couldn’t invite his motorcycle buddies; someone
had forgotten the marriage license; Lee was inside watching baseball on T.V. and wouldn’t come out until the
game was over. From the window behind us could be heard muted voices, interrupted by sporadic cheering.
Poor Caroline! What an ending for the most admired girl in the city, one who owed it to herself to do better.
And for what—Love? Here, in a backyard where roses dropped, babies squawled, bees attacked and here and
there a dandelion showed its impertinent proletarian head? No, it wasn’t possible.
The voices stopped and the mothers—Lee’s in pale blue and Caroline’s in yellow—marched down the aisle
and seated themselves in the front row. The bridegroom and the minister appeared at the arbor; Leander looked
surprisingly handsome in a light blue tuxedo with a cream-colored ruffled shirt. The beautiful, whorish DeeDee
skimmed by, followed by an entourage of blue silks and unfamiliar faces, concluding with the intolerably cute
ring bearer with his plump pillow.
A white cloth was rolled out, and in its wake came Caroline—the old Caroline, with a spray of blue and white
flowers and the dimples held in check. Her father, aware of his uselessness, tried to look inconspicuous. When the
Lohengrin—which had been assaulting us from a stereo at the back of the house—stopped, the babies started up
again. In a short while it was over, and without having heard a word we made our way to the adjoining yard where
the tables were stacked with plates of ham and chicken.
There was nothing left to say. It was done. Caroline presented a dimpled cheek and looked genuinely happy.
We looked for a hostess but none was introduced.
Some guests had already lined up for a second piece of cake when a low-pitched noise grew above the general
hum of voices. It was a fuzzy rumble that sharpened as it drew nearer, stopping all conversation, inspiring even
the babies to silence. When it seemed the sound could come no nearer, the first of them appeared, helmets
flashing the gilt insignia of the Zulus, a spear and a skull. They drove up the dead-end street and parked their
bikes along the fence, clustering in a dark glittering knot.
Swoop greated them with a shout, and they clapped him on the back. They wouldn’t come in but they would
have some cake—which Swoop passed over the fence in crumbling chunks while Caroline, a rose among thorns,
stood by smiling.
2
I\fn{This section is sub-titled: The Eldest. } was the battering ram; my looks attest to it. Every freedom was wrung by
action: I endured the wails of a frightened mother when I came home disheveled after dark; the rage of an
ineffectual father stiffened my shoulders and narrowed my eyes. I tried it all. If I could not be doted upon, I could
be worried about; I would get out into the world. Can’t you imagine? Can you blame me? Three years later came
my first sister, and then the baby, the darling.
At first we loved her too, and sometimes called her Cookie, she was so round and perfectly-baked. She was a
hoarder. Weaned from the breast too late, she would tuck a spoonful of pablum in the pouch of her cheek like a
hamster. For how long had we thought those cheeks were naturally puffed, the round face of a cherub! But one
afternoon she stumbled over a ripple in the hall rug and with a thud her chin hit the parquet; a clump of masticated
banana spurted from between her lips and lay before us, mother and two older sisters, like the indecent gelatinous
workings of a snail scraped from its shell. Alerted, every evening Mother would check Babs’ mouth for signs of
hoarded food, and each evening found packed between gum and cheek the soggy remains of bread, or green beans
blackened from saliva.
In time those baby teeth, soft pearls, began to decay; despairing, Mother brushed them after every meal with a
mixture of salt and baking soda. Oh, the screams when that bracing paste met raw gums! And yet this did not cure
her. One by one the teeth dropped out until there was no retaining wall for the hoarded food, and she was forced
to swallow. By the time her adult teeth came in, strong, straight, and white, she had forgotten the old habit.
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What could prompt a toddler to store up nourishment like a chipmunk sniffing winter? What could she know
already of life, how it whittles? Or was she no more than an animal following instincts, proclamations of
Enlightenment, delayed gratification and propriety notwithstanding? Hasn’t she been this way always—
continually stocking the cave with nuts against the impending frost?
This last daughter was the first one to Get Out. This was my disgrace. Even if she left against her will, even if
the Turn of Events spelled Tragedy to our House … I was the one destined to break out of the nest, I was my
parents’ heartache. All my life I had been practicing to disappoint them, and then nothing—no scandal, no hairy
groom nor inappropriate lover—could outshine Beauty’s contract. What neat upstaging! What sabotage!
After much thought, I decided on a course of action nobody would have expected of one so flamboyant, so
carefree: I decided to stay put. Never to marry but to wither into old maidhood. I simply refused to participate in
the ancient games: I abandoned my jewels and silks, I put away the hankies scented with dried violets and the
talcs laced with thin curls of tangerine peel. Each morning I scrubbed my body with a hunk of brown soap such as
the farmers use; I eschewed the wooden tub and stood in the courtyard before the pump, betraying not so much as
a gasp as ice water shot up from the bowels of the earth to rinse me squeaky-clean.
It was easier than I had imagined; it was hardly denial at all. How little the soul needs, finally! If there are no
plums it will feed on the pits, or on the dream of pits or, finally, on itself. And it eats so slowly; it grows faster
than it can be consumed.
*
No\fn{Entitled: The Middle One.} one watched me. No one Paid Attention.
The first time I understood this, observed the never-changing scene at the dinner table and saw how clearly I
didn’t count, I felt as if the carpet under me had opened with a terrifying wave of pity, whispering Let go but I
took off, let loose, cast my flaking soul on the waters—what a freedom to be the ampersand.\fn{ The character “&”.}
*
Yes,\fn{Entitled: The Mother.} I spoiled her. She was the youngest: she ruined my body, she kicked away the
scaffolding and stood by, cooing as the last of pre-war grandeur, my flaking gold, came crumbling down. I spoiled
her because she was all there was left; I wanted her to have it, Beauty, all the things that were free for the asking.
Because I had grown away from all that; my Youthful Adventure was over. I suppose I hated her just a little, I can
see that; but mostly I was giving her an education.
When she grew old enough to read, I told her stories; I made her the heroine. This was a mistake, because she
grew up believing all endings would be if not happy, then at least neatly turned. She grew up confident that life
could be conducted with grace.
I had married my husband because he was malleable. That I loved him is beside the point—Love, too, is a
matter of education. I balanced my desire for the things of the world with the house he built; I compared the
clamorous sighs of other suitors with his good smile above the merchant’s waistcoat; I thought of the trips he
would make while I baked pies in the kitchen, gazing out into the clearing, I imagined the gilt mirrors he would
bring back, accepted in trade but utterly useless to the few tired wives in the region; I thought a mirror in every
room and when he proposed I did not hesitate.
I have not regretted that decision, although my buoyant, fecund life has become a magnificent mulch. Just
consider my daughters, each a product of my horticulture and each so remarkably different; Martha bloomed
faster than I could complete the trellis; unsupported, she ran wjld and burst early. Her bold brain grew too heavy
for its spine; I could see the strain in her face as she struggled to defy us—and of course the first disappointment
chilled her.
Nipped in the bud, she did not wither so much as freeze, rigidly accepting the stasis of the present, refusing the
uncertainties of anticipation. She simply stopped, arrested all growth, and in time began imperceptibly to shrink,
darkening around the edges like an arrangement of dried wildflowers.
Then Megan, who never understood the battle for sunlight. Content to be marginal, she valued above all her
capacity to be innocuous and made a virtue out of small, efficient movements. Even her name was a compression:
not as robust as Martha, more arid than Mother. I did not realize the pattern I had fallen into, the progression of
M-words humming through our house, until Megan was three. Then came Beauty.
Barbara, Babs, Baby—a wild attempt to start again, to break the chain. After all, my real name, before Wife
and Mother, had been Beatrice; but none of the names I gave her would stick. My husband called her Beauty, her
sisters dubbed her Cookie—and the sisters were right; she was a cookie, the kind you nibbled with a glass of milk;
a sweetness that fired the blood, only to produce a drop in energy minutes afterward: To gorge oneself on this
delicacy meant to come out much weaker than before
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*
As\fn{Entitled: Beauty.} for my looks—I was lucky. Looks are a matter of fashion, and my complexion, my
figure, happen to be in accordance with the age. A mere generation ago in the great cities beyond the lake, women
were delicious when they bore a pale countenance on a precarious stalk, heads like peeled eggs. They plucked
their eyebrows, even shaved back their hairline to accommodate the illusion of a regal brow. The stark white
facial powder contained a lead base, so that the more they applied, the more their skin was eaten away. And the
two spots of rouge imitating china dolls in a toymaker’s window-these, too, carried their weight in lead. Beneath
the bald-eyed countenance of Elizabethan beauties, the virginal flesh rotted like pears.
Roses? I’m rather afraid of them, though nobody has guessed; men will believe anything. Even when I told
him to stop he piled them at my feet, in my lap; their fiery heads sprawled across white tablecloths or tucked
under my pillow like a bloodstain, a tubercular dribble in the night. They weren’t really for me. After all, he was
the one who had squandered an entire garden plot on them, a brute in search of Romance way before I came
along.
I see him stumbling through the rows with his pruning shears, trimming back growth, or gently lifting the
flushed lip of a petal with a sweaty paw to get at the aphids in their cunning green industry, humming “I’m in the
Mood for Love.” When he discovered my father, he found another sentimental fool; the two hearts gushed in
recognition. I was merely the expedient: legal tender.
It was never the rose; that’s the biggest irony. I prefer silks. Thousands of tiny worms spinning week upon
week in order to produce one handkerchief’s worth of glimmering breath: That’s the kind of dedication I
appreciate.
It was never the rose but the idea of a rose, the sort of thing expected from fair young maidens. I made my
request in January, in the dead of winter, so my wish was more than charming or frivolous—it was impossible. I
had mocked my father. He did not fail me.
My sisters asked for the easy pleasures but I was the youngest; I stood flat-chested and scrawny under a flannel
nightshirt and watched them frowning into their mirrors; I knew how little the stuffs of the world satisfy. As a
child I had caught my mother crying over the stove and when I asked her why she was crying she would make up
yet another gooey story starring the Invincible Princess Rose, stories guaranteed to put me to sleep within five
minutes. How could I tell her I was more interested in the pungent taste of millet soup?
Those weeks I lay in terror of his approach; his stench was insupportable. The merest brush of his cheek
against mine left angry red welts. Nothing in my life had prepared me for this abandonment. His touch was
discreet, but his eyes! Liquid with sex, they held me in their glistening fever until I lost all appetite, even for my
favorite pate de foie gras; one wet glance and I began to regurgitate effortlessly, all that gluttonous liver
loosening. The sight of a golden plate made my jaws ache.
So I ran back to mama who wept openly this time, pressing her soggy cheek to mine. My sisters looked on,
silent. That I had not yet been defiled was of no consequence; it was only a matter of time. As a sister I no longer
existed. I had pre-empted them, but some day they might have to follow, and so they watched for clues. When, in
the mirror, I first saw him stagger, I packed my bags. I had driven him mad, and like the thief fatally proud of the
perfect execution of a crime, I felt compelled to return to the scene.
By the time I arrived, I found him aswoon between rows of new hybrids. Flies were already collecting in the
frothy corners of his lips. I was moved by pity but also the desire to avoid Ugliness; although to die for love is not
in bad taste, to be the lethal perpetrator of longing is always unsavory.
How gloriously my tormentor had staged my return! By bending over the dim rosebeds I could see that he had
just shaven; he was languishing but nowhere near the demise promised so ravishingly.
Yes, that was it: he merely looked ravished; laid out for my delectation, awaiting my kiss. He allowed me to
lead him through the crowds of scents to the villa, past corridor upon corridor of doors shut and bolted against the
wind that was rising, an evening wind that swept through the hallways and guttered the candles.
Crazed by my extended absence, he had made of my sleeping chamber a garden as well, filling the very
pillowcases with petals, installing a fountain on the balcony so that all night the liquid veil sizzled. In this
madhouse of desire he had slept, ordering meals brought up by the eunuchs, the most exquisite delicacies, each
and every one flavored with the essence of attar: rose gelée on white toast, rose wine and rose-petal bouillon,
golden curry studded with rose hips.
All this he whispered into my shoulder, the quenched wicks smoking; the air smelled heavy and burned, like
incense. Where was the Moment of Transformation? When would the beast melt, harden into a prince? Did I
really yearn for a prince? Which is more likely to have a soul, an animal or a rose? And when I was opened—
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deflowered—what glutted mass would spew out, and how could I ever hope to stopper that scent?
And yet my chest kept rising and falling. I wrenched the casements wide till moonlight poured over my hands,
the silken parquet, the glacial bedsheets forming a fervid cocoon.
Now, I thought, moving into his furred arms. Now, at last, I am anonymous.
49.35 What I Saw From Where I Stood\fn{by Marisa Silver (1960- )} Shaker Heights, Cuyahoga County, Ohio,
U.S.A. (F) 7
Dulcie is afraid of freeways. She doesn’t like not being able to get off whenever she wants, and sometimes I
catch her holding her breath between exits, as if she’s driving through a graveyard. So even though the party we
went to last week was miles from our apartment in Silver Lake, we drove home on the surface streets.
I was drunk, and Dulcie was driving my car. She’d taken one look at me as we left the party, then dug her
fingers into my front pocket and pulled out my keys. I liked the feel of her hand rubbing against me through my
jeans; she hadn’t been touching me much lately. .
I cranked open the window to clear my head as we drove through Santa Monica. Nice houses. Pretty flowers.
Volvos. Dulcie and I always say we’d never want to live out here in suburbia, but the truth is, we can’t afford to,
not on our salaries. Dulcie’s a second-grade teacher in Glendale, and I’m a repairman for the telephone company.
When we reached Hollywood, things got livelier. There were skinny-guitar punks patrolling the clubs on the
strip with their pudgy girlfriends in midriff tops and thigh-high black skirts. A lot of big hair, big breasts, boredom. Further east, there were boys strutting the boulevard, waiting to slip into someone’s silver Mercedes and
make a buck. One leaned against a fire hydrant and picked at his sallow face, looking cold in a muscle T-shirt.
We hit a red light at Vermont, right next to the hospital where, Dulcie lost the baby, a year ago. She’d started
cramping badly one night. She was only six months pregnant. I called the emergency room, and the attendant said
to come right over. By the time we got there, the doctors couldn’t pick up a heartbeat. They gave Dulcie drugs to
induce labor, and the baby was born. He was blue. He was no bigger than a football.
Dulcie looked up at the hospital and then back at the road. She's a small girl, and she sank behind the wheel,
getting even smaller. I didn’t say anything. The light turned green. She drove across Vermont and I nodded off.
I woke up when a car plowed into us from behind. My body flew toward the windshield, then ricocheted back
against my seat. Dulcie gripped the wheel, staring straight ahead out the window.
“Something happened,” she said.
“Yeah,” I heard myself answer, although my voice sounded hollow. “We had an accident.”
We got out to check the damage and met at the back of the car.
“It’s nothing,” Dulcie said as we studied the medium-sized dent on the fender. It was nothing to us, anyway;
the car was too old and beat-up for us to feel protective of it.
Behind me, I heard the door of a van slide open. I hadn’t thought about the people who’d hit us, hadn’t even
noticed if they’d bothered to stop. I started to wave them off. They didn’t need to get out, apologize, dig around
for the insurance information they probably didn’t have. But when I turned, there were four or five men in front of
me. They were standing very close. They were young. I was beginning to think that Dulcie and I should just get
back into our car and drive away, when the van’s engine cut out and a tall guy wearing a hooded sweatshirt called
back toward it:
“Yo, Darren! Turn it on, you motherfucker!”
His cursing seemed to make his friends nervous. Two of them looked at their feet. One hopped up and down
like a fighter getting ready for a bout. Someone was saying, “Shit, shit, shit,” over and over again. Then I heard
“Do it, do it!” and a short, wide kid with a shaved head and glow-in-the-dark stripes on his sneakers pulled out a
gun and pointed it at my face. It didn’t look like the guns in movies. Dulcie screamed.
“Don’t shoot. Please don’t shoot us!” Her voice was so high it sounded painful, as if it were scraping her
throat.
“Your keys!” the tall one shouted. “Give us your motherfucking keys!”
Dulcie threw the keys on the ground at their feet.
“Please! I don’t have any money!”
“I’ll get it,” I heard myself say, as if I were picking up the tab at a bar. I was calm. I felt like I was underwater.
Everything seemed I slow, and all I could hear was my own breathing. I reached into my back pocket and pulled
out my wallet. I took out the bills and I handed them over. The tall guy grabbed the money and ran back to the
van, which made me feel better until I noticed that the kid with the shaved head was still pointing the gun at me.
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That’s when I got scared. As though someone had thrown a switch, all the sound returned, loud and close. I
heard the cars roaring past on Sunset. I heard Dulcie screaming:
“No! No! No!”
I heard an argument erupt between two of the guys.
“Get in their car! Get in their fucking car or I’ll do you too!”
I grabbed Dulcie’s hand, and I pulled her around the front of our car, crouching low, so I could feel the heat of
the engine under the hood. The van revved up. I stood, bringing Dulcie up with me, and there, on the driver’s side,
no more than three feet from me, was the kid with the shaved head. He had the gun in one hand and Dulcie’s keys
in the other. I could see sweat glistening over, the pimples on his face.
“Hey!” he said, looking confused. “What the fuck?”
Then it was as if I skipped a few minutes of my life, because the next thing I knew, Dulcie and I were racing
down a side street toward the porch lights of some bungalows. We didn’t look back to see if we were being
followed. Sometimes Dulcie held my hand, sometimes we were separated by the row of parked cars/ We had no
idea where we were going.
*
After the police and their questions, and their heartfelt assurance that there was nothing at all they could do for
us, we took a cab back to our apartment in Silver Lake. Dulcie was worried because the crackheads—that’s what
the police called them—had our keys, and our address was on the car registration. But the police had told us that
the carjackers wouldn’t come after us—that kind of thing almost never happened.
Still, Dulcie couldn’t sleep, so we sat up all night while she went over what had happened—she’d seen the van
on the street earlier, but hadn’t it been in front of us, not behind? Why had they chosen our car, our sorry, brokendown mutt of a car? How close had we come to being shot?
“We saw them,” she said. “We know what they look like.”
“They weren’t killers. They were thieves. There’s a difference, I guess,” I said.
“No,” she said, twisting her straight brown hair around her finger so tightly the tip turned white. “It doesn’t
make sense.”
“It doesn’t. But it happened.”
Dulcie needs things to be exact. You have to explain yourself clearly when you’re around her, so she’s probably a good teacher. For a minute I wondered whether she wished we had been shot, just for the sake of logic. She’d
done this after losing the baby too, going over and over what she might have done to kill it. Had she exercised too
much? Not enough? Had she eaten something bad? She wanted an answer, and she needed to blame someone; if
that person turned out to be her, that would still be better than having no one to blame at all. A few days after the
delivery, a hospital social worker called to check on her. She reassured Dulcie that what had happened hadn’t been
her fault. It was a fluke thing, the woman said. She used the word “flukish.”
“I should have noticed them tailing me,” Dulcie said now. “How could I not notice a car that close?”
“Don’t do that,” I told her. “Don’t think about what could have happened.”
“I have to think about it,” she said. “How can you not think about it? We were this close,” she said, holding her
fingers out like a gun and aiming at my chest.
*
I drove Dulcie’s car to work the next day. When I got home that night, Dulcie had moved the mattress from our
bed into the living room, where it lay in the middle of the floor, the sheets spilling over onto the carpet. She’d
taken a personal day to recover from the holdup. Her eyes were red, and she looked as though she’d been crying
all afternoon.
“It’s the rat,” she said. “He’s back.”
A month earlier, a rat had burrowed and nested in the wall behind our bed. Every night it scratched a weird,
personal jazz into our ears. We told the landlord, and he said he would get on it right away, which meant:
You’ll be living with that rat forever; and if you don’t like it there’re ten other people in line for your
apartment.
I checked around the house to make sure the rat couldn’t find a way inside. I patched up a hole underneath the
sink with plywood and barricaded the space between the dishwasher and the wall with old towels. After Dulcie
was sure that there would be no midnight visitor eating our bananas, she was okay with the rat. We even named
him—Mingus.
She wasn’t okay with it anymore.
“He’s getting louder. Closer. Like he’s going to get in this time,” she said.
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“He can’t get in. There’s no way.”
“Well, I can’t sleep in that room.”
“It’s a small apartment, Dulcie.” The living room was smaller than the bedroom, and the mattress nearly filled
it.
“I can’t do it, Charles. I can’t.”
“All right. We can sleep anywhere you want,” I said.
“I want to sleep in the living room. And I want you to change the message on the answering machine,” she
said. “It has my voice on it. It should have a man’s voice.”
“You’re worried about the rat hearing your voice on the machine?”
“Don’t make fun of me, okay? Those guys know where we live.”
Later that night, I discovered that she wanted to sleep with all the lights on.
“I want people to know we’re home,” she said. “People don’t break in if they think you’re there.”
We were lying on the floor on our mattress. She felt tiny, so delicate that I would crush her if I squeezed too
hard or rolled the wrong way.
“You don’t mind, do you?” she said. “About the light. Is it too bright?”
She’d let me throw one of my shirts, an orange one, over the fixture hanging from the ceiling. It gave the room
a muffled, glowy feel.
“No,” I said. I kissed her forehead. She didn’t turn to me. Since the baby, we’ve had a hard time getting
together.
Dulcie sat up again.
“Maybe it’s a bad idea,” she said. “Maybe a thief will see the light on at 4 A.M. and think that we’re actually
out of town. I mean, who leaves their light on all night when they’re home?”
“No one.”
“You know,” she said, "I saw in a catalogue once that you could buy an inflatable man to put in a chair by your
window. Or in your car. You could put him in the passenger seat if you were driving alone.”
She looked at me, but I didn’t know what to say. To me, driving with a plastic blow-up doll in the seat next to
you seemed very peculiar.
“Lie down,” I said, stroking her back beneath her T-shirt. Her skin was smooth and warm.
She lay down next to me. I turned over on my stomach and laid my hand across her chest. I liked the feel of the
small rises of her breasts, the give of them.
Dulcie’s milk had come in two days after the delivery. The doctor had warned her that this would happen and
had prescribed Valium in advance. I came home from work and found Dulcie, stoned, staring at her engorged
breasts in the bathroom mirror. I’d never seen anything like it. Her breasts were like boulders, and her veins
spread out across them like waterways on a map. Dulcie squeezed one nipple, and a little pearl of yellowish milk
appeared. She tasted it.
“It’s sweet,” she said. “What a waste.”
For the next two days, she lay on the couch holding packs of frozen vegetables against each breast. Sometimes
we laughed about it, and she posed for a few sexpot pictures, with packs of peas pressed against her chest like
pasties. Other times she just stared at the living room wall, adjusting a pack when it slipped. I asked her if her
breasts hurt, and she said yes, but not in the way you’d think.
I slid my hand off Dulcie’s chest, turned back over, and stared at the T-shirt on the light fixture.
“Did you know,” she said, “that when you’re at a red light the person next to you probably has a gun in his
glove compartment?”
“Defensive driving,” I said, trying for a joke.
“Statistically speaking, it’s true. Until yesterday, I never thought about how many people have guns,” Dulcie
said. “Guns in their cars, guns in their pocketbooks when they’re going to the market, guns …”
A fly was caught between the light and my T-shirt. I could see its shadow darting frantically back and forth
until, suddenly, it was gone.
*
The next evening, as I was driving home from work, someone threw an egg at my car. I thought it was another
holdup. I sucked in so much air that I started to choke and almost lost control. Two kids then ran by my window.
One was wearing a Dracula mask and a cape. The other one had on a rubber monster head and green; tights. I’d
forgotten it was Halloween.
Dulcie takes holidays pretty seriously, and when I got home I expected to see a cardboard skeleton on the door,
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and maybe a carved pumpkin or two. Usually she greets the trick-or-treaters wearing a tall black witch hat that she
keeps stashed in a closet the rest of the year. When she opens the door, she makes this funny cackling laugh,
which is kind of embarrassing but also sweet. She’s so waifish, there’s not much about her that could scare
anybody. But when I got home and climbed the outside stairs to our second-floor apartment, there was nothing on
our door and the apartment was dark.
“What are you doing with all the lights off?” I asked when I got inside. She was sitting at the kitchen table, her
hands folded in front of her as if she were praying.
“Shut the door,” she said. “A whole pack of them just came. They must have rung the bell five times.”
“They want their candy.”
“We don’t have any.”
“Really? You didn’t buy any?”
“Charles, we don’t know who any of these people are,” she said slowly, as if I were six years old. “I’m not
going to open my door to perfect strangers.”
“They’re kids.”
“What about the ones who come really late?” she asked. “All those teenagers. They’re looking for trouble.”
“I sat down and reached across the table for her hands.
“It’s Halloween, Dulce. It’s just kids having fun.”
“Plenty of people aren’t home on Halloween. This is just going to be one of those places where nobody’s
home.”
The doorbell rang.
“Dulcie—”
“Sh-h-h!” She hissed at me like a cat.
“This is ridiculous.” I got up.
“Please!” she called out after me.
The bell rang again. I grabbed a box of cookies from the shelf and went to the door. A little kid was walking
away, but he turned back when he heard the door open. He was six, eight years old. An old man I recognized from
the neighborhood, maybe his grandfather, stood a few steps behind him.
The boy wore a cowboy outfit—a fringed orange vest over a T-shirt with a picture of Darth Vader on it, jeans
mashed down into plastic cowboy boots, and a holster sliding down over his narrow hips. He took a gun out of the
holster and waved it around in the air.
“Bang,” he said, without enthusiasm.
“You got me,” I answered, putting my hands to my chest and pretending to die.
“It’s a fake gun,” the boy said. “No real bullets.”
“You mean I’m not dead?” I tried to sound amazed, and I got a smile out of the kid.
The grandfather said something impatiently in another language, Russian or maybe Armenian.
“Trick or treat,” the boy said quietly. He held out a plastic grocery sack with his free hand.
I looked into the bag. There were only a few pieces of candy inside. Suddenly the whole thing made me sad. I
offered my box of mint cookies.
The boy looked back at his grandfather, who shook his head.
“I’m only allowed to have it if it’s wrapped,” the boy said to me.
I felt like a criminal.
“We didn’t have a chance to get to the store,” I said, as the boy holstered his gun and moved off with his
grandfather.
When I went back inside, Dulcie was standing in the middle of the dark living room, staring at me. Three
months after the baby died, I came home from work and found her standing in that same place. Her belly underneath her T-shirt was huge, much bigger than when she’d actually been pregnant. For one crazy second, I thought
that the whole thing had been a mistake and that she was still pregnant. I felt a kind of relief I had never felt
before. Then she lifted her shirt and took out a watermelon from underneath it.
A group of kids yelled, “Trick or treat!” below us. They giggled. Someone said “Boo!” then there was a chorus
of dutiful thank you’s. I heard small feet pound up the rickety wooden stairway to the second-floor apartments. I
walked over to Dulcie and put my arms around her.
“We can’t live like this,” I said.
“I can,” she said.
*
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Dulcie went back to work three days after the carjacking. I dropped her off at school in my car, and she
arranged for one of her teacher friends to give her a lift home. I took it as a good sign, her returning to work. She
complains about the public school system, all the idiotic bureaucracy she has to deal with, but she loves the kids.
She’s always coming home with stories about cute things they did, or about how quickly they picked up something she didn’t think they’d understand the first time. She was named Teacher of the Year last spring, and a
couple of parents got together and gave her this little gold necklace. Her school’s in a rough part of Glendale. The
necklace was a big deal.
She was home when I got off work, sitting on the couch. She waved a piece of pink paper in the air.
“What’s that?” I said.
“We’re not allowed to touch the children anymore,” she said.
“What are you talking about?”
She told me that a parent had accused a teacher of touching his daughter in the wrong way. Social Services
came in, the works. When they finally got around to questioning the girl, she told them the teacher had just patted
her on the back because she answered a question right.
“Now the district’s in a panic—they don’t want a lawsuit every time some kid exaggerates. So no touching the
students.”
“That’s nuts,” I said. “Those kids need to be hugged every once in a while. They probably don’t get enough
affection at home.”
“That’s a racist generalization, Charles,” she said. “Most of the parents try hard. They love their kids just as
much as you and I would.”
Neither of us said anything. Dulcie hadn’t brought up the idea of our having kids since we’d lost the baby. She
had just stepped on a grenade, and I was waiting through those awful seconds before it explodes.
“This is a fucked-up town,” she said finally.
I wasn’t sure what had made her say this. The school thing? The carjacking?
“Maybe if we turn on the TV we’ll catch a freeway chase,” I said.
“Or a riot.”
“Or a celebrity bio.”\fn{Biography.}
She started laughing. “That’s the real tragedy,” she said. “The celebrity bio.”
We laughed some more. When we stopped, neither of us knew what to say.
“I’m not racist,” I said at last.
“I know. I didn’t mean that.”
“I may be prejudiced against celebrities, though.”
She squeezed out a smile. It was worth the stupid joke.
*
The next Saturday, Dulcie called an exterminator. She’d decided that we should pay for one out of our own
pocket, because she’d read that some rats carry airborne viruses.
“People died in New Mexico,” she said. “Children too.”
It turns out that the exterminator you call to get rid of bugs is not the kind you call to get rid of a rat. There’s a
subspecialty—Rodent Removal. Our rodent remover was named Rod. Rod the Rodent Remover. I was scared of
him already.
When he came to the door, he was wearing a clean, pressed uniform with his name on it.
“Rod,” I said. “Thanks for coming.”
“It’s really Ricardo, but I get more jobs as Rod. Ricardo is too hard for most people to remember. You have a
problem with rats?” he said helpfully.
“Yeah. In here,” I opened the door wider and led him into the apartment. “It’s not really in the apartment, but
we hear it from in here.”
If Ricardo thought it was strange that the mattress was on the living room floor, he didn’t say anything. Dulcie
was waiting for us in the bedroom.
“It’s there,” Dulcie said, pointing to a gray smudge where the head of our bedframe met the wall. “He’s in
there.”
Ricardo went over and tapped the wall with his knuckle. Dulcie held her breath. There was no sound from the
rat.
“They usually leave the house during the day,” Ricardo said.
“How does he get in?” Dulcie says.
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Ricardo raised his finger toward the ceiling. “Spanish tile roof. Very pretty, but bad for the rat problem,” he
said. “They come in through the holes between the tiles.”
“So there’s nothing we can do?” Dulcie asked, alarmed.
“We can set a trap in the wall through the heating vent there,” Ricardo said, pointing to the one vent in our
entire apartment, which was, unhelpfully, in the hallway outside our bedroom.
“Then he’ll die in the wall?”
“It’s a bad smell for a few days, but then it goes away,” Ricardo said.
I could see that none of this was making Dulcie feel any better.
“Or I can put a trap on the roof,” Ricardo said.
“Do that,” Dulcie said quickly.
“Okay,” he said. “Now we have a plan.”
He reached into his pockets and took out two yellow surgical gloves. Dulcie was horrified, the gloves
confirming her suspicions about disease. But Ricardo smiled pleasantly. This was a guy who dealt with rats every
day of his life, and it didn’t seem to faze him.
“Why do they come inside?” Dulcie said as we followed Ricardo toward the door. "The rats. Why do they live
in the walls? There’s no food there.”
“To keep warm,” Ricardo said. “Sometimes to have their babies.” He smiled and gave us a courtly nod as I let
him out. When I turned back, Dulcie was still staring at the closed door, her hand over her mouth.
“It’s just a rat,” I said. I touched her shoulder. She was shaking.
*
A month after the baby died, the mailman delivered a package that I had to sign for. We don’t get a lot of
packages, so it was an event. The box was from a company called La Tierra. The name sounded familiar, but I
couldn’t place it; I was about to call back into the apartment for Dulcie when I remembered. La Tierra was the
name of the company that cremated the baby.
“What is it?” Dulcie said from behind me. “Who was at the door?”
I turned around. This will kill her, I thought.
“What is it?” she said again, holding out her hand.
I had no choice but to hand it to her. She looked at it. Her face crumpled.
“It’s so light,” she said finally.
I went to put my arms around her, but she stepped back. Then she started laughing. Her laughter became the
kind of giggling you can’t turn off. She bit her lips and clenched her teeth, but the giggles kept coming back, as if
they were tickling her insides in order to get out.
“You probably thought it was something from your mom,” she said through her laughter. “Or some freebie
from a computer company. Oh, my God,” she said. “Can you believe this is our life?”
I smiled, but it was that weird, embarrassed smile you offer when you feel left out of a joke.
We decided to take the ashes to the beach and scatter them on the water. We drove out to the Ventura County
line, to a beach called El Pescador. You have to climb down a steep hillside to get to it, and there’s usually no one
there, especially in the off season. We parked and scrambled unsteadily down the trail. We were so busy concentrating on not falling that we didn't see the ocean until we were at its level. We both got quiet for a moment. The
water was slate gray, pocked by the few white gulls that every so often swooped down to the surface and then rose
up again. There were no boats in the ocean, only a couple of prehistoric oil derricks in the distance.
“I think we should do it now,” Dulcie said. We opened the box. Inside was some Styrofoam with a hole gouged
out. Nestled inside that hole, like a tiny bird, was a plastic bag filled with brown dust. There could not have been
more than a tablespoonful. I took the bag and handed the box to Dulcie. Then I kicked off my shoes, rolled up my
jeans, and walked out into the water. When I was calf deep, I opened up the bag. I waited for something to
happen, for some gust of wind to kick up and take the ashes out to sea. But the day was calm, so I finally dumped
the ashes into the water at my feet. A tiny wave moved them toward the shore. I worried that the ashes would end
up in the sand, where somebody could step all over them, but then I felt the undertow dragging the water back
toward the sea.
“I think that’s the bravest thing I’ve ever seen a person do,” Dulcie said as I came out of the water.
As we headed back to the trail, she picked up a smooth stone and slipped it into her pocket. Halfway up the
path, she took the stone out and let it drop to the ground.
*
A week after the holdup, the police called. They had found our stolen car. Once the kids run out of gas, the
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officer explained, they usually abandon the car rather than pay for more. He gave us the address of the car lot,
somewhere in South Central.
“Go early in the morning,” the officer warned. “Before they get up.”
“‘They’?” I asked.
“You a white guy?” the policeman asked.
“Yeah.”
“You want to be down there before wake-up time. Trust me.”
Dulcie said it was a self-fulfilling prophecy. Everybody expected things to be bad, so people made them bad.
She saw it at her school. The kids who were expected to fail, well, they blew it every time out, even if they knew
the work cold.
Still, we took the officer’s advice and went down to the lot at seven in the morning. I admit I was nervous,
driving through those streets. You like to think you’re more open-minded than that, but I guess I’m not. I kept
thinking about drive-by shootings and gangs and riots and all the things you read about, thinking, Those things
don’t happen near where I live, so I’m okay.
We found our car. It was a mess. It had been stripped of everything; even the steering wheel was gone. There
was every kind of fast-food wrapper scattered on the back seat, and French fries and old hamburger buns on the
floor. You get hungry when you’re high. It wasn’t worth the price of towing, so we signed it over to the pound and
left it there.
As I drove Dulcie to work, I told her the police had asked us to come identify the suspects in a lineup.
“But they’ll know it was us who identified them,” she said. “They know where we live.”
“They were busy getting high. I don’t think they were memorizing our address.”
“I don’t even remember what they looked like. It was dark.”
“Once you see some faces, it might come back.”
“Charles, don’t make me do this. Don’t make me!” she cried.
“I’m not going to make you do anything. Jesus. What do you think I am?”
She didn’t answer me. I dropped her off at the school. She got out and walked toward the front door, then
turned to wave at me, as if it were any regular day, as if we weren’t living like some rat trapped in our own wall.
I took the day off. I’d already used up my sick days, and I knew we couldn’t throw away the money, but I
thought I’d go crazy if I had to be nice to a customer or listen to some technician talk about his bodacious
girlfriend or his kid’s troubles in school.
I didn’t have a plan. I picked up a paper and got some breakfast at a hipster coffee shop on Silver Lake
Boulevard. There were a lot of tattooed and pierced people eating eggs and bacon; they looked as though they
were ending a night, not beginning a day. I tried to concentrate on my paper, but nothing sank in. Then I got back
into my car. I ended up driving along Vermont into Griffith Park, past the roads where guys stop to cruise, all the
way up to the Observatory. I parked in the empty lot and got out.
The Observatory was closed; it was still early. I was trying to think of something to do with myself when I saw
a trail heading up into the hills. The path was well worn; on the weekends, it was usually packed with tourists and
families making a cheap day of it. But that morning I had it to myself. I passed outcroppings where people could
stand to look at the view. I wanted to walk. I walked for hours. I felt the sun rise up, and I saw the darkness that
covered the canyons lift, as if someone were sliding a blanket off the ground.
By the time I stopped, others were on the trail—runners, or people walking their dogs, some kids who were
probably playing hooky. I looked out over the canyon and thought about how I could go either way: I could stay
with Dulcie and be as far away from life as a person could be, or I could leave.
I had been looking forward to the baby. I didn’t mind talking to Dulcie about whether or not the kid should
sleep in bed with us, or use a pacifier, or how long she would nurse him, or any of the things she could think
about happily for days. I got excited about it too, But I had no idea what it meant, really. What was real to me was
watching Dulcie’s body grow bigger and bigger, watching that stripe appear on her belly, watching as her breasts
got fuller and that part around her nipples got as wide and dark as pancakes. When the doctors took the baby out
of her, they handed him to me without bothering to clean him up; I guess there was no point to it. Every inch of
him was perfectly formed. For a second, I thought he would open his eyes and be a baby. It didn’t look like
anything was wrong with him, like there was any reason for him not to be breathing and crying and getting on
with the business of being in the world. I kept saying to myself, This is my baby, this is my baby. But I had no
idea what I was saying. The only thing I truly felt was that I would die if something happened to Dulcie.
A runner came toward me on the trail. His face was red, and sweat had made his T-shirt transparent. He gave
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me a pained smile as he ran past. He kicked a small rock with his shoe, and it flew over the side of the canyon.
For some reason, I looked over the edge for the rock. What I saw from where I stood was amazing to me.
I saw all kinds of strange cactus plants—tall ones like baseball bats, others like spiky fans. There were dry
green eucalyptus trees and a hundred different kinds of bushes I couldn’t name. I heard the rustle of animals,
skunks or coyotes, maybe even deer. There was garbage on the ground and in the bushes—soda cans, fast-food
drink cups, napkins with restaurant logos on them. I saw a condom hanging off a branch, like a burst balloon. For
some reason, the garbage didn’t bother me. For all I knew, this was one of those mountains that was made of
trash, and it was nature that didn’t belong. Maybe the trash, the dirt, the plants, bugs, condoms—maybe they were
all just fighting for a little space.
I got home before Dulcie. I dragged the mattress back into the bedroom. I took my shirt off the light fixture in
the living room and put it in the dresser. When Dulcie came back, she saw what I had done, but she didn’t say
anything. We ate dinner early. I watched a soccer game while she corrected some papers. Then I turned off the
lights in the living room, and we went into the bedroom. She knew my mind was made up, and she climbed into
bed like a soldier following orders. When I snapped off the bedside lamp, she gave a little gasp.
We lay quietly for a while, getting used to the dark. We listened for the rat, but he wasn’t there.
“You think the traps worked?” she said.
“Maybe.”
I reached for her. At first it was awkward, as though we were two people who had never had sex with each
other. Truthfully, I was half ready for her to push me away. But she didn’t, and after a while things became
familiar again. When I rolled on top of her, though, I felt her tense up underneath me. She started to speak.
“I should go and get—”
I put my fingers on her mouth to stop her.
“It’s okay,” I said.
She looked up at me with her big, watery eyes. She was terrified. She started again to say something about her
diaphragm. I stopped her once more.
“It’s okay,” I repeated.
I could feel her heart beating on my skin. I could feel my own heart beating even harder. We were scared, but
we kept going.
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Imogene is tiny, all-white. Spun-sugar hair, pale forehead, chalky arms. Imogene the Ice Queen. Imogene the
Milk Princess. A black spiderweb is tattooed on her left biceps. She is a resource allocation manager for Cyclops
Engineering in Laramie, Wyoming.
Herb is medium-sized, bald, and of no special courage. His smile is a clumsy mosaic of teeth. Veins trail like
root formations down his forearms. He teaches molecular phylogeny to undergraduates. He and Imogene live in a
single-story brick and cedar on five acres fifteen miles from town.
Sage, most of it is, anQ skeleton weed, but they have a few cottonwoods in a dry creek bed, and a graveyard of
abandoned tyres Herb is trying to clear, and whole bevies of quail that sometimes sprint across the driveway in the
early mornings. Imogene has twenty-two birdfeeders, some pole-mounted, some suspended from eaves, platform
feeders and globe feeders, coffee-can feeders and feeders that look like little Swiss chalets, and every evening,
when she comes home from work, she drags a stepladder from one to the next, toting a bucket of mixed seeds,
keeping them full.
*
In September of 2002, Imogene swallows her last birth-control tablet and she and Herb go out to the driveway
so she can crush the empty pill container with the flat edge of the wood axe. This excites Herb: the shards of
plastic in the gravel, the taut cords in Imogene’s throat. He has been thinking about children all the time lately; he
imagines himself coming home from class to find offspring on all the furniture.
Over the next thirty mornings Herb and Imogene have sex twenty times. Each time, afterwards, Imogene tilts
her hips towards the ceiling and shuts her eyes and tries to imagine it as Herb described: vast schools of his sperm
streaming through her cervix, crossing her uterus, scaling her fallopian tubes. In her imagination their
chromosomes stitch themselves together with the smallest imaginable sound: two teeth in a zipper locking.
Then: sun at the windows. Herb makes toast. A zygote like a tiny question mark drifts into her womb.
Nothing happens. One month, one period. Two months, two periods. After four months, on New Year’s Eve,
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wind hurling sleet across the driveway, Herb cries a bit.
“I’m just getting the pill out of my system,” Imogene says. “This stuff doesn’t happen overnight.”
*
Then it’s 2003. Imogene begins to notice pregnant women everywhere. They clamber out of minivans at the
Loaf’n Jug; they hunker in Wal-Mart aisles holding tiny pyjamas to the light. A pregnant repairwoman services
the office copier; a pregnant client spills orange juice in the conference room. What defects does Imogene have
that these women do not?
She reads on the internet that it takes couples, on average, one year to get pregnant. So. No problem. Plenty of
time. She is only thirty-three years old, after all. Thirty-four in March.
At Herb’s prompting, Imogene begins sticking a thermometer in her mouth every morning when she wakes up.
He plots her temperatures on a sheet of graph paper. We want, he tells her, to time the ovulation spike. Each time
they have sex, he draws a little X on their chart.
Three more months, three more periods. Four more months, four more periods. Herb assaults Imogene’s
peaking temperature with platoons of Xs. She lies in the bed with her toes pointed to the ceiling and Herb
rummages around on top of her and grunts and the spermatozoa paddle forth.
And nothing happens. Imogene cramps, finds blood, whispers into the phone,
“I’m a fucking Swiss timepiece.”
The university lets out. The Brewer’s blackbirds return. The lark sparrows return. Imogene plods through the
backyard filling her feeders. Not so long ago, she thinks, I’d be stoned in public for this. Herb would divorce me.
Our crops would be razed. Shamans would stick garlic cloves into my reproductive tracts.
In August, the biology department administrator, Barb Swanson, gives birth to a girl. Herb and Imogene bring
carnations to the hospital. The infant is shrivelled and squinty and miraculous-looking. She wears a cotton hat.
Her skull is crimped and oblong. Herb says,
“We’re so excited for you, Barb.”
And he is excited, Imogene can see it; he bounces on his toes; he grins; he asks Barb a series of questions
about the umbilical cord.
Imogene stands in the doorway and asks herself if she is generous enough to be excited for Barb, too. Nurses
barge past. Drops of dried blood are spattered on the linoleum beside the hospital bed; they look like tiny brown
saw-blades. A nurse unwraps the infant and its tiny diaphragm rises and falls beneath the thin basket of its ribs and
its tiny body seems to Imogene like the distillation of a dozen generations, Barb’s mother’s mother's mother, an
entire pedigree stripped into a single flame and stowed still burning inside the blue tributaries of veins pulsing
beneath its skin.
She thinks: Why not me?
*
Wyoming tilts away from the sun. Goodbye, wood ducks. Goodbye, house wrens. Goodbye to the little yellow
warbler who landed on the window feeder yesterday and winked at Imogene before continuing on. The abandoned
tyres freeze into the earth. The birds make their brutal migrations.
“What about you two?” Herb’s brother asks.
This is Thanksgiving, in Minnesota. Herb’s mother cocks her head, suddenly interested. Herb’s nephews clack
their silverware against the table like drummers.
“You guys thinking about kids?” Herb looks at Imogene.
“Sure. You never know.”
Imogene’s bite of pumpkin pie turns to cement in her mouth. Herb’s sister-in-law says,
“Well, don’t wait too long. You don’t want to be rolling to flute recitals in a wheelchair.”
There are other moments. Herb’s two-year-old nephew climbs uninvited into Imogene’s lap and hands her a
book called Big Fish, Little Fish.
“Biiig!” he says, turning the pages. “Biiiig fish!” He squirms against her chest; his scalp smells like a deep,
cold lake in summer.
A day later Herb tugs Imogene’s sleeve in the airport and points: there are twins by some newspaper machines
with tow heads and overalls. Maybe three years old. They are jumping on the tips of their toes and singing about a
tiny spider getting washed out of a waterspout, and when they are done they clap and grin and sprint in circles
around their mother.
*
When Imogene was twenty-one, her parents were killed simultaneously when their Buick LeSabre skidded off
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Route 506 a mile from home and flipped into a ditch. There was no ice on the road surface and no coming traffic
and her father’s Buick was in good repair. The police called it an accident. For two weeks Imogene and Herb
stood in a variety of living rooms holding Triscuits on little plates and then Imogene graduated from college and
promptly moved to Morocco.
She lived three years in a one-room apartment in Rabat with no refrigerator and one window. She could not
wear shorts or skirts and could not go outside with her hair wet. Some days she spent the whole day in her
kitchen, reading novels. Her letters from that time were several pages long and Herb would read them again and
again, leaning over the dashboard of his truck:
There are two kinds of pigeons here. There are the thick-looking ones, rock pigeons, the ones we see back home.
They moan on the roof at night. But there are also these other pigeons with white patches on their necks. They’re big
birds and gather in huge wheels and float above the rooftops, dark and gleaming, turning up there like big mobiles
made of metal. Some mornings crows dive-bomb them and the pigeons will start shrieking and from my bed it sounds
like little airborne children shouting for help.

She never mentioned her parents. Once she wrote:
No one here wears seat belts. Another time:
I hope you’re keeping bags of salt in the back of the truck.
That was as close as she came. Eventually she attached herself to a Peace Corps initiative and began working
with blind women.
More than once in those years Herb stopped outside Destinations Travel in downtown Laramie and watched
the four-foot plastic Earth turn in the window but could not bring himself to buy an aeroplane ticket. They had
been dating only four months before her parents died. And she had not invited him.
He wrote his mundane replies: a hike to a lake, a new cereal he liked. Love, Herb, he’d conclude, feeling
resolute and silly at the same time. He worried he wrote too much. He worried he did not write enough.
*
In 2004, after sixteen months of failing to get pregnant, Imogene tells her gynaecologist. He says workups can
be scheduled. Endocrinologists can be contacted. Urologists can be contacted. They have plenty of options.
“It’s not time,” he says, “to despair.”
“Not time to despair,” Imogene tells Herb.
“I’m not despairing,” he says.
They have Aids tests. They have hepatitis tests. Two days later Herb masturbates into an eight-ounce specimen
cup and drives sixty-six miles east on 1-80 to a urologist in Cheyenne with the cup in a little Christmas bag meant
for office gifts because he and Imogene have run out of brown-paper bags. The bag rides on the bench seat beside
him, little Santas grinning all over it. His sample barely covers the bottom. He wonders:
Do some men fill the whole cup?
The same afternoon Imogene leaves work early to have her insides scraped out with a speculum. She has
radio-opaque dye injected through her cervix into her: uterus and all the way up her fallopian tubes. Then she is
wheeled into an X-ray room where a nurse with peanut-butter breath and Snoopy earrings drapes a lead apron
over Imogene’s chest and asks her to remain completely motionless. The nurse steps away; Imogene hears the
machine come to life, hears the high whine of electrons piling up. She closes her eyes, tries not to move. The light
pours into her.
The phone rings six days later.
*
The doctors have discussed the situation. Dual-factor infertility. Imogene gets three words: polycystic ovary
syndrome. Herb gets two words: severe deficits. In motility, in density, in something else. Only three per cent of
his sperm are rated viable.
Herb’s face appears to crumple. He sets his half-eaten wedge of cantaloupe on the counter and goes into the
bathroom and shuts the door. Imogene finds herself staring into the space between the countertop and the
refrigerator. There is dust down there and a single Cheerio. A groan comes from the bathroom. Then a flush. With
one hand Imogene gently probes her abdomen with her fingers.
*
All morning she sits at her computer and drowns in memory. A bus climbs through layers of cold air,
mountains the colour of cardboard, a phosphorous sky. Gazelles in a courtyard pick through rubbish. Sheepdogs
doze on village rooftops.
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“No parents, no husband, no children,” a blind woman once told her.
Her gaze was a vacuum. Imogene did not know where to look.
“I am a tribe of one.”
Her computer screen swims. She rests her forehead on the desk.
*
“Are you mad? Are you mad at me, Imogene?”
Herb cannot help himself: the refrain becomes almost visible, a whirl of haze, like fan blades turning in front
of his face.
“I’m not mad,” she says.
Their failures, she decides, were inevitable from the start. Pre-written. Genetic. Their inadequacies, their
timidities, their differences from everybody else. She had always been confused, always living far from town,
always reading, always saying no to junior high dance invitations. Imogene the Ice Queen. Imogene the
Pipedrearn. Too petite, too pale, too pretty. Too easily scorched.
“Everything is fine,” she tells Herb during dinner, during Jeopardy. Ten years of trying not to get pregnant and
now it turns out they never could.
Herb develops his own theory: it’s the tyres out in the yard. A whole graveyard of them, seventeen metals,
sixteen types of hydrocarbons, sixty-one organic compounds, and they’ve gotten into the well water, the shower,
the pasta, and now the poisons are inside their bodies. Fungus, cancer, bad luck incorporated.
*
More tests. Imogene has a laparoscopy during which a doctor punctures her ovaries a dozen times with an
electrosurgical needle. Herb masturbates into another cup, makes another hour-and-a-half drive to Cheyenne,
drops his pants in front of another urologist.
Wait another six days. Get another phone call. Confirmed diagnosis.. Polycystic ovary syndrome. Severe
deficits.
Imogene blinks. She had been thinking she could quit her job. She had been thinking she could start cooking
Moroccan food, Tunisian food: an infant strapped to her chest, pots steaming atop the range. Maybe raise some
hens. Instead she starts a regimen of glucophage and gets diarrhoea for a week.
This is not real suffering, she tells herself. This is only a matter of reprogramming her picture of the future. Of
understanding that the line of descendancy is not continuous but arbitrary. That in every genealogy someone will
always be last: last leaf on the family tree, last stone in the family plot. Hasn’t she learned this before?
After school Herb walks out into the big pasture behind the house and works on the tyres. They lie so deep in
places, so much dust and snow blown into them, that as he hacks out one, or the pieces of it, he inevitably finds
another beneath. Sometimes he wonders if there are tyres all the way down to the centre of the world.
He chops them into pieces with a maul, shovels the pieces into his truck. It’s cold and there is only the wind in
the grass, and the ice clinking softly in the cottonwoods. After a couple of hours, he straightens, looks at the
house, small from there, a matchbox beneath the sky. The tiny figure of Imogene trudges through the sage, filling
her feeders, dragging a five-gallon bucket with one arm, stepladder with the other, her legs lost in the haze.
*
They agree to visit a fertility clinic. It is eighty minutes away in good weather. Parked nearest the entrance is a
Mercedes with the licence plate: BBYMKR.
The doctor sits behind a glass-topped desk and draws upside down. He draws a uterus, fallopian tubes, two
ovaries. He draws instruments going in and harvesting eggs. On the wall is a framed poster of a giant vagina and
its inner workings. Beside it, a framed photo of three chubby daughters leaning against a Honda.
“Okay,” Herb is saying. “All right.” Does Imogene have any questions?
Imogene has no questions. She has a thousand questions.
“You draw upside down really well,” she says, and tries a laugh. The doctor gives a quarter-smile.
“Practice,” he says.
The finance lady is nice, smells like cigarettes. They can get loans. Interest rates are swell. Her daughter did
three “cycles.” She points to photos.
The procedure, including medications, embryo lab and anaesthesiologist, will cost $13,000. On the drive home
acronyms twist through their brains: IUI, ICSI, FSH, HCG, IVF. A herd of antelope stands in the scraps of snow
just off the Interstate, their shadows crisp and stark on the slope behind them, their eyes flat and black. They flash
past: there, then gone.
Herb reaches for Imogene’s hand. The sky is huge and depthless.
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*
They sign up. A box of drugs arrives. Herb unpacks it into the cabinet in their bathroom.
Imogene can’t look. Herb can hardly look. There are four different Ziplocs of syringes. Vials and pill bottles.
Video cassettes. Two sharps containers. Four hundred alcohol wipes. Fourteen hundred dollars of synthetic
hormones.
Imogene’s protocol starts with, of all things, oral contraceptives. To regulate her cycle, the booklet says. She
pours a glass of milk and studies the little pink tablet. Dusk falls across the range. Herb grades quizzes at the
kitchen table. The clouds deepen, darken. Imogene walks out into the yard with her stepladder and seed bucket
and the pill dissolving in her gut, and the silence extends and the sky dims and the birdfeeders seem miles apart
and it is a feeling like dying.
Each time she hears a syringe tear away from its wrapper, Imogene feels slightly sick. Seventeen days of an
ovarian stimulator called Lupron. Nine days of follicle-stimulating hormones. Then two weeks of progesterone to
prepare her uterus for pregnancy. Then vaginal suppositories. If she gets pregnant, eight more weeks of shots.
Sometimes a little dot of blood follows the needle out and Herb covers it with an alcohol wipe and holds it there
and closes his eyes.
After the shots, he lays out her pills, five of them. She eats toast spread with apple sauce before work and
swallows the capsules on her way out the door.
“Tell me you love me, Imogene,” Herb calls from the kitchen, and in the garage, the car window up, Imogene
may or may not hear. The Corolla starts. The garage door rolls up, rolls down. Her tyres hiss in the cinders. The
prairie shifts under its carpet of ice.
*
Springtime. Imogene’s ovaries inflate on schedule. They become water balloons, dandelion heads, swollen
peonies. The doctor measures her follicles on an ultrasound monitor: her interior is a blizzard of pixels. Nine
millimetres. Thirteen millimetres. The doctor wants them to grow to sixteen, to twenty. They root for numbers:
thirty eggs, twenty embryos. Three blastocysts. One foetus.
Halfway through April, Ed Collins, the regional manager at Cyclops, calls Imogene into his office and chides
her for taking off too many afternoons.
“How many doctor’s appointments can a person have?” He fingers buttons on his polo shirt.
“I know. I’m sorry.”
“Are you sick?”
She looks at her shoes.
“No. I’m not sick.”
The more oestrogen that floods Imogene's body, the prettier she gets. Her lips are almost crimson, her hair is a
big opalescent crown. Down both arms Herb can see the purple spiderwork of her veins. Hormones whirl through
her cells. She sweats; she freezes. She limps around in sweatpants with her ovaries stuffed full of follicles and her
follicles stuffed with ova.
“It’s like having two full bladders,” she says. Before potholes she has to slow the Corolla to a crawl.
Herb rides beside her with his scrotum throbbing between his thighs, traitorous, too warm. He has eighty-three
protein structure papers to grade on his desk. He is fairly sure he will have to charge this month’s house
payment.on his credit card. He tells himself:
Other people have it worse. Other people, like Harper Ousby, the women’s basketball coach, get their ribs
sawed open and the valves of their hearts replaced with parts from the hearts of animals.
Clouds pile up at the horizon, plum-coloured and full of shoulders.
*
On May Day Herb masturbates into another cup and drives Imogene and his sample to the fertility clinic and
the doctor goes into Imogene’s ovaries, aspirating her follicular fluid with what looks like a stainless-steel hydra:
a dozen or so segmented steel snakes at one end and a vacuum at the other. Herb sits in the waiting room and
listens for its hiss but hears only the whirr and click of the heat register, and the receptionists’ radio: Rod Stewart.
After an hour they call him back. Imogene is shivering on a chair in the RN’s office. Her lips are grey and slow
and she asks him several times if she threw up. He says he’s not sure but doesn’t think so.
“I remember throwing up,” she says.
She sips Gatorade from a paper cup. He puts a pad in her panties and unties her gown and pulls her sweatpants
up over her legs. Strange to think there is less of her now: she has been separated from a couple dozen of her ova.
For three days they want the eggs to grow, one cell cleaving into two, two into four. The delicacy of mitosis: a
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snow crystal settling on a branch, the single beat of a moth’s wings.
“I was in Africa,” Imogene says. “There were all these vultures in the sky.”
*
Two days later a nurse calls to tell them only six eggs have successfully fertilized, but two have become viable
eight-cell embryos. Again they drive to Cheyenne. The doctor installs both embryos inside Imogene with a
syringe and a long tube like a half-cooked spaghetti noodle. The whole process takes thirty seconds.
*
She rides back to Laramie lying across the bench seat, the sky racing past the windshield. At the doctor’s
instructions, she lies in bed for three days, eating yoghurt, turning her hip to Herb every twelve hours for her
injections. Then she returns to work, bruised, still full, an invisible puncture wound in each ovary. She finds
herself walking very carefully. She finds herself thinking:
Twins?
A week later Herb drives her back to the clinic for a blood test.
The results are negative.
Implantation did not occur.
No pregnancy.
No baby.
*
Things between Herb and Imogene go quiet. Invoices arrive in the mail, one after another. For extra income
Herb teaches a summer section of general biology. But he is continually losing his train of thought in the middle
of lectures. One afternoon, halfway through a chalk drawing of basic protein synthesis, maybe twenty-five
seconds go by during which all he can imagine are doctors scrabbling between Imogene’s legs, dragging golfballsized eggs from her ovaries.
There are snickers. He drops the chalk. A tall sophomore in the front, a scholarship swimmer named Misty
Friday, is wearing camouflage shorts and a shirt with about a hundred laces in front of her breasts, like something
a knight might wear under his armour. Her calves are impossibly long.
“Professor Ross?”
She chews the ends of the laces on her shirt. Herb’s vision skews. The floor seems to be making slow
revolutions beneath him. The ceiling tiles inch lower. He dismisses class.
*
Imogene and Herb buy their groceries, eat their dinners, watch their shows. One evening she crouches at the
edge of the driveway and watches a mantis dribble eggs on to a stalk of weed, pushing out a seemingly endless
stream of them, tapioca pearls in an amber goo. Three minutes later a squadron of ants has carried off the whole
load in their tiny jaws.
What, she wonders, happened to those two embryos? Did they slip out of her and get lost in the bedsheets? Did
they fall out at work, go tumbling down her pant leg and get lost in that awful beige carpet?
*
Herb tries her in June, and again on the fourth of July:
“Do you think we could try another cycle?”
Needles. Telephone calls. Failure.
“Not yet,” she mutters. “Not right now.”
They lie awake beside each other, speechless, and look for patterns in the ceiling plaster. Ten years of marriage
and hadn’t they imagined children by now? A foetus curled in an ocean of amnion, a daughter standing at the back
door with mud on her sneakers and a baby bird in her palm? Seventy-five trillion cells in their bodies and they
can’t get two of them together. . .
Here is another problem: the cliches. There are too many cliches in this, armies of them. Imogene’s least
favourites are the most obvious and usually come from the mothers at work:
You’re not getting any younger. Or:
I envy your freedom—you can do whatever you want!
Equally bad is the moment at the biology department summer picnic when Goss, the new hire in plant
sciences, announces that his wife is pregnant.
“My boys can swim,” he declares, and pushes his glasses higher on his nose and claps Herb on the shoulder.
There is the cliche when Imogene tells Herb (Saturday night, Sunday night) that she’s fme, that she doesn’t
need to talk about it; when Herb overhears a student in the hall call him a “pretty ballsy professor;” when
Imogene passes by two receptionists at lunch and hears one say, “I can’t even walk past Jeff without getting
pregnant.”
Stretch marks, baby formula, stroller brands; if you’re listening for something, it’s all you’ll hear.
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“Tell me anything, Imogene,” Herb says. “But please don’t tell me you’re fine.”
She keeps her attention on the ceiling.
Her name hangs in the space between them.
She does not answer.
*
The chapter about human reproduction in the textbook on Herb’s desk is called “The Miracle of Life.”
Imogene looks up miracle: An event that appears to be contrary to the laws of nature. She looks up fine: Made up
of tiny particles. Or: Very thin, sharp, or delicate.
Herb calls his brother in Minnesota. His brother tries to understand but has problems of his own: layoffs, a sick
kid.
“At least you must be having lots of fun trying,” he says. “Right?”
Herb makes a joke, hangs up. A room away, Imogene rests her head against the refrigerator. Outside the wind
is flying down from the mountains, and there haven’t been headlights on the road all night, and all Imogene can
hear is the whirring of the dishwasher, and her husband’s low sobbing, and the hot wind tearing through the sage.
*
Laramie: a film of dust on the windshield, a ballet of cars turning in acres of parking lot, Home Depot, Office
Depot, the Dollar Store, sun filtering through distant smoke, battered men scratching lottery tickets on a bus-stop
bench. Two brisk ladies in long dresses hold salads in plastic boxes. An aeroplane whines past. Everything
deadeningly normal. How much longer can she live here?
They fight. He says she is detached. He says she is not good at dealing with grief. In her eyes leaves blow back
and forth. Detached, Imogene thinks, and remembers a time-lapse video she saw once of a starfish detaching from
a dock post and roaming the sea floor on its thousand tiny feet.
She retreats to the garage and runs her hands through her buckets of seeds.
He chops tyres until little stars burst behind his eyes. In a parallel world, he thinks, I’m a father of nine. In a
parallel world I’m waiting beneath an umbrella for my children to come out of the rain.
*
The summer session winds down. The swimmer in the front row, Misty Friday, wants to conference about her
take-home exam. Her tank top is sheeny and her shoulders are freckled and her hair is baled up in golden elastics.
The classroom empties. Herb takes a seat in the desk beside Misty’s and she leans across the gap and they put
their heads over a paragraph she has written about eukaryotes.
Soon the building is empty. A lawnmower drones outside. Houseflies buzz against the windows. Misty smells
like skin lotion and chlorine. Herb is looking at the perfect, fat loops of her cursive, feeling as if he is about to fall
forward into the page, when he calls her—by accident—sweetheart.
She blinks twice. Licks her lips, maybe. Hard to tell. He stumbles:
“All cells have what, Misty? Cell membrane, cytoplasm and genetic material, right? In yeast, mice, people, it
doesn’t matter …”
Misty smiles, taps the tip of her pen against the desk, gazes down the aisle.
*
The mountains turn brown. Range fires ring the sun with smoke. Imogene finds herself unable to summon the
energy to drive home from work. She cannot even summon the will to get up from her desk. Screensaver fish
swim across the computer monitor and the daylight fades to dimness and then to black and still Imogene sits in
her plastic chair and feels the weight of the building settling all around her.
A person can get up and leave her life. The world is that big. You can take a $4,000 inheritance and walk into
an airport and before your heartache catches up with you, you can be in the middle of a desert city listening to
dogs bark and no one for 3,000 miles will know your name.
Nothingness is the permanent thing. Nothingness is the rule. Life is the exception.
It is almost midnight when she drives the dark road home, and in the garage she leans against the steering
wheel before going in and feels shame draw up her torso and leach through her armpits.
It should be straightforward, she thinks. Either I can have babies or I can’t have babies. And then I move on.
But nothing is straightforward.
*
In August Herb gets an email:
From: misty45@hotmail.com
Subject: Neurons
so if like you were saying the other day in class neurons are what
make us feel everything we feel and each receptor works the same
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pumping those ions back and forth why do some things hurt and
some things sort of prickle and some things feel cold?? what makes
some things feel good professor ross and why if nerve fibres are what
make us feel can I feel so MUCH without the receptor being
stimulated at all professor ross without any part of me ever being
touched at all??

Herb reads it again. Then again. It’s Wednesday morning and his piece of toast, sladiered with strawberry jam,
remains halfway to his mouth. He imagines replies: It’s complicated, Misty, or, See, there are photoreceptors,
mechanoreceptors, chemoreceptors and thermoreceptors, or Let’s talk further, or Friday, 4 p.m., my car don’t
worry because I CAN’T GET YOU PREGNANT, but then he imagines he could get her pregnant, that all he’d
have to do is want to, a few words here, a smile there, her twenty-year-old ovaries practically foaming with eggs
anyway, so healthy, so ripe, ova almost half the age of Imogene’s, basically outfitted with tractor beams, even his
dying sperm, that feeble three per cent, could make it in there. He thinks of Misty’s ankles, Misty’s throat; a
twenty year old with glitter on her eyelids and a name like a weather forecast.
From the kitchen comes the sound of Imogene’s chair being pushed back.
Herb deletes the message, sits red-faced in front of the screen.
*
Six months after Imogene returned from Morocco, they got married. He drove her to Montana for a
honeymoon and led her up a trail beneath a string of ski lift towers, a drizzle coming down on her bare arms and
the dry grass swishing around her knees, and the procession of lift towers running off beneath them standing
silently under the rain. He’d brought a bottle of wine; he’d brought chicken salad.
“You know,” he told her, “I think we’ll be married for ever.”
Now it’s 2004 and they’ve been married almost eleven years. He submits the summer session’s final grades to
the registrar and takes a corner stool at Cole’s and drinks a pitcher of sweet, dark beer.
Then he drives to the Corbett Pool. A few folks in shortsleeves sit in the bleachers beneath a forty-foot mural
of a cowboy. Misty Friday is easy to spot: taller than the rest of the women, sleek in a navy one-piece trimmed
with white. Her bathing cap is gold.
Herb sweats in his khakis. The swimmer in Misty’s lane makes the turn, starts back. Misty climbs on to a
starting platform, lowers her goggles. Everywhere voices echo: off the ceiling, off the churning water.
C’mon, Tammy! Go, Becky!
It feels to Herb as though he is pumping through the interior of a living cell, mitochondria careering around,
charged ions bouncing off membranes, everything arranging and rearranging.
And yet everything is motionless. Misty's knees bend; her arms rise. She leaps. The chlorine in the air touches
the very back of Herb’s throat.
He hurries back to his truck. He tells himself it’s just biology, the chemical fist of desire, his spine quaking in it
like a sapling. The truth. The questions. No transgression if there is no action. Right? Misty was right to wonder
how people can make other people feel without touching one another.
He starts the truck towards home. The sun sinks behind Medicine Bow to the west and sends up streamers of
gold and silver.
*
“You never know,” Herb’s mother once told him, the skin beneath her eyes streaked with mascara, “all the
things that go into making a marriage last. You never know what goes on behind closed doors.”
When Herb walks inside, Imogene is sitting at the kitchen table with tears on her cheeks. In the fading light.
her hair is as white as ever, almost translucent.
“Okay,” she says. “I’ll do it. I want to try one more time.”
*
It’s early October before the clinic can schedule them in again. This time they know the nurses’ names, the
schedule, the dosages; this time the language is not so impenetrable. The box of drugs is smaller; they already
have specimen cups, alcohol wipes, syringes. Imogene pulls down the waistband of her pyjamas; Herb drives in
the first needle.
At Cyclops Engineering, receptionists string fake spiderwebs across the ceilings. Goss, the plant sciences
professor, comes by Herb’s office with twelve-inch subs: turkey, tomatoes, vinegar. He talks about his wife’s
pregnancy, how she vomits in the kitchen sink, how his unborn daughter is the size of an avocado by now.
“Isn’t it crazy,” he says, “that every student in this school, every person in town, every single human who has
ever lived, existed because of two people fucking?”
Herb smiles.
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They eat.
“Be fruitful and multiply!” shouts Goss, and shreds of lettuce gather on Herb’s desk.
*
Subcutaneous. Intramuscular. Herb unscrews the used needles, drops them in the sharps container. He lines up
Imogene’s rosary of pills. Out in the yard a few finches swoop between feeders like ghosts.
At work Imogene tells Ed Collins, the regional manager, why she will need to miss more afternoons. She lifts
the hem of her shirt and shows him the spectrum of injection bruises above her panty line like slow purple
fireworks.
“I’ve seen worse,” he says, but both know this isn’t true. Ed has two daughters and a waterslide in his back
yard and gets hopelessly drunk playing putt-putt golf every Friday night.
Fifteen miles away, at the kitchen table, Herb cashes in his 401K.
*
Again Imogene’s ovaries swell. Again the season begins to turn: leaves blowing across the field of old tyres,
the sky seamed with a vast, corrugated backbone of cloud.
“So our two frogs make Baby Tadpole,” Herb tells his Thursday lab, “and Baby Tadpole will turn out like his
parents but not exactly like them: reproduction is not replication.”
After class he erases Baby Tadpole, then the arrows of descendancy, parent frog A, parent frog B. The body
has one obligation, he thinks: procreate. How many male Homo sapiens are right now climbing atop their brides
and groaning beneath the weight of the species?
Tomorrow, the doctor will go into Imogene and retrieve her eggs. Herb drives home, cooks chicken breasts.
The roof moans in the wind.
“Do you think they’ll let me wear socks this time?”
“We’ll bring some.”
“Do you think all my hair will fall out?”
“Why would it do that?”
Imogene cries then. He leans across the table and tries to hold her hand.
It starts to snow. It snows so much it seems the clouds will never empty of it and in the morning they make the
long drive in a whiteout and do not talk for any of it, not a single word. Trucks are overturned every few miles.
The snow is hypnotic and blowing in sheets through the headlights and it looks as if the Interstate has ignited into
ten-foot-tall white flames.
Herb leans forward, squinting hard. Imogene cradles his sperm sample between her thighs. The heads of her
ovaries sway heavily inside her. Something in the way the snow swirls and checks up and swirls again reminds
her of the way she’d pray for snowy days as a girl, how she’d go through an Our Father and enunciate every word
and she wonders how she can be a thirty-five-year-old orphan when just yesterday she was a nine year old in
moon boots.
When Herb finally pulls into the clinic, they’ve been in the truck three hours. He has to prise his fingers off the
wheel.
The anaesthesiologist wears all black and is extremely short. They are late so everything goes very quickly.
“I’m just going to give you some candy now,” he tells Imogene through his mask, and drives the pentathol in.
Herb tries to grade lab reports in the waiting room. Slush melts in dark pools on the carpet.
No matter what, he tells himself, no matter how bad things seem to be going, someone always has it worse.
There are cancer patients out there incandescing with pain, and toddlers starving to death, and someone
somewhere is deciding to load a pistol and use it. You ran a marathon? Good for you. Ever hear of an ultramarathon? It might be cold where you live but it’s colder in Big Piney.
After a while he gets called back in. He kneels beside Imogene in the RN’s office, refilling her cup of
Gatorade, watching the lights in her eyes come back on. Fifty feet away, for the second time this year, an
embryologist rinses Itnogene’s eggs and weakens the zona pellucida and injects one good sperm into each one. A
nurse comes into the office, says,
“You two are so cute together.”
“We don’t have it so bad,” Imogene hears Herb say, as he half-walks, half-carries her through the slush to the
car. “We don’t have it bad at all.”
The sky has broken and the sun fuses the entire parking lot with light. In the truck she dozes, and dreams, and
wakes up thirsty.
*
The telephone rings.
Twenty fertilized eggs. Fourteen embryos. An entire brood. Imogene smiles in the doorway, says,
“I’m the old woman in the shoe.”
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Two days later, three embryos have divided into eight cells and look strong enough to transfer. The snow melts
on the roof; the whole house comes alive with dripping water.
If there’s a sadness in this, Herb thinks, it’s about the embryos that don’t even make it three days, the ones that
get discarded, lumpy and fragmented and full of cytoplasm, rated unviable. Nucleated cells, wrapped in coronas
like little suns. Little sons. Little daughters. Herb and Imogene, father and mother, the DNA already unzipped,
paired and zipped back up, proficiencies at piano playing and field hockey and public speaking predetermined.
Pale eyes, veiny limbs, noses shaped like Herb’s.
But not good enough.
Not viable.
Herb and Imogene and the birds at the feeders and Goss the plant sciences professor and Misty Friday the
swimmer—all of them were once invisible, too small to see. Motes in a sunbeam. A cross-section of a single hair.
Smaller. Thousands of times smaller.
“The stars,” a science teacher once told Herb, “are up there during the day, too.” And understanding that
changed Herb's life.
“Even if we get pregnant this time,” Imogene says, “you think we’ll stop worrying? You think we’ll have more
peace? Then we’ll want to find out if the baby’s got Down’s syndrome. We’ll want to know why it’s crying, why
it won’t eat, why it won’t sleep.”
“I’d never worry,” Herb says. “I’d never forget.”
*
They drive the sixty-six miles back to Cheyenne. The doctor gives them photos of their three good embryos:
grey blobs on glossy paper.
“All three?” he asks, and Imogene looks at Herb. Herb says,
“It’s your uterus.”
“All three,” Imogene says.
The doctor pulls on gloves, gets out the half-cooked spaghetti noodle. He implants the embryos. Herb carries
Imogene to the truck. The Interstate skims past, cinders chattering in the wheel wells. He carries her up to the
bedroom. Her feet bump the lampshade. Her hair spreads across the pillow like silk.
She is not supposed to get up for three days. She is supposed to imagine little seeds attaching, rootlets creeping
through her walls.
In the morning, at the university, Herb hands out midterm exams. His students hunch in their rows of desks,
snow on their boots, anxieties fluttering in their chests.
“All you have to do,” he tells them, navigating the rows, “is show me you understand the concepts.”
They look at him with open eyes, with faces like oceans.
Fifteen miles away, Imogene rolls over in bed. Inside her uterus three infinitesimal embryos drift and catch,
drift and catch. In ten days, a blood test will tell if any of them have attached.
Ten more days. There is only the quiet of the house. The birds. The tyres in the field. She studies her palms,
their rivers and valleys.
A memory: Imogene, maybe six years old, had broken her front teeth on the banister. Her father was looking
for pieces of tooth in the hall rug. Her mother’s bracelets were cold against Imogene’s cheek.
The telephone starts to ring. Out the bedroom window a pair of slate-coloured juncos flap and flutter at a
feeder.
“Tell me it’s going to be okay,” Herb whispers, the receiver of his office phone clamped to his ear. “Tell me
you love me.”
Imogene starts to tremble. She shuts her eyes and says she does.
*OKLAHOMA*
132.31 Excerpt from There’s Not A Bathing Suit In Russia & Other Bare Facts\fn{by William Penn Adair Rogers
aka Will Rogers (1879-1935)} Claremore, Rogers County, Oklahoma, U.S.A. (M) 12
I\fn{The text originally appeared as a book in 1927, and previous to this was serialized in three numbers of the Saturday Evening Post
in 1926 as “Letters of a Self-Made Diplomat to his President,” at the time, Calvin Coolidge, to whom they were humorously addressed,
though all references to Coolidge were removed from the book version. I follow the book text, but reinsert the Coolidge references and
incorporate certain other footnotes found at the end of the volume, plus some of my own; and I have eliminated a certain fondness which
Mr. Rogers had for capitalizing proper nouns not normally capitalized and correcting certain affected spellings consistent with his
reputation as an illiterate actor and humorist [such as “dident” and “wasent” and “veesay” (for “visa”); and some few others] in the interests
of machine readability. I remember seeing sound-newsreels of his humor when I was growing up during the late 1940’s. He performed
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before President Franklin D. Roosevelt, and although some of his humor is necessarily dated (particularly his allusions to the famous
people of his day) some of his gently humorous remarks concerning political matters still ring true, even into the 21 st century. Roosevelt
found him immensely entertaining; but then, unlike many politicians—unlike many people—Roosevelt was enough of a human being to be
able to enjoy a joke at his own expense. Will Rogers and his pilot, Wily Post, were killed in a plane crash in Alaska. Mr. Rogers’ sense of
humor also played better to an audience probably not as cynical about the world as the audience of my own time. The world and the
America of my time would probably have broken his heart. } was passing through Paris and looking for a good show and
somebody suggested the House of Deputies.\fn{ The Chamber of Deputies, the lower house of the French Parliament .} It's a

satire on our Congress, so that will set you laughing right there. It was the best thing I ever saw in Europe in the
way of entertainment. A man on one party was trying to make a speech and the Socialists and the Labor members
on the other—who were in the minority, but they sure wasn’t when it come to making noise. This old boy had no
more chance or being heard than a Republican vote has being counted in a Tammany election.
They would get up and run at each other and shake their fists. You would think the whole thing would be
murder, but they don’t really fight any oftener than Dempsey.\fn{ Jack Dempsey aka William Harrison Dempsey (18961983), heavyweight boxing champion of the world (1919-1926) .} I could take this same troupe to America and .rent the
Hippodrome\fn{The largest indoor playhouse in the world, it was built in 1905, but closed in 1928 .} and I can get them enough
money to pay their debts. New York would go crazy over a show like that. Over home we couldn’t understand
how people could be so mad at each other and even live in the same country.
This last fellow, Poincare,\fn{ Raymond Poincaire (1860-1934), President of France during World War I; he retired in 1929 .}
had the right idea. The minute they put him in he made a motion that the Chamber adjourn for the rest of the
summer. So they couldn’t throw him out till they met again. That assured him of a few weeks steady work. After I
come out of this show, I had a date to cat dinner with Morris Gest,\fn{ (1881-1942), a Russian immigrant and Broadway
producer; The Miracle was one of his most famous production .} the Miracle Man and organizer of the late Russian invasion
to America. Morris is just soaked full of art, and I wanted to see at close range just how a real artistic
temperament acted. I like Morris with or without art; everybody likes Morris.
I have known him since away back in the old Hammerstein’s Victoria,\fn{ Perhaps the world’s largest and most colorful
Vaudville theater; it closed in 1915 .} which had nothing to do with art—it was entertainment. He had just come out of
Russia—he and Ashton Stevens,\fn{(1872-1951).} of Chicago, the only drama critic that ever learned William
Randolph Hearst\fn{(1863-1951), Newspaper editor, publisher, and notorious homophobe .} to play the banjo. They had been
in looking over this year’s art crop and they claimed it looked like a bumper year. Balieff\fn{ Nikita Balieff (18771936), Russian immigrant, and producer of cabaret entertainment.}—you all know Balieff, the best bald-headed comedian
that ever stepped out from behind plush curtains. You have laughed and admired his artistic show for years, the
Chauv Surrey, or Sworee, or something like that. He is a real artist, this Balieff.
Well, we went to one of those Russian layouts that have littered up Paris. Everywhere there used to be a coal
cellar there is a Russian restaurant now. They asked me if I had ever had a taste of vodka, and they poured out a
little small glass of what I thought was water. It was the most innocent-looking thing I ever saw.
They all said just drink it all down at one swig; nobody can sip vodka. Well, I had no idea what the stuff was,
and for a second I thought somebody had loaded me up with molten lead, and I hollered for water.
Now over in Europe the water is in quart bottles, and here was this vodka in another quart bottle, and it looks
exactly like water; and this clown Balieff, thinking quick, immediately grabbed the vodka and loaded up the glass
again, and me thinking it was the water, and my throat a-burning, why, I gulped it down quick, and here I was
twice as bad off as I had been. If I could have seen which one to hit I would have swung on him, but they already
were blurred. Lord, what quick results that stuff delivers! I asked,
“Where do they get this white iodine?”
They informed me then that this was Russia’s national dissipation. Why, that old white corn down South would
be branch water compared to this stuff. Jack Brandy and White Mule would be used as a chaser where this stuff
come from. How they can concentrate so much insensibility into one prescription is almost a chemical wonder.
This Balieff, the native of that land of boots and blood, then related to me the recipe, which reads as follows:
One half bushel of old potato peelings; fourteen ears of Russian corn, or maize, cob and stalk included; four
top and soles of worn Russian boots; five grains of giant powder; three bombs chopped up fine. Mix all this in a
washtub full of vulgar river water, add two revolutions and serve.
Well, I will tell you how these two accidental shots acted on me. We didn’t know where to go, and Gest
suggested that we go up to the opera; that it was Mary Garden’s\fn{ (1877-1967), Famous Scottish opera star, who made her
American debut in 1907.} last night singing there. Well, it was too late. They had been turning people away since the
day before. But you can’t stick Morry, so we waited till the time the show was over and we went into Mary’s
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dressing room. Her and Morry and all these others were great friends. I had never had the pleasure of meeting her,
but she had been responsible for me going on the concert tour; for she ribbed Charley Wagner\fn{ Charles Wagner
(d.1956) a famous impresario and concert manager, who organized tours for both Mary Garden and Will Rogers .} up to it, as they
were old pals. So when I come in with them, Mary rushed right over and threw her arms around me and kissed
me, and to show you how this vodka was working, I wouldn’t push her away; in fact I didn’t even get mad at her.
’Course, there is not much use going on with the story. About the only moral I can get out of it is, take two swigs
of vodka and then start hunting Mary Garden.
Well, that begin to give me a whole lot of encouragement. I had never been able to get near Mary Garden
before. So I started in by asking,
“Where is this country that can manufacture such explosives in liquid form? Mebbe they go, something that
goes with it. Any nation that’s ingenious can’t be confined to one good idea.” They said,
“It’s Russia, Bud; it’s Russia.”
\fn{The Post text precedes the sentence following with this one: Now, Mr. Coolidge, you know yourself I was sent over here to find out
anything I can for the benefit of Uncle Sam .} Now if there is one thing that is a worry to us, it is too much drinking going
on over home. I thought up to this that we had the world beat on the collecting of unique articles and scrambling
them together and selling the combination under the nom de plume of a livable beverage. But if I can get this
vodka stuff, I will be able to cut the drinking down one-half and mebbe three-fourths. One tiny sip of this vodka
poison and it will do the same amount of material damage to mind and body that an American strives for for
hours.
I am—and I think every prohibitionist is—for anything that will cut our drinking down and get it over with as
soon as possible. If we must sin, let’s sin quick and don’t let it be a long, lingering sinning. So I asked them,
“Where do you get a veesay\fn{Visa.} to this utopia.”
Now that is the whole story to vodka. The recipe I have is only problematical. Nobody in the world knows
what it is made out of, and the reason I tell you this is that the story of vodka is the story of Russia. Nobody
knows what Russia is made out of, or what it is liable to cause its inhabitants to do next.
Well, I sure did want to go somewhere where I wouldn’t be continually reminded that “On the right you will
see the Fountains of Versailles,” or “That is the Houses of Parliament, where all the laws of England are made,” or
“That is the dome of St. Peter’s.” I asked Morry Gest,
“Do they have rubber neck wagons up there?”
He answered in the negative. I think it’s negative when you say no, ain’t it? Ashton Stevens then pulled the
best gag of the entire tour:
“You know, Will, you are just about the poorest dressed actor I know; in fact that assertion takes in people that
are not actors. Well, as bad as you look when and if you get to Russia, for once in your life you will be the best
dressed man in the biggest country in the world.”
Well, I went right over to London and made application for one of those famous visas. Russia has an embassy
in London; it’s a kind of an unofficial one. They recognize Russia just enough to sell ’em something. It’s a sorter
“You can stay as long as we are doing business, but socially we have lost your address,” In other words, they hate
’em at heart but love ’em financially.\fn{Like we do with China now: H}
It’s pretty hard to get into Russia, Your application has to be sent to Moscow and be approved or rejected. I had
a nice chat with the fellow who put in my application and then hopped out for Geneva to see the Preliminary Disarmament
Conference.\fn{Established by the League of Nations in 1925 and in existence until 1920, its function was to plan the agenda for the
disarmament conference of 1932.} It had been then going a few days and I figured that everybody’s navy would be

scrapped; that the airships would be beat into windmills, poison gases would be turned into fertilizing nitrates, and
that every army would be released to join Jazz bands.
They are still over there, and they all have to be personally armed before they will go in and confer with each
other. Again I ask, will we please\fn{ The Post text has: Well, not only when I got there but four months later, as I pen you these
precious lines, why, they are still over there, and they all have to be personally armed before they will go in and confer with each other.
Again I ask you, Cal, will you please …} stop anybody going anywhere to confer with anybody unless it’s his doctor?

And then he is just losing time. The only time we ever attract any attention at a conference is when we don’t go.
There has been more talk about us and the League of Nations through being out of it than there ever would have
been in the world if we were in it. You know yourself that you have gone to a lot of things that afterwards you had
wished you hadn’t gone too. Nobody can ever get in wrong by not attending anything. But every time you go you
take a chance either of getting in wrong or being misunderstood.
Well, after prowling around Switzerland, Italy, Spain and France and all of them, Mary Garden come into my
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mind again; and naturally that brought up vodka, for if it hadn’t been for that vodka I would never known what
Mary Garden perfume smelled like on the original. So I wires over to London to see what has happened to the
application for the visa. They wire back collect that it is laying right there and that all I have to do is to come and
get it and start getting in Russia.
*
Well, I fly back over to London. By this time I have done so much flying that if I was in the Army I would be
like Colonel Mitchell.\fn{William Mitchell (1879-1936; he was popularly known as Billy Mitchell), an Army colonel who publically
criticized superior officers in the War and Navy Departments for their policy of de-emphasizing air power and was court-martialed for his
pains in 1925.} I would be thrown out for not staying on the ground more. When I got to the embassy there was a

bunch of about ten young American Bolsheviki’s singing up their passports. They had come from various colleges
over home and were going to Russia by boat; a couple of girls among them, and two gentlemen whose ancestors
come from below the Mason and Dixon Line. So if you hear of your washwoman or cook advocating, “Is I am a
communist? I ain’t nothing else but. I believes in everything dividing up. Says which?” well, you will then realize
that communism has penetrated the black belt.
These two boys may turn out to be the Lenin and Trotsky of Birmingham. They will have every crap shooter
on Octavus Roy Cohen’s\fn{(1891-1959), a writer of Negro-dialect stories for the Saturday Evening Post.} beat sharing his
winnings with the losers. We may see the time when your gin will be everybody’s gin. They were going up by
boat. I don’t want any more boat than is absolutely necessary at any time. So I was going in by airship. I had been
aviating so much around Europe that to go anywhere on a train seems too much like walking to me.
I left London one morning about 9:30. Flew over some of the prettiest country before striking out across the
Channel. Looked over the edge of the plane all the way across the Channel, watching crowds of American women
swimming it. One old lady was as great-grandmother and she had three generations of daughters swimming it
with her. You could see crowds of men standing on the shore waiting for a smooth sea to cross in it by a boat.
One woman of Irish and Jewish parentage, but who had become a naturalized American last year, was
swimming over and back without touching. Another American woman of Peruvian parentage on both her Father
and Mother’s side was training on the shore at Dover at pole vaulting—she was going to jump the Channel. There
was two or three ladies of recent American citizenship who were on the plane with us; but we came down when
we reached the beach and their husbands made them get out and swim across—told them they would meet them
on the other side. One of the ladies said she couldn’t do that; she had tried it before and didn’t make it, and she
knew that she couldn’t do it. She was right away accused of being masculine, when in reality it was discovered
that she was an offspring of generations of pure American stock.
The funniest sight of all I saw looking over that day was an old lady swimming in,\fn{ The text has: it.} and
towing her husband over all her back. There was one traffic cop out in the middle—well, what you would call a
copess. She was just treading water and playing around out there, directing the other swimmers. Every few days
somebody would row out and leave her some provisions. She was of Eskimo parentage, but when we took over
Alaska she was in that deal and become an American.
The English customs authorities have to be very careful. When the first American contingent came to land—
Miss Ederle\fn{Gertrude Caroline Ederle (1906- ) an American, and the first woman to swim the English Channel (1925) .}—they
held her for an hour till they could go through every pocket of her bathing suit, looking for cigars, cigarettes,
spiritous liquors and perfumes. A girl the other day got away pretty lucky. When she got about a mile from shore
she dropped the smuggled goods and then swam back out there the next day and dived down and got them. The
English authorities are pretty particular that way; it’s hard for swimmers to smuggle in much. One woman did get
over with a safe. She had it hid in her bathing cap.
This swimming has not only called for a new definition in the Dictionary describing which is the weaker sex
but it has brought on a great deal more than that. It has demonstrated just how close together England and France
are, and that’ what’s hurting them. Neither one of them wants to be close to each other. If we could have given
some kind of demonstration that would have roved that they were really further apart in mileage than they are,
why, both nations would have hailed it as a God-given discovery. But this bringing them closer together has got
them more sore at American than ever. We can do more things that get us in wrong unintentionally than any nation
in the world. So it looks like the next war between France and England will be fought in bathing suits. The way
women are showing up men swimmers, it’s not monkey glands men need, but fish glands.
Well, after we had waved good-by to the swimmers, why, we turned up along the coast of France and Belgium
and landed at Ostend. That’s a regular junction point of airships. They hollered:
“Change planes for Cologne, Vienna, Paris, Constantinople and all points south! This plane goes to Rotterdam,
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Amsterdam. Change there for Berlin, Warsaw and Copenhagen.”
It reminded me of the old Frisco depot in Monnet, Missouri, when we used to pull in there after shipping cattle
to St. Louis to Strahorn, Hutton, and Evans. You remember the train split three ways. One goes to Kansas, one to
Arkansas; and the same one goes right on down through Oklahoma, to Claremore, the rincipal stop.
Well, there at Ostend they had—and do at all these airship places, a regular little Harvey eating house,\fn{ Rest
and eating stops established by Frederick Henry Harvey (1835-1901) along railroad routes and noted for their good food, clean rooms, and
excellent service, whose lunchrooms were open twenty-four hours a day, and whose dining rooms were opened only when trains were
scheduled to stop.} where you can go and wrestle with the food and the language. Planes was dropping and going out

from everywheres. We had about twenty minutes, and I crawled back in this old aerial barge of ours and we
breezed along on up the coast. It was mighty inspiring. We passed The Hague, looked over and saw the old Peace
Palace, where they were going to meet to stop all wars. It’s turned into an ammunition factory and Army drill hall.
Flying over Holland in an airship is the only real way to see it, ’cause if you are down on the level—and if you
are in Holland you will be standing on the level—Holland’s highest point is eight feet six and a third inches above
sea level. That is called the mountain region of Holland, that’s where they do their skiing and winter sports. Mind
you, it’s the prettiest little country you ever saw in your life. Just look down and see those hundreds of canals and
boats going along all of them. Your farm is not fenced off from your neighbor’s; there is just a canal between you
and him. You either visit by boat or holler over. If your next-farm neighbor starts to walk over to you some night,
he may get there, but he will arrive wet. There is no road-contracting graft in Holland; no road commissions. All
roads come under the heading of Harbor and Dock Commissions. If there is a flivver\fn{ Slang for automobile.} in
Holland, it has oars on it instead of wheels.
She sure is a pretty dairying country. Those old big black cows with a white bandage around their stomachs
don’t seem to mind at all. You don’t have to brand your cattle and your herd will never get mixed up with your
neighbor’s unless they develop web feet or grow a rudder in place of a tail.
That windmill gag that every artist always pictures with Holland has been kinder exaggerated. Higgins, Texas,
has got more windmills than all Holland, and what I did see looked like they were sorter tired out; they wasn’t
doing much; they just seemed to be like a lot of things all over Europe—they was just trying to get by on
tradition. They wasn’t what I could call turning out 100 per cent production.
I had always thought they were located by a little white house. Say, there is not a little white house in Holland.
There’s not even a big white house there. It’s the only country in the world where there is absolutely only one
color, and a paint man would starve to death trying to sell any other. It’s a kind of red, or a dark bay. So don’t you
believe pictures any more.\fn{ The Post text words this sentence: So don’t you believe Pictures any more, Boss: you just wait till you
hear from me.} What makes everything look white is because it is so clean and neat and nice.
Looked for the old kaiser out in the yard chopping wood\fn{ The most publicized pastime of Kaiser Wilhelm II (18591941), Emperor of Germany (1888-1918) when he was deposed and sent into exile .} some place, but everybody was burning
coal that I could see. Guess the old boy was setting in the house, brooding over making the wrong jump out of the
king row.
Amsterdam was the next stop—changed planes for Berlin. Everybody got out and had a few sandwiches and a
couple of steins of Holland gin. Into a German plane and out over Germany. Say, they was farming too. Little long
strips of land laid out instead of having it all in one big field. They do that so they can rotate the crops on the
different pieces. Forests, the most beautiful forests, all out in rows. Every time they cut down a tree it looks like
they planted two in its place. Every time we cut one down, the fellow that cuts it down sets down to have a smoke
and celebrate. He throws his cigarette away and burns up the rest of the forest.
We hit Berlin at 5:30 that afternoon. Just think! Left London at 9:30, had these stops, seen all these wonderful
countries and was clear over in Berlin in time for a drive around the city and dinner. I was going to stop in Berlin
on my way back out of Russia, so at two o’clock in the morning, or night, I left for Russia. You go to by
Köningsberg.\fn{Now Russian territory, it used to be part of East Prussia, and was renamed Kaliningrad .} Well, I had been in
planes in the daytime, but driving away out there in a taxi alone and crawling into an airship in the nighttime is no
particular relief to a comedian. This was a big German Junker. Not only had two engines and two propellers but
three, one big one in front and two others as assistants.
Well, when a German outfit says they are going to leave at two o’clock, don’t you get there at one minute past
two. If you do, you will just hear the propeller buzzing around up in the air. She was dark as we left. We had about
twelve on board. She gets light pretty quick and early up there; and seeing the lights down the streets as we flew
over the city and out across country, day soon begin to break and the fog and clouds in the low places made you
think every minute you were flying right out over the ocean, and these clouds looked like big waves. There was a
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regular light line miles apart that was a big light revolving with different colors and no matter how dark, the pilot
could see where he was going.
But she was light within less than a hour. They had a wireless or radio on there, getting weather conditions
ahead of them. We got into Königsberg about eight o’clock, went in and had breakfast and come out, and there
was a German Fokker. It was the one we were to make the long hop from there to Moscow in. It was piloted by
the funniest looking old chuckleheaded, shave-haired Russian boy that didn’t look like he was over twenty. But
say, bub, that clown could sure rein that thing around and make it say Uncle and play dead and roll over. He was
an aviator.
It didn’t do my nerve any good when they pointed our plane out to me, for it had only one engine. You know,
there is some confidence attached when you know there is a sort of bevy of engines, and if one goes wrong, why,
some of the others will keep percolating. But I looked at this one and thought:
“Sister, if you stop on us, we are just smeared over the landscape of Western Russia.”
A single engine looks awful scarce after just emerging from one of those Pullman-looking layouts. She looked
to me like she was naked.
Now a while ago I said that was the plane that we were going to Russia in. I was mistaken—that was the plane
that I was going to Russia in, for I constituted Russia’s sole aerial immigration that day. Well, in one way, I am
generous. If I am going to drop, I don’t want to have the pleasure all to myself; I want to share it with somebody.
You never want company till danger comes—then you like to look around and see that somebody is sorter with
you.
The plane really could seat about five passengers. There was just room for one, the pilot, out in front; and the
mechanic was in the sort of a compartment with me. As I got in I commenced to think of all the jokes I had told
about Russia. And then I remembered that people had remarked to me they didn’t know why I had been given a
passport into Russia when it was so hard to get one. Well, come to think of it, I didn’t either. Then I thought,
“Mebee they know about some of the jokes and this aerial Cossack is about heading right off to Siberia with
me.”
I commenced to think what kind of an act I could do for my fellow exiles away off up there. I didn’t know a
word of Russian, and this lad in the compartment with me, or the pilot either, didn’t know a word of American—
not even English.
This littler plane seemed mighty small and jumpy to me. But this old Russian boy pulled the slack out of his
reins, kinder clucked to her, and I want to tell you she left there right now.
We headed of for what the ticket said was to be Russia, but he could have been going toward south Africa as
far as I could tell anything about it.
Now this is 8:30 in the morning, and—barring accidents—this same old was boiler is scheduled to breeze into
Moscow at 6:30 that same afternoon, with only one stop, and that was to be at Smolensk. I could tell the way he
started out that no matter where he might be headed for, he was certainly going to do no loitering up in that air. He
just give her her head, and didn’t seem to pull up for rivers, railroad crossings or mountains. Sitting in there
kinder give me time to think things over, or, as the novelist calls it, soliloquizing: Just why was a bonehead like
me breezing off into Russia, or off into anywhere else? What was the matter with the verdigris\fn{ Greenish-colored.}
bottoms down in old Rogers County, Oklahoma? Why, there I used to be scared to climb up as high as the barn
loft unless they was a load of hay being pitched in. I could understand a man flying out of Russia, but not in there.
We’ll, we are just vaulting from cloud to cloud and the country is looking mighty nice down below, but not
good enough to fall on. I didn’t know where this Smolensk was, or what time we was supposed to get there. You
know, I think that what worried me more than anything else was being somewhere and not being able to talk to
anybody. I wouldn’t have minded having a wreck if I could just have asked him on the way down, “How fast are
we falling?” or any little casual remark, just so he would have got it. It wasn’t the height as much as it was
keeping my mouth shut a whole day.
Then I didn’t know whether I would be any better off for talk after I did land there. You know, the thing that
impressed me more away up there, away over in Russia, was this: Here I am, for no apparent reason, able to fly
from London, England, to Moscow, Russia, in two days, part of it over a country that we laugh at and look on as
backward and primitive; and here we have hundreds of business men in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Chicago, New Orleans, Talala, and hundreds of cities like those that want to get somewhere, mebbe on account of
illness, or thousands of other reasons, and the best they can get there is just like their forefathers got two
generations before them. We do more talking progress than we do progressing.
You should jump into an airship in New York in the morning, go to a show in Denver that night and on to Los
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Angeles, with enough daylight to spare, the second day to see Mary Pickford’s\fn{ Aka Gladys Marie Smith, Canadian
actress (1893-1973).} home,\fn{“Pickfair,” in Beverly Hills, still extant .} buy a lot and cuss the climate before bedtime. Just
think of being in something that would go by Chicago without having to stay over all day and change depots.
Look at the lives it would save there, passing over where nobody could shoot you.
No, sir, air is the thing—get people used to getting up into it. The next war is going to be all in the air. Nobody
ain’t going to hand you a pair of puttees and a helmet in the next war. They are going to slip a throttle of an
airship into your hands and say,
“Go aloft and see if you are lucky enough to come down of your own accord or will somebody have to bring
you down.”
It will be as big a disgrace ten years from now not to know how to run an airship as it is now not to know how
to run a flivver. The day of the old general on the gray horse, standing up on a little mound, waving his sword
telling the other boys where to go—that’s museum stuff. In the next war the guy that can grab him a single-seater
and go up and lay behind a cloud and tell the boys where to go is the real coming general.
There will be a great change of public statues in a few years. The fellow standing there with an old musket will
have to share honor with the statue swung down from the clouds on wires, representing a fellow shooting through
his propeller with a machine gun.
And I am mighty glad that Henry Ford\fn{\fn{ The founder of the Ford Motor Company (1893-1947) .} took it up.\fn{The
Post text has at this point: and I am mighty glad, Mr. Coolidge, that Henry Ford finally convinced you that airplanes were practical. It
looked kinder bad for you there for a while. I didn’t think you was going to be able to see it .} Now you know that Ford wouldn’t
leave the ground and take to the air unless things looked pretty good to him up there. What Borah\fn{ William E.
Borah (1865-1940), Republican Senator from Idaho (1907-1940) .} is to politics and fantastical things like that, why, Ford is

to practical business needs so keep one eye on that old boy. He knows more than what a Ford car is made out
of.\fn{The Post text inserts the following sentence: I see where you and him are working on it.} I knew he had gone about as far
as he could go on the ground unless you breed more people.\fn{ There were only about 115,000,000 people living in the
United States when this book was first published.}
So if either party want\fn{The Post text words this: So if you want.} an issue that you won’t have to be ashamed of,
or stand astraddle of, why, shout airships—commercial, private, government, army, navy; and even the air
department can do with another one. Listen\fn{ The Post text has, after the word “one:” You string with Ford and he will get you
further than Stearns or Butler or any of that gang. Listen to him } and American won’t have to sit all day in a day coach to get
a hundred miles. And say, these trips over here cost you just about what they would by first class fare on the trains
when you consider sleepers and all. It’s not expensive traveling.\fn{ The Post text adds the following sentence: Now do
something on this and don’t let it get in with that bundle of suggestions marked Farmer’s Relief .}
*
Well, I must get back up in the air again and quit monkeying my time away trying to advise.\fn{ To the previous
sentence the Post text adds here the words: you Republicans.} We are flying along, and all at once I feel the old overland
stage a-kinder doing like she was circling. I couldn’t imagine what that was for. I didn’t know we had to fly
around any corners or sharp turns in going from one place to another, unless they was fixing the road and he had
to detour. Then I felt her nose heading down like a bronc when he starts to swallow his head.
I looked out to see if there was going to be a traffic accident or what we was dodging, and below was a little
town along a river. He kept circling and getting lower, and there I could see right under us then an aviation field.
You could see other planes down there. Well, the main thing you got to watch in an aviator is how he gets down.
All of them have got up, but few can get down right. This bird could have lit on an egg and never broke it. We
skimmed along like a flat rock on the water and he brought her up short and nice like a real hand reins a good
horse.
We piled out and I noticed these old hombres getting out their passports and I started reaching for mine. That’s
the one thing you want to carry in your hand anywhere in Europe. It might be a forged one and no good, but they
just seem to get a pleasure out of having you dig for it. Well, the officer that took it started in yapping about
something, and I told him he was fooling away his time and wasting some kind of mighty good language on me;
that I didn’t even know what the language was, much less the words; that I spoke only English, and that up to only
two syllables. He went off and dug up another one that knew a little of it. There was a lot of soldiers and a lot of
activity there. This new one said to me,
“You have no visa.”
In other words, I didn’t have an OK on my passport.
Well, that sho threw a scare into me. Here I have come all the way here and gone to all that trouble, and now
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there is something the matter with it. I grabbed at it and showed him what damage the Russians had done to it in
London for quite a few dollars.
“Yes. Russia; but no Lithuania.”
“Lithuania? Lithuania? Why, I never even heard of it, much less getting a passport to it! Where is it? where are
we anyway? I thought I was going to Russia.”
Well, they soon made it known to me that I had better have done some studying on Geography since the
Versailles Peace Conference\fn{Which ended World War I between most of the warring parties .}—that really wasn’t a peace
conference; it was just a map remodeling. Say, but I want to tell you they had them a country, all right, from the
looks of al the officers running around there. I saw one of them kinder looking out toward his little army and
getting them ready to call into action. At first when I saw them around there I thought they were making a picture:
it looked just like Hollywood. I soon found it was on the level.
“You should have visa.”
I had to tell them that I didn’t even know I was flying over their country much less landing in it. It seems that
this was not a regular stop; this aviator has had to come down for something. They called a general war
conference to see what to do with this American who had dropped in on them without a calling card. They then
decided to phone down to the town, which was Kovno, and is the capital.
Well, down in town they called the House of parliament or Congress together to devise ways and means to deal
with such an unusual case. So instead of phoning back, why, they sent a soldier back on a bicycle. It was quite a
ways out of town. He had the news that I was to buy $3.50. I gave them a Russian ten-ruble piece—that’s about
five dollars in our money. A ruble is worth fifty cents in Russian and about two cents outside of there. They
wasn’t any too anxious to take it, but they did, and went off for change, when I told them that that was all right;
just keep the change and let the Army have a drink on me.
If I had just thought and told them I was a friend of President Wilson’s,\fn{ Woodrow Thomas Wilson (1856-1924),
President of the United States (1913-1921).} I would have got by, because he is the one that laid all these countries out. It
was one of those Self-Determination of Small Nations. No man ever lived that had more noble ideas than Mr.
Wilson, and any time a committee would come to him with ten names signed on an application, and tell him that
they wanted a country, why, he would give them one. If they didn’t know exactly where they wanted it, and
couldn’t decide, why, the League would give it to them off of Russia. Different little nations gnawed so much off
the edge of Russia that on the map it looks like a piece of pie that somebody with every other tooth out has bit
into. Right up above them is another troop called the Lats, of Latvia, then several others. They are all pretty fine
little nations. But it’s a pretty tough struggle to get a new country started, though they are all making a pretty good
fight. This one had a mighty nifty-looking little army. All had on nice neat uniforms, and the officers looked great.
Made the Red Army in Russia look like a burlesque for appearance. So I am going to send the League of Nations
a bill for $3.50 for finding one of their countries for them.
Say, here is a little inside diplomatic stuff too. There was a French plane up there among them, and this
Frenchman was showing them how to do it.
Well, I gathered up my two Russians and we hooked up the traces, clucked to the old Fokker and we was off
somewhere else—I didn’t know where. But I warned them in my best pantomime not to be hunting around for any
other new countries, but to find Russia. If it wasn’t big enough to find, why, we better go down and borrow a map.
Well, all this delay had kinder set us back in time, and this old Bolsheviki boy just looked like he took a string
and tied his gas throttle right down to the floor. She was wide open, and we started in hunting Russia. The clip we
was going at I knew we couldn’t land in any little country. We was going so fast we would have gone plumb
through it before we could have come down to earth. So I knew then it must be Russia, for it was the only country
in the world that could furnish that much ground to whiz over. All I was scared about was that we would wind up
at Vladivostok or in Japan.
Now in going into Russia I think I am just like the majority of people—we don’t know or have any idea what it
is like. My one impression of Russia is a sleigh going through a forest, with deep snow on the ground, pulled by a
horse with a big high yoke up over his neck and the wolves jumping up biting at the horse’s throat, and some
others trying to devour the inmates of the sleigh. Now that is the picture that I have had uppermost in my mind of
Russia all my life, and I bet a lot of you have the same. We always associate that picture with Russia, just like we
always associate the Delaware River with the picture of Washington standing up in the middle of the boat, with
the ice all around, not row8ing himself but telling the other boys which way to row. He was a natural commander.
I have often wondered what he would have been doing if they had had to swim the river.
So, after thinking of that picture and the wolves, I believe that is why I took the airplane in there. I felt pretty
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safe up there from the wolves. The way we was going, any old wolf would sure have had trouble jumping up and
snapping at us. If he had ever jumped up at us, he would have hit\fn{ The Post text has: bit.} the fellow in the plane on
the same route next day.
We was flying nice and low and you could see all the people out in the fields working—well, not exactly all
the people, but the ones that were women. Then every time we would pass over a little town or village you would
see a kind of a market place, and all the en would be gathered; or you would see them driving in or out of town in
little wagons with one horse.
I think the men are pretty good that way in Russia. They make mighty good husbands. If the wives raise
anything, why, the husbands are perfectly willing to take it to town and sell it.
It’s not a bad arrangement, at that. You know a lot of these countries have got things that I would like to see put
in over in Cuckooland. If women can go out and swim all the Channels they can find, why, they certainly ought to
be able to pitch some hay. So I can’t think of a better arrangement than these Russians have for all parties
concerned—that is, as long as the wife raises something. The women in Russia cultivate the land and the men
cultivate their whiskers. The men are the best farmers—they have never been known to have a bad whisker crop.
No such thing as a failure. When in doubt, raise whiskers.
All the western part of Russia is level, with slight rolling hills. Very few farmhouses are off to themselves; they
are ill sorter a little bunch. The houses are low, built. of logs, and have straw-colored roofs. The houses and the
stables arc all built into one, generally in a square shape. It’s a beautiful country to look at.
And grass? Oh, boy, I just thought if some of my old Western ranchmen could see all that big fine grass going
to waste—millions of acres and very little stock on it, with plenty of water. There was quite a few herds of goats,
a good many horses, and cattle, mostly milk stock. Everything fat and fine.
And here is one thing I want to tell you too before I forget it: even in Moscow, where the old fellow that is
driving his droshky—or whatever it is they call those old kind of one-horse buggy things—may look like he
hadn’t had anything to eat all a week, but I tell you his horse is sure fat. They got the fattest. best looking horses
there I ever saw—never saw a poor one.
One of the only mysterious occurrences of the trip happened just before we got into this Smolensk. This
mechanic in there with me pulled the curtains tight over the windows on both sides and I couldn’t see out. Then I
felt the plane turning and knew we were landing. He left me sitting there looking at myself till we were entirely
stopped. There was nothing to see after I got on the ground. There was some kind of military operations going on
around there as they are always arguing with Poland and this is near the line. They think France is backing
Poland. Every nation in Europe goes to bed with a gun under its head.
Well, whatever they were trying to keep me from, they kept it. I went into a neat little eating place there and
got my first crack at some Russian tea. They serve it in big high glasses like lemonade: no cream, but they use
sugar. It’s mighty good, and after I tried their coffee went right back on this ration of tea. I had these old Russian
boys come in and eat with me, and we made a lot of signs and had a lot of fun, loaded up with gas. It’s along in
the afternoon now, and this old Russian Casey Jones\fn{ Aka John Luther Jones (1864-1900), a railroad engineer who
sacrificed his life during a railroad accident later proven to be no fault of his, thereby saving many of his passengers from certain death .}
grabbed his throttle and this other old Nester\fn{ A disparaging 19th century term used by cattlemen of that era of farmers who
fenced in what had previously been open rangeland suitable for grazing large herds of cattle .} kept his blinds pulled till we were
away out of town. We are breezing along and I feel him kinder tack off to one side and I peep out and I see a big
black cloud ahead. Well, sir, he went over to the right to try to take roundance on the thing. Then he decided to go
under it; then he changed his mind and went over it. Of all the dodging and twisting and ducking that he did, and I
want to relate to you that he sho did keep out of it. I wouldn’t be afraid to meet a cyclone with that old boy if he
could just see her coming. She would have to do some tall twisting to catch him.
We went into Moscow right on the dot—not a minute late. That field was full of airplanes; there must have
been eight or ten single-seaters up doing their stuff. Now just the last few days you have read about the advance in
aviation and the amount of planes that Russia has. Now that is what I am trying to get you to understand.\fn{ The
Post text words this sentence: Now that is what I am trying to get you to understand, Calvin .} These guys over here in Europe: no
matter how little or how big the country, they have. left the ground and are in the air. Nobody is walking but us;
everybody else is flying. So in a few years, when somebody starts dropping something on us, don’t you say I
didn’t tell you.
Now everybody had said to me in going in,
“Don’t take anything in with you; they examine everything. They look at every card. Don’t take a thing or
don’t write a thing while you are in there; everybody is a spy and everybody is listening to what you have to say.”
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Well, they throwed such a scare into me that I stripped myself down till I didn’t have a single piece of paper
about me but my passport. I tore up two handfuls of cards that people had given me of people in Russia to look up
for them. I had the parents’ address of everybody in New York City. Now I didn’t know exactly how they might
stand, and if they caught me with these names, I might be suspected of being a spy or something. Outside of my
passport, if I had been run over in Russia, nobody in the world could have told where I was from or who I was.
I had an address I had to tear up that Morris Gest had given me of a good restaurant that served Kafilka Fish
and Luction Soup, both of which I have learned—after strenuous apprenticeship—to like. I didn’t want it to get
out in Russia that I knew Gest, so I tore that up. Dawes’\fn{ Charles Gates Dawes (1865-1951), Vice President of the United
States (1925-1929).} letters to all the financiers in Europe I tore up, for I thought the worst thing in the world you
could be caught with was any connection with capital. I thought if they found them on me they will have me in
the Kremlin, waiting for daylight to come so the squad will be sure not to miss a shot. Al Jolson\fn{ Aka Asa Yoelson
(1886-1950), popular Vaudeville comedian.} had given me a letter to a Jewish musician there who writes all the words
and music to all his Southern mammy songs. I took in only one suit and four extra shirts, as I was told if I took in
too much I would be suspected of capitalistic tendencies. I debated with myself a long time in the hotel in Berlin
the night I left whether two extra pair of socks instead of one would constitute capitalistic affluence. I wouldn’t
risk it. I even didn’t get a shave for a few days, figuring I might pass as a native,
Now, as a consequence, I didn’t have a soul in the world to go to, or a single address. For when you tear up the
name and address of a Russian, that name is gone forever. No English-speaking person living today can remember
a single Russian name. They were told they could have only so many letters in their alphabet. Well, they took
fifteen of these they didn’t want and traded them for fifteen extra K’s and Z’s. So the alphabet consists of twentysix letters, seventeen K’s and Z’s and nine other letters. That is the thing that has made Lenin and Trotsky famous
outside Russia. They were the only ones that the outside world could pronounce their names,
Well, due to such expert advice, no one ever knocked on the portals of Sing Sing any lighter equipped than I
entered the city of Moscow, I didn’t even have my Shriner pin or my Elk Tooth fob. I tell you I was practically
Neglige.
Now you talk about having sea legs when you get off a boat. Say, crawl out of an airship after about sixteen
hours in the air!
Your legs don’t wobble like they do when just off a boat; it’s your arms that want to start flapping and you
want to ascend again. I never felt anything as low in my life as that ground was. I went into a little customs office,
they took my passport, but instead of like lots of countries where they take it away and hold a clinic over it, why,
this old boy give it a peek and shoved it back to me. I opened up the grip. He got one peek—didn’t even feel in
there. Talk about not bringing in anything, why, I could have had a grand piano in there and he would never have
seen it!
And as for looking to see what you had in your pocket or had on your person, why, I could have had a bass
drum in each hip pocket, a saxophone down each leg and two years’ collection of the Congressional Records in
my coat pockets. Now you know yourself that would have been the most bunglesome thing I could have had. I
also had a little typewriter. This Customs fellow thought it was a cash register. So, you see, there was one set of
advice blew up.
I bid this old Russian aviator boy good by, and when I shook his hand I meant it, and if I ever decide to take up
the usual tourist trip of flying over the North Pole, why, this old funny-looking square-headed boy would be the
one I would take out a stack with. But I guess the traffic will be so congested next summer flying over the pole
that you would just have to wait for your turn to pass it.\fn{ The Post text adds the following: Well, I got to stop now. This is
about all the news the cabinet can assimilate in one setting. I got a lot of confidential Russian news, but I don’t want to trust too much to
one letter. These foreigners have a great secret service, so we will split it up in parts. Yours going to any extreme to get the news. Your little
thatched-roof house in Europe, Willie. P. S. Will be back in time to sell my vote at the fall election .}

*
Now a few years ago the Bourgeois Party\fn{The Post text begins this section as follows: MOSCOW, Russia. Mr. Calvin
Coolidge, President of all them United States and Emperor of Massachusetts. MY DEAR MR. COOLIDGE. This is a letter about Russia.
Now a few years ago some of your accomplices in the Republican, Bourgeois Party— } Now I better stop right here early and tell

you what that “Bourgeois” word is, what it means and how it is pronounced. There are two main words in Russia
—one is Bourgeois” and the other is “Proletariat,” and “Soviet,” of course, which means Council or Congress,
only not quite as bad as our understanding of Congress. Now “Proletariat” means the poor people, or what would
be known in America as the Democrats, and the word “Bourgeois” means the rich people, which in America
would be known as Republicans; or if they are very rich, the Conservative Republican Party.
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Now the word “Proletariat” you can pronounce; even some Congressmen can get it right; but the word
“Bourgeois” has bogged down more politicians grammatically than the name Susanne Lenglen.\fn{ French (18991938) world tennis champion.} “Bourgeois” is pronounced by the Russians—and it’s theirs, they ought to know—it’s
pronounced “Burge Wah.” So, you see, while Russian spelling is terrible, the pronunciation is generally correct.
Now I am just explaining these matters to you so in using them, as I perhaps will be in future Russian matters, we
will understand each other. I really was not sent here to instruct America grammatically—only Diplomatically.
But a little intelligentzia now and then is relished by the best of men, even politicians.
Well, as I started to say, the Bourgeois—remember pronunciation—party sent over Elihu Root\fn{ American
(1845-1937) politician.} years ago on practically the same mission as I was on,\fn{ He headed a special ambassadorial
delegation to Russia in 1917.} but he didn’t find out much. In fact, if I remember tight, he didn’t find out anything. So
if I can report on how to pronounce and define three Russian words, I can well report progress.”
Now the first thing I want to do is to dispel one generally popular illusion that everybody has to watch one’s
conduct while in Russia. Everybody said: Be very careful what you say or do while in there; they have spies and
secret police all over the place. Every waiter or servant in the Hotel, they let on they don’t speak English, but they
do, and report everything. It’s that G.P.P., or Cheka,\fn{ The VeCHEKA, the Russian acronym for “All-Russian Extraordinary
Commission for Combating Counterrevolution and Sabotage” was created in December, 1917, and was popularly known in the West as the
CHEKA; it became the GPU (the “State Political Administration”) in 1922, and was periodically reorganized and renamed, though with its
original emphasis continuing intact until, upon the incipient demise of the Soviet state, its power was somewhat curtailed in the late
1980’s.} the Soviet secret police, existed in various forms until the demise of the Russian Soviet state in 1993.} the
famous\fn{“Notorious,” is, of course, a more correct word to use.} secret-service organization of Russia.

Well, they had me so scared that New York third-degree police methods wouldn’t have got a word from me. If
anybody said to me, “It’s a nice day today,” I would be afraid even to agree with them. I would just nod my head
both ways, kind of a half yes and 50 per cent no. I was as agreeable to everybody as an Insurance Agent before he
lands you.
Then a lot of friends had said to me,
“Oh, you will get many a laugh out of there; I would like to be with you up there.”
Funny? Say, I was just about the saddest looking thing you ever saw. Claremore, Oklahoma’s favorite light
comedian was in no jovial mood to derive merriment from a Bolsheviki regime that far away from home. I had
seen pictures of long trains wending their way across the Trans-Siberian Railway hauling heavy loads of human
freight, when nobody had a return ticket but the conductor, all perhaps for getting funny with Russia.
So if I thought of an alleged wise crack, it was immediately stifled before reaching even the thorax. If
somebody was going to pull nifties at the expense of the Soviet Regime, I certainly was not going to be the
culprit. The whole system of Communism might have openly appeared to me cockeyed and disastrous, but if I
thought so, I would have said it to myself.
No, come to think about it, I wouldn’t even have said it to myself. I would have been afraid some thought
reader would pick it up, I didn’t want to do anything or say anything that could be used against me. I wanted to
get out in the peaceful way I had got in. I wanted to arrive back home 100 percent whole this fall, to tell my little
wheezes to the dissatisfied agrarian population, or what is mistakenly called the Rube Belt. I couldn’t think of a
single Prohibition joke that I thought would get over around a prison camp fire on the shores of the Bering Straits.
You know, I don’t think there is anything as pitiful or sad as a half-scared comedian. I looked, I absorbed, but I
didn’t utter. Then for the next popular illusion I was told by everyone,
“Oh, they will take care of you; they will just take you around and show you just what they want you to see.
You won’t be allowed to see anything. You will be shepherded around to just all the good-appearing things.”
Well, here is the funny art about it: I don’t think there was a soul in Russia that knew I was in there. In fact it
kinder hurt my pride when I found nobody was watching me or paying me any attention. You see, it’s so hard to
get a passport in there that I thought when they did give me one I felt kinder like every new Congressman when
he first comes to Washington and look for Mr.\fn{ The Post text has here: and looks for you} and Mrs. Coolidge and the
cabinet and Alice Longworth\fn{ Mrs. Nicholas Longsworth (1884- ), daughter of President Theodore Roosevelt and later a
Washington hostess.} and Walter Johnson\fn{ Walter P. Johnson (1887-1946) pitcher and manager for the Washington Senators
(1907-1935).} all to meet him at the train. Then he comes and prowls around for a week before anybody but his
landlord knows he is there. In fact some stay there for years and nobody ever knows they are there.
Well, that’s the way I felt. ’Course, I didn’t figure on my public reception. I didn’t hardly dare to hope for so
much as the much-heralded Cossacks to charge and cut the heads off any remaining nobility in Red Square. But I
did begin to think if they are going to start showing me about they better be at it. I tell you it was lonesome and
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humiliating on me. I wanted to hire my own detective and have him watch me just to keep up the popular
tradition.\fn{The Post text adds the following at this point: Well, you know yourself how it was when you first come to Washington as
Vice President. Well, that’s just the reception I had in Russia .}
Well, I went all over the country; drove out to villages, went to other towns, got on the train and made a night’s
journey from Moscow to St. Petersburg—or Leningrad was the name of it that week—and wasn’t stopped or
asked a question; and didn’t even have any passport, as it had been left with the hotel to give to the police, as that
is their custom. I run onto an old American boy that was working for a big mining concern and he and I looked at
everything there was to see, and a lot of things that if they had been very careful they shouldn’t have let us see. I
talked to various government officials connected with their Foreign Department, and everywhere had the greatest
courtesy and consideration. They explained anything that I would ask them about the government or the country.
One thing, though, that a Communist can do is explain. You can ask him any question in the world, and if you
give him long enough he will explain their angle, and it will sound plausible then. Communism to me is one-third
practice and two-thirds explanation.
I wanted to go in the Kremlin, the old-time czars’ castle and fort. It’s now where all the Government business
is carried on. ’Course, you have to have a permit, but they gave it to me and in I went. They give you a guide ,vho
speaks English to take you through. But that was the only place where they furnished me one. Anywhere else I
could mess around all over the place.
Lenin’s Tomb—the body is just there in a glass case. Well, at the present time you can’t go in there, as they are
overhauling or upholstering the body, or something. It’s just a little wooden building outside the Kremlin wall. I
wanted, of course, when I went in there, to see Trotsky. I wanted to write about him and tell how he stacked up
with Borah and Young LaFollette\fn{ Robert M. LaFollette, Jr. (1895-1953).} and Jim Reed\fn{James A. Reed (1861-1944).}
and Al Smith\fn{Alfred E. Smith (1873-1944).} and Sol Bloom\fn{A businessman who entered politics (1923-1949).} and the
New York Times man in there, Duranty,\fn{ Walter Duranty (1884-1957).} who has been there for years and is the best
informed man in Russia on their affairs, and a fine congenial little fellow and a godsend to visiting English or
Americans. Well, Duranty and I went to see a man about seeing Trotsky. A little fellow named Rothstein, who
spoke English and used to work on a paper in England, he has to do with censoring all that goes out to the press. I
told him he nature of the visit to Trotsky was to find out just what kind of a guy he was personally; that I didn’t
want any of his state secrets. I just wanted to see, did he drink, eat, sleep, laugh and act human, or was his whole
life taken up for the betterment of mankind. I told him that anything that I wrote would not break up the pleasant
relations that existed between our two glorious nations. Mr. Rothstein informed me:
“We are a very serious people; we do not go in for fun and laughter. In running a large country like this we
have no time for appearing frivolous. We have a great work to perform for the betterment of mankind. We are
sober.”
Well, I explained to him that I didn’t hardly expect Trotsky to make any faces for me or to turn a few
somersaults or tell the one about two Hebrews named Abe and Moe. I told him that the man must have some very
good human qualities, and on account of being in America at one time, he has always been of especial interest to
us; more than anyone else in Russia since Lenin’s death. I wanted to tell them that what they needed in their
government was more of a sense of humor and less of a sense of revenge.
I saw that this old boy wasn’t so strong for me X-raying Trotsky. But I bet you if I had met him and had a chat
with him, I would have found him a very interesting and human fellow, for I have never yet met a man that I
didn’t like.\fn{Probably Rogers’ most famous statement; probably true, too, since by all accounts he was genial and amiable to
everyone, rich and poor alike. Some people are like that .} When you meet people, no matter what opinion you might have
formed about them beforehand, why, after you meet them and see their angle and their personality, why, you can
see a lot of good in all of them. You know how it is yourself. I bet you have had political enemies and you would
think from your impressions of them that they ought to be quartered in the zoo in the reptile house. Yet when you
meet them you could see their side and find they wasn’t so bad, and that you were both trying to get about the
same thing in the long run.\fn{Which is true, of course. I try to come back to this paragraph every day, even in these times of filthy
Neoconistic politics and self-righteous Religious Fundamentalism, both of which seem to me to be fundamentally un-American and of
great danger to the one thing that has kept my country conspicuously free of tyrannical dictatorship: the continuance of the Great Internal
Peace, the remarkable civility that has for the most part been the norm of popular conduct between most people in my country, irrespective
of personal attitudes to Party or God.}

Rothstein wants me to stay over one day longer, and he would have me see Tchitcherin. He was the Prime
Minister, and naturally would be the main one. But it was Trotsky I want to see if possible. These Prime
Ministers, they are so sudden that before I can write you about one of them he may be out and be three Ministers
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removed from his old position.
But I found out the real reason I didn’t get to see Trotsky. Trotsky is not in so good with the present
government. It may seem rather funny to some to hear he is too conservative for them. He has his ideas how
things should run, as he is one of the old-timers in the Party. He got so bad as an opposition that the Party shipped
him away off down in the Ural’s to get him out of the way. But he is really strong with the people, and there was
such a fuss raised over it that they had to drag him back to the capital again and create a job for him; so they made
him Minister of Concessions.
Now, on the face of it, that looks like a pretty soft job, for Russia certainly has lots of concessions to peddle
out. But they made it so Red-Tapey that he couldn’t give out the vodka-selling privilege at the next evolution
without having it passed by an act of the entire Soviet Council; so it really wasn’t so much of a job as it appeared
on the letterhead. He had charge of the Army for a long time, and built up quite a formidable gang.
The real fellow that is running the whole thing in there is a bird named Stalin,\fn{ Joseph Stalin, aka Vissarionovich
Dzhugashvili (1879-1953), absolute dictator of the Soviet Union from 1929 until his death, a Georgian by birth, and in his youth a
candidate for the Orthodox priesthood.} a great big two fisted fighting egg from away down in the Caucasian Mountains.
He is the Borah of the Back Sea. He is kinder the Mellon\fn{ Andrew William Mellon (1855-1937), Secretary of the treasury
(1921-1932).} and Butler\fn{Nicholas Murray Butler (1862-1947).} combined of the Russian administration. He is the

stage manager of Bolshevism right now. He don’t hold any great high position himself, but he tells the others
what ones they will hold. He has served his term in Siberia under the Czar.
Well, Trotsky is kinder not sitting at his round table at lunch. But the peasants out in the county are still strong
for Trotsky. He sees that there must be some changes made in the way they are running things. The peasants think
they have a kick that they are not getting enough for their grain, and Trotsky is sorter siding with them. So he is
called a Conservative.
A Conservative among Communists is a man with a bomb in only one hand; a Radical is what you would call a
two-bomb man. They have one in each hand, and will spit a third one at you if possible. But I saw and talked to
lots of them in the government; also met all the gang that they sent out from America that time with Big Bill
Haywood\fn{William Dudley Haywood (1869-1928), American labor leader and founder of the International Workers of the World
(1905), who fled to Soviet Russia in 1921 and died there .}—was going to see old Bill, but he was sick in the hospital and I
couldn’t get to see him. From what I heard, Bill sho\fn{ Sure} would like to get back among the gang in Chicago.
If I was Bill, and had that opportunity of going from Russia to Chicago, I would give it serious thought before I
would make the change.
Met the smartest, brightest old Bolshe fellow in there named George. I don’t know his other name, but you
couldn’t pronounce it if I wrote it. He said he was one of the twenty-two that Judge Landis\fn{ Kenesaw Mountain
Landis (1866-1944), Commissioner of Baseball (1919-1944) who adjudicated the famous Black Sox scandal of 1919 .} sent to
Leavenworth to break their jump to Russia that time. He is a bright, smar kind of a duck, but not what I would call
a Landis rooter. Met a big nice jovial fellow from Chicago—forgot his name, said he run for President on the
socialist ticket the year Jimmy Cox\fn{James M. Cox (1870-1957).} did.\fn{Cox ran for President as a Democrat in 1920.} I
told him I could faintly remember Jimmy, for he happened to be a good friend of mine; but I couldn’t remember
him. He said he runs pretty near every year on that ticket—said,
“I may run this year.”
I told him there was no Presidential election this year unless there was an impeachment. He said,
“Ain’t there? Well, mebbe it’s next year then: I don’t pay much ’tention to what years I am running and what
years I am not.”
He was feeling pretty good about the whole way things were running in there, and was very enthusiastic about
it all: he was strong for ’em. He had a passport back. I bet if you had stole that passport away from that old boy
you would have just had 284 pounds’ worth of suicide on your hands. He funny part about it among these
American ones you meet over there visiting, they are all so nice and friendly and enthusiastic about it, and believe
in it away above our form of government, but they all go back over home. It just looks to me like Communism is
such a happy family affair that not a Communist wants to stay where it is practiced. It’s the only thing they want
you to have but keep none themselves. Well, this continuous Presidential candidate was a mighty nice fellow, and
I would like to see him get into the finals some day, even if he don’t win. …
Now I know you want to know what about it, and how is it working, and what is it. Well, I am giving it as
much study as a bird like me could give serious study to anything. Before coming in here, I read everything. I
read so many of that fellow Marx’s books that I don’t want even to see the Marx Brothers,\fn{ An allusion to the
(originally five) members [Leonard “Chico” Marx (1891-1961), Adolph “Harpo” Marx (1893-1964), Julius “Groucho” Marx (1895-1977),
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Milton “Gummo” Marx (1901-1977), and Herbert “Zeppo” Marx (1901-1979)] of an extremely popular family comedy act whose
public career spanned approximately sixty years in varous forms, beginning in the Vaudville Era (which had become widespread
popular entertainment by 1890 and peaked in 1928 when some 1,000 vaudville theaters in virtually every major American city catered to
some 2,000,000 daily customers) during the 1910s, proceeding through 13 movies (1929-1948, though without Gummo for all of them,
and without Zeppo after 1935), breaking into television with the early 1950s TV show, You Bet Your Life (which starred the last
performing brother, Groucho), and concluding with the three autobiographies [Groucho and Me (1959); Harpo Speaks (1961) and
Memoirs of a Mangy Lover (1964)]. A final tribute to their career, coauthored by Groucho’s son, Arthur Marx, was the Broadway
musical Minnie’s Boys, named after their mother, their early driving force, which was produced in 1970. The most popular of them
were Groucho (whose trademarks were a caustic, sardonic wit, bushy moustache and eyebrows, and a cigar), Harpo (who acted in
pantomime, never spoke, and was an accomplished harpist, performance on which instrument was featured in every film), and Chico
(characterized on stage by an Italian accent and playing the piano). Their comedy rested on the appeal of the zany sight gag/pratfall
allied with serious musical performance (they were all originally trained as musicians, and were first billed on the vaudeville circuit as
The Six Musical Mascots, and later as The Four Nightingales). The most recent attempt I can remember at resurrecting Groucho’s
moustache, cigar and eyebrows was made by Alan Alda in a skit inserted into one of the early 1970’s episodes of M*A*S*H*; but it
was not even recognizable as humor to my godson (who was born in 1972, when I think this episode was filmed); and I suspect that,
except for serious devotees of the art theater, the Marx Brothers have been largely forgotten. } as clever as they are. …

268.58 Quotations Of Sanapia, Comanche Medicine Woman\fn{by Sanapia (1895-1968)} Fort Sill, Comanche
County, Oklahoma, USA (F) 7
There was lots of groups of them at that time . . . by the thousands, here and there, just like that. They be on a
river, east of those big mountains Wyoming, I guess. This whole army of Indians, mens, womens, and childrens.
Somehow, I don’t know how, they got a big sickness. It was this polio … something like that stuff, I think. Did
you ever hear the like of that? It just twist their arms and their legs this way and that way. It twist their necks too.
They act like that for about five minutes, and they just die. If they walking, fall right over and die where they are.
The bottom of that place where they were camping was just full of dead peoples.
So this man, like a chief or something, got on his horse and rode around the camp and he was talking loud, you
know. He said,
“I want you all, this group, go south as far as you could go. If you don’t, you are going to all die out soon.”
Then they all got on their horses with their wives and childrens and just left their tepee there or what they
living in, them days. They just took out carrying nothing except their knives. They didn’t even have noth ing to
carry water in. So that big camp went south just as far as they could go. Then that man said to some other people,
“Now you all go west … right straight west just as far as you can go. When you come to the big mountains just
go on the other side if you could get over. You other group, go northwest, way up that way. It’ll be alright.” And
so they scattered like that … all those ways. Some of them was left and they said,
“We going east.” The chief said,
“No, don’t go that way. That’s white people’s land. They be up that way when you get over there. They going
to kill you all. You all go west just so far. When you hit a river just live there.”
So these other folks went southwest from there and northwest. They all scattered and went like that. These
other ones that didn’t believe him, well, they just died. Their bodies were everywhere. So lot of them end up in
the mountains. Bunch went into Wyoming, I guess, and another bunch went back into Texas somewhere and they
all went separate there. And now these, I forgot what their name is … way up in southwest of California, I think.
Well, they talk like us. I don’t know their white man name but us Indians call them 3kai. That has meaning of
“red Comanches.” That’s what their name is. Then over there in Utah there’s a bunch talk like us, and they talk
easy, slow, say every word like us Comanches. They call us word means something like “they come from hot
country.” You know, some folks tell you that Comanches come from Mexico, but it ain’t true. Comanches been
here and there but they come from up north somewhere. My folks, as far as they can remember, come from
Colorado near Denver somewhere, but it wasn’t no Denver in them days. The army run my folks and their folks in
Oklahoma, but we didn’t belong here way back. We from Colorado. That’s where my father’s father was killed by
them Utes. I still know that country from what the old people told me and what I ask them.
*
Yeah, my mother doctored … she could do anything. One time it was her playmate … one time they were
playing and she died. They put her buckskin dress on her, and you know in them days when anybody died they
put red paint all over their face and their arms and their feet and then they put them away. They fix her up like
that. My mother was playing with the rest of the kids. She was just a little bitty girl. She said,
“I’m going to my tent and go to sleep. After awhile I play some more.” Later these kids came to her and said,
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“They want you over there. Go to doctor.” And she was just about ten years old that time. She went down there
and she said,
“No, no, she not going to go. I don’t want her to die. I’ll fix her up.” She told all those people that,
“You all get out. I’ll fix her up.”
And she was sitting in that tent making all kinds of racket and pretty soon that little girl get up. She came back
to life and lived many years. My mother died before her.
*
You know, he\fn{Her father} was the first Christian man among us Comanche peoples. He used to go up to
Richard Spur and talk to them people up there. He talk about the Bible and things like that. And you know, some
of those Indians believed him, what he tells them, but some of them make fun of him and tell him that he don’t
know nothing about the Bible, or he don’t know nothing about white man’s ways. They say,
“We don’t want to hear stories about white people that been dead for years … dead for a long time.” That’s
what they tell him. When he prayed, some of those people, they tell him,
“Who you praying to?” And he said,
“Well, I pray to God because the white man told me to.”
And they just laugh at him. He catch them when they out of peyote meeting on Sunday mornings. Maybe he
shouldn’t have done that. You wouldn’t catch my mother going over there with him. No!
*
Lots of times I would be playing or something and I have to go with her. speak for her. I tell her,
“You can talk English good, why do I have to talk for you?”
She just tell me to come on. She said that when the white mans learn Comanche talk, she would learn white
man language. She was real stubborn, I guess you would say, about things like that. You know, one time my father
put these little napkin rings like they used at school on our table and he told us kids to use them. Well, my mother
got them and put bead work on them with each our name on each one. My father got mad at that, but my mother
told him that she wasn’t no white man, she was Indian. They would talk like that a lot but they stay together till
they both dead.
They have some run-ins though. Like once I come back from school with these button-top shoes. My mother
made me take them off because she said they would cripple my feet. My grandmother told me that too. But my
father liked them and made me wear them. I thought they looked good, you know, but they hurt if you wear them
long enough. I go barefoot a lot when I was a real young woman.
*
My grandmother was just a little bitty woman. She stayed in her tepee south of the house because she didn’t
like houses. She said that they good for keeping dogs and horses and that’s all. A lot of old peoples would used to
joke like that. She sure was good to me … take care of me all the time when I was just a small girl. She wrap me
in her blanket when I was little, even when I get to be five years old … pretty big girl by then … and she carry me
around. She said,
“I want you to save your feet, don’t let your legs get tired because you got a long time to live.”
She carry me around down on the creek, doing nothing, until I get tired and then she take me back to her tent.
She rocks me to sleep and if I wake up way in the night, she would give me a meat ball … pound meat with sugar
on it. Then she poke up the fire and tell me old stories. She told me how to make real old time Indian bags out of
this softest buckskin so I could carry around my own little meat balls in there. Bag looks like a flat bag sort of is
the kind of one I had. She tell me always to remember what she tells me and I did. She tell me that I should write
it down, but at that time I didn’t even know what writing is, but my grandma did.
She tell me that a lot of white people would come into our country. That was even before I seen a lot of white
people like now. I remember that when I was small I watched long bunch of white peoples come in here and up to
today that’s almost all there is around here. In them days, no fences and no white people.
And my grandmother knew that before it happened. She know lot of things like that too. And when what she
says happens I was sure surprised, but it made me believe her better.
She had a big hunk out of her ear. She cut her ear up when her brother died in the war … to show how sorry
she was, but I didn’t know that and I would joke her and tell her,
“What’s the matter with your ear? Did a mule bite it off?”
She would tell me what happened to it. I would ask her all sorts of things and she would always tell me
something on it. She’s the one who told me to take my mother’s doctoring-way when I was getting older. I didn’t
want it because I thought it was silly or nasty, but my grandmother said that soon in the future there wouldn’t be
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hardly any Indian doctors left and she sure was right on that. I really cried when she pass on, because she had
been so good to me, bringing me along like she did.
So now, up to today, my daughters got kids and my son. I try to be like my grandma. I tell them old ways that I
can remember, but, you know, they don’t hardly care for it. They getting to be more like white peoples every year
that pass. My grandmother told me all this would happen too.
*
You know, the Bible says that when Jesus was on earth he would heal people. His disciples had that same
power as Him, and I know I’m just like them. I got power in my hands to heal peoples too. You can read the Bible
to find out that Jesus gives those people power to help people that got sickness, and it’s just like that with me.
When I pray, I feel just like, well, the Lord says,
“You go heal that person. I give you power to do that and give you a good mind … put power in your hands.
When you touch anybody like that, you’ll get them well.”
That’s what I always thought, you know. Use the Bible like that.
*
That peyote is a real good medicine. They call it … some of the Indians call it a sacrament like white peoples
who are Christians. God gave that peyote to the Indians to help them when they got sickness. I learned how to use
that peyote a lot of ways. You ain’t supposed to take it and think you go crazy. No! It’s a medicine and that’s the
way I use it. Peyote gives me power to make people well.
*
The eagle got more power then anything living, I guess. Its got Medicine to help people get well … to cure
them. I got power like that eagle because the eagle help me when I call on it when I doctor. My mother told me
that I be just like that eagle when I doctor. I can feel the eagle working in me when I doctor and try hard to get
somebody well. Feels like that eagle tell me in my mind to go ahead and fix that person up … get him well.
*
The way I know is, when I went to Christian church up there, many, many years back I found out some things.
Like when you get hard up, or when you get sick in the family, they ain’t going to help you. They don’t come.
They don’t say,
“Let’s have a prayer meeting for you. Let’s do that.”
They don’t say that to you. They really tight. They don’t spare nothing with you. I still pray like that, but I’m
not going to their church for nothing.
*
They say I supposed to sign my name to belong to that Native Church. I told them that I wasn’t going to do
that. I been using that medicine for long as I know it, and my mother before me, and her father before her and
way, way back like that. I don’t have to belong to nothing to use that medicine. We hold meetings here on our
place but I ain’t going nowhere else around here to peyote meeting. That medicine belong to anybody that needs it
and you don’t have to belong to the church that they set up if you want to use it.
*
I really did enjoy that school. I like it. The teachers ..,. every one of them and our superintendent were all
missionaries. They were really nice people. They teach us the Bible. All the girls and boys go up there and they
teach us all these Bible stories and they question us out of the Bible to see if we really read it. They teach us the
men. We all sitting around there. When she tell us how Jesus was born, we just laugh and act silly and our matron
would say,
“Don’t laugh.” Then we ask her,
“Did you see the baby?” You know, things like that the older girls and us ask her questions like that. We just
laugh about it. All the time we thought it was silly for them not to go and see the baby when it was born. Yeah, we
learn how to write and learn how to spell, and arithmetic and whatever they learn us. We caught onto it. Then the
government wrote a letter to our superintendent and said to send a bunch of them to Haskell in Kansas. And they
sent a bunch of them over there and they went to school up there for about three years and they come back and
they were grown and they all got married, but I didn’t go. My mother wouldn’t sign the papers and my dad
wouldn’t let me go.
“No, we don’t want her to go up there. She might run off or she’ll freeze to death or somebody might kill her
on the road.”
So a bunch of us girls, we didn't go. And a bunch of them went. My brothers went. They were younger than I
and they went. And my mother said,
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“No, she’s not going, but you boys could go. Boys are tougher than the girls.”
That what she told my brothers and so they went. I didn’t care nothing about it either way.
*
I never did go places because we didn’t have no places to go in them days. no cars or nothing. When we come
out of school we just stay home all summer. Help my father with the work and everything he’s got. He had lots of
crops.
My brothers cultivate that corn. I have to ride the horse for them and keep it on the row because the corn was
so high that the horse would keep eating back and forth and my father would make me ride that horse to keep him
on that line so he won’t be eating the tops of the corn. They take turns, three of my brothers, while I be riding that
horse all day, all day. In the morning we go plow till noon and then we go to dinner and then we go back and plow
again till we get through with it. My father used to teach us to work, you know.
*
Well, my brother was chumming around with this young boy. He was about nineteen and he went to Fort Sill
School. And my brother, he go down there and come home with him sometimes. Finally, that summer when
school was out, he brought that young man home with him and he stayed with us all summer. My mother said,
“You better get married to this boy. He’s a nice boy. He always helping with everything, and he might work for
us if you get married to him.”
I didn’t have no sense enough to … I mean I don’t think about love, or anything like that. So I said,
“If he wants to marry me, I marry him.” So my mother said,
“Do you want to marry my daughter?” and he said, “Yeah, I’ll marry her.”
And that’s the way I got married. They just give their kids away like that. If you ask anybody, “Do you want to
marry my daughter?” They say, “Yeah.” That’s your husband … just like that.
*
She\fn{Her first patient} came to visit me one day when I was around here. She rolled a smoke with that Bull
Durham and handed it to me, and I took it. I didn’t even think what she was here for, but then I knew. She ask me
to doctor her sick baby.
I got so nervous I just start to shake all over and I told her to go away because I was feeling shame, I guess.
Then I start to think what my mother told me, how I couldn’t refuse nobody, so I went with her.
I kept thinking that I couldn’t do no good, but you know, I got that baby well. I thought that was some kind of
sign, so I thought that I might try to make something out of this doctoring.
*
We went to New Mexico and to Las Vegas. We went over there. We just went, you know. We don’t know
where we going but we just went that way. Came to Navajos, Pueblos, and we visit among them and we stop at
Las Vegas. Mind you, at that time I sure like to gamble. And so I went over there and
start gambling. Ja——\fn{Sanapia’s husband} said,
“You better quit. We long way from home.” And I just said,
“As long as we stay here I’m going to gamble. If we lose anything, I win it back.”
Wanted him to get me some money. And so we stayed about ten days and then we went on. We went to
Wyoming. They, the Shoshones, live in a reservation at Fort Washington, north from Lander … town of that
name, I think. Maybe something else.
They live close together to one another, you know, not like us. We live so many miles from each other. They
don’t work, they don’t do nothing. Just all day long they drum and sing and dance and every day something is
going on and gambling is the biggest part of it.
Well, when we first got over to Wyoming, that afternoon, we ask where are the Shoshone peoples. We was
right there among them and we didn’t even know it. We went into a big building, you know … it was their
community building or something like a club or something like that.
We went in. It was full of Indians. They was sitting around in groups around the floor. And there was blankets
and they was sitting on it. And then we stand there and look at them and they was gambling … playing Mexican
monte. And so I wanted to find out what my grandmather had told me so I went up and listen and when they talk
about us.
We didn’t talk. We just be standing there. And they said,
“These are some kind of Indians, maybe Mexicans. They sure look like Mexicans.” They said that. And we
said,
“We not Mexicans,” … in Indian. And they look at one another and said,
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“Do you all talk like us?” and we said,
“Yeah, we talk like you all.” I said, “We your ancestors. That where we come from.”
So that evening they invite us to their homes … this whole group of people and that night we have group of
Indians there. They were all talking to us finding out where we live and where we come from and all that. And I
told them,
“You are the people that my grandmother told me about.” And I told them about that big sickness what the
Indians caught, and then I said,
“You all got that and then you scattered. You belong to our tribe. That’s what my grandmother told me.” And
they were surprised, you know.
*
And one thing, when they come to me … anybody comes to me and say, “I want you to doctor me,” bring
plain goods, no figure or nothing. Dark green goods. They have to take that and smoke and they going to give me
that green goods. Either a yard or two or three or four yards like that. That’s the only thing I ask for. And they say,
“Now what else we going to pay you when you get this boy, this girl, this woman, this man well?” I say,
“That’s what I call for just the green goods. And if he gets well or she gets well, its up to you. If you think I get
that person well, its up to you.”
But I’m not going to say I want this and that and that and I want so much money. I’m not going to say that
because that’s what my mother told me. She said,
“Don’t you ever ask for anything. It’s going to be given to you. I don’t care what anybody says, it’s going to
come to you.”
Now, up to today, when anybody give to me … give me blanket or any kind of goods … I ain’t supposed to
keep it. It be like somebody come here and I doctor them and they get well and they come in and pile things up
here for me and those girls are out there. I call them and say,
“Here, you all. Take you choice out of this.”
And whatever they leave, that’s mine. And that’s the way I get all my things today and that was my mother’s
words … what she told me to do.
*
Way back in years there used to be an old woman who was pretty poor. She had a grandson she tried her best
to take care of because all her children were gone and all that was left was this grandson. When them people
moved their camps, she used to trail behind them. When they set up another camp, the old woman would camp
right outside on the edge of that camp place. Sometimes people, mens, brought them food, meat, you know. But
most times they were poor and hungry.
And it went on and went on till one time they were all down south and west among them Navajo and Pueblo
peoples. They was all trading each other. Meat and blankets for corn and meal and things. One Comanche young
man got a whole pile of that corn meal and brought it to the old woman.
That’s the only way they could get that stuff them days. The grandson was happy over that, you know, over
that young man bringing those things and helping them out.
Well, later on the grandmother was cooking that corn and her grandson wanted some. The woman said,
“No, I can’t get any right this minute. I’m too busy to mess with you.”
Her grandson asked again but he got that same answer. He ask four times until he just fell over backwards and
started crying and hollering real loud. Then he told his grandmother that he was going to be an eagle and leave
her. Sure enough, he started growing wings on his shoulders. The grandmother thought he was joking, but soon
and soon he had wings. When the old woman saw that she start to cry but the boy said,
“No, you been stingy and I’m going to go … going to leave you all.”
The grandmother was crying and begging him not to go and soon a bunch of people came around her tepee.
She ran out and told them what was happening but they didn’t do nothing. I guess they thought she was crazy. But
then, all at once, the boy came out and flapped his eagle wings and flew up and up. He went over them four times.
He told them,
“I’m leaving because that old woman was stingy with me.”
Then he took a feather from his tail and dropped it and it came down real slow, this way and that way, back and
forth and back and forth. Then he said,
“I’m going to leave you people this thing. Whoever gets that feather when it lands will have my help when
ever he or she needs it to help some other people.”
And don’t you know, the first person to get that feather was just a little girl. She was the first one what had that
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eagle’s power like he said.\fn{This is the origin story of the Comanche eagle doctors}
*
One morning she\fn{Her grandmother} told my mother,
“This morning I’m going to bless my granddaughter. I want to fix it. I want my son to go out there and build a
fire and when it turns to coals he could bring me some.” And she had a little iron bucket, you know, and she said,
“Put that big coal in this iron and bring it into my tepee. I want to bless her so she could live a long time and
help people. And then she going to have children. And whatever she wants, anything at all, she’s going to get it …
easy way … she won’t have to work, she won’t have to do nothing.”
That’s what she said, and then she blessed me. I was pretty good size, about fourteen I guess. She blessed me
with all what she said and then she put cedar on them coals and she pray and sing. Then she put her hand on my
head and I inhale that cedar and she fan it on my legs and arms, all over my body. She would sing a song and then
she prayed some more. And you know, in them days I never did know how they prayed, but she would pray and
she said,
“You, I don’t know what you are, but I want you to bless this little girl so she can grow up and live to be an old
lady like me. You, the one who go in the night and watch people, I don’t know who you are, but you’re like that,
bless her. And this earth, I want her to walk on you for many, many years. I want her to be strong and healthy and
I want her to live many years.”
And after she got through, she took that red paint and put water in it and rubbed it like that. Just smeared it all
on my face, and rubbed it from my knees down to the bottom of my feet. Then she said,
“Now, she’s going to stand on this earth. This paint comes from the earth and she’s going to stand on it. And
she’s going to live long life after she gets old. Help peoples. And when she gets real old, and her hair turns gray
and white and her teeth fall out, well, that’s when she’s going to die.”
That’s what she told me.
*
I was sure scared then … almost got up and ran away. I was only a young girl at that time, you know. But,
when I took them coals on my hand, inside and outside my hand I felt a chill, maybe. Oh, it was like chills in my
hands. That has the meaning that power was in there … working in my hands. Felt like it would go up my arm
even.\fn{This happened to her in the first stage cermony during which the power to heal was transmitted from her mother to her }
*
That eagle, when he eats, he don't like anybody to be behind him. When its sitting on the ground, and it see
anybody behind him, it twist all around and sit toward you. If he back there eating meat, he don’t want any meat
behind him. If some kid carry meat on a plate, it just give me chills all at once, you know, if they be behind me. I
don’t care if I don’t see it, if there’s meat on that plate behind me I get chills, and I know someone back there. My
mother said,
“If you keep it like that and try to take care of yourself, it won’t make you lose your ways about it. That’s
going to be the rule I give you. You got to do that. Don’t let anybody go behind you when you eat, especially if
they carrying meat.”
*
Up to today, I just can’t eat eggs. When I eat it I feel like it just set there and it won’t go in. I don’t know why. I
thought I would be able to eat eggs. When I was small my mother won’t let me eat eggs because I already had one
and she don’t want me to eat eggs. But after she pass away and I start eating eggs, but it always feel like I’m
choking in here and I just quit eating them. And now I can’t get the taste out of my mouth. I’ll have it all day long.
I just can’t eat them.
*
When my mother gave me that song she told me, “When you come by yourself like that, when you don’t have
no place to go for help, when you got no one to lean on for help, sing this song. What you want, you going to get.
I’ll be listening to you. When you sing this song, I’m going to hear you singing and I’m going to help you.”
*
Before, you have to go and fast four days, before they give you that Medicine. Maybe take a little water. You
suppose to go up there on that hill and sleep up there by yourself. You suppose to pray and cry and talk. My
mother say,
“Somebody will come to you way in the night … in the middle of the night. They going to push you and kick
you and they do things like that, but don’t get scared. They going to kick you around and slap you. They fighting
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you for your Medicine.”
That’s what they told me. But me, I was afraid to sleep up there in them mountains by myself. I didn’t want to
go out. I go up there and come back. Nobody come to me … or nothing.
*
Those Kiowa got this old man that doctors with peyote but he don’t get people with twisted-face well …
sometimes he don’t get anybody well. That’s what I heard. I even got some of those peoples that go to him …
they come to me later on and I fix them up.
Peyote is good but some things can’t get well with it. I can do things that they can’t do because I got that
power. People learn that and then I see them … come to me. Us Comanches got two brothers that doctor with
peyote too. That’s all they use. There’s a young man down at Walters but nobody pay him any attention. He just
says he got power but I want to know where he got it from. Nobody knows that so … well, he’s just a young man.
*
This man, something like a man, came to where I was sleeping way in the night. He stood there and then held
his hand to me. I just watch him, you know. I wasn’t scared or nothing. Then he move his arm toward north and
all at once I saw his arm go away from him. And next morning I said,
“You all know what, I’m sure lonesome to see my uncle. He’s up north around Geary. Let’s go see him, if you
all want to.”
Here we pack up and beat it down there north. And we was coming. We visit him about four days or five days.
I said,
“Uncle, we going home now.” He said, “Why?” and I told him,
“Just feel I get home and get my check.”
Then he went back and opened up his suitcase and said, “Come here,” and I went. He had about twelve eagle
feathers and he told me to take one I want best. I pulled out the best one in the bunch, and he said,
“That’s for you. Take it with you.”
And so that feather, what I dream about was given to me by my uncle. That’s what that dream, really good
dream, carried with it.
*
And you know, that night, oh, I ate so much of that peyote, and I just feel good. Then, when I look, all the
people sitting around in the tepee like that, everybody was way down right under my feet, and I was above them. I
was sitting on top of them. That’s how the peyote affect me in my body. And I said,
“I wonder why they sitting down there and me sitting up here?” And I look this way and my boy was sitting
here and I said,
“Look at these peoples sitting down there and I’m sitting up here. Here’s your head right here and you’re
sitting way down there too. I wonder why?” He said,
“Mama, you eat too much of that peyote.”
And you know, I close my eyes and when I look at my hand, I had a big peyote there, as big as my hand. It was
just sitting there, I said,
“Look son, look what I got. Look at this peyote.” He said,
“Mama, I don’t see anything there.”
But everytime I look, there it is. It was great peyote with green and with real pretty designs on it. And
somehow it said,
“Go ahead, use this and you could just do anything you want with it. You could just doctor anybody you want
and they going to be alright. Right now you could doctor that one.”
But he didn’t name anybody out. Come into my mind like that.
“Right now you could just go out there and do as you please with this peyote. You infected with it so strong
you could just raise a sick-bed man or woman or child. You could raise a dead man.” It just came into my mind
like that.
*
You know that oldest boy of mine down at Lawton? He sure is a good one. He never say anthing out of the
way about anybody. He’s just so happy right now. And every time I go down there, I see somebody at his house.
He takes them in to help them along some. He gives them his last dollar. He sure likes to help people out. And he
treats me real good too. Everybody seem to like him. I talk to him about my doctoring ways and he said that he
would think about it and tell me later on sometime.
*
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I was doctoring my niece one time … the doctor gave up on her. She had cancer and liver. So the doctor, white
doctor, gave up. They dismissed her from the Indian hospital and she went home. Somebody came to our house
that afternoon and told us that L—— was dying. The doctor gave up. I told my husband,
“Let’s go see her.”
And we beat it down there and it was about five o’clock, late that afternoon. It was cold. When we got there
she was just lying on her back like that … nobody was in the house except her. Her husband was gone and her
children were all gone.
She was white as a sheet. Her face was just white and her lips were blue. She didn’t even notice me come in. I
wake her up and said,
“Are you sleeping? What’s the matter with you?” She said,
“I’m dying … going to die tonight. That’s what the doctor told me. They dismissed me from the hospital. I’m
going to die either tonight or tomorrow … just any day. Could you help me?”
That’s what she said. And I told J——,
“You go get your brothers. I’ll get her out of it … that’s nothing. That cancer ain’t nothing to me.”
And he beat it down there to his brothers and they come in right after dark. That night we soaked that deer hide
… soaked it in water till it could get soft and they put it on the drum. And right there in the middle of town … she
got a home in the middle of town and a lot of white people living all around her house. So I said,
“Let’s have this peyote meeting for her tonight … drum all night. Let me fix her up. She be all right.”
And so that night we had a drumming right there in the middle of town. And she was worse the next morning. I
said,
“This is too noisy. I don’t like to doctor anybody in noisy place. Let’s take her home.”
So we load her up and brought her down here to our place. That night we had another peyote meeting inside of
the house and it was just pouring down rain and we had the meeting for her. Took that peyote and said,
“Our fathers, way back in years … our grandfathers took this medicine, and they said that whenever anybody
sick like that you just take this and chew it and then put it in your hands and let her swallow it … give her four at
the start.”
And I done that. I prayed and I talked to that peyote just like I’m talking to you. I said,
“If you don’t get her well, I don’t want you. If you not nothing, if you ain’t got power, I don’t want to use you
anymore.”
God made me in this world and he gave me this power just like when he was here on land. Jesus went around
blessing people and healing the sick and everything like that and I believe that I got the power in my hands. I
believe I could get her well. So that night we had a peyote meeting and the second night we had another one and
the fourth night … the fourth night she died. She just went out. She was blue … fingernails were blue and her lips
turn blue. I told them,
“Take that drum hide out.” And they took it, rinse it out, squeeze it, and I said,
“Give it to me.”
And I put it on her head. I rub her face with it, and four times I done that to her and then I sing my Medicine
song. When anybody’s dying and I doctor them that’s the only time I sing that special song I got.
So I said, “You all carry her and put her on my bed,” and they carried her. I said,
“You all stay out there in the front room.”
And they all stayed out there and it was still pouring rain. Everybody get out. It was raining out there and the
wind was howling around. I sing this song and I fan her and I doctor her … give her that medicine. I don’t know
how many times I give her that. And after awhile she open her eyes and said,
“I’m sure thirsty.”
And after that she got all right.
*
I just can’t think how it came this way. Look at them cars. I remember when I never seen them before. And all
those white peoples walking along, and those big buildings all around here.
I don’t like it here. My grandmother said this way would come and now here I am and she died long time back
in years. Maybe I should be with her now because my way is getting no good up to today. Maybe I should be dead
too. Even my own kids growing up like white peoples, and they think I’m just a funny old woman. I know they
do! But I ain’t got too many more years to go yet.
And here, you, a white person, asking me all those old ways and my kids go around here and there and don’t
even talk to me about those things. It sure is funny, ain’t it? …
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112.169 Let Nothing You Dismay\fn{by Allen McGinnis (1914(M) 6

)}

McAlester, Pittsburg County, Oklahoma, U.S.A.

They sat, the two of them, in the hotel room—heavy, relaxed, and contemplative. There had been exactly
twenty-two minutes of complete silence between them, and in the last fifteen they had been taking obvious pains
that their eyes should not meet. Finally, with a scraping of his chair that sounded unnaturally loud in the quietness,
the man rose and went into the bathroom. Presently his wife’s thin voice with its peculiar nasal twang split the air.
“Arthur, stop that belching!”
A great sigh from the bathroom. “It’s that pumpkin pie, sweetheart. I guess I shouldn’t of ate it—but hell, you
gotta do something excitin’ on Christmas Eve.”
“Well, what would you think of me if I went strollin’ around burping all over the place simply because it’s
Christmas Eve?”
The man came through the door of the bathroom and threw his broad bulk on the bed. He unbuttoned his vest
and the top of his trousers—and groaned.
“It’d tickle the hell outta me to have you do anything out of your usual routine, my little buttercup—seein’ as
how this is Christmas Eve.”
The reply was dipped in vinegar: “Do you have any suggestions?”
“Well, let’s see. I’d like to hear you burp just once—if your kidneys could stand the back-fire.”
“I guess you think you’re bein’ very funny, Arthur. It’s not my fault we’re stuck in a God-forsaken hotel room
every Christmas. I’ve tried to tell you—”
The man cut her short with a groan, and slapped the bed with the back of his hand. “For God’s sake, Annie,
let’s don’t get into a row tonight. It ain’t your fault. It ain’t my fault. It ain’t nobody’s fault! We’re just— here! We
might as well get a few laughs out of it—if we can.”
She looked at him intently for a moment, and then leaned over and patted his hand. “I know, Arthur. Guess we
both ate too much, though how we go on eating this hotel food, year after year, beats me.”
His answer was a weary grunt.
Silence settled on the two-and-a-half room. Twenty-two stories below, the night traffic hummed and zoomed in
alternate crescendos and diminuendos that beat with a faint but steady persistence on their ears. When at last the
man spoke, his voice sounded harsh and strained.
“Have you noticed how quiet Christmas is in these hotels any more?”
“Yeah. Seems nobody goes out.”
He grinned. “I can remember when the hotels we stopped at on Christmas had swell dances and a big tree in
the lobby on Christmas morning.”
“Yeah. Those were the days.”
He turned on his side to face her. “There’s a dance down on the mezzanine tonight, Annie. Wanna go?”
She sucked her lower lip between her teeth and stared at the carpet. “Oh, I will if you want to, Arthur. But my
corn is givin’ me fits tonight. Besides, it’ll be just a bunch of sill kids.”
He flopped over again on his back. “Yeah. And they’d probably be pie-eyed by now, too.”
“Yeah. By now.”
She began drumming her nails on the arm of her chair. He plucked absently at the counterpane. Suddenly he
threw his legs to the floor and sat up on the edge of the bed. His back was toward his wife.
“Annie, lets you and me get tight tonight!”
For a moment she did not answer, and then she spoke decisively, “No, Arthur. I don’t think we ought to do any
drinkin’ tonight. This is one Christmas that I’d like to go to church in the morning—and you’re goin’ with me.”
He got up and began waling around the room. “All right, mamma. I’ll make a bargain with you. I’ll go to
church with you in the morning if you’ll have a few highballs with me tonight.”
“What about our stomach, Arthur? You know what the doctor told you in Wichita about drinking, and you’re
not really over that spell you had in Springfield yet. And as I always say, you only have one stomach and—”
“To hell with my stomach! If we sit here in this damned room much longer and stare at each other we’ll both
go nuts.”
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Once again she suddenly found the pattern of the carpet intensely interesting. “I guess you’re right. There’s
really nothing else to do.”
He crossed over to the telephone. “I’ll call a boy. He’ll probably take the gold out of our teeth, especially since
it’s Christmas Eve.”
A caramel-colored Negro appeared at the door in a few minutes. He grinned knowingly, disappeared, and was
back with two pint bottles in a paper sack.
“You must’ve had this in a bathtub down the hall,” the man observed. “Now let’s have some ginger ale and
ice.”
When the Negro had disappeared for the second time, Arthur began fixing the drinks.
“Let’s make the first one a little strong, whaddeya say, mamma?”
“All right, Arthur, you know best.”
He handed her a glass and set his own down on the telephone stand beside the bed. Then he propped himself
up against the pillows and stretched out his legs comfortably. With a long, luxurious sigh he took the glass from
the stand and began sipping his drink. She toyed with hers a while, and then downed it rapidly, in gulps.
“We make faces at it but we love it,” he sighed.
She dried her lips. “I’m goin’ to quit drinkin’ highballs. It takes so long to get one down.”
“You know, buttercup, I—”
“Don’t call me ‘buttercup.’”
“Well, I was thinkin’, mamma, why you don’t take up some hobby or sideline while away the time. Knittin’
fancy rugs, for instance.”
“Knittin’ fancy rugs! My God, what are you gonna spring on me next?”
“Well, other women do it. I see ’em in the pictures.”
“Yeah? Well, other women ain’t lugged over the countryside six days of the week just like so much freight.
You want me to knit fancy rugs, huh? How would you like totin’ a rug frame around in the back end of the car?
And what would we do with ’em—if and when I ever finished one? Hang ’em up on the walls of a different hotel
room every night? Wouldn’t that be sweet!”
He waved his hand feebly. “All right, all right. Don’t bring the house dick up! It was just a suggestion. I was
only tryin’ to help you out, seein’; as how you’re so darned dissatisfied all the time lately.”
“What gave you the idea I was dissatisfied?”
“Idea! If it was only an idea, I might be able to do somethin’ about it. Hell, it’s getting’ to be more like a
religion with you.”
Her nostrils quivered suspiciously. “Arthur, I’ve not let a word of complaint come out of my mouth in I don’t
know how many months. It’s not fair for you to lay there and try to tell me—”
“I know you ain’t said nothin’ mamma. It’s just that you ain’t been lookin’ well, and you’ve lost all your old
ginger. I don’t know what to do about it. It’s got me licked.”
She did not reply. Finally the man drained his glass and crossed to the dresser.
“You want that straight one now?” he asked.
She nodded.
He handed her the glass and they touched rims.
“Well, here’s to a Merry Christmas.”
At those words her glass halted suddenly before her lips. She blinked her eyes quickly two or three times, and
then gulped her drink. The man went over to her and somehow managed to poise his broad thigh on the arm of the
chair. He patted her shoulder awkwardly with a fat, pudgy hand.
“Don’t let it get you, mamma. It’ll be better when Wilbur gets here.”
At that she raised her eyes to his, and they gleamed wetly in the light. “Where do you suppose he is, Arthur?
He wired us he’d get in this afternoon.”
“Well, he might’ve been called into the office all of a sudden. Besides, he wrote me he was tryin’ hard to swing
that deal in Topeka.”\fn{Kansas.}
“But he promised us, Arthur. Surely he won’t let somethin’ hold him up this time—not on Christmas Eve.”
The man rose from the chair and took the woman’s empty glass. He wet his lips speculatively, and after a
moment he answered with a good deal of hesitation.
“Well, Annie, I wouldn’t bank on it too much if I was you. You know how it is with the kid. He’s tryin’ to
close the year with a good business so he can earn that bonus, and there’ll be pretty brisk buyin’ right through to
the first of the year. He might not be able to tear away and come on down here after all.”
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She rose a trifle uncertainly from the chair and advanced on her husband threateningly.
“Brisk buyin’, my eye! There won’t be a single order given from now till the first of the year in anybody’s line.
If Wilbur don’t meet us here for Christmas like he promised, it means he’s gone on another binge with that Kansas
City bunch, and if he has, I’m goin’ up there myself this time.”
“Now there, there, mamma! I didn’t say Wilbur wasn’t goin’ to be here. I just said he might not get away.”
After a moment he was able to lead her back to her chair, where she sat down again with some reluctance.
Then he grinned at her disarmingly.
“Y’know what the Governor of North Carolina said to the Governor of South Carolina?” he asked, his eyebrows
raised high in an evident glow of anticipation of her reply.
“Yeah,” she answered, shaking her head in weary assent. “I know all about what the Governors of the
Carolinas said to each other.”
The eyebrows dropped suddenly to their normal position.
“Would it kill you to crack a smile?”
“Not if I had somethin’ to laugh at.”
Once more he poured out two straight drinks of the yellow fluid. “This time we won’t drink to nothin’,” he
announced.
The woman began eyeing her suddenly empty glass with a curious interest. “You know, Arthur, these glasses
are a lot like that set we had when we lived in Wichita.\fn{ Kansas.} Do you remember ’em?”
He dried his lips and drew in a big breath before he answered. “Remember ’em!” he said, and laughed hugely.
“How could I forget ’em when I’ve been payin’ storage on all that stuff we had at Wichita for nearly fifteen years
now!”
The woman sniffed ominously. “Is that all anything means to you—how much it costs?”
“Well now, what else is there to remember about that set of glasses?”
“Nothing. Nothing at all. They just happened to be your present to me on our fifth anniversary.”
“Oh!” he said, and busied himself with his glass.
“I should’ve known it.”
“You should’ve known what?”
“I should’ve known when you wouldn’t come back to St. Louis\fn{ Missouri.} to marry me at home where the
folks had everything all fixed, that my life would always be like this.”
“Good Lord, Annie, are we in for all that again?” He sighed, and loosened his collar. “I told you I had to be at
that convention in Memphis.\fn{Tennessee.} There ain’t no way of getting’ out of an annual convention. Besides, I
thought it’d make a nice honeymoon.”
“Nice honeymoon! Four days that was one long drunk, if I remember right. And when you were in the room
with me you couldn’t talk for the ice pack on your head. That’s the way my honeymoon was. That’s the way my
whole life has been.”
“Well, mamma, you know how those conventions are.”
She got up from the chair, crossed to the bed, and sat down beside him.
“Arthur, if you’d quit right then when I asked you to, you could be in some good business of your own this
very minute.”
He shook a protesting finger in her face. “Now lissen here, Annie. I did quit for you once when I was senior
salesman for Delight Flour. Left one of the best jobs on the road. For what? A chicken farm in Joplin.\fn{ Missouri.}
That was your idea.”
“If you’d stuck with it—”
“Yeah, if I’d stuck with it we’d be dustin’ our bottoms in some county poor farm. Hell, I told you I didn’t know
nothin’ about chickens.”
“You mean that particular kind of chicken!”
“And could I help it if their tail feathers began comin’ out at the wrong time of the year? And wavin’ a ten-spot
in front of their beaks wouldn’t lure one little egg from ’em.”
For a moment she seemed to have no answer. Then her now slightly blood-shot eyes brightened. “Well, you’ve
got the chicken farm to thank for Wilbur.”
He raised from his pillow. “Whaddaya mean?”
The woman laughed slightly. “Well, if we hadn’t stopped for a little while in Joplin, we never would have had
time enough to—”
“Annie! I’m ashamed of you.”
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She dropped her eyes. “It’s the truth, though. That one short year I Joplin is the nearest I ever came to havin’ a
real home. It’s all I got to look back to even if the chickens didn’t have any feathers.”
With a disgusted sigh Arthur plopped back into his pillow.
“Well, it’s Wilbur you got to thank that we got away from that chicken farm.”
“Meanin’ what?”
“Meanin’ that after he got here I damned sure had to make a living.”
“I suppose you didn’t even want to be bothered with Wilbur, did you?”
“Who said I didn’t want Wilbur.”
“You hinted as much.”
“You’re nuts.”
“Thank you. Thank you. I’m glad I do have Wilbur. He’s all that keeps my heart from breakin’ entirely—”
“Hell, your heart has been breakin’ ever since I’ve known you.”
She paused in horrified breathlessness. “Arthur, you keep on talkin’ to me like that and I’ll—I’ll get a
divorce!”
“Don’t see how,” he said, turning on his side and smoothing his pillow with superb nonchalance. “God knows
you could never claim desertion with you trailin’ me all over the country. And I’ve always supported you.”
“Yeah. You’ve been a model husband, and I’ve been kept up in grand style. A candy salesman’s wife. Keller’s
Double Dipped Delights. I might as well be one of your damned boxes of candy, or your order book, or your brief
case. You throw me in the car and haul me around just like you do them. I got no home. No friends. Nothin’. And
you say I don’t have grounds for a divorce.”
“Why the hell don’t you go ahead and get one then?”
“Don’t be so cock-sure, you fat ox. Are you forgettin’ that time I brought Wilbur down to Dallas\fn{ Texas.} for
a surprise visit and caught you with that blonde hussy who owned that drug-store chain?”
He sat up on the bed as though he operated on springs.
“Now lissen! I’ve told you before I was sellin’ that lady one of the biggest deals I ever put over in my life.”
“It was a funny way to close any kind of an order.”
“Annie, we’re gonna settle this once and for all—”
The metallic clang of the telephone bell stopped him. He jumped from the bed and took down the receiver.\fn
{This will be a wall-mounted telephone, with a wooden box which contained the receiver, and an ear-piece receiver which hung
perpendicularly from a steel rest attached to the side of the box. The mouthpiece was mounted on the end of a long gooseneck attached to
the center of the wooden box and projecting out into the room a foot or so .}

“Hello … yes … yes, I’ll hold he line.”
She circled the bed and came over to him. “Who is it?”
“Sh-h-h! Kansas City callin’. Guess it’s Wilbur.”
There was a moment’s silence, and he began talking.
“Hello … hello … Hello, Wilbur … Yeah, this is me … Oh, we’re okay. She’s right here beside me … What’s
that? I can’t hear you … Click your receiver.\fn{ The receiver rest moved up and down, and it was common for people to rapidly
“click it” up and down to “clear the line” (as they used to say) .} Seems there’s a helluva lot of noise at your end of the line …
There’s nothin’ wrong with me … What did you say? I can’t hear … You won’t be able to get away? … But
Wilbur, your mamma and me was countin’ on you … What’s that? … I’m talkin’ as loud as I can … What the
hell’s the matter with you?”
She reached for the receiver.
“Give me that phone, Arthur. I’ll find out why he’s not comin’ down.”
Her own shrill voice echoed in the room.
“Hello, Wilbur? … This is mamma … Why ain’t you comin’ down, sweetheart? … Well, they gave you the
week off last year … I can’t hear you … Isn’t that someone playin’ a piano, Wilbur? … Wilbur, I can’t hear you.
Talk louder … Wilbur, are you drunk? … Sober as a judge! You don’t talk like it … Wilbur, don’t you run around
with that bunch up there. You know how much trouble you got into last time … Well, can’t you just come down
for a day or so? Your papa and me would sure like to see you … Tell ’em to stop playin’ that damned piano …
Wilbur, don’t you do any more drinkin’ … All right … All right … Merry Christmas, yourself … goodbye.”
She hung up\fn{Literally, one had to reach up to do that; hence the term.} the receiver and stared at the wall before her.
“Well, he just ain’t comin’ down, that’s all. Said something about the boss wantin’ him to stay in the office for
the rest of the year.”
“Yeah. I sorta expected they would.”
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“Well, that’s that.”
“Yeah. That’s that.”
Once more he went over to the dresser. But the woman sank into a chair, her hands folded listless in her lap.
When Arthur finished preparing the drinks he glanced at her warily; when he held out the glass his voice was
a little too casual, a little too smooth and easy. “Well, we can always have another little snifter. Here, take this.
It’ll do you good.”
She stared at the glass, at the ice which tinkled against the sweating edges, at the cool, golden color of the
fluid. Suddenly she sprang from the chair and knocked the glass from the man’s hands.
“Drink! Yes, have a drink! It’s all you think about it, if you ever really think about anything. There Wilbur is,
dead drunk up in Kansas City with that scum he runs around with, and you ask me to have a drink!”
He backed against the dresser and set his own drink down.
“Now, mamma, Wilbur might’ve had a few drinks, but I wouldn’t say he was—”
“Wilbur was drunk! I can always tell. And he was at a party.”
“Annie, there’s no use getting’ yourself worked up over it. It’s Christmas Eve. The kid’s entitled to a little fun.”
She gave a loud, raucous laugh that was tinged with hysteria.
“Yeah. What’s the good of doin’ anything? You’ve done the trick. You got him a job as a travelin’ salesman,
and you can find an excuse for everything he pulls.”
“Sure I got him the job.”
“Didn’t I beg you not to?”
“He’d been out of college four months and hadn’t turned his hand.\fn{ Hadn’t gone to work; an adapted agricultural
expression, for originally, one “turned ones hand at the plow.” } He wanted to go on the road. Why should he sit on his rear
end all his life just because he had some crazy letters tacked on behind his name?”
She began crying noisily. “There you are. That’s what I’ve got to put up with the rest of my life. My husband
and son—travelin’ salesmen. One just like the other.”
With a groan he turned to the dresser and grabbed the drink he had placed there. He downed it in one gulp.
“Now lissen to me, Annie. You’re makin’ a fool of yourself, and I’m getting’ sick of it. Here it is Christmas
Eve, and all you can do is rave around and bawl about me and Wilbur bein’ travelin’ salesmen.”
Slowly, a little unsteadily, she rose to her feet and drew herself up to her full height.
“All right, Arthur. I’ll quit trying to do anything with either of you. But get this. Either you quit the road and
settle down or I’ll—I’ll divorce you!”
He gazed at her intently, and then laughed. “You’re drunk!”
She took another step toward him. Great tears began coursing down her cheeks and splashing on her bosom.
“I’m not drunk, Arthur. You’ve got to listen to me. I—I mean what I said. I mean, I’ll—I’ll actually get a
divorce!”
With an effort he focused his gaze on the face that was very close to his own and peered steadily into her
streaming eyes.
“Mamma, you’re talkin’ crazy. You don’t know what you’re sayin’.”
“Oh, can’t you get it through your head, Arthur? I can’t go on forever like this. Anything would be better.
Anything.”
She collapsed on the bed. After a moment the man rested his own weight beside hers, and the springs groaned
protestingly. With embarrassed awkwardness he patted her shaking shoulders.
“My God, Annie! I didn’t know it was that bad. You should’ve told me.”
The shoulders began shaking the more fiercely. He swallowed with difficulty and resumed his pawing.
“You win, Annie! I’ll quit. I’ll quit for good. It was getting’ so I couldn’t turn out a decent day’s work anyway.
I’ll send in my resignation the first of the year. I guess we can find a way to keep from starvin’.”
He got up from the bed and went over to the dresser. There he poured out a very generous straight drink and
held it up to his reflection in the mirror. “Well, here’s goodbye to the good old sellin’ game!”
He gulped the drink. Then he set his glass down and began straightening his collar and tie. When that was
finished he buttoned his vest, went to the closet, and took down his coat.
The woman had lifted her head and eyed him in growing astonishment. “Where are you goin’, Arthur?”
“Out!”
“Out?”
“Yes, out! This is Christmas Eve, Annie. I guess you’d plum forgotten about that—but I ain’t. If I’m goin’ to
give up one of the best jobs I’ve ever had in my life on the first of the year I’m goin’ out and celebrate joinin’ the
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bread line.”
“Arthur, you shouldn’t go out. It’s late.”
He wheeled on her in sudden anger.
“Holy Snakes in Ireland, woman, ain’t I entitled to somethin’? I’ve done what you asked me to. What other
man would give up the only thing he knows how to do to go back to—to a chicken farm? You can sit here in this
room and bawl and rave and flood the hotel if you want to—but I’m gonna go out for one last fling—and believe
me, it’s gonna be a humdinger!”
The door slammed behind him.
Two bell-hops helped him into the room about three o’clock. His face was flushed and one eye was slightly
swollen. He groaned aloud with the misery in his stomach.
The woman arose from her seat at the window and dismissed the two grinning Negroes with generous tips.
Then she dissolved a liberal dose of bicarbonate of soda in warm water and poured it down the inert figure. A few
moments later she rushed him to the bathroom and held his head while he lost it between shuddering gasps that
shook his body. When that was over she pushed him into bed with his clothes on and covered him up carefully.
For a long while she stood looking down at the unconscious form, and after a while murmured aloud into the
darkness:
“You poor fool! You poor, miserable fool!”
She undressed and crawled wearily in beside him. At the touch of her body the man flopped over heavily and
gathered her into his arms.
“That you, mamma?”
“Yes, honey.”
He kissed her neck with long accustomed accuracy.
“Lissen, mamma, I met Tim Donahue down in the lobby when I left. And he told me old man Wallenberger
down at Wichita Falls is ready for an order. Gonna start takin’ inventory tomorrow and then he can place the order
right away for delivery first of the year. And I was thinkin’—mamma, you listenin’?”
“Yeah.”
“Well, I was thinkin’: ‘Shoot, what’s the use of us hangin’ around here in the lobby tomorrow and twiddlin our
thumbs just cause it’s Christmas!’ You see, mamma, if we started down there in the morning and took Christmas
Day to get there I’d beat every candy salesman on the territory to Wellenberger’s order, and that’d practically put
my January quota in the bag.”
There was no answer.
“Mamma, did ya hear what I was talkin’ about?”
“Yes, Arthur.”
“Well, whaddaya say?”
“Arthur, are you sure you want to go after Wallenberger’s order? Ain’t there somethin’ you’ve forgot?”
“Forgot? Forgot what? Don’t talk like you’re drunk, mamma.”
“All right, Arthur. Anything you say. I’ll leave a call for about eight. Is that all right?”
Once more the man’s lips sought her neck.
“That’s the old girl, mamma. I knew you’d want me to cop that order. Yeah. Leave a call for eight.”
When the woman had hung up the receiver and once more crawled into bed, her husband had turned over to his
side. She lay there in the darkness for a few minutes and felt the tears trickle into her ears. Then she spoke softly:
“Arthur, I’d just like to ask one thing. Don’t drive very fast tomorrow. We’ve got all day, and my back’s nearly
killin’ me. Somehow I can’t stand these long drives like I used to. Arthur, do you hear me? Are you asleep?”
But there was no answer. An old familiar sound filled her ears; a sound that all through the long years of her
married life had somehow lulled her sorrows and heartaches into a quiet numbness. It was the regular rise and fall
of her husband’s snoring.
116.200 Under The Roof\fn{by Kate Wheeler (1955- )} Tulsa, Tulsa County, Oklahoma, U.S.A. (F) 10
Moist, lead-lemon Bankok dawn: Miss Bi Chin’s Chinese alarm clock goes off, a harsh metallic sound, like
tiny villagers beating pans to frighten the dragon of sleep. She opens her eyes and sees a big fire ant crawling up
her yellow mosquito net; feels how the black earth’s chill has penetrated her hipbones. At first she does not know
where she is.
Tuk-tuks, taxi and motorbikes already roar behind the high garden wall; but the air is still sweet, yesterday’s
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fumes brought down by the dew. She has slept outside, behind her house, under the sal tree. All around her like
pink, fleshy blossoms, fallen during the night.
She lies still on her side, allowing last night’s trip to Dom Murang airport to bloom in her mind, seeing the
American monk stalk from the barrier, his brown robe formally wrapped to form a collar and tight scroll down his
right arm. Straight out of Burma. It delights her to remember his keen, uncertain look as he scanned the crowd for
her unfamiliar face. Then she waved, and he smiled. On the way home, the taxi driver charged them only half
price.\fn{A pious gesture.}
She heaves up to sitting; the monk, who is standing now at her screened upstairs window, sees her hips’
awkward sideways roll, her hands pressing the small of her back. Both of them have the same thought: the body is
a heap of suffering! The monk steps back quickly, lest Miss Bi Chin catch him gazing out the window—worrying
about that will become of him out here in the world. As he moved into the shadow, he suddenly realizes that the
worry itself is the world’s first invasion, and again he is struck with gratitude of his robes. Having to be an
example for others protects me, too, he thinks. It works from the outside in, the way forcing yourself to smile can
make you feel happy.
Miss Bi Chin rolls up her straw sleeping mat and hurries into the house with it under her arm. Her bones ache,
but she takes joy in that. Why should she rent a hotel room when she can sleep for free in her own back yard? It’s
not the rainy season. She will earn great merit for helping the monk to sleep as the rules require, under a roof
where there is no woman. By now he must have completed his morning meditation.
In her mind she sees the Thai monks going for alms food right now all over the city: hundreds of them in
bright orange robes, bare feet stepping over broken glass and black street garbage. They save their heads only on
full moon day, they have TVs and they seduce American tourists. They don’t care of the tourists are women or
men. Thai people crave too much for sense pleasures. Miss Bi Chin wold not donate so much as an orange to Thai
monks; she saves her generosity for the good, clean monks trained in Burma.
*
As she lights the gas under the huge aluminum teakettle, the old man comes shuffling into the dark kitchen. He
pulls the light cord, searing the room with jerks of blue fluorescence. “Why do you cook in the dark, Chinese
sow,” he says in Malay.\fn{The Chinese at one time dominated business dealings throughout Indochina. It became a staple of Malay
nationalism to drive them out; and between 1962 and 1988, the government of General Ne Win in Burma drove them from commerce (and
the Indians from the civil service) in that country, in order to create opportunities for Burmans .} He is her mother’s second

husband’s brother and lived off the family for years in Penang. Now he has come here to torture her and make her
life miserable.
“Shhh,” she says, motioning with her head. The American monk sits cross-legged at a low table in the next
room. His eyes are downcast and a small smile curves his lips. Beautifully white, he resembles the marble
Buddhas they sell in Rangoon.
“So what? He doesn’t understand me,” the old man says. “Why don’t you bring in a real man for a change?
You’d be a lot less religious if you were satisfied.” And I’d be happier living here, he thinks, if she were a normal
woman, not lost in pious dreams.
His words roll off her mind like dew from the petals of a white lotus. “You will go to all the hells,” she
predicts. “First the hot and then the cold.”
The old man laughs. “I am Muslim. Will I go to the same hell as you and your rag-wrapped farang? I am
waiting for my breakfast.” He walks in and shows all his teeth to the American monk. “Goo mornin sah!”
“Hey,” the monk says. “Thanks for the bed. I slept great.”
The old man can only nod. He doesn’t understand English. Miss Bi Chin bites her tongue, deciding it is better
for the monk’s peace of mind not to know it was her bed that he slept in. Of course, she moved it into the sewing
room.
This American monk is the favorite of the Rangoon abbot, Miss Bi Chin has heard. He’s been in intensive
meditation for three years, completing two levels of insight practice and the concentrations on the four heavenly
abodes. But the monastery’s friend in the Department of Religious Affairs lost his position in November, and the
monk’s last visa renewal application was rejected. He has come to Thailand to apply for re-entry into Burma;
approval will take at least three months, if it comes at all. Conditions in Burma are unstable; the government has
had to be very strict to maintain order, and it does not want too many foreign witnesses to its methods. Recently,
they changed the country’s name to Myanmar,\fn{ The text has: Myanma; the name was changed in 1989.} as if this would
solve its problems.
If the monk cannot return, the abbot may send him back to America to found a monastery. The monk has not
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been told. The streams of defilements are strong in the West: all the American monks that the abbot has known
disrobe soon after they go home, so they can enjoy sense pleasures. Ideally, the monk should stay in Burma a few
more years; but the abbot hasn’t worn robes all his life to forget that the world is not ideal. This monk is addicted
to pondering, a common Western vice, but he has a devoted heart, and his practice has been good. Pork should fry
in its own fat; the American devotees cry out for a monastery. This monk may be the perfect candidate.
The abbot sees no reason to make a decision yet. He’s asked Miss Bi Chin, the monastery’s great supporter, to
report on the monk’s behavior: whether living unsupervised in capitalist Bangkok becomes his downfall.
Seeing him wait for his food, so still, Miss Bi Chin has no worries. She’s studied his face, too, according to
Chinese physiognomy. A broad forehead means calm, the deep lines at each side of the mouth mean kindness.
“Breakfast for you.” She kneels at the monk’s side, offering the dishes from a cubit’s distance, as the Buddha
prescribed. The monk touches each plate and she sets it on the table. Wheaties, instant Nescafé with condensed
milk, sliced mango, lemon cookies from England, and a bowl of instant ramen noodles.
He hasn’t seen such food in three years. He smiles in gratitude at Miss Bi Chin and begins eating.
Miss Bi Chin sits on one side with her feet tucked behind her and her hands in the respectful position. Rapture
arises in her mind. She has helped Western monks before, and she knows they do not do well on the diet in
Rangoon—too much oil and hot pepper. This monk is bony, his skin rough. She will buy chicken extract, milk
powder, and vitamins for him, she will take early lunch hours to come and cook his lunch: monks eat no solid
food between noon and dawn.
She stops her ears against the sound of the old man, slurping in the kitchen like a hungry ghost.
The monk wipes his mouth. He has finished everything except the noodles, which remind him too much of
Burmese food. Miss Bi Chin notices. She’ll reheat them for herself with fish paste; the monk’s future breakfasts
will be entirely Western.
Because the monk is American, he sometimes feels unworthy of being bowed to and, living on donations, guilt
about the extent to which he has learned to enjoy such treatment. Miss Bi Chin, for example, is not rich. She
works as a secretary at American Express, and says she refused promotion twice so that she can feel free to
neglect her job when monks need help. He’d like to thank her for the food, for everything she is going to do for
him, but this is not allowed.
If he were still a carpenter, he’d build her a kitchen countertop; as a monk, example and guidance are the only
returns he can offer—they’re what she expects, he reminds himself, slipping again into the Asian part of his mind.
Her donations bring her merit. She supports what I represent, the possibility of enlightenment: not me specifically.
He clears his throat. “Where did you learn such good English?”
“Oh! My mother sent me to a British school in Penang.”
“And you speak Burmese, Thai, and what else?”
“Malay, Cantonese, a little Mandarin.”
The monk shakes his head. “Amazing. You’re one smart lady.”
Miss Bi Chin laughs in embarrassment. “I am Chinese, but my family moved to Malaysia, and we had to learn
all the languages on the way. If you had my same kamma,\fn{Karma; destiny.} you would know them, too.
“Listen.” The monk laughs. “The abbot did his best to teach me Burmese.” It’s hard for him to imagine that
this woman is also a foreigner here.
“Better for you,” Miss Bi Chin says promptly. “For a monk it is most important to maintain virtue and
concentration. Learning languages is only worldly knowledge. The Burmese won’t let you alone if they know you
can speak. When I go to meditate at Pingyan Monastery, I have to hide in my room.” She laughs.
The monk smiles, charmed. Faith makes Miss Bi Chin glow like a smooth golden cat; yet her black eyes
sparkle wickedly. He will have to be careful to see her as his older sister, or even as a future corpse.
He’d be surprised to know that Miss Bi Chin thinks of herself as ugly. As a child, her mother would tweak her
arm hairs and say, “No one will marry you, Black Dog. Better learn English so you can feed yourself.” True, no
Asian men want Miss Bi Chin, but the reason may not be her skin—there are plenty of married women as dark.
No, she is too well educated, too sharp-tongued, and most of all too religious. From her own side, the only Asian
men she is interested in are celibate, monks. She had a long relationship with an American, Douglas, the heir to a
toy fortune who does business in Bangkok and Singapore. He smokes Dunhills\fn{ An English cigarette.} in a holder,
and sponsors the publication of Buddhist texts. Younger than she, he left her a year ago for a glamorous twentyyear-old Thai. She still sees him sometimes at Buddhist meetings, drawling his reactionary opinions. How she
ever was involved with him is a mystery to her.
Now she cried, “What is there in this world worth talking about? Everything is only blah, blah, blah. I must go
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to work now and type meaningless reports so that I can sustain my life and yours. I will come back to cook your
lunch. Please use my house as you wish. I have many Buddhist books in English. The old man will not bother
you.”
She shuffles toward the monk on her knees, to remove the plates. Not to introduce the old man as her uncle is
one of her secret acts of revenge.
How terrible my life would be without monks, she thinks.
*
The monk paces slowly up and down Miss Bi Chin’s unfurnished living room. His body feels soft and chaotic
among the sharp corners, the too shiny parquet, the plastic flowers under a tinted portrait of his abbot, the most
famous teacher in Burma. This photograph shows the abbot’s terrifying side, when his eyes, hard and sharp,
pierce into each person’s heart to lay bare its secret flaws. The monk prefers his tenderness, eyes that make you
want to fall over sideways.
This is the first day in three years the monk has not been surrounded by other monks, living the life called
“pure and clean as a polished shell”: its ten precepts, 227 rules, daily alms round, chanting at dusk. The monastery
wall was like a mirror facing inward; beyond it was another barrier, the national boundary of Burma. He often
used to speculate on what disasters could be happening in the outside world without his knowing. Meanwhile,
cocooned within the walls, the discipline of the robes, and the fierce certainties of his teacher, the monk’s mind
grew dextrous, plunged into nothingnesses too subtle to remember. He was merely left with a yearning to go back
to them; now ordinary happiness feels harsh and coarse.
Outside, traffic roars like storm surf. What a city! He was a different man when he passed through on the way
to Rangoon, drank a Singha beer at the airport bar, defiantly toasting his future as a renunciate. Even then he’d
been shocked by Bangkok—everything for sale: plastic buckets, counterfeit Rolexes,\fn{ A type of writswatch.}
bootleg software; and of course the women, dressed as primly as third-grade teachers, hoping a client will choose
to marry them.
Burma may attack your health, he thinks, but Bangkok will suck you to your doom.
What if his visa is denied?
Will he disrobe? His civilian clothes are even now in a suitcase in the monastery’s strong room: they must be
eaten up by mildew. He’s not ready to go back home qs a shaven-headed, toga-wearing freak. No way would the
abbot let him stay and practice under a Thai, not down here where they’ve got monks running around claiming to
be reincarnations of Gotama the Buddaha.\fn{ The man who began it all (563?-483?BC) originally an Indian prince named
Siddhartha.} There’s a Burmese center in Penang, which Miss Bi Chin supported before she moved up to bangkok;
but she said last night it’s near a huge highway and so is unsuitable for the absorption practices; plus, she added
confidentially, the head monk in Penang hates Westerners. She ought to know: he’s her cousin. If I get sent to
Penang, the monk thinks, I’ll be able to practice patience for about two weeks and then I’ll be out of the robes. I
was never a lifer anyway. Or was I?
I know this is only a form.
For sure, he isn’t ready just yet to lose the peace, the certainty of being a monk; nor to be separated from the
abbot, his teacher: the only man on earth, he’s often told himself, he truly, deeply respects. And loves.
He catches himself planning to sneak across the border at Chiang Rai and run up to Rangoon through the forest
with help from Karen insurgents.\fn{The Karin people are a tribe of Christian Burmese, who claim to a Christianity predating the
modern European colonization of Burma.} Bowing three times at the abbot’s feet. Here I am. In his mind the abbot
laughs at him and says, Peace is not in Burma or in Bangkok. Peace comes from dropping one’s preferences. That
is why we beg for our food, we take what is given.
The monk stops in front of the abbot’s portrait and makes the gesture of respect, palms together.
He fells the world stretching out around him. I’m here, he thinks: suddenly he’s in his body again, feeling its
heaviness and insubstantiality.
He can even feel the strengthening effect of the milk in the Wheaties he just ate. Conditions in Thailand are
good for healing the old bod; he can make it a project. In the States he ran and did yoga fairly regularly; in Burma
he never exercised. He was never alone, and people would gossip if they saw him in an undignified posture.
Carefully he spreads his sitting cloth, a maroon-and-orange patchwork square, on the straw mat where he ate
breakfast; now he lies flat on it, easing the bunched muscles of his shoulders. Slowly he raises his legs to vertical,
letting the small of his back flatten against the cool straw. His sacrum releases with a loud pop.
He tucks the skirt of his robe between his knees and raises his buttocks off the ground, until he is in full
shoulder stand, the queen of poses, the great redistributor of psychic energy. His mind flies, faster than light, to
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Vermont.
He’s lived as if he’ll never go back to where people know him as Tom Perkins, a carpenter and the more or less
unreliable lover of Mary Rose Cassidy, who still lives in Brattleboro, where she’s a partner in a cooperative
restaurant. She’s known he would ordain ever since they came East together in seventy-three. They were both
moved by the calm races of monks they saw; but only he had that realization at the great dome of Borobudur in
Java. Tapped it, and said, “Empty. That’s it! There’s nothing inside.” Mary Rose saw in his face that it was a deep
moment for him. After coming home, they learned to meditate together at a center in western
Mass.\fn{Massachusetts.} She kept saying the tradition was sexist and stifled your joie de vivre;\fn{Love of life.} Tom
wondered if she did it only to keep him from getting too far away.
*
And she didn’t expect him to be gone this long. He’s written her four letters saying: my practice is getting
deep, it’s fascinating, I want to renew my visa.
He should’ve broken up with her. A year ago he knew: but it seemed cruel to cut her off by mail, and more
appropriate as a monk to be vaguely affectionate, vaguely disconnected, than to delve into his past and make a big
mess. He halfway hoped she’d lose patience and break up with him herself; but she says she’s had no other lover
since he left, and she sends a hundred dollars every other month to the monastery treasurer for his support. It’s
more than enough.
She would have stopped sending money. He would’ve had to be supported entirely by the Burmese. God
knows they have little enough to spare. Think what his plane ticked to Bangkok would have cost in kyat. Four
months’ salary for the average worker, even at the official rate; at the black market rate, the real value of Burmese
money: three years’ salary.\fn{ Burma more or less impoverished herself when she dismissed the Indians from her civil service and
the Chinese from her economy.}
He lowerse his legs as slowly as he can, feeling unfamiliar pulls in his belly and chest.
He turns to look out the large front window—the old man is staring in at him. He’s been sweeping dead leaves
off the cement courtyard. He wears ancient blue rubber thongs and a checked sarong; his fine-skinned purplish
breasts sag over his ribs. His gaze is clouded and fierce, an old man’s rage. The monk has assumed that he is some
sort of servant, a trusted retainer of Miss Bi Chin’s; he didn’t quite take the old man into consideration. Now, this
stare rips away all barriers between them.
Lying on the floor, his robes in disarray, he’s Tom again, for the first time since he ordained.
With as much dignity as he can muster, he gets to his feet and goes out the back door, into the tiny walled
garden where Miss Bi Chin slept. The old man has swept the pink sal flowers into a pile. The fresh ones look like
parts of Mary Rose; the decaying ones, black and slimy, remind him of things the abbot says about sensuous
desire. He watches one blossom fall, faster than he’d expect. It’s heavy, the petals thick as blotting paper. He picks
it up, rubs one petal into bruised transparency.
I should call Mary Rose while I’ve got the Thai phone system, he thinks. I need to the truth.
Now he wishes he’d studied the rules, for he doesn’t know if using the phone would break the precept against
taking what is not given. It’s a subtle thing, but how impeccable does he have to be? Miss Bi Chin offered her
house, but then steered him into her library. She surely expects to do all his telephoning. Surprising Mary Rose
with an overseas collect charge isn’t too monkly except that she still considers him her lover. The irony of this is
not lost on him.
Well, it’s en P.M. in Brattleboro. If he waits until Miss Bi Chin comes home it’ll be too late, and what’s more,
she’ll overhear everything: the phone is in the kitchen where she’ll be cooking lunch. He walks around the corner
of the house and asks the old man’s permission to use the phone.
The old man waggles his head as if his neck had lost its bones. He says in Malay, “I don’t understand you, and
you don’t understand me!”
The monk decides that this weird movement contains some element of affirmation. In any case, his mind is
made up.
As he watches his hand travel toward the phone, he remembers the abbot talking about the gradations of
defilement. Desire shakes the mind. The body moves, touches the object, touches it, causing the object to move.
When he touches the receiver, he picks it u quickly and dials.
“Tom?” The satellite transmission is so clear. Mary Rose sounds like she’s in the next room. “Oh, it’s fantastic
to hear your voice!”
When he hangs up, an hour later, he feels sick—he can’t help imagining her expression when she gets the
phone bill. Yet he has to admit, he’s intensely alive, too, as if he’d stuck his fingers ina socket, as if someone had
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handed him a sword.
He thinks: Maybe this will create a vacuum that my visa will rush into.
He goes up to Miss Bi Chin’s sewing room and closes the door. Cross-legged on his sitting cloth, he tries to cut
off all thoughts of Mary Rose so he can send loving-kindness to the abbot, his benefactor. At first tears come, his
body feels bludgeoned by emotion; but then his loving feeling strengthens, the abbot’s presence hardens in his
mind. Suddenly he and the abbot are welded together, a bond tighter than Krazy Glue.\fn{ A popular permanent bonding
clear adhesive.} The monk’s lips curve up: here there is no grief.
*
Miss Bi Chin and the old man are eating dinner, chicken and Chinese cabbage in ginger sauce; the monk is
upstairs reading a list of the Twenty-Four Mental States Called Beautiful.
“Your monk talked on the phone for two hours,” the old man says slyly. “He put his feet above his head and
then pointed them at the portrait of Pingyan Sayadaw.”
It is not true that the monk pointed his feet at the portrait, but as soon as the old man says so, he begins to
believe himself. He’s tired of having monks in the house, tired of the prissy, superior way his step-niece behaves
when these eunuchs are about. What good do they do? They live off other people, beg for their food, they raise no
children. The old man has no children either, but he can call himself a man. He was a policeman for six years in
Malaysia, until bullet lodged near his spine.
Miss Bi Chin pretends he does not exist, but he pinches her bicep, hard.
“Ow!” she cries, and jerks her arm away. “I told him he could use the house as he pleased.” Too late, she
realizes she shouldn’t have descended to arguing: it causes the old man to continue.
“Well, he did that. He only waited for you to leave before changing his behavior. I think he’s a very loose
monk. He wandered up the stairs, down the stairs, examining this and that. Out into the garden to stare at the sky
and pick up flowers. Then he got on the phone. He’ll be poking in the refrigerator tomorrow, getting is own food.”
“You just hate monks.”
“Wait and see,” the old man says lightly. “Have you noticed his lower lip? Full of lust and weakness.”
Miss Bi Chin lowers her face until all she can see is her bowl of soupy cabbage. The old man is her curse for
some evil deed in the past. How he abuses her, how he tries to poison her mind! She tells herself that the old
man’s evil speech is a sign of his own suffering, yet he seems to cause her more pain than he feels himself.
Sometimes she enjoys doing battle with him—and she has developed great strength by learning to seal off her
mental state so that he cannot infiltrate. This strength she uses on different occasions: on a crowded bus when an
open sore is thrust beneath her nose, or when her boss at American Express overloads her with work. At other
times the old man defeats her, causes her defilements to arise. Hatred. Fear. A strange sadness, like homesickness,
when she thinks of him helpless in the grip of his obsessions
She could never kick him out. Crippled, too old to learn Thai or get a job, how would he survive in Bangkok?
And he does make himself useful, he tends the garden and cleans the floors and bathrooms. Even more important,
without him as witness, she and her monks would not be allowed to be in the same house together. The Buddha
knew human nature very well when he made those rules, she thinks.
Washing up, she hears that the old man has turned on his TV and is watching his favorite talk show, whose host
gained fame after a jealous wife cut off his penis, and he had it sewn on again.
“Why do you have to watch that!” she scolds at his fat, unresponsive back.
She goes up to the sewing room in a fury, which dissipates into shame as soon as she sees the monk reading.
The light from the window lies flat and weak on the side of his shaven head. His pallor makes him look as if he
has just been peeled; her ex-lover Douglas had a similar look, and it give her a shiver. She turns on the yellow
electric lamp so he will not ruin his eyes and leaves the door wide open, as is necessary when a monk and a
woman are together in a room.
“Hello, sister,” he says. The edges of his eyelids feel burnt by tears; Miss Bi Chin notices redness, but thinks it
is from ill health.
She begins to speak even before she has finished her three bows. “Please instruct me, sir, I am so hateful. I
should practice meditation for many years, like you, so I can attain the anagami stage where anger is uprooted
forever. But I am tied to my six sense doors. I cannot become a nun, I must live in this world full of low people. I
think also, if I quit my job, who will support you monks when you come to Bangkok?”
As she speaks he takes the formal posture, and unconsciously sets his mouth in the same line as the abbot’s in
the portrait downstairs. Usually when someone bows to hi, the beauty of the ancient hierarchy springs up like cool
water inside him. Today he’d like to run from this woman, bunched up on the floor, getting ready to spill out her
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hot, messy life.
But he has to serve her, or else why give up Mary Rose?
“I’m not anagami, I’m just an American monk.” He waggles his head from side to side, trying to look cheerful,
maybe even throw her off track.
“You are so humble!” she says, looking up at him with eyes tormented and devoted as a dog’s.
Oh my God, he thinks. Mary Rose. He forces himself to go on. “I understand your wish to renounce the world.
Look at me, I left behind a very good woman to do this. I don’t regret it,” he adds quickly.
She thinks, he should not be talking about his woman; and then: who was she? He must have loved her, to look
so regretful even after three years.
“Of course not. Monks enjoy a higher happiness,” she says.
“But you don’t need to be a nun to purify your mind. Greed, hatred, and delusion are the same whether you are
in robes or not. Don’t be hard on yourself. We all get angry.”
“I am hard because hatred is hard.” She says something in Pali, the scriptural language. But he can tell she’s
relieved, she’s heard something that has helped her. She goes on more softly, “Sometimes I want to strike out
against one person.”
Miss Bi Chin feels a great relief as she confesses this, as if a rusty pin had been removed from her flesh.
“You’ll also hurt yourself.” The monk regrets his occasional cruelties to Mary Rose. Once, feeling perverse, he
called her a cow, only because he knew she was sensitive about her big breasts. The word, the moment, the look
on her face, have come back to his mind hundreds of times. And today she said that he wasted three years of her
life, that he is a coward, that he insulted her by not speaking sooner.
“I know! I know!” Miss Bi Chin falls silent.
The monk tries for a better topic. “Who’s the old man you have living with you?> He gave me quite a look
through the window.”
He has the psychic powers, Miss Bi Chin thinks. “You’ve guessed my enemy. My step-uncle. My mother sent
him to me. I cannot get rid of him.” She picks like a schoolgirl at the hem of her dress, hearing the old man’s
mocking voice: “If you don’t have the buts to throw me out, you deserve whatever you get.”
The monk sees her face go deep red. That horrible old man! He sees him staring in the window again, his
rheumy, cruel eyes. I’d better be careful though. Maybe they’ve slept together. You never know, when two people
live in the same house.
“Every personal relationship brings suffering,” he says cautiously.
“Better to live alone if one wants to free the mind,” Miss Bi Chin quotes from the admonitions of the abbot.
“Should I ask Uncle to leave?”
“Um, any reason why you can’t?”
“Why not!” She giggles. She is not so much planning to kick out the old man as letting herself fall just a little
in love with this monk. He is so breezy and American, like a hero in the movies; yet he has much wisdom. “Well,
he has to stay here until you get your visa, because you and I would not be able to be in the house alone.”
The monk smiles uncertainly. “I may not get a visa.”
“Of course you will. You have good kamma from practice.”
“Yet we never know when our kamma will ripen, do we. Good or bad.”
They both nod slowly, looking into each other’s eyes.
“What will you do if you can’t go back?” She really wants to know; and it gives her a thrill to talk about this,
knowing that the monk is ignorant of the abbot’s intentions. Perhaps she’ll report the answer to Rangoon.
“I’ll try to remain in equanimity.”
That’s a good answer for the abbot, she thinks, but it’s not enough for me. She extends herself: “Would you
like to go back to your country and begin a monastery?”
“Oh, no,” he says lightly.
“Why?”
“I have no interest in making others follow rules. I’m not a cop, basically.”
“Don’t you miss your home?”
“Yes, but …”
“I should have offered you to use the phone., Maybe you want to call your parents.”
“I’ve already used it. I hope that’s all right.”
A shock runs down Miss Bi Chin’s back. So it’s true what the old man says. “You used the phone?”
“It was sort of urgent. I had to make a call. I did it collect, there’ll be no charge to you. Maybe I should call
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Penang and confess?"
“Oh, no, no, no,” she says. “I offered you to use my house as you wished. Who did you talk to?”
“Well, my old girlfriend from the States,” and he finds himself describing the whole situation to Miss Bi Chin,
confessing. Recklessly, he even says he might have postponed breaking up because he was afraid to lose a
supporter. Because Miss Bi Chin is a stranger—and because she knows so much more about being a monk than he
does—he feels compelled to expose his worst motivations. If forgiving words come out of these quietly smiling
lips, he’ll be exonerated. If her face turns from gold to brass and she casts him out, that will be right also.
As he speaks, Miss Bi Chin feels she is walking through a huge house, where rooms open up unexpectedly one
after another. When she was in the British school, she had to read a poem about the East being East and the West
being West, and never the twain shall meet.\fn{ Written by Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) English author.} this is not true:
she knows she can follow this monk far into his labyrinth, and maybe get lost. For him it is the simplest thing to
say: the old man is bad, ask him to leave. But for himself, it is so complicated. In one room of his mind he is a
monk, and using the phone was an error; in another room calling was the right thing to do. First he is too strict
with himself, then he lets go of the rules altogether.
Should she tell the abbot? What would there be to tell? That the monk used the telephone after she had already
given permission? That he was impatient to perform a wholesome act?
Miss Bi Chin has a water heart: it flows in uncontrollable sympathy toward the monk. She knows he was afraid
to be forgotten when he went so far from home. That is the true reason he did not cut off this girlfriend, but he is a
man and cannot admit such kind of fears.
She interrupts. “IF I were Mary Rose,” she tells him, “if Mary Rose were Burmese, or even Thai, as soon as
you ordained, her reason for sending money would change. She wold donate to earn merit for herself. You would
then feel grateful but not indebted. You would feel to strive hard in mediation, to make her sacrifice worthwhile.
And I think that your mind is very pure and you are trying to perform your discipline perfectly, but because you
were in intensive practice you do not know in precise way what monks should do and not do when they are in
ordinary life. Therefore I think you should spend your time here studying the texts in my library and learning what
you did not learn.”
At the end of this speech she is breathless, shocked to hear herself admonishing a monk.
“Thank you,” he says. “That’s great.” His face is broken up by emotion; he looks as if he might weep.
Now, she thinks, should I tell the abbot that his monk is falling apart?
Not yet. It’s only his first day.
*
Within a week it is obvious to the old man that Miss Bi Chin and the monk are in love.
“I should call Rangoon,” he teases Miss Bi Chin. They both know he will never do so, if only because he will
not know how to introduce the topic to a person he has never met. But the threat gives him power over her. Miss
Bi Chin now ignores it when he fails to sweep or clean the bathrooms. The monk sometimes sweeps away the
blossoms under the sal tree; the old man stands at the window of the sewing room, enjoying this spectacle. Miss
Bi Chin made loud remarks about the toilet but ended up cleaning it herself. She also serves the old man his meals
before going in and prattling with the monk. The old man has never felt so satisfied since he moved in here two
years ago.
Miss Bi Chin, too, is happy. These days she feels a strange new kind of freedom. She and the monk are so
often in the same room—he sits in the kitchen while she cooks, and otherwise they go to the sewing room and
study or meditate—that the old man has fewer opportunities to pinch or slap. In the past she even feared that the
old man might kill her, but he seems calmed by the monk’s purity of mind.
The monk actually wants to know what she thinks about this and that. When she comes home from work, he
asks respectfully how her day was, and they discuss her problems. He sees so clearly people’s motivation! Then
they go to the texts and try to look behind the surface to see what is the effect on the mind of each instruction,
always asking, what did the Buddha intend? When they disagree with each other, they don’t let each other off the
hook: sometimes their arguments are fierce, exciting.
“Why do Burmese and Thais call each other lax>: he asks one night. “The Thais accuse the Burmese because
Burmese monks will take stuff straight out of a woman’s hand. Then the Burmese turn around and say, Thais
drink milk after noon. Can’t they see it’s all relative?”
“You don’t know Thai monks,” she replies hotly. “Won’t take a pencil from a woman’s hand but you don’t
know what they take from her other parts.”
“Yeah, but not all Thai monks are bad. What about those old Ajahns up north? They live under trees.”
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“Insects also live under trees! Burmese get good results in their meditation, in the city or in the forest. You
better listen to your own teacher to know what is right. No one reaches enlightenment by saying ‘it is all
relative.’”\fn{For to say that it is all relative is almost the same thing as saying it is all good; to say these things is to make all experience
dependent upon a concept of individuality rooted in the shifting sands of sense-experience by denying the validity of eternal verities .}
His lips go tight, but then he nods. “You’re right. Pingyan Sayadaw says Western skepticism makes people
sour inside. You stay at the crossroads and never go anywhere. ‘I don’t believe this path, I don’t believe that path.’
Look at the power of mind he has.”
“Such a strong monk,” she says joyously.
No man has ever yielded to her thinking; it fills her heart with cold, delicious fire.
“Incredible,” the monk replies, his pale eyes shining.
Then they meditate together, and her mind becomes so fresh. She feels she is living in the time of the Buddha
with this monk. When the old man accuses her of being in love, she retorts that she’s always been in love with the
truth.
The monk is getting healthy, eating Wheaties and doing yoga every day. Miss Bi Chin often asks if there’s
anything he needs, so he can say “A bottle of vitamin C” or “A new pair of rubber thongs” without feeling
strange. He feels pleasantly glutted with conversation. In Burma, he never sifted through his thoughts, the idea
was simply to take in as much as he cold. At Miss Bi Chin’s, he can sort, digest, refine. She helps direct his
studies, she’s almost as good as a monk; and in turn he’s helping her figure out how to deal with daily life.
A perfect marriage would be like this, he thinks, except sex would screw it up with expectations. At times his
feelings for Miss Bi Chin do grow warm, and he tosses on her bed at night; but there’s no question in his mind
about these feelings. They’ll go away at the third stage of enlightenment. Having left Mary Roses, he feels more
like a monk than ever. It’s good exercise for him to see Miss Bi Chin’s loveliness with detachment, as if she were
a flower or a painting in a museum. When she exclaims that she’s ugly and dark, he corrects her, saying, “All selfjudgment reinforces the ego.”
He writes the abbot every week. “Living in the world is not as difficult as I feared, but maybe this is because
Miss Bi Chin’s house is like a monastery. I am studying in her library. Her support is generous and her behavior is
impeccable. She sleeps outside, under a tree. One night it rained and she went straight out to a hotel.”
The monk has only two fears during this period. One is that the embassy of Myanamar will not approve his
visa. The other is that it will. When he thinks of Pingyan Monastery, he remembers its discomforts: diarrhea in the
Rains, in April prickly heat.
I have my head in the sand, he thinks; or, I am asleep between my mother’s breasts.
*
Miss Bi Chin is showing the monk a large bruise on her upper arm. It is the blue-black of an eggplant and has
ugly spider’s legs spreading in all directions around it. If he were not a monk, he’d touch it gently with his finger.
“I can’t believe he does this to you,” he says. “Don’t you want him to leave? I’ll be there when you say it. I’ll
stand over him while he packs.”
“If he left, you’d have to go also. Where? He’d come back the next day. He was in the narcotics squad in
Malaysia. I don’t know what he would do. I think something. He has his old gun in a sack. It is broken but he
could fix it.”
Hearing about the gun makes the monk’s stomach light with horror. Human beings, what they’ll do to each
other. Imagine a rapist’s mind, a murderer’s. Delusion, darkness, separation. How has Miss Bi Chin let this evil
being stay in the house? How has she been able to live under the roof with such fear?
“He’s got to go. If I’m still here he’d be less likely to bother you,” the monk says. “I’m an American, after all.
He’d get into big trouble if he pulled anything. Now that I can use the phone”—he laughs a little—“I can get on
the horn to the embassy.”
“But he is my step-uncle,” Miss Bi Chin says weakly. She doesn’t really want the monk to be proposing this.
He sounds not like a monk, but like any other American boasting about his country’s power.
“Look,” the monk says. “I’ll sleep outside. I’ll eat outside. I’ll stay outside all day. We can leave the gate open
so people in the street can see us. I think this thing with the old man is more serious than you think. We can work
out the monk part. The Patimokkha only talks about sleeping under the same roof and sharing a secluded seat, and
in the second case a woman follower has to accuse me of seducing you.”
“Okay. I’ll get you a tent,” Miss Bi Chin says.
“No way. You didn’t have one,” the monk retorts. “Why don’t you find him a job instead?”
the old man knows something is wrong: when he come back from the soda shop at six, the two of them are
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sitting in the patio chairs side by side, facing the gate, like judges.
“You must leave this house tomorrow,” Miss Bi Chin says. The monk’s face bears a look the old knows is
dangerous: determination mixed with terror, the look of a young boy about to pull a trigger. In a flash he
calculates his chances. The monk is not healthy and probably knows no dirty fighting tricks, but is thirty years
younger and much larger. He must have been a laborer once, his arms and chest show signs of former strength;
and he’s been exercising every day.
The old man makes his hands into claws. “Heugh!” he cries, and fakes a pounce: only six inches forward. Of
course, the monk leaps to his feet. The old man laughs. This kind of thing brings vigor in old age.
“So you lovebirds want privacy?” he says. “Watchout I don’t take a kitchen knife to you tonight. I’m old but
I’m still a man.”
“I got you a job guarding the Chinese market,” Miss Bi Chin says. “They’ll give you a room in back.” She was
surprised how easy this solution was, once the monk opened her mind to it. Now she owes the monk her
happiness. Her house suddenly seems vast; here nostrils fill with the sweet scent of sal flowers, as if the old man
were a fire emitting sharp smoke which had been putout.
The next morning she calls a taxi. All of the old man’s clothes fit into a vinyl sports bag, but his TV is too big
to carry on the bus.
Watching him go, old and crooked, out the gate, Miss Bi Chin fells bad. Her mother will not understand.
Loyalty is important in a family. She’s been living in this house with the American monk, who tells her about the
youth revolution when everyone decided their parents were wrong. This was the beginning of meditation in
America; even the monk got interested in spiritual things at first because of drugs.
Now the monk meets her in the garden. He’s smiling softly. “Remember the test of loving-kindness?” he asks
her. “You’re sitting under a tree with a neutral person, a friend, and an enemy, and a robber comes and says you
have to choose who he’ll kill?”
“I remember,” she says dully. “I refuse the decision.”
*
The abbot’s letter has taken a month to arrive. He writes through an interpreter:
My son in robes: I hope you get a visa soon. I am glad you keep good morality. Miss bBi Chin says you are suitable
to be a teacher and your speeches are refined. I praise her for sleeping outside, but maybe it is your turn. Be careful of
desire and pride, and do not think too much.

Miss Bi Chin has sent several glowing reports by aerogram. Now she is not so sure. She hates sleeping in the
bed, she feels she has lost her power in some obscure way. She and the monk are trying hard to keep the rules.
They avoid being in the house together, but there are too many robbers in Bangkok to leave the street gate open,
so they rely on the fact that they’re always visible from the second floor of the elementary school across the street.
They joke about their debt to one small, distracted boy who’s always staring out the window; but this is almost
like a lovers’ joke. Miss Bi Chin feels disturbed by the monk’s presence now. When he looks at her with soft eyes
she feels nothing but fear. Perhaps he is in love with her. Perhaps he thinks of her at night. She dreads his quick
buzz of the doorbell, announcing he’s coming in to use the bathroom.
One morning at work she types an aerogram to the abbot. It makes her happy to see the clarity of the Selectric
type on the thin, blue paper.
I worry about the America monk. We’re alone together in my compound ever since he asked my uncle to leave my
house. We try to keep hie precepts, but I want your opinion. He spoke about his personal life. There was a woman in
love with him at home. He said the precepts are relative, what is most important is the effect on the mind.

She tosses this in her Out box and watches the office boy take it away with her boss’s letters to America. For
some reason, she thinks of the gun lying in the bottom of the old man’s sports bag as he walked off down the
street.
“Don’t you want to go home and teach your own people?” Miss Bi Chin asks again.
She’s brought up this subject many times, and the monk always says no. But today his answer surprises both of
them. With the old man gone, things have fallen into place. He likes sleeping under the sal tree, the same kind of
tree under which the Buddha was born and died. Monks did this in ancient times, dwelt at the roots of trees. He
loves its glossy green leaves and pink flowers; he imagines it is the tradition, and at night his roots go down with
its roots, deep into the black soil. “Maybe I’m in a special position,” he says. “Americans are hungry for truth.
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Our society is so materialistic.”
“You don’t want to be an abbot though,” Miss Bi Chin says. “It is too tiring.”
“I don’t know,” he says. “If my teacher asked me to I guess I’d have to go.”
“Well, an abbot wouldn’t be staying here alone with me, I can tell you that much,” Miss Bi Chin bursts out.
That night he lies awake under the sal tree. Why didn’t she tell him sooner, if it wasn’t proper for him to stay?
Is she in love with him? Or is she teaching him step by step?
He remembers the rules he’s studied. Miss Bi Chin herself could be the woman follower who accuses him of
seduction. Even though they haven’t shared a seat, it’s possible that if she brings a charge against hi, there’d be no
power in his denial, since they’ve been rather secluded in her compound.
He understands something new: a monk’s life has to be absolutely clear-cut. These rules were made for a
reason. Ambiguous situations mean murky feelings, subterranean defilements. Again he can tank Miss Bi Chin
for showing him how to go.
Whether he gets his visa or not is unimportant. He must go to Penang and live with other monks and prepare
for the responsibilities of the future. If the Penang abbot hates Westerners, it’s probably because he’s never met
one who appreciates the robes. If it’s difficult to be there, it will develop his mental strength.
He imagines himself a monk in old age. The stubble on his head will grow out white, he’ll laugh at the world
like his teacher. Old Burmese monks are so very much alive, he thinks. Their bodies are light, their skin emits a
glow. If you can feel free amid restrictions you truly are free.
In the morning he is quiet as Miss Bi Chin serves his breakfast on the front patio.
He is red now, not white: his blood is healthy. He keeps his eyes down as she hands him the plates. Wheaties,
mango, cookies, Nescafé. Talk to me, she cries inside herself. She stares at his mouth, seeing its weakness and
lust. It shows the part of him she loves, the human part.
She hasn’t slept all night, and her mind is wild as an untamed elephant. Maybe the abbot will get her aerogram
and make the monk disrobe. He’ll stay in her house and live a lay life; they can make love after having their
conversations. I could call the embassy and withdraw his visa application, she thinks. What is the worst that could
happen? That I am reborn as a nun who’ll be seduced by a foreigner?
At last she understands the old man, who said once he didn’t care of kamma punished him in a future life, as
long as he got to do what he wanted to in this life. How can we know who we’ll be, or who we were? We can only
try to be happy.
Frightened by her thoughts, she watches the monk bite a U shape out of this toast. He’s being careful, moving
stiffly as a wooden puppet; and he must have shaved his head this morning, it is shiny, hairless, there is a small
bloody nick over his ear.
She knows she won’t be able to cancel his visa application; and that her aerogram will result, not in the monk’s
disrobing, but in his being sent to Penang and forbidden to stay with her again. She hasn’t accused him of
downfall offenses, or disgusting offenses. So he’ll go on with his practice and maybe become an abbot, or a fully
liberated arhat. At least I was full of wholesome moral dread when I wrote that aerogram, she thinks. When the
benefits come, I can enjoy them without guilt. Such as they’ll be. Someone will give me a new Buddha image, I’ll
be offered another promotion and refuse it. She laughs under her breath. Is this what I was looking for when, as a
young girl, I began running from temple to temple and lost all my friends?
“What are you laughing about?” the monk says.
“I was thinking of something.”
“I have to go to Penang,” he says. His voice is low and hollow, so neither of them is sure he’s actually spoken.
“I am sorry my house is unsuitable for you to stay.”
“No, it’s been wonderful to be here. But I need to be around other monks. I feel like we’ve been playing with
the rules a little bit. We’re in a gray area.”
He smiles at her coaxingly, but she refuses the bait. “I’ll buy you a ticked to Penang this afternoon.”
How can she be so cold suddenly? She’s pulling him out, compelling him to make the contact. “I’ll miss you.
Don’t tell the abbot, okay?”
“If there is no lust, a monk may say he will miss.”
“I want this to stay between us,” he says. “You’ve been like my sister. And teacher. I’m sorry I have to go.”
“Every personal relationship brings suffering,” she says, but she’s smiling at him, finally, a tiny complicated
smile he’d never believe could appear on her golden face. Suddenly he sees her eyes are full of tears, and he
knows he’ll be lonely in Penang, not only for Miss Bi Chin but for Mary Rose, who also fixed things so he could
ask for whatever he wanted.
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Nothing changes, the old man thinks. There they are, sitting in the front courtyard, talking about nothing. He’s
standing at the jalousied window of the third-grade classroom, during the children’s first morning recess. He knew
this was the time. Bi Chin doesn’t go to work until nine-thirty.
He woke up in a rage that drove him to the bus stop, still not knowing what he would do—something: he has
his pistol in the sports bag. He had it fixed, and late at night he practices shooting at bottles floating in the khlong
past the Chinese market. His aim isn’t what it was. The pistol is heavier than he remembered, his eyes are bad, his
arm shakes.
He knew an idea would come when he was actually standing at the window, and it has. He sees one thing he
can succeed at. He can at least hit that plate glass window, shatter it behind their heads. He sees it clearly,
bursting, shower of light. They run inside and slam the door Miss Bi Chin in her terror grabs the monk. Ha! They
find themselves embracing. That’ll be a good one, fi he doesn’t miss and blow one of their heads off.
Happy with this solution, the old man begins to hum as he unzips the sports bag. The gun’s cold oil smell
reaches his nostrils, making him sharp and powerful. He’s always wanted to break that window, he doesn’t know
why. Just to see it smash. I’m an evil old man, he thinks. Good think I became a cop.
*OREGON*
149.57 An Indian’s Views Of Indian Affairs\fn{by Inmuttooyahlatlat (“Thunder-traveling-over-the-mountains”) aka Chief
Joseph (1841-1904)} Wallowa Valley, Wallowa County, Oregon, U.S.A. (M) 9
My friends, I have been asked to show you my heart. I am glad to have a chance to do so. I want the white
people to understand my people.
Some of you think an Indian is like a wild animal. This is a great mistake. I will tell you all about our people,
and then you can judge whether an Indian is a man or not. I believe much trouble and blood would be saved if we
opened our hearts more. I will tell you in my way how the Indian sees things. The white man has more words to
tell you how they look to him, but it does not require many words to speak the truth. What I have to say will come
from my heart, and I will speak with a straight tongue. Ahcumkinimamehut\fn{ Great-Spirit.} is looking at me, and
will hear me.
My name is Inmuttooyahlatlat\fn{ Thunder-traveling-over-the-mountains.} I am chief of the Wallamwatkin band of
Chutepalu, or Nez Percés\fn{Nose-pierced.} I was born in eastern Oregon, thirty-eight winters ago. My father was
chief before me. When a young man, he was called Joseph by Mr. Spaulding, a missionary. He died a few years
ago. He left a good name on earth. He advised me well for my people.
Our fathers gave us many laws, which they had learned from their fathers. These laws were good. They told us
to treat all men as they treated us; that we should never be the first to break a bargain; that it was a disgrace to tell
a lie; that we should speak only the truth; that it was a shame for one man to take from another his wife or his
property without paying for it. We were taught to believe that the Great Spirit sees and hears everything, and that
he never forgets; that hereafter he will give every man a spirit-home according to his desserts: if he has been a
good man, he will have a good home; if he has been a bad man, he will have a bad home. This I believe, and all
my people believe the same.
We did not know there were other people besides the Indian until about one hundred winters ago; when some
men with white faces came to our country. They brought many things with them to trade for furs and skins. They
brought tobacco, which was new to us. They brought guns with flint stones on them, which frightened our women
and children. Our people could not talk with these white-faced men, but they used signs which all people
understand. These men were Frenchmen, and they called our people “Nez Percés,” because they wore rings in
their noses for ornaments. Although very few of our people wear them now, we are still called by the same name.
These French trappers said a great many things to our fathers, which have been planted in our hearts. Some
were good for us, but some were bad. Our people were divided in opinion about these men. Some thought they
taught more bad than good. An Indian respects a brave man, but he despises a coward. He loves a straight tongue,
but he hates a forked tongue. The French trappers told us some truths and some lies.
The first white men of your people who came to our country were named Lewis and Clarke. They also brought
many things that our people had never seen. They talked straight, and our people gave them a great feast, as a
proof that their hearts were friendly. These men were very kind. They made presents to our chiefs and our people
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made presents to them. We had a great many horses, of which we gave them what they needed, and they gave us
guns and tobacco in return. All the Nez Perces made friends with Lewis and Clarke, and agreed to let them pass
through their country, and never to make war on white men.
This promise the Nez Percés have never broken. No white man can accuse them of bad faith, and speak with a
straight tongue. It has always been the pride of the Nez Percés that they were the friends of the white men.
When my father was a young man there came to our country a white man\fn{ Rev. Mr. Spaulding.} who talked
spirit law. He won the affections of our people because he spoke good things to them. At first he did not say
anything about white men wanting to settle on our lands. Nothing was said about that until about twenty winters
ago, when a number of white people came into our country and built houses and made farms.
At first our people made no complaint. They thought there was room enough for all to live in peace, and they
were learning many things from the white men that seemed to be good. But we soon found that the white men
were growing rich very fast, and were greedy to possess everything the Indian had. My father was the first to see
through the schemes of the white men, and he warned his tribe to be careful about trading with them. He had
suspicion of men who seemed anxious to make money. I was a boy then, but I remember well my father’s caution.
He had sharper eyes than the rest of our people.
Next there came a white officer\fn{ Governor Stevens.} who invited all the Nez Percés to a treaty council. After
the council was opened he made known his heart. He said there were a great many white people in our country,
and many more would come; that he wanted the land marked out so that the Indians and white men could be
separated. If they were to live in peace it was necessary, he said, that the Indians should have a country set apart
for them, and in that country they must stay.
My father, who represented his band, refused to have anything to do with the council, because he wished to be
a free man. He claimed that no man owned any part of the earth, and a man could not sell what he did not own.
Mr. Spaulding took hold of my father’s arm and said,
“Come and sign the treaty.” My father pushed him away, and said:
“Why do you ask me to sign away my country? It is your business to talk to us about spirit matters and not to
talk to us about parting with our land.” Governor Stevens urged my father to sign his treaty, but he refused.
“I will not sign your paper,” he said; “you go where you please, so do I; you are not a child, I am no child; I
can think for myself. No man can think for me. I have no other home than this. I will not give it up to any man.
My people would have no home. Take away your paper. I will not touch it with my hand.”
My father left the council. Some of the chiefs of the other bands of the Nez Percés signed the treaty, and then
Governor Stevens gave them presents of blankets. My father cautioned his people to take no presents, for “after a
while,” he said, “they will claim that you have accepted pay for your country.”
Since that time four bands of the Nez Percés have received annuities from the United States. My father was
invited to many councils, and they tried hard to make him sign the treaty, but he was firm as the rock, and would
not sign away his home. His refusal caused a difference among the Nez Percés.
Eight years later\fn{1863.} was the next treaty council. A chief called Lawyer, because he was a great talker,
took the lead in this council, and sold nearly all the Nez Percés country. My father was not there. He said to me:
“When you go into council with the white man, always remember your country. Do not give it away. The white
man will cheat you out of your home. I have taken no pay from the United States. I have never sold our land.”
In this treaty Lawyer acted without authority from our band. He had no right to sell the Wallowa\fn{ Windingwater.} country. That had always belonged to my father’s own people, and the other bands had never disputed our
right to it. No other Indians ever claimed Wallowa. In order to have all people understand how much land we
owned, my father planted poles around it and said:
“Inside is the home of my people—the white man may take the land outside. Inside this boundary all our
people were born. It circles around the graves of our fathers, and we will never give up these graves to any man.”
The United States claimed they had bought all the Nez Percés country outside the Lapwai Reservation, from
Lawyer and other chiefs, but we continued to live on this land in peace until eight years ago, when white men
began to come inside the bounds my father had set. We warned them against this great wrong, but they would not
leave our land, and some bad blood was raised. The white men represented that we were going upon the warpath.
They reported many things that were false.
The United States Government again asked for a treaty council. My father had become blind and feeble. He
could no longer speak for his people. It was then that I took my father’s place as chief. In this council I made my
first speech to white men. I said to the agent who held the council:
“I did not want to come to this council, but I came hoping that we could save blood. The white man has no
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right to come here and take our country. We have never accepted any presents from the Government. Neither
Lawyer nor any other chief had authority to sell this land. It has always belonged to my people. It came unclouded
to them from our fathers , and we will defend this land as long as a drop of Indian blood warms the hearts of our
men.”
The agent said he had orders, from the Great White Chief at Washington, for us to go upon the Lapwai
Reservation, and that if we obeyed he would help us in many ways.
“You must move to the agency,” he said. I answered him:
"”I will not. I do not need your help; we have plenty, and we are contented and happy if the white man will let
us alone. The reservation is too small for so many people with all their stock. You can keep your presents; we can
go to your towns and pay for all we need; we have plenty of horses and cattle to sell, and we won’t have any help
from you; we are free now; we can go where we please. Our fathers were born here. Here they lived, here they
died, here are their graves. We will never leave them.”
The agent went away, and we had peace for a little while.
Soon after this my father sent for me. I saw he was dying. I took his hand in mine. He said: “My son, my body
is returning to my mother earth, and my spirit is going very soon to see the Great Spirit Chief. When I am gone,
think of your country. You are the chief of these people. They look to you to guide them. Always remember that
your father never sold this country. You must stop your ears whenever you are asked to sign a treaty selling your
home. A few years more, and white men will be all around you. They have their eyes on this land. My son, never
forget my dying words. This country holds your father’s body. Never sell the bones of your father and your
mother.”
I pressed my father’s hand and told him I would protect his grave with my life. My father smiled and passed
away to the spirit land.
I buried him in that beautiful valley of winding waters. I love that land more than all the rest of the world. A
man who would not love his father’s grave is worse than a wild animal.
For a short time we lived quietly. But this could not last. White men had found gold in the mountains around
the land of winding-water. They stole many horses from us, and we could not get them back because we were
Indians. The white men told lies for each other. They drove off a great many of our cattle. Some white men
branded our young cattle so they could claim them. We had no friend who would plead our cause before the law
councils. It seemed to me that some of the white men in Wallowa were doing these things on purpose to get up a
war. They knew that we were not strong enough to fight them.
I labored hard to avoid trouble and bloodshed. We gave up some of our country to the white men, thinking that
then we could have peace. We were mistaken. The white man would not let us alone.
We could have avenged our wrongs many times, but we did not. Whenever the Government has asked us to
help them against other Indians, we have never refused.
When the white men were few and we were strong we could have killed them all off, but the Nez Percés
wished to live at peace.
If we have not done so, we have not been to blame. I believe that the old treaty has never been correctly
reported. If we ever owned the land we own it still, for we never sold it. In the treaty councils the commissioners
have claimed that our country had been sold to the Government. Suppose a white man should come to me and say,
“Joseph, I like your horses, and I want to buy them.” I say to him,
“No, my horses suit me, I will not sell them.” Then he goes to my neighbor, and says to him:
“Joseph has some good horses. I want to buy them, but he refuses to sell.” My neighbor answers,
“Pay me the money, and I will sell you Joseph’s horses.” The white man returns to me, and says,
“Joseph, I have bought your horses, and you must let me have them.”
If we sold our lands to the Government, this is the way they were bought.
On account of the treaty made by the other bands of the Nez Percés, the white men claimed my lands. We were
troubled greatly by white men crowding over the line. Some of these were good men, and we lived on peaceful
terms with them, but they were not all good.
Nearly every year the agent came over from Lapwai and ordered us on to the reservation. We always replied
that we were satisfied to live in Wallowa. We were careful to refuse presents or annuities which he offered.
Through all the years since the white men came to Wallowa we have been threatened and taunted by them and
the treaty Nez Percés. They have given us no rest. We have had a few good friends among white men, and they
have always advised my people to bear these taunts without fighting. Our young men were quick~tempered, and I
have had great trouble in keeping them from doing rash things. I have carried a heavy load on my back ever since
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I was a boy.
I learned then that we were but few, while the white men were many, and that we could not hold our own with
them. We were like deer. They were like grizzly bears. We had a small country. Their country was large. We were
contented to let things remain as the Great Spirit Chief made them. They were not; and would change the rivers
and mountains if they did not suit them.
Year after year we have been threatened, but no war was made upon my people until General Howard came to
our country two years ago\fn{1877.} and told us he was the white war-chief of all that country. He said:
“I have a great many soldiers at my back. I am going to bring them up here, and then I will talk to you again. I
will not let white men laugh at me the next time I come. The country belongs to the Government, and I intend to
make you go upon the reservation.”
I remonstrated with him against bringing more soldiers to the Nez Percés country. He had one house full of
troops all the time at Fort Lapwai.
The next spring the agent at Umatilla agency sent an Indian runner to tell me to meet General Howard at Walla
Walla. I could not go myself, but I sent my brother and five other head men to meet him, and they had a long talk.
General Howard said:
“You have talked straight, and it is all right. You can stay in Wallowa.”
He insisted that my brother should go with him to Fort Lapwai. When the party arrived there General Howard
sent runners and called all the Indians in to a grand council. I was in that council. I said to General Howard,
“We are ready to listen.” He answered that he would not talk then, but would hold a council next day, when he
would talk plainly. I said to General Howard:
“I am ready to talk today. I have been in a great many councils, but I am no wiser. We are all sprung from a
woman, although we are unlike in many things. We can not be made over again. You are as you were made, and as
you were made you can remain. We are just as we were made by the Great Spirit, and you can not change us; then
why should children of one mother and one father quarrel—why should one try to cheat the other? I do not
believe that the Great Spirit Chief gave one kind of men the right to tell another kind of men what they must do.”
General Howard replied:
“You deny my authority, do you? You want to dictate to me, do you?” Then one of my chiefs—
Toohoolhoolsuit—rose in the council and said to General Howard:
“The Great Spirit Chief made the world as it is, and as he wanted it, and he made a part of it for us to live
upon. I do not see where you get authority to say that we shall not live where he placed us.” General Howard lost
his temper and said:
“Shut up! I don’t want to hear any more of such talk. The law says you shall go upon the reservation to live,
and I want you to do so, but you persist in disobeying the law.”\fn{ Meaning the treaty.} “If you do not move, I will
take the matter into my own hand, and make you suffer for your disobedience.” Toohoolhoolsuit answered:
“Who are you, that you ask us to talk, and then tell me I shan’t talk? Are you the Great Spirit? Did you make
the world? Did you make the sun? Did you make the rivers to run for us to drink? Did you make the grass to
grow? Did you make all these things, that you talk to us as though we were boys? If you did, then you have the
right to talk as you do.” General Howard replied,
“You are an impudent fellow, and I will put you in the guard house,” and then ordered a soldier to arrest him.
Toohoolhoolsuit made no resistance. He asked General Howard:
“Is that your order? I don’t care. I have expressed my heart to you. I have nothing to take back. I have spoken
for my country. You can arrest me, but you can not change me or make me take back what I have said.”
The soldiers came forward and seized my friend and took him to the guard house. My men whispered among
themselves whether they should let this thing be done. I counseled them to submit. I knew if we resisted that all
the white men present, including General Howard, would be killed in a moment, and we would be blamed. If I
had said nothing, General Howard would never have given another unjust order against my men. I saw the danger,
and, while they dragged Toohoolhoolsuit to prison, I arose and said:
“I am going to talk now. I don’t care whether you arrest me or not.” I turned to my people and said:
“The arrest of Toohoolhoolsuit was wrong, but we will not resent the insult. We were invited to this council to
express our hearts, and we have done so.”
Toohoolhoolsuit was prisoner for five days before he was released.
The council broke up for that day. On the next morning General Howard came to my lodge, and invited me to
go with him and White-Bird and Looking~Glass, to look for land for my people. As we rode along we came to
some good land that was already occupied by Indians and white people. General Howard, pointing to this land,
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said:
“If you will come on to the reservation, I will give you these lands and move these people off.” I replied:
“No. It would be wrong to disturb these people. I have no right to take their homes. I have never taken what
did not belong to me. I will not now.”
We rode all day upon the reservation, and found no good land unoccupied. I have been informed by men who
do not lie that General Howard sent a letter that night, telling the soldiers at Walla Walla to go to Wallowa Valley,
and drive us out upon our return home.
In the council, next day, General Howard informed me, in a haughty spirit, that he would give my people thirty
days to go back home, collect all their stock, and move on to the reservation, saying,
“If you are not here in that time, I shall consider that you want to fight, and will send my soldiers to drive you
on.” I said:
“War can be avoided, and it ought to be avoided. I want no war. My people have always been the friends of the
white man. Why are you in such a hurry? I can not get ready to move in thirty days. Our stock is scattered, and
Snake River is very high. Let us wait until fall, then the river will be low. We want time to hunt up our stock and
gather supplies for winter.” General Howard replied:
“If you let the time run over one day, the soldiers will be there to drive you on to the reservation, and all your
cattle and horses outside of the reservation at that time will fall into the hands of the white men.”
I knew I had never sold my country, and that I had no land in Lapwai; but I did not want bloodshed. I did not
want my people killed. I did not want anybody killed. Some of my people had been murdered by white men, and
the white murderers were never punished for it. I told General Howard about this, and again said I wanted no war.
I wanted the people who lived upon the lands I was to occupy at Lapwai to have time to gather their harvest.
I said in my heart that, rather than have war, I would give up my country. I would give up my father's grave. I
would give up everything rather than have the blood of white men upon the hands of my people.
General Howard refused to allow me more than thirty days to move my people and their stock. I am sure that
he began to prepare for war at once.
When I returned to Wallowa I found my people very much excited upon discovering that the soldiers were
already in the Wallowa Valley. We held a council and decided to move immediately, to avoid bloodshed.
Toolhoolhoolsuit, who felt outraged by his imprisonment, talked for war, and made many of my young men
willing to fight rather than be driven like dogs from the land where they were born. He declared that blood alone
would wash out the disgrace General Howard had put upon him. It required a strong heart to stand up against such
talk, but I urged my people to be quiet, and not to begin a war.
We gathered all the stock we could find, and made an attempt to move. We left many of our horses and cattle
in Wallowa, and we lost several hundred in crossing the river. All of my people succeeded in getting across in
safety. Many of the Nez Percés came together in Rocky Canon to hold a grand council. I went with all my people.
This council lasted ten days. There was a great deal of war talk, and a great deal of excitement. There was one
young brave present whose father had been killed by a white man five years before. This man’s blood was bad
against white men, and he left the council calling for revenge.
Again I counseled peace, and I thought the danger was past. We had not complied with General Howard’s
order because we could not, but we intended to do so as soon as possible. I was leaving the council to kill beef for
my family, when news came that the young man whose father had been killed had gone out with several other hotblooded young braves and killed four white men. He rode up to the council and shouted:
“Why do you sit here like women? The war has begun already.”
I was deeply grieved. All the lodges were moved except my brother’s and my own. I saw clearly that the war
was upon us when I learned that my young men had been secretly buying ammunition. I heard then that
Toohoolhoolsuit, who had been imprisoned by General Howard, had succeeded in organizing a war party. I knew
that their acts would involve all my people. I saw that the war could not be prevented. The time had passed.
I counseled peace from the beginning. I knew that we were too weak to fight the United States. We had many
grievances, but I knew that war would bring more. We had good white friends, who advised us against taking the
war path. My friend and brother, Mr. Chapman, who has been with us since the surrender, told us just how the war
would end. Mr. Chapman took sides against us, and helped General Howard. I do not blame him for doing so. He
tried hard to prevent bloodshed. We hoped the white settlers would not join the soldiers. Before the war
commenced we had discussed this matter all over, and many of my people were in favor of warning them that if
they took no part against us they should not be molested in the event of war being begun by General Howard. This
plan was voted down in the war council.
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There were bad men among my people who had quarreled with white men, and they talked of their wrongs
until they roused all the bad hearts in the council. Still I could not believe that they would begin the war. I know
that my young men did a great wrong, but I ask, Who was first to blame? They had been insulted a thousand
times; their fathers and brothers had been killed; their mothers and wives had been disgraced; they had been
driven to madness by whisky sold to them by white men; they had been told by General Howard that all their
horses and cattle which they had been unable to drive out of Wallowa were to fall into the hands of white men;
and, added to all this, they were homeless and desperate.
I would have given my own life if I could have undone the killing of white men by my people. I blame my
young men and I blame the white men. I blame General Howard for not giving my people time to get their stock
away from Wallowa. I do not acknowledge that he had the right to order me to leave Wallowa at any time. I deny
that either my father or myself ever sold that land. It is still our land. It may never again be our home, but my
father sleeps there, and I love it as I love my mother. I left there, hoping to avoid bloodshed. If General Howard
had given me plenty of time to gather up my stock, and treated Toohoolhoolsuit as a man should be treated, there
would have been no war.
My friends among white men have blamed me for the war. I am not to blame. When my young men began the
killing, my heart was hurt. Although I did not justify them, I remembered all the insults I had endured, and my
blood was on fire. Still I would have taken my people to the buffalo country without fighting, if possible. I could
see no other way to avoid a war.
We moved over to White Bird Creek, sixteen miles away, and there encamped, intending to collect our stock
before leaving; but the soldiers attacked us, and the first battle was fought. We numbered in that battle sixty men,
and the soldiers a hundred. The fight lasted but a few minutes, when the soldiers retreated before us for twelve
miles. They lost thirty-three killed, and had seven wounded. When an Indian fights, he only shoots to kill; but
soldiers shoot at random. None of the soldiers were scalped. We do not believe in scalping, nor in killing wounded
men. Soldiers do not kill many Indians unless they are wounded and left upon the battle field. Then they kill
Indians.
Seven days after the first battle, General Howard arrived in the Nez Percés country, bringing seven hundred
more soldiers. It was now war in earnest. We crossed the Salmon River, hoping General Howard would follow.
We were not disappointed. He did follow us, and we got back between him and his supplies, and cut him off for
three days. He sent out two companies to open the way. We attacked them, killing one officer, two guides, and ten
men.
We withdrew, hoping the soldiers would follow, but they had got fighting enough for that day. They entrenched
themselves, and next day we attacked them again. The battle lasted all day, and was renewed next morning. We
killed four and wounded seven or eight.
About this time General Howard found out that we were in his rear. Five days later he attacked us with three
hundred and fifty soldiers and settlers. We had two hundred and fifty warriors. The fight lasted twenty-seven
hours. We lost four killed and several wounded. General Howard’s loss was twenty-nine men killed and sixty
wounded.
The following day the soldiers charged upon us, and we retreated with our families and stock a few miles,
leaving eighty lodges to fall into General Howard’s hands.
Finding that we were outnumbered, we retreated to Bitter Root Valley. Here another body of soldiers came
upon us and demanded our surrender. We refused. They said,
“You can not get by us.” We answered,
“We are going by you without fighting if you will let us, but we are going by you anyhow.”
We then made a treaty with these soldiers. We agreed not to molest anyone, and they agreed that we might pass
through the Bitter Root country in peace. We bought provisions and traded stock with white men there.
We understood that there was to be no more war. We intended to go peaceably to the buffalo country, and leave
the question of returning to our country to be settled afterward. With this understanding we traveled on for four
days, and, thinking that the trouble was all over, we stopped and prepared tent poles to take with us. We started
again, and at the end of two days we saw three white men passing our camp. Thinking that peace had been made,
we did not molest them. We could have killed them or taken them prisoners, but we did not suspect them of being
spies, which they were.
That night the soldiers surrounded our camp. About daybreak one of my men went out to look after his horse.
The soldiers saw him and shot him down like a coyote. I have since learned that these soldiers were not those we
had left behind. They had come upon us from another direction. The new white war chief’s name was Gibbon. He
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charged upon us while some of my people were still asleep. We had a hard fight. Some of my men crept around
and attacked the soldiers from the rear. In this battle we lost nearly all our lodges, but we finally drove General
Gibbon back.
Finding that he was not able to capture us, he sent to his camp a few miles away for his big guns,\fn{ Cannons.}
but my men had captured them and all the ammunition. We damaged the big guns all we could, and carried away
the powder and lead. In the fight with General Gibbon we lost fifty women and children and thirty fighting men.
We remained long enough to bury our dead. The Nez Percés never make war on women and children; we could
have killed a great many women and children while the war lasted, but we would feel ashamed to do so cowardly
an act.
We never scalp our enemies, but when General Howard came up and joined General Gibbon, their Indian
scouts dug up our dead and scalped them. I have been told that General Howard did not order this great shame to
be done.
We retreated as rapidly as we could toward the buffalo country. After six days General Howard came close to
us, and we went out and attacked him, and captured nearly all his horses and mules (about two hundred and fifty
head). We then marched on to the Yellowstone Basin.
On the way we captured one white man and two white women. We released them at the end of three days.
They were treated kindly. The women were not insulted. Can the white soldiers tell me of one time when Indian
women were taken prisoners, and held three days and then released without being insulted? Were the Nez Percés
women who fell into the hands of General Howard’s soldiers treated with as much respect? I deny that a Nez
Percé was ever guilty of such a crime..
A few days later we captured two more white men. One of them stole a horse and escaped. We gave the other a
poor horse and told him he was free.
Nine days’ march brought us to the mouth of Clarke’s Fork of the Yellowstone. We did not know what had
become of General Howard, but we supposed that he had sent for more horses and mules. He did not come up, but
another new war chief\fn{General Sturgis.} attacked us. We held him in check while we moved all our women and
children and stock out of danger, leaving a few men to cover our retreat.
Several days passed, and we heard nothing of General Howard, or Gibbon, or Sturgis. We had repulsed each in
turn, and began to feel secure, when another army, under General Miles, struck us. This was the fourth army, each
of which outnumbered our fighting force, that we had encountered within sixty days.
We had no knowledge of General Miles’ army until a short time before he made a charge upon us, cutting our
camp in two, and capturing nearly all of our horses. About seventy men, myself among them, were cut off. My
little daughter, twelve years old, was with me. I gave her a rope, and told her to catch a horse and join the others
who were cut off from the camp. I have not seen her since, but I have learned that she is alive and well.
I thought of my wife and children, who were now surrounded by soldiers, and I resolved to go to them or die.
With a prayer in my mouth to the Great Spirit Chief who rules above, I dashed unarmed through the line of
soldiers. It seemed to me that there were guns on every side, before and behind me. My clothes were cut to pieces
and my horse was wounded, but I was unhurt. As I reached the door of my lodge, my wife handed me my rifle,
saying:
“Here’s your gun. Fight!”
The soldiers kept up a continuous fire. Six of my men were killed in one spot near me. Ten or twelve soldiers
charged into our camp and got possession of two lodges, killing three Nez Percés and losing three of their men,
who fell inside our lines. I called my men to drive them back. We fought at close range, not more than twenty
steps apart, and drove the soldiers back upon their main line, leaving their dead in our hands. We secured their
arms and ammunition. We lost, the first day and night, eighteen men and three women. General Miles lost
twenty~six killed and forty wounded.
The following day General Miles sent a messenger into my camp under protection of a white flag. I sent my
friend Yellow Bull to meet him. Yellow Bull understood the messenger to say that General Miles wished me to
consider the situation; that he did not want to kill my people unnecessarily. Yellow Bull understood this to be a
demand for me to surrender and save blood. Upon reporting this message to me, Yellow Bull said he wondered
whether General Miles was in earnest. I sent him back with my answer, that I had not made up my mind, but
would think about it and send word soon.
A little later he sent some Cheyenne scouts with another message. I went out to meet them. They said they
believed that General Miles was sincere and really wanted peace. I walked on to General Miles’ tent. He met me
and we shook hands. He said,
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“Come, let us sit down by the fire and talk this matter over.”
I remained with him all night; next morning Yellow Bull came over to see if I was alive, and why I did not
return. General Miles would not let me leave the tent to see my friend alone. Yellow Bull said to me:
“They have got you in their power, and I am afraid they will never let you go again. I have an officer in our
camp, and I will hold him until they let you go free.” I said:
“I do not know what they mean to do with me, but if they kill me you must not kill the officer. It will do no
good to avenge my death by killing him.”
Yellow Bull returned to my camp. I did not make any agreement that day with General Miles. The battle was
renewed while I was with him. I was very anxious about my people. I knew that we were near Sitting Bull’s camp
in King George’s land,\fn{Canada.} and I thought maybe the Nez Percés who had escaped would return with
assistance. No great damage was done to either party during the night.
On the following morning I returned to my camp by agreement, meeting the officer who had been held a
prisoner in my camp at the flag of truce. My people were divided about surrendering. We could have escaped
from Bear Paw Mountain if we had left our wounded, old women, and children behind. We were unwilling to do
this. We had never heard of a wounded Indian recovering while in the hands of white men.
On the evening of the fourth day General Howard came in with a small escort, together with my friend
Chapman. We could now talk understandingly. General Miles said to me in plain words,
“If you will come out and give up your arms, I will spare your lives and send you to your reservation.”
I do not know what passed between General Miles and General Howard.
I could not bear to see my wounded men and women suffer any longer; we had lost enough already. General
Miles had promised that we might return to our own country with what stock we had left. I thought we could start
again. I believed General Miles, or I never would have surrendered. I have heard that he has been censured for
making the promise to return us to Lapwai. He could not have made any other terms with me at that time. I would
have held him in check until my friends came to my assistance, and then neither of the generals nor their soldiers
would have ever left Bear Paw Mountain alive.
On the fifth day I went to General Miles and gave up my gun, and said,
“From where the sun now stands I will fight no more.” My people needed rest—we wanted peace.
I was told we could go with General Miles to Tongue River and stay there until spring, when we would be sent
back to our country. Finally it was decided that we were to be taken to Tongue River. We had nothing to say about
it.
After our arrival at Tongue River, General Miles received orders to take us to Bismarck. The reason given was,
that subsistence would be cheaper there.General Miles was opposed to this order. He said:
“You must not blame me. I have endeavored to keep my word, but the chief who is over me has given the
order, and I must obey it or resign. That would do you no good. Some other officer would carry out the order.”
I believe General Miles would have kept his word if he could have done so. I do not blame him for what we
have suffered since the surrender. I do not know who is to blame. We gave up all our horses—over eleven
hundred—and all our saddles—over one hundred—and we have not heard from them since. Somebody has got
our horses.
General Miles turned my people over to another soldier, and we were taken to Bismarck. Captain Johnson,
who now had charge of us, received an order to take us to Fort Leavenworth. At Leavenworth we were placed on
a low river bottom, with no water except river water to drink and cook with. We had always lived in a healthy
country, where the mountains were high and the water was cold and clear. Many of my people sickened and died,
and we buried them in this strange land. I can not tell how much my heart suffered for my people while at
Leavenworth. The Great Spirit Chief who rules above seemed to be looking some other way, and did not see what
was being done to my people.
During the hot days\fn{July, 1878.} we received notice that we were to be moved farther away from our own
country. We were not asked if we were willing to go. We were ordered to get into railroad cars. Three of my
people died on the way to Baxter Springs.\fn{ In Kansas.} It was worse to die there than to die fighting in the
mountains.
We were moved from Baxter Spring to the Indian Territory, and set down without our lodges. We had but little
medicine, and we were nearly all sick. Seventy of my people have died since we moved there.
We had a great many visitors who have talked many ways. Some of the chiefs\fn{ General Fish and Colonel
Stickney.} from Washington came to see us, and selected land for us to live upon. We have not moved to that land,
for it is not a good place to live.
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The Commissioner Chief\fn{E. A. Hayt.} came to see us. I told him, as I told every one, that I expected General
Miles’ word would be carried out. He said it “could not be done; that white men now lived in my country and all
the land was taken up; that, if we turned to Wallowa, I could not live in peace; that law papers were out against
my young men who began the war, and that the Government could not protect my people.”
This talk fell like a heavy stone upon my heart. I saw that I could not gain anything by talking to him. Other
law chiefs\fn{A Congressional Committee.} came to see me and said they would help me to get a healthy country. I did
not know who to believe. The white people have too many chiefs. They do not understand each other. They do not
all talk alike.
The Commissioner Chief\fn{Hayt.} invited me to go with him and hunt for a better home than we have now. I
like the land we found\fn{ West of the Osage Reservation. } better than any place I have seen in that country; but it is not
a healthy land. There are no mountains and rivers. The water is warm. It is not a good country for stock. I do not
believe my people can live there. I am afraid they will all die. The Indians who occupy that country are dying off.
I promised Chief Hayt to go there, and do the best I could until the Government got ready to make good
General Miles’ word. I was not satisfied, but I could not help myself.
Then the Inspector Chief (General McNiel) came to my camp and we had a long talk. He said I ought to have a
home in the mountain country north, and that he would write a letter to the Great Chief at Washington. Again the
hope of seeing the mountains of Idaho and Oregon grew up in my heart.
At last I was granted permission to come to Washington and bring my friend Yellow Bull and our interpreter
with me. I am glad we came. I have shaken hands with a great many friends, but there are some things I want to
know which no one seems able to explain.
I can not understand how the Government sends a man out to fight us, as it did General Miles, and then breaks
his word. Such a government has something wrong about it.
I can not understand why so many chiefs are allowed to talk so many different ways, and promise so many
different things. I have seen the Great Father Chief, the next Great Chief, the Commissioner Chief, the Law Chief,
and many other law chiefs\fn{ The President, Secretary of the Interior, Hayat, General Butler and Congressmen, respectively. } and
they all say they are my friends, and that I shall have justice, but while their mouths all talk right I do not
understand why nothing is done for my people. I have heard talk and talk, but nothing is done. Good words do not
last long unless they amount to something. Words do not pay for my dead people. They do not pay for my country,
now overrun by white men. They do not protect my father's grave. They do not pay for all my horses and cattle.
Good words will not give me back my children. Good words will not make good the promise of your War Chief
General Miles. Good words will not give my people good health and stop them from dying.. Good words will not
get my people a home where they can live in peace and take care of themselves.
I am tired of talk that comes to nothing. It makes my heart sick when I remember all the good words and all the
broken promises. There has been too much talking by men who had no right to talk. Too many misrepresentations
have been made, too many misunderstandings have come up between the white men about the Indians.
If the white man wants to live in peace with the Indian he can live in peace. There need be no trouble. Treat all
men alike. Give them the same law. Give them all an even chance to live and grow. All men were made by the
same Great Spirit Chief. They are all brothers. The earth is the mother of all people, and all people should have
equal rights upon it. You might as well expect the rivers to run backward as that any man who was born a free
man should be contented when penned up and denied liberty to go where he pleases. If you tie a horse to a stake,
do you expect he will grow fat? If you pen an Indian up on a small spot of earth, and compel him to stay there, he
will not be contented, nor will he grow and prosper. I have asked some of the great white chiefs where they get
their authority to say to the Indian that he shall stay in one place, while he sees white men going where they
please. They can not tell me.
I only ask of the Government to be treated as all other men are treated. If I can not go to my own home, let me
have a home in some country where my people will not die so fast. I would like to go to Bitter Root Valley. There
my people would be healthy; where they are now they are dying. Three have died since I left my camp to come to
Washington.
When I think of our condition my heart is heavy. I see men of my race treated as outlaws and driven from
country to country, or shot down like animals.
I know that my race must change. We can not hold our own with the white men as we are. We only ask an even
chance to live as other men live. We ask to be recognized as men. We ask that the same law shall work alike on all
men. If the Indian breaks the law, punish him by the law. If the white man breaks the law, punish him also.
Let me be a free man—free to travel, free to stop, free to work, free to trade where I choose, free to choose my
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own teachers, free to follow the religion of my fathers, free to think and talk and act for myself—and I will obey
every law, or submit to the penalty;
Whenever the white man treats an Indian as they treat each other, then we will have no more wars. We shall all
be alike—brothers of one father and one mother, with one sky above us and one country around us, and one
government for all. Then the Great Spirit Chief who rules above will smile upon this land, and send rain to wash
out the bloody spots made by brothers’ hands from the face of the earth. For this time the Indian race are waiting
and praying. I hope no more groans of wounded men and women will ever go to the ear of the Great Spirit Chief
above, and that all people may be one people.
Inmuttooyahlatlat has spoken for his people.
173.184 Excerpt from Footprints\fn{by Kay Cleaver Strahan (1888-1941)} “lived in Portland”, Multnomah County,
Oregon, U.S.A. (F) 14
1
The heavy glass and bronze door revolved, and released from its sections, out of the grizzly November mist
and into the rosy and fragrant hotel lobby, malice and envy, joy and enthusiasm, vanity and greed. Fear, masked
with dignity, wrapped in sealskin and topped with a charming bright red hat, came quickly and alone.
Two egg-shaped matrons glanced, lengthened and set their glances. Purple-and-henna breathed,
“Beautiful wrap.”
“I’ll tell you about her in a minute.” Brown-and- gold spoke from her throat. Their gazes followed the sealskin
down the long strip of Mosul to the mahogany desk behind which a glossy clerk suddenly discovered reverence
and added it to his attitude.
“She’s one of the Quilters,” Brown-and-gold informed. “They are among the best-known families here in
Oregon. They have an enormous ranch over east of the mountains in Quilter County; half of that country over
there seems to be named for them. They’re millionaires. Ken says everything they touch turns into money.
“I’ve never met her—exactly; that’s why I didn’t speak. But she was at a tea where I was, two years ago; it was
given for the blind. Quilters are supposed to be very charitable; but why shouldn’t they be? As I told Ken, a dollar
doesn’t mean any more to them than a thin dime does to us.” She paused to sigh.
“Does she live here at this hotel?”
“No. No-she lives out at the ranch. I can’t imagine anyone wanting to live away from things, like that. The
ranch is beautiful, though; quite a show place. Too bad you’re leaving so soon—we might motor over to see it.
Her brother, Neal Quilter, has been stopping here for a couple of days. I suppose she is here to see him. I’ve seen
him twice lately in the dining room. He is awfully handsome-a bachelor, too. Will you look at the bellhop sliding
to ring the elevator bell for her? I’m always allowed to ring it for myself. I hope she has to wait as long for that
elevator as I usually do. The service here seems to be getting worse and worse; and, considering the prices they
ask—”
“She’s as slim as an old maid. Or is she married?”
“She’s a widow. Judith Quilter Whitefield. Has been for years and years. Funny she’s never married again,
with her money. She’s kind of sweet looking yet, don’t you think? I guess she just didn’t want to marry. I don’t
blame her; why should she? She toured Europe last year with her sister, Lucy Quilter Cerini, and her husband—”
“Oh! Is that who she is? I didn’t connect the names at all. I reviewed one of Lucy Quilter Cerini’s books for
our ladies’ literary society, back home, last year. I remember I found then that she was born in Oregon, but I didn’t
place her at first. So she’s her sister.”
“Yes. I’ve never read any of her works. Was the book you read good?”
“Well—yes. You know she’s very highly spoken of …”
The elevator door slid open, clinked shut. Judith looked into the panelled mirror. She was too pale. She ducked
her head and pinched pink into her cheeks with trembling fingers.
“Fifth floor, madam. To your right.”
Five hundred and two—buckle my shoe. Five hundred and four—shut the door. Five hundred and—
How slyly, furtively soft these felt-padded carpets were. They had turned her into a sleuth, creeping, sneaking
up on Neal. She wished that her advent might have been heralded by at least the smart clicking of heels. One
could not, of course, whistle down hotel corridors. Perhaps she should have asked the clerk to telephone. But no,
last night and again this morning he had thought and thought of that, and had rejected it.
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Four hundred and sixteen. She paused, unfastened her fur collar and set it back from her firm white throat. She
unclasped her handbag, took from it a gold locket of the sort that dangled from long bead chains in the eighteen
nineties, and snapped it open. In one of its circles was the picture of an old gentleman with a white, squarely cut
beard, a wide brow, small sensitive nostrils, and a humorous quirk near the eyes that miraculously saved the face
from the frailty of saintliness. In the opposite circle, printed in tiny letters, was, Judith had long thought, a truer
portrait of her grandfather. He had called it a rule of conduct, and had given it to her during the happiest period of
her life: just after she and Gregory Whitefield had announced their engagement; months before the suspicion that
“Greg’s bad cold” could be serious.
“Judith Quilter,” the words read. “Achieve tranquillity.”
Greg had never fully understood. Once, during those tremulous months in Colorado, when all life’s worth hung
on the slender thread of mercury in the clinical thermometer, he had asked, when she had opened the locket:
“What’s the magic of it, dear? How does it make things better for you?”
“It doesn’t,” she had declared. “Not a bit. All it does is to make me better for things.”
Twenty-eight years ago; and now, still:
“Judith Quilter. Achieve tranquillity.”
She closed the locket, tucked it into the perfumed silk of her bag, pulled off her glove. At any rate, her knock
should not sound surreptitious. She snatched her hand from the door and put its knuckles to her parted lips.
“Oh, dear!” she whispered. How could she have done that? How could she have produced that insultingly
authoritative racket, which must, because of its very quarrelsomeness, be met with the rebuke of this smothering
silence?
“Judy! You doggone pesty little hound!” The kiss prickled at the sides, but it was heavily, satisfactorily,
smokily Neal.
“Golly, but you’re pretty, Jude. Been pinching your cheeks, I’ll bet a dollar—“
“Look, dear. My new hat.”
“Yes, at your age! Running around buying gaudy red hats and smelling of violets—no, of one violet. Stand off;
let’s have a look at you—you friendly little Jezebel, you!”
“But, Neal, don’t you like the new hat?”
“Not much. It’s too shockingly becoming. But, whither, Judy? I thought I left you at home forcing Lucy’s
babies to entertain your guest?”
“I brought Ursula with me, silly. We felt the need for some shopping so we motored over yesterday evening.
We got in late, and rose rather late this morning. But there’s been time for the hat, and some toys, and luncheon.
Then I happened to think you might have tea with us, later; so I’ve run up to ask you.”
“Your naïvete is faultless, darling.”
“Neal! If you have to be a killjoy, you might try to be a humane one.”
Achieve tranquillity. Do not notice the shadow, dimming the splendid blondness, the averted eyes, the
contracted shoulders.
“Judith, how did you know that I was here?”
“But, dear, where should you be? You have never stayed at another hotel in Portland, have you? I felt a traitor
myself. But I did wish to impress Ursula with the glories of the Trensonian. I think, though, Neal, that before you
left you might have stuck a note on your pincushion, or—”
“Drop it, Jude. Is Ursula going back to Q2 with you?”
“Did she bore you? Was it she who drove you away, silly?”
“Heavy tact. You know and I know; so, what’s the use? I’m mad about her. Repellent, isn’t it? A man of my
age. I’m forty-six damn years old.”
“Yes, so you say. But Ursula isn’t a young girl. She has been a widow for eight years. She loves our West, and
our Q2, and—”
“You’re as sentimental as a hammock.”
“I don’t care. She does. And she loves you, too, and has for the past three years. You’d have known it if you
hadn’t been blind. Neal— What is it?”
Merely a dream: a preposterous dream, about an absurd play in which a man, who looked like Neal, went
towering, shaking blond fists at his own shoulders; went muttering, giving an amusingly over-acted performance
of rage. Neal, who was always gentle and funny and kind, would laugh at such exaggerations and say, “the crosspatch,” or something of the sort. Though, if Neal were ill, he might— Lucy said that Neal was ill, very ill. Lucy
was a genius. She should be here. Judith was a simple, stupid old woman. Judith Quilter. Achieve tranquillity.
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“Sorry, Neal, if I was inept. Something seems to be quite the trouble. Perhaps, if you’d care to tell me, I might
understand.”
“Understand?” he accepted the word and seemed for a moment to caress it. “Understand!” he snarled it to
pieces and flung it back, a shattered brutality. “Try understanding this, then. And, when you’ve finished with it,
give it to the graceful Ursula, and see whether she can understand—”
“Neal, dear! Don’t!”
“Don’t! I thought not. You’ve guessed it, of course. You and Lucy guessed it years ago, together. And now you
tell me—don’t. Don’t tell the truth. Keep my secret, since I’ve kept it only a lifetime. God, what I’ve lived
through! Sorry. Almost began on that foxy Spartan stuff. No matter. I’ve kept my mouth shut. I promised. Or—did
I? Sometimes I think my life has been pinned shut with a promise. Sometimes I think it has been fear, pride—take
your choice. I’ve kept my secret. And I would have kept it if you’d let me alone. It’s your fault. You brought
Ursula. Bent on your matchmaking mummery. I came away, didn’t I? Here you are, with Ursula in the offing.
Tracking me down, sneaking— Sorry. You’re sweet, Judy. But I tell you, you’ve forced a confidence. You’ve
forced me, and I’m glad of it, into the luxury of a confession. Take it!
“I killed Father. I did, I tell you. I knew about the insurance. It seemed the only way out. I fooled them all. I cut
the red mask from Olympe’s satin frock. I— Judy, don’t look like that. Put your new hat on. Stop rumpling your
hair. Lovely gray hair you have, Judy. See, dear, it needn’t matter a lot now—about the murder. We’ll never tell it
—you and I? It needn’t matter at all—except for Ursula. I can’t marry her. I can’t ever marry,
Jude. That needn’t matter. I’ve never cared a lot about marrying. Loathed women, mostly. All but you girls,
and—Ursula.
“Think we’d better tell Ursula? Think that’s the immediate decency required? She’ll run away back to her
Italy, then, and thank her stars she’s well out of this. She wouldn’t tell on me, do you think? I’d hate being
hanged, you know. All the aspects—personal and public, is that the way it goes?—of hanging I’d hate—”
“Neal—”
“Wait, Judy. I want the straight of this. The low-down on it. Am I mad? Wasn’t that why Lucy had the
psychiatrist visiting at Q2? No, not what you are thinking. I committed the murder. I’m guilty—guilty as a dog.
But am I mad? I might well be, having done in a member of the family. Do you remember, wasn’t Aunt Gracia a
bit mad? All that bunk of her religion—that Siloamite stuff? We none of us ever admitted it, of course. And Father
—I wonder whether normal, sane people ever do kill? What I’m getting at is, there may be a strain of insanity in
the family. Oh, for the Lord’s sake, Judy, won’t you stop pushing the waves all out of your hair?”
“Yes, dear, of course. I was trying to think about this madness. I’m sure that you are mistaken. Aunt Gracia
was a mystic. But you must remember how sane and wise she was. There may have been something a bit bleak
about her wisdom, but it was deliberate. Father killed the man exactly as he might have killed a rattlesnake coiled
to strike at Mother. But you, Neal, forgive me, don’t seem entirely sane to me today.”
“Convenient insanity?”
“No, no, Neal. Why be cruel? You suggested it; but I did say it stupidly. I should have said that you are quite
sane, but that your memory isn’t. The whole trouble is merely a question of memory. If you will remember, it is
absolutely impossible that you could have killed Father. I don’t mean morally impossible—that, too, of course—
but physically impossible. Remember. You were locked in your room at the time. Within two minutes after the
shot was heard, Lucy came running from her room into yours, through the connecting door, and found you trying
to batter down your door, that led into the hall, with a chair.”
“Lucy was only a kid at the time. She was much too frightened to know what she saw.”
“Not at all, Neal. Lucy was twelve, and unusually precocious.”
“Yes, and I was eighteen, and—unusually precocious. I tell you, I did it. But I’m not going to tell even you
how I managed it. If the thing should be raked up, and come to a trial, you wouldn’t wish to know. And, in the
event of a trial, I’d like my little alibi.”
“Dear me, Neal! Really, you are talking now like a book; a third-rate detective thing.”
“Third rate, nothing of the sort. They are sweeter than the sex stuff, and a pile more interesting. I’ve been
going in for them lately; and pausing to thank my lucky stars that we didn’t have a French or a Thorndike at Q2:
Ranch in 1900. It wouldn’t have taken one of those birds long to see through seven doors being locked with ten
keys, or the rope from our own attic being swung out of Father’s window, or Olympe’s being killed the same way
Father was—”
“See, Neal, how false your memory is? Olympe was not killed that night. She lived for years after that. Since
your memory has begun to play tricks of this sort, why won’t you trust our memories—my memory? I know, and
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all the others know, that there is no possibility of your having had anything to do with Father’s murder.”
“You weren’t there, Judy; so, naturally, you’d remember all about it. Yes, you bet. But that’s what I want you to
know, just the same. You, and the others. It hasn’t mattered much, until Ursula—”
“Marry Ursula, and it won’t matter then.”
“Chris’s duplex psychology?”
“I suppose so. I’m not clever with it. Come home with us this afternoon. Tell Chris what you’ve told me. He’ll
straighten it out for you.”
“For me—or for Irene?”
“Shame on you, Neil.”
“Surely. Sorry. But It has always bothered Chris a lot, you know, having that dapper honour of his sort of
uncreased, as it were, by the fact that Irene was out straying around loose in the hall that night when the rest of us
were locked up. If you don’t mind, that is, a lot, I think I’ll ask you not to mention this to Chris—nor to anyone.”
“I shouldn’t have, in any case.”
“Ursula?”
“I think not. Since it is unimportant and false, it couldn’t interest her particularly. I regard it, rather, as a wave
you’ve done, or had done, to your memory. You know, exactly like those horrid permanent kinks that Irene had
put in her hair a few years ago. It is artificial and false and ugly. But, like the hair kinks, it will grow out straight
in time. Until then, the less attention we call to it the better, I should say.”
“I should say so, too; for that reason, or—another.”
“About going home, dear. We had planned to leave shortly after tea, have dinner at that delightful new place on
the highway, and spend the night there. Then, with easy driving, we should be at the ranch in time for luncheon
tomorrow. Would that suit you?”
“On the square, Judy, I am sick of it here. But, if I go back with you, will you ship Ursula as soon as you can?”
“Yes, Neal. If that seems fair to you, I will.”
“Damn that red hat, Jude. It is the same colour that the mask was. I hate red, anyway.”
“Sorry, but I’m afraid you’ll have to endure it. It cost too much. Will you join us for tea?”
“I think not. Thanks, all that. Did you drive over, or did you bring George?”
“We brought George. He was so avid to show off Irene’s conception of a proper uniform for a chauffeur that I
hadn’t the courage to refuse him. He’s a perfect guy in it, Neal; but as happy as Hallelujah.”
“Fine. I’ll ride in front with him, then. Be sure to fix it that way, will you, honey?”
“Yes, I will. Shall we come by for you at half-past five?”
“Wait, Judy, listen. No, I mean really listen. You remember the snow the nIght Father was kIlled? Well, if
anyone from the outside had done it, there’d have been bound to be footprints—”
“Neal, dear, that was twenty-eight years ago. Need we go over it all, again, right now? I;’ve always believed
that, by the time any of you had regained your senses enough to look for footprints, the new-falling snow had
covered them.”
“It won’t go, Jude. The snow had stopped before we heard the shot. We looked within half an hour. The
footprints Chris made, going to the barn, were there plain as print in the morning. That is—weren’t they?”
“So you wrote to me, Neal. In all your letters you made a particular point of the absence of footprints in the
snow. Do you think you would have written like that if you’d been trying to hide your own guilt?”
“I don’t know. I don’t know anything; except that, sometimes, I think I’ve brooded over this too long. I admit
that I do get hazy about it now. Only—there is this, Judy. If I didn’t do it, who did?”
“Well, Neal, I believe that is what we are going to have to find out.”
“Golly, Judy, you’re the prettiest thing I ever saw when you poke up pert like that.”
“You’d be especially fit to look at yourself, dear, if you would shave. Half-past five, then? Good-bye.”
No, she could not stop and lean against the wall. She must walk steadily, oblivious of reeling worlds. She must
keep her chin high; she must point her toes out—no straight in front; she had been mist aught about toes. She
must not snatch the hideous, vivid thing from her head and throw it on the elevator’s floor. She must—what was
that thing? Achieve tranquillity. But how was that possible? What did tranquillity mean?
*
If the taxicab would stop bouncing her up and down through the streaming city she could make up her mind
what she must say, or, more important, what she must not say to Dr. Joe.
“We are concerned about Neal.”
No.
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“Neal, of late, hasn’t seemed quite well.”
No.
Neal. Neal. Neal. The not too tall, very fat man, whose white hair crowned his pink baldness childishly like a
daisy wreath, took her shivering hands into a grasp that was tight, and warm, and secure. She said:
“Dr. Joe, I’ve found Neal. I mean—Neal has been here in the city for the past two days. I mean—Neal.”
“Sure, I know, Judy. Here, let me help you with that coat. Too hot in this office for a fur coat. Pretty lining.
That’s a pretty hat, too. Cheerful, but small—that’s the rule for a hat.” Ten twirling minutes later he said:
“Look, Judy. What is it you want me to do? I’ll drive over to Q2 for tte weekend, and only too glad of an
excuse. But Neal will be fit as a fiddle. I guess you know that his trouble is mental, not physical.”
“But, Dr. Joe, after all, is there a difference?”
“Hello, there! Been taking up Watson?”
“He is so beautifully utilitarian. Sort of in defence, you know, against Chris’s everlasting Freud, and Jung, and
the rest.”
“Now you let your cousin Christopher alone. He’s a good boy. He’s getting better all the time. How old is
Chris by now?”
“In his late fifties. He doesn’t look it.”
“He couldn’t. He’s a Quilter. Judy, here’s what I’ve been thinking. You had that psychiatrist—the Vienna man
—at your place for quite a while last year, didn’t you?”
“For six weeks. He was a friend of Lucy’s, you know. But we weren’t positive, then, that anything was really
wrong with Neal. So we wouldn’t allow Dr. Koreth to hector him. He and Chris had a splendid time together; but,
as far as Neal was concerned, Dr. Koreth’s visit was useless.”
“You can’t blame him for that, Judy. I couldn’t cut out a man’s tonsils if I wasn’t allowed to let him know that
anything was the matter with him.”
“I know. But what could we do? Neal’s prejudices are so strong that he never would have submitted to an
analysis, nor to any treatments along that line. That is what is going to make it so frightfully difficult now. I—I”
“Now, now, now, Judy. Keep a stiff upper lip. There’s more than one way into the woods—and out of them.
That’s what I’ve learned by being an old mutt of a general practitioner for forty-five years. We were talking about
a certain Watson just now. Since then I’ve been thinking of another one—better known. Sherlock Holmes’s Dr.
Watson.
“Look. What I believe is that this murder business in 1900 has just plum got the best of Neal. He was eighteen.
Adolescence is a tricky time. What I’m betting is, that if we could find out who did kill Dick, and prove it to Neal,
he would come through with banners flying. That’s common sense, so I guess it is good psychology.”
“But—”
“Yes, I know, Judy. But you wait a minute. There’s a woman down in ’Frisco, and from what I’ve read about
her I think she’s all right. I think she’s a good woman; a real nice one. She’s a Miss Lynn MacDonald, and she
calls herself a crime analyst. Now suppose we could get her to come up to Q2? Lot of us oldsters are still hanging
around who could post her up. Look, Judy. Neal doesn’t believe in psychoanalysis, but I’ll bet a cooky he believes
in Craig Kennedy. Last time I saw him, about three months ago, he was down at Gill’s Bookstore buying mystery
by the pound like it was bacon.
“Why not have her up to the ranch, Judy? Get her to outline a good case—you know how they do it. Getting
evidence, and piling up proofs from here, there, and everywhere. Then give the result to Neal. He’ll be satisfied,
and behave himself and get married, like he should have done twenty years ago, and have some babies.”
“Father was killed twenty-eight years ago last month, Dr. Joe.”
“I know it. But, look, how I mean— In some ways that will make it easier instead of harder.”
“You mean imaginary proofs to find an imaginary culprit? No, Dr. Joe, that wouldn’t do. It is difficult to
understand, but most of the time Neal is the keenest one of the family—the most clear-headed and sensible. These
queernesses of his come on in flashes—and are gone. Entirely gone. One moment he will be—well, odd. And, in
the next moment, he will be wholly himself again.
“No, that isn’t hard to understand, Judy. Most of them—lots of them are like that. We couldn’t fool Neal on
anything he was sane about. But I think we could fool him on something he is …”
“Finish it, Dr. Joe. Do you think that Neal is actually insane?”
“Look, my girl. We can’t say that Neal is sensible on the subject of Dick’s death, can we? Jehoshaphat, Judy, I
wish we could get him straightened out pretty quick now! Jehoshaphat, but I do!”
“He’ll not get better, you think, Dr. Joe?”
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“Well, look, Judy. You’re asking me. He has been getting steadily worse for two—almost three—years now. Of
course, you haven’t told me what he said to you today. But I’ve made my living by guessing for the last forty-odd
years. Man ought to be a good guesser by that time, if he’s ever going to be. So I guess I know what Neal said
today that sent you up here in the condition you were in when you came. That’s I what I’ve been getting at. I want
you to bring this Lynn MacDonald woman up to the ranch, and have her prove to Neal that he didn’t murder his
own father.”
“He didn’t, Dr. Joe.”
“Bless my soul to glory, Judith Quilter! What are you telling me that for? Telling me like that, I mean?”
“Dr. Koreth had much to say about a faculty called empathy. You know-putting one’s self in the place of
another. Identifying, I think he called it. That is what Neal has done; has overdone. He has put himself in the place
of some other member of the family.”
“Talk’s cheap. You could never make me believe that. Boy and man, I’ve known the Quilter family for the last
fifty years. Of course, lots of people wouldn’t agree with me; but, you know, I think I’m a darn good man. I think
I’ve poked along, slow, and done a lot of good in the world. I think I’ve led a darn decent life. Most of my goals
have been pretty flat, I guess. Most of my Rubicons—ditches, maybe. But what I’m getting at is this: The reason I
am any good on earth is because your grandfather, Thaddeus Quilter, took me in hand when I was a lad. It should
begin a biography, or be put in a preface, or something. ‘I owe—’ You know how they do it. Well, he was in the
house that night. Do you think that he killed Dick?”
“Dr. Joe!”
“That’s the worst blasphemy I ever uttered, Judith. I ask the Lord’s and your forgiveness. But, look. Your Aunt
Gracia was there that night. Think that she—”
“Dr. Joe!”
“What did I tell you, Judy? It isn’t right for you to say what you said. It’s damn wicked for you to think it. It’s
worse than wicked; it’s unhealthy. You’ll be getting yourself where Neal is. What makes you think like that, talk
like that, my girl?”
“Because— How well do you remember the details, Dr. Joe?
“Well enough. Well enough.”
“Well enough to remember that the ground was covered with freshly fallen snow, and that no footprints leading
away from the house were found that night, or later? That Aunt Gracia and Grandfather, with all the others,
searched the house with their thoroughness, all during the night?”
“Yes, yes. I remember that footprint stuff. Fooey, for your footprints! I’m sorry to say it, Judith, but I thought
better of you than this. The house at Q2 is bigger than six barns. Couldn’t some damn scoundrel have hidden
there, before and after, even if those poor souls, sick with grief and useless from shock and fear and excitement,
did search the house, or try to? I don’t know what’s got hold of you. But it would take more than the absence of
footprints to make me, an outsider, doubt a member of your family, or any friend of theirs.”
“It would take more than that to make me doubt, too, Dr. Joe.”
“You don’t say! Look, Judith, you’re getting me sore. I’m warning you. By Gad, I wouldn’t let another person
sit there in my chair and say what you’re saying. I’d slap them over!”
“Yes, I’m sure you would, Dr. Joe. But— No matter. I think that your suggestion about engaging this crime
analyst is an excellent one. She was the woman who got to the bottom of that dreadful Hollywood affair, wasn’t
she? I remember the name. Only— I’ll want the truth from her. Neal, mentally disabled, is so much keener than
most mentally sound people that he’d reject a falsity. I know it.”
“Like you said just now, Judy, it was all over twenty-eight years ago. Look, we couldn’t go to anybody—not to
Sherlock Holmes himself—and say, ‘There was a murder on the Q2 Ranch back in 1900. Some few oldsters are
living yet who were around at the time and could tell you something about it—what they can remember. The
house is still there, though it has been remodelled and refurnished a couple of times. A good many people studied
over the case in 1900, but they all had to give it up. People have been studying over it ever since, for that matter;
but they can’t get any place with it at all. What we want from you, now, is for you to get the thing straightened out
as soon as possible, and produce, or anyway name, the guilty wretch or wretches.”
“Dr. Joe, Greg and I went to Colorado in March, 1900. Lucy, with her passion for writing, wrote long letters to
me until late September. Father was killed on the eighth of October. On the tenth of October, Neal took up the
letter writing. (I couldn’t leave Greg alone, and, of course, I couldn’t bring him home to the horror there.)”
“I should say you couldn't. You were a good wife, Judy. Greg was a fine, true husband. But you should have
married again—had babies.”
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“Perhaps. About the letters, Dr. Joe. I have read and reread them. To me they seem tremendously significant.
Significant, maybe, by omission; but significant, nevertheless. This is particularly true of Lucy’s letters. Queer
things, very queer things began to happen at Q2 long before Father was killed. The family discord— But I won’t
go into that. There were other things. The accident, in which Father narrowly escaped with his life. The absurdity
of his baptism—”
“How old was Lucy when she was writing you all this truck?”\fn{ Nonsense; American slang:H}
“She was twelve years old. Yes, I know—but you must remember that Lucy was a genius, even then. Dr.
Koreth said, one evening, that modern criminologists are coming to value the accuracy of children’s testimony.
From Lucy I may well have what may have been the motivating factor, or factors. From Neal, with a man’s
intelligence and a boy’s honesty and eagerness, I have the results. A day-by-day account, for several weeks, of all
the findings, the suspicions, the theories, and—well, the clues.
"Like Lucy and Chris, Neal was a born scribbler. He never had time to give to it, but he loved even the
physical act of writing. He began his letters to me with the avowal that he was writing them in order that I might,
with the facts placed before me, help him to discover Father’s murderer. He thought it was the truth. But the
letters show that his real reason for writing to me was to have an outlet for the stuff that was torturing his mind.
What I am trying to say, Dr. Joe, and am saying so stupidly, is that Neal gave me, unconsciously, more than a bare
recountal of facts.
It seems possible, at least, that a mind trained in criminal analysis could take these letters, and Lucy’s, and read
the truth from them. I can’t decipher the most simple code. But the Rosetta stone has been deciphered.
“Didn’t the other folks write you letters during that time, too?”
“None that I kept. They were all troubled at home, and their letters weren’t like them. I kept Lucy’s because—
well, because they were Lucy’s, I suppose. At the time, it seemed more loyal to destroy the others. Then, after
Father’s death, none of them told me the truth—so I destroyed them. But I have Lucy’s, and I have Neal’s. Three
hours ago I wouldn’t havbe given them to a stranger—no, not to a friend—to read for anytyhing in the world. But
now—”
“I don’t believe you need to, Judy. Look. If we, backed up by this crime analyst, could make believe that
something was the truth—why wouldn’t that do? No, you won’t have it? Well, look, I’m going to have to be
pretty mean. I’m going to have to tell you that I think that will be the best we can do. I don’t believe anybody,
trained analyst or not, could get at the fact of Dick’s murder at this late date; not from a packet of letters, twentyeight years old, written by a couple of kids.”
“You wouldn’t diagnose the simplest case without seeing the patient. Those letters are here in my safety
deposit vault at the bank. I’m going now and get them and bring them to you. Will you read them? And will you
come to Q2 over the weekend, and tell me what you think of them? I’d come to the city, but I don’t like to leave
Neal—”
“Look, Judy. I’d read the complete works of Ouida if you asked me to, and you know it. I’ve been dying to
come to the ranch all fall. I’ve been kind of bashful, though, hanging back and waiting for an invitation. There,
there, never mind about that. Run along, and be a good girl. You’ll have to hop to it to make the bank before three
—”
“Thank you, Dr. Joe. Thank you, and—”
“You run along now, like I told you, or I’ll send you a bill!”
*
Judith watched the fire twisting around the oak logs in the livingroom fireplace and wondered why Dr. Joe had
created a niece for himself since she had seen him in his office last Wednesday.
Irene, faultlessly blonde, buoyantly obtuse, appeared in the doorway, shook an arch forefinger, chirped, “Oh,
you two,” and disappeared. Dr. Joseph Elm said:
“Her legs are too fat. She ought to wear longer skirts. Old lady like her. But, as I was saying, Judy, this niece of
mine has been fussing and fussing—you know how it is—to have me come down to ’Frisco to see her. Look, I
think I’ll go down tomorrow or the next day; and, while I’m there, I might just as well hunt up this Miss
MacDonald. Save you a trip down. You can post me up on what to say—”
“You’ve read the letters, Dr. Joe. What do you think of them?”
“Well, now, Judy—I hardly know.”
“But honestly, Dr. Joe?”
“Judy, since you want it, I believe that somebody real smart might get something or other out of the letters.
They give a lot of facts, and they seem to give them pretty straight.”
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“You think, as I think, Dr. Joe, that it must have been one of us?”
“Bless my soul to glory, if I do! Look, Judy. It does seem like whoever did it must have been in the house
before—and quite a while afterward. But those were the days of lamps and candles out here on the ranch.
Somebody might have hidden in the house for a couple of days—cellar, attic. Anyway, look! What’s the sense of
amateurs like us tinkering around and worrying over this thing when we can get a professional, a specialist, to
take it in hand? I don’t examine a man’s teeth; I send him to his dentist. Since I’m going to be in ’Frisco anyway, I
might as well stop in and make a dicker with this crime analyst. I’ve been thinking. It might be a good plan to
fetch her right up here. She could get the lay of the land then. And while she was studying over the letters she
could talk to you and Lucy, and you could answer any questions for her. What do you think?”
“I’d agree, except for Neal. He has been himself since we came home on Thursday. But I am afraid that it
wouldn’t do to have him know we were delving into the thing again. I’m sure it wouldn’t be safe. I fancy, though,
considering her profession, that this woman would be willing to come as a friend of Lucy’s, or as your niece.”
“Or as a hired girl, something along that line?”
“It would be much easier to explain a guest at Q2 than it would be to explain a new servant, after all these
years of Tilda, and Lily, and George, and Gee Sing.”
“Look, Judy. I’ll size her up. If she’s ornery ordinary, I’ll wire you, and you’ll have to sandwich her in as help
for Tilda or something. If she’s just common ordinary, the niece racket would be all right. And if she should
happen to be extraordinary, we’ll work the friend of Lucy’s stunt.
“Never mind. I’ll take it you’ve said it, and thanks. Look, Judy, you don’t need to compliment my relatives,
though, because I’m going to be pretty mean about one of yours right now. Irene’s a doggone chatterbox. And,
like most of that kind, she isn’t smart enough to show, either. Seems to me it would be better not to let Irene in on
this. I don’t mean that she’s malicious. But she’d spill the beans, sure as fate, some place where Neal would find
them.”
“I know. But I’m afraid Chris would resent it if we didn’t tell her.”
“Look. There’s no law been passed that we have to tell Chris, either. Did you mean to go tearing the lace off
your silly handkerchief, Judy?”
She dropped the nervous fluff into her lap.
“This is going to be hard to carry through, Dr. Joe.”
“You’re right. It is going to be hard. Hard as blazes. Are you sure you want to, my girl?”
“I haven’t any choice.”
“I hate to say this, Judy; but you know there is a chance, or half a chance that you, or even Neal, might be
partly right about this: that some one of the family—”
“I know. That’s why I think we should tell Chris the truth about this woman, if she comes here. You see, Lucy
and I will know who she is.”
“Lucy was a kid. You were in Colorado. Look, Judy. Chris is a good boy, and he’s getting better all the time.
But he’s been married to Irene for twenty-odd years—and, bless my soul to glory, he’s been in love with her all
the while, and is yet. Tell Chris, and you’ve told Irene.”
“I suppose so.”
“Here’s another thing. If there can be anything comparative about one Quilter’s feelings for another Quilter, I’d
say that Neal and Chris were less partial to each other than any other members of the family. It would bust Chris
all up to have Neal get worse. But he’d have that happen even before he’d haul what he calls the Quilter honour
down from the flagstaff where he keeps it hoisted.”
“I’m not sure; but I believe that isn’t fair to Chris.”
“You bet it is. Look, Judy. It is a matter of taste whether you’d rather have one cousin wind up in a nice,
comfortable sanitarium somewhere, or whether you’d rather have it proved that your aunt, or your uncle (by Jolly,
Judy, Phineas was a great old boy, wasn’t he! Letters seemed to bring him right back to me), or another cousin, or
—yourself, or your wife, maybe, killed a member of the family. I’m for you, Judy. I’m with you to the finish.
Always have been. I’m in love with you, you know. If I wasn’t, I’d send you a bill. But yet you can’t blame Chris
for the stand he’d be bound to take, either.”
“No.”
“Want to change your mind, my girl? We could drop this thing right here, flat as a pancake.”
“Neal is my little brother. I mean— Well, when I was seven years old, Neal was three. He had fat little legs,
and he followed me about wherever I went. I mean— I always did take good care of him. He knew I would.
Forgive me, Dr. Joe. I’m naturally sentimental; but you and Neal seem to be the only people who tempt me to
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display it. All I was trying to say was that I have determined to go through with this. And— I wish I could think of
some way to thank you. It seemed almost impossible for either Lucy or me to go to San Francisco just now.”
“Going to ’Frisco anyhow. Funny fellow if I couldn’t do a little neighbourly errand for a friend.”
“I understand about the trip, and the niece.”
“Judy, you’re flirting with me. Shame on you—an old lady like you!”
“I’m not. I’m adonng you.”
“You’re darn right. You’d better, or I’d send you a bill.”
“Do you think this crime analyst will come up to Q2, Dr. Joe?”
“Come? She’ll jump at the chance.”
2
Dr. Joseph Elm said:
“Look, Miss MacDonald, I’m not asking you to say whether or not you’ll take the case. All I’m asking you to
do is to read these letters.”
“Letters,” Lynn MacDonald explained, “that pertain to a murder committed twenty-eight years ago. Many of
them, you have told me, written by a twelve- year-old child. Yes, I admit the fact that the child was Lucy Quilter
does make some difference—but not enough. The remainder written by a boy who since has confessed to the
murder. At the very best, I could form a theory or two. Any possibility of proving those theories has been removed
by time. I am sorry, Dr. Elm but—”
“Will you read these letters, just read them, I mean, for five hundred dollars?”
“My time—”
“Yes. I know about time. Everybody’s time. Will you read them for a thousand dollars?”
“I am not a highway robber, Dr. Elm.”
“No? Well, bless my soul to glory if I know what you are. You’re a darn good crime analyst, or so I hear. But if
you’re not a better analyst than you are a woman, you’ve nothing to show. Look. As a woman, you’re a mess. You
haven’t any kindness, or patience, or sympathy—not even pity. You haven’t any courage—afraid to take a chance.
You haven’t much of anything but lack of time.”
He settled back patiently in his chair. If he had guessed rightly about that red hair and those clear gray eyes,
something was going to happen in half a mmute now. Lynn MacDonald stood, tall, behind her desk.
“Perhaps you are right,” she said. “Certainly you are right about my lack of time. I have no time to sit here and
listen to insults from importunate strangers.”
Dr. Elm added to his patience an air of solid permanence.
“Funny thing,” he offered, “about women. Tell them the truth and ninety-nine out of a hundred will think you
are insulting them. I kind of figured, maybe you’d be the hundredth. But I see now where I made my mistake. I
should have tried to wheedle instead of—”
“Bullying,” supplied Miss MacDonald. “All right. Look. I’ve found out one thing you’ve got—that’s a temper.
Glad to see it. Makes you a person. You’re Scotch-Irish, I judge. Best debtors in the world. Never had a ScotchIrish bill yet that wasn’t paid. Look. You won’t read those letters for love or money. Will you read them to pay a
debt?”
“Hold on. Let me tell you. I’m a professional man, same as you’re a professional woman. I’ve got a consulting
room, too. It isn’t near as stylish as this one of yours. One thing, I’ve had it forty-odd years, and it’s kind of worn
down some, and rubbed off. Another thing, I don’t much favour elegant consulting rooms. Patients likely to get
impressed. ’Tisn’t a good thing to impress your patients. Many a stomachache has turned into appendicitis just
from the patient being ashamed to own up to an ordinary stomach ache in the midst of walnut furniture and
Persian rugs. Look. Here’s what I’m getting to.
“I’ve been sitting up there, afternoons, for the past forty years. I’ve had time and patience, all that while, to
listen to women—two thirds of them nervous, hysterical things, poor souls—telling me about their backaches, and
their numb spells, and their throbbing heads. Until the last ten years or so about all I could do was to listen, and
then pat them on the shoulders, and tell them they were fine, brave girls, and give them some healthy advice, and
send them home. About all I can do yet, for that matter. Say psychiatrist to most women and they’ll up and act like
you did just now when I was trying to tell you something. No. I sit and cluck, like an old hen eating, and listen. I
suppose the time I’ve wasted listening to and pitying your sister-women would aggregate about twenty years.
Money doesn’t pay for it—if I got paid with money, which I generally don’t, because I can’t cure them. Thanks
might pay, but I’ve never got thanked much. (‘Old Dr. Elm sImply could not find what my trouble was. So I went
to young Dr. Sawbones, and he cut it right out. I wouldn’t have lived three months without the operation.’) But
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I’ve kept along. I’ll go back, when I leave here, and sit up there and listen, and cluck, till I die. But I’ve always
kind of thought, maybe, sometime I’d get paid back. I’ve never asked a favour of a woman in my life, Miss
MacDonald. Never even asked a girl to marry me. Well, I’m asking a favour now. You can read these letters in
less than the time you could read a novel. How about it? A couple of evenings, as pay for twenty years? And if
you tell me there’s no reason why you should pay for all the time I’ve given to your sister-women, I’ll tell you
that, come to it, there generally isn’t a reason for most of the fine, grand things folks have done. Florence
Nightingale, Father Damien, or—”
Lynn MacDonald, sitting behind her desk, resting her chin on her bridging fingers, smiled.
“Or,” she questioned, “Dr. Joseph Elm?”
“I get you. It’s below the belt, all the same.”
“But, no, you didn’t ‘get’ me. I meant, any real reason for him to come here and offer me what he has just
offered me. Oh, yes. I know what it is. In spite of your opinion of me, I have some of it myself—in payment for a
service, not for himself, but for friends of his?”
“Well, of course, if it comes to that, the Quilters have always seemed a lot more like relations than friends.”
“I see. Now, then, Dr. Elm, since I am to read the letters, perhaps if you could give me just the outlines of the
case? None of the details, but facts enough to allow me to study the letters with some understanding from the
beginning?”
“Yes, you bet. That’s what I thought, too. If we could kind of whittle through the thing together, before you
began on the letters, it might save you a lot of time.
Miss MacDonald’s pink palms met meekly in her lap. Her face was quiet, but the comprehension in her gray
eyes was visible.
*
“Here,” said Dr. Elm, “we are.” He produced a derelict notebook from his pocket, and flicked through it with a
dampened forefinger.
“Yes. I’ve made out a list of characters—like in a play—”
“First, if you will,” suggested Miss MacDonald, “I’d rather hear, again, the outlines of the case. Where the
murder was done, when, and how. Later, perhaps, the people who were on the premises at the time would be
helpful. I have understood you to say that Richard Quilter was shot when he was in bed in his room at night. That
the absence of a weapon precluded all possibilities of suicide. That a rope was found hanging from his window,
out across a porch roof beneath the window, and to the ground. That the freshly fallen snow on the roof and the
rope indicated that the rope had not been used as a means for escape. That careful searching of the grounds that
night, particularly in front of each window and door, seemed to prove that no one had left the house after the shot
was heard.”
“That’s right, so far; exactly right. Now let me see. Yes, here it is. The time was Monday around midnight, on
the eighth of October, in the year 1900. The place was the Quilters’ big cattle ranch, Q2 Ranch, in Quilter County,
eastern Oregon.”
“Perhaps,” suggested Miss MacDonald, with a last clutch at her dinner engagement, “if you have it all written
in the notebook, you might leave it, with the letters?”
Dr. Elm squeezed the book shut and sunk it into his pocket.
“You couldn’t,” he explained, “make heads or tails of that. Let me see. Where was I? Oh, yes. On Monday
night, October the eighth, the Quilter family went to bed early, as usual. Irene Quilter, the young bride of
Christopher Quilter (Chris was Richard’s—Dick’s—cousin) couldn’t sleep, so she got up about ten o’clock, put
on her slippers and her wrapper, took a candle and went downstairs to the sitting room. She lighted the hanging
lamp down there, and poked up the fire, and read until a little after eleven o’clock. Then she went back upstairs.
When she tried to go into her room and Chris’s, she found that the door was locked.
“Now Irene, like most people who haven’t much pride, was awfully precious with what she did have. She was
too proud to knock. Also, it made her mad all over to think Chris had locked her out. She turned around and
sneaked straight downstairs again, and fixed herself a bed, with Indian blankets, on the sofa in the sitting room.
“I judge that the more she thought about it the madder she got. You see, she and Chris had had a little tiff
before he went to sleep. She decided that Chris would be ashamed of himself pretty soon—as he would have
been, sure enough, if he’d played such a mean trick on his wife—and come downstairs to find her and to try to
make it up. So what does she do but bolt the door to the back stairway—it came down into the sitting room—and
go into the front hall and bolt the door to the front stairway. (It comes out in the letters how the Quilters were
never much for locking doors. But they had to have bolts on these stairway doors so that they wouldn’t blow open
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and bang in the winter, when they tried to keep the upstairs shut off.) Locking Chris out—showing him two could
play at that lock-out game, as she put it—made Irene feel enough better so that she cozied right up in her sofa bed
to cry, but, by mistake, she dropped off to sleep. The next thing she knew she heard a revolver shot upstairs. It
sounded, everybody said, like a cannon in the quiet of the place.
“She jumped up, lighted her candle, got into her wrapper and slippers, and ran upstairs. When she reached the
upper hall, she must have thought everybody had gone crazy, for they were all pounding on their doors, on the
inside, and shaking them, and shouting. They were, like I told you a while ago, all locked in their rooms. She ran
down the hall toward Chris’s and her room. When she came to Dick’s room she saw that the door was open and a
lamp was lighted in there, so she ran in. She found Dick in bed, shot though the left chest.
“She ran to him. The window was wide open. That wasn’t the custom in those days—three inches down from
the top—and she said he turned his eyes toward the open window and muttered something that sounded like ‘Got
away.’ At first Irene was sure he had said ‘Got away.’ Later, when folks quizzed her, she admitted that he might
have said, ‘Go away.’ But his next words, she declared up and down, were, ‘Red mask.’
“She kind of lifted him up—worst thing in the world to do, of course, but Irene was an awfully stupid woman
—and then he said the names of his three children: ‘Neal, Judith, Lucy.’ It was then, Irene said, when she was
stooping over him, that she got blood on the front of her wrapper and on her sleeve.
“She thought he wanted the children brought to him; but she didn’t like to leave him, and she didn’t know what
to do. She had it firmly fixed in her mind, in spite of what he had tried to say when he glanced toward the
window, that he had shot himself; so she never thought of asking him even one question. She wouldn’t. Well,
anyway, she finally started to go for Neal and Lucy—Judith wasn’t at home—and he spoke out again and said,
‘Wait, Father.’ He meant his own father, Thaddeus Quilter.
“Irene went back to Dick and he said, clearer this time, putting all his strength into it, ‘Bring F ather. I must tell
him.’ He repeated, ‘Must tell Father,’ and that was the end.
“Sometime, during all of this, it had dawned on her what the trouble in the hall was. I mean, that the family
were all locked in their rooms. Right there on Dick’s bedside table, under his lamp, she saw a scatter of keys. She
put them in her wrapper pocket and ran out and unlocked the doors. All the locks upstairs were the same;
otherwise Irene never would have got the keys sorted out and the doors unlocked, I guess. Lucy’s door was
opposite Dick’s, so Irene unlocked it first. Neal was in Lucy’s room. They ran across the hall—Irene had said,
‘Your father,’ to them-but it was too late. Dick was dead when Lucy reached him. That’s the story, as briefly as I
can tell it.”
“He lived and was conscious for some few minutes after he was shot. How about the position of the bed?
Would there have been any possibility that he could have thrown the revolver from him, through the open
window?”
“Look. The bed was ten or twelve feet from the window. The gun would have had to land on the porch roof,
just beneath the window. The snow on the roof was unbroken. There was nothing on it, or in it, except the rope.
The only other gun in the room was on the top shelf of a closet, the length of the room, at least twenty feet, from
the bed. It was found fully loaded. Now about the rope—”
“Forgive me, Dr. Elm. You got your details from the 1etters, didn’t you?”
“Yes. Of course I’d heard a lot of talk at the time. I got to Q2 as fast as I could after they sent me word. I got
there early Wednesday morning. But I’d forgotten some, and most of the details I never had any too straight,
anyway. I was too busy looking after the family to take the interest I should have, maybe. Anyhow, what I really
thought, in spite of heck and high water, was that some dirty cur had got into the house and killed the boy and got
out again—some way or other. It was what I wanted to believe, so I’ve kept at believing it until—here recently.”
“These letters, nothing else, have forced you to change your mmd?”
“That’s about the size of it, I guess.”
“The letters, that is, which recount all the findings of the murder, and which were written by the person who
has since confessed to it?”
“Yes. Neal wrote them, thank the Lord. If he hadn’t written these letters when he was eighteen, it might be a
lot harder for us now when he is forty-six.”
“I see. Now, then, if you will, tell me about the people who were in the house at the time. Then, when I begin
to read the letters, I can recognize the members of the family, and the others, in their proper relationships.”
*
Dr. Elm said: “Miss MacDonald, I’ve never won any fame for driving a hard bargain, and I don’t care about
starting to this late in life. You’ve agreed to read the letters; nothing else. If you say the word, I’ll begin right here
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with descriptions of the family. But, look; you mentioned relationships. There’s another relationship that is mighty
important. I mean the relationship of the Quilter family, for the past two hundred and some years, to their
environment. You can’t snatch a parcel of folks away from their backgrounds and then account for the way the
folks act. People live in a pattern. Whether the pattern is entirely of their own formation, or whether it isn’t, hasn’t
much of anything to do with it. The pattern is there—just as sure as it is here in this pretty rug of yours. And, to
see folks honestly, you have to see them with relation to their pattern. This is so true that, if you haven’t their right
pattern, you’ll give them another. That’s why I quarrel with the Behaviourists.
“Now as soon as you begin to read Lucy’s letters you’ll begin to wonder. They don’t sound like the letters of a
little back-country ranch girl. And Neal’s don't sound like the letters of a country bumpkin, nor yet of a buckaroo
in eastern Oregon in 1900. From start to finish of these letters, you’ll be bothered finding the original Quilter
pattern. I can give it to you in five minutes, if you’ll let me. Will you?”
“But,” began Miss MacDonald, and amended a quick, “of course.” She refused herself a glance at her wrist
watch and repeated, by way of improvement, “But of course.”
“Well, then, in 1624 James the First made a big land grant in Virginia to Sir Christopher Quilter—tenth great
grandfather, the children call him. You know your American history well enough to know that the fact that Sir
Christopher and his wife Delidah stayed right there and succeeded in laying the foundations for a great family
estate means something. I could spend all afternoon telling you Quilter history, but I won’t. Right from then on it
is a history of decent, striving, successful men and women, with heroes scattered thick as fleas on a dog’s back.
One of the Quilters was a warm personal friend of Washington’s—so on.
“In 1848 the original grant, or most of it, was still owned by a Christopher Quilter. He had three sons:
Christopher, Thaddeus, and Phineas. When Christopher and Thaddeus had come of age, the old man had given
them free leases on plantations of their own—slaves and all. These two lads had been educated at Oxford. That
gave them a chance, maybe, to get a perspective on the question of slavery.
“Christopher, the eldest son, was thirty years old in 1848. Thaddeus, the second son, was twenty-eight years
old. Phineas, the youngest, was fifteen. He was in England. Well, the two older boys put their heads together and
decided to leave the South. They hated slavery, like most decent men did. Also, they hated the sectional
differences; and being as smart as some and smarter than most, both of them saw pretty well what was going to
happen in the nation, sooner or later.
“They talked it over with their father, of course, and he agreed with them, right down to the ground. He was
less of an abolitionist, maybe, than his sons were. But he thought that the South would secede and get away with
it—and he hated the idea worse than poison. He’d have come with the boys to the Oregon territory, I think, but for
the question of the slaves on the plantation.
“Maybe you’ve heard about fine, grand abolitionists in the South who freed their slaves and went North? Yes.
Look, maybe you’ve heard, too, about people who moved and left their cats, free as air, to starve. Decent
Southerners, in those days, didn’t free their slaves and walk off. No more than a decent father, nowadays, frees his
children and walks off.
“No, siree. Great-grandfather Quilter sold the two plantations that his sons had been managing, and gave them
the money he got for them. Christopher and Thaddeus took the money, and their wives, and came out to Oregon in
1848. Great-grandfather stayed in Virginia, and took care of the slaves until he died, during the last year of the
Civil War.
“Sure, Christopher and Thaddeus came as wealthy men. But I don’t need to tell you that they gave up lives of
luxury and ease for the hardships of pioneering. They had two reasons. I don’t know which loomed larger to them.
One was to get clear shed of the wickedness of slavery. The second was to found another family estate in a safe
land. Phineas and Thaddeus both fought on the side of the North during the war. When the war was over, they
came home to the Q2 Ranch. And there they’ve lived and raised their families; and there their children and their
children’s children are living up to now, 1928. Pretty decent-looking pattern? Nearly as I can judge it’s made of
material that hasn’t any wrong side to it, nor any seams. That is, until this cussed murder business ripped through
it in 1900.
“Christopher, the eldest brother, and his wife had both died by that time, and Thaddeus Quilter was the head of
the family. He was eighty years old in 1900.. Eighty years of the finest, cleanest, most holy-honest living that a
man ever put through. He was the father of the murdered boy, Richard Quilter. He was the father of the lady called
Aunt Gracia in the letters. And he was the grandfather of Richard’s three children: Neal, Judith, and Lucy. Their
grandmother, Thaddeus Quilter’s wife, had been dead a good many years.
“Taking them in the order of their ages, Phineas Quilter, the youngest of the three brothers, you know, comes
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next. He was sixty-seven years old in 1900, and he was a great old boy. He’d spent a good part of his time hunting
for gold mines in Oregon and Nevada; he never fared very far, but he fared often. It was his diversion. He was a
happy-go-lucky, but good-good as his gold all the way through. He was a cut-up, strong for practical jokes—all
like that. A little gay and fizzy in his youth, maybe; but he came out fine and mellow in his old age. His wife
called him Pan when she was in a real good humour. He liked it. That gives a slant, maybe. But don’t forget that,
like Thaddeus Quilter, he was a fine, honourable old gentleman. Phineas loved Dick like he would have loved his
own son, if he’d had one.
“Olympe, Phineas’s wife, comes next in order of age. She was all right, a real nice lady. Phineas met her when
he went South, after the war, to try to settle up the estate. She was what they used to call a reigning beauty. She
was studying elocution, and hoping to be a great actress. So Phineas met her, and married her a few weeks later,
and brought her out to Oregon to live on a cattle ranch—de luxe, but a frontier ranch, just the same. Nowadays the
marriage might have wound up in a divorce court, in spite of the fact that they loved each other a lot, right up to
the end. Anyway, Olympe did what women in those days generally did do, she stayed married, and made the best
of it. I can sort of imagine her thinking it over, those first months on the ranch, looking far across the sage and the
bunch grass to the hills, and saying to herself something like this:
“I wished to be a famous actress. I could have been, too, if I hadn’t fallen for this young Lochinvar-came-outof-the-West stuff. Well, I did. Here I am, stranded on an eastern Oregon cattle ranch. By Jolly, I’ll be a great
actress anyway.” And then she went to it.
“From that day on she used the Q2 Ranch for her stage, and acted on it, with the family and their friends for
her lifelong audience. Now here’s the catch in it. This acting business made her seem like more or less of a fool.
Yet the whole family loved her and respected her. Folks will give love free, sometimes, but they won’t give
respect free. Olympe had to earn that. Bless my soul to glory, if I know how she earned it—but she did. She was
selfish. She didn’t know much about gratitude. She was vain. She slipped up on a lot of the virtues. And yet, I
respected her, and I respect her memory. I used to puff all up with pride when she’d deign to be nice to me.
“That covers the oldsters. Did you get them? Thaddeus Quilter, father of the murdered man; Phineas Quilter
and his wife Olympe, uncle and aunt of the murdered man?”
“Yes. I have them straight.”
“Dick himself would be next of age. Do you want to hear about him?”
“By all means; yes.”
“Well, he took after his father, Thaddeus Quilter. Dick was more of a plodder, not quite so brilliant nor quite so
interesting as the old gentleman, maybe, but not dull; not by a long shot. Bone-good, Dick was—a fine,
honourable, hard-working lad. He married young, and he loved his wife enough to make her happy. It busted Dick
all up when she died. But he didn’t brood. He took what energy he might have put into grieving and used it
toward being a darn fine father to the three children she’d left him. Dick worshipped his own father—but all the
Quilters did that. I’m bound to say that it was Dick, more than the old gentleman, who pulled the Q2 Ranch
through the lean years and kept it from going under. Dick loved Q2 like a mother. He had to mortgage, but he
never sold an acre of it. Not even when young Christopher, Dick’s cousin, was spending a small fortune off it,
gallivanting around back East and in Europe.
“Gracia Quilter comes next—Dick’s sister, the old gentleman’s one daughter. She was a healthy, sweethearted, normal girl until she got kind of soured because of a mighty unfortunate love affair. Right after that, by
cracky, she embarrassed the family a lot by up and joining a new-fangled religious sect that called themselves
Siloamites. You never hear anything at all about them any more, but they were pretty strong in Oregon and Idaho
and around there for a while. They were all right, a fine class of people. I never knew better folks, anywhere, than
the general run of them. A couple of handsome young missionaries came along and caught Gracia on the rebound
from this love affair. She was emotional, and something of a mystic—she took after her mamma in that. So she up
and joins the church, and gets baptized and everything. Never did her nor anybody else a mite of harm that I could
see. One of the Siloamite tenets was never to thrust their religion on other folks. But the Quilter family, including
even the old gentleman, felt pretty sorry about the whole thing.”
“Did her religion amount to fanaticism? Did it in any way seem to affect her mind?”
“No, not a bit of it. Not a bit of it. I’m mentioning it because it seems to me to be the one rift in the Quilters’
lute. The one thing that any Quilter ever did that all the other Quilters didn’t root for. You know, like Chesterton's
neighbours, sitting on the fence and shouting ‘Hooray!’ Something about Chesterton always reminded me a little
of Phineas. Great old boys, both of them—though Phineas certainly kept his figure better.
“Well, that brings us to Christopher. He was the elder Christopher’s son. Makes him a nephew of Thaddeus
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Quilter’s, and a cousin of Dick’s. Chris was the real showy member of the family. Handsome, as ladies used to
say, as a Greek god. He took more after his Uncle Phineas than he did after his father. Though instead of dreaming
he’d find a gold mine, Chris dreamed he could write plays. I don’t know, yet, why he couldn’t. He’d had a fine
education, here and abroad, and he was real smart. But he couldn’t; and he wasted a pile of the family’s money
trying to. Chris was selfish, and too easily influenced. Still, you’d go far before you’d find a better lad than Chris
was. He is a fine man, too; and, as I always say, he’s getting better all the time.
“Just like his Uncle Phineas, though, he went and married an Eastern girl who didn’t have a mite of talent for
an isolated ranch. Her name, Irene, didn’t live up to its Greek meaning. I can’t say that I ever liked Irene much;
still, there was always something amiable about my dislike for her. She was one of these irritatingly helpmate-ish
sort of women. Never knew a stupid woman to marry a real smart man and not try to run him.”
“You think, then, that Irene—Mrs. Christopher Quilter—was a stupid woman? And, also, an egotistical
woman?”
“Was and is. Look. She, as they say nowadays, goes in for it. She’s sort of deliberately arch—if you know what
I mean. One of the poor-little-me type. But she has more to show than I have—a couple of fine sons and a sweet
little daughter, so I don’t know why I should be running her down. She’s been a true wife to Chris.
“Judy, Mrs. Judith Quilter Whitefield, Dick’s eldest daughter, comes next. She was in Colorado at the time,
taking care of her invalid husband. Married only a year—”
“Perhaps, Dr. Elm, to avoid confusion, if we could keep to the people who were at the ranch on the night of the
murder?”
“That’s right. But here I went and told you all about Phineas, and he wasn’t at the ranch the night Dick was
murdered, either.”
“It doesn’t matter. Now, the others?”
“Neal Quilter was next of age. Dick’s son. The one who wrote the letters to Judy. The one on whose account
we need to get this thing straightened out. He took after his father and grandfather. Bone-good. Smart as a whip.
Never had any real schooling to amount to anything. His grandfather and his Aunt Gracia taught him. The kid was
reading Latin better than I could when he was ten years old. When he was eighteen he passed the entrance
examinations for Oregon Agricultural College and was graduated from it just two years later, with all the honours.
He was keen about writing, always scribbling things at odd minutes. But he couldn’t serve two masters, and Q2
was his passion. His grandfather was his idol; but he loved his father better than most boys do. Chris’s sons think
a pile of Chris, but it isn’t like the way Neal thought of Dick.
“Lucy Quilter, the little girl who wrote the letters, comes next. She was twelve years old at the time, small and
dainty, and pretty as a peach is yet. At twelve she was the bud of what she’s bloomed into since. I guess, from
what you said, I don’t need to tell you what she is now.”
“Scarcely. It must be marvellous to know her as you do.”
“That’s what I think, when I’m away from her. Soon as I get with her I forget that she’s a famous lady, and
start trying to boss her about her babies, or to advise her about taking care of her health better, or something of the
kind. She’s as simple as common sense—and as rare. Let me see—Neal, Lucy. Yes, that finishes off the list.”
“No servants? No visitors?”
“From 1893 to 1900 were the seven lean years on the Q2 Ranch. They had a Chinese house-boy, Dong Lee.
But, aside from him, Gracia and Judy—until she went away—with Lucy’s help were doing all the inside work.
Dick and Neal were doing most of the outside work. They had to have help, of course; but they got the
neighbouring men to come in when they needed them. So many of the ranches went under in ’93 and ’94 that help
was easy enough to get that way, in those days. But Dong Lee wasn’t there the night Dick was killed. He’d been
having trouble with his teeth—Dong Lee, that is—and he’d gone to Portland to see a dentist.
“Now as to visitors. Gracia had had a couple of her church friends, missionaries, there on the place for ten
days. There was one room built in the attic, and the boys had occupied it. But they’d left the day before. Nice,
clean lads, both of them. I always thought it was a lucky thing for them that they were well out of it.”
“You are certain that they both had left!”
“Look. Dick was kIlled on Monday mght, around midnight. Late Monday afternoon the two lads were in my
office in Portland, a matter of two hundred miles distant (remember we didn’t have automobiles in those days),
delivering a message from Dick to me. He wanted a prescription refilled and sent to him.”
“Was he ill at the time?”
“Yes. Dick had been having a lot of trouble with his stomach.”
“Had it made him unpleasant, difficult to live with?”
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“It had not. Quieted him down a mite. I think that is an over-exploited theory, about pain making folks mean. If
they’re naturally mean, it gives them an excuse for indulging. In my experience, I’ve found that real suffering is
anyway as apt to make a saint as do sinner. But that’s beside the point, I guess.”
“No, I think not. But about these visitors. I suppose you are certain that the two men who came to your office,
with the message, were the same two men who had been visiting at the farm?”
“At the ranch? Yes, dead certain. I’d known the lads before. I knew them afterward. Not a shadow of doubt
about it.”
“I see. Now, then, Dr. Elm, the situation you have presented to me amounts to this: First, you give me stately,
unassailable traditions. That is, traditions based on proven performances of integrity, stability, courage, reaching
through two hundred years. Then you give me the Quilter family of 1900, true to these traditions—wise,
honourable, cultured people, with strong family loyalty and affection. A dearly loved member of this family is
found murdered in his room at night. That a member of the Quilter family, which you have presented to me, could
be guilty of such a crime seems to be entirely without the bounds of reason.
But there was newly fallen snow that night. No one could have gone away from the house without leaving
footprints in the snow. You declare that there were no footprints. Someone might have hidden in the house, and
remained there until escape was possible. One of your first insistences was that, because of the reliability of the
people who searched the house, no one could have been hiding there. Also, the house was so carefully guarded
that an escape, after the first hour, would have been impossible.
”Do you see it? You have precluded all possibility that the murder was committed by a member of the Quilter
family. You have precluded all possibility that the murder was committed by anyone who was not a member of the
Quilter family. And you state that it happened twenty-eight years ago.
“Wait. You are a reasonable, sensible man. Why didn’t you tell me, at first, that you didn’t expect, nor entirely
desire, me to arrive at the truth? That you wanted a sound-seeming theory, which could be evolved from the
letters, and which might, by fixing on some guilty stranger, cure your friend of his delusion? I may be able to do
that for you. If I can do it, harmlessly, I will. I know, as you know, that I can’t do better than that.”
“I hate to hear you talk that way, my girl. Quitting before you’ve begun. I sized you up as having more spunk
than that. One thing I admired the most about you was your spunk and—”
“Temper your admiration, Dr. Elm. You aren’t in your consulting room just now, you know.”
“I don’t think that;’s very nice of you, Miss MacDonald, trying to abash an old, white-haired man like me.
"”I only wish that I thought I had, or could. Your methods shame Machiavelli. I’m in terror of you. You’ve
bullied me into reading your letters. You’ve bullied me into promising a harmless lie. If the harmless lie seems
inadequate, you’ll doubtless bully me into a pernicious one, and the penitentiary.”
Dr. Elm said, “Bless your heart,” stood, put his overcoat across his arm, bowed; and, though his two hundred
and fifty pounds would seem to necessitate a definite solidity of carriage, Lynn MacDonald was left with the
impression that some gentle breeze had wafted him delicately away.
She smiled, the rueful smile of grudging admiration confronting the confusion of charm and guile. She looked
at her watch. It was too late to go home and dress and keep her dinner engagement; it was too early for anything
else. An hour’s reading should take her far through the letters. Then home, and dinner, and the restful evening she
had been needing for so long. First, the list of people, again:
1. Richard Quilter: the murdered man.
2. Thaddeus Quilter: Richard’s father.
3. Phineas Quilter: Richard’s uncle.
4. Olympe Quilter: Richard’s aunt. Phineas’s wife.
5. Gracia Quilter: Richard’s sister.
6. Christopher Quilter: Richard’s cousin.
7. Irene Quilter: Christopher Quilter’s wife.
8. Neal Quilter: Richard’s son.
9. Lucy Quilter: Richard’s daughter.
Dr. Elm had told her that Phineas Quilter was not at the Q2 Ranch on the night of the murder. She put a check
beside his name, and reached for the smaller packet of letters. …
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1920
132.124 The Model Chapel\fn{by Sister Mary Gilbert aka Madeline De Frees (1919-after June 28, 2013)} Ontario, Malheur
County, Oregon, U.S.A. (F) 7
All the nuns seemed to think that the plastic pigs were a wonderful idea. Sister Jude, the bursar, came home
from the bank one September morning with a paper bag full of them and set them out on the community room
table in three rows—red, yellow, and green—with Lincoln First Federal Savings & Loan stamped on their fat
sides.
“Now!” she said, picking up a red pig and setting it a little apart from the others, “maybe our novena will work
faster.” She giggled and looked around at the other Sisters, her eye coming to rest on Sister Constance with a
calculated gleam.
“Sister Constance can write a little poem to put on the banks, can’t she, Sister Superior?” Sister Jude asked.
“You know, something to let people know what they’re for.”
Sister Constance groaned. Even after twenty years she loathed these impromptu orders for verse. (They always
called them poems, of course.) In the novitiate it had been different. Everybody wrote jingles there, as if rhyme
were the only language audible in that rarefied atmosphere. But in a college, supposedly peopled by adults, it was
like using a fountain pen to dig worms. Sister Superior sent a mischievous look in the direction of Sister
Constance, who instantly felt childish and ashamed.
“Maybe you can do something in the Edgar Guest\fn{ Edgar Albert Guest (1881-1959), American (British born) poet,
responsible for reams of simple, colloquial poetry, such as the following memorable line: “It takes a heap o’ livin’ in a house t’ make it
home.”} tradition,” she suggested, and Sister Constance felt her amusement even as she warmed to her sympathy.

In the end Sister Constance had escaped writing the jingle. She had intended to, really, but the bursar was in a
hurry and Sister Marian, head of the music department, comprehending the urgency of the situation, had
responded. She had seemed eager to demonstrate that art was in no way inconsistent with the practical, even if
certain people stubbornly took that view.
Sister Constance had learned, on the other hand, that nuns are people and that, among them, inconsistencies
turned up in about the same proportions as elsewhere. If the inconsistencies showed more at times, well, that was
because nuns lived so close together.
So now the pigs were being fattened for market. There was a red one on the table in the tiny reception room
beside the front entrance of the administration building. Its yellow counterpart stood in the dim recesses of the
room across the entry, just beneath the ornate gold-framed Fra Angelico angels. Each morning after breakfast,
Sister Jude stopped in the parlor on her way to the novena and opened the venetian blinds enough to frame the pig
in a pool of sunlight, but Sister Clare, whose charge it was to dust the parlors, always closed the blinds when
Sister Jude was out of sight.
The other eight banks were distributed at strategic points throughout the house, in areas open to visitors and
students: one in the bursar’s office, one on the cafeteria counter, three in the music room (Sister Constance didn’t
know whether music students were three times as responsive or triply resistant), one in an obscure corner of the
president’s office, one in the library, and one, green and animal, at the very feet of the statue of Our Lady of
Fatima in the main hall. On one side of each of them, Scotch-taped over the bank imprint, was a small typed
message:
A fervent prayer!
An extra penny!
For our new chapel!
To sanctify many.

Sister Constance still cringed at the sight of it. She went to the novena, though, every morning except Tuesday,
when it was her turn to do the breakfast dishes. Several of the nuns remained stubbornly away, preferring their
private prayer to the choral recitation of one honoring the Infant Jesus of Prague. But Sister Constance, whose
reservations about the devotion were equally strong, yielded her judgment and offered the sacrifice of seeming
concurrence. She would enter the chapel, genuflect slowly, bow her head in silent adoration and recite the words
mechanically. When her eye fell on the dressed-up doll with the crown of gilt and pearls, that took the place of a
real statue of the Infant in their tiny chapel, she was sometimes moved to genuine prayer—but it was prayer of
atonement and not of petition.
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As a young nun, she might have felt obliged to muffle her distaste for cheap religious art. Now she knew that
God does not demand suspension of the critical faculties; that obedience and intelligence, taste even, can be
reconciled without compromise. Yet it was difficult to apply the principle in particular cases.
Her reaction bothered her sometimes, it seemed so pharisaical. After all, there was something beautiful about
the faith and fervor of her Sisters: they were so positive that the Infant could not refuse a petition obviously in
accord with the Divine Will. What could more evidently be for God’s glory than a new chapel? Their present one
was too small entirely and hardly a fitting House for the Divine Guest. When they had outgrown the original
chapel, they had removed the sliding doors between it and the community room, moved the altar from the east
wall to the south and turned the prie-dieux to face it. Gradually they had added more of the tiny kneelers until the
whole recess about the Wurlitzer organ was filled with them, and the junior Sisters, turned sideways in the alcove
that had once housed the altar, were scarcely three feet from the priest as he offered Mass. There was no
Communion railing either, and two Sisters had to leave the chapel, carrying their chairs, and wait in the hall if one
of the nuns wanted to go to Confession before morning Mass.
Sister Constance’s place was in the second row at the side, wedged between Sister Catherine and the small
niche for the Blessed Mother’s statue. Sometimes on feast days the sacristan moved the statue to a pedestal in
front of the chapel, where it belonged really, and Sister Constance used the shelf for her hymn books and prayer
books. That was why she liked the place, even though she sometimes jabbed her left arm on the base of the niche
when someone moved the kneelers a fraction and disturbed their alignment. Yes, a new chapel would be a great
convenience, and it was something to pray and suffer for, but not too eagerly, for Sister Constance had learned
that so long as a thing matters too much, nothing comes of it.
So she continued to attend the novena, all through the fall, and by November she took one of the plastic pigs
from the music room and perched it on a filing case in her classroom. She removed the verse, though, substituting
a small notation which read,
How about a dime? I’m building a chapel.

It seemed more honest and more direct; for though she could muster little enthusiasm for Walt Disney cartoons
and talking animals generally, the message did avoid the trap of confusing piety and fund-raising.
Sister Constance couldn’t help noting, though, that the direct approach seemed less effective. While two or
three coins rattled forlornly in her bank, Sister Marian’s had already been downtown and back for a refill several
times. Once or twice, there had even been a dollar bill among the nickels and pennies and quarters; and the bank
balance, padded out with a couple of checks from Sister Marian’s friends and the proceeds from the sale of some
scrap metal, now stood at an impressive $323.89.
It would take at least fifty thousand before they could start, Sister Superior said. But even at the present rate,
there could be a new chapel in about eighty years—hardly a long time in the light of eternity, as Sister Jude was at
pains to point out. And that would be entirely apart from the novena, which might, at any instant, produce a
miracle. Not that they were looking for something extraordinary, you understand, just the softening of an
indifferent or hardened heart with purse strings conveniently attached. Didn’t the Jesuits experience things like
that almost every week? And weren’t the Sisters entitled to some mark of Divine favor? After all, Our Lord had
urged His followers to ask and they should receive.
Sister Constance wanted to remind Sister Jude that He had also chosen a stable as His birthplace and Nazareth
for a home town, but she thought better of it and continued to attend the novena.
Early in December, Sister Jude brought another surprise to the community recreation. The Sisters were sitting
around darning their stockings, crocheting or playing Scrabble when Sister Jude walked in with a large carton,
which she deposited squarely in front of Sister Superior. There was a rustle of curiosity, and the voices trailed off
as Sister Superior rapped with her ring on the table for attention. Sister Jude opened the carton slowly, pushing
each flap out of the way and then looking round as if to ask,
“Do they really deserve to see this exquisite thing that I have brought them?”
After the carton was undone, there was tissue paper. Sister Jude removed it carefully, piece by piece,
smoothing each one out and folding it neatly in four before taking another. Her timing is all off, Sister Constance
thought, as Sister Clare and Sister Timothy went wordlessly back to their Scrabble. Even the sacristan, who might
have guessed that it would have something to do with the chapel, stopped looking at Sister Jude and returned to
her mending with that terrible concentration known only to those newly fitted with bifocals. By that time even
Sister Jude realized that the game was up, so I she cleared her throat and said,
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“Mr. Henry A. Madison, of Madison, Madison & Caldwell, has prepared a scale model of our chapel for
display purposes.”
She reached into the box, took it out, and held it aloft for the Sisters’ admiration. When everyone had
exclaimed sufficiently and had examined it at close range, the whole community straggled to the parlor, where the
model chapel was enshrined beside the piggy bank. The pig, Sister Constance noted, was not in scale. Its yellow
bulk, fully two inches above the clerestory, interposed an earthy barrier between the beholder and the concave
shaft from which rose a slim, modernistic cross. The architect had remembered everything: there was a small
flashlight battery attached, and when you pushed a switch on the green cork lawn, light streamed through the tiny
stained-glass windows in a blue and mystic haze. The Sisters never stopped marveling at the perfection of it, and
ten days later the battery had gone dead, though the novena had been thoroughly recharged, and even Sister Clare,
who had at first referred to the morning chapel goers as Holy Rollers, now stopped ducking into the parlor to
close the venetian blinds and went, instead, to her place in the third row behind Sister Constance.
Seeing the model chapel was certain to draw questions from visitors, the Sisters agreed, and who could tell
when the Little King might send a millionaire—one looking for just such an opportunity on which to lavish a
fraction of his wealth?
But as day followed day and no benefactor appeared, the novena thinned out a little. Oh no! They had not lost
faith nor relinquished hope; it was just that activities multiplied as the school year continued, and some found
their early-morning duties too urgent to leave time for spiritual extras.
So the scale model began to disappear into the other indistinguishable features of the reception room until one
day when a newspaper reporter spied it, as he was coming in on another assignment. The inevitable questions
drew the inevitable answers, and when he asked to do a story and use a picture, Sister Superior reluctantly
consented, after making it clear that plans were still tentative and that no date had been set for starting
construction.
“But,” as she remarked, “you never know who might read the story. Remember the nuns in the Old Folks’
Home in Kentucky? They had been praying to St. Joseph for a new furnace, and a single news item brought them
more than enough donations to pay for the project.”
So the story appeared—a fine, inspiring account with a modest, two-column headline and a dignified
photograph of Sister Superior examining the architect’s model. But days passed, and the only communication
elicited by the newspaper story was a frosty reprimand from the provincial superior, who wrote that she had “read
with interest of your building program in the public press.”
A few days later, Sister Superior and Sister Jude put the model chapel away in the parlor cupboard. The pig
now presided over a heavy glass ashtray, the single concession to outsiders in the stiff, airless room with nothing
to look at but a plastic-covered pamphlet containing the encyclical on Christian education and a finger-marked
copy of last season’s college yearbook.
By springtime the nuns were convinced that the Little King was testing their perseverance. St. Monica had
prayed twenty or thirty years for Augustine’s conversion,\fn{ Monica was his mother.} and who were they to presume?
Of course they must do their part—supplement prayer with whatever action seemed advisable, for Christ had also
said, hadn’t He, that they must be wise as serpents?
Sister Jude reminded the Sisters at supper one evening that Mrs. McKinstry, a graduate of the Normal School
and widow of their good friend, might be approached for help.
“Why don’t we offer our regular novena with special fervor for nine days,” she asked, “and then invite her
over and propose a memorial chapel?”
It seemed like a direct inspiration, and fervor flared again in the little chapel each morning after breakfast. On
the ninth day, Sister Superior, Sister Jude, and Sister Constance came to the parlor with Sister Timothy, who had
been in Mrs. McKinstry’s class in Normal School. The model had been re-enthroned after meticulous dusting, and
the plastic pig, stationed at a respectful distance, had been hollowed out to receive a check, for the Sisters
believed in preparedness. Sister Timothy led the conversation adroitly round to the subject which had brought
them together. Sister Superior, who was really rather shy, confined her remarks to quiet affirmations of what had
just been said. Sister Constance prayed soundlessly that Sister Jude would not disgrace them all.
Mrs. McKinstry was a wizened, white-haired arthritic, who blossomed profusely when cultivated. Since her
husband’s death, she had experienced a renewal of vigor and, from a complaining semi-invalid, had become a
venturesome little grandmother, who drove the car and bought new clothes and went to all the club meetings she
had skipped for the last fifteen years. She loved the Sisters, enjoyed reminiscing with them, and asked their
prayers for whatever business matters or family problems absorbed her at the moment.
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Midway in one of Sister Timothy's most dramatic sentences, Mrs. McKinstry’s roving eye fastened on the pig,
and she let out a little exclamation of curiosity and delight as she recognized one of the banks from her son’s place
of business. She would have gone for it immediately, except that Sister Jude anticipated the movement and placed
it in her knotted, eager hands. She read the inscription while everyone waited. Everyone, except Sister Constance,
who couldn’t restrain the remark:
“Poetry just seems to go with pigs, don’t you think, Mrs. McKinstry?” She lowered her eyes to avoid Sister
Jude's swift reproach.
Mrs. McKinstry chuckled and read the rhyme-aloud in skittishly pious tones:
“A fervent prayer | An extra penny | For our new chapel | To sanctify many.” She reached for her handbag. She
rustled about among the lipstick and car keys and Sunday collection envelopes until she found a quarter and three
pennies.
“There,” she said, bringing them to the surface with a triumphant cluck, “three extra pennies and a quarter
besides!” She dropped them, one at a time, with a hollow plastic thud, the quarter last, poising it above the slot
with a lingering farewell look.
“We knew the Little King would help us,” Sister Jude said, interrupting Sister Constance’s reflections on the
widow’s mite. “What a fine beginning!” She looked toward Sister Timothy encouragingly.
“Agnes,” Sister Timothy said, “wouldn’t it be beautiful to have a chapel named for Tom? St. Thomas Chapel.
There’s something so right about it:”
Mrs. McKinstry shifted uneasily in her chair.
“Of course I’d be thrilled to have you name the chapel for Tom,” she said, her voice breaking a little. “Do you
intend to build soon?”
“Everything depends upon the necessary funds, Mrs. McKinstry,” Sister Jude answered. It was the tone she
reserved for bank presidents and auditors from the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
“We were just saying before you came,” Sister Timothy said, pressing her advantage, “whoever gives us a
major donation—say, anything up to fifty thousand—should have the consolation and the joy of naming the
chapel for a dear one.”
“I shouldn’t think there'd be many folks in Carlton who could give so much,” Mrs. McKinstry said. “Where
are the African violets you promised to show me?”
Less than two hours later, Sister Constance brought a message to Sister Superior. One of the Franciscan Sisters
had called from the hospital to say that Mrs. McKinstry had driven her car into a telephone pole. She was not hurt
seriously, just shaken, but in view of her age, the doctor was concerned about the circumstances leading up to the
accident. Had they, perhaps, been aware of any emotional disturbance during her visit to the college?
The older members of the community contended that Mrs. McKinstry would come through. Time often
worked wonders. Time and prayer. Her brush with death would make her think seriously. Sister Timothy
announced that she was putting the whole matter in the hands of Agnes’s Guardian Angel, and her evening vigils
in the chapel lengthened visibly.
*
Father Morgan’s years in the movie capital had given him a theatrical air. He had mastered the gestures: the
flow of the hands, wrists leading like a ballet dancer, and the three-quarter profile with compelling eyes. But
Sister Constance felt that the parish public address system and his own vibrato reduced Father Morgan’s Hooper
Rating when it came to delivery. The more emphatic portions of his Sunday sermons rattled the chandeliers in the
high-ceilinged sanctuary, making her yearn for the dramatic pause and the whispered resonance that signalized his
Master’s voice.
His eloquence had been instrumental in building the new church, it was true, and he was in general favor
among the parishioners, especially the women. But even the men appeared to derive vicarious enjoyment from his
preaching, sitting with folded arms and eyes rolled upwards to the towering pulpit.
Today he was launching a drive for the parish hall. Some of the old-timers said that it wasn’t really needed, but
others accused them of obstructing progress. St. Clement’s was a growing parish with an up-to-date school, a
well-planned, well-built rectory (the old one had been converted to a convent for the Sisters who taught the parish
school), and plans for an eighty-five-thousand-dollar hall, complete with stainless steel automatic kitchen,
auditorium, meeting rooms, recreation area, nursery facilities, and baby sitters for children whose parents were
attending church services.
While Father Morgan outlined the need, Sister Constance trimmed the budget by thirty thousand. That would
be a good beginning for their chapel, she thought. Get that close to the goal, and everyone would tax his ingenuity
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to do more. But of course it was out of the question. As an institution owned and operated by the teaching
Congregation to which she belonged (or more accurately, by the loan company which had financed the building),
the college was not entitled to Church support.
Father Morgan had reached the part about needing the cooperation of every man, woman, and child in this
parish if we are to succeed in this gigantic undertaking for the glory of God. Sister Constance looked at him and
wished that he would reserve his hypnotic powers for more willing victims.
After Mass Father Morgan took the children’s envelopes to the convent so that the Sisters could count the
money. On his way he passed by the college and stopped to ask the superior’s help in reaching the college
students of his parish. Sister Constance greeted him at the door, led him into the reception room, and went in
quest of Sister Superior. She returned and found Father Morgan thoughtfully examining the plastic pig.
Nobody knew exactly what happened, but soon afterwards, the piggy banks were gathered up again and stored
away in the bursar’s cupboard—all except one, which had slipped out of sight behind a row of books in Sister
Superior’s office. Sister Constance used to see it there when she dusted the furniture in the morning, and it gave
her a gloomy satisfaction to know that the animal was at large. Much as she had hated the bald beggary and the
doggerel, she hated pettiness more, and on good days she constructed fierce fantasies in which the wandering pig
disgorged five-figure bank notes with “Sisters’ Chapel” franked into the grain.
May was unusually warm that year, and Sister Constance found the hour and one-half required for morning
prayer, meditation, and Mass longer than she cared to admit. The whir of the electric fan reminded her that it was
cooler at the rear of the chapel, but twenty years separated her from the relative comfort in which the senior
Sisters sat. Where would she be in twenty years? Still fighting off the drowsiness and the suffocation of this earlymorning tryst?
Sister Catherine reached for her rosary, and Sister Constance gathered her skirts closer to keep her neighbor’s
hand out of a strange pocket. The beads rattled annoyingly, and from somewhere out in the hall, the distracting
fragrance of coffee and frying bacon wrestled with her prayer. She gathered her veil with a practiced twist and
brought it forward over her shoulder, edging away from the back of the seat so that Sister Clare might rest her
hands on the prie-dieu. Fifteen minutes more before Mass. She gathered her distractions into a brief lament and
laid them before the tabernacle. Outside, the endless freight cars bumped and shook, invading the chapel with
bleating cries and the strong, medicinal odor of sheep dip.
Sister Constance skipped the novena that morning, even though it wasn’t Tuesday. She wanted to polish the
floor in Sister Superior’s office, and it was easier to get started before the Sisters began filing in to ask for bus
tokens or advice in dealing with violations of dormitory regulations. The janitor stuck his head in the doorway.
“Do you want some more wax to keep the shine on?” He held the mop carefully away from his freshly
laundered overalls. He applied the wax with eager scrupulosity, for in his eighteen years at the college, Otto had
contracted some of the Sisters'’passion for perfection. He moved the chairs gently aside, sought out the corners,
avoiding the baseboards, and gave the space beneath the radiator two coats.
“By golly,” he said, frowning at the black marks around the desk, “we got to take all the wax off and clean it
before summer school. You tell me when. Maybe Sister Superior go away.”
He picked up the plastic pig, shook it, and held it out to Sister Constance.
“This pig sounds empty,” he said. He backed out gingerly, waiting for the wax to dry. “I put three dimes in the
one in the hall before they take it away. You got enough?”
Sister Constance looked ruefully at the wet wax and stuffed the bank in her pocket. She gave him a quick
lesson in elementary economics, carefully omitting Father Morgan’s part in the total scheme. Otto is so good, she
thought. We take vows of poverty and obedience, and he keeps them. She unwound the cord and plugged the
polisher into the wall outlet.
“Say,” Otto said excitedly, forgetting to tiptoe in his eagerness, “maybe we get the chapel anyway?”
He reached into his pocket, pulled out his billfold, and extracted two small pieces of paper.
“Sweepstakes tickets,” he said. “Maybe we win fifty thousand pounds. You know how much a pound is? That
be enough?”
“These tickets cost between three and four dollars,” Sister Jude said evenly, as Sister Constance, following
Sister Superior’s orders, left them in the bursar’s office. “And he’s bought two of them. Why didn’t he give the
money to the chapel instead?”
“There’s really only one ticket,” Sister Constance said. “The other is a confirmation. Be sure to put them away
carefully. Otto says you have to produce the ticket if you win. He almost lost a thousand dollars once because he
forgot where he put the thing.”
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*
The community was split on the Sweepstakes Question, and for once the division was not chronological. Sister
Timothy, the oldest in the house, was not one to condone gambling, but she was a firm believer in charity. Didn’t
the tickets say plainly that this was a hospital benefit? It was really another form of the corporal works of mercy,
you know, and the Irish sense of compassion is much stronger than anything we find here in America.
Sister Timothy wanted to put the tickets beneath the Infant’s statue in the chapel. Or maybe St. Joseph’s
because it was larger, but Sister Superior objected on the grounds that it savored of superstition and seemed like
putting limits on God’s power.
Sister Constance, tempted by the ironic possibilities of the situation, succumbed. The notion of building a
chapel on sweepstakes winnings was so delightfully incongruous that it blurred her judgment for a time. The
strangeness that others attribute to fate she identified with Divine Providence, and she told herself that it would be
just like God to answer their prayers in this unexpected fashion.
But she knew she was dramatizing. In certain characters there is an intermittent romance between cynicism
and naïvete, and Sister Constance was one of these. So it didn’t surprise her when June 6 came and went without a
telegram of victory. Sister Timothy took the silence harder, and padded about the house with pinched features,
pulling the black shawl closer about her shoulders, and saying at intervals,
“I don’t understand it. God must have some magnificent treat in store for us.”
The community bell rang at four-thirty the next afternoon, and since it was neither the day for Confessions nor
for Holy Hour, the Sisters were all asking the reason for the summons. They stood about in the community room
keeping a token silence, impatient to be about their work but too obedient to ignore the bell. Sister Superior and
Sister Jude entered together, their faces serious, their eyes taking a quick census before the business began. At
Sister Superior's direction, the Sisters seated themselves after a brief offering and waited with folded arms, their
hands concealed within the large outer sleeves.
“Sister Jude has something to tell us about the chapel,” Sister Superior said, and the community searched her
face for an answer to their prayers but found no clue. Sister Jude glanced at Sister Superior.
“We’ve really been very fortunate,” she began.
“I knew it!” Sister Timothy said. “I knew something would come of all those prayers,” but Sister Jude looked
sharply at her, and Sister Superior nodded to Sister Jude to go on.
“As you know, the fire department has inspected our building,” Sister Jude said, “and they feel that our chapel
is … inadequate.”
The Sisters began talking all at once, and Sister Superior tapped her ring for silence. Sister Jude hurried toward
the climax.
“We have to put in another exit,” she said. “The aisles are so narrow—and an outside stairway.” She took an
envelope from her pocket.
“This is the official notice.”
“Providentially,” Sister Jude said, “we have the money to do what is required.” She looked with deference
toward the head table and said, “Maybe Sister Superior would like to tell you about the changes in schedule
before I present the financial part.”
“For a while, at least,” Sister Superior said, “we’ll have to have two Masses. The younger Sisters up to and
including Sister Constance will rise half an hour earlier—at five instead of five-thirty.” She smiled to cushion the
shock.
“The workmen would like to start at eight each morning, so please try to get your private devotions in before
that time or after five P.M. Our noon examination of conscience will be in the community room.”
She turned the meeting back to Sister Jude, now thoroughly in command of the situation, and ready for a
detailed report in which the light of her business acumen gleamed from a bushel of extraneous data. The estimated
cost of the remodeling was three hundred dollars. Two of the windows would have to be sealed off, but on good
days they could have the fire door open. They couldn’t afford to have the whole interior refinished, so it might not
be beautiful to look at, but then the chapel was only temporary anyway.
Sister Timothy began asking the Sister nearest her to repeat what Sister Superior had said.
“It’s awful to get old,” she complained. “It sounded to me as if Sister Superior said we’d get up at five.”
Sister Constance turned unwillingly as Sister Jude spoke again.
“One more thing, Sisters,” she said. “Sister Superior and I have been talking this over, and we’ve agreed that it
is a blessing in disguise. If we hadn’t had the banks, of course, there would be no provision for meeting this added
burden.” If we hadn’t had the banks, Sister Constance thought, there would be no burden. But she merely meant
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that it would have been a different one.
“Perhaps you know,” Sister Jude said, “our chapel fund was a little more than three hundred and sixty dollars,
and Sister Superior has a wonderful idea for the other sixty dollars.” Sister Superior blinked when the gentle rod
of her authority coiled in Sister Jude’s aggressive hand. Sister Jude seemed not to notice.
“We were down at Jamison’s today,” she said, her voice growing slightly nasal, “and we found a perfectly
lovely statue of the Infant of Prague.” She smiled expectantly and looked around.
Sister Constance averted her eyes. Already she realized that the odds favored 100 per cent attendance at
tomorrow’s novena. It didn’t really matter when or how they got the chapel. What mattered was that they kept on
wanting one. She smiled with what Sister Jude was sure to interpret as satisfaction over the new statue. Then she
plunged a hand deep into her pocket and loosened the sticky rhyme that still clung to the plastic pig.

Harry Truman was Franklin Roosevelt’s Vice-President for about three months before finishing out FDR’s
fourth presidential term. He then won a term in his own right in one of the grestest comeback victories,
serving as President from 1945-1953. It was his decision to authorize the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, one of the principal factors that forced Japan’s immediate and unconditional surrender ending
World War II by saving thousands of American lives that would certainly have been lost in the planned
invasion of Japan. He also helped found the United Nations, authorized the Marshall Plan to rebuild
Western Europe, oversaw the Berlin Airlift and the creation of NATO, and stopped the Communist
takeover of South Korea—all in line with the Truman Doctrine to promote the spread of democracy and
contain the spread of Communism, in the spirit of which he also created the National Security Agency, the
Central Intelligence Agency and the National Security Council to combat foreign espionage. He also signed
Executive Orders beginning the desegregation of the armed forces, making it illegal to discriminate against
people applying for civil service positions based on race, or the awarding defense contracts based on race.
Please go to file “U.S.A. 187c, Finished” where the third part of the full table of contents—retained at the
beginning of the first section—becomes operational as text items 176.38 Oregon through American Samoa.
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